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Production Flounders
'Weak As New Quota Is Applied U.

Unmoved Over
Tales of

YORK,

Decree': Allied

London,

—

— With

of

CRI Checkers Exempt
From Wisconsin Law

booking complete American programs
for double bills both becoming effective tomorrow, an already confused
production situation here becomes even

The Attorney General of
Wisconsin has ruled that the
activities of Confidential Reports, Inc., do not come under

more

the private detective licensing
law of that state and its field
agents are not required to be
licensed, according to CRI.
"This decision was based
upon the fact that checking
activities of CRI are not secret and are conducted with
the knowledge of the exhibitor," stated the organization
here yesterday.

new 45
the

Myers Defends Numerous
Suits, Blasts the Majors

30.

Sept.

Britain's

per cent exhibition quota and

American

industry's

policy

uncertain.

Washington, Sept. 30. Allied
Contributing to the uncertainty of
States Association does not "view production plans here is the inability
with alarm the persistent rumors of of British producers to decide whether
an effort to negotiate a new, in- they should continue to make a coneffective, milk-and-water consent de- siderable number of their pictures with
cree" in the Paramount case, Allied the American market in view or to
of
completely possibilities
counsel Abram F. Myers said here discount
American playing time.
today.
To that, British exhibitors are addAt the same time, Myers deing their own anxious corollary Are
fended the number of anti-trust
:

court proceedings involving distributors as being for the industry's own good.

Wants

Asserting that certain phases of
operations had the approval of
the Government, the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers intends to rely to some extent on the consent decree which it
entered into with the Department of

Dead
—

A

Myers Hails Alger
Ruling as a

Wedge
—

Washington,

30.
Allied
Sept.
States counsel Abram F. Myers today
defended exhibitors hit by distributors'
percentage suits, and hailed
Judge Campbell's ruling in the Alger
case in Chicago as "opening the way

the exhibitor to test the very
foundations" of these suits.
On Sept. 16, Judge Campbell referred to a special master the question of whether or not exhibition contracts on which the suit was based
were legal, and whether a finding
that they were illegal under the Supreme Court's Paramount decision

been set,
it is said tentative plans are to have
it
coincide with the return to the
U. S. of Eric A. Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Association of
America, who is now in Europe.
Johnston is expected to return here
in about two weeks.

and while no

One company

president said yester(Continued on page 2)

for

Tesma

Will Accept

Associate
St.

Louis,

Members

Sept.

30.

— Theatre

SOPEG Unit
6

Quits for IA' Tie

Association will amend its bylaws to
in
memberships
associate
open
to firms and individuals connected with the theatre industry, but
not manufacturers, it was announced
trade show
today as the

TESMA

TESMA

drew
Second home
collarites"

Screen

to
Office

office

unit

of

"white

withdraw from
and Professional

the

Em-

Guild (CIO) is Republic's,
"an overwhelming majority" of its employes
having
petitioned
AFL's
IATSE Motion Picture Home Office
Employes Local No. H-63 yesterday
to establish a shop there.
H-63 won
ployes

(Continued on page 2)

States,

world-

with

Architects, builders,
to a close.
export agents, advertising agencies,
and financial companies were cited as
examples of businesses eligible for associate membership, according to Roy
secretary.
Boomer,
At the same time, Theatre Equip-

TESMA

ment Dealers Protective Association
voted to eliminate "Protective" from
its title and will hereafter be known
(Continued on page 2)

Justice in 1941 for support of its motion to modify the opinion of New
York Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell in the case against it by membersof the Independent Theatre Owners
Association.
Ascap filed notice of the motion
with the court yesterday, accompanied

by

25-page

affidavit

by

Louis

D.

Frohlich, litigation counsel for the society, who tried the New York case.

Throughout his document, Frohlich
asks that numerous findings and conclusions be revised to specify that only
(Continued on page 4)

Paramount Adds
Its Fla.

and

to

Holdings

Paramount, in its quarterly report to
the New York Federal Court on
holdings, disclosed yesterday that it
had purchased additional stock in four

wide influences,
died
today at
his home, Greystone,
Kingle
Road.
Armat's pro-

Florida companies in accordance with
contractual
obligations with
Frank
Rogers and other partners in that

jector contribustate.
tion
is
known
As a result of the purchases, Parain the annals as
Thomas Armat
mount's interests in the four circuits
the
Vitascope,
now are as follows
Hollywood
the
which opened the Broadway career of Amusements, 92 per cent; Florida
Coastal Theatres, 97 per cent, and
the screen on April 23, 1896, at Kos(Continued on page 2)
ter and Bial's Music Hall in Herald

machine

Square,

New

:

York.

It

was

first

for

(Continued on page 2)

Equipment and Supply Manufacturers

(Continued on page 4)

Second

specific date has

Add Evidence
As Is

its

Seek Top Executive Armat, Inventor of
Projector,

to

If Findings Stay

(Continued on page 4)

Parley This Month

Decree

S.

As a Defense

Allied counsel blasted the majors for "continuing their delaying
Is
tactics, and contesting proceedings in
the New York Paramount case by
mandate, step by step, adding they are
Washington, Sept. 30.
meeting of film company presiThomas
making use of the latitude given them dents, other top-echelon executives Armat, aged 82, inventor of the proby the Federal rules of civil proce- and studio officials is being considered jector which delivered the motion picdure to harass .the Government with for this month on the Coast for a gen- ture from the peep-show to the screen
(Continued on page 4)
eral discussion of industry matters, for the foundboth foreign and domestic, it is under- ing of the industry
the
of
stood.
Such a session is said to have been picture theatre,
United
talked about for the past several weeks in the

The

Cites

U. K.

ITOA Adopts

Smith

Exhibitors to Share Conciliation Plan
In U' Drive Prizes
Unanimous approval of the exhibi4

Chicago, Sept.

30.

— Universal

Pictures for the first time will offer cash
incentives to exhibitors for the most
proficient handling of its pictures, during the "Unity Sales Drive," William
A. Scully, distribution vice-president,
announced at the company's third
regional sales meeting at the Hotel
Blackstone here. The exhibitor prizes
in the drive, commencing Oct. 31, will
(Continued on page 4)

tor-distributor conciliation plan spon-

sored by 20th-Fox general sales manAndy W. Smith, Jr., was registered yesterday by the board and
membership, successively, of the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York at meetings which were
addressed by Smith.
ITOA is the
third exhibitor organization to adopt

ager

the plan.

The

organization established a con(Continucd on page 4)

i

/
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Motion Picture Daily
:

the SiT Queen Mary.

•
Lapidus, Warner

Eastern
Jules
and Canadian division sales manager,
will return to New York over the
weekend from Chicago.

three other applicants are jockeying
for two available channels.
Paramount said 20th -Fox had applications in once for stations in New

York, Boston and Los Angeles, and
Spyros
20th-Fox president
quoted
•.
Skouras as testifying that they were
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture withdrawn because there did not seem
Association of America president, is to be any prospect of profit. Fox is
field, now
in Rome awaiting departure for Bel- trying to get back in the
that there is some hope of making
grade.
money, Paramount charged.
Twentieth-Fox said Paramount had
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio exresidence in the San Francisco area
no
to
return
will
head,
hibitor relations
and charged that the program policies
City.
Kansas
New York today from
of Paramount "are not in keeping
•
standards of broadPaul Broder, Realart president, is with the highest
casting practice."
due here today from Detroit.
due here from

Monday.

FCC
303

Applies to

'Freeze'

Coyne Ends Paid

TOA

W.

Coyne's status as salaried executive of Theatre Owners of
America officially terminated yester-

Robert

day and indications are that he will
enter exhibition, probably in association with Ted R. Gamble, head ot
Gamble is exMonarch Theatres.
pected in New York from his Portland, Ore., home in about 10 days
when he and Coyne reportedly will
discuss a possible post.
First executive director of TOA,
recently succeeded by Gael Sullivan,
Coyne will continue with the organization as a member of the executive
committee.
He was instrumental in
and
organizing and establishing
putting it on a smoothly functioning

TOA

be held at two P.M. today at
At the time
side Chapel, Manhattan.
of

death,

his

George

Lorber

was

assistant
sales vice-

Schaefer,
Enterprise, with which
he became associated last February
after 31 years at Paramount.
Lorber died in Roosevelt Hospital
to

president

J.

of

24 hours after he had apparently
fallen in front of an incoming substation.
way train at the 49th St.
The widow, Jennie, survives.

BMT

Thomas Armat,

82

stockholder

Anna

A

tions unsupported by documents and
Fed- evidence, the Armat priorities were
attacked.
Among the consequences
eral Communications Commission said
cleaning up of the motion pictoday it would not process or grant was a
any pending or new applications for ture exhibits of the Smithsonian In-

Sept.

30.

—The

commercial television stations until stitution in Washington where contrary claimants' devices had been on
it has
had a chance to overhaul its
display for years.
video rules and policies.
Armat was born on Oct. 20, 1866,
The expected freeze, which went inat Fredericksburg, Va.
He came of
to effect immediately, applies to 303
an old Colonial family with its roots
applications now pending, as well as
in Germantown, Penn.
It is a tradimany that may come.
tion there that one of his forebears
was the inventor of an early stove for
the burning of coal. He was educated
in his native Virginia and Washing(Continued from page 1)
ton, and early tended to a scientific
as Theatre Equipment Dealers Asso- career.
He was the inventor of variciation.
Ray Colvin, TEDA presi- ous electrical devices and later of a
president, announced the 1949 conven- number of motion picture mechanisms
tion will be held at the Stevens Hotel subsequent to the Vitascope.
He was,
in Chicago.
however, more largely concerned with

Tesma Will Accept

Closing

session- of

convention,

the

business,

in

the

real

estate

firm

George

Dembow was

inadvertently
referred to in these columns yesterday as president of National Screen
Service instead of vice-president. Herman Robbins is president of NSS.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller

Center

—
j

•GARY COOPER • ANN SHERIDAN;
in LEO McCAREY'S

'GOOD SAM";
A Rainbow

Productions,

Picture

Inc.

i

Released by RKO Radio Pictures
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

j

'

Barbara Stanwyck
Burt Lancaster

of

Columbia. The motion picture was an incident in his
career, although a profitable one.
Armat was specially honored by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences and the Society of Motion
(Continued from page 1)
Picture Engineers, and in more recent
years has come into a degree of world100 per cent ownership of Florida In- wide recognition
for his contributions,
land Theatres and Clearwater Enter- after
the settling of the dusts of con-

mm

in the District of

A

Paramount Releoj*

Paramount Holdings

Jeffrey to
Arthur

Beg Pardon

Unit Quits

SOPEG

and Morris Wolf, charging conspiracy prises.
troversy.
The four other theatre-owning dein behalf of United to the alleged
He is survived by the widow, Mary
detriment of Warner. The suit asks fendants in the industry anti-trust case B. Armat, and two sons. The funeral
for an accounting on a deal made in are expected to file similar reports is to be private and burial will be at
1945 between United and Warners for with the New York court today.
his home town of Fredericksburg.
the production of six pictures.
Warner officials were not available
here yesterday for comment.

dustry Council in Hollywood this week

A

Stockholder Files Suit
a stockholders suit in
U. S. District Court here yesterday
against United States Pictures, Warner Brothers, Joseph Bernhard, Robert
W. Perkins, Milton Sperling,
Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner

Namara, advertising-publicity director
of Selznick Releasing Organita/
is
understood to be planning to i
„nt
his proposals for such a campaign at
the meeting. The Motion Picture In-

(Continued from page 1)
trade reasons offered as an Edison invention, "Armat design."
Later, after
a shop election victory at United Artcomplex negotiations leading to the ists' home office
on Tuesday.
formation of the Motion Picture Patspokesman for the Republic group
ents
Edison
Projection
Co.,
the
said
the
exodus
from
Kinetoscope came to bear a license stemmed
from that union's refusal to
number under the Armat patents, comply with the non-Communist affiwhich had been adjudicated.
davit provisions of the Taft-Hartley
long and tangled history lies beLaw.
hind the Vitascope, which in fact
H-63 business agent Russell Moss
achieved its first public exhibition at
said the local's attorney, Matthew
the Cotton States Exposition in AtLevy, will petition the National Labor
lanta, in September of 1895.
Bitterly Relations
Board at once for a Repubcontested, and sometimes with the
lic election.
most extraordinary order of fabrica-

a demonstration of large-screen theatre television presented on a 20-foot
by 15-foot screen by RCA.

filed

during the depression years, more than
15 years ago.
It is expected that public relations
on an industry-wide basis will be a
definite part of the agenda. Paul Mac-

SOPEG

(Continued from page I)

basis.

Warner minority

last

approved the plan.

which reportedly surpassed previous Daniels and Armat, and was the ownones with 2,500 in attendance, featured er of a number of important properties

Kasner

it

to

Pending Applications

Washington,

Status at

in

to

30.

•

js

that,

J.

sales

52,

SEARS,

Walter Wanger

1948

1)

mount and 20th Century-Fox took
United some swipes at each other's plans for
returned to a San Francisco television station, in
president,
Artists
New York yesterday from Holly- submitting proposed findings and conclusions to the Federal Communicawood.
tions Commission today on the San
Sydney Wynne, J. Arthur Rank's Francisco video proceedings.
The applications freeze announced
Mrs.
and
head,
relations
public
Wynne, and Norman Krasna, pro- today by the FCC indefinitely postcase,
ducer, and his wife are among pas- pones any further action on the
sengers sailing for London today on where the two film companies and

the Coast on

1,

Para. -20th Video Herman Lorber, 52, Top Executive Meet
(Continued from page
Dies from Injuries
Conflict Sharpens
day
"we haven't had such a meetFuneral services for Herman
several years and
would be
ex- ing
veteran industry
Lorber,
idea
have one now." The
— Para- ecutive who died yesterday, are a good
Washington, Sept.
such session recalled was one held
River-

Personal
Mention
GRADWELL

Friday, October

—

:

Paramount

Jeffrey,

who

signed as exploitation
Eagle-Lion, has joined

recently

manager

reof

Paramount's

publicity department for a special as.

signment

on

"Miss

Tatlock's

Mil-

Jeffrey, who has been in the
industry for more than 20 years,
started with Paramount-Publix.
lions."

H. Sydney Wright,
M-G-M British Aide

James Nasser pre**

FRED

MacMurrav

MADELEINE ' K

Carroll
Released thru United Artists

Door*

VICTOR MATURE

Sept.
30.— H.
Sydney
director of
British Studios, Ltd., and also legal adviser for Loew's interests here, died
today at the Connaught Hotel while
having lunch.
63,

M-G-M

M.

RICHARD CONTE

"CRY OF THE CITY"

London,

Wright,

Optn

9:30 A.

A

20th Century-Fox Picture

VARIETY STAGE— DANNY THOMAS
THE SHYRETTOS . MARIE McDONALD
ON ICE STAGE— "THE BLUE DANUBE"
Starring JOAN HYLDOFT
7th Ave &
ON

BOXY

'

50th

St.
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In the first 5 days of the...

35 th Anniversary]
Celebration
SEPT. 26

DEC. 25

to

INCLUSIVE

tury-

VAL
ieres!

JEANNE

Car of
THE CfTif

WILLIAM

CRAIN HOLDEN
- EDMUND GWENN

starring

RICHARD

VICTOR

MATURE CONTE
with

Fred Clark • Shelley Winters • Betty Garde* Berry Kroeger* Tommy

Cook • Debra Paget • Hope Emerson • Roland Winters • Walter Baldwin
Directed

by

Produced by

ROBERT SIODMAKsol c. siegel
Screen Play by Richard Murphy

•

From a Novel by Henry Edward Helseth

TECHNICOLOR

COLOR BY
with GENE LOCKHART

Directed and Written for the Screen by

boai
.

list

Griff Barnett

•

Randy Stuart

Produced by

GEORGE SEATON WILLIAM PERLBERG
•

From

^Rec

•

a Story by Faith Baldwin

;
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is

Unfilled

Allied Asks Drive
To Increase Voting

(Continued from page 1)
the producers,
any event, capable
of supplying enough pictures to meet
the new quota?
J. Arthur Rank and Sir Alexander
Korda still maintain that the answer
to that is affirmative.
in

The U. S. industry has been able
to supply only about 50 per cent of
the 75 documentary films which the
U. S. Army had planned to exhibit
in

Germany

this

year in connection

program for educating the
Germans in the ways of democracy.
In consequence, the Army's Civil Af-

with

its

Division may undertake to produce such films on its own under contract with U. S. documentary producers in order to fulfill future requirements.
This was revealed here yesterday
by Brig.-Gen. Robert A. McClure,
chief of the New York field office of
the Army's Civil Affairs Division,
during an address before a luncheonmeeting of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers in the Hotel Astor.
airs

Youngstein Hits Distributors

On Union Crisis Position
Max E. Youngstein, president

of the

Screen Publicists Guild.
Youngstein, advertising - publicity
vice-president of Eagle-Lion, also reiterated his earlier contention that
the industry's handling of its public
relations has been "butchered." How-

Coyne, Theatre Ownever, Robert
ers of America executive committee
member, who followed as a guest
speaker, termed the industry's public

W.

program "a challenging but

not impossible job"
dustry.

for

a united in-

660 Theatres in French Zone
Available for U.S. Films Oct. 15
the French
military government in its sector of
Germany 660 theatres in the French
zone will be opened on Oct. 15 to

Under a

by

decision

American product, Irving Maas, MoExport Association vice-

tion Picture

president
the

and general manager, told
board of directors at a

MPEA

With the
meeting here yesterday.
addition of the' French-zone houses
there will be nearly
available in the three

3,000

theatres
zones,

Western

he pointed out.

French Seek Joint
Filming in Paris
a great desire among independent producers in France to cooperate with Americans in joint proRochemont,
Richard
de
duction,

March

Time

of

SS Queen Mary

producer,

an eight-week
to England, France and North
after

De Rochemont

Africa.

;

of the
others,

—

a total of 112.
The records are deceptive, though.
Included are several which cannot be
regarded as first features
some arc
outright featurettes whose only quota
qualification is that they add up to the
stipulated length of 3,000 feet.
most liberal appraisal indicates
that a maximum delivery of 65 first
features may be expected by the end
of the year, compared with approxi;

A

looking

Myers Hails Ruling

.

.

We

'IT

newsreels will not
Allied

said,

inde-

Myers on Decree
(Continued from page 1)

demands for the disclosure of evidence, etc."
"Court proceedings, both public and
private, are gradually ridding the industry of its monopolistic shackles,"
Myers said, in a bulletin to Allied
members.

A

(Continued from page 1)

the right to do their own collecting,
that this had the approval of the Government and had the effect of serving
the purpose of the decree.
Frohlich offers that extensive litigation involving music and producer
and exhibitor interests will result if
the performing rights of Ascap compositions which now are synchronized
in films are to be assigned by Ascap
to the copyright owners as provided
in Judge Leibell's conclusion.

Attacking the court's finding that
producers should acquire both synchronization and performing rights to

music at the same time, Ascap maintains that there is no consistent finding as to what producers will do regarding the "thousands" of cases
where synchronization rights already

have been cleared without the performing rights.
Moreover, he holds
that the order to deal directly with
producers represents "an imposition of
fixed channels of trade, and it would
impose unreasonable restraints on individuals who have the right to act
independently."

Ascap submits further that the question

of

films

exhibited

augment the $65,000

among

into

the

should not include these.
hearing is scheduled for Oct.

A

laps,

(Continued from page

:

ducted into the ITOA at yesterday's
meeting Jerome N. Britchie, Joseph
Rosenbloom, Morris Klein, George
Walsh, and six Metropolitan area
:

Trans-Lux

theatres.

to be distributed

publicity,

knows her
exploitation,
in New York

opportunity
and experience will be
appreciated. Box No. 417, Motion
Picture Daily, 1270 6th Ave., N.Y.C.

seeks

skill

drive will be
laps with 30
money to be
and the final
the combined

Scully explained.

30.

1)

any exhibitor complaints against 20th.
chairman Max A. Cohen,
It includes
Leon Rosenblatt, J. Joshua Goldberg,
Irving Renner, A. D. Erickson, Abe
Leff, and ex-officio members Harry
Brandt and David Weinstock.
Following new members were in-

the

Wil-

liams and Harry Vinnicoff are scheduled to report orl actions taken at
the Theatre Owners of America convention last week in Chicago with respect to Ascap and exhibitor-distributor relations at a special membership
meeting of Southern California Theatre
Owners Association called for
Oct. 6.

6.

board which will investigate

ciliation

1)

SCTOA Meet Oct. 6
— Paul
Los Angeles, Sept.

the

Conciliation

company's district and
branch managers, salesmen and book-

matter."

outside

U. S. and those produced outside the
U. S. was not litigated, therefore any
injunctive
relief
granted plaintiffs

Drive Prizes
(Continued from page

ers.

Just in from the Coast

where

if

dependent theatre owners
should do the job on their
own by ordering clips and by
use of lobby signs. Allied said
that a huge outpouring "would
serve notice on our detractors
that the American people can
and do govern themselves."

:

pointed out,

Good —Gal
theatre,

Even

cooperate,

"The industry will attain peace, security and real prosperity only when
the elements now affected by antimately 55 last year.
trust litigation abandon the struggle
The new 45 per cent quota law was to ignore the law and become reconbased on the Producers Association ciled to the fact that they must conestimate that 110 first features would form to the policies that Congress has
be produced in the ensuing year. Pro- prescribed for the regulation of interducers themselves now admit that their state commerce," he declared.
maximum output in the year under reMyers repeated two suggestions for
view will be around 92 films. Exhibi- remedial legislation previously offered
tors doubt it.
special anti-trust court
by Allied
to expedite anti-trust litigation, and an
amendment to the Robinson-Patman
act to forbid price discrimination in
(Continued from page 1)
rentals as well as in sales.
Referring to the Ascap situation, it
barred distributors from recovering.
was suggested that film producers and
Myers pointed out the the general music copyright owners should vollegal rule is that fraud vitiates everyuntarily agree to clear public performthing and that once that charge is
ing rights at the source, so that when
made, all other issues are put aside
an exhibitor licenses a film he will
until that issue is determined.
be granted in one contract all the
"With all due respect to the ancient
rights necessary to exhibit the film in
maxims concerning fraud," the Allied
his theatre.
official added, "it seems to us that exMyers said he believed Judge Leihibition contracts should govern in
bell, in his New York anti-Ascap decithese cases, because the entire controsion, had outlined a form of order
versy arises out of these contracts.
"which when entered will render indiIf they were illegal, the disvidual copyright owners incapable of
tributors should not be allowed to esasserting their rights against exhibicape the consequences of their own
tors and require them to grant public
wrong merely by emitting shrill cries
performing rights only to the producwuz robbed'."
of
ers of motion pictures."

The 26 weeks of the
however, that there are difficulties
divided into two equal
such as rising costs, political instabilper cent of the prize
ity and technical problems. De Rochedistributed in each lap
mont said he came back with no defi40 per cent awarded in
nite production commitments but is
"still

skep-

Board of Trade
Rank, and
come to some kind
of
accommodation which does not
seem very probable in the near future.
Records show that in the first nine
months of 1948, British producers
have trade-shown 49 pictures, have 39
awaiting screening, and 24 in producpresident

1948

Ascap's activities in the motion picture field are involved, that its business
with all other commercial users of
music was not in any instance an issue before the court.
Arguing in behalf of Ascap's administration of members' performing
rights as condemned by the New
York court, Frohlich insists that its
contracts with members are nor'
elusive, that the latter always ret

is

asserted
here yesterday on his arrival on the
trip

still'

whether producers
to mass-production

will
be driven
methods, and are still awaiting a clarification of production policy.
Certainly, none is likely before Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture AssoHarold Wilson,
ciation of America

.

There

wondering

Washington, Sept. 30.—Allied States has called upon
the industry to launch a campaign "to get out the vote on
Nov. 2," suggesting that newsreels include clips urging the
people to turn out and vote.

tion,

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, yesterday sharply criticized for
their "lack of common decency" the
distributors here which have refused
to negotiate union contracts with the

relations

Exhibitors, however, are
tical,

1,

Ascap Cites

Reich Documentary U. K. Production

Quota

Friday, October

-NEXT FROM WARNER BROS.

MQXION

Accurate

PI

X

W

E

PICTURE
•*
,

iTH

«. - • *

Concise

and
Impartial
64.

NO.

NEW

66

50 Listed by

Report Exhibitors Ask
'B's'

Thirty-four features, 16 outdoor
action dramas and Westerns, four

the necessity of the reports

and four one-reel novelties

remains
the U.

constitute Republic's 1948-49 program, it will be announced today by
Herbert J. Yates, president, and James
R. Grainger,

MONDAY, OCTOBER

Loew, Warner, 20th Century-Fox and RKO on Friday
with the New York
filed
Federal Court their quarterly statements on theatre holdings, all reporting no sales or
purchases for the past three
months. Paramount had filed
on Thursday, reporting purchases of additional stock in
four Florida circuit affiliates.
All five companies maintained

For 1948-1949

serials,

U.S.A.,

No Theatre Changes
Reported by Majors

Yates,Grainger

For Increase of

YORK,

in
S.

doubt because of
Supreme Court

opinion in the anti-trust suit
against the companies.

executive vice-president

charge of distribution. The company
reported that a survey of exhibitor
reaction indicated support for an inin

creased

number

of

"B"

pictures.-

Budgets for Deluxe product will
range from $800,000 to $1,200,000, the
productions, in Trucolor
will be produced at their present cost
of $500,000, and the balance of the
program will be budgeted in accordance with its category.
Heading the "Deluxe" schedule are

Roy Rogers

Minneapolis Is Still
In a Clearance Whirl

Meet
To Open Here Wed.
Sales and distribution plans for Columbia product will be discussed at a
three-day district managers' meeting
which will open here Wednesday at
•

with A. Monthe
tague, general sales manager, presid-

Warwick

Hotel,

ing.

Attending from the home office, in
addition to Montague, will be Rube
Jackter, Louis Astor, Louis Weinberg, Irving Wormser, Maurice Grad,
George Josephs, H. C. Kaufman, Joseph Freiberg, Seth Raisler, Vincent

Film Council.

Gold,

of views and
for the examination of mutual
problems and for the consideration of
changes and expansion in the field.
The meeting was held under the
sponsorship of the Screen Directors
Besides the Guild,
Guild, New York.
were
organizations
following
the
represented
Motion Picture Studio
:

ly

WATV,

Newark, treasurer.

1948

Asks Total Divorcement
In 5 - Year Period with
Cross - Licensing Ban
Washington,

Hollywood, Oct.
summer drop-off in

3.

— An anticipated

theatre grosses did
not materialize, it was pointed out at
the weekend by Warner studio executives participating in conferences here.
The Warner studio, which reports it
led in production activity this summer, will taper off with the completion of five features now shooting, only
two new films being scheduled to
start during this month, the company

NCA

Meet Seen by Kane
—

Eastern Film Crafts
Unite for Mutual Benefit

who organized NTFC, was unanimousvoted into office along with Burt
Balaban, 'film director of Paramount,
as vice-president; Robert M. Wormhoudt,
of
Telecast
vice-president
Films, secretary, and Robert W. Paskow, film director of station

WB

Cited by

1

facts,

tional Television

Firm Grosses

Minneapolis, Oct. 3. Illegal forceyeing the 28-day
is
run because the management opposes ing of inferior product to get desired
junior prices on its present 42 and features will highlight a regional conNorth Central Allied,
47-day clearance. The real clearance vention of
blowup will come if the Hopkins goes scheduled for Oct. 11 at the Epley Hoto 28 days because the St. Louis Park tel, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Meeting is expected to furnish some
(Fields and Kaplan), with 42 days, is
located midway between Hopkins and heavy fireworks, according to NCA
the Uptown (Minnesota Amusement executive director Stan Kane, who
{Continued on page 4)
Co.), a 28-day run.

1

1,400

DIVESTED IN YEAR

'Fireworks' at

forum for the exchange

Melvin L. Gold, director of advertising-publicity for National Screen Service, has been elected president of Na-

WANTS

U. S.

—

Representatives of 11 guilds, crafts
and unions engaged in motion picture
Borelli,
Sydney Singerman, Irving production in the East met at the
Sherman, Irving Moross and William Park Central Hotel here at the weekend to discuss the establishment of a
Brennan.

Mel Gold Is President
Of Film Video Group

TEN CENTS

1948

Minneapolis, Oct. 3. An already announced.
During the period of lessened prodeeply-mired clearance schedule in
(Continued on page 4)
Minneapolis and its suburbs faces
more complications as the suburban
Hopkins, eight miles West of the city,
is preparing to ask for pictures on 28
days availability, and the 280-seat
Loop Pix has again changed its mind
and has asked exchanges to offer it

two starring John Wayne, "Wake of
the Red Witch," produced by Edmund
Grainger and directed by Edward Lud- moveover runs.
(Continued on page 4)
The Hopkins

Col. District

4,

Oct.

3.

— The

Jus-

Department will ask the New
York District Court to order the
"big five" Paramount case defend-

tice

ants

to get rid of their interests in
at least 1,400 theatres within a year
of a final judgment in the case.
It will also

vorcement

seek complete diproduction-dis-

of

tribution from exhibition and
"substantial" additional divestiture over and beyond the 1,400
theatres, to be carried out in a
five-year period.

This was revealed as the Department gave the defendants copies of
the order and findings it will ask tine
New York District Court to lay down
when hearings resume on the Paramount case later this month.
115

Firms Hold

1,400

Theatres

The Department

asks the court to
order the big five to withdraw within a year after judgment from 115
companies jointly owned with independents or would-be independents.
These 115 companies control some
1,400 theatres and include such large
outfits as the Butterfield theatres, In-

terstate Circuit, Jefferson Amusement
Malco Theatres, Metropolitan
Co.,

Playhouses, Inc., Paramount-Richards
Theatres, Inc., Penncom Corp. (Comerford), United West Coast Theatres,
and Texas Consolidated Theatres.
Paramount, it is obvious from the
list, would be hardest hit by the proposal.

Justice will also ask for an injuncMechanics, Local No. 52; IATSE; tion against acquisition of any theatre
Motion Picture Laboratory Techni- by an exhibitor defendant which com(Ccmtinued on page 3)
Screen
cians, Local No. 702, IATSE
United
Cartoonists, Local No. 1461
Scenic Artists of America, Local No.
829; Association of Documentary and
Slates 60
Screen
Television Film Cameramen
Actors Guild; Associated Film WritMotion Picture Film Editors,
ers
During the next 60 days
Local No. 771, IATSE Motion Picmembers of Theatre Owners
Local
No.
Directors,
ture Assistant
of America's public relations
161, IATSE; International Photogracommittee will be in consulIndustry,
phers of the Motion Picture
tation on ways and means to
Local No. 644, IATSE and MPMO.
establish a permanent public
relations setup in accordance
with the resolution adopted
at the recent TOA convention in Chicago, it was announced at the weekend at
TOA headquarters here.
;

;

TO A

;

;

5709

Days

Promotion Planning

—

:
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Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

H.

Insider's
By RED
*TPHE

LOCKWOOD,

Owners

atre
dent,

America

of

Thepresi-

due here on Wednesday from

is

Boston.

Gerald Mayer, general manager of
Motion Picture Association of Amerinternational division, left here
by plane at the weekend for Rio de
Janeiro.

ica's

Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern
and Southern division sales manager,
yesterday

here

left

a

for

tour

of

Southern branches.
•
Films
Favorite
leave here toCleveland and

treasurer, will
morrow for Detroit,
Buffalo.

Frederic
producep,
Coast.

Ullman,

is

in

New

RKO

Radio
York from the

Jr.,

P. Byrne, Eastern M-G-M
manager, will leave New York

John
sales

today for Buffalo.
•

Hal Wallis left Hollywood
for New York.

at the

weekend

Marcus Loew Widow
Funeral services for

Mrs. Caroline

widow of the late
will be held on Wed-

77,

Marcus Loew,
nesday, at Rudolph Sholem Temple

Minzesheimer died of a
heart attack Friday morning at her
home in the Sherry Netherlands
Mrs.

here.

Hotel.

Surviving are her second husband,
Max Minzesheimer, whom she married

in

Loew,

convention

1933; two sore, Arthur M.
president of Loew's Interna-

and David L. Loew, chairman
board of Enterprise ProducMrs.
tions, and four grandchildren
Jane Morse, David Loew, Jr., Marcus
Loew, 2nd, and Virginia Loew.

in

Chicago swung around the unanswerable question of what
kind of business this will be

when

Government

the

suit

"Our
York
The

:

troubles with the New
case are far from over.
re-consideration of the matter
[by the lower court] may result in a decree presenting new
problems for exhibition."

"Substan[lower] court

same

the

:

much hope on

pinned so

competitive bidding will probably evolve a new system of doing
business.
Let us hope it will be
one that the industry can live
with that will consider carefully
the effects of it on the smaller
exhibitor, almost hopeless in this
;

situation.

.

..There

.

is

rumor

looking toward a consent decree. Although you are directly
affected, you won't know about
it
you are not a party to the
suit
you are as a voice crying out of the wilderness."
Barney Balaban, too: "It
would be premature at this time
to hazard any guess as to what
their [the Supreme Court's decisions] ultimate effect will be.
Suffice it to say that there will
far-reaching
be
changes.
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

These

.

.

carried to their
ultimate objectives, will inevitably change the nature of our
That covers producindustry.
tion,
distribution
and exhibicases,

if

—

tion."

tional,

the

of

'

:

Will Baker, 48, Dies;
Rep. Branch Manager
Chicago, Oct. 3.—Will Baker, 48,
Republic Midwestern sales manager,
Thursday after several
died
last
months' illness. Born in St. Louis, he
had been on Chicago's film row for
25 years and had been with Republic
past eight years, relinquishing his post as branch manager here
for

the

because of his

illness.

He

is

survived

by the widow, two sons, his mother
and father. Burial services were held
at Oakwood Cemetery here.

Mrs.

Norman Rydge

received in New York on
Friday of the sudden death of Mrs.
Norman B. Rydge and Stephen
Rydge, six years old, wife and son of
the head of Greater Union Theatres,
Sydney, Australia.
Mrs. Rydge had
been in poor health for some time.

Word was

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

KANN
vorcement hitting them as a surprise may be concerned, such a
possibility simply did not exist.

men have discounted
everything but the particulars.
These

There was more of this, but
never a part of the convention

There was considerable
conversation wherever exhibitors met about a future which no
record.

wasn't solid gloom, and no
one should have the impression
There were lighter
it
was.

moments
"It has

like this from Balaban
become so that when a

calls me for a
automatically in'What kind of a lawyer

bring with me' ?"
Or Levy's experience in Los
Angeles with George Bowser of
National Theatres. After a detailed discourse on the big suit,
Bowser berated his own legal
staff for failing to acquaint him
with what a lawyer from the
East had explained.
"Now I
know there's a difference between the lower court and the
higher court," said Bowser.
shall

I

Robert Wright

Department of Justice was not above a
quip, too.
Careful to explain at
the outset of his informal remarks that his was not a speech,
he said, "If I were making a
speech it would have to clear
public

relations

they finished,
very much."

And
Jessel,

it

of the

When

first.

wouldn't

mean

the several from George

master-of-ceremonies

at

the banquet: "I looked over boxoffice receipts before I came here

and now I want to know what
you are celebrating." He also
said he had met the President in
California,
but had refrained
from a political speech. "Under

my

contract,"

can't discuss

Jessel

politics.

said,

"I

That

is,

Zanuck runs for

office."

the

off,

exhibitor

in

receipts.

of course, but

Chicago

last

week who claimed he was not
doing well is yet to be found.
affiliated
operators
Theatre
with the five major defendants
in the Government suit, moreover, took it for granted the exThey
isting order will change.
expect theatre divestiture.

How

where and under

what

much,

conditions they did not profess
But, insofar as diknow.

to

:

No. ,77—East-

West showdown before UN.

Soviet

:~f s

tribute to Zhdanov. President
in
sees former vice-president Garner. V
ey
tours California. Warren opens
office
in New York.
Thousands witness Greek
Holy Cross celebration. The 18-year-olds at
Fort Bragg. Sports: football, "hell-drivers."
final

,

GOP

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 209— De-

arraign Soviet threat to peace.
funeral.
Warren in New York.
in California.
Truman in Texas.
swim-suits.

New

PARA3IOUNT NEWS,

man

in

final

weeks.

UN
for

Denver.

News

"war of words."
Togliatti.

No.

13—Tru-

Presidential race enters
of global interest: new

First

Italian Reds rally
pictures of Zhdanov

funeral.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

183— East
New

No.

UN

and West clash at opening
session,
queen welcomed at Hague.
Truman
Dewev round up the votes. Football.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

East-West

faces

conflict

UN.

and

No. 14

French fash-

People in the news: Truman, Dewey,
Togliatti, Juliana. Football. Rodeo.
Great events: Columbus discovers America.

ions.

Warren,

10% Pay

Increase to

Pat he's 'Collar ites'
Following the pattern established in
recent negotiations with Warners and
Universal, a 10 per cent blanket wage
increase has been won by
Motion Picture Home Office Employes

IATSE

H-63 for the "white colat Pathe Laboratories here,
dispelling the threat of a strike.

Local No.
larites"

Employes negotiating group was led
by H-63 business agent Russell Moss,
and the company was represented by
Pathe vice-president Nick Tronolone.

Brecher

MMPTA

Named New
President

Leo Brecher has been named president of Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, succeeding Fred
Schwartz, who becomes chairman of
the board.
Other officers elected are:
Edward Rugoff first vice-president
Sol
Strausberg
second
dent;
Russell
Downing,
,

A

New

cluding the longest shot of the
The
day, which paid $21.90.
other horse, Storm Hawk, paid
But because of a mechani$8.
cal breakdown, the Communist
organ was unable to print the
full results in yesterday's edition.
The name of the horse that returned $21.90 for $2 was Iron
Curtain."

astonishingly

about

Tru-

touring

,

unless

few

were

contents .follow

Moscow
Dewey

quire,

slwiv-

and

the country
are current newsreel highlights. The
Zhdanov funeral, sports, fashions, and
science round out the reels. Complete

mocracies

I

a

in

UN

the

man and Dewey

conference,

Yorkers
were amused by this yarn
caught, and played straight, by
the Herald-Tribune:
handicapper for 'The
"Al,
Daily Worker', picked two winners at Belmont Wednesday, in-

complaints
Grosses are

West

and

before

company president

one could foretell.
The atmosphere was heavy with uncertainty, not so much about how
much business theatremen will
be doing but through what mechanics it will have to be done.
It
was interesting to note
there

East
THE
down

MOVIETONE NEWS,
It

There was Ted Gamble

that

Outlook

1948

4,

Newsreel
Parade

is

ended.

.

Mrs. Minzesheimer,
Minzesheimer.

TOA

the

tially

Seligman,

Leo

big unsolved equation at

And Herman Levy

Corp.,

i

;

Monday, October

couple' of

The outbound Century carried
163 passengers. "And everyone
a Paramount partner," observed
one who wasn't.

Malcolm Kingsberg,

vice-presi-

treasurer;

assistant

treas-

urer.

$20,000 Fee to
Chicago, Oct.

3.

McConnell

— Thomas

McCon-

attorney for the Jackson Park
Theatre, was awarded $20,000 in fees
on Friday by Federal Judge Michael
nell,

Igoe in U.

S. District Court here.
which are to be paid by the
distributor^ and theatre circuit defendants, were accrued during the recent
contempt hearings here in the Jackson
Park case.
J.

The

fees,

Johnston Due Oct. 20

—

Washington, Oct. 3.
Eric A.
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, who left
Rome at the weekend for Belgrade, is
expected back in New York about
Oct. 20. Joyce O'Hara, his assistant,
is due here this week. Next on Johnston's itinerary are Spain and France.
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Companies from Which U. S.
Wants 'Big 5 to Withdraw
9

—

Washington, Oct. 3. Following
are the companies partially owned by
the Big Five defendants in the Paramount case, from which the Government would have those defendants
withdraw within one year after the
en tr-" of judgment in the case. An
e.'"^%";ed 1,400 theatres are controlled
by^^Se 115 companies named.
Paramount would be required to
give up its interests in these corporations

B and

Theatres, Inc., Buffalo Theatres,
Michigan Theatres, W. S. ButTheatres, Central States Theatre
Corp., Clearwater Enterprises, Darlington
Theatres, Dearborn-Randolph, Diana Theatre Corp.,
Dominion Theatres, Drive-In
Theatres of Alabama, Drive-In Theatres of
South Carolina, Eaton Amusement Corp.
and
Elizabethton
Theatres,
Inc.,
Essex
Amusement Corp., Florence Theatres, Florida Inland Theatres, 423 South Broadway
Corp., Fulton Enterprises, Georgia Theatre
Co., Greenwood Theatres, Haverhill Operating Corp., Hollywood Amusement Co.
Also: Interstate Circuit, Jefferson Amusement Co., Johnston City Enterprises,
and
P Theatre Corp., Massachusetts Operating
J

Butterfield

terfield

M

Menmar Theatre

Co.,
Co.,

Maine and New
Malco Theatres,

Hampshire Theatres
Newton Amusement Corp., North Carolina
Oak Park Amusement Co., Paramor Theatre Co., Paramount Hollywood
Theatres,

Theatre

Corp.,

Paramount-Richards

The-

Penncom Corp., Pennler ThePennware Theatre Corp., Phoenix Drive-In Theatre, Inc., Publix Bamford
atres,

atre

Inc.,

Corp.,

Theatres, Inc., Publix Lucas Theatres, Inc.,
Publix Netoco Theatre Corp., Publix Wheeling Theatre Corp., Rockland Amusement
Co.,

Royal

Corp.,

Wellworth Theatres of Wisconsin, West
Suburban Amusement Co., Western MassaInc., and Wilby-Kincey

chusetts Theatres,
Service Corp.

National

Theatre Co., Straham Theatre
Taunton Operating Co. and Taunton

U.S.

1)

petes with one it already owns, and
for an order making all other acquisitions subject to court approval.

For a five-year period, during
which the divestiture and divorcement plans are to be car-

Government seeks
a modified cross-licensing ban.
This would prohibit cross-licensing of more than half of
the major defendants' films released during any six-month
period in some 350 closed towns
ried out, the

and

towns

where

would have to

Anaheim Theatres, Broadway Theatre
of Santa

Co.

Ana, Carlton-Rivoli Theatre Corp.,

Cascade Theatres Corp.,

Fox Salinas TheFox Western Montana Theatre Corp.,

atres,

Theatre,

Inc.,
Fullerton Building
Theatre Co., Golden State
Corp., Grauman's Greater Hollywood Theatres, Inc., Muscatine Amusement
Co., Pico Theatre Corp., Principal Theatres,
Inc., Rubidoux Theatre Corp., Sacramento
Theatres, San Luis Obispo Theatre, Inc.,
Theatres Holding Co., Transbay Theatres,
Inc., United West Coast Theatres Corp.,
Valley Theatres Corp., West Coast-Compton
Theatre Corp., West Coast Hollywood Theatres, West Coast-Santa Ana Theatre Corp.,
and West Coast- Wilmington Co.

Gateway

Co.,

Theatre

Warners would be required
draw from

to with-

Atlantic Theatres, Harold Theatre Co.
Mount Oliver Theatre Co., The MacArthur
Corp., Regent-State Corp., and W. F. Theatre Co.
RKO: B and J Theatres, Inc., Butterfield
Michigan Theatres, Eaton Theatre Corp.,
423 South Broadway Corp., Gifts, Inc.,
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp., High
Street Theatre Corp., Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc.,
Number 25 Theatre, Inc.,
Number 26 Theatre, Inc., Proctor's-Skouras
Newark Theatre Corp., Queens Entertainment Corp., Springco Corp., Trenton-New
Brunswick Theatres Co.
Buffalo Theatres, Gates Theatre Corp.,
Landroll Realty Corp., LeeRichmond Corp., Macon Amusement Corp.,
Penn-Federal Enterprises, Inc., Suburban
Theatre Corp., and The Toledo Operating
Corp.

LOEWS:

"discovery procedure" during the oneyear period, Justice believed "these

Wants

{Continued from page

Theatres

get out of these firms

Fresno

:

Alabama Theatres, Alger Theatre Corp.,
Allied Theatres of Bangor, Arkansas Amusements, Birmingham Theatre Operating Co.,

Co.,

Theatres, Texas Consolidated Theatres, TivOperating Co., Tri-States Theatre Corp.,
United Artists Theatre Corp., United Theatre Enterprises, Inc.,
Ute Theatre Co.,

oli

Justice

theatre
divestiture
plans
could be
presented in such form that no factual
issue of substance would arise in their
presentation."

The Government made no suggestion

the

illegal

SAVES YOU 15%
United now enables you to obtain a 15% savings

by means of a new Commuter -Ticket Plan*
which is exempt from the 15% Federal Tax on
public transportation.

You can effect this savings by making at least
two round trips or four one-way trips within 30
days between the same two of any of the 80
cities on United's Main Line Airway. Tickets
are non-transferable, and are issued to individ-

said

Being exempt from the 15% transportation tax,
United's Commuter- Ticket Plan is an additional
economy. This is over and above what you save
with United's 5% round trip discount and re-

that the divestiture plans submitted by the companies must be "adequate to satisfy the requirements of
the Supreme Court with respect to
divestiture."

Could Apply for Suspension

The

defendants, under the Governments' proposed order, would have one
year in which to submit divestiture

"big

conduct." Justice said no
purpose would be served by
lolding hearings to make findings on
his issue and "then holding further
learings as to what may be done
ibout it. Only by consideration of
specific divestiture
proposals by the
government and the defendants may
he issues left open by the Supreme
-ourt be defined and joined."
The brief said that by the use of

iseful

Commuter-Ticket Plan

uals only.

what theatres should be divested,
over and above the 1,400 but merely

first

)f

New

as to

and divorcement plans, and five years
five" have a
to carry them out.
Any time after
run monopoly.
By December 31, 1948, defendants three years after final judgment in
the case, any defendant could ask
the
would have to get rid of theatres
owned jointly with another defendant, court to suspend its divorcement plan,
although one defendant could buy out however, on the ground that the other
relief, such
as
divestiture and the
the other with the courts' approval.
cross-licensing ban, had created "sufJustice asked for immediate action
ficient new competition in
distribution
on the 115 firms owned jointly with
actual or would-be independent oper- and exhibition to eliminate the major
defendants'
existing
domination of
ators, saying the facts here were clear
and there was no need to delay this these fields."
The Justice Department said that
issue until the long-term divestiture
and divorcement plans were drawn up. there was no doubt that in sending
the case back to the lower court,
the
'Fruits of Illegal Conduct'
Supreme Court had meant divorceThe theatres to be divested later, ment to be considered
again, along
wer and above the 1,400, are those with divestiture. It
declared that in
Jvhich under the Supreme Court de- view
of the fact that the Supreme
:ision must be found to be "the fruits
Court had thrown out competitive
claims

UNITED AIR LINES

bidding, "these three remedies, a
ban
on cross-licensing, theatre divestiture,
and_ divorcement, are the only
ones
available to end the major defendants'
illegal

dominance

of

the

film

indus-

try."

Other portions of the Department's
proposed order modified the franchise
section

so

as

except where

to

made

prohibit

franchises

to permit an inde(Continued on page 4)

moval of premium

fares.

For example, if you make the equivalent of two
round trips monthly between New York and
Chicago, you save an additional $25.14
between Los Angeles and San Francisco, an addibetween New York and Los
tional $12.00
Angeles, an additional $89.97.
.

.

.

.

.

.

* United is filing this

Commuter-Ticket Plan with

the Civil Aeronautics
tive, subject to its

Board

to

become

effec-

approval, on October 15, 1948

Your best dollar buy

is

when you

fly

UNITED AIR LINES
Phone or write United today for additional information.

;

;

:

;

;

-

;

;
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Towns in
Seeks Ban

Monday, October

Newark, New Haven, New Orleans,
Omaha, Paterson, N. J., Peoria, 111., Philadelphia, Rochester, St. Paul, San Antonio,
City,

4,

1948

these companies, either, while they are
being disposed of.
(Continued from page 1)
The new findings submitted by the
San Francisco, Scranton, Seattle, South
Bend, Spokane, Springfield, Mass., Wash- Justice Department not only designate
It
ington,
Wichita, Worcester, Mass., and the companies jointly owned with an wig, while Wayne will produce his
Yonkers.
independent and the closed towns and second, "Eagles in Exile."
Population from 25,000 to 100,000:
Three "Deluxe" "productions to be
ALABAMA: Anniston, Montgomery, towns where the big five have a
Tuscaloosa;
first-run monoply, but also describe done in Trucolor are "The MissourARIZONA: Phoenix, Tucson;
ians," with William Elliott, Forrest
ARKANSAS: Fort Smith, Little Rock; the territorial division of the deWashington, Oct. 3. The modiCALIFORNIA: Alabama, Bakersfield, fendants' theatres and the alleged Tucker, Adrian Booth and Andy Defied
cross-licensing ban, which the Belvedere Gardens, Beverly Hills, Fresno, division of film product among those vine; "Belle of the Gold Coast," with
Government seeks to have instituted Glendale, Huntington Park, Inglewood, Pas- operating in nominal competition with Rod Cameron, John Carroll and
adena, Riverside, San Bernardino, Santa
six months after entry of judgment in Ana, Santa Barbara;
one another, a more complete state- Miss Booth, and "The Vanishing
the Paramount case, would apply to
CONNECTICUT: Bristol, New Britain, ment of the manner in which each Westerner," with Elliott, Miss Booth
New London, Norwalk, Torrington, Water- major defendant combined its corpora- and Devine. Also on the "fjt 'jj-e"
these "closed" towns
v
bury
program are "Crosswinds," "Ty
ea
ALABAMA: Anniston. Jasper
FLORIDA: Orlando, West Palm Beach; tions, a description of the "market
ARIZONA: Globe, Flagstaff, Glendale,
GEORGIA: Augusta, Columbus, Macon, leverage" which the majors' theatres Eagle," with Cameron and ridele
Mara;
Mesa, Prescott, Winslow;
"Panama
Passage," with
Savannah
allegedly give them over independent
ARKANSAS: Conway, Jonesboro, ParaILLINOIS: Alton, Aurora, Bloomingtqn,
and distributors, and a George Brent and Vera Ralston; "The
gould, Prescott, Spririgdale, Stuttgart, Van Danville, Decatur, East St. Louis, Elgin, exhibitors
Golden
Horde"
and "Faces in the
Buren, Walnut Ridge;
Galesburg, Joliet, Oak Park, Quincy, Wau- summary of their new theatre acquisiCALIFORNIA: Bell, Burlingame, Chico, keegan;
tions since the 1940 consent decree. Sun."

U. S. Lists

Which

On

Yates Lists 50

Cross -Licensing

—

;

:

:

Coalinga, Compton, Crockett, Grass Valley,
Hayward, Lodi, Martinez, Merced, Monterey, Ocean Park, Oroville, Paso Robles,
Pomona, Porterville, Redding, Redlands,
Redonda Beach, Redwood City, San Luis

Santa Cruz, Santa Paula, Tracy,
Turlock, Van Nuys, Watsonville,
Wilmington
COLORADO: Boulder, Durango, La
Junta, Longmont, Montrose, Sterling;
CONNECTICUT: Ansonia, Danbury,
South Norwalk;
FLORIDA: Fort, Pierce, Hollywood, Lake
Worth, New Smyrna, Ocala, Orlando, Palm
Beach, St. Augustine, Sanford, Sarasota,
Winter Haven, Winter Park;
GEORGIA: Athens, Brunswick, Gainesville, Moultrie, Waycross;
Obispo,
Tulare,

IDAHO:

Caldwell, Preston;

INDIANA: Hammond, Marion;
IOWA: Burlington, Cedar Rapids, Daven-

port,

Dubuque,

Mason

Sioux City;

KANSAS:

Hutchinson, Topeka;

KENTUCKY: Owensboro;
MAINE: Lewiston;
MASSACHUSETTS: Fitchburg,

Newton,

Taunton, Waltham;

MICHIGAN: Ann
Bay

Arbor,

Battle Creek,
Kalamazoo, Lansing,

Jackson,

City,

Muskegon, Pontiac, Port Huron, Saginaw;

MINNESOTA:
MISSOURI:

MONTANA:

Rochester;

Joplin,

Springfield;

Great Falls;
HAMPSHIRE: Concord;

NEW
NEW

JERSEY:

Belleville,

Bloomfield,

Hackensack, Hoboken, Irvington, Kearny,
Montclair, North Bergen, Orange, Union

ILLINOIS: Benton, Blue Island, Elgin,
Jacksonville, Kankakee, La Grange, Marion,
Mount Vernon, Pekin, Waukegan, West

City;

Frankfort;
IOWA: Algona, Ames, Boone, Centerville,
Charles City, Clear Lake, Clinton, Fort
Madison, Grinnell, Mason City, Oelwein,
Oskaloosa, Ottumwa;
KANSAS: Coffeyville, Dodge City, Liberal, Pittsburg;
KENTUCKY: Danville, Fulton, Hender-

non, Newburgh, New Rochelle, Poughkeepsie, Troy, White Plains;

Owensboro;
MAINE: Augusta, Bath,
Brunswick, Houlton, Rockland

son,

MARYLAND:

Biddeford,

Silver Spring;
Allston, Brighton,
Park, Roslindale, Waltham;

Frederick,

MASSACHUSETTS:
Hyde

Clinton,

MICHIGAN:

Adrian, Alpena,

Ann

Arbor,

Birmingham, Cadillac, Grand Haven, Greenville,
Hancock, Hillsdale, Holland, Ionia,
Ludington,
Kalamazoo,
Mountain,
Iron
Manistee, Niles, Owosso, Sturgis, Three
Rivers, Traverse City, Ypsilanti;
MINNESOTA: Fairmont, Mankato, Rochester,

St.

MISSISSIPPI:
Greenwood, West
ton,

Greenville,
Clarksdale,
Point;
Excelsior Springs, Lexing-

MEXICO: Albuquerque;
YORK: Jamestown, Mount

NORTH CAROLINA:

Asheville,

Ver-

Durham,

High Point, Raleigh, Rocky
Mount, Wilmington, Winston-Salem;
DAKOTA:
Fargo;
NORTH
Greensboro,

OHIO: Hamilton, Mansfield, Middletown,
Portsmouth, Springfield;
OREGON: Salem;

PENNSYLVANIA: Aliquippa, Hazleton,
Sharon, Upper Darby, Wilkes-Barre, Wilkinsburg;
SOUTH CAROLINA: Columbia, Greenville, Spartanburg;
TENNESSEE: Johnson City;
TEXAS: Abilene, Amarillo, Austin, Beaumont, El Paso, Galveston, Fort Arthur, Tyler, Waco, Wichita Falls;

UTAH:

Ogden;

VIRGINIA:

Danville,

WASHINGTON:

WEST

Cloud;

MISSOURI:

NEW
NEW

Lynchburg;

Everett;

VIRGINIA: Parkersburg;

WISCONSIN:

Appleton,
Eau Claire,
Fond du Lac, Kenosha, Madison, Oshkosh,
Racine, Sheboygan, Wausau.

Nevada;

MONTANA: Billings, Butte, Helena;
NEBRASKA: Alliance, Columbus, Falls
City, Fremont, McCook, Norfolk;
NEVADA: Reno, Sparks;

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Berlin;
NEW JERSEY: Millville, Montclair,
Vineland;
Pleasant
NEW MEXICO: Las Cruces, Las Vegas;
NEW YORK: Medina, Peekskill, Wells

U.

ville,

ville;

NORTH DAKOTA:
OHIO:

Jamestown, Minot;

Bellevue. Sidney;

PENNSYLVANIA:

Ambler, Butler, BerCarbondale,
Carlise,
Bloomsburg,
Dormont, Greensburg, Fittston,
Pottsville, Punxsutawney, Red Lion, State
College, Sunbury, Tarentum, Titusville, Tyrone, Warren, Waynesboro, Wilkinsburg;
SOUTH DAKOTA: Huron, Madison,
wick,

Donora,

Watertown

TENNESSEE: Jackson;
TEXAS: Arlington, Baytown,

Beaumont,
Bryan, Eastland, Goose Creek, Greenville,
Henderson, Jacksonville, Kilgore, Livingston, Lufkin, McAllen, Mercedes, Noakum,
Orange, Port Neches, Richmond, Rosenberg, San Marcos;
UTAH: Ogden;

S.

Wants

(Continued from page 3)
pendent exhibitor to compete with affiliated theatres

and so as to prohibit

certain types of "discriminatory licenses."
These would bar license
terms to affiliated exhibitors or cir-

which

grant roadshow privilallow overage and underage,
suspend terms of a contract if a circuit house remains closed for more
than eight weeks and reinstating it
without liability on reopening, allow
cuits

New

Conclusions of

Four from Independents

Law

Ottumwa,

City,

"Belle Starr and the Daltons" is the first
of four specials from independent producers,
to be produced in Trucolor with Brent, Jane
Russell and George Montgomery. Three additional productions are to be announced.
"B" product schedules includes 20 in the
"Variety" group. Titles are: "The Hideout," "The Silver Tide," "Streets of San
Francisco," "Homicide for Three," "Duke
of Chicago," "A Fool's Gold," "Daughter
of the Jungle," "Flaming Fury," "Rose of
the
Yukon," "Post Office Investigator,"
"New York Police Secrets," "The Tough
Girl,"
"Undertow," "Escape from Alcatraz," "Thunder Over the Sierras," "Lady

The new conclusions of law are
that the eight distributor defendants
actually achieved a monopoly of film
distribution, that the five major companies actually achieved theatre operating monopolies in specific communities, that each major defendant is a
combination of corporations which
has illegal power to exclude competitors from access to a substantial
segment of the domestic film market,
that each combination was created and
maintained for this illegal purpose,
that each has a continuing illegal
power and intent to exclude competitors which should be terminated
by divorcement, and that the effects
of their past illegal activity may be
partially dissipated by the five-year
modified cross-licensing ban.
The partial ban on cross-licensing
among the majors was needed to give
relief while divestiture is being executed, the Department claimed, and
an injunction against theatre acquisitions is required to prevent the continued elimination of theatre-operating
competition by the exhibitor defen-

That

Pistol

Down,"

Mama," "The Marines Take
Over," "The Federal Marshall" and "Typhoon."
"Pistol Packin'

Four

productions in Trucolor, to star
are titled "The Golden Stal"Hills of Oklahoma," "Down Dakota
Way," and "The Far Frontier."
In addition, eight Roy Rogers subjects
will
be re-released:
"Shine on Harvest
Moon," "In Old Caliente," "Frontier Pony
Express," "Saga of Death Valley," "Ranger and the Lady," "Colorado," "Robinhood of the Pecos" and "Young Bill

Roy Rogers,
lion,"

Hickok."
The group of six Famous Westerns, to
Allan Lane, are: "Sundown in Santa
Fe," "Renegades of Sonora," "Sheriff of
Wichita," "Death Valley Gunfighter," "Tucson Trigger Man," and "Navajo Trail
star

Raiders."
Six Westerns in all the All Star group,
Monte Hale, are: "Fort Dodge Stampede," "Prince of the Plains," "Outcast of
Virginia City," "The Las Vegas Kid,"

to star

dants.

'Hesitates' on

Divorcement

"Arizona Badman" and "San Antone Ambush."

The

Justice brief said it "hesitated
to press the divorcement remedy" on
the court again in view of its prior
rejection of this relief, but said that
the Supreme Court's rejection of competitive bidding required that divorcement be considered again.
contended that the majors' in. It
tegration is closely related historically
to their illegal conduct, that a necessary consequence of the integration
was an absence of competition among
them in licensing films and operating
theatres, and that each major defendant's position in the first run
field supplies a "decisive market leverage against competitors."

Four serials, providing a 52-week chapterschedule, are: "Federal Agents vs.
Underworld, Inc.," 12 episodes, Clyde Beat-

play

ty in "King of the Jungleland," a 15-chapter revision of "Darkest Africa," "Ghost
of Zorro," and "Pirates of Treasure Island," both 12 episodes.
The four one-reel cartoons in Trucolor
which complete the program are being produced by Impossible Pictures; titles are:
"Bungle in the Jungle," "Beyond Civilization to

Texas," "Romantic Rumbolia," and

"The Three Minnies." Frank Nelson, who
has been associated with the Jack Benny
radio show,

is

the narrator.

'Fireworks' at

NCA

(Continued from page 1)
will attend the session

eges,

large privileges in the selection and
elimination of films if double bills are
played, grant moveovers and extended
runs, grant unlimited playing time, exclude foreign pictures and those of independent producers, grant rights to
question the classification of features
for rental purposes, or "any similar
provisions which discriminate unrea-

"Lay

Robinhood,"

Kruse Leaving UWF
To Set Up Own Firm

with president

Ben Berger.

On the agenda will be a discussion
of municipal and other tax dangers
discussion of the
status of Ascap
;

William F. Kruse, United World
Films' advertising-publicity vice-president, has resigned to return to Chi-

Ben Berger- Andy Smith (20th-Fox)
conciliation

plan

;

the final decree in

complete dithe Paramount case;
cago where he will establish his own vorcement policies of film companies,
VIRGINIA: Clifton Forge, Lexington;
public relations firm on Nov. 1, it was
WASHINGTON: Hoquiam;
and local exhibitor problems.
announced here at the weekend by
WEST VIRGINIA: Martinsburg;
WashingPort
Janesville,
Franey,
WISCONSIN:
James M.
president.
ton, Stevens Point;
Kruse had deferred his plans for two
WYOMING: Cheyenne, Laramie, Rock
years
in order to assist in the launchSprings, Sheridan;
(Continued from page 1)
ing of United World, Franey said.
sonably between such licensees and
The modified cross-licensing ban their smaller, independent competiduction, made possible by a backlog
would also apply to defendants' first- tors."
Jersey
Drive
numbering 22 pictures, plans for the
run theatres in these towns where JusArranged by Skouras Theatres' 1949-50 program will be reviewed
Would
Voting
Bar
Stock
tice contends one or more of the "big
community service department, headed and re-appraised, the company disfive" have monopolized first-run exOver-all employment at the
The "big five" own anywhere from by Nick John Matsoukas and Haddon closed.
hibition
10 per cent to 90 per cent of the stock Mathews, a day of festivities including studio will undergo "extensive curtailPopulation over 109,000: Atlanta, Boston,
company
Bridgeport, Charlotte, Chattanooga, Chi- of the 115 companies owned jointly a parade, Hollywood preview at the ment temporarily," but the
Skouras State Theatre on Jouurnal Sq., points out that the same procedure in
cago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dal- with independents, which Justice is
las, Des Moines, Detroit, Flint, Fort Worth,
seeking to force them out of imme- Jersey City, and an all-star show will 1947 enabled the studio to maintain the
Grand Rapids, Hartford, Houston, Kansas
diately. The Justice Department would launch that city's Community Chest highest average level of employment
City, Mo., Knoxville, Lowell, Mass., MemFund drive for $500,000 Wednesday. in the industry that year.
phis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York not allow them to vote any stock in
;

UWF

Firm Grosses:

Aid

Fund

:

1

WB

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial

L
V

NO.

safr*.

MOTIO*S^CTURE

DAILY
NEW
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Divestiture

Up

To NY Court
Only: Warners

YORK,

Justice Sanctions

15-Day Delay

Capital

Not

Rule in

to

Tribunal

KB Case
— Stanley

in

London, Oct.

4.

Rank's Odeon

—

Has Profit

Britain's

Oct.

4.

—There'll

postponement

be

in the

Oct. 13 trial date for the further Par-

amount case proceedings

—and

maybe

more.
Defense

attorneys, in a series of
interviews with Justice Department
told officials today, asked for a 30-day
postponement in the reopening of the
District Court that
.a Washington
case before the New York special
York three- three-judge District Court. Justice
only the special
judge District Court could consider said it would agree to a 15-day postcases to force the "Big Five" defen- ponement, but no more.
dants out of theatres jointly owned
Defense attorneys can either take
with independents.
the Justice Department's 15 days or
adcontention
was
The Warner
ask the Court for the longer delay.
vanced in connection with a suit here There was no indication here tonight
force
to
Co.
by the K-B Amusement
which course they would take.
Stanley out of the MacArthur TheaMacArthur
tre which they share. The
'was listed in the Justice Department's
proposed findings and order in the
New York case as one of the firms
from which the defendants should

which
has
5,000,000
pounds
desig($20,000,000)
nated for government financing of independent produc-

4,776,928

tion here, was formally registered at the weekend as a
limited liability company.

1st Consolidated Report;
$54,359,432 Film Loans

Headed by

Washington, Oct. 4.
Co., Warner subsidiary, today

H.

J.

FFC

held its
meeting today.

first

Lawrie,

board

London, Oct.

Conviction Sought

withdraw.
Stanley pointed out that there are
(Continued on page 7)

—

Benefit Committee

S.

Supreme Court

to re-

conviction for contempt of
Congress and to closely circumscribe
the investigating powers of the House
verse his

_

ert
}f

79 in the motion picture and
fields

M. Weitman, managing director
New York and Brooklyn Para-

the

nount theatres, chairman of the com(Continued on page 7)

Anti-Trust Charges
Cite Transamerica

Proposals now before Mayor William O'Dwyer for establishing within the framework of New York City's
government a permanent bureau for
facilitating film

here are

tion

20th

-

and

television producto be acted

expected

after the November election, it
indicated by a top-level spokesman
for the industry committee which drew
up the proposals in cooperation with
Edward C.
coordinator
film
city

Maguire. Meanwhile,
temporary municipal

Fox Organizes

Video Productions
Twentieth Century-Fox has organized as a wholly-owned subsidiary
20th Century-Fox Television Productions, Inc., "to engage in the television business and to produce and
market television programs."

it

was

said,

machinery is
behalf of film and video

operating in

enable them to secure
to shoot on location here
their becoming "tangled in

producers
Un-American Activities Committee.
The move was an unusual one, since approval

his case has not yet been acted on by
have been named to the Court of Appeals for the District
the producing committee of the 15th of Columbia, where it went after Lawmnual "Night of Stars," which will
(Continued on page 7)
3e held at Madison Square Garden
)n Monday evening, Nov. 15, by Rob-

Some

theatrical

After Election

is

Screen
Washington, Oct. 4.
John Howard Lawson today

asked the U.

Due

upon

writer

Weitman Appoints

N.Y. C. Film Bureau

of

The

latter institution, which
516 branches in seven
states and resources of more

has

than $5,000,000

000,

promiwith U.S.
is

nently identified
film production financing. A
complaint was filed against
Transamerica last June.

Thea-

$4,549,028 for the previous fiscal year.
final Odeon dividend of 10 per
cent was authorized, making a total
of 17
per cent for the year, tax
free, and equaling the 1947 dividend.
While Odeon's first consolidated
balance sheet showed that its own
earnings were being maintained, a
breakdown of the operations of its
numerous subsidiaries revealed a disturbing drop in Gaumont British income and profits. For the 65 weeks
(Continued on page 7)

A

Industry Promotion
Clicks in

Oklahoma

without
red tape."

Morris Loewenstein, who heads the
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, said

The proposals, it was explained, call
for expenditure of funds in order to
set up and maintain a permanent operation. Securing of an adequate appropriation before November is considered out of the question.

here at the weekend that the industry's public relations efforts are producing worthwhile results in his state.
Disfavor of the industry among Oklahomans has been overcome to a
considerable degree, Loewenstein reported, adding that further advances

Location shooting

in

New York

is

possible at present within one day
after an application is filed with Maguire. Before Maguire's office was
established, following conferences with
industry representatives, it frequently
took several weeks to secure a permit.

(Continued on page 2)

Equipment
Gaining in Canada

British

—

AAA

Without a New Film
Case in Past 4 Months

San Francisco, which, un-

der the leadship of Amadeo
P. Giannini, controls the Bank
of America.

—Odeon

Ltd.,

to

—

The
Washington, Oct. 4.
Reserve Board announced today, after more
than two years of investigation, that it would begin public hearings here on Oct. 12
to consider anti-trust charges
against Transamerica Corp.
Federal

4.

parent company of the
J. Arthur Rank organization, today reported net profit of $4,776,928
for the year ended June 26, 1948. The
result compares with a net profit of
tres,

New

Reversal of Lawson

of

new Film Finance Corporation,

Washington,

TEN CENTS

1948

5,

UK's Finance Corp.
Formally Launched

Para. Suit Hearing
at least a 15-day

Asks

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

U.S.A.,

With

eyes turned toward the forthtrial of the industry antitrust suit in U. S. District Court here,
exhibitors with clearance and other
operating problems have completely
by-passed arbitration during the past
four months in seeking settlements. It
has been that long since the American
Arbitration Association last received
an exhibitor complaint. During the
period, however, clearance complaints
have figured in a number of new court

coming new

actions in various sections of the country.

AAA

officials

here view the dearth

exhibitors'
reflecting
"wait and see" attitude regarding arbitration's future in the solving of exhibitor-distributor disputes. The U. S.
Supreme Court, when it ruled in the
industry anti-trust suit, left it up to
the District Court to determine if arbitration shall have a future role in
such disputes.
of

filings

as

Canada's
Ottawa, Oct. 4.
U. S. dollar-saving program
will likely leave
nent effects on

some perma-

the motion
picture market of this country. It is now reported that
Canadian and British theatre

equipment is being ordered
for new Canadian theatres in
a larger proportion than ever
before. U. S. manufacturers
have always supplied most of
the equipment to theatres in
the Dominion.
This

is

part of the over-all

scheme to conserve U. S. dollars and it applies not only to
small houses but also to

new

major theatres under consideration or construction.
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Browne, Bioff Testify
In Extortion Case

—

Chicago, Oct. 4. The Guzik-RiccaCapone syndicate's $1,800,000 film industry shakedown of several years
ago came to light again when the
Government called George Browne
and Willie Bioff, now both on parole,

Personal Mention
M ARTIN

LEWIS,

director

radio publicity at the

studio,

in

is

New York

of

Paramount
from the

Coast.

as witnesses to testify in U. S. Customs Court in the $550,567 income
tax evasion trial against the estate of

Arthur Davis, president of Arthur
Davis Associates, advertising
display counselors, has become pub-

Frank

lisher

Nitti.

and editor-in-chief

News

of

The For-

Nitti, the late treasurer of the syndicate, shot himself to death in March,

eign Film

1943, when he was indicted with other
syndicate leaders for the extortion.
Both witnesses reviewed in court how
they extorted sums of money from
1934 to 1940 from Balaban and Katz,

Eagleof
department,
is recovering at Beth David Hospital
here from a sudden illness. He is expected back at his desk in a month.
•

Essaness

Theatres

and

major

dis-

George Fraser,

Lion's

C.
tional

Aid SPG,
Formation of

SOPEG

"to

local citizen
direct action

take

commit-

davits.

Johnston, Tito Meet;
Former Seeks Pact
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, met
yesterday
with
Marshal
Tito
of
Yugoslavia, according to press dispatches reaching here last night from
Belgrade.
Johnston, the report stated, is seeking an agreement for the showing of

U.

films in Yugoslavia.

S.

home

Feldman, Universal-InternaWestern division sales manager,

J.

exchanges

this

relations

head, has returned to

York from
Kansas

exhibitor

Chicago,

St.

New

Louis and

City.

of Columbia's
department, now personal manager for Sid Cesar, and
Helen Dorfman are to be married
next Sunday.
•

•

events

Phil Levene, booker

Louis Nizer, industry attorney, will
serve as Greater New York chairman
for the 1949 March of Dimes.

Brandt

Theatres,
parents of a

are

Industry Promotion
(Continued from page 1)
regard are easily foreseeable.
credited "better Hollywood prod-

in that

He

for William
uct" with having made a pronounced
and Mrs. Levine
girl,

Madeline

Christine.

contribution

the

to

public

relations

also

secretary

efforts.

Loewenstein,

who

is

Owners of America,
back to Oklahoma City.

of the Theatre

Air Discussion on
Video-Film Relation

Two Films Rated 'B'
As Legion Reviews 9

M-G-M's "No Minor Vices" and
Monogram's "Winner Take All" have
been given "B" ratings by the NaAmerican Broadcasting networks on tional Legion of Decency this week in
Television's effects on motion pictures will be discussed on "America's
Town Meeting of the Air," over the

Oct. 12, with speakers to include Mark
Woods, president of the network;
James H. Carmine, executive vicepresident of Philco; Rouben Mamoulian,
stage and screen director, and
Walter Abel, actor and chairman of
the television committee of the Screen
Actors' Guild.
George V. Denny,
Jr., will be moderator.

its

en route

NEW YORK THEATRES

nine pictures.
of
were Republic's "Night

Classified A-I
in Nevada,"

Time

Monogram's "Sher-

of Medicine Bow," Columbia's "I
Surrender Dear," and Bell Pictures'
"Girl of the Canal."
Rated A-II

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL —-.

iff

were

:

J.

Arthur Rank-Universal-In-

ternational's

"Corridor

of

Mirrors,"

Warner's "Johnny Belinda," and Republic's "Out of the Storm."

Rockefeller

Children's Libraries
Toronto, Oct.

4.

ABC Buys Vitagraph
Canada Studio for Video
— Canadian Mo- American Broadcasting Co. has

Picture Distributors Association
is
sponsoring the establishment of
children's film libraries at Toronto,

tion

Center

GARY COOPER* ANN SHERIDAN
LEO McCAREY'S

in

GOOD SAM"
A Rainbow

Productions,

Inc.

Picture

RKO Radio Pictures
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Released

in

is

classification

purchased Warner's 20-acre Vitagraph
studio in Hollywood and has immeAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 4.
Gerald
diate plans for renovation and reL. Atkin, associated with Warners as Winnipeg and Vancouver similar to
modeling of the property which will
assistant in the advertising depart- the units organized in the U. S. by
be used as the network's West Coast
ment for the past seven years, has the Motion Picture Association of
Preliminary work for set- television center, according to Robert
been named advertising-publicity di- America.
E. Kinter, ABC vice-president. The
rector for Warner Theatres in the ting up the libraries here was performed by Marjorie Dawson of the properties include two sound stages,
Albany zone.
13 film vaults, work shops and office
New York
office.
bungalows.
Warners will continue
use of the vaults for eight months
Joins
after which they will be turned over
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Milton Har- Gundelfinger to
to ABC.
ker, formerly head of International
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Allan M.
News Service's Los Angeles bureau, Gundelfinger, Cinecolor vice-presihas joined the Warner studio publicity dent, will fly to London Oct. 9 to sur- Jules Laine, 51
Toronto, Oct. 4. Jules Laine, 51,
staff.
He is the brother of'Marjorie vey possibilities for setting up a CineHarker, March of Time publicist in color laboratory in England. The sur- died from a heart attack at his home
New York.
vey is prompted by an increasing here. He was identified with the fornumber of inquiries from British pro- mation of Columbia Pictures of Canducers regarding availability of the ada, and was the owner of several
Chicago Rejects
theatres in Montreal until their sale
Cinecolor process, he explained.
to Odeon Theatres.
Survivors are
Chicago, Oct. 4.— The Chicago pothe widow and one son.
lice censor board's report for Septem-

—

F.N. Polangin Heads
Buchanan on Coast

•
special

M-G-M

1948

DOWNING,

V.

Leo Pillot, formerly

week.
•

5,

Frederick N. Polangin has been
ex- named West Coast director of the
Radio
motion picture operations of Buchanan
ecutive vice-president of
City Music Hall, is back in New and Co., announces John Hertz, Jr.,
board chairman of the advertising
York from a California vacation.
agency.
He succeeds Paul Radin,
Edward Cheyfitz, assistant to Mo- who assumes the post of vice-presipresident dent of the advertising firm of Wiltion
Picture Association
Eric Johnston, will address an eco- liam Kester and Co. Rudin has been
nomics seminar at Harvard tomorrow in charge of the Hollywood office of
on "Hollywood Labor." Cheyfitz's Buchanan for the past two and onebook on bargaining is used as a text half years, having been with the (
;
pany since 1938.
in the seminar.
•
Polangin resigned recently as EastBetty Krone, secretary to Rube ern advertising and publicity director
Jackter, assistant general sales man- of Enterprise Studios. With his apager for Columbia, will return to her pointment, Buchanan will expand its
office tomorrow from a wedding trip. services to its motion picture clients
She and Bernard Unger were mar- and liaison between the New York
ried on Sept., 19.
and Hollywood offices.

RUSSELL

West Coast

touring the company's

is

Planned
W.B. Promotes Atkin
To Post in Albany

head

office writer's

H. M. Richey,

against
neighborhood and downtown theatres"
is threatened by the film division of
the New York Council of Arts, Sciences and Professions, in giving its
support to the Screen Publicists Guild
and the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild.
The Council announces that it plans the action as a
consequence of the film companies' refusal to negotiate new contracts with
the two unions because their officers
have not filed non-Communist affitees

here.

•

tributors.

Threaten 'Action* to

Tuesday, October

by

Barbara Stanwyck

Bnt

Lancaster

_

MM
WRONG NUMBER'
A Paramount Rtteaie

MPAA

Harker

Warners

—

London

—

_

—

James Nasser

>

FRED

MacMurrav
MADELEINE * t.

Carroll k.
Released thru United Artists

3WVOLI

Door* Qp«o
tt)0 A. M.

"He"

.

ber classifies "Cry of the City" (20thFox) and "Night of Love" (Teitel)
for adults only,

"He"
111

made

and one

film, entitled

(Jewell), was rejected.
pictures
reviewed,
the
19 cuts.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Out

of

board

Kelly

Arthur

Due
W.

Oct. 15

Kelly,

executive vicepresident of United Artists, is expected back in New York about Oct.
15 following a two-month tour of
England and the Continent.

Hollis,

DeVry Pioneer

—

Chicago, Oct. 4. A. P. Hollis,
former film and educational director
of DeVry, died at Kenosha, Wis.,
after a long illness.
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Universal-International

presents

*

DONALD

O'CONNOR
MA K

PA KETTLE OF "THE EGG AND

l"

MAMIE MAW

\VJHK€NSTEfN

PERCY KILBRIDE

WITH

TbgetAer -Jfgaimf
ue

Wolfman

*

Dracula

- The

Monster

played by

played by

played by

LON CHANEY

BELA LUGOSI

GLENN STRANGE

LENORE AIIBERT
Directed

•

4ANE RANDOLPH

ROBERT LEES* FREDERIC I. RINALDO-JOHN GRANT
by CHARLES T, BARTON » Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR

Original Screenplay

fay

to'

ancf

WALTER

PENNY EDWARDS
Starring

JOB BESSER
Screenplay by D. D.
from

his Collier's

Directed by

Produced by

BEAUCHAMP

Magazine Story

V

And Introducing

GEORGE SHERMAN

'"'

Novel by

GEORGE MARSHALL

Screenplay by Alan LeMoy • Additional Dialogue by Lionel Wiggom
Produced by Walter Wanejer Picturei, Inc. • A GEORGE MARSHALL Production

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

A

Universal International Release

waanr,
f«er play by .Herbert F.

Directed by

JAMES STREET

Morqolrs • Louis Morheim end William Bowers

• ):

rom the Novel "The Velvet

Universal-International

WALKER

GARDNER

•

ONE TOUCH
EVE ARDEN

of

•

HAYMES

Screenplay by Harry Kurnitz and Frank Tashlin

•

D

VENUS

OLGA SAN JUAN

•

Universal-International
presents

DICK

AVA

ROBERT

1

presents

•

MONO O'BRIEN
...

tom conway

Based on the Musical Play

•

FAN N

TAYLOR

Music by

Kurt Weill • Book by S. J. Perelman and Ogden Nash • Lyrics by Ogden Nash Suggested by
hhe Novel, "The Tinted Venus" • Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER • Produced by LESTER COWAN
•

JEFFREY

i

I
.....

j^i^jiiafc^fartk..:^-».,

v AND

GETTING

AWAY

^

BIG

FOR
with

BIG

NEWS OF

RAY COLLINS

HUGO HAAS
HARRY DAVENPORT
K
R

THE

Original screenplay by Oscar Brodney

Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR
Directed by FREDERICK

DE

CORDOVA

MOMENT!

Universal-International

Screenplay by Claude Binyon

•

From the Novel by Frederic

Produced by JOSEPH SISTROM

•

Wakeman

CLAUDE BINYON

Directed by

iversaT-lnternational presents

JOAN

BURT

FONTAINE

LANCASTER

THE BLOOD
OFF MY HANDS"

KISS

ROBERT NEWTON
enplay by Leonardo Bercovici
Additional Dialogue by

Produced by RICHARD
Directed by

NORMAN

•

Adaptation by Ben

Hugh Gray

VERNON

FOSTER

•

*
•

Maddow and

Walter Bernstein

Based on the novel by Gerald Butler
Associate Producer

Norman Deming

A HAROLD HECHT-NORMA PRODUCTION

ROGUES'

REGIMENT
Original Story by Robert Buckne; and Rot

A ROBERT BUCKNCR PRODUCTION
DiMKted by ROBERT FLOR6Y

/flip

1

//

This

is

only the

beginning of U-I's
big

parade of

for 1948-1949

hits

Tuesday, October

5,
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1948

permanent loans, etc., $75,696,160.
Reports of subsidiaries showed the

Rank's Profit

Divestiture
(Continued from page 1)

following results

(Continued from page 1)

G-B showed

ended June 26,

$3,848,800, compared
539,272 profit for the 52

of

March

a profit

with a $4,-

weeks ended

31, 1947.

1948

G-B's

dividend was

Properties, Ltd.
Net profit
of $3,145,736 for the year ended June
26, 1948, compared with net profit of
$306,564 in the previous year
Odeon Associated Theatres $2,134804 profit, against $1,117,652 profit;
British Dominions Films Net profit
of $1,902,344 for the year ended April
30, 1948, compared with a profit of
$1,264,352 in the previous year, with
a dividend of 12 J/> per cent, less tax,
against 6Y2 per cent in the previous
.

/2

7l

per

cent, against 12>4 per cent in 1947.

Noteworthy in the balance
sheet are liabilities totaling
354,359,432 representing bank
^-^bans and overdrafts covering
temporary financing for produc-

Odeon

:

:

:

six months.

;

440.
in addition to
the production bank loans and overdrafts of a temporary nature, include:
capital stock outstanding, capital reserves and stock held by outside
stockholders, $95,652,408; mortgages,

Principal

liabilities

Nevertheless, a dividend
$104,260.
from a subsidiary enabled $359,652 to
be carried forward.
"Bearing in mind the difficult year
through
which
the
industry
has
passed, I consider these results satisfactory," Rank said.
An auditor's note to GCF's accounts
shows the dividend unpaid since March,
1943, with arrears now amounting to
$1,709,400.

Rank

claims he has adopted a con-

solidation policy, cutting wasteful and

An noun ring... deluxe
all-sleeper service

NEW YORK
1.

PARIS

some

1,300 similar cases, and that "if
to be proper and uniform enforcement of the anti-trust laws and
of the decree, without severe injury
or penalty to any of the defendants,"
all of these cases should be handled
under the same standards.
K-B has asked for summary judgment in the case, while Stanley has
countered with a motion to dismiss.

there

unnecessary expenditures and is doing
all possible to simplify and strengthen
the group's financial structure.

He does not intend to embark
on any new ventures nor to in-

Both motions
Monday.

will be

raised

argued here next

another

apparently

significant point in the brief, which it
indicated it might raise again in the
York proceedings later this

New

month.
It pointed out that under the agreement, the MacArthur Corp. leases the
theatre to K-B and Warner on a rental basis, with power of ultimate reversion after 33 years.
"Under the
Supreme Court's opinion," Warner
asks, "is it necessary or appropriate
in the interests of the proper enforcement of the general anti-trust problems before the three-judge court, to
direct this defendant to dispose of its
interest in the case of rentals and the
reversion as well as its interests in
the lease and operating agreement, or
will divorcement of the leasehold and
the operating arrangement be sufficient
compliance by the defendant? Did the
Supreme Court have reference to real
estate or to theatre operation?
This
particular problem was not presented
to the Supreme Court.
The defendant wishes to be in the position
.

.

.

of urging in the District court, at the
hearings to begin Oct. 13, that if the
situation requires the severance of the
joint
lease interests and operating
agreement, the defendant still should
not be required to dispose of its financial interest in the reversion."

Weitman Appoints
{Continued from page

1)

TWA

Fly on world-proved
Constellations. Cocktails,

champagne, vintage wines.
Filet mignon dinner. Bed-s'ze
berths! Hot breakfast! Call
or your travel agent.

TWA

3,

2,

1946,

Of Motion Picture Daily, published daily
(except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays),

New

at

York,

New

York,

for

October

mittee.
to
the

NEXT FROM WARNER BROS.

New York
County of New York

|

.

|

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for
State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared Theo. J. Sullivan, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager
of the Motion Picture Daily and that
the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management (and if a daily,
weekly, semi-weekly, or tri-weekly newsthe

paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Acts of March 3,
1933, and July 2, 1946, embodied in section
537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed
on the reverse of this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher, and Editorin-Chief, Martin Quigley, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Editor, Sherwin Kane,
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Managing Editor, Sherwin Kane, 1270 Sixth
Avenue, New York City; Business Manager,
Theo. J. Sullivan, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New

York

City.

is:
(if owned by a
corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
of
the
individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given.): Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.,
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Martin
J. Quigley, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York
City; Gertrude S. Quigley, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Martin S. Quigley,
2.

That the owner

New York City.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of the total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other se1270 Sixth Avenue,
3.

are:

curities

(If there are

none, so state.)

None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given;
also that the
said two paragraphs constatements
embracing
affiants'
full
tain
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide

tributed through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding the date shown above is 5,178.
(This information is required from daily,
weekly, semi-weekly and tri-weekly newspapers only).

(Signed) Theo.

J.

Sullivan,
Business

Sworn
24th day
(seal)

to
of

Jr.

INSURANCE
Specializing
in

requirements of the

Johnny

Motion Picture Industry
75

510

Maiden Lane, New York
W. 6th St., Los Angeles

Belinda

this

September, 1948.

Rose W. Hornstein.
expires

March

30,

1949).

Lawson Reversal

/

CO., INC.

Manager

and subscribed before me

(My commission

/
MITCHELL MAY,

1,

1948.

State of

Proceeds of the show will go
United Jewish Appeal of
figures.
Greater New York.
Honorary chairmen include
BarAdmitting criticism had been received from independent exhibitors, he ney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack
Co-chairsaid he hopes to improve relationships Cohn and Albert Warner.
with them. He claims to have made men with Weitman are Marvin H.
progress in reducing production costs Schenck, Louis K. Sidney, Ed Sullivan and Arthur Knorr.
without sacrificing quality.
Members of the committee include
"We will not embark on production
owner; and this affiant has no reason to
of films from which we cannot foresee Don Albert, Harry Anger, Milton believe that any other person, association,
from past experience a reasonable op- Berger, Maurice Bergman, F. Wil- or corporation has any interest, direct or
portunity to recover costs in this mar- liam Boettcher, Ben A. Boyar, Paul indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
ket and such overseas markets as are Bracco, Leo Cohen, Alan Corelli,
5. That the average number of copies of
Russell V. Downing, John Dugan. each issue of this publication sold or disavailable now," Rank said.

crease dividends over the 1947

:

every Friday 4 P. M. EST

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AND
AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS
OF MARCH
1933, AND JULY

is

Warner

In view of the criticism last year
following acquisition of the privatelytion.
owned General Cinema Finance Corp.
In this connection, perhaps antici- by the publicly-owned Odeon, Rank,
said:
Rank
pating adverse criticism,
though not required by law to do so,
"We recognize the important part that also issued the GCF accounts.
film
play
in
temporary bank advances
production finance but we are mindful
They show that he values reof the desirability as soon as possible
leased films, less amounts alof rearranging our finance on a longready recovered, at $19,216,760,
er term basis."
claiming this sum ultimately
will be realized when exhibition
Consolidated Assets
of the films has been concluded.
The parent company's consolidated
assets show a total book value of
This doubtless will evoke criticism
$267,239,196, including freehold prop- in the financial section but Rank again
carried at $157,630,576; anticipates this and declares he is now
erty,
etc.,
goodwill and patent rights, $29,564,- devising a new valuation system.
trade investments, mainly in
968
Rank states under this head the
and group made a profit of $88,608 which,
theatres,
$14,975,448,
overseas
rights,
$4,972,and
film productions
after charging taxes, became a loss of

7

(Continued from Page 1)
District
Court
said they
were taking the step because the case
involved so many basic constitutional
questions.
In all probability, however, the high court will not take the
case until there has been a Circuit
Court ruling and may not take it
The petition said that »
even then.
similar case involving Dalton Trumbo would be appealed if the high
court agreed to hear the Lawson case.
son's
here.

/

conviction

in

Lawson's attorneys

—

UNITED ARTISTS ANNOUNCES
THE EXPLOITATION

SCOOP

OF THE YEAR!

if

The
Revealed for the first time!
DT A DOCUMENTARY! IT'S FICTION BASED ON FACT!

Kill

Roosevelt

FROM A STORY CIRCULATED BEHIND CLOSED DOORS FROM DOWNING

Sensational Accessory Line
A

Selected Films,

Inc.

presentation

NOW
•

STREET

TO THE KREMLIN!

Available at Your National Screen Exchange!

Directed by

WILLIAM FRESHMAN

•

Released thru, UNITED ARTISTS;

Accurate
f

28 fEST 44TH ST..
2 1ST

Concise

pi

and
Impartial
NO.

64.

NEW

68

YORK,

U.S.A.,
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30 Features

Rank's Organization

From

Seen Facing Vital

4

IP in

Test Next Year

'48 -'49: Scully
Increase of Six Over
Its Original Schedule

—

After a
Oct. 5.
study of current exhibition conditions Universal has concluded that

San Francisco,

the present market can absorb 30
of its feature releases during- 1948-49,
William A. Scully, "U" sales vice-

announced as the company's

president,

sales representatives gathered for their
fourth and final regional sales meet-

ing at the Fairmont Hotel here Thurs"U" had originally
day and Friday.
slated 24 features for the new season.
Universal will also release 61 short

and 104

subjects

issues

of

its

By PETER
London, Oct.

BURNUP

— The

general impression following publication yesterday of the first consolidated balance
sheet of J. Arthur Rank's parent company, Odeon Theatres, Ltd., is that
the next year will be a vital testing
time for Rank's prestige and the stability of his gargantuan organization.

Newspaper

5.

and

financial

district

Blood

Off

My

Hecht-Norma

Harold

coupled
with
his
financial
shrewdness, as enabling him to ride
out any pending storm.
Nevertheless, comment is made in
all quarters that the consolidated ac-

bity,

(Continued on page 4)

production,

N. Y. lst-Run

Grosses Rise
Sparked by the arrival
films, business at

of

several

New York

first-

strong this week in
spite of adverse weather conditions.
Rain last Friday and yesterday kept
many would-be patrons at home, according to theatremen here, who also
cited as keen competition the radio and
television accounts of the end of the
runs

baseball season.

"Johnny Belinda," "Cry of the
City," "Red River" and "Hamlet" are
the week's big money-makers.
"Belinda,"

with Freddy Martin on

(Continued on page

5)

Composers Bid for
Voice in Ascap Suit
Composer members

American
Composers, Authors and
of the

Society of
Publishers, acting independently, will
seek to be heard as intervenors in the
New York case against the Society in
an effort to protect their copyright
interests and revenue for performing
it

is

understood.

The song writers

will serve notice

motion to intervene in the
New York Federal Court today, concurrent with the hearing before Judge
of

their

(Continued on page 4)

5.

— Following

here

today

a
be-

—

Washington, Oct. 5. Prospects
of a consent decree settlement of the
Paramount

case appear to have
taken a turn for the worse, with

J.

—

Fights for 835 756 Drive-ins

Denied Quota Relief US,

MPAA

the

Reports

—

cussion over the possibility of a decree, this is the first time proposals
have been brought to the Department.
"They didn't come up with as much
as we required," one top-ranking Jus-

There are now 756 drive-in theatres
London. Oct. 5. W. R. Fuller,
tice Department official said. "It cergeneral secretary of the Cinemato- in the United States, according to
(Continucd on page 4)
graph Exhibitors Association, is pre- the first survey of open-air theatres
paring to demand re-examination by made by the Motion Picture Assothe Board of Trade of the 835 theatre ciation of America, it was announced
cases which were, denied relief from here yesterday by Robert W. Chamthe new 45 per cent film quota law, bers, director of the association's research department.
which went into effect last Friday.
The theatres can accommodate 313,Fuller is collecting volumes of evidence dealing with each of the cases 378 automobiles. Of the 756 theatres,

UA To Handle
Video Films

fairly

is

rights,

CEA

Oct.

meeting

Terms Not Disclosed, But
Gov't Indicates Initial
Proposal Is 'Inadequate'

Arthur Rank and Rank Or- Justice Department officials turningexecutive John W. Davis down as "inadequate" various propoon the one hand and a 10-man delega- sals outlined yesterday by defense attion from the Cinematograph Exhibi- torneys.
The proposals were discussed
tors Association on the other, an
agreement "in principle" was reached though never formally submitted as a
proposed decree at a lengthy conferon new trading terms.
W. R. Fuller, CEA executive sec- ence yesterday between Assistant Atretary, has begun drafting what has torney General Herbert Bergson, in
charge of the anti-trust division, and
(Continued on page 4)
a defense legal delegation headed by
20th Century-Fox counsel James F.
Byrnes. Although there had been disin

Hands,"

(Continued on page 5)

new

London,
three-hour
ganization

news-

of the 30 features already are
Scully said. They are:

Ten

Rank, CEA in
Trading Deal
tween

reel.

completed,
"Kiss the

DECREE PROPOSAL

ostensibly putting all of his
cards on the table.
Also, they view
his unchallenged reputation for proin

TEN CENTS

1948

US REJECTS FIRST

commentators commend Rank's frankness

6,

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 5)

United

Artists

has

established

a

department which will
provide releasing and sales service
to producers of television film programs, Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., executive assistant to Gradwell Sears, U.
A. president, said yesterday.
The new department will use the
facilities of U. A.'s branch and sales
set-up, including 33 exchanges in the
Washington, Oct. 5. Eight film
U. S. and Canada.
"The sales orcompanies had sales of $952,885,000 in
ganization, division, district, exchange
1946, compared with $836,326,000 in
and field representatives, have been
1945, an increase of more than $116,(Continued mi page 4)
000,000, according to a highly belated
report of the U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The eight firms
are Columbia, Loew, Monogram, Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox,
Hollywood, Oct. 5. Screen ActUniversal, Walt Disney Productions
Republic gave figures ors Guild board has unanimously apand Warner.
a
plan
for a 48- week period in 1946, but no proved
for
administering
figures for 1945, and was not included American Federation of Labor union
in the industry totals for either year. jurisdiction over acting work in teleThe eight firms had an operating vision, whether live or on film. The
profit of $206,911,000 in 1946, or 21.7 plan, which is contingent upon the
per cent of sales, compared to $161,- merger of Actors Equity, the Ameri735,000 or 19.3 per cent in 1945. Net can
Federation of Radio Artists,
profit after taxes in 1946 was $119,- American Guild of Musical Artists
984,000, or 23 per cent of net worth and Equity Chorus, with American
and 12.6 per cent of net sales, com- Guild of Variety Artists to join when
pared to $63,389,000, or 13 per cent it is ready, would become operative.television sales

Income of 8 Companies
In 1946

Up $116,000,000

Ascap Slates Appeal
Of Nordbye Decision
Minneapolis, Oct.
appeal
from

5.

will

—Ascap
Federal

Judge Gunnar Nordbye's decision denying an injunction
and damages to the Society
of the
Federal Copyright Act in the
so-called Berger-Jensen case,

for alleged

violation

it was disclosed here today
by Thomas Vennum, Minne-

Ascap counsel.
Hearing set for next Monday in District Court here for
submission of findings of fact
is expected to be postponed
apolis

in preparation for the appeal,
in the opinion of Vennum.

—

SAG Bd.

Backs Unity

On Video Jurisdiction
—

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)
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UA-

Personal
Mention
Film Claspresident, has reYork from the Coast.

sics-Cinecolor

New

•

William

Orr, Warner studio
executive, and Mrs. Orr have become
parents of a daughter, born last
Thursday. Mrs. Orr is the daughter
of

T.

Mrs. Jack

Warner.

L.

IA' Vote Result

Taft Sees 'Possible'
Cut in Excise Tax

Challenged at NLRB

JOSEPH BERNHARD,
turned to

6

•
Fayette W. Allport, Motion Picture Association of America European representative, has returned to
his London headquarters from a vacation on the French Riviera.
•

Washington, Oct. 5.
said today that

Employes Local No. H63 (AFL), which had been SOPEG's
Office

months.

rival

SO PEG

at

UA

for three
a place
officers did

was denied

on the ballot because its
not comply with the non-Communist
affidavit provisions of the Taft-Hartcontroller
for
WatWaters,
J. M.
ley Law.
ers Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., and
The employee, Cecilia Schuman, has
that
returned
to
Waters
Mrs.
have
filed an appeal with the NLRB, asking
Florida.
city from a vacation in
that H-63 go uncertified as the UA
•
on the
Paramount pro- "collarites" bargaining agent
Frank Cafra

is

it

"possible" that excise taxes
may be cut $2,000,000,000 to
$3,000,000,000 next year.
But, the Ohio Republican,
ranking member of the Senate Finance Committee, said
he did not think the excise
tax situation should be opened up for reductions unless
Congress has leeway to cut
them by from $2,000,000,000 to
$3,000,000,000. Taft declared he
doubted that it would be
necessary to raise taxes next
year.

UA

jurisdictional

— Sen.

Taft

Validity of the Sept. 28 "white collarite" shop election at United Artists
home office has been challenged by a
employee who previously was held
by the National Labor Relations
Board here to be representing the
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild (CIO) in pre-election
controversies.
The election resulted in a decisive
victory for IATSE's Motion Picture

Home

Wednesday, October

Cohen and Lesser
BuyingCoastHouses

1

,

ducer-director, has returned to Hollywood from the East following visits
in

Boston and

New

York.

•

Mort Blumenstock, Warner

ad-

vertising-publicity vice-president, will
leave Hollywood today for New York.

•

allegation that the company "assisted"
H-63 attorney Harold
that union.
Spivak, who yesterday received notification of the appeal, termed it a "reiteration of charges already disposed
of adversely

by

NLRB."

NLRB

Gets H-63 Bid for
Republic Shop Election
Hartford, has
attorney
for
Harold
Spivak,
from a vacation in Canada.
IATSE Motion Picture Home Office
•
Employes Local No. H-63, yesterday
Fred Quimby, M-G-M short sub- filed with the National Labor Relajects producer, has arrived in New tions Board here a petition for a shop
York from the Coast.
home office.
election at Republic's
•
H-63 claims that an "overwhelming
Nat Liebeskind, International dis- majority" of Republic's "white coltributor, has returned to New York larites" has withdrawn from Screen
Employes
Professional
Office
and
from South America.
•
Guild and has asked for H-63 repre-

Henry Lord

of the Strand Theatre,
returned to that city

Bateman, Screen Guild sentation.
A.
F.
Productions general sales manager, is
here from the Coast.
'306'
•
Floyd Fitzsimmons,
bany, N. Y., exploiteer,

M-G-M
is

Alvacationing

upstate.

Operators Set
35th Celebration
IATSE's

operators local No. 306
35th anniversary
its
with a dinner-dance at the Hotel Astor here on Oct. 24. Proceeds will go
to the local's fund for the sick and
will

Louis B. Mayer
from Hollywood.

SAG

is

in

New York

Bd. on Video

{Continued from page 1)
partnership
agreement is
signed between the merged unions and

when

a

SAG.
The

pact would vest in this part-

celebrate

distressed.
The hotel lobby will feature a dis-

play of projectors from the early days
The dinner committee is
to date.

headed by Harry Storin.

consummation for the sale of
San Francisco Market Street Orpheum and Esquire theatres, to Sherrill
Cohen and Sol Lesser. Last
August, the two theatremen purclose to

his

chased Blumenfeld's
Theatre here.

United

Artists

anticipated the present deal
by Oct. 15 and will also
include other theatre holdings of the
It

is

will be signed

Blumenfeld

circuit.

Clagett and Schilz

Form Film Law Firm
Washington,

N. F. Booker's Club
Dinner on Oct. 17

industry.

$237,119,000 in 1946, or 24.9 per cent
In 1945, it was $209,of total sales.
In 1946,
610,000, or 25.1 per cent.
they paid $51,530,000 in dividends,
compared with $23,579,000 in the
previous year.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

items

World Series fever,
swim styles, and items

football,
new
of international

Complete contents follow:

interest.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

80—Tru-

No.

man-Dewey

Presidential campaign. Canada:
rescued after being fore
down in Navy plane. India: River Ga»^
overflows banks.
Fortunate fish get pYW
view of 1949 swim suits. Football.

four Americans

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 210— West

case against Soviet in UN.
Campaign snapshots.
New look in swim suits.
Cleveland wins pennant in tie playoff. Grid

presses

thrillers.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

13— World

Series fever.
President Truman's Washington
homecoming.
"G.I.'s"
insurance
sends Jap ex-pilot to college.
Sports: horse
of the year; football.

—

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 184 Presidential campaign rolls into high gear.
News
in brief: strike, bathing suits.
Football.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Presidential candidates end
leaders open charity drive.

tour.

No. 15
U. S.

British fleet
maneuvers.
The strange diet of Charles
Chase.
West Coast swim styles. Football.

Newsreels Set for
Baseball Coverage
By

Friday, millions of baseball fans
be able to see the first of the
baseball world series in newsreels at
theatres.
Elaborate preparations, including added cameramen, have been
made by the five newsreels to
bring today's game to screens by the

—

weekend.
Shots of today's game will be
rushed from Braves Field in Boston
to

laboratories

here

late

this

after-

John F. noon. They will be processed tonight
Clagett and Harold L. Schilz have and tomorrow
and will be in theatres
set up a new law firm to specialize in
by Friday.
No pooling arrangement
motion picture, radio and anti-trust has been made by reels, nor will they
Oct.

5.

cases.

be released as specials.

They

will be

Both partners have had long careers sent out as soon as they are processed
the Justice Department's anti-trust
to be tacked on to current clips.
division, working on major film cases.
Clagett participated in the Paramount,
at
Schine and Crescent cases, with Robert Wright, and Schilz worked on the
Schine case and other film investiga- $1,200,000
Equitable Pictures, recently formed
tions.
by Everett and Robert Riskin, will
in

Set Riskin Films

Budget

Second Stockholder Suit
Marking

the second such suit to be
within a week against the same
Warner minority stockholder Irving W. Mencher yesterday filed
in U. S. District Court here a suit
against United States Pictures, Warner Brothers, Joseph Bernhard, Robert
W. Perkins, Milton Sperling,
filed

Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner
and Morris Wolf, alleging conspiracy
in behalf of United to the detriment
of Warners.
Warner officials were not available
here yesterday for comment.

(Continued from page 1)

and 7.6 per cent, respectively, in 1945.
Outlay on sales, general and administrative expenses by the eight was

Other

lights.

candidates on
newsreel highcover growing

will

plaintiffs,

nership full jurisdiction over all performers, except musicians, involved
The Motion Picture Bookers Club
in video, and all collective bargain- of New York will hold its ninth aning contracts would be subject to the niversary dinner-dance at the Hotel
approval of both partners.
The
Commodore here on Oct. 17.
function will be informal and the proceeds devoted to charity within the

Gross of 8 Increases

—

San Francisco, Oct. 5. Joseph
Blumenfeld, president of Blumenfeld
Theatres, admits that negotiations are

Newsreel
Parade
Presidential
THE
tour are current

1948

6,

Promotes Extra Revenue Hoguet

in

produce three pictures this year, each
budgeted at $1,200,000, the former announced here yesterday.
The first,
"Half An Angel," will get underway
in about 10 days.
It will have two
top star names and shooting is scheduled for 40 days.
Distribution arrangements have not been made.
Riskin said that with so many independent production adventures having

by the wayside," studio stage
goes a-begging in Hollywood
compared with two years ago. Second picture scheduled is "You Belong
Riskin will return to the
to Me."
Coast next week.
"fallen

space

ECA Post

Forms Company

Peter W. Hoguet, formerly with Bischoff
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is internaHollywood, Oct. 5. Bischoff Entionally distributing a working man- Skouras Theatres here and operator
ual entitled "Promoting Extra Rev- of a theatre at Sampson, N. Y., has terprises has been established by Sam
enue
Through
Children's been appointed chief of a United King- Bischoff to produce four or five picSpecial

—

Shows," prepared under the supervision of David Blum, director of advertising-publicity of Loew's International.

dom

section and assistant to the deputy administrator at the European Co-

tures

during

will be

1948-49.
First picture
to Hell," starting
No release channel has

"Next Door

operation Administration
(Marshall in December.
Plan) headquarters in Washington.
been set.
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It's

the

new cry that's

sweeping the nation!

Showmen tell us that
M-G-M is tops with

MUSKETEERS
PREVIEW!

ticket-buyers from

WOW!

Coast to Coast. They
loved Leo's big, gay

Let's face

Summer

attractions

and

in

it's

it!

M-G-M

has the

greatest commercial property

the air

it

everywhere that

has had since

The Wind."

"Gone With

We

you
about the Coast Preview, and
last week at Loew's 72 nd St.
Theatre we saw its magic
with our own eyes and

M-G-M's got the top
pictures for Fall and
Winter, too!

told

heard the tumultuous cheers

of a capacity audience!
Watch! Wait! A new Boxoffice Giant is born!

For instance: "Julia Misbehaves," the talk of
New York, is destined to be one of 1948 's
biggest grossers.
stituting

(Use the teaser below by sub-

your theatre name. Actual

size 2-Cols.)

BW

THERE'S A

ONE COMING!

J
^

M-G-M
presents
Alexandre Dumas'

% TheThree
$ Musketeers
* LANA TURNER
J GENE KELLY

W$behave$
at the

rf*

starring

*

JUNE ALLYSON

J

VAN HEFLIN

<fc>

ANGELA LANSBURV
COLOR

BY

f

Technicolor
*jt

in

M.GM'B comedy surprise ofthejear/

rt"

with

fj?

FRANK MORGAN

•

•

•

i$*
*f? -]? •*?

VINCENT PRICE

•

•:}«

i*? r}?

KEENAN WYNN

•

't* tJ? if?

JOHN SUTTON

•

GIG

YOUNG

»fr if?

J
*
;

Screen Play by ROBERT

M-G-M presents GREER GARSON WALTER PIDGEON in "JULIA
MISBEHAVES"
PETER LAWFORD
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CESAR ROMERO Lucile Watson Nigel Bruce • Mary Boland
Reginald Owen • Screen Play by William Ludwig, Harry Ruskin and

*i»

ARDREY

* Directed by

GEORGE SIDNEY

•

Produced by

PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

-i-

?$? *t* tt*

„UISI!i?r
PREMIERE

Soon!

Above:

•

•

•

Arthur Wimperis • Adaptation by Gina Kaus and Monckton Hoffe
Based Upon the Novel "The Nutmeg Tree" by Margery Sharp
Directed by JACK
•
Produced by EVERETT RISKIN

CONWAY

Another ad

(Actual

size 3- Cols.)

New Yorkers about M-G-M

that tells
leadership.

Motion Picture Daily
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UA Video Films

Goldsmith Interim
Aide to Sam Eckman

(Continued from page 1)

Wednesday, October

Rank Facing Test

—

{Continued from page 1)
geared into the first nationwide video
London, Oct. 5. Charles Goldsales staff to begin operating in the smith, assistant to Morton Spring,
counts reveal, apart from mortgages,
new entertainment field," the com- first vice-president of Loew's Inter-

pany

national, has arrived in London to act
Television has begun building in the same capacity to Sam Eckman,
a film library of features and short M-G-M's London managing director,
subjects, which will be made avail- for a six months' period.
able to program directors, advertising
Eckman, in charge of Loew's interagencies, sponsors, network and indeests here for 21 years, said
"On acpendent telecasters and related intercount of pressure of work, I have
ests.
prevailed upon my associate director
Lazarus said that the product to
to relinquish the services of his asbe made available will include picsistant."
tures made by some independent producers releasing through U. A. and
in all cases will have played all regHe said that a
ular theatre outlets.
(Continued from page 1)
catalogue is not yet ready and although he indicated that the pictures and proposes to place it before the
for video will not be new he added Board in the near future.
that he could not be specific at this
Dennis Walls,
president, adtime regarding their actual age.
vised exhibitors to "do your best to
The sales service will be on a dis- fulfill the quota. The
will give
states.

UA

:

CEA Fights

CEA

CEA

tribution fee basis, as is United Artists' operations in theatrical distribution.

Sears has appointed John H. Mitchradio sales executive and busi-

ell,

ness consultant, to head the new
department.
Mitchell entered radio
with the Erwin, Wasey advertising
agency as a program developer. For
five years he was with Mutual Broadcasting System. After 20 months in
service in the Pacific he joined Honel
International, an investment syndicate.

100 per cent guidance and support
where hardship results," he told them.
Out of the cpuntry's 4,706 theatres,
Of
2,471 applied for quota relief.
that
number,
283
theatres
were
awarded complete exemption from the
quota
1,353 were given relief ranging from quotas of 10 to 40 per cent,
;

but their precise allotments have
to be made known to them by
Board of Trade. The remaining
were held not to have qualified
relief and it is those cases which
now proposes to contest.

yet
the
835
for
the

CEA

Composers, Ascap

US

(Continued from page 1)
Vincent Leibell on proposed decrees
in the suit against Ascap by members
of the Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York.

The move

to intervene suggests a
conflict between the writers and music
publishers,
according to observers.

Under

the present arrangement all
copyright material is in the name of

Rejects
(Continued from page 1)

tainly looks like negotiations are all
off unless they're willing to ante up

a lot more."
No one could be found willing to
discuss any of the details of the defense proposals and the Government
counter-proposals.
Justice spokesmen indicated the Department after yesterday's fruitless
conversations is going to concentrate
more on getting its case ready for the
reopening of the proceedings in New
York, and spend less time worrying
about a consent decree.

—

the publishers.

Today's hearing is expected to have
as another highlight strong objections
by the plaintiff exhibitors to Ascap's
bid for a modification of Judge Leibell's findings and conclusions.

—

EDWARD GOLDEN

ROBERT GOLDEN

of

TREASON"

—

etc., of $76,000,000, short
London, Oct. 5. J. Arthur Rank
bank loans and overdrafts of told stockholders of his Odeon Theanearly $56,000,000, against which the tres, Ltd., yesterday that Britain's

principal asset consists of over $48,000,000 of what is described as "film
productions and rights."
Rank declares that he is satisfied
that such a valuation f is justified but
admits also the possibility of "huHe announced a new
man error."
valuation system will be set up.

Stress

Long Term Credit

Commentators were unanimous in
remarking upon the ephemeral qual-

They
of box-office prophecies.
declare that the key to the organization's survival is whether* or not those
They
productions prove profitable.
also emphasize that it is essential that
Rank implement as soon as practicable his promise to put a substantial
portion of his short term bank credit
on a longer term basis but they point
out also that new capital depends in
turn on the box-office success of
Rank's current product.
On the other hand, it is important
to appreciate that Rank is no whiteshirted penitent. He frankly acknowledges that his group's liquid position
leaves considerable room for improvement.
He pledges not to embark on
new ventures. He is cutting production costs and organization expenses
to the bone, and in this connection
he has liquidated 23 subsidiaries, their
activities having been absorbed by the
parent body.
He declares he looks forward with
"full confidence," claiming his group's
theatre earnings for the first 10 weeks
since June 26, date of the balance
sheet,
show material improvement
over the corresponding 1947 period.
Also, a remarkable year's record in
view of extremely complicated operations was made through mergers and
acnuisitions
which
simplified
the
This has influgroup's workings.
enced investors' opinions.

new 45

per cent film quota is insurance against possible future boycotts

of the British market by American
distributors.
replied vigorously to criticisms
of the new quota act, asserting thr
it is justified if only from the vievS^X
point that there was always the danger before of American distributors
cutting off film supplies if they became dissatisfied with any future action by the British government

He

ity

He claimed that Odeon figures
show an average weekly take
from British films of $2,348,
against

for all foreign
holds to the belief that it is to the best interests of both countries that Hollywood and British films be
shown together the world over.

films.

$2,264

He

still

Rank still wishes to reach an understanding with the American industry
but doubts that to be possible until
Hollywood leaders are prepared to
accept the British industry as being
established now and one that they
must treat on that footing.

He

is equally satisfied that no peace
possible until Rank's films receive
reasonable playing time in the United
States.
Since the tax settlement, he
said, there have been no active measures taken to play British pictures in
America. In fact, the experience has
been the reverse, he said.

is

Report Johnston Film
Deal with Yugoslavia

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Aspresident, has
Yugoslav government whereby the latter will purchase 20 to 25 American pictures during the next year for dollars to be
paid in a New York bank, according
Press Generally Is Optimistic
to press dispatches reaching here from
Lord Beaverbrook's Express natu- Belgrade where Johnston was reportrally runs a scare story with the ed to have engaged in a two-hour talk
heading "Rank's Colossus Hard Up." with Marshal Tito.
But responsible newspaper opinion,
Johnston was scheduled to leave
though it points out the need for Rank Belgrade yesterday by plane for
to correct the perilous liquid position Geneva.
The
here had rewith the dubious value attached to ceived no direct word from him.
sociation of America
closed a deal with the

MPAA

and the vast amount of

rights

them

:

"The group

is

emerging from

a turgid inflationary state into a
solid business existence."

more

N it t

Tax Evasion
Hearings Are Ended
— Internal ReveChicago, Oct.
i

5.

Film trade accountants are apt to nue lawyers mediating in the $404,001)
shake their heads over the manner of income tax evasion case against the
the
accounts
presentation.
Also, late Frank Nitti, hearings on which
Odeon shareholders, accustomed to ended today in U. S. Customs Court,
boom-time profits, dislike accepting said the case may be appealed by
liability
for film production
risks, either side to the U.
S. Supreme
many having had previous unfortunate Court on the technicality of whether
experiences in that

"GUILTY

Offers Safeguards

debentures,

short term ^prdrafts, is best expressed in this quote from one of

FOR EARLY PRODUCTION

Rank Says Quota

term

film

^Announce

1948

6,

Although

cash

field.

market

prophets anticipated bigger drops, Rank shares sold
only one shilling sixpence to 13 shillings lower in today's market.

Rank,

CEA Deal

(Continued from page

1-*)

funds" are taxable.
that evidence submitted in the case tied Nitti only to $12,000 in direct payments.
"extortion

They conceded

Judge John Kern gave Government
lawyers and counsel for Mrs. Annette
Nitti, the gangster's widow, 140 days
in which to prepare motions, briefs
and replies. Following this a ruling

been termed "an intricate pact." Both will be issued.
Ex-convict Willie Bioff, who was
sides have agreed to withhold any further information regarding the agree- used as a go-between to extort $1,ment, but an announcement is expect- 800,000 from Hollywood producers
ed to be made before the week ends. and Chicago theatre heads still has to

Rank and

the

CEA

previously had

been at odds over the implications of
the new British film quota law.

answer

for

deficiencies

was

in

his

1938

by U.
attorney William Schwerdtgeger.

returns,

it

disclosed

S.

Wednesday, October

6,

Motion Picture Daily
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Homer Croy. It, too, will have its
premiere at Radio City Music Hall.
"Red Canyon," formerly known as
"Black Velvet," in Technicolor, starring Ann Blyth, Howard Duff and

6

30 from U'
(Continued from page 1)

Leonard
Goldstein
starring Joan Fontaine and Burt Lanproduced and George Sherman dicaster, produced by Richard Vernon
rected. It is based on the novel "Wildand directed by Norman Foster, from fire," by Zane Grey.
George

the novel by Gerald

Brent.

Butler.

"Rogue's Regiment," starring Dick
Powell, Marta Toren and Vincent
Price, produced and written by Robert
-£uckner and directed by Robert
VtY^rey.
-^"The Countess of Monte Cristo," a
Westwood production, starring Sonja
Henie.
John Beck produced and
Frederick DeCordova directed, from a
story by Walter Reisch and a screenplay by William Bowers.
"Mexican Hayride," starring Abbott and Costello, produced by Robert
Arthur and directed by Charles Barton, based on the Broadway musical
comedy by Herbert and Dorothy
Fields and Cole Porter.
i

Four Start Production
Starting production are "The Life
of Riley," Brecher production, starring
William Bendix with Meg Randall,
with Irving Brecher the writer, producer and director
"Calamity Jane
and Sam Bass" in Technicolor, starring
Yvonne De Carlo, to be produced by
Leonard Goldstein and directed by
:

;

Sherman

George

Amboy

"The

;

Dukes," to be produced and directed
by Maxwell Shane and "The Night
Watch," written, produced and directed by Robert Buckner included in
the 30 picture schedule also will be
''Come Be My Love," starring Robert
Montgomery "Gambling Lady," star;

;

;

Fontaine-Stewart Starrer
a Ramstarring Joan FonJames Stewart, from the

"You Gotta Stay Happy,"
production,

part

and
Saturday Evening Post serial by Robert Carson, produced and written by
Karl Tunberg and directed by H. C.
Potter.
It is scheduled to have its
world premiere at Radio City Music
Hall, New York, in November.
"Live Today for Tomorrow," formerly titled "An Act of Murder,"
starring
Fredric
Edmond
March,
O'Brien, Florence Eldridge and Geraldine Brooks.
Jerry Bresler produced and Michael Gordon directed.
"The O'Flynn," a Fairbanks Company production, starring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. and co-starring Helena
Carter and Richard Greene.
Fairbanks was the producer and Arthur
Pierson, the director. Robert Thoeren
collaborated with Fairbanks on the
taine

screenplay.
"Criss Cross,"
caster,

starring Burt

Barbara
Stanwyck
"Arctic
Manhunt" "Abbott and Costello and
the Invisible Man"
an untitled picture
starring
Donald
O'Connor
"Bagdad"
"Western Story" "Take
ring

Lan-

Yvonne De Carlo and Dan

;

;

;

;

;

One False Step," based on the Irwin
Shaw novel
"Moon Over Java"
'Cripple Creek," and "Tomahawk."
;

—

Rep. Sales Session
Today at Studio

—

Hollywood,

5.
Oct.
Herbert J.
Yates, Republic president, will preside
tomorrow at the second session of a
two-day regional sales meeting being
held at the company's studios. This is
the first of a series of three regional
sales meetings being held; the second
will be in Chicago at the Blackstone

LOS ANGELES
11 hours, 10 minutes

CHICAGO
Ticket Offices.-

Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

A

fair $25,$16,000 in its first week.
000 is indicated for the first week of
"Saxon Charm" at the Criterion. The
Rivoli's "An Innocent Affair" probably will take in about $20,000 in a first
week, which is not too impressive.
"Good Sam" will complete a third and
final week at the Music Hall with a
gross of $115,000, considered adequate.
It is to be followed tomorrow by
"Julia Misbehaves."
Fifth week of "Loves of Carmen"
should give the State about $30,000,
"Olympic
which is good enough.
Games of 1948" probably will complete its second and final week at the
Gotham with a modest $7,500 it will
The fifth
be replaced by reissues.
week of "Sorry, Wrong Number,"
with Carmen Cavallaro on stage,
should gross about $65,000 at the

sixth

week

—

Bert Green Dies;

Was Film

nied until the legality of distributors'
contracts is established.

Bert Green, 63, a pioneer cartoonist
motion pictures who joined HearstPathe in 1915, died yesterday in the
Veterans'
Administration
Hospital,
The Bronx, N. Y. Green, who was
born in England, entered the film field
after a varied career as newspaper
cartoonist.
for Hal

He

also

wrote

scenarios

Roach comedies featuring
Laurel and Hardy and did scenarios
and animated cartoons for M-G-M. In
addition to the widow, a son and a
sister survive.

756 Drive-ins
(Continued from page

1)

137 are listed as being open for business throughout the year, the other
606 being open seasonally.
The report also reveals that construction is

now underway on 86 new

theatres.

Drive-ins are most prevalent in the
Charlotte territory, where there are
107 operations.
Dallas, with 78, is
second in the
listing.

MPAA

;

;

tro-Goldwyn-Mayer
er,"

"The Rainmak-

;

Monogram; "El Paso"

(Pine-

Thomas), Paramount; "Renegades of
"Shep Comes
Sonora,"
Republic
;

Home"

(Lippert), Screen Guild; "Im-

pact" (Popkin), United Artists.

Shooting finished on "Air Hostess,"
"Desert Vigilante," "Jungle Jim's Adventure" and "Knock on Any Door,"

"Daughter of Ramona"
Columbia
(Mooney), Film Classics; "Jiggs and
Maggie in Court" and "Headin' for
;

Monogram "One Woman,"
Paramount "The Missourians," Republic; "The Fountainhead," Warner.
Trouble,"

;

;

W.

P. Bernfield,

QP

L.A. Representative
Hollywood,
Bernfield,

51,

Oct. 5.
veteran

Los Angeles Film

Row

—William

P.

showman and
representative

of Quigley Publications for the past
18 months, died this morning from a
heart attack at San Bernardino, where
he had gone to assist Harry Dicker-

man

in preparing an exploitation campaign for the opening of a drive-in

theatre.

The widow,

TV.

Master Will Retain
Alger Circuit Case

Counsel

Cartoonist

Shooting started on "Make Believe
Ballroom,"
Columbia
Old
"An
(Equity),
EagleFashioned Girl"
Lion; "Zamba" (Fortune Films), In"Big Jack Horner," Medependent

Hattie, survives.

of "Rope."

however, plaintiffs
will renew their motion before the
master to examine the Alger Circuit
books which Judge Campbell had de-

Athletic

3% hours
Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000
or your travel agent

Brandwynne.
At the Roxy, "Cry of the City,"
with
Marie
McDonald,
Danny
Thomas and an ice revue on stage, is
figured to wind up a first week with
a $115,000 gross, which is very big.
"Hamlet" is playing to capacity audiences at the Park, which looks for

Club, on

York

in

DC-6

—

Chicago, Oct. 5. Counsel for distributor plaintiffs in the Alger Circuit
percentage case now pending in U. S.
District Court here will withdraw the
motion to vacate the order referring
the case to Federal master-in-chancery Joseph F. Elward, because of
crowded conditions on Judge William
F. Campbell's calendar.

the New
Oct. 14-15.

Production Steady
At Coast Studios

stage at the Strand, is on the way to a
handsome $80,000 in a first week.
"River" is good for an estimated
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
The produc$100,000 in a very healthy initial
tion index stood at 27, dropping one
week at the Capitol, where the stage
from the previous week. Nine new
support consists of Tony and Sally
films were started, while 10 were sent
DeMarco, Buck and Bubbles and Nat
to cutting rooms.

Rank's 'Columbus' to Get Same
Roadshow Treatment as 'Hamlet'
San Francisco, Oct. 5. J. Arthur
Rank's "Christopher Columbus," in
Paramount.
Technicolor, starring Fredric March,
"Rachel and the Stranger," at the
Florence Eldridge, Linden Travers
fairly
and Francis L. Sullivan, will receive Mayfair, probably will do a
healthy $21,000 in its third week.
the same roadshow treatment as Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet," William A. "Babe Ruth Story" has a low gross
indicated for its 10th week
Scully, Universal sales vice-president of $9,000
The Globe figures on
at the Astor.
announced here today.
$29,000, which is all right for the

at

FLAGSHIPS

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

;

Duryea. Michel Kraike produced and
Robert Siodmak directed. It is based
on the novel by Don Tracy, with a
screenplay by Daniel Fuchs.
"Family
Honeymoon,"
starring
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray.
J6hn Beck and Z. Wayne GrifHotel on Friday and Saturday, and
fin were co-producers and Claude Binyon directed, based on the novel by the last is to be held in New York

FIVE -STAR

New York

5

states,

Solomon, Exhibitor

McComb,

—

Oct. 5.
N. Solotheatre
operator,
died here while attending the Laurel-

mon,

Miss.,

well-known

McComb

football

game.

Solomon

operated theatres in Baton Rouge,
Yazoo City, McComb,
Columbia,
Summitt and Natchez.

Len Daly's Father

—

Philadelphia, Oct. 5. T. A. Daly,
father of Len Daly, special advertising-exploitation
representative
of
United Artists' foreign department,
died here yesterday at General HosDaly- was widely known for
pital.
his poetry.

f-
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Leibell Doubts He Can
Status Quo
Halt Ascap Collections
Is Upheld by 4

Arbitration

Deny Arthur's Appeal
High Court Is Urged
Washington,

Oct.

6.

— Four ma-

jor distributors told the
preme Court today that

U.

S.

Su-

Map New Arbitration May Limit Relief to N. Y. Exhibitor Plaintiffs
Set-up; Support of
1 1 Companies Asked

two lower

courts acted correctly in throwing
out a suit filed by independent St.
Louis exhibitors against the industry's
arbitration system, and warned that
an opposite ruling might "seriously

Rather Than Deprive Ascap of Levy Power;
Latter Is Job for U. S., Ascap Counsel Argue

Plans for a new industry arbitration
system which contemplates the inclusion of 11 national distributors, rather
than the "Big Five" only, and the extension of rules to include arbitration
of complaints not covered by the pres-

Three months after his unprecedented opinion against the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, Judge Vincent L. Leibell
in New York Federal Court yesterday expressed doubt that he can decree
that Ascap should divest itself of public performance licensing rights of
music synchronized with motion pictures, the rights by which Ascap

hamper" new efforts of the New York
District Court to set up a new arbitra- ent system, are being developed.
S.
tion system in the Paramount case
Several meetings on the plans have
proceedings.
been held already and representatives
The argument was advanced in a of Columbia, United Artists, Univerbrief filed by Whitney North Seymour sal, Republic, Monogram and Eagleon behalf of Paramount, RKO Radio, Lion, attended at least one of the
20th Century-Fox and Warner. They meetings.
London, Oct. 6. Despite the conasked the Supreme Court not to hear
None of the six companies which tinued optimism of the London office
inArthur
an appeal by the Harry
have not participated in the industry of the Motion Picture Association of
terests seeking $265,000 damages for
(Continued on page 4)
America that a meeting of the Angloalleged injuries resulting from clearAmerican Films Council will be held
ance set by the American Arbitration
in New York early next month, as
to
Association under the old Paramount
proposed by Eric Johnston last Aucase consent decree, and observed by
gust, informed opinion here holds that
They also want an
the distributors.
the Council will not convene on the
Arthur
Mayer
has accepted an ap(Continued on page 4)
suggested date, if ever.
pointment as chief of the film branch
It is hoped, however, that Johnston
for the Office of Military Government
will visit London on his way home
for Germany, it was announced here
further
yesterday by Brig. Gen. Robert A. from the Continent to discuss
McClure, chief of the New York field his plan for the segregation of Amerioffice of the Civil Affairs Division of can and British pictures on this counLeading independent
try's
screens.
the Army.

See Anglo-U.

Film

Meeting Discarded

—

Germany

Mayer

For Army's

OMG

Decree Talks Will
Be Continued by 4

Company executives indicated here
yesterday that a new approach to the
Government on a consent decree in
the industry anti-trust case will be
made by at least four companies in
the near future, following the inconclusive results of this week's talks between company counsel and Department of Justice officials.
A Department spokesman on Tuesday characterized as "inadequate" the
decree views of Paramount, Loew's,
20th Century-Fox and Warners which
(Continued on page 4)

Mayer has had

a long career in the

two weeks.

not contacted

Detroit, Oct.

—

District meetings
of the board of di
rectors and alternates in accordance
with changes in the constitution and

to elect

members

6.

Sir

Oct.

6.

—Andrew

White,

chief of the British Board of Trade's
film division, who was given an assignment to discuss with French government officials an easing of the restriction of British film imports to France,
has returned from Paris with little of
comfort to report to Britain's film

by-laws has begun by Allied Theatres producers.
It was in consequence of represenof Michigan.
A meeting was held by members of tations made by the British Film ProAssociation to the Foreign
the seventh district at Imlay City, ducers
where Bob Schuckert of Caro was Office and Board of Trade that White
was
dispatched to Paris.
elected
board member and Harry
(Continued on page 2)
The BFPA's representations against

sociation of New York, Judge Leibell said
"I am not so sure about
that divestiture. I am not so sure that
the matter should not be left to the
:

Attorney General."

Judge Leibell made the observation
oral argument against the
divestiture made by Robert P. Patterson, special Ascap counsel, and receipt of an affidavit signed by Ascap
following

counsel Louis D. Frohlich
support of a motion for sweeping

litigation
in

modifications

the French
restrictions
drew wry
smiles from American film executives
here faced with the now effective 45
per cent British film quota. Their
amusement, obviously, was over the
indignation of the British film producers at the French for taking a leaf
out of the British producers' own
book.
The Americans recalled, too, that
Eric Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association of America, last
August warned the British producers
during his talks here that Britain's
(Continued on page 2)

of

the

jurist's

and conclusions of law

findings

in the case.

Patterson argued that any regranted by the court should
be limited to the New York exhibitor plaintiffs in the case on
hand and should not be extended to the divestiture of Ascap
lief

which would
from collecting from
theatres elsewhere throughout

licensing

prevent

rights

it

Relief of such
the country.
broad national effect upon As(Continued on page 4)

Philip while here.

Quota Hens Come
Home from France to Roost
London,

in the Field

War-

Britain's

Mich. Allied Elects

Board

exhibitors and, also, Sir Philip

and during World War ter, chairman of Associated British
II was adviser on films to the Secre- Picture Corp., which controls around
tary of War and head of all film ac- 450 theatres, are believed to be desirtivities for the Red Cross.
Mayer's ous of discussing newly arisen points
office will be in Munich.
He is ex- about the proposal with Johnston.
pected to leave for Germany within
Surprise was expressed that he had
film industry

from theatres.
Speaking from the bench at a
hearing on a proposed decree in the
case instituted by members of the
Independent
Theatre
Owners Ascollects fees

Rule 'Blind Checker'
Must Be Licensed
Last week's decision by Wisconsin
Attorney General Grover L. Broadfoot which exempted checkers of Confidential Reports, Inc.,

from the neces-

licenses as private
detectives, under a state statute, requires persons engaged in blind checking, however, to obtain a detective's
sity

of

securing

CRI disclosed here yesetrday.
checkers are exempt, Broadfoot ruled, because their checking
comes within the scope of the distributor-exhibitor film contract, as agreed
to by both parties, and their presence
is known to the manager or owner
license,

CRI

and to the cashier and
according to the

CRI

ticket-taker,

statement.

Studio Employment

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

Hit a Record

at the East
Theatre, Detroit, suffered severe
head and shoulder burns received when
the automatic feed on the projector
failed and he kept the show running

Peter Burke., operator

End

by opening the lamphouse and

—

feeding-

down from 40.1 to 39.2.
The drop in employment

carbons.

totals

is

Rosemary A. Mulligan of Eagle- attributable to the record summer
Lion Films here will be married on layoff and studio closings.
In an overall comment on employGeorge M. Donaldson.

Oct.

Her

23 to
resignation from

Eagle-Lion

is

tomorrow.

effective

•

A. J. O'Keefe, Universal-International assistant general sales manager,
is due back in New York today from
Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Washington.

•

Jane Wyman,

star of "Johnny Belinda," has been elected this year's
honorary president of the Los Angeles

Junior

Women's

Advertising
•

Club.

Roy Haines, Warner Western division sales manager, and Lou Kaufman, theatre executive, will leave
here today for Cleveland.
•

Fred

is

in

Buffalo on

New

ing to

U-I Eastern sales
Cleveland and will be

Meyers,

manager,

Monday

before return-

York.
•

Norman Westwood,
British

supervisor for

Commonwealth Film Corp.

Japan, is at Memorial
for treatment.
•

in

Hospital here

Foster, head of the British
talent agency which bears his name, is
expected in New York from London
next Sunday.
•

H. M. Bessey, Altec executive

vice-

row

production ex-

•
studio

Weingarten,

executive,

is

due

M-G-M

here

today

from the Coast.
•

Lester Cowan, United Artists producer, will leave

New Orleans, Oct.
the basis of advanced reservations received by the committee to date for national
convention
Allied's
annual
here, Nov. 29-Dec. 1, at the
Roosevelt Hotel, past attendance records will be shatPretered, according to W.
weitt, Jr., convention chair-

Robert Weitman, managing director
New York and Brooklyn Paramount theatres, and chairman of the
producing committee for the forthcoming "Night of Stars" benefit, to
be held here at Madison Square Garden on the evening of Nov. 15, has
of the

A

appointed

the

following

add*

*1

committeemen:
Ernest Emerlingy Zeb Epstin, Gus
Eyssell,
William Feinberg, Henry
•

man.
Preweitt attributes this to
the U. S. Supreme Court decision in the New York antitrust case, the Ascap court
rulings, the advance of television, and declining box-of-

Frankel,
er,

Moe

Gale.

Joseph G. Glas-

John Goodson, Abel Green, Lester

Harry Kalcheim, Nat KalDave Katz, Ray Katz, Abe
Lastfogel,
Leon Leonidoff, Harry
Levine, Harry Mayer, Richard McB. Isaac,

cheim,

fice receipts.

Browne,

Called
In Ricca Parole Case

—

Mich. Allied Elects

U.S. Information

U

To Meet on Program
—

I

U. K. Quota Hens
(Continued from page

1)

measures inevitably
would become a world infection, unless curbed, and would react to the inrestrictive (quota)

Board

for Ottawa.

Lawrence

Committee

Myers Will Address
W.Pa. Allied Today
—

Rock,

Hollywood tomor-

leave

to

in California, the bulletin stated

jury of British films.
White has made a report to Harold
Wilson, president of the Board of
Ark.
Trade, on his negotiations in Paris
•
Edwin W. Aaron, M-G-M assist- but it will not be made public until
Wilson has discussed it with BFPA.
ant general sales manager, will leave
It
is
known, however, that the
Mont., tomorrow for
Butte,
New French
have instituted a second quota
York.
in addition to that under which 120
•
dubbed American films will
adArthur Hornblow, Jr., and his mitted to the country in anybegiven
wife, are due here next Thursday by
year. The second category relates to
plane en route to London.
dubbed "foreign" films from all coun•
tries other than the U. S. and proJeffrey Bernerd, Monogram pro- vides for licenses for the import anducer, has plans for a two-month va- nually of 65 films, which is expected to
cation in England.
fall largely to Britain.
•

New

will

More

—On

Cann, John Mclnerney, Charles Miller,
Solly Pernic, Sidney H. Pier"Total employment in manufacturing
mont,
Larry
Puck,
Sam Rauch,
industries reached 770,900 in August,
Thomas G. Rockwell.
the highest level since the war and
Also, Frank Roehrenbeck, Harry
10,000 above the total a year ago."
A. Romm, Leonard Romm, Herbert
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6. Allied States I. Rosenthal, Harry Rubin, Manny
counsel Abram F. Myers will be guest Sacks, James E. Sauter, Robert K.
Bioff
speaker at the initial fall luncheon of Shapiro, Sol Shapiro, John Shubert,
Allied Motion Picture Theatre Own- Michael Todd, Fred Waring, Arthur
ers of Western Pennsylvania in the Weill, David A. Werblin, Max Wolff
Chicago, Oct. 6. George Browne William Penn Hotel here tomorrow. and Louis Yeager.
and Willie Bioff are scheduled to appear in Federal District Court here
Oct. 18 in connection with a habeas
nit
{Continued from page 1)
corpus hearing for Paul Ricca before
Judge Michael J. Igoe, who blocked
Hobolth was named alternate.
The
Ricca's return to prison, ordered by
meeting of the 10th district was held
Washington, Oct. 6. The State
the
parole board.
William Scott
in Midland where the district mem- Department's advisory commission on
Stewart, Ricca's attorney, had them
bership was a guest of Bill Cassidy for information, set up to counsel the Desubpoenaed when they testified in
luncheon. E. C. Johnson of the Wash- partment on its overseas information
U. S. court this week concerning the
ington Theatre in Bay City was elect- program, will hold its first meeting
film extortion money they turned over
ed board member with Lee Ward of here tomorrow and Friday, with the
to Ricca.
In the 'motion picture program to be studied
Browne and Bioff will also be Mt. Pleasant as alternate.
ninth district, Glenn Wallace of Scott- on Friday.
Mark May, director of
served with subpoenas calling for their
ville was elected board member, and Yale University's Institute of Human
appearance in Atlanta Oct. 25 when
Don Iverson of Lake City was elected Relations, is the only member of the
hearings will be held for Louis Camalternate.
five-man commission associated with
pagna and Charles Gioe, convicted and
Meetings in other districts have the film industry, having worked exlater paroled with Ricca.
been scheduled as follows
Members tensively on documentaries.

ment

New York

president, has returned to
Orleans and Little
from

Sam Marx, M-G-M

1948

:

Harry

ecutive,

7,

Weitman Appoints

Heavy

For Allied Meeting

Oct. 6. Employment
in studios here hit the lowest point in
modern times in August, according
Labor Bureau,
the
California
to
which issued a bulletin showing employment dropped to 69.8 per cent in
that month from 77.2 per cent in July.
CLB reports, which cover all industries, use 1940 employment as a base
figure of 100 per cent. Average weekly earnings at studios also dipped in
August, from July's $97.85 to $94.54,
with the average hours per week

Hollywood,

LOCKWOOD,

H.

Low

Reservations

6.

president of Theatre Owners of
America, arrived here yesterday from
Boston.
•

in

Thursday, October

Motion Picture Daily
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New York

Hollywood.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

today for

of

Trade

officials,

however,

believe the second quota will not materially reduca the inflow of British
films.
Moreover, no question arises
of a transfer of francs to this country
as blocked British balances in France
are being utilized there, it is said.
Asked if the results of White's visit
to France were satisfactory to the
government,
Board of
British
a
Trade spokesman said "On the question of exports we are never satisfied."
:

of the fourth district will

Paw tomorrow where

meet
they

in Paw
will be

Greer Buys Booking
Firm from Franconi

guests of Mort Dennis. On Friday,
the fifth district will meet at the Morton Hotel in Grand Rapids, while
Rene Germani will entertain members
of the second district in Monroe on
Oct. 13.

—

Dallas, Oct. 6. Total stock in
United Theatre Service Corp. here
has been acquired by John C. Greer,
who will become president and continue as general manager of the buying-booking service which now handles more than 30 situations, it has
been announced by John L. Franconi,
Omaha, Oct.
A Missouri Pa- organizer
and retiring president of
cific freight train struck an auto at
United. Franconi will concentrate on
a crossing here killing Samuel Ephis Screen Guild exchange.
stein, 61, head of an Omaha theatre
circuit, and a friend.
Epstein was for
a long time treasurer and past president of the local Variety Club, and
also held key positions in a number
of Jewish organizations. Services will
be conducted here tomorrow.
Surviving are the widow, Rose a
daughter, Mrs. Shirley Berman
a
son, Jack, who was in business with
him; two sisters and five brothers,
including Louis, associated with him
J

Sam
In

Epstein Killed
Train Accident
6—

;

;

for 40 years.

David H. Stoneman

—

Boston, Oct. 6. David H. Stoneman, father of Harold Stoneman,
president of Interstate Theatres of
New England, died suddenly here today.
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ALBANY
Warner Screening Room

79

H. Pearl St.

12:30 P.M.

•

ATLANTA
20th Century-fox Screening

197 Wollon

N.W.

St.

•

Room

2:30 P.M.

BOSTON
RKO Screening Room
122 Arlington

•

SI.

2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Poromounl Screening Room
464 Franklin St. . 2:00 P.M.

,

CHARLOTTE
20th Century-fox Screening

308

S.

Church

Room

10:00 A.M.

•

St.

CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1307 So. Wobash Ave. • 1:30 P.M.

CINCINNATI
RKO Screening Room
Palace Th. Bldg.

6lh

E.

.

8:00 P.M.

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room
2300 Poyne Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

DALLAS
20th Century-fox Screening

1803 Wood

Room

2:00 P.M.

•

St.

DENVER
Poramount Screening Room
2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.

DES MOINES
20th Century-Fox Screening

1300 High

Room

12:45 P.M.

•

St.

DETROIT
film Exchange Building

2310 Cass Ave.

•

2:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Screening

517 No.

Room

Illinois St.

KANSAS

•

1:00 P.M

CITY

20lh Century-fox Screening

1720 Wyandotte

St.

Room

1:30

•

P.M.

LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room
202 S

S.

Vermont Ave.

•

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
20th Century-fox Screening
1S1 Vance Ave.

Room

10:00 A.M.

•

MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screening Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

2:00 P.M.

•

MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room
1000 Currie Ave. • 2:00

P.M.

NEW HAVEN
Warner Theatre Projection Room
70 College St. • 2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-fox Screening

200

S.

liberty St.

Room

1:30 P.M.

•

NEW YORK
Home

Office

321 W. 44th

SI.

2:30 P.M.

•

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-fox Screening
10 North lee

•

St.

Room

1:30 P.M.

OMAHA
20th Century-Pox Screening

1502 Oavenport

•

St.

Room

1:00 P.M.

PHILADELPHIA
Warner Screening Room

230 No. 13th

St.

2:30 P.M.

•

PITTSBURGH
20th Century-fox Screening

1715 Blvd.

of Allies

Room

1:30 P.M.

.

PORTLAND
Room

Jewel Box Scceening

1947 N.W. Keorney

•

St.

2:00 P.M

SALT LAKE
20th Century-fox Screening

216 East

1st

South

Room

2:00 P.M.

•

SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount Screening Room
205 Golden Gate Ave.

•

1:30 P.M.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Screening

2318 Second Ave.

ST.

Room
10:30 A.M.

•

LOUIS

S'renco Screening

Room

3143 Olive

1:00 P.M.

St.

•

WASHINGTON
Warner Theatre Building
13lh S E

Sts.

N.W.

•

10:30 A.M.

FAYBAM»™5
directed by

produced

BRETAIGNE WINDUST- HENRY BLANKF
Screen Play by Ranald MacDougaM

•

Based on

a Play by Eileen

Tighe and Graeme Lorimer
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scope and whether the court overitself,
or should have left
that to the Government."
in

Leibell-Ascap

extended

Judge Leibell made

it clear that he
familiar with the U. S. Supreme
Court's disposition of an assortment
of cases in the film industry and saw
in them some resemblance to the Ascap matter.
Speaking of partial dissolution, he said
"Judging from the
Crescent,
Schine
Paramount
and
cases they (the high court) might go
that
far
(in ordering
divestiture).
But have I got the right to go that
far?"

was

(Continued from page 1)'

should
be
operations
only by the Attorney
General, if at all, he said. Patterson even agreed that Ascap
could be restrained from collecting from the 102 New York
exhibitor plaintiffs in this case,
but not from collecting from
cap's

sought

:

others.

Weisman,

Milton

counsel

the

for

maintained a categorically
opposite position throughout the ses-

Discussed D. of

J.

Action

plaintiffs,

sion

court,

in

was endeavoring
sequence Judge

asserting that Ascap
to render of no conLeibell's opinion of

last July.

was with an apparent sympathe-

It

ear that Judge Leibell heard Pat-

tic

made a

Leibell

at

:

Patterson

continued

"These

:

pro-

pose of the case before his
ber assignments."

"Novem-

In conclusion he told Weisman that plaintiffs' proposed
judgment was "very extensive,
more than you need in a decree,
more than should be in one."

with
began
Judge Leibell's granting of intervention approval to Milton Ager, comthe plaintiffs.
poser, and Chappel Music Publishing
"As to divestiture, we have been Co., both opposing divestiture but
unable to find any private case where seeking copyright protection in the
It involves the event it is ruled.
it
was so ordered.
Both are Ascap
rights and interests of those not be- members.
exhibitors
court other
fore
the
there are plenty of them who want to
continue present practices and motion picture producers."
Yesterday's

session

Decision Reserved on

Judge Leibell showed considerable
inierest in the consent decree. entered

Momand Appeal

Dissolve Loew-Para.

injunction against observance of these
clearances in the future.
The brief contended that lower
court decisions "were in complete accord" with the Supreme Court's Paramount case decision. "The District
Court had power to authorize arbitration by motion picture distributors
who consented to it," it declared.
"While arbitration could not be made
mandatory in the absence of consent,
its authorization by a court would be
meaningless unless those consenting
could respect and comply with the
awards of the arbitrators without violating the law and exposing themselves to the danger that their mere

York, under

—

this court's

"The opinion

in the

expressly left that question to the trial
The entire purpose
court's discretion.
of this court's remand on that question
would be subverted if, by means of this
collateral attack on the power of the
District Court, the operation of the
arbitration system were to be enjoined. ... It would seriously hamper
the deliberations of the New York
court if this suit questioning its powers and seeking to enjoin compliance

with its earlier direction
pending in Missouri."

were

still

Decree Talks
(Continued from page

were outlined and discussed

1)
in

Wash-

RKO

has not taken part in
ington.
the decree discussions, stating that it
prefers to follow a different procedure.

time,

acceptable decree.

a

down

suspension of the trial at
Final
trust suit against distributors.
that the court had not handed
argument was heard yesterday by Cirany conclusions or findings in

Patterson said he recalled that 25
years ago the matter of dissolution
in a private case was before Judge

Learned Hand who,
lie

at that time, said

"could not conceive"

of

such

an

order.

Divestiture

Up

to U. S.

needed, "let the Atsay so," Patterson
hasn't seen fit to do

If divestiture is

torney

views

on

what might

constitute

an

"They showed that some of our
Judges Magruder, Woodbury and views need to be revised before we
Goodrich, with George S. Ryan rep- engage in further talks with the Deresenting Momand and Judge Jacob partment," one executive said.
J. Kaplan, of Nutter, McClennon and
Fish, appearing for the distributors.
Judge Kaplan maintained the Momand claim had been disposed of by
judgments for the defendants after a
trial by Federal Judge Broaddus in
Washington, Oct. 6. U. S. DisOklahoma in August, 1944, while trict Court Judge Matthew took unRyan held that the verdict of the jury der advisement today a request by two
in Massachusetts should be reinstated. theatre-owning film salesmen
to dismiss a $150,000 damage and injunction anti-trust suit against them and

cuit

the case.

General

went on. "He
and I believe for valid and sound

it

reasons."

observed here that
the court in its conclusions "declared on the broad illegal operations (of Ascap) but in its
decree must grant relief" only
on those practices objected to
by the plaintiffs.
Leibell

The
Loew-Paramount
13-house
pooled operation in Buffalo, including
four first-run "showcases," is scheduled to be dissolved shortly in accordance with the U. S. Supreme Court's
ruling on pools in the industry antisuit,
spokesmen for the companies indicated here yesterday.
11 1Currently being supervised b;,
cent R. McFaul, the operation
„id
to be the last large pool of its type
in the U. S.
The break-up will return to each company operation of its
own houses. McFaul, it is understood,
-has a minority interest in the pool,
which will be bought out. Final details of the break-up are currently being worked out by Loew and Paramount theatre executives here.
Involved are four downtown theatres, the Buffalo, Great Lakes, Hippodrome and Teck. Six other theatres
are in Buffalo proper and three are
in suburbs.

trust

tem

remand.

Paramount case

Company officials yesterday indicated that this week's discussions with
the Department are regarded largely
as exploratory, serving as an opportunity for a preliminary exchange of

in

Buffalo Pool Soon

New AAA

Boston, Oct. 6. -U. S. Circuit
Ascap and the Government Court of Appeals here has reserved
decision on a plea by A. B. Momand
several times interrupting
in
1941,
Frohlich to set aside a reversal by Federal
argument to learn details.
Judge Wyzanski of a jury finding
told the court that the decree resulted
which upheld Momand in his antithat
by

into

1948

(Continued from page 1)

—

—

7,

mistake, off the record," this
lished without permitting the distributors to abide by these awards would
render the entire process negatory,
and it is fair to assume that this was
not the intent of this court when it
discussed arbitration in the Paramount
"It should
case," the brief continued.
also be remembered that the entire
(Continued from page 1)
question of whether a method of arbitration should be permanently estabarbitration system heretofore is comished is now before the statutory
mitted to participation in the new systhree-judge District Court in New

former Secretary of War, who presumably meaning the Government's
was retained by Ascap following the agreement to the 1941 decree. Weisman said he "saw Sonnett" in an apJuly opinion.
parent reference to John Sonnett,
Limited Injunction Sought
former head of the anti-trust division
Patterson insisted that the issues of the Department.
Judge Leibell ordered counsel for
before the court should be reduced to
both sides to fully explore whether
a simple injunction involving only
plaintiffs in the case.
To that he add- the Federal Court here has jurisdicstate
ed "Let it be for the Attorney Gen- tion to rule on divestiture, to
their positions in briefs which he dieral to attack Ascap more broadly."
At this point Leibell interjected, "the rected them to exchange on Oct. 15,
22.
proof submitted to this court was and to submit answers by Oct.
broad enough to warrant the broad Judge Leibell said he hoped to dis-

visions (of Judge Leibell's opinion)
go far beyond the Clayton Act. Restrain the defendants from demanding
that plaintiffs pay for the public performance rights of music on film. This
is the only practice complained of by

Arbitration Upheld

one point asked
Milton Weisman if he had approached
the Government with the aim of Department of Justice action against act of compliance would lay them open
Ascap.
Weisman said he had "gone to suits under the Sherman Act.
down there and they admitted they
"To permit the system to be estab-

Judge

terson,

conclusion."
And then, "the court's
conclusion was based on the broad
concept of Ascap's structure."

Thursday, October

Seek

Dismissal of
$150,000 Trust Suit

—

Fashion Show for 'Jennie'
Some 300

fashion
fashion

experts,

fashion

writers and
and buying coordinators have made reservations for
a "Portrait of Jennie" fashion show
to be staged at the Metropolitan Museum of Art here on Monday, as a
promotion for David O. Selznick's
"Portrait of Jennie," co-starring Jen"The decree," he said, "should not nifer Jones and Joseph Cotten. Feabe broader in scope than what is ture of the show will be the unveiling
The of a portrait of Miss Jones painted by
necessary to protect plaintiffs.
main issue is whether 27 (conclusion Robert Brackman the portrait will
No. 27 on divestiture) is too broad hang in the Museum.
;

four major distributors. The suit was
brought by the Center Theatre, Centreville, Md., against RKO, 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, Paramount, Columbia, and
Charles Wingfield and F. B. Klein.
The latter two, salesmen for Columbia and 20th-Fox, respectively, also
operate theatres in Church Hill and
Chestertown, Md.
Center Theatre
accused the defendants of a conspiracy
to grant the Klein and Wingfield
houses a monopoly of first-run product.
Discrimination in clearance, percentage and playing time is charged.

but,

cials, all

Plan

according to company offihave the proposal under con-

sideration.

Most

of the six said they

were awaiting completion of a draft
of the new arbitration provisions together with information on the cost
of the system to their companies before making a decision.
The draft is expected to be readywithin the next several weeks, in time
for the 11 companies to consider it
and take action before it is presented
to the New York Federal Court during the resumed hearings in the Paramount case, presently scheduled to
start between Oct. 27 and Nov. 8.
The arbitration of runs will be added
to the present functions of the local
boards and additional matters not now
arbitrable also may be included.
If approved by the companies, Federal Court sanction for the new system would be sought. The American
Arbitration Association would continue to administer the system and
the present 31 local arbitration boards
would be continued.
Several of the six companies not
participating in arbitration now observed that they "might just as well be
in it" as clearance and other awards
made by the arbitration boards in
complaints involving any or all of the
Big Five inevitably become the rule
for all distribution companies thereafter.
Others, however, remarked that
arbitration is the responsibility of the
theatre owning companies.
"The complaints involve their thea-

most part and we would
be brought in only incidentally," one
company executive said. "I do not
think we should bear any of the cost
if we consent to placing ourselves under the jurisdiction of the court."
tres for the

Mrs. Dawson in Spokane

—

Spokane, Oct. 6. Motion Picture
Association of America's Children's
Film Library makes available to 2,500
films approved for special
Saturday matinee showings to eight to
12-year-olds, Mrs. Marjorie Dawson,

theatres

.

MPAA

associate director of the
community
relations
department,
informed the Association of Governing
Boards of State Universities and
Allied Institutions, at its annual meeting here.
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Accurate

Q>hcise

and

NEWS

Impartial
VQ).
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NO.

Three

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Order

In U. S.

Taking

by

statements

If

as implying that American exhibitors
are discriminating against
British pictures, Arthur H. Lock-

They're Still in Suit
"Little

the

wood, president
of the Theatre

of
America,
and
New England

Counsel for
concluding their study yesterday of
the Government's proposed form of
order for entry in the industry antitrust suit here found so little applicable to Columbia, United Artists and
Universal that they were left wondering

why

they are

still

exhibitor

that

in the suit.

"The only change in the decree proposed by the Government which afus," one attorney said, "is the
substitution of a new clause for the
competitive bidding section knocked
out by the Supreme Court."
The attorney remarked that he conGovernment's substitute
the
siders
clause in that instance "almost meaningless insofar as the Little Three are

U.

the

pletely

open to

any charac-

ter.

Arthur Lockwood

Lockwood
ferred

port

week

made by Rank
to

in

to

a

London

his stockholders in
(Continued on page 4)

rerethis

which

concerned."

"The Government apparently wants
no further relief from us," counsel for
another company stated. "I'm surprised

The

we

are still kept in the case."
Justice Department's proposed

T.O.A. Conciliation
Plan Up for Vote

Allied

Executive committee of the Theatre

Group Flays

Quality of Films
Baltimore, Oct.

7.

— Current

NLRB Okays
IA at UA

decides against divesting Ascap of its
licensing rights, copyright attorneys
said here yesterday.
Judge Leibell expressed doubt that
he had the right to order such a divestiture after hearing arguments of
opposing counsel on Wednesday on
the form of an order to be entered in
(Continued on page 19)

'

National Labor Relations Board
here yesterday certified IATSE Motion Picture Home Office Employes

Local No. H-63 (AFL) as the collecbargaining
representative
of
United Artists home office "white
collarites," thus upholding the validity of H-63's victory in the Sept. 28
shop election at UA. This is the first
tive

"IA" as a film home
representative in that organization's current "invasion" of SOPEG's
strongholds in this industry.
certification of

(Continued on page 19)

Holly-

wood product was sharply criticized
today when Eastern regional executives of Allied States asserted that
the quality of films today is responsible for the decline in business. There
is nothing wrong with the box-office
situation that cannot be cured by good
picture, they added at the special meeting called by Meyer Leventhal, Eastern regional vice-president.
The entire morning session was devoted to analyzing each major studio's
output.
resolution was passed condemning inferior pictures and pointing
(Continued on page 4)

Owners of America will meet here
within two weeks to vote on a conciliation plan which would "function for
all

companies and

exhibitors," Arthur Lockwood,
president, disclosed here yesterday.
He declined
to divulge details
of
the program
all

TOA

pending

its

approval

except

to

say

office

The
man,

outcome was chalemployee Cecilia Schufiled an appeal with the

election's

lenged by

UA

who

NLRB

against certification of.H-62
on the charge that the company "assisted" the union.
That appeal was

will originate on a local level and
will embrace parts of the mediation

denied.

plan devised by North Central Allied
and 20th Century-Fox.

of

it

certification caps H-63's defeat
Screen Office and Professional Em(Continued, on page 19)

A A -Monogram
—

Hollywood, Oct. 7. Net loss of
$497,696 after a net tax refund of
$480,414 available under the loss carryback provisions of the Federal income tax laws was announced today
by Steve Broidy, president of Allied
Artists and

Monogram,

for the fiscal

year

ended July 3, 1948. The loss
compares with a net profit, after taxes,
(Continued on page 19)

[Mercury-Republic]—Shakespeare a

Quigley on 'Church

Of the Air* Program
Martin Quigley will be the
speaker on the CBS "Church
of the Air" program on Sun-

la

WELLES'

Welles

long awaited "Macbeth" is a worthy film whose
A
mood of murder and madness towers with telling impact. Coming
on the heels of Laurence Olivier's superb "Hamlet," it once again
reaffirms the screen's ability to dedicate itself to the finest in Shakespearean art and come off with flying colors. A special preview for an
invited audience was held here last night at the Museum of Modern Art.
To be sure, it is a drama of enduring worth, but this is a business
whose gears are lubricated by box-office returns, and Shakespeare, however splendidly conceived, remains high-brow entertainment not likely to
stir the average film-goer. It appears likely that the
production will have
Pittsburgh, Oct. 7.— Continuance its best commercial opportunities
under a merchandising arrangement
or renewal of enabling acts permitsimilar to the handling of such classic predecessors as "Henry V" and
ting municipal, borough and town"Hamlet." And_ unquestionably the picture can, and very likely will, be
ship authorities to levy taxes in their
own districts was vigorously opposed released periodically down the years, bringing home, in its unhurried
in a resolution passed at the annual time, a handsome profit.
fall
The production is one of sweep and spectacle. All the poetic tragedy of
luncheon of the Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western the man, pressed by a power-driven wife into putting
the dagger to

Penn. Owners Hit
Enabling Act Taxes

(Continued on page 4)

$497,696 Loss for

The

Macbeth"
ORSON

Hold Threat
Bar It

Will

suits throughout the country by endeavoring to collect from theatres for
music performing rights In the event
that Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell

com-

strict ions
of

There is little likelihood that the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers will invite

S.

is

British producers without re-

fects

ting up a conciliation board
in conformity with the policy

Of Suits

ers of America at its recent
Chicago convention.

asserted
market

Barred from
Fee Collecting
Attorneys

adopted by the Theatre Own-

pio-

yesterday

neer,

Ascap Seen

money in reserve against possible future developments.
also outlined at a
meeting here plans for set-

SCTOA

Owners

Three"

Dues,
Advice

Hollywood, Oct. 7.— Southern California Theatre Owners Association yesterday advised its members to withhold
the next quarterly payment
for Ascap, and to hold the

Arthur

J.

SCTOA's

Is

TEN CENTS

1948

Ascap

Hold

Rank

Some Left Wondering

8,

9

Lockwood to Rank:
Send Good Films
'Slighted'
AndWe'llPlayThem

"Little

Seen

NEW

70

(Continued on page 19)

day at 10 A. M., EST. The
program is broadcast nationally.

The address

is

the second

in a series of three addresses

by

laymen

the Jewish,
Protestant
Churches. The first in the
series was delivered last Sunday by Lewis L. Strauss,
member
of
the
Atomic
Catholic

Energy

of

and

Commission

and

president of Temple Emanuel,
New York City. The third
address in the series will be
given on October 17 by a
Protestant layman.
The subject of Mr. Quigley's
address will be "The Crisis of
the Times."

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Insider's

GI.berWOODHAM-SMITH,
Arthur
of the

APPROACHING

•

J.

By RED
memRank

hierarchy, will sail from England tomorrow on the ^5" Queen Mary for
a routine visit to the U. S.

•

Radio
J. Bamberger, RKO
promotion manager, will address
the annual convention of the Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan in Milwaukee on Oct. 14-15.
•
Jerry Bant a, M-G-M head booker
in Denver, has become salesman in

Leon

sales

succeeding Al Hoffman,
resigned to enter another business. Claude Newell has taken over
that

city,

who

Banta's booking

post.

•

Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to
Howard Strickling, M-G-M studio
publicity head, who arrived in New
York yesterday from Washington,
•

Paul Raibourn, Paramount vicepresident, will be among the speakers
Meeting of
on the Town Hall
netthe Air broadcast over the

ABC

work on Wednesday.
•
Vincent O'Brien, former manager
of E. M. Loew's Hartford Drive-in
at Newington, Conn., has been named
manager of that circuit's Center Theatre in Pawtucket, R. I.

•

Mort Blumenstock, Warner
due back

in

ad-

vice-president,

vertising-publicity

New York

is

on Monday

from the Coast.
•

Herbert

Yates, Republic president, has arrived in Chicago from the
Coast to conduct a two-day sales
J.

company

unnamed

" 'amazed' at the

head

'hatred'

is

many

the distribution forces in this
business."
Wolcott speculates if this executive can be so unaware of
"the common practices carried
on in the field by his sales
forces"
which thereafter are

catalogued

"The

and terms demanded
and exacted from the little felthe sharp 'gimmick' deals
the abusive, arbitrary and highthe contracts
handed tactics
which never leave the salesman's
grip or the manager's
desk
drawer until near playdate and
harsher terms are forced upon
the exhibitor the wheedling, cajoling 'we won't check you' to
get percentages and teach cheatforcer!
ing the local checkers
blockbooking, illegal clearances
and arbitrary availabilities; the
off-the-record agreements among
the sales forces not to call upon
and offer pictures to exhibitors
to be disciplined; the kicking
around and inevitable reprisals
if an exhibitor dares to stand up

lows

•
E. T. Gomersall, assistant to W.
A. Scully, Universal's distribution
vice-president, will return here today
from Dallas.

•

Jack Stevenson, Paramount office manager in San Francisco, has
promoted

to salesman in Salt
City, succeeding Gil Sessler.

•
Bucky Smith, formerly with United Artists in San Francisco, has resigned to become regional manager for
the Far East Motion Picture Service.
•
Herb Rosen has been named manager of E. M. Loew's Royal Theatre
in Worcester.
•
Al Zimbalist, Film Classics advertising-publicity chief, is in St. Louis
from New York.
•
Frank H. Waite has purchased the
Elberta Theatre in Palisade, Colo.,

from Harold Johnson.

Guy Ellis has resigned as manager
of Warners' Vogue Theatre, Cleveland, to return to Phoenix, Ariz.
•

Norman Elson,

vice-president

Trans-Lux Theatres, will leave
York tomorrow for Florida.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

of

New

Outlook

;

;

;

;

and be a man. The list could
go on and on."
This is throwing the complete
book at distribution. The question: Will distribution take it?

Sam

Katz,

who

M-G-M studio
leave New York

centage, play it fair and square
to the last penny.
That's the
best advice we've ever given
you. Wait and see."

for a

The emphasis

is his.

Arthur H. Lockwood's
title

—president

him a

of

latest

TOA—gives

total of seven.

As

treas-

urer of Lockwood and Gordon
Enterprises, he is an exhibitor.
As executive vice-president of
Screen Guild Productions, president of Screen Art Pictures as
well as of Affiliated Prod., all
of Hollywood, he is linked specifically with
production.
As
treasurer of Screen Guild Productions
of
New England,
Classic's, Inc., of New England,
and Federal Film of Boston, he
also is a distributor.
Unless
memory is far more faulty than
ordinarily prevails, this marks
the first time a president of a
national exhibitor organization
has been actively engaged in the
other two major branches of the
industry at the same time.

child

the

to

marked

South America.
he made preparations yesterday
for his departure, Katz said he has no
immediate business plans.
He and
Mrs. Katz arrived here from the Coast
a few days ago.
A\-

H ouse

Probers $cl

Oklahoma City Meet
Oklahoma City, Oct. — Former
7.

U. S. District Attorney Charles Dierker will testify before the House
Small Business Committee here to-

morrow

in behalf of independent theDierker resigned the prosecutor's
post last year to enter law
practice.
Reps. William Stevenson,
Wisconsin, and Walter Ploeser, Missouri, will conduct the hearings.
atres.

NEW YORK THEATRES

—

i

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

"JULIA MISBEHAVES":
Peter

Elizabeth

Cesar

LAWFORD
TAYLOR
ROMERO
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
-

-

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

who

king,

Istitlt

re-

K

:

"It's
the
most unattractive
baby I've ever seen."
Pharaoh's daughter
"But it
:

looked

today with Mrs. Katz

three months' vacation

to

doing,

the

in

two

recently resigned his
executive post, will

As

has a story
with a point. It tells of Pharaoh's daughter taking the fabled
uct

1948

in

in

Fred Lynch, who advertises
and publicizes Radio City Music Hall and sees a lot of prod-

8,

Katz to So. America
Today for 3 Months

KANN

discrimination, the bru-

prices

tal

;

meeting.

Lake

what
picture
of
transpires in the field is drawn
by Leo F. Wolcott, chairman of
the board of Allied of Iowa and
Nebraska, who reports how an
Unpretty

independent exhibitors have for

will leave for the Coast today.

been

the point
of explosion is a situation
which will shatter this business
with surprise if the roar should
go off. The principals are very
prominent and so is their comInvolved, would be a
pany.
separate going of the ways after
many years of close association.
So close it's been indivisible like
Scotch and soda, rock and rye,
or ham and eggs.

Friday, October

so

beautiful

in

Paramount

Picture

Starring

VERONICA LAKE- MONA FREEMAN
BILLY DE

WOLFE

•

MARY HATCHER

the

rushes."

Waldorf?

"Hello,

Hal Wal-

please."
"Sorry [after a pause], he is
not here, but you will find him
at the Plaza."

James Nasser pmenu

FRED

lis,

Must

be

"Miracle

on

34th

Street" influence or proof incontestable that Macy's does tell
Gimbel's.

MacMurrav
MADELEINE

Carroll

%\\

Released thru United Artists

<A^W

ft

4T!K *.

Mickey Rooney, whose home
is Metro, is whipping up
a one-man stage show, but it
studio

The same

exhibitor associadoes not look any more
kindly on percentage deals than
it ever did, yet it is interesting
that Wolcott is offering his
members this advice
"As for cheating after you
have signed a percentage contract.
We have repeatedly
warned yon don't do it. You
will be in trouble, plenty of trouble, sooner or later.
Don't do
tion

—

it!

If

you must go for per-

won't

play

the

Roxy gets it Nov.
One case when

Capitol.

The

1.

the coals will
not be delivered to Newcastle.
VICTOR MATURE

Metro

is

circulating a booklet

listing behind-the-camera facts
about "The Three Musketeers."
The heading of Chapter 1, subscribing to the school of under-

statement, reads

Inception of a Masterpiece

.

RICHARD CONTE

"CRY OF THE CITY"
A

20th Century-Fox Picture

VARIETY STAGE— DANNY THOMAS
MARIE McDONALD
.
ON ICE STAGE— "THE BLUE DANUBE"
Starring JOAN HYLDOFT
thAve &
ON

THE SHYRETTOS

= ROXY

50th

St.
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Loop

8,

'Pit; 'Hamlet'

Tilt to

Bar Today

Chicago,
the

Motion Picture Daily

1948

Oct.
extension of

7.

—A

Loop

"The Snake Pit" and "Hamlet,"
released by 20th-Fox and UniversalInternational, respectively, will be put
before Judge Michael J. Igoe in U.
Court here tomorrow,
District
S.
counsel for both companies will
arguments substantiating a
_ ;11ent

T^n

Twentieth-Fox, represented by attorney Thomas Dodd Healy, will ask
for an eight-week run for "Pit" in
either the B. and K. Apollo or Garrick on the grounds that playing of
the film will not interfere with the
normal flow of product coming out of
the Loop because both houses have
been using mainly reissue and foreign
product since the Chicago decree.
will be argued, also has "a
unusual theme," dealing with

it

and more suitable for exhibian intimate-type theatre.
"Hamlet," it will be said by U-I
attorney Miles Seeley, is similar to
its predecessor, "Henry V," released
by UA, and is more marketable at a
two-a-day showing, being unsuitable
for neighborhood consumption. Film
would probably play the RKO Grand.
Thomas McConnell, Jackson Park
attorney, will oppose the companies.
insanity
tion in

Appoint Five Aides
For Skouras Drive
Five company advertising-publicity
representatives have been appointed to
handle campaign promotions for each
Spyros
in
the
P.
sales
division
Skouras 35th anniversary celebration,
Charles Schlaifer, 20th Century-Fox's
andirector,
advertising - publicity
nounced here yesterday.
Serving in advisory capacities in
general
manager Andy W.
sales
Smith's home office cabinet are Rodney Bush, exploitation manager, adStirlvisor to the Eastern division
ing Silliphant, executive assistant to
Schlaifer, Southern advisor
Christy
Wilbert, advertising manager, advisor
Sid Blumento the Central division
stock, assistant exploitation manager,
Western advisor, and Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., assistant advertising manager, advisor to the Canadian division.

Washington,

come the victim of her own misadventures. Virginia Mayo, a good name for
exploitation purposes, plays her role in a straight dramatic manner, with an
occasional overtone of pertness. Bruce Bennett and Richard Rober are the
other principals. The picture generates an adequate measure of action and
excitement but is weakened by hackneyed dialogue and routine situations.
gets involved with gambling club proprietor Bennett,

all

sorts of complications develop, not the least of which are the difficulties which
her brother, a young doctor, becomes embroiled in when he patches up a bullet wound in Bennett's shoulder. In order to silence the doctor, a gun-crazy
thug kills him. Into the scene enters Rober of the homicide squad. After
some preliminary probing, a neat little strategem is executed and all of the
underworld characters are brought to justice. Several minor sub-plots of

Oct.

7.

— The

Govern-

spreading information
abroad should remain supplemental to
that of private industry and limited to
fields which private industry cannot
enter, Assistant
Secretary of State
Allen told the opening session today
of the State Department's advisory
commission on information. The fiveman commission, which is charged
with advising the Department on overseas information, is holding a twoment's

melodramatic fashion, "Smart Girls Don't Talk" tells the story
INofstandard
a girl who tries to crash into "big-time" gambling circles only to be-

Once Miss Mayo

Session

On U.S. Information

{Warner Brothers)

petition filed this week.

"Pit,"

Open 2-Day

Reviews
"Smart Girls Don't Talk"

request for
playing time

for

highly

3

day

role

in

session.

Asserting that the pendulum is
swinging back and forth, with people
who once advocated getting the Government out of information now askvarying degrees of intensity pad out the screenplay.
ing the Government to do more and
Miss Mayo is always attractive, and Bennett has many sympathetic traits more, Allen declared that the point has
as the mastermind. Nightclub singer Helen Westcott delivers some pleasing not yet been reached
where the Govnumbers. Saul Elkins produced and Richard Bare directed, from the screen- ernment should have to assume the enplay by William Sackheim.
tire responsibility.
"I hope it never
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification.
does," he added.
M.H.
He estimated that in France about
10 per cent of the information the
French have about the U. S. is from
our Government's program, while the
{Robert Flaherty-Lobert Films)
balance is from private sources such
and appealing story that contrasts the primitive life of as films, magazines and newspapers.
a Cajun (Louisiana) family with the steam and steel of modern society
is contributed by Robert Flaherty, noted producer of documentaries.
"Louisiana Story" compares favorably with Flaherty's classic, "Nanook of the
North," which is currently being reissued, and contains some of the most
effective industrial sequences yet seen on the screen.
Financed by an oil
American films were described as
company but with nary a trace of advertising in it this picture tells of the
mystifying search for oil, the overpowering brutality of the machinery used the most potent means of creating
in drilling, and the material possessions that wealth from the oil brings. All understanding of the U. S. abroad by
of these things are recorded as they affect Flaherty's hero, a 12-year-old Loy Henderson, Ambassador-Designative of the Petit Anse Bayou in Louisiana. The whole story is there in the nate to India, at a meeting here yesterday at the offices of the Motion
boy's face, sensitively caught by the cameras.
There are long poetic sequences in which the camera is focussed on the Picture Association of America.
The Ambassador, who discussed
flora and fauna of the swamps
High spot of the
all breath-takingly lovely.
with film company foreign department
little drama in the film is the boy's fight with a huge alligator suspected of
eating the lad's pet coon. A production of unquestionable beauty and classic executives their problems in India,
proportions, it is designed for specialized rather than general audiences. But said that it is to our interest to keep
wherever Flaherty's name is known people will want to see this picture. The the world informed of our way of
He
story was written by Mr. and Mrs. Flaherty, and Virgil Thomson wrote the life through motion pictures.
score, which was performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy spoke at the invitation of John G.

"Louisiana Story"

A POWERFUL

Films Force
For Understanding
Calls

—

—

—

McCarthy, associate managing direc-

conducting.

Running

time, 77 minutes.

General audience classification.

Current release.

tor

of

MPAA's

international

divi-

sion.

;

"Hills of

Home"

American Tobacco To

;

;

To Pre-Release 'Miss
Tatlock' in Four Spots
Paramount will pre-release "Miss
Tatlock's Millions" in four keys prior
to the film's national release on Nov.
Charles M.
19, it is announced by
Reagan, sales vice-president.
First
of the openings will be the Paramount
Theatre, San Francisco, on Oct. 21,
to be followed by the Paramount,
Kansas City, Oct. 27
Radio City,
Minneapolis, Oct. 29, and the Michi;

gan, Detroit,

3rd

Nov.

12.

WB Stockholder Suit

Marking

the third such action to be
taken since Sept. 30 against the same
plaintiffs, Warner minority stockholder Annie Fastenberg yesterday filed in
U. S. District Court here a suit against
United States Pictures, Warner Broth-

(

Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer

THE

STORY

a devoted doctor of the Scottish highlands has been
steeped in sentiment and mounted against a background of outdoor
Technicolor beauty. Lassie, thrown in for a prominent part in the drama,
provides another reason why the film should register quite favorably with the
family trade. Edmund Gwenn, in the lead, gives an endearing characterization
as the doctor on horseback whose humanity-loving impulses are matched only
by his streaks of stubbornness. The outstanding quality of the picture is its
simple charm and warmth, but the sophisticated film-goer is very likely to
find the story's obviousness of situation and development a bar to full enj

of

oyment.

Two main problems concern Gwenn in the original screenplay by William
Ludwig. One is to train Lassie, a dog he picked up in a trade, to overcome
a fear of water. The other is to develop young Tom Drake as a good doctor.
The only trouble is that Drake's father hates medicine and will not allow his
son to go to school. It takes a stroke of near-tragedy to persuade the father
As for Lassie, a crisis brings him out of his fear of
to change his mind.
water. One day when Gwenn is called out in a raging storm, he is knocked
unconscious and Lassie bounds off on a mission for help.
Somehow out of tune with the mood of the picture is a long and lugubrious
funeral procession that marks the final rites for the good doctor. Other characterizations are provided by Donald Crisp, a townsman, and Janet Leigh,
around whom a slight romance is woven with Drake. Robert Sisk produced,
Fred M. Wilcox directed.
Running

time, 97 minutes.

General audience classification. For December

M.H.

release.

Sponsor Video Series
Los Angeles, Oct.
a deal

of

is

P. Bernfield Rites

—

Seligman Services Today

will become
the first commercial sponsor of a full
film series made specifically for tele-

according to N. W. Ayer and
Son, advertising representative for the
tobacco firm.
It will consist of
a
series of 26 films based on "The
World's Greatest Novels," is expected
to cost about $900,000 and will be
launched on Jan. 4 on the
netvision,

NBC

work.

Opens Talks on
Radio Frequencies
Washington, Oct.
— The Fed-

F.C.C.

7.

Communications Commission has
opened lengthy, crowded hearings on
eral

proposals for distribution of various mobile and industrial radio frequencies and its rules for governing
those frequencies.
its

Century-Fox

Academy Research Council

Funeral services for Al Seligman, separate frequency
Los Angeles, Oct. 7. Funeral serwere held here today at Gro- industry veteran and former member radio use.
man's Mortuary Chapel for William of Columbia's short subjects depart-

duction-distribution deal made in 1945
between the two companies.

Wednesday morning. Interment was
at Mount Olive Memorial Park.

Perkins,

and the
represen-

tatives are slated to appear to

Joseph Bernhard, Robert W.
Milton Sperling, Harry M.
Warner, Jack L. Warner and Morris
Wolf, alleging conspiracy in behalf of
United to the detriment of Warners.
Suit asks for an accounting on a pro-

ers,

— Finalization

American Tobacco Co.

Twentieth

Wm.

7.

due here under which

for

urge a

on-location

vices

P. Bernfield, 51, veteran

Los Angeles Film
of

Quigley

showman and

Row

representative
Publications, who died

ment, will be held today at Riverside
Chapel 'here.
He is survived by the
widow, Bella a son, Maxwell a sister,
Mrs. Mary Brandt, and two
brothers, Max and Leo.
;

;

ABC

Video Affiliate

Don Lee

station

KTSL,

Los Angeles, has become an
of American Broadcasting.

affiliate

television
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$50-Million in
Pictures to

UK

Lockwood
Myrick Urges Film

Canada

Displays at Fairs
Eldora,

—

Montreal, Oct. 7. British films
representing a cost of $50,000,000 will
be shown in Canada during 1948-49,
according to Frank H. Fisher, general
ada.

manager

of

Eagle-Lion

in

summer and

Can-

Fisher said from 25 to 35 per cent
Canadian theatre-goers prefer British-made films, with the percentage
higher in larger urban areas, based
on a survey which, he claimed, showed
"the most satisfactory gross revenues
which a Canadian theatre can now
produce on a 12-month basis are to
be secured by a judicious blending of
film en-

tertainment."
Another indication of the status of
the British-made film in Canada, it
was said, is the expanded theatre construction program which is taking
place now under the sponsorship of
Odeon has a vast
British film firms.
building program lined up as well as
many new theatres already completed
Odeon is
throughout the Dominion.
the exhibition subsidiary of the J.
Arthur Rank organization.

fall

7.

—

throughout

the country has been suggested
by Al C. Myrick,
president of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of IowaNebraska.
Citing the success which
has greeted radio industry
displays at various fairs, Myrick proposes that film industry displays could contain
model sets and cameras, costumes, pictures, film, projec-

of

London-made and American

Oct.

Industry sponsorship of displays at local, county, district
and state fairs held every
la.,

air-conditioning units,
display advertising, givetors,

aways.

.

Transatlantic Will

Make 6

in 3 Years

Transatlantic Pictures' production
schedule for the next three years calls
for six pictures, all in Technicolor, the

Industry in Turkey
Is In a Bad Way

company's partners, Alfred Hitchcock
and Sidney Bernstein, disclosed yesterday through spokesmen here. One

Istanbul, Sept. 29 (By Airmail).
Prospects for the new season, which
begins at the end of this month, are
not bright. Contrary to previous seasons, very few films are being proThe industry
moted by importers.
has slowed down considerably. Cinema
owners do not make half of what they
made a year ago and that condition
has frightened off importers.

of

"Under Capricorn," is
completion in London and
Hollywood. Directed by Hitchcock, it
stars
Ingrid Bergman and Joseph
the

films,

nearing

Cotten.

Others to be directed by Hitchcock
include "I Confess," which will go before the cameras in December in Canada and Hollywood; "Dark Duty,"
and "The Spider and the Fly." "UnMeanwhile the central government der Capricorn" and "I Confess" will
be released by Warner. Transatlantic
has relinquished the collection of
product to be made during the period
cinema taxes to municipal governby directors other than Hitchcock
ments.
are:
"Jack Sheppard" and "Lorna
Doone."
Hitchcock is under long-term con-

16mm. Showings on
Increase in Mexico
Washington,

of

16mm.

—

Exhibition
Oct. 7.
entertainment films is spread-

ing like wild-fire in Mexico, according
to the U. S. Commerce Department.
report by film chief Nathan D.
Golden declares that Mexican producers are reducing all 35mm. productions to 16mm. as well.
U. S. companies supply about 70
per cent of all 16mm. films shown in
Mexico, with 20 per cent Mexican and
the rest from other countries. Mexican films, however, account for about
60 per cent of the 16mm. screen time.

A

tract to Transatlantic and plans to
alternate direction of that company's
pictures with those of outside companies.
At least four such outside
Hitchcock-directed pictures will be for
Warner release under a contract negotiated recently.

E-K Output Up 150%
In U. K. in 10 Years

—

Rochester, N.

Y., Oct. 7.
Production increase of 150 per cent in the
past 10 years, with an increase of 50
per cent in personnel, by Kodak, Ltd.,

Friday, October

to

Rank

latter declared: "There can be
no peace or understanding between
American and British industries un-

the

our films receive reasonable playing time in the United States."
"The inference is rather obvious,"
Lockwood said. "Rank suggests that
his product and that of British films
in general has received unfair treatment.
He suggests terms of a warfare which, if they exist, did not
originate here.
His inferences, I
think, must be challenged."
Speaking at his first formal news
conference since election to the top
post, Lockwood declared that
Rank's
and other
product
from
abroad will be exhibited here in accordance with its merit as entertain"There will be playing time,
ment.
and ample playing time, for any foreign film which meets the American
public's standards," he insisted.
He
said he knows of no instance in which
an exhibitor here has refused a British film simply because of its origin.
In accordance with a resolution
adopted at the recent Chicago convention of the TOA, Lockwood said
that the organization is now sending

TOA

inquiries to film companies on whether they intend to sell 35mm. theatrical films to television stations.
Commenting on United Artists' announcement that it will distribute
films for video, Lockwood said that
probably will endeavor to convince U. A. and others with similar

In Holland Confused
By PHILIP

—

up and to open their own ofThis effort, however, V \
thwarted by the Court of Appeal*^,

to split
fices.

the Committee for New Business, a
trade organization of the Nederlandse

Bioscoop Bond.
Paramount has announced that its
product will be released here by Hans
S. Boekman, manager of Filmtrust,
Amsterdam, an independent distribu-

United Artists has signed with
N. V. Filmverhuurkantoor Nederland.
Columbia has made a deal with the
independent Europo Film N. V. Untor.

the question of Universal-Internamembership in the Bioscoop
Bond is settled the other majors,
til

tional's

M-G-M,

20th-Fox,
Warners and
Radio, will continue to release
under the Motion Picture Export Association banner. As of Sept. 3, however, they started to sell their product
separately and under their own, indi-

RKO

This situation
vidual management.
provisional and a definite solution
expected
soon.

New B.&K. House
Planned for Loop
Chicago,
Oct.
— Construction

Alexander Korda

re-issues.

Levy and Sullivan
At Tri-States Meet
Memphis, Oct.
— Orris Collins,
7.

the Tri-States Theatre
Owners, reports that at the annual
Tri-State convention, to be held at
the Hotel Chisca, Memphis, on Oct.
25-26, speakers will will include Herman Levy, general counsel of the
executive
TOA; Gael Sullivan,
director Ted Gamble, chairman of the

president

of

TOA

;

TOA

board; Andy Smith, 20th-Fox;
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio; H. M.

Richey, M-G-M
Sam Shain, 20thFox; Earl J. Hudson of Detroit and
;

TOA

_

public relations committeeman.

7.

plans for the first new Loop theatre
in over 20 years to be operated by
Balaban and Katz, were announced
here today.
The new project, to be
called the Paramount, will seat 2,500, will cost $2,500,000 and will be
the first in Chicago to have escalators.
The theatre will take the place
of the B. and K. Apollo which will
be razed to make way for a bus terminal.
B. and K. paid approximately
$726,750 for the entire site, according to Morris Leonard.

Apparently because the new house
a replacement and does not represent actual expansion by the Para-

is

mount-owned circuit,
stemming from the
against

Ban Spreads

Oct.
the

tric

Commission,

ings

regulations

7.— S. W.

Canniff,

Ottawa Hydro-Elecreports

banning

Mexico City,

—

Oct. 7.
Radio, too,
feeling the pinch of the local depression. Most small stations here are
is

power-sav- accepting merchandise instead of cash
of from their clients and are accumulat-

lighting

outdoor electric signs arid other lighting restrictions in Ontario will be ap-

ing so much that they plan to stage
auction programs for the first time in

plied here.

Mexico.

'

pected.

1)

Meet Opens Nov. 10
Indianapolis, Oct.
—Twenty-sec7.

Taxes
A

out that the problem would be presented at the national Allied convention in

New

Orleans in December for

further action.

Lauritz Garman, president of Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland,

MPTO

board
and the entire Maryland
were host to the visiting delegates at
the conclusion of the meeting.
Among those attending were Wilbur Snaper, Irving Dollinger, Edward

Lachman, Harry Lowenstein, Harry
Unger and Sid Stern, all of New Jersey, and Frank Lydon, Massachusetts
Abe Bookspam, Connecticut, and Sidney Samuelson, Eastern Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania here today.
copy of
the resolution was sent to each member of the Commonwealth.
Haven, Oct. 7. Continental
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
for Allied States, was the principal Films, new distributing firm for forspeaker at the session, devoting two eign pictures, has established headhours to national exhibition problems quarters here to cover Connecticut,
and relations with distributors and Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Alanswering questions in an open forum. lan Stewart, sales manager, announces.
Haven atMorris Finkel, president of the unit, Norton M. Levine,
announced that its annual convention torney formerly associated with PhiU
will be held at the William Penn lips, Nizer, Benjamin and Krim, in
New York, is president of Continental.
Hotel here on Feb. 21-22.

New
New

Ottawa'
manager of

the

legal obstacles
anti-trust case
distributors are not ex-

Film Quality
ATOVs 22nd Annual Flay(Continued
from page

Unit

Lighting

is

is

plans that they are "on the wrong
track."
He cited as one case detrimental to exhibition the televising of

Two

Business by Barter

DE SCHAAP

Amsterdam, Sept. 29 (By Airmail).
The situation regarding the position
of American companies here is confused and somewhat embarrassing.
Some time ago, the majors decided

TOA

JO

Club.

Status of U. S. Firms

til

ond annual fall convention of the AsEastman Kodak's English subsidiary, sociated Theatre Owners of Indiana
reported by Ernest Amor, manager will be held on Nov. 10-11 at the
of Eastman's Harrow Works in Eng- Hotel Antlers here.'
for 'Red Shoes*
$2
land,
through the company's main
Speakers will include Abram F.
First New York showing of Eagleoffice here.
Myers, Allied States general counsel
Lion's "The Red Shoes" has been set
William Ainsworth, national Allied
for Thursday, Oct. 21, at the Bijou
president, and Charles Niles, Allied's
Theatre where the picture will be Lopert Acquires
shown twice daily with all seats reJean-Paul Sartre's "The Chips Are national secretary.
served at prices ranging from $1.20 to Down," adapted by the French author
$2.40, it was announced by Maurice from his novel, "Les Jeux Sont Faits,"
Hits
Maurer, managing director of the and Robert Flaherty's "The Louisiana Pa.
(Continued from page 1)
Bijou, and William J.
Heineman, Story" have been acquired by Lopert
Films for distribution in this country.
The Sartre film is to open at the Bijou
Theatre here next month.

1948

(Continued from page 1)

is

E-L's sales vice-president.
The premiere will be sponsored by
the Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's

8,

Foreign Distributor

—

New

/

About a year ago now your
in

anticipatory

Shadows," consisting of an array of

editor

went out quite a distance

enthusiasm about what he called "Golden

titles in

one studio's product announcement.

Happily enough the forecast was made good with the remarkable record of ten
Boxoffice

Champion

the period. That

Now

first six

months of this year,

and spread evenly over

the Twentieth Century-Fox record, as perhaps you will be knowing.

they come luring again, spreading before these interested eyes another

array: "Walls
City,"

is

ratings in the

Of Jericho," "Lady In Ermine," "The Luck Of The

Irish,"

"Apartment For Peggy," "Road House," "Yellow Sky," "When

At Me," "Unfaithfully Yours" and "The Snake
It is to

be noted, the

list

fingers.

My Baby Smiles

Pit."

runs the long gamut of diversified themes of dramatic

entertainment, and no two alike.

box through exploring

"Cry Of The

The sensation

is like trickling

They are promises,

TERRY RAMSAYE

—The
Promises

—

8

.

.

the contents of a jewel

now— jeweled promises.^

Motion Picture Herald, July 24, 1948

entire industry shares your enthusiasm for these Jeweled

which the entire industry will be playing during the Spyros P.

Skouras 35th Anniversary Celebration, September 26 to December 25, inclusive.
We've taken the next 11 pages to present boxoffice facts about Jeweled Promises!

m

Acclaimed M.P
Herald Boxoffice

Champion

Au gust

.

for

And

a "Variety

Scoreboard
Hit!

Marjorie

Rambeau

Townsend

Colleen
D irected by

•

•

Henry Hull
Barton MacLane

JOHN M. STAHL

•

•

Produced by

Griff

Barnett

William Tracy

LAMAR TROTTI

•

•

Art Baker

Screen Play by Lamar Trotti

•

Based on the Novel by Paul Wellman

Betty

BLE Douglas
•

/^rl,\DY IN

Ermine
color

CESAR ROMERO

•

TECHNICOLOR

by

WALTER ABEL

HARRY DAVENPORT

.

•

VIRGINIA CAMPBELL

REGINALD GARDINER
-

WHIT

BISSELL

Produced and Directed by

20l—

That

"STAR

MONTH"
Sparkle.. .that

LOOK"

Technicolor

in

Musicals.

.

"BIG

.

that

"BIG-

BUSINESS LOOK" for
your boxoffice!

ERNST LUBITSCH
Screen Play by Samson Raphaelson
Lyrics

and Music by Leo Robin and
Frederick Hollander

Dances Staged by Hermes Pan

\

It's

a great day

\ x

for the

Boxoffice!

every-

where are saying,

"You

can't beat

The Luck of The

Here's

Horace

Irish!"

Happy-Go-Lucky
.

.

.

He'll

change

your luck. ..and your

life

!

MM ROSTER
Produced by

FRED KOHLMAR

James Todd

•

Jayne Meadows

Screen Play by

Philip

Dunne

•

•

J.

M. Kerrigan

•

Phil

Brown

•

Charles Irwin

Based on a Novel by Guy and Constance Jones

i] iT?i

i

W H
M

Wm

Ha

[

i

i

m

starring

VICTOR

mm

MATURE

con

with

Fred Clark

Shelley Winters

•

Berry Kroeger

Hope Emerson

•

•

Tommy Cook

Roland Winters

•

•

Garde
Debra Paget

Betty

•

Walter Baldwin

Screen Play by Richard Murphy

j

Directed by

ROBERT SIODMAK
Produced by

From a Novel by Henry Edward Helseth

SOL

C.

SIEGEL

The man behind
1^

/

/

\bn^34th Street" meets the miracle

I

/

the "Miracle

i

that's

Peggy.

.

.

in the picture that

gives your heart a

new

lease

on

life!

JEANNE CRAIN WILLIAM HOLDEN
•

and

EDMUND GWENN

APARTMENT
COLOR BY

TECHNICOL R

1

4§ 4*1

ft

with

GENE LOCKHART

•

GRIFF BARNETT-

RANDY STUART

GEORGE SEATON
Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG

Directed and Written for the Screen by
a.

From

a Story by Faith Baldwin

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR

JACK OAKIE

•

JUNE HAVOC

Directed by

Screen Play by

•

RICHARD ARLEN

WALTER LANG

LAMAR TROTTI

Produced by

•

JAMES GLEASON

GEORGE JESSEL

Adaptation by Elizabeth Reinhardt

•

•

From the Play by

and Music: "By The Way," "What Did 1 Do?"
Dances Staged by Seymour Felix and Kenny Williams

George Manker Watters and Arthur Hopkins
by Mack Gordon and Josef Myrow

•

•

•

Lyrics

,

r T\

\

3 great stars in a

picture with every asset

a great attraction can have!
.

.

.

Set

it

now

for

your

biggest holiday date

REX
S

rr\\ x
/ bring

I

imed to

you your

HARRISON

happiest holiday

season

made

LINDA

for holiday

DARNELL
RUDY

VALLEE
BARBARA

LAWRENCE

with

KURT KREUGER
LIONEL STANDER
An

Original Screen Play

Written, Directed and
Produced by

J- 1948's Most Important Date!

WORLD PREMIERE, NOVEMBER 4th
New York City

presents

OLIVIA de HAVI LLAN D

-— MARK
with

CELESTE HOLM

and Helen Craig
Natalie Schafer

Directed by

STEVENS

•

•

Leif Erickson

•

- LEO GENN

GLENN LANGAN

•

Beulah Bondi

Lee Patrick

Ruth Donnelly Katherine Locke* Frank

ANATQLE LITVAK

•

Produced by

•

ANATOLE LITVAK

Screen Play by Frank Partos and Millen Brand

•

Howard Freeman

Conroy Minna Gombell
and

ROBERT BASSLER

Based on the Novel by Mary Jane Ward

'

The record

to

date in

GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT-

-yf-

KENYON
MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY-

m-

DAISY

GIVE

Technicolor

CALL NORTHSIDE 777

l

THE IRON CURTAIN

HP
7I

•

I

•

:

- B'B

v

Technicolor

SITTING PRETTY

-v-

WYOMING

Technicolor

ni

-r-

i

CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE

GREEN GRASS OF

HH

-B B

5

ANNA

KAREN IN A*

~

FURY AT FURNACE CREEK"

SCUDDA-HOO! SCUDDA-HAY!
Techn/co/or

AN IDEAL HUSBAND*
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME
Technicolor

-B'B-

DEEP WATERS

-®-

THE STREET WITH

NO NAME

-\r-

Proven champions and jeweled promises... outstanding
achievements available for dating

SPYROS

P.

now

SKOURAS

for the

35th

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
SEPT. 26 to DEC. 25, INCLUSIVE!

Friday, October

8,
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E-L Sales Meeting
In

Reviews
N. Y. Tomorrow

Short
Subjects

"Kidnapped"
Eagle-Lion

division,

and

district

(Mon ogram)

branch managers will meet with home
LOUIS STEVENSON'S immortal novel once again is adapted
office officials in a one-day round table
to the screen, this time as a Lindsley Parsons production, under Monoconference at the Hotel Warwick here gram's banner. All of the swashbuckling and lusty quality of the novel has
tomorrow.
been captured in the film, a picture of general appeal, and one that should
Representing the home office will be enjoy special favor with juveniles.
William J. Heineman, distribution
Roddy McD'owall has the lead as David Balfour, the orphaned Scottish
^ice-president; Max E. Youngstein, lad who went to Edinburgh in 1751 to claim his inheritance but is kidnapped
vice-president;
L.
yfAvertising
J. and is put through a series of harrowing adventures. Ensuing episodes are
Heineman splashed with action, involving a sea voyage, pirates and intrigue, all puncassistant
to
Shlaifer,
Frank Soule, manager of branch oper- tuated with recurrent clashes of swords and thunder of blunderbusses. Sue
ations
Manny Goodman, manager of England has the slight romantic role as the inn-keeper's daughter who falls
the playdate department; Joe Sugar, in love with David, shares some of his adventures, and eventually marries
manager of the contract department him. As the miserly, conniving Uncle Ebenezer, who launches David on his
Jack Bellman, New York City circuit rounds of hardships, Houseley Stevenson gives a convincing characterization.
Murray Kaplan, con- Daniel O'Herlihy cuts a dashing figure as the gentleman-rebel who befriends
sales manager
tract analyst, and Fred Stein, sales David.
representative.
The film has been given resourceful production treatment by Parsons.
Present also will be the following William Beaudine directed, from a screenplay by W. Scott Darling. McDowall
Milton Cohen, East- and Ace Herman were associate producers.
sales managers
division;
Herman Beiersdorf,
ern
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Southwestern Tom Donaldson, New Dec. 1.
M.H.
England; Edward Heiber, Chicago;
Parsons,
Atlanta;
Grover
Seymour
Schussel, New York, and John Leo,
San Francisco.
(United Artists)
Branch managers attending will inCASSIDY'S legion of followers will find all that is desired
clude Harry Berman, Philadelphia;
in his type of performance, in "Sinister Journey," aided and abetted by
Harris Dudelson, Cincinnati
James the amusing contribution of William (Hopalong) Boyd's sidekick, California
Hendel, Pittsburgh; Harold Keeter, (Andy Clyde).
The outdoor action is thrilling, giving many exciting and
Charlotte
Robert Richardson, Cleve- suspenseful twists, with the highly experienced Western-star Boyd moving
land; Fred Rohrs, Washington; Harswiftly to track down the culprit.
ry Segal, Boston Lou Wechsler, New
The story concerns a railroad owner who requests Boyd to help him solve
York.
a problem, the owner suspecting his son-in-law of attempting to ruin him
financially by causing train wrecks.
The son-in-law, in turn, believes that
the owner is trying to have him fired because the latter does not approve of
'Stars'
his marriage to the owner's daughter.
Boyd and Clyde take jobs on the railroad to study the situation, and Boyd finds that the son-in-law is innocent,
First meeting of the producing com- bringing the real criminal to justice. Lewis J. Rachmil produced and George
mittee for the 15th annual "Night of Archainbaud directed. The J. Benton Cheney, Bennett Cohen and Ande
Stars" will be held here today in the Lamb screenplay is based on characters created by Clarence E. Mulford.
Paramount Theatre board room and
Running time, 54 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, not
to be presided over by Robert M. set.
Weitman, committee chairman. The
benefit for the United Jewish Appeal
of Greater New York will be held on
(Universal-International)
Nov. 15 at Madison Square Garden.
Among those expected at the meetarresting feature about this otherwise routine action-adventure drama
ing
are
co-chairmen
Marvin H.
is the presence of a fetching newcomer, Marta Toren, a sultry miss who
Schenck, Ed Sullivan and Arthur acquits herself very nicely as an actress and who also puts a lot of meaning
Knorr, vice-chairman Max -Wolff, and into her singing. Playing opposite Dick Powell, Miss Toren uses her seductive
20 committee members.
charm as a French spy disguised as a cafe vocalist in an Indo-China settlement. Powell, a U. S. intelligence agent, incognito, arrives at the settlement
to join the French Foreign Legion whose ranks have become bloated with
former members of Hitler's defunct army. Powell is looking for a Nazi
big-wig, a former Elite Guard chief who was condemned to the gallows at
Is
A half-hour television fashion show Nuremberg in absentia. The Nazi is there allright, himself a soldier in the
built around the theme, 'A Star Is Legion.
Producer-scripter Robert Buckner has taken a standard Western plot and
Born" in tribute to Paramount starlet
Wanda Hendrix will highlight the din- merely switched settings, costumes, etc., substituting jeeps for horses to come
ner-dance of Paramount Pictures Club up with an uninspired piece wherein villains are villains and heroes are
tonight in the Waldorf-Astoria here. heroes, and justice triumphs in full glory after the smoke of intrigue and
Monroe Goodman is president of the struggle lifts. At best it is a moderately entertaining vicarious adventure, not
/ithout touches of suspense but for the most part completely transparent.
club.
Station
will telecast
the Powell functions rather automatically in his role, and so does Stephen Mcshow as staged by Ann Shaw of Air- Nally as the hunted Nazi. Vincent Price, who portrays the part of a gutFrance, Harvey Marlowe of WPIX, tural-accented German merchant of evil designs, has been seen to better
The rest of the cast includes Edgar Barrier, Henry Rowland,
and Jeraldine Cooper of Paramount's advantage.
Carol Thurston, James Millican, Richard Loo, Kenny Washington, Richard
exploitation department.
Fraser, and several others. Robert Florey, who directed, collaborated with

ROBERT

;

;

:

;

"Sinister Journey"

HOPALONG

;

;

;

Committee

Will Meet Today

"Rogues' Regiment"

THE

Para. Club Affair
Set for Tonight

WPIX

New Buying Combine
Is

A

Started in N. Y.

Buckner on the original story.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience

classification.

For October

Charles

release.

L.

Franke

new buying and booking combine

has been started here by Frank Moscato to service independent theatres
in the Metropolitan area, with headquarters in the Film Center Building.
traveling unit with eight dogs,
Moscato resigned recently after a
long executive association with Island descendants of the original "huskies"
appearing in M-G-M's "The Secret
Theatres.

'Huskies' Tour U. S. Leonard Joins Astor
Charles J. Leonard, formerly assoFor 'Secret Land'
ciated with Columbia in New Haven
A
and Charlotte and until recently with
_

New

Portable Projector

Chicago, Oct.

7.

—

A

new

light-

Land," has embarked on a nationwide
tour of 50 cities. The stunt is under

the general supervision of Howard
Dietz,
M-G-M advertising-publicity

Warner

in the latter city,

has joined

the Astor Pictures exchange in Charlotte as assistant to Max Holder, sales

manager.

Utah

Destroyed

Theatre
weight portable 16mm. sound projec- vice-president.
tor^ set in one case which combines
Salt Lake City, Oct. 7. The AnWilliam R. Ferguson of M-G-M is
projector, sound unit and speaker, has directing the tour, while exploiteer gelus Theatre in Spanish Fork, Utah,
been announced by Ampro Corp., to Elliott Foreman has been assigned as was burned in a four-hour fire that
be known as the "Ampro Compact."
destroyed the town.
advance man.

—

"Battle for
(March
With

Germany"

Thne-20th-Fox)

of

the critical situation in Beroccupying the world spotlight, no
more timelier subject than this could
be made. Highlights of the crisis are
lin

shown

as well as many exclusive picThe subject provides a good
overall appraisal of the situation as
well as some helpful interpretations.
It uses
the technique of picking a
particular German family and showing them in the activities of a routine
day.
The commentary on the soundtures.

track

done

is

in the usual

Running

manner.

portentous

time, 18 minutes.

"Friend of the Family"

—RKO

(This Is America
Pathe)
The story of America's pets is told
in this appealing and informative subject which is likely to touch a responsive chord in millions of pet enthusiasts. As the subject points out,
the industry which deals in dogs, cats,

canaries,
tropical
fish,
etc.,
is
a
one.
An interesting
$1,000,000,000
array of facts are brought out there
are 50,000,000 pets in the country,
10,000 pet shops; that some myriadcolored minnows cost as much as $250
each, etc.
Running time, 17 minutes.

—

"This

Wayto

Nursing"
(Emerson Yorke)
Ari inspirational
subject, "This

Way

nurse

recruitment

Nursing" dramatically examines the duties and delights of student nurses at an accredto

ited school of nursing.
A musical
score by Solita Palmer and a commentary by Milton Cross add to the effectiveness of the two-reel subject.
Available in 16 and 35mm., the film
has the endorsement of the United
States Public Health Service and several other organizations.
It is avail-

able

theatres through state
health and local nursing
"Running time, 20 minutes.

free

boards

to

of

groups.

Sherman Westerns in
English and Spanish
Hollywood, Oct. — The projected
7.

moderate-budgeted Hashknife Western series augmenting Harry Sherman's production slate of action films
be shot simultaneously in EngSpanish.
Sherman is inaugurating the move due to the popularity of Westerns in Mexico and the
other 23 nations of the Latin-American market.
will
lish

and

M-G-M Buys RKO Script
— Purchase of
Hollywood, Oct.
7.

the

script of
"Battleground," cancelled by Howard Hughes when he

took over

RKO

Radio, has been conDore Schary,
who is now M-G-M production chief,
had bought the story and supervised
its
preparation while he was
production head.

summated by M-G-M.

RKO

Omaha Film Row Change
Omaha, Oct. 7.— Nate Galbreath
has resigned as Universal-International salesman here due to illness.
Gerry
McAuliffe replaces Phyliss Otto at
United Artists; Paul Back is a new
Radio salesman, and Kenneth
Weldon is a new Monogram salesman.

RKO

:

:
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Key City Grosses
are estimated pic•*
ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents.

Estimates omit admission tax.

5

days,

5

SO THIS

HALL

"Apartment for Peggy" and "One
of Venus" were newcomers

IS

week.

Gross:

(Average:

OF WASHINGTON
(ZOth-Fox) and SLAVE SHIP
APOLLO (1,200) (50c-6Sc-98c).

Gross:

$2,000.

NEW YORK

(Hollywood)
week.

days, 3rd
age: $3,100)
5

Touch

3rd

days, 3rd week.

$3,400)

LOS ANGELES

$28,000.

000.

(Average:

000)

(50c-65c-85c).
$10,000)

$25-

PITFALL (UA)— VALENCIA
37c-45c-54c)

ROSE

SQUARE

2nd week.

Gross:

8,

1948

(1,466)

(29c-

$4,250.

(Av-

erage: $5,000)

(ZOth-Fox)—

RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO

Gross:

Radio)-TOWN

$10,-

$12,000)

(1,450)
$9,750.

(29c-37c-50c-55c) 2nd

(Average:

week.

Gross:

FAIR

(21c-29c-54c).
(1,000)
$5,000)

SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK (WB)- ROPE (WB)— STANLEY (3,280) $11,000)
(29c-37c(Average: $3,150)
ROOSEVELT (1,500) (50c-65c-98c) 5 days, 50c-58c). Gross: $15,000. (Average: $14,SO THIS IS NEW YORK (UA)— MUSIC 2nd week
A
SOUTHERN
YANKEE
500)
HALL (Downtown) (900) (S0c-60c-85c-$1.00) (M-G-M) 2 days. Gross: $10,000. (Aver- A SOUTHERN YANKEE (M-G-M)—
days, 3rd week.
5
Gross: $5,000.
(Aver- age: $18,000)
CENTURY (3,000) (29c-37c-45c-54c). Gross:
age: $7,500)
WINGS OF THE MORNING (Capitol)
(Average: $14,500)
$16,750.
SO THIS IS NEW YORK (UA)— MUSIC THE RAIDER (Capitol)-GARRICK and
VICIOUS CIRCLE (UA)—MAYTHE
(1,HALL (Hawaii) (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)

$1.00)

OLLO WING

Gross:

6Sc-98c).
000)

Friday, October

$3,000.

(Average:

Gross:

Gross:

$8,000.

(Aver-

$1,800.

(Aver-

Gross:

$4,740.

(Average:

WALK A CROOKED MILE

(U A)— MUSIC

(50c-60c-85'c-$1.00)

(490)

age:

PODROME

BOSTON

stage

(2,205)

show.

(Col.)— HIP-

(29c-37c-50c-58c).

Gross:

With

(Averag'

$18,000.

ld

$17,000)

A SOUTHERN YANKEE (M-G-M) and
UNDER CALIFORNIA SKIES (Rep.)

The weather is cool.
Holdovers
house averages in a rather EGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd are "Rope," "Two Guys
from Texas,"
week. Uross: $#,:>00.
(Average: $11,900)
week monopolized by holdovers A SOUTHERN YANKEE (M-G-M)
and "Rachel
and the Stranger," and
and reissues, a few of which per- UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS (Rep.)— "Hamlet." A parade of
60,000 chilFOX-WILSHIRE
(S0c-60c-85c-$1.00)
(2,300)
formed welL Weather was okay, and
(Average: $12,- dren of the Catholic Youth Organiza2nd week. Gross: $7,000.
beating

TORONTO

quiet

counter-attractions were normal.
Estimated receipts for the week ended
Oct. 6:

APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (20th-Fox)
THE CREEPER (ZOth-Fox-Reliance)—

and

CHINESE

(50c-60c-8Sc-$1.00) 6 days.

(2,300)

(Average:

Gross: $13,500.

$13,000)

APARTMENT FOR PEGGY

(ZOth-Fox)

THE CREEPER (ZOth-Fox-Reliance)—
LOEWS STATE (2,500) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00)
(Average: $19,800)
6 days.
Gross: $22,500.
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (ZOth-Fox)
and THE CREEPER (20th-Fox-Reliance)—
LOYOLA (1,265) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6 days.
Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $10,000)
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (ZOth-Fox)
and THE CREEPER (ZOth-Fox-Reliance)—
and

UPTOWN

(50c-60c-85c-$l-00) 6 days.

(1,716)

(Average:

Gross: $10,500.

$10,000)

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE (RKO Radios
Re-release) and DESIGN FOR DEATH
(RKO

Radio)

— BELMONT

(1,600) (50c-60c(Average:
$5,000.

Gross:

85c-$1.00) 6 days.
$5,750)

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE (RKO Radio—
Re-release) and DESIGN FOR DEATH
(RKO Radio) — EL REY (861) (50c-60c-85cGross:

days.

6
$1.00)
$4,700)

(Average:

$5,500.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE (RKO Radio—
Re-release) and DESIGN FOR DEATH
(RKO Radio)— ORPHEUM (2,210) (50c-60c-

6 days.
85c-$1.00).
age: $14,650)

Gross:

(Aver-

$17,000.

BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE (RKO Radio—
Re-release) and DESIGN FOR DEATH
(RKO Radio)— VOGUE (800) (50c-60c-85c-

$1.00).

6

days.

Gross:

(Average:

$6,000.

$6,500)

INTERMEZZO (SRO — Re-release) and
THE CRUSADES (Para — Re-release)-

CARTHAY CIRCLE
$1.00).

6

days.

$9,500)

INTERMEZZO

(50c-60c-85c(1,516)
(Average:
$9,000.

Gross:

(SRO —

and

Re-release)

"Life with Father" was held for a
week at the Tivoli and Eglinton
850)
tion with over half a million watchers theatres for its initial regular-price
A SOUTHERN YANKEE (M-G-M) and hit box offices. Estimates
for the run in Toronto while the week saw
UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS (Rep.)the finish after three weeks of "Oliver
LOS ANGELES (2,096) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) week ended Oct. 6
2nd week. Gross: $17,000. (Average: $18,- THE BROTHERS (U-I) and STORM
IN Twist," first attraction at the new
100)
A TEACUP (UA)— EXETER (1,300) (40c- Odeon Toronto, where it was followed
80c)
4 days.
Gross: $2,450.
(Average:
by "The Babe Ruth Story." There
$5,000)
FOUR FACES WEST (UA) and BAD were only four holdovers. Estimated
SISTER (U-I) RKO-BOSTON (3,200) receipts for the week ended Oct. 7
(40c-80c)

PHILADELPHIA

—

1

day.

Gross:

GOOD SAM (RKO

:

$2,200.

Five new bookings and strong hold- CIRCLE (ZOth-Fox)Radio) and WINNER'S
—RKO MEMORIAL
overs provided the brightest grosses (3,000) (40c-80c). Gross: $22,000. (Average:
in some time.
"Red River," opening $22,000)

HAMLET

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).

Gross:

(Aver-

$6,300.

(U-I)

and

CLOSE-UP (E-L-Marathon)

IRIS

(708)

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
age: $6,100)

Gross:

—

$7,200.

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS
CLOSE-UP

376)

(U-I)

(E-L-Marathon,)— RITZ

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).

(Average:

(Aver-

Gross:

and
(1,-

2nd

(E-L-Marathon)

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
erage: $6,300)
(880)

Gross:

(U-I)

—

and

STUDIO

$7,300.

(Av-

(20c-35c-50c-60c-70c-80c-

Gross:

$17,000.

(Early av-

$17,000)

THE BLACK ARROW

(Col.)— SHEA'S
6 days.
Gross:

week.

Gross:

$24,500.

(938)

CADIA

Gross:

$4,000.

(Average:

VELVET TOUCH (RKO
(3,000)
$20,000.

$20,800)

$4,700)

Radio)— BOYD

(50c-60c-65c-78c-8Sc-90c-99c).

(Average:

CHICAGO

6

days,

2nd

week.

—

AND

FRANKENSTEIN

(900)

2nd run.

(15c-30c-36c-55c)

"Sorry, Wrong Number" was a Gross: $4,500. (Average: $5,000)
UPSOUTHERN YANKEE (M-G-M)
strong draw in a week of otherwise TOWN (2,761) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6 days,
ordinary to poor business. Estimated 2nd week. Gross: $10,600. (Average: $10,(Average:
600)
grosses for the week ended Oct. 7:

TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS (WB)—AR- ABBOTT
(50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c)

$10,000.

$9,050)

CLOSE-UP

(2,319)

6 days.

erage:

.

Gross:

(50c-70c) 2nd
age: $5,000)

week.

COSTELLO
(U-I)— LYRIC
Gross:

$5,200.

MEET
(U00)
(Aver-

BAD SISTER (U-I)— CENTURY (1,500)
(Average: $5,500)
(50c-70c).
Gross: $5,500.
A DATE WITH JUDY (M-G-M)-RADIO
CITY

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS

—ODEON

$1.20)

000 and "Apartment for Peggy" was

$19,400)

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS

THE BABE RUTH STORY (AA-MonoO

(U-I-Rank) — ASTOR
(1,300)
(2,480) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c)
(90c-$2.40)
7th week.
Gross: $16,000.
THE LOVES OF CARMEN (Col.) and $16,200. (Average: $14,700)
GOOD
SAM (RKO Radio)—NORTOWN
RUSTY
LEADS
THE
WAY
(Col.)—
also warmly received, at the Fox. EsSTATE (3,500) (40c -80c). Gross: $14,750. (950) (20c-42c-60c) 6 days. Gross: $5,200.
timated receipts for the week ended (Average: $12,000)
(Average: $5,000)
Oct. 5-7:
THE LOVES OF CARMEN (Col.) and GOOD SAM (RKO Radio)—VICTORIA
LEADS THE WAY (Col.)—OR- (1,240) (20c-36c-42c-60c) 6 days. Gross: $5,APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (20th-Fox)— RUSTY
PHEUM (3,000) (40c-80c). Gross: $24,500. 800. (Average: $5,800)
FOX
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c).
(3,000)
LIFE BEGINS AT 8:30 (ZOth-Fox) and I
(Average:
$27,000)
Gross: $27,500.
(Average: $20,800)
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO WAKE UP SCREAMING (ZOth-Fox)—
GOOD SAM (RKO Radio)— KEITH (2,200) Radio)
(20c-36c-50c-60c)
6
(1,400)
and TRAIN TO ALCATRAZ (Rep.) DANFORTH
(50c-6Oc-74c-8Oc-85c-94c)
2nd run.
Gross:
—RKO-BOSTON (3,200) (40c-80c) 6 days, days. Gross: $5,800. (Average: $6,000)
(Average: $6,200)
$7,000.
(ZOth-Fox)
and
I
8:30
LIFE
BEGINS
AT
week. Gross: $11,000.
LARCENY (U-I)— KARLTON (1,000) (50c- 3rd
WAKE UP SCREAMING (ZOth-Fox)—
Gross: $6,- ROPE (WB) and WINNER TAKE ALL FAIRLAWN
60c-74c-80c-85c-94c) 3rd week.
(2Oc-36c-50c-55c)
6
(1,195)
(Mono.)— METROPOLITAN (4,367) (40c000.
(Average: $11,200)
(Average: $5,000)
Gross: $4,800.
2nd week. Gross: $22,000. (Average: days.
LULU BELLE (Col.) and BODYGUARD 80c)
FATHER
(WB)—
EGLINLIFE WITH
(RK.O Radio)— STANTON (1,000) (50c-60c- $27,000)
TON (1,086) (20c-36c-5Oc-66c) 6 days, 3rd
(Av- TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS (WB) and week.
65c-78c-85c-90c-99c).
Gross: $10,000.
(Average: $6,900)
Gross: $6,000.
SONS
OF
ADVENTURE
(Rep.)—
PARAerage: $11,200)
LIFE WITH FATHER (WB)—TIVOLI
MOUNT
(40c-80c).
Gross:
$13,000.
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO (Average: (1,700)
(20c-36c-50c-66c) 6 days, 3rd week
(1,434)
$17,000)
Radio)— EARLE (3,000) (50c*-60c-65c-78c-85c- TWO GUYS FROM
TEXAS (WB) and Gross: $7,000. (Avreage: $8,200)
90c-99c).
Gross: $25,500.
(Average: $22,SONS OF ADVENTURE (Rep.) — FEN- LUXURY LINER (M-G-M)— LOEWS (2,500)
'6 days.
Gross:
WAY (1,373) (40c-80c) 2nd week. Gross: 074) (20c-36c-50c-66c-78c)
RED RIVER (UA)— STANLEY (3,000) $4,900.
(Average: $14,200)
$17,200.
(Average: $6,000)
(50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c).
Gross:
$42,STREET (RKO Radio)—IMPERIRACE
(Average: $22,800)
000.
AL (3,343) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6 days.
ROPE (WB)— MASTBAUM (4,700) (50c(Average: $14,600)
Gross: $16,600.
3rd week.
Gross: MINNEAPOLIS
60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c)
SO THIS IS NEW YORK (UA) and THE
(Average: $22,200)
$15,800.
(Astral)— BILTMORE
SECRETS
ARGYLE
THE SEARCH (M-G-M)—ALDINE (900)
at the Stanley, did a spectacular $42,-

THE CRUSADES (Para. — Re-release)— (50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c)
2nd
week.
PALACE (1,237) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). 6 days.
(Average: $13,300)
Gross: $12,000.
(Average: $15,000)
Gross: $10,000.
(Para.)—
SORRY,
NUMBER
WRONG
and
(U-I)
ONE TOUCH OF VENUS
CLOSE-UP (E-L-Marathon)— GUILD (965) GOLDMAN (1,400) (50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
age: $5,450)

third

(50c-70c) 2nd
(Average: $16,000)

(4,000)

$12,500.

week.

Gross:

CLEVELAND
"Rope" cashed in on a tremendous
advertising campaign which preceded
its release, rolling up a high $23,000

,

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS (U-I)— RKO in its first week at Warner's HippoORPHEUM (2,800) (50c-70c). Gross: $11,- drome where it stays for a second
000.
(Average: $14,000)
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO week. Lower Mall patrons supported
Radio) — RKO PAN (1,500)
(50c-70c) .2nd "Life and Loves of Tchaikovsky" to

Despite generally good weather,
"Rope" is getbusiness is sporadic.
ting a big play among newcomers, at- week. Gross: $8,500. (Average: $8,000)
20 per cent
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER (Para.)— the tune of $3,000, which is
(Average: $9,580)
$10,500.
tracting heavy evening trade. "BringOther first-runs
Gross: $14,500. better than average.
i50c-70c).
(2,300)
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO 'em Back Alive" is good, while among STATE
(Average $10,500)
came through at about par, which was
Radio) and TRIPLE THREAT (Col.)—
(WB) and MEN OF
HILLSTREET (2,700) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) holdovers, the best are "A Date with WALLFLOWER
TEXAS (U-I reissues) GOPHER (1,000) good considering the concentrated
(Average: $18,2nd week. Gross: $17,000.
Others are (44c-50c). Gross: $3,300. (Average: $3,200) local interest in the World Series.
Judy" and "Rachel."
950)
Estimated receipts for the week ended
RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO weak. Estimated receipts for the
Oct. 5-6:
Radio) and TRIPLE THREAT (Col.)— week ended Oct. 7:
PANTAGES (2,000) (50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd BEYOND GLORY (Para.)— CHICAGO (3,BEYOND GLORY (Para.) LOEWS
(Average:
$17,150)
Gross:
$15,000.
week.
OHIO (1,268) (50c-70c) 2nd week, on a
(50c-65c-98c).
On stage: Liberace.
900)
ROPE (WB)— WARNERS (Downtown) (3,- Gross: $42,000. (Average: $53,500)
moveover from Loew's State. Gross: $6,100.
Gross:
week.
2nd
(50c-6Oc-80c-$1.00)
400)
First-run theatre managers are fur- (Average: $6,200)
BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE (RKO Radio)
(Average: $13,730)
$15,000.
—GRAND (1,150) (50c-65c-98c). Gross: ther convinced this week that picture FOREVER AMBER (ZOth-Fox)—RKO ALLEN (3,000) (5Sc-70c). First time at popuROPE (WB)— WARNERS (Hollywood) (3,- $15,000. (Average: $11,500)
carefully nowadays lar prices. Gross: $14,000. (Average: $13,Gross: A DATE WITH JUDY (M-G-M)— ORI- patrons shop more
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd week.
000)
ENTAL (3,300) (50c-98c). On stage: Louis for their film fare. The important
(Average: $11,650)
$11,000.
ROPE (WB)— WARNERS (Wiltern) (2,300) Armstrong. Gross: $52,000. (Average: $45,- newcomers are doing substantial busi- INNOCENT AFFAIR (UA)—LOEW'S
STATE (3,300) (50c-70c). Gross: $18,000.
Gross: $11,000. 000)
(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 2nd week.
GOOD SAM (RKO Radio)— WOODS (1,- ness ; openings were strong and week- (Average: $19,300)
(Average: $11,220)
LIFE
AND LOVES OF TCHAIKOVSKY
(98c) 2nd week.
(AvGross:
$21,000.
080)
Estimated
receipts
for
the
end
busy.
(Para.)
and
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER
(Classic Pictures)— LOWER MALL (563)
$23,000)
SONS OF ADVENTURE (Rep.)— PARA- erage:
week ended Oct. 7
(Average: $2,500)
Gross: $3,000.
(Rep.)—
(50c-70c).
MOONRISE
UNITED
ARTISTS
MOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c- (1,700) (50c-65c-98c) 5 days, 2nd week. THE BROTHERS (U-I)— LITTLE (326)
WARNERS' HIPPO(WB)
(Average:
Gross: $20,500.
$1.00) 2nd week.
Gross: $23,000.
(Average: DROME (3,500) (55c-70c).
Gross:
(ZOth-Fox) 2 days.
$3,000.
ESCAPE
Gross: $11,- (29c-37c-56c).
$16,450)
(Average: $20,000)
$3,000)
(Average: $15,000)
000.
SORRY, WRONG NUMBER (Para.)— RACHEL AND THE STRANGER (RKO LARCENY (U-I)— KEITH'S (2,404) (25c- SO EVIL
LOVE. (Para.)— LOEWS
PARAMOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c- Radio)— PALACE (2,500) (50c-65c-98c) 5 37c-44c-54c). Gross: $10,750. (Average: STILLMAN (1,900) (S0c-70c). Gross: $10,-.
Gross: $13,500. days, 2nd week and ONE TOUCH OF $12,500)
2nd week.
60c-80c-$1.00)
(Average: $10,500)
000.
(Average: $13,000)
EXECUTIONER (ZOth-Fox) TAP ROOTS (U-I)-RKO PALACE (3,300)
VENUS (U-I) 2 days. Gross: $19,000. MINE
(29c-40c-50c-54c).
Gross: (55c-70c) 2nd week, on a holdover. Gross:
(1,800)
YORK (UA)-MUSIC (Average: $21,000)
SO THIS IS
(Average: $16,000)
$16,000.
HALL (Beverly Hills) (900) (50c-60c-86c- ROPE (WB)— STATE LAKE (2,700) (50c- $10,000. (Average: $11,750)

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS

(U-I)-

and

(E-L-Marathon) — UNITED
CLOSE-UP
ARTISTS (2,100) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross:

—

BALTIMORE

—

—

ROPE

MY

NEW

—NEW

OWN

Friday, October

8,
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—

(Continued from page 1)
against Ascap brought by
members of the Independent Theatre
Owners of New York.
the action

Attorneys pointed out yesterday that
is no question about Judge Lei-

there

enjoining Ascap from collecting
New York exhibitor plaintiffs in the suit. They declared that
jth such an injunction in existence
V%e, Ascap would be foolhardy if it
"Wi tempted to exercise its performing
licensing rights elsewhere around the
country, in the event Judge Leibell
decides not to divest it of those
bell

from the

—

rights.

To do
agreed,

so,

copyright attorneys were
to Ascap's

would be equivalent

inviting exhibitor suits similar to the
New York action in every Federal

New

jurisdiction in the country. The
York case could be used as precedent

every action brought elsewhere and
injunctions similar to the one
likely to be entered here could be ob-

in

local

was opined.
Attorneys were inclined

tained,

it

to interpret

Ascap's strategy in urging Judge Leibell not to act on divestiture of the
Society's licensing rights to a desire to
avoid exposure of Ascap's licensing
activities in fields other than motion
pictures.

Robert P. Patterson, special counsel
Ascap in the New York case, and
Louis D. Frohlich, trial counsel, both
raised the question of Judge Leibell's
right to order divestiture of the public performance licensing rights, contending that it would be improper in
private litigation and should be left to
the U. S. Attorney General, if it is to
be attempted at all. Neither attorney
argued that Ascap should not be en-

for

joined
hibitor

from collecting from the explaintiffs in the ITOA case and

appears to be a foregone conclusion
that Judge Leibell will order such an
injunction.
Not to do so, in effect
would be equivalent to Judge Leibell
reversing himself.
There was no indication at Wednesday's hearing that he contemplated doing anything of the kind.

it

A A- Mono.

Loss

(Continued from page 1)
of

$374,896

for

previous

the

fiscal

year.

While gross income increased

11.5

per cent to $9,030,906 from fiscal 1947,
Broidy pointed out that a number of
adverse conditions combined with the

incurred
in
organizing and
launching Allied Artists accounted for
the loss.
Total operating expenses in
1948 increased to $10,009,016 from
costs

$7,507,938.
"Since initiating our Allied Artists
program in the spring of 1947," Broidy

commented, "we have made important
progress toward our goal of winning
a
well-recognized
position
in
the
Class
feature field."
Thus, viewed

A

from a broad perspective, the company
is

gaining entrance to

many

theatres,

particularly first runs, not previously
played by its product and is also
widening the market for Monogram
pictures,

Big

Broidy

stated.

Illinois Drive-in
7.
Ed Fleming,

Chicago, Oct.

New Tests Planned
On Fire Prevention

Macbeth 99

44

Ascap Seen

1

19

—

Washington, Oct. 7. Further experiments will be conducted here by
Government and industry fire prevenDuncan, is caught in flaming drama, even though some of the more subtle tion experts in methods of further cutglimmers go fugitive. For the sake of clarity and fluidity, Welles has taken ting down film vault fire losses. The
group, which includes John McCulunderstandable liberties in adapting the play into a workable screenplay.
lough of the Motion Picture AssociaHenry Anderson, Paramount
Macbeth of Welles is cast in heroic mold, full-bodied and dynamic. tion
His soliloquies are hollered to the heavens, and in brooding moods of Alan Cobb, Eastman Kodak, and othintrospection he conveys a figure inwardly crushed by the dirty deeds. ers, recently completed a series of experiments which indicated the possiJeanette Nolan's Lady Macbeth is somewhat overshadowed, but she goes
newcomer to the screen, bility of dropping fire losses to a minithrough her role with the authority of artistry.
mum of about two per cent. The new
it is a most difficult dramatic gamut she is called upon to span. It flows from
experiments will center around types
the hard assurance of the early scenes in which she admonishes Macbeth to
of racks and insulation. A "progress
look as innocent as the flower but be the serpent beneath it, down to sequences
report," outlining the results of this
of sauntering madness.
year's tests, is to be presented to the
Welles' direction combines with John L. Russell's camerawork to create an
October convention here of the Society
atmosphere of haunting pictorial beauty. Long shots sweep into closeups with
of Motion Picture Engineers.
vivid effect. The interior, rock-like settings of the castle and the mist-hung
battlements are etched in striking frames of lights and shadows. Such
imaginative devices of the camera manifest themselves from the very opening
'IA'
in which the three cackling witches make their dire prophesy.
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)

THE

;

A

NLRB

SUPPORTING

performances range from unexcellable to fair. In some of
minor roles there is the feeling that emotions are expressed in
memorized quotations rather than feelings that stem genuinely. Dan O'Herlihy
is excellent in the traditional interpretation of the Macduff who returns to
Scotland to slay Macbeth in the powerful clash of steel that marks the finale
of the tragedy. Roddy McDowall portrays Malcolm and Edgar Barrier is
Banquo.
The fitting music by Jacques Ibert is conducted by Efrem Kurtz.
Presented by Charles K. Feldman, this Mercury Production for Republic
release was produced by Welles, with Richard Wilson as associate producer.
Running time, 107 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
the

not

set.

Mandel Herbstman

"No Minor Vices"
(Enterprise— M-G-M)

LENDING

his talents as producer and director to a fresh interpretation
of sophisticated comedy, Lewis Milestone has delivered a film which is
distinctly different, and, therefore, one which is difficult to appraise from a
commercial standpoint. True, it offers star names of recognized marquee
stature, and it is strong on production values, but its familiar story about
an emotional triangle involving a husband, his wife and "other man" is told
with an apparent offhandishness and propensity for disguised meaning as to
confuse and strain attention. In short, Arnold Manoff's subtly written screenplay aims its wit at the intellect rather than the funnybone.
This reviewer
would hesitate to describe it as a picture for average audiences.
To a degree, all of the cast are "whacky" characters, but Louis Jourdan, in
the role of a portrait painter of dubious talent but fulsome neuroses, tops the
others.
Husband Dana Andrews, a pediatrician, befriends the artist during
one of the latter's flagrant fits of brooding bewilderment, bringing him to
his ultra-modern clinic to sketch "people."
There the screwball artist meets
and falls in love with Andrews' wife, Lilli Palmer, whom Jourdan seeks to

convince has become no more than a housekeeper and cook dedicated to
making her husband comfortable and happy. Jourdan finds he is having a
good time raising sinister doubts in the couple's minds, and the three principals hop, skip and jump about and conduct themselves like petulant children
while airing their emotional problems in coyly adult dialogue.
The three
agree that Jourdan should do Miss Palmer's portrait so he may expose on
canvas her true emotional desires. And that he does. For the fadeout she
is back in Andrews' eager arms and Jourdan, somewhat shocked by that,
appears to have acquired a bit of sense in consequence. This picture seems
always to challenge the audience to laugh.
The number of chuckles and
guffaws it elicits depends on how the audience is constituted intellectually.
Performances are neat in a cast which also includes Jane Wyatt, Norman
Lloyd, Bernard Gorcey, Roy Roberts, Fay Baker, and several others.
Running time, 96 minutes. Adult audience classification. For November
release.
C. L. F.

ployes Guild (CIO) following a threemonth struggle for control of the
shop, which was the first
unit to bid for H-63 representation
in face of SOPEG's refusal to comply with the non-Communist affidavit
provisions of the Taft-Hartley Law.
Because
of
its
non - compliance,
was refused a place on the
election ballot and the employes, voting 109 to 26, chose H-63 over the
alternative of no union.
Meanwhile, the
unit at
Republic has disintegrated over the
Communist issue, "a majority" of the
"collarites" there having petitioned
H-63 for representation.
Yesterday
H-63 issued a circular which stated
that "coming events cast their shad-

UA

SOPEG

SOPEG

SOPEG

ows

Watch Columbia, Loew

before.

Paramount

and

SOPEG

(sites

other

of

shops)."

Three'

'Little

(Continued from page 1)
order was served on defense attorneys
here early this week. Although the
bulky document ran to 135 pages it
was primarily concerned with Government proposals for theatre divestiture,
ultimate divorcement and a proposal
for a modified ban on cross-licensing,
together with other subjects primarily
of concern to the theatre-owning defendants, Loew's, Paramount, RKO,
20th Century-Fox and Warners.

MGM

Borrows Jones

—

Hollywood,

Oct. 7.
David O. Selznick has concluded negotiations to lend
Metro-GoldwynJennifer Jones to
Mayer to play the title role in Flau-

"Madame Bovary."

bert's

The

pic-

ture will be produced by Pandro Berman and directed by Vincente Minnelli

the

"Leather Gloves"

Okays

and

role in

immediately upon
Miss Jones' title

will start

completion

of

"China Valdes."

(Columbia)

RICHARD

ENGLISH'S Saturday Evening Post is basically a human
story of a broken-down boxer and his struggle for both social and
ethical regeneration, rather than being a tale of the prize-ring as such.
It is
not fast-paced, but Brown Holmes' screenplay does move smoothly, with all
hands in the cast performing quite adequately.
Cameron Mitchell, a former big-time boxer, is reduced to a small-timer
In a small town he meets Jane Nigh, an innofighting for "coffee money."
He also meets
cent young thing engaged to the local boxing champion.
Virginia Grey, a wealthy widow. His romantic interests, divided between
the two girls, and the coming local championship fight for which he has been
paid to lose, provide the crux of the story.
Except for the final scenes, which Henry Freulich expertly photographed,
there is little boxing in the picture. Supporting players include Sam Levene,
as the fight promoter, Henry O'Neill, the fighter's manager, and Blake Edwards, the home town ring champion. The picture was produced and directed

operator of the Lincoln Field Racetrack in Crete, 111., is constructing a
1,000-car drive-in on that site to be
ready by spring.
The project will by Richard Quine and William Asher.
also have a dance pavilion, ice rink,
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience
restaurant and playground.
not set.

classification.

Release date,

Rubens

Sells Interests

—

Chicago,
Oct.
7.
Rubens, veteran exhibitor,
his

half

interest

in

three

Maurice
has

sold
theatres
with the

which he operated jointly
Illinois-Indiana Theatre Circuit. The
houses are the Uptown, Tivoli and
Lido in Michigan City. It is understood Rubens will retire.

Lippert Sets 16th
Hollywood, Oct.

—

Addition of
Lippert Productions' 1948-49 program as its 16th production for Screen Guild release has
been announced here by Robert L.
Lippert, Screen Guild president

"Branding Iron"

to
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WB

Warns on
Undue Penalty
In Divestiture
K-B Amusement's

Holds

Suit Is 'Out of Order'

—

Washington, Oct. 10. Stanley
Warner subsidiary, continued

>

Co.

if attacks at the

weekend against

by K-B Amusement Co. to
Stanley out of the jointly-owned
i/[acArthur Theatre, by warning in
J. S. District Court here that dives1.

FIRST

DAILY

Concise

j/r^=<)4.

P I GXSSHfcE

suit

Wee

under the Paramount decision
5nust not in any way unduly penalize
titure

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, OCTOBER

Igoe Eases 'Loop'
Limit on 2 Films

Jhe "Big- Five" defendants,
that one of the
y Warner contended
eal reasons behind the K-B suit was
(Continued on page 6)
ud get an undeserved "windfall" by
[arcing Warner to sell at "book value"
interest in the theatre real estate
!«:s
jjnd in vacant land as well as its interest in the theatre operation.
"No court of equity should lend its
|and to such an open effort to impose
penalty and forfeiture upon the deFollowing a number of preliminary
,;ndants," a brief submitted by Warmer attorney Philip W. Amram de- talks here during the past two weeks,
intensified negotiations will get under
lared.
The brief repeated arguments made way shortly, possibly this week, between film company representatives
(Continued on page 6)

atres

TEN CENTS

Until Nov. 8

purchasing information service is being established here.
The service will screen
product and information on
such investigations, including comparative cost data on
competitive products, and is
to be made available to members. Another feature will be
the exchange of information

on the

NEWS

To Ask Delay
In US vs. Para.

Detroit, Oct. 10.— Under the
direction of Charles W. Snyder, business manager of Allied Theatres of Michigan, a

—

FILM

1948

Michigan Allied Will
Swap Buying Data

Chicago, Oct. 10. The outlook for
distributors with high budget films
that require "special" handling, and
limited under the Jackson Park decree to a two- week Loop run in defendant theatres, took an optimistic
turn on Friday when Judge Michael
J. Igoe in U. S. District Court accorded an eight-week Loop run for
20th Century-Fox's "The Snake Pit"
at the B. and K. Gar rick, and an
unlimited two-a-day run for "Hamlet,"
released by Universal-International, at
the B. and K. Apollo.
Miles Seeley, representing Universal, said the company will probably
lease the Apollo on a four-wall basis
although no deal is set.
The decision came after four hours
of heated litigation argued by Jackson
Park
attorney
Tom McConnell
Thomas Dodd Healy, representing

11,

IN

Will Seek
Court Action Wednesday

Distributors
The
in the

will ask

New

York Federal Court on Wednesday
to defer new proceedings in the

sale or lease of theavailable, as well as

anti-trust

suit

until

Nov.

Week

it
was
Wednes-

8,

learned here at the weekend.

data on theatre equipment.

Seek 40-Hour

eight distributor defendants

Paramount case

day was originally set for the hearings on the form of order to be entered in the case and was to be followed by hearings on phases of the
action remanded by the U. S. Supreme
Court to the New York court.
Efforts by defense attorneys to win
Department of Justice concurrence in

For U. K. Workers
(Continued on page
1NY Projectionists London, Oct.
— Tom O'Brien,
Member of Parliament and general
of the National Association Keith Named UA's
Ask Higher Wages secretary
Theatrical and Kine Employes,
ask for across-the-board wage
Mid -continent Head
creases and a 40-hour week for

):

I

6)

10.

will

of

inhis

members when negotiations

for a

new

agreement with the Exhibitors' AssoWilliam T. Keith, United Artists'
ciation are opened in the near future. New Orleans branch manager, has
A two-year agreement expired re- been promoted to the newly-created

and a negotiating group from IATSE cently.
post of Mid-continent district manMotion Picture Projectionists Local
Details of the demands have not yet ager, it was announced at the weekend
No. 306 on a new Union contract for reached Exhibitors' Association head- by Fred Jack, UA's Western sales
home office projectionists.
quarters but bitter opposition to the manager.
Declining to give out specific de- new demands appears inevitable. The
Keith will assume his new duties
files
"306"
tails concerning new demands, a
expired agreement gave theatre em- immediately, as district manager for
spokesman did reveal, however, that ployes $5,000,000 in annual wage in- the St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha
creases and was hailed in 1946 when and Denver branches.
Chicago, Oct. 10.
Peter Poulos, wage increases are being sought.
His immediate
The contract under which the 80 it was signed as a signal example of agenda includes a trip to all exchanges
]wner of the Ace Theatre in Hamlond, Ind., filed a Federal Court anti- home office projectionists have been generosity and industrial conciliation
(Continued on page 6)
working expired on Sept. 1.
on the part of the theatre owners.
:'ust suit here on Friday in which he
larged 14 producers and distributing

Indiana Exhibitor

Trust Action

—

.jmpanies with conspiracy to monopolize
exhibition in Hammond, supressing competition and discriminat;ig

in rentals.

He

is seeking an injunction to rexain the alleged conspiracy and unluir contracts as well as an order to
rohibit what he termed unfair clear;

l

House Trade Probe
Stresses Illegality of In Oklahoma City
Lobby Telecast Pickups Oklahoma
—
U.

Mono, as
Sales Head

Eastern

Gillis, who resigned reRepublic's Eastern district
anager, has been named Monogram.llied Artists Eastern sales manager
rith headquarters
in New York, it
as reported here at the weekend by

Maxwell

;ntly

as

eneral sales

manager Maurice Gold-

:ein.

Before becoming a Republic district
lanager, Gillis was branch manager
>r that company in Philadelphia.

:

10.

Recent

S. court decisions against the dis-

have improved trade pracby "a tremendous amount" but
have failed to end discrimination,
O. F. Sullivan, owner of drive-in theare already endeavoring to limit and atres in Oklahoma City and Muskogee
restrict use of their programs to and of the Civic Theatre in Wichita,
home consumption, he states, because told a House Small Business Comthe Columbia Law Review by David they "obviously do not believe that mittee here pn Friday.
the air is free and that strangers may
M. Solinger, New York attorney.
Sullivan,
who asserted that the
Concerned primarily here would be capitalize on their efforts and invest(Continued on page 6)
those theatres which have television ments."
Television is protected by statutory
receivers in foyers, mezzanines and
lobbies.
In such cases as the New and common law copyrights, he states,
York Paramount where large-screen as well as by other common law
"An owner of a
reproduction of video programs can property rights.
Motion Picture Daily will
be made, authorization of the telecast- television receiver," he writes, "by
not be published tomorrow,
ers and sponsors invariably is ob- performing a program in a theatre,
Columbus Day, a legal holitavern, hotel, restaurant or private
tained.
day.
Solinger believe the courts will de- auditorium has thereby infringed on
cide in the near future "whether the the common law copyright."
tributors

The

Sillis to

City, Oct.

•

practice of exhibiting television
programs in motion picture theatres,
in taverns, hotels, dance halls and
other public places without authorization can be legally stopped, according
to an article in the current issue of

free or whether a telecaster may
limit, restrict and control what he
originates."
Television broadcasters
air

is

tices

No Paper Tomorrow

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention

Tradewise

JOSEPH

ATTORNEY

•

Famous
manager

Arthur,

Jack
Canadian

district

Players

To-

in

ronto, has been awarded membership
in the Order of the British Empire
in recognition of his entertainment
organization work for soldiers dur-

ing the war.

•

Richard
dent,

F.

Walsh, IATSE

presi-

due in Victoria, B. C, today

is

from New York to represent the
American Federation of Labor as its
fraternal delegate to the 63rd annual
convention of the Trades and Labor
Congress of Canada.
•
Priscilla Morley, magazine cover
model and wife of Henry A. Linet,
Uhiversal-International Eastern ad-

manager, is hospitalized
at Brooklyn Thoracic Hospital.
vertising

at

Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to
Howard Strickling, M-G-M studio
publicity head, has delayed his return
York until
to the Coast from
today.

New

•

operator of the
Detroit, has withJr.,

Theatre in
drawn from the Allan Park Theatre
leaving Nick George as sole owner.
•
Al Lowe, United Artists division
South
for
Australasia,
manager
Africa and the Far East, left here
at the weekend for Johannesburg.
Civic

•
Maurice Silverstein, Loew's International regional director of Latin
America, flew to Mexico City yester-

New

day from

York.
•

Harry Kalmine, general manager
for Warner Theatres, returned to

New York

over

weekend from

the

Hollywood.
•
of M-G-M's
story department, will return

Carol Brandt, head

Eastern
here today from a vacation

Eng-

in

land.

a
ant

New

assist-

manager, is due back
York today from the Coast,

sales

in

-

arrived

here
London en

the weekend from
route to Hollywood.
•

over

Howard

Strickling,

dio publicity head,
from the Coast.

Fred
subjects
Coast.

C.

has

ten," he said, in effect, "but

is

M-G-M

stu-

arrived

here

M-G-M

short
from the

here

The

prospective "trade" then
basis of top asking
price
defendants were invited
to
concede the utmost Clark
could hope to win by continuing
in court.
That would be total

was on the

—

divestiture.

With

the arrival of autumnal

and

chill

November

its

is

in

Joseph Mack, head of Filmack's
Los Angeles plant, is Chicago.

the Coast.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

forebodings

election

of
returns,
that he

Clark let it be known
no longer is asking, nor expecting, an offer of total divorcement.
Even though the immediate response from four defendant companies \vas termed
"inadequate" by the Government last week, it appears that
the process of feeling each other
out is moving steadily ahead.
It could get serious by the
time election returns are in.
•
•

Eagle-Lion, that lusty youngcontinues to make steady
progress.
If product to come
lives up to expectations manister,

around the home

office these
be more good
news from that quarter shortly.

there

days,

will

approximately $2,year.
It reduced
that to a $200,000 loss for the
000,000

lost

last

half of this year.

Several

months of the current year have
been in the black and recent improvement has been steady.

One

•

of the fundamentals
putting the industy's house

of
in

order is the continuing determination of those in responsible

•

Jules Levey, producer,

we

doubt if you boys have any
horse flesh that would interest

first

Anatole Litvak, director,
New York from Hollywood.

York from

June by almost imperceptible degrees to a
mid-summer stand which found
him issuing what amounted to
an outright invitation to open
up negotiations.
"We're always ready to listive position of last

•

Quimby,

producer,

that transparent bid for talks.
In real horse-trading fashion,
he progressed from his provoca-

E-L

e

Hitchcock

Alfred

an almost immediate response to

fest

Edwin W. Aaron; M-G-M

Tom

us."

•

John Miskinis,

General

ole
Texas
that
Clark,
horse-trader who met talk of a
consent decree in the Paramount case last June with the
remark that the Government
would get a complete victory
without a consent decree, won

is

in

New

positions to see that good pictures are produced at costs that
will permit recovery of profits
in the domestic market alone.
There is no disputing either
the wisdom of that objective or
the need for attaining it.
It is

Newsreel
Parade

completely sound and, the state
of the world being what it is,
the future of the industry may
well depend

upon

its

ability to

within domestic income.
In expressing that aim, which
is
addressed fundamentally to
Hollywood production budgets
and only incidentally to the
live

world market today,

state of the

several top executives recently
have stated publicly that the foreign market must be discounted
as a revenue producer for several years to come.
Don't let that confuse you.
It is much more a corollary
of a sound production cost policy than it is a reflection on the
current world market.

Such statements

those do
not mean that the industry is out
of the world markets or is contemplating
withdrawing from
them.
No do they mean that
foreign operations as of now are
unprofitable nor that the industry does not expect them to continue to be profitable.
as

The companies whose heads
made the statements referred to
still are maintaining costly yet
profitable foreign departments at

home

offices

and in every corner
There is no indithat they do not
go on maintaining

of the world.
cation today

expect

to

them

indefinitely and,
be added, profitably.

Foreign

profits

it

like

should

domestic

time

down from their allpeaks.
They may stay

down

for years

profits, are

to

come.

profits are still there
being brought home.

But

and are

Income from foreign markets
year has been reasonably
good. Several companies expect
revenue from world markets for
1948 equal to that of 1947.
Blocked funds have been released by France, liquidated in
this

Italy,

1948

11,

SHERWIN KANE THE W orld
and

By

R. VOGEL, Loew's theatre operations vice-president, observed his 39th year with the company
yesterday.

Monday, October

in

Shanghai

and

else-

where. Improvement is expected soon in a number of the sore
spots in South America. Dollars
are
being received regularly
from numerous open-market nations.
Dollars are being conserved through salary and other
payments to foreign department
employes around the world in
native currencies, rather than in
dollars, as formerly.
And if Eric Johnston keeps

on raising iron curtains around
Eastern Europe He may, one of
these
days,
come upon one
which has some dollars to spend,
and that, too, would be on the
plus side.

Series, a Coast Guarc^
rescue,
the Berlin Crisis be-f
are current newsree^
fore the
highlights. Complete contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 81— Russia^

UN

action in Berlin. Crisis at

UN

Hurri-|

trial.

cane hits Cuba. Coast Guard rescue in
hamas. World Series.

NEWS OF THE
Series.

Hurricane

Cripps

hails

hits

Havana. Sir Stafford

ERP. Truman
Grand

paign. Crash at

Baf

DAY, No. 211—World
1

an

r esun/jfj(]

Prix. Footba'j*.

'

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. 14—Toasil
Guard saves 23 from plane on Keys. Report!
on Palestine. World Series.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 185 Trumari
on tour. Florida hurricane. Rodeo in Texas.!

—

World

Series.

WARNER PATHE

NEWS, No. 16
news. Airlift in Berlin!
People in the news: Truman, John FosteJ

UN

Plane rescue.
Dulles.

Johnston May Fly
Back on Wednesday
As

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
sociation of

pected to
either
nesday.

America

fly

back to

president,

ex
from

is

New York

Wed

Madrid or London on

O'Hara, Johnston's
executive assistant, was due to arrive
here from Madrid over the weekend
Joyce

Johnston Calls Off Scheduled
Address to Engineers' Group
Eric A. Johnston, president of the

Motion Picture Association

now

of

Amer

Europe, has cancelled
a scheduled address before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers on
the Coast on Oct. 25, according to
offices here.
the
Johnston is
expected to be engaged in meetings
of principal distribution and studio
executives on the Coast later this
month.
ica,

in

MPAA

Film Companies
To Observe Holiday
Five of the
will

fices

be

New York home
closed

all

of-

day tomor-

row, Columbus Day, with six scheduled to close at one P.M., including
the Motion Picture Association of

America.

Those to close all day include Columbia, M-G-M,
Radio, 20th
Century-Fox,
and United Artists
Closing at one will be Paramount,

RKO

Monogram, Republic, Universal, Warner,

Eagle-Lion and the

MPAA.

A.A.-Mono. Buys
Dallas Franchise

Up

—

Hollywood, Oct. 10. Acquisition of
the Dallas franchise from Lloyd Rust
and E. Blumenthal has been an
nounced by Steve Broidy, president of
Allied Artists-Monogram.
Rust and
Blumenthal will concentrate on ex
panding their theatre interests, it was
added.

Brothers 'Love Happy*
Chico and Harpo Marx and writer
Ben Hecht share a 50 per cent interest
in

Cowan's
Happy," due

Lester

"Love

production
for

release

of

by

United Artists in February, Chico disclosed here Friday. Groucho is in th<
picture, but not the percentage.
"We
paid him off," said Chico.
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OPENINGS!

WALTER PIDGEON
"JULIA MISBEHAVES PETER
LAWFORD ELIZABETH TAYLOR CESAR

GREER GARSON

•

in

.

•

ROMERO

•

Watson

Nigel Bruce
Mary Boland • Reginald Owen • Screen Play
by William Ludwig, Harry Ruskin and Arthur
•

Lucile

•

Wimperis

• Adaptation by Gina Kaus and
Monckton Hoffe • Based Upon the Novel "The
Nutmeg Tree" by Margery Sharp • Directed

by JACK

RISKIN

M-G-M

CONWAY
A

•

- Produced by EVERETT
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

presents Alexandre Dumas'

"THE

THREE MUSKETEERS" starring LANA
TURNER GENE KELLY JUNE ALLYSON
VAN HEFLIN ANGELA LANSBURY
FRANK MORGAN VINCENT PRICE
•

-

•

•

KEENAN WYNN JOHN SUTTON
GIG YOUNG Color by TECHNICOLOR
Screen Play by Robert Ardrey
Directed
by GEORGE SIDNEY
Produced by
•

-

•

•

PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

'Die

Pep

of ffie
Industry!

Buzz C. S. Jensen.
Ask him what great

Phone Harry French

singing star's Blue
Ribbon Award comedy "Sorry, Wrong

for the

"Sorry,

Number" outdrew
when if opened in
SEATTLE
in touch with
Frank Pratt and get
the name of the

Get

Ring Tracy Barham
and ask him which
Wallis smash "Sorry,
Wrong Number" outfirst

day

45%

28%

in its first

MINNEAPOLIS

in its

in

SALT LAKE CITY

ber's" opening topped

by

of the

Wrong Num-

ber" topped
4 days in

grossed by

"road" show that
"Sorry, Wrong Num-

name

sock melodrama that

Call

the

in

ous

PORTLAND

Dave

Cockrill for

name

of the famcurrent comedy

whose first 3 days'
gross was topped by
22% by "Sorry,
Wrong Number" in

DENVER
Ask Harry Arthur to
identify the famed
hold-over hit that
"Sorry,

Find out from Harry

Nace the laugh hit
that "Sorry, Wrong

Wrong Num-

(in 1st 4
days of 2nd week)
by 60% in

ber" topped

Number's" big opening day topped by almost 100% in

LOS ANGELES

PHOENIX

The Pace-Maker

Paramounfs
"Sorry,

in

Autumn Harvest of Hits

Wrong Number"«"Isn't

It

Romantic"-"Night Has

A Thousand Ey

"Sealed Verdict"-" Miss Tatlock's Millions"-"The Paleface"

Get Jim Eshelman to
tell you what
Paramount Boxoffice

Champion

of '48

was

27% by
"Sorry, Wrong
outgrossed

Number"

in

its

ROCHESTER opening

Call Harry Royster.

Ask him what
rent leader's

cur-

opening

day "Sorry, Wrong
Number" doubled in

MIDDLETOWN, N.Y.

Ask George Beattie
what big-star Technicolor musical it
topped by 1 8
in

%

PHILADELPHIA

Sens
ation
c!

Telephone

Bob

O'Donnell. He'll

tell

you what Academy

Barbara Stanwyck

Award

star's bestpicture-of '48 it bet-

tered by 31% opening day in DALLAS

Burl Lancaster
in

WRONG

"SORRY,

NUMBER'
with

ANN RICHARDS

•

WENDELL COREY

ANATOLE LITVAK
3

•

HAROLD VERMILYEA

Produced by

Directed by
•

HAL WALLIS

Screenplay by Lucille Fletcher

•

«

ANATOLE LITVAK

Based on her famous radio play

A HAL WALLIS PRODUCTIONS,
A Paramount

Release

INC.,

PICTURE
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Trade Probe Schenck, US Laud Stolen 16mm. Films
Ascap Rule National House
(Continued from page 1)
Recovered by FBI
In Its Scope: Myers large distributors show preference for Allied Vote Drive
Based upon a Copyright Protection
over the independents
the
Bureau investigation resulting from
money,
offer more
the
Omaha that 16mm.
—Allied States a offrom
Washington. Oct.
— Allied though
Washington, Oct.
was among several Oklahoma and
major companies with spuri
tures
al-

circuits

latter

Ascap."
On another tack, Myers said he
thought the Justice Department's proposed findings and order in the Paramount case "very splendid, certainly
adequate to protect independent theatre owners."
"I don't see what more they could
"Bob
have asked for," he declared.
Wright did a wonderful job."
Myers said there had been some

Kansas independents to appear before
Wisconsin
Stevenson,
William H.
Republican, only member of the committee present.
Charles E. Dierker, former U. S.
attorney, in representing the Home
Theatre of Oklahoma City, declared
that the Home, although a first-run
house, cannot get enough product for
Charging that some disneeds.
tributors refuse to take bids and that
others refuse to reveal why bids are
unsuccessful or the amount of the
successful bids, Dierker added there
can be no competitive situation with
its

such secrecy.
Harold Braucht, co-owner of the
Home, who followed Dierker in giving

testimony,

said

there

is

talk

among

Association has received a pledge of
support from Loew's Nicholas Schenck
and a "pat on the back" from U. S.
Secretary of Defense Forrestal in its
drive to use the nation's theatres to

"Get Out The Vote" on Nov. 2.
Schenck wrote Allied counsel Abram
F. Myers that the drive "strikes me as
a useful public service," and said he
would recommend to the editors of
M-G-M's News of the Day that they
include in all reels released during the
two weeks ending Nov. 2 a clip urging
audiences to go to the polls. Allied
asked the reels to do this.
Forrestal wrote Myers that "your
board and your members will be rendering a public service in urging
voters to cast their ballots on Nov. 2.
Certainly no responsible citizen could
challenge the view of your board that
the voters of the U. S. should go to
the polls every time they have the opportunity to exercise their franchise."

theatremen that distributors
are withholding films in order to promote scarcity, but that he could not
His statement was in anprove it.
swer to a question by Rep. Stevenson.
Robert B. Busch, manager of the
Uptown and Villa here, aimed his Paramount News to Issue
testimony at the Griffith Circuit in Special Campaign Footage

By

Protestant Unit

Washington,

Oct.

10.

—The

State

Department's advisory commission on
information, created to advise the De-

To

Meet Next Weekend
—

Keith

from

Igoe Eases Limit
(Continued from page 1)

his

UA

UA

petitions

only the special New York District
Court has jurisdiction over divestiture
cases.

tion picture industry but only to destroy the vicious part of this industry,
the evil of which, he added, has al-

Argument is set for tomorrow on a ready been
Evidence,
Warner motion to dismiss the K-B

destroyed.
he continued, indicated
that the producers are doing better
financially than before the decree went

Para. Case Delay
(Continued from page 1)

a postponement of 30 days apparently
failed, the Department having been
prepared to agree to 15 days.
Meanwhile, further attempts on the
Warner pointed out that requiring into effect.
He conceded that the films are "en- part of the defendants to reach an
stock in the Macit to give up its
Arthur Corp. at book value as asked titled to unusual treatment and are out-of-court settlement through a conby K-B would entail giving up the for educated people. I'm willing to sent decree were proceeding, accordhalf-interest in the fee of the theatre, permit this deviation from the decree ing to reports. Initial proposals by
the half-interest in the landlord's re- at this time. Only time will tell four companies for partial divestiture
version of the land under the lease, whether I am right." Star witness at of theatre interests were rejected as
and the half-interest in another parcel the hearing was Andy Smith, 20th- "inadequate" last week by the Justice
Fox general sales manager.
Department.
of vacant land.

and a K-B counter-motion for
summary judgment against Warner.
suit

—

—

New York

which turned them
and Stein, special
counsel for the majors in copyright
over

Sargoy

to

for

matters,

distribution

to

the

owners.

Transamerica Holds
Charges Not Clear

—

10.
TransWashington,
Oct.
america Corp., parent of the Bank
of America, on Friday asked Federal
District
Court here to force the
Federal Reserve Board to "clarify"
anti-trust charges which the board is
sued against the giant bank holding
company last week.
The move may force a postpone
ment of hearings scheduled by the
board to begin Tuesday. Transamerica said the board's complaint was

advancing to the stage at which

it

is

establishing stars in its
is seen by trade observers
own
in Life magazine's action in giving
the cover of its current issue to Olive
Stacey, known to the public almost
exclusively through television per-

capable

of
right

Stacey appeared
Miss
most recently on NBC television in
the Theatre Guild's production of
formances.

"Our Town."

1)

orbit to conduct meetings explaining sales policy on current
product to branch and field personnel.
Keith joined
in 1946 as a salesman, which position he held until he
in

20th-Fox and Seeley. In granting the
filed by the companies last
week Judge Igoe said it was impos- was appointed acting branch manager
(Continued from page 1)
in New Orleans in 1947.
In Sept.,
sible to make a hard and fast rule for
1947, he was appointed branch manearlier that the suit was out of order playing time in the Loop on every ager
of the New Orleans exchange
because there was no final judgment picture made. It was never the inten- and held that position until now.
court to destroy the moin the Paramount case and because tion of the

Warns

delivered the prints
Picture Service

Army Motion

Named

up an agenda for the meeting, but

WB

The FBI has
to the
in

Defer Advice on U.S. 'Life' Cover Goes to
Olive Stacey
Information Abroad Video's
Indication that television may be

partment on its overseas information
program, has deferred until a meeting
next month the submission of recommendations.
The commission wound
up a two-day meeting on Friday with
an "exploratory" survey of the film
program. Herb Edwards, head of the
Departments' film activities, in a review of next year's plans, told the
10.
Washington,
Allied subjects" as well to serve the stu- commission of
Oct.
the effectiveness and
States Association's executive com- dios by providing "a sample cross- popularity of U. S. films abroad.
mittee will meet here next Saturday section of the reaction of Protestant
and Sunday, Allied general counsel audiences" to scripts.
Evans will make his headquarters at
Abram F. Myers announced. Myers
said he had not had time yet to work Nassour Studio.
(Continued
page
large part of the discussion
would deal with arrangements for Allied's convention in New Orleans.

the Copyright Protection Bureau.

feet.

changed his earlier position that Al- ecutive director of PFC, and Dr.
over Louis Evans, its West Coast reprelied is not "unduly alarmed"
the talks going on between the de- sentative.
fendants and the Attorney General.
The announcement also disclosed
that PFC is establishing a permanent
committee here of eminent religious
leaders and laymen to stimulate the
production of films on "constructive

a

,

Coast Office Set
—

that

titles were circulating out of
Springfield, 111., data was turned over
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for further action and the FBI
has recovered prints of 20 features
of four companies, most of which
had been furnished to the arrrufjfu rnvices during the war for en' v
ment purposes overseas, according to

ous

Paramount News will present newsthat after the circuit built
neighborhood second-run houses near reel stories of the two major political
with Gov. Thomas E.
his they began to get the best avail- candidates,
He also complained Dewey to be covered this Thursday
able product.
that the distributors can, in effect, fix and President Harry Truman next
admission prices by forcing agree- Monday, as a public service in helping
to "assure the greatest possible vote
ments before releasing pictures.
in the coming Presidential election and
not specific enough to let it know
to assist the citizenry in deciding on
what it was supposed to defend itself
their preferred candidate," it was anBank of America is promi
against.
nounced here at the weekend. Each of
nently identified with U. S. film pro
the stories will run approximately 900
duction financing.
alleging

"sensible modifications" in the Department's earlier stand, citing the
modified cross-licensing ban as "betHollywood, Oct. 10. Oren W.
ter calculated to impress the court as Evans, an industrial relations expert,
a reasonable proposal."
has been named Hollywood director
The Allied official stated that he of the Protestant Film Commission in
couldn't "see any consent decree be- its plan to counsel producers on picing agreed on very quickly," indicat- tures, it was announced at the weeking in general that he has not yet end by Paul F. Heard, national ex-

Allied Executives

fea-

tip

10.

10.

counsel Abram F.
States'
Myers said New York Federal Court
Judge Leibell's statement that he
doubted that he could divest Ascap
of its rights to collect public performing royalties from theatres "does not
in any way weaken the effect of Judge
Leibell's original opinion and Judge
Nordbye's in Minneapolis."
Myers pointed out that all along
he has discounted the belief that
Judge Leibell could issue an injunction against Ascap effective all over
the United States. "I had never supposed," he said, "that any injunction
in a private litigation case could affect
any but the immediate parties. That
does not, however, militate against
the effect of the Nordbye and Leibell
opinions as precedents.
"I cannot see Ascap bringing thousands of suits all over the U. S.
against theatre owners just to have
the lawyers for those exhibitors go
into court, call the judge's attention
to the Leibell and Nordbye opinions,
and have the case dismissed. Those
two opinions still mean the end of

general

Announcing... deluxe
all-sleeper service

NEW YORK
t.

PARIS

every Friday 4 P. M. EST

TWA

Fly on world-proved
Constellations. Cocktails,
champagne, vintage wines.
Filet mignon dinner. Bed-s'ze
berths! Hot breakfast! Call
or your travel agent.

TWA

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial
1 f
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64.
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Ascap to Seek Gross Income
Revenue from Up in Second

Portugal Permits
Same Remittances
Washington,

12.— The

Oct.

Commerce Department

They Desire Licensing
Pacts, Fred Abler t Says

Washington,

U. S.
— Five
Oct.
12.

motion picture companies had gross
sales of $104,738,000 in the second
quarter of 1948, $6,723,000 below

American Society of Composers, the $111,101,000 reported for the like
Authors and Publishers' first active 1947 quarter, although $1,724,000
pursuit of revenue from the tele- above the first quarter's sales of $102,vision industry, heretofore un- 654,000, the U. S. Securities and ExCommission reported here
tapped, is expected immediately fol- change
lowing ratification of extension of the today.
society's agreement with its members
The

companies included in the
on video licensing rights.
total were Columbia, RKO, Republic,
Fred E. Ahlert, president of Ascap, 20th
Century-Fox
and
Universal.
in letters to members asking approval Loew's was not included because its
of renewal of the pact vesting in the figures covered different periods, while
society the right to license their music Paramount and Warner had not yet
for video, notes the "leaps and bounds" reported their sales when the release
progress made by television in the past was issued.
year. He asks members to vote on the
Columbia,
and Fox showed
new agreement, which has had unani- small gains from the first quarter of
at
approval,
board
directors
mous
of
1948 to the second quarter, while Re-

allocated, of

(Continued on page 4)

tions on rates with telecasters.

present

with

contract

its

Eyssell Testimonial
In K. C.

Tomorrow

(Continued on page 5)

Industry

leaders

from both coasts

converge on Kansas City tomor-

Ralph Cohn, Others

will

Form Telespots, Inc.

honoring

row

$534,000 is

five

the earliest, making it clear that the
object in mind is to launch negotia-

Ascap's

which

for remittance of rentals.

US Role

Still

High

In Australian Mart

RKO

members covering video expires on
Dec. 31, and the new pact would become effective on that date, to run

said

here today Portuguese restrictions on dollars for U.S. films
are "mild and must be considered very satisfactory."
A report by film chief Nate
Golden declared that film distributors have been allowed
to remit in 1948 the same
amount of dollars remitted in
1947, and pointed out that
1947 was "an excellent year
for distributors of U.S. films."
A total of $600,000 has been

Telecaster s Quarter:

Washington,

Oct.

12.

— Hollywood

share of Australia's film
market despite British competition, but
the British are making inroads there
in U. S. sales of newsreels and short
is

holding

subjects,

its

a

U.

S.

Commerce Depart-

50 per cent of the base year of 1946.
In 1947, 70 per cent was allowed.

The

report, by motion picture chief
Nathan D. Golden, shows that while
Britain's share of the feature film
market was increasing from 9.4 per
cent in 1944 to a high of 10.9 per cent
in 1946 and 10.5 in 1947, U. S. feature
films went from 87.5 per cent in 1944,
to 88.4 per cent in 1945, to 83.1 in
1946 and back to 85.7 in 1947.

The Three Musketeers"

M-G-M

— Nary

THIS

Wolfson Will Spur
TO A Video Program

new

5)

D. of

J.

Admits

More Wanted
Washington,
tice

Department

of

Oct.

Little

Them
12.

—A

Jus-

confirmed

official

today that the "Little Three" are
practically out of the Paramount
case.

(Motion Picture Daily last Friday
quoted attorneys as saying that the
Department's proposed order for entry
in the case contained so little applicable to Columbia, United Artists and
Universal that they hardly saw any
need for their remaining in the suit.)

The Department spokesman said
that the three would be affected only
by the franchise and license discrimination modifications in the Department's proposed order and findings
and that "it hardly seems worthwhile
for them to send their lawyers to
court to argue about those two provisions." He declared he knew of "no
further relief" that the Government

in the suit will open in
Federal Court tomorrow
application for a postponement

posed orders

New York
with
expected.

Dipson

in Suit for

Anticipated 'Loss'

—

Buffalo, Oct. 12. First
stance where an exhibitor

known
is

in-

seeking

damages to cover the future
has resulted in a clash of opinion and
an adjournment to next Tuesday in
the case of Dipson Theatres versus
Buffalo Theatres, Inc., and eight disanti-trust

tributors in U. S. District Court here.
Plaintiffs allege trebled damages in
excess of $5,000,000 from 1939 to
(Continued on page 5)

season.

Probably it is required to record that "The Three Musketeers" was
written by Alexandre Dumas whose adventure cycle of French royalty
in flower was very tall stuff, but never taller than Dumas according to
Robert Ardrey who put this script together. "The Three Musketeers"

Arthur H. Lockwood, newly elect- may
be atrocious Dumas, but it is super-quality box-office.
ed president of Theatre Owners of
Perhaps it is required, also, to deal briefly with the well-known story
America, has named Mitchell Wolfof D'Artagnan, the Gascon bumpkin of 300-odd years ago, who takes
son, of Miami, chairman of TOA's
television committee, a post held last the high road to Paris, the court of Louis and derring-do. There, his
flashing and dexterous sword proves introduction to the legendary Athos,
year by Lockwood.
The committee will swing into ac- Porthos and Aramis, musketeers to the king and three great guys with
tion immediately to give form and ac- the ladies.
tion
to
the
recommendations
it
Their job is to defend the throne, and no questions asked. This throws
{Continued on page

Doubts if
'Little 3' Are
Still in Suit
U.S.

ment report revealed here today. The
report declares that the government was seeking from Columbia, United
will allow an estimated $3,300,000 to Artists, and Universal.
be remitted to the U. S. this year
The scheduled hearing on the pro-

attend a testimonial dinner
Eyssell,
G.
S.
executive
manager of Rockefeller Center and
president of Radio City Music Hall.
Eyssell, a native of Kansas City,
Telespots, Inc., has been formed
who rose from printer's devil to head
here by Ralph Cohn, industry pioneer
the world's largest theatre and direct
and president, along with several
(Continued on page 4)
others, its activities to embrace production, distribution and sales of both
"live" and film product.
Accent of
44
the production schedule will, however,
be placed on package commercials.
Associated with Cohn are leading
a trick missed
representatives from motion pictures, [
]
radio, theatre and advertising. Reprehas the stuff of which movies are made. Or ought to have.
senting production, sales and distribuAt his own peril will anyone take "The Three Musketeers" serition phases are Jules Bricken, former
ously. The purpose was to entertain, young and old alike, and that
{Continued on page 5)
purpose has been met with a whacking commercial distinction which indicates this attraction will be one of the heavy money pictures of the
to

TEN CENTS

1948

13,

(Continued on page 4)

N. €. Allied Raps

MGM

'Judy' Policy

—

Sioux Falls, Minn., Oct. 12. Regional meeting of North Central Allied at the Carpenter Hotel here unexpectedly veered from taxation, Ascap and similar industry matters to
M-G-M's policy of taking
attack
"Easter Parade" and
Judy" out of the sliding

"Date

with

scale formula

(Continued on page 4)

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Mono. Board Up for
Reelection Nov. 10
Hollywood,

Oct.

12.

— Monogram

BEZNOR, attorney for stockholders will meet here on Nov.
Colosseum of Motion Picture 10 to elect a board of 10 directors for
Salesmen of America, was in New the coming year. Board chairman W.
York yesterday from Milwaukee.
Ray Johnston, company president
•
Steve Broidy and the eight other inD. O. Brantly, formerly with Lam cumbents are up for re-election.
Amusement Co., Rome, Ga., and of the
Meeting notice issued by the comWilby-Kincey Theatre in Birming- pany lists the officer-incumbents' reham, Ala., has been named manager munerations for the last fiscal year,
of the Martin Theatre, Dawson, Ga. and
follows
as
stock-ownership,

DAVID
the

•

Seadler,
Si
head, returned to

M-G-M advertisingNew York on Mon-

day from Washington where his son
underwent an appendectomy over the
weekend.
•

Johnston, $46,296 remuneration, 2,617
shares of common (12,500 options)
Broidy, $102,293, 14,903 common (2,George D. Burrows,
000 options)
executive vice-president and treasurer, $37,100, 33 shares; Edward Mo;

ACLU

Wednesday, October

Attack
State Censor Boards
Will

Various court rulings giving motion pictures the same
constitutional rights as speech
and press, and armed with
such views, "suits may hopefully be brought to end the
seven state censor boards and
the numerous municipal censors," it was stated here yesterday in the annual report
of the

American

Civil Liber-

Union. Formerly, the
ACLU added, the courts had
held that motion pictures are
solely entertainment and as
such could be censored.
ties

;

rey,

vice-president,

1,500

$26,500,

Carroll Puciato of Realart has
Norton V. Ritchey, viceshares
arrived from New York for sales
president, $26,500, 3,945 shares.
meetings in San Francisco, Portland,
Non-officer incumbents are listed as
and Seattle.
owning shares of common as follows
•
Mort Blumenstock, Warner ad- Herman Rifkin, 16,585 shares HowTrampe,
vertising-publicity vice-president, has ard Stubbins, 328; Charles
returned to New York from Holly- 8,353; William Hurlbut, 3,029; Arthur C. Bromberg, 1,086.
wood.
•
Remuneration paid company secreCarter T. Barron, Loew's district tary Sam Wolf was listed as $37,785.
Gross "sales commissions" received
head in Washington, has returned to
his headquarters after a visit here on during the fiscal year ended July 3
Monday.
by Monogram exchanges wholly or
•
partially-owned by company directors
Johnston,
John Leo, Eagle-Lion San Fran- are listed as follows
;

;

Price Increases Set

By Fabian, Warner
—

is

vacationing in $103,241
plus
Stubbins,
$245,867,
$72,031; Trampe, $44,065; Hurlbut,
$71,345; Rifkin, $138,298; Bromberg,
;

New

York.

House Cuts Admissions

—

Tom Rogers

of

of

M-G-M's

publicity

Executives'

Parley

returned to New York
Monday from a vacation in Paris.
•
Washington, Oct. 12. Parley of
Louis W. Schine, Schine Circuit company presidents scheduled to be
vice-president, has returned to Glovheld on the Coast is contingent upon
ersville, N. Y., from Cleveland.
the return to this country of Eric A.
Johnston, Motion Picture Association
of America president, from Europe.
Johnston is expected back at the end

Awaits MPAA

department

Head

—

Newsreels to Carry
Dewey-Truman Story

of this week.

If he returns by Thursday or Fria public service, all five newsreels, in cooperation with the Demo- day, the meeting may be convoked by
Republican parties, will the end of next week or during the
cratic and
issue special newsreel stories on the week of Oct. 25, it is reported here.
Joyce O'Hara, who accompanied
two principal candidates.
head on most of the itinThe specially produced pictorial the
biographies on President Truman and erary, has returned to Washington.

As

MPAA

Governor Dewey

Maas Completes Report

cents.

Motion

Nominated in addition to Frani
were Richard Gramaglia, fi]
vice-president;
Vera Dorey, secoj
vice-president; George Waugh, seel
villa

:

tary-treasurer; Boris Salko, recordi]
secretary; Philip Berner, sergeant
arms, and trustees Joseph Badnj
Rose Vanoli and Arthur Sanatori.

Fischer Is Named
Republic Manager

Kamen's Disney Pad
Extended 7 Years]

Is

Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, PI
and other Walt Disney characta
continue off-screen merchandj
ing for another seven years under J
rection of Kay Kamen, by terms of]
renewed contract signed with Disnl
to,

will

Productions.

NEW YORK

—

I

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
i

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeonl

jin

U.A. Gets 3 Features

To Be Made in Mexico
Hollywood, Oct.
— United Art-

THEATRE!

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

"JULIA

MISBEHAVES!

Peter

Elizabeth

Cesar

LAWFORD - TAYLOR
ROMERO
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
-

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

12.

ists has closed a deal with Mexican
producer Francisco De P. Cabrera for
distribution of three Spanish features
outside_ of Mexico, two to star Dolores
Del Rio, all to be made in Mexico.
will pay Cabrera 50 per cent of
the negative cost on the delivery of
each film.

UA

Clark

Is Reelected

Carrier Group

on Dewey Train

Francavilla, president a
representative
of
IATq
Picture Laboratory Techijl

J.

cians Local No. 702 here, and all otii
officers of the local have been nonj
nated for re-election for a two-yd
term.
Nomination of the slate vJ
unanimous and is tantamount to ell
tion.
Voting will take place Oct.
]
at the Hotel Picadilly here. The oil
contest in the balloting will be^ipol
19 members who are runnin
seats on the executive board,
be Francavilla's seventh term as pre
dent.

—

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.
Reversing the current trend of reducing
prices in some places, Warners' key
Stanley Theatre here has raised its
prices by five cents.
Only figure not
changed is the opening price of 50

be identical in
length. They will cover the highlights
of each candidate's career. The Dewey
Company foreign managers met at
story will be in tomorrow's reels,
while the Truman story will be in the the Harvard Club here on Monday to
hear Irving Maas, Motion Picture
issues of Oct. 18.
Export Association general manager,
complete a report on his recent trip
Allvine
Washington, Oct. 12—James P.
abroad.
Glen Allvine is on the "Dewey VicClark of Philadelphia was reelected
tory Special" handling television and
chairman of the Film Carriers Connewsreels for the Governor. He has
ference of the American Trucking Ascompleted laboratory and distribution
The Eagle-Lion Family Club will sociation at a meeting here. John
arrangements for "The Dewey Story," hold a Hallowe'en party and dance at Vickers of Charlotte was elected vicenine-minute film biography.
the Hotel Diplomat here on Oct. 29th. chairman.
will

John
business

—

Cincinnati, Oct. 12. First price
cut in the Cincinnati exchange terriNorthio the- $363,177.
tory in a long time is reported from
Cincinnati, and his wife are
atres,
Fees and salaries totaling $241,631
Fairmont, W. Va., where the Eaststaying at the Warwick Hotel here. and bonuses totaling $57,243 were
land theatre has reduced admissions
•
paid or set aside directly or indirectly
approximately 30 per cent. The reA. J. O'Keefe, Universal-Interna- by the company and its subsidiaries
vised scale is 35 cents for adults, 15
tional assistant general sales manager, during the last fiscal year to all percents for children six to 12 years of
is in Boston from New York.
sons as a group who were directors age,
and no admission for children
•
or officers of the company at any time under six when accompanied
by an
Vincent Sherman, Warner direc- during the period, according to the
adult.
Prices include all taxes.
tor, has arrived here from the Coast meeting notice.
en route to England.
Stanley in Phila. Ups Prices
•

Jack R. Keegan

Francavilla Gets 7
Term as '702' Chief

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 12. Price increases in Albany, Troy and Schenectady were announced by Fabian Theatres, while Warner Theatres effected
Chicago, Oct. 12. Appointment I
increases in Albany and Troy.
Fabian increased two Albany, two Abe Fischer as Republic branch ma
Schenectady and one Troy theatre ager in Chicago was announced hi
from 65 cents to 74 cents after five by James R. Grainger, Republic d]
Fischer hi
P. M. Saturdays, Sundays and holi- tribution vice-president.
Weekday prices remain the been acting manager after the la
days.
same.
New Warner Saturday mati- Will Baker had relinquished the p<j
nee price for Albany and Troy is 60 because of illness.
cents, an increase of five cents.

:

cisco sales manager,

13, 1

l&ttlt

ma
Paramount

Picture

Starring

VERONICA LAKE* MONA FREEMAN
BILLY DE WOLFE

•

MARY HATCHER

Head

E-L Hallowe'en Party
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NY Business

Spotty;

$155,000 for

Wednesday, October

'The Three Musketeers

Gross Income

is

spotty in the

is "Julia Misbehaves" which
figures to pay off a huge $155,000 in
a first week at the Music Hall, with
a stage show. "Johnny Belinda" with

Freddy Martin on stage is a good contender at the Strand where $70,000 is
Tony and
in view for a second week.
Sally DeMarco head the stage bill at
the Capitol, "Red River" is the picture and the second week's gross is
estimated at a good $87,000
first
week's take was $96,500.
Revenue was boosted all around to
some extent by yesterday's extra holiday business and higher prices.
At the Roxy, "Cry of the City" with
Marie McDonald, Danny Thomas and
an ice revue on stage probably will do
a substantial $90,000 in a second and
final week with booking commitments
;

said

to

be

responsible for

the

short

run; the Roxy's next will be "Apartment for Peggy," opening on Friday.
"Hamlet" is still playing capacity at
the Park where the second week

should gross over $16,000.
"Isn't It
Romantic?" with Erskine Hawkins on
stage had a short and unprosperous
run at the Paramount, having played
only one week to the tune of $60,000.
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes," with
Tony Pastor and Vic Damone in person will open at the Paramount today.
"Walk a Crooked Mile" bowed in at
the Criterion yesterday after "Saxon
Charm" gave the house a meager $15,000 in its final six days, one short of
The sixth week
a full second week.
of "Loves of Carmen" should provide
the State with a fair $25,000.
"Rope" is likely to wind up a seventh week at the Globe with a good
$28,000. An unimportant $16,500 is seen
for the second week of "An Innocent
Affair" at the Rivoli.
"Rachel and
the Stranger" will complete a fourth
and final week at the Mayfair with a
fair $17,000, with "Mourning Becomes
Electra" following on Saturday.
"Babe Ruth Story" is limping at the
Astor, its 11th week gross being figured at $9,000.

into direct

and violent

conflict with Cardinal Richelieu,

who foments a war with England as a
power. The three musketeers, and more

final

:

RKO

;

30H\

The

assembled in vivid imagination, is complex and has threads
threads. It calls for considerable spirited duelling, photographed
excitingly from dramatic angles against some of Technicolor's most effective
backdrops. The fact clearly is that when the three musketeers are fighting
it out with Richelieu's men, "The Three Musketeers" is at its tingling best.
Elsewhere, it slows down to the ponderous and even the dull.
story, as

twining

among

There seems to be no question about the keynoter for Kelly's performance,
moreover. He outdoes Doug Fairbanks at his liveliest which will be remembered as very lively indeed. Kelly sure does cover a lot of ground and rooftops.
Acting demands made upon him and upon the other principals are never
especially exacting, but the gilt-edged cast, including Van fleflin, Vincent
Price, Frank Morgan, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton and Reginald Owen,

what was required.
Metro must have invaded the mint,

delivers

so superb are production values. Entertainment values, apparently seeking to run the gamut, embrace comedy often
turning to outright slapstick, the perennial chase as represented by pounding
hooves and flashing swords, spectacle as represented by the scenes at court,
love interest supplied by Kelly versus Allyson, Heflin versus Turner, Angela
Lansbury versus Sutton, etc. It is all there with the possible exception of the
kitchen sink, and that may be hanging around somewhere, too.

George Sidney directed for Pandro

Berman, producer. Robert Planck,
at the camera, is an assured hero of the occasion. Herbert Stothart's musical
score with themes from Tschaikowsky belongs in the column of assets.
Running time, 125 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Red Kann
November, 1948.

Eyssell Testimonial
(Continued from page 1)

S.

Coast Group to Aid
Israeli on Studio

—

Hollywood, Oct. 12. Appointment
a multi-million dollar real estate deof three committees of Coast artists,
velopment, will be honored on the ocproducers, directors, writers and techcasion of the 30th anniversary of his nicians
to assist in the establishment
business.
show
entrance into
of the first regular studio in Israel,
Expected to represent Hollywood has been announced by Henry Brandwill be Walter Pidgeon. Ed Sullivan, statter, who is here with the endorsenewspaper columnist, will be master - ment of the Israel government.
The studio, which will be set up
Film and theatre exof-ceremonies.
Ned De- with a capitalization of $800,000 to
ecutives expected include
Spyros P. Skouras, Charles come from the Jewish National Fund
pinet,
Reagan, William F. Rodgers, Harry in Herzliyah, six miles from Tel
Gomersall, Aviv, will produce newsreels, shorts,
E.
T.
Michaelson,
J.
George A. Smith, R. J. O'Donnell, documentaries and, ultimately, feaFrank Newman, Maurice Bergman, tures. It will be tax exempt.
Among the 31 Hollywood advisers
who will represent Nate Blumberg,
are
Charles Brackett, Eddie Canton,
U-I president, and others.
Armand Deutsch, John Huston, Lewis
Kansas City film leaders are spon- Milestone, Milton Sperling, Charles
soring the dinner, which will be given Vidor, Jerry Wald,
Billy Wilder,
Chairman William Wyler, Fred Zinneman, Alat the Hotel Muehlebach.
of the committee is Elmer C. Rho- bert Lasker, Leon Becker and Cy
Co-chairmen are Ben Shlyen, Bartlett.
den.
:

:

:

Arthur Cole and Senn Lawler.
will
Eyssell
be accompanied to
Kansas City by Fred L. Lynch, Music

FIVE-STAR

DC-6

Hall director of advertising-publicity.
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New
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AMERICAN
AIRLINES

Mrs. Wilhelmina Pellen
Funeral services will be conducted
here at one P. M. today at the 72nd
Street Cooke Funeral Home for Mrs.
Wilhelmina Pellen, 67, mother of
Hannah Pellen of Quigley Publishing
Co., who died suddenly on Sunday at
Ferher home from a heart attack.
dinand, the husband, also survives.

MacGregor with Schwyn
Bowling Green,
McGregor, former

O., Oct. 13.

RKO

—Don

Radio exploiteer out of Cleveland, has been appointed assistant to Jack Armstrong,

MGM

(Continued from page 1)

and putting them

LOS ANGELES

n

prime minister public and Universal had small drops.
step toward seizure of French All five firms were down in the secparticularly the fourth who is Gene ond quarter of 1948 compared with
Kelly, seem stalwart enough to block this international intrigue by restoring the second quarter of 1947.
Here are the company-by-company
the queen's jewelry in time to avert exposure by Richelieu and by eventually
removing from the scene, and very decorative scenery, Lana Turner, Richelieu's figures Columbia, $9,046,000 ($8,529,
attractive henchman. But before Miss Turner's lovely head is severed from her 000 for the first quarter and $9,080,000
rounded body by the executioner of Lille, the feuding and the fighting range for the second quarter, 1947).
over all of France and parts of England and June Allyson, Kelly's wife, is $28,682,000 ($27,654,000, first quarter
among La Turner's murder victims.
second quarter,
$31,257,000,

new York them

the field

Up

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
Business

1948
li

'Julia'

first-run area this week, a few situations doing well but most of the others being out of the big money.
Head and shoulders out front of

13,

in

the 40 per cent

bracket.

NCA

president

Ben Berger again

stressed
importance
of
submitting
complaints to the
grievance
board of any practices by 20th-Fox
"or any other company for that matter" which do not comply with the
consent decree.
He also asked for
evidence of forced sales and declared
a number of forced selling suits will
be filed within the next few weeks.
Berger urged the independents to
"take a stronger hold on organization
or face the consequences of more and
greater unconscionable
rentals
and
other demands by film companies."
executive Stanley Kane outlined the U. S. Supreme Court's Para-

NCA

NCA

general manager of the Carl Schwyn
Theatres, operating here and in Toledo. McGregor has had a long career mount decision and warned of "the
in exploitation and public relations on growing
dangers" from tax-minded
the West Coast.
municipalities.

Republic, $6,303,000 ($6,838,000?^ fcf
quarter
$7,569,000
second quarter,
1947).
Twentieth Century-Fox, $45,808,000
first
quarter;
($44,408,000,
second
$46,587,000,
quarter
1947).
Universal
$14,899,000
($15,225,000,
first quarter; $16,608,000 second quarter, 1947).
Columbia reported that the gross
income of its foreign subsidiaries
amounted to $3,782,000 in the first rquarter of 1948 and $4,889,000 in the
second quarter of 1947. The 1948 second quarter figure had not yet been
received by the SEC. RKO's figures
included net amounts of film earnings
of subsidiaries not consolidated oper
ating in foreign territories amounting
to $4,856,000 in the second quarter of
1948, compared with $4,772,000 in the
first quarter of 1948, and $4,098,000 in
the second quarter of 1947. Universalis
reported that "generally the accounts I
of foreign subsidiaries are included a
of one or two months prior to thefli
New York closing dates, and thenoperations
with
minor exceptions,
cover a full quarter."
Loew's, Inc., and wholly owned subk
sidiaries consolidated reported sales of
$38,249,000 in the 12 weeks ending Hi
June 3, 1948, compared with $52,551 lit
000 for a 16-week period ending m
March 11.
No 1947 figures were
;

ii

:

'

!

1

ill

given.

K

Theatre

circuits reporting included

Kfl

Amusement Co., Ltd.
($1,221,000, first quarter
second
quarter,
1947)

Consolidated
$1,186,000
$1,194,000

)l

:

id

:*

Loew's Boston Theatres Co., $433,001
for 12 weeks ending June 3, compared

is

1

!

with $527,000 for the like 1947 period
and $595,000 for 16 weeks ending

1

March

11,

1948.

Lack Heads Westrex,
Stevenson Resigns
Directors of Westrex Corp., a sub
sidiary of Western Electric, have received the resignation of T. K. Stevenson as president and director
F. R. Lack, a member of the board
was elected president succeeding Stevenson.
G. L. Best was elected a
director to fill the vacancy on the
_

...

board caused by Stevenson's resigna1
1

tion.

Westrex serves motion

picture theatres and studios in all countries of the
world except the United States, Can-F

ada and Newfoundland.

4th

WB Stockholder Suit\

Marking the fourth such
be taken

since

action

t<

20 against th<
Warner minority stockholder Kate Levine has filed in U. S.
District Court here a suit againsl
United States Pictures, Warner Brothers, Joseph Bernhard, Robert W. Perkins, Milton Sperling, Harry M. War-

same

Sept.

plaintiffs,

Jack L. Warner and Morris Wolf]
alleging conspiracy in behalf of Unitecj
to the detriment of Warner. Suit ask.|
for an accounting on a production!
distribution deal made in 1945 be
tween the two companies.
ner,

rt
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iideo Stimulus to

TOA

Video Program

(Continued from page 1)

Raibourn

Pheatre:

TOA

conbrought before the recent
vention in Chicago, when a four-point

television set in the home will
an instrument for making more
e
eople want to see motion pictures,
Raibourn, television vice-presi,'aul

The

of Paramount, said in a preared speech delivered last night on
le "Town Meeting of the Air" pronetwork. Speakram over the
lr iT^rier the general topic of "How
Television Affect Motion PiciV
Ufes," Raibourn said that "through a
Revision broadcast we will come into
our home to show you just enough
I a picture to make you hungry for

ent

ABC

—

rest of it."

ihe

He

declared that "television and
he motion picture theatre will grow
ogether as sound radio, records, and
lotion pictures
have done in the
ast."

ion since 1937.
Turning to statistics, he said that "it costs the average
amily about $135 a year for its tele-

he said,

ily,

that time

TOA

Mark Woods, and James H. medium

$2,000,000

if

to

bilities

it

is

its

Video Film

Deal for Grant

—A

was signed with American To-

ions

pacco

Co.

Deal

over the weekend.

involves an outlay of $2,000,000 over
i
three-year period for the series
/tfhich
will be half-hour programs.
•Based on classic short stories, the
/ilms will feature Hollywood personilities, the announcement said.

Larry Gordon Heads
Television Features
Television Features, Inc., has been
formed here to produce motion pictures

dent

for

television.

Named

was Larry Gordon, long

the photographic field.
Mrs.
Sriffen
was elected treasurer
the

board

Ann
and

Chairman

of

Irving

Bonnell, and
board members also include Henry
Hobart and H. Lionel Miller. Television
Features has already begun
is

Droduction.

Browne and Bioff to
Challenge Subpoenas
Chicago, Oct.
—George Browne
12.

ind Willie Bioff prepared yesterday to
?o before
Federal Judge Michael
ifgoe to ask that subpoenas for their
ippearance at the Paul Ricca hearings
lext Monday be quashed.
Maurice
Walsh, their attorney, said he would
contend they were in protective custody of Treasury officials when the

Oct.
12.
Judge
Morris on Monday postOct. 25 argument en the

poned until
attempt by the K-B Amusement Co.
to force the Stanley Co., Warner subsidiary, out of the jointly-owned MacArthur Theatre.
Stanley has moved to dismiss the
case, while K-B has asked for summary judgment. Morris said his calendar was too crowded Monday to
permit the lengthy argument the film

case would require.
In a brief filed with the court, however, K-B contended that the fact that
the Paramount case was pending in
the New York District Court was not
a bar to action on its suit here, as
Warner maintained.

There is a fundamental distinction
between a law suit by the Government
for the public interest

law

suit,

K-B

and a private

argued.

In answer to a Warner contention
no time limit had been set by the
New York court for divestiture, K-B
argued that such a time limit would
{Continued- from page 1)
merely be a final deadline for divestiture in the public interest, and need
1949, basing their claim involving the not bar earlier divestiture sought by
future date on the allegation that be- a private litigant.
cause of the monopolistic practices of
the defendants they lost two theatres
which otherwise they weuld have been
operating on lease to next year.
Defendants have taken issue on the
Philadelphia, Oct.
12.
Mickey
entire period, holding that New York Rooney flew here from
the Coast yesstatutes limit the period during which terday to be guest of honor, along
such damages could have been in- with his father, Joe Yule, who is curcurred to six years prior to the date rently appearing here in "Finian's

Rooney Aids

—

of filing suit, and asserting that in no
case can damages for a future period
be allowed.
Both sides were given to next

children. Also

Tuesday

Jean Parker and Lon Chaney.

to prepare briefs.

Rainbow," at a reception which preceded the opening of the drive for
Variety Club's camp for handicapped

among

the guests

Telespots, Inc.

production executive
Lewis
formerly program manager of

Reid,

;

David

Elman,

Lobby,"

;

creator

Sam Dembow,

of
Jr.,

WOR:

"Hobby
member

the board of directors of United
Artists and former vice-president of
Paramount Arthur L. Mayer, former owner of the New York Rialto
and president of Mayer and Burstyn,
importers of foreign films
Robert
Gruen, industrial and theatrical designer
decorator
Allan
Robbins
of National Screen Service, and Samuel Spring, of the firm of Spring and
of

FUN EXPERTS
ACCLAIM

;

;

Eastman, television
ture attorneys.

and motion

pic-

Telespots has already produced five
series of 60-second films,

which have
been constructed on the same basis as
radio open-end transcriptions.
Telespots maintains offices in New
York, and through arrangement with

Samuel

Goldwyn,

Premiere

BING CROSBY
says:

Hal

Roach and
General Service Studios in Hollywood
Coast.
New
available through
Coast Sound Studios.

produces on the
facilities

and West

are

Phila.

Variety Club Drive

{Continued from Page 1)

York
Fox

Ascap, Telecasters
{Continued from page 1)

two years. An 80 per cent vote of approval would constitute ratification.
Ascap has licensed telecasters on a
gratuitous basis but always reserving
I
usketeers'
the right to cancel on 30 days notice.
M-G-M's "The Three Musketeers" Ahlert states that the telecasters "are
will
have its world premiere at now desirous of entering into license
Loew's State here Oct. 20.
agreements for a fixed period."
subpoenas were served.

M

W.

;

presiactive

in

Nancy Gould, secretary.

Form

—

Washington,
James

Dipson Suit

to fulfill its responsistockholders, Frederick
A. Kugel, publisher of Television
Magazine, told the New York Society
of Security Analysts here yesterday.
Recent surveys have shown that
television
"definitely
affects
the
movie-going habits of the set owner
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
contract and it is evident that when the medij
,:alling for the production of 156 mo- um reaches full maturity the competijion pictures for television by Mar- tive threat to movie box offices will be
shall Grant-Realm Television Produc- more far-reaching," Kugel said.
of

all

that

Insists Film Industry Must
Aid in Developing Television

The same fam-

vice-president

in

filed.

the spiral growth of television as enmotion picture entertainment.
Others invited to speak on the pro- tertainment, must take, active particigram were Rouben Mamoulian, Wal- pation in the development of the new

Abel,

where

TOA

!

ler

ruling

:

jor its

•Carmine, executive
3
hilco Corp.
n

Court's

trust suit

;

The motion picture industry, already
pays about $40 per year affected in some major markets by

ision entertainment."

Receives First Hearing in K-B Suit
'Voluntary' Case
Delayed to Oct. 25
First instance since the Supreme

the industry antiparties to motion
in- picture
arbitration have voluntarily
vestigate the possibility of the estab- consented to the procedure were dislishment of a theatre television dis- closed on Monday.
Of the three aptribution system to make available to plications
clearance
arbitration
for
theatres exclusively special events of which have been received since the
wide interest; that theatre operators high court ruled, two, Boston and
give consideration to the possibility of New Haven filings, are now being
getting into the television broadcast- prepared for processing following reing station business
that producers ceipt by the American Arbitration
experiment with the use of trailers on Association of the voluntary consent
television as part of their national of all parties to each case.
publicity campaigns, prior to the reall five distributor-deCases are
lease of pictures, with the recommen- fendants named by the
Newington
dation
also
that
National
Screen Theatre, New Britain, Conn., and the
Service investigate the possibility of Amusu Theatre, Groveton, N. H.
making trailers especially produced The third case, docketed with the Salt
for television, to be rented by theatres Lake City tribunal, is awaiting the
and shown on television, and that all voluntary consent by all parties,
producing and distributing companies necessary since the Supreme Court
be requested by
to halt release decision.
approximately four
is
It
to video of films made for theatrical months since the three cases were

program was outlined. At
was suggested that the
it

Tracing Paramount's role in television, he pointed out that the comexhibition.
pany has been helping develop televii

AAA

And PARAMOUNT Preview Audiences
Everywhere Have Elected It
"The Funniest

Hit In Years"

were
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NY Business

Spotty; 66

$155,000 for

Wednesday, October

The Three Musketeers 99

Gross Income

'Julia'

which
huge $155,000 in
a first week at the Music Hall, with
a stage show. "Johnny Belinda" with
Freddy Martin on stage is a good contender at the Strand where $70,000 is
in view for a second week.
Tony and
Sally DeMarco head the stage bill at
the field

is

figures to

"Julia Misbehaves"

pay

off a

the Capitol, "Red River" is the picture and the second week's gross is
estimated at a good $87,000
first
week's take was $96,500.
;

Revenue was boosted all around to
some extent by yesterday's extra holiday business and higher prices.
At the Roxy, "Cry of the City" with
Marie McDonald, Danny Thomas and
an ice revue on stage probably will do
a substantial $90,000 in a second and
final week with booking commitments
to be responsible for the short
run; the Roxy's next will be "Apartment for Peggy," opening on Friday.

said

"Hamlet" is still playing capacity at
Park where the second week

the

should gross over $16,000.
"Isn't It
Romantic ?" with Erskine Hawkins on
stage had a short and unprosperous
run at the Paramount, having played
only one week to the tune of $60,000.
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes," with
Tony Pastor and Vic Damone in person will open at the Paramount today.
"Walk a Crooked Mile" bowed in at
the Criterion yesterday after "Saxon
Charm" gave the house a meager $15,000 in its final six days, one short of
The sixth week
a full second week.
of "Loves of Carmen" should provide
the State with a fair $25,000.
"Rope" is likely to wind up a seventh week at the Globe with a good
$28,000. An unimportant $16,500 is seen
for the second week of "An Innocent
Affair" at the Rivoli.
"Rachel and
the Stranger" will complete a fourth
and final week at the Mayfair with a
fair $17,000, with "Mourning Becomes
Electra" following on Saturday.
"Babe Ruth Story" is limping at the
Astor, its 11th week gross being figured at $9,000.

with Cardinal Richelieu, prime minister public and Universal had small drops
final step toward seizure of French All five firms were down in the secparticularly the fourth who is Gene ond quarter of 1948 compared with
Kelly, seem stalwart enough to block this international intrigue by restoring the second quarter of 1947.
Here are the company-by-company
the queen's jewelry in time to avert exposure by Richelieu and by eventually
removing from the scene, and very decorative scenery, Lana Turner, Richelieu's figures Columbia, $9,046,000 ($8,529,attractive henchman. But before Miss Turner's lovely head is severed from her 000 for the first quarter and $9,080,000
rounded body by the executioner of Lille, the feuding and the fighting range for the second quarter, 1947). RKO:
over all of France and parts of England and June Allyson, Kelly's wife, is $28,682,000 ($27,654,000, first quarter
among La Turner's murder victims.
second quarter, Vf&ii
$31,257,000,
The story, as assembled in vivid imagination, is complex and has threads Republic, $6,303,000 ($6,838,000\\g tt
twining among threads. It calls for considerable spirited duelling, photographed quarter; $7,569,000 second quarter,
excitingly from dramatic angles against some of Technicolor's most effective 1947).
Twentieth Century-Fox, $45,backdrops. The fact clearly is that when the three musketeers are fighting 808,000
first
($44,408,000,
quarter;
it out with Richelieu's men, "The Three Musketeers" is at its tingling best.
second quarter
$46,587,000,
1947).
Elsewhere, it slows down to the ponderous and even the dull.
Universal
$14,899,000
($15,225,000,
There seems to be no question about the keynoter for Kelly's performance, first quarter; $16,608,000 second quarmoreover. He outdoes Doug Fairbanks at his liveliest which will be remem- ter, 1947).
Columbia reported that the gross
bered as very lively indeed. Kelly sure does cover a lot of ground and rooftops.
Acting demands made upon him and upon the other principals are never income of its foreign subsidiaries
especially exacting, but the gilt-edged cast, including Van fleflin, Vincent amounted to $3,782,000 in the first
Price, Frank Morgan, Keenan Wynn, John Sutton and Reginald Owen, quarter of 1948 and $4,889,000 in the
delivers what was required.
second quarter of 1947. The 1948 secMetro must have invaded the mint, so superb are production values. Enter- ond quarter figure had not yet been
tainment values, apparently seeking to run the gamut, embrace comedy often received by the SEC. RKO's figures
turning to outright slapstick, the perennial chase as represented by pounding included net amounts of film earnings
hooves and flashing swords, spectacle as represented by the scenes at court, of subsidiaries not consolidated operlove interest supplied by Kelly versus Allyson, Heflin versus Turner, Angela ating in foreign territories amounting
Lansbury versus Sutton, etc. It is all there with the possible exception of the to $4,856,000 in the second quarter of
kitchen sink, and that may be hanging around somewhere, too.
1948, compared with $4,772,000 in the
George Sidney directed for Pandro S. Berman, producer. Robert Planck, first quarter of 1948, and $4,098,000 in
at the camera, is an assured hero of the occasion. Herbert Stothart's musical the second quarter of 1947. Universal
reported that "generally the accounts
score with themes from Tschaikowsky belongs in the column of assets.
Running time, 125 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, of foreign subsidiaries are included as
November, 1948.
Red Kann of one or two months prior to the

them

into direct

and violent

conflict

who foments a war with England as a
power. The three musketeers, and more

:

;

Eyssell Testimonial
(Continued from page 1)

DC-6

—

:

George A. Smith, R. J. O'Donnell,
Frank Newman, Maurice Bergman,
who will represent Nate Blumberg,
U-I president, and others.
Kansas City film leaders are sponsoring the dinner, which will be given
Chairman
at the Hotel Muehlebach.
of the committee is Elmer C. RhoCo-chairmen are Ben Shlyen,
den.
Arthur Cole and Senn Lawler.
will
accompanied to
Eyssell
be
Kansas City by Fred L. Lynch, Music
Hall director of advertising-publicity.

LOS ANGELES
10 minutes

CHICAGO
Zh

hours

Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000
or your travel agent
Ticket Offices: Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

documentaries

tures.

and,

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

Mrs. Wilhelmina Pellen

ultimately,

fea-

will be tax exempt.
the 31 Hollywood advisers
are: Charles Brackett, Eddie Canton,
It

Among

Armand

Deutsch, John Huston, Lewis
Milestone, Milton Sperling, Charles
Vidor, Jerry Wald, Billy Wilder,

given.

Theatre

circuits reporting included

Amusement Co., Ltd.,
($1,221,000, first quarter;
second
quarter,
1947).

Consolidated
$1,186,000
$1,194,000

Loew's Boston Theatres Co., $433,000
weeks ending June 3, compared

for 12

with $527,000 for the like 1947 period
and $595,000 for 16 weeks ending

March

1948.

11,

Lack Heads Westrex,
Stevenson Resigns

William Wyler, Fred Zinneman, AlDirectors of Westrex Corp., a subbert Lasker, Leon Becker and Cy sidiary of Western Electric, have reBartlett.
ceived the resignation of T. K. Stevenson as president and director.
_

Allied

Raps

MGM

(Continued from page

and putting them

FLAGSHIPS

11 hours,

New York closing dates, and thenoperations
with
minor exceptions,
cover a full quarter."
Loew's, Inc., and wholly owned subsidiaries consolidated reported sales of
12.
Appointment
of Coast artists, $38,249,000 in the 12 weeks ending
writers and tech- June 3, 1948, compared with $52,551,16-week period ending
the establishment 000 for a
No 1947 figures were
studio in Israel, March 11.

Coast Group to Aid
Israeli on Studio

Hollywood, Oct.
a multi-million dollar real estate deof three committees
velopment, will be honored on the ocproducers, directors,
casion of the 30th anniversary of his nicians
to assist in
entrance into show business.
of the first regular
Expected to represent Hollywood has been announced by Henry BrandEd Sullivan, statter, who is here with the endorsewill be Walter Pidgeon.
newspaper columnist, will be master ment of the Israel government.
The studio, which will be set up
of-ceremonies.
Film and theatre exNed De- with a capitalization of $800,000 to
ecutives expected include
pinet,
Spyros P. Skouras, Charles come from the Jewish National Fund
Reagan, William F. Rodgers, Harry in Herzliyah, six miles from Tel
Gomersall, Aviv, will produce newsreels, shorts,
Michaelson,
E.
T.
J.

:

FIVE -STAR

Up

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
Business is spotty in the new York
first-run area this week, a few situations doing well but most of the others being out of the big money.
Head and shoulders out front of

13, 194S

in

1)

the 40 per .cent

bracket.

member of the board,
elected president succeeding Stevenson.
G. L. Best was elected a
director to fill the vacancy on the
board caused by Stevenson's resignaF.

R. Lack, a

was

tion.

NCA

president Ben Berger again
Westrex serves motion picture theaFuneral services will be conducted
stressed
importance
of
submitting tres and studios in
all countries of the
here at one P. M. today at the 72nd
complaints to the
grievance world except the United States, CanStreet Cooke Funeral Home for Mrs.
board of any practices by 20th-Fox ada
and Newfoundland.
Wilhelmina Pellen, 67, mother of
"or any other company for that matHannah Pellen of Quigley Publishing ter" which
do not comply with the
Co., who died suddenly on Sunday at
Stockholder Suit
consent decree.
He also asked for 4th
her home from a heart attack. FerMarking the fourth such action to
evidence of forced sales and declared
dinand, the husband, also survives.
be taken since Sept. 20 against the
a number of forced selling suits will
same plaintiffs, Warner minority stockbe filed within the next few weeks.
holder Kate Levine has filed in U. S.
Berger urged the independents to
with
District Court here a suit against
Bowling Green, O., Oct. 13. Don "take a stronger hold on organization United States Pictures, Warner Brothor
face
the
consequences of more and ers, Joseph Bernhard,
Radio exMcGregor, former
Robert W. Perunconscionable rentals and kins, Milton Sperling,
ploiteer out of Cleveland, has been ap- greater
Harry M. Warpointed assistant to Jack Armstrong, other demands by film companies."
ner, Jack L. Warner and Morris Wolf,
NCA executive Stanley Kane out- alleging conspiracy in behalf of United
general manager of the Carl Schwyn
Theatres, operating here and in To- lined the U. S. Supreme Court's Para- to the detriment of Warner. Suit asks
ledo. McGregor has had a long career mount decision and warned of "the for an accounting on
a productionin exploitation and public relations on growing
dangers" from tax-minded distribution deal made in 1945 bethe West Coast.
municipalities.
tween the two companies.

NCA

WB

Schwyn

MacGregor

RKO

—

Vednesday, October

13,
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^ideo Stimulus to
rheatre: Raibourn

TOA

Video Program

(Continued from page

1)

TOA

AAA

Receives First Hearing in K-B Suit
'Voluntary* Case
Delayed to Oct. 25
First instance since the Supreme

conbrought before the recent
vention in Chicago, when a four-point Court's ruling in the industry antiprogram was outlined. At that time trust suit where all parties to motion
The television set in the home will
in- picture
it
was suggested that the
arbitration have voluntarily
an instrument for making more
ie
vestigate the possibility of the estab- consented to the procedure were dis>eople want to see motion pictures,
lishment of a theatre television dis- closed on Monday.
Of the three ap-'aul Raibourn, television vice-presitribution system to make available to plications
clearance
arbitration
for
lent of Paramount, said in a pretheatres exclusively special events of which have been received since the
pared speech delivered last night on
wide interest; that theatre operators high court ruled, two, Boston and
he "Town Meeting of the Air" pro-

TOA

i

gram over the

ABC

network.

Speak-

the general topic of "How
A -television Affect Motion Pictures," Raibourn said that "through a
nr

t^der

elevision broadcast we will come into
home to show you just enough
of a picture to make you hungry for
;he rest of it."
He declared that "television and
the motion picture theatre will grow
together as sound radio, records, and

your

give consideration to the possibility of
getting into the television broadcasting station business
that producers
experiment with the use of trailers on
television as part of their national
publicity campaigns, prior to the release of pictures, with the recommendation also
that
National
Screen
Service investigate the possibility of
;

New Haven filings, are now being
prepared for processing following receipt by the American Arbitration
Association of the voluntary consent
of all parties to each case.
all five distributor-deCases are
fendants named by the Newington
:

Washington,
James

W.

poned

until

—

Oct.
12.
Judge
Morris on Monday postOct. 25 argument en the

attempt by the K-B Amusement Co.
to force the Stanley Co., Warner subsidiary, out of the jointly-owned MacArthur Theatre.
Stanley has moved to dismiss the
case, while K-B has asked for summary judgment. Morris said his calendar was too crowded Monday to
permit the lengthy argument the film
case would require.
In a brief filed with the court, however, K-B contended that the fact that
the Paramount case was pending in
the New York District Court was not
a bar to action on its suit here, as
Warner maintained.
There is a fundamental distinction

New Britain, Conn., and the
Theatre, Groveton, N. H.
making trailers especially produced The third case, docketed with the Salt
for television, to be rented by theatres Lake City tribunal, is awaiting the
and shown on television, and that all voluntary consent by all parties,
motion pictures have done in the
producing and distributing companies necessary since the Supreme Court
ipast."
between a law suit by the Government
be requested by
to halt release decision.
approximately four
It
is
Tracing Paramount's role in teleto video of films made for theatrical months since the three cases were for the public interest and a private
vision, he pointed out that the comlaw suit, K-B argued.
exhibition.
filed.
pany has been helping develop televiIn answer to a Warner contention
Turning to statission since 1937.
that no time limit had been set by the
Insists Film Industry Must
tics, he said that "it costs the average
New York court for divestiture, K-B
Aid in Developing Television
family about $135 a year for its teleargued that such a time limit would
The
picture
motion
industry, already
(Continued from page 1)
vision entertainment." The same fammerely be a final deadline for divestiin some major markets by
ily, he said, pays about $40 per year affected
ture in the public interest, and need
the spiral growth of television as en- 1949, basing their claim involving the not bar earlier divestiture sought by
ifor its motion picture entertainment.
Others invited to speak on the pro- tertainment, must take, active partici- future date on the allegation that be- a private litigant.
gram were Rouben Mamoulian, Wal- pation in the development of the new cause of the monopolistic practices of
.ter Abel, Mark Woods, and James H. medium if it is to fulfill its responsi- the defendants they lost two theatres
Carmine, executive vice-president of bilities to its stockholders, Frederick which otherwise they would have been
A. Kugel, publisher of Television operating on lease to next year.
Philco Corp.
Magazine, told the New York Society
Defendants have taken issue on the
Philadelphia, Oct.
12.
Mickey
of Security Analysts here yesterday. entire period, holding that New York
Rooney flew here from the Coast yesRecent surveys have shown that statutes limit the period during which
terday to be guest of honor, along
television
"definitely
affects
the such damages could have been inwith his father, Joe Yule, who is curmovie-going habits of the set owner curred to six years prior to the date rently
appearing here in "Finian's
and
is
that
it
evident
when
the
medithat
filing
suit,
and
asserting
in
no
12.
of
Hollywood, Oct.
contract
Rainbow," at a reception which preum
reaches
full
maturity
the
competifor
a
future
period
calling for the production of 156 mocase can damages
ceded the opening of the drive for
tion pictures for television by Mar- tive threat to movie box offices will be be allowed.
Variety Club's camp for handicapped
more
far-reaching,"
Kugel
said.
shall Grant-Realm Television ProducBoth sides were given to next children. Also among the guests were
tions was signed with American ToTuesday to prepare briefs.
Jean Parker and Lon Chaney.
bacco Co. over the weekend.
Deal
involves an outlay of $2,000,000 over
Inc.
a three-year period for the series
(Continued from page 1)
which will be half-hour programs.
Lewis Reid,
Based on classic short stories, the production executive
films will feature Hollywood person- formerly program manager of
David Elman, creator of "Hobby
alities, the announcement said.
Theatre,

Amusu

TOA

j

Dipson Suit

Rooney Aids

Phila,

Variety Club Drive

—

$2,000,000 Video

Film

Deal for Grant

—A

Form

Telespots,
;

WOR:

Lobby,"

Larry Gordon Heads
Television Features
Television Features,

Inc.,

has been

formed here

to produce motion pictelevision.
Named presi-

;

Sam Dembow,

Jr.,

member

the board of directors of United
Artists and former vice-president of
Paramount Arthur L. Mayer, former owner of the New York Rialto
and president of Mayer and Burstyn,
importers of foreign films
Robert
Gruen, industrial and theatrical designer
decorator
Allan
Robbins
of National Screen Service, and Samuel Spring, of the firm of Spring and
of

FUN EXPERTS
ACCLAIM

;

;

tures for
dent was Larry Gordon, long active
in the photographic field.
Mrs. Ann
Griffen was elected treasurer and
Nancy Gould, secretary. Chairman of
Eastman, television and motion picthe board is Irving Bonnell, and
ture attorneys.
board members also include Henry
Telespots has already produced five
Hobart and H. Lionel Miller. Teleseries of 60-second films, which have
vision Features has already begun
been constructed on the same basis as
production.
radio open-end transcriptions.
Telespots maintains offices in New
;

Browne and

Bioff to York, and through arrangement with
Samuel Goldwyn, Hal Roach and
General Service Studios in Hollywood
New York
Chicago, Oct. 12. George Browne produces on the Coast.
and Willie Bioff prepared yesterday to facilities are available through Fox
go before Federal Judge Michael and West Coast Sound Studios.
Igoe to ask that subpoenas for their
appearance at the Paul Ricca hearings
next Monday be quashed.
Maurice
Walsh, their attorney, said he would
( Continued from page 1
contend they were in protective custody of Treasury officials when the two years. An
80 per cent vote of apsubpoenas were served.
proval would constitute ratification.

BING CROSBY
says:

Challenge Subpoenas

—

Ascap, Telecasters

Ascap has licensed telecasters on a
gratuitous basis but always reserving
'Musketeers'
the right to cancel on 30 days notice.
M-G-M's "The Three Musketeers" Ahlert states that the telecasters "are
will
have its world premiere at now desirous of entering into license
Loew's State here Oct. 20.
agreements for a fixed period."

Premiere

And PARAMOUNT Preview Audiences
Everywhere Have Elected It
"The Funniest

Hit In Years"

V*'
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it is
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catch the full detail and color of the picture

No

matter

how

your patrons won't be
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NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
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CEAWins New British Producers Ire at Vexed Court
Rank Terms French Film Quota Rising Agrees to New
Of 33 to 50%

London,

—

London, Oct. 13. J. Arthur
Rank's General Film Distributors
and the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Association's General Council have
reached an accord on rental terms,
subject to formal ratification by both
sides, and calling for a sliding scale
of from 33 per cent to SO per_ cent
for a complete program with intermediate breaks at 40 and 45 per cent.
Flat rates will continue for Sunday

13.

— The

Divorcement

Talks
Renewed in Britain

45

—

London, Oct. 13. Advocates
of the complete divorcement
of exhibition, distribution and
production are again airing
their views and a showdown

Foreign Office and British Board of
Trade resulted in the latter sending
its films division head, Andrew White,

on the subject appears likely
soon after Parliament reassembles on Oct. 25.
Harold Wilson, president of
the Board of Trade, is likely
to be questioned at that time
on his threatened inquiry into
distribution and exhibition,
with
production
inevitably
becoming involved. J. Arthur Rank's organization
would be largely concerned.

to Paris for official negotiations. Dissatisfied with the results of White's
mission, J. Arthur Rank, president of
and champion of the Britthe
ish quota, has written to Harold Wilson, Board of Trade president, urging
him to reopen negotiations with the

BFPA

French government.
The association feels that French
Both sides are confident that the
new agreement will be formally rati- playing time alloted British films
bookings.

fied at

a meeting here next Wednes-

day, this actually being one originally
scheduled for today but postponed
when the terms were divulged before
formal adoption of them. B. T. Davis,
president and now one
former
of its delegates, used the terms as a
(Continued on page 4)

CEA

(Continued on page 4)

ITO

of Wis.-Mich.

SCTOA Names Film

Confab Opens Today Conciliation Unit
Angeles, Oct.
—The board
— Addresses of Los
Milwaukee, Oct.
the Southern California Theatre

Films: S.A.G.
Actors

Screen
additional

Guild will

payments

from

ask for
television

broadcasters every time after the first
that new films are used on television
programs, Walter Abel disclosed on
the "Town Meeting of the Air" pronetwork Tuesday
gram over the

ABC

night.

Appearing on the program, which
had as its subject: "How Will Television Affect Motion Pictures?" Abel
read a letter from SAG setting forth
its position and indicating that other
actors' unions are taking the same
stand.
Details were not disclosed but
{Continued on page 2)

Johnston in London,
Due Here Saturday

national Allied general counsel
F. Myers, Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana president Trueman

by

Abram

Rembusch, Eastern Pennsylvania Allied general manager Sidney E. Samuelson, North Central Allied president Benjamin Berger, and 20th-Fox
manager Andy W.
general
sales

London, Oct.

13.

— Eric

A. Johns-

Postponement to Nov. 8 of the

new proceedings

in the case
of
U. S. vs. Paramount, et al., applied
for by the defendants and uncontested by the Government, was granted reluctantly by the three- judge Federal Court at«a hearing here yesterday.

At the same time special counsel
John W. Davis for Loew's submitted
a memorandum attacking the Government's proposed order in the case
as "putting the cart before the horse."
In the document and in a brief oral
address to the court, Davis contended
that the U. S. Supreme Court had
directed an extensive inquiry into al-

leged illegally-held theatres, and that,
instead, without such an exploration
of this phase of the case, and without
furnishing proof, the Department of
(Continued on page 4)

Owners Association has approved the
decision taken at a membership meeting last week to withhold Ascap fees
until the question of who should get
the money has been cleared by the
courts.

The

Board

US Likes RKO
Decree Plan

further approved the
has submitted its individual
plan
outlined
at
the
Chicago convention and appoint- proposals for a consent decree which
business session tomorrow
would eliminate it from the Paralocal
a
committee
to
hear
day convention of the Independent ed
mount case to the Department of
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and grievances.
Justice, it was confirmed here yesterUnder the chairmanship of Paul day.
Upper Michigan.
general counsel,
Main speaker of the convention, to Williams,
Reaction of the Department of Jusbe held at the Schroeder Hotel here, the board named George Bowser, B. tice to the proposals was described
(Continued
on page 2)
{Continued on page 2)
as favorable and there were indications that the
plan probably
will be accepted.

Smith,

Jr.,

will

highlight

the initial
of the two-

RKO

conciliation

TOA

SCTOA

RKO

Republic Regional Companies Facing
Meeting Here Today New Chicago Suit

Pending definite action company ofand attorneys declined to reveal details of the proposals. Trade
speculation, however, centered upon
ficials

a possible

Republic will hold a regional sales
meeting at the New York Athletic
Branch
Club, today and tomorrow.
attending
will
include
managers
Frank Dervin, Boston I. T. SweenMerritt Davis, Atlaney, Pittsburgh
ta
J. H. Dillon, Charlotte; Harold
Laird, Tampa George H. Kirby, Cincinnati
Irwin H. Pollard, Cleveland;
Jake Flax, Washington Arthur Newman, Albany; Jerome Lewis, New
Haven Leon A. Herman, Buffalo
;

;

;

;

Chicago, Oct.
a

number

13.

— Contending

of distributors in this area

which do not sell on a bidding basis
gave priority runs to competing drivein theatres on films coming out of the
Loop, thus forcing it to close six
weeks ahead of the normal closing
the basis for a suit now being
prepared, according to the North Avedate,

;

;

;

RKO

intent to dispose of
(Continued on page 4)

that

'Little 3'

End

Waiting

of Para. Case

is

president of the Motion Picture
nue outdoor theatre, operated by
Association of America, accompanied
Fink and Gandell.
by Merrie Smith, his secretary, arNorth Avenue claims it closed on
rived here today from Paris and is
Oct. 3 because the only product it
expected to leave for New York by William Murphy, New York.
air on Friday.
His plans include an
Grainger, distribution vice- could get was from three distributors
J. R.
early trip to Hollywood for the meet- president, will preside, assisted by which sell here under the bidding sys(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 4)

ton,

Hearings Off to Nov. 8;
Loew's Hits Gov't. Order

13.

13.

Pay for Video

U.S. Case Delay

British

per cent film quota here,
grows increasingly vexed with France
over the latter's new film quota restricting the import of British films to
a minimum of 20 for the ensuing year.
The BFPA's protests earlier to the
the

In Turn, Group Pledges
Support of Quota Act

Oct.

Film Producers Association, author of

Columbia, United Artists and Uniconsidering themselves little
concerned with the remainder of the
versal,

Government anti-trust
industry, which has

suit against the
to do almost

wholly with theatre divestiture, are
planning to remain on the sidelines
and await the ending of the case,
(Continued on page 4)
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FCC

Personal
Mention

Will Rule on

Para.-DuMont Issue
Washington, Oct.
—The Fed13.

eral Communications Commission has
B. KRIM, Eagle-Lion
and
decision
previous
reversed
a
president, will leave the Coast
promised Paramount an early ruling
for New York at the weekend.
on whether it believes Paramount con•
Bert Sanford, Altec home office trols Allen B. DuMont Laboratories.
executive here, and Mrs. Sanford,
The ruling will affect applications
became grandparents for the second by DuMont and Paramount for six
time on Columbus Day when a son new television stations.
DuMont is
was born to radio actor Andy Don- applying for stations in Cincinnati and
nelly and Patricia Sanford Don- Cleveland, while Paramount is seeknelly. They may call the boy Chris- ing video outlets in San Francisco,
tofo Columbo Donnelly.
Boston, Detroit, and Tampa. If the
•

ARTHUR

William Ward,

general
manager of
Theatres, arrived
in Cincinnati yesterday on a tour of
the circuit's houses in Ohio.
•
assistant

RKO

Andy W. Smith,
general

Jr.,

manager,

sales

FCC

Paramount

does control
these applications will
be automatically thrown out, since the
finds

DuMont,

all of

two companies already have a

total

of five stations, and FCC rules bar
20th-Fox any one interest from controlling more
and Sam than five television stations. DuMont

Thursday, October

AFM Ban on Records
Is

On

Indefinitely

14,

1948

Eight Pledge $4,000
In Tri-States Drive
Hollywood,

Oct.

13.—Eight

dis-

lapse of negotiations to lift
the ban, between AFM president James C. Petrillo and
representatives of the record

tributors have joined with Tri-States
Theatre Corp. to establish prizes in
the circuit's "Managers' Showmanship" drive, having contributed $4,000
to spark the contest which started Oct.
and will run 13 weeks.
1
Ralph
Branton of Tri-States will arrange the
awards with the help of advertising
managers of Paramount, 20th-''"

industry.

M-G-M, Warners,

American

Federation
of
Musicians' ban on members
playing for new records will
continue in effect indefinitely
as a result of the total col-

"American Federation of
Musicians and industry representatives regret that current discussions failed to pro-

duce an agreement and no
further negotiations are
scheduled," it was said in a
joint statement.

Two

Presidential

Universal-Int\^pl
Eagle-Lion,
Republic
and
Monogram. Winners will be determined on the basis of gross profits
compared with the same period of
1947.
Theatres covered by the contest are in Iowa, Nebraska and Illitional,

nois.

Kusell To Preside
At Southern Meet

—

New Orleans, Oct. 13. Milton S.
New York, Washington, and PittsKusell, distribution vice-president of
the
coming
Paramount
has
stations
in
Two
special
features
on
burgh
•
the Selznick Releasing Organization,
Gael Sullivan, executive director Chicago and Los Angeles. Paramount Presidential elections will be presented is due here from New York to preside
public
service"
Pathe
by Warner
at a Southern divisional sales meeting
of the Theatre Owners of America, officials have indicated that they might "as a
returned to New
York yesterday take the FCCs five-station limit rule News as part of its regular issues dur- in the Jung Hotel tomorrow and Friing
the
next
it
week,
was
announced
day.
from Washington.
to the courts if they can get it applied
here by Walton C. Ament, vice-presi•
Henry G. Krumm, Southern division
in a specific case.
dent
of
Warner
News.
manager, Alfred Delcambre, SouthGeorge Weltner, Paramount InThe commission has also granted
"The Dewey Story" is to be re- west district manager, and all SRO
ternational president, will leave New Balaban and Katz a license for a new
York at the weekend for a tour of experimental television relay broadcast leased Monday, while "The Truman Southern sales representatives will
Story" will be released next Tuesday. attend.
Britain and the Continent.
station in Chicago, and DuMont LabEach subject will run 10 minutes.
•
oratories a license for a similar staThe Dewey story will be in today's
G. S. Eyssell, president of Radio tion in the "area between New Haven
issues of the four other newsreels, and
City Music Hall in New York, ar- and Princeton, N.
J."
(Continued from page 1)
the Truman story will appear in Monrived in Kansas City yesterday.
Shain,

exhibitor relations director,
left here last night for Milwaukee.

already

has

licenses

for

stations

in

Reels from Warner

;

New

day's.

•

Arthur Hornblow,
wood yesterday for

Jr., left

Holly-

London

and

Rome.
•

Sam Marx, M-G-M
in

executive, was
Ottawa yesterday from the Coast.

SCTOA Names

Unit

(Continued from page 1)

Gus Metzger, Russell
J.
Roger and Harry Vinnicof as a committee to hear grievances from anyLeavitt,

one. Williams

A

is

ex-officio.

must write in a
grievance, which will be screened. If
found valid, the committee will act.
Committeemen will not buy or negotiate contracts.
has about 350
complainant

SCTOA

member

theatres.

Valid: Williams

Los Angeles, Oct.

13.

—Paul

Williams, general counsel of
the Southern California Theatre Owners Association, expressed the belief here that
Ascap's argument urging the
New York Federal Court to
limit the action against it to
relief only for the plaintiff,
may be valid and may upset
prior notions. Williams said
he believes the court does not
have the right to bring individuals
under any decree.
Meanwhile the SCTOA has.
voted to discontinue payments
to Ascap.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

The

tern.

Gets 20th-Fox Bid for

other

companies,

all

of

which will be named defendants, and
which continue to sell under the old
Washington, Oct. 13. Twentieth
system of release in this area (some
Century-Fox today asked the Fedare non-defendants in the Jackson
eral Communications Commission to
Detroit, Oct. 13. Because they Park Decree), gave competing outearmark 12 radio channels for the are actively engaged in Hollywood
door houses a two weeks' clearance
use of motion picture studios in on- production,
independent
producers priority, it was said.
location work. The request is similar
Walt Disney, Samuel Goldwyn and
to the one made by the Motion Pic- the other producer
plaintiffs in the
ture Research Council, of which 20th- Society of Independent
of
Motion Picspecific
Fox is a member, though the
ture Producers' suit against United
(Continued from page 1)
Com- Detroit Theatres and Cooperative
frequencies requested differ.
pany's position was presented during Theatres
of Detroit declared they will be national Allied president WilHarold
E. cannot
FCC hearings by attorney
comply with the defendants' liam Ainsworth, who is scheduled to
Mott.
the
delegates
on Friday.
request that they appear here for address
pre-trial examination on Oct. 18. The Second day will also feature election
court has yet to rule on the defend- of officers.
The organization's annual
of
First
ants' motion for the producers' ap- banquet will climax the convention.
pearance, however.
Convention chairman
is
Arnold
Officers
Brumm, assisted by entertainment
First meeting of the newly-elected
committee chairman Charles Trampe.
in
officers and board members of the National Film Council, will take place

Beams

12 On-Location Video

—

Producers Frown on
Detroit Suit Trip

—

ITO

Wis.-Mich.

Meeting

New

Video

Hearings On

New Ascap Plea May
Be

FCC

Chicago Suit

CSU

Suit for $43,000,000

here this evening, to be presided over
Hollywood,
13.
Oct.
Federal
by Melvin L. Gold, president.
On the agenda are election of Judge William Mathes has begun prechairman of the board, new schedule liminary hearings in U. S. District
of dues and finance arrangements for Court here on the Conference of Stu1949, and general policies of the or- dio Unions' $43,000,000 suit against
the IATSE and major producers. Acganization.
tion charges the "IA" and studios
with a conspiracy to expel CSU members from employment during the

—

Republic Meeting
(Continued from page 1)

:

Video Films Pay

(Continued from page 1)

SAG reference appeared to cover
Actors Equity, American Federation
of Radio Artists and other talent

the

unions as well.

1945 studio jurisdictional dispute.

Edward

L. Walton, assistant general
manager, and Walter L. Titus,
division manager, who are coJr.,
captains of the current J. R. "Jimmy
Grainger 10th Anniversary Drive."
Herbert J. Yates, Republic president,
will address the meeting tomorrow.
sales

Honors Ryder
Jackson Pk. Hearings Truman
— Loren L.
Hollywood, Oct.
head of the Paramount studio
Extended to Nov. 9 Ryder,
sound department, has been presented
13.

—

Chicago, Oct. 13.
Hearings in a Presidential citation "for outstandpresident
of
the connection with the Jackson Park
ing contribution to the war effort."
"delighted" to hear Theatre's
$100,000
supplementary Government technical consultant durof SAG's interest, but cautioned that damage suit on the Loop decree which ing
World War II, Ryder, who is
television today needs the help of all, was issued in its favor here have been president of the Society
of Motion
actors especially, and "there aren't extended until Nov. 9 in Judge Mi- Picture Engineers, received the award
enough dollars yet to go around."
chael Igoe's U. S. District Court.
from Brig. General Leroy H. Watson.

Mark Woods,
ABC, said he was

A
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Sundays and

New

York."

JOHNNY BELINDA' BRILLIANT;
Work

Fine
In

K~

Results

Memorable Film

^"JOHNNY

BELINDA"

(WB)
Jerry

Producer

WHEREVER MOTION PICTURES

Wald

Jean Negulesco
trmgard von Cube
Screenplay
and Allen Vincent
Based on the stage play by ....Elmer
Harris
Direction

Robert Haas

Art direction
Musical score
Musical direction
Edited by
Cast: Jane
Bickford,

ARE REVIEWED

Ted McCord

Photography

Max

Steiner

Leo F. Forbstein
David Weisbart

Wyman, Lew

YOU'LL BE READING

Ayres, Charles

Agnes Moorehead, Stephen
McNally, Jan Sterling, Rosalind Ivan,
Dan Seymour, Mabel Paige, Ida Moore,
Alan Napier, Monte Blue, Douglas
Kennedy, James Craven, Richard TayRichard Walsh, Joan Winfield.
lor,
Ian Wolfe, Holmes Herbert, Jonathan

WARNER

A RAVE FOR

BROS:

Ray Montgomery.
(Running time
101 minutes)

Hale,

—

Great is a word to be used cautiousmotion picture reviews, but great
is the only word applicable to "Johnny
Belinda"
a film that will take a place
high in the roster of memorable screen
dramas. Its poignant story has the dual
advantages of being unique and compelling. It fascinates the spectator with
its audacious originality and grips him
with its stark realistic situations. There
is nothing phoney of contrived about
rather, it is a sin"Johnny Belinda"
ly in

—

—

cerely

moving example

of

celluloid

craftsmanship reflecting the integrity
of producer Jerry Wald. He allows no
detail of supervision to obscure the
beauty of the story. The Nova Scotia

si;

background complements its simplicity
and a superb cast make real, vivid

tt-

characters of the rural types.
As a boxoffice attraction "Johnny
Belinda" is bound to be the substantial

hit

its

magnificent

entertainment

values warrant. The film, clearly, will
benefit as much from word of mouth
advertising as by critical acclaim, interest in the superlative performance
of Jane Wyman will be a decided factor in getting the show across. For

feminine audiences it is a natural.
Jean Negulesco's direction combines
dramatic emphasis and pace with the
required sensitivity. His artistry, and
that of Jane Wyman who undertakes
the difficult acting taste of portraying
a deaf mute, give the picture some
rare moments which linger long in the
memory. It is a hard man, indeed, who
does not hold back a tear as the girl
says the' Lord's Prayer in sign language.
"Johnny Belinda" is the story of a
young doctor who comes to a Nova
Scotia fishing village after a short
practice in the city. Among the people
he meets is Belinda, the deaf and

dumb daughter

of plain-spoken but
Charles Bickford, the
village 'miller. He recognizes her intelligence and begins to teach her sign
language. With her education comes
the enhancing of her beauty. Stephen
McNally seduces her in a drunken moment and the girl becomes pregnant,
A scandal inevitably arises and Lew
Ayres, the doctor, figures prominently
in the gossip. He is forced to leave

warm-hearted
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STEPHEN MCNALLY
produced by

JERRY WALD

JEAN NEGULESCO

ert

Screen Play by

mc\
F.

•

directed by

I

ited

IRMGARO VON CUBE .no ALLEN VINCENT

From the Stage Pl.y by Elmer
Wagslart Gribble

•

Harris

Music by

•

Produced by Harry

MAX STEINER

Thursday, October
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U. K. Films Vie for Korda Drops Name
From His Film Titles

Royal Performance

—

London, Oct.
Korda announced
name from
High-pressure own

London, Oct. 13.
lobbying proceeds within the British
Film Producers Association inner circles over the film to be shown at the
annual Royal Film Performance set
for Nov. 29 at Metro's Empire Thea-

U. S. Suit Delay

—

13.
Sir Alexander
that he will drop his
all

London Films

credit lines.

(Continued from page 1)
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dures on splitting joint interests, complete

divestiture

and cross-licensing

are subject to the same defect,
namely, lack of proof to warrant such
all

relief.

Justice has proposed a sweeping proof divestiture.

gram

Says Korda: "I am not a producer
Circuit
Court
Augustus
Judge
My Hand,
I am an administrator.
now.
senior member of the threegroup is to make 18 pictures a year
judge court, obviously annoyed at the
and each will carry the name of the
new delay, commented that he "might
producer."
send this to a master or something
tre.
like that."
To that he added: "We
To date, three films have been subare not going to spend our lives on
mitted to the BFPA nominating comthis movie case."
mittee, which selects the film to be
(Continued from page 1)
James F. Byrnes, special attorney
shown. They are: J. Arthur Rank's
Herbert bargaining point in dealings with for 20th Century-Fox, assured the
"Scott of the Antarctic"
Wilcox's "Elizabeth of Ladymead," British Lion.
The latter protested court that no further postponement
with Anna Neagle, and distributed by to Rank that he had no right to com- is in view at the present time.
Sir Alexander Korda's British Lion, mit all distributors to his terms. CEA
D. of J. Agreed to Date
and "The Glass Mountain," distribut- and Rank mutually ignored the inByrnes
made the oral bid for the
ed by George Minter's Renown Pic- cident and set the meeting for next
Nov. 8 hearing date. Prosecuting atWednesday.
tures.
Rank agrees that nothing in the torney Robert Wright thereupon inThe American film "The Bishop's
Wife" was selected last year and, un- new pact will prohibit an exhibitor formed the court that the Department
Addi- had no objections, adding that Atder the rotating system, a British ex- from making better deals.
tionally, he will abandon his booking torney General Tom Clark had agreed
hibit gets a turn this year.
The selection is scheduled to be tribunal and CEA has agreed to re- to the new date in discussions with
fer disputes to two arbitrators, one- film company attorneys.
Clark curmade next Saturday.
representing exhibition and the other rently is conducting negotiations
for
Concern has been expressed that
distribution, and where necessary, a
Hollywood stars might not be coop- third independent umpire. Exhibitors a consent decree with the defendants.
Although yesterday's session was
erating in the Royal Performance's express the belief
that arbitration norParamount's mally will not be required under the scheduled to be a hearing on entry of
stage show this year.
proposed findings and judgment, formNorman Segal, however, has informed new terms.
the British committee that he is proRank will endeavor to persuade the al briefs were not filed by any of the
ceeding with his Hollywood arrange- Kinematograph Renters Society to defendant companies on the grounds
ments. The stage show will be pro- agree to special terms for small ex- that they have had insufficient time to
analyze the Government's voluminous
duced by Jack Hulbert, musical come- hibitors.
In view of the new terms, regarded document on a proposed order.
dy actor.
Loew's memorandum had the effect
as a CEA triumph, CEA has pledged
itself to do the utmost to fulfill the of indicating a lengthy court contest
45 per cent exhibitors quota which over the procedure t® be followed in
went into effect Oct. 1. Rank looks testing divestiture, especially in the
upon this as a considerable achieve- event that consent decree negotiations
London, Oct. 13. General council ment. To that end he was prepared fail. "There is no basis for relief in
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors As- to go the limit in the appeasement the proof furnished by the
Governsociation has adopted a resolution to of independent exhibitor customers.
ment," Davis charged.
He made it
advise all exhibitors here of the "exIt is understood that Walter Regi- clear that he was
speaking only for
treme undesirability" of playing "Ride nald Fuller, secretary of CEA, prior his client,
Loew's.
"Dismissal and
the Pink Horse" and all other films to the negotiations had told Rank
not divestiture should be the relief"
with which writer Ben Hecht is in that the latter's distribution comif the Government fails to supply
the
It is said the pany created considerable ill will durany way connected.
proof directed by the Supreme Court,
action was taken because of Hecht's ing the last eight months and this is
he argued.
anti-British behavior.
said to have influenced Rank in makUnder attack by Davis, in his
This is said to virtually end here ing the new deal.
memorandum, was the Government's
the trading of any film with which
recommendation that hearings on the
Hecht is connected.
Additionally,
legality of origin of theatre interests
Ire
CEA is searching the records with
be eliminated.
"Only by the considthe view of preventing the screening
(Continued from page 1)
eration of specific divestiture proposals
of his re-issues.
Walter Fuller, secby the Government and the defendretary of the organization, also was should be "more in keeping
with the
instructed to inform distributors as- present level
ants may the issues left open by the
of British production."
sociated with Hecht of the action.
BFPA fears that the minimum 20 pic- Supreme Court be defined and joined,"
tures may prove to be the maximum. the Department had said.
British
The French government, on the other
Record 'Barren of Proof
A. E. Andrews, prominent British hand, holds to the position that it
Davis
countered with this: "The
film distributor and director of Mon- cannot go further than that until it
arch Film Corp., London, has arrived has discussed the matter with other record in U. S. vs. Paramount as
it stands today is barren
in the United States to attend the wed- countries concerned.
of proof regarding the circumstances of Loew's
ding at Denver Cathedral of his daughApart from the 120 American films
acquisition
of its theatres or that the
ter, Mrs. Betty Mahn, to Chap Cranwhich Franch will admit annually, it
mer of Denver. Mrs. Mahn is the has established a second category of strategic position of any Loew theatre
in a particular locality has been mainwidow of an American air officer in 65 "foreign" films from all
other
the R.A.F.
tained by reason of illegal restraints
countries, Britain among them, to be
of trade and not by reason of the
imported in the ensuing year.
The BFPA complains bitterly that merits of the theatre.
"That the record does lack such
the French estimate of Britain's proproof was clearly recognized by the
duction potential for the ensuing year
Supreme Court when it said, 'What
is
based on the unrealistic British
finding would be warranted after such
film exports to France in 1947, which
were 17 pictures. This country's pres- an inquiry in the present case, we do

New Rank Terms

Yesterday's session marked the ofdebut in the case of District
Court Judge Alfred C. Coxe in the
proceedings, joining veterans Hand
ficial

and District Court Judge Henry W.
Goddard. Coxe replaced the late John
Bright.

Judge Hand expressed regret^- i
he had overlooked the fact that the
hearing yesterday conflicted with the
observance of Yom Kippur.

;

CEA

Urges Boycott
Of Ben Hecht Films
—

UK

Film

Producers'

Man Here

ent production, the

BFPA

claims, de-

mands more favorable treatment than
that

now accorded by

the French.

Loew's

memorandum

to

impose on

this court the

—

(Continued from page 1)
its entire theatre holdings with
the
exception of a few key showcases.
plan of this kind has been reported in
work from almost the day that Howard Hughes acquired stock control of
from Atlas Corp.
Trade observers are inclined to
give credence to the reported intention
of disposing of the
theatres, in-

A

RKO

RKO

much

as it is known that little less
than that could be regarded as "acceptable" by the Government, which
characterized
the
offer
as
"much better than anything so far

as

RKO

proposed by the other four theatre-

owning defendants."
The other four, Loew, Paramount,
20th Century-Fox and Warner, are
conducting their own decree negotiations with the Department of Justice.
It is generally believed that
Attorney General Tom Clark's agreement to postponement yesterday of
Federal Court hearings here in the
case to Nov. 8, was designed primarily to provide time to push the negotiations with the four to a conclusion.

'Little 3'

Waiting

(Continued from page 1)

by consent decree or lengthy
it was
evident yesterday.
Columbia and Universal were not

either
trial,

represented at yesterday's hearing before the three-judge Federal Court
here.
United Artists sent only an
observer. Even that may be dispensed
with if the case continues for a long
period.

The Department of Justice early
week agreed that "it hardly seems

this

worthwhile for the Little Three to
send their lawyers to court" hereafter.

The Little Three cannot be severed
from the case but they have virtually
nothing

at stake in the continuing
contest between the Government and
the theatre-owning companies.

Johnston in London
(Continued from page 1)
ing of production and distribution executives of major companies, following his arrival in New York on
Saturday.

Johnston had a "friendly" conferJ. Arthur Rank and
is endeavoring to see Harold Wilson,
BOT president, tomorrow.
ence today with

continued

"The defendant Loew's has no

desire

undertaking of receiving further proof, but
at
Hinds, 73
the same time, if the proof directed
Pasadena, Cal., Oct. 13. Samuel by the Supreme Court is not now
S. Hinds, 73, screen character actor offered by the Government, dismissal
and one of the founders of Pasadena's and not divestiture should be the
Community Playhouse, died here to- relief."
In conclusion; Loew's insisted that
day.
One of his most recent pictures
the
was "Call Northside 777."
Government's suggested proce-

Samuel

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

not know'."

US Likes RKO Plan

Washington, Oct. 13.— It now
looks as though it will be Nov. 10 or
later before that meeting of top industry executives is held in Hollywood, Motion Picture Association of
America officials said today.
They
said they are having trouble getting
all of the top company officials lined
up for the meeting, which will
probably last three days or more.

He keeps the

action in character. •.

THE STAR

makes his getaway. In
wake "confusion" reigns
.

.

and the cast and crews. He prepares
shooting schedules
assigns calls
anticipates every need that might arise.
Thus the difference between efficient
picture making and a film that goes beyond its schedule and budget often rests
with him. Yet heavy as his responsibility is, it's lightened not a little by the
faithful performance of a "partner" in
efficiency
the famous Eastman family
of motion picture films.

his

.

.

This background action, however, is
far from helter-skelter; the assistant
director has controlled

keep

it

carefully to

it

characteristic of the scene.

But handling supporting actors
only one of

many ways

is

the assistant di-

rector daily demonstrates his sense of

the dramatic and his organizing

He

is

liaison

man between

.

.

—

skill.

his director

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER
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BRULATOUR,
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•

4,

INC.,

CHICAGO

N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS
•

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

is w>

RKO's big

new

first-run

Western

launched with blazing campaigns at Palace,
Chicago, and Riverside, Milwaukee!
Front-page newsCity-wide parades
Stars, functions,
paper sponsorship
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fetes... Top radio, exploi-

tation coverage!... Red-

hot hooray for the kind
of openings that "The

Showmanship Company" made famous!

TOM POWERS

•

GORDON OLIVER

OORE SCHARY
Produced by
'

Directed by

I

in

-

STEVE BRODIE

Charge of Production

ROBERT SPARKS

SIDNEY LANFIELD
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and
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NEW

Others to Hit

Gov't

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Proposal on

Schine Order Ready

Gov't Order

Washington, Oct. 14.— The
Government's proposed findings and order in the antitrust case against Schine Theatres
has been completed
here and forwarded to Buffalo. Defendants will have 60
days to answer, after which a
trial date will be set by the
U. S. District Court there.

In Para. Case
To Join Loew's, Holding
\U.S. Offers No Proof
Government's proposed order of
entry in the Para-

divestiture for

mount case

is

expected to be sub-

Denounces

Eyssell

jected to more vigorous lashing by
theatre-owning defendants in memoranda to the New York Federal
Court either today or early next week.
Twentieth Century-Fox and probaKansas City, Oct. 14. The film
bly others will join with Loew's, industry of this city tonight gave a
which filed earlier, in the charge that testimonial dinner to Gus Eyssell,
the Department of Justice has failed president of Radio City Music Hall,
to supply new proof adequate to warNew York, and
rant its sweeping proposals on divesexecutive manSpecial countiture, it is understood.
ager of Rockesel John W. Davis for Loew's has
feller Center, in
asked dismissal of the suit unless the
the
Government can come up with conMuehlebach
crete evidence of trade restraints or
here, on the ocother illegal practices involving theacasion
his
of
tre acquisitions and operations.
anniver3 0th
Meanwhile, it is learned that the
sary
in
show

'Prophets of Gloom'

—

Hotel

(Continued on page 5)

—

Praising the
Oct. 14.
manner in which the 20th CenturyFox conciliation plan devised with
Ben Berger, North Central Allied
president, has been operating, particularly in Minneapolis, Andy W. Smith,
Jr., 20th-Fox general sales manager,
predicted today that the plan would be
functioning in every territory in six
months. He spoke at the opening session of the Independent Theatre Own-

Gus Eyssell

Newman

For $l-Million

From

Industry Appeals Board

Washington,

Oct.

14.

— The

Economic Cooperation Administrais processing applications from
the motion picture industry for
guarantees of the convertibility between now and next April 1 of close to

tion

gave him

important position
as treasurer of the Newman Theatre,
his

first

(Continued on page

Cowdin Absolved

Stockholder's Suit

J.

Cheever

Small Houses Hit by

week gross
of

125

to replace the old ceil-

pounds

($500),

more small houses under
Regarding CEA's new

bringing

it.

sliding scale

agreement with Rank under which
rentals range from 33 to 50 per cent
for a complete program, members of
the distributors group declare that this
another example of CEA astute
is
Kansas City area was among the first maneuvering, the exhibitors believing
business acted upon by the new officers that if they jockey Rank into position
and directors of Kansas-Missouri The- other distributors would fall in line.
However, KRS in refusing to exatre Association at their first board
14.

of a committee to receive complaints
and assist in solving differences between distributors and exhibitors on
complaints from exhibitors in the

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

sibility of

America's

5)

to

KRS

Colosseum To Meet
On Pact Tomorrow

—

Chicago, Oct. 14. Some 75
film salesmen delegates from
all over the U. S. will con-

vene here on Saturday for the
first national convention of
the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America,
which will be presided over
by Colosseum president A. W.

VanDyke.
Principal order of business
be consideration of the
terms of the union contract
agreement reached recently
by Colosseum and distributor
negotiators. Convention will

run through Sunday.

Ar-

Report Rank in Bid
To Pickford on UA
—

Hollywood, Oct. 14. Mary Pickford has reportedly rejected a bid by
J. Arthur Rank for United Artists'
British holdings, amounting to 25 per
cent of Odeon stock, and Rank, according to these same reports, is said
to have scouted Miss Pickford on acquiring a controlling interest in

UA

here.

Miss Pickford was said to be firm
on not selling any of her UA stock
at any price and at any time, but is
said to have left the door open for

Rank

will

including the American
(Continued on page 5)

Cowdin

with
together
four
other
company executives, all charged with improper stock transactions.
Cowdin,

Rank's 'Concessions'

per
ing

of

TOA

in

ers of

Complaint Unit Set
Up by K-MTA Board
Kansas City, Oct.
— Setting up

Owners

Theatre

TOA

(Continued on page

—

Machinery

TOA
TOA

5)

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
convention which is being held at the
London, Oct. 14. The KinematoSchroeder Hotel here.
Berger, who followed Smith with graph Renters Society general council
an explanation of the plan, endorsed has issued sharp criticism of J. Arthur
the 20th-Fox executive's views and Rank's supposed promise of extended
exemption to small exhibitors in con(Continued on page 4)
nection with KRS rental terms. Rank
is said to have promised a new exemption ceiling of 150 pounds ($600)

Considering Extension of
Conciliation

executive board will meet here late
$1,000,000 of the costs of distributing- next week to decide whether or
not a central appeal board should
films in Marshall Plan countries.
ECA officials said "about half a be established to complement exhibidozen
applications"
involved. tor-distributor concilation machinery
are
They would not specify countries or set up by
member units, Gael
companies.
executive director, disSome Asiatic areas are Sullivan,
closed here yesterday.
involved, as well as European.
It was decidECA officials have been promising ed at the recent
convention that
for several weeks to announce "within the organization would embrace cona few days" approval of the first guar- ciliation only on the local level, alantee, some $230,000 for Motion Pic- though meanwhile consideration should
ture Export Association operations in be given to the proposal that an appeal board made up of exhibitor and
(Continued on page 4)
distributor representatives be formed.
Another proposal due for examination by the
executive board at
next week's meeting concerns the pos-

Frank board chairman

who

A
Week on TOA

Bids to E.C.A. Decision In

Federal Judge Harold Medina yesterday dismissed in U. S. District
Isis Theatre Court here the suit brought by Unihere in 1918.
versal-International
minority
stockEyssell
paid holder Stephen Truncale against U-I
tribute to

TEN CENTS

1948

business.
Eyssell
started as
an usher at the

Conciliation Will
Spread Fast: Smith
Milwaukee,

15,

to join

UA

as a partner.
also reported
(Continued on page 4)

Miss Pickford

is

to

Deneau Will Preside
At Pittsburgh Meet
Eastern

division

sales

meeting

of

Selznick Releasing Organization will
be held tomorrow and Sunday at the
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, with
Sidney Deneau, assistant general sales

manager, presiding.

Among
Fontaine,
Saul J.

others to attend are J. E.
Eastern division manager;
Krugman, Atlantic district
:

manager; Tom Duane, New England
district manager
J. J. Oulahan, Central
district manager, and all sales
;

representatives of the Eastern division.
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Personal
Mention

Insider's Outlook
By RED
TJ ERE

APAM
man

BLUMENTHAL,

chairCinecolor board,
of the
will leave Hollywood today for New
York for an executive board meeting
on Oct. 28.
'

•
Pizor, vice-president
and general foreign sales manager of
Screen Guild Productions, has left
New York by plane for Europe. He
will return in about two months.

William M.

•

IATSE

inRichard F. Walsh,
ternational president, is due to arrive

Hollywood next week from Van-

in

B.

couver,

C.

•

Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M production head, and Howard Strickling,
publicity director, will leave
for the Coast tomorrow.

studio

New York

•
Berger, M-G-M Southern
will
return to his
sales manager,
Washington headquarters today from
New York.
•

Rudy

Harry Shaw, Loew's

New

Poli

England zone manager, was here yesterday from his New Haven headquarters.

•

Fred C. Quimby, head
short subject production,
on the Coast tomorrow

M-G-M

of
is

*

ment from the industry and is
condoned by responsible

not

Jewish agencies supporting the

new state.
To attempt

lame enterprise.

This

state

O'Keefe, Universal-Interna-

from Boston.
•
Livingston,

Universal-InterJeff
national press contact, will leave here
today for Los Angeles and San Fran-

Arch Oboler,

writer-producer-di-

due to arrive in New York
today from Capetown, South Africa.
rector,

is

Montague Salmon, managing

di-

rector of the Rivoli Theatre here,

is

Hollywood.
•

Claud Morris, special representafor Edward Small Productions-,

tive

in Atlanta

New

from

York.

•

Arthur

Kelly, United Artists
vice-president, is due back in New
York from London early next week.
•

Lloyd Bacon

is

due

in

New York

shortly from the Coast.

Joe Felder of Favorite Films has
returned to this city from Detroit.

English films,
whatever it may have been when
Rank officially was on record in
interest

in

Unit Ratifies

New E-L Agreement
Members

the Screen Publicists
Guild, United Office and Professional
Workers of America, CIO, last night
voted to ratify terms of a new contract
with Eagle-Lion. Details of the pact
were not disclosed. Signing of the
agreement is expected in the next few
days.
of

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

how

rapidly allegiances can
there is a reason.
into
primer
delves
the
It
again to observe that the exhibitor will play any producer's film
whether made in California,
England or the Gobi desert if he
can buy it at a price he Calculates to be right and believes he
can make a dollar in the doing.
of

switch

if

no widespread opposition to British films beyond
the opposition set up by British
films themselves.
When Arthur
H. Lockwood, TOA president,
pointed this out the other day he
was reflecting with unerring acis

curacy the thinking of the gen-

opposition to any quota.
Consequently, there is neither a wild

headlong
rush
scramble
nor
toward playoffs on British prod-

he

the fact that such
revenue would augment the $17,500,000 which the American industry is permitted to withdraw
uct,

something

is

else.

fac-

Rank

talks about failure at peace or
genuine understanding between

both

British
films "receive reasonable playing time in the U.S.A." It depends entirely upon how he
thinks "reasonable playing time"
is to be developed and whether
he would be satisfied by getting
it
through competition or by
having it underwritten by the
majors here as a quid pro quo
helping to preserve their position in Britain.
Since he has stated several
times that he is prepared to take
his chances, which presumably is
his position currently, he should
understand that he must succeed,
or continue to fail, in the American market in direct ratio to the
product he supplies it.
The
industries

until

American showman has no need
turn

to

to

other

sources

than

Hollywood for mediocrity. Hollywood does handsomely by him
on that score.

about the

men

in

Wallis-Para. Deal
Agreement on a new producing-releasing deal between Hal Wallis Productions and Paramount is nearer as
a result of meetings held here over the
past two weeks.
Final negotiations
are scheduled to be held in Hollywood in the near future.
Wallis is scheduled to leave here for
the Coast today and may be followed
by Joseph Hazen, president of Wallis

Productions, in a day or two. "Bif
Victory," their 12th and last pic£'\. j
for Paramount on their present contract, will be ready to go before the

Silverman Named
Republic Manager
Appointment of Norman Silverman
Republic Pictures'
Philadelphia
branch manager, effective Nov. 1, was
as

disclosed here yesterday by James R.
Grainger, executive vice-president in
charge of distribution.

men.

American

the

public's standard,"

said.

Rank
"Henry"

did
well
here with
nationally and is doing

well now with "Hamlet" in Boston and New York. The simple
truth is audiences were waiting.
The entire situation, clearly,
once again reverts to its inescapable conclusion
When England, or France, or X,
and
:

$1.06

Columbia Dividend

Columbia Pictures' board of directors, at a meeting held here yesterday,
declared

quarterly

a

dividend

of

$1.06K per share on the $4.25 cumulative preferred stock, payable on Nov.
to
15,
stockholders of record on
Nov. 1.

NEW YORK THEATRES

Y

Z send

to this country merchandise audiences want to see, the
result will never be in doubt.

B

—RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

Unbelievable, yet true, is the
incident of the producer who
telephoned the sales manager to
inquire how his Broadway run
was doing. Opening week was
O.K. at $60,000. Second week

was down to $53,00. "I'm disappointed, but it's nice that we
took in all that money," said
the producer.
"We took it in all right, but
what with the theatre rental and
the very heavy newspaper and
radio campaign, we aren't doing
so well," replied the sales manager.
"You understand, of
course, that the $53,000 I'm talking about is gross, not profit."
"Is there a difference?" asked
the producer.

jin

"JULIA MISBEHAVES"!
Peter

Elizabeth

Cesar

LAWFORD - TAYLOR
ROMERO
A Metro-Goliwyn-Mayer Picture
-

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

EDWARD

ROBINSON

G.

GAIL RUSSELL

JOHN LUND,

ikw*

A Paramount

Picture

Hollywood, including David
O. Selznick, has been after Rogets to know
is yet to learn
of exhibition in

what evidently he

country, he will appreciate
that they are in the business of
running theatres for profit. They
have been profiting the most and
the longest by way of Hollywood, but no one who professes
to a surface knowledge of this
industry has the slightest doubt
this

eral

despite

from England.

Agreement Near

cameras soon.

There

body of American theatre"There will be playing
time, and ample playing time,
for any foreign film which meets

When Rank

S.P.G.

of

affairs has cut into the diminish-

ing

KANN

deny the decid-

However, the determining

New

is

to

ed displeasure of the American
companies over the English quota law and the booking policies
pursued by the J. Arthur Rank
companies would prove a rather

tor

tional assistant general sales manaYork yesterday
ger, returned to

in

policy

New

•
J.

of-

regarding Israel has brought about attempts
at boycotting British films. The
move is not widespread, never
has been, meets no encourage-

York.
A.

and there British

ficial

due back

from
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berto

Rossellini,

director

of

"Open City" and "Paisan." Negotiations reached a stage, at
one point, where a long and intricate contract was forwarded
to

him

as

the

gave

in

He got as far
seven pages, then
up.
But not before
Rome.

first
it

cabling Selznick:

"How

would you

director of

my

like to be the
next picture?"

WILLIAM HOLDEN

JEANNE CRAIN

Edmund Gwenn

'APARTMENT FOR PEGGY'
Twentieth Century-Fox Picture
Color

by Technicolor

— KAY THOMPSON
AND WILLIAMS BROS. — ROLLY ROLLS
ON ICE STAGE — RHYTHM IN PLAID
thA¥e &
ON VARIETY STAGE

= ROXY

50th

St.
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...on

its

way

to

Radio City Music Hall

yOU GOTTA

&AYHAPPY

PR 0DUCTI0N

A WONDERFUL COMEDY FROM
to

take

its

U-l

place

with the great comedy

of all time!

hits
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Mochrie Sees 'Joan' Schlaifer Efforts
Reviewed by 'Tide'

Rank,

Schlaifer, advertising-pubdirector of 20th Century-Fox,
comes in for special recognition in the
Sierra Pictures' "Joan of Arc" will current issue of Tide.
Citing the job
and
prestige
be an ambassador of
he has done in putting the company's
answering
goodwill for the industry,
"advertising machinery to work for
and silencing many of its critics, Rob- the local exhibitor," the magazine
mansales
Radio
ert Mochrie,
points out that since promoted to his
ager, predicted here yesterday.
present post three years ago, he has
21
the
at
.luncheon
Speaking at a
concentrated on "building and cementof
screening
a
Club which preceded
ing solid relations between 20th Ceneditors,
press
trade
the picture for
tury and 14,000 exhibitors who ultithe
merits
picture
Mochrie said the
mately decide what pictures will show
because
industry
support of the entire
in what theatres." The article observes
in itself it is a substantial contribution
that "Schlaifer's nurturing of 'grassto better public relations.
roots' should mean more and more at
be
would
Mochrie asserted the film
the box-office."
topall-time
among the industry's
Methods used by Schlaifer in gearthe
grosses, not excepting "Gone With
ing the company's "entire exploitation

tend

As Industry Boon

Charles

licity

RKO

Wind."
Victoria Theatre on
Broadway, where the picture will
open on Nov. 11, is being almost entirely rebuilt, with appropriate decora-

He

the

said

machine for

maximum

effect" are re-

viewed.

Films'

ECA

Bids

house "Joan of Arc."
{Continued jrom page 1)
"It is a rare instance of a theatre
Germany. Wayne C. Tayoccupied
being built around a picture," Mochrie
lor, special assistant to ECA adminsaid.
Walter Wanger, producer of the istrator Paul Hoffman, today repeated
He explained that the
$4,600,000 picture, told the gathering the promise.
guarantee has been picked as
that when fiscal problems were encountered during its production he the "guinea pig" for all information
went to Alex Ardrey, of Bankers media contracts, and that work on
Trust Co., the largest investor, with the contract has accordingly proceedFuture guarantees will
$3,000,000 in the production, and sug- ed with care.
gested that $1,000,000 could be saved move more quickly, he declared.
Taylor indicated that 19 informaby making the picture in black and
tion media guarantees, covering the
white.
Ardrey rejected the idea and urged total $10,000,000 allotted by Congress
Wanger to go ahead with Technicolor. for this work through April 1, are
tive motifs,

to

KRS

terms to 150 pounds, has re-

its

In his

rules.

new

KRS

KRS

Rank

new

sliding scale formula
evoked bitter criticism but KRS members concede that he has the right to
negotiate on his own terms with his
customers so long as they are within
s

KRS

general terms.
the pattern of the
Typical of the critical comment was
this by a leading American distributor
"CEA has cleverly engaged in
Between thema game of tactics.
selves they agreed that if they extracted terms from Rank the remainder of distributors would follow. Unfortunately, Rank fell for it. He probably felt that he could not refuse it.
:

Smith on Conciliation
(

Continued jrom page

1

"Red Kann's recent article
in Motion Picture Daily" to illustrate his points. He concluded by demanding that "the compulsory percentage situation be eliminated comreferred to

pletely."

Asserting that greater cooperation
in the industry would "increase box
receipts," Leon J. Bamberger,
Radio sales promotion manager,
commented upon the interest taken in
"second rate" pictures and insisted
office

RKO

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Only the

best in

sound

is

a

sound

in-

vestment today. The best is "Voice of
the Theatre" — proved superior to all
other speaker systems by impartial acoustical measurement tests— witnessed by the
leading scientists of the motion picture
industry.

*
There

is

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

fi

ft

a "Voice of the Theatre" speaker

161 Sixth Ave..
13,

N. Y.

months

its

service
department, who discussed the role of public relations and
atre

-

Board

{Continued jrom page 1)
meeting today.

Booking combines are springing up
those

countries, he also states.
distributors, however, are
encouraging their rise, but the pracin

"American

can be nipped in the bud if
industry attacks the problem in-

tice still

the

he declares.
Liebeskind believes the American
industry is in a position to defeat the
Brazilian Control Commission now
seeking to fix film rentals and admsision prices provided forceful action is

telligently,"

taken.

"Theatre prices

in Brazil,

38, Calif.

where the

higher than in the
United
are the cheapest in
Latin America.
Nevertheless,
the
Control Commission is committing itself to a peak of 40 per cent on rentals
and a ticket high of about 30 cents,
first-run, depending upon the theatre
and its physical equipment. The powers of the commission are so broad
that, under foreseeable circumstances,
it can drive first-run admissions to as
cost

of

living
States,

is

low as 10 cents.
"American film continues

in greatdemand in that market, which is
the reason why the situation no doubt
can be corrected if the industry here
takes proper action," he added.

est

While in South America, Liebeskind
launched
"Symphonie
Pastorale,"
which he has purchased for Brazil,
Mexico, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.

Woodham-SmithHere

On

'Routine9 Visit

G. I. Woodham-Smith, board member and chief counsel for the world-

wide J. Arthur Rank interests, arrived here yesterday on the SS Queen
Mary "on a routine visit to look into
legal matters." While here he will
confer with Robert S. Benjamin, president of the American Rank Organization.

Italian Picture
To Aid Runyon Fund
Proceeds of the Oct. 20 premiere
Lux Productions' "Tragic Hunt,"
which_ received an award at the International Film Exposition in Venice, will be donated to the Damon
Runyon Memorial Fund by Films International of America, distributor,
and the Ambassador Theatre.
of

Personnel of the committee has not been selected.
Frank Plumlee, one of the new directors, announced his resignation be{Continued jrom page 1)
cause he is leaving the territory.
Plumlee is joining Tom Edwards as a be considering plans for a large
dollar
partner in the Edwards-Harris circuit, pool for secondary
financing of indehaving resigned as district manager of pendents releasing
through UA. EfTheatre Enterprises after an associa- forts to obtain confirmation
of these
tion of 13 years.
reports were unsuccessful.

Rank Bid on

1161 N. Vine St.,

ArgiJ^

use in theatres.

Also among the speakers was Dave
Palfreyman, director of the Motion
Picture Association of America's the-

K MTA

Hollywood

in

He will remain until about
Nov. 6.
Other arrivals on the same ship
were Robert Lury, Universal-Interwould make their cost prohibitive.
national representative in the Far East
Trueman Rembusch, president of and Elsa Maxwell, newspaper colAssociated Theatre Owners of Indi- umnist, who declared that "U. S. picana, in discussing television, main- tures did not get a fair trial in the
tained that how it operates and the Venice Film Festival."
She urged
costs involved make it too expensive that U. S. producers have their own
and offers too many problems at this festivals abroad.

the theatre.

system for every size theatre. Ask your
supply dealer for information about modernizing your present system with "Voice
of the Theatre". "Voice of the Theatre"
speaker systems are supplied as standard
equipment by most leading theatre sound
system manufacturers.

New York

that they were every bit as good as
the big attractions, but that they
lacked the exploitation.
Proper exploitation of these films, he added,

time to risk

aHmjjjjjfi

just back from six
tina and Brazil.

He

ECA

"Voice of the Theatre

Brazil

French, Italian and other films are
pact with the capturing playing time normally going
CEA, which still is subject to formal to American films in Brazil and other
ratification, Rank pledged to make an South American countries because disto lift tributors of such films advertise them
attempt to persuade the
the small exhibitor terms to the 150- extensively in newspapers and trade
Exhibitors will persist papers whereas American distributors
pound level.
So finds N?+
in their efforts to achieve that adjust- have been retrenching.
Liebeskind, exhibitor and distribi^,
generally.
ment with
its

MPEA

U.S. theatres use

Swamp US in

minded Rank that he is a member of
that organization and must abide by

obviously wants to be on good
terms with his customers. My opinion is that he would be better advised
to take notice of the groups of which
he is a member and engage in proper
discussions with them."
Rank's move to appease indignant
exhibitors is seen as clearly utilizing
the latter to exact similar terms with
American distributors here and consequently the American feeling towards
Rank has grown to bitter resentment.
It is understood that Rank's rival
British producers, notably Sir AlexNot only that, but after seeing the pic- in various stages of progress. He reander Korda, propose to raise the
ture Ardrey told Wanger Bankers fused to say how much of this is for
whole question before the British Film
officials revealed
Trust was so proud to be associated films, but other
Producers Association.
with it he wanted a "Joan of Arc" the rough estimate of "close to $1,banner to display in the bank. He 000,000." The rest will go to newsgot it.
paper, magazine, and book publishers.

more than 3,000 major

Ads

French, Italian

{Continued jrom page 1)
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Theatre Television

(Continued from page

the field of large-screen
n;elevision development for the motion
loicture industry will reveal .and disf

Leaders

in

suss major advances in research and
engineering during the past
i '.equipment
months at the 64th semi-annual
If, tew
(convention of the Society of Motion
tiEkture Engineers, to be held at the
~=V Statler in Washington, Oct. 25i

—

Six Films Rated

Will Stress Eyssell Denounces

SMPE

l

As Legion Reviews

1)

in a concluding note took issue
with those "prophets of gloom" who
predict that the future is grim.

and

Eyssell paid tribute to

Frank New-

his first important
position as treasurer of the
Theatre, and in a concluding note
took issue with those "prophets of

man who gave him

Newman

gloom" who predict that the future

is

grim.

announced by Loren L. Ryder,

"The future belongs to those who
know their business, who have coursubject have been age, who do not expect to get someconcentrated on the opening session, thing for nothing, and who realize
mext Monday afternoon. They include
that they must serve their community
"it

is

SMPE

)t|

president.
Papers on the

:

I

5

Motion Picture Daily

1948

15,

"Effects of Television on Motion Pic- and their country," he declared.
ture Theatre Attendance," by Ralph
'Survived Other Crises': Eyssell
B. Austrian; a report on the showing
"We are facing a crisis," Eyssell
of television pictures of the LouisWalcott championship fight before a admitted. "But we have faced crises
once had to cope with the
regular paying audience in Philadel- before.
phia's Fox Theatre last June, by Roy transition from silent films to sound.
have had to meet the competition
Victor, and H. J.
Wilcox of
'Schafly of 20th Century-Fox; a dis- of radio. In their time, these were
cussion of Paramount's intermediate great challenges and they were acfilm system of theatre television, by companied by the same predictions of
Richard Hodgson of Paramount Pic- gloom and pessimism that we keep
Television hearing. I only ask you to remember
"Equipment for
tures;
Photography," by Ralph V. Little, Jr., that we not only survived them but
Victor; a description of a grew bigger and better.
of
"We are fighting for our lives,"
new television recording camera intermittent, by J. M. Wall, and "New he continued. "The fact is that under
Developments in Cadmium-Mercury our system of free enterprise every
Lamps for Motion Picture and Tele- business every day is fighting for its
vision Studio Lighting," by E. W. life. It is that competition which gives
Beggs of the Westinghouse Lamp Co. our economy the vitality that cannot
and
controlled
the
found
in
be
planned economies of totalitarianism."
Chairman of the dinner committee
was Elmer C. Rhoden. Ben Shlyen,

We

We

RCA

'B'

11

Eleven more pictures have been
•-ated by the National Legion of Decency, with six receiving "B" ratings.
In A-I are Columbia's "Rusty Leads
the Way," and Republic's "Son of
In A-II are 20th CenturyRusty."
13,"
Universal"Bungalow
Fox's
Regiment"
"Rogues'
International's
and 20th Century-Fox's "Unfaithfully
Yours."
Rated "B" are Artkino's "Die
Fledermaus," Eagle-Lion's "The Red
Shoes," 20th Century-Fox's "Road
House," RKO Radio's "A Song Is
Born," Films International's "Symphony Pastorale," and M-G-M's "The
Three Musketeers."

Hit Gov't Order

Five Are Started

And

Five Finished

—

Hollywood, Oct. 14. There was no
change in the production index, which
still
remains at 27. Five new films
were started while an equal number
were completed.
Shooting started, on "Hidden
Danger,"
Monogram; "The Clay
Pigeon," RKO Radio; "The Beautitul
Blonde from Bashful Bend," 20th
Century-Fox; "The Amboy Dukes,"
"Colorado
Universal - International
;

Territory," Warner.

Shooting finished on "Make Believe
Ballroom" and "Blondie's Big Deal,"
Columbia; "Reign of Terror" (Wanger), and "An Old Fashioned Girl"
(Equity), Eagle-Lion; "Renegades of
Sonora," Republic.

(Continued from page 1)

New

York

expediting
three-judge
approval of postponement to
Nov. 8 of the new hearings in the
case actually constituted a reversal of
a decision by a senior jurist. The defendants' bid for the postponement
was rejected on Oct. 7 when they addressed themselves to Circuit Court
Judge Learned Hand in accordance
with judicial procedure.
Industry opinion is that the switch
might be attributed to a direct request
court's

TOA To

Decide

(Continued from page 1)

bitration Association in the scheme of
things.
Arbitration was suggested as
a final resort if exhibitor-distributor
differences could not be settled by
an appeal board.
Sullivan indicated,
however, that feeling among
leaders is that the expense that goes
with arbitration could be prohibitive
hence, it is regarded as unlikely that
from the Department of Justice for the
board will probe very deepmore time to explore consent decree ly into the arbitration angle.
proposals.
It is said that Attorney
Sullivan said that some
leadGeneral
Clark sanctioned the
ers have expressed skepticism over
new date for the hearing after Judge
the workability of an appeal board,
Learned Hand had decided against the
largely on the ground that it could be
request.
difficult to find exhibitor and distributor appeal board representatives who
Arthur H. Cole and Senn Lawler
would be sufficiently free of bias in
were co-chairmen. Committee mem14.
Boston, Oct.
Jane
has favor of their own factions. He said
bers included Barney Allis, George been signed to a 10-year contract by a final decision on that score, howBaker, R. R. Biechele, Nathan Cohen, Warner. The actress was here on a ever, would have to be worked out by
M. A. Cohn, James Castle, Bernie personal appearance tour.
executive board.
the

RCA

Cowdin Absolved

(Continued from page 1)

Judge Medina ruled, did not violate
Sec. 16-B of the Securities and Exchange Commission Act of_ 1934, as
alleged, since the stock which Truncale said Cowdin had acquired illegally Evans, Sy Friedman, Carl Gebert,
was presented by the latter to chari- Barney Joffee, Finton Jones, Landon
table institutions as gifts and, hence, Laird, James Lewis, Frank Plumlee,
Roy Roberts, Clarence Schultz, Felix
no profit accrued to Cowdin.
Cowdin was the second U-I execu- Snow, William Tr'uog, Don Walker
tive to be absolved of the charges, a and Robert Withers.
previous dismissal having been won by
Some 250 Reservations Made
and general counsel
vice-president
Approximately 250 reservations had
Charles Prutzman. Attorneys for the
been made. Ed Sullivan, New York
remaining plaintiffs, Nate Blumberg,
columnist and radio commentator, was
William A. Scully and Clifford Work,
PidWalter
master-of-ceremonies.
are reported to be preparing motions

for dismissal, for filing shortly. Hugh
Pickering of the law firm of Mudge,
Williams and Tucker, was
Stern,
counsel for Cowdin.

geon,

M-G-M

represented

star,

TOA

TOA

TOA

Tom

New WB-Wyman Pact
Wyman
—

TOA

the

studios.

Among those on the reservation list
were the following from New York
Ned

E.

Harry

Depinet,

Michalson,

William F. Rodgers, Spyros P. SkouHerman Robbins, George F.
9 ras,
Dembow, John J. O'Connor, E. T.
Gomersall, Maurice Bergman, Charles
Reagan, and from other points
Max E. Youngstein, president of the M.
Charles P. Skouras, Los Angeles
Associated Motion Picture AdverFrank Newman, Seattle George A.
tisers, here, has appointed chairmen
George P. GiSmith, Los Angeles
and co-chairmen of six committees for
R. Beiersdorf,

Youngstein Names
To AM PA Committees

;

;

AMPA,

Charles Alicoate,
as follows
Jack Kopstein, Ray Gallagher, Abe
Dash, relief fund committee; Gordon
White, delinquents and dues commitChet
Harry Blair, publicity
tee
Friedman, tickets Lige Brien, special
events, and Herman Schlier, enter:

;

;

;

tainment.

H.
roux, Hollywood
Dallas
Pat McGee, Denver
;

John
Meinardi and Jim Castle, St. Louis
Ralph Ayers and E. L. Roberts, Lincoln, Neb.; R. J. O'Donnell, Dallas;
Tom Edwards, Farmington, Mo., and
R. R. Winship, Phillipsburg, Kans.
Also present were many executives
from Fox Midwest and Durwood and
Commonwealth Theatres district and
branch managers of film companies,
prominent Kansas City businessmen,
personal friends of Eyssell, and civic
;

;

;

60-Day Extension in

SIMPP

Detroit Suit

—

Detroit, Oct. 14. Time for filing
answers to the anti-trust action filed
some time ago by the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
against United Detroit Theatres and
Cooperative Theatres has been extended 60 days in Federal District Court
here. Defense lawyers need that much
additional time, they told the court.

officials.

Kaye Film Premiere
Samuel

Goldwyn's

Born," starring

Mayo,

"A

Star

Is

Danny Kaye and Vir-

have its world premiere at the Astor here on Tuesday,
with a contingent of stars, headed by
Hugh Herbert, on hand.
ginia

will

And PARAMOUNT Preview Audiences
Everywhere Have Elected It
"The Funniest

Hit In

Years"
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Vengeance

Is

TOA

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, OCTOBER

Battles

Ascap's Aim, High Cost of
ITOA Holds Film Shipping
Society's 'Simple Decree'
Bid Cited in Allegation

Responding to "widespread proon the part of motion picture

tests

exhibitors throughout the country"
against the allegedly excessive rates
Issue before the New York Fed- for the transportation of film, Theatre
eral Court in the case of ITOA Owners of America has started five
members versus Ascap has been courses of action in an effort to obtain
narrowed down to the question of early relief, the organization discloses.
The courses include (1) a letter to
how broad an injunction may be orurging
presidents
railroad
dered by the court in accordance with leading
jurisdiction, with the exhibitors them to establish a baggage tariff on
its
hurling the charge that Ascap in its the movement of film; (2) discussions
joint action
bid for a simple decree seeks to with bus line officials on
_

l

"wreak vengeance on the plaintiffs before the Interstate Commerce Comwho were courageous enough to ex- mission to secure a modification of
safety regulations which prohibit, in
pose Ascap's illegality."
At the direction of Federal Judge many sections, the transportation of
"Vincent Leibell, both sides on Friday film on passenger buses; (3) a petiexchanged briefs exploring the court's tion to trucking companies asking for
(Continued on page 7)
jurisdiction, Ascap asserting that only
a simple decree affording relief to the
immediate plaintiffs is within the

Both endeavored to bolcourt's limit.
ster their arguments with a number of
cases offered as precedents.
Ascap would have the decree re-

Republic Expects
Business Increase

(Continued on page 7)

18,

TEN CENTS

1948

Anyone' Is
SIMPP Policy on UK
'Sell

to

—

Hollywood, Oct. 17.- Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers has decided to sell its pictures in
Britain to anyone who wants
them, regardless of the policy
of the Motion Picture Association of America, according
to Gunther Lessing, SIMPP
vice-president and chairman
of its executive committee.
Asserting that
should
seek full industry cooperation
in its British decision, he
added: "We want to be asked,

MPAA

not told."

Republic Case
Goes to NLRB
National Labor Relations Board examiner John J. Carmody will conduct
a hearing here today on IATSE Motion

Picture

Home

Office

Employes

Local No. H-63's petition for bargaining rights at the Republic home office.
H-63 claims to have won away from
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild a "definite majority"
of the Republic "white collarites," and
the company, meanwhile, has refused
to "do business" with SOPEG because
that union has failed to comply with

Schine Should

Divest 173
Theatres:

US

Would Impose Sweeping
Operating Restrictions

—

Buffalo, Oct. 17. The Government on Friday asked the U. S.
Court here to order vircomplete dissolution of the
Schine Theatre Chain.
In its proposed findings and order for the further proceedings directed by the U. S.
Supreme Court last May, the Justice
Department asked that Schine be required to give up its interest in 173
District

tually

theatres, operating in 74 cities in six
states.

Conceding that its records of
the Schine interests were out
of date, the Government said
that it believes its proposals
will leave Schine with "very
few theatres." Off hand, the
Department could name only
the Paramount and Eckel in
(Continued on page 6)

"Greatest number of playdates in
Republic history" is expected during
the "Jimmy Grainger 10th Anniversary Drive" ending Dec. 31, it was
reported here Friday at the closing
affidavit
provisession of the two-day sales conference the non-Communist
Taft-Hartley Law.
at the New York Athletic Club. Play- sions of the
H-63 will be represented at today's
date reports were submitted by EdChicago, Oct. 17. Approval of the
ward L. Walton and Walter L. Titus, hearing by local organizer Joseph
17.
of
meeting
The
London/ Oct.
international organ- terms of the first contract between
"1A"
Conlon
and
co-captains
of
the
drive.
Jr.,
the Anglo-American Film Council,
SOPEG, as a film salesmen and distribution compaHerbert J. Yates, company presi- izer James Rogers.
nies was indicated as the Colosseum
originally announced early this year in
dent, addressed the meeting and stated non-complying union, is denied access
Motion
Picture
Salesmen
of
London by Eric Johnston and J. Ar- that, based upon Republic's anticipa- to NLRB actions and, therefore, will of
America met here at the weekend in
thur Rank, for November, was set tion of increased business the studio not be represented.
back Friday until "shortly after New would maintain the schedule slated for
Republic's "collarites" are the sec- the first national convention of the
Year's," probably in New York, dur- its production program.
ond home office group to jettison salesmen's union.
The contract was negotiated with
ing a conference held by Rank and
Reports emanating from Los An- SOPEG as a result of the ComIts previousthe Motion Picture Association of geles and Chicago meetings that gen- munist issue, the first having been distributors last month.
America president. Johnston left here eral theatre business is on the up- those at United Artists, where a re- ly-disclosed wage increases, vacation
by plane for New York at the week- swing were confirmed by the Eastern cent shop election brought a victory benefits, additional travelling expenses,
etc., would become effective for some
end.
for H-63.
(Continued on page 7)
British members of the Film Coun3,000 film salesmen when the pacts
Sir Alexander Korda
cil are Rank,
are approved by the membership and
American
signed by distribution and Colosseum
and Sir Henry French

Delay Anglo,
US Meeting

'

Sales Union
Favors Pact
—

—

;

(Continued on page 3)

Rodgers Promotes
4 of Sales Force
With

the completion here at the
of the first M-G-M executive training course, William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales
manager, announced the promotion of
four of the six who participated in
the four-week indoctrination. During
their stay in New York, the men vis(Continiied on page 7)

weekend

House Business Quiz E. K. Safety Film
Report Due by Jan. 1 Standard Prices
Washington,

Oct. 17.

— The

House

Small Business Committee, which has
concluded hearings in a dozen
cities on monopoly problems of independent business, is expected to paint
a very dark picture of the plight of
the independent theatre owner, in a
report being drawn up for submission
to Congress around the first of the
just

Hollywood, Oct.

17.

—Eastman

at

representatives.

MOT's Glenn Heads
Ko-

understood to be ready "almost
day now" to make safety film
available at standard prices, according to John Nickolaus, superintendent
of photography at the M-G-M studio.
Nickolaus says the new base is neither
acetate nor nitrate.
M-G-M and some other producers
are printing all daily rushes on safety

dak
any

is

NTFC

Directors

Jack Glenn, executive director of
March of Time, was elected chairman of the board of directors of the
National Television Film Council at
the first meeting of the board, held
Attending the
year.
here at the weekend.
The committee expects to find even stock. M-G-M is expecting to put meeting, headed by Melvin L. Gold,
more grist for its mills at the Allied features on safety film into regular Council president, were Burt Balaban,
(Continued on page 7)

release soon.

the

(Continued on page 3)

Monday, October

Motion Picture Daila

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
JOSEPH HAZEN,
Hal Wallis Prod.,

president
left

last night for the Coast.
back here next week.
•

of

New York
He is due

of Columbia's pubhere was married to
licity
office
Samuel Walotsky at Sunrise Manor, Brooklyn, on Saturday. They will

Ellen Charlin

reside in Cleveland.

•

W. Smith,

A.

Fox

20th

Jr.,

Century-

return to
New York today from Chicago. Sam
Shain, 20th-Fox exhibitor relations
director, returned from Milwaukee on
Friday.
•
distribution chief, will

Mary Helen
A. W. Perry,

Perky, daughter of

general manager of
Films, was married recently to Arthur E. Guay in
Toronto.

Empire-Universal

•

W. Ray Johnston,

chairman of
the Monogram board, has been named
to the board of trustees of West Coast
University.

•

Norman H.

Pader, member of Re-

public's exploitation staff at the

and Mrs. Pader are parents

office,

a

home

son,

of

Douglas Ian.
•

Margie McCarthy has been promoted

manager

atre

New

to
of

of the Rialto Thefrom assistant

York,

CURRENTLY
studied a

is beingfor vitalthe industry arbi-

expanding
tration system in matters both of
trade problems which may be submitted to arbitration and number
of companies participating.
ly

Heretofore, only the five theatre-owning companies, Loew's,
Paramount, RKO, 20th Cen-

tury-Fox and Warners, agreed
to submit to arbitration of trade
complaints by exhibitors.
The former consent decree under which the industry arbitration system was established limpurposes,
the type of problem which could
be satisfactorily arbitrated. The
result was that complaints of
unreasonable clearance far outnumbered any other type of complaint
brought by exhibitors
and in the latter period of the
arbitration
boards'
operations
even that type of complaint beited,

came

for

all

less

practical

numerous.

The comprehensive and

•

RKO

Leon

Bamberger,
Radio
J.
promotion manager, is due back
in New York today from Milwaukee.
•
Carroll Puciato, Realart general
manager, has returned to New York
sales

from the Coast.
•

A. A. Ward, vice-president of Altec Service, is in New York from

industry arbitration machinery was there but it was not
being used.
Exhibitors have been free to
cient

dissatisfaction. They
that arbitration had been so
restricted by its own rules that

state their

no
vital
problem
could
be
brought to it for hearing and
decision and, covering as it did
only a part of the industry, it
was limited not only by the type
of complaints which courcl be
submitted to arbitration but also
by the number of non-participating companies.
•

the Coast.

touring
houses.
is

the

arbitration program now
studied contemplates the
inclusion of Columbia, Universal,
United Artists, Republic,

The

•

Gus Lampe,

of the Schine Circuit,

company's

Maryland

being

Monogram and
Silver,

Warner Pittsburgh
Harry Fein stein,
New York visitors.

zone manager, and
his assistant, are

•

Lawrence Kulick
is

in

of Bell Pictures

Los Angeles from

New

York.

U.A. Board Will Hear

Kelly on Wednesday
Board of directors of United Artists
will meet at the home office on Wednesday to hear a report on conditions
abroad by Arthur W. Kelly, executive
vice-president, who has concluded a

two-month tour

of

England and the

in

New York

Continent.

Kelly

effi-

felt

manager.

Moe

there

program

is

due

London

from

at the weekend following his
longest stay abroad in several years.
product deals with J. Arthur
Rank's Odeon Circuit in London, in
which the film company holds interests of about 25 per cent, were one of
Kelly's chief concerns in England.

UA

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Eagle-Lion,

in

addition to the original five.
It
also proposes to include
among matters which may be
arbitrated such subjects as specific run, forcing of pictures, extended runs and other subjects
not heretofore arbitrable but of
vital concern to numerous exhibitors.
Arbitration could also
be extended to cover additional
specific

matters

concerning

which some injunctive

relief

They

feel

that the

arbiprimarily of

tration system is
concern to theatre-owning companies and that their own inter-

is too minor to justify the
payment of assessments to meet

est

maintenance costs of the boards,
-

the appeal board.
seem that against

including

would

It

that

Six" might
having a

"Little
the
the value

weigh

of

ready method of settling customer complaints and of furthering industrial harmony.
There
the consideration that
complaints which have no
industry tribunal in which to be
aired and adjudicated must inevitably become cases in the
too,

is,

many

public courts.

They can be resolved in far
time and more cheaply in

less

the industry arbitration boards.
As for the cost of the system
to the "Little Six," there already

has been proposed an eminently
fair and reasonable basis of assessments.
Heretofore, arbitration costs
have been met by apportioning

them among the five participating companies on the basis of a
small percentage of the distribution revenue of each for the preceding year. It is now suggested that the "Big Five" add their
theatre income to distribution
revenue and pay on the basis of

combined sums.
Non-theatre owning companies, paying on the basis of distribution
revenue alone, thus
would share a very small, yet
equitable, proportion of the cost.
the

•

•

you listened to that Town
Meeting of the Air program
over the ABC network last week
on the subject "How Will Television Affect Motion Pictures?"
it was difficult to escape the imIf

pression

the

that

television

champions, Mark Woods and
James Carmine, had little to
contribute after they both had
made their "pitches" for having
films

made

We

thought Paul Raibourn of

Paramount answered them
neatly.

He

said

$400 with an

ment
set),

Parade

THE

dealer

that

electrical

(for

a

quite

spending
equip-

television

buying a pound of coffee

and

th

of

tents follovo
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5 Films, Stage Play

For Jennifer Jones
After having been seen in only one
picture in the last three years, Jennife
Jones now has five pictures in prospect
of release in 1949 and will be starred
on the stage in the Theatre Guild
production of "Romeo and Juliet."
Her forthcoming pictures are Da
vid Selznick's "Portrait of Jennie
for
release; "China Valdes," Co

1

:

SRO

lumbia; "Madame Bovary," M-G-M
"Trilby," Warner, produced by Jesse
Lasky, and "Tess of the D'Urber
villes," to be made in England as a

Alexander

Sir

Korda-Selznick

pic-

ture.

Magazine Executives
Promote Kaye Film
Promotion and advertising manof some 50 mass-circulation
magazines have been writing letters to

agers

exhibitors all over the country urging

them

to

book Samuel Goldwyn's "A

Star Is Born," starring Danny Kaye.
Promotion is angled to advise theatremen that by the end of the month
magazine ads will reach a combined
circulation of 60,000,000, among such
publications as Life, Look,
ican Weekly, Puck, This

The AmerWeek, Par-

ade and The American Girl.

Loyal Legion Dinner
The Military Order of the Loyal
Legion of the United States, organized
immediately following the assassination of President Lincoln in 1865, will
hold its 63rd annual meeting of the
Commandery-in-Chief, at a banquet at

the

million dollar film productions in

ning,

home

\

Gen. Eisenhowe
are highlights of all current news
reels. Other items include a new j
helicopter and football. Complete con

and a bar of soap didn't entitle
anyone to see a company's multihis

DEWEY STORY

installation

available to video.

for free.

is

sought of defendants in the Government's anti-trust suit.
The principal objection of
companies not now consenting
to arbitration appears to be the
cost.

Newsreel

SHERWIN KANE

By

19

18,

Waldorf-Astoria, tomorrow
to be presided over by

eve-

Commander of the New York Commandery, Captain Messmore Kendall, president of the Capitol Theatre here.

Lagniappc

United

Artists
contributed $10,000 recently to
the litigation fund of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, currently antitrusting the independent exhibitor buying combine, Co-Opera:

tive Theatres

the

Paramount

of Michigan,

and

subsidiary, Unit-

ed Detroit Theatres.

Moskowitz Honored
Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurer of Loew's Inc. was
sworn in as honorary deputy police

Mayor

William
ceremony here
at the weekend. Police Commissioner
Arthur W. Wallender and other rankcommissioner

O'Dwyer

by

at a special

ing officials witnessed the ceremony.
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Anglo-U.S. Meeting

Truman and Barkley
Endorsed by Walsh

Paging Mr. Rank!
Life magazine this week
gives J. Arthur Rank's British-made "Hamlet" its third
major "break," devoting nine

i

Richard F. Walsh,

IATSE

interna-

president, has announced his
support of the Democratic candidates
in the forthcoming Presidential electional

pages to Sir Laurence Olivier.
"Value of the cover and 21
pages which Life has devoted
to "Hamlet" would run past
$350,000 if taken in paid advertising space," a Rank Organization press statement

tion.

|,

In a statement on behalf of the labor
:>ittee for Truman and Barkley,
cwfelnich he is one of the founders,

•

c-

Walsh

said:

declares.

President Truissue,
man's stand is forthright and specific
and in line with the policies of organHis brilliant analysis of
ised labor.
the dangers of the Taft-Hartley Act
has been borne out almost in detail.
His warnings about runaway, uncontrolled prices have been tragically jusHis pleas for low-cost housing,
tified.

"On every

greater Social Security benefits,
for a higher minimum wage, all point
to crying needs in postwar America
and all fit into a pattern of enlightened liberalism which Franklin D.
Roosevelt would be thankful to find
championed by the man he endorsed

"Hamlet," at the Peachtree
Art Theatre in Atlanta, has
rolled up a record advance
sale of $10,000, Universal-International stated here at the
weekend, disclosing also that
at the Park Avenue Theatre
here, the advance sale is now
over $40,000.

for

running mate in 1944.
"I am not unmindful that in certain
overwhelmingly-Republican areas, labor's friends among the Congressional
candidates belong to the Republican
Party just as there are some bad reas his

—

actionary

Democrats

in

overwhelm-

{Continued from page

L.

Bryer Heads

Distribution

—

New

Firm

Boston, Oct. 17. Lew Bryer has
resigned from Western Massachusetts
Theatres, Inc., to head Madison Pictures Corp. of New England, a new
distributing organization. Offices have
Bryer is
been established in Boston.
president and treasurer of the new
corporation, controlling 75 per cent of
the stock. Dorothy M. Bryer is vice-

:

1

'

'

1

A

forthcoming Denial Day campaign.
This drive, held annually through the
cooperation of the Times Union, is
conducted to give under-privileged
boys a free summer vacation at the
Albany Boys Club Camp Thacher.
Tentative date of the drive would be
on or about Thanksgiving.
He appointed Charles A. Smakwitz, Warner
Theatres Albany zone manager, to
serve with him as general co-chairman
for the drive.
The following other
Variety members were named committee chairmen
Big Brother Drive, Nat
Winig; distribution, Jack Bullwinkle;
theatres,
Saul J. Ullman
special
:

Gene Teper

Atkk.

;

arrangements

to

utilize

evening at the Hotel Woodstock here
protest the refusal of virtually all
distributors to re-negotiate union contracts with the Screen Publicists and
Screen Office and Professional Employes guilds because the unions have
failed to comply with the non-Communist affidavit provisions of the Taft-

to

Hartley Law.

United Artists' Cisco Kid series, he
announced at a press luncheon here at
the weekend. The community is in the
San Bernardino Mountains, 125 miles
from Hollywood. The entire town will
appear in the series. Krasne, who has
rights to the model town for 25 years,
said he would make it available to

here

a few months

in

becomes

when

to

return

the quota

clearer.

Huffman

Ricketson,

Seek

KLZ

Denver

in

Denver, Oct. 17.— Frank H. Ricketson and Harry Huffman, both execu-

also disclosed that at a meeting tives of Fox Intermountain Theatres,
of American managers here at the are reported to have closed a deal for
weekend he reviewed his negotiations the purchase of radio station KLZ,
with other European countries. Ship- Denver. Purchase is contingent upon
ments of films to Moscow under the approval from the Federal Communideal set during his visit there will cations Commission.
Huffman and
probably start in a month, Johnston Ricketson head a company known as
added.
Aladdin Television, Inc.
They are

reported ready to pay approximately
$3,000,000 for the station.

Says Boycotts of UK
Not Zionist-Sponsored
Eric A. Johnstori, Motion Picture
Association of America president, released in London at the weekend before his departure by plane for New
York, a statement by Dr. Abba Hillel
Silver,
chairman of the American
Zionist Emergency Council, that the
official Zionist organizations in America do not sponsor U. S. boycotts of
British films.
Silver's statement

he wrote

was contained

in

reply to an inquiry from N. J. Blumberg, president
of Universal-International. Blumberg
sent the Silver reply to Johnston for
letter

in

release.

Glenn Heads Board
(Continued from page 1)
vice-president
Robert H. Wormhoudt, secretary, and directors Gus
Ober, Irwin Shane, Rosalind Kossoff,
;

Myron

Leos and Glenn.
items discussed were plans

With Theatre Video
London, Oct.
— Representatives
17.

government, distributors, producers and the British Broadcasting
of the

Co. discussed plans at the weekend for
television on theatre screens, including telecasts of commercial films in
BBC's television programs.
It was agreed that in order to determine reactions of the public BBC
would proceed experimentally.

'Scott' Chosen for
Royal Performance
— "Scott of the
London, Oct.
17.

Antarctic"

has

been selected by the
British Film Producers Association as
ts presentation for this year's Royal

Command Performance on Nov.

Mills, Irving

Among

Experiment

British

15-Hr.

29.

TV Day for WABD

Board Meeting

for

WABD.

Abrahamsen Heads
Saga Films Here

1948-49.

Included are "Beethoven's
Appassionata," with Viveca Lindfors
and Alf Kjellin, and "Her Office Af
fair,"
Swedish film starring Ingrid

Bergman.

Ireton Returning Here
Montreal, Oct.

17.

— Having

com

pleted his organizational job as gen
manager of English-speaking
operations with Renaissance Films,
Glenn Ireton is leaving the company
after expiration of his contract.
He
has also served as publicity director
for Canadian International
Produc
eral

Radio-Keith-Orpheum board of directors met here on Friday to continue
discussions begun at a prior meeting.
No definitive action was taken on any tions. an affiliated company. He was
subject, a board spokesman said fol- previously for many years with
Warlowing the meeting.

an example.
Johnston said he hopes

of

Abel Abrahamsen has succeeded his
Rally for Jilted Unions brother
Sam as president of Saga
Film division of the New York Films here.
Saga will release 12 first-run forCouncil of Arts, Sciences and Professions will hold a rally Thursday eign productions in this country during

RKO

other countries.
He cited the British
protest against the French quota as

expediting the ratification of the
The DuMont Television Network
proposed standard exhibition contract, has
other producers.
announced plans for a full schedHis U.A. deal calls for eight pic- the projected television-film clearance ule of daytime programming for
tures a year for the next three years. bureau, catalogue of films and yearly
The station will soon begin
television film awards.
telecasting on a daytime schedule from
seven A.M. to six P.M.
will
publicity, Gerry
also continue its full evening program.
The new schedule calls for 15 hours
to
;

events,

Exclusive

the community of Pioneertown, Cal.,
for the making of Westerns have been
made by Philip N. Krasne, producer

'Shoes'

Somervell of the BOT film division Eagle-Lion vice-presidents William
were described by Johnston as routine. Heineman and Max Youngstein, proRepeating that he had not discussed ducer Byran Foy, and Jack Schlaifer,
the film quota here, the MPAA presi- assistant to Heineman. Premiere was
dent added that it would be axiomatic a benefit under sponsorship of the
to point out that the more successful Women's Advertising Club of Washthe British quota proves, the more ington. "Red Shoes" will be shown on
similar measures will be adopted by a two-a-day, advanced price basis.

a

Model Western Town
Acquired by Krasne

of

Opens DCs National
—

)

are

He

Albany Club Extends
Charities Program

1

Premiere

Washington, Oct. 17. The NaJohnston,
Nicholas
tional Theatre, formerly Washington's
Schenck and Barney Balaban.
Agenda for the Council meeting has only legitimate theatre, made its debut
not yet been fixed, but improvement as a film house Friday, with a Hollyin Anglo-American film relations will wood-type premiere of Eagle-Lion's
"The Red Shoes," top Government,
probably be tops when it is set.
Talks with Harold Wilson, presi- embassy, and industry officials turningdent of the Board of Trade, and R. G. out, the latter delegation including
members

situation

In such iningly-Democratic areas.
president,
and Robert Lasher and
stances, labor's support should and
Harold Rickless are other members of
does cut across party lines."
the corporation.
They have secured
franchise rights to 40 re-releases from
Madison Pictures, Inc., New York.
Bryer is also affiliated with the
newly-formed Ruby Film Productions,
Its
which will begin production in New
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 17.— The VariYork after the first of the year.
ety Club of Albany will broaden its
charity program for 1949, the membership decided at its first autumn
meeting, presided over by Harry Lamont, chief barker.
major feature
of the program will be the club's

1

ner.

Ireton

is

leaving for the States

WABD

Says Video Unable

Pay Coast Film Costs
Hollywood,

—

Oct. 17. It is
that television
is unable to pay the costs of
Hollywood television films and
all video film producers are
taking a loss, declares pro-

now apparent

ducer Jerry Fairbanks. There
will
be profits only after
Coast guilds set up scales
which television can afford,
he adds. Until this happens,
Hollywood will be unable to
compete with other video
film markets.
He says NBC is now considering taking an even
heavier loss, comparable to
that of "live" programming,
to get its television film pro-

gram

rolling.

of

programs a day.

Creato Heads Legal Dept.
Camden, N. J., Oct. 17.— Daniel R.
Creato, with the legal department of
Victor since 1935, has been appointed
vice-president
and general
counsel for the
Service Co.,
which is responsible for the installation and servicing of television receivers and electronic equipment for

RCA

RCA

theatres.

Five Italian Films Set
Five new Italian pictures will be
distributed in this country by Contintal

Motion

Picture

Corp.

of

New

York, George Margolin, president, announces.
They are: "Musica di
Sogno," "O Sole Mio," "Capri Isola
di Sogno," "Dodici Croci" and "Non

Mi Muovo."
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smashing entertainment value which
made "Red Stallion" one of the top box-office

All the

grossers of last

year— PLUS— added production

values and top-popularity star names!
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rolOR ^
| COLOR BY TFrHMf
LIFE Magazine rates this enchanting and
deeply -thrilling picture so highly that it has
already devoted a full-color picture insert to
scenes from the film— and dozens of other tremendously important national magazine and
syndicated features are now being set!
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with ROBERT YOUNG in this great human
— tender and with universal appeal —
beautiful schoolma'am, a crusading
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A really great comedy-romance of the whac
complications that develop when an innocent
husband comes home with a beautiful mermaid! In the same class as "It Happened One
Night" and "The More the Merrier" as one of
the most zany comedies the screen has ever
presented!
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Gay and
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WATCH EAGi

light-hearted

and com-

America's New
Sweetheart! Everyone who ever dated for a
high school prom will thrill to this tender story
of a 'teen-age tomboy and her first romance!
Introducing lovely LOIS BUTLER, sensational
pletely

O

loveable,

•

adorable— "Mickey"

is

singing discovery!
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on the night of December
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30, 1947, to terrorize the entire countryside!
Shot on actual location!
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Large-scale outdoors romance filmed in full
Cinecolor in the majestic Canadian Rockies!

motion picture to bring to the screen
of the world-famed Calgary Stampede! The cast is headed by lovely JOAN
LESLIE, JAMES CRAIG and JACK OAKIE.
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BEY, LYNN BARI, CATHY O'DONNELL
and RICHARD CARLSON head the fine cast of
this great romantic drama of phoney spiritual-
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thrilling exploitation hit!
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Walter Wanger's proved box-office know; how;
brilliant, fast-paced direction which Anthony
Mann demonstrated in "T-Men" and "Raw
Deal"; star value of lovely JOAN BENNETT,
and the unforgettable story, based on Elizabeth Sanxay Holding's greatest novel — and
you've got a picture which is tops!
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GREAT FILMS
ARE SET TO GO,...
Experienced

motion picture ever to combine live
action and animated puppets in color! "Alice
In Wonderland," one of the world's best-loved
stories becomes a film which captures all the
charm and wonder of Lewis Carroll's immortal
classic! Will be pre-sold by one of the most
intensive nationwide campaigns ever put be-

The

LION

showmen know

that the

balance of the Eagle Lion program
will

measure up

to

them

in

every

boxoffice essential

BUILD BOXOFFICE
WITH EAGLE LION!...
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US-Schine
(Continued from page

Syracuse
as
Schine would

1)

which
houses
be allowed to

keep.
All sales would have to be approved
by the court, with Schine and other
interested parties having a chance to
object and be heard.
Admitting that its proposed order is
a sweeping one, the Justice Depart-

"The breadth of Schine's
said
acquisitions has enabled it for
many years to be the largest independent circuit in the country, with an
increase since 1928 of 56 closed towns.
That breadth is necessarily the measure of its undoing."
time limit for the divestiture
was set, but the Government asked the
ment

:

illegal

No

court to order appointment of a trustee within 30 days of judgment, and
that the theatre interests be sold "as
rapidly as possible upon such terms
and to such purchasers as this court
may approve, to the end that the theatres thus disposed of may be operated in competition with theatres retained by the defendants."
Other points asked by the Government included these
All unimproved lands, available- for
theatre purposes, held by Schine in
towns where it has theatres, should
be divested "as rapidly as possible."
Schine would be required to furnish
a list within 30 days of judgment.

Would Halt Acquisitions

No additional theatres shall be acquired by Schine except with court
approval after a showing that such
acquisition will not "unreasonably restrain competition."
Schine would be restrained
from licensing for five years
from the date of judgment
more than 60 per cent of the
feature films released by major
distributors in any season for
first-run showing in a town
where Schine has competition,
and from securing for five years

Monday, October

18,

173 Schine Theatres
Listed for Divestiture
New York State: Amsterdam: ReOrpheum.
Rialto,
Strand,
Augent,
gent, Rialto, Strand, Orpheum. Auburn:
Auburn. Bath: BabPalace,
Jefferson,
cock. Ballston Spa: Capitol. Buffalo. GraCanadaigua: Playhouse,
nada, Riverside.
Lake. Carthage: Strand, State, Corning:
Fox, State, Palace. Cortland: State, Temple,
Cortland. Dolgeville: Strand. East Rochester: Rialto. Fairport: Fairport, Temple, Rialto.

Geneva:

Geneva,

Regent,

Temple.

Falls: Rialto, Empire. Gloversville
Glove, Hippodrome. Hamilton: State. Herkimer: Liberty, Richmond. Hudson Falls:
Strand. Ilion: Capitol, Temple. Little Falls:
Rialto, Hippodrome. Newark: Capitol, Crescent. Lockport: Rialto, Hi- Art, Palace. Malone:
Malone, Plaza. Massena: Massena,
Rialto, Strand. Norwich: Colonia. Ogdensburg: Strand, Pontiac. Oneonta: Oneonta,
Palace, Strand. Oswego: Strand, Capitol,

Glens

Oswego, Richardson, State. Penn Yan:
Elmwood. Perry: Auditorium. Rochester:
Dixie, Riviera, Cameo, Grand, State, Liberty, Lake, Madison, Monroe, West End.
Salamanca: Andrews, Salamanca. Saranac
Lake: Pontiac. Seneca Falls: Strand, Seneca.
Syracuse:
Empire, Palace. Tupper
Lake: State. Watertown: Avon, Olympic.
Palace. Whitehall: Capitol. Mechanic ville
State.

Granville: Ritz.

Ohio:
Ashland:
Palace,
Ohio,
House, Ashland. Athens: Athena,

Opera
Court.

Ohio. Bellefontaine: Holland, Strand, Oper;
House. Bucyrus: Bucyrus, Southern, State
Delaware: Strand, Star. Fostoria: Civic
Roxy, State, Colonia. Kent: Kent, Oper;
House. Medina: Princess, Temple, Medina
Mt. Vernon: Vine, Lyric, Vernon, J*Cemo
rial.
Norwalk: Capital, Forum,/' m->se
Norwalk. Piqua: Ohio, Piqua, Miaii^
c>
Shelby:
Ravenna:
Castamba.
RTrVenna
Ohio. Tiffin: Ritz, Grand, Tiffin. Van Wert
Van Wert, Strand. Wooster: Woster, Open

House, Wayne.

Kentucky:

Corbin:
Kentucky,
Hippo-!
Harlan: Margie Grand. LexKentucky, State, Strand.
Opera House, Ada Meade. Maysville: Russell, Washington, Hollywood. Paris: Bourbon,
Paris.
Richmond: Madison, State.'
Pikeville: Liberty. Middlesboro: Manring,
Brownie.
Maryland:
Cambridge: Arcade, State,
Grand. Easton: New Easton, Avalon, Music Hall.
Federalsburg: Federal. Hurlock:
Hurlock. St. Michael's: Marada. Salisbury:
Arcade,
Wicomico,
Ritz.
Cumberland:

drome, Viv.
ington:

Ben

Ali,

Strand.

Delaware:
Milford:

Laurel:

Waller,

New

were combined in master agreements periods and places of theatre operaor franchises, and theatres which the tions
making master agreements and
record shows were used in competitive long-time franchises for the circuit;
Schine would be restrained from towns to unreasonably restrict compe- and by exerting
pressure on distribulicensing any features for showing in tition of competitors.
tors to control the prices they charged
any town where competitors have not
independent exhibitors.
Government proposes other
been given a chance to negotiate for
The brief in support of the findings
sweeping restrictions on declared
the picture on the same run. Complithat the Government "is of
Schine's future operations, enance with this shall be satisfied by a
the opinion that next to divestiture rejoining the circuit from unreastatement to Schine from distributors
lief the prevention of monopoly buying
sonable clearance privileges or
that the competition has been given a
practices by Schine is the most imporcompetition restraints with the
chance to negotiate. A similar injunctant relief which could be afforded
burden of proof placed on
tion shall be applied to licensing films
competitors and the public."
As for
Schine, and from enjoying specon a selective basis in any town where
clearances, the brief said that "the
ial concessions from any disSchine has competition.
Schine saga is marked by an untributor.
The latest listing which the Deparalleled use of clearance as a weappartment had of May, 1942 showed
on of restraint and monopoly."
The
Department
modified
its
injuncSchine operating only 148 theatres.
tion against franchises.
Only Three Cities Excepted
It
now
would
The Government said its listing totaled
more than this. Justice officials said bar Schine from conditioning the
The divestiture provisions, the brief
Schine had promised an up-to-date licensing of films in any situation out- said, "would require divestiture of
list,
but had never provided it, and side Buffalo upon licensing of films Schine's theatre holdings except in
they would probably have to g'et the elsewhere and from entering into any Buffalo,
Rochester,
and Syracuse,
master agreement or franchise. Schine
court to order the circuit to supply
where there are and have been firstmust
license
for
any
theatre
from
the
one eventually. Meanwhile, they said,
run exhibitors affiliated with the disthey had to work with the list sup- branch office serving that theatre's tributors. If it be said that this proterritory,
wherever
this
the
is
estabplied in 1942, out-of-date film licensing
vision would require divestiture of
agreements, and other "inadequate" lished method of licensing for other most of Schine's theatres, we think
theatres.
data.
the answer must be that this provision
Schine would be barred from buying
merely measures the scope of Schine's
Could File New Plan
or booking films for any theatres other
illegal acquisitions."
The
proposed
order
provides
that
than those in which they have a finanAlthouph the brief says Schine
within
days
of
30
judgment
the
Govcial interest, the Government suggests.
could keep theatres in Buffalo, Syraernment
can
submit
a
new
divestiture
The Department gave eight differcuse,
and Rochester, the proposed
ent reasons why different theatres plan "to dissipate defendants' monop- judgment would have the circuit disoly
power
if it deems the entry of the
should be divested, and then lists the
pose of 10 theatres in Rochester and
does
not dissipate
such two
theatres to be divested for each reason. judgment
each in Buffalo and Syracuse.
power."
It
specifically
provides
that
Many theatres appeared on more than
Justice officials could not name any
the
trustee
shall
have
easy
access
to
one list. When duplication was elimitheatres which the chain could keep
all Schine books and properties.
nated, the total was 173.
.other than the two already mentioned
"For the purpose of securing comin Syracuse.
Eight Divestiture Reasons
pliance" with the court's judgment,
Real estate sites suitable for theaThe eight list-headings are Thea- the, proposed judgment also includes a tres, which the
Government would
that
Justice
Department have Schine
tres acquired by Schine with the in- provision
dispose of include locatent to acquire all first-run theatres in agents shall have access to books,
tions in Cortland, Perry, Rochester
one locality; theatres acquired from an property and employes of the Schine and
Paris, N. Y., and Salisbury, Md.
owner or operator unable to procure Circuit.
Justice said it did not have any
The Government's proposed order
adequate product or competitive terms
complete list of Schine-owned real
from distributors because of the exer- and findings, prepared by Philip Mar- estate.
cise of Schine's buying power and its cus, ran to 318 pages, 139 of them
conspiracy with distributors
theatres devoted to town-by-town findings.
The Government maintained that N.T. Hearing
acquired as part of a transaction
Jacob Demov, referee in the settlewhereby the former operator agreed Schine had destroyed competition and
not to compete with Schine; theatres established monopoly by: arbitrarily ment proceedings revolving around
acquired as fruits of the conspiracy depriving independents of first and the 16 suits brought by National Thethrough the expenditure of monies in second-run pictures
securing unrea- atres stockholders against officers and
acquisition
derived from the sonable clearances over independent directors of 20th Century-Fox, will
their
operations of defendants and their theatres
making threats to build or resume hearings this morning at the
subsidiaries- in pursuance of the con- open or close theatres to prevent in- Bar Association Building here. Sevspiracy
theatres used to create or dependents from building or operat- eral more hearing sessions are exmaintain a pool theatres held with an ing; lowering admission prices; ob- pected to be held over the next sevexisting or potential competitor other taining rental concessions
restricting eral weeks by Demov before he will
than theatres pooled; theatres which independents who sold to them as to render a decision.

such towns during
months period."

—

show on earth — in Technicolor?

I'm just the man who can arrange it. I'm the pilot of "the
Hollywood," United Air Lines'
famous onestop flight from New
York to Los Angeles in 11 hours
and 10 minutes.

>We leave New York
arrive in

at 12 noon. We
Los Angeles at 8:10

P.M. But we time our flight to
arrive over the Grand Canyon
just at sunset

Technicolor

You

see

— that's

Show

Hoover

I

the great

mentioned!

Dam

and the

Southwest desert country too.
It's really beautiful.

Of course we have

many

luxurious at-

tractions on "the Hollywood."
Like air conditioning. A spacious
cabin, so you can stroll around.
lounge, with perfect observation. Deep soft seats. Delicious
meals.

A

any

six

;

—

:

;

»But

my

special
pride and joy is
the sunset show in Technicolor!

Today

;

;

United Air Lines Pilot on

Waller,

Plaza.

Virginia: Appalachian: State.
The judgment also provided that the existing pooling arrangement at Fostoria and
Medina, Ohio, be dissolved.

"the majority of all of the better pictures for exhibition in

>Want a box seat
for the greatest

194'

;

;

;

Monday, October

18,

Motion Picture Daily
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Promotion 'Stunt'
Aid to Blind
— A promotion
Oct.

^Brings
Atlanta,

Portland,

Two new

17.

staged by the Miller Theatre,
\ugusta, Ga., and the Augusta Chronto

sell

a

Lassie- picture

lbout

instances in

which the motion picture

industry has contributed both directly
ihd indirectly toward the welfare and
happiness of the human race."
P. E. McCoy, Augusta city manager for Georgia Theatres, arranged
the stunt which provided for a child's
essay contest on "Why I Like Dogs."
Now the winning essay and- photo of
its author and his dog is inscribed on
a perpetuity bond of $10,000, income
from which the anonymous donor has
specified will go to the purchase of a
seeing-eye dog for blind applicants
selected by Lions
Clubs over the
nation.

House Business Quiz
(Continued from page

i

1)

States Association convention in New
Orleans at the end of November.
Hearings have been tentatively set for
that city at that time. Testimony will

also be taken from independent producers at hearings in Los Angeles in
January or February.
Allied has already urged that the
committee recommend setting up a
special anti-trust court and that the
Robinson-Patman Act's bar on price
discrimination be broadened to in-

Oct. 17.—
additions are anOre.,

nounced by Ted Gamble Theatres, one in Baker, Ore., tj
seat 800 and scheduled for
completion in 30 days, and th2
second a 500 seater in Leb-

brought

establishment of a permanent
:und by an anonymous donor to pro,/idefor the purchase of a seeing-eye
lo^T ?. a blind person annually.
Tf^K. Jenkins, president of Georgia Theatre Co., which operates the
Miller, characterized the incident as
'another in the long list of shining

Theatres for

Ted Gamble Circuit

;tunt

icle

TOA

New

2

now being

anon, Ore.,

erected

and set for opening in March.

7

Battles

(Continued from page 1)
lower and uniform rates on film shipments over these carriers; (4) a request to the U. S. Postmaster General
for special handling of film shipments
by way of railroad post offices, and
(5) a complete and exhaustive survey
of the entire rate structure with the
possibility of intervening in the present anti-trust suit against certain restrictive
conditions in the Railway

Express agreements.
Meanwhile, Gael Sullivan,

execu-

director of the TOA, who has
been negotiating with L. O. Head,
president of Railway Express, since
last June for a reduction in the present express charges on film shipments,
Hollywood, Oct. 17.—
$1,000,000
reports that responses have been condeal with a New York investment
ciliatory and that he is still hopeful
house to provide secondary financing
of a voluntary reduction on the part
and completion bonds for independent
of the express agency.
tive

Nasser Fixes Deal
For Second Money
A

producers
been concluded by
has
James Nasser, president of General
Service Studios, who described him-

"middle-man" between the

self as the

producers and the banking house.
Films thus financed must be made on
the General Service lot but can have
any release, he said.
In addition, Nasser has been conferring with Sam Bischoff, Tay Garnett and Robert Riskin about
the
$600,000 deal under which Howard

Hughes

is

financing three pictures for

United Artists release to replace three
that went to
Radio after he
took over.

RKO

Rodgers Promotes 4
(Continued from page 1)

took

a

special

speaking

were given an insight

enterprises,

course

afford to wait
longer," Sullivan said.
"The rising costs of living have
reduced the volume of entertainment dollars and if we are
to continue to provide the lowest cost entertainment available, we must find means of
reducing the excessive overhead
created by
exhorbitant film
shipment charges and other operating costs without in any
manner lowering the quality of
the product or the services
rendered to millions of patrons."

Nation's

Sulivan pointed out that in July he

had

called

Head's

attention

to

the

shrinkage of film handling on the part

Loew-M-G-M

ited 58 executives of the
office and affiliated

home

"We cannot

much

and

into operations

of the industry.

of Railway Express and attributed it
to the ruling which, on Oct. 15, 1946,
eliminated the half-rate tariff charges
on the return of film to distributors
or film exchanges.
Had exhibitors
been apprised of this change in rate,

Those promoted are Russell Gaus, they would have made
a vigorous proat Los Angeles, .to Oklatest to the Interstate Commerce Comhoma
City
manager
the
succeeding
clude rentals as well as sales.
mission and state regulatory authoriExhibitor representatives appeared late Charles D. Lyne Louis J. Weber, ties, Sullivan said.
salesman
Dallas,
at
assistant
to
branch
at practically every hearing, and comAnsley B.
mittee members were "extremely im- manager at that office
pressed with their stories of monopoly Padgett, assistant branch manager at
in the industry," one committee staff Atlanta, to manager of that exchange,
(Continued from page 1)
member declared.
He said that it under Charles E. Kessnich, district
"all added up to a very dark picture," manager, and Philip F. Gravitz, officestraining it and its "members acting
and that "the situation turned, up cer- manager-booker at New Haven, to
under Harry Rosenblatt, in concert" from collecting performtainly shows we were right in looking salesman
manager. All promotions are effective ing rights fees from the plaintiffs.
into it."
This would still allow Ascap memimmediately.
Chief complaints

Soo/v

:

salesman

;

;

Ascap,

of exhibitor witThe four, as well as Michael Ford,
nesses at the various hearings, he declared, were
a film shortage re- Chicago, and Louis Marks, Cleveland,
1 )
sulting from a producer conspiracy to returned to their respective field headsuppress films and build up a backlog, quarters at the weekend, following a
all the while forcing theatre owners final meeting with Rodgers.
to bid up rentals
2) the Supreme
:

;

Court ban on block-booking is being
ignored "a theatre owner can buy
individual films but has to pay as much
as he had to pay for a block of five
before"; 3) clearances are completely
unreasonable
4) the monopoly of the
Big Five on first-run theatres works

—

;

all

sorts of discrimination against in-

dependents.

Guilty, Fined, Closed
Detroit, Oct. 17.— Archie Rose of
Detroit paid $50 fine and costs in
court after pleading guilty to presenting an obscene film, "Strip Poker," at
the Fox Theatre in Grand Rapids.
The theatre was ordered padlocked
for 30 days.

'Amber'

Ban Seen

Lifted

Kentucky Showmen
Set Meeting Agenda
Louisville, Oct.
— On the agen17.

da

is

not obscene.

book of the same

title

bers, as individuals, the right to license

music

public performance, the
counters. Thus, after
licensing a picture from a producer,
they would still face the "peril" of
having to deal with individuals to
clear music rights, the plaintiffs con-

ITOA

for

group

tinue.

This represents "a gaping defect in
the right of the producer to issue a
license authorizing the exhibition of
his films," the plaintiffs claim.
To this Ascap answers that the restraint it, Ascap, proposes would offer
the plaintiffs sufficient protection, that
a more stringent judgment against
Ascap members is not within the power of the court because it would cause
them, the members, unnecessary injury.
Answers to each other's briefs are

annual convention of the
Kentucky
Association
of
Theatre
Owners are talks covering Ascap,
Federal and state taxes, exhibitor and
distributor
relationships,
censorship
and television. The meeting will be
held at the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville on Oct. 27-28.
Invited
guest
speakers
include
Governor
Earle
Clements,
R.
J.
O'Donnell, Eric Johnston, Ted Gam- to be prepared by next Friday.
ble,
Gael
Sullivan
and
Arthur
of

the

DeBra.

To Aid

Republic Expects

UJA

Benefit

Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, Herbert
Boston, Oct. 17.— Ban on 20th Cen- H. Lehman, Mayor William O'Dwyer,
tury-Fox's "Forever Amber" is ex- Grover Whalen and Dr. Stephen S.
pected to be lifted soon in Bay State Wise will serve as honorary chairmen
towns following the Massachusetts of the "Night of Stars" benefit show
Supreme Court's ruling in a split de- for the United Jewish Appeal which
cision that the

ITOA

will be held in Madison Square Garden here on Nov. 15.

(Continued from Page 1)

and Southern group of branch managers present at the meetings.
All
reported that small towns in their
particularly
showing a
areas
are
healthy increase in business, and stated
that there was optimism for continued
good business on the part of showmen
in general.
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WSS Tackles a Timely
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Three to Hit AAA Files to
US Proposal Block St. Louis

On

to

Work

Divestiture Briefs

Washington,

Oct.

18.

—

The

American Arbitration Association
and its St. Louis agent, Harold D.

Conner, today added their voices to
United Artists, and
those of four major distributors and
Columbia have labeled as particu- asked the U. S. Supreme Court to reUniversal,

larly objectionable that part of the

Government's

proposed order for
the Paramount case which

entry in
they feel could be interpreted to mean
that clearances would be justified only
when prints are unavailable.
spokesman for one of the three
said here yesterday that the point
definitely will be contested although a
course of action has yet to be decided.
There have been no discussions of a
possible exit from the case by way
of a separate consent decree for the
three, he added, despite the fact that
they and the Government are at odds
in very few instances. However, he did
not dismiss such a decree as being

A

unlikely.
It is this contention of the

Depart-

ment of Justice with which the three
take issue, quoted from the Depart-

an attempt by independent St.
Louis exhibitors to upset clearances

ject
set

by the

The

AAA.

headed by Harry
that Paramount,
RKO, 20th-Fox and Warner are violating the anti-trust laws by observing
clearances set by the
under the
exhibitors,

Arthur,

C.

claim

AAA

1940 consent decree.
$265,000 damages and

They ask

for

injunctive

re-

lief.

About 10 days ago,

the four distributors asked the high court to turn
down an appeal from a decision of the
(Continued on page 4)

Griffith

Motion

Oklahoma

Oct.

City,

18.—The

to amend the
petition in the Griffith anti-trust case
to include new owners of the former
R. E. Griffith holdings in Texas may
be fought when it is aired in Federal
Court here on Oct. 25.

Government's

motion

Charles B. Cochrane, attorney for
Theatre Enterprises, Inc., Dallas, said
here today that a conference would be
held shortly to determine what action
firm would take in reply to the
motion.
the

District
Attorney Robert
Shelton filed the motion to amend the

U.

contending that Theatre En(Continued on page 4)

$840,000 Trust Suit
Filed in Chicago
Chicago,
treble

Oct.

damage

suit

18.— An $840,000
was filed here to-

day

in U. S. District Court by the
Tiffin Building Corp., operators of the

Executives in East

of Labor
Film Council, today called
upon producers and distribu-

tors to limit the number of
reissues in any one year to a
small percentage of new pictures released during that
year. The council, which represents almost every AFL
union and guild in the studios, also urged that reissues
be limited only to "recognized masterpieces of motion
picture art."

tt*

FILM
\

NEWS

1

TEN CENTS

150,000 in
Back Pay for
Film Salesmen
$70

Week Minimum Set

Under Colosseum Pact
Film salesmen of 11 distributors
will shortly receive a total of about
$150,000 in retroactive pay in-

won by the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen in negotiations
with the companies, it was

creases

estimated here yesterday as the Colosseum and distributors jointly announced mutual acceptance of union
contract
terms
following weekend
convention of the Colosseum in Chicago.

John Adler Heads

ITO

of Wisconsin

Washington, Oct. 18. It is
longer definite that the top-level in- worth, national Allied States presidustry meeting, slated for around Nov. dent, asking for continued support.
10, will be held on the Coast, Motion
Dues were raised from 15 cents to
Picture Association of America of- 20 cents
per
seat,
annually,
and
today
upon Eric the following national officers were
ficials
indicated
Johnston's return from Europe. Diffi- elected
culty in assembling the personnel for
Vice-president, F. J. McWilliams,
the parley is raising the question of Madison
secretary, Arnold Brumm,
holding the meeting in the East.
Milwaukee treasurer, Edward JohnMeanwhile, Johnston, exhausted and son, Milwaukee.
business manager
nursing a bad cold, spent part of the
(Continued on page 3)
day resting and part conferring with
aides.
full-dress conhis
ference with his top assistants is
scheduled for tomorrow. All indications are there will be no statements
to
the press before Wednesday or
;

The $10 per week salary increase
which will go to each of the approximately 1,000 salesmen involved under
the 11 contracts will be retroactive to
July 21 last, the date on which the
National Labor Relations Board certified the Colosseum.
Contracts signed by Colosseum executives yesterday and expected to be
signed by company representatives
here this- week, provide for the following additional benefits: $70 per
week minimum salaries after one year
of employment; one-week vacations
after six months' employment, and
(Continued on page 3)

$62,577 Republic
Profit in 39 Weeks

;

A

MPAA

A

Discipline Erring
Stars, Allied

Thursday.

Asks
—

British Lion to Get

First U. K.

Loan

—

London, Oct. 18. First advance of
government money in aid of film production here is expected to be a $3,000,000 loan to British Lion Film
Corp., Ltd., before the end of the
month. Sir Alexander Korda's London Films is fhe production affiliate
of British Lion.

James H. Lawrie, chairman of the
Theatre on the North Side of government's Film Finance Corp., has
Chicago, against 12 film distributors indicated that he will advance only
and theatre circuits who are charged 25 per cent of a suggested production
Tiffin

(Continued on page 4)

American Federation

Milwaukee, Oct. 18. John T.
Adler is the new president of the Independent Theatre Owners of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan.
Concluding sessions of the organization's meeting were held here at the
Schroeder Hotel with unity as its funo ture keynote, and William L. Ains-

S.

petition,

Hollywood, Oct. 18.— Charging that the "abuse and overuse of reissues" is unfair to
the public, detrimental to the
box-office and is creating unemployment, the Hollywood

Call Parley of

—

US

Council

—

May

{Continued on page 4)

Fight Seen on

AFL

fife,

IN

1948

Asks Reissue Limit

Clearances Clearance Suit

Majors Begin

On

Coast

19,

%

FIRST

11

Concise

NO.

PI<5^I?ftE

<-'''/''

(Continued on page 4)

18.
Allied
Washington,
Oct.
States Association today criticized the
"misbehavior of Hollywood stars" as
a chief cause of the industry's bad
public relations, and called on the industry to devise "some method for
disciplining erring stars, instead of
condoning their misdeeds."
bulletin by Allied counsel Abram
F. Myers, reporting on the results of

A

Net profit of $62,577 for the 39
weeks ended last July 24 was reported
here yesterday by Republic Pictures,
after providing $40,000 for Federal
taxes. The net is equal to 15 cents each
on 400,000 preferred shares. No comparison with the similar period of the
previous year is available.

For the 26 weeks to April 26, this
company had a net profit of

year, the

$236,832,

equal,

after

preferred

divi-

dend requirements, to two cents each
on 1,817,860 common shares.

Services

Today

for

David A. O'Malley

an executive committee meeting here
at the weekend, said the executive
Norwood, Mass., Oct. 18. Funeral
committee considered a solution proposed by Joseph P. Finneran of Indi- services will be held here today at
ana. Also, Myers was directed to de- Gilhooly Funeral Home for David A.
publicity
vise "practical machinery for carrying O'Malley, advertising and
the proposal into effect," and to re- director for Columbia Pictures InterCorp.,
who died in St.
port the results to the Allied board national
meeting in New Orleans, Nov. 27 and Clare's Hospital, New York, at the

—

(Continued on pane 3)

(Continued on page 4)
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Personal
Mention

Variety Convention

H

underway for the 1949 Variety

ERBERT

YATES,

J.

president,

San Francisco,

Republic

who

critically

is

exploi-

manager, will leave here today
for Boston.
Joseph Sugar, head of
tation

E-L

film contract department,

Inter-

was

convention

be

to

and Rotus Harvey.
Other commitees include

registra-

:

journal, Irving M.
transportation, Ted Galanter
decoration, R. A. Eckles and William
David; radio, L. Malloy and Bill
Baldlin; arrangements, Guy Cherney;
entertain
hotels,
Clifton Reynolds

tion,

Levin

Ben Levin;
;

;

Ken Dailey and

Dahlinger;
publicity, Charles Shutt; greeters, R.
Latin America supervisor, flew last Ryan and Nate Blumenfeld; rodeo,
night to his Mexico City headquar- J. Harvey and R. W. Harvey printing, Matty Mateo; finance, Roy Coopters from New York.
•
er
scrap book,
Gale Santocomo
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertis- fights, Leslie Jacobs; ladies' entertaining-publicity vice-president, will fly to ment, Sylvia Levin, and information,
tomorrow from New Dorothy Haley.
Coast
the
York.
ment,

J.

;

;

•
B.

G.

Albany Variety Sets
Film

Classics
worldwide sales head, left here yester-

SmakwitzTestimonial

day on a trip through New England
and Midwest exchanges.
•

Albany, N.

Y.,

Oct.

18.— Testi-

^

and directs picrelease, said the company has already employed two of the
special salesmen and will take on oth-

chase

ers as quickly as they can be found.
Company expects to begin its new
program early next month, and will
keep "long range" results in mind.

tribution

Portland, Ore., Oct. 18.— Pu
of an interest in the Oregor
and Washington franchises of Screer
Guild Productions is announced by

SGP

tures for

O. Wilson, long identified with dis
in the Portland area. With

Mort Bramson, Wilson will operate
the
Portland and
Seattle
Screen
Productions, he said, has Guild offices.
completed seven of the 16 pictures it
has scheduled for production in 194849, has four now in production and
will complete the remaining five by
New Haven, Oct. 18.—Leonard
next March.
Next season the pro- Levy, associated with the law firm
ducer will increase his output to 26, Herman M. Levy, general counsel
he said. In addition to Lippert pro- the Theatre Owners of America, has
ductions, SGP releases reissues and been awarded the
Nathan Burkan
foreign productions.
Memorial prize of $100 for his paper
Speaking as a circuit owner, Lippert "Copyright and the Motion Picture
said he believes only one-fifth of the
patronage-potential attend U. S. theatres regularly.
He holds that if a
picture succeeds in New York City the
chances are it will fail in the "hinterLippert

Leonard Levy Honored

monial dinner for Charles A. Smakwitz, former chief barker, will be held
lands."
With companies like RepubArthur Hornblow, Jr., M-G-M at the Colonie Country Club on Nov. lic and Monogram endeavoring to
producer, flew to London over the 15 under the auspices of the local identify themselves
more and more
weekend from New York en route Variety Club. Smakwitz was recently with "A" product, SPG will seek to
promoted to zone manager for Warner replace the
to Italy.
vacancy in "B" picture
•
Theatres. A committee which includes
production, Lippert said.
William C. Gehring, 20th Cen- Mayor Erastus Corning among its
tury-Fox assistant general sales man- honorary members and headed by Neil
Hellman, is in charge.
ager, left here yesterday for Boston.

NEW YORK THEATRES

f

N. Peter Rathvon was due
rive

in

New York

last

night

Pittsburgh Variety
Will Honor Harris

to ar-

from

New

•

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"JULIA MISBEHAVES";

in

Industry Post

Peter

Elizabeth

Cesar

LAWFORD - TAYLOR
ROMERO
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
-

Carl Leserman, veteran distribution

executive, indicated upon arrival in
New York from the Coast yesterday
Pittsburgh,
18.
Oct.
John H. that he anticipates a new industry post
David W. Siegel, Eagle-Lion pro- Harris, "Big Boss" of Variety Clubs shortly but declined to divulge deducer, will return to Hollywood to- International, will be honor guest at tails.
Here for two to three weeks,
the Pittsburgh Variety Club's annual Leserman
morrow from New York.
said he has "a few things
banquet to be held at the William in
mind" in the way of a. new film
Penn
Hotel
here
on
Nov.
14.
The
Bryan Foy, Eagle-Lion producer,
position, and declared he might have
affair has been scheduled to coincide
an announcement to make by the end
arrived here over the weekend from
with the Pittsburgh Steelers-Chicago
of this week.
Washington.
Prior to his recently
Cardinals
football
game.
•
terminated association with independent producer Benedict Bogeaus, LesDavid Horne, Film Classics forerman held top sales posts with Wareign sales manager, has left New Auerbach
Outfit
York for Havana.
George Auerbach, former producer ner and United Artists.
•
and writer at M-G-M and Paramount,
Joseph Moskowitz, 20th Century- will fly to Hollywood today from
Fox studio liaison, has left Holly- New York to arrange for a technical
staff, studio space and distribution for
wood for New York.
a new independent producing company
•
Minneapolis,
Oct.
18.— Federal
Rube Jackter, Columbia assistant which he heads. First of three films Judge Gunnar
Nordbye today took
scheduled
is
"St.
"Benny
the
Dip,"
general sales manager, will leave here
under
consideration the form of findwhich will go into production after
today for Canada.
June 1 when Marlon Brando, who is ings in the Bennie Berger-Ascap case
•
filed by Thomas Vennum of Ascap
currently appearing in "A Streetcar

Hollywood.

—

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

Leserman Weighing

•

'

Wilson Buys Into
N.W. Screen Guild

produces

ditionally,

er,

Boston yesterday from New York.
•
J. Robert Harris, son of Realart
board chairman Joseph Harris, and
his wife have become parents of a son,
John William, born at Lying In
Hospital, New York.
•
Arthur Pratchett, Paramount's
in

Kranze,

Chicago, Oct. 18.—Harry Gol
man, Warner salesman since 194(
Screen Guild Productions' board of has been appointed Eagle-Lion branc
directors will meet here on Friday to manager here,
succeeding Clarenc
finalize arrangements for the employ- Phillips who resigned last week. Gold
ment of 11 special salesmen who will man started with FBO in 1924, wa
"beat the brush" concentrate on sell- with the Ben Lasker Theatre Circui
ing SGP product to untouched rural frotn 1930 to 1940, and rejoined War
locations
salaries
and expenses ner in 1946 when he returned fron
at
totaling $100,000 a year, it was dis- service, having been with the copww
closed here yesterday by Robert L. from 1940 to 1942.

—

•

the

— Plans are

194

—

ill.

Leon Brandt, Eagle-Lion

Oct. 18.

19,

Goldman Named EBranch Manager

Its

held here
May 2-7. Rotus Harvey, general
chairman, expects the local tent will
and
entertain over
1,500 delegates
guests. The convention theme will be
closely in harmony with the state cen
tennial with a final banquet for the
"Humanitarian Lippert, SGP president, upon his arpresentation of the
rival from the Coast.
Award" for 1948.
Lippert, who also heads the 61-theOn the convention executive com
mittee are: A. Blumenfeld, Homer atre Lippert Circuit of Northern CaliTegtmeier, Jack Marpole, Roy Coop- fornia and Southern Oregon and, adnational

Charles Schlaifer, 20th CenturyFox advertising-publicity director,
was in Omaha yesterday from New
York to be at the bedside of his mother

Expand

to

Committees Named Field Sales Forces

here from the Coast,

is

SGP

Tuesday, October

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

—

EDWARD

6.

ROBINSON

GAIL RUSSELL

JOHN LUND;.

liWf^
ikou:

A
A

Psw
nmn ...tt Pictui
t
Paramount

Forms

Ascap Files Form
Of Nordbye Finding

William Wright, M-G-M

er,

left

produc-

the Coast yesterday for Cin-

cinnati.

Named Desire," will be available for
the title role.

•

Regal Ads Through Conti

Maurice

B. (Bucky) Harris, exploiteer, has rejoined Universal-Inter-

Answer

counsel.

to

the

findings,

which Ascap wants Nordbye to include in his decision handed down in
the case on Sept. 10, will be filed tomorrow by Louis Schwartz, Berger

FIRST TIME AT
POPULAR PRICES!

Conti Advertising Agency here will counsel.
handle advertising and promotional
In opposing the new Ascap move,
•
activities of Regal Television Picture Schwartz will contend the findings
Harold Mirisch, Allied Artists Corp. Regal operates key city ex- filed by Ascap are improper and have
vice-president, has returned to Holly- changes
nationally
for
television no bearing either on the case or the

RKO PRESENTS

MOURNING BECOMES

national.

wood from

Dallas.

product.

Nordbye

S^TJ^^Om*? E^^J!^&.82!f ^f^^5^^^ ^'d,e^

Siler?vi ? ..Kane

ELECTRA"
Brandt's

decision.
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Film Salesmen

Republic N.L.R.B.
Election on Nov. 3
National Labor Relations Board exminer John J. Carmody yesterday set
Jov. 3 for an election among Republic's home office "white collarites" to
.etermine whether the employes want

(Continued from page 1)

II

Ad be represented

Home

irjPicture

collective

for

bar-

IATSE

Motion
Office Employes Local

fining purposes by

A "definite majority" of
H-63.
he "mployes, H-63 claims, has re'_membership in the Screen
4

Mo.
rj

'

i

!

Professional
Employes
^ht'y and
juild and now seeks H-63 representaion.

set at a hearing
Among those at-

Election date was
here.
the
ending were James Rogers, IATSE
Joseph Connternational organizer
don, H-63 organizer, and J. E. McMa-

NLRB

it

r

;

Republic secretary.

jion,

UA

Will Begin Pact
Negotiations on Thursday
H-63,

W. Virginia Owners
Will Meet Nov. 12-13
Cincinnati,

Oct. 18.
The West Virginia Theatre
Managers Association, with a
membership of 200, will hold
its 15th annual convention at
the Netherland Plaza Hotel
here, Nov. 12-13, instead of at

automobile
a year
expenses of seven-and-one-half cents
per mile for "country" salesmen, and
$3.50 flat per day for "city" salesmen,
with no reductions to be effected in
cases where higher rates are now received hotel and meal expense of $8
per day, retroactive to Sept. 19. Contracts cover a period of two years,
but provide for reopening of negotiations at the end of the first year on
wages and/or expenses.
"Maintenance of membership shop"
has been conceded by the companies
provided the majority of Colosseum
members vote to have it inserted in

two weeks

after

;

;

NLRB

will be petitioned
contracts.
for such an election. If included, that

White
another

originally

was announced by
Wendell H. Holt, Richmond,
it

president.

The organization

is

an

affil-

iate of Allied States.

is

Board

(Continued from page 1)
be

to

named

of

at

directors

—

Detroit, Oct. 18. Continuing with
progress in the field election of
members of the board as provided for
in recently adopted changes in the
constitution and by-laws, two more
meetings have been held by members
of Allied of Michigan.
At a meetthe

ing

held

at

Paw Paw Town

Ray Branch was

Hall,
elected a member of
the fourth district

the board from
and Mort Dennis was named

alter-

At Grand Rapids, members
elected
Herb Boshoven from the
Franklin Theatre, Grand Rapids, a
member of the board and John S.
nate.

Oatley of Rockford as alternate.

John Adler Elected

period.

Motion Picture Home Office Employes Local No. H-63 negotiators will meet here on Thursday
with United Artists' secretary Harry
Buckley to .open negotiations on a
^contract for the newly-certified H-63

on

Springs
as

date,

planned,

provision would mean a salesman
could not resign from the union until
the end of the two-year contract

IATSE

Sulphur

Two Are Elected to
Mich. Allied Board

Allied Asks
(Continued from page 1)
If the board approves, the proposal will then go to the Allied convention, there.
Attending the executive committee
meeting were Myers, Allied president

28.

the next meeting.
are
Zone 1A
:

Representing the Colosseum in the Milwaukee area, Edward Johnson,
negotiations were Mel Keller (com- Mrs. Helen Hanke, Arnold Brumm
mittee chairman), Frank Flaherty, N. zone 1, Charles Trampe, Milwaukee
Provenchure and attorney David Bez- zone 2, Floyd Albert, Mt. Horeb
Companies' negotiating group zone 3, George Panka, Prairie Du
nor.
included C. J. (Pat) Scollard (chair- Chien zone 4, L. V. Bergtold, WestJunit of "white collarites" at UA, it man), Harry
Buckley, Joseph Mc- by zone 5, Russell Leddy, Green Bay
,was announced here yesterday by Mahon, Charles O'Brien and attor- zone
zone
6, Eric Brown, Plymouth
Joseph Conlon, H-63 organizer.
ney Burton A. Zorn.
zone 8, Sig
7, John Hanus, Antigo
Goldberg, Wausau; zone 9, John E.
Adler, Marshfield.
Director at large
Keller Succeeds VanDyke
F. J. McWilliams.
Over 300 atAs Colosseum President
18.— Mel Keller, tended the sessions.
Chicago, Oct.
"A number of problems remain to
Annual meeting of the national Warner salesman at Portland, Ore.,
'Warner Club was held over the week- has been elected the second president be solved," said Charles Niles, direcend at the Warner home office here. of the Colosseum of Motion Picture tor of Allied Independent Theatre
Delegates re-elected Stuart H. Aarons Salesmen, succeeding A. M. VanDyke, Owners of Iowa-Nebraska, "but the
Other officers named in- 20th-Fox, Chicago.
'president.
Other officers Smith-Berger plan is impressive and
I look to a brilliant future for it."
clude
elected by the 82 Colosseum delegates
vice-president; to the organizations' first national
McClure,
Robert
Bernard Rosenzweig, vice-president in convention here were
N. Provencharge of membership; Harry Mayer, chure, secretary H. B. Wynn, Jr., Pat
vice-president in charge of social ac- Halloran and George Tice, executive
Ruth Weisberg, vice-president vice-presidents
tivities
Bill Warner, Westin charge of welfare; Fred Stengl, ern regional
vice-president; Milton
vice-president in charge of claims; Simon, Midwest regional vice-presiSam dent Tom McKean, Southern vicetreasurer
Salomons,
Robert
Wolowitz, assistant treasurer Joseph president; Charles Dortic, Eastern
D. Kary, secretary.
vice-president.
;

;

William Ainsworth, Benjamin Berger,
Ray Branch, H. A. Cole, M. A. Rosenberg, Martin G. Smith, Nathan
Yamins, convention committee chairman Abe Berenson, and reservations
committee head Maurice J. Artigues.

;

;

Aarons Is Reelected
Warner Club Head

—

:

To Promote 'Stay Happy'
Fontaine,
co-starred
with
Joan
James Stewart in "You Gotta Stay
Happy," Rampart production being
released
by Universal-International,

sponsor a 10-city flying tour of
Mrs. America and her husband for
advance promotion of the film. Mrs.
Ray Strohmeier of Philadelphia was
chosen Mrs. America last month.
will

j

:

;

;

;

FUN EXPERTS
ACCLAIM

;

;

;

New

Realart Branch

Atlanta, Oct.

18.

— Realart

of the

South will open a branch in Jacksonville, Fla., in the near future, Ralph
Peckham, general manager, discloses
here.

6 US Companies Face
Italian Strike Threat
Some

1,800 Italian employes of six
distributors in Italy have been
preparing for a strike on an unspecified day this week over refusal by
some companies to grant workers the
right to organize a union that would
discuss a contract on a national basis,
according to press dispatches reaching

U.

S.

JVbw. --de luxe
all - sleeper
service

here from Rome.
Meanwhile, operators were called
out on strike on Friday, but union
orders were widely disregarded, the
press reports said.

New York

Truman Story Told

to Paris

every Friday 4 P. M. EST

TWA

Fly on world-proved
Constellations. Cocktails,
champagne, vintage wines.
Filet mignon dinner. Bed-size
berths! Hot breakfast! Call
or your travel agent.

TWA

In Special Reel
A

press screening of "The
Truman Story," a 10-minute reel that
will be shown in the nation's theatres
beginning tomorrow, was held here
yesterday at Universal-International's
home office projection room. The reel
was made by Universal News in cooperation with the Democratic Party,
and is being used under a pooling arrangement by all five newsreels as a
public service.
"The Dewey Story"
was shown in theatres last week.
special

New CBS

Video Outlet

WNHC-TV, New
Columbia
to
television network.
added

Haven, has been
Broadcasting's

li
EDDIE

CANTOR
says:

"You'll

be holding

your Sides when you see
this blue ribbon cast romp
through the funniest
picture in years
"

1

And PARAMOUNT Preview Audiences
Everywhere Have Elected It
"The Funniest

Hit In

Years"

Motion Picture Daily

4

RKO
May

Officials'

3 to Hit

Aid

Save a Life
— The
of

London, Oct.

18.

life

RKO

Reginald Nash, wife of
manager at Sheffield, Yorkshire, may
have been saved by the good deed of
managing direcRobert Wolff,
tor here, and Phil Reisman,
foreign manager.
Dangerously ill, Mrs. Nash could
be helped only by streptomycin, doctors felt. The drug is not available
here. Wolff phoned Reisman in New
York and the latter had the doctor's
prescription on a plane in a few hours.
It was rushed to Mrs. Nash who now
stands every chance of recovery.

RKO

RKO

British Lion

:

Meanwhile, lawyers for the theatre-

owning

defendants

preparing

are

1)

financing program, leaving it to distributors to find the other 75 per cent.
Interest rates will depend on the risk
involved, he indicated, although he
visualizes four per cent as a minimum.
Loans could be extended up to the
maximum of five years, the period for
which the corporation is chartered by
the government.
Film Finance Corp. at present is
empowered to deal under Treasury
guarantee with sums up to $10,000,000.

Services for O'Malley
(Continued from page 1)

He

after a short illness.

-

Warner Bros. Can
Sue Joan Leslie

Rooney and
In

Several company
der in the case.
lawyers queried here yesterday professed no knowledge of any new progress having been made in the direction of a settlement.

AAA

Files

Columbia in 1934.
O'Malley was a member of
serving as treasurer in
vice-president in 1945.

AMPA,

1942,

S. Goodlett,

53, for 18 years a National Screen
Service salesman, died at his homehere after an illness of a month. He
is survived by his mother, Mrs. Alice
Goodlett. Funeral services were held
in Denver, with burial in Georgetown. Texas, his birthplace. At 23, he
operated a theatre there.

Mrs. Edythe C. Neill

— Edythe

Neill, 85, screen and stage, died
at her home in Glendale on Friday
after a brief illness. The widow of
James Neill, actor, she came to Holly-

years ago and began
DeMille.

in pictures for Cecil B.

Frank

Salley,

Salesman

—

18.
Frank W. Salfor many years sales representative for
Radio in Atlanta,
died on Saturday of a heart attack
in Chicago while attending the meeting of the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen of America.

Atlanta, Oct.

ley,

55,

RKO

William Evans, 55
Portland, Ore., Oct. 18.— William
Leonard Evans, 55, pioneer exhibitor,
for many years operated the Post
Street Theatre at Spokane, died at
Seaside, Ore., today.

who

exercise

of

:

the

preme Court said

Telecasters

could.

it

To Meet Dec. 8

Annual meeting and

television clinic
of the Television Broadcasters Association will be held on Dec. 8 at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here.

Hear Seadler

Critics

M-G-M

F. Seadler,
direcadvertising,
addressed the
Critics' Circle of the Foreign Language Press here at the weekend. He
discussed pictures in general and their'
relation to the foreign speaking population of New York.
Silas
tor
of

-

New York

mount decision. "If the full purport
of the Paramount decision is to be
realized," it said, "then it follows that
the actions of the distributors within

Clarence Kaimann,
president,

the framework of the consent decree
constitute no actionable wrong under
the Sherman Act."
If the distributors had acted any
differently, the brief pointed out, they
would have exposed themselves to
possible contempt proceedings.
The
also claimed that the U. S. was
a vital party to the case since it
agreed to the consent decree.

WE THINK

AAA

$840,000 Trust Suit
(Continued from page

1)

with violations of the Sherman and
Clayton anti-trust acts.
Similar to anti-trust suits filed in
other sections of the country, the
charges date from Jan. 1, 1941 to
May 1, 1945 when the Tiffin played in

week of release.
Defendants
Balaban and Katz, Publix Great
States, Warner, Loew's, RKO Radio,
20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Columbia, Universal and United Artists.
"C"

are

:

Seymour Simon

is

18.

ducer,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

WNot

one out of a thousand of our
patrons even remotely realizes the
investment we have made to give

them high quality sound and complete listening satisfaction.

To

safe-

guard that investment, the Altec
engineer's regular visits to our theatres are a good investment in themselves, and we are aware that we are
getting even more than his personal
know-how. We know the value to us

Marx, who left for New
Clinton Payne, Exhibitor York later, said his company was leavPawtucket, R. I., Oct. 18. Funeral ing the subject to 20th Century-Fox
services were held today for Clinton because "we find that Fox has already
Payne, owner of the Leroy Theatre made a considerable investment in a

Mo.,

says:

of the constant Altec research

tainment, and operate economically.
think of Altec as a friend of our

We

box

office. 59

Altec Service,

1 61

New

known

for

its

"service

over and above the contract,"
ingredient

ability to

.ALTEC

work

improving methods to make our
equipment do a better job of enterin

vital

studios,

Hollywood, said here today the studio
has dropped its plan to make a feature
picture of the Royal Canadian Mount-

Theatres, Inc.,

St. Louis,

OF ALTEC AS A

plaintiff's attorney.

M-G-M Drops 'Mountie'
Ottawa, Oct.
— Sam Marx, pro-

Kaimann

FRIEND OF 00R BOX OFFICE"

Chap-

man

wood nearly 40

a valid

—

Court's power, it declared, and any
and as question of its validity is now foreclosed by the Supreme Court's Para-

S. S. Goodlett, 53
Denver, Oct. 18.— Sebe

AAA

New Company

when she was 17.
She claimed she Steifel, Inc., new production company
was a minor and could not be held re- for pictures, television films and radic
sponsible.
Warner then sued to keep packages, was announced here. Of-!
her from working for any other stu- ficers are Mickey Rooney, president
Briskin, vice-president;
Sandio on the ground the contract was Mort
binding.
Lower California courts Stiefel, secretary-treasurer.
found for Miss Leslie, said Warner
could not sue but the California Su-

(Continued from page 1)

is

AAA

18.

Fund

here terprises is substantially nothing moi
than a new name for the original de:
fendant firms in the nine-year-old ant
"Joan of Arc," starring Ingrid Berg- trust action, Wex-Tex Theatres an:
man. The event, to be attended by R. E. Griffith Theatres.
Cochrane said, however, that wit
state and city officials and leaders of
New York society as well as stars of the death several years ago of R. I
stage and screen, will take place Griffith, the two Texas circuits un
Wednesday evening Nov. 10, in the derwent a change in ownership. E
Victoria Theatre here.
J. Griffith, one of the original defend
The performance is being made pos- ants in the case, is president ofi^^a
Of the threew ;i|
sible by Sierra Pictures, comprising tre Enterprises.
Miss Bergman, Victor Fleming, di- fith brothers originally involved in th
rector, and Walter Wanger, producer. action, "H. J." is now the only on
The Victoria is being donated for the remaining active.

Hospital

will be the beneficiary next month of
a special pre-premiere performance of

answering the one submitted by
the Department which asks for early
divestiture of approximately 1,400 theatres and ultimate divorcement. They
L. C. Griffith, president of Okla
intend to raise the point that the Gov- performance by Robert W. Dowling,
homa Griffith Amusement Co., suf
ernment in its document attempts to president of City Investing Co.
fered a stroke two years ago and haj
shift the burden of proof upon the dissince retired.
tributors, demanding that the compaThe U. S. Supreme Court's mandat
nies show why theatres should not be
in the Griffith case reversed lowe
divested, instead of the Government
court decisions and held the circuit
showing why they should, it is beWashington, Oct. 18.— The U. S. guilty of Sherman Act violations.
lieved.
Supreme Court here today refused to
Lawyers are moving ahead on the review a California Supreme Court
possibility, if not probability, that a decision that Warner Brothers can
Steife
consent decree will not be entered on go ahead with a breach of contract
the subject of divestiture before the suit against Joan Leslie, who, on
Nov. 8 hearing on the form of an or- reaching 21, broke a contract made
Hollywood, Oct. 18.,
Rooney-i
briefs

survived by the widow, Pauline Killen St. Louis Circuit Court of Appeals,
O'Malley, and a brother Thomas.
throwing out the case, and today the
Born in Boston and educated at
and Connc filed their briefs.
Boston University, he originally startThe
argued that the distribued with C.B.C. Film Sales Corp., and tors could not be held guilty for meresubsequently
was associated with ly complying with a system set up in
Equity Pictures and F.B.O. He joined the consent decree.
The decree was

Hollywood, Oct.

Case

(Continued from page 1)

Hospital Charity
The United

ment's proposed findings and conclusions
"Clearance, reasonable as to
time and area, is essential in the distribution and exhibition of motion pictures
whenever and wherever the
available supply of prints is inadequate to satisfy the demand for simultaneous exhibition."

Griffith

19<

19,

1

(Continued from page

weekend

'Joan' Benefit for

Proposal

(Continued from page 1)

Airs
Radio's

Tuesday, October

of

is

a

your theatre's

meet successfully the com-

petition of other forms of entertain-

ment.

An

Altec Service contract

is

Sixth Avenue

the soundest long-term investment

Ynrk

an exhibitor ran make today.

13.

N.

Y.

ed Police.

—

here,

who

died Saturday night.

picture dealing with the

RCMP."

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

MOTION PICTURE

^£7^
T%
ATT
I IA I 1 w

Accurate

Concise

and

JL^rm.JL

Impartial
NO.

4.

NEW

77

Up Raise for
3ther Points
Coast Crafts Look for
Pension, Sick Benefits
1

Hollywood, Oct.

19.

—

IATSE

Roy
representative
3rewer declared here today that the
™'IA" is possibly willing to settle
jn a new contract without a cost-ofiving raise, provided producers accede
:o several other 'IA' demands such as
pension fund (of four per cent),
:i
paid holidays, sick leave and an adjustment of daily to weekly schedules." The "IA" contract with the studios expired on Jan. 1 and the union
has asked for a seven-and-a-half per
cent cost-of-living bonus for several
nternational

{J

i

(Continued on page 2)

4

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

U.S.A.,

20,

IA' Lists Assets

At $896,697 Peak

[

RKO-Sierra Pictures

HOLLYWOOD
not
few

]

eral secretary-treasurer.

Total
$14,534.

were listed at only
Total cash receipts for the

liabilities

year amounted to $817,260, including
initiation and charter fees, interest,
fines,
dividends,
Expenditures
etc.
during the year totaled $537,454, including expenses in connection with

— Screen

many good

Hollywood strike, salaries of ofand personnel, legal fees, con-

ficers

vention expenses, etc.

pictures and

a
were exceptionally fine.
But you can count on the fingers of one hand those which have
so nearly attained the image of truth in depicting significant human
experience that they stand as landmarks in the art and history of the
screen.

To

those few there must be added now "Joan of Arc."
It is singular because of many things, most of them expertness in all
phases of motion picture making. But its greatness derives from its
story, from subject matter that permits it to rise to new heights. It is
the story of human faith, not bound by earth.
It needed to be attempted only by the inspired.

Boston, Oct. 19.— The next
state legislature will be asked
to enact a law to license and
regulate theatre checkers, it
is understood. Sponsors would
make it mandatory that no
checker operate in the town
in

which he

order

resides, this in

preclude the disclosure of the amount of
business done by a local theatre to townsfolk, especially
disclosure to a theatre's comto

petitor.

-

•

j

NEWS
Sell

In All Nations,

Johnston Says
Reveals

MPEA Approved

Soviet, Yugoslav Deals

—

Washington, Oct. 19.
U.S.
motion pictures are now being sold
in every country in the world, Mo-

.

TNGRID BERGMAN'S

portrayal of Joan of Arc in this Walter
production is a remarkable accomplishment.
She makes
real the historic, yet nonetheless incredible feats of the 19-year-old
French peasant girl who, through divine faith, rallied the beaten armies
of France, led them to victory over the invading English, gave a throne
and realm to King Charles VII, who had neither before, and by her
martyrdom fired the people of France with a patriotic fervor that united

* Wanger

tion Picture Association of America
president Eric Johnston declared today
after revealing that the Motion Picture Export Association, at a hastily
called meeting in New York last night,
had approved terms of the agreements
he negotiated to sell films to the Soviet

Union and Yugoslavia.
Another MPEA meeting

will

be

held in New York shortly to ratify
them and won them freedom from the invader.
a similar agreement with CzechosloThat is a role that less capable or less inspired talents than Miss vakia and to discuss other foreign deBergman brings to it would have made of it just another fairy tale, even tails, he added. In outlining the rethough the role follows faithfully the things that Joan of Arc actually
(Continued on page 2)
did. They are documented and as much a part of history as the feats
of William the Conqueror, George Washington and Napoleon Bonaparte.
N.Y.
Yet, however documented, Joan's were feats that the practical mind
can barely fathom. Miss Bergman's performance, fervent and restrained

Most

lst-Runs

Are Doing Nicely

Ex-Gov. Hoffman at UMPTO Open for
ATOI Convention Conciliation Talks
—Former Philadelphia, Oct. — Having
Indianapolis,
Oct.

Business
this

week

is,

at
in

Broadway

first-runs

most instances, average

or better.
Still excellent in its second week
at Radio City Music Hall is "Julia
Misbehaves," which, together with a
19.
stage presentation, is due for a solid
19.
Governor Harold Hoffman of New adopted the Andy Smith plan for con- $139,000. Also holding up nicely is
Jersey will be the principal speaker at ciliating differences with distributors "Johnny Belinda" at the Strand, where
the annual banquet of the Associated at yesterday's Ritz Carlton meeting of Freddy Martin's band occupies the
$65,000 is estimated for the
Theatre Owners of Indiana to be held members here, the United Motion Pic- stage
ture Theatre Owners of Pennsylvania third week.
"Red River" is still big
at Antlers Hotel here Nov. 10-11.
Among exhibitor leaders on the pro- (TO A) has decided to seek similar in its third week at the Capitol, with
gram will be Abram F. Myers, gen- arrangements with other film com- $72,000 expected a stage show there
presiWil- panies, Lewen Pizor,
(Continued on page 4)
eral counsel of national Allied
liam Ainsworth, Allied president, and dent, discloses.
meeting with 20th Century-Fox
Charles Niles, secretary of national
Allied, and Ray Branch, president, general manager Smith will be held
of
and Charles Snyder, secretary of here shortly to apply the plan to this
territory.
Meanwhile a
Michigan Allied.
feature of the convention will be conciliation committee has been named,
Rio De Janeiro, Oct. 14 (By
(Continued on page 2)
a forum to discuss trade practices.
;

;

UMPTO

A

Mayer

UMPTO

Massachusetts May
Regulate Checkers

-

TEN CENTS

reaches new heights

in its time has turned out

-

FILM

US Films

;

the

-

FIRST

1948

{Continued on page 4)
Assets totaling $896,697 for the last
fiscal year were reported here yesterday by the IATSE in a financial
statement
published in
accordance
with the Taft-Hartley Law. It was
the largest amount ever recorded in
the entire history of the organization,
according to William P. Raoul, gen-

-

IN

JL

9?
May Pass "Joan of Arc

JA'

r-~

Optimistic
Brazil Settlement

A

Airmail).

Frisch Heads Unit

Rank Pushing Plans

For Palestine Aid

For Video Shows
London, Oct.
— Arthur

Emanuel Frisch, treasurer of Randforce
Amusements, yesterday was
by a group of New York cirexecutives at a meeting at the
office of Malcolm Kingsberg, president
Theatres, to head the film
of
industry's participation in the Ameriselected
cuit

RKO

can Red Mogen Dovid (Jewish Red
Cross) campaign to raise $200,000 for
medical aid to Palestine. The drive
will be climaxed by a $100-per-plate
dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
here on Nov. 22.

19.

J.

Rank

Organization's plans for public television exhibitions are proceeding. Within a week a short experimental film
specially designed for televising will
be in production at Rank's Elstree
Gate studio.
The film will be put
on the air under the supervision of
A. G. D. West, Rank's Cinema Television scientist, from his Crystal Palace station and will be sent to the
screen of the theatre in Bromley,
Kent.

— Gerald

Mayer,

managing director

of the international division of the
Motion Picture Association of
America, who flew here last
week from New York to confer with government officials
on lifting prohibitive film restrictions and price controls,
is quoted in the local press as

being "convinced that the
Central Price Commission will
provide a satisfactory solution so as to permit the motion picture business here to
return to normalcy."

:

;

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention

Johnston
(Continued from page 1)

Wednesday, October

19W

20,

Cincinnati Tops Newsreel
AA-Mono. Bookings Parade
— Cincinnati
Hollywood, Oct.
the
the winner
exchange
a
Allied Artists- THE TRUMAN STORY
$1,500
ture
current newsreels,
19.

first
of
is
eight-week trip to nine
is
fewin
European countries before 40 report- prize of
in all
wit,,
headquarters today, Monogram booking drive which ran football trailing for prominent cover,
Radio ers at
MOCHRIE,
April 2 to July 30, and the
will Johnston declined to estimate how from
vice-president,
distribution
Complete contents follow.
second prize, $1,000, went to Milwau- age.
the
under
remitted
would
be
AssoTheatres
much
Tri-State
address the
MOVIETONE
NEWS, No. 84—"Thi
kee. Oklahoma City, San Francisco
film
of
the
Many
deals.
next
European
Memphis
in
ciation convention
Pigskin parade: Pentj
and Atlanta won the following three Truman Story."
of
of
blocks
terms
in
deals
were
sales
Michigan-Northwestern.
Columbia,
Monday.
prizes.
Nate Levin of Boston was
•
20 or 25 pictures, he said, and reveNEWS OF THE DAY, No. 214— Michi
awarded first of three special prizes
eats U,
G.
Fred Meyers, Universal-Interna- nue would depend upon the number of
gan upsets Northwestern; Penn beats
for outstanding individual performance, lumbia in thriller.
"The Truman
take.
countries
the
manager
blocks
division
Eastern
tional
with
Ben
Graham
of Dallas and Hal
prin"in
agreement
an
reached
1'4
He
Dave Miller, district manager, and
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No.
f[h
Eugene Vogel, Albany manager, ciple" with the Italian government for Jordan of Atlanta in runner-up posi- Truman Story." Some 86,000 see Michigar
Penn beats Columbi,
tions.
crush the Wildcats.
relira,
Johnston
frozen
were at Schine headquarters at Glov- unblocking
in final seconds.
vealed, adding that specific details of
ersville, N. Y., yesterday.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 188—Foot
still
•
and
how
how much and when
ball: Michigan 28-Northwestern 0; Penn 20
Arthur Mayer left here yesterday have to be worked out.
Columbia 14. "The Truman Story."

suits

of

MPAA

RKO

ROBERT

his

la;
,

for

Germany

to take

up

ties as chief of the film

new du-

his

No Problem from

branch of the

Independents

In the countries on his itinerary,
Office of Military Government in that
Johnston reported the following accountry.
•
complishments
Ike and Harry Katz of Kay Film
England: Policy of playing U. S.
Exchanges are due in New York to- films only with other U. S. films was
independents,
morrow from Atlanta.
Sales
by
initiated.
•
enunciated as the policy to be pursued
Jules Lapidus, Warner executive, by the Society of Independent Motion
left here last night for Boston and Picture
Producers, will not affect
Buffalo.
MPEA's dual programs policy, he
:

Balaban to Studio;
Wallis Deal Near

said, pointing out that
a United Artists film
first feature,

an

if,

for instance,

booked as a
member's film

is

MPEA

French Film Given
'C Rating by Legion

Lopert Films' "The Room Upstairs"
(French) has been rated class "C" by
the
National
Legion of Decency.
"Blanche Fury," J. Arthur RankEagle-Lion, was given a "B" rating.
Classified as A-II were Film Classics'
"Appointment with Murder" and Universal-International's "Kiss the Blood
Off My Hands."
Columbia's "The
Big Sombrero" was classified A-I.

'IA'

May

Pass

Up

(Continued jrom. page

1)

can be shown as a second feature.
hundred workers of its studio craft
Russia: Agreement to sell U.S.
Barney Balaban, president of Para- films to Russia in blocks of 20, with affiliates.
Labor costs are not a determining
mount, plans to leave here at the payment made in dollars in New
weekend for his semi-annual Coast York. Films will be for showing in factor in the reduction of production
budgets,
Brewer declared, adding:
studio visit during which a new disthe Soviet Union and cannot be used
"The bulk of TA' labor gets just a
tribution deal with Hal Wallis Profor re-export.
shade above the market value of labor,
ductions is expected to be finalized.
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia:
and since only one-third of a producBoth Wallis and Joseph Hazen, presiDeal for the purchase of 25 pictures at
tion budget goes to labor, a 25 per
dent of the production unit, initiated
a time, with payment not for outright
cent wage cut would result in only a
negotiations for a new pact prior to
purchase but on a percentage basis.
five per cent saving for producers on
their departure for Hollywood last
Johnston said he had assurances earnproduction.
weekend. Present deal terminates with
ings would be freely remittable.
"Hollywood,"
continued
Paramount's forthcoming releasing of
Brewer,
Spain: Franco reversed an earlier
"must adjust costs on the basis of
Wallis' "The Accused."
decision to bar "Gentleman's Agreepotential earnings.
Labor costs can
ment." Insisting that he is "unalterbe adjusted but little.
Cuts should
ably opposed" to all dictatorships, income in set and production methods.
cluding the Spanish regime, Johnston
Trouble is that general costs are still
called for diplomatic recognition of
geared to foreign market income."
Hollywood,' Oct. 19. Action to Franco as of "any established governoffset the move by the general coun- ment."
cil of the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Work on List for Soviet
Association in resolving to bar. from
(Continued from page 1)
With approval of the Soviet and
Britain any films with which writer
Ben Hecht is connected will be con- Yugloslav deals by the MPEA, work as follows Abe Sablowsky, William
sidered by the Screen Writers Guild has begun on drawing up the lists of Hissner and Fred Osterstock. AlterThis would be done by the nates are David Yaffe, Mike Egnal
board
following
investigation, films.
an
selection committee, followed and Melvin Fox.
Under the resoluwhich was voted this week.
CEA
complained of Hecht's "anti-British" by a review by each company presi- tion adopted by members, the commitdent and foreign sales manager for tee is permitted to add two additional
activities.
their respective companies, Johnston members, a regular and an alternate.
said, and added that a list will be The committee has been authorized to
submitted to the Russian government seek an appointment with Smith.
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 19— Harry
"immediately."
Lamont, temporary chairman of the
In addition to Johnston, those preslocal Theatre Owners of America, will
ent at the
meeting in New
confer in New York on Friday with
York were
national executive
Gael Sullivan,
Francis Harmon, Fred DuVall, John Mcdirector, following which it is ex- Carthy, Robert Chambers, Sidney SchreibAlbany
pected an
organization meet- er, Tom Waller, Spyros Skouras, Maurice
ing will be called here to elect addi- and Emanuel Silverstone, Otto Koegel,
Andy Smith, Ned Depinet, Gordon Youngtional directors and officers and launch man, Phil Reisman, Robert Hawkinson,
an organization drive.
Robert Mochrie, John Whitaker, Barney

SWG

Weighs Answer
To CEA's Hecht Ban
—

UMPTO

Conciliation

WARNER PAT HE NEWS,

Charles
Mother,

To Advance Albany TO A

19-

Omaha,

Schiaifefs
76, Is

Oct.

—

19.

Dead
Mrs.

Ziril

Schlaifer,
mother of Charles
76,
Schlaifer, director of advertising-publicity for 20th Century-Fox, died here
early today of a heart attack. SchlaiYork at the weekend tc
fer left
Burial will take
be at her bedside.
place tomorrow at the Golden Hill

New

Cemetery, Omaha.
Survivors include four other sons,
Israel, Leo, Nathan and Morrie. Mrs.
Schlaifer

A.

was

Schlaifer,

the

who

Omahan

widow

of
died last

August.

for New Talent
Cited by D. W. Siegel

Need

Independent

producer

David

W.

Siegel believes a step-up in the development of new Hollywood talent can
help stimulate theatre business.
Siegel,

who

"Mickey"

produced

for

Eagle-Lion, will return to Hollywood
today after a week in New York.
The producer disclosed that he and

Arthur B. Krim, E-L president, expect to reach a decision shortly on a

new vehicle for
of "Mickey."

Lois

Butler,

:

MPEA

No.

Gen. Clay visits Ruhr.
"The Trumai
Story."
Michigan sweeps Northwestern.

Phillips Leaving

—

starlet

E L
-

Chicago, Oct. 19. Clarence Phillips, Eagle-Lion branch manager, here,
has resigned, effective Friday.
No
replacement has been made as yet. At
the same time, Lipton Astrachan, former Warner salesman in Buffalo, has
joined the

E-L

sales staff here.

MPEA

TOA

TOA

Exec. Meet Oct. 29

— Arthur

Balaban, Adolph Zukor, Robert O'Brien,
W. Piper, Lou Novins, Leonard Goldenson, Nicholas Schenck, Charles Moskowitz, Morton Spring, Joseph Vogel, Leopold
J.

Boston, Oct. 19.
Lock- Friedman.
wood, president of the Theatre OwnAlso, Abe Schneider, Arnold Pieker, Irvers of America, will arrive in New ing Moross, Gradwell Sears, Albert Warner, Samuel Schneider, Wolfe Cohen, RobYork on Friday for conferences at the ert W. Perkins, Ben Kalmenson, William
organization's headquarters.
He will Sartori, Edward Morey, Roy Disney, Wilalso be in New York on Friday, liam Levy J^mes Mulvey, Al Crown, Theodore Black, Nate Blumberg, John O'ConOct. 29 for an executive committee nor,
Cheever Cowdin, Charles Prutzman

B
B«
the

V

l*

New

York Representative, 44 Wall

St.

foreign Branches:

London, Manila, and Tokyo

Mnnk of
Ktntvicn
NATIONAL

5

Jiv iNCS

ASSOCIATION

California's Statewide

Bank

J.

meeting.

and Al

D'aff.
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TO CUS EYSSELL:
on your 30 Years in Show
Again, you've picked a record-breaker!

'ulations
•l

soon

Motion Picture Daily

4

N. Y. Grosses

'Joan's' Producer, Star, Director

{Continued from page

Tony

dancers

features

Wednesday, October

20, 194f!

r

1)

and

Sally

DeMarco.
"Apartment

for
Peggy," with a
stage show, got off to a good start
at the Roxy, where a first week looks
like $118,000.
At the Park, "Hamlet"
continues to do capacity business in
its
third week, with over $16,000
grossed
second week resulted in
more than $17,000, a Columbus Day
matinee accounting for the additional

Prop
whatever

;

take.

"Night Has a Thousand Eyes," and
singer Vic Damone on stage, opened
to substantial business at the Paramount, where the initial week is expected to top $80,000. Another brisk
starter is "Walk a Crooked Mile,"
whose first week's business at the
Criterion looks like a good $32,000.
At the Mayfair, $30,000 for the first
.week of the previously roadshown
"Mourning Becomes Electra" is deFirst
scribed as being very good.
week of "Gallant Blade" at the Rivoli
unimpressive with $16,500 expectis
ed.
"Rope" is rather mild in its
eighth week at the Globe, with $18,000
in sight.

Seventh and final week of "Loves
Carmen" brought a fair. $22,500 at
Loew's State, where "The Three Mus"A Song
keteers" takes over today.
Is Born" opened yesterday at the Astor, where the 12th and final week
of "The Babe Ruth Story" brought a
very low $7,500. The Danny Kaye film
opened heavily, running ahead of the
big "Best Years of Our Lives" opening, by a gross of $2,160 against
the $2,100 grossed by "Lives," both
up to the mid-afternoon of their respective opening days. Two new pictures will open here on Friday
"The
Red Shoes," at the Bijou, under an
advanced
admission
policy,
and
"Blanche Fury," at the Sutton.
of

:

Some

500 members and guests attended the 20th Century-Fox Family
Club annual dinner-dance held at the
Iceland Restaurant here last night.
March of Time was represented by
a contingent headed by Frank Shea
and Marjorie Harker.
Lew Lehr,

was master

Walter Wanger

Ingrid

Victor Fleming

Bergman

of

cere-

(Continued from page 1)
as

it

is,

recreates

them and makes both Maid and miracle

believable.

Historical facts may be forgotten when Miss Bergman takes over. She brings
to the screen a characterization which makes faith real and martyrdom understandable. This reviewer can think of no other living actress who could fill
the role as well.

VICTOR
The

FLEMING'S
story offers

any one of which

if

direction is of equal importance.
endless opportunities to employ common theatrics,

succumbed

Fleming's discernment, historic
spurned them all.

would have been fatal to the picture.
good taste and disciplined imagination

to,

fidelity,

Whether in the simple scenes of a 15th Century peasant cottage, or in the
courts and castles of French royalty whether in the sweep of medieval battle
scenes or the constricted view of a sainted maid put to inquisition, imprisonment and death at the stake, there is an air of reality in the director's handiwork that carries its own conviction. The audience can well say "This is
the way it was."
;

:

The sure touch
and

vital cast.

of the director

upon every member

laid

never intrude upon the more significant. Casting in all respects is excellent.
Jose Ferrer's performance as the weak, vacillating, money- and pleasureloving Dauphin of France and, later, its unreformed king, is a distinguished
piece of acting, having many revealing touches to make and keep it human
and very understandable.
So, too, is Francis L. Sullivan's depiction of Cauchon, venial and scheming
Bishop of Beauvais, persecutor of Joan as a heretic and sorceress, who sits
in judgment upon her and succeeds in getting her condemned to the stake.

;

;

;

;

;

a

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

and George Coulouris, as a royal official.
screen story of Joan is sustained, unrelenting drama, fundamentally
that of a dramatization of the spiritual in contrast to the material and worldly.
For many it will be a taxing emotional experience, viewing it. To others it
cannot escape being, at the very least, a memorable cinema experience, evoking sympathy and adding to understanding.
It has moments of quiet beauty and lengthy sequences of
noisy violence.
Battle scenes are vividly portrayed and teem with action seldom equalled
on
loyal to Joan,

tried

DC-6

"MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?

The

the screen. Technicolor adds its vitality to all, greatly appreciating
medieval
sets of courts and countryside, battlegrounds, forts and street scenes,
as well
as^costumes, armor plate and the banners and trappings of armies.
of
Arc"
"Joan
can well be a source of pride to the industry and a refutation
of the army of its captious critics.

Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your travel agent
Ticket Offices: Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

HTHE

screenplay

Maxwell Anderson and Andrew Solt, with much of
the dialogue taken from historical records.
All technical work is of a kind with the distinguished
production Joe
Valentine was director of photography; Richard Day, art directorHerschel
McCoy and Dorothy Jeakins, costumers Frank Sullivan, film editor William
Randall, sound engineer, and Eddie Salven, assistant director
"Joan of Arc" may well be expected to be an outstanding 'grosser around
the world. It is as timeless as the story of Joan itself and
can be issued and
re-issued endlessly.
Running time, 145 minutes. General audience classification. Release,

1

is

by

;

not

*

vi/bats

more
important

of

T ESSER roles are filled with polished performances that blend like well-L' matched jewels. There is
J. Carrol Naish as the Duke of Luxembourg,
who sells Joan to the English after his soldiers have taken her prisoner
Shepherd Strudwick, as the cleric bailiff who remains at Joan's side during
her trial and imprisonment; Cecil Kellaway as the vice-inquisitor and lone
triendly judge at Joan's trial; Hurd Hatfield as a monk who travels with
Joan's army
Ward Bond as a general of the French army Gene Lockhart
as a court financier
Selena Royle as Joan's mother Irene Rich, a family
friend
Roman Bohnen, uncle of Joan's John Emery as a French general,

YOU

. . .

an enormous
Supporting players throughout the two-hours and 25 minutes
is

;

Have

do'tnq /

"Joan of Arc"

of running time are in precise perspective always. Individual roles take on
character and emerge as distinct and rounded personalities but the lesser

20th Club Dinner

club president,
monies.

you're

set.

Sherwin Kane

than

_

Gem
STA/
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Rank Fro wns
On US Filming
In UK: Kelly
'Wants to Do the Quota
Production Job Himself
J. Arthur Rank has taken steps to
discourage American production in
England, despite the fact that films
made there by U. S. interests would

help British exhibitors to fulfill
the 45 per
cent quota re-

Arthur

group of 20 features it agreed to
buy in negotiations with Eric A.

reelected include vice-president,
officers

Fred S. Kogod;
Roland Robbins

;

Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, it is understood.
At a meeting held here
earlier this week company presidents
ratified the deal.

treasurer,
secretary,

Harry Bachman.

Lake

Salt Lake City, Oct. 20. Five
Lake City theatre operators have
filed an anti-trust suit in San Francisco's U. S. District Court for an
injunction
and $6,000,000 damages
against distributors and circuits.
Salt

who

the
controls
large Odeon

of approximately $1,000,20 films will be paid
American dollars to be deposited
total

in
in a

New York bank.
Johnston's deal was acclaimed from
both business and diplomatic stand-

French Pact Issue
Will H. Hays, former president of

Academy

companies on the method of allocating
remittable dollars from France under
the
agreement effected with that
country last August.
Hays has been called upon at the
suggestion
of
Eric
A.
Johnston,

uct since their acquisition of the
houses, and that Paramount has put
{Continued on page 5)

of the Howard
Artists exchange of
three pictures since announcement of
the pending transaction was made two
months ago, Gradwell Sears,
president, reportedly told the board
at a meeting here yesterday. Consehas yet to relinquish
quently,
rights to the three made by Hughes
release and which are to refor
vert back to Hughes when the new
deal is completed.
Under the proposed pact Hughes will guarantee the
second money financing for independ(Continued on page 4)

Hays To Arbitrate

the

Say UA-Hughes Deal
For 3 Still Pending
finalization

(Continued on page 4)

mer

alleged that prior to 1941 all
theatres in the Salt Lake area were
owned or controlled by Paramount.
Plaintiffs further charge that Paramount has refused to supply their Uptown and Rialto in Salt Lake and

Variety of complications have ob-

first

the

several studios,
has served notice on UA, and presumably on others, that he would
(Continued on page 4)

structed

The

000 for the

Joseph L. Lawrence, Gertrude B. Lawrence, D. K. Edwards,
Harry H. Hall and James W. LatiPlaintiffs

Arthur W. Kelly

in

Provo, Utah, with prod-

Motion

Picture

Association

of

America, and an adviser to the organization, has been asked to arbitrate
dispute

among

the

eight

major

MPAA's

present head, to devise the
formula for splitting the initial payment of $1,572,138 from France.

FP-C Orders Equipment

Hughes-United

UA

UA

UA

For Theatre Television
a part of television," declared J. J.
president
of
Famous
Fitzgibbons,

Players-

Cainadian Corp.,
before a meeting of the company's partners

and

associates
of the Eastern
division in conference at the

General Brock
Hotel here, as
he revealed that
Canada's larg-

Victoria, B. C, Oct. 20.— Richard
F. Walsh, IATSE president, here as
fraternal delegate from the
Federation of Labor to the

American

Canadian
Trades and Labor Congress, denounced America's Taft-Hartley Law
before the convention and urged the
representatives of 400,000 Dominion
workers not to let Canada pass "such
anti-labor legislation."

circuit

and

Paramount

af-

est

J. J.

Fitzgibbons

filiate

an

had

filed

application
for a license to
operate a television studio in Toronto.
"Large-screen television will definitely

Fitzgibbons
the

told

the

Colosseum Contemplates
Benefits

Up

to $5,000

Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen of America has formulated
a plan for insuring its 1,100 members, Charles Penser, chairman of
the New York City Colosseum lodge,
revealed here yesterday. Plans call for
assessing each member five dollars on
the occasion of a fellow member's
death, with the total of about $5,000
to go to the deceased's next of kin.
Penser, who disclosed the plan at
a luncheon-meeting of the local lodge,
said the kin of the late Frank Salley,
Radio Atlanta salesman, who
died last Saturday of a heart attack in
Chicago while attending the Colosseum convention, will be the first beneficiary under the plan upon its ratification.
It is expected to be ratified by
the membership, he said, in about two
months, and will thereupon be included in the organization's bylaws.

RKO

Adapt Polacolor

to

Feature Films Soon

—

Hollywood, Oct. 20. Polacolor,
three-color process developed by Polaroid Corp., will be adapted to feature
film work soon.
So far only cartoon
work has been done by Polacolor.
Processing will be done by Cinema
Research Corp. and will cost from 13
cents

a foot for first prints to five
three-quarter cents a foot for
100,000 feet.
Polacolor is a dye-coupling processing system.
Company claims it can handle 3,000,000 feet monthly and plans to

and

play a part in Famous Players' plans
Niagara Falls, Ont., Oct. 20.
"The motion picture industry must be in the immediate future," he stated.

Walsh Warns Canada
On Anti-Labor Laws

TEN CENTS

1948

Russia will pay approximately
$50,000 per picture for the initial

director.

MPTO

NEWS

Pays $50,000 Set Insurance
For Each Film Benefit Plan

—

A.
Washington, Oct. 20.
Julian Brylawski has been
elected president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Metropolitan Washington
for the 27th consecutive year.
Sidney Lust was named as
national Theatre Owners of

America
Other

21,

FILM

Report Soviet Film Salesmen

Brylawski Head of
Washington MPTO

—

W.

and Gaumont
and
circuits,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

File $6-Million Suit

execuKelly,
vice-presitive
dent of United
Artists.

Rank,

U.S.A.,

Five, in Salt

it
quirements,
reported
was
here yesterday

by

YORK,

IN

meeting that

company had already placed an

start with low-budget Westerns.
order for equipment similar to that
used in the Paramount Theatre, New
York, and that it would be installed
in tbe Imperial
Theatre, Toronto,
Canada's largest house, as soon as the
company can get clearance.
Mexico City, Oct. 20.— Emilio AzAt present time there are no televi- carraga, a leading Mexican exhibitor
sion stations in Canada but for the and radio network owner, has left
past few weeks Famous Players has here for New York, reportedly to
had television receivers in the lobbies discuss with
Radio officials the
of several of its theatres in Toronto, future of the RKO-owned Churubuspicking up programs beamed from co studios here.
Azcarraga is said
to be in the market for the studios,
Buffalo.
Similar meetings of partners and and
is reported willing to sell.
associates will be held in the West at
the Royal Alexandra Hotel, WinniRadio foreign department
peg, on Nov. 7 and 8; the MacDon- executives in New York were not
ald Hotel, Edmonton, on Nov. 11 and available for comment yesterday on
12 and the Hotel Vancouver, Van- whether talks with Azcarraga regarding Churubusco are scheduled.
couver, on Nov. 16 and 17.

RKO Sale of Mexican
Film Studios Looms
RKO

RKO
RKO

Motion Picture Daily
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E-L Slates 18-Week

Personal
Mention

Finkelstein

'Mystery Sales Drive*
3,

William

will

J.

SEIDELMAN,

H.

Uni-

versal-International foreign sales
vice-president, is due back in New
York today from Europe on the 6\S
Queen Elizabeth.

•
E. T. Gomersall, assistant to William A. Scully, Universal-International distribution vice-president, has
left New York for St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans.
•

U. B. Ross, Westrex regional manager for Latin America, and E. W.
McClellan, Jr., theatre engineering
manager, are in Mexico City from
New York.

Shirley

Frankel,

to
secretary
Samuel
vice - president
Warner
Schneider, has entered French Hospital here for a major operation.
•

McCarthy, UniversalF. J. A.
International Southern and Canadian
sales manager, has returned to New
York from a tour of the South.

&

Minneapolis, Oct. 20.—The
names of Finkelstein and
Ruben have again been joined
in theatre operations here
after a lapse of 20 years, with
the association of Harold
Field (who was Finkelstein)
and Eddie Ruben in the Austin, Minn, drive-in project of
Clem Jaunich. The original
Finkelstein and Ruben combination of the theatre gold

Heineman, distribution

Title,
has announced.
"Mystery Drive," he said, stems from
the company's decision to keep secret
for the time being the identity of the
person to be honored during the

period.

Milton E. Cohen, Eastern division
manager, has been named drive capPrizes will be offered and a
tain.
force of advertising, publicity
and exploitation personnel will cover
special

of 1915-28 were
(Moe) Finkelstein and
I. H. (Ike) Ruben, and their
respective sons, Harold and

days

rush

exchanges and cooperate with sales
department members, Heineman said.

M.

Will Ask Divestiture
Of 3 in Philon Suit

Eddie, have since "gone it
alone" in building formidable

motion to diChicago, Oct. 20.
vest the Indiana-Illinois Theatre Circuit of its Tivoli, Lido and Uptown
theatres in Michigan City, Ind., and
also to add them as defendants in the
Michigan City equity case will be ent-

the Austin venture.

—A

ered here tomorrow by attorney Seymour Simon in Judge John Barnes'

L.

circuits

CSU Suits

Angeles,

Oct.

20.

— Seeking

speedy court determination of a posPlaintiff
U. S. District Court here.
sible civil rights violation, Andrew
Louis Philon, operator of the LiberMackay, member of the carpenters
ty Theatre in Michigan City, alleges
•
local No. 946 of the Conference of
that unless complete divestiture of the
Studio Unions, today filed suit in the
I.
E. Lopert, Lopert Films presihouses is brought about the alleged
Federal Court here asking definition
dent, will return to New York today
conspiracy will not be eradicated.
of his rights in his dispute with Mon the -S\S" America from France and
G-M.
court decision is, seen as
Italy.
setting a precedent for many thousands of CSU members. It also would
Charles Simonelli, Universal-Inaffect many pending cases.
ternational Eastern exploitation manMackay, a carpenter with M-G-M
Nashville, Oct. 20. Judge Elmer
ager, left here yesterday for CincinD. Davies, of U. S. District Court from Nov., 1926 to Sept., 1946, claims
nati.
here, has granted authority to the he did not leave work voluntarily,
Crescent Amusement Co. to build and but was ordered to leave the lot. He
Universal-InternaO'Keefe,
A. J.
charges this is a violation of the
tional assistant general sales mana- operate six new theatres for which
union's closed shop contract, an unpetitioned
permission
was
by
Crescent
for
York
today
will
leave
New
ger,
New houses fair labor practice, and a violation of
Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Chicago. attorneys on Aug. 16.
will be built in Cleveland, Greenville, civil rights.
•
West- Union City and Columbia, and new
Walter E. Branson,
ern sales manager, is in Hollywood drive-ins near Clarksville, Tenn., and
Decatur, Ala.
from New York.
•
Moe Kerman, Favorite Films presHollywood, Oct. 20.
IATSE
ident, will leave here tomorrow for
Projectionists Local No. ISO today
the Coast.
went to court seeking an order com•
Eugene S. Gregg, vice-president pelling Fox West Coast to use AmerRobert L. Lippert, Screen Guild and manager of Westrex, has been ican Arbitration Association services
president, was in Boston yesterday elected
president of
Westrex's 12 in_ settling the "Amber" dispute. Early
from New York.
American subsidiaries operating in this year the projectionists threatened
•
foreign countries, to succeed T. K. a walkout at 25
houses when
Jacques Kopfstein, Astor Pictures Stevenson, who has resigned.
At the film had simultaneous premieres
executive vice-president, has returned the same time F. R. Lack was elected but second-run scales prevailed over
to New York from Cleveland.
to the board to fill the vacancy cre- first-run for projectionists.
•
George Bowser,
ated by Stevenson's resignation.
general manJay Eisenberg, liaison between Mager, has rejected
notification
G-M's sales and legal departments, is
of readiness to hear both sides. Bowto
Press
in Detroit this week from New York.
ser claims the dispute is not covered
•
March of Time will hold a screen- by the circuit contract with the local
ing
its
latest
of
issue,
Marx,
"America's
Sam
M-G-M production exwhich provides for arbitration.
ecutive, has arrived here from Ot- New Air Power," Tuesday afternoon
in
conjunction
with
a
reception for
tawa and the Coast.
Protest
•
the press at the Time and Life InLouis Untermeyer, poet and chairformation
Center.
Sidney Franklin, M-G-M proman of the executive board of the
returned to Hollywood
ducer, has
New York Council of Arts, Sciences
from a vacation in Rio de Janeiro.

A

Approves

Crescent
Construction Plans

—

RKO

FWC
An

Gregg Elected Head
Of Westrex Group

Operators Seek
Arbitration Order

—

FWC

FWC
AAA

MOT

Host

_

Meet Tonight

Sunday Shows Adopted

•
E. Z. Walters, Altec comptroller,
has returned to the Coast from New

York.

Max
shorts

York

Weinberg,

M-G-M

representative,
for the Coast.

has

Eastern

left

New

•

Leon Goldberg, RKO studio manager, is in New York from Hollywood.

and Professions,

for 'Belinda'

—

Chicago,
Oct.
20.
Warner's
"Johnny Belinda" will be up for discussion on Friday morning in Judge
Michael Igoe's U. S. District Court,
when attorney Vincent O'Brien will
ask for a two-week Loop extension
for the film. It will open at the Balaban and Katz State Lake Oct. 28.
In view of Judge Igoe's recent relaxation of the Jackson Park decree
in granting extended Loop r u «JJHfcr
"Hamlet" and "The Snake Pit,"
J1

ner,

it

similar

is

understood,

arguments for

^

will present
the extension.

Jackson Park attorney Thomas McConnell is vacationing on the West
Coast and attorney Norma Korfist of
the same office will oppose the Warner motion.

Feuerlicht Becomes
Aide to L. A. Mayor

See Court Decision
Los

Run

teaming up in

until

Affecting

21, 1948

To Ask Longer Loop
Ruben

Names Linked Again

hold an 18-week
"Mystery Sales Drive," starting Dec.

Eagle-Lion

vice-president,

JOSEPH

Thursday, October

of

Maurice Feuerlicht, formerly head
the 16mm. department of Para-

mount

International, here, has been
appointed
executive
assistant
to
Fletcher Bowron, mayor of Los Angeles.
Prior to the war Feuerlicht
held legal and administrative positions
in the Federal Government in Washington. During the war he was proj-

motion picture dithe Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs and later held a
similar post with the' U. S. State Department.
ects director of the

vision

of

Shoes' Opens Tonight
In Refurbished Bijou
Leading

and

naval

military,

air

force figures as well as society leaders,
industry heads and stage and
screen stars have been invited to the
premiere of Eagle-Lion's "The Red
Shoes," to be held at the Bijou Theatre here tonight.
The Bijou, owned by City Investing Co., has been completely refurbished for the occasion, according to
Maurice Maurer, manager of the
house.
The Soldiers', Sailors' and
Airmen's Club will benefit from the
opening.

Essaness
Is

Operation

Headed by Smith
—

Chicago, Oct. 20. Ralph G. Smith
has been appointed general manager
of Essaness circuit operations and
Clarence E. Miller has been named
treasurer in charge of real estate,
labor and public relations.
Harry E.
Gerry is secretary in charge of accounting and finance.

Edwin Silverman and Emil Stern,
Essaness heads, will continue as advisers.

Annual

California
Oct. 26

be chairman of
Florence, Ala., Oct. 20.
Sunday a meeting to be held here this evefilm shows are slated for this com- ning at the Hotel Woodstock to proLos Angeles, Oct. 20. Annual
munity.
The townspeople voted for test the refusal of film distributors to membership meeting of the Independnegotiate new labor contracts with the ent Theatre Owners of Southern Calthem 1,445 to 1,228.
Screen Publicists and Screen Office ifornia and Arizona has been set for
and Professional Employes guilds, it the Knickerbocker Cafe here on Oct.
Stratford
is
announced by the Council.
The 26, according to Robert Poole, execuStratford, Conn., Oct. 20. The companies rejected the guilds for
their tive director.
Committee reports, the
reconstructed Stratford will open to- failure to comply with the non-Com- Paramount
trust suit, Ascap, televimorrow night.
Albert M. Pickus munist affidavit provisions of the sion and 16mm. films are on the
owns and operates.
Taft-Hartley Law.
agenda.

—

The

will

ITO Meet on

—

Reopening

—
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REPORT FROM THE NEW YORK EVENING POST:

"There are few

pictures that receive the

spontaneous audience applause that

is

being

received at the Strand by

^—

i

Present
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Directed by
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1
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Italian Production
Picking Up: Bursty
Native production in Italy is picking up, Joseph Burstyn of Mayer-Bursty n, who just returned from a 10week trip abroad, observed here yesterday. Burstyn said that production
costs in Italy have risen as a result
of the recent influx of American companies.

He
rights
film,

has acquired U. S. distribution
to the new Robert
"The Miracle."

Soviet

Rossellini

To Pay

Thursday, October

Rank Frowns

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

"The Paleface"
(Paramount)
with a luxury of gags,
ARMED
an Indian-and-badman

Paramount has Bob Hope venturing

into
the top of the laugh-meter.
Smartly, they made Jane Russell his leading lady and dressed the settings
in the finery of Technicolor. It should be pointed out, at the start, that
the footloose plot is held together by the slenderest threads of logic, but
its mood of hilarity has the contagion that keeps audiences howling. The
shenanigans seem more imaginative, and the mirth more fluid than in most
very hearty box-office effect should be assured.
previous Hope pictures.
satire

that

hits

A

Probably Hope could have continued to practice dentistry in his own
way were it not for the fact that some white men were smuggling
guns and ammunition to hostile Indians. A Federal official hits upon the
idea of getting Miss Russell, a fierce-shooting gal properly named Calamity
Jane, to ferret out the villains, and to better carry out her mission, she
marries Hope. Hero Hope is an unadulterated coward, but a series of
accidental occurrences create in him the delusion that he is a cold-blooded
killer.
And thus, after presumably knocking off a swarm of attacking
Indians, he goes out for even more daring game. A series of frolicsome
exploits follow until Hope is brought down to reality by some nasty looking
Indians who have some uncharitable plans for him and Miss Russell.
The merriment is kept on a broad, earthy level, punctuated by a running
drumfire of quips and gags. As authors of the original screenplay Edmund
Hartmann and Frank Tashlin should be proud of their offspring. Robert
disastrous

(Continued from page 1)
points at the meeting, which was attended by 51 film executives here. It
was said that the best pact ever
entered into with the Soviet hereto-

fore was one by which Walt Disney
collected $75,000 for a single cartoon
Other purchases by that
feature.
government have involved payments
of considerably less than the $50,000
average for the block of 20.
Company heads are expected to
convene shortly to compile a list of
100 titles from which the Russians
will be given their choice of 20.
Films will be listed solely on the basis
of their merit for showing in Russia
and will be drawn from the invenJohnston's
tories of all companies.
agreement with the Soviet also permits sale of subsequent blocks of 20
pictures each.

See US Films as 'Bait' for
Propaganda-fed Russians

—

Washington, Oct. 20. Some top
State Department officials today were
explaining that Eric Johnston's success in selling films to the Soviet Union may be accounted for by the fact
that Soviet cultural censors have rejected so many Russian-made pictures
that their theatres are short of prodFurthermore, these same Deuct.
partment sources aver, American films
may be used as bait to lure the Russians into theatres in order to get

—

Ottawa, Oct. 20.
The Canadian
government reports that exports of
films from Canada dropped to $179,000
in August, compared with $229,000
although exports in the first
eight months of 1948 totaled $2,735,000, against $2,206,000 a year ago in
last year,

the

same

period.

BANKING FOR THE
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

STarpfos

Trust

COMPAN
NEW YORK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

consider only the most important of
such pictures and would adopt a
hands-off policy on all others, Kelly
disclosed, adding
"Rank has decided
to do the British quota production
job himself."
:

Kelly

visited

England,

France

Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Holland,
Denmark and Sweden during thfj* ~-^st
seven weeks, returning to
k
last Monday with forebodings ofointinuing declines in dollars from abroad.
Even the recent agreement with
France, which is to free $11,000,000
during the next four years, is imperilled by the floundering economy of
that country, he observed.

New^

'Fourth Circuit' in England
in England has resulted
in a lower turnover for every U. S.
company, Kelly reported.
American
product is at a peak volume and consequently some exhibitors are endeav-

The quota

oring to reduce rental terms, he said.

One effect of the large volume of
available U. S. pictures has been the
Mandel Herbstman creation of a "fourth circuit" (A. B.
Dec. 24.
C. is the third) which comprises independents who, up to the limits of the
Quota Act, are taking American films.
But it is this same abundance of
(Warners Brothers)
Hollywood, Oct. 20
U. S. films which has thwarted plans
public is not often given a chance to see the talents of Bette Davis
to obtain extended runs in the provdisplayed in comedies. If judged by "June Bride," this is too bad, for
inces where Rank has no stronghold.
Miss Davis, paired here with the always dependable Robert Montgomery and With all the product available,
thesupported by an extremely capable cast, is just as apt at rousing laughter as atremen in the provinces are refusing
she is at drawing tears. "June Bride" is good, clean comedy, interlaced to play a picture
beyond one week,
with occasional touches of sophistication, and with unquestionable appeal to Kelly explained.
most everyone. It is well written, well acted and, while it may not go down as
'Knotty Problem' in France
one of the great comedies of the year, it is good all-around entertainment.
is faced
with a particularly
Based on a simple yarn which most of the time stays within the realm of
the believable, it answers, undoubtedly to the satisfaction of everyone but the knotty problem in France, Kelly demost hardened cynic, the question of what happens when a slick magazine clared, disclosing that pictures which
producers are now selling indeeditor, Miss Davis, and her staff, including writer Montgomery, invades the

L.

Welch produced, Norman

Running

time,

91

minutes.

Z.

McLeod

directed.

General audience classification.

Release date,

"June Bride"

THE

UA

UA

pendently in France
home of an average Midwestern family to do a story on marriage.
The results are sometimes hilarious and mostly romantic as career-woman against UA's quota

Davis finds out to her dismay that love's course in a small Indiana town
runs no smoother there than in busy New York even though that means
upsetting her plans to the extent where her romance with Montgomery is
almost wrecked. Montgomery, a famed correspondent reduced to writing for
them to sit through Russian propa- a woman's magazine, regains some of his beliefs in humanity, and the rest
of the hardboiled crew softens perceptibly.
ganda films.
Director Bretaigne Windust, appreciative of the witty script provided by
These officials said their explanation was not meant to detract from Ranald MacDougall, also knows the value of occasional slapstick and situathe success of the Motion Picture As- tion comedy. The scene where Montgomery gets drunk on iced "cider" is a
sociation of America president as a riot. Audiences young and old will love and remember Betty Lynn, a charmfilm salesman.
Little is now being ing newcomer, who manages to steal scene after scene. Fay Bainter, Jerome
shown in Soviet theatres except heavy Cowan and Tom Tully all contribute materially to the fun. Henry Blanke
propaganda films, mostly re-issues, they was producer.
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
point out, and the Soviet audiences
are demanding more entertainment.
Nov. 13.
Fred Hift

Canadian Exports Drop

21, 1948

"Kiss the Blood Off My Hands"
INa

its initial

offering, the

shipment to that country annually.
The French government, he said,
within the past few days has charged
two pictures sold separately by Sam
Bischoff and Charles Rogers against

UA's

new Harold Hecht-Norma production

unit

makes

allotment.

If this continues,

UA

would be

completely eliminated in
France, Kelly concluded.
He said
that such deals by individual producers should be charged to the independents' separate quota of 11 films.
He said that
expects to draw
about 50 per cent of its profits in
Holland in dollars as a result of a

UA

straight

distribution

deal

for

five

years made with that country's Fritz
L. D. Strenghold.

UA

— Universal-International)

(Hecht-Norma

are being marked

of 11 pictures for

-

Hughes Deal

(Continued from page 1)

notable bow. For behind the attention-seizing title of "Kiss the Blood ent production of three to be made
Hands" there rests an absorbing melodrama that appears to be headed for
distribution.
He in turn
for a good box-office showing.
Joan Fontaine and Burt Lancaster head the would get back his "Vendetta," "The
Outlaw" and "Mad Wednesday."
cast of this tale of a series of baleful events that beset a young couple.
Sears had disclosed that he intendTaken from Gerald Butler's popular novel, the film has Lancaster accidentally kill a man in a bar brawl. In a frantic flight from the police, he takes ed to close the deal during a stay on
The Nasser
refuge in Miss Fontaine's apartment, and from this unexpected beginning a the Coast last August.
love eventually develops between the two. Miss Fontaine, a nurse, goes a long brothers subsequently came on the
way toward rehabilitating Lancaster. She gets huh a job and helps him over- scene with a bid to provide their stucome an emotional disturbance that resulted from war-time experience. But dio and monetary completion bonds
Tentative arrangea warped and oily character, played with considerable skill by Robert New- for the pictures.
ments thereupon were made with inton, gets the pair in his clutches. Having witnessed the fatal bar brawl, Newdependent producers but approval of
ton begins making blackmailing demands upon Lancaster.
The situation all concerned has
yet to be reached.
finally culminates with Miss Fontaine stabbing Newton following an atYesterday's
board meeting was
tempted attack upon her.
highlighted by a report by Arthur
After laboring over whether to escape to another country the lovers decide
W. Kelly, executive vice-president,
that if they are ever to have permanent happiness they must throw themselves
who returned to New York last Monupon the mercy of the law. Lancaster and Miss Fontaine are effective in the day after an extensive tour of Engleads. Under Norman Foster's direction, the camera frames many interesting land and the Continent.
Kelly closed
touches.
Richard Vernon produced, from the screenplay by Leonardo Ber- with
French
producer
Leopold

Off

UA

My

covici.

Running
release.

Schlossberg
time,

79

minutes.

Adult

audience

classification.

to

distribute

For October Scans His Past," which he
M. H. in Canada.

"A

Man

will

make

!(|
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Seattle

Reviews

5

Bans

Production Total

'Rope'

—

20.
Seattle,
Oct.
The censor
board today banned the Alfred Hitchcock production of "Rope," Warner
film,
from further showings here.

The Gallant Blade'

chairman

Bernard

Reiter,
said that

of

Increases

1,

to 31

—The

Hollywood,
index

tion

the

from

new

films

seven

were

Eight

week.

last

Hamrick Evergreen were

producgaining one

Oct. 20.
stood at 31,

{Columbia)

board,

ROMANTIC outdoor action

Theatres had been notified that fur- finished.
ther showings would be forbidden
Shooting started on "Bad Boy," Alfollowing the film's run at the Orphelied Artists; "Wild Bill Doolin" and
um, which ended last night.
"Laramie," Columbia
"Bomba, the
Monogram; "Bitter
Boy,"
Jungle

runs rampant in "The Gallant Blade," a drama
of clashing swords and clashing wills. France of the 17th Century pro-

vides the setting for Larry Parks and Marguerite Chapman as the principals,
with Cinecolor enhancing the ornamental effects. The picture has many basic
ingredients of popular entertainment despite a weakening caused by some stiff
aa^» pompous dialogue.
-J^_^s pattern of the story clearly pits good against evil. France has been at
WbTT'for many years and the people have become impoverished and exhausted.
When peace is finally at hand, a scheming marshal Victor Jory plots to
continue the conflict for his own evil designs. Parks, as a gallant swordsman,
lines up with the forces of peace. In the course of his exploits, he undergoes
several narrow escapes. Miss Chapman, at first an undercover aide to the
'villain, falls under Parks' spell and finally makes some daring sacrifices for

—

—

Parks and peace. It all makes for pleasant, escapist film fare.
Parks turns in a competent job, but is frequently handicapped by stereotyped material. Miss Chapman is always visually attractive. Irving Starr
produced and Henry Levin directed, from the screenplay by Walter Ferris
and Morton Grant.
Running time, 145 minutes. General audience classification. Release, not set.

M. H.

PROMOTIONALLY

the timely
in these early days of
is

presentation of the professional side of the game
the football season, and the production's introduction of such pigskin "pros"
as Sammy Baugh, Paul Christman, Sid Luckman, Charles Trippi, "Indian"
Jack Jacobs, and many others, who, however, again prove that most "name"
athletes are better in their chosen profession than they are in acting. Of
some added benefit in marketing the picture is the fact that it was filmed
with the cooperation of the National Football League.
The original screenplay, by Joseph Carole and Don Martin, is a slowmoving plot concerning an egotistical college player who turns "pro." As
the tale nears an end, he realizes that his egotism is ruining not only his
playing, but the spirit of teamwork, and is having a marked effect on his
romance. Heading the cast are Richard Crane, Gloria Henry, Mary Stuart

and John

Litel.

The

story is highlighted by some excellent and exciting gridiron action,
described by Harry Wismer, Tommy Harman and Bob Kelley. Jean Yarbrough directed and Sam Katzman produced.
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification.

;

RKO

Up,"

man"
Guild

;

"Calamity

;

Jane

and

Shooting finished on "Ride, Ryder,
Ride" (Equity), Eagle-Lion; "Alaska Patrol" (Burwood), Film Classics;
"Zamba" (Fortune Films), IndepenFeathered
Serpent,"
dent
"The

man

Isaacs resigned as Republic salesto join the organization.

Monogram

"Son of Billy the Kid"
(Western Adventure), Screen Guild;
"Two Guys and a Gal" and "Somewhere in the City," Warner.

Sack Gets Video Rights
Dallas, Oct.

20.

has

— Sack
all

Television
exclusive
non-theatrical

Is

Texas"

acquired

topical

films

one-

Video Shipments Rising
20.

—Television

shipments rose to 153,455
sets during the second quarter of 1948,
compared with 106,136 in the first
quarter, the Radio Manufacturers Association
reports.
Total postwar
shipments increased to more than 425,000 sets by June 30.
receiver

Lake Suit

(Continued from page

produced by

Alfred N. Sack. It covers six
reelers per year for five years.

Oct.

Salt

series

Nationwide Pictures, Inc., of Dallas,
in a deal closed between H. K. Carrington, president of Nationwide, and

Washington,

;

In addition to Paramount and Goldenson, defendants are Warners, 20th

Century- Fox, Columbia and UniverIntermountain Theatres, Paramount circuit operator in this area,
has four first run theatres in downsal.

town

Salt

Lake

in

opposition

Lawrence.

(Vog Film)

COCTEAU'S

"Eagle with Two Heads" is a superior importation
with eloquent touches and many moments of flaring drama. Made in
France this year, it is pervaded with a literary flavor that should give it an
eager acceptance among discriminating foreign film patrons.
Cocteau is one of the leaders of France's avant garde movement, and as his
followers know, his stories usually spurn the standard Hollywood lines of
development. In this tale, just published here in book form also, Cocteau tells
the story of a young poet-anarchist who comes to slay a queen but remains to
fall in love with her. The story unfolds against a background of court intrigue
and prior circumstances which leave the lovers strangely fated to doom.
Jean Marais, a husky blond youth, cuts an attractive figure as the poet,
while Edwige Feuillere is well cast as the wistful, elusive queen. Impressive
settings fill out the fable's tapestry. The English titles do a clear and effective
job of conveying the narrative development. Cocteau's direction is somewhat
erratic. George Danciger and Alexandre Mnouchkine produced.
Running time, 100 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
filled

not

M. H.

set.

"Cowboy Cavalier"

THEa possessive aimthe outlawoutlaw

of the
in this latest of Jimmy Wakely Westerns
freight line,
in this instance using blackmail and hijacking
valuable freight shipments in his attempts to accomplish his purpose. Much
action and excitement are accompanied by tuneful songs of the sagebrush, all
of which add up favorably in comparison to the production's predecessors in
the Wakely series. The hero foils the schemes of the renegades with the aid
of "Cannonball" Taylor, cowboy comedian.
Jan Bryant is the daughter of a stagecoach owner and Wakely is their
foreman. They hire Douglas Evans to work on the line, and he tips his gang
is

when important shipments

are

being carried,

BURNS & ALLEN
say:

(Monogram)

attempting to hold

his

"'Miss
Tatlock's Millions

good to the

is

last drop

I"

job

through threats of blackmail. Eventually Wakely uncovers the plan, and the
outlaw and his gang are apprehended.
Songs sung by Wakely include "Mine All Mine," "Night After Night" and
"This Old White Mule of Mine." Ronald Davidson and J. Benton Cheney
wrote the screenplay, which Derwin M. Abrahams directed. Louis Gray produced and Edward Kay was the musical director. Others in the cast include
Douglas Evans, Claire Whitney, William H. Ruhl, Steve Clark, Milburn
Morante, Bud Osbourne, Carol Henry and Bob Woodward.
Running time, 57 minutes. General audience classification. Release, not set.

And PARAMOUNT Preview Audiences
Everywhere Have Elected It
"The Funniest

1)

pressure on other companies to keep
them from supplying films.
In addition, the exhibitors claim
that Leonard H. Goldenson, Paramount vice-president, came here from
New York in 1941 and attempted to
force them to give up their lease.

"Eagle With Two Heads'
JEAN

Sam

Universal-International.

Bass,"

;

city.

of one-reel

important in this story of the gridiron

Paramount
"The
SetRadio
"Son of a Gun(Western Adventure), Screen

Victory,"

—

Cleveland, Oct. 20.
Tony Stern
and Lou Ratener, head of Ohio Theatres Service Corp., buying and booking for more than 30 theatres, have
appointed Arthur Isaacs as second
broker and assistant to Marvin Samuelson.
Ohio Theatre Service was
formed six months ago and is the
second booking-buying "co-op" in the

world television and
rights to the "This

(Columbia)

while

;

Isaacs With Ohio Co-op

Enterprises

'Triple Threat"

launched,

Hit In Years"

to

.

.
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A Showman's Special— Geared for Big Time

QZAKT
TOBY

Box-Office Returns!

Actually Filmed in the Arctic Wilds!
' With the new sensational star JOHN BROMFIELD

A Danches

Bros. Production

Produced and Directed by Ewing

•

PRODUCTIONS

LIPPERT

in

SEPIATONE

"eosy-on-the-eyes"

.

beauty of the Rogue River Valley

.

Based on a

DOUGLAS DUMBRILLE
WILLIAM HAADE

•

•

reed hadley
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by millions
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American Weekly.
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background

a

thrill

roar of
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Hijackers
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.

of

six

.
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and greed lead

to violence c

pacea mystery drama.

a fast

in

..

the clouds!

white

..

.

in

an

Exciting

police force challenges the underworld

an unusual fast-paced

in

film!!

Northwest Mpunties gun for

new outdoor adventure and

thrills!

Picture in Years!

showman's

all-out

exploitation natural!
larurai!

LASH LA RUE SPECIAL Ho. 2

Fuzz/irJoHN

DOC

Tense ... Romantic Melodrama!

A one-woman

BIGGEST Navy

BILLY THE KID"

lust

Men and women

SBPIA-TOMt

BIG Action for BIG Box-Office!
"SON OF

.

JAMES OLIVER

and

LASH LA RUE SPECIAL Ho.

.

Above

mm
km m Mb"
W UMAN
CURWWS
TRAIL'S £N»

suspense ride the highways

IASHIA fcOE

.

murder

Mystery ... Murder ... Suspense

mmm
"HH
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guns

Western outlawry!

murder

Revenge
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author of "Moby Dick"!

swept story

ROBERT LOWERY • BILLY KIMBLEY • "FLAME

t,

Pf W f^Uf^M if TT T?U Cf
Of J%\*T\ jyjj^/l 'JjCF'-gJ

"dftaWtS

South Sea story by

thrilling

Melville,

•

Shep comes Home
I JjLJU

and Romance!

GEORGE REEVES
RALPH BYRD
WANDA McKAY .ARMIDA

if_.

grandeur, color and mystic spectacle of
one of the Seven Wonders of the Worldl

StF^e

^^0*jff\W W^ ^KSP
M

chris-pin martin

Exciting action set against the

>t

mT**J% itfW**ittM

and Musi

magic Box-Office name of Jesse James!

'JCIAt&LE £0&EfeE€S*

"GRINGO". ... The bandit cry that started
° wave of ,nri " s and oc,ion across the border!

^^m.

M*T\ /I t||\

.

A THRILLING DRAMA OF AMERICA'S

GEORGE REEVES " RAlPH BYRD " GREG McClURE
LYLE TALBOT • MICHAEL WHALEN
vince BARNETT • DENISE DARCEI • MARIAN MARTIN

-TONE

.

ADVENTURES!

Thrills

Wr rvwwrw "131 JB3
"tuiiitiivd
I tl U3I VWaM\ THE -dwhjbc"

.

IShotJesseJams

S£P/A-7&A/£

MARY BETH HUGHES
JAMES MILLIC AN
OLIN HOWLIN

JANE FRAZEE

Loves

.

Southern Oregon.

in

With a BIG cost including

•

Exploitation natural with the

.

against the breath-taking

.

Wild horses

last
JAMES ELLISON
REED HADLEY

An

. .

.

World's Greatest Composer

of the

Patrician Pictures Presentation

NEW ACTION

76

present

A BIG ACTION-PACKED OUTDOOR SPECTACLE
filmed

The Exciting Life
A

Scott

^

"SON OF A GUNMAN"

-DEADMAN'S GOLD" • "MARK OF THE LASH"
-FRONTIER REVENGE"
Wc.iMft Adv«nfure Productions

•

Produced by Ron Ormond

3 BELL
James Fenimore Cooper's GREAT AMERICAN CLASSIC.

•

•

"OUTLAW COUNTRY"

Directed by Roy Toyloi

RINGERS AT THE BOX-OFFICE!
POLICE FORCE
The true story of Stanley Thurston

LENORE AUBERT ALAN BAXTER

criminal

•

.

.

.

jail

6

/^HOPAtOHO

CASS.DYS

ftz-r&i&isfs st*rri»0

.

.

.

20,000 men

master

BOYD

blue ...

and

in

a high tension drama pulsing

intrigue

.

.

.

told with bullet force!

PROVEN PICTURES FOR RE-RELEASE!

SHIRLEY TEMPLE • "MISS ANNIE

ROONEY"

BARBARA STANWYCK • ROBERT YOUNG
"RUNAWAY DAUGHTER"

BILL

in

with suspense

breaker!

JIMMY DURANTE

• "THAT'S

MY BOY"

• LOUIS HAYWARD
"THE DUKE OF WEST POINT"

JOAN FONTAINE

ADOLPHE MENJOU • DOLORES COSTELL
"KING OF THE TURF"
JOE

E.

BROWN

• "FLIRTING

WITH FATE

I

MOTION mVXM,
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AMERICA,
44TH ST.,
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RCA

NEW

79

Develops

New Theatre
Video System

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

National Screen Gets

Tooker Lithograph
whereby
National
Screen
Service will assume physical and operational
the
Tooker
control
of
Deal

Co. plant in New York
be consummated today by Herman Robbins, NSS president, and
Paul Cook, vice-president of Tooker.
"Setup will permit NSS to inject
a knowledge of an exhibitor's needs
into physical
preparation of accessories through operation of its own
plant," said a National Screen statement.
Tooker has been one of the leading
lithographers of motion picture accessories for many years, and has heretofore filled "litho" requirements of
M-G-M, United Artists and 20th

Lithograph

will

Shows High-Speed Unit
Developed with Eastman
Washington,

21.

Oct.

—

Siniul-

aneous transmission of a fullength motion picture to the screens
jjpf thousands of theatres throughout
die country was predicted here today
David Sarnoff, president and

board chairman of RCA, at a public
demonstration of a newly developed
system of television relay communi- Century-Fox.
NSS, acquiring
cations.

all Tooker equipsystem, called Ultrafax, ment and its leasehold, has also pur|was described as being capable of chased additional new equipment, to
It will assume op'transmitting or receiving messages at increase capacity.
eration of the plant at once.
the rate of a million words a minute.
Combining elements of television with
fthe latest techniques in radio-relaying
"and high-speed photography, Ultrafax was developed by RCA, Eastman
and National Broadcasting.
,. Kodak
Engineers stated here that the radio-

The new

$10 Weekly Raise to
Sound Servicemen

photography

combination
system of
A weekly pay increase of $10.40 for
graphic communication which can be motion
picture
sound
servicemen
extended from city, to city across the throughout the country has been obnation.
tained from Altec and RCA, it was
announced here yesterday by Richard

television

forms

-

the

basis

for

a

18% Drop in
Dividends
Washington,

|

— Dividends

Oct. 21.
paid by motion picture companies during the first nine months of this year
were 18.1 per cent below payments in
the same 1947 period, U. S. Commerce

Department figures reveal.
Film companies' publicly-reported
cash dividends which Commerce fig-

—

ures to be about 60 per cent of all
dividends
totaled
$34,290,000
for

—

January through
September,
1948,
compared with the $41,894,000 re(Continued on page 4)

22 Theatre Firms
Get Tax Rebates
Washington,

—

Oct. 21.
Twentytwo theatre corporations received excess profits tax relief under Section
No. 722 of the Internal Revenue Code
during the year ended June 30, 1948,
according to figures released today by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The credits cover the years from
(Continued cm page 4)

IATSE

F.
Walsh,
international
president.
In addition, the soundmen will receive increased automobile allowances
ranging from 16 to 88 per cent.
In
principle, these allowances follow the
Runzheimer Plan, recommended by
the American Automobile Association, providing for a weekly sum of
$7.80, to which is added three and onehalf cents per mile.
The companies
guarantee that on an annual basis, the
allowances will equal at least seven
cents per mile.
The salary and auto increases are
provided under the terms of new, two(Continued on page 4)

22,

NEWS
TEN CENTS

1948

'We Mean Business,'
Steve Broidy Asserts
Hollywood, Oct. 21.—"Our
schedule of 61 pictures for
the coming season should
convince exhibitors we mean
business," Steve Broidy, president of Allied Artists-Monogram, declared here today in
announcing new sales department top personnel.
He said the acquisition of
three new executives is further "proof that we mean
business."

Top Brazil
Rental 42%

New AA-Mono.
Sales Cabinet

Set by Broidy
Goldhammer, Pritchard,
Get

Gillis

Hollywood,
of the

New

Posts

Oct.

— Realign-

21.

Monogram and

Allied Artists sales departments and the appointment
of
three
new sales
executives
to
newly-created
posts
were announced here today by Steve
Broidy, president.

New

setup calls for the expenditure
of more than $100,000 for additional
sales operations, it was said.

Three named
R.

Goldstein,

to function under M.
sales manager, include

L. E. Goldhammer, as Western sales
Brazilian Central Price Control
manager, supervising Chicago, Milhas amended its regulawaukee, Minneapolis and Indianapotions to provide that the average film
lis^ Goldhammer also will have superrental shall not exceed 42 per cent
vision over the Denver, Kansas City,
of net box-office receipts of the year,
Salt Lake City, Omaha, Des Moines
according to a cablegram received
and St. Louis exchanges handled by
here from Gerald M. Mayer, managSol Francis.
ing director of the international diviJim Pritchard has been named
sion of the Motion Picture Associa-

The

Committee

tion of

America.

Meyer

flew to Brazil on Oct. 1 to
confer with officials of the Brazilian
government on the lifting of some of
the regulations which Motion Picture
Export Association directors felt were
unfair to the American motion picture
industry.
Under the new text of article 13 of
order No. 58 original terms of which
were considered prohibitively restrictive
the Price Control* Commission
now provides that the sum of all percentage and flat rentals paid during
one year by an exhibitor to each distributor for features exhibited in theatres subject to ceilings on admission
prices shall not exceed, on an average,
42 per cent of net box-office receipts
of the year.
Mayer left Rio de Janeiro by plane
last night for New York.

—

Southern district manager,
Dallas and Oklahoma City.

heading

He

will

(Continued on page 4)

U.K. Renters
Will Produce

—

Both Sides Firm in Colosseum Pacts to
N. Y. Ascap Action 11 For Signatures
In answers to briefs to be exScollard, Paramount
C. J. (Pat)
changed today, both sides in <he ac- labor relations director and chairman
tion brought by a group of New York of
the
11
distributors'
committee
exhibitors against Ascap will hold which negotiated union contracts with
fast to their respective positions on the
Colosseum of . Motion Picture
the scope of a judgment to be entered Salesmen of America, yesterday sent
in the case.
Plaintiffs are expected to the companies for signing copies
to insist that the New York Federal of the pacts which already have been
Court is empowered to order divesti- signed by executives of the union.
ture of Ascap's and its members' pubIt is expected that all of the compalic performance music rights, setting nies will sign the contracts and return
forth that such an extensive order them to Colosseum attorney David
is necessary to protect the plaintiffs.
Beznor in Milwaukee.

Non-producing

British

distributors

will enter production

almost en masse
under the dual circumstance of the 45
per cent British films quota law and
British Board of Trade president Harold Wilson's new Government Film
Bank, it is believed by Alfred E. An-

drews, head of

Monarch Film Corp.,
to London from

who wiU return
New York today by
Ltd.,

plane following

two weeks in the U. S.
And rews indicated that Monarch

in

this connection will be one of the first
non-producing distributors to take up

(Continued on page 4)

UK Exhibitor Rental
Formula Due Shortly
London,
formula

Oct.

21.

— An

acceptable

expected to be devised
within a few days by the Kinematograph Renters Society committee and
J. Arthur Rank on rental terms for
exhibitors, it was indicated here today
following a five-hour dinner discussion

is

among

KRS

members and Rank.

;
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Premiere for

Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED

KORDA left
SIR ALEXANDER
plane last night for a
London by

48-hour
his

New York

visit in

American

•
Silverstone,

Murray

20th Cenpresident

International

tury-Fox

Arthur

to discuss

releases.

Warner

Abeles,

British

managing director, and Elizabeth
Taylor, film star, are among passengers sailing for Europe tonight on the
55 Queen Elisabeth.
•

Warner, who entered
L.
Cedars of Lebanon hospital several
days ago for a routine checkup, underwent surgery yesterday for gallstones.
Jack

He

is

week

expected to be discharged in a
to 10 days.

•
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will leave
here on Tuesday to attend the conven-

Kentucky Association of
Owners in Louisville on
Wednesday and Thursday.
tion of the

Theatre

•

THESE

are the steps by
Hays
H.
Will
which
emerges from inactive to active
status as adviser of the Motion

Picture Association in the impasse over allocation of $11,912,000 remittable from France
under the recently implemented

U. S.-French film pact:
Methods of cutting up the
money were several, but the
standoff became neatly Mexican
with four companies in favor
and four others against any of

Company
the plans broached.
presidents were unable to breach
the deadlock and neither could
It was
their foreign managers.
agreed to submit the matter to
arbitration in keeping with a decision of the presidents, made on
August 17, to resolve any. dispute amicably.
The

Marcello Girosi, Superfilm president, and Antonio Mosco, president
of Minerva Studios in Rome, are due
here Monday from Italy on the 55"
Mauretania.

•
Steve Strassberg, Republic publicist, and Mrs. Strassberg have become parents of a son, Richard Eric,
born at Jewish Memorial Hospital

issue involving the eight

majors arises out of an agreeofficially
ment, which the
describes as "alleged" by the
way, to use gross billings in
France during the period ending June 30, 1947, as the basis

Gehring, 20th-Fox assistant
manager, and Harold
Minsky, Eastern division sales manager, will return here today from
Boston.

failure

•

W.

C.

general

sales

•
director,

vertising-publicity

back

New

in

York

due

is

today

from

Omaha.
•
George D. Burrows, Allied Artists-

Monogram

MPA

the French to send
remittances
under the
Blum-Byrnes accord which the
of

dollar

Charles Schlaifer, 20th-Fox ad-

executive

vice-president

and treasurer, will leave the Coast
today for New York.
•
Sid Blumenstock, 20th-Fox assistant exploitation manager, left here
yesterday for Chicago.

Unit Loses
Free Status

recently-effected agreement supersedes.
Since the initial payment of
the
hand,
is
at
$1,572,138
necessity for a scheme of allocating it is imperative.

understood Hays' name
entered the situation at a meeting of the Motion Picture ExIt

is

.

which finally
determined he was the man.
This decision thereafter went up
port

Association,

Writers'

the line to the

Tax

dents,

-

—

Washington, Oct. 21. The Bureau
of Internal Revenue has ended the
the,
Hollywood
tax-free
status
of
Writers Mobilization and some other
groups
cent

listed

as

"subversive" on re-

Department lists.
Not
income of these organizations

Justice

only will
no longer be tax-free,
tions to them
ducted as gifts
tributors.

Phila.

but contribulonger be deon tax returns of con-

may no

MPA

Meet Set

Philadelphia,

—

Oct. 21. Election
of officers will be held Monday evening when the Philadelphia Motion
Picture Associates holds its annual
meeting at the Broadwood Hotel.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

KANN
tain suggests that

Mr. Johnston

is

now

qualifying for the post of secretary to the United Nations in
succession to Mr. Trygve Lie.
When Mr. Johnston recently left
the company of our bouncing Mr.
Wilson, he paid his next call on
the grim Mr. Molotov, whom he

has persuaded to buy Hollywood's
wares.
No man could have a
greater gift for gregarious acquaintanceship than Mr. Johnston.
No sooner had he left the awe-

some

portals

of

Marshal

Stalin's

headquarters than he set off to pay
respects to that 'Fascist hyena',

his*

Marshal Tito, who has also agreed
to buy Hollywood's pictures. Now
he has found an 'intelligent' friend
in

who

company

ratified

Each company
file

is

expected to
its

solution.

make

the decision that binds, there is not
much anticipation that everyone
will be pleased.

Question:
Johnston in

will

Where
all

is

Eric

this?

Answer: On the deliberate
sideline, removed from the middle where he did not want to be.

An English appraisal of
Johnston's travels abroad, from
The London Financial Times:
"The

recent journey of Hollywood's agent behind the Iron Cur-

the:

Veterans' Committee will
sponsor a special premiere here o
Verdict"
Paramount's
"Sealed
or
Monday, Nov. 1, at the ParamounTheatre. Regular run of the film begins at the theatre on Nov. 2. Taking
over the entire theatre for the showing, the group will also present
special stage show. The chapter has
arranged for attendance at the pre
miere of hospitalized veterans >/"^n
neighboring Army, Navy and j( \ v, e

^*

hospitals.

Young stein To Speak
Max E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
vice-president in charge of advertisingpublicity, will deliver an opening day
address at the Tri-State Motion Picture Theatre Owners convention in
Memphis on Monday, on the exhibi
tor's part in improving public rela
tions.

General Franco.

"There was a time when Hollywood was not bowing to the totalitarians.
A year or two ago the
movie moguls were paying their
respects to Mr. J. Arthur Rank
and making him many lush promises.
Mr. Rank now confesses his
disillusion, and I honor him for
doing so."

NEW YORK THEATRES

—

c

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

But Rank need not

lose

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

com-

nor suffer complete
disillusion.
His "Henry V,"
now in its third year, today
shows a net profit of $1,650,000
divisible on a 30-70 basis with
United Artists. To Rank: $1,plete heart

155,000.

To UA:

-

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

\

in
*

!

}

'

"JULIA MISBEHAVES";
Peter

Cesar

Elizabeth

LAWFORD - TAYLOR - ROMERO
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
spectacular stage presentation

$495,000.

Last week's Life Magazine
devoted nine pages to Laurence
Olivier with a concentration in
text and photo on "Hamlet."
Rank's American office, aware
of rate schedules, calculates the
cost of the cover and 21 pages
which Life has given "Hamlet"
thus far would have cost more
than $350,000 in the form of
paid advertising.
In Atlanta, advance sale is

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON

GAIL RUSSELL

JOHN LUND.,

ikou

A Paramount

Pictu

$10,000, and in New York over
$40,000. Moreover, New York's
critics
united
launching
in

"Hamlet" with reviews ecstatic
enough to make any producer,
British or American, swoon in
his tracks.

We

have

no misconceptions
inherent fairness of
American critic or of the

about the

it.

a brief outlining

While Hays

presi-

AVC

picture chapter of

American

MPA

for a division of dollar remittances in the face of insistence
by the French government that
payments be made to the companies in proportion to cash on
hand as of that date.
further explains the matter remained dormant as a result of

here.
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HOWARD HAWKS' GREAT PRODUCTION

"RED RIVER"

Monterey Productions presents

HOWARD HAWKS' "RED RIVER"
With

HARRY CAREY,

Sr.

•

COLEEN GRAY

•

JOHN IRELAND

•

JOHN WAYNE -MONTGOMERY

NOAH BEERY,

Screenplay by Borden Chase and Charles Schnee

•

Jr.

•

HARRY CAREY,

Executive Producer,

Jr

CHARLES

•

PAUL

K.

FIX

•

CLIFT- WALTER BRENNAN

From the Saturday Evening Post

FELDMAN DIRECT ED AND PRODUCED BY

RED HOT THRUlJQ

story,

"TheChisholm

Trail",

HOWARD HAWKS

•

JOANNE DRU

by Borden Chase
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Elissa Landi, 43, Die®
Victim of Cancer

Review

f

A

Kingston, N.

,

Oct. 21.— Elisi;
Landi, 43, who starred in such pi;
tures as "The Sign of the Cross" an
"Warrior's Husband," died today
believes her deceased uncle has returned Kingston Hospital after a lingerii
Y.,

:(

"The Return of October"
(Columbia)

A NOVEL

tale

about a girl

who

i

form of a racehorse has been garnished with Technicolor and cancer affliction. She retired from mi
given a good cast headed by Glenn Ford, Terry Moore and James Gleason. tion pictures several years ago to pu
With some romantic complications filling out the yarn, it shapes up as an sue a career as a novelist. Reputed
in

the

engaging picture that rises occasionally to moments of thoroughbred enter- be the granddaughter of Empre
tainment. The theme is one that could lend itself to fresh merchandising ideas. Elizabeth of Austria, Miss Landi 'w;
The screenplay, devised by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama, has pretty born in Venice.
*
V
little Miss Moore convinced that a horse, October, is the reincarnation of
Miss Landis is survived, bes'^ [\ "
professor,
conceives
psychology
the
idea
of
Meanwhile
Ford,
a
her uncle.
widower, by a daughter, Carolii'
doing a scientific paper on the girl's delusion. And so under the guise of Maude Landi Thomas, 4; her fathe
acquire
first-hand
manages
to
data.
Miss
Moore's
being in love with her, he
Count
Charles
Zanardi-Landi
obsession is innocent enough, but when she becomes heir to her aunt's for- Kingston, and a brother, Anthony, (
relatives
decide
to
prove
her
crazy.
In the court- Hollywood.
tune, a flock of scheming
room scene that follows, the professor's paper is introduced with damaging
few
effect. Finally, however, Ford realizes he is in love with the girl.
obstacles remain to be overcome, including his defense of her at the trial,
before the happy ending is reached. Gleason portrays the uncle; Dame May
Whitty, the aunt, and Albert Sharpe, a track tout. Direction by Joseph H.
Lewis keeps things moving at a happy pace. Rudolph Mate produced, from
Washington, Oct. 21. The Mc
a story by Connie Lee and Karen DeWolf.
tion Picture Theatre Owners of Me
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, ropolitan Washington is spearheadin
Mandel Herbstman local observance of United Natior
not set.
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Brylawski To Leat
Pageant for U.N. Dai

—

Day, on Sunday, with a pageant i

22 Get

U. K. Renters

Tax Rebates

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

The company,
production activities.
he said, expects to follow soon the

Constitutional Hall.

The pageant, under the direction c
A. Julian Brylawski, will feature Ma
rine Corps, Army, and Air Fore
bands and the Central High Schoc
choir, and will have entertainment b
radio and stage personalities.
Ser
Barkley
British
and
Ambassado
Franks will address the gathering.

1941 through 1946.
Most large producers,
distributors
and exhibitors
example of Sir Alexander Korda's qualified for relief in earlier years, and
British-Lion Films, which already has therefore their names were on preput in its bid for a large loan by the vious lists.
Section 722 provides for recomputFilm Bank, and Monarch will use
funds so acquired to establish what ing on the basis of a new credit excess
may be known as Monarch Produc- profits tax for firms which previously
had an inadequate excess profits credit.
tions.
(Continued from page 1)
Here are the companies on today's
If Britain's theatres are to fulfill
the requirements of the 45 per cent list, the net reduction in their tax liaalso
collaborate
with
Arthur
C
(gross
quota law they will have to be pro- bility
reduction
in
excess
Bromberg, supervising Atlanta,
vided with a greater supply of British profits tax less gross increase in inphis, New Orleans and Charlotte.
films, Andrews reasoned, adding that come tax resulting from application
Maxwell Gillis has been appointee
other
British
proof
Rank
and
Section
Arthur
722),
and
the
number
of
J.
Eastern district head, to supervise
ducers cannot be depended upon to yea»rs covered
meet quota demands. Hence, he said,
Phoenix Drive-in, Phoenix, $8,374, four New York, Albany, Buffalo, Washyears; Malco Theatres, Little Rock, $20,172, ington and Philadelphia.
Mel Hull
non-producing
distributors
two years; Sherman Oaks Theatre Corp., ing will continue supervision of the
"pitch in," and have an opportunity to Los Angeles,
$5,700, two years; Sunbeam
do so now that financing is being Theatre Corp., Los Angeles, $1,820, two companies' West Coast offices at Lo;
years;
Glen Theatre. Glenwood Springs, Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and
made available by the government.
Colo.,
two years; Ridge Theatres, Seattle.
$600,
Harold Mirisch,
vicePurpose of Andrews' trip to the Lakeland,
two
$1,006,
years;
Columbia
he attended his Amusement Co., Paducah, $4,940, two years; president, will continue at the studio
U. S. was twofold
daughter's wedding in Denver on Oct. Alamo Theatre Corp., Washington, D. C, as Broidy's liaison with the sales
$7,893, six years; Fairlawn Amusement Co., department.
15, and conferred with U. S. distribuWashington, $8,264, four years;
Lenox
tors since then to contract for Ameri- Theatres Corp., Baltimore, $4,527, three
years;
Scheck Theatre Enterprises, Baltican product, which Monarch distributes in Britain.
Next year, Monarch more, $1,835, one year; Esquire Theatre
Co., Richmond? Mo., $2,377, one year.
will distribute the same number of
(Continued from page 1)
Also: Commonwealth Lawrence Theatre
U. S. films it handled this year, 30, Corp., Kansas City, $4,845, three years;
Andrews said.
Commonwealth Searcy Theatre Corp., Kan- ported in the first nine months of recsas City, $1,326, three years; H. & H.,
ord-making 1947.
Inc., Trenton, $29,427, two years; E Street
The September, 1948, figure, also
Theatre Corp., New York City, $5,092, one
year; Saunders Realty Corp., New York announced today, was $7,478,000, comCity, $5,019, one
year; Riviera Theatre,
pared with $8,599,000 last September.
Buffalo, $1,083, one year; Chakeres Thealower 20th-Fox dividend and ColumMrs. Pia Marchand has succeeded tres, Springfield, O., $18,458, four years;
Arkansas Amusement
Paul Rappaport as United Artists 894, two years; Flass Corp., Dallas, $4,- bia's skipping its usual September
Theatres Corp., Dal- dividend" accounted for the drop, Comgeneral sales manager in Switzerland,

Mono. Sales Cabinel
Mem

'

must

AA

:

Drop

Mrs. Marchand Heads
U.A. in Switzerland

A

las,

Rappaport having resigned recently to
represent David O. Selznick in that
country,
according to Arthur W.

$2,535,
$244,

Dallas,
tres,

two years; Morten Theatres,
two years; Peninsular Thea- merce

Charlottesville,

Va.,

$1,990,

three

years.

UA

executive vice-president
operations chief.
Mrs.
has been employed by

Kelly,
foreign

and

Marchand

in Dividends

UA $10

Weekly Raise

(Continued from page 1)
there since 1934.
Georges Neuffer
has been promoted to assistant to the year contracts, retroactive
to Aug. 22.
sales manager of the Swiss office.
These pacts contain union-shop clauses
and recognize the "IA" as exclusive

20th-Fox Counter-Sues
A breach-of-contract suit for $100,-

bargaining agent for

000 damages and a counter action of
similar damages have been filed in
New York State Supreme Court here
by American-European Films Industries and 20th Century-Fox International. The former has charged that
the latter and Simplex Co. conspired
to break a seven-picture pact between

television.

all

sound men

in

the film and theatrical fields, including

Signing of the contracts here yesterday followed negotiations started

June and suspended during the
period of the "IA" convention at
Cleveland in August. The union was
represented
by
general
secretarytreasurer William P. Raoul, assistant
American-European and 20th-Fox for international president Thomas J.
distribution in Italy. Twentieth-Fox's Shea and international representative
counter-claim alleges. American-Euro- Joseph D. Basson. Altec' was reprepean has meanwhile discredited the sented by G. L. Carrington, and
by E. C. Cahill.
U. S. company in Italy.
last

RCA

officials said.

Payments

reported for the third
quarter totaled $11,038,000 this year,
compared with $15,497,000 for the
same quarter last year.

'306'

To Celebrate Sunday

IATSE

Motion Picture ProjectionLocal No. 306 will celebrate its
35th anniversary with a dinner-dance
at the Hotel Astor here Sunday evening, it was announced yesterday by
Herman Gelber, "306" president. "IA"
international
president
Richard F.
Walsh will be a speaker.
ists

'U' Preferred
Board

of

directors

Dividend
of

Universal

Pictures yesterday declared a dividend of $1.06^4 per share on the 4%
per cent cumulative preferred stock,
payable on Dec. 1, to stockholders of
record on Nov. 15.
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\scap Extends Sponable Will Be
SMPE President
Rule
Proposed
Washington,
—

To Its Members
Offers to Enjoin Them,
Too, in N. Y. Action
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has conceded that the New York Federal
court injunction against it should
be extended to enjoin its members "as
individuals"

from

asserting

public

performance rights of their music in
motion pictures against the New York
exhibitor plaintiffs
action here.

Following

in

the

Judge Vincent

anti-trust
Leibell's

conclusion in the case, which now
await conversion to an actual decree,
Ascap had maintained that its members should be ordered to refrain from
only
the plaintiffs
collecting from
when the members were "acting in
concert." To this the plaintiffs, all of
them members of the Independent
Theatre
Owners Association, answered that if such an order prevailed,
the theatremen would be subjected to
{Continued on page 4)

24.
I.
Earl
Oct.
Sponable, technical director of 20th
Century-Fox, will be the next president of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers. SMPE's 64th semi-annual
convention will open at the Hotel
Statler here tomorrow.
pioneer,
Sponable,
sound-on-film
will take office at the beginning of
January for a two-year term, succeeding Loren Ryder. He was unopposed
for the post.
The convention, which will run
through Friday, will reach its climax
Wednesday night with a dinner at
which Sponable and other new officers
will be announced and
awards
presented. Crowded business and social programs are scheduled for all
five days.
Eric Johnston, president of Motion
Picture Association of America, will
provide the first high-spot of the convention with an address at a luncheon
(Continued on page 2)

to

Rejects SPU,
Extras Guild Says
Hollywood, Oct. 24.— The
National Labor Relations
Board in Washington has
turned down the appeal of
Michael D. Jeffers' claim that
his Screen Players Union represented a majority of Hollywood's extra players, the
Screen Extras Guild (AFL)
reports. Jeffers' original petition for a hearing and an
election was rejected by the
Los Angeles NLRB, because,
it is understood, the SPU was
unable to produce sufficient
signatures.

Parleys, However,

Move Nearer Agreement
Consent decree discussions of
Loew's, Paramount, 20th CenturyFox and Warner with the Department of Justice have reached an
impasse following the rejection by the
Department last week of new decree
proposals by the four, it was learned
on Friday.

By

Tri- States Meeting

EUGEN MEBER

;

—

near future.
Chisca of the two-day annual session
Proposals of the other four comTri-States Theatre Owners.
panies,

include
of
the

Washington,
expected

shown

Oct. 24.

—

It

U. S. films will be
Netherlands between 36
weeks each year, compared
that

in the

and 38
Although exhibitor organizations in with the present 32 weeks and the
increasing numbers are setting up hoped-for 40 weeks, U. S. Commerce
conciliation machinery, one such or- Department film
chief
Nathan D.
ganization which is unlikely to find it Golden reports.
necessary to adopt any official plan
In August Golden reported that the
for ironing out certain exhibitor-dis- Netherlands
government
had
re.

quested the domestic

industry
the Bioscoop Bond to agree to show
U. S. films '40 weeks a year. The
Bond agreed to show U. S. films 18
of the first 26 weeks after Aug. 26,

—

film

.

since

Kentucky
ArAssociation

earlier

and

(Continued on page 4)

;

Lockwood, president of the
TO A; Dave Palfreyman of the
MPAA, Washington; Lloyd T. Bin-

thur

Memphis censor board

ford,

man

Herman

;

TOA

the
dent of the
sel of

Levy,

general

chair-

coun-

Henry Reeve, presiTexas Theatre Owners

Cohen Hits Century,

RKO

in

Trust Suit

;

Herman Hunt, Cincinnati circuit operator
Mrs. L. S. Akers, president
of the Better Films Council, Memphis
director
Gael Sullivan,
Ted Gamble, chairman of the
board; Andy Smith, Jr., 20th Cen-

Century Circuit, RKO and Rugoff
and Becker circuits here are charged

;

;

TOA

TOA

with conspiracy in a $1,200,000 action
filed

in

U.

S.

New

District Court in
Circuit,

York on Friday by Cinema

headed by Max A. Cohen.
Cohen alleges that Rugoff and
tury-Fox;
Robert Mochrie,
RKO Becker,
in behalf of their Granada
Radio; H. M. Richey, M-G-M, and
Theatre in Brooklyn, demanded to bid
Sam Shain, 20th Century-Fox.
for runs over his Albermarle house in
the same neighborhood, and acquired
prior runs through bids which the cir-

now and

is

liberalized

Guthrie equally fruitless discussions,
were pre-

:

36 Weeks Yearly for US
Films in Netherlands

Will Not

RKO

Memphis Today

In

Speakers
will
Crowe, president
Owners
Theatre

;

MMP-

RKO

For Co-production

;

tributor differences is the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Association of New York.
This was disclosed by an
(Continued on page 4)

Plan of Four

of the

—

Tie to Conciliation

Latest Decree

French Set Rules

Rank's Film Terms

(Continued on page 4)

U.S. Rejected

Concurrently, it was learned that
the Justice Department and RKO, in
separate decree negotiations, moved
closer to an agreement.
is prepared to divest itself of all but showcase houses and only a few details of
Memphis, Oct. 24. Hundreds of the means by which this is to be actheatre owners from all sections of complished remain to be agreed upon.
the mid-South are arriving here for There are indications that a settlethe opening tomorrow at the Hotel ment could be reached in the very

Examine

N Y Group

NLRB

SMPE

Paris, Oct. 20 (By Airmail).—
Regulations for the use by American
distributors of their blocked monies
in France, under the agreement signed
Sept. 16, have been divulged, the balances remaining in franc accounts to
be used for co-production in France.
London, Oct. 24. An emergency
Main points regulating their use
meeting of the British Film Producers
provide that American interests must
Association has been called for tomornot exceed 50 per cent of the total inrow following protests by a number of vestment the French associate must
British distributors against the probe an established society only techniposed booking terms developed by J.
cians normally working in France
Arthur Rank with the Cinematograph may
be employed
all responsibilities
Exhibitors Association.
and rights connected with the produc
The BFPA meeting proposes to re(Continued on page 4)
view the whole situation. However, it
is understood that Rank, appreciating
the necessity of his appeasing his exhibitor customers, is determined to
maintain his right to negotiate book-

BFPA

TEN CENTS

25, 1948

—

20 weeks of the next 26 a total
of 38.
But then, with the opening of
a Netherlands studio to produce features, the Bond insisted on some allowances for the showing of the domestic films, with the time coming off
proportionally both from the U. S.
quota and the quota for films from
other countries.
"The result of this will be that U.S.
films will have less than 38 weeks
playing time, with the extent of the
reduction depending on how many
Netherlands features are produced,"
Golden reported.

cuit could not afford.
Cohen further states that R.
(Continued on page 4)

and G.

Court to Tighten
Extended Loop Runs
—

Chicago, Oct. 24. Warners' "Johnny Belinda" was granted a four-week
Loop run at the Balaban and Katz
State Lake Theatre by Judge Michael
J. Igoe in U. S. District Court on
Friday. Under the court's decree in
the Jackson Park case Loop runs ordinarily are limited to two weeks.
In his decision, Judge Igoe expressed the probability of each defen(Continued on page 2)

!
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"The Red Shoes"
Arthur Rank —Archers—Eagle-Lion)

president

Edwin Weisl,
Paramount
of
board member, and Russell Holman,
;

production executive, left New York
over the weekend for Coast conferences.

•

Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal-

International foreign sales head, who
was due here at the weekend from
London on the SS Queen Elisabeth,
has delayed his return for three weeks.
•

Levy, Theatre Owners
of America general counsel, has been

Herman M.

reelected secretary of the
County Bar Association.

New Haven

•

Leonard Lauer, formerly
Hollywood Theatre here, has been

the

appointed house manager of the Astor
Theatre.
•
Sam Rosen, Fabian Circuit executive, was feted at Toots Shor's here
on Friday on his 50th birthday, by
fellow officers of the company.

•
Scully,

Universal-

distribution

vice-presi-

A.

International

dent, returned to

New York

over the

weekend from the Coast.
•

A. Arthur Price, film publicist,
has become a grandfather, a daughter
having been born to Capt. and Mrs.
Nat Lipshitz, his daughter.
•

Sam Marx, M-G-M
due back
day from Boston.
ecutive,

is

PERSONALITIES

in
the spot
light of the current newsreels in

THE
Emeric

indefatigable producer-director-writer team of
Pressburger have created a motion picture
quality, a production both artistic and "arty," one which
that art form known as ballet. It should be accepted by
as a rare treat.

Michael Powell and
of largely dream-like
stands as a tribute to
devotees of the ballet

in

production ex-

New York

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-

Fox president, will arrive in New
York today from Hollywood.

and taste.
It should be obvious from the foregoing that this is a picture mostly for
select audiences. Eagle-Lion has proceeded wisely in its first marketing of
"The Red Shoes" has opened in New York at the Bijou
this one here.
Theatre on a "four-wall" deal and will be exhibited on the same basis elsewhere in the U. S. Admission prices are advanced.
In the role of the ballerina, Moira Shearer is loveliness and grace personiShe acts for the most part with charm and conviction. Anton Walbrook
fied.
and Marius Goring are very effective in the roles of the impresario and composer, respectively, and Leonide Massine shines as the maitre-de-ballet. Overacting is evidenced at times, but it appears to be in keeping with the character
Rounding out the large
of the ballet and hence could be termed acceptable.
cast are Robert Helpmann, Albert Basserman, Ludmilla Tcherina, Esmond
Knight, Jean Short, Gordon Littman and others. Powell and Pressburger, in
writing the screenplay, used an original by the latter as a blueprint. Keith
Winter contributed additional dialogue. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
under the baton of Sir Thomas Beecham, provides the music and the music
is grand
Running time, overlength in 133 minutes. General audience classification.
Charles L. Franke
For October release.

summate

intelligence

—

Lippert Holds 2

-

Day SMPE

SGP Board Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

To Aid

Eastman Named SRO
N. E. Representative

,

Named to Loew Post
Scharfman, Loew Theatres
assistant manager, has been appointed
acting manager of Loew's Post Road,
Bronx. Her most recent assignment
was as assistant at Loew's Paradise.
Sylvia

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

i\

SPG, Majors To Meet

—

24.
With the isreportedly the only
major item still outstanding, negotiations between the Screen Publicists
Guild (AFL) and major producers
will resume here this week in an effort to reach a new contract.

Hollywood, Oct.

sue

of

seniority

Korean president. Gen. Clay reports on airl
lift. U. S. Navy has an anniversary. Sports'
football,

freshman-sophomore

rush

at

Col

umbia.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 215— Re.

revolt in Korea. Report from Europe: W"
Averill Harriman says conditions improve*

through ERP aid. Secretary Marshall it
Legionaires of nation in parade
Para-nurses
airborne
nurses of mercy
Freshman-sophomore rush at Columbia. Foot

Rome.
ball.

—

1

"Navy Day."

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 18— Foot
North Japan floods take heavy toll
Gen. Clay reports on Berlin. Gen. MacAr
thur is host to the president of Korea. Erii
Johnston gives views after trip to Russia
Gov. Dewey calls for unity. Invasion! Amer
ican Legion wins Miami beachhead.
ball.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
to U. Su Navy. Gen. Clay:
mate our airlift to Berlin.

No. 189— Salute
Reds underesti-

News

in brief:

American Legion and President Truman
Miami. Gov. Dewey at N. Y. Herald-Tribu
forum. Floods in Japan. Class rush at
umbia. Duck hunting.

Col-'

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 20President Truman, Earl Warren and American Legion. People in the News: Dewey.
Marshall, MacArthur and Clay. French fashions. Football. Paris wrestling. Great events:
Theodore Roosevelt.

Selznick,

Korda Meet

Here on Product
President

Johnston's
speech
was
Screen Guild Productions' board of tomorrow.
•
directors held a two-day meeting at called off once before while he was
James R. Grainger, Republic dis- the Hotel Gotham here at the week- in Europe, then restored to the protribution vice-president, left here last end, with discussions revolving around gram on Friday.
night for St. Louis and New Orleans. plans for expanding the company's
Richard Hodgson, director of tech•
sales organization and new product. nical operations of television at ParaEisenberg,
ofM-G-M
home
Jay
Attending were SGP president Robert mount Pictur.es, will deliver an adfice attorney, is due back here today L.
Lippert,
who presided, Arthur dress on "Paramount Pictures' Sysfrom Detroit.
Lockwood, John L. Franconi, Jack tem of Theatre Television" tomor•
Engel, Bert M. Stearn, J. F. White, row.
Bob Goodfried, Eagle-Lion West Jr., Albert Dezel and F. A. Bateman,
The Society's progress medal, its
Coast exploitation representative, is and Arthur Greenblatt, general sales
Journal award, and the Samuel L.
here from Hollywood.
manager.
Warner memorial award will be pre•
Before coming to New York for the
Ben Hill, United Artists special meeting, Lippert was honor guest at sented at the semi-annual banquet
Wednesday evening.
Southeast representative, has returned a luncheon given by SGP associates
to Atlanta from Texas.
in Boston. The SGP president, urging
greater studio economies, told the
Pioneer Affair
gathering that producers must stop
In addition to supervising the speadding the cost of maintaining unused
cial decoration of the Sert Room of
studio space to the cost of pictures
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here for
He
said
when
being
produced.
that
Clayton Eastman, formerly New
the Motion Picture Pioneers' ninth
divorcement
of
theatres
comes
it will
England district manager for United
annual dinner on Nov. 17, Leon
because
havoc
in
Hollywood
bring
Artists and Albany, N. Y., branch
Leonidoff, senior producer of Radio
producers
theatres
the
large
own
manager for Paramount, has been
City Music Hall, will stage the show
operwhich
help
out
the
cost
of
with
named special Selznick Releasing Orand direct special ceremonies in conganization sales representative in New ating studios. Hollywood salaries, he nection with the affair, according to
far
high.
held,
are
too
England with headquarters in Boston
Jack Cohn, the organization's presiby Milton Kusell, SRO distribution
dent.
vice-president.

American Legion convention
Miami, sports, and floods in Japai.

i

her to a tragic, violent death. The pattern of the dancer's life and love, it
turns out, was cut from that which was established by the "Red Shoes" ballet,
the film's piece de resistance, a choreographic pantomime of Hans Christian
Andersen's fairy tale of the same title. In the ballet, as in the tale, the bewitched red dancing shoes acquired by a happy, carefree girl, cause her to
Powell and Pressburger have proven a point with
dance herself to death.
this film the motion picture in all its flexibility is indeed the superior medium
Grace, beauty, color are blended here with confor presentation of ballet.

to-

•

elude President Truman, Gov. Dewey
Gen. Clay, George Marshall and Eri
Johnston. Other items include th

Complete contents follow:
Served up in beautifully keyed Technicolor, which does full justice to the
MOVIETONE NEWS, No
sequences,
and
scenes
dancing
dent Truman attends American Leg?
mood and milieu of the several interpretive
torn
vention
ballerina
in Miami. Gov. Dewey at N. Y
young
beautiful
"The Red Shoes" chronicles the story of a
Herald-Tribune forum. London Commoi
between love for a composer-conductor and devotion to her art. A great wealth conference. Secretary Marshall
ballet impresario, her mentor, forces her to choose, and her indecision leads Athens and Rome. Gen. MacArthur meet

:

of

William

Parade

(J.

BALABAN,

BARNEY

Newsreel

Review

Personal
Mention

25, 19411

David O. Selznick and Sir Alexander Korda, here from Hollywood and
London, respectively, began a series
of conferences at the weekend on their!
forthcoming productions.
High on the agenda is a discussion!
of

"The Third Man,"

slated to

go into

production in Vienna about Nov. 15.j
SRO will release it in the Western
Hemisphere and Korda's organization
will release it in the Eastern.
Selznick and Korda have completed arrangements for the production of four

which "Third Man" is the
Others will include "Tess ofi
D'Ubervilles" and "A Tale of'

films,
first.

the

Two

of

Cities"

Paul MacNamara, public relations
of Selznick Releasing
Organization, has arrived here from
Hollywood to set up publicity, advertising and exploitation plans for Da-|
vid O. Selznick's forthcoming "Porvice-president

trait

of Jennie."

Extended Loop Runs
(Continued from page 1)

dant distributor having an "unusual"
picture for which they would petition
for extended Loop playing time, but
concluded that "from here in, the exceptions are going to be very few and
far between."
"Kiss the Blood Off
Attorney Vincent O'Brien repreHands,"
initial Harold Hecht-Norma produc- sented Warner, and Norman Korfist,
tion, will be launched by Universal- substituting for attorney Thomas McInternational with a series of 70 terri- Connell, represented the Jackson Park
torial premieres starting Saturday.
Theatre.

U-I Sets 70 'Premieres'
My
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humor throughout. Name draw boxofFice

Wynn

takes honors

in

laugh division."

Rare
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^ One of the zaniest bounciest laugh-evokers of year. An
almost unbelievably fast pace to

finish in

delighted.

Audience continu-

Told at a furious speed,

A

romp."

coin rolling into

comedy."

wacky, zany

the

performed
mp herald

Should keep

production has right materials. Fashioned for

laughs. ?9

off well at the boxoffice.

smartly."

THE EXHIBITOR

^ Quality

Should pay
ally

UA

tills.

Wonderful

cast.

daily variety

film

.

.

.

whose sequences bring down

house."

Hollywood

reporter

INDEPENDENT

High-speed comedy

^ Should

do

business everywhere. 95 minutes of enter-

tainment."

SHOWMEN'S

fp Full of lively laughs.

Handsomely staged. A

attraction for 'A' playing time."

of mirthful complications. Pre-

view audience rollicked with continuous laughter."
MP DAILY

sure-fire

Welcome

BOXOFFICE
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(Continued from page

Hearing Is
Postponed to Nov. 8
Stanley

Rejected

S.

1)

Washington,

U. S. Attorney
General Herbert Bergson last week
by a legal delegation headed by James
F. Byrnes and Samuel Rosenman.
Justice officials, however, viewed the
new proposals as still inadequate and
remained adamant on a minimum of
divestiture of all but showcase thesented

to

Assistant

as well or
court, even

they could do
by continuing in

feel

better

they were to lose the
rounds. They take
the position that unless the Department is willing to concede some
if

forthcoming

final

ground

its

Oct.

—Date

French Set Rules
(Continued from page 1)

Rank originally considered sliding
scale terms rising to a maximum of
60 per cent, later shaving the maxito SO per cent for a complete
at

tion must rest with the French
least one French version of the production must be made and registered
the French alone have the right to
arrange distribution in France and
income, both in
Western Europe
France and abroad, will be divided on
;

divestiture

demands

a pro rata basis.

M. Fourre-Cormeray, director genAttorneys for the four companies eral of the Centre National de la
are reported to have conferences slated Cinematographic, whose approval is
with company heads early this week necessary for such enterprises, has
to decide whether to continue negotia- stated the conditions on which approvtions or forget them and concentrate al will be granted in a letter to Frank
on preparing for trial Nov. 8.
McCarthy, of the MPAA.

mum

program.

After continued exhibitor
protests, he reached a tentative agreement with the CEA general council
10 days ago calling for a sliding scale
from 33 to 50 per cent, with intermediate breaks at 40 and 45 per cent.
The agreement reportedly called for
an exemption ceiling for theatres
grossing $600 weekly instead of the
former $500 ceiling.
Other distributors, through the Kinematograph Renters Society, were
critical of the proposals and indicated
they would refuse to go along.

HOPE

Ascap made known

its

new

stand

on Friday in answering a brief submitted by the plaintiffs.
Ascap now
assures that "in no event could the
picture performing rights be asserted
or enforced against them (the plaintiffs)."

This new development is sajA to
have industry-wide significan&A :cause final judgment in the case
aid
be used as a precedent by exhibitors,
other than the immediate plaintiffs,
bent on legal action against Ascap.
Ascap does not concede, however,
,

that the copyright proprietors should
sell public performance rights to film
producers
simultaneously with the
licensing of synchronization rights.
Plaintiffs insist that should be the

procedure.

Cohen Trust Suit
(Continued from page 1)

RKO

on the

Road

of clearing music rights
through Ascap members singly.
"peril"

joined with Century in the maneuver,
charging that Century compensated R.
and G. for its losses in over-bidding
because Century's Farragut Theatre
stood to profit.
Cohen states that R.
and G.'s Granada won clearance over
both Cohen's Albermarle and Century's Farragut, but waived the clearance over the latter.
The plaintiff charges that he took
over the Albermarle on a 15-year
lease on June 1, 1948, and that previously it was operated by Century.
When Century had the Albermarle the
house had clearance, Cohen continues.
He states that the loss of clearance
has impaired the value of the Albermarle to the extent of $400,000 damages, which would be trebled under
the anti-trust law.
Although
is the only distributor named, Cohen
asserts that the other defendants attempted to coerce other film companies to give the Granada clearance

BOB
is

(Continued from page 1)
the

BFPA.

25, 1945

Ascap Extends

(Continued from page 1)

for

;

in

they are without any inducement to
discuss a decree further.

BFPA To Examine

ing terms for his product irrespective
argument in the suit by K-B Amusethe opinions of rival distributors.
ment Co. to force Stanley Co. out of of
Nevertheless, the present situation
the jointly-owned MacArthur Theatre
has again been set back, this time to has its ironical aspects in view of the
fact that Rank is president of the
Nov. 8.

atres in cities over 100,000 population.

The companies

24.

Monday, October

to

also.

Ruin with

Conciliation Tie

JANE

(Continued from page 1)

TOA

spokesman who explained that
the proximity of members' circuits to
distribution
headquarters makes it
relatively easy for circuit heads and
distribution executives to meet for
discussions of those problems which
arise from time to time.
conciliation machinery would there-

ROSSO*

MMPTOA

fore be superfluous, he safd.

'Baby' Premiere Set

—

San Francisco, Oct. 24.
Third
world premiere by 20th Century-Fox
during the Spyros P. Skouras 35th

AnrnT
ROBERT

^
n
Produced by
i

i

Directed by
Original

NORMAN

t

L.

m
WELCH
a*

;

r

c~

i

McLEOD

Z.
by Edmund Hartmann and

Screenplay
•
Additional Dialogue by Jack Rose

Frank Tashlin

_

i

or

your

chr Ist

Mas

anniversary celebration will be staged
at the Fox Theatre here on Nov. 3
with "When My Baby Smiles at Me."
Rodney Bush, 20th-Fox exploitation
manager, is here from New York to
set up advance
arrangements. The
other premieres in the 13-week celebration are "Apartment for Peggy,"
which opened in Detroit on Sept. 30,

and "The Snake
at the Rivoli in

Pit,"

which will start
on Nov. 4.

New York

WANTED
Booker for distribution. Shorthand
and typing. Apply:

SIRITZKY INTERNATIONAL
250

New York

W.

City

57th Street

Phone:

CO 5-3871

The BEST
was none

too

good for

Ingrid

Bergman

as
Joan of Arc

Recording Joan of Arc on Western Electric's
.

new

deluxe "400" type sound equipment was in

accordance with the producers' conviction that only the
best would do for Ingrid Bergman's newest starring film.

Because
it is

of

it

gives unexcelled

sound quality. .because
.

extremely versatile and adaptable
automatic operation

its

"400"

is

now

.

.

.

.

. .

and because

the Western Electric

motion picture

setting the pace in

sound recording.

Sierra Pictures Presents

JOAN OF ARC

Electneat Research Products Division
OF

NEW YORK

— 6601

7,

N. Y.

Romaine

St.

Ingrid

A Victor Fleming

\

Company
Western Electric
*
P
INCORPORATED
233 BROADWAY,
Hollywood office

Starring

Walter Wanger

Producer

Victor Fleming,

Director

Recorded by
Recordist

.

Released by

Sound by

Bergman
Production

.

Hal Roach Studios
William Rortdall
RKO Radio Pictures
Western Electric

sicVc

Yrn

and n*ed

of being
v/ise,

and

rotten

and
dirty 1

I

. . .

Broke 6-

year record at Astor Theatre, Reading
Pa., -tops at

Hollywood, Atlantic

City;

Senate, Harrisburg; Warner, Memphis;

Roxy, Oakland; United
United

Artists,

San

Artists,

Francisco!

Chicago;

FILE

GCFY
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Accurate

DAI LY

Concise

and
Impartial
64.

NO.

NEW

81

Supr eme Court
Will Not Rule

On

Distributors

Liability of

S.

Continuing

of

—

The
25.
Oct.
Supreme Court today refused

review a decision of the eighth
Circuit Court of Appeals upholding
the legality of film clearances set by
the American Arbitration Association
under the 1940 consent decree and

pendent St. Louis exhibitors, headed
The Arthur
by Harry C. Arthur.
group, in a case started in Oct., 1944,
held

that

the

New York

District

its

program

UAWill

Insist

of

(Continued on page 7)

N. Y. Grosses
Satisfactory
Business in New York's first-runs is
generally satisfactory this week. Howat one location, Loew's State,
grossing records were smashed in the
opening of "The Three Musketeers,"
with $97,000 taken in.
Two other films also opened big

up

activities,

"A Song

Born"

at the Astor
expecting to produce a bright $41,000,
and "The Red Shoes" heading for
$17,500, capacity business, in its first
week at the Bijou. Also continuing
to gross capacity is "Hamlet," with
(Continued on page 7)

Move

Is

for Dismissal

Of Dipson's Action
—

Buffalo, Oct. 25. In order to consider separate motions for dismissal
made by the defendants, Buffalo Federal Judge Knight has adjourned to
Nov. 4 the. trial in the $5,000,000 trust
action brought by Dipson Theatres
against

eight
distributors,
Buffalo
Theatres and individuals.
The defendants in their bid for dis(Continued on page 7)

Charles

M. Reagan,

Theatre Firm

dis-

tribution vice-president of Paramount
Pictures has assigned additional duties to E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, his executive assistant.

Texans Bid for Houses
Under Divorcement Plan

O'Shea, who joined Paramount in
Howard Hughes and the board
1947 when that company acquired of directors are scheduled to meet
Liberty Productions, will, in addition on the Coast this week to finalize
to his present assignment, take over
a proposed settlement with the Desupervision of Paramount's mid-Eastpartment of Justice in the Paramount,
ern division, effective immediately.
et al., case under which
would
This division, for the past three
separate
production and exhibition
years, has had Earle W. Sweigert as
with a new company to
division sales manager.
The division operate the theatres, it be formed to
is reported in
comprises Philadelphia, Washington,
top industry circles here.
That an
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Detroit and
early accord with the Department is
Cincinnati.
in view was reported yesterday by
Sweigert will resume his post as
Motion Picture Daily.
district manager, covering Philadelis said to have a long-range
phia, Pittsburgh and Washington. The
divestiture program in mind, the first
(Continued on page 7)
step being sale of its fractional holdings in 300 theatres, such as its 10
per cent interest in the Butterfield

RKO

Upon

Television Rights

RKO

All new United Artists film distribution contracts coming up for approv-

Paramount Theatre

To Telecast Election
The Paramount Theatre aims

for
television first on Election
Night when it will employ largescreen television to present election
returns at intervals.
It will be the
theatre's first televised feature to be

tion of a television sales department,
United Artists will henceforth provide full releasing and sales service
for its independent producers.
The
company's film sales set-up, covering

another

exchange centers in the United
States and Canada has been geared
into the first nationwide video sales
staff as well.
John H. Mitchell, heading the new
U. A. television sales department, has
(Continued on page 8)

given advance public announcement.
The. coverage will be made possible
by collaboration between Paramount
and television station WPIX. Television staffs, telecameras and relay
facilities
have been pooled so that

33

(Continued on page 8)

ever,

here,

Circuit.

The

Johnston Raises 'Iron
Washington,

—

SMPE Meet

Oct. 25.
So -important does the Soviet government now
consider motion pictures that it has
named to Cabinet rank a Minister of
Cinematography, Eric A. Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America, reported at the
luncheon-meeting here today launching the 64th semi-annual convention of
the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Other "Iron Curtain" countries
are following the Soviet lead and creating similar posts, he added.
Johnston told reporters following the
session that the first list of American
films to be offered the Russians under
his recently-announced deal with that
country will be ready in "three or
four days" and from that list the new
(Continued on page 8)

approximately

company
quently would become
which

the

100
theatres
controls subsethe property of

the new exhibition
company with
stock splits effected so that current
public holders would surrender shares
in
in return for securities of
(Continued on page 7)

RKO

'IA' Invades
Sopeg at RKO
Attorneys for

IATSE

Motion PicEmployes Local No.
H-63 will file with the National Labor
Relations Board here today a petiture

Curtain' at

TEN CENTS

1948

In a realignment of domestic distribution shifts to cope with stepped-

Court had exceeded its authority in
al by its
board of directors will
setting up the AAA, and asked ininclude a television clause guaranteejunctive relief and $285,000 damages
ing the company video distribution
for alleged injuries resulting from
rights, upon completion of theatrical
clearances set by the association and
distribution.
distributors.
the
observed by
The first company to take such acThe Supreme Court never gives tion in the new field with the creareasons for taking or refusing cases,

26,

More Duties RKO Board to
For O 'Shea Meet on New

Paramount recently effected changes in Minneapolis but
these involved
subsequentruns only.

to

freeing distributors of any liability for
damages resulting from their observance of these clearances.
The high court said it would not
hear an appeal by a group of inde-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

clearance adjustments around
the country in accordance
with new marketing conditions and other factors, Paramount has reduced from 42 to
30 days Indianapolis first-run
availability over subsequentrun houses. That city's firstruns include four Monarch
theatres and two operated by
Loew's.

Damages

Washington,
U.

U.S.A.,

Paramount Clearance
Cut in Indianapolis

Clearances

Frees

YORK,

Home

Office

tion for recognition as

the collective
representative
of

RKO

bargaining

Radio's home office "white collarites,"
the union disclosed yesterday.
Radio is the third Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild
stronghold to be invaded by H-63
since the companies announced their
(Continued on page 2)

RKO

Will Rule Nov. 30 in

Oklahoma Case Bid
— Judge
Oklahoma City, Oct.
25.

Edgar

Vaught

U. S. District
Court will rule on Nov. 30 on the
Government's request that Theatre
S.

of

Enterprises, Inc., be made a defendant in the Griffith anti-trust case in
place of Westex and R. E. Griffith
Theatres.
The Government's motion
was argued today with Justice Department attorney George W. Wise
contending that Theatre Enterprises
is
substantially the same ownership
which existed when the suit was filed
nine years ago.
Vaught will also begin hearings on
Nov. 30 on the Supreme Court's re(Continued on page 7)

Ruffin, Jr., Elected

Head

of Tri-States

Oct. 25.— W. F. Ruffin,
of Covington, was elected president of Tri-States Theatre Owners as
the exhibitor organization, at its convention here today, adopted changes in
its by-laws to rotate the presidency
among Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee and to invite exhibitors
(Continued on page 8)

Memphis,

Jr.,

Tuesday, October 26, 1948

Motion Picture Daily

Frozen Money for

Gov't Scores Lawson

Personal
Mention

Variety Dinner for
O'Donnell on Dec. 4

In Bid for Review
Washington,

Oct. 25.

'Rapture' in

GovSupreme

T.

O'SHEA,

—

president

Rules Against
Stock Suit
Work

for

RKO

here.

declared

•

M. L. Simons, assistant to M-G-M
M.
head
H.
relations
exhibitor
Richey, will attend the Kentucky
Theatre Owners convention in Louistomorrow and Thursday.

ville

•
E. T. Gomersall, assistant to Universal-International distribution vicepresident William A. Scully, has
returned here from New Orleans.

•
Titus, Jr., Republic
division manager, is due back in New
York next week from Atlanta and

Walter

L.

Charlotte.

George D. Burrows, Allied-Artists-

Monogram

vice-president
executive
and treasurer, is here from the Coast.

•
G.

Minsky,

20th Century-

assistant Eastern division manager, left here yesterday for Scranton.

Fox

•

Claude Morris, Edward Small
cial

York

it

the

case

was so important

warranted skipping the normal

procedure of a trial in the appellate
court first, and then the request for
a Supreme Court review.
said that Lawson's attorneys claim their brief is
ready to be filed in the Court of Appeals here, and that nothing more remains to delay prompt consideration
of the case except for the Government's

The Government

brief to be filed.

Refuse to

Review

Picket Convictions

—

Washington,

•

Howard

that

spe-

has
New
representative,
left
for Indianapolis and Detroit.

•

Arthur Greenblatt,

Screen Guild
Productions general sales manager, is
in Pittsburgh from New York.
•
Edward L. Walton, Republic assistant general sales manager, is in
Philadelphia from New York.
•

Oct. 25. The U. S.
Supreme Court today refused to review the conviction of 35 film workers
found guilty of having violated an order restraining picketing around Columbia's Hollywood studios in Nov.,
1946.

Members

of various unions in the
Conference of Studio Unions, they
claimed the restraining order was too
vague and broad to be constitutional
and that there were many improper
aspects of their trial.
that the
high court has denied their appeal,
they face sentences ranging from one
year in jail to two years' summary
probation,
and
aggregating
fines
$9,650.

Now

IA' Invades Sopeg
(Continued from page 1)

Eladio Novo, president of IberoAmerica Films of Havana, is in town

refusal to "do business" with

for business negotiations.

and

•
manager,

here
weekend for Argentina.
•
eign

Screen Publicists
unions
have
failed to comply with the non-Communist affidavit provisions of the TaftHartley Law.
First SOPEG unit
to fall was United Artists which has
since joined the H-63 ranks as a result of an NLRB election.
Meanwhile, an election has been set by
NLRB at Republic for Nov. 3.
There are two SOPEG shops at
here:
Radio, which has
been invaded by H-63, and
its

Guild,

Walter Gould, United
left

Artists forover the

Eugen Sharin, Ambassador Films
president, left here yesterday by plane
for Hollywood.

SOPEG

affiliate,

because

25.

is

have been scheduled by Mid-

west Productions, new company headed by Wolfgang Reinhardt and Daniel

E.

Field,

Midwestern

exhibitor.

Reinhardt has just finished production
of "Caught" for Enterprise release.
First on the Midwest slate will be
shot in Cuba, the second is a football
story and the third will be "Owens
Valley," a Hans Jacoby original.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

near future.

cale in his suit against U-I distribution vice-president William A. Scully
and former U-I executive Clifford

I

now

American-made

film

being produced in Italy in what

believed to be "one of the first such
arrangements of its kind since the
international dollar exchange became
virtually disrupted by faltering economic programs abroad, it is disclosed

is

here.

The picture is "Rapture" an djjj^
financing is being afforded by G^PP
ridge,

Inc.,

Robert

is

board chairman of which
Goelet,
Sr.,
prominent

real estate operator who is
said to be using money tied up in
Italy for the production. Glenn Langdon, Elsie Albiin, Lorraine Miller,
Eduardo Ciannelli and Douglas Dum-

American

brille

are the top performers in the

film which is being made at the -Scalera Studios in Rome. Goffredo Alessandrini is directing.

Work, both charged with improper
stock transactions in violation of Sec.
16-B of the Securities and Exchange

Act

of 1934.

motion for

In granting Truncale's

summary judgment, Medina

NEW YORK THEATRES

indicated

that the. two defendants, will be liable
for money made under stock transactions cited by the plaintiff, and ruled
that further proceedings .will be in
However,
order to assess damages.

450 stock purchase warrants involved
in Truncale's charges against Scully
were removed as evidence by Medina
who held that charges regarding them
could not be brought against Scully
since the defendant had presented them
as a gift to his wife.
9
Radio Writers Strike

—

z

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

-

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
I

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
in
1

\

'

"JULIA MISBEHAVES"
Peter

Cesar

Elizabeth

LAWFORD • TAYLOR - ROMERO
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

EDWARD

6.

ROBINSON

'

Is Effective

Today

GAIL RUSSELL

JOHN LUND,

members of the Authors League
America have been notified that

All
of

to withhold writing radio
unanimously passed by the
League Council last Wednesday, becomes effective today. Until further
notice, members are to withhold material not covered by contracts.
Basic contracts are in force with
the four major networks and their
programs will not be affected. Also
exempted are those independent pro-

the order
material,

CAPITOL
—

iwft^si.

in S'vrmon

ONY

%

ducers or advertising agencies who
are signatory to letters of adherence
to the network agreements.

Ad

t

—

SALLY OeMARC O

BUCK

t

BUBBLES

NAT BRANOWYNNE

—

Oct. 25. Richard F.
Walsh, IATSE international president, has been elected a member of
the executive committee of the American Federation of Labor's Committee
for Truman and Barkley.

<

J

Material for Song

Samuel Goldwyn Productions and
Radio are making available to

RKO

exhibitors
specially
prepared radio
transcription advertising material in
support of "A Song Is Born," including recorded sound track music, inter-

Danny Kaye and VirMayo, and an album of the com-

FIRST TIME AT
REGULAR PRICES!
RKO PRESENTS

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA"

views with stars
ginia

mercial

recordings

the picture's
songs. The picture, now playing at the
Astor here, will go into general release

Walsh Aids Truman
Washington,

I

to

those

Midwest Prod., New RKO
RKO
RKO
Company, Slates 3 Service Corp., which H-63 spokesHollywood, Oct.
—Three prop- men say slated for invasion in the

erties

non-

are being used in the

financing of an

ernment today opposed a
International Variety Club,
Court review at this time— of the
of Vanguard Films, is here from contempt of Congress conviction of
will be honored at a testimonial dinner to be given by
Hollywood.
film writer John Howard Lawson. It
•
the Variety Club of Texas on
said the U. S. Court of Appeals for
Edward M. Schnitzer, United the District of Columbia should act
Saturday, Dec. 4 at the Hotel
Artists Eastern and Canadian sales first.
Baker here. Raymond Willie
manager, became a grandfather for
is general chairman.
The Justice Department said that
the fourth time with the birth of a while the case "may present important
daughter, issues concerning civil liberties," the
his
son, Robert Ian, to
Mrs. Lawrence Parsly, at Doctor's matter was not "of such transcendent
Scully,
Hospital, New York.
public importance and interest" as to
•
require the immediate attention of the
in
Alfred Jacob and Mrs. Jacob, the Supreme Court, before the Court of
former Rosalie Ross, have become Appeals has a chance to act on the
Federal Judge Harold R. Medina
parents of a daughter born last Sat- case.
yesterday ruled in U. S. District court
urday in Johannesburg, South Africa.
In asking immediate high court re- here in favor of Universal-InternationThe mother was formerly a publicist view of his conviction, Lawson had al minority stockholder Stephen Trun-
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Delay 'Blimp' Hearing
Washington,
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25.-

— Hearings on

the Federal Trade Commission's complaint against United Artists, in connection with advertising and exhibition of "Colonel Blimp," have been
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Frozen Money for

Gov't Scores Lawson

Personal
Mention

Variety Dinner for
O'Donnell on Dec. 4

In Bid for Review

'Rapture* in
film

Oct. 25.— Robert J.
O'Donnell of Texas Interstate
Theatres and chief barker of
International Variety Club,
will be honored at a testimonial dinner to be given by
the Variety Club of Texas on
Saturday, Dec. 4 at the Hotel
Baker here. Raymond Willie
Dallas,

—

—

Rules Against
Stock Suit
Work

for

RKO

here.

declared

•

M. L. Simons, assistant to M-G-M
M.
head
H.
relations
exhibitor
Richey, will attend the Kentucky
Theatre Owners convention in Louisville tomorrow and Thursday.
•
E. T. Gomersall, assistant to Universal-International distribution vicepresident William A. Scully, has
returned here from New Orleans.
•
Walter L. Titus, Jr., Republic
division manager,

York next week

due back in Newfrom Atlanta and

is

Charlotte.

George D. Burrows, Allied-Artistsvice-president
executive
is here from the Coast.
•
G. Minsky, 20th Century-

and treasurer,

Howard
Fox

assistant Eastern division manager, left here yesterday for Scranton.

•

Claude Morris, Edward Small
cial

York

it

the

case

spe-

representative,
has
left
New
for Indianapolis and Detroit.

•

Arthur Greenblatt,

Screen Guild
Productions general sales manager, is
in Pittsburgh from New York.
•
Edward L. Walton, Republic assistant general sales manager, is in
Philadelphia from New York.
•

Eladio Novo, president of IberoAmerica Films of Havana, is in town
for business negotiations.

was so important

warranted skipping the normal

procedure of a trial in the appellate
court first, and then the request for
a Supreme Court review.
The Government said that Lawson's attorneys claim their brief is
ready to be filed in the Court of Appeals here, and that nothing more remains to delay prompt consideration
of the case except for the Government's
brief to be filed.

Refuse

to

Review

Picket Convictions
Washington,

•

Monogram

that

25.— The U.

Oct.

Supreme Court today refused

to

S.
re-

view the conviction of 35 film workers
found guilty of having violated an order restraining picketing around Columbia's

Hollywood

studios

in

unions in the
Conference
Unions, they
claimed the restraining order was too
vague and broad to be constitutional
and that there were many improper
of various
of Studio

aspects of their trial.
Now that the
high court has denied their appeal,
they face sentences ranging from one
year in jail to two years' summary
probation,
and
fines
aggregating

Invades Sopeg
(Continued from page 1)

SOPEG

refusal to "do business" with
affiliate,
its
Screen Publicists
Guild,
because those unions have
failed to comply with the non-Com-

and

•
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign manager,
left
here over the
weekend for Argentina.
•

Eugen Sharin, Ambassador Films
president, left here yesterday by plane
for Hollywood.

munist affidavit provisions of the TaftHartley Law.
First SOPEG unit
to fall was United Artists which has
since joined the H-63 ranks as a result of an NLRB election.
Meanwhile, an election has been set by
NLRB at Republic for Nov. 3.
There are two SOPEG shops at
here:
Radio, which has
been invaded by H-63, and

Midwest Prod., New RKO
RKO
RKO
Company, Slates 3 Service Corp., which H-63 spokesHollywood, Oct.
— Three prop- men say slated for invasion in the
25.

erties

have been scheduled by Mid-

west Productions, new company headed by Wolfgang Reinhardt and Daniel

E.

Field,

Midwestern

exhibitor.

Reinhardt has just finished production
of "Caught" for Enterprise release.
First on the Midwest slate will be
shot in Cuba, the second is a football
story and the third will be "Owens
Valley," a Hans Jacoby original.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

to nonare being used in the

financing of an

American-made

film

now

being produced in Italy in what
is believed to be 'one of the first such
arrangements of its kind since the
international dollar
virtually disrupted

exchange became
by faltering eco-

nomic programs abroad,

it is

disclosed

here.

and^^

The picture is "Rapture"
financing is being afforded by
ridge,

board chairman of which
Goelet,
Sr.,
prominent

Inc.,

Robert

is

real estate operator who is
said to be using money tied up in
Italy for the production. Glenn Langdon, Elsie Albiin, Lorraine Miller,
Eduardo Ciannelli and Douglas Dum-

American

brille

are the top performers in the

film which is being made at the Scalera Studios in Rome. Goffredo Alessandrini is directing.

Work, both charged with improper
stock transactions in violation of Sec.
16-B of the Securities and Exchange

Act

of 1934.

In granting Truncale's motion for
summary judgment, Medina indicated
that the two defendants, will be liable
for money made under stock transactions cited by the plaintiff, and ruled
that further proceedings will be in
However,
order to assess damages.
450 stock purchase warrants involved
in Truncale's charges against Scully
were removed as evidence by Medina
who held that charges regarding them
could not be brought against Scully
since the defendant had presented them
as a gift to his wife.
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Radio Writers 'Strike
Is Effective

9

Today

EDWARD

6.

ROBINSON

GAIL RUSSELL

JOHN LUND,

members of the Authors League
America have been notified that

All
of

the order to withhold writing
material,

radio

unanimously passed by the

League Council last Wednesday, becomes effective today. Until further

members are to withhold manot covered by contracts.
Basic contracts are in force with
the four major networks and their
programs will not be affected. Also
exempted are those independent producers or advertising agencies who
are signatory to letters of adherence
to the network agreements.
notice,
terial

$9,650.

*IA'

cale in his suit against U-I distribution vice-president William A. Scully
and former U-I executive Clifford

interests

Nov.,

1946.

Members

Rome

Frozen dollars accredited

Washington, Oct. 25. The Government today opposed a Supreme
T. O'SHEA, president Court review at this time^-of the
of Vanguard Films, is here from contempt of Congress conviction of
Hollywood.
film writer John Howard Lawson. It
•
said the U. S. Court of Appeals for
Edward M. Schnitzee, United the District of Columbia should act
Artists Eastern and Canadian sales first.
manager, became a grandfather for
is general chairman.
The Justice Department said that
the fourth time with the birth of a while the case "may present important
daughter, issues concerning civil liberties," the
his
son, Robert Ian, to
Mrs. Lawrence Parsly, at Doctor's matter was not "of such transcendent
Scully,
Hospital, New York.
public importance and interest" as to
•
require the immediate attention of the
in
Alfred Jacob and Mrs. Jacob, the Supreme Court, before the Court of
former Rosalie Ross, have become Appeals has a chance to act on the
Federal Judge Harold R. Medina
parents of a daughter born last Sat- case.
yesterday ruled in U. S. District court
urday in Johannesburg, South Africa.
In asking immediate high court re- here in favor of Universal-InternationThe mother was formerly a publicist view of his conviction, Lawson had al minority stockholder Stephen Trun-
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is

near future.

Walsh Aids Truman
Washington,

—

Oct. 25. Richard F.
Walsh, IATSE international president, has been elected a member of
the executive committee of the American Federation of Labor's Committee
for Truman and Barkley.

Ad

Material for 'Song'

Samuel Goldwyn Productions and
RKO Radio are making available to
exhibitors
specially
prepared radio
transcription advertising material in
support of "A Song Is Born," including recorded sound track music, inter-

views with stars Danny Kaye and Virginia Mayo, and an album of the commercial recordings of the picture's
songs. The picture, now playing at the
Astor here, will go into general release on Nov. 25.

Delay 'Blimp' Hearing
Washington,

Oct. 25.

—Hearings on

the Federal Trade Commission's complaint against United Artists, in connection with advertising and exhibition of "Colonel Blimp," have been
postponed from tomorrow to Nov. 18.
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from U-I for
Campaigns for Drive

$4,500

Review

(Continued from page 1)
I
'

j

in view for its
fourth week at the Park Avenue.
"Julia Misbehaves," with a stage
presentation, is firm in a third week
at Radio City Music Hall, with a

more than $16,000

J|

grossed
Thursday
good
$81,000
« through Sunday expected to mount
|

$127,000 for the week.
At the
Belinda,"
""^d
"Johnny
plus
]r
V Martin's band on stage, is still
strong, a fourth and final week promising $60,000; "June Bride" will take
over there on Friday.
Business is brisk for the second
to

S'

!

I

1

,

of "Apartment for Peggy," and
a stage show, at the Roxy where $54,000 taken in Friday through Sunday
is expected to spiral to $92,000. Also
doing well is "The Night Has a

week

Thousand Eyes," which, together with
Vic Damone on stage at the Paramount is on its way to a sharp $63,000 in a second week the picture will
hold until Nov. 2 when "Sealed Ver;

dict"

will

"Belle Starr's Daughter"
(Alson-2Qth Century-Fox)

WITH

standard hero-and-villain ingredients, Edward L. Alperson presents an outdoor action drama which stands up pretty well in its category.
In this instance George Montgomery is the hero and Rod Cameron
the villain, and Ruth Roman is the girl thrown between the two. The film has
been given good production values, but a basically routine story removes it
from the "epic" classification.
The story opens with Belle Starr, notorious lady bandit of the Old West,
being slain by one of her disgruntled henchmen, Cameron. Belle Starr's
daughter, Miss Roman, believing that Montgomery, a marshal, did the killing
goes off with Cameron and his little band of followers.
long series of melodramatic conflicts and chases between Cameron and Montgomery follow, with
Miss Roman finally seeing the light.
Miss Roman, thus in danger from
Cameron, provides the narrative with an added measure of suspense.
Ample quantities of gunplay and rousing pursuits fill the yarn. Lesley
Selander, in his direction, stressed action. The finale of W. R. Burnett's
original screenplay has gunman and marshal shooting it out, with victory
going to the latter, of course. In a secondary role, Wallace Ford gives an
impressive characterization of an ex-gunman alcoholic. Jack Jungmeyer, Jr.,
was associate producer.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. For November

A

Mandel Herbstman

release.

take over.

"Red

River" and a stage show
topped by Tony and Sally DeMarco,

RKO

Supreme Court

Board

Meet

to

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

has faltered somewhat at the Capitol
where $41,000 is indicated for a fourth
and the Arthur case was no excep- equal value in both RKO and the new
and final week; the third week
company, it is said.
tion.
brought $59,598.
"One Touch of
After the split, the shares in the
The St. Louis group contended that
Venus" will move into the Capitol on
the observance of clearances by dis- theatre company, which would pass to
Thursday.
tributors was an illegal conspiracy in RKO management, will be sold to
Satisfactory in its second week at
restraint of trade.
When the dis- outside interests and a report on this
the Mayfair is "Mourning Becomes
tributors said that their action was phase of the program has it that a
Electra," due for $21,000. At the Crimade legal by the consent decree, the syndicate of Texas businessmen, with
terion, "Walk a Crooked Mile" is exindependents answered that any part no other links to the industry, has
pected to do a fair $20,000 in its final
of the
that could
construed been dickering with

10 days.
It will be succeeded by
"Kiss the Blood Off My Hands" on
Friday after a run of two weeks and
three days.
"Gallant Blade" is doing
poorly at the Rivoli, with only $9,000
seen for the second week.
At the
Sutton, "The Louisiana Story" is expected to produce a firm $7,800 for
a fourth week, after $8,600 for the
third.

Dipson Action
(Continued from page 1)

decree

Hughes

be

to block an action for relief from
anti-trust law violation must be void
Both the St. Louis District Court
and the Eighth Circuit Court ruled
however, that the New York court
had not exceeded its authority, and
it
was these rulings which the high
court refused to upset today.
rehearing petition by the St. Louis
group is possible, but such petitions
are practically never granted, and the
high court's action apparently put an
end to the attempt to upset the
clearances.
whole flood of similar

A

first

AAA

O'Shea Duties

tre against the

(Continued from page

of district manager was left
open after he became division manager in 1945.
Sweigert will maintain
his
district
office
in
Philadelphia,

where he makes
Present
division,
will

be

his

offices

of

currently

moved

to

home.
the mid-Eastern
in

New

Philadelphia,

York.

exhibition thus
the
relationship
between
and the new firm would be
strictly that of buyer and seller.
The entire program is subject to
approval by the stockholders of
and a meeting is anticipated when
agreement is reached with the Department of Justice.

RKO

RKO

theatres.

Rated 'C
As Legion Reviews 12
Discina International's "Ruy Bias"
(French) has been given a "C" classification

by the Legion of Decency

(Continued from page 1)

5 CALIFORNIA
Sky cruises inc. DC "
-

4

2 HOUils

'hUdX^

Court meant

in its decision.

I'll

P. F. Rosian,

er,

M. M.

Gottlieb, P.

Dana, Barney Rose, J. E. Garrison, Foster M. Blake and D. A.
T.

Levy.

20th~Fox Establishes
New Reissue Unit
A

new department for servicing reissues has been put into operation by
20th Century-Fox, under the supervision of William C. Gehring, assistant
general sales manager, it is announced
by Andy
manager.

W.

Smith,

Jr.,

general sales

Reissues selected to inaugurate the
are "Jesse

new department's activities
James,"
"The Return
James," and "Alexander's
Band."

Challenge 'Rope'

—

of

Frank

Rag Time

Ban

Seattle, Oct. 25. The local Board
of Theatre Supervisors has been ordered by Superior Court Judge Donald A. McDonald to appear in his
court on Nov. 1 and show cause why
it should not be temporarily restrained
from banning the motion picture
"Rope". The order was obtained after

Frank P. Helsell, attorney for Warner Brothers, filed an action seeking a
permanent restrainer against the board.
Helsell charged the board acted arbitrarily and illegally in banning the
film after it had been shown at the
Orpheum for nine days.

Miss Hohne Leaves
Sophie

MOT

Hohne has

resigned as sales
and distribution manager of the March
of Time forum edition and will take
over as director of distribution for the
Princeton Film Center.

Classified as A-II were: "Angel in
Exile,"
Republic;
"Behind Locked

Doors" and "In This Corner," EagleLion
"Eternal Melodies" (Italian),
Grandi Film
"Leather Gloves" and
"The^ Return of October," Columbia,
and "Sofia," Film Classics.

Now-,., de luxe
all - sleeper

;

to Italy

London, Oct. 25.— M-G-M producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., is en route to
Italy

have

;

Gallant Blade,"
Sierra-RKO
Radio's "Joan of Arc" and 20th Century-Fox's "Jungle Patrol."

to

scout

location

sites

for

his

versal in the case.
Wise hinted that production of "Quo Vadis." Hornthe Government might ask for di- blow, who is accompanied by his wife,
vestiture in all towns where Griffith bas just completed conferences here
with M-G-M production executive
has no competition.
Charles B. Cochrane, who formerly Eddie Mannix regarding "Conspirator"
represented Westex and R. E. Grif- and "Quo Vadis," both of which Hornfith
Theatres and now represents blow will produce.
Theatre Enterprises, said the controlling interests are different.
Vaught, who had little to say conNew York Supreme Court Justice
cerning the petition amendment, of- Ferdinand Pecora will conduct
the
fered the following comment on the ceremonies at which 30 applicants
will
Supreme Courts' final ruling in the be inducted into membership in the
suit: "I don't know what the Supreme Motion Picture Pioneers at
the or-

to find out."

Eastern sales manager F. J. A.
McCarthy, Southern sales manager;
C. J. Feldman, Western, and district
managers John J. Scully, Dave Millers,

"The

Hornblow

Oklahoma Case Bid

in

review of 12 pictures.
Warner's
"June Bride" was given a "B" rating.
Rated A-I were: Columbia's
its

Pecora To Induct Pioneers

FLY OVERNITE TO

CALL BRYANT 9-3707

Arthur

1)

post

With production and

separated,

AAA French Film

A

charge insufficient evi- suits could have been expected if the
dence to raise a presumption of fact Supreme Court had taken the case and
and, secondly, dismissal on the grounds upheld the Arthur group.
that the. plaintiff has offered no proof
The distributors had warned the
that damages have been incurred. On Court that accepting the case would
a third count, they ask dismissal of hamper the New York District Court
that part of the action involving the in its new deliberations on a possible
Century and Riviera theatres on the arbitration system, and said this was
allegation that Dipson no longer oper- an additional reason for refusing to
ates these, houses and has no assign- review the lower court decision.
Defendants in the suit were Parament of a cause of action from their
RKO, 20th Century-Fox,
present operator.
In the complaint mount,
Dipson charged that leases running to Warner, the AAA, and Harold D.
St. Louis representative.
1949 on the two theatres were lost Connor,
There still is pending in the AAA's
as a result of alleged trade restraints.
St. Louis office a case to reduce clearances in favor of the Princess Theamissal

for these

holdings.

Universal-International will distribute $4,500 to theatre managers and
publicity men for the most effective
and original campaigns on its pictures
during the "U-I Unity Sales Drive,"
starting Oct. 31 and concluding April
William A. Scully, sales vice30,
president, announces.
Judges from U-I will be Fred Mey-

ganization's ninth annual dinner at the

Waldorf-Astoria on Nov.

17.

service
I

New York

to Paris

every Friday 4 P. M. EST

TWA

Fly on world-proved
Constellations. Cocktails,
champagne, vintage wines.
Filet mignon dinner. Bed-size
berths! Hot breakfast! Gall
or your travel agent

TWA

?
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Poppele Sees 355 Union Forum

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

B.

president,

Video Outlets by '51
R. Poppele, president of the Tele-

J.

Eagle-Lion vision Broadcasters Association, prehere from Holly- dicted yesterday that there will be 134

KRIM,

is

Wednesday, October

{Continued from page 1)
Guild, chairman of the agenda com
mittee for the proposed forum, said
he was not aware of reluctance on the
part of "IA" representatives, and added that any indications of apprehension would be unfounded since the
proposed forum would not be "an or
ganization" but would merely provide
the unions and crafts with opportuni-

stations operating in the
U. S. by the end of 1949 235 by the
Warner The- end of 19S0, and about 355 by the end
Ben
of 1951.
Speaking before the Assoatres concessions, and Harold Rodciation of National Advertisers con- ties to exchange views and "crystallize
ner, his assistant, are in Albany from
here, Poppele said that tele- information about the commercial film
New York. They will be accompanied vention
vision pioneering "has been a costly field."
to Buffalo by Charles A. Smakwitz,
Representatives of the 11 organiza
Warner zone manager in Albany, and venture, but the pay-off for all concerned is due to come and come sooner tions will meet again in about three
Irving Fried, president of Tri-State
than most expect."
He said the 39 weeks, Martel said, indicating that at
Automatic Candy Corp.
television stations now active repre- that time it will be possible to tell
•
sent a $750,000 investment per broad- whether there is full agreement on
Andy W. Smith, Jr., general sales
setting up a forum. The respective
manager of 20th Century-Fox, will caster.
governing bodies of the 11 will meet
arrive in New Orleans today from
individually in the interim to deter
Memphis. Accompanying Smith are
television

wood.

•
Wirth, head of

;

$160,000 Fox Claim
Settled in Court Here

Sam Shain,

director of exhibitor reHarry G. Ballance,
Southern division manager.

lations,

and

mine

their positions.

Coast today from

New

Legion to Report

Pittsburgh Variety
Elects 11 Directors

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.—The newlyelected hoard of

York.

11

directors of

Va-

Club Tent No. 1 will meet in
L. J. Kaufman, Warner executive, the William Penn Hotel Clubrooms
Friday to name a chief barker.
left here last night for Pittsburgh.
The new board is composed of Bill
•
George Cukor, M-G-M director, is Zielor, Norman Mervis, Tom Troy,
D.
Walsh, Al
due here tonight by plane from Lon- John
Weiblinger,
George Eby, Carl Doser, Elmer I.
don.
Ecker, Ben Steerman, Sam Speranza
and Pete Dana. Zielor and Mike Shapiro were named delegates and Mervis and Dana alternates to Variety's
annual convention at San Francisco
Philadelphia,

NFS

Units Take Over

E-L,

SRO Accounts
Oct.

Film Storage
sentative

26.

— Bonded

New York

Co.,

next year.

repre-

National Film Service,
has taken over physical handling of
films of Eagle-Lion, while Film Service, Inc., of Milwaukee, has taken
over the Selznick Releasing Organization account there, according to William J. Clark, NFS vice-president.
of

MBS

on

135 at K.C. Luncheon

For Frank Plumlee
Kansas

_

City, Oct. 26.— Luncheon

March

Shows

Tom Edwards

in the

Net

atre Enterprises

'Air Power' Richard

was introduced.

Dix Is

newsreel highlight
Items of a wide range of intere.
round out the reels.
Complete coy,
tents follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,
mine

Gwalior

strike.

86—Frenc

No.

Hi«tori

festival.

plane

returns to America.
Baruc' S. \j
Russia forces us to make atomic vn
vs
England's royal family attends wefems
Football.

NEWS OF THE DAT,

No. 216— Presi

campaign round-up.
Reds fomenl
French coal strike riots.
Grateful Berlin
kids thank U. S. fliers.
Regal splendor
dential

Hindu

festival.

Gridiron report.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

19—UN

No.

Reds veto bid to
France seeks showdown.
Paris.

under new

TJ. S. law.
College football parade.

it

halt Berlin cris
First DP's sai
Battle of the ballots

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 190— Airlift

as Russia vetoes parley.
Frencl:
Plane crash in Scotland.
Football

WARNER PAT HE NEWS,

No. 21—
People in the news
Perry Brown, Catherine
Rickert.
French mine riots.
Western
fashions.
Swiss pilots.
Football: ArmyCornell, Michigan-Minnesota.
Displaced

Harry

persons.

Truman,

,

US Conciliator Enters
Radio Writers'
J.

Mandelbaum,

R.

gional director of the

Tilt

assistant

Federal

re-

Con-

and Mediation Service, has
intervened in the dispute between the
Radio Writers Guild of the Authors
League of America and advertising
agencies to avert possible disruption
of radio programs which had been
set for yesterday.
The order of the Authors League
to all of its members that they refrain
from supplying material to
shows the producers of which have
not reached agreement with the guild
stands.
All shows, however, have a
backlog of scripts, and the guild
counted on picketing to prevent these
hows from appearing.
The guild
agreed not to picket during mediation.
ciliation

view of British Board of
president
Harold Wilson's
threatened inquiry into the integration
of distribution and exhibition.
Following today's
meeting,
the organization set up a committee
I.
E. Lopert, president of Lopert
to consider the matter of Rank's terms. Films,
recently back from a two
Rank thereupon informed the
months survey of France, and Italy,
that he will be unable to resume dis- has formed an association with Roberto
cussions until the committee's deliber- Rossellini, Italian director, to
produce
ations are concluded.
Meanwhile, motion pictures abroad under the suCEA, holding the initiative, regards pervision of Rossellini.
itself free to withdraw its previous
Lopert Films will distribute all picpledge to support the quota on the tures made by Rossellini not released
provision of Rank's conceding new by
major companies. They have
terms.
More important, Rank is formed Rossellini Films of Rome and
well aware that exhibitors will de- Rossellini Films of New York.

Lopert and Rossellini
Form a Partnership

BFPA

CEA

New

B'nai B'rith Film

New

Squeeze on Imports
{Continued from page 1)
Spanish

York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith will hold a special screening of
the newly-produced B'nai B'rith vocational guidance film, "Dealing in Futures," at the Hotel Astor here to-

producer, and Producciones
Grovas of Mexico also are reported to morrow night, S. Arthur Glixon,
have concluded an agreement on ex- president of the Lodge announces. The
film was produced by Glixon and dichanging several features.
Though the percentage of U. S. rected by Robert Staub.

shown in the top 10 first-run
Madrid theatres dropped in July and Village
Continues
August, Hollywood offerings held up
Plymouth, O., Oct. 26.
The vilwell at the box-office. They accounted lage council has approved an ordifor 13 of 36 features shown by the nance to renew the local three per
10 theatres, but took in 67.9 per cent cent admission tax.
The impost was
films

III

Time was

?
by

strike

current

Trade

Edwards-

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.— Richard
host to the
press here yesterday at a reception Dix, star of "The Whistler" series, is
and preview -of its latest release, seriously ill in a sanitarium in Mon"America's New Air Power," held at rovia following a heart attack. He is
the Time and Life Building.
53 years old.
of

{Continued from page 1)
tion but in

honor of Frank Plumlee, who is fault their quota if new, acceptable
resigning from Theatre Enterprises to terms are not obtained.

join

network, Mondays through Saturdays.

mark

rounc

in

Harris Circuit in St. Louis, was held
Publicists
at the Muehlebach Hotel yesterday
Publicists from- both major and inR. I. Payne, gendependent studios will talk about cur- with 135 present.
rent and forthcoming product on the eral manager of Theatre Enterprises,
Mutual Broadcasting film quiz pro- and Harold Harris were among the
Ed Kidwell, who succeeds
gram, "Red Benson's Movie Matinee," guests.
over approximately 400 stations on the Plumlee as district manager of The-

MOT

Rank's Terms

riety

•

the

increase

;

A. Pam Blumenthal, chairman of
the Cinecolor board, will return to the

Newsreel
Parade
Presidential campaign
THE
up and
French coal

strike.

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday signed in U. S. District Court
{Continued from page 1)
Bergman,
Maurice A.
Universal- here a show-cause order fixing settleInternational Eastern advertising-pub- ment of a $160,000 claim of receivers
duction Code also, because in Hollylicity director, and Robert Ungerfeld, of the old Fox Theatre Corp.
against wood, instead of ascribing the boxU-I "Hamlet" theatre representative, Loew and subsidiaries.
office decline to an increased interest
will leave here today for Chicago.
Fox Theatre Corp. went into bank- in television and the fact there is not
•
ruptcy in 1932 and the claim arose out as much money around
for entertainF. J. A. McCarthy, Universal-In- of transactions between
Loew and ment purposes, some believe they can
ternational
Southern and Canadian former trustees of Fox, the late John
"pep up pictures by including objecsales manager, will leave New York F. Sherman and William E.
Atkinson, tionable themes and scenes."
today for Canada.
involving sale to Loew subsidiaries for
Mrs. Looram pleaded with "every
•
$55,000, a $265,000 debt due the bank- supporter of the Legion of
Decency" to
Irving Pichel, producer, and Fer- rupt Fox organization. Settlement
alsee "Joan of Arc," observing that pernandel, French screen star, are lows for legal fees accruing to
Robert haps it is
among passengers sailing for Europe Aronstein. Knox has set Nov. 5 as a ever made.the greatest motion picture
She said it has universal
today on the
Mauretania.
deadline to show cause why an order appeal
for
Catholics,
Protestants,
•
should not be made allowing Aron- Jews, and those with no
religion. "If
Sam Marx, M-G-M production ex- stein the fees.
this picture fails at the box-office we
ecutive, is due back here today from
cannot expect Hollywood or any other
Boston and will leave for Washington'
production center to make another of
tomorrow.
the type," she commented.
•

•
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celebrates

JOE DOAKES
DRIVE!

ED

WHOOSIS

Broadway's

down

these

is

titles

IS

M-G-M MONTH!

the record-breaking business of "Three Musketeers"

new showcase

M-G-M

hits,

LOU WHATSIS
DRIVE!

MONTH

Electrifying the industry

run of

observes

DRIVE!

EVERY
at

November

October
honors

September

of top pictures, Loew's State. After a

continues to be the hottest

for the big

company

terrific

in the business. Jot

money: JULIA MISBEHAVES" (New

M-G-M

GODFATHERS" {Technicolor), "COMMAND DECISION,"
"LITTLE WOMEN" {Technicolor), "HILLS OF HOME" {Technicolor), "WORDS
AND MUSIC" {Technicolor), "EDWARD, MY SON," "NO MINOR VICES,"
"SUN IN THE MORNING" {Technicolor), "FORCE OF EVIL," "BARKLEYS
OF BROADWAY" {Technicolor), "THE BRIBE," "ACT OF VIOLENCE," "TAKE
ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME" {Technicolor) and many more!

Musk

Hall

record!),

"3

—

:

Motion Picture Daily

Paramount, Keough
(Continued from page

Review

loser

for

the

obvious reason that the company has
the greatest holdings, he continued.
Keough made it clear that it is not
Paramount's intention to sever all
partnership connections in offering to
stay only in "very substantial compesituations."
will make efforts to settle out
of_ court," he said, "offering what we
titive

"We

We

.

think is right.
would give up operations in partnerships but not all
of

—

them by any means."

Not Destroy Properties'

'Will

In the course of a criticism of the

Government's proposed early divestiture of approximately 1,400 of the
majors' theatres and eventual com_

plete
that

divorcement,

Keough

asserted
"Paramount will not destroy its
theatre properties."
He charged that the Government
has asserted itself on divorcement
without presenting the necessary facts
on the origin of theatre acquisitions
and subsequent operations which were
called for, he said, by the U. S. Supreme Court in its opinion on appeals
in the case.
Keough said that he recognized the
existence of numerous conflicting reports and opinions regarding the Government's action versus the eight distributors.

He ascribed these to the fact that
often the companies are at odds with
each other on strategy and evince independence of thought even on the
advantages of new trade practices
which could stem from the litigation.
He gave for example Paramount's
persistent

stand against competitive
bidding although this method of licensing was not objected to by the
four theatre-owning co-defendants in
appeals from the New York decree.

"Each of the companies appears to
have different problems and different
approaches," he said.

May Seek

to Defer Hearing

Keough

characterized as a possibila request by the companies for a
further postponement of the newlyscheduled court hearings for Nov. 8
provided that the Government is in
agreement.
He expressed the belief
though that the court would grant
such a postponement only with the assurance of both sides that they are
"very near" to an accord on a decree.
Questioned with regard to Judge
Augustus N. Hand's intimation at the
last hearing on Oct. 13 that he
might
appoint a master to hear the remainder of the case, Keough said he believes that such a development
would
not come as a surprise if the new proceedings promise to be protracted. He
said that judicial procedure is such
that a master could be appointed
to
hear the additional testimony and then
report to the court.
ity

Let's Live

(Continued from page 1)

A

Little"

— Eagle-Lion)

U nited

(

California

A PPARENTLY

on the happy assumption that what the ticket-buying
•» public wants is more and wackier
stories about advertising agency
account executives and their fantastic efforts to engage vacillating clients,
screenwriters Albert J. Cohen and Jack Harvey have concocted a yarn which^
in theme, resembles such predecessors as "The Hucksters"
and "An Innocent Affair." For good measure there has been added a smattering of
psychiatry and some old-fashioned Mack Sennett horseplay. It all turns out
to be a merry romp.
Eugene Frenke and Robert Cummings, giving their production a resourceful treatment, headed their cast with Hedy Lamarr, Robert
Shayne, Anna
Sten and Cummings himself. The story is one that takes spirited liberties
with credulity, but the mood is such that only the severely critical will mind.
It has Cummings, formerly engaged to the exotic Miss Sten,
pursuing her in
an effort to get her signature to a renewal of her advertising contract.
The
pace is too hectic for him and he becomes a sleepless neurotic. A change
of
scene and client is indicated and he takes on the exploitation of a new
book
on practical psychiatry written by a Dr. Loring— who turns out to be still
another beautiful female client, none other than Miss Lamarr. One look
at
Cummings and Dr. Lamarr decides he needs her psychiatric help. From
this point on the story ping-pongs back and forth in farcical
complications.
But it all ends happily with Cummings winning Miss Lamarr and Miss Sten
winning Shayne, a somewhat harassed surgeon who was supposed to be
in
love with Miss Lamarr.
Richard Wallace's direction of this comedy from
United California Productions keeps things rolling at a breezy clip.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For November

1

release.

Mandel Herbstman

RKO

Meet Friday

Small Business Unit

(Continued from page 1)

Sets Nov. Hearings

be created to take title to and operthe approximately 100 theatres
owned or controlled by RKO, with
the exception of designated showcase
houses in key cities. Stock of the new
company would go to present
shareholders on an exchange basis.
All or a majority of the shares in the
new company to be issued to Howard
ate

RKO

who owns

the

controlling

5

there are reports, also, that a similar
group may be formed in New York
headed by a theatre executive to bid
for the shares which probably would
represent a controlling interest in the

new company.
Consummation

CALL BRYANT 9-3707

of tightening the anti-trust laws, will
get the views of top Government anti-

trust officials at hearings here sometime in mid-November.
The committee during recent hear-

ings in 12

cities

-

4

" 2 »°^

SlftS,*

plan should be formulated immft-^-u
ly and worked out along linP" vV
would be favored by Theatre
;

of America.
Max Connett,
hibitor and new
°f .Tri-States,

is

Newton, Miss.,

committee named by

ciliation

A

president Orris Collins.
directors'

the

ly,

e:

secretary-trea'sun
chairman of the coi
retirii

board

meeting will be held shor
committee enlarged and

plan drafted, it was decided.
At the closing sessions today, th
convention heard Edward Zorn, pres
dent of United Theatre Owners c
Illinois, plead for free trailers
to ad
vertise forthcoming attractions.

Max

E.

Youngstein,

advertising

publicity vice-president of
a guest speaker here from

Eagle-Lion

New York

urged the exhibitors to join in a vig
orous public relations program in co
operation with all branches of the
industry, as did Sam Shain of
20tl
Century-Fox.
H. M. Richey called on delegates t<
work for better showmanship.
The convention elected the following
three-state board members:
Board from Arkansas: Emma Cox
Sidney Wharton, Dave Callihan, O. G
Abernathy,
Terry Axley,
Gordon
Hutchms and Sam Kirby; board from
Tennessee: Chalmers Cullins, M. A
Lightman, Sr., Tom Dallas, Steve

of a divestiture plan

expected to result in a consent decree eliminating
from further
phases
of
the
Government's New
is

RKO

York

anti-trust

suit.

SIMPP, Ascap
(Continued from page 1)

and

RKO

ask that Ascap be restrained from bringing infringement
action against exhibitors showing the
films of producers who have not
obtained the performing rights, or in

any way impeding the exhibition of
their films.

The

Topflight Tape Co., manufacturer
of advertising sticker-tape for motion

(Continued from page 1)
organization here that "the large
number of questionable pictures is

prepared by SIMPP
counsel Robert J. Rubin, noted that
SIMPP, its members and
have
brief,

RKO

W.

Bolstad,

vice-president,

who

averred: 'Whether we like it or not
we are now faced with the competition of a new form of entertainment
television— but we cannot stop the
wheels of progress."

Mrs. Marjorie Dawson of the Motion Picture Association of
America's

New York

Office described the preliminary development of the Canadian
national children's library committee

no direct interest in the affairs of
Ascap and in this respect stand apart This
program, she said, would not
from some other film companies which
make money but would earn good will
have music publishing subsidiaries
for

either

with

the exhibitor.

representation

on

the

ECA

Meet

was reported at the convention
that the ranks of the organization
had
increased by 41 during the past
year
bringing the total of 313
exhibitor
members to an all-time high.

Have
a

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

DC-6

"MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?

It

Washington,
Oct.
26.— Motion
Picture Association of America presProtestant
ident Eric Johnston is scheduled
to
Hollywood, Oct. 26.—With Edward
attend a meeting of the
advis- Wassour
as
producer,
"By Bread
ory board tomorrow.
His European Alone," next
feature for the Protestrip caused him to miss the
last two tant turn
Commission, will go before
meetings.
the cameras early in December.

ECA

picture and theatre promotions, has
published the first issue of Topflight
Topics, house publication, prepared by

J. Edward Schwalm, production mandoing harm to the industry."
Unless films provide their audiences ager of the Yorktowne Advertising
with entertainment, he pointed out, Agency, York, Pa.
people will look to other media.
He
also cited the coming competition of
television in Canada, adding that film
theatres in the U. S. had already been
adversely affected by 15 per cent.
Main's views were bolstered by R.

New

DC

emphasiz

their interest in the latest moveme
to stop litigations between exhibitc
and distributors but thought an over;

Topflight Promotion

'Unsavory' Films
his

Johnston at

Sky cruises inc.

26.—The House

every-day dealings.
Speaker after speaker

;

DOUGLAS 4-ENGINED

CALIFORNIA

Oct.

in

Western and mid-Western
heard many complaints from in- Sten,
W. F. Rufinn, Sr., Louise Mask.
interest in RKO, presumably dependent, exhibitors,
and has dis- J. A. West board from
Misssisippi
would have to be disposed of by him played wide interest in
monopoly R. X. Williams, Charles Eudy,
W. S
to prevent interlocking interest.
problems in the film industry.
Jus- Taylor, Leon Roundtree, Dwight BlisIt has been reported that a group tice Department
.and Federal Trade sard, T. M. Jourdon
and Grady Cook
of Texas businessmen are forming Commission
officials will participate in
a syndicate to bid for the shares and next month's hearings.
Hughes,

bership.

OVERNITE TO

Washington,

Small Business Committee which has
been studying the need for and ways

executive director of TOA, said cc
dilation would come to distribut<
and exhibitors in proportion to t
co-operation they showed one anotl

stock

Ascap board or among Ascap's mem-

ft V

27, 1

Tri-States

1)

reached, Keough observed, not, of
course, in the number of theatres each
would relinquish, but in the classifications of
theatres
which would be
barred.
Numerically,
Paramount

would be the greatest

Wednesday, October
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ON ISSUED FILMS
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Decree See O'Donnell

para.'s

It

FILM

HE* to®' c oplES)
t'

Theatres
U. S. Admission

—

Houston, Oct. 27. Robert J.
O'Donnell is understood to be the
head of a group being formed by

Collections

Tax

Are Off
—

Texas business men to bid for the
Washington, Oct. 27. General
proposals approximately 100 theatres owned or admission
tax collections, up so sharpConcerned' with problems peculiar to controlled by RKO, with the excep- ly over 1947 in August, were off
[paramount were presented to the tion of designated showcase houses in slightly from 1947 levels in SeptemDepartment of Justice by Leonard key cities, and which Howard Hughes ber, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
September collections
3oldenson, Paramount vice-president is reportedly desirous of divorcing reported today.
Theatre

divestiture

n charge of theatre operations, who from RKO.
Jesse Jones, former Texas theatre
-eturned here from Washington last
builder and financier and former head
light after three days of meetings.
No comment on the results of the of the Reconstruction Finance Corp.,
•neetings was forthcoming but indica- is also linked prominently with the
tions in Washington, where it was syndicate in the reports, as are a num(Continued on page 4)
no further meetings are
;aid that

reflect

scheduled at this time between Paramount and the Department, were that
he Paramount proposals looking to a
:onsent decree in the New York case
were not found to be acceptable by

have

'

:he

Government.

KATO

For Industry Action
—

I A' Invades Sopeg

Hold at Paramount

(Continued on page 2)

These make six SOPEG units to be
"IA" Motion Picture
invaded by
Home Office Employes Local No. H-

66

(Continued on page 2)

Poole Resigns from

Two Organizations
Los Angeles, Oct.

27.

—Robert

H.

[

933,211,

business.
1948, collections totaled $35,-

compared with $37,068,543

in

Aug.,

1948, collections
of $34,141,294 were close to $5,000,000
ahead of Aug., 1947.
In only three
1947.

Sept.,

—

August, June and March
1948 collections exceeded 1947

months
totals.

Hears Plea

Goldenson's appearance for the first
:ime in the decree negotiations with
Louisville, Oct. 27. Challenge to
:he Government and the fact that he the industry of television, censorship,
(Continued on page 4)
the decline of the foreign market,
high production costs and costly litigation that is making the industry a
lawyers' "paradise" were discussed by
Gael Sullivan, executive director of
Theatre Owners of America, in a
speech opening the convention of the
Kentucky Association of Theatre
AFL's IATSE today will further Owners here today.
Decrying the "bad press" the indusaroaden the scope of its penetration
try has been receiving lately, Sulliinto the "white collarite" strongholds
van emphasized that a positive and aglere of CIO's Screen Office and ProGuild by filing gressive, not merely defensive, public
fessional Employes
relations policy is needed.
"There is
with the National Labor Relations
Board a petition for recognition as the always a good audience for a good
show," he said.
:ollective bargaining representative of
With approximately 100 exhibitors
employes at Paramount's home office,
Famous Music Corp., and the Para- on hand, the session opened this aftermount Laboratory at Long Island noon with an open meeting presided
Gity.

August box-office

Sept.,

The general admission tax figures
include collections at sports events,
legitimate theatres, and other public
exhibition places in addition to motion
picture theatres, but do not include
roof garden and cabaret taxes nor
taxes on various brokers sales, leases,
and overcharges.

Mono. Stockholders
To Meet on Nov. 10
—

New York Federal Court Judge
Vincent L. Leibell yesterday revealed he will enjoin Ascap and its
members, as individuals, from collecting
music
public
performanceright fees from producers on all films

already made.

While still insisting that
these rights as well as the
synchronization licenses should
be cleared by the producer at
the same time, Judge Leibell
further restrained the Society
and its members from copyright
infringement action against exhibitors
where showings of
films already produced are involved.

In amending his findings and conclusions of law of July 19 in the suit
instituted by a group of over 160 New
York theatres, Judge Leibell took note
of a memorandum submitted on Tues-

day by RKO Radio and the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers in which both asked for protection
against any possible liability insofar as
(Continued on page 4)

Hollywood. Oct. 27. Monogram
stockholders will meet on Nov. 10, to
be followed by separate meetings of
the board of directors and then franchise holders on Nov. 11-12, Steve
Broidy, president, announced today.
Washington,
Principal matter on the agenda of
27.
Oct.
Nathan
the stockholders meeting is the elec- Levinson, technical director of the
tion of a board of directors.
M. R. Warner studio; Peter Mole, head of
Goldstein, general sales manager, will Mole-Richardson
Co.,
and
S.
J.
report to franchise holders on the Chandler, D. F. Lyman and L. R.
Martin, all of Eastman-Kodak, were
company's expanded sales policy.
recipients this evening of achievement
awards from the Society of Motion
Picture
Engineers at the banquet
marking the organization's 64th semiannual convention, being held at the

SMPE

Citations to
Levinson and Mole

—

You Gotta Stay Happy"

Rampart-U niver sal-International]

— Wins

(Continued

audience that will not be amused by this pleasantry probably
hard to find. For "You Gotta Stay Happy" has the merit
of dealing with situations and circumstances lending themselves
to the kind of attraction which has long and successful history behind it.
will be

This one reminds of the story line in "It Happened One Night." It is
not the same, of course, but in general characteristics it brings its famed
predecessor to mind. Joan Fontaine, the world's richest girl, marries
California and Arizona after 14 years, Willard Parker principally because there appears to be no reason against
and as executive director of the Pacifhim. No sooner is the ceremony over, however, than she decides it was
ic Coast Conference of Independent
mistake and turns to James Stewart, ex-Air Force pilot now struggling
Theatre Owners, a post he held since a
with a "one-lung" cargo service, for relief. He obliges out of pure galformation of PCCITO.
"While I deeply regret leaving, an lantry in a gawky sort of way, agrees to get her out of the city without
(Continued on page 4)

on_

page 2)

by a majority

THE

Poole announced today his resignation
as executive secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Southern

(Continued on page 2)

Court Grants Producers
Protection; Also Bars
Suits Against Exhibitors

$1,276,905 9-Month

Net for Technicolor
Net consolidated
color,

Inc.,

profit

for the nine

of

Techni-

months end-

ed Sept. 30, is estimated to be $1,276,905, equivalent to $1.39 per share,
compared to $1,146,363, equivalent to
$1.25 per share for the corresponding
nine months of 1947.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
(Continued on page 4)

;
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SMPE

Personal
Mention
H

AUTEN,

WILLIAM
.

Eagle-

Lion foreign department repre-

New

through Europe and the Near East.
•

Ed Zito, account executive of Lambert and Feasley, advertising agency
here, and Mrs. Zito, sister of James
Cunningham of Motion Picture
Daily, became the parents of a son
on Mondav night.
•

Jack Ellis, New York district
manager for United Artists, and
James Winn. Buffalo branch manager, will return here today from a
business trip to the Oneida Circuit in
Upper New York State.
•

Mike Tomasino, New Haven
in

His plans include a
Rome, where his son, Angelo,

the business.

visit to
is

thea-

owner, has retired after 35 years

a film exchange manager.

•

:

;

Carol Maher

in

Cam-

SMPE

:

Neu. NeuF.
Scoville, Western
Simmons, Eastman;
Disney Studios; H.
Edward White, Eastman.
Bell

Laboratories;

Oscar

Made Products; Ray

R.

Electric; Norwood L.
C. O. Slyfield, Walt

Rudy

Berger, M-G-M Southern
due back at his Washheadquarters today from At-

sales head, is

ington

and

Korda
Complete Talks Here

Selznick

P.

to Muriel
bridge.

SPG

28, 194f;

Closes 1-Year

Pact with Eagle-I/on

SMPE

Collins, manager of M. Harold E. Edgerton, MIT; Thomas T.
and P.'s Paramount Theatre in New- Goldsmith, Dumont; Harold C. Harsh,
Matthew T. Jones, National Carbon:
ton, Mass., was married last Saturday Ansco;
Donald F. Lymon, Eastman; Pierre Metz,

John

Cohen Names 4 Aides
For E~L Sales Drive

Four "lieutenants" have been named
Awards were
Statler here.
presi- by "captain" Milton E. Cohen for
presented by retiring
forthcoming "Mystery
Eagle-Lion's
dent Loren L. Ryder.
Levinson was presented the Samuel Sales Drive," and another will be apWarner Memorial Award in pointed shortly, Cohen, Eastern sales
L.
recognition of his long career in mo- manager, reported here yesterday.
Named were Herman Biersdorf,
tion picture technology and, in parEdward
manager
sales
ticular, for his "pioneering techniques" Southern
Chicago district manager
in the development of sound recording Heiber,
and for his present work on the "com- Grover Parsons, Atlanta district manmercial development of a new color ager, and Tom Donaldson, New EnThe 18-week- drive will begin
system." John Levinson accepted for gland.
next week.
his father.
Mole received the organization's
1948 Progress Medal for his "pioneering development of lighting techniques
through the past 20 years."
Chandler, Lyman and Martin won
David O. Selznick and Sir AlexanJournal Award for
the 1947
der Korda were due to complete last
the paper adjudged the best published night the series
of product talks which
during that year. The trio co-authored they have been holding daily here
16mm. and 8mm.
for
"Proposals
since last weekend when they arrived
Sprocket Standards."
from Hollywood and London, respecThe following 16 members were tively. The two have joined forces
named to fellowships in the Society for the production of four pictures.
for their contributions to the advanceKorda is expected to return to Lonment of motion pictures
don today by plane. Selznick will reFred T. Albin. RCA Victor; Paul Arnold.
Ansco; George W. Colburn, Colburn Labor- main in New York for another week
atories; G. Richard Crane, Western Elec- at least.
tric; Gienn L. Dimmick, RCA Victor; Prof.
Hotel

York
sentative, has returned to
from Paris after a five-month trip

tre

Cites

{Continued from page 1)

Thursday, October

KATO

Hears Plea

Eagle-Lion and the Screen

Publi-i

linary
necessary it will call a
jj n(
meeting with the Guild anu discuss
r.

the situation, after

which

it

will give

four weeks' notice and double severance pay to those persons who are to
Company further agrees
be laid off.
that when such layoffs occur tht
equivalent of 37J-2 hours work will be
eliminated from the overall operation
of the advertising, publicity and ex
ploitation departments.
The layoff
clause, in addition to all others of the
contract, is subject to arbitration.
Company will grant a general cost
of-living increase six months after the
signing of the contract (March 15,
1949), amount of the increase to be
based upon U. S. Bureau of Labor
Cost of Living Index from Sept
1948, and is to be adjusted upwards
only.
number of merit increases,

A

and new minimums
were granted various persons effective
as of the expiration of the old con
tract, although no immediate general
First of a series of 13 half-hour wage increase was granted, SPG remusical productions for television was ported.
granted
three
Company
started here yesterday by ABT Pro- weeks' vacation with pay to employes
Inc.,
ductions,
at Movietone News who establish 10 years service.

Video Film Series
Launched by ABT

reclassifications

Studios.

ABT, which

will produce solely for
headed by J. Louis Geller, president
Ira H. Simmons, vice(Continued from page 1)
Oscar F. Neu, president of Neu- over by Guthrie Crowe, president, as president and general manager in
made Products, and L. E. Jones, sales chairman.
Freeman Smith, board charge of production and Charles L. opportunity has been presented to me
manager, are in Washington, D. C, chairman, was not on hand because he O'Reilly, chairman of the board.
to enter a new field of endeavor," he
from New York to attend the SMPE is hospitalized.
Following a speech
He will announce his new unsaid.
convention.
by Willard Gabhart, vice-president, N. J. Grievance Meeting dertaking Dec. 1 when his resignation
•
Arthur DeBra of the Motion Picture
takes effect. Poole is a veteran leader
Allied Theatre Owners of New
W. W. Si mons, Altec Service staff Association of America, summarized Jersey's committee on grievances in in exhibitor association affairs and has
engineer, is attending the Kentucky two recent successful fights against connection with its recently-adopted been particularly active in the correcHe called for adtion of trade practices.
Theatre Owners' Association conven- state censorship.
His long service was the subject of
vance preparation against new at- plan of exhibitor-distributor conciliation in Louisville, from New York.
resolution
tempts at such laws during the com- tion will meet here next Monday to a
laudatory
passed by
•
prepare its initial report. Membership ITOSCA following its annual meetMontague Salmon, managing di- ing legislative session.
is
expected
get
the
report
to
at
a
Delivering a message for Robert
ing in which Leroy A. Pauley was
rector of the Rivoli Theatre, has remeeting which will be held later in elected president by the newly-chosen
turned to New York from the Coast. Mochrie and Ned Depinet, Leon J. the
Irvweek.
Committee
consists
of
board.
Bamberger of RKO Radio depicted
Charles Minor and George
•
ing Dollinger, Lou Gold and Wilbur Diamos were elected vice-presidents
R. M. Savini, president of Astor the production-exhibition relationship
Snaper.
and C. T. Perrin as secretary-treasPictures, is in Dallas from New York in terms of production costs and exlanta.

•

(Continued from page

1)

television,

Poole Resigns

is

;

;

on a tour of Southern exchanges.
•

Gerald

Mayer,

MPAA

international department chief, will return to

hibitor salesmanship. He also stressed
the need for making "A" pictures with
younger stars not only as a source of
economy but also in order to introduce

urer.

New

Coast Flightline

Aiming

especially at business from
the motion picture industry,
Skycruises, Inc., will on Monday begin

The board

will

meet next week to

appoint a successor to Poole.

Back

new personalities.
today from Washington.
'Best Years'
in L.A.
M. L. Simons of M-G-M also ad- non-scheduled flights between New
•
Los Angeles, Oct. 27.
Samuel
Arthur W. Kelly, executive vice- dressed the convention on public York, Los Angeles and San Fran- Goldwyn has closed a deal with Sherpresident of United Artists, left New relations.
cisco.
Hal Lee is president of Sky- rill Corwin for "The Best Years" to
The board of directors held a meet- cruises, William I. Tier is vice-pres- start a popular-price run in Los AnYork for Hollywood yesterday.
ing before the session convened.
•
ident and Western division manager, geles at the four Music Halls and the
Dore Schary, M-G-M production
and Kenneth L. Brereton and Ed Pan Pacific Theatre, to open either
vice-president, will leave the Coast on
Daley, office managers for Boston and Christmas or New Year's. It will be
'Lab'
Nov. 11 for New York.
Chicago, respectively.
the first Los Angeles showing since
Boston, Oct. 27. Nathan Yamins
•
opening at the Beverly Theatre on
Laboratory,
Research
founded
the
by
Jimmy Ascher of Quigley PublicaChristmas, 1946.
'IA'
England
circuit
well-known
New
options'
Chicago bureau, is in New
through
gift to the
erator
a
$200,000
(Continued
page
from
1)
York.
'Rural
to Ballot
Beth Israel Hospital here, will be
•
63 since the distributors announced
Sixth annual rural motion picture
formally dedicated on Sunday.
their refusal to "do business" with poll, to determine what rural America
Tom Loy, publicist for IATSE
SOPEG and its affiliate, Screen Pub- likes in the way of motion picture enhere, is on vacation this week.
at
•
licists Guild.
tertainment, will begin Nov. 1 when
Disclosure that
Walter Wanger, producer of "Joan
Rufus King, Paramount executive,
would be Country Gentleman distributes to its
of Arc" for Sierra Pictures, will ad- petitioned today was made jointly by 2,300,000 subscribers a ballot on which
is here from the Coast.
dress the Associated Motion Picture Russell Moss, H-63 business agent, to list their favorite male and female
Anthony Mann, Eagle-Lion direc- Advertisers at the next meeting of and James Rogers, "IA" international stars and their selections of the 10
organizer.
the organization on Friday, Nov. 5.
tor, is here from Hollywood.
best pictures of 1948.

New York

—

Yamins Donates

—

Invades Sopeg

America'

Wanger

AMPA

Meet

NLRB

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

|

Guild,
yesterday jointly an-P
nounced the signing of a one-year contract covering employes of the company's New York office.
Company has agreed that where
layoffs
for
economic rep^^ art.
cists

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley, Jr.. Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary;
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You Gotta Stay Happy

'

(Continued from page 1)

knowing why. Somewhere between New York and Burbank, interrupted by
a forced landing on Percy Kilbride's farm in Oklahoma, love is born. It hits
Joan first and Stewart latterly, but in both instances it is like a three-point
landing, after the first marriage is annulled.
Eddie Albert is on the general scene as Stewards partner and co-pilot.
Also, there is a minor secondary plot about an absconding bookkeeper and
his blonde girl friend, which seems to suggest that the friend is Miss Fontaine
until Stewart turns to long distance for the correct dope. In the finale, the
two smitten ones resolve their spat, Miss Fontaine gets the man of her
dreams and Stewart a brand-new Constellation as. well as the girl he loves.
Joe, a chimpanzee who smokes cigars, is responsible for considerable of the
air-borne fun.
There is an ingratiating and generally whacky air about "You Gotta Stay
Happy" which gives it lift and a substance which story implausibility does
little to support. This tall tale might have happened in real life, but it is not
advised that any one bother about locating a parallel, if that were at all to
Performances in the hands of the principals are very good and
the point.
so, too, are those of such supporting players as Roland Young and Kilbride.
Incidental pieces of business introduced into his original screenplay by Karl
Tunberg, who also produced, from a story by Robert Carson, are effective.
H. C. Potter's direction reflects the spirit of the yarn, although he would
have sharpened his tempo by holding down his footage.
Running time, 100 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Red Kann
not set.

M/ITCH

regard that the Government

action now pending
with
affiliations
Ascap's
countries.
through the counterparts in foreign

ment

picture

completed product

is

now

has
two suits before the same court
against Ascap, presumably referring
which Asto a decree of 1941 under
cap now is operating and a Depart-

(Continued from page 1)
concerned.

of

Decree

Para.'s

(Continued from page 1)

Ascap

28, 1948

Justice

This attacking

was unaccompanied by

representatives
of other theatre-owning companies in
the suit, gave rise to reports that
Paramount, like RKO, had elected to
pursue individual negotiations with
the Department, separate and apart

from Loew's, 20th Century-Fox, and
Warners.
imn
Adding strength to the r^lin.4 was
the disclosure that Paramount had not
been

represented

Washington

at

meeting

the

Bergson, head' of the anti-trust division of the Department, at which the
companies'

were

latest

decree

proposals

rejected.

It was ascertained, however, that
Goldenson's mission, while looking to
a decree agreement for Paramount,
was concerned solely with divestiture

considerations peculiar to that company and was undertaken with the
knowledge of the other three compa-

Paramount not only owns many
more theatres than the other three but
nies.

the bulk of its operations, unlike those
of the others, is in partnerships.
It
was also learned that Paramount's lack of representation at last
week's meeting was due to out-oftown business engagements of its
representative, which prevented him
from attending.

Goldenson reported the results of
meetings to
Barney Balaban,
said at this point that the plain- his
may ask Paramount president, by telephone to
SIMPP,
Radio and others in tiffs in the New York case
actions
Hollywood
Government
before leaving Washingthe industry had expressed fear that to intervene in the
©f pressing for ton yesterday.
they might be forced to obtain public if they are desirous
thereupon
No information on the new ParaPlaintiffs are
performance rights to music in all divestiture.
proposed decree, mount proposals was available, but
such films unless there was filled told to submit a new
Motion
concise
Picture Daily yesterday rewhat they considered to be a void in one that would be "clear and
the basic ques- ported that the company would adhere
Judge Leibell's original opinion. Judge and adjudicating only
Defend- to the principle of giving up only
relief."
Leibell further held that a member tions on injunctive
submit such theatres as were not operating
ants were told that they might
of Ascap by the expedient of resign
form of a in "very substantial competitive situaing from the Society would still "not a memorandum in the
tions" and that the company had no
be entitled to collect on his past illegal decree.
While reversing itself on the dives- intentions of giving up all of its partconduct in splitting the public per
intact the nerships nor of "destroying its theatre
formance and synchronization rights." titure issue, the court left
remaining provisions of Conclusion 27 properties."
'No Court Would Aid Illegality'
No further decree discussions bewhich prevent the splitting of public
synchronization tween the Government and Loew's,
and
"It is not likely that any court performance
ownership 20th-Fox and Warner are scheduled
would lend its process to enable either licensing, directing one
rights, and either at this time, it was learned.
Ascap or its members to profit from (the producer's) of both
RKO, pursuing its separate divestirights to the
what they have already done in fur the assignment of both
ture course, however, is still in negotime.
therance of their illegal conspiracy," producer at the same
tiation with the Department, with inJudge Leibell maintained.
dications that an agreement could be
The court devoted most of its 13reached soon.
page commentary of yesterday to an
(Continued from page 1)
amendment to its controversial conclusion No. 27 which originally held ber of local business men, some of
that Ascap should divest itself of mo- them close to Hughes.
(Continued from page 1)
tion picture performance licenses and
The report could not be verified
assign them back to the copyright
locally.
and general manager, sard that profits
,
owners. This was strenuously objectO'Donnell is vice-president and gen- for the third quarter diminished comTheatres
ed to by Ascap.
eral manager of Interstate
pared with the second quarter because
Provision "A" of that conclusion and one of the nation's top showmen.
of a temporary slowing down of ophas been amended to read "RestrainTexas
the
Principal financing of
erations due to cutting-in some new
ing Ascap from attempting directly group is described as being "Houston
machinery as part of an expansion
or indirectly to enforce the motion money," which would support O'Donprogram scheduled to be completed by
picture performance rights of any mutheatres.
nell as active operator of the
the end of the year.
sical composition against anyone as
would
It is also understood that he
long as Ascap continues as an illegal head a new company which would be
combination and monopoly.
formed to take title to the properties,
in
"And restraining Ascap members RKO's divestiture of which is expectPeerless
Film Processing Corp.,
from attempting either directly or in- ed to result in a consent decree elimiYork, is extending Its service to
directly to enforce against anyone the nating the latter from further phases
the Midwest, Reid H. Ray Film Inmotion picture performance rights of of the Government's anti-trust suit.
dustries, St. Paul, and Atlas Film,
any musical composition of which they
Shortly after Hughes acquired conOak Park, 111., having installed Peerhave granted motion picture syn- trol of
from the Floyd Odium- less
processing equipment in their
chronization rights to motion picture Atlas
May,
last
early
interests,
laboratories.
producers."
O'Donnell was mentioned as being
under consideration by Hughes as

meant

films

made down

He

years.

RKO

has the most
lauCfktep...

of course
iti

*

O'Donnell Bidding

YOU

Technicolor Net

'

.

GOTTA

in

week with Herbert

last

:

Two Deals

Peerless

New

RKO

Seeks to Avert Disputes

head of the

Judge Leibell said

changes were
made in an effort to avert the "probability" of disputes and litigations involving copyright ownerships if Ascap were to be divested of licensing
his

studio.

O'Donnell

DOUGLAS

that

He said, too, that there is
"doubt" that the New York court is
empowered to order such divestiture
in a private suit.
He noted in this divestiture.
rights.

RKO

time spent several days in
Hollywosd with Hughes but subsequently denied the studio report.
board are
Hughes and the
scheduled to meet on the Coast on
Friday to consider a proposed settlement with the Department of Justice
in the New York case by theatre
at

4-

ENGINES

FLY OVERNITE TO

RKO

CALIFORNIA

Sky cruises inc. Dl

4'

'

CALL BRYANT 9-3707

108

u "°" R

f
W. 43rd St.

Hotel Diplomat

He keeps the

action in character. ..

THE STAR

makes his getaway. In
wake "confusion" reigns
.

cast and crews. He prepares
shooting schedules
assigns calls
anticipates every need that might arise.

and the

his

.

.

This background action, however, is
far from helter-skelter; the assistant
director has controlled

keep

it

.

.

Thus the difference between efficient
making and a film that goes beyond its schedule and budget often rests

characteristic of the scene.

But handling supporting actors

.

picture

carefully to

it

.

rector daily demonstrates his sense of

with him. Yet heavy as his responsibility is, it's lightened not a little by the
faithful performance of a "partner" in

the dramatic and his organizing skill.

efficiency

He

of motion picture films.

only one of

is

many ways

liaison

is

the assistant di-

man between

his director

—the

famous Eastman family
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NEWS
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NY

Case Higher Budget Proposals Majors Huddle
NotUsableNow To TOA Leaders Today On Court Plan
In Private Suit
45 Columbia In Para. Case

ISays

committee

Executive

Owners

its

Only Final Judgment
Admissable,
Washington,

WB

Argues

Oct.

28.

—

Paramount

Court

Supreme

Is

trust case decision

The
anti-

cannot be used

as prima facie evidence against
the "Big Five" defendants in private
anti-trust suits brought against those
Warner Brothers condefendants,
tended in District Court here today.
Only a final judgment in the case will
serve that purpose, Warner said.

Warner

The

contention

was

ad-

vanced in another brief filed in connection with the attempt of K-B
Amusement Co. to force Warner's
subsidiary, Stanley Co., out of the
Mac Arthur Theatre.
jointly-owned

Warner attorney
series

of briefs,

demolish

to

the

K-B

Philip Amram, in a
has been attempting
possible

all

grounds for

suit.

Amram

the K-B
argument that the Paramount decision
required the court here to oust Stan(Continued on page 8)
First,

of

America

will

Theatre
examine at

of

meeting here today specific pro-

increasing the organizaoperating
budget,
a
spokesman disclosed here yesterday.
posals

for

TOA

tion's

The meeting agenda includes pointby-point action on the dictates of the
convention in Chicago.
recent
Additionally, Mitchell Wolfson, chairman of the organization's television
committee, will report on an intensive
Columbia Pictures has scheduled
study which his group has made on
about 45 features for 1948-49, comin video
the possibilities for
activities.
Among other subjects to pared to 40 in the season just
be taken up are the industry public passed. The 45 will come from 50
relations program, the industry-wide to be produced, a few of which have
conciliation
plan for dealing with already been released.
trade practice disputes, the use of
These will include 21 top feafilms in promoting exhibitor prestige,
tures, two "Jungle Jim" films
through
inplans for expanding
starring Johnny Weissmuller,

New Season

TOA

TOA

TOA

(Continued on page 8)

and

Brazil Sets Ceiling

Of 30^ on Tickets

countered

Offers Merchandise
Display on Screens

—

and minors under

The

12.

regulations

provide for the
according to

who

write the stories, dress

Uruguay Asks

for

Film Reciprocation
42 U. S. Features to

Germany in New Year
Berlin, Oct. 23 (By Airmail).
least 42 new American
features, plus 52 shorts and

—At

documentaries, will be shown
in Germany during the coming season,

it

was announced

by Marian F. Jordan of the
Motion Picture Export Association.

Jordan also declared that
the question of raw film supplies has been settled satisfactorily, so that enough
prints will be available for
German theatres from now on.

By PAUL

BODO

Montevideo, Oct. 24 (By Airmail).
those countries showing Uruguayan films would be permitted to
exhibit in Uruguay under a plan proposed by a governmentally-appointed
committee instructed to draw up plans
for a government-sponsored motion

— Only

picture industry.

The

which has been presented
to the Minister of Industry, Fernando
plan,

Apparently discounting the possientry of a consent decree

bility of

in the Paramount case, attorneys
for the major companies at a meeting here yesterday mapped plans for
the new Federal court proceedings
here next month.
Although participants at the session
were not disposed to talk at any
length on what transpired, there was
the suggestion of little remaining hope
for a decree.
It was indicated, however, that the present dim prospects
of reaching an agreement with the

(Continued on page 8)

Gulf States Allied

Approves SmithPlan
—

New Orleans, Oct. 28. The
Smith-Berger conciliation plan was
approved by the board of directors of
Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf
States
at
a meeting
here
today.
Recommendations for the acceptance
of the plan by the membership will be
mailed by the organization immediof

Schwartz Chairman
Of Federation Drive

Fred Schwartz, vice-president
ately.
Century Circuit, has been named
Approval of the plan was voted by
chairman of the amusement division
the board following an explanation of
of the Federation of Jewish Philanits
operation by A. W. Smith, Jr.,
thropies, succeeding Si Fabian, circuit
20th Century-Fox distribution chief.
executive, it was announced here yesAlso attending the meeting were Harterday at an organizational luncheon
ry G. Ballance, 20th-Fox Southern
at the Hotel Astor. At the same time,
Schwartz disclosed that the

raised last year.
The Federation's total quota for the
year was set at $16,500,000, against
(Continued on page 8)

in On
Sopeg at DeLuxe 'Lab'

IATSE Moves
IATSE

fice

(Continued on page 8)

division's

quota for this year's drive would be
$400,000, compared to the $275,000

Motion Picture Home OfEmployes Local No. H-63 today

will disclose its intention to invade
Farina, additionally calls for
another Screen Office and ProfessionCreation of the Instituto Cinemato- al Employes Guild shop by petitioning
grafico Nacional (National Film In- the National Labor Relations Board
stitute)
financing of production by for recognition as the collective barthe official Banco de la Republica, and gaining representative of "white colthe building by the state of modern larites" at DeLuxe Laboratories here,
studios and laboratories.
a 20th Century-Fox subsidiary.
;

Counsel Plan for Trial
As Decree Chances Fade

Government on theatre divestiture did
not mean that further talks with the
Justice Department have been ruled out.
It was made clear that the companies,
excepting RKO, are going

Brazil,

Wade Nelson and Associates, a new the facilities offered patrons. AdmisLos Angeles firm which describes itself sion ceilings, according to the reguas "The link between industry and lations, shall be set up in such fashion
the screen," is distributing to manufac- that the admission price of one cateturers
and advertising agencies a gory of theatres shall be 20 per cent
brochure which makes the claim that lower than that of the category which
it
can supply "advertisers and their is immediately higher.
agencies with direct representation to
(Continued on page 8)

27 others to be available in
blocks with a 20 per cent cancellation privilege, the latter
representing a practice applied
in the first days of the original
consent decree in the Government's anti-trust suit.

Already in release are "The Loves
Oct. 24 (By of Carmen," Technicolor Beckworth
Airmail). Six cruzeiros (30 cents) production starring Rita Hayworth
has been set as the maximum admis- and Glenn Ford; "The Fuller Brush
sion price for Brazilian film theatres Man," Edward Small production starunder the amended regulations of the
(Continued on page 7)
Central
Price
Control
Committee.
Half price is stipulated for students

Sao Paulo,

classification of theatres

the people

Features for

Mayor Cites Films
At

KATO

Louisville,

Oct.

Meeting
28.

—Motion

pic-

and the industry were warmly
commended by Mayor Charles Farnsley in an address today at the closing
session of the meeting of the Kentucky Association of Theatre Owners.
"You are doing a good job in giving
people what they want and enjoy,"
Farnsley told the exhibitors. He said
motion pictures have broadened education considerably and cited the film's
advantages over the legitimate stage.
The meeting also heard an address
tures

(Continued on page 8)

1
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—

ERIC

JOHNSTON,

A.

Picture

Association

of

Motion
America

Mexican president, was in New York yesterday
Oct. 28.
are feeling the pinch of from Washington.
•
this country's severe depression as
Howard G. Minsky, assistant
evidenced by the fact that out of 35
manager for
pictures produced in the first six Eastern division sales
months of this year only six have been 20th Century-Fox, returned here from
shown on Mexican screens. For the Scranton yesterday.
•
most part exhibitors, claiming that
Jack Morgan, M-G-M sales manbusiness is off to almost half of what
Detroit, is in the Highland
it was
at this time last year, have ager in
been booking U. S. product, a policy Park General Hospital there, following a heart attack.
dictated by the box-office, they say.
•
While there is some ray of hope
Rouben Mamoulian, director, will
for exhibitors in the prospect that
speaker at the
vaudeville houses may close in view of be guest of honor and
of the
the economic lull, it appears that do- luncheon here next Wednesday
York.
mestic producers can find solace no- Art Director's Club of New
•
where. Producers and other interests
Howard Dietz, M-G-M publicityare no longer pressing the campaign
here
started some time ago for legislation advertising vice-president, is due
requiring 50 per cent of Mexican the- from the Coast on Monday.
•
atres' playing time for domestic prodSam Marx, M-G-M production exuct, but they are beginning to ask why
the law of Oct. 16, 1939, which was ecutive, will leave Washington today
supposed to compel Mexican theatres for Chicago and the Coast.
•
to show a Mexican film for at least
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
a week every two months, is not being
relations head, returned here from
enforced.
Memphis yesterday.

Mexico City,

producers

Group to File'Amicus9
Brief on 'Cited Ten'

Tedford Is Promoted

Personal Mention

Mexico's Depression
Hits Its Producers

Friday, October 29, 1948

•
Blum en stock,

—

BAMBERGER, RKO RaLEON
dio sales promotion manager, will
return

to

New York

today

from

Memphis.
•

Fred Fejfar, M-G-M office manager and head booker at Omaha, has
been promoted to salesman. Mrs.
Evelyn Cannon has succeeded him
combination post.
•
Leon Jakubson has

Portland, Ore., Oct. 28.
William
Tedford of Evergreen Theatres in
Oregon has been promoted to assistant
to Frank Newman, Jr., Evergreen
general manager. Tedford is succeeded in Oregon by Mose Mesher, who
returns to a position he held formerly
after a sojourn in Southern California.

—RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

in the

,j

(%eoii

Greer Garson, Walter
succeeded

Gravitz as M-G-M office
manager and head booker in New
Haven. Gravitz was promoted recentPhilip

ly to

—

salesman.

•
formerly associated
National Screen Service and
Radio in Boston, has been ap-

"JULIA MISBEHAVES"

in

Peter

El izabeth

Cesar

LAWFORD - TAYLOR
ROMERO
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
-

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Frank Wolf,
with

RKO

pointed executive assistant to E.

M.

•

W.

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON

«^
GAIL RUSSELL

Loew.
F.

Roth, owner

JOHN LUND,

of the Palace

Theatre in Gallatin, Term., is observing his 35th anniversary in the busi-

iWl*™

A Paramount

Picture

ness.

•

William Pine, Paramount producer,

will

leave

Hollywood

for

New

DANNY

York tomorrow.
•

assistant
exB. G. Kranze, Film Classics vicefor 20th Century- president and general sales manager,
Fox, left here last night for Chicago. is in Detroit from New York.

Sid

ploitation

manager

•
In an amicus curiae to be submitted
the Supreme Court on behalf of
Walt Woodward has been appointIsador M. Rappaport, owner of the
the 10 screen writers and directors, Hippodrome Theatre, Baltimore, is ed Florida representative for the Wilthe National Council of Arts, Sci- visiting here.
Kin Theatre Supply Co., Atlanta.
ences and Professions will ask the
court to reverse the lower court's
conviction of John Howard Lawson
to

Equity Raises 1948

and Dalton Trumbo, it is announced
to
by Dr. Harlow Shapley, chairman of
the Council.
Lawson and Trumbo
Equity PicHollywood, Oct. 28.
were found guilty of contempt in re- tures and associated production unit
fusing to answer questions put to will produce three more films by the
them by the House Un-American Ac- end of the year for Eagle-Lion retivities Committee.
The brief will lease, making Equity's E-L total nine
challenge the constitutionality of the for 1948. Three are in current release,
House group.
two are in cutting rooms and one was
just turned over to E-L.

E-L Total

Nine
—

Baltimore Variety Set
For Banquet Nov. 6

—

Baltimore, Oct. 28.
Baltimore's
Variety Tent, No. 19, will hold its
10th annual banquet and dance on
Nov. 19 at the Sheraton Belvedere
Hotel.
Gov. Lane of Maryland and
Mayor D'Alasandro of this city are
among the various city officials and
civic leaders who have accepted inviFirst of the new three, in Cinecolor, tations to attend.
Proceeds will go
will be "Counsellor at Gun Law," to the Boys' Club, sponsored by the
second in the Red Ryder series, and is Baltimore police department. Rodney
to
soon;
the
"En- Collier is chairman of the arrangestart
second,
John Garfield, Boris Karloff, Bela chanted Dream," a Vinson production, ments committee.
the third,
Lugosi, Peter Lorre, Pat O'Brien, starts late in November
John Payne, Jane Powell and Mickey "Alimony," will be an Orbit producRooney have consented to appear in tion. Harry Thomas is president and
the 15th annual "Night of Stars" Jack Schwartz is vice-president of
benefit to be held at Madison Square Equity.
Detroit, Oct. 28. Half the populaGarden on Monday evening, Nov. 15.
tion of the U. S. will be living in
Robert M. Weitman is chairman. Profor
areas served by television by the end
ceeds will go to the United Jewish
Maurice Kurtz, former head of the of 1948, according to Joseph B. Elliott,
Appeal of Greater New York.
Weitman has called another meeting theatre section of UNESCO, who RCA Victor vice-president, who spoke
was appointed secretary general of here at a meeting of the Engineering
of his producing committee for today
the International Theatre Institute at Society of Detroit, at Rockham Audiin the law library of the Paramount
torium. He also predicted that the
its congress in Prague last summer,
Building, where plans will be made
will
be honor guest today at a heavy public demand will cause the
to render a salute to Israel.
luncheon sponsored by the American present television receiver shortage to
National Theatre and Academy at the increase before it can be relieved.

COLOR BY
Broadway at
45th Street

TECHNICOLOR

AST0R

Cont. from 8:45

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

"THE RED SHOES"
Color by Technicolor

BIJOU THEATER,

West

Broadway

of

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Eight More Stars for
'Night of Stars'

' f *«

Bf

Release

SABL0U

W

bkiicc

;

Half of Population
Soon in Video Area

—

Luncheon

—

Algonquin Hotel.
Kurtz will visit
High mass Canada and Mexico as well as several
points in the U. S.

Jersey City, Oct. 28.
this morning at St. John's
Roman Catholic Church here for
Dominick Wolfe, Sr., father of Joseph
A. Wolfe, National Screen Service

treasurer. Wolfe died Monday at the
age of 65 after a long illness. Surviving besides Joseph is another son,

Dominick,

and two daughters,
Tilsen and Mrs. Catherine R. O'Toole.
Airs.

Jr.,

Mary A.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Open 10 A.M

CAPITOL 8'""? & 5,sl St

"

Kurtz

Services for Wolfe, Sr.
was offered

Doors

Mrs. Elma Albrecht, 48

RKO PRESENTS

"MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA"
Brandt's

MAY FAIR

thAve&
47th St.

Roach
New

President of
Video Film Unit

Hollywood,

—

Oct. 28. The newly
Cleveland, Oct. 28. Mrs. Elma formed Television Film Producers
in
an
organizational
H. Albrecht, 48, who has been oper- Association,
ating a film trucking service serving meeting here today, elected nine memAshtabula since the death of her hus- bers of the board which then elected
band last spring, died suddenly early Hal Roach, Jr., president; Carl Dudthis week. Two sons and two daugh- ley, vice-president; Rudy Vallee, secretary, and Roland Reed, treasurer.
ters survive.

—

FIRST TIME AT
REGULAR PRICES!

JEANNE CRAIN

WILLIAM HOLDEN

Edmund Gwenn

'APARTMENT FOR PEGGY'
Twentieth Century-Fox Picture
Color by Technicolor

— KAY THOMPSON
AND WILLIAMS BROS. — ROLLY ROLLS
ON ICE STAGE — RHYTHM IN PLAID
7thAve &
ON VARIETY STAGE

= ROXY

50th

St.
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The

Inside Story of

TTOLLYWOOD

how

saying that Producer Charles Brackett's "Lost
Weekend" Oscar is going to crack his bronze laughing at the
is

top-Brackett comedy,

"MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS." Even

before release, Paramount

knows Hollywood's excitement

by the rest of the country, for we've put

MILLIONS"

thru

more

this exhaustive testing

tests

than a

new

is

shared

"MISS TATLOCK'S

king-size cigarette and

proves that everybody laughs to exhaustion

all

The men who know
best

— the

exhibitors

the boxoffice

who

attended

the trade

show— set

The

coast preview audience

first

the gale going.
all

but wrecked the electronic graphfader with 365 roars registered in

100 minutes. But instead of limiting
the proof to one theatre preview, we
held 32, right across the nation in
every key spot, and the comment

cards stacked up 98.4% praise

which we believe comes pretty
close to a record.

—

There isn't space here to detail every report but the projectionist
Cleveland increased sound-volume to maximum to make the dialogue audible.

The house staff in New Orleans asked to have the picture run again
could sit down and enjoy it — and the management obliged.
In

Memphis

the raves hit

100%

in the

in

after closing so they

most amazing reaction since "Dear Ruth."

Everywhere from Boston to San Francisco audience comments like "Best picture I've seen
in years"
"Wonderful entertainment" "Best of '48" poured in, confirming Variety's sage
observation that "slapstick is having its day" with a laugh-hungry public.

—

—

The

trade -press got a

first

look

at

"MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS"
and William Wilkerson, publisher
of the Hollywood Reporter, wired:
" I don't remember ever having seen
a

comedy that hit with such

laughs."

Magazine critics saw it and Modern
Screen went immediately on record
that

it's

"the

everything."

comedy

that's got

It's

lined

the story of a stream-

Cinderella

whose grand-

banks more gold-dust than
is buried at Fort Knox
and wills
i^all to her nit-wit brother who's
e^en shipped off to Hawaii with
Barry Fitzgerald, hired as his
guardian-angel so he won't emfather

—

barrass his

swanky

relatives.

When

Barry hears

all

the pennies from

heaven that are falling back home, he planes in
from Waikiki and hires a Hollywood stunt-man
to pose as the Tatlock heir and Cinderella's
Cindie and the imbrother. You guessed it

—

poster hit

it

off like

something hotter than

a

brother-and-sister act.

The Great Impersonation is pulled by John
Lund in the big, juicy role that takes him to the
very top after that romantic performance in

"A

—

Foreign Affair." The gal of his dreams and
yours
is Wanda Hendrix who from now on

—

gets that first-row

she earned

when

marquee spot you recognized
she "rode the pink horse."

Pre-tested by Paramount's Bureau of

Boxoffice Standards,

100% unadulterated

MENT.
sage".

.

.

.

.

it all

comes out

ENTERTAIN-

not a molecule of "mes-

not a thing but the laughter

the public

is after.

with

KftOHSE

The Thanksgiving Fun- Feast

in

Paramount^ Autumn
Harvest of Hits
"Sorry,

Wrong Number"

"Night Has

aw iww
Produced by

Directed by

H

Screenplay by Charles Brackett and
Richard L. Breen • Suggested by a play by
Jacques Deval

"Isn't

It

A Thousand

Eyes"

—
Romantic" "Sealed Verdict"

"Miss Tatlock's Millions"-"The Paleface"
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(Continued from page 1)

Red Skelton and Janet Blair, and
"Walk A Crooked Mile," another Edring

irosses

"The Strange Mrs. Crane

FOLLOWING

THAT

ward Small production,

(Eagle-Lion)

are estimated picture grosses for current engagetents in key cities as reported by
Iotion Picture Daily correspond-

\

Estimates omit admission tax.

nts.

3ALtXL>RE
Business is just above average.
)penings were strong and provided
substantial start, but bad * weather
qr most of the weekend cut down
|
hose gains. Estimated receipts for the
week ended Oct. 28
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (20th-Fox)—
SIEW (1,800) (29c-40c-50c-S4c) 3rd week,
(Average: $12,250)
piross: $9,000.
'I3UNG HO (FC) MAYFAIR (1,000) (21c(Average: $5,000)
Gross: $6,500.
|»c-54c).
HENRY V. (UA) LITTLE (328) (50cengagement.
Gross:
Return
tj50c-$1.00)
(Average at regular prices of 29c1J4.500.
;

1

,

—

—

$3,000)

ii7c-56c:

TRIUMPH

IHOLLOW
IDROME

Gross:

show.

Istage

(EL)

— HIPPOWith

(29c-37c-50c-58c)

(2,204)

a

(Average:

$19,250.

817,000)

AN INNOCENT AFFAIR (UA) — CENGross:
TURY (3,000) (29c-37c-45c-54c).
(Average: $14,500)
817,000.
IjOHNNY BELINDA (WB) — STANLEY
2nd week.

(29c-37c-50c-58c)

(3,280)

(Average:

i$13,500.

HAS A

NIGHT

—

Gross:

$14,500)

THOUSAND

EYES

(Para.) KEITH'S (2,404) (25c-37c-44c-54c).
(Average: $12,500)
Gross: $10,000.

THE SECRET LAND (M-G-M)—VALENCIA

(1,466)

Gross:

(29c-37c-45c-S4c).

$6,500.

(Average: $5,000)

THE VELVET TOUCH (RKO

Radio)-

(29c-37c-50c-56c)

Gross:

TOWN

(1,450)

(Average, $11,000)

$12,500.

CINCINNATI

;

.

;

'

"Inner Sanctum"
(Film Classics)

WITHIN

the formula framework, "Inner Sanctum" unfolds an adequate
melodrama. By way of a minor novel touch, the story opens with a clair
voyant foretelling the dire fate to befall one of the pivotal characters. The
remainder of the footage depicts the events in advance of their happening.
Samuel Rheiner and Walter Shenson who produced, cast Charles Russell,
Mary Beth Hughes and Lee Patrick. While the story is by no means a work
of craftsmanship, it does manage to drum up scattered moments of excitement.
James Todd Gollard's original screenplay has a girl getting killed during
a scuffle with a boy friend, Russell, who is about to run out on her. Russell
then dumps the body onto a train. The remainder of the picture shows Russell's attempts to escape the net of police and his conscience. Freedom might
have been easy for him were it not for the fact that a neighborhood youngster saw him deposit the body on the train. In the slow, coincidence-laden
turn of events that follow, Russell finds himself stranded in a boarding house
because of a flood. And, as the script has it, the knowing kid happens to live
there, along with others, including Miss Hughes. For a time it seems Russell
has fallen in love with Miss Hughes, but he is pressed by the necessity of
removing the kid. Therein lies his downfall. He finally surrenders to the
police. Richard B. Morros was executive producer for M.R.S. Pictures
Lew Landers directed.
Running time, 62 minutes. Adult audience classification. For October re-

Mandel Herbstman

lease.

Wrong Number,"
"Sorry,
doing plus-average business in
Estimated
its third week at Keith's.
receipts for the week ended Oct. 26
is

still

APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (20th-Fox)RKO ALBEE (3,300) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c75c).
Gross: $16,500. (Average: $15,000)
FOREVER AMBER (20th-Fox) — RKO
GRAND (1,500) (5Oc-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c) 9
Gross:

days.
$8 000)

PALACE

(Para.)— RKO

ROPE

(2,700)
$11,000.

Gross:

60c-65c-7Oc-75c).
$15,000)

for 7 days:

A THOUSAND EYES

HAS

NIGHT

(Average

$9,000.

SHUBERT

(WB)—RKO

2nd

(50c-55c-60c-65c-7Oc-75c)

moveover from

(2,150)

week,
Gross:

Albee.

the

(50c-55c-

(Average:

on

a

$5,000.

(Average: $5,000)

SORRY,
KEITH'S

WRONG NUMBER

(50c-55c-60c-65c-75c)
3rd
(1,500)
(Average: $7,500)
Gross: $9,000.

week.

A SOUTHERN

CAPITOL
week.

3rd

(Para.)—

YANKEE (M-G-M)—RKO

(2,000)

(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c)

Gross:

-$6,500.

(Average:

$10,000)

THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE (UA)—RKO
LYRIC (1,400) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) 4
days, 2nd week, on a moveover from the
(20th.Palace, and
(5Oc-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c),
3
Fox reissue)
days, dualed with I
ING (20th-Fox reissue). Combined gross:
(Average for 7 days: $5,000)
$5,000.

BLOOD AND SAND
WAKE UP SCREAM-

10c

Admission for All

Oct. 28. Admission prices
for both children and adults have been
:ut to 10 cents, including tax, for
laily matinees until 5 :30 P.M. by the
Rialto Theatre.

DOUGLAS

4-

ENGINES

vFlY OVERNITE

TO

Sky cruises inc. 004 • 12 HOURS
108

W.

43rd

St

Hotel Diplomat

Hollyzvood, Oct. 28

of the kind of action to be expected of this type

Pine-Thomas production motivates "Disaster," the story of which
is a simple tale, although an interesting one, all making for good entertainment.
Performances are standard throughout with Will Wright as "Pop" outWilliam Pine directed,
standing, Richard Denning and Trudy Marshall.
mixing action and dialogue satisfactorily. Thomas Ahearn wrote the screenof

play';

Denning, a former steel worker, is framed to make it appear that he killed
foreman on the job. He is on the run from the police and hides on scafThere he meets Wright,
folding mounted high on the outside of a church.
owner of a small reconstruction firm. The old man, impressed by Denning,
his

him a job.
Denning learns how

gives

to be a steeplejack, but has a tough time because his
teacher, another employee, James Millican, is in love with Trudy, Wright's
daughter. The girl, of course, has fallen in love with Denning. Dick tells
Wright why he is running from the police and that he is trying to find the
man who framed him. Several times detective O'Flynn almost catches up with
him.
a plane crashes into a building and Wright is pinned under a
steel beam, Denning risks his life and arrest to save him. In the end, of course,

When

the real murderer is exposed.
Running time, 60 minutes.

General audience

classification.

Release date,

3.

;

"The

Nina Foch and Lee J. Cobb; "The
documentary
of
prison
paroles, starring Cornel Wilde and
Patricia Knight; "Mr. Soft Touch,"
starring
Glenn Ford and Evelyn
Keyes "The Undercover Man," starring Glenn Ford and Nina Foch;
"Song of India," starring Sabu, Gail
Russell and Turhan Bey, and "The
Walking Hills," starring Randolph
Scott and Ella Raines.
;

Among those planned for production
are "The Big Jump," starring George
Raft; "Wild Bill Doolin," starring
Randolph Scott, and "Miss Grant
Takes Richmond," starring Lucille
Ball.

Now

Four
Included

in

the

Release

already

released
are
"The Untamed Breed,"
Cinecolor Western starring Sonny
Tufts, Barbara Britton and George

group

in

:

(Gabby)

Hayes; "Coroner Creek,"
Cinecolor Western, starring
Randolph Scott and Marguerite Chap-

another

The Angry God
Artists)

LITERALLY

and figuratively embellished with color, this legendary tale
of Mexican Indians in the panoramic setting of a travelogue nature, has
much to recommend it visually, with its all-native cast performing their ancient

starring

Hayward and

Janet Blair, and
"Lulu Belle," Benedict Bogeaus production starring Dorothy Lamour and

George Montgomery.
Also in the Columbia picture are
"Superman," serial currently in release
two Gene Autry productions
two Roy Acuff Westerns eight "Durango Kid" Westerns with Charles
Starrett and Smiley Burnette; four
;

;

other serials 60 single reels, 24 color
cartoons and 28 two-reel comedies.
;

.

Another Pal Feature

—

Hollywood, Oct. 28. Well along
with his forthcoming Technicolor feature for United Artists release, "The
Adventures of Tom Thumb," producer
George Pal has assigned staffers to
begin development of a live actionanimation version of another fairy
tale, "Rumpelstiltskin," to be developed from the public domain plot. It
will probably follow "Tom Thumb"
on Pal's

UA

schedule.

BANKING FOR THE
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

dances in bright costumes, other deficiencies to the contrary, including the
otherwise obviously untrained cast and disconnected dubbed music and
English dialogue.
The story, adapted from the Good Housekeeping magazine story by EmmaLindsay Squier concerns the legend of a God who sought the love of an Indian
girl and brought near destruction on her and her people when she spurned him.
Alicia Parla, the heroine,

CALIFORNIA
CALL BRYANT 9-3707

(Pine-Thomas-Paramount)

(Edward Peskay-United

—

Ottawa,

Past," starring William Holden,

Louis

A FULL MEASURE

<(

Armendariz

and

man; "The Black Arrow,"

"Disaster"

Dec.

Pedro

field

Dark

Lovers,"

curve, with a few
continues downward, al-

though

starring Louis

Hayward and Dennis O'Keefe.

old fictional device known as the long arm of coincidence oft-times
Planned for early release are "The
is called upon to substitute for imaginative plot development in "The
Man From Colorado," Technicolor
Strange Mrs. Crane," a mediocre little melodrama that figures to fit in film starring Glenn Ford and Wilwhere the program responsibility is not too great.
liam Holden
"The Return of OcThe yarn is about a gubernatorial candidate's wife who slays her erstwhile tober," in Technicolor, starring Glenn
confederate in the rackets in an attempt to cover up her shady past. By way Ford and Terry Moore; "The
Galof explaining that introductory statement about coincidence and how far one lant
Blade," in Cinecolor, starring
can stretch it before it is left dangling, one part of the story has the murder Larry Parks and Marguerite
Chapess appointed foreman of a jury at the trial of a falsely-accused "other man.
woman." Marjorie Lord, Robert Shayne, Pierre Watkin and James Seay
Eight in Production
are the top performers in the John Sutherland production.
Sherman Scott
In production are: "Knock on Any
directed Al Martin's screenplay, taken from an original story by Frank Burt
Door," Santana production starring
and Robert Libott.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Humphrey Bogart, in an adaptation
not set.
Gene Arneel of Willard Motley's novel "Rough
Sketch," Jennifer Jones, John Gar-

The attendance
exceptions,

from Columbia

45

Reviews

is

beautiful.

Director Van Campen Heilner has not given the film sufficient pace, and
the lengthy narrative adds to the travelogue effect. The color, while excellent
in the close-ups, is frequently blurred in distant shots, generally lacking adequate contrast. Edward Peskay produced.
Running time, 57 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Oct. 19.
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6 Films Finished

KATO

And

by

6 Are Started

Hollywood, Oct. 28.—The producweeks

Republic;

Wichita,"

"Stagecoach

Kid" "Roseanna McCoy" (Goldwyn),
Radio; "Triple Threat" (Belsam), 20th Century-Fox; "This Side

RKO

Law," Warner.

of the

on "When a
finished
Man's a Man" (Windsor), Allied ArtMask
ists; "Laramie," Columbia; "A
for Lucretia," Paramount; "The Clay
Pigeon," RKO Radio "Son of a Gunman" (Western Adventure), Screen
Guild "Too Late for Tears" ( Stromberg), United Artists.
Shooting

;

;

NY

Case Not Usable
(Continued from page 1)

ley.

Then he attacked

the argument

that the action was an equity action
to dissolve a joint venture which the

(Continued from page 1)

KATO

general counsel Henry $12,250,000 for the previous year. The
discussed clearance prob- Federation is the overall fund raiser
lems. Another speaker was Ted R. for some 116 affiliated institutions.
Gamble, Theatre Owners of America Other speakers at the luncheon, stressboard chairman, who presented the ing the urgency of the drive, were
with Schwartz, Fabian, Malcolm Kingsberg
program and activities of
Stites

tion tally remained at last
figure of 31. Six films were launched,
while an equal number wound up.
Shooting started on "The Devil's
Henchmen," Columbia; "Sheriff of

Schwartz Chairman

Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

who

TOA

special emphasis on its public relations and Ralph Samuel, Federation presiprogram, Ascap, and "Youth Month." dent.
Various committees were anCincinnati exhibitor Willis Vance nounced at the luncheon and chairmen
new ticket named. An industry windup luncheon
Cryptix, his
discussed
numbering code system which the will be held at the Hotel Astor here
There will be several
State Tax Commission has accepted on Dec. 14.
but which the Federal Government committee meetings next week, insays is contrary to regulations. Later cluding the executive and special gifts
board passed a resolution committees on Monday vendors and
the
endorsing Cryptix, and the document, company chairmen committees, Wedalong with others, will be submitted nesday exhibitors' committee, Thursby Vance to Washington.
day.
Gael Sullivan, TOA executive diAmong others present at the
rector, told the gathering that the in- luncheon were
Sol Schwartz, SoloGeorge Skouras,
dustry "can bear the brunt of the bat- mon
Strausberg,
tle of ideas" gripping the world today Jack Schneider, A. Schneider, Irving"and become an eternal blessing for Greenfield, Ben Fielding, Irving Caemankind, but it means thinking anew sar, Harry Brandt, Walter Reade,
Sullivan said the Jr., Samuel Rinzler, Edward Rugoff,
and acting anew."
"dog eat dog philosophy of profits Leslie
Max Seligman,
Schwartz,
must end."
Leonard Goldenson, Arthur Israel,
Guthrie Crowe, chairman of the Charles Boasberg, George Dembow,

KATO

;

;

.

:

meeting,

presented

a

strong plea

in

behalf of the Will Rogers Memorial
Supreme Court had found unlawful. Hospital campaign. Neil Dalton, pubhe attacks K-B's

In his latest brief,
argument that the suit is brought
under the Clayton Act to prevent
threatened damage from a violation of
the anti-trust laws.
The Clayton Act provides, Amram
argued, that a final judgment in an
anti-trust suit brought by the Government can be cited as prima facie evidence against a defendant in an antitrust suit brought by a private party.
"Plaintiffs cannot claim any comfort from this section," he continued,
"because, as we pointed out in our
original brief, there is no final judgment in the Paramount case." Judge
Leibell's ruling in the Fifth and Walnut case was cited in support of this

argument.

the brief said, K-B
must not only prove injury to itself
but must prove that Warner violated
the anti-trust laws.
Amram pointed out that K-B cited
the Goldman and Bigelow cases to
support its position. "This isn't a
If

this

is

true,

lic

relations director of the Louisville
chair-

Courier- Journal and Times, and
man of the Kentucky National
dation for Infantile Paralysis,
in behalf of the March of Dimes

TOA

Founspoke
drive.

Meets Today

(Continued from page 1)
creased
matters.

and

membership,

other

TOA

president Arthur H. Lockwood will preside at the meeting.
Also scheduled to attend are: board
chairman Ted R. Gamble, executive
committee chairman S. H. Fabian,
committee chairman J. J.
finance
O'Leary, executive director Gael Sullivan,

and Robert

W.

Coyne, Leonard

H. Goldenson, Lewen Pizor, Harry
Loewenstein, general counsel Herman
director
assistant
executive
Levy,
aide
Stanley W. Prenosil, and
National Theatres
Sylvia Raskin.
executive Dan Michalove will repreGoldman or Bigelow case," he said. sent
treasurer Charles Skouras.
"In those cases, the plaintiffs independently pleaded and proved antiby the defendants
violations
trust
therein. They placed no reliance on
(Continued from page 1)
the Paramount case. They stood on
division sales manager
Paul Wilson,
their own."
Mark
Warner has moved to dismiss the assistant division manager
suit, and K-B has countered with a Sheridan, New Orleans branch manmotion for summary judgment. Argu- ager, and Sam Shain, director of trade
ment on the motions has_ been post- relations.
poned twice now, and is now set
W. A. Prewitt, Jr., Gulf States
Allied president, said following the
tentatively for next Thursday.
meeting, "The plan in general has
many fine points and merits the consideration of all exhibitors in our
area."
(Continued from page 1)
Gulf States Allied members named
ahead on strategy to be followed in to the conciliation board are
Abe
pressing the case through the courts, Berenson, Prewitt and Nick Lamanthis being their primary concern at tia.
Alternates are
S. G. Prat, Jr
this time, so as to be in readiness Doyle Maynard and Lyle Sheill.
when and if total and final collapse of
Sheridan was given full authority
decree negotiations with the Govern- by Smith to act in accordance with
ment becomes evident. The hearings future findings of the local conciliaare scheduled to resume in New York tion board.
None of
Federal court on Nov. 8.
the divestiture plans thus far presentElects
ed to the Justice Department has been Phila.
William
Philadelphia, Oct. 28.
approved, although RKO's is farthest
Doyle of Universal has been elected
advanced.
Yesterday's meeting was held in the president of the local Motion Picture
of
office
John W. Davis, special Associates, with Jack Bergin, Paravice-president
George
as
Loew's counsel and was attended by mount,
top-ranking attorneys for Paramount, Hutcheon, Warners, as treasurer, and
Leo
Koppelman,
National
Loew's, 20th Century-Fox and War- Moses
Screen Service, secretary.
ners.

TOA

_

TOA

Gulf States Allied
;

;

Majors Huddle

:

:

MPA

,

—
;

Short
Subjects
New

"America's

A\

Power"
(March of Time-20th Century-FoM
March of Time's special gift

|>

coming up with subjects of timeliri
and urgency is again d* Instrated
this

latest

In^^.matic

release.

e

informative fashion, it reveals w
the air force is doing to keep the U
secure.
Many questions about n
planes and the men who fly them
answered.
The subject also int
duces the officers who direct the
defense, and climaxes with glimpses
the highly-specialized training of
men who pilot the new jets. The st
ject is one with wide appeal. Runni
time, 17 min.

I

"Who's Delinquent?"
(This Is America—RKO Pathe)

With teen-age delinquency one
America's disturbing problems, TE
John Murphy, Edward Fabian, Man- Is America comes up with a timt
ny Frisch, Nat Furst, Philip Harling, and constructive subject in "Whc
Delinquent?"
The subject uses t
William Klein.
technique of having a small-town eo
tor assign his staff to an investig

Offers Display

tion of delinquency. They find th
the problem usually begins at hor
but that society bears a responsibilil
the sets and shoot the films" in Holly- Among other causes are slums, ove
wood.
crowded schools "and insufficient pla
"The company," the Wade Nelson grounds. The subject ends with tl
brochure states, "was established to fill townspeople meeting and taking ste;
a growing need by business for greater to solve the problem. Running tin
participation in the advertising benefits
16 minutes.
which the screen affords benefits not
only for the manufacturer but the
in
Suit
writer and producer as well."
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert ye
that
Wade Nelson's
asserts
It
"associates include former motion pic- terday ordered Adriano Peccio, pres
ture executives with a total of 83 dent of Producers Releasing Corp.
years of experience in the film in- Cuba, to appear in U. S. Distri
dustry.
know their (Hollywood's) Court here on Nov. 8 for examinatic
needs and how to fill them," the before trial in connection with
breach of contract suit brought again
brochure declares.

(Continued from page 1)

—

PRC

Deadline

We

"In compensation for his efforts," it
continues, "the manufacturer gets his
product on the screen, obtaining millions of favorable 'sight impressions'
at relatively small cost. Screen sightimpression advertising is particularly
long-estabadvantageous to large,
lished companies whose trademarks
have become a part of the American
Scene."

PRC, former distributors.
who failed to appear

chio,

If Pe<
previous!

when examination

dates were set, do<
not appear on Nov. 8, the Cuban con
pany's complaint against PRC will
dismissed, Hulbert ruled. Damages
$250,000 are sought for alleged fai
Trial wi
ure to deliver product.
start Dec. 6 if Pecchio appears
Nov. 8 as ordered.

The brochure
vision,

also reminds that telemanufacturers
offers
opportunities" for sight-

too,

"unlimited
impression advertising and assures its
readers that Wade Nelson "is in constant touch with this promising new
field."

To Discuss Amusementi

—

Oct. 28. Arthur D
Motion Picture Association
America's community relations direc
tor,
and Roger Albright, educatioi

Washington,

Bra,

services

director,

will

MPAA

tomorrow

at

represent

th

an all-day

ses

Westrex Sets Parley
On Foreign Markets

sion

Consideration of the motion picture
industry abroad, the world market situation and
equipment development
planning will be the subjects of a conference which will convene here on

books and comics will be discussed.

Nov. 12 among 18 managers of Western Electric branch offices abroad and
home office officials of Westrex. The
meetings will last through Nov. 24.

Drive-In for

Community

—

of

Women's
children.

General Federation q
Clubs on amusement fo

the

Motion

pictures,

radic

Circuit Sets Convention
Toronto, Oct.

28.

—Annual

conven

tion of 20th Century Theatres, an af*
Players Canadiar
filiate of Famous
Corp., has been called for Nov. 3, ai

Toronto, with N. A. Taylor,
chief,

presiding.

The

attended by managers
65 theatres in Ontario.

circuit

session will be
of more than

Detroit, Oct. 28. Construction has
been started on a new 1,100-car drivein theatre to be built here at an ap-

New Post for Mokin

here.

York

Arthur Mokin, formerly account exproximate cost of $300,000, by Adolph ecutive with the Bergman-Jarrett Co.,
and Irving Goldberg and Charles Ko- advertising agency, has been appointmer of Community Theatres, which ed director of advertising-publicity of
operates 12 city and suburban houses S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New

I

V

^curate

DAIX if

Concise

and
Impartial

i

T7

vc

y4,

Na

TOA

NEW

85

to Test

Non-Members Invited to
Join Three-Step Program
Theatre Owners of America will
concilia-

on a 60-day experimental basis,
was announced here jointly on
Friday by TOA president Arthur H.
Lockwood and executive committee
tion

it

chairman S. H. Fabian,
closed meeting of the

following a
executive

TOA

committee.

The

TOA

heads explained that

all

and regional units will receive
at once from the national organization
recommendation that conciliation
a
committees be formed in their respective areas, "in the hope of making
state

to check the
of suits that
are strangling the industry."
The plan is for a local committee to
member, a
have as members a
member of any other local exhibitor
association and, if possible, an unat(Continued on page 6)

a

sincere,

firm

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

S chine Will Attack

—

Buffalo,

For 60 Days

exhibitor-distributor

YORK,

US Proposals Today

Conciliation

try

effort

ever-mounting number

TOA

Loom,
Two

Aid

UK

to

that Australian theatres devote three
per cent of their playing time to Australian-made product, and the other
will guarantee IS per cent of the playing time for British product.

Tkackrey-WB Deal
Is

Upheld by

FCC

Washington, Oct. 31.— FedCommunications Commission ruled on Friday that
New York publisher Dorothy
Thackrey may sell her Los
Angeles
television
station,
KLAC-TV, and radio stations
KLAC, Los Angeles, and KYA,

Hughes

Off,

—

Warner Brothers

3

In

WB

Stock Deals

—

Warner bought 1,000 shares
firm's common, bringing his
holdings to 436,200, in addition to
trust holdings of 21,000 shares. Harry
M. Warner gave away 1,200 shares,
dropping his personal holdings to
shares.
There are 16,000
283,150
shares in his trust account.
Jack
Warner bought 10,000 shares, but

of

IN

FILM

NEWS
TEN CENTS

APPROVES
DIVESTING PLAN
On RKO Board

Court, Stockholders and
U. S. Still Must Act on
Theatre Divorce Program

—

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
RadioKeith-Orpheum Corp., through Ned
Depinet, its president, announced
yesterday that the corporation's
board of directors has authorized its
executives to enter a voluntary agreement with the Department of Justice,
subject to approval of the United
States Court, whereby its production
and distribution properties eventually
will be separated from its theatre
properties.

The court will be asked to enter a
decree which has been tentatively approved by the Department of Justice
in

the

would

industry anti-trust suit.
It
incorporate provisions agree(Continued on page 3)

Nine More Hearings Ascap Calls Bid for
In FTC Ad-film Case Payments An Error

his

which now

total 426,500 shares. His
21,500 shares.
At RKO, N. Peter Rathvon continued to dispose of his stock, selling
another 400 shares and dropping his
(.Continued on page 6)

trust

owns

FP-C

in

Move

for

Theatre Television

eral

San Francisco, to Warners in
a single package. Ed Pauley,
seeking to compete for the
video station, had challenged
her right to sell the three for
$1,045,000 without stating individual prices for the three
properties.

1948

FIRST

R-K-0
Odium

due to
be adopted by the Australian government before next spring, according gave 1,500 shares to the United Jewish
to reports reaching here at the week- Welfare Fund, making a net increase
end from Sydney.
One will require of 8,500 in his personal holdings,
film quota statutes are

1,

Oct. 31. First formal
the Government's proposed order stripping the Schine circuit of all but two of its theatres are
expected to be presented in U. S.
Court here tomorrow by
District
Schine counsel at a court hearing on
a Government motion for more information from Schine.
Willard S. McKay, special attorney
for the circuit, is understood to be
Hollywood, Oct. 31. The Radioready to deliver a strong oral attack Keith-Orpheum board of directors at
upon the Government's sweeping pm- its meeting here yesterday accepted
posals in the course of argument the resignation of chairman Floyd B.
Schine has yet Odium, Harry M. Durning and L.
against the motion.
to file a brief answering the Govern- Boyd Hatch, each of whom is a
ment's recommendations.
director of Atlas Corp.
To fill two of the vacancies made
by the resignations, Howard Hughes
and Noah Dietrich were elected to
The chairmanship of the
the board.
board, made vacant by Odium's resignation, was not filled at the weekend
meeting.
The resigning directors stated the
Washington, Oct. 31. Changes in
the holding of Warner Brothers com- reason for their resignations was to
mon stock by Albert, Jack and Harry avoid any possible conflict between
Warner headed the list of stock trad- their duties to Atlas and their desire
(Continued on page 3)
ing by company officers and directors
in motion picture stocks, a Securities
and Exchange Commission report reveals.
The report covers the period
from Sept. 11 to Oct. 10.
objections

Albert

2 Australia Quotas
1 to

V

^

fU
21 ST fL,
>

ST.,t
H4TH ST.

Oct. 31.. The FedTrade Commission has scheduled
hearings in nine more cities on its

complaints
film

Ottawa,

Oct. 31.

— Applying to

Ca-

a television station, which
would be the first in Canada, J. J.
Fitzgibbons,
president
of
Famous
Players-Canadian Corp., said his company would hook up its television outlet with the Imperial Theatre in To-

establish

against

four

advertising

companies alleging "unfair meth-

ods of competition tending to restrain
trade and create monopoly in the sale
of commercial advertising films."
The FTC has been taking testimony
in the case intermittently for more
Raythan a year. Defendants are
Bell Films, St. Paul; Alexander Film
United Film
Co., Colorado Springs
Ad Service, Kansas City Motion
Picture
Advertising
Service,
New
Orleans.
The newly-scheduled hearings are
Nov. 8, Minneapolis
Nov. 10, Des
:

;

;

;

Moines Nov. 12, Omaha Nov. 15,
Kansas City; Nov. 16, Chicago; Nov.
22, Dallas; Nov. 24, Houston; Nov.
;

29,

nadian Broadcasting for permission to

—

Washington,

eral

New

A

Own-

report by Allied Theatre

ers of Indiana in its organization bulletin that Ascap is pressing for music
fees from exhibitors by way of suggesting possible infringement action is
substantially denied by the society.
is
now sending out 'pink
notifying exhibitors who have
not paid their license fees in accordance with their contracts that they
may be sued for infringement," the
theatre organization reported.
An Ascap spokesman declared here
on Friday that the society is not forcing the issue of collection with exhibitors who withhold payments although
it conceded that a local Ascap branch
might have done so by "error."

"Ascap

slips'

;

Orleans; Dec.

2,

Atlanta.

Kans.-Missouri Allied
Sets Dec. 7 Meeting

Beatty To Manage for
E-L; Lee Is Shifted
William

J.

distribution

pointed

J.

Heineman,
vice-president,

Eagle-Lion
has

M. Beatty manager

of

ap-

Des

Moines branch, to succeed F. J. Lee.
Lee will manage the Eagle-Lion exof industry problems will be on the change in St. Louis.
agenda of a general membership
meeting of Allied Independent Thearonto, and show telecast shows on its tre Owners of Kansas and Missouri
Paper
screen with the Victoria Theatre be- on Dec. 7 here, it was decided at a
ing used to stage "live" talent shows board meeting late last week. A deleMotion Picture Daily will
gation of 15, headed by O. F. Sullivan,
for television.
not be published tomorrow,
He estimated the company will president of the Kansas-Missouri unit,
Election Day, a legal holiday.
spend about $2,000,000 before its tele- was named to attend the Allied States

Kansas

City, Oct. 31.

—Discussion

No

(Continued on page 6)

national

convention in

New

Orleans.

Tomorrow

.

-

Motion picture Daily

Tradewise

Personal
Mention
H.

president of
Productions, has re-

New York

turned to

from Hollywood.

•

REGARDLESS

of with what
emphasis Atlas Corp. may
deny it is interested in bidding

RKO

niversary of the Fay Theatre in Providence, R. I., as a combination vaudeville-motion picture theatre, starting

for the
theatres to be cut
loose under Howard Hughes's
divestiture plan, it is established
that Floyd Odium has an option

Nov.

to

Ed Fay,

will celebrate the 30th an-

19.

•

Maurice A. Bergman, UniversalInternational Eastern advertising-publicity

has returned to

director,

He was

York from Chicago.

New

accom-

panied by Robert Ungerfeld.
•

O'Shea, Paramount

(Ted)

E. K.

buy the controlling interest
the theatre properties which
Hughes will hold when the new
in

company is established.
The story behind the option
sounds like Odium went out the
front door and circled the block
to reenter by the rear door.

tomor-

Some

for Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh.

Hughes

sales executive, will leave here

row

•

Herman

Ripps,

assistant to
sales
manager
returned to Al-

field

M-G-M's Eastern
John P. Byrne, has
bany from here.
•

George
left

M-G-M

Cukor,

director,

here yesterday by plane for the

the

months ago

18
first

when

evinced interest in

purchase

RKO

of

control
from Atlas, so the story goes,
it
was apparent early in the
talks that Hughes's first concern

was

own

a
productiondistribution company. He cared
nothing whatever about theatre
to

operation.

Malcolm

Thereupon,

Coast.

Kings-

RKO

M-G-M

Fred Zinneman,
left

New York

by plane

director,

at the

week-

end for Palestine.
•

Bryan Foy, Eagle-Lion
executive, left here at the
the Coast.

production

weekend

for

berg, head of
theatre operations, it is said, suggested to
Odium that a separate theatre

company be set up, control of
which would be retained by Atlas,

tion

Al Horwits, U-I

returned to New York at
the weekend from Cincinnati.

•

John K. Hilliard,
is

chief

engineer

here from Hol-

lywood.

Reeve O. Strock, Westrex recording manager, has returned here from
five months in Europe.
•

Samuel Bischoff, producer,
here today from the Coast.

is

due

—

Oct. 31.
Barney Simmons,
of the Marx Theatre in

Oshawa, has been appointed manager
the Rideau here, succeeding Don
Watts who has been transferred to
the Nelson, 20th Century Theatres'
newest theatre here.
Gilbert White
has been promoted to assistant manof

ager of the Nelson after several years
on the Elgin staff.

Marcus

to Start 3rd

Milwaukee,

Oct.

sold

For some reason, Odium
not

accept

31.— Construction

of a third drive-in, estimated to cost
$250,000, got under way here last

week, according to Ben Marcus, general
manager of Marcus Theatres

Management Co.

the

Stamp Club Paper

Cinema

Stamp

Collectors

News

Reel has made its bow, a club publication for members, to be issued
monthly. Its editor is Allyn H. Wright.

Editor; cable address,

RKO

last

he obtained an option
simultaneously to purchase the
Hughes' controlling interest in
the

new

was

theatre

company when

Had he septhe theatres and sold
Hughes control of the production-distribution company only,
it

established.

arated

theatre

now would have the
company which, by the

evidence of his present option,
he wants.
Now, however, he
has no certainty of getting the

.

t
crisis

the

RKO

stockholders' and the

Government's approvals.
Secondly, the probable approximate value of the total assets of the new theatre company
will be in the neighborhood of
$40,000,000, which will be reflected in the number of new
shares to be issued.
stockholders will receive one share of
stock in the new production-dis-

RKO

tribution
the new

company and one
theatre company

in
for

RKO

each share of the present
stock.
Thus, the stock in the
new theatre company will have

RKO

the same distribution as
stock has presently.
That means that for all practical purposes the shares in the
new theatre company to be is-

sued to Hughes will represent
control in that company, as well
as
in
the
new production
distribution company. They will

be about 23 per cent of the total
shares outstanding. Accordingly, 'the bidding will be for the
Hughes' holdings in the theatre
company and bids are expected
to
range from $8,000,000 to
$10,000,000.
•
•

As more and more exhibitor
organizations give approval to
the plan of conciliation of local
trade grievances and disputes
which was developed by Andy
Smith of 20th Century-Fox and
Bennie Berger of North Central
Allied, it becomes apparent that
across the country there is a
genuine exhibitor desire for
machinery with which to deal
quickly, fairly and on the spot
with local grievances and misunderstandings.
It becomes apparent, too, that
many exhibitors now believe the
Smith-Berger plan can furnish
what is wanted.

theatres.
If Odium's option price is bettered by other bidders, and he
fails to meet the higher price,
control of the new theatre company will not be his.

Yet, however widely the plan
adopted, as it now stands, it is
an instrument for dealing with
the trade problems of but one

•

creasing popularity commends it
to serious study and consideration by other companies.Its
potentialities
are great.
It should not be hindered by
petty considerations.
If its label is a deterrent, then
change the label.
Call it the
Industry
Local
Conciliation
Plan, or what you will.

Incidentally, insiders characterize as "absurd" those recently
published reports of $38,000,000
and $40,000,000 bids for control
of the new
theatre com-

RKO

pany.
In the

place, there is no
yet in existence for
which bids could be made. Bids
are
not being accepted, nor
made, until all the approvals for
formation of the company have
been given. That would include
first

OuOT-bco, Load,,." Oth„ Q„, I„ Pubfati..; Mo.ta
p

^.^uK^'ratef^

did

spring,

company

Issue

to

suggestion, but
deal with

when he closed the
Hughes for control of

Odium

Joins Canadian Circuit
Ottawa,

company then be
•

Eastern publicity

manager,

of Altec Lansing,

and the production-distribu-

Hughes.

•

formerly

Newsreel
Parade

SHERWIN KANE THE French labor
and
Armed Forces
combined open

By

HAZEN,

Hal Wallis

»J

.
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1,
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Monday, November

—20th-Fox.

Broadened
base,

it

is

way

Pi c ,„« Herald;

Bern,
'

of

its

fied

Armed Forces

DAY,

in

Katie

maneuvers.

No. 191

is

Frenc
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tor
[im

iv,

—

Frenc'.

crisis: coal strike imperils France's
trial existence.
Mining machinery.

indus
Misi

America tours country for "You Gotta StaHappy." Connie Mack celebrates his birth
day.
Use Koch story.
Flying laboratory
Football.

WARNER PAT HE NEWS,

Armed

No. 22-

Forces
in
combined
operations!
People in the news: Mrs. Roosevelt, King:
_

and Queens of Denmark and England
Paul Hoffman in Italy. Troops and miner
battle in France.

Sears

Coast tc
3 with Hughe^

Swap

El

to

set

United

Artists

Gradwel

president

bck

Sears will leave here for the Coast or
Wednesday to put final touches on thi It
long-pending three-picture exchange
i
deal with Howard Hughes. Distribu
tion rights to "The Outlaw," "Mac, kf<
Wednesday" and "Vendetta" will re ±<
1!
vert to producer Hughes when ar
agreement is reached on the threq
which he is to finance for
release
Although there is a limit to th<
s-t

UA

amount of financing Hughes is tc
provide, reportedly $750,000 in second
money, the possibility is that the
transaction
may yield more thari
three for
if the "quality" of th
product is assured.

UA

Harkness Heads WE
Canadian Affiliate
Montreal, Oct.
—At a meeting
31.

board of directors of Northern
Electric Co., theatre equipment af-

of the
filiate

of

Western

Electric, held here

Paul F. Sise resigned as president
and R. Dickson Harkness, a director
was elected president, effective Dec. 1
Sise, who has held the position of

Cavanagh's

Wednesday

Restaurant

evening,

Nov.

here
17,

for

on
its

18 foreign managers who have been
called in from the field for a series
of meetings on the foreign outlook.

Sunday Shows Lose

—

Harriman, Tenn., Oct. 31. A
referendum on Sunday films has
sulted in a majority voting "no"
spite the fact that a majority of
city council favored it.

re-naming.

ir-

'

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

"

— Un

No. 2Ti

troops seize mines as riots spread.
Britai
cheers King opening Parliament.
Strang
case of Use Koch. New wave length for th
Waves.
Sky mystery solved.
Battles!™
Missouri here.
Sweep winners.
No. 20 Frenc
labor
crisis:
films
of
the
mine strike
Troubled
China celebrates
Independenc
Day.
Navy goes overboard for new look

at

that neither

^

Roller skating derby.

NEWS OF THE

Members of all phases of the mo
tion picture industry have been in
vited by Westrex vice-president E. S.
Gregg to participate in a reception

Smith nor Berger would stand
in the

i

To Fete Westrex Aides

in-

to an industry-wide

certain

and Queen of England open Parliament
French coal mine strike. Armed Forces
combined operations. Coal-mining machini
Sweepstake winners.
Sweater /CTatt'on.
Football.

\
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87—Kin

No.

man

'

Its

MOVIETONE NEWS,

president for 29 years, will be chairof the N. E. board.

is

company

Hons are newsreel highlights in cm
rent releases. Other items include th
story of Use Koch, new dress for th
Waves and sports.

n

city

re-

dethe

=
ucca-

Advertising Representative; Jimmy Ascher,
en Sq., London Wl. Hope Burnup, Manager, Peter Burnup,
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A. P. Issues Story on
Quigley's Code Authorship

joming
Events
)day and

—

—

anapolis.
West Virginia Theaov. 12-13
tre Managers Association conven-

—

Cin-

Hotel,

Terrace-Plaza

cinnati.

—

17
Motion Picture Pioneers'
ninth annual dinner, WaldorfAstoria, New York.

,'ov.

ASC

Relations Drive

Termed a Success
— American
Hollywood, Oct.

Is

31.

Cinematographers' public
relations program under the direction
of Esther Tow to win increased recA SSOCIATED PRESS ewsfeatures released for publication yesognition for photographic work in
jl terday in member newspapers the following story concerning
Hollywood films has been declared a
Martin Quigley's authorship of the industry's Production Code and its
"complete success" by Fred W. Jacksubsequent adoption and implementation:
man, ASC executive vice-president.
Pointing out that the program will
continue on an intensified basis, JackBy CYNTHIA
man explained the ASC has been
ewsfeatures Writer
seeking closer cooperation with other
New York, Oct. 30— (AP).—Eigh- trayed, lower moral standards, offend branches of the industry.
teen years after the movie industry good taste, or encourage sympathy for
developed a formal, written conscience, wrong-doers.
A few months later he worked over
it's now disclosing the author of the
Mexico City, Oct. 31. Mexico now
his draft with Father Daniel A. Lord,
self-censorship code.
has 350 theatres exclusively exhibiting
"I asked to be kept out of it," ex- a Jesuit priest of St. Louis, "who al16mm. pictures, 152 of these being in
plained Martin Quigley, film trade ways had been interested in the thethe Far Western area.
journal publisher, in an interview, atre."
Worried Will Hays enthusiastically
"because I figured it should not be
known as the work of one man; that adopted the document and it was immediately accepted by the industry.
it should be considered as having sponSociety

of

N

Tomorrow— Allied The-

atre Owners of Texas annual contention, Dallas.
20th Century Theatres
ov . 3
convention,
annual
(Canadian)
Taconto.
Associated Theatre
d-)/jf)-ll
Owners of Indiana annual autumn
convention, Hotel Antlers, Indi-

tion,

3

l-K-0 Approves

LOWRY

AP N

Mexico Expands 16mm.

—

taneously arisen from the conscience

{Continued from page 1)

of the industry."
The code, as it was called, was
ble to- both the Department of Jusadopted at the time the young film in.ce and to RKO.
dustry was under bitter attack. As the
The decree is contingent upon the Motion Picture Production Code, spetockholders' approval within 90 days
cifically
drawing the line of what
f a plan of reorganization which will
would be banned in picture entertainreate two new companies, one to hold
ment, it was immediately accepted. At
theatres and the other to
he
first it was referred to as the Hays
distribution
and
production
iold its
Code, after Will Hays, Moviedom's
existing
the
owned
by
both
.ssets,
first czar.
tockholders.
Today Quigley is happy to take his
The board approved in principle a

RKO

However, there were no teeth in the
at first. That came four years

code,

later, after

many

violations.

Bishops Organized L. of D.

Roman

Catholic Bishops organized
Legion of Decency to effect a
change in the character of movie fare.
the

Among other activities, they obtained
pledges from Church-goers to keep out
of

movie

theatres.

—

Business dropped off and the film
producers hurriedly organized a speRecently the cial police authority to force complibows for authorship.
hereax -free reorganization of
Motion Picture Association of Amer- ance with the code. Joseph I. Breen, a
ofore approved by the U. S. Treasury ica, headed
by Eric Johnston, passed former employee of Quigley's, was
subThe plan will be
department.
a formal resolution "bearing witness" named chief policeman.
nitted to the stockholders shortly.
to his contribution, so did the Asso"The Legion of Decency's campaign,
The agreement which would be ciation of Motion Picture Producers
you might say, was ended by the exmade effective by the judgment and of Hollywood.
istence of the code," Quigley said.
:he reorganization is believed by the
The gray-haired, quiet-mannered "The code is rooted in the objective
to be for the
[nanagement of
pleased
because principles of morality.
Quigley
also
is
It's based on
best interests of the company and its "radio, television and even the comthe theory of applying the fundamen[stockholders under all of the pres- ics industry are basing their codes on
tal moral principles of the Ten ComThe management that of motion pictures."
ent circumstances.
mandments to motion pictures. And
[stated it has no doubt that this arrangement will permit the continued 'Free-wheeling Attitude' on Taste the Ten Commandments are subscribed to by the principal religious
['successful operation in a highly comQuigley started in the picture busi- beliefs in the modern world."
petitive market both of the
The Production Code specifically
ness after he saw "Birth of a Nation,"
-.theatres and of the production and
and by 1922 was already concerned sets down the ways in which crimes
i distribution companies.
with the free-wheeling attitude of film against the law, sex, profanity, reproducers in the matter of good taste. ligion, national pride and offensive
Criticism of movies mounted stead- subjects should be handled.
It outily through the 1920s, heightened by a' laws completely nudity, cursing, vul{Continued from page 1)
succession of scandalous episodes in garity, obscenities, details of crimes
and the use of certain words.
proceed with "this ad- the private lives of film notables.
to see
Quigley, who had been "screaming
Quigley has seen his code copied all
vantageous settlement."
Odium's resignation at this time is editorially" for years about the social over the world.
"What's more," he said, "it has been
regarded as clearing the way for At- and moral significance of motion piclas to eventually exercise its option tures, sat down in the summer' of 1929 pretty amply demonstrated in our own
he
In it,
film industry that, aside from moral
to buy Hughes' controlling interest and drafted a document.
theatre company outlined specifically a ban on certain considerations, the code has been good
in the new
when it is established. Odium's with- subjects which he felt could, if por- business."
drawal from the board avoids an in,

_

•

RKO

I

J

RKO

As pilot of United's
famous DC-6 Main-

RKO

Odium, Hughes
RKO

_

RKO

terlocking interest which the Government might find objectionable.

11 Reissues to

Toddy

Mexican Producers
Seek Reissue Curb

—

Mexico City, Oct. 31.
Mexico's
Eleven Western reissues have been
acquired by Toddy Pictures here for film producers are militating for an
distribution. They are: "Under West- official curb on exhibition of U. S. reern Skies," "Riders of the North," issues here, many of which, they as"Law of the Rio Grande," "Sons of sert, are cutting into their own curPlains,"
"A Man's Country," rent product by being shown at firstthe
"West of Cheyenne," "Phantom of the run admission scales without being
Desert," "Westward Bound," "Lone- identified as reissues.
This competition is a further source
some Trail," "Code of Honor" and
of irritation to local producers be"Beyond the Law."
DOUGLAS 4-ENGINED

JLY OVERNITE TO*l

M

•

<

NEW YORK
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.
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DC-4 •
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1

Sky cruises inc.
CALL BRYANT 9-3707
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W.

Climaxing a year of negotiations
with the American Federation of Musicians and top record manufacturers,
Samuel Goldwyn announces that an
album entitled "Giants of Jazz" will
soon be placed on sale, with proceeds
going to the Damon Runyon Memori
al
Fund for cancer research. Thi
has agreed to waive all royal
ties normally due the union in order
cause several of their costly produc- to aid the fund, while Capitol Records,
tions have been box-office failures.
RCA Victor, Decca and Columbia will
make the album without profit.
Goldwyn has contributed the entire
Serve
jazz music sound-track of "A Song Is
Judge Lester William Roth, vice- Born" to the project. Featured are
president of Columbia Pictures, has Benny
Goodman, Tommy Dorsey,
been named California state chairman Louis
Armstrong, Charlie Barnet,
of the Joint Defense Appeal, it was Mel Powell, Page Cavanaugh
Trio,
announced here at the weekend by Golden Gate Quartet, Jeri Sullivan,
JDA headquarters.
Benny Carter and Zutty Singleton.

Roth To

«

HOURS
43rd St.

Hotel Diplomat

'Song Is Born' Music
Aids Runyon Drive

AFM

300 flight, "the Hollywood,"
I'm pretty well used to the idea

liner

of people crossing the continent
in a few hours.

>But some of our
passengers,
landing in Los Angeles,

upon
often

perform what I believe is known
as a "double-take." They've seen
the schedule: "Lv New York 12
noon, ar Los Angeles 8:45 p.m."
But now that it's actually happened, it seems like magic.

>The

brief hours go

fast partly

because

of the luxury of the great DC-6
Mainliner 300. The air conditioning.

The cabin pressurizameans low-altitude

tion that

comfort at smooth, high levels.
The roomy twin compartments

and lounge. Delicious meals. And
pretty, helpful stewardesses.

>But don't forget
those four big Wasp
engines of mine, revving away
so powerfully. They give 300
miles the brush-off while you're
playing a game of gin rummy!

JDA

United Air Lines Pilot on

THIS AD SHOULD BE
ON THE FRONT PAGE!
0r
Q^J he New

York Times does not

display advertising on

sell

That, quite properly,

is

Page One.

reserved for

the day's most important events

and

happenings throughout the world.
Yet, so important in the annals of
x

the screen
if

we

is

The Snake

we would

could,

Pit" that,

place

this

advertisement on the front page so

could see and know...

all

hat

The Snake

a new chapter
the screen

.

.

.

in

Pit' inscribes

the annals of

that

it

answers a

cry born of hate, fear, despair.

.

with the substance of love, courage

and
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faith!
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Zanuck presents OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

also Starring
Directed

Mark Stevens & Leo Genn, with

by Anatole

Litvak. Produced

Celeste

in

"THE SNAKE PIT"

Holm & Glenn Langan.

by Anatole Litvak

&

Robert Bassler.
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sensus of opinion of the committee!
that a permanent program should be I
built around the local exhibitor ancl
made available to all who are willingB
to cooperate.

Reviews
"Night Time in Nevada

Said Lockwood
"The executive I
committee reaffirmed its oft-expressed I
ROGERS again comes through with a palatable Western in Tru- policy of trying to bring about unity!
It has authorized mis
color. In terms of story and treatment there is little that is new in this in the industry.
one, but what associate producer Edward White, director William Witney to state that we are ready and willing
and scripter Sloan Nibley have turned out is a Rogers starrer that compares to meet at any and all times with any
favorably with its more successful predecessors and, therefore, spells solid other associations and units in the industry to discuss plans or projects in,
entertainment for Rogers' fans and Western devotees in general.
The story opens with Grant Withers, the villain, blowing up his partner furtherance of this philosophy r £\
in a gold mine. He steals his friend's gold and also a trust fund left for
Board Meet in January^ )
Adele Mara. Some 16 years later the girl arrives at the scene to look for
The
president said the board
her trust fund and is stalled off by Withers and his partner, George Carleton.
They steal Rogers' cattle from a train to pay Miss Mara, but Withers de- of directors will meet in Washington
in
January to act on recommendations
cides to keep the money.
The cattle-theft is their undoing, for Rogers rejoins the state police and made at Friday's joint meeting of the
goes after them. While Roy tracks down all available evidence, Withers executive and finance committees.
David Wallerstein, Walter Reade,
murders Carleton, making him sole heir to the money. Adele and her girlfriend, Marie Harmon, and Rogers are all reimbursed. The film ends dra- Jr., and M. A. Lightman, Jr., were
matically with Rogers giving Withers a sound beating in the cab of a truck added to Mitchell Wolf son's TOA
television committee, with Wallerstein
racing down a curving grade.
During the proceedings the Sons of the Pioneers join Rogers in rendering and Reade joining Wolf son as co
chairmen, Lockwood announced, adda half dozen Western tunes.
ing that Sullivan and Wolfson will
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification.
hold a series of conferences over the
next few weeks to study various pro'Million posals on video discussed at Friday's
meeting.
(Eagle-Lion)
is much to commend this Masque production of a thrilling adventure story which is both interesting and unusual, and well performed by Ruffin, Zorn, Reade Will
Gene Raymond, Francis Lederer and Stephanie Paull. It was produced by Study Complaints vs. NSS
Matty Kemp and directed by Raymond, from an original written by the
Theatre Owners of America presilatter two, with a screenplay by Charles S. Belden.
dent Arthur Lockwood announced folIt all starts with Raymond, a junior partner in a brokerage firm, stealing
lowing the TOA executive committee
$1,000,000 of the company's securities to start another life in the Orient.
here on Friday that William S.
On the plane to Honolulu he meets an attractive widow, Stephanie Paull, meeting
who is running away from Francis Lederer because he claims he saw her Ruffin, Sr., Edward Zorn, and Walter
Reade, Jr., have been named to serve
murder her husband. Lederer gives a good portrayal as a scheming blackas a committee which will be prepared
:

(Republic)

ROY

TOA

_

Dollar Mystery"

THERE

mailer.

to act for all exhibitors, regardless of

In Honolulu, Raymond's briefcase, containing the $1,000,000, is stolen by
affiliation, who have any unsolved conLederer who flies back to San Francisco. The widow and Raymond then
troversy or problems with National
return to the U. S. in an attempt to regain the case. Raymond recovers it
Screen Service.
Complaints against
and returns the money to the office safe. There is a happy reunion in HonoNSS arose during the recent national
lulu.
convention of
in Chicago, and
Several songs, including "My Destiny," "Where Have You Been?" and
the oganization decided to make a
"Heaven Is in Blue Hawaii," add to the entertairiment value of the picture.
study
of
such complaints.
NSS,
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
meanwhile, has indicated a desire to
not set.
cooperate with
efforts in this

TOA

TOA

connection.

FP C
-

TOA

Television

(Continued from page 1)

II

vision station begins to show a profit.
He said the
would be allowed
to use the station three hours a week
for research and experimental purposes, adding the company would not
bar advertisements of films distributed

CBC

companies

by

other

than

Famous

Players.

Leonard Brockington,

Odeon Theatres and

J.

counsel

Conciliation

(Continued from page 1)

for

Arthur Rank,

Dr. George Gallup, director of the
tached exhibitor. The committee will Audience
will
Institute,
Research
screen all complaints against any dis- speak at the ninth annual dinner of
tributor, and if a just cause of comthe Motion Picture Pioneers at the
plaint is found to exist an attempt
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here on Nov.
will be made at the local level to ob17, it is announced by Jack Cohn,
tain appropriate relief.
Pioneers president.
If relief is not obtained at the local
level, the issue will be referred to the
national office here, and the latter will take up the matter with the

TOA

urged the board of governors of CBC distributor involved.
TOA national
not to give any theatre exclusive officials, it is stated, "will be pleased
rights to pick up or rebroadcast tele- to join with any other national association officials who wish to participate
cast programs.
Six companies are seeking televi- in the New York discussions."
sion station rights in Canada.
May Ask Voluntary Arbitration

WB

Stock Deals

(Continued from page 1)
to

13,800.

Monogram Southern

I

If a solution continues to elude the
parties involved, voluntary arbitration
will be recommended, all in the interest
of
avoiding litigation,
TOA's

heads explained, adding that that proExchanges, Inc., Arthur C. Brom- cedure will be open to all exhibitors
berg, president, bought 1,300 shares whether they are
members or
of Monogram common over the four- not; there will be no cost to any
month period from May through exhibitor. "In the interest of peace
August, raising its total to 16,672 and harmony in the industry," Locktotal

Dr. Gallup To Speak

New York

HAPPY

Bromberg held 1,086 shares.
wood said, "TOA is willing to go
Republic director Edwin van Pelt forward with this plan with no charge
bought 1,000 shares of 50-cent par for use of its manpower and facilities."
common, increasing his total to 2,600
The TOA executive committee,
shares.
Robert Lehman bought 100 which was joined in the meeting by
shares of 20th Century-Fox

common

to bring his holdings to 2,600 shares.

William M. Girden bought 400 shares
of

Trans-Lux common,

for a total of

2,400 shares.

Loew's acquired another 84 shares
of Loew's Boston Theatres $25 par

common

for a total of 123,263 shares.

the finance committee, voted to expand
the
organization's
public
relations
program and termed the program "a
success thus far."
executive director Gael Sullivan was directed to
make further study of various plans
offered in connection with the public
relations program, but it was the con-

TOA

to Paris

every Friday 4 P. M. EST

TWA

TOA

shares.

JVbw. . . cfe luxe
all - sleeper
service

Fly on world-proved
Constellations. Cocktails,
champagne, vintage wines.

i

Filet mignon dinner. Bed-size
berths! Hot breakfast! Call
or your travel agent

TWA

MOTION

PfGXKUlE
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YORK,
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Decree Talks Bar Goldman
iff; 4 Get Divorce Move
let for Trial
Government Demands on
Divestiture Too Severe

—

Philadelphia, Nov. 2. Federal
District Judge William H. Kirkpatrick yesterday rejected a plea of William Goldman, independent theatre
operator, that Warners and 10 other
major producers and distributors be
ordered to divest themselves of motion

3,

and

20th-Fox

Warners

to

abandon

jsettlement efforts was made following
discussions between the Department
of Justice and Leonard Goldenson,
(Paramount vice-president in charge of
theatres, on divestiture considerations
peculiar to Paramount to be made
within the framework of a decree for

i

,

four

all

companies.

Truman
eral

Nov.

2.

—Although

of a victory for President
at the polls, Attorney Gen-

Tom

Wilcox Coming Here
On Reciprocal Deal

cuss

Deweyi Victory Will
Affect Talks: Clark
Washington,

the

Herbert Wilcox, British producer,
is enroute to New York on the Queen
Goldenson's reElisabeth^ due here Friday, to dis-

(Continued on page 4)

confident

decision does not disturb
(Continued on page 4)

a

joint

production-distribution

arrangement with American film interests.
The deal presumably would
include

American

distribution

for

North Central Allied
Attacks

COD Action
—

of the election that a victory for Governor Dewey will rob him of a good
deal of discretion he had had until
now in negotiation with film counsel
with a view to out-of-court settlement
of the Paramount case.

In effect, Clark said, nothing less
advantageous to the Government than
the
decree can be accepted by

RKO

the Government.

That means that the

remaining four defendants in the case
(Continued on page 4)

the

]

The

in return for quick
divorcement, it was obvious today
from an examination of the consent
decree settlement reached over the
weekend with RKO.

—

RKO

RKO

U. A. Offers Five for

Bidding in Milwaukee

— Powerful, Morbid,

Shocking

deals with a theme never previously handled by so
SINCE
approach,
it

"The Snake Pit"

—

was seeking

NCA

The Snake Pit"

20th Century-Fox

2.

elected to forego
circuit-smashing divestiture it

NCA

UA

[

Washington, Nov.
Government has

—

"Courtneys
of
Curzon
Nov.
United ArtStreet," "Spring in Park Lane" and ists is offering five pictures for in"Elizabeth of Ladymead," all of which dividual bidding among first-runs in
have been top grossers in the British Milwaukee, including its own partnermarket.
ship, the Towne, it was revealed by
Anna Neagle, star of the three pic- Ralph Cramblet,
Midwest district
tures, is accompanying Wilcox. Mi- manager.
The pictures are
"The
chael Wilding, who plays opposite Time of Your Life," "Pitfall," "InnoMiss Neagle, was to have accompa- cent Affair," "Urubu" and "Texas,
(Continued on page 2)
Brooklyn and Heaven."

66

U.S. Approves Provision
Involving 30 Theatres
In Settlement Program

At the same time, the company
only one of the "Big Five" to cave in
other than the film involved has been thus far was ordered
to dispose of
declared illegal in the case of Uni- its interest in 241 theatres held with
versal against Frank Woskie
(the independents,
and either to sell out its
Minneapolis),
Parkway,
an
stock in 30 more jointly-held houses
statement said, resulting in a resolu- or to buy out its partners.
tion at the board meeting condemning
These 30 houses could thus be addthe practice.
ed to the 80 wholly-owned houses
"If an exhibitor is in desperate
which will forrn a new circuit comstraits
and is forced to lift the pletely divorced
from the
proC.O.D.,"
executive director Stan duction and distribution
company, alKane said, "we advise him to contact though existing stockholders
may hold
our office before returning the film." stock in both companies.
Howard Hughes, who holds 24 per
cent of the
stock will sell out
of one of the two companies within
one year.
Independent control and manageMilwaukee,
2.

:

Clark indicated on the eve

TEN CENTS

BUY OUT PARTNERS

—

Wilcox's

NEWS

1948

picture theatres in the Philadelphia
Minneapolis, Nov. 2.
A North
between the Gov- area.
Central Allied board meeting at the
theatre-owning
rnment and four
At the same time, the court also Nicollet Hotel here condemned "recompanies on a consent decree in declined to issue an order, requested vival of the old outlawed" C.O.D. film
Paramount case have ceased by Goldman in an alternative order, shipping practice, and blasted Metro's
.the
}md probably will not be resumed, a which would have barred the compa- sales policy, which the association
,:ompany attorney disclosed here on nies from cross-licensing films, a charges, is a "brazen scheme to hike
practice which Goldman charged en- film rentals in the face of a dipping
Monday.
No further decree talks with the abled the companies to block first-run box office."
Attaching a C.O.D. for something
Government are scheduled and new films from his houses.

The

FILM

RKO ALLOWED TO

Negotiations

court hearings in the case will begin
here on Monday.
The decision by Loew's, Paramount,

IN

falls

into a category of

its

frank an

own.

It is

(Continucd on page 5)

Activities Will

Be

Unchanged: Depinet
RKO

as a producer-distributor and
theatre
company which will
emerge from the proposed reorganization of the corporation will continue
their "respective operations largely as
in the past," there being no reason to
believe that the activities of the two
companies will change because of any
separation, Ned E. Depinet, president,
stated here in a special message to

the

employes.

"Fortunately these units have aland also quite correct, to observe that this is a decidedly
uncommon film traveling an unbeaten path endowed with dramatic power ways operated more or less indepenand shock impact which few motion pictures, irrespective of source, dently," Depinet said. "We have had
a picture company and a theatre comhave attained, or indeed, have sought.
(Continued on page 4)
It is this dramatic power and this shock impact, however, which point
up serious uncertainties about the future awaiting the film.
easy,

Ten Trust

Suits

Are

Pending in Chicago
— Two

Chicago, Nov. 2.
new antitrust suits, making a total of 10 now
in process in this area, were filed here
by attorney Seymour Simon in U. S.
District Court.

—

From the viewpoint of picture making the abilities of those assigned
the task to deliver their professional maximum, an unswerving fidelity
to subject matter, the measure of dramatic authority
"The Snake Pit"
rates extraordinarily high.
Those associated with its making have a

—

proper demand on acclaim for what they have brought off with the
The first suit, plaintiff of which is
elements given them as working tools. But these elements cannot escape
the Ridge Theatre, operated by the
the closest kind of scrutiny.
Bartelstein circuit,
seeks to establish
for the North side of Chicago what
the Jackson Park decree did for the
(Continued on page 4)

The

subject is insanity. Aside from flashbacks which gradually piece
together the shattered fragments of Olivia de Havilland's mind, the
(Continued on page 4)

Johnston,

Company

Heads Meet Nov. 10
of

Motion Picture Association
America president Eric A.

Johnston, company presidents
and other top industry executives will meet in New York
on Nov. 10 to begin three days

of conferences.
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general

J.

RKO
Miller

Walker, secretary of RKO, will return here today from the Coast. Ned
E. Depinet, president, returned on

Monday.
•

James R. Grainger, Republic exvice-president, left here yesterday for Toronto and Montreal. Edward L. Walton, assistant general

ecutive

manager, has returned here from
Philadelphia. Walter L. Titus, Jr.,
division manager, is back here from
Atlanta and Charlotte.
•
sales

Alexander Sherman,

film publicist

Em-

and consultant to the Norwegian

bassy's information division in Washington, is among IS American journalto be awarded the Norwegian
ists
Medal of St. Olav for contributions
to Norway's cause during the German

occupation.

Jeff

•
Livingston,

national

"Hamlet"

Universal-Interhas returned to New York from a 10-day
trip to San Francisco and Los Ancontact,

geles.

•

Rube

Jackter, assistant general
sales manager of Columbia, will leave
New York today for New Haven and
Boston.

•

Jules Lapidus, Eastern and Canadian division sales manager of Warner,

left

here

night

last

for

Pitts-

burgh.

Harry Cohn, Columbia
is

expected in

New York

president,

week

this

for a visit of several weeks.

•

Arthur Krim, Eagle-Lion

presi-

dent, has returned to the Coast

from

New

York.
•

Howard
ing-publicity

turn

here

Eugen

M-G-M

Dietz,

vice-president,

today

advertiswill

Ambassador

of

Films returns today by plane to
city

re-

from Hollywood.

Sharin

this

from the Coast.

London, Nov.

2.

—

Incomes Mild

J.

Arthur Rank

referred the "unstrike of 1,700 workers at
official"
Denham Studios to the British Ministry of Labor through .the British
The
Association.
Producers
Film
strike has continued for five successive
days and the workers have given no
indication that they intend to return
to work notwithstanding a plea to that
effect
by National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employes officers.
The walkout took place when the
studio handed dismissal notices to 92
allegedly superfluous carpenters and
executive
other workers.
secretary Tom O'Brien deplored the
"wildcat" action and urged the workers not to take the law into their own
hands "during the most critical period"
in the history of the British film industry. "We don't want to do the job

Organization

has

NATKE

to

My

Mary Nolan, Star

of

\

$49,000 in a

umph"

audience informed of election returns yesterday
with large-screen television coverage
provided by
and by the film
its

WPIX

company's

own

"JULIA MISBEHAVES";

in

is

Peter

1

A

|

'

Elizabeth

LAWFORD

!

Radio Story of 'Years'
2.

— "Hollywood

Picture," a one-hour radio dramatization of the story behind the production
of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years
of Our Lives," will be presented on
the CBS network tonight.

(Continued from page 1)
nied them but was hospitalized with
pleurisy just before sailing.
Sir Arthur Jarratt, managing director of British Lion, distributors in
Britain of the Wilcox pictures, also
is aboard the Queen Elisabeth.
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Cesar
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ROMERO
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

SEALED
VERDICT
starring

RAVMILLAND
wuh

FLORENCE MARLY
A Paramount

Picture

DANNY

KAYE,
VIRGINIA

MAYO

*

COLOR BY
Broadway

at

TECHNICOLOR
Cont. from 8:45

ASTOR

45th Street

J.

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

SHOES"
"THE RED
Technicolor
Color by

BIJOU THEATER,

West

Broadway

of

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
:30
Late Show Saturday Evening
1

An EAGLE LION FILM

1

Release

Election Spurs Business

The

was a busiparticularly for firstruns, here and throughout the country.

ness

election, of course,

stimulant,

;

Wilcox Coming

TAYLOR

-

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

cameramen.
Other
houses made announcements during" the

—

'20's

-:

—RADIO

Hollywood, Nov. 2. Mary Nolan, day.
42, who won fame in films as an actress in the late
earlier career as

B'nai B'rith, with Rogell as presiden
pro-tem.
The Lodge will soon launc'^tr° cam

and "June Bride" are two ambitious paign utilizing all media bH^lpres
newcomers, leading the field. "Kiss" sion in behalf of a better understand
ing and tolerance among all peoples
is likely to wind up an initial week
at the Criterion with a handsome $50,- A committee in
charge "of chartei
000. "'Bride," with Vaughn Monroe memberships is supervised" by Rogell.
on stage, probably will give the Strand
a big $75,000 in a first week.
Other new shows are performing
CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
less vigorously. "One Touch of Venus,"
with Jean Sablon and others in person
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
at the Capitol, looks like a fairish

The Paramount kept

following an
a Ziegfeld dancer,
Charles Reagan, Paramount dis- died here Sunday.
On the stage she
tribution
vice-president
Paul Rai- was known as Imogene (Bubbles)
bourn, vice-president in charge of Wilson.
planning, and Ben Washer, publicity
After leaving Broadway she went
director, will leave here today for
to Germany and entered film work
studio
conferences
on promotional which led to her Hollywood career.
campaigns for next year's product. She married Wallace McCreary in
Stanley Shuford, advertising head, 1931, and besides him, is survived
already has gone to ,the Coast for the by her sister, Mabel Rondeau and a
10-day meeting, and Rudy Montgelas, brother, Ray Robertson.
president of the Buchanan Agency,
Paramount,
will
which represents
leave here tomorrow.

Studio Conferences

course, but for the most part -the overall figure is not too impressive.
"Kiss the Blood Off
Hands"

Fred Schwartz Names
Drive Co-chairmen

Morais.

—

Hollywood, Nov. 2. Barney Bala,
Nate Blumberg, Henry Ginsberg
New York first-runs with few ex- Samuel Goldwyn, Albert S. Rogel]
ceptions are experiencing a week of Joseph M. Schenck and John M. Stah
ordinary business. The extra holiday have formed the Hollywood Cinem;
revenue yesterday was a help, of Lodge as a new unit of the nationa
ban,

first week.
"Hollow Trimediocre at the Globe where
of American movie magnates in crip- $16,000 is apparent for a first week.
O'Brien At the Gotham, "The Plunderers" is
production,"
British
pling
relatively good with $15,000 seen for
pleaded.
Shortly after the strike got under- its first week.
way,* Pine wood studio workers met to
'Musketeers' Ride High
decide whether they too would walk
Big one among the holdovers is
out in sympathy with the 92 disThree Musketeers," at the
charged workers, but such action was "The
State, which looks good for a mamvoted down by the meeting.
moth $78,000 in a second week. "Julia
Misbehaves" with a stage presentation
at the Music Hall probably will rake
in $124,000, which is fair enough for
a fourth and final week. "You Gotta
Fred Schwartz, chairman of the Stay Happy" will bow in at the Hall
amusement division of the Federation tomorrow. ."Hamlet" is still playing
to
capacity audiences at the Park
of Jewish Philanthropies, announces
where the fifth week's take should
his executive committee co-chairmen
exceed $17,000. "The Red Shoes" is
for the industry's drive to raise $400,similarly
prosperous at the Bijou
000, as follows
Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt, where the second week's revenue is
estimated at $18,000.
Jack Cohn, Si Fabian, Matthew Fox,
An estimated $33,000 is reported for
Arthur
Loew,
Leopold Friedman,
Charles C. Moskowitz, Herman Rob- a second week of "A Song Is Born"
at the Astor, showing a nice profit
bins, Samuel Schneider, Abe Schneialthough short of top business for the
der and Albert Warner. The amusement division's publicity campaign will house. "The Snake Pit" will open at
the Rivoli torhorrow succeeding "Galhave Harry Mandel as chairman
lant Blade" which fell off to a poor
serving with him will be Nick John
Matsoukas, John A. Cassidy and Ira $8,500 in a third week.

Stage and Screen

Paramount Group

Hollywood, Nov.

194!

3,

Rank Asks U.K. to N. Y. lst-Run Cinema Lodge Is
Formed on Coast
Halt Denham Strike

Personal
Mention
YOUNGMAN,
GORDON counsel,
and

Wednesday, November

"Sealed Verdict" had its premiere
Paramount on Monday night in
a benefit performance for the American Veterans Committee. Paramount
donated use of the house, the film and
the stage show. The theatre's previous
tenant, "Night Has a Thousand Eyes,"
with Vic Damone and others on stage,

JE

*NJtBLOH,

at the

extra '

'

BRUCE

Doors

Open

10 A.M.

CAPITOL B way *

5,st S ' -

drew

a modest $43,000 in its final five
and one-half days of a third week.
"Apartment for Peggy" with Kay
Thompson and the Williams Brothers
in person at the Roxy should mean a
good $85,000 in a third and final week,

and

will be replaced
"Unfaithfully Yours."
will

on

Friday by

"Road House"

FIRST TIME AT
REGULAR PRICES!
RKO PRESENTS

"MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA"

go into the Mayfair on Saturday

following

"Mourning Becomes Elec-

tra" which is slated for $16,000,
too much, in a third week.

not

Brandt's

MAYFAIR

47th St.
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27 YEAR RECORD!
New

all-time

high

at

Loew's

State,

Broadway's

De Luxe Show Shop,

topping famed "Easter Parade," previous record-holder!

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

I

Simultaneous bookings nationwide for the biggest holiday clean-up ever!

TRADE PRESS RIGHT!
"Heavy money picture."— M. P. Daily. "Smash hit, has everything."
M. P. Herald.
Boxoffice. "Everything a showman's heart could wish for."
"Top grosser. Standout." Exhibitor. "Smash business." Showmen's Trade
Review. "Socko boxoffice right down the line." Variety.

N. Y. PRESS DITTO!
"Big wonderful picture." Sun. "A heaping dish." Times. "Superb example of Hollywood production magnitude." Herald Tribune. "Dumas tale
screened in rootin', tootin' style." Journal- American. "Unadulterated entertainment for Broadway film shoppers." News. "Will start the blood
racing." Mirror. "Lana Turner lavishes her earthy charms more than
ever.

'

'

World- Telegram.
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CIO Bids Industry
Allan S. Haywood, vice-president
and director of organization of CIO,
of
the presidents
Radio, 20th CenturyLoew's
Fox, Columbia, Republic, United Artists, Universal, Warner and National
Screen, urging that their companies
meet with the representatives of
United Office and Professional Workers of America "in the interest of
good labor relationship" to consummate an agreement, it was reported on
Monday by the Screen Office and Pro-

written

to

RKO

,

The Snake

SOPEG

Deal With
has

£4

Wednesday, November

scene

is

held relentlessly to a mental institution.

K. Will Install
Theatre Video in Dec,
Chicago, Nov.

Through

the various stages

who

eventually

makes her

well.

—

THE
then

tortured weavings of her mind are shown. She loses all track of time,
regains some of it in fleeting moments of lucidity. To and fro she
ranges from complete mental instability to craftiness, cunning, suspicion and
parent union.
helplessness. She is incapable of trusting those who sincerely want to help
The companies have persisted in
her, sometimes recognizes Mark Stevens, her husband, and then does not.
their refusal to "do business" with
But through slow progress and exceeding care, the cause of the difficulty is
and SPG because of the
traced to her early years and the way out of her miasma of doubts estabunions' failure to comply with the nonHavilland's recovery.
Communist affidavit provisions of the lished. The film ends with Miss de
performance of such obviously exacting demands easily might have been
Taft-Hartley Law. Haywood points
ludicrous in the wrong hands. Not here, however. Miss de Havilland is
out in his letters that "there is nothdramatically superb in a complex role which must have been physically
ing in the law that compels" the comexhausting. She probes deeply beneath the surface for understanding and
panies to require the filing of affiinterpretation and imparts to her characterization of Virginia Cunningham
davits by the unions.
pity and compassion. Whatever else may be said about "The Snake Pit," it
is a personal triumph for her.
In atmosphere and mood, the film of necessity is depressing, yet grips with
a form of morbid fascination. It has a curious ability to attract and repel
at the one time. While Miss de Havilland and the excellent Leo Genn are
Installation of officers at a com- mostly in the foreground, there are constantly in the background the asylum,
bined-industry-wide dinner on Dec. 2 its straitjackets, the women who are the inmates, the disordered manifestahere has been set by the National tions of their diseased minds, the inescapable despair of a world lost.
The problem should be apparent by this time. Now that the film has been
Presidents
Television Film Council.
of television stations, networks and made, there must be considered how the public will take it. Entertainment,
major film companies will be invited as traditionally defined and normally accepted in the industry, plays no part
-near or far
in "The Snake Pit." It is not what the public is asked to buy,
to attend and exchange viewpoints.
nor accustomed to find in a theatre.
Officers to be installed are Melvin L.
Burt Balaban, viceGold, president
much has been published recently about mental institutions, it is
Robert H. Wormhoudt,
president
not remote for an interested element to be attracted. The red-beef-andRobert M. Paskow, treassecretary
raw-liquor group certainly is a potential. Those morbidly bent are another.
urer. Eleven members of the board of
Those who insist upon realism, unrestricted and exposed, undoubtedly will
directors will also take over.
lend support. In all probability, moreover, "The Snake Pit" will be subject
of wide and perhaps even provocative discussion a circumstance which
fessional Employees
licists guilds.

and Screen Pub-

UOPWA

the guilds'

is

SOPEG

A

Television Council
Will Install Dec. 2

—

—

those of the

;

—

sometimes

(Continued from page 1)

can look for no decree short of complete divorcement.

No

further decree talks were scheduled as of yesterday, according to
Government sources, but it was understood that former Secretary of
State James Byrnes of 20th CenturyFox counsel plans to confer on the
matter with Clark on Friday.

sells

However, these are

Theatre

a

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

DC-6

-MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?
Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your
Ticket Offices

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

travel agent

Airlines Terminal

.-

•

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AIRLINES

answers at

best.

The whole answer cannot be

The

Chicag<
<

ber.

Balaban also disclosed that an advisory planning board has been set up
consisting of B. & K. executives.

Decree Talks Off
(Continued from page 1)

provided with assurance. Since this is so, the best of all advice to the
is that he see this attraction and thereafter arrive at his own balanced
conclusion. Experience with "The Lost Weekend" suggests where showmen
might look for an approach on how much their audience can take.
"The Snake Pit" is based generally on a best-selling novel by Mary Jane
Ward. Frank Partos and Millen Brand prepared an expert screenplay for
co-producers Anatole Litvak and Robert Bassler. Within the fixed boundaries
of his subject and with all other considerations set entirely aside, Litvak,
who also directed, has done a vibrant and commanding piece of work.
Supporting cast values are strong, the chief performers in this classification
being Celeste Holm, Glenn Langan, Helen Craig, Leif Erickson, Beulah Bondi,
Lee Patrick, Ruth Donnelly, Katherine Locke, Frank Conroy and others.
Running time, 108 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Red Kann

Suits

port on the Government's attitude re-i
portedly made it evident that furthe
talks would serve no purpose.
The|Di

Government's divestiture demands are,
regarded as offering nothing that
might not be improved upon by trial
of the issues.

Meanwhile, the companies are pre
paring

briefs

opposition

in

to

1)

Meyers

the

Government's proposed early divesti
ture of approximately 1,400 theatres
with ultimate complete divorcement

They

be presented to the court
Collapse of the negotiathat a move for a new
postponement of the hearings, which
will

week.

this

means

tions

had been a possibility heretofore,
not be made.

will

Goldman Plea
(Continued from page 1)
original decision made by Judge Kirkpatrick in which he held that films be
distributed by competitive bidding and

thereby awarded to Goldman a triple-

damage

verdict of $375,000.
of the complex

liti-

gation instituted by

in

Tax Business

Hollywood, Nov.

—

Kirkpatrick

hear

will

whether defendants
their

own

argument on
still
show

may

own pictures exclusively in their
theatres.

Depinet to Employees
(Continued from page

1)

pany and, with few exceptions, our
employes have worked either for one
or the other.
For that reason the
separation to be undertaken will be a
relatively simple one."
Depinet said that he expects that
the two new units will "grow and
prosper" and
employes will have
"equal if not bigger and better op-

2.
Alvin P.
Meyers, former screen writer who enportunities."
South side, thereby forcing distribu- tered the Government's employ in 1936
tors to license films to a greater num- as assistant chief of the income tax

(Continued from page

P

Goldman will be
ex- heard tomorrow morning when Judge

hibitor

N.

Meet

J. Conciliation
ber of competitive theatres for simul- division of the Internal Revenue Butaneous showing. Suit asks to restrain reau, has resigned as head of the
Board of directors of Allied Theatre
opposition houses, the Uptown and Southeast division of IRB to enter pri- Owners of New Jersey met here on
Granada, both operated by Balaban vate business as tax consultant and Monday with the organization's comand Katz, from playing ahead of the accountant. He will be associated with mittee on exhibitor-distributor conciliRidge and other independent theatres. H. Loren Baker. Meyers' last screen- ation to examine the committee's surDefendants are': Paramount, B. and play was M-G-M's "Tennessee John- vey of member complaints in accordK., Universal,

United Artists, Eagle-

son."

ance

with

the

conciliation

Lion, Selznick Releasing, Loew, 20th-

Andy W.

Smith,

Fox and Warners. Monetary damages $1,500,000 DelRuth Budget
are not asked.
Hollywood, Nov. 2.—Joe Kaufman,
Plaintiff in the second suit is Weldon associate producer for Roy Del Ruth

eral sales

manager.

Grove Theatre, Productions, has announced the acasks $441,000 treble quisition of a modernized adaptation
damages charging monopolistic prac- of Frank R. Stockton's 40-year-old
tices, fixed admission prices and pri- short story, "The Lady or the Tiger ?,"
ority first-runs granted to the West which has been scheduled on
Del
and Orpheum theatres in Galesburg, Ruth's 1949 independent production
operated by Great States. Defendants slate for Allied Artists release. Del
are B. and K., Great States, Para- Ruth has budgeted it at $1,500,000. It
mount, Warner and Universal.
will be made in color.

Jr.,

plan

of

20th-Fox's gen-

DOUGLAS 4-ENGINED

Allen, operator of the

at Galesburg,

AMERICAN

WBKB.

expected to be then outlet
"
in which the new recorder i]
be
a tj
installed, probably early in _
is

Another phase

partial

as

Paramount Theatre, New

vision station

tickets.

Ten Chicago
Have

|nl

1

SINCE

Dewey Victory

— Plans for the

York, have been announced here bjj
John Balaban, head of Balaban and
Katz Theatres and director of tele

;

;

2.

stallation of a $30,000 tele-transcription recorder to introduce "live" tele-

Miss de Havilland passes as the patient of a sympathetic doctor, Leo vision shows of the same caliber

Since realism is the steadfast keynote,
Not once is this shown, but a
the patient must have shock treatments.
number of times
each time accelerated toward a horrific climax with
appropriate music crashing from the screen in a nerve-wracking blending
with terrifying screams as the electric current passes through the patient's
body. There is the therapeutic bath, another form of treatment, during which
the inner recesses of the deranged patient's mind are contorted into visual
conceptions of fearful waves about to engulf her. It is not only Miss de Havilland who feels these terrors. The intent obviously was to project them to
the audience, and that intent overwhelmingly succeeds.

Genn,

&

B.

Pit'

(Continued from page 1)

of cure,

1941!

3,

who

FLY OVERNITE TO

CALIFORNIA
C7

•

•

Skycruises inc.

DC-4»
DC-4»I12 HOURS
.

CALL BRYANT 9-3707

43rd St.

Hotel Diplomat

1

November

Wednesday,
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Lansing,
Glenwood,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Granada, Corona, N. Y.;
Grand, Astoria, Queens, N. Y.; Grand,
Chicago, 111.; Grand, Grand Haven, Mich.
Hackensack, Hackensack, N. J.; Halsey,
Hamilton
Hamilton,
Y.;
Brooklyn,
N.
Township, N. J.; Hempstead, Hempstead.
Hill,
N. Y.; Highway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hillsdale, Mich.; Hillstreet, Los Angeles,
Holland, Holland, Mich.; Interboro,
Cal.
Bronx, N. Y.; Ionia, ionia Mich.; Jackson,
Jackson Heights, N. Y.; Jamaica, Jamaica,
N. Y. Jerome, Ozone Park, N. Y.; KeithKent, Grand
Albee, Huntington, W. Va.
Rapids, Mich.; Kew Gardens, Kew GarKinema, Brooklyn, N. Y.
dens, N. Y.
Lafayette, Suffern, N. Y.; Lake, Benton
Lansing, Lansing, Mich.
Harbor, Mich.
Liberty,
Lefferts, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Benton Harbor, Mich. Liberty, Elizabeth,
Lincoln,
Lincoln,
Trenton,
N.
N. J.
J.
Kearney, N. J.; Lynbrook, Lynbrook, N.
Cadillac.
Lyric,
Lyric, Alpena, Mich.
Y.
Lyric,
Ludington, Mich.
Lyric,
Mich.
Lyric,
Traverse City,
Manistee, Mich.
Mich.
Majestic, Grand
Majestic, Columbus, O.
Rapids, Mich.; Majestic, Jackson, Mich.;
Majestic.
Majestic, Jersey City, N. J.;
Maltz, Alpena, Mich.
Port Huron, Mich.
Marblehill,
Manhasset, Manhasset, N. Y.
Marboro, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bronx, N. Y.
Marcy, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Martha WashingMaspeth, Maspetn,
ton, Ypsilanti, Mich.;
Mecca, Saginaw, Mich.; Meserole,
N. Y.
Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mich.;
Creek,
Michigan,
Battle
Mich.;
Michigan, Jackson, Mich.; Michigan, Kalamazoo, Mich.; Michigan, Lansing, Mich.;
Michigan,
Mich.;
Michigan,
Muskegon,
Saginaw, Mich.; Michigan, South Haven,
Mich.; Michigan, Traverse, Mich.; Midway,
Forest Hills, N. Y.; Model, South Haven,
Mich.; Monroe, Monroe, Mich.; Monticello,
Jersey City, N. J.; Nemo, New York, N.
Y;. Northtown, Lansing, Mich.
Oakland. Pontiac, Mich.; Oasis, Ridgewood, N. Y.; Ogden, Bronx, N. Y.; O'rpheum, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Orpheum, Huntington, W. Va.; Orpheum, Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Grand
Our,
Orpheum, Pontiac, Mich.
Rapids, Mich.; Palace, Bergenfield, N. J.;
Palace, Flint, Mich.; Palace, Trenton, N.
Pantages, Hollywood, Cal.; Parkhill,
J.;
New York, N. Y.; Park Plaza, Bronx,
Parthenon, Brooklyn, N. Y. PasN. Y.
cack, Westwood, N. J.; Pelham, Bronx,
Playhouse,
Pilgrim, Bronx, N. Y.
N. Y.
Great Neck, N. Y.; Plaza, Englewood, N.
Post, Bat-tie Creek, Mich.; Rainbow.
J.;
Manistee,
Ramsdell,
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
N.
Reade, Highland Park,
Mich.;
J.;
Reade's Trent, Trenton, N. J.; Ready,
Niles, Mich.; Regent, Allegan, Mich.; Regent, Battle Creek, Mich.; Regent, Bay
City, Mich.; Regent, Flint, Mich.; Regent.
Jackson, Mich.; Regent, Kearny, N. J.;
Regent, Muskegon, Mich.; Republic, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Rex, East Rutherford, N. J.;
Rex, Jackson,, Mich.; Rialto, Jersey City,
N. J.; Rialto, Pontiac, Mich.; Rialto, Three
Rivers, Mich.; Ridgewood, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Riverside, New
Riviera, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Riviera, New York, N. Y.
York, N. Y.
Riviera, Niles, Mich.; Riviera, Three RivMich.; Rivoli, Hempstead, N. Y.
ers,
Rivoli,
New Brufis'wicik, N. J.; Rivoli.
Proctor's, Newark,
Rutherford, N. J.;
N. J.; Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.;
Rockland, Nyack, N. Y. Roosevelt, Flushing, N. Y.
Roosevelt, Woodhaven, N. Y.
Roxy, Flint, Mich. Roxy, Sturgis, Mich.
Royal, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Scarsdale.
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
Savoy,
Scarsdale, N. Y. Senate, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Silver, Greenville, Mich.; Southtown, LansBronx, N. Y.; Squire,
ing, Mich.; Square
Stadium, Brooklyn.
Great Neck, N. Y.
State, Ann Arbor, Mich.; State.
N. Y.
East Lansing, Mich.; State, Flint, Mich.;
State, Jersey
State, Huntington, W. Va.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
State,
N.
City,
T-.
New
Mich.;
State,
Muskegon,
State.
Brunswick, N. J.; State, Pontiac, Mich.;
State, Trenton, N. J.; Steinway, Astoria,
Stoddard, New York, N.
Queens, N. Y.
Y.; Stone, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Strand, BatMich.
Strand, Flint, Mich.
tle
Creek,
Strand, Jersey City, N. J.; Strand, Niles.
Mich.;
Strand,
Owosso, Mich.; Strand,
Pontiac, Mich.; Strand, Rockville Center,
N. Y.
Strand, Saginaw, Mich.; Strand,

Gladmer,
Mich.;
Greenville,
Mich.; Glen, Glen Cove, N. Y.;

two companies

tent for the
fficers

le

is

assured,

nothing to prevent
of one from holding stock in

[though there

is

other.

Sale to independents of two firstun houses in Cincinnati is required
should
nd one in Trenton if

RKO

cqv .^fcthe interest of the Walter
teat ^Circuit in their jointly-held
heatres in that city.
Kacn of the two companies will be
ied up by all the various prohibitions
if the
Supreme Court, with the
listribution company to be bound also
any additional provisions which
»y
nay be included in a final decree
igainst the "Little Three."
The cir:uit wul be bound by the requirement
j.hat all future theatre buys are subject to approval by the New York
District Court.
'

,

,

RKO

(

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the only stockholder who
.must choose between the two companies, since he is believed to be the only
individual to hold as much as one per
,:ent of tne
stock.
There is nothing in the decree to
govern parties to whom the
distribution company may sell, or from
,whom the theatres may buy. This
means that the 60 per cent crosslicensing ban asked by the Government for the five-year period in its
proposed findings last month will apply only to the remaining four defendants left in the case.
is

RKO

I

RKO

The agreement

regarding

theatres calls for an
to buy or continue to

specific

agreement not

houses
with independents.
Such houses include, the Department
these below

listed,

;

;

;

;

;

;

own any

Academy, New York, N. Y.; Ace, Ozone
Park, N. Y.; Alba, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Albany, New Brunswick, N. J.; Alden, Jamaica, N. Y.; Alhambra, Brdoklyn, N. Y.
Ambassador, Brooklyn, N. Y. Apollo, Jersey City, N. J.; Astoria, Queens, N. Y.
Bay, Bay City, Mich.; Bayside, Bayside,
N. Y. Benson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Beverly,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Big Rapids, Big Rapids,
Mich.; Bijou, Battle Creek, Mich.; Biltmore, Brooklyn, N. Y. Boulevard, Jackson
Heights, N. Y.; Broad, Trenton, N. J.;
Broadway, Astoria, Queens, N. Y.; Broadway, Haverstraw, N. Y.
Broadway, Nyack, N. Y.
Bronxville, Bronxville, N. Y.
Brook, Bound Brook, N. J.; Biunswick,
Trenton, N. J.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

RKO

;

;

;

;

N.

Y.,

Caldwell,

N.

Mich.;

Joseph,

St.

;

Michigan

J.,

Cameo, Os-

sining, N. Y.
Capitol, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Capitol,
Flint,
Mich.
Capitol,
Jackson.
Mich.; Capitol, Jersey City, N. J.; Capitol,
Kalamazoo, Mfch. Capitol, Lansing, Mich.;
Capitol, Owosso, Mich.; Capitol, Portchester, N. Y.
Capitol, Trenton, N. J.
Car;

;

;

;

;

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Casino, Ozone Park,
Castle Hill, Bronx. N. Y.
Center,
Bay City, Mich.; Center, Cadillac, Mich.;
Center, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Center, Holland, Mich.; Center, Ionia, Mich.; Center,
Ludington, Mich.; Center, Owosso, Mich.;
Center. Saginaw, Mich.; Center, Willow
Run, Mich.; Centre, South Haven, Mich.;
Claridge, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Clinton, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Colonial, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Colonial, Holland, Mich.
Colony, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Commodore, Brooklyn, N Y. Congress, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Corona, Corona,
N. Y. Cove, Glen Cove, N. Y.; Crescent,
Astoria. Queens, N. Y.
Cross Bay, Ozone
Park, N. Y.
Crosswell. Adrian, Mich.;
Cnrtona, Bronx, N. Y.; Culver, Brooklyn,
roll,

N.

Y.;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Richfield

Asks 28-Day

;

;

Clearance in Minn,

—

;

Dawn, Flint, Mich.; Delia, Flint, Mich.;
Desmond, Port Huron, Mich.; Duffield,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Dumont, Dumont, N. J.;
Eagle, Pontiac. Mich.; Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Eastown, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; Elm. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Embassy,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Embasy, Portchester, N.

;

Utica, Brooklyn, N. Y..
Valley Stream,
Valentine, Bronx, N. Y.
Valley Stream, N. Y.; Victoria, Ossining,
N. Y.; Victory, Bayside West, N. Y.
;

Vogue, Manistee, Mich.; Waldorf, Brooklyn,
N. Y; Walker, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Wealthy, Grand
Ward, Bronx, N. Y.
;

Bay

Rapids, Mich.; Westown,

Westwood, Westwood, N.

City, Mich.;

Whitney, Ann

J.;

Arbor, Mich.; Wilson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wuerth, Ann
Wolverine, Saginaw, Mich.
Arbor, Mich.; Wuerth, Ypsilanti, Mich.;
43rd Street, Long Island City, N. Y.; 77th
Street, New York, N. Y.
The existing joint ownership in the
above enumerated theatres shall be
;

terminated within one year from the
date hereof in accordance with the
following provisions
:

Limited to 30 Theatres

(A) As

to not to exceed 30 theatres
exhibilist, the
tor-defendants or the new theatre

RKO

from the above

company may

elect to terminate such
ownership either by acquiring the interest of the co-owner or co-owners
therein, or by sale of the interest of
RKO therein in accordance with paragraph (B) hereof. Such 30 theatres

include the Alden Theatre, JaMidway, Forest Hills,
maica, N. Y.
N. Y. and two of the following theatres
Castle Hill, Marble Hill and

may

;

Minneapolis, Nov. 2. In an effort
to bolster business which has sagged
at the stand since neighboring houses
dropped from 56 days into the 42-day

:

Pelham
for

theatres,

Bronx, N. Y. Except

30 theatres shall be located in New
York City. In the event that the existProcing joint interest in the
tor's Theatre at Newark, N. J., is not
terminated within one year in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph, such joint interest may continue, provided that one of the joint

RKO

owners shall have the sole management of the theatre and the other shall
exercise no control of any kind over
the

theatre,

except

to

receive

the

^me

of the

m

Music
to

the

MUSIC

1

'

when itp/ct(fS—

theatre.

(B) As

to the remainder of the
located in New' York City,
exhibitor-defendants shall
terminate such relation by a sale or
other- disposition of the interest of

theatres
the

RKO

RKO

which may be either
co-owners or
defendant and
(2)
not owned or controlled by or affiliated
( 1 )

therein,

to a co-owner or
to a party not a

;

with a defendant in this case.

Trenton Circuit

Is

Named

RKO

exB. In the event that the
hibitor-defendants shall, pursuant to
the provisions of section III-A-9-(A),
acquire the interest of their co-owners
in all the theatres now owned, leased,
or operated by Trenton-New Brunswick Theatres Co. in Trenton, N. J.,
exhibitor-defendants shall
the
dispose of all of their interest in one
in
first-run
theatre
Trenton. The
exhibitor-defendants shall effect
such disposition within one year from
the date of their acquisition of such
theatres, and shall effectuate this provision by a sale to a party not a defendant herein or owned or controlled
by or affiliated with a defendant

RKO

herein.

slot

;

;

;

agers "has assured us we will get
product for the run," adding that
"unless we do, we may go to court."

change

fixed

payments during the balance of the
agreements, which shall not be determined by the net earnings of the

;

Franklin, Saginaw, Mich.; Fuller, Kalamazoo, Mich,; Fulton, Jersey City, N.
J.;
Garden, Flint, Mich.; Garden, Ozone Park
N, Y.; Gem, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Gibson,

Gonna

such four theatres, none of such

Within one year of the date
C.
which the Minneapolis suburban hereof, the RKO exhibitor-defendants
Richfield had to itself since opening shall dispose of all their interest in
last year,
operators Mans-O'Reilly- two of the theatres now operated by
Y. Englewood, Englewood, N. J.; Family, Lee
have joined the Varsity and them on first-run in the central busiAdrian, Mich.; Family, Monroe, Mich.;
Family, Port Huron, Mich.; Folly, Brook- Homewood in the 28-day run schedule. ness district of Cincinnati, O. The
lyn,
A spokesman for the Richfield RKO exhibitor-defendants shall efN. Y.; Forest Hills, Forest Hills,
N. \.; Four Star, Grand Rapids, Mich.; group said a majority of branch man- fectuate this provision by a sale to a
;

They're

;

RKO

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hughes

;

;

lyn,

;

;

;

Hughes Must Choose

Sunnyside Woodside, N.
Mich.
Supreme, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Surf, BrookN. Y. Teaneck, Teaneck, N. J.; Temple, Saginaw, Mich.; Times, Cincinnati, O.
Tipton, Huntington, W. Va. Tivoli, Jersey
City, N. J.; Trabay, Traverse, Mich.; TriTuxedo,
Astoria, Queens,
N. Y.
boro,
Bronx, N. Y.; Uptown, Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Sturgis,

Y.

party not a defendant herein or owned
or controlled by or affiliated with a
defendant herein.

Gom
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Rank Booking Adapt Industry
Only 4 U. S. Production
Dual Programs Code to Video
Other Current Bills
Counter Johnston's Plan

13

London, Nov.

3.

—

film

programs playing J. Arthur Rank's
combined Odeon and G-B circuits
the metropolitan area here this
week only four are double American
feature programs, the kind decreed by
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president, in consequence of Rank's declared booking
policies following adoption of the new
in

45 per cent quota.
The current 17 programs consist of
the following: eight combined Amerifour
can-British feature programs
double American feature programs;
four with one British feature only,
;

and one double British program.
Of the eight American-British programs, in four cases the American
features come from either Universal
A fifth consists of
or Eagle-Lion.
United Artists' "The Girl from Manhattan," playing second feature to a
reissue of Rank's "London Town."

The

Code

and

"Standards of Practice" until
the new industry has developed to
the point where it can formulate its
own guide on general principles and
standards for programs.

television
of
the
interests
broadcasters throughout the nation."

Copies of the film industry's Production Code and radio's "Standards"
here to all
has been sent by
including
television
stations,
non-

TBA

(Continued on page 4)

Film Stocks Tumble
With Other Issues

other three are reissues of old
{Continued on page 4)

British Film

Funds Open
—

Surprised by the presidential elec-

Bank

to U. S.
H.

Lawrie,
head of Britain's Film Finance Co.,
said today' that American producers
will be able to borrow from that government bank provided their production programs commend themselves to
him and fall within the British film
quota requirements.

London,

Nov.

3.

J.

Lawrie said the bank commands at
moment 2,500,000 pounds ($10,-

the

(Continued on page 4)

tion

results,

investors

on

the

New

York Stock and Curb Exchanges unloaded heavily yesterday causing stock
values to drop practically all along

One

of the few to show a
gain and the only film issue rise was
Universal preferred, which increased
a quarter of a point.
Stock prices which dropped were
(Continued on page 2)

the line.

Paramount in
Bid for Long

— Dein

trust

with Attorney General Tom
Clark on Friday, but there is
no indication he will talk for
anyone but that company.

The measure was recommend-

Aga Khan Cash

in

Eagle-Lion Deal
leader,

and

of the world's wealthiest men,
may invest an unspecified amount of
cash in Eagle-Lion in return for production-distribution franchises
in
a
number of Continental European countries, and revenue accruing to E-L
under the deal will be paid to the
company in dollars in New York out
of Aga Khan's resources here, spokesmen for Pathe Industries, E-L parent
company, said yesterday.
No funds

one

would be frozen abroad.
It is reported that Aga Khan, or
his designated representative, will become a member of the E-L board of
directors in consequence of the deal.
representative of the Moslem leader
came here from Paris for negotiations

A

with

E-L

officials,

and has been con-

ferring with them and

company

attor-

(Continued on page 4)

'Corner' Theatre Video,
Ryder Warns Industry
Protestants to Scan

Executives'

Parley

Scripts in

Deferred One Week
Washington, Nov.

3.

— Con-

ferences of Eric Johnston,
Motion Picture Association of

America president, with company presidents and other top
industry executives, slated to
open next week in New York,
have been moved back, again
tentatively, to Nov. 17-19,

was indicated today at
headquarters.

it

MPAA

Meetings were

to have been held Nov. 10-12.

Court Inquiry
Development of Needed
Monopoly Proof Asked
Extensive inquiry into the 'circumstances surrounding theatre acquisitions and subsequent operations yesterday was urged upon the

New York

Urging U. S. theatre interests to get
on the television bandwagon before the
theatre video field is captured by enProtestant terprising outsiders, Loren L. Ryder,

Hollywood
—

Federal

Court by Para-

mount

as the only means to establish
the facts described as being necessary
to fashion a proper decree in the Gov-

ernment's

The Aga Khan, Moslem

1_

TEN CENTS

case
have been shipped from D. of
J. attorney Robert L. Wright's
office here to the New York
District Court where hearings will start on Monday.
There is still no indication
that there would be any postponement of the arguments.
James F. Byrnes, 20th-Fox
counsel is slated to confer

the

radio's

ed by the TBA code committee,
approved by the board of directors and proclaimed to be "a
great step forward in protecting

Paramount

3.

files

1

NEWS

1948

Washington, Nov.
partment of Justice

Television Broadcasters Associa-

Production

4,

Government Files in
N. Y. Case Shipped

tion has urged the entire video industry to adhere to the Motion

Picture

Of 17

IN

»'

L
VOL.

|RST

L

action

against

the

dis-

tributors.

Paramount admits that the
task will be "burdensome" to
the court and all parties to the
suit and the indication is that
if the court is agreeable to the
film company's bid for the investigation another long trial
will be the consequence.
In a memorandum presented to the
court, similar to one submitted recently by Loew's, Paramount lashes out
(Continued on page 5)

Exhibitors' As cap

Decree

Is

Filed

Owners of musical composition
copyrights would license both public
performance
and
synchronization
rights to film producers simultaneously under a decree presented to the
New York Federal Court yesterday
by the 164 exhibitor plaintiffs in the
anti-trust action against Ascap.
As directed by Judge Vincent Leibell, Ascap has five days in which to
submit a memorandum on the proposed order, following which Judge
(Continued on page 5)

O'Donnell Does Not

Seek

RKO

Theatres

3.
Hollywood,
Nov.
Film Commission will have three per- retiring president of the Society of
Dallas, Nov. 3. Robert J. O'Donmanent committees, made up of re- Motion Picture Engineers, said here
ligious leaders and laymen, to func- yesterday that several new technical nell, general manager of Interstate
tion in Hollywood under the direction developments point to rapid expansion Theatres, was reached for comment
today on the recent report from Housof Paul F. Heard, national executive of theatre television operations.
Film techniques and devices now in ton that he might head a syndicate
director, and Oren W. Evans, West
use or about to be used, Ryder said, which aimed to purchase control of
Coast director.
A script committee will review will make it possible to project pic- some RKO theatres, and disclaimed

—

scripts submitted for production by the
"and also study scripts contem-

PFC

plated by studios exclusively from the
angle of Protestant theology, creed
committee will also
and doctrine."
offer to aid producers.

A

tures for television that will register
in the video camera on a par with
"live"
action.
Improved electronic
pick-up of films by video is an important factor in this connection, Ryder
declared.

having any interest in such a

deal.
in publish28, said that

Motion Picture Daily

ing the report on Oct.
confirmation of the report could not
be obtained. The syndicate was de(Continued on page 5)

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention

Insider's

dent,

distribution

Los Angeles from

in

is

New

York.
•

Machson has
returned to her publicity post at Margaret Ettinger Co., industry public
following
a
here,
firm
relations
month's absence, during which she
was married.
•
William B. Jaffe, industry attorney, has returned here from Schenin
where he participated
ectady
ground-breaking ceremonies for a new
Mrs. Joan Golding

fraternity house at

Union College.

•

RKO

Ned

E. Depinet,
be a dais guest

president,

at the Ampa
luncheon here tomorrow at the Hotel
Piccadilly.

will

•

Arthur W. Kelly, United
executive
to

vice-president,

New York

Artists
will return

from Hollywood next

larger significance
THE
separation
proposed

of the
of

RKO

RKO

e

Clark, executive vicepresident of National Film Service,
has left Philadelphia for a MidwestJ.

ern tour.

•

Anthony Havelock-Allan,

Brit-

ish producer, will arrive here tomor-

row on the

SS

Queen Elisabeth.

•
Ed Hinchy, head of Warner
Brothers' playdate department, is in
Cleveland today.
•
Bernie Kreisler has returned to
New York following a 13 months'
study of film operations in Europe.
•
Dr. Renato Gualino, vice-president of Lux Film S.A., Rome, is due
here Saturday on a business visit.
•

Max

Weinberg, M-G-M's Eastern

short subjects representative, returns
here from the Coast Monday.

•

Sam

Bischoff, producer,
from Hollywood.

is

here

president,

Bernhard, Film Classics
is in Hollywood from here.

Special

MOT

Release of

on Pope

new special
"The Vatican

two-reel
16mm. film,
of Pius
XII," filmed in the Eternal City by
special permission of the Pope, has
been announced by March of Time.
its

New

York will distribute the film, which will be available
with
English,
Spanish
and
French narrations. The picture shows
exclusive scenes of the Pope, and
varied activities of Vatican City.
Library Films of

Promote Johnston Book
Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America,
will be honor guest at a luncheon to
be given today at the St. Moritz Hotel,
York, for book reviewers by E.
P. Dutton Co., publishers of Johnston's

New

new

book, "We're All in

It."

is

Department
Justice
on one other very vital

the

clear

Hughes may

main

what.

hardly in doubt.

That

significance,

it

point.

elect to re-

production and distribution or he may cast his ballot
for exhibition, but he cannot re-

main

in

His decision seems

in both.

seems to

us clearly enough, is in the alpattern
industry
of
teration
which such an arrangement sugIn voluntarily proposing
gests.
an agreement with the Departis techniment of Justice,
cally and actually proposing a

is accepted widely that he
decide on production, thus
opening the field on bids for the
Much speculatheatre stock.
tion is afoot about Odium's actual objectives in the situation.
If he meets whatever competi-

reshuffle which it is under no
compulsion to make although it
might be argued the Govern-

Bob
show up
offers
O'Donnell has been mentioned
[without any validity whatsoever, he wired from Dallas yesterday], Wall Street groups are

RKO

finally will win its longstanding fight for theatre divorcement. No such state of af-

ment

fairs exists

up to now, however.

It

will

—

tive

reported

interested,

Malcolm

Kingsberg

is not disinterested
very close relationship with
N. Peter Rathvon could bring

his

Consequently, by its own decihow
of
sion and regardless
becomes the first
reached,
of the five producer-distributorstep
companies
to
exhibitor
away from exhibition. It dents
the five-company front, establishes a precedent and undoubtedly places in the hands of the
Department of Justice a factor
of considerable weight in its future dealings with the four that
remain.
Little wonder Bob Wright has
been chewing his fingernails in
he
excitement
figurative
as
awaited technical and legal consummation of the proposal. It is
not difficult to imagine him in a
future courtroom rebutting argument that divorcement is not
possible when
already has
done it. It, therefore, appears
reasonable
to
conclude
the

RKO

RKO

Paramount,
20th-Fox and Warner
undergo
an
important

strategic position of

Loew's,

Joseph

with

protheatres from
duction and distribution appears
to be overlooked in the maelstrom of rumors and. speculations about who is going to get

week.

William

Outlook

-By RED KANN

Radio
ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO
vice-presidomestic

Thursday,

will

change.

As
there

for the

RKO

much

move

itself,

be clarified.
There seems no reason to quesis

to

Floyd Odium's right of first
rejection on whatever bids may
be entered for the controlling
stock which Howard Hughes
will hold in the theatre company.
Whether the current
stock
structure splits up on a basis of
one share in RKO, the producer-

tion

RKO

distributor,

and

one

share

in

RKO,

the exhibitor, or otherwise actually makes little differThe ratio of the stock
ence.
spread in the theatre company in
relation to the holdings in the
existing company will be unaffected.

Moreover,

the

arrangement

the latter

the

into

picture.

Or

perhaps Odium ownership would
continue under the current thea-

management

headed
by
Kingsberg and Sol A. Schwartz.
Undisclosed in the company's

tre

careful press release issued over
the weekend was the matter of
warrants.
There are several
millions outstanding. They give
their holders the right to buy
the present
stock at $15
a share and expire at the close
of 1950.
It seems logical some
provision was made for them in
the contemplated corporate separation, but on what basis no
one was in a position to say late
yesterday. Or would.

RKO

And,

RKO

since
intends abandoning the old-line
front by voluntary action, concessions appear in order.
One
of them, on the Government's
side, is said to be an assurance
the new theatre company may
proceed on an even keel without
finally,

worrying about a Government
suit demanding that it, in turn,
submit to divorcement as long as
corporate behavior is what Justice deems to be correct and
proper.
Another,
on
RKO's side,
insisted that it dispose of its
minority interest in the Butterfield

circuits

nerships

in

New York

and several partmetropolitan

the
area.

November

4, 19*!

Foundation Dinner
To Simon Fabian
The 12th annual dinner of the.M'
Cosker-Hershfield Cardiac Foundatk:]
will be given in honor of Simon £|
Fabian, head of Fabian Theatres,
the
Waldorf-Astoria on
Saturdaj
night, Dec. 4. The tribute will be f|
Fabian's many philanthropic serviced
Among the SO who are sponsorint
the dinner are Attorney General Ton
C. Clark, Emil Friedlander, Postmas
ter Albert Goldman, Walter Vincen.
Vincent Impelliteri, James rJiatiLyon
Justice Ferdinand Pecora,
Jgo I
Rogers, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr
John Cashmore, Everett R. Clincrn
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen, Edd'i
Cantor.
:

1,500 Disabled 'Vets
To 'Night of Stars'
Funds are now being raised to en
able more than 1,500 disabled veteran
to attend the forthcoming 15th annus
"Nights of Stars," all-star show whic
Madison Square Gar
den here on Monday evening, No\
15, it was announced by Mrs. Tei
Lewis,
chairman of the women'
will be held at

division.

Heading the show's production com
mittee is Robert M. Weitman, manag
ing director of the New York an<
Brooklyn Paramount theatres.

General

Precisiot

Net Is Almost Doubh
General Precision Equipment Corp
and subsidiaries report that consoli
dated net operating profit for the three
months ended Sept. 30 was $323,174
after provision for Federal income
taxes, subject to year-end adjustments
This compares with a net of $174,30
for the same quarter in 1947.
Directors of General Precision yes
terday declared a dividend of 25 cents
per share on capital stock outstanding
payable Dec. 10, to stockholders o
record on Nov. 19.

Film Stocks Tumble
{Continued from page 1)

Eastman
five-eights
two points Loew's, down
seven-eighths
Monogram, one-quarRKO,
Paramount, one point
ter
five-eighths
Republic, common and
Columbia,

Kodak,

off

;

off

;

;

;

;

;

preferred, each

down

one-eighth

;

20th-

Fox, down one and one-eighth; Technicolor, one-half; Universal common,
three-quarters

;

Warner,

down

one-

half.

Among

the heavy film share diswere the 16,400 shares of Loew
common 20,800 of Paramount RKO,
posals

;

;

5,500; 20th Century-Fox, 6,000; Universal common, 2,700; Universal preferred, 5,000; Warner, 11,100.

Election Newsreel

A

Pre - Release Issue

The

Post-Election Note From
Martin Agronsky, well-known
radio commentator "It has been
:

:

suggested

that the poll takers
[George Gallup, Elmo Roper,
et al] take over as editors of
the Literary Digest."

five newsreels were working at
top speed here last night to bring the
footage of the Truman victory to theThe reels were
atres this afternoon.
preparing to issue the election newsDecision on
reels as a pre-release.
whether the election story would constitute the entire reel had not been
determined.
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Monogram

Officials

other consists of Warner's "Life
with Father," supported by a British
quota piece acquired by Columbia's

Rank Booking

To Coast Meetings

(Continued from page 1)

Edward Morey, Allied Artists-Monogram vice-president, and Morey Gold- Hollywood
stein,

national

manager,

sales

will

to attend the
company's annual directors and franchise holders meetings at the Hollywood studio, on Nov. 10. They will be

leave

here

tomorrow

lesser

three

handled here by
films
reissue distributors, and all
are playing the lower half of

their bills.

The

StateTakes Over the

British company.

Rumanian Industry

Johnston has made it clear that he
does not object to an American picture appearing with a British subject
made to the order of an American
company.
The lesser Granada circuit also has
three programs each topped by an
American picture. Two have American films on the lower half of the bill,
the third has the same ColumbiaBritish film which appears in A.B.C.'s

Three of the four double American
are supplied by Universal
programs
accompanied by Lloyd Lind, super- and Eagle-Lion. The fourth consists
visor of exchanges, and Maxwell Gilof RKO Radio's "The Miracle of the
lis, Eastern division sales manager.
Screening
Bells" and "Bodyguard."
At Chicago they will be joined by of "Bells," incidentally, is an example
L. E. Goldhammer, Western division
roster.
of Rank taking no notice of the CinePritchard,
James
manager.
sales
Rank, it is evident, will give as
Association's
Exhibitors
matograph
Southern division sales manager, will
his
the works of Ben much American playing time in
on
embargo
recent
attend the meeting, going direct from
theatres as the situation demands to
Hecht.
Dallas.
his American affiliates, Universal and
The* lone all-British program com- Eagle-Lion, completing mixed AmeriWins"The
much-lauded
prises the
can-British bills either with the prodFriedman, E-L Aide
low Boy" from British Lion, with one uct of those two companies, American
curtain-raisers,
so-called
Chicago, Nov. 3. Joe Friedman, of Rank's
reissues offered by British firms and
Peter," as second feature.
51, Eagle-Lion salesman, died here "Fly Away
films of American producers not subRank's
of
competitor
yesterday at his home from a throat British Lion is a
scribing to Johnston's ail-American
Friedman was a salesman General Film Distributors.
ailment.
booking policy, such as members of
for Paramount and Loew before joinThe four examples of single feature the Society of Motion Picture ProHe is programs are made up of British ducers and those releasing through
ing Eagle-Lion a year ago.
survived by the widow, Florence, and product of the calibre of "Hamlet" United Artists.
three children.
and "Oliver Twist."
Monogram, which distributes here

—

McCauley Variety Night

On the competing A.B.C. circuit
there are currently three programs of

4, 1948

in

The entire motion picture industry
Rumania has been nationalized by

government decree, according to press
dispatches

reaching

here

yesterday

Involved are 200l
from Bucharest.
theatres, and all studios, laboratories
and distribution companies.

As far as the studios are concerned,
a Motion Picture Export Association
spokesmen here said yesterdajrtiatv decree "merely puts on the bo<\ .'what
He
has existed for some time."
pointed out, however, that it is a definite change for the theatre industry
although it has been under strong
government regulation for some time.
Owners of the properties to be
seized will be compensated with government bonds, the dispatches said.

End

'Wildcat' Strike
3.

hour meeting here today between J.
through A.B.C.'s affiliate, Pathe, and Arthur Rank Organization represenRepublic, distributing through British tatives and delegates from the three

—

CBS

Airs Hour-Long

Report on Hollywood

Here

Bank

British Film

A LEADING INDUSTRY EVENT

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

LUNCHEON-MEETING
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5 - 12:30 Sharp

express

Sierra
his

Advertising

Pictures

original

"JOAN OF ARC",

views

on

the

subject

of

will

of

and Publicity Promotion.

Eagle

Lion's

"HOLLOW

TRIUMPH",

mean

"more

CBC Board

JOAN BENNETT
Star

support of "good pictures" will

good pictures will be
made." The program appeared completely devoid of any editorializing.

WALTER WANGER

Against
Video Permits Now
Ottawa,

tions

by

grace the dais.

$2.50

Nov.

3.— That

Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., who revealed that the board has
recommended that commercial development of video be barred for two to
five years. The government must now
act on the recommendation.
of

Code for Video
(Continued from page 1)

THE GREAT DEMAND FOR SEATS AND LIMITED SEATING CAPACITY MAKES IT IMPERATIVE THAT YOU
MAKE ADVANCE RESERVATION PROMPTLY TO:

CHESTER FRIEDMAN, COIumbus 5-6370

but

to

E

-

L,

Aga Khan Deal

(Continued from page 1)
neys for the past week.
himself is now in Paris.

Aga Khan

The company

will announce details
arrangement either today or tomorrow.

of the

applica-

several

groups, including
Famous Players Canadian, for television station permits may be turned
down has been indicated by A. D.
Duncan, chairman of the board of

governors

will

money

government

Dealing generally with Hollywood, draw official attention to UA's worldthe program looked into producers' wide marketing of British films, which
commercial problems and closed with marketing, he claims, exceeds all
the observation that the theatregoers' other companies.
that

GEORGIAN ROOM, HOTEL PICCADILLY

Producer,

borrow

the script.

Electrical Research

Has a New Recorder
Extensive use in the television and

16mm.
method

is predicted for a new'
of sound-on-film recording by
Electrical Research Products, which
says that 16mm. results comparable
to 35mm. theatre sound are achieved
by using the basic techniques of variable density recording with the light
Valve and omitting the customary
negative step in processing.

fields

DOUGLAS 4-ENGI NED

members,

with the recommendation
that they be used for guidance so far
as they are applicable to video.
Because television is still developing new techniques, its own standards
of practice would not be possible, or
even desirable, at this time, according to TBA's statement of policy.

SI

At Rank's Studios
London, Nov. —Following a one-

mixed American-British flavor. For Lion, appear to be assured of a lush trade unions operating in the Denham
Philadelphia, Nov. 3. Pete Mctwo of them the second features are harvest so long as the Johnston studios, the 1,700 strikers at the stuCauley of the local Variety Club will
furnished by Republic and Monogram. embargo persists.
dios agreed to return to work tomorbe honored at club headquarters here
row unconditionally.
on Saturday night on the occasion of
Rank's
representatives
promised
his 13th anniversary with the organFritz Tidden, Writer
union spokesmen that discussions will
ization.
begin immediately on the issue inHollywood, Nov. 3. A funeral
volved, namely, the dismissal of 92
mass will be said here tomorrow at
Safier
on 'Concert' Christ the King Church for Fritz Tid- Workings of the film industry from allegedly superfluous carpenters and
Morris Safier is here from the Coast den, 63, veteran Hollywood correspon- the birth of an idea for a production other workers. The workers walked
exhibition and out five days ago in protest against
to arrange for Eastern openings of dent, reviewer and press agent, who through distribution,
"Concert
Music,"
starring
Yehudi died Monday at the Motion Picture audience demands were analyzed by the dismissals, but without authority
Columbia Broadcasting in an hour- from the unions' leaders.
Menuhin, violin virtuoso.
Country Home following a stroke.
long documentary program last night.
"The Hollywood Picture" recounted
the development of Samuel Goldwyn's
(Continued from page 1)
"Best Years of Our Lives," tracing it
back to the original suggestion for
000,000) only and that a big line-up
such a picture, the assignments and
of British applicants is forming.
casting, through to the first preview
David H. Coplan, managing direcand promotion. The Production Code
and Joseph I.-Breen, its administrator, tor of United Artists, Ltd., said any
were frequently mentioned in the re- application made to the bank by U.A.
would be designed not necessarily to
port on objections to certain parts of

—

T!
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pekane Censors Ban
Hope'; Seattle Test

—

The local cenSpokane, Nov. 3.
board has banned the showing of

r

Warner

tope,"

«ning here

Brothers, prior to

this

Commissioner

City

its

week.

William

P.

ayne, board chairman said that the
cture's "plot, story and action defitely violate standards established."
he picture would be in violation of
ty ordinances if shown publicly here.
court test is scheduled in Seattle,
llov.J^a notice by Bernard Reiter,

A

airw^^

°f

the

board,

Hamrick

to

vergreen Theatres that the picture
lould have no further showings.

in
Ohio Clearance Tilt
The Appeal Board

of the

American

Association has handed
a corrected decision in the case

Arbitration
r

own

Wolving

Vogue Theatre

the

at

Ohio, and Loew's, the
reported here yesterday.

iming,
iffice

Review

(Continued from page 1)
at the Government's
for early divestiture

proposed order
hundreds of
and ultimate divorcement.
theatres
(
The New York Federal Court previthe succession of ously had concluded that the Govice with grace and ernment had failed to establish a case
beauty, and the gleeful charm which Olga San Juan radiates in her companion for divestiture and subsequently the
role.
The story which holds together the songs, dances and skating numbers U. S. Supreme Court directed a furis a standard affair, light, carefree and corny.
ther inquiry into the questions of
Set in Oslo, the yarn revolves around two barmaids who take a spin at monopoly and divestiture, Paramount
being film extras, and then go off to live the life abundant by masquerading contends.
as countess and maid, with Miss Henie as the former and Miss San Juan
It was disclosed yesterday that in
the latter.
While luxuriating at a lavish winter resort, Miss Henie meets answering Loew's, the Government
and falls in love with dashing Michael Kirby of the Swiss Guards. At about held that new evidence would only
this time, however, a slick, snooping thief finds out about the girls and insists serve to throw added but unnecessary
lot of complica- light on the nature of the market conupon them joining him in ambitious enterprises of theft.
tions follow, most of them in farcical vein, before matters are straightened out. trol which the majors allegedly now
Others in the cast include Arthur Treacher, a hotel manager, and Hugh have.
French, the snooty villain. A Westwood Corp. production, it was produced
Paramount, like
Loew's, asserts
William Bowers that the record in the case to date
by John Beck and directed by Frederick De Cordova.
adapted the screenplay from a story by Walter Reisch. Among the songs are does not support the Government's de"Count Your Blessings," "Who Believes in Santa Claus?" and "The Friendly mand for divorcement or a ban on
Polka."
cross-licensing, and asks that the new
Running time, 77 minutes. General audience classification. For November decree be framed in the "light of presMandel Herbstman
ent-day facts."
release.
(<

The Countess of Monte Cristo
Westwood Corp.-— U niversal-International)
assets of "The Countess of Monte Cristo" are
AMONG
production numbers which Sonja Henie performs on

of

A

AAA Award

Sew

Paramount, Inquiry

Wy-

AAA

'

the amended award, maxiclearance which may be granted

Under

mum

Emery Theatre in Reading, O.,
4ver the Vogue, shall be seven days
\o the

"ifter

the Emery's availability.

Elliott

and McGowan

form Production U nit
Hollywood, Nov.

3.

—William (Wild

has established ElliottjMcGowan Productions, Inc., independent producing company, in association
jwith the brothers Dorrell and Stuart
McGowan, writers, and Will J. O'Sullivan,
to release through Republic.
Their pictures will be in addition to
(Bill)

Elliott

_

(

present commitments to that

Elliott's

studio.

Music

Form

Publishers
Service Unit

A credit information service has
been inaugurated by the Music Publishers' Association to provide an interchange of credit information for its
members.

Purpose of the service

is

two-fold to disseminate credit data to
publisher members and to assist those
dealers who may find themselves temporarily financially embarrassed.
:

O'Donnell
(Continued from page

1)

being backed by Houston
money and mentioned Jesse Jones as
a reported member of the group.
"Under no circumstances would I
be interested in this arrangement,"
O'Donnell declared, adding: "I am
happy with my connection with Karl
Hoblitzelle and Interstate Theatres."
scribed

as

Exhibitors' Decree
(Continued from page 1)
Leibell is expected to promulgate the
court's decree, probably next week.
Plaintiffs attached a memorandum
to their
proposed judgment asking
Judge Leibell to specifically rule that
performing rights need not be acquired by producers for pictures al-

Color by

Technicolor

ready made.

New

Aide for Linet
who has assisted Henry
Linet, Universal-Interna-

Doris Glass,

A.

(Hank)

Eastern advertising manager,
handling media, has resigned and will
marry Leonard Koplin of Philadelphia
in New York, on Nov. 28. Miss Glass
is being replaced by Norma Seltzer.

Produced by

ROBERT

Original Screenplay

WELCH

Directed by
L.
by Edmund Hartmann and Frank Tashlin
•

NORMAN Z. McLEOD
•

Additional Dialogue by Jack Rose

tional_
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M Group Bids
\scap Decree

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY,

Gus Eyssell Named
Year's Film Pioneer
Eyssell, executive manof Rockefeller Center,
Inc., and president of Radio
City Music Hall, will be honored as the "Picture Pioneer
of the Year," at the ninth annual dinner of the Motion

Gus

ager

?or All Owners
nstead of Limiting Rule
)nly to the Plaintiffs
exhibitor plaintiffs in
Ascap
le anti-trust action against
esterday proposed that the relief
be granted by the' District Court
ere should be extended to cover all

Picture Pioneers on Nov. 17,
at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
here.

NOVEMBER

5,

1948

NEW HEARING OF US
SUIT ASKED BY UA
SWG
Suit vs. MPAA

Dismiss

New York

>

leatres in the country.

The
and

plaintiffs hold that

re-

from enforcing public

music rights

performance

against all exhibitors, rather
than limiting the scope of the
decree to the immediate parties.
I

The

New York

exhibitors contend

them to be "protectd," Ascap and its members should be
arred from splitting music performhat in order for

mce and

synchronization

rights

en-

irely.

proposed decree was
actually presented to Ascap and

The
lot

plaintiffs'

Weisman,

he court until yesterday.
Teller,

Quinn,

Allan

and

epresenting the plaintiffs.

SWG

Ascap

members should be

its

strained

Samuel Kaufman
Federal Judge
dismissed in U. S. District Court here
yesterday the Screen Writers Guild's
suit for an injunction to stop an alby the industry
conspiracy
leged
against the employment of persons
suspected of being subversive.
five-year
had filed the suit on last June 1, using

E-L European Deal
Is For Five Years

Spett

are

•

CPAs' Will Aid in
Percentage Audits
Arrangements have been made by
New York, spe:ial counsel for major distributors, to
work on film percentage audits of exhibitors' books and records in conSargoy and Stein of

Touche, Niven, Bailey
and Smart, certified public accountants
with offices throughout the country.
Timothy E. Benitz of the Sargoy
and Stein staff, is now located in the
St. Louis office of Touche, Niven, out
of which he will supervise auditing
operations in the St. Louis, Kansas
junction with

(Continued on page 4)

Ploeser Definitely
Sets N.O. Hearings
—

The Ploeser
St. Louis, Nov. 4.
Congressional Small Business Committee will definitely hold hearings in
New Orleans at a date approximately
coinciding with the gathering of ex
hibitors in that city for Allied States'
national convention, Nov. 29-Dec. 1.
Congressman Walter Ploeser, com
mittee chairman, indicated the Small
Business group will be interested in
(Continued on page 4)

Asserts Court Rulings
Spread Chaos in Trade,
Threaten Bankruptcy
United

has asked the
Federal court for a

Artists

New York

complete re-trial of all issues affecting distribution because of the
"chaotic confusion" which has enveloped the industry.

UA told the court that the
U. S. Supreme Court's deletion
of the "central arch," i.e., competitive bidding provision, from
the New York decree of 1946

Eagle-Lion has signed a
agreement for the distribution of its as the basis for its- action the resoluHollywood product in six European tion against the hiring of known Comhas made it "logical to assume
countries, the company reported here munists adopted by industry leaders
that the entire system of licensThe deal, involving sub- six months earlier.
yesterday.
ing motion pictures has been
and percentage
guarantees
stantial
In granting Motion Picture
placed in a very dubious and
participation was consummated with
moAmerica's
Association of
uncertain state for the considGamma Films of Lausanne, SwitzerKaufJudge
tion for dismissal,
eration of the statutory court."
land,
and Gestion et Participation
The
(Continued on page 4)
Trust de Valduz, Lichtenstein.
contends that the Government's
latter organization, described as one
proposed order in its case against all
of the largest holding companies on
eight distributors indicates that it is
the Continent, owns Gamma and has
concentrating on the divorcement of
extensive enterprises in many fields
from production-distribuexhibition
throughout Europe. • Both are conIs
tion and that it, the Government, protrolled by the Aga Khan.
poses nothing to "protect" UA, CoBoth Gamma and Gestion will dis(Continued on page 4)
Seizure by the Rumanian governtribute Eagle-Lion's American-made
Export
product, starting with 1947-48 re- ment of the Motion Picture
along
leases, in Italy, France, Switzerland, Association's office in Bucharest
Ac- with all films found there was reported
Germany, Austria and Spain.
cording to the terms of the pact, Gam- by press dispatches reaching New
ma agrees to establish, within the next York last night from the Rumanian
six months, a full distribution system capital.
The entire motion picture industry
in those countries.
Philadelphia, Nov. 4. A Federal
The agreement provides for joint in Rumania had been nationalized by
District judge reserved decision today
government decree earlier this week.
(Continued on page 3)
on a request from two companies to
exhibit their pictures in theatres which
they operate without offering them

UA

MPEA

Office in
Seized
Rumania

20th,

WB

File for

Product in Phila.

—

Owners Complain of Cuts
By 'Jack-RabbW Drive-ins
—

Scores of
Minneapolis, Nov. 4.
regular established theatre owners are
complaining bitterly over the widespread outgrowth of admission^ pricecutting being practiced in this and
other territories by itinerant "jackrabbit" film operators.

Mobile units which pitch their tents
in a clearing outside city or village
limits represent one problem of inroads into the conventional theatre's
prospective income from the hinterlands, but the price-cutting practices
of fly-by-nights and the smaller outdoor operations close to the larger
situations are furnishing the estabexhibitor with still another
lished
problem.
The unfair competition heretofore
stemming from the smaller 35mm. and
(Continued on page 4)

competitively.

William Goldman, independent theaoperator, contends that Warner
Brothers and 20th Century-Fox are
required under a court order granted
two years ago by Judge William M.

tre

(Continued on page 4)

Columbia Dismissed
From Dipson Action MacArthur Case
— District Judge
Buffalo, Nov.

Is

4.

Knight today granted the dismissal
motion of Columbia Pictures in the
$5,000,000 trust action of Dipson Theatres against major distributors and
Buffalo Theatres. Columbia was represented by Louis Frohlich who is
now en route back to New York to
argue the company's case in the Paramount, et al., action.
At the same time Judge Knight dismissed that portion of the suit concerning an $80,373 damage claim
which Dipson contends was based on
losses at its Lackawanna Ridge Theaas a result of alleged conspiracy
of Shea interests and distributors.
tre

Under Advisement
— Justice
Washington,
Nov.
4.

Matthew McGuire

of the Federal District Court here, today took under advisement proposals of attorneys for
Stanley Co. and the Kogod-Burka circuit
regarding dissolution of their
partnership agreement in the Mac-

Arthur Theatre here.
Attorney Robert Sher, for KB,
asked a summary judgment in the
anti-trust suit w hich his client brought
r

against

Warners

Brothers'

(Continued on page 4)

Stanley,

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Pickman on Sales
Drive Assignment

U. A. Sales Meeting
In N.Y.

Max

Tomorrow

E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion advertising-publicity president, has assigned Jerry Pickman to represent the
sales conference of United Artcompany's ists Eastern district and branch manthe
during
Radio department
GOLDBERG,
forthcoming 18-week "Mystery Sales agers will take place tomorrow at the
studio manager, will leave here
Pickman, U.A. home office here. Edward M.
Drive," starting Dec. 3.
today for the Coast following a threeworking with Milton E. Cohen, East- Schnitzer,
Eastern
and
Canadian
week visit.
ern sales manager, who is drive cap- sales manager, will lead product dis•
cussions with Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.,
Ben Kalmenson, Warner sales tain, will head a group of advertising,
Chicago publicity and exploitation department executive assistant to president Gradin
arrived
vice-president,
personnel in the drive.
well Sears.
yesterday from New York on the first
Each member of the home office
District managers who will attend
stop of a tour of Midwestern branch
promotion departments and field ex- include Jack Ellis, Metropolitan New
offices.
ploitation representatives will be as- York and New Jersey, and Moe Du•
the com- delson, covering Cincinnati, Cleveland
Frank C. Hensler, M-G-M field signed to one or more ofspecial
pro- and Detroit. Branch managers in atpany's branches to handle
assistant to John J. Maloney, Cenmotions.
tendance will be John Dervin, Bostral sales manager, will leave New
ton James L. Winn, Buffalo Frank
York today for his Detroit headquarMeadow, New Haven S. E. Appleters.
gate,
Philadelphia
Leonard Mintz,
•
Pittsburgh
Gerald P. Price, WashAndy W. Smith, Jr., 20th CenturyCincinnati
Jack Finberg,
Fox general sales manager, left here
Chicago, Nov. 4. Bell and Howell ington
He is ac- earnings before Federal income taxes Harris Dudelson, Cleveland; Sidney
last night for Pittsburgh.
companied by Sam Shain, exhibitor for the third quarter- ended Sept. 30 J. Bowman, Detroit.
Charles S. Chaplin, Canadian disrelations director.
amounted to $512,264 and net earnings
trict manager, and Douglas
Rosen,
•
after Federal taxes were $324,264,
John Balaban, president of Bala- equivalent to 64 cents per share of Toronto branch manager will also atHome office executives present
ban and Katz, Chicago, has been common
stock.
Earnings
before tend.
elected chairman of the West Central taxes for the nine months ended Sept. will include Howard LeSieur, adverRegion of the Joint Distribution Com- 30 amounted to
and net tising-publicity director Mark Silver,

A

RKO

LEON

•
L. McEvoy, Universal-International short subjects sales manager,

E.

and Fred Meyers, Eastern division
sales manager, are in Boston from
New York.
•

Howard

M-G-M

Dietz,

ing-publicity

vice-president,

layed his return to New
the Coast until Monday.

advertishas de-

•
C. J. Feldman, Universal-International Western division sales manager,

JJOAN

!"Y0U GOTTA STAY HAPPY"
EDDIE ALBERT
WILLIAM DOZIER PRESENTATION
JA UNIVERSAL. INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
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A

SEALED
VERDICT
ir

Fred

Henry,

with

Henry

is

president

publisher

FLORENCE MARLY
A

Paramount

PicK.ro

DANNY

;

KAYE %

;

VIRGINIA

Named
M-G-M N. /. Manager

color by
Broadway at

of

of

Skyways

To Aid

Arthur Rank presents
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Color by

BIJOU THEATER,
All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

been promoted to New Jersey branch
manager, succeeding Ben Abner, resigned, by John P. Byrne, Eastern
sales manager. The new appointment
becomes effective Nov. 15.
In 1938, Allerhand was promoted to
salesman for New York State, and
has been New Jersey salesman for 10

Magazine. In adding Screenland and
Silver Screen he is returning to a field
due back here tomorrow from a
is
of publishing in which he spent 11
tour of Western exchanges.
years.
years as vice-president of Dell Pub•
lishing Co.
A. J. O'Keefe, Universal-Internain
tional assistant general sales manager,
'Dimes'
returned to New York yesterday from Krieg
a Midwest trip.
Saul Krieg, head of the public re•
Hollywood, Nov. 4. In a move
lations firm of Krieg Associates, has
Alan F. Cummings, head of volunteered to serve as public rela- said to be necessitated by the Screen
M-G-M exchange operations, left here tions chairman for the 1949 March Actors Guild's increased administrative
yesterday for Chicago.
Greater New York. activities in the television field, the
of Dimes in
•
Krieg was director of public relations Guild has appointed Kenneth ThomRudy Berger, M-G-M Southern for Philips H. Lord radio productions son, one of the SAG founders and
sales head, left his Washington head- and was associated with Paramount executive secretary until 1944, to the
quarters yesterday for Memphis.
Pictures prior to opening his own of- newly-created post of television ad•
ministrator.
fice here.
L. A. Audrain, Prestige Pictures
executive, is back here from CincinJohnston Discusses
nati and Philadelphia.

An EAGLE LION FILM

1

Doors

Open

BHUCE

10

A.M

—

CAPITOL 6 way & 51st

St.

FIRST TIME AT
REGULAR PRICES!
RKO PRESENTS

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA"

MAY FAIR

Brandt's

Book Spiegel To Manage
Screen Guild Branch

NBC

JablonI

J™

New SAG

Thomson

Post for Television

Motion Picture Association of America president Eric A. Johnston, whose
Critics Unit new book, "We're All in It," will be
or
Cleveland, Nov. 4. Justin Spiegel
Thomas M. Pryor of the New York published on Monday by E. P. Dutton has been appointed manager of the
Times has been voted the new chair- Co., discussed its contents at a lunch- Screen Guild exchange in Cleveland
man of the New York Film Critics eon in the Hotel St. Moritz here yes- succeeding Edwin R. Bergman, reCircle.
Wanda Hale and Dorothy terday attended by newspaper and signed. Spiegel had been an EagleMasters, both of the Daily News, were press
association
book
reviewers. Lion salesman out of Cleveland.
elected vice-chairman and secretary, Elliott B. Macrae, Dutton president,
respectively.
Pryor succeeds Otis L. was host.
Nizer Speaks in Boston
Guernsey, Jr., of the Herald Tribune.
Boston, Nov. 4. Louis Nizer, inJohnston in
Talk dustry attorney and executive secreGuild for Blind Drive Eric A. Johnston, president of the tary of the New York Film Board
of
The launching of the amusements Motion Picture Association of Amer- Trade, was chief speaker at a dinner
industries division of the non-sectarian ica; Paul Hoffman, head of the Eco- given at the Hotel Kenmore here this
New York Guild for the Jewish Blind nomic Cooperation Administration, evening by the theatre division of the
behind a drive for $600,000 was an- and William Green, president of the Combined Jewish Appeal of Greater
nounced here by John Rosenthal, the American Federation of Labor, will Boston. Drive committee includes Max
Guild's citywide fund drive chairman. discuss U.S. foreign policy on National Levenson of the Levenson circuit, and
Vice-chairmen are Joseph Berlinger Broadcasting's "America United" pro- Larry Laskey of the E. M. Loew's
and James A. Goldsmith, Jr.
gram at one P.M. on Sunday.
circuit as co-chairmen.

Heads

1E *n

Release

8f

—

Pry

Cont from 8:45 At.
Midnight Show

"THE RED
SHOES"
Technicolor

Lou Allerhand, who has been with
for more than 22 years, has

the

TECHNI COLOR

AST0R

45th Street

M-G-M

purchased
Screen from

MAYO

*

;

Co., has

Screenland and Silver
Liberty Magazine, Inc.

Of ring

RAYMILLAND

Alter hand Is

J.

'

'<

earnings after taxes were $1,428,095, assistant Eastern sales manager, and
equivalent to $2.90 per share, after Abe Dickstein, assistant to Schnitzer.
provision for preferred stock dividends.

York from Henry Publishing

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
FONTAINE-JAMES STEWART'

;

Henry Buys Two
Fan Magazines

HALL-

RADIO CITY MUSIC

;

$2,292,095,

mittee.

—

5, 194^

;

;

Bell and Howell on
$324,264 Profit -Side

—

November

Friday,

DARRYL

r

F.

ZANUCK

7thAV94
47th St

presents

OLIVIA de HAYILLAND
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Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by
ANAT01E HTVAK

•

ANATOLE UTYAK « ROBERT BASSLER

Kivoli

2oJ

—

REX HARRISON
RUDY VALLEE

LINDA DARNELL
BARBARA LAWRENCE

"UNFAITHFULLY YOURS"
A Twentieth Century Fox Picture
ON VARIETY STAGE — PETER LIND
•

HAYES

-

MARY HEALY - JACK COLE
AND HIS DANCERS

= ROXY
ON

ICE

STAGE—

FIESTA

thAve&
50th St.
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Satellites to Compete

Washington,

4.

competition in
Soviet satellite countries if Czech and
laid Hungarian plans to step up doDepartmestic production develop.
will face

stiff er

film chief Nathan
Golden reports here that the
Vzechs Jilan to raise their schedule
Tent of

Commerce

.

fea— <S from only 20 in 1947 up
56 \'-^953.
In Hungary, he revealed, the newly
itionalized film organization plans to
rater its position in relation to forgn films, although there is no longuige goal yet comparable to the
The Hunplan.
-zech five-year
arians plan to build some 800 new
'

I

g>

{

|

leatres,

Golden

said.

joldsmith Leaving
for Loew U.K. Post
Arthur M. Loew, president of Loew's
was host yesterday at a
Dcktail party in Loew's State Buildtig, at which the home office staff of
international gathered to bid bon voy1

i

iternational,

age

to

:ave

Charles

tomorrow

Reviews

Product
My Baby Smiles At Me"
— American "When
Nov.
(20th Century-Fox)

kith U. S.
Ims

3

Goldsmith,
for

who

will

England on the

Betty Grable and Dan
PUT
at the very start a picture

Dailey in a Technicolor musical and you have
For the most part, "When
of popular appeal.
a pleasing recreation of the theatrical world of

My Baby Smiles at Me" is
an era now regarded as "the good old days." The picture is nicely adorned
with songs, dances and nostalgic memories, but the narrative for the most
part remains pretty much the mixture as before.
Lamar Trotti provided the screenplay which has Dailey, a song-and-dance
comic, married to Miss Grable, his stage partner. Dailey loves his talented
partner but he loves liquor too. And that, plus the attentions of another
woman, lead him to a sad state of affairs. Things finally develop to a point
where Miss Grable is about to divorce him to marry a steadier man, and
this sends Daily into a complete breakdown. A finale, in the show-must-goon tradition has Miss Grable go to his rescue, assuring him that she could
be married happily to no one else.
High spots of the film are marked by the song and dance numbers of the
principals. One of the more memorable touches being provided by a Dailey
impersonation of Ted Lewis. Jack Oakie and June Havoc, as comic and
burlesque queen, respectively, contribute some of the picture's best moments.
Others in the cast include Richard Arlen and James Gleason. George Jessel
produced, from an adaptation of a play by George Manker Watters and
Arthur Hopkins. The picture's exploitable title is derived from one of the
song numbers. Walter Lang directed.
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. For November

?<U0p\<

Mandel Herbstman

release.

Jungle Patrol1»
(Seltzer— 20th Century-Fox)

roared at

A DEARTH

}ueen Elisabeth.
of physical action and excessive reliance upon conversation
Special assistant to vice-president
to whip up excitement and sympathy rob this Frank N. Seltzer produccoordinator
of
and
Spring
lorton A.
tion of whatever suspense and feeling may have been written into Francis
1-G-M activities for the British EmSwann's screenplay, which was based on a play by William Bowers and
Engin
remain
ire, Goldsmith will
adapted by Robertson White. Not that the fault lies with director Joe Newine! for six months as assistant to
man, for there is evidence of a definite striving to keep things moving deiamuel Eckman, Jr., managing direcspite handicaps.
in Great Britain.
or of
Maybe it would have been a good idea to give the screenplay a plot. The
handful of personable young men and the young lady who are cast in this
pedestrian account of life in a U. S. Army Air Force outpost in the Pacific
during the late war with Japan appear sorely in need of something to do besides exchanging alternatingly happy and gloomy looks and mouthing prosaic
Chicago, Nov. 4. J. Arthur Rank's observations on the vagaries of fate. When, finally, there appears to be no
Hamlet," which is being distributed point in continuing the players in these activities, scripter Swann has them
conveniently killed by a Japanese air armada.
>y Universal-International, will probibly be the last film to play at the
The cast features Kristine Miller and Arthur Franz, and includes Ross
3. and K. Apollo. The theatre, which
Ford, Tom Noonan, Gene Reynolds, Richard Jaeckel, Mickey Knox, Harry
las been leased by U-I on a four-wall Lauter, Bill Murphy and G. Pat Callins.
will be
leal for an indefinite run,
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. For November
"azed shortly after the first of the release.
Charles L. Feanke
for
terminal.
make
way
a
bus
fear to
The "Hamlet" run will open Nov. 24.

-ffie

Hamlef May Lower
—

E L Europe Deal
-

Flaherty Film Deal

(Continued from page 1)

World-wide distribution rights, exproduction by Eagle-Lion and Gamma
U. S., of Robert FlaherBoth comin France and Austria.
ty's "The Louisiana Story" have been
panies will make at least one picture
acquired by Films International of
per year in each country.
America, it has been announced by
Final negotiations began here two
Irvin Shapiro, general manager.
weeks ago, following a preliminary
five-months' survey of Europe by H.
William Auten, Eagle-Lion foreign
BANKING FOR THE
department representative. Auten returned via plane from Paris a fortMOTION PICTURE
cept for the

night ago.

INDUSTRY

Seven New Pictures
Reviewed by Legion

Seven new films have been rated by
the National Legion of Decency.
In
Class A-I is Republic's "Grand Canyon Trail."
Classed A-II are 20th
Century-Fox's "Belle Starr's Daughter,"
Radio's "Blood on the
Moon," Universal - International's
"Countess of Monte Cristo" and "Her
Man Gilbey," Eagle-Lion's "Shed No

Bve.

Post Serial

M-G-M

Curtain on Apollo

Sat

story.

*

10U

Gom

RKO

Tears" and 20th Century-Fox's "The
Snake Pit."

Representing Eagle-Lion during the
negotiations were president Arthur B. Krim
Robert S. Benjamin,
president of J. Arthur Rank Organization
Sam L. Seidelman, E-L export manager, and William C. MacChicago,
Nov.
4.
Adult-only
Millen, vice-president in charge of op- classifications
were placed on "The
erations.
Gamma and Gestion were Snake Pit" (20th-Fox), "Kiss
the
represented by Alfredo Zappelli, Eu- Blood Off My
Hands" (U-I), and
ropean financier and managing direc- "Mistress Temptation"
(Aztec), by
tor of both companies, and his two the Chicago censor
board, out of 89
associates, Ben Barkay and Pierre pictures
reviewed during October.
Chavennes, all of whom flew here
The board rejected "The Merry
from Lausanne.
Chase" (Super-Italian) and "Sinner"
final

Chicago Board Bans
Two, Cuts Others

;

;

—

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Nordlys Names Sherman

DOUGLAS 4-ENGINES

Washington,

I CALIFORNIA
Sky cruises inc.

4.

—Sherman

DC '*' 2'HOURS

W

Hotel

43rd St.

Diplomat

in

175 at Smakwitz Dinner

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 4.— Some 175
announced here by Al Sherman. are expected to attend the testimonial
First
Nordlys production,
"Troll- dinner to be given on Nov. IS by the
fossen" ("Troll Falls") is now in this Variety Club to Charles Smakwitz, recountry and distribution negotiations cently promoted to Warner theatre
are under way.
zone manager in this area.
it

108

CALL BRYANT 9-3707

Nov.

Plan, Inc., has been appointed American sales representative for A/S Nordlys Films, Norwegian film producer,

FLY OVERNITE TO

(Aztec-Mexican), and made cuts

is

now a

14 other films.

super-hilarious
Scr&en scream/

v

motion Picture Daily
ban on move-over runs and extended

Consent Decree New Hearing Asked

EK

(Continued from page 1)

Expected Soon
— DepartWashington, Nov.

Is

4.

of Justice spokesman discloses
that a consent decree in its
monopoly suit against Eastman Kodak is expected to be announced

ment
here

shortly.

Apparently

the actual signing.
involves Technicolor
the color-film field.

is

it

The
and

all

set

but

also
applies to
suit

would agree
to make certain patents, which JusPresumably Eastman

UA

ways.

ment's

The

suit against

to trial,

Justice

Technicolor will go

still

of pri-

UA

tributors in business" and percentage
scales are fixed in accordance with ad-

against industry."

UA

takes

other

will protect the

Govern- distributor and exhibitor and which

which, will not stop the exhibitor from raisjudgment
would place a ing or lowering admission prices"

proposed

among

method that

fering "a

with the

issue

things,

Jackson Park Dismiss SWG Suit
(Continued from page 1)
Hearing on Tuesday
Chicago,

exhibitors' problems for

some time

to

come.

"The committee

Nov.

4.

—Hearing

is intensely interthe motion picture theatre cuit Court of Appeals here.
testimony to date," he said. "It forms attorney Miles Seeley will present arone of the major problems arising guments claiming that the
PalThe pattern of the ace and Grand theatres are separate
in our hearings.
It entities from the distribution company,
testimony has been the same.
would indicate clear attempts to 'rig' in which case the two houses should
the market for films by holding them not be restricted to two-week Loop
back.
runs under the Jackson Park decree.
"At present, however, the commit- Tom McConnell, Jackson Park lawtee has not arrived at any conclu- yer, is returning from California to
It is too early to discuss the oppose the appeal.
sions.
question of remedial legislation."

Building.
While the committee members are
going to New Orleans specially to
accommodate the motion picture owners assembling there, the hearing will
be open to other than motion picture
With a general hearing
business.
scheduled for Washington, Nov. 15,
however, the New Orleans agenda
will probably be clear of other busi-

MacArthur Case

ents.

Estimates omit admission tax.

TORONTO

decision

laws
in the

in

partnership

deals

such as that

the plaintiffs leave to

conditions for several day]
brought traffic tangles in and aroun|
Toronto and kept people from goinl
downtown to the big showplaces, wit J
hydro-electric blackouts adding to tbj
Only three theatres werl
confusion.
above average. Estimated receipts fa]
the week ended Nov. 4:
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVE,!

Owners Complain

RKO

Gross!

$16,000)

(1,434)

(20c-36c-50c-66c)

Gross:

$6,700.

days, 2nd weeb

6

(Average:

LOEWS

$8,200)

(Average: $10,600)

Gross: $12,100.

MISBEHAVES

(M - G - M)

-

(20c-36c-50c-66c-78c)

(2,074)

:

—

the suit, and included screen writers
and members of the Authors League
of America.
Named as defendants in
addition to
were the Society

MPAA
Picture ProMPAA president Eric A.

Independent Motion

Johnston, and major producers.

20th,

WB

all

pictures up for

won
11

6 days.

Gross:

$4,-

(20c-36c-50c-66c-90c)
(3,343)
(Average: $14,600)
$16,600.

Gross:

VIGILANTES RETURN (U-I) and CODE
OF SCOTLAND YARD (Rep.)— BILT

MORE

Gross:

(15c-30c-36c-55c)

(938)

(Average:

$4,500.

days.

6

$4,800)

a

com-

Erlanger Theatre.
Warner and Fox attorneys told
Judge Kirkpatrick they want to show

own

films in their own theatres.
action, it was stated, would not
conflict with the 1946 decree.

Such

Sues Over High License
Minneapolis, Nov.

(1,240) (20c-36c-42c-60c)
(Average: $5,800)
500.

STORMY WEATHER (atth-Fox) and
A LI BABA GOES TO TOWN (20th-Fbx)
-DANFORTH (1,400) (20c-36c-50c-60c)
(Average: $6,000)
Gross: $5,400.
days.
STORMY WEATHER (20th-Fox) and ALI
BABA GOES TO TOWN (ZOth-Fox)—
FAIRLAWN (1,195) (20c-36c-50c-55c)
(Average: $5,000)
days.
Gross: $4,400.
THE VELVET TOUCH (RKO Radio)days.

panies, including Warner and Fox, for
conspiracy in violation of the Federal
anti-trust laws. He charged then that
producers deprived him of first-run
feature
films
for
his
Philadelphia

their

RIETY TIME (RKO Radio)—VICTORIA

IMPERIAL

File

—

ATLANTA
Business is fair at all theatres here
with the biggest business grossing at
Estimated receipts for the
the Roxy.
week ended Nov. 3:

BEYOND GLORY
(12c-50c).
000)

Gross:

(Para.)— FOX (4,446)
(Average: $15,-

$14,500.

(Col.)— ROXY
Gross:
show.

(2,446)
$16,000.

MOONRISE

(Rep.)— PARAMOUNT

(2,446)

(12c-50c).
$5,800)

Gross:

EL DORADO PASS
(40c-76c).

(Average:

Stage
$5,800)

$5,500.

(Average:

RED RIVER (UA) — LOEWS GRAND
Gross:

446) (17c-54c).
$15,000)

$16,000.

(2,-

(Average:

4.
Suit has
been brought against the city of Lake
Geneva, Wis., by Kenosha Standard
Theatre Co., operator of the Geneva
(Continued from page 1)
Theatre, charging a high license fee
has been used as a source of revenue,
OklaIndianapolis, Memphis,
City,
rather than a levy to cover estimated
homa City and Dallas exchange areas.
cost of filing and policing the propSamuel E. Feldan, also of the Sargoy
erty.
In the suit, a judgment for
and Stein staff, will be located this
is
asked
$1,057
by the company, claimLos Angeles office of

Percentage Audits

ing that amount was paid the city in
1947 and 1948 for license fees at 75
cents each for 705 seats in the Geneva.

W.B. Ohio Prices Raised Wyler Gets Rights

—

(20c-35c-50ci

ruled: "Enumeration of days. Gross: $16,700. (Average: $14,200)
LOVES OF CARMEN (Col.)writings, plays and the like contained THE
SHEA'S (2,480) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6 days
in the complaint should be omitted as 2nd
Gross
(Average
week.
$13,700.
evidentiary, and also other portions of $14,700)
WEST (RKO Radio) anc
allegations should be omitted." Judge STATION
VARIETY
(RKO Radio) NOR
Kaufman said no other amendment TOWN (950) TIME
Gross
(20c-42c-60c) 6 days.
"is specifically directed," however.
(Average:
$4,000.
$5,000)
Thirty were listed as plaintiffs in STATION WEST (RKO Radio) and VA-

Goldman, in Dec, 1946,
Paramount case before the Paramount
against
There is no assurance $375,000 damage suit
is closed.

RKO
RKO

(2,319)

6 days, 2nd week.

jurist

Attorney Philip Amram, for Stanasked dismissal and challenged
Kirkpatrick to put
the right of KB to use the high court
competitive bidding.
decision or any other decision in the

the New York District Court
will rule on the MacArthur partnership, for instance, or on any other
ness.
partnership, he told the court.
AmIf, as some exhibitors promise, the
ram mentioned that the proposed
divorcement issue is raised in testiconsent decree provides for
mony, there is every prospect it will
to remain on a non-participatTo date, it has ing basis on the RKO-Proctor partget the green light.
proved impossible to keep the U. S. nership in Newark.
Attorney-General's handling of the diAmram argued also that the high
vorcement case out of the hearings. court decision simply orders that
partnerships be dissolved, legal or not,
and that it does not hold deals such as
that in the MacArthur case to be illegal.
He also raised the possibility
(Continued from page 1)
that the court might follow the
16mm. outdoor stands has been con- pattern to the extent of chipping
fined largely to free admissions for Stanley Co. off from the Warner orchildren under 12, which allegedly has ganization and permitting it to operate
In that
meant children under 25 years of age. as an independent circuit.
This no longer holds, with price-cut- case, he said, the MacArthur partnership could be continued.
ting being done all along the line.
Judge McGuire broke in despairingyear-around
stands
Competitive
know they can't do anything about ex- ly several times during the argument
erting pressure on the outside suppli- to call for settlement of the case by
ers of 16mm. product for free shows, opposing counsel.
but they are looking for cooperation
from the 35mm. distributors serving
regular theatres.
North Central Allied has comCleveland, Nov. 4.
Nat Wolf,
plained to the state fire marshal that Warner
Ohio zone manager, ansome mobile units are not complying nounces both matinee and evening adwith state fire regulations, indicating missions have been advanced five cents
the exhibitor association plans to at- at Warner houses in Sidney, Portstack the "jack-rabbit" drive-ins and mouth, Mansfield, Lima and at the
fly-by-nights as law violators.
Variety Theatre, Cleveland.

—ODEON

(Average:

JULIA

concise.

ley,

how

Radio)

more

(Continued from page 1)

case

2

Foggy

CRY OF THE CITY (20th- Fox) —EGLINil
TON (1,086) (20c-36c-5Oc-66c) 6 days, 2n
week.
Gross: $5,400.
(Average: $6,900)
CRY OF THE CITY (ZOth-Fox)—TTVOL

S.

MacArthur.

at

I

AN INNOCENT AFFAIR (UA) —UP
TOWN (2,761) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6 days

ducers,

Supreme Court
the Paramount case out-

arguing that the U.

estimated piA

an amended complaint, and
indicated that charges in a new
complaint must be shorter and

The

of

(Continued from page 1)

are

ture grosses for current engagA
ments in key cities as reported b\
Motion Picture Daily corresponcl

$14,500.

file

RKO

RKO

The New Orleans hearings will be
conducted by Congressman R. Walter
Riehlman (Rep., N. Y.) and Wright
James W.
Patman (Dem., Tex.).
of the
Foristel, executive director
committee, said they will probably be
convened in the New Orleans Fed-

man gave

on

appeal to be exempted from
contempt charges in the Jackson Park
case will be heard on Tuesday in Cir-

RKO's

in

eral

[FOLLOWING
*

60c-70c-80c-$1.20)

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

City

Grosses

(RKO

believes.

Ploeser Hearings

ested

sees as a threat to its entire system of
attacks the ban on price
licensing,
fixing as it now stands because percentage selling is what "keeps the dis-

damages in the many reported mission scales.
and unreported decisions in cases
The company apparently aims to get
brought by the Government against around this, although it does not exindividuals pand on its announced intention of ofprivate
industry
and

alleged

Key

5, 19'

UA

which
have
The
"sprung up over the country."
film company thereupon charges
"These suits may well bankrupt the
entire industry because of the chaotic
confusion created by judicial legislation and uncertain rules of measuring

claims gave Technicolor a "stranglehold," freely available to all firms
on payment of reasonable royalties, to
terminate certain contracts with Technicolor which Justice objects to, and
not to discriminate in various other
tice

number

runs so far as all circuits as well as
exhibitors
are
concerned.
takes the position that the Government in this instance is endeavoring to effect an order similar to Chicago Federal Court Judge Igoe's decree which limits first-run engagements in that city's downtown area
to two weeks with few exceptions.
Elaborating on what the company
affiliated

lumbia and Universal in their efforts
"to remain in the business of distributing motion pictures."
In asking for the new trial on trade
cites the
practices,
suits
anti-trust
vate

November

Friday,

Director William

remake rights

of

in the
the Touche, Niven firm, from which
he will supervise auditing operations
in the Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City and

Denver exchange

Wyler has acquired

Marcel Pagnol's

month

tril-

Dostal in

areas.

RCA
—

Post

Fanny and Cesar," acCamden, Nov. 4. Appointment of
cording to an announcement from John J. Dostal as field sales manager
Siritzky International Corp.
Wyler of 16mm. sound projectors for RCA
plans to produce the American version was announced here today by H. V.
ogy, "Marius,

of the trilogy.

Somerville,

products manager.
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JA-SRO Deal

Some U.K. Theatres

Fo Distribute

Have Lower Quota
This Year than Last

n Final Stage
[greement Is Expected to
ro Before Board Today
Negotiations which have been
way here for several days
fhich would give United Artists
distribution of Selznick
ihysical
(eleasing Organization product are
nderstood to have reached the stage
n Friday night whereby an announcement of a decision appeared to be
'ossible at any time.
'tider

SRO would retain its present sales force here and in the
field, with a close working arrangement effected between it
and UA's sales force. Replacing the usual flat distribution
charge, it was indicated, would
be a sliding percentage scale
based on the amount of a production's gross.

The conferees

at the

weekend were

proceeding with the intention of pre(Continued on page 3)

Kreisler Finds Film
Interest Increasing
British industry leaders continue to
Profess the belief that their films are
arbitrarily withheld from American
Him patrons despite the successes
which some of their pictures have
,'egistered here, Bernard B. Kreisler,
who recently completed a 13 months'
survey of European film activities for
the
Harvard Graduate School of
Business, said here on Friday.
The fact that occasional British
films are financially successful here
and that many have been extravagantly received and publicized by American critics does nothing to dissipate
[Continued on page 4)
1

New Power Cuts

Irk

Toronto Exhibitors
—

20 per cent,

in

On Today

—Thir-

7.

The

BOT

has conceded relief from

BOT

Altec Re-shuffling
Its Field Forces
Altec Service Corp. plans to mod-

and equalize the territorial
coverage of its field forces. To simplify the present managerial framework, the areas comprising the New
York, Philadelphia and Boston districts have been consolidated into a
newly-created Eastern division, with
headquarters here, according to an
announcement by H. M. Bessey, Alernize

executive vice-president.
Promoted to the new post of division manager is C. S. Perkins, for-

tec

merly manager of the New York district.
A. J. Rademaeher has been
raised to the new position of business
manager of the division. R. D. Fair(Continued on page 3)

Wanger

in

Companies, Gov't Wide
Apart; RKO Decree Due
Company defendants with the exception of
will clash anew
with the Department of Justice today when the case of U. S. vs.
Paramount, et al., reopens in New
York Federal court.
Terms of the separate settlement by
and the Department calling for
reorganization of the company by disjoining exhibition from productiondistribution will be presented to the
court, with early approval expected.
The government is on record in
favor of the
plan and is seeking
an order calling for the early divestiture in part and ultimate and complete
divorcement of the theatres of the
other four companies.
The government maintains that further hearings should be held for the
"sole purpose of supplying relief additional" to that contained in the New-

RKO

Trade.
the ne\y quota to 1,353 of Britain's
4,706 theatres in degrees varying from
40 to 10 per cent of the new quota.
officials decline to reveal how
many of the theatres conceded relief
[Continued on page 4)

Is

U.S. vs. Para.

be given away by National
Theatres, in cooperation with
merchants, during the final
two weeks of the circuit's Etnnual sales drive, in December,
to stimulate business for the
closing fortnight and offset
any holiday slump.

which has
Board of

Canada Seeking

to

Monopolize Video

RKO

—

Toronto, Nov. 7. That the Dominion government intends to make a
government monopoly of television
a fact not contested by federal authorities
apparent in the action last
is
week of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. in postponing indefinitely its
decision on applications of Famous
Players Canadian and five others for

—

television

operating

licenses.

The government company

has

made

a

tentative offer to sell video programs to private enterprises such as
the applicants but doe's not promise
such service before two years. Licensing of household receivers at $12 a
year, plus an unstated larger fee for
the government service when used before audiences, has been proposed by
the CBC.

RKO

York

decree of 1946,
(Continued on page 3)

court's

Eiseman

WB

Is

which

Named

District Chief

Meanwhile, what effect the government monopoly would have on FaBen Kalmenson, Warner sales vicemous Players' plan to set up a
has
promoted
Clarence
Canadian newsreel camera service president,
specifically to supply video could not Eiseman, the company's New York
branch manager, to the post of Metbe determined.
ropolitan district manager, with headquarters in New York.
He replaces
Sam Lefkowitz who is on a temporary
leave of absence due to ill health.
.

_

Warns Industry

To Abandon Complacency

Kalmenson also appointed Ben Abmanager of Metro-Goldwyn-

ner,

Mayer's

New

replace

Eiseman

Jersey branch
as

office,

Warner's

to

New

York manager.
The complacency which has preceded

debacles in the fields of politics
and the theatre is prevalent in the motion picture industry today, and unless
the major companies recognize quickly the harm that is inherent in "formula" and "orthodox" methods and policies, and act accordingly, those companies will "flop." So declared inde-

are up in

This is in addition to the day-time tion picture advertising, publicity and
power curtailments which totaled two exploitation.
hours last Thursday and Friday.
"The public is 'hep' today," WanNeighborhood theatres claim the ger warned in his address before a
night blackouts, which are scheduled luncheon-meeting of the Associated
{Continued on page 4)

Los Angeles, Nov.

consequence of

7
Local exhibitors pendent producer Walter Wanger on
arms over the order by the Friday, as he made a hard-hitting apHydro-Electric Commission provid- peal for "intelligent showmanship"
ing for a 45-minute evening blackout and greater dependence on the abilistarting
tomorrow at seven P.M. ties of the people responsible for mo-

Toronto, Nov.

Court Bout

ty automobiles and considerable other merchandise will

—

only

TEN CENTS

1948

National Theatres To
Give Away 30 Cars

London, Nov. 7. Many of Britain's
theatres will be required to play fewer
British pictures in the coming year
under the new 45 per cent quota law
than in the previous year when the
quota of British first-feature films was
the formula for quota relief
been established by the

8,

(.Continued on

page 3)

Para. Cuts Arkansas

Clearance 18 Days

Eiseman has been with Warner as
manager for the past five

New York

(.Continued

on page 3)

Allied in Pittsburgh
Considers Smith Plan

Paramount has reduced first-run
clearances in Little Rock, Ark., from
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.— The Smith60 to 42 days with all subsequent Berger conciliation plan was taken unavailabilities moving up accordingly. der advisement here on Friday by the
The company is continuing its pro- board of Western Pennsylvania Algram of reducing clearances with al- lied, after it was explained to memmost constant investigations of film bers at a meeting with 20th Centurymarketing and trade conditions.
Fox general sales manager A. W.
The Little Rock cut was the third Smith, jr. Fred Beedle presided at
in
recent months, following similar the meeting which was also attended
moves in Indianapolis and Minneapo- by Sam Shain, director of 20th's exlis.
Lopping off 18 days in Little hibitor relations
Weldon Waters,
Rock presents one of the most sub- Pittsburgh manager and Wally Allen,
stantial reductions made to date.
exploiteer.
;

Motion Picture daily

2

Personal
Mention
DORAN,
DA.
duction

New

Washington, Nov.

Paramount

pro-

from
1

•
P. Skouras, president of

Charles
announced

the

engagement

Skouras
of

their

Miss Constantina Skouras

niece,

of Athens, Greece, to William Oldknow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Oldknow, at a dinner-dance at the
Bel Air Country Club, Hollywood,
Saturday night.

•

Robert M. Savini, Astor Pictures
president, returned to New York over
the weekend from a trip through the

South, while Jacques Kopfstein, executive vice-president, left on Friday
for a tour of exchanges en route to
Florida.

•

Bergman

is due here today
from the Coast for the premiere of
"Joan of Arc" at the Victoria Theatre
on Wednesday. Victor Fleming, director, arrived here at the weekend.

Ingrid

•

Charles Simonelli, Universal-International Eastern exploitation manager, returned to New York at the
weekend from Baltimore.
•

—A

7.

1,-

500 degree flame failed even
to heat 24 cans of nitrate film
in a new film storage cabinet
demonstrated here by John G.
Bradley, on leave from the
Library of Congress. Although

cabinet

the

was completely

surrounded by flame, the film
was said to have come out
cool and completely undamaged.
It

was shown

to be resis-

tant to fire w.ithin the cans
as well, in a test during which
one can within the cabinet
was ignited from without by
an electric wire. The film
within that can was completedestroyed but 23 other
ly
can were untouched.

quarters.

•

Alan

F. Cummings, head of Mexchange operations, is due in
Milwaukee today from Chicago.
•
Gene Kelly, M-G-M star, flew to
London over the weekend from New
York.

G-M

Johnston's "We're
All in It" Out Today
"We're All

in It," Eric Johnston's
published today by E. P.
Dutton and Co. The Motion Picture
Association of America president describes it as the "back stage story of
the global drama of today," covering
his
international contacts with the
great, near-great and nondescript.
Discounting war in the foreseeable
future, he calls for a stronger America whose foreign policy should not be
shaped by "a few politicians." "We're

new

book,

is

he says, "and the lives of
us will be affected by
what we do or don't do as a great
world power in the years immediately

all

in

it,"

everyone

of

ahead."

Monopolistic:

1948

ITOA Parade
JLTARRY

S.

TRUMAN's

surprfc

Independent Theatre Owners Asso- * * ing election victory is covered
ciation of New York has "taken steps by all current newsreels, and two deto crush" the American District Tele- vote th-eir entire footage to that event.
graph system here which, it is al Other happenings spotlighted include
leged, "exercises monopolistic control wrestling, football and the Palestine
over an out-moded fire alarm service war. Complete synopses follow:
•

which furnishes a telegraphic comMOVIETONE NEWS, No. 89— Truman's
Israeli
knee- battle
munication between theatres and the dramatic triumph.
Arabs
Six-day bike raCiai ^ Chiin Negev.
fire department, to be used in cases of
cago.
"Georgeous George" vvi^f' ;s in
emergency."
Canada.

An ITOA appeal against the sys- NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 219—The
tem to the City Board of Hazardous Truman Story.
Trades has been rejected without
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 22— Israeli
The

organization, .a spokesthe weekend, will now
seek remedies within the Fire Department and the Board of Standards and

opinion.
man said

at

victims in

Negev desert

fighting.

Truman':

smashing victory.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

No.
Oregon

19J-

Football: Michigan State vs.
State.
Women coal sorters. Greek anniversary.
5. S. Queen Mary in drydock.
Palestine
war. Truman wins.

Appeals.
The system, ITOA claims, "was set
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 24— Elecup during the 'horse and buggy' days tion
special: Truman wins.
prior to the general use of the telephone, at a time when modern fire
safety provisions did not prevail and
J.
when inflammable scenery was utilized or stored backstage."
ITOA
charges that "unnecessary and exorbitant fees are exacted from all theatres
with a capacity in excess of 600 seats"
Ruling by the Department of Jusunder the system. No legal basis exVariety tents of Washington, Phil- ists for the continuation of these fire tice on legality of the formula mapped
adelphia and Charlotte have elected alarm communications in theatres .un- out between the American Federation
new officers for 1948-49.
of Musicians and the phonograph reder present law, ITOA holds.
In Washington, officers of Tent No.
cording industry to end the recording
11 elected by the new board of govban in effect since Jan. 1, 1948, will
ernors include
Jake Flax, Republic
be sought in Washington on Wednesbranch manager, chief barker, succeedday,
president James C. Petriling Frank Boucher, who will serve as
lo announced here on Friday.
London, Nov. 7. Harold Wilson,
Wade Pearson,
national canvasman
Under the formula, a public music
manager for Neighborhood president of the Board of Trade, fund to be administered by a trustee
district
would like to see American film com- would provide about $1,500,000 w.orth
Theatres, first assistant chief barker
Morton Gerber, District Theatres panies utilize some of their unremit- of free public music annually from
Sam Gal- table sterling her.e in the building and royalties paid by the recording indusexecutive, second assistant
manager, maintenance of an Oxford University try.
Columbia
division
anty,
The fund, previously administreasurer, and Jerry Adams, M-G-M Theatre.
tered on a one per cent cost basis by
He expressed the hope in opening the Federation, is threatened with exmaster.
manager,
property
branch
Nathan D. Golden, head of the mo- an exhibition -of models of a proposed tinction by passage of Federal legistion picture bureau of the Department building at Oxford recently, remark- lation which terminated contracts beof Commerce, and Fred S. Kogod, ing, too, that with the aid the British tween the union and. the musicians for
Kogod-Burka
Theatres,
were film industry is being given by the payment of such royalties, Petrillo
of
named delegates to the 1949 Variety government it, too, might be prosper- said.
convention, to be held in San Fran- ous enough to make a contribution.
cisco, while J. E. Fontaine and Pearson were elected alternates.
Testimonial
Election was held by the PhiladelRoberty Flaherty, director and proClub,
Tent
and
phia Variety
No. 13,
ducer of documentaries, among which
The negotiating committee of the
the following crew members were
"The Louisiana Story" is in current
named Clint Weyer, Frank MacNa- release, will be honor guest at a testi- Radio Writers' Guild, a branch of the
Authors League of America, has remee, Al Davis, Jack Greenberg, Mike
monial luncheon to be held on Wedsumed contract talks with a group of
Felt" Meyer Edelman, Jack Burrison,
nesday at the Sheraton Hotel here by
advertising agencies and radio-proBen Biben, Dick Blanc, Hal Cohen,
the New York Film Council. Willard
gram sponsors against whom the
Bill
Doyle, Ed Emanuel, Charles
Dyke, Council president, will
Van
Goldfine, Fred Mann, Harry Penneys
writers have been on strike here for
preside.
10 days. As a result of the resumptior
and David Supowitz. The two delegates chosen for the International
of talks, it was- announced that the
Reception
for
Variety Club are Al Davis and Jack
guild would suspend strike actior
Greenberg alternates are Earl SweiRepresentatives of the United Na- against all advertising agency-protions Educational, Social and Cultural duced shows. J. R. Mandelbaum, assisgert and Hal Cohen.
Charlotte's Variety Club selected Organization and Australian, Philip- tant regional director of the United
the following crew
Scott Lett, who pine and Siamese government officials States Conciliation Service, proposed
Al Dureen, Joe will attend a reception and premiere the strike suspension last Tuesday.
will be chief barker
Bishop, Rovy Branon, A. B. Carver, here this afternoon of a film series
Tom Little, H. F. Kincey, Earl Mul- entitled "Our Changing World," at
Election
17
Exhibition Hall.
wee, Augustus Stout and Paul Har- the
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Election
gett.
meeting of the Screen Writers Guild
'I A'
to
will be held on Nov. 17 following a

—

To Bid

Three Variety Tents

New

Elect

On

Officers

Wilson Finds Use
For Blocked Funds

:

George F. Van Weyenbergh, assistant manager of Westrex's Brussels
office, has arrived here from his head-

8,

Theatre Alarm Setup Newsreel
to

Aid Fire Protection

executive, is here
the Coast for a two-week stay.

National Theatres, and Mrs.

Film Cabinet

Monday, November

D. of

'Disc'

Rule

Formula

AFM

—

;

;

Writers Halt
Strike, Resume Talks

Radio

Flaherty

:

Diplomats

;

:

;

Truman Is Televised
On Paramount Screen
President Truman's return to Washington following his election was televised on the large-screen of the Paramount Theatre on Friday. The video
report was relayed from the Capital
to local stations and to the theatre
here. The Paramount, using its speprocess, photographed the television images in its projection booth
and projected the film on its screen.
cial

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

SWG

RCA

The premiere
Ingrid

starring

of

"Joan

Bergman,

of Arc,"
will
be

30-minute proWJZ-TV on Wednesday
night from the remodeled Victoria
Theatre here. Proceeds of the event
will go to the United Hospital Fund.
telecast

Member

Opening on Video

'Joan'

in

gram by

a

special

13,

—

Congress

Roy W. Wier, member
Local No.

Nov.

of

IATSE

Minneapolis, was elected

week to a seat in the U. S. House
Representatives, the "IA" office
here announced at the weekend.
Democrat-Farmer-Laborite, Wier defeated incumbent Congressman George
MacKinnon, Minnesota Republican.
last

of

A

SWG

meeting by the
board to inter
view candidates for election.
The
board has approved motions for sev
eral

constitutional

amendments

to

be

submitted to the membership, includ
ing the raising of a quorum to 20
per cent from 10 per cent and pro
vision for mail referendums.
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VICTORIA thb
Broadway

at

46tk

St.,

New York,

ATRE

N. Y.

INGRID

starring

VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
Pro^ WALTER WANGER
VICTOR FLEMING
Ly

Directed by

Based on tie Stage Play

color

By

"JOAN

of

LORRAINE" by MAXWELL ANDERSON

TECHNICOLOR

A CAST OF THOUSANDS A
witt JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN J. CARROL NAISH WARD BOND
SHEPPERD STRUDWICK HURD HATFIELD GENE LOCKHART
JOHN EMERY GEORGE COULOURIS JOHN IRELAND and CECIL KELLAWAY
Screenplay Ly MAXWELL ANDERSON and ANDREW SOLT Art Direction Ly RICHARD DAY
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Director of PLotograpLy

Pre.ented Ly

SIERRA PICTURES,

JOSEPH VALENTINE,

INC.

•

Relea.ed Ly

A.S.C.

RKO RADIO PICTURES

November

Monday,

QS vs

8,
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Para,

upheld

Court.

i

j

S.

The government has

Supreme
offered

findings and conclusions of law
md offered them as adequate for the
fashioning of a new decree by the
New York court. The case is back in
the New York court, "not for retrial,
but foj^n amendment of an existing
injun t/^Sa and for additional findings

iew

j

'

U.

by the

?e to the amendments adoptapprof
ed," the government said, in offering
j

!

its

findings.

Loew's was first to take an opposite
stand with a memorandum holding
that the U. S. Supreme Court had
ordered a

full

inquiry into theatre ac-

and their subsequent operaas a means of determining the

quisitions
tions

if any, of illegal market conLoew's charged that the government did not furnish any new

extent,
trol.

proof to support
ture

its

move

for divesti-

and divorcement.

Asked

New

New Para. Pact Splits

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
(was

3

Inquiry on Theatres

Paramount subsequently asked the
court to take upon itself the "burdensome task" of a new investigation into theatre ownerships with the indication that this would mean another
long trial.

"The Plot

Brackett-Wilder

—

Duo

Nov. 7. Under new
contracts signed by Henry Ginsberg,
Paramount studio vice-president, with
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder the
of this former is bound to the studio for five
obvious and a half years starting next March

Hollywood,

to Kill Roosevelt"

{Selected Films-United Artists)
as a spy thriller of international intrigue, the title
production is more sensational than the production itself. It is
that the title has strong pulling power for box-office consumption.
The setting is Teheran, in 1943, where Derek Farr, playing an English
war correspondent, has stumbled on "the plot to kill Roosevelt." The
atmosphere, crowd scenes, costumes and character types generally associated
with the mysterious East appear a-plenty. William Freshman directed, with
Marta Labarr adding extra glamour as a Russian ballerina involved in the
proceedings.
The film has movement without action and builds up little suspense before
Manning Whiley gives
the denouement. The scale of production is elaborate.
the cast
a good account of himself as the suave ringleader of the plotters
as a whole is generally adequate.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.

OFFERED

;

as a producer-writer-production executive and the latter for two pictures in
"the next few years." Although Bracket's contract is exclusive, Wilder's is
not.

Included in the stipulations is a
clause which provides that they may
not be assigned to work on the same
picture at any time but that each may
be assigned to any other picture.

Lachman

to

On Carbon

"The Plunderers"

Edward'

(Republic)

ASSOCIATE

producer-director Joe Kane fabricated a lively little Western in "The Plunderers," accentuating Trucolor in the chase through
many holdups, double-crosses, Indian attacks and an assortment of situations
Much conversation and romance
usually found in a pretty good Western.
detract not a bit.
Plainclothes Army officer Rod Cameron is supposed to work up a friendRod
ship with Forrest Tucker, a bandit whom Rod must bring to justice.
grows to really like Forrest. Meanwhile, he falls in love with Ilona Massey,
a friend of Tucker's sweetheart, Adrian Booth. Finally, in an Indian attack,
the bandit and his sweetheart are both killed after he redeems his honor,
and Rod's dilemma over having to hang the man he had come to like is

Lachman,

Carbons, Inc., is
Coast from New

Coast

Outlets
president
route to

en

York

of
the
to establish
his arc car-

distribution outlets for
bons in California, Alaska and U. S.
Pacific possessions.
Prior to his de-

parture at the weekend Lachman, who
is
also president of Allied Theatre

Owners of New Jersey, announced
the appointment of carbon distributors
in
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Charlotte,
Memphis and Philadelphia to bring
to 11 the number of cities wherein
the company is represented.

The stand taken by Loew's and solved.
Action and gunplay are the keynotes, with personality honors going to
Paramount is expected to be endorsed
George Cleveland does a fine comic part as the
by 20th Century-Fox and Warners Miss Booth and Tucker.
today by way of memorandums to the sheriff and Paul Fix is good as the bandit's accomplice. Miss Massey and
Cameron handle the principal parts with assurance. Gerald Geraghty and
court.
(Continued from page 1)
In what probably was the most sur- Gerald Adams wrote the screenplay, based on an original by James Edward
prising of all the more recent maneu- Grant.
senting the deal to United Artists'
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. For December board of directors for ratification here
vers by defendants in the case, United
Artists last week asked for a complete release.
today or tomorrow.
re-trial of all the distribution issues
While executives of both companies
before the court.
It was UA's claim
were not available for comment, it is
subconsciously influence
that might
that previous rulings in this and other
understood that among those attendthem.
government and private cases, had
ing a day-long meeting on Friday
It was Circuit Court Judge Augus(Continued from page 1)
left the entire system of licensing mowere David O. Selznick, Daniel T.
tus N. Hand, senior of the three jurtion pictures in a "very dubious and
O'Shea, president of Selznick's Vansitting in the case, who first Motion Picture
ists
Advertisers in the Houncertain state."
guard Films, Inc. Ernest L. Scanlon,
broached the idea of assigning the re- tel Piccadilly here.
"The public is
UA, continuing, said that the entire mainder of the proceedings to a
SRO vice-president and Vanguard's
waiting to be sold and can't underdistribution structures of the "Little
executive vice-president and treasurmaster.
stand why it isn't being sold," he deThree" were jeopardized by the gover
Paul MacNamara, vice-president
clared.
The industry must take a les- in
ernment's alleged attitude of doing
charge of public relations for both
Byrnes Fails to Attend
son from Gov. Dewey's recent experinothing to "protect" them in their ef
SRO and Vanguard Milton A.
Scheduled Meet with Clark
ence, Wanger said, and penetrate the
forts to remain in business.
Kramer, SRO executive vice-presigreat masses of "the people."
7.
government
lastActually, the
in its proThe
Washington, Nov.
Gradwell Sears, president of
dent
Citing the verve of Samuel Goldposed new findings, conclusions and ditch conference slated for Friday beUnited Artists
Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
Walt
wyn,
Disney
and
David
O.
amended judgment concerned itself tween Attorney General Tom Clark
executive assistant to Sears; repreSelznick, Wanger called for the type
extensively with the divestiture issues and James F. Byrnes, 20th Centurysentatives of the law firm of O'Brien,
and gave little space to distribution Fox attorney, was not held when the of "showmanship" demonstrated by Raftery, Driscoll and Lawlor, and
those producers and less reliance on
practices.
former Secretary of State failed to
other executives of both companies.
"popcorn and boards of directors."
keep the appointment, and Department
He
said there is "no reason why we
Columbia, Universal Silent
of Justice officials said it was inconshouldn't be the most respected rather
Re-shuffling
Columbia and Universal have yet to ceivable that any last-minute agree- than the most maligned industry."
(Continued from page 1)
be heard from, formally, but it is an- ment would be reached removing any
Wanger
congratulated RKO Radio
ticipated that they will align them- more of the defendants from the Par- president
Ned E. Depinet, a fellow banks, R. E. Pierce, L. J. Patton and
selves with UA during the course of amount case before argument opens
occupant of the luncheon dais, on his F.
J. Pfeiff are named field managers,
the hearing.
Universal is understood tomorrow morning in New York Dis- prospects for successful leadership
of and L.
J. Hacking, D. A. Peterson,
to have already prepared a memoran- trict Court.
his company now that it no longer has B. Sanford, and M. N. Wolf have
Theatre Owners of America execudum objecting to, among other things,
what
Wanger
termed
"high class di- been appointed sales representatives.
one government finding which the tive Gael Sullivan was a visitor here rectors."
company feels could be interpreted to at the weekend but it could not be
Dr. George Gallup's poll of public
mean that clearances would be justi- learned whether the former executive opinion and Audience Research InstiPrice's

UA-SRO Deal

Wanger Warns

;

;

-

;

—

;

;

Altec

.

director of the Democratic National
only in the absence of prints.
The New York court has expressed Committee conferred with Clark.
itself as being unfriendly to the idea
of protracted proceedings from now
on and indicated that a special master
might be appointed to take over.
(Continued from page 1)
New York attorneys have privately
speculated on this, even to the extent years, prior to which he served as
of discussing the court's likely candi- manager for United Artists in New
dates for the job.
Suggestion was York, Pittsburgh and Atlanta.
Abheard that if a master is to be named, ner has been with Metro for over 20
the court might look to the American years, the last 10 as New Jersey
Arbitration
Association's
Appeals manager.
Board which comprises George W.
Kalmenson will announce LefkowAlger, chairman, Albert W. Putnam itz's new executive appointment as
and Robert McC. Marsh.
They are soon as he is well enough to return
said to be particularly qualified be- to duty.
cause, while they have knowledge of
All changes will take effect on Nov.
the industry, they have no ties to it IS.
fied

Eiseman Promoted

ture

came

in for criticism

by Wanger.

Jacobs Buys
Favorite Films of Cal.

He said it was unfortunate for the inSeattle, Nov. 7. N. P. Jacobs of
dustry that it has lawyers, pollsters,
and absentee businessmen influencing San Francisco has purchased the inpolicy and methods when their job is terest of Harry Price in Favorite
one for showmen alone.
Films of California, Inc.
Price has
Wanger was introduced to the retired from the company, according
gathering by
PA president Max to an announcement by Jack KloepE. Youngstein.
Others on the dais per, Northwest district manager here.
were David Blum, Joan Bennett (Mrs.
Wanger), William Heineman, "Evelyn

—

AM

Koleman and Harry McWilliams.

*U*

Exchange Merges

Albany, Nov.

U"

film

merged
changes.

7.

— Universal's

exchange
into

here has
Universal
Film

Transfilm
W.

B.

Names Doner

Doner and Co.

of

New York

has been appointed by Transfilm, Inc.,
also of New York, to handle promo-

"Big tion and public relations activities in
been connection with its television, educaEx- tional and commercial film productions.

:
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Film Group U. K. Theatres' Lower Quota
Seeing Films
Not
For
London, Nov.
(Continued from page
— Oliver

Kreisler Finds

Scores

(Continued from page

1)

the professed conviction of the British industryites that American theatre owners, particularly circuit operators, decline to book British product
regularly solely because it is British
and not, as American theatre operators contend, because the public will
not patronize it, Kreisler said.

Bell,

7.

di-

of the British Film Institute,
scheduled to speak recently to Notting-

rector

Committee,
surprised its members by lecturing
them instead when he discovered, by
questioning, that few of them had seen
any of the films currently playing in
He reported strong interest in vir- Nottingham.
tually all European countries in de"You people," he said, "ask me to
veloping native motion picture indus- come and talk about the appreciation
tries, both for nationalistic propagan- of films, but you don't see the films
da purposes and as a means of earn- yourselves.
The only solution is for
ing export revenue. Kreisler suggest- you to go to films, learn to discern,
ed that in view of this the American teach people the difference between
industry merits and should insist upon the good and the false."
increased aid from its Government in
Nottingham exhibitors regard the
all foreign markets in which it is con- incident as just about the most use-,
fronted with problems which are bet- ful job Britain's Film Institute has
ter handled on the Government than done to date for the benefit of the
ham's

the industry level.

Film

Consultative

industry.

1)

into each relief category.
stands approved, is as follows

fall

However, the

formula

relief

as

itself,

n;|

FIRST FEATURE QUOTAS
Independent Exhibitors in opposition to Circuits
Theatres changing programs once a week:
independent against 2 circuits
independents against 1 circuit
independents against 2 circuits
independents against 1 circuit
independents against 2 circuits
independents against 1 circuit
independents against 2 circuits
independents against 1 circuit
independents against 2 circuits
independent against 3 circuits
independents against 3 circuits

1.

(a)
1

2
2

3
3

4
4
5

5
1

2

(b)

Theatres changing programs

40%*
*

40%'

j#a, 22'/2

X

30%
H'/ifi

25%
15%
20%
10%
10%
10%

'

a week:

tzvice

independent against 2 circuits
2 independents against 1 circuit
2 independents against 2 circuits
3 independents against 1 circuit

Quoth

15%
20%
10%
15%

1

TWENTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY

it

.

!.

Independent Exhibitors in opposition with one another
(a) Theatres changing programs once a iveek:
1 independent against 2 independents
1 independent against 3 independents
1 independent against 4 independents
2.

TENT NO.

1

(b)

VARIETY

CLUBS INTERNATIONAL

1
1

1

PITTSBURGH, PA.

ON EARTH
Honoring
INTERNATIONAL BIG BOSS

HARRIS

And
TENT NO.

1

RETIRING

CREW FOR

2

14

F. of N.

Member

the admission of the Danish
Information Office to membership,
Films of the Nations, Inc., non-profit

With

which

distributes

films

released by a large number of foreign
nations and by the United Nations,
now has 120 films available on 25
Two new direcdifferent countries.
tors, G. H. W. Hasselriis of the Danish

PENN HOTEL, PITTSBURGH

to the organization's

board.

Toronto Power Cuts
(Continued from page 1)

For Reservations

JOHN

T.

Wm.

Wire

or

Write

McGREEVEY, Cen. Chairman
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

20%

and French
To Exchange Product
Czechs

Prague, Nov. 3
Czechoslovak

The

(By Airmail).

Film has
closed a deal with French distributor
calling for delivery of 30 French fea
tures
by the end of June, 1949j
Czechoslovakia in the same period
will export 10 features to France.
1

State

Lux Films Head Here

Dr. Renato Gualino, head of Italy's
Films, said to be the largest film
producing studios in Continental Europe, will arrive here today from
Rome on a two months' business trip.
He will divide his time between New
right to exhibit films containing AsYork and Hollywood. Lux produces
could
cap music, no theatre owner
and distributes throughout the world
stay in business."
approximately 20 features a year.

Information Office, and Norbert
Fryd, cultural attache to the Czech
Consulate General, have been elected

M.

30%
20%
15%

„

independents

Federal
7.
Minneapolis, Nov.
Court Judge Gunnar Nordbye has rejected Ascap's move for an injunction
which would have restrained Benjamin Berger and other defendants in
an Ascap action from continuing the
showing of films containing Ascap
music without obtaining public performance licenses from the society.
Judge Nordbye accepted all findings
proposed by Berger, including the
contention that Ascap had the "combined and potential power to deny any
theatre owner the right to carry on
without the
business
because,
his

New
1948

SUNDAY NOVEMBER
P.

independents
independents
independents

Theatres changing programs three times a week:

independent against

organization

6:30

3
4

—

GREATEST BANQUET

H.

2

Berger Upheld in
Minn. Ascap Action

Presents

JOHN

Theatres changing programs twice a week:

independent against
independent against
independent against

(c)
1

45%
35%
30%

from] Monday through
possibly for the entire

Friday

and

winter, will
Unable to stand the
business.
kill
expense of installing private generators such as the major houses have
done in order to forestall interruptions,
the smaller houses say they will be
give
unable to
two performances
nightly with power available only after 7:45

P.M.

Lux

Old Lincoln To Reopen

—

Youngstown, O., Nov. 7. Lincoln
Theatre, closed since silent days,
scheduled for Nov. 15 opening under
a new owner, Gene Gioppo who has
completely remodeled the house. Ohio
Theatre Service, operated by Tony
Stern and Lou Ratener, will book the
Lincoln.

Declare

Two Dividends

Ottawa, Nov. 7.— Dividend

of 50
cents per share, plus an extra dividend
of 50 cents on outstanding capital

Nov. 30, has been deUnited Amusement Corp.,

stock, payable

clared by
Ltd.
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Not
/VpprovesRKO
Called for, Court Says
Consent Action
Company

Eliminates

Total Divorcement

SPG,

From Government Suit
RKO

consent decree embracing divorcement of theatre opand
production
from
erations

The

'distribution

was approved by the

Judge Believes Some but Not All
SOPEG Senior
Theatres Should Be Divested; Gov't

Yield to

T-H

Counsel Refuses Special Master for Case

Requirements

statutory court here yesteras a
Publicists
and
eliminating
CIO's
Screen
defendant in the further phases of the Screen Office and Professional Emgovernment anti-trust suit against the ployes guilds, which for the past
Federal

jday,

RKO

thereby

industry.

months have firmly refused
comply with the non- Communist

several

of counsel for
to
L. Wright, assistaffidavit provisions of the Taft-Hartant to the U. S. Attorney General,
ley Law, have decided finally to comconsent decree to
presented the
ply in face of the IATSE's continuing
the three-judge Federal court shortly
ranks and the
inroads into
after opening of the new hearings in
film companies' unyielding determinathe anti-trust case.
tion not to "do business" with the
wanted
Irvine explained that
guilds until they do comply.
the decree entered before further tes-

Ralston

R.

Irvine,

RKO, and Robert

RKO

SOPEG

Federal Judge Augustus N. Hand said yesterday that the threejudge statutory court, continuing hearings in the government antitrust suit against the industry, does not believe that the total divestiture of affiliated theatres is either necessary or called for in the
S. Supreme Court decision which remanded the case to the

U.

New York

Election Aftermath
Hits

B'way Grosses,

But

'Pit' Is

High

RKO

(Continued on page 4)

Depinet Is Pleased
With RKO Decree

Opening the way for SPG
and SOPEG to file affidavits
was a decision by leaders of the
United Office and Professional
Workers of America, the guilds'
parent union, to sign the

davits forthwith.

affi-

A number

of

(Continued on page 2)

RKO

president, isNed E. Depinet,
sued the following statement yesterkday after the consent decree terminating the government anti-trust suit
against
had been approved by
the New York Federal Court
"I am very pleased that our comp
pany has taken this important step
p
Universal-International will open a
which, in my judgment, is clearly in distribution
office in Holland around
its interest and in the interest of its
Jan. 1, Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign
stockholders.
In my view, the most sales
vice-president,
disclosed
here
significant provision of the consent
yesterday.
Seidelman, who has just
(.Continued on page 4)
returned from a six-week trip to Europe, said that the company's membership in the Bioscoop Bond, state
film trust, has been approved.
Business in France was character-

Open

}«

U-I Office in

[i!

RKO

j5

Holland: Seidelman

\ii

Ascap Decree

Deadline

Memo

Now Friday

Ascap, which was due to
file in U. S. District Court
here today a memorandum on
its
position regarding the
forthcoming decree in the
New York exhibitor plaintiffs
anti-trust action, has been
granted additional time to
file,

until Friday.

Frohlich, Ascap attorney, is tied up on the industry Paramount anti-trust
suit which is currently being
heard in U. S. District Court
here, and requires additional
time to prepare the Ascap

Louis

memorandum.

ized

as

Is

"static."

(Continued

Public's preoccupation with the unexpected outcome of the national election reduced somewhat this week the
grossing potency of the several new

which came to the Broadway
Hence, generally mild business is
regarded in first-run exhibition circles
here as hardly a normal manifestation
this week.
Next week, it is said,
should produce a higher level of grosses in line with the public's retreat
from an atmosphere of "political
pictures
area..

hysteria."

There

were

only two really fast
"The Snake Pit" at the
where the initial stanza is ex-

starters-:

Rivoli
pected to bring a rousing $55,000, and
"Sealed Verdict," plus Frankie Laine
on stage, which is heading for a big
$85,000 in its first week at the Paramount. At the Mayfair, meanwhile, a
more or less bright start was registered by "Road House," with about
$38,000 indicated for the opening week.

Judge

court.

Hand

clearly

indicated,

however, that some divorcement
has been prescribed by the Supreme
Court and will be ordered.
When counsel for Paramount,
Loew's, 20th Century-Fox and Warners revealed that they believe it to
be necessary to introduce substantial
new testimony or evidence which
might require lengthy hearings, Judge
Hand raised the question of turning
the case over to a special master.
Robert L. Wright, assistant to the
U. S. Attorney General, objected to
that procedure and his objection apparently was sufficient to keep the case
before the statutory court.
Judge Hand previously had indicated that he believed the defendants
were entitled to litigate certain questions pertaining to ultimate divestiture or retention of some of their theatres and, with Wright's objection barring the transfer of the new hearings
(Continued on page 4)

80 from England in
1948, Says Wilcox

A record number of 80 pictures is
First week of "You Gotta Stay
Happy," together with a stage presen- expected to be made in England this
at Radio City Music Hall, is year, Herbert Wilcox, British producHe said that our tation
expected to ring up a pretty good er, asserted here yesterday.
Wilcox
on page 3)
$125,000 following a slow post-election arrived here at the weekend with his
start
which brought about $80,000 wife, Anna Neagle, on the
Queen
Thursday through Sunday. "Unfaith- Elisabeth.
Wilcox declared that the two-fold
fully Yours," plus Peter Lind Hayes

Record $78 Million
Grossed in Canada

purpose of his trip here is to discuss
a joint production-distribution deal
with American film interests, and to
arrange private showings and fix disOttawa, Nov. 8. Canadian govtribution
here
of
his
two films,
ernment reports that despite a decline
"Spring in Park Lane" and "Elizabeth
of paid attendance from 227,538,798
of Ladymead," both of which star
in the previous year to 220,857,594
Memphis,
Nov.
8.— Conciliation Miss Neagle.
last year, or a three per cent decline, proposals may top the agenda of an
Wilcox said that he did not expect
Canadians spent a record total of $78,- open meeting called today by the ex- his reciprocal deal to be finalized dur684,681 last year on motion picture en- ecutive committee of Tri-State Thea- ing his visit here.
He said "two or
tertainment, against $74,941,966 in the tre Owners Association for Memphis three" American producers
were conprevious year, showing a five per cent on Dec. 9 to hear Arthur Lockwood, cerned and he "wanted to explore the
increase in gross receipts, with gains Theatre Owners of America president, situation on the spot." Under
the ar(Continued on page 3)
and Herman Levy, general counsel.
(Continued on page 3)

—

on stage

Roxy is due for a so-so
(Continued on page 3)
at the

Tri-States May Act on
Conciliation Dec. 9

Motion Picture Daily
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Extras Guild Rejects
Producers' Proposals

Personal
Mention
BARNEY
president

BALABAN,

Paramount

Holman

Russell

;

Eastern production head, and Edwin
L. Weisl, board member, have re
turned to New York from the Coast
•
James R. Grainger, Republic dis
tribution vice-president, left here last
night for Minneapolis, while Edward

Walton,

L.

assistant

general

sales

manager, and Walter L. Titus, Jr
manager, left on branch
division
tours.

Martin Starr,
picture

WINS mo

Station

commentator,

re

will

vive his series of "Gangplank Inter
views" with film and other passengers
on incoming- boats.

•

Howard

M-G-M

Dietz,

to vote against its acceptance. The report says six months of negotiations
have failed to persuade producers to
eliminate the $9.45 daily rate for work
in mob scenes, and declares the effect
of this refusal is to deprive players of
unemployment insurance rights.

Writers

ing-publicity vice-president,
to New York yesterday
Coast.

Delays on Scripts
Hollywood, Nov.

advertis

SWG

ual writers, whether
members
or not, protection against undue delays by producers in reporting on submitted scripts, plus extended control
over sales representation, and other
benefits.

returned

from

the

America

arrived

Arthur

Kelly,

United

Artists

New York

yesterday from Hollywood.
•

Norman Elson, Trans-Lux The
atres

vice-president,

will

leave

here

today for Providence.

•

Moe Kerman
has returned to

of

Favorite

New York

—Last

Nov.

8.

—

Films

from the

Coast.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Top Court Remaining
Outside Lawson Case
Washington, Nov. 8.—The U. S
Supreme Court today refused to take
immediate jurisdiction in the contempt
of Congress case of John Howard
Lawson, one of the "10 unfriendly
witnesses."
Lawson, convicted for his
refusal to tell the House Un-American
Activities Committee whether he was
a member of the Communist Party,

has an appeal pending in the Court of
Appeals here and has about 10 days

more to get in final briefs.
However, while action was pending

"YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY"
EDDIE ALBERT
A WILLIAM DOZIER PRESF--*TION
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONi*^ ,TURE

SPECTACULAR

STAGE

PRESENTATION

lems are too complex for outsiders to understand," he declared.
He said, however,
that it is necessary to work
for enactment of legislation
and controls where monopoly
squeezes the little fellow.

SEALED
VERDICT

Berger
cited
Ascap
and
divorcement as examples of
the need for continuing to
"fight monopoly on a common

RAY MI LLANO

t tarring

w»h

FLORENCE MARLY
A

Paramount

Picture

level."

changes have taken place meanwhile in the ranks of UOPWA

KAYE,
VIRGINIA

MAYO

—

Philadelphia, Nov. 8. Sidney E.
Samuelson was elected president and
Elmer Hollander vice-president
the
SOPEG president Sidney Young Allied Motion Picture TheatreofSerconducted a membership meeting here vice, Inc., by the booking
and buying
last night as a first step toward meet- outfit's new
board of directors. Other
ing the Taft-Hartley provision, and officers are: Cecil Felt,
treasurer;
SPG president Jeff Livingston has bert M. Cohen, secretary, and E. AlB
called a meeting of his organization Gregory, financial
secretary.
In addifor this
evening.
Notwithstanding tion to Samuelson, Hollander, Felt
the fact that the memberships of both and Gregory, the directors
are Martin
unions voted against the signing of B. Ellis, Ben Fertel, Percy Friedman,
the affidavits in a recent referendum, Jack H. Greenberg and Larry Woodin.
the executive boards have the power
effect
Taft-Hartley
compliance
without further action by the guilds'
memberships, it was explained.
"We have decided to conform,"
Young said yesterday, "even though
we are still firmly opposed to signing."
He said SOPEG will continue
to press its court case challenging the
constitutionality of the Taft-Hartley
Law. "We've got to get on these shop
election ballots," he said, referring to
National^ Labor Relations Board elections being readied for several film
home offices where "IA's" Motion
Picture Employes Local No. H-63
claims to have won shops away from
SOPEG. United Artists is already in
the H-63 fold, and employes at RKO,
Paramount, Republic and elsewhere
are
seeking
"IA"
representation.
NLRB election privileges are denied

color by
Broadway at

Brown Heads Studio

BIJOU THEATER,

ed in the election of

Edltor n Ch
a " d Publisher;
^vlv£ mS
<£ n Slx h Avenue, Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin
Rockefeller Center, New York
^^^K}. V
-

^ ^J
X^F?*^-'
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Doors

Open
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Release
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doors open
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Wolverton of Chelsea as alternate.
Another meeting, in Marshall, result-

7th Ave.

47th

St.—

ZANUCK

presents

&

Wayne

Group
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r'
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Germani, Pulsipher
On Mich. A Hied Board

Pulsipher
Pennell of

of Bellevue,
and Bob
Publicity
Bronson as alternate.
Washington-, Nov. 8. Rep. J.
Hollywood, Nov. 8.— Paramount's
Parnell
Thomas, chairman of the George Brown today succeeded UniHouse Un-American Activities Com- versal^ John Joseph as chairman
of Keenan Buel, 75
mittee, was indicted today on charges the Studio Publicity
Keenan Buel, 75, of Ladentown,
Directors Comof padding his Congressional payrolls. mittee, the latter
becoming executive N. Y., a director of
Thomas has been active in the com- committee chairman, in the customary in the early days, died motion pictures
over the weekmittee's
probes of Communism in bi-annual rotation of the
committee end in the Medical Arts Centre HosHollywood.
chairmanship among members.
pital here.

—

Arthur Rank presents

J.

SOPEG

Parnell Thomas, Coast Prober,
Is Indicted as 'Kick-Backer'

A

Midnight Show

the small exhibitors.

UOPWA

J.

Cont. from 8 '45

"THE RED SHOES"
Color by Technicolor

In Business Hearing
Washington, Nov. 8.— The House
Small Business Committee has abandoned its plans to conduct hearings in
New Orleans on Dec. 1, in connection
with the annual convention of the
Allied States.
Instead, the committee
has decided to invite Abram F. Myers,
chairman of the board of Allied to
appear as a witness at the committee's
final hearings on Nov. 15-16.
These sessions will cover a variety
of subjects, including the problems of

TECHNICOLOR

ASTOR

45th Street

Ask Myers Testimony

the Court of Appeals,, counsel for
the screen writer asked the Supreme
Court to take the case immediately on
non-complying unions.
the ground that an important ConstiDetroit, Nov. 8.— Series of district
Although it issued yesterday a
tutional question was involved.
meetings being held by Allied of Michstinging indictment of the
All today's refusal means is that the
unions' "desperate switch" and im- igan to elect directors in the field are
Court of Appeals will continue to
pugned the motives behind it, H-63 progressing, a meeting in Monroe,
have the case. The Supreme Court
said it welcomed the opportunity to Mich., resulting in the election of
could, if it desired, hear the case if
battle
for jurisdictional su- Rene Germani of the Monroe Theatre
the Court of Appeals should affirm the
in that town, and the naming of A. D.
premacy "on even terms."
conviction.
in

Ce^ild^^

H

JOAN FONTAINE-JAMES STEWART

Allied Booking

trj

h„iw

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

leadership.

here yesterday from Boston.
•
vice-president, returned to

Minneapolis,

year's action by North Central
Allied
president
Ben
Berger to take alleged grievances of independent exhibitors to the public was "a
mistake," the exhibitor leader
said.
"We must settle these
internal disputes among ourselves around the conciliation
table because our trade prob-

NEW YORK THEATRE

Samuelson Head of
Firm

(Continued from page 1)

president,

'Mistake' to Run to
Public, Says Berger

194

9,

DANNY

SOPEG

SPG,

Arthur Lockwood, Theatre Ownof

—

8.
Screen Writ
Guild and the Artists-Managers
Guild have jointly announced the
adoption of a code affording individ

•
ers

Would End

ers_

•
tion

—

Hollywood, Nov.
The Screen
Extras Guild board, in a report to its
membership, submitted producers' contract proposals and urged its members
8.

Tuesday, November

DARRYL

r

the
I

F.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by
ANATOIE LITVAK

•
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Irant Heads Variety
plub in Baltimore
•

—

Baltimore, Nov. 8. The Variety
fclub, Baltimore Tent No. 19, has new
Joseph C. Grant,
Seers, as follows
H. Ted Routson, first
hief barker
Fred Schmuff,
ssistant chief barker
Ucond assistant chief barker; William
i'lyers, dough guy; Chauncey Wolf,
I

:

;

;

:

pcretary.

Myer
board includes
Sapperstein,
Al
Fred
ir
ogels^p^ Sam Tabor, Robert C.
;mbrevS£?arry Goldman. Delegates
new

The

'.endleman,

I

h
!

'

Broadway Grosses

the Variety convention are

Joseph

Veems,

Grant

and

:

O. D.

William

fyers.

pBS

American

rights

television

its

Hope

that the British and American film industries "will get together
and work for the mutual benefit of

52

to

films

j'

iperations.

Rights cover distribution as well as
>roadcasting, and the films will be
made available to television stations
>n a syndicated basis. All pictures are
cheduled to be ready for distribution
subscribing stations within six
k:o
j

was expressed here yesterday

both"

by Sir Arthur Jarratt, managing director of British Lion Films.
Jarratt, who is here "on a routine
visit," arrived at the weekend on the

SS Queen

Open

second round.

Elizabeth.

U

-

1 Office

(Continued from page 1)

"One Touch of Venus" and a stage
show topped by singer Jean Sablon,

limited

figure to bring in a very slow $37,000

"would bring

number

of pictures in

in just

France

about enough to

In Italy, the situation
second week. In its second week cover costs."
Seidelman
"Kiss the Blood Off My Hands" "was quite the contrary."
at the Criterion where a fair $29,000 said that all American companies had
is
indicated. Two others which are 725 features in Italy in the past 12
performing unimpressively in second months and added that "all made
Seidelman attributed this
stanzas are "Hollow Triumph" at the money."
Globe and "The Plunderers" at the condition largely to the fact that both
Gotham, each expected to take $11,- distributors and exhibitors "went out
000; "Triumph" will be succeeded on and worked and exploited the picThursday by "Blood on the Moon." tures."
Seidelman asserted that U-I is getThursday will see the opening also
of "Joan of Arc" at the Victoria ting "normal playing time" in Enwhere refurbishing work has been go- gland under the present arrangement
ing on for several weeks in prepara- with the J. Arthur Rank organization.
tion for that picture's world premiere. He said that the 45 per cent quota is
"biggest obstacle to imbenefit performance of "Joan" is still the

.

A

tomorrow night at the Victoria.
the Astor, "A Song Is Born" is
due for a relatively mild third week,
with approximately $27,500 in view.
"Hamlet" at the Park Avenue and
"Red Shoes" at the Bijou are continuing at capacity business, sixth week
of the former bringing in $16,000-plus
and the third week of "Shoes" grossing $17,500.
set for

At

Rear Projection for
Video Is Announced
Development

provement of business."
Discussing

Eric Johnston's recent
abroad, Seidelman said that the
Motion Picture Association of America president was both an ambassador
of good will and a film salesman and
added that "he did a marvelous job for
our industry."
Seidelman will fly to Buenos Aires
shortly to attend the company's Latin
American sales convention which will
trip

of a technique to furprojection
for
televised
shows, in much the same manner as
motion pictures employ background
scenic and action effects, has been
announced here by J. A. Tanney, head
open on Nov. 15.
of
Cinema Supply Corp. 'Hills of Home' to Music Hall
S.O.S.
Gus S. Eyssell, managing director
Equipment needed for the television
projection includes the Bodde trans- of Radio City Music Hall here, has
lucent screen and wide angle lenses, concluded negotiations with William
(Continued from page 1)
both of which are available, Tanney F. Rodgers, M-G-M distribution vicepresident, for the booking of "Hills of
says.
Home" at the theatre following the rangement he would affiliate with
American interests "to make pictures
current "You Gotta Stay Happy."
in England that would be of boxCharities
Picture is scheduled for general reoffice value in both countries."
DisHollywood, Nov. 8. With a quota lease in December.
tribution would be split into two zones,
of $1,303,720, Hollywood's fourth anthe Eastern and Western hemispheres,
nual united appeal was launched today
with the American interests distributby the Permanent Charities Commiting in the latter zone, naturally.
tee with a noon rally at the ParaWilcox urged that the Anglomount studio.
Mountain View, Cal., Nov. 8.
American interests "get closer togethCensorship of motion pictures was er and not farther apart."
He said
proposed here when religious and civ- that there was "so much that we can
ic organizations protested programs at get of value from Hollywood and so
the Mountain View Theatre.
much that they can get from us."
City attorney Herman Mager was
Wilcox will return to London next
asked to prepare an ordinance for Tuesday to start production on a
reading at the next meeting of the Technicolor film,- "Maytime in MayCity Council. The ordinance wOuld set fair."
up a Board of Censors which would
preview and pass on all pictures exhibited in the local theatre.
The proposal originated as a result
(Continued from page 1)
of a new policy instituted of midnight
recorded
in all provinces except Nova
shows for adults only, the civic
groups complaining that young people Scotia, where the decline was 10 per
attended the shows, which were not cent of receipts.
Some $15,819,402 went to federal
suited for family attendance, and that
unless display ads and pictures of and provincial governments in taxes
"Hollywood Revels" type are elimi- last year, leaving receipts of $62,865,net increase over the previous
nated the theatre would be boycotted. 279.
year of 216 theatres was recorded,
enjoy the finest
bringing the number to 1,693 last year,
in air travel
with a seating capacity of 834,360,
compared with 752,642 seats reported
at
extra fare!
by 1,477 theatres in the previous year.
The only Coast-to-Coast
Hollywood. Nov. 8. United InterConstellations
national will produce Edgar Allen
Poe's "Goldbug" and Richard Harding Davis' "Gallagher," as first in a
Hollywood, Nov. 8.
Don Hartseries of pictures to be released com- man has been named to handle armencing early in 1949, according to rangements for the presentation of the
TRANS WORLD AIRLINE
H. W. Irwin, president of the com- 1948 Academy Awards, by Jean Her•
U.S.A.
EUROPE AFRICA ASIA
pany.
sholt, president of the Academy of
United's plans call for the produc- Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
tion of 26 new pictures in 1949-50 Date and place of the annual
event
season.
will be determined later.

"

nish

r

is

have been acquired by
Columbia Broadcasting System, it was
.nnounced by J. L. Volkenburg, vicepresident and director of television

tfeeks.

$90,000 in its first week on the basis
of $50,000 culled Friday through Sunday.
Leading the holdovers are "The
Three Musketeers" at Loew's State,
and "June Bride" at the Strand where
the stage is occupied by Vaughn Monroe's band. The former is on the way
to a big $60,000 for a third week, and
"Bride" is due for a husky $66,000 in

Visitor Jarratt Bids
U.K., U. S. Cooperate

in a

Gets 52 Films
For Telecasting

British

(Continued from page 1)
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Drive Launched
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Censorship Asked for
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inexpensive forum for the adjustments

Total Divorcement Out

of disputes."

(Continued from page 1)

far with this court."

While declaring that he did not
three-judge court be- Frohlich branded the government's
10-year-old proposed trade practice injunctions an think more testimony was needed
the
of
phase
new
the
gan
" 'destroy' the in- "What more can be added ?"
he corfol- apparent attempt to
industry anti-trust suit hearings
said that the govern- rected Wright when the latter charged
He
yes- dustry."
adjournment
mid-day
the
lowing
new ment-recommended judgment would the defendants were trying to delay
terday, with Wright introducing
owner- open the distributors to "numerous the new hearings as "long as possible."
exhibits pertaining to theatre
"Their object is not to deter but to
contempt proceedings." Both he and
ship reports of the four companies.
Raftery again referred to private cases litigate certain questions," Judge Hand
Attorneys for the latter immediately
against the distributors throughout the said. "I think they have a right to do
questioned the accuracy of the new
country, saying that the present status that."
exhibits.
Twice he remarked that intent in
of the New York case is being used
The court did not set a time
by lawyers in support of private suits. acquiring theatres, however innocent
limitation on the new phase of
Frohlich asked the court to consider it might have been, "does not matter.
More testimony on that is not needed.
the hearings but has indicated
its final decree in the light of other
that it will not countenance
cases now pending and potential ones It's the effect of the acquisitions that
protracted testimony.
in the future, and to grant defendants matters," he said.
Judge Hand observed that the Suprotection from "ruinous" damage acretime
of
amount
clue to the
preme Court decree "spells divorcetions.
been
have
may
quired by defendants
ment, not total divorcement but some
Cites Dipson Trust Action
supplied by Joseph Proskauer, counsel
divorcement."
court
the
told
he
for Warners, when
Raftery cited the current Dipson
"Not without an inquiry," Seymour
testimony
his
new
that he could put in
Theatres action in Buffalo against the replied.
with
met
not
is
"in four days and, if it
distributors when he, also, called at"They wouldn't have remitted the
perhaps in one tention
objections,
serious
to other suits.
case to you if they wanted divorceday."
...
Landau made a bid for the right to ment," Proskauer remarked.
Counsel for other companies did not ask modification of the final decree
indicate how much time they might "once the effects of the conspiracy
require but if their needs did not differ have been dissipated."
Landau also
materially from those of Warners', the hit the government's proposed prodays
case might be concluded in 30
vision on clearances which, he said,
or less.
(Continued from page 1)
would mean that clearances would be
justified only in instances of print
Decree
Hit Procedure on
timony was taken in the industry case
shortages.
because, under the anti-trust laws,
John W. Davis, for Loew's, mainYesterday's session began with the
such a decree could not be used subpresentation by Wright of terms of tained that the U. S. Supreme Court
sequently as prima facie evidence in
the separate settlement with RKO. "had in mind" further testimony in treble damage actions which may
be
settlement the case and said he was "prepared
Objections to the
brought against the company later.
were raised by United Artists counsel, to challenge" evidence on closed towns The decree could
be so used if it were
Edward Raftery, and Louis D. Froh- and joint ownerships offered by the entered after new testimony had been
lich, attorney for Columbia, both ques- government.
Proskauer argued that Warners de- taken in the case.
tioning the procedure. Raftery also
The court called a brief recess to
offered the point that the settlement velopment of its theatre holdings was
consider the decree and at its end,
presumably motivated by the "need for new marothers,"
"affect
might
Judge Augustus N. Hand, senior jurmeaning it might be used in other kets" and that monopoly was neither
ist, said
"Your decree has been read,
anti-trust cases against the distrib- the intent nor the effect. He said that
and perhaps partially understood, and
utors. He added, "It may even preju- Warners for the most part built its
has been signed."
circuit from 1928 to 1931 and chardice this very trial."
new system of voluntary arbitra- acterized the acquisition of theatres at
Counsel Leave
tion for the industry was discussed that time as "pioneering." He said
Thereupon, Irvine, General William
briefly by defendant attorneys with the only 14 houses were taken by Warner
indication that the subject in all like- before 1928 and only a "small number J. Donovan and Gordon Youngman,
the
attorneys, arose and left the
lihood will be taken up at length at a subsequent to 1931."
.'"What remedy should we give?" court room, while the seven other masubsequent time. That Judge Hand
would be agreeable to arbitration was Judge Hand asked of Proskauer. jor defendant companies turned to the
made apparent by his comment that "We were told our remedy was in- continuation of the hearings.
Thus, the
consent decree has
"I certainly think and always thought adequate," he added, in a reference to
been approved by the court, the Dethat there ought to be such a system." the Supreme Court's opinion.
The position of the "Little Three"
"One remedy should not be divorce- partment of Justice and the company's
board of directors, as of now. It rewas voiced by Frohlich, Raftery and ment," Proskauer answered.
mains only to be approved by
Cyril Landau, the latter for Universal.
Scores D. of J. 'Inconsistencies'
stockholders, to whom it will be subWhitney North Seymour, for Para- mitted at a meeting to be held withmount, charged that the government in 90 days. Approval at the meeting
in its proposals was offering the "same is regarded as highly probable in view
old argument." And he lashed out at of the -fact that the theatre divestiture
An experienced man or organizawhat he called inconsistencies in the program on which the decree is based
tion to handle complete releasing
government's position basing this, in was conceived by Howard Hughes,
details of a
-reel theatrical short
one instance on the 'government's bid who owns the controlling stock interin color.
for divorcement but its willingness to est in RKO.
Exploitation already covered.
allow for new theatre acquisitions
To Set Up Two Companies
Call CI 5-8459
upon court approval.
The plan provides for division of
John Caskey, for 20th Century-Fox,
into two new stock companies,
announced to the court that he intended to show that no monopoly exists one for production-distribution, the
and said that the government is bent other for theatre operation. The laton obtaining divorcement without the ter will have title to 80 wholly-owned
Jr.
theatres and may acquire up to
further proof which, he said, is necesnow
sary.
Caskey accompanied his oral 30 other houses in which
CO., INC.
argument with a memorandum to the holds an interest. It must dispose of
court which concludes that 20th-Fox's partial
interests in 241 other
"present method of selling affording theatres within a year.
any exhibitor the opportunity to negostockholders
receive
will
tiate for pictures on any run he wants shares in both new companies, but
renders the relief of divorcement Hughes must dispose of his interest
Specializing
and divestiture unnecessary."
in one of the two within a year.
The
in requirements of the
Caskey endorsed the objections to government does not care which one
Motion Picture Industry
the government's proposals raised by Hughes retains, but he already has inthe other defendants and expressed dicated by granting an option to Atlas
75 Maiden Lane, New York
his company
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RKO

Decree

RKO

RKO
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A

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

WANTED
I

RKO

MITCHELL MAY,

RKO

(Continued from page

1)

RKO's

to a master, the

INSURANCE

Depinet Pleased

Judge Hand remarked that both
sides were taking "extreme" positions
now and warned that "You won't get

RKO

decree is
representation to til
court that, subject to stockholder
approval, it proposes voluntarily I
divorce its exhibition business from 1
production and distribution busine!
This will have far reaching and, I \
lieve, very beneficial effects on o
future.

Theatre Setup Indep'
"In a short time our

~,*ent

tSjy^'.t coi

pany will commence operations as

tially

all

theatres.

its

It

so-called wholly-own
also has the right und

the decree to acquire without furthi
court approval certain additional the
tres in which
and other e:
hibitors presently have an intere;
Our interest in the theatres which v
must sell is in most cases that of
minority stockholder and those the.
tres are operated by others.
In n
judgment there will be no finer grot
of theatres anywhere in the Unit(
circuit.
States than the
Trad
tionally, our theatres have been sin
cessful and their individual locatioi
and the character of their operatic
assure that they will continue to t
strong competitors in every mark'
in which they are located.
"Our picture company has at a
times successfully maintained its conpetitive position throughout areas

RKO

1

RKO

i

which

it

has

no

theatre:

affiliated

Historically, it has always held a plac
of eminence in the industry and it
reputation has been established by con
sistent delivery of top quality pic
tures.
I have not the slightest doub
that, operating separately, it will con
tinue as one of the industry's mos
reliable sources of high-grade product

'Only Way' to Retain Circuit

RKO

"Fortunately,
has since its or
ganization operated its theatres indei
pendently of its production and dis

We

tribution' business.

picture

pany

company and
and from an

standpoint each has had

agement and

have had

own man-

its

For that

staff.

W.

6th

St.,

Los Angeles

;

a theatre com
administrativi
reasoi'

the separation to be undertaken wjli
for
be a relatively simple onei
With each unit specializing in its owi
Picfield, I am confident that
Theatres will eaci:
tures and
be leaders in the advancement and
growth of motion picture entertain-

RKO

RKO

RKO

ment."

Coast Production

Drops

Slightly

—

8.
The producindex dipped to 30 from last
Six films were
week's tally of 33.
launched while nine were completed.
Shooting started on "Jolson Sings
at
"Counselor
Again,"
Columbia
Eagle-Lion;'
(Equity),
Gun-Law"

Hollywood, Nov.

tion

;

"Tuna

Clipper,"

Monogram

;

"Top

o'

"Rolling
Morning," Paramount
RKO
Wheels," Screen Guild; "Champion"
(Screen PJays), United Artists.
RKO
Shooting was finished on "Stam"The Mutipede," Allied Artists;
neers" and "The Devil's Henchmen,"
Columbia; "The Barkleys of Broadway," Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
"Crashing Through," Monogram "El
Paso" (Pine-Thomas), Paramount;
the desire of
to "become Corp., headed by Floyd Odium, to "Stagecoach Kid," RKO Radio; "The
a party to a nationwide arbitration purchase his theatre company interest, Amboy Dukes,"
Universal-Internasystem which will afford a speedy and which one he will dispose of.
tional
"Flamingo Road," Warner.
the

;

—

—

510

;

independent circuit.
I
believe t
consent decree is the only way RK'
can be assured of retaining substai

;

;
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YORK,
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

o Seek Stay L.
N.Y. Order

L.

J.
J.

(Jack)

Schlaifer

was named general
Eagle-Lion

J

Films

Appeal Decisions
Leibell and Nordbye

vice-

tribution
president.

f

appointment to
newly-crethe
a t e d position
comes e i ght
months after

American Society of Composers,
and Publishers reportedly

Authors

planning to apply for a stay of

New York

to

Ascap

The

DeneauHeads
SRO Sales

Heineman.

Heineman

stated that "the
large amount of

case.

also expected that

is

will

being
product
from Judge Gunnar Nordbye's
Schlaifer
Li. J.
handled by EaAscap publisher
gle-Lion, in ad'embers against Bennie Berger in
sales
[inneapolis Federal Court, but no tion to the increased volume of
ay will be sought there.. Ascap has necessitated the creation of a general
'uch less at stake in the Minneapo- sales manager position."
Eagle-Lion last
joined
Schlaifer
case than it has in the ITOA case
serving as Allied
after
id reportedly feels that little would February,
(Continued on page 6)
accomplished by a stay, but will
ppeal the Minneapolis decision on
>peal

•cision in the case of

Sidney G. Deneau, assistant general
manager of Selznick Releasing
Organization, has been named general
sales

manager
U.

.

...

the Society succeeds in obtaining
stay of Judge Leibell's order, the
>rm of which already is apparent, alnough it may not be issued for sev-

its

Drive on Reissues

j.

distribute five
Ex
're-release packages" next year.
libitors will be asked to nominate
heir preferences from a list of avail

able attractions submitted to them by
William C. Gehring, assistant general
sales

manager who has been

relieved

duties for a concentrated
Each of the
drive on reissue sales.
'packages" will get national attention
(Continued on page 7)
rf

15 low-budget films and six Westerns
completed, he said, adding that scripts
{Continued on page 6)

the

nature of its theatres' competition in
various parts of the country.
Suggestion to the court that a threeweek adjournment would serve to
hasten the hearing in the long run came
from Paramount trial attorney Whitney North Seymour following the deattorney Joseph
cision
of Warner

effective

Milton

statement

SRO

yes-

Proskauer to comply with Judge
Hand's recommendation that Warners
put in evidence simultaneously all testimony regarding its theatres' compe-

tors,

attended

O.

David

and

Selznick

Daniel
S he

'

a,

Sidney Deneau

T.
here

ed the testimony to express his con-

from California for the purpose, further disclosed that the top management of the domestic affairs of
will be in the hands of a committee
of three, consisting of Paul MacNa
mara, vice-president in charge of public relations of all Selznick companies
Deneau, and Leonard Case, treasurer
Kusell will not leave the company

SRO

London,

Nov.

9.

— Countering

J.

Arthur Rank's well-publicized largeAssociated
plans,
television
British Pictures Corp., Warner affiliate, now discloses that following two
years of secret research it has ordered
full-scale video operations with the

screen

ultimate goal a television program in
theatre.
every
Currently the company's experiments are concerned with both direct
(Continued on page 6)

ABC

7)

Talks Continue on
Selznick-U.A. Deal
With

negotiations

still

uncompleted

United Artists
some weeks, during which he will on the deal by which
special distribution for
work with Deneau on pending sales would handle
negotiations.

Although, at

37,

Deneau

is

the Selznick Releasing Organization,
one of there was nothing to place before the

(Continued on page 6)

Makes

2 Loam; Hits U.A. Report
Lawrie
— Co.,H.which
ad

London, Nov. 9.
head of Film Finance
ministers government

UA

board, and its regular meeting,
scheduled for yesterday, was not held.
David
O.
between
Discussions
Selznick and Gradwell Sears, U. A.
president, reportedly are continuing
and a decision on the deal, one way
or another, is expected to be reached
before Selznick leaves for the Coast,
probably this weekend.
Details of the deal were not re(Continued on page 7)

J.

loans to film
producers, disclosed at an interview
here today that advances have been
made only to British Lion and Ex
elusive Films, to date.

California Independent Theatre Ownits general counsel,
Fred A. Weller, as executive secreLawrie used the opportunity afford
tary, succeeding Robert H. Poole, reSCITO president Leroy A. ed by the press conference to sharply
signed.
that
reports
Pauley said, "we believe that in com- rebuke purveyors of
Artists had applied for produc
bining the positions of general coun- United
tion loans from the British govern
sel and executive secretary we have
added an unusual organizational serv- ment agency.
He stated publicly that David Copice to our members."
Weller, formerly with the anti-trust Ian, U. A. representative here, had
division of the Department of Justice made no official request for an ad(.Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
ers has appointed

(Continued on page

for

U.K. Finance Unit

9.

Up to that point, Proskauer
had been submitting city-by-city evidence marked by questioning of W.
Stewart McDonald, Warner Theatres
vice-president. Judge Hand interrupttition.

board of direc-

other

ABPC Plans Video Fred Weller Named
To Dual SCITO Post
For All Theatres
— Southern
Los Angeles, Nov.
'

in

Federal Judge Augustus N. Hand
yesterday granted an adjournment
of the new statutory court hearing
on the industry anti-trust suit until
Nov. 29, following completion today
of Warner Brothers' testimony on the

company's

O

will

TEN CENTS

Court Urges Both Sides
To Agree on Issues
In the Interim Period

followterday,
ing a special
meeting of the

Studio Until Jan. 1

Bolstered by what is claimed to be
biggest product backlog, EagleLion has shut down its Coast studios
temporarily until Jan. 1 and will resume production with an active schedule of seven pictures between Jan. 1
and Feb. 15.
The company now has 12 top-budget
On the conclusion that only the surpictures, including five in Technicolor,
face has been scratched on reissues,

Century-Fox

A
from

by

(Continued on page 7)

,i!0th

distribution

vice-president.

E-L Backlog Shuts

!0th-Fox Planning

all

Kusell has resigned as sales

,:

If

of

and Can

S.

ada,
today.

•'s

rinciple.

NEWS

U.S.

Schlaifer joined
E-L as assistant

Judge Vincent L. Leibell's
dgment, pending appeal, promptly
Indeter entry of the order in the
ndent Theatre Owners Association
ederal

It

FILM

1948

yesterday

manager of
by William J.
Heineman, dis-

sales

/ill

i

10,

IN

TRUST CASE
Schlaifer Qpp TO NOV. 29

Report Ascap E-L Promotes

)f

flRST

Discuss Naming New

SIMPP President
Selection of a new president for the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers is under discussion
here again at meetings of leadingmembers of SIMPP or their representatives.
in
still
conferences,
of
Series
progress, also has thoroughly canvassed the organization's position with
(Continued on page 2)
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Personal
Mention

Indianapolis, Nov.

Harry K. McWilliams, Columbia
and Mrs. McWilliams have become the parents
of a daughter, Sarah Jane Fuller,
their third child.

deliver.

tion,

Eagle-

Lion advertising-publicity vicepresident, will leave here on Monday
tor Hollywood.
•
exploitation manager,

Milton Goodman,

and Mrs.
parents

of

Goodman have become
their

first

a

child,

the
son,

named Robert.
•

William Howard,
eral

manager

of

assistant

RKO

U-I Latin American

Meet to Run A Week
Joseph H. Seidelman, head of for-

leave here today on a Southern and eign operations for Universal-InternaMidwestern business trip.
tional, has set a U-I Latin American

•

Edward Arnold, M-G-M

convention for Buenos Aires, during
star, will

AFL

Cinconvention
address the
cinnati on Sunday as a representative
in

week commencing Nov. IS.
Al Daff, U-I vice-president

the

Lawrence

Weingarten,

M-G-M

studio executive, has returned to the
Coast from here.
•

Milton Stern
has returned to

of

Uniled Telefilm

New York

from

Italy.

•

Steven Pallos has arrived

in

New

York from London.

Video Not a Film
Threat: Mamoulian
will not

meet sud-

den "death" at the hands of television
as predicted by some "television experts," Rouben Mamoulian, director of
stage and screen, told a luncheonmeeting of the American Television
Society at the Hotel Astor here yesterday.

"My opinion," said Mamoulian, "is
that television will flourish as a fascinating medium of communication it
will vitally hurt and restrict radio,
World War I Armistice Day, to- but it will not affect motion pictures
morrow, will be observed by a half adversely."
On the contrary, he
or full-day closing of most home of- pointed out, television will depend
film
firms
in
fices and by many other
•upon motion pictures for much of its
the industry here.
material."
Closing at one o'clock will be Film
Charles J. Durban, president of the
Goldwyn
Mayer, American Television Society, presided
Classics, Metro
Republic, at the meeting.
Monogram,
Paramount,

Most Companies

to

Observe the Holiday

20th Century-Fox, Universal, Warner Brothers and the Motion Picture Association of America. Closed
all day will be Eagle-Lion and RKO.
Undecided late yesterday were Col-

umbia and United

SIMPP

Artists.

President

(Continued from page 1)
respect to foreign distribution problems, particularly those involving effects of Motion Picture Association of

America and Motion Picture Export
Association policies in the British and
other markets.
SIMPP has been without a president since the resignation last January of Donald Nelson.
Among those participating in the
current conferences, latest of which
was held here Monday, are David
Selznick. James Mulvey, Roy Disney,
Walter Wanger, Daniel O'Shea, and
others.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

day's propresident
of the state organization, will deliver
Opening of
the convention welcome.
the convention was preceded by a directors meeting and dinner for directors and their wives at the Antlers
ship

also are on the

first

Trueman Rembusch,

will

here

Motion pictures

TRUMAN'S
of

tonight.

today for Buenos Aires,
of the Screen Actors Guild.
accompanied by Robert H. Weait,
•
Latin-American supervisor for the J.
Latin
Ed Hinchy, head of the Warner Arthur Rank Organization.
playdate department, will be in Wash- American supervisor Americo Aboaf
ington today from New York.
and Fortunat Baronat, director of for•
eign publicity, are already in Buenos
Virginia Mayo, Warner star, has Aires making preparations.
been selected as "March of Dimes
Girl" for the 1949 campaign.
•
leave

—Election

morrow.
Other features include a report,
"Making Caravan Work," by Charles
Niles, secretary of Allied States, and
a film forum with a panel including
William L. Ainsworth, president of
national Allied, Niles, Sam Switow,
-Joe Cantor; Al Blocher, Earl Herndon, Herb Ochs and Joe Finneran.
An ATOI report for 1948 by Bill
Carroll, secretary, and discussion of
future ATOI policies by the membergram.

gen-

Theatres, will

9.

directors will highlight the opening
session of the Associated Theatre
Owners of Indiana's two-day convention at the Hotel Antlers here to-

is

•
assistant to Columbia's short subjects sales manager,

Today Parade

Indianapolis

Neil Agnew, former head of
Selznick Releasing Organiza-

YOUNGSTEIN,

10, 194'

ATOI Convention in Newsreel

Farmer Agnew Has
2,000 For Release
engaged in capon
raising on a big scale at his
Southbury, Conn., farm. His
flock numbers 2,000 birds and
he will handle distribution
himself to the holiday markets. The 21 Club here is reported to have made a standing offer for all Agnew can

MAX

Wednesday, November

;

Telecasts

'Full'

Story on Thomas

triumphal

return

Washington highlights

„

curra
newsreels. People in the news, foo
ball and human interest items roun
out the reels. Complete contents jo
all

low:

MOVIETONE

NEWS, No. 90— Trunin
returns to Washington in triumph. Nam<
in the news: DeGaulle scores in electior
Army

ter

Science:
display.

in

NEWS OF THE
man

."~~

A [en
ei
nation's first jr'^ei) draf
Arctic expedition; aton^ -. eactio
Pigskin parade.

Athenagoras heads Greek Church

hailed

DAY, No. 220—Tn

conquering hero.

as

Horse Show.

Berlin kids run

Nation;
blockad

Red

Football.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

ington's

No. 23

greatest victory show.

Truman

hailed

holiday.
inductees.

News

— Wasl

Football.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

No.

194^

in
Capital; takes Florid
in brief: canyon fire; fir

Football.

WARNER PAT HE NEWS,

No. 25-

wins
New inductees.
kids.
Football.
Colorado vacation.
tional Horse Show.

Truraan

!

Berli

Ns

MPEA Fetes Kekich,
Attache at Prague
Emil Kekich,
the American
was guest at a
yesterday by the
at

Commercial Attach

Embassy in Pragut
luncheon given her

Motion Picture Ex
port Association.
Kekich, who has served for man
years in U. S. Government foreig
trade activities, chiefly in Easten
European countries, stated that tlv
vast majority of fans want America!
films and are displeased when they ar
from staff members.
not permitted to see them.
Actual evidence was secured by
vice-presiden
Irving Maas,
Telenews before the indictment, also and general manager, stated that thi
direct interviews with former em- American industry owed Kekich
Columnist Drew debt of gratitude for his effective co
involved.
ployes
Pearson, first to bring the case operation in helping
meet tin
against Thomas to the government's special problems of American film dis

Television Newsreels claims to be
first
on the nation's television and
theatre screens with the "full" film
story
on the J. Parnell Thomas
Congressman's
following the
case,
Federal Grand Jury indictment for
allegedly accepting salary "kickbacks"

MPEA

;

-

MPEA

with

cooperated

attention,

Telenews tribution

the case" and appears in the story,
Telenews reports.

in

Eastern Europe.

in

Goetz Consultant
At Republic and CFI
Appointment
cial

dio

of Jack Goetz as speconsultant on laboratory and stuactivities

was

announced

yesterday by Herbert

J.

Yates,

here
Re-

Premiere of
'Joan'

Wanger'

Here Tonight

stage and other personalities will attend the benefit world premiere of Sierra Pictures' "Joan ol
Arc" at the Victoria Theatre tonight
Screen, stage and opera will bt
represented by Ingrid Bergman, Walter Wanger,
Joan Bennett, Victot
Fleming, Eric Johnston, Ned E. De-

Screen,

president.
Goetz will serve
with both Republic and its affiliated
Consolidated Film Industries.
pinet, Anna Neagle, Herbert Wilcox
Goetz was previously associated Guy Kibbee, George Coulouris, Barwith Yates in Consolidated, for many bara Bel Geddes, Madame Lucretia
to
He had been plant manager Bori, Fletcher Markel, and others.
years.
of Erbograph, which Yates amalga1
mated with two other laboratories to
Philadelphia Nov. 9. Complaints form Consolidated.
Since 1930, he
for
Signs
in connection with monopolistic prac- has had his own organization.
tices in the theatre field will be heard
at a Dec. 1 meeting of a sub-commitLos Angeles, Nov. 9. With
tee of the House Small Business Com-

public

Meet

House Group

In Phila. on Dec.

—

FWC

2

announced by Joseph D. Henderson, national managmittee

here,

it

is

ing director of the American Association of Small Business.

Moore Quits
Warner Boston Post
Boston, Nov.
—Forrest (Dinty)

'Dinty'

9.

Moore,

Northeastern

district
sales
of Warner Brothers, has
resigned, to take effect on Friday.
successor will be named.
The dis-

manager

Odeon Theatres

Curtail Matinees
Toronto, Nov.
power blackouts
result

of

York.

will

be

operated

out

of

New

this

district

Odeon Theatres has announced canall matinee performances
Saturday at the Fairlawn
and Danforth theatres until further
notice, while other neighborhood exhibitors also are
rearranging their

cellation

of

except on

schedules to

No The new

trict

the

—Due

to increased
as a
electricity
shortage,
9.

in

fit

the latest cut-off order.

Odeon-Toronto Theatre

will
continue to operate continuously since
it is free of blackouts in its downtown
location.

Up

Commercial Film

—

showings set to start on
Thursday in outlying districts,
a hundred Fox West Coast
houses in this area will ex-

the 10-minute subject,
"Biggest Inch," under commercial sponsorship of the
Southern California Gas Co.
at the rate of $10 per thousand admissions, a circuit
hibit

spokesman disclosed today.
The film was produced in
16mm. by Polaris Pictures
and enlarged for theatre use.
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'em up at

"fill

THANKSGIVING.'"
(The Stale, N. Y. record-breaker, a
simultaneous Thanksgiving sensation!)

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
LANA TURNER, GENE KELLY, JUNE ALLYSON, VAN
HEFLIN, ANGELA LANSBURY, FRANK MORGAN, VINCENT PRICE
KEENAN WYNN, JOHN SUTTON, GIG YOUNG Color by TECHM-G-M

presents Alexandre Dumas'

Starring

•

NICOLOR

.

SIDNEY

Produced by

.

Screen Play by Robert Ardrey

PANDRO

S.

•

BERMAN

Directed by
.

GEORGE

An M-G-M

Picture

'ew up at

"fill

CHRISTMAS/"
(Next at Radio City Music Hall and
America's perfect Xmas show!)

presents "HILLS OF HOME"
Starring EDMUND GWENN
DONALD CRISP, TOM DRAKE, JANET LEIGH, and LASSIE Color

M-G-M

.

.

by

TECHNICOLOR

gested by The

by

Original Screen Play by William Ludwig • SugIan Maclaren Sketches "Doctor of the Old School" • Directed
. Produced by ROBERT SISK . An M-G-M Picture
•

FRED M. WILCOX

Fill

em. up at

NEW
"WORDS AND MUSIC" Starring JUNE ALLYSON
PERRY COMO, JUDY GARLAND, LENA HORNE, GENE KELLY
MICKEY ROONEY, ANN SOTHERN with Tom Drake, Cyd Charisse

M-G-M

presents

.

Betty Garrett, Janet Leigh, Marshall Thompson, Mel Torme, Vera-Ellen
Color by TECHNICOLOR . Based on the Lives and Music of Richard
Rodgers and Lorenz Hart • Screen Play by Fred Finklehoffe • Story by
Guy Bolton and Jean Holloway • Adaptation by Ben Feiner, Jr. • Musical
Numbers Directed by Robert Alton . Directed by
TAUROG
Produced by ARTHUR FREED . A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

NORMAN

Fill

'ew up

all

New

YEARS/"

at Radio City
Music Hall and across the nation

(Happy

year >o<md"

Year

I

UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

PRESENTS

FONTAINE LANCASTER

presents

mm- mm
Joan

THE BLOOD
OFF MY HANDS

James

KISS

co-starr. ng

HtVfTON
ROBERT
I1W
Maddow
1

tjon by B en

- EDDIE ALBERT
ROLAND YOUNG WILLARD PARKER- PERCY KILBRIDE
From The Sat. Eve. POST serial by ROBERT CARSON .
produced and
written for the screen by KARL TUNBERG •
directed by H C POTTER

A WILLIAM DOZIER presentation
e

HECHT-NORMA
A HAROLD

PRODUCTION

A RAMPART

jfl

PRODUCTION
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•7
1
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Motion Picture Daily
Screen Unions Set
Film Boycott Day
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild and the Screen Publicists
Guild announced here yesterday that
Nov. 18 has been designated as "Stay
Away from the Movies Day," described as the first of a series of such
"days" in an "all-out effort on the
part of both locals to persuade moviegoers to stay away from all motion
picture theatres throughout the Metropolitan area to force film producers to
negotiate new contracts."

E-L Promotes
(Continued from page 1)

Artists-Monogram director of sales
He had previously
for two years.
been 20th Century-Fox's Central sales

manager from 1943 to 1945, prior to
which he had served as vice-president
of Edward Small productions for three
He entered the industry in
years.
1912 as a salesman in the Warner FeaIn 1915
tures Minneapolis exchange.
he became Seattle exchange manager
for Universal, later resigning to man-

age the Unicorn Exchange in Chicago
and then to open his own state's
rights exchange in that city, and subsequently to serve in other sales executive posts elsewhere.

ABPC

(Continued from page
projection and the
process used successfully

Radio)

in

New

establishment of

Betsy Drake, making her screen debut, plays the beCary Grant and Franchot Tone the men in her complicated life, with Diana Lynn as her roommate and companion.
When Miss Drake meets Grant, a baby doctor, she decides that he is the
man she wants to marry. Thereupon Miss Drake launches a campaign for
him that has all the elaborateness of preparations of an admiral mappingout an intricate naval maneuver. When Grant, however, seems immune to
matrimonial entrapment, Miss Drake decides upon the further strategy of
making him jealous. And to this end she finds some fine uses for Tone, her
wolfish employer. When it all winds up, Tone, despite his vaunted experience
with the opposite sex, seems much the worse for the adventure. It is a foregone conclusion that Miss Drake would win Grant, and by the time she
does, some fanciful bits of comedy have come to pass.

amounts advanced x^Briti:
cise
Lion and Exclusive, Lawrie admittt
the former receives "in excess of
000,000 at four per cent," and the la
ter "around $104,000 at Ay2 per cent
Weighing 'Other Advances'

is

an attractive

mused

cast.

shopgirl, with

Miss Drake performs with a wistful air and deports herself as an actress
Contributions of Grant and Tone are highly
of considerable screen promise.
Production and direction is by Don Hartman. He also collabosatisfactory.
it was based on
rated on the screenplay with Stephen Morehouse Avery
an Eleanor Harris novel.
;

Running

time,

85

minutes.

General audience classification.

criticism
her
considerable
readily disposed a
pointing out that the company ha
presented its production program
him, that it has a record of previou
box-office successes to support it an
that it has been assured of support b

"High Fury"
*

\A ADELEINE CARROLL
quee embellishment.

"High Fury" can be an arresting mar-

in

Indeed,

experience will prove that a top

star

Lawrie

which

commercial banks

also.

considerable re
exhibitors as a distribi
tor of reliable second features or pre
gram fare for neighborhood theatre
It appeared that Lawrie, a shrew
and experienced banker, is not bein
deluded by fly-by-night producers

enjoys

Exclusive

among

pute

iVl

television

stu-

ABPC

Welwyn

date,

sioned

champions of promotional schemes de

name and a concise title implying conflict and excitement are a shot-in-thesigned to utilize government mone
arm combination for almost any theatre front. But that is not the only asset but, rather, is opening up only to di
Parapossessed by this Charles (Buddy) Rogers-Ralph Cohn presentation. It
satisfy him that thei

ABC

ABC

Elstree and
studios and Pathe Distribu-

Newsreel,

Release

Mandel Herbstman

Dec. 25.

Approaches to him for advanc
have been made by others, some con
mendable and still under consider
tion, he said.
The advance to Exclusive occ

film

dios and application
for permission to conduct experimenLontal transmissions to three
don theatres.
Under the direction of C. J. Latta,
all
representative
here,
Warner
resources will be enlisted in
the program under the over-all supervision of Sir Philip Warter, chairman of ABPC. Among the comtheatres,
resources
are
its
pany's

Pathe

Finance Co., b
had made exploratory approaches,
which Lawrie reported that it wl
unlikely that money would be avai
able to American companies in vie
of the urgent necessity of British pn
ducers and that the matter would t
in any event, for the Treasury.
While refusing to disclo^^Ne pr

European

ward
"High Fury" was filmed wholly
has been made

ABC

1)

Film

shopgirl's notion that a girl should be able to steer the man
to the altar, instead of the other way around, becomes the basis of a
fairly reliable comedy in Dore Schary's presentation of "Every Girl Should
Be Married." The film is designed more for laughter than logic, and along
its course it turns up many farcical situations, some of striking vitality and
others of thin and obvious outline. Bolstering the picture's exploitable title

by
York.
carries a strong flavor of sincerity and
Plans have been developed for the

mount

from

vance

A PRETTY

*'

1)

intermediate

(Continued from page

'Every Girl Should Be Married"
(RKO

10, 19|

U.K. Finance

Reviews

(Peak Film-United Artists)

Video Plans

Wednesday, November

story-telling in the

is

a near-masterpiece of straightfor-

tradition.

Swiss Alpine areas, and, of course, is
richly scenic. Its conflict and excitement reside principally in the emotions,
reaching out to physical drama only at the climax in the form of tragedy
during a mountain-climbing holiday.
The screenplay, by Harold French and Lesley Storm, from their original
story, examines the cross-currents of love and hate and jealousy that assault
the home of Miss Carroll, a Swiss inn-owner. Her husband, a handsome but
impecunious and emotionally immature peasant (Michael Rennie), nurses an
unyielding hatred for her young ward (Michael McKeag), a war orphan
from France who fills a gap in Miss Carroll's loveless life. The village
physician, played by Ian Hunter, is attracted to Miss Carroll and the lad.
The trio, in a bond of friendship and devotion, are the targets of Rennie's
malice and childish revenge. Rennie invites the war-shocked boy on a mountain-climbing expedition, but the former's character does an about-face when
an accident puts both their lives in jeopardy he sacrifices his own life to
save the boy's. A happy reunion ensues for Michael, the doctor and Miss
in

—

tors.

tributors able to

production programs constitute rea
onably safe deals.
Reiterates FFC Function
Lawrie also took occasion to den
a press report that Nicholas Daven
fron
resigning
contemplated
port
Film Finance because the latter wa
adhering more to the financial marke
trend than to government policy. H
explained again that the corporation
function is not to supplant orthodo
_

bank loans but rather to sustain them'
Lawrie said that British Lion ha
produced proof that it would distrib
ute 18 top-grade pictures next yea
It handles both Sir Alexander Korda

H
and Herbert Wilcox's pictures.
said FFC wants to discourage inde
French directed this Peak Film Production with a sure hand and heart. pendent producers from forming dis
(Continued from page 1)
The picture's photography, it must be pointed out, suffers somewhat from tribution companies in order to qualif
technical deficiencies and lacks the polish which characterizes Hollywood- for loans, and said, "We don't pla
and engaged in private law practice, made pictures. Others in the cast are Anne Marie Blanc, Arnold Marie, Willi
to advance money to occupy Tedding
said, that "due to recent judicial opin
Fueter and Max Haufler. Ivor McLaren produced.
ton studios just to get the stage
ions outlawing restraints of trade and
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, filled."

Fred Weller

Named

Carroll.

monopolistic practices, many new ap
not set.
proaches and solutions are in prospect
I
shall
for independent exhibitors.
always proceed on the premise that a
square deal between theatre owners
(Continued from page 1)
and distributors should be obtainable
by a full presentation of the facts in
the youngest sales executives in the
the course of negotiations."
business, he has been in motion pictures for 20 years as exhibitor, film
buyer and salesman. In 1926, Deneau
BANKING FOR THE
joined Fox Film in New York City.
MOTION PICTURE
In 19.34, he moved into exhibition,

Deneau Heads

INDUSTRY

Charles

L.

Franke

E-L Backlog

Edgar Kennedy,
In 106

RKO Comedies

Hollywood, Nov.

9.

—Edgar

Ken-

nedy, 58, died today at the Motion
Picture Country Home following hospitalization
of eight weeks
for
a
throat ailment.
Under contract to
Radio for the past 18 years, the
comedian appeared in 106 two-reel
joining Fabian as manager and treascomedies for that studio and in scores
urer of the Brooklyn Paramount and
of feature pictures for others.
He
Brooklyn Fox theatres.
In, 1936 he
entered the industry in 1911 as a
was transferred by Fabian to Albany,

RKO

Mack Sennett "Keystone Kop." The
buyer and aswidow, a son and a daughter survive.
In 1939 he resistant zone manager.
turned to New York to the Fabian

where he became

home

COMPAN
NEW YORK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

when

to go into productio
studios resume operation
whipped into final shape
The seven include Walte

seven

the

of

the

will

be

Jan.

1.

Wanger's "Blank Wall," "World and
Little Willie," "Border Incident," and
"Twelve Against the Underworld
and three to be produced by Bryan
Foy: "These Are My Orders," "Port
of New York" and "Trapped."
From Newark— MIAMI $50

film

\FLY OVERNITE

Jerome Cady, 48

In
office as chief film buyer.
1942 he enlisted in the Army, and in
Hollywood, Nov. 9. Funeral ar1946 Deneau joined Schine Circuit in rangements are pending for Jerome
In Cady, 48, screen writer, who died
Gloversville as general manager.
1947, because of Mrs. Deneau's health, aboard his yacht on Sunday. He was
he left Gloversville and at that time with 20th Century-Fox for the past
joined SRO as assistant general sales eight years. The widow, a son and a

manager.

(Continued from page 1)

58;

CALIFORNIA

—

daughter survive.

TO

SKYCRUISES, N c. 0C 4,,2HOURS
-

|

Air Travel Agency

HOTEL DIPLOMAT

HOTEL BRISTOL

W. 43rd

423 W. 8th St.
Los Angeles

108

New York

St.

City

BRyant 9-3707

Trinity 8662

\ :lnesday,

.S.

1

November

10,
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Argue Corporate

Trust Case

Remaining

would serve
'unduly lengthen the hearing,
jeymour suggested that if the in
h submission of stipulation evidence
're to be followed by the other de'dants the case could be consum'ted in about a day-and-a-half fol'ing •-^three-week period devoted
gatl.y—•g the evidence.
wai^greed by the court, defense
I'.t
'orneys and Robert L. Wright, astant to the U. S. Attorney-General,
is prosecuting the government's
;e, that during the three- week interthe defendants and Wright will
lfer in an effort to reach a mutuy satisfactory proposal for disposiregarding theatre partjjn of issues
rships so as to avoid controversy on

RKO

phases

of the
government's anti-trust suit
have been narrowed to such
a degree insofar as non-theatre owning defendants are
concerned that one of them,

that such procedure

1

government's proposals on divestiture
and divorcement with the presentation
of statements on the history of theatre acquisitions and operations by J.
Robert Rubin, Loew's vice-president
Charles
and general counsel
C.
Chicago, Nov. 9. Circuit Court of
Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurAppeals heard arguments here today
er, and Joseph R. Vogel, vice-presiinvolving the corporate relationship
dent in charge of theatres.
that
some of Radio-Keith-Orpheum to determine
acknowledged
Davis
partnerships were questionable as to whether attorney Miles Seeley had
exempt
legality and reported that one opera- any basis for his motion to
from contempt charges
tion in Buffalo involving Loew's Para- the company
mount and "an old employe" with in the Jackson Park decree. Seeley
Palace Theasome interest is now in process of contended that the
liquidation.
He said that Loew's tre is not owned, leased, or operated
Pictures, but is a separate
would take "one parcel, Paramount by
the Chicago
the other," but added the process was subsidiary operating as
complicated by the interest of the "old Orpheum Co. He admitted, however,

'U' Dispenses with
Special Trial Counsel

(Continued from page 1)
ti

7

—

;

Universal, has dispensed with
its former special anti-trust
counsel,
Thomas Turner
Cooke. Universal now is being
represented in court only by
Cyril Landau of the home of-

RKO

RKO

fice legal staff.

Davis observed that the
companies should be considered as individuals and not as one.
Raftery and Louis D. Frolich, Columbia counsel, expressed objections
Loew's,

of

He
employe," otherwise unidentified.
said the dissolution will be reported
to the court for its approval when
the details are ironed out.
Called to the stand by Wright, Republic sales executive John Paul Curtain testified on bookings in independent and affiliated theatres during
1943-'44. Wright has maintained that
the independent film companies, such
as Republic, have lost out on bookings because of the majors' alleged

jit score.
at this point to the government eviJudge Hand was obviously pleased dence in support of its proposed new
ier the prospects for quick disposijudgment on distribution practices.
"Of
|m of the case, and said so.
Cyril
Landau, for Universal, then
urse," he remarked jocularly, "this
the objection unanimous for the
He made
ijse may still go on for years."
Little Three.
"But not in this
stened to add
Davis sought to justify the exist- monopoly.
!"
urt
ence of a substantial number of partCaskey Compliments Wright
nership operations in exhibition in
what he identified as efforts to "cap:

li

Twentieth

Century

Fox

attorney

ohn Caskey and United Artists

Edward Raftery

attor-

Seyi:y
mour's suggestion. Caskey said he envisioned quick disposition under the
!an and took the occasion to compliment Wright on his "courteous attimde" thus far in the hearing.
Raftery said that
wants to rest
its
record thus far in the suit,
(in
sdepending on what your honors do
n divorcement."
Seymour told the court that Paralount had intended to introduce 20
Witnesses "from all over the country,"
nd that a reduction of the evidence
stipulation would make that un°o
indorsed

UA

:

f

!

necessary.

Relationship

sulate" the proof. He argued his case
in the course of only two hours, although reserving the right to assert
himself at a later point in the proceedings if he felt the need for new argu-

ment.

Rodgers Called to Stand
William F. Rodgers, Loew's vicepresident and general sales manager,
called to the stand by Davis, told in
detail the various changes in distribution which he has effected in the past
Davis offered the testifew years.
mony, he said, in support of his aim
to prove that because of new methods
of selling and generally dealing with
exhibitors at the present time, any

Wright then sought a guarantee in new relief is not necessary.
he form of a temporary court order
He said that government exhibits
["estraining defendants from acquiring on selling practices are too out-dated

RKO

it
is a "left arm" of the
parent corporation.
Seeley said he "didn't know why he
made the statement" during the origidid operate
nal hearings that
the Palace and Grand theatres. Jackson Park attorney Tom McConnell
produced evidence to prove that the
Palace is a corporate mechanism of
Pictures, stating that "all the
money came from the same till," and
adding "If it is true that the Palace
is
not owned by RKO, why didn't
witnesses
Seeley or the other

that

RKO

RKO

:

RKO

during

the

litigation

'Fighter Squadron
Premiere on Nov. 18 Ascap Stay
9

World premiere of "Fighter Squadron," Warner's Technicolor story of
operations
in
World
fighter plane
War II, will take place on Thursday
evening, Nov. 18, at the Victory Theatre in Dayton, before an audience including leading aeronautical scientists

and Air Force commanders from
nearby Wright Field.
Mort Blumenstock, Warner vicepresident in charge of advertisingplanning a series of
is
connection with the opencooperation
of Bill
ing, with
the
Keyes, owner of the Victory, and El-

publicity,

events

mer

in

Redell,

its

during the three- to be considered in the light of the
Veek adjournment period. The com- changes that have taken place, adding
pany attorneys opposed such action that Loew's has shown "good faith"
md gave verbal stipulation that their with no monopolistic intent and thererespective companies would not make fore further relief is unwarranted.
"It
,'such acquisitions.
Said Caskey
On questioning by Davis, Rodgers
hardly seems possible anyway that reported the company's new policies
New York
such acquisitions would be made in adopted
following the
light of the uncertainty which faces court's opinion of 1946.
He related
nvestors while the hearing is in his communications to branch and disWogress."
trict managers advising them of the
It became .apparent early in yester- acceptance of competitive bids, consid'day's hearings that the theatre-owning eration of exhibitor demands for cleardefendants would act independently of ances and runs and the discontinuance
each other in carrying the hearings of formula deals, master agreements
into the basic questions on legality and price fixing.
of theatre ownerships, although all
Davis thereupon offered this as
have the single aim of refuting the showing that independent exhibitors
government's proposed findings on the had the opportunity to obtain and in
subject.
numerous instances actually obtained
John W. Davis, for Loew's, opened M-G-M product over competitive afthe session with a motion to dismiss filiated theatres.
the government's amended complaint
Run and Clearance Chart
except on those portions which were
Davis offered a chart showing run
affirmed
the
Supreme Court.
by
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and and clearance changes in Buffalo and
Warners joined in the move, which Omaha made subsequent to the situawas thereupon denied by Judge Hand. tion heretofore contained in the court
In making the motion only in behalf record. Rodgers disclosed that a similar chart depicting activities throughout the country is now in preparation
and will be presented to the court
within three weeks.
theatres

:

-

WANTED

An experienced man
tion to handle
details of a
in

or organiza-

complete releasing

l-reel theatrical short

color.

Exploitation already covered.

Call CI 5-8459

interrogating
Caskey
joined
in
Rodgers with the intent of showing
that
20th-Fox theatres in various
cities were among those which lost
M-G-M films to competing independents because of the
ing policies.
•

Davis

stated

his

new M-G-M
case

against

sell-

it?"

(Continued from page

1)

presumably
exhibitors
weeks,
would be taking chances if they continued to withhold payments from the
eral

Society.
stay would render the New York
court's judgment inoperative pending
decisions on appeals. In the event of
reversals by higher courts, non-paying
exhibitors would be in a vulnerable
position.
If Judge Leibell were upheld by higher courts, however, exhibitors would not be liable for failure
to pay during the operation of the

A

stay.

manager.

!

Additional

deny

'Father'

To Buy Zukor Estate

Wins Citation

Warner's "Life with Father"

was

Negotiations are under way for the
given a citation as the finest family
purchase of Adolph Zukor's 800-acre
entertainment picture of 1947-48, last
Rockland County estate at New City
night at a dinner sponsored by the
by a syndicate of New York business
New York State Federation of
men, it was confirmed here yesterday.
Clubs' fine arts committee in
Women's
Members of the syndicate include Emil
connection with the Federation's anFriedlander, chairman of the board of
nual convention at the Hotel New
Dazian's, Inc.; A. J. Balaban, Roxy
Yorker here.
Theatre executive Bernard S. Thaw,
restaurateur, Jack Abrams, president
of the Mountain View Golf and Coun;

try Club, and Bernard
attorney. The syndicate

by

Nemeroff,

Jelline,

Nemeroff

G.
is

represented

Danzig

and

Paley.

Selznick

-

U. A. Deal

Have

(Continued from page 1)
vealed, but it was reported that it calls
for U. A. to handle sales and distribution of
product in the numerous
subsequent-run situations which are
not thoroughly penetrated by the limited
field force.
If the deal
jells, it is also reported, a nucleus of
the
force will continue as a unit
specializing on first-run accounts.

SRO

SRO

SRO

a

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

DC-6

-MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?
Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your travel agent

20th-Fox Drive
(Continued from page

Ticket Offices

1)

120 Broadway

comparable to new releases, the company has determined.
In a shift, Frank Carroll is now responsible for distribution personnel at
the home office as well as all other
personnel matters hitherto handled by
Gehring.
He is also charged with

the censorship problems.

Airlines Terminal

.-

Rockefeller Center

•

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

!

Get your
copy
of the

nevr
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Deal for U. A.

NBC

Distribution

Via Benny's "Stiff"
NBC develops a stake in

For

SRO

Set

Goes to U.A. Board for
Approval Tomorrow
Negotiation of the deal by which
United Artists would handle sales
and distribution for Selznick ReOrganization have been
leasing
concluded and the proposal will be
placed before the U. A. board of directors for approval at a meeting here
tomorrow.
Authoritative reports yesterday indicated that, if the plan is approved
personnel in the
by the board,
United States and Canada would be
merged with U. A. with the possibil-

Film Trade

motion pictures through its
purchase of Jack Benny and
his company, Amusement Enterprises,
which has completed its first picture, "The

Lucky

Stiff".

The

film

is

a

Jack Benny production with
Brian Donlevy and Dorothy
Lamour and will be released
by United Artists which holds
a contract for any other films
which Amusement Enterprises may make. Sam Dembow, Jr., will supervise sales.

SRO

Defense Based

20th-Fox Feb. l;To
Form Own Business

On

Charles Schlaifer has resigned as
20th Century-Fox director of advertising, publicity, exploitation and radio,
effective Feb. 1,
busienter
to
ness for himself,
-

nounced
yesterday.

Charles

Ein-

in

charge of advertising

-

Jan.

1

publicity

and

entire

10.

— Monogram's

board of directors was re-elect-

is

scheduled to arrive

in

York from
Hollywood, Nov.

Majors to Set New Plan
For Film Arbitration

tributor defendants substantially will
base their defense on the present-day
state of the industry, allegedly devoid
to large extent of monopoly, conspiracy and unfair trade practices.

is

Mono. Board 20th-Fox
Re-elected

In Trust Case

New York Federal Court hearing
on the Paramount case yesterday
adjourned to Nov. 29 with increasing evidence that the major dis-

Fox
anhere

president,

become

Is

'Reforms'

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th

slated to
vicepresident of

ity

deals

TEN CENTS

1948

Schlaifer Leaving

feld

SRO

that they would handle special
U. A.
for Selznick product.
would concentrate on broad, penetrafield
tion sales which the limited
force has been unable to cover thor-

in

11,

Charles Schlaifer

New
the Coast early next

week

to conclude the deal.
Einfeld held a
similar post with Warner Brothers
prior to forming Enterprise Pictures

From now to the new hearing
date the companies and the Department of Justice are to endeavor to reach an accord on
written testimony to be entered,
thus
eliminating
the
necessity of calling witnesses,
and to try to agree on which
theatre partnerships are to be
dissolved and in what manner.

ed today at the annual stockholders'
meeting, and the board held its first with David Loew.
oughly heretofore.
Schlaifer said yesterday the nature
this afternoon.
Election to
Appreciable economies for SRO are meeting
{Continued on page 2)
Those issues which remain to be reapparent in the arrangement and, on the Monogram board carries with it
the same duties as that of Allied
solved will be presented to the court
the U. A. side, addition of the SelzArtists.
for its consideration at the new hear(Continued on page 6)
Members of the board are W. Ray
ing which is expected to last only one
Johnston, Steve Broidy, George D.
week, according to both government
Burrows, Edward Morey, Herman
Next Jan. 28-29 has been set for a and film company spokesmen.
The
Rifkin,
Howard Stubbins, Charles meeting of officers and directors of
(Continued on page 3)
Trampe, William Hurlbut, Arthur C. Theatre Owners of America, Arthur
Bromberg and Norton V. Ritchey.
H. Lockwood,
president, disBusiness sessions, during which the closed here yesterday.
Lockwood said there will be about
American Broadcasting yesterday stockholders, franchise holders and
demonstrated hers its process of pho- board members will confer with the 75 officers and directors attending the
tographing television images direct sales force, will continue tomorrow meeting, which will be held at the
Mayflower Hotel in Washington.
from a receiver, recording both pic- and Friday.
(ture and sound simultaneously, with
Top officials of 20th Century-Fox
the aim of supplying its network afand of National Theatres will engage
filiates with 16mm. film for re-telein a detailed study of theatre divestiture possibilities following the arcasts in stations throughout the counrival here from the Coast today of
try.
Although such systems are not new
9 Charles Skouras, N. T. president.
The study will have as its aim
to the industry, particularly to Paramount's Television Productions, which
either the prospects of an early agreement with the government on theatre
has its own method for taking film
Indianapolis, Nov. 10. Plans for give the method further consideration. divestiture or eventual compliance
{Continued on paye 2)
Today's session also approved the with the indicated New York Federal
a hook-up of Indiana theatres to stage
their own "give-away" program in policies of the board after hearing re- Court insistence upon some, but not
competition with radio were given ten- ports from Trueman Rembusch, presi- complete, divorcement.
tative approval today at the opening dent, and William Carroll, secretary,
In no case, company officials said
Theatre voted to continue to hold a summer
session of the Associated
(Continued on page 3)
of
Malcolm Kingsberg, president
convention and to maintain the Allied
Owners of Indiana convention.
Theatres, has been named chairThe proposal, advanced by Joe Caravan as a free service for members.
man of the special gifts committee for Finneran, Columbus exhibitor, would Blaming film companies for clearance
of
Jewish Philan- depend on a minimum of 125 houses troubles resulting from print shortthe Federation
thropies, Fred Schwartz, vice-presi- subscribing, each of which would be ages, the meeting voiced disapproval
Detroit, Nov. 10. District meetdent of Century Theatres and chair- assessed for prizes and each to give of 50 per cent pictures.
man of the FJP amusement division, patrons tickets from which quiz show
William L. Ainsworth, president of ings held by Allied Theatres of Michiannounces. The quota for the division contestants would be drawn. The con- Allied States, was principal speaker. gan to elect a board of 17 directors
is $400,000.
New directors were elected, but the and 17 alternates in the field have
tests would be held in Indianapolis
Leaders in the industry here will and transmitted to theatres by a tele- votes will not be tabulated until to- been completed. Board members and
serve on the committee with Kings
phone network.
morrow.
alternates from all districts follow.
The convention committee includes
Al Ackerman, Deberg, among them Leonard Golden
The ATOI also endorsed the Cryptix
First district
son, Sam Rinzler, Murray Silverstone, system of determining the number of Marc J. Wolf, chairman
Rembusch, troit, board member, Irving Katcher,
second district
Nate Spingold, Sol Strausberg, Joe patrons of a theatre and recommended Switow, S. J. Gregory and Finneran. Detroit, alternate
Vogel and George Skouras.
that the Internal Revenue Department
(.Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

TO A Leaders To Meet

Jan. 28 in Capital

New ABC Video Film
Process Shown Here

TOA

20th-N.T. Officials

Study Divestiture

A TOI Backs Plan to Compete
With Radio on 'Give-aways
—

Kingsberg Is Head
Of Federation Unit
RKO

Mich. Allied Finishes
Field Directorate

—

:

;

;
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Variety Club

Personal
Mention

Honor

For Father Flanagan
—
Boys Town. Nebr.. Nov.
10.

SCHARY, M-G-M producDORE vice-president,
due
who

memorial statue in tribute to the late
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward Joseph Flanis
tion
here Monday from the Coast, will be agan, founder of Boys Town, will be
Boys'
a guest of Radie Harris on the presented to Father Flanagan's
"Broadway and Vine" aircast over Home by Variety Clubs International,
Msgr. Nicholas H. Wegner, director,
CBS on Tuesday afternoon.
has been advised by R. J. O'Donnell
•
Sam Shain, 20th Century-Fox ex- of Dallas, Chief Barker of Variety,
hibitor relations director, left here and John H. Harris of Pittsburgh,
last night for Cincinnati and Pitts- Variety Club founder.
Sid Blumenstock, assistant
manager, departed for

burgh.

exploitation

Chicago.

•

Sherwood of Kodak
F.
Research
Laboratories,
Rochester,
was awarded the Rodman Medal at
the 93rd Annual International Exhibition of the Royal Photographic
Society, London.
Harold

e

Henry
circuit

Teelucksingh,

Trinidad

operator and franchise holder

Monogram,
Toddy Pictures,

for

Film
is

in

New

Shafton,

Omaha

attorney

members

to the unveiling ceremonies.

.

•

Leo Young has resigned as assistant general manager of Fabian-Hellman drive-ins in upstate New York
to join

RKO

as an exploiteer in St.

No Pay Hikes Under

AFM Recording Pact
Former pay

the Coast.

SAG in Bid for AFL
Film Union Fight on 'Double Tax'
Hollywood, Nov.
Hits Ban on Hecht
— Screen Ac-

British

10.

Three newly-promoted
managers will be honored

distribution
at an indusdinner to be

try-sponsored beefsteak
held next Thursday evening at the
Ritz Restaurant in Passaic, N. J.
The three whom the industry will
salute on the occasion of their promotions are Clarence Eiseman, Warner's
Metropolitan district manager
Ben
:

;

Abner, Warner's New York branch
manager, and Lou Allerhand, M-G-M's
New Jersey branch manager.

Film Union
Hits Curb on Hecht
London, Nov.
— The British
British

10.

tors Guild executives Edward Arnold
and Pat Somerset will leave here at
the weekend for Cincinnati, where
they will urge the American Federation of Labor convention to adopt a
resolution requesting the U. S. Senate
to eliminate from several pending international tax agreements all clauses
depriving actors from benefits of the
elimination of double taxation.
The prepared resolution calls pres-

ently-proposed
agreements
"unfair
discrimination against professional entertainers" and points out that the
clause objected to was removed from
the U. S. -British tax convention.

A'

Local 771 Elects
Association of Cine Technicians has 'I
condemned the ban imposed by the
Jack Bush has been elected president
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association and Marc Asch vice-president of
on all films written or produced by IATSE Local No. 771, Motion PicBen Hecht. The
protest was ture Film Editors, in New York.
said to have been prompted not by Robert Dworsky was chosen secrepolitical sympathy for the American tary, John Oxton treasurer and Leonwriter but purely as a statement of ard Hein, Fred Ahrens and Robert
principle that works of art should be Klaeger, trustees. Charles Wolfe was
freely exhibited.
renamed business representative.

ACT

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

11, 19

fo

Video Clearances
{Continued from page 1)

—

Hollywood, Nov.

10.
Short su
producer Jerry Fairbanks h;
formed Fairbanks Music Publishii
Co.,
designed primarily to obta:
complete music clearance for tel

jects

new

business could not be disat this time but he said it
would be identified with the industry.
In his announcement Skouras indicated
that 20th-Fox would be associated
of his
closed

with Schlaifer's new enterprise.
"I have
Skouras's statement said
known for a long time about Mr.
Schlaifer's personal ambitions to engage in business for himself and he
has persuaded me that he is determined upon this culmination of his
plan.
It is a cause for real regret to
me and to this company that he has
made up his mind finally to take this
step and all I can do is to wish him
the utmost success and happiness in
his endeavor.
:

vision.

The company, a
Fairbanks, Inc.,
Nat Winecoff,

subsidiary of Jen-

be

will

former

headed b
Paramoui
Th^ un

studio music executive.
eventually will publish sh(2t
and make recordings.
,

nusi

ABC's Video Films
(Continued from page
direct

from

a

receiver

1)

large
screen theatre use, Frank Marx, AB(j
vice-president in charge of engineer
ing, claims advantages in quality an<
costs.
He said that one positive prim
of a half-hour show will cost $60
compared to $225 for other system
where 35mm. stock is used and where
these will be felt in his new venture. the process of recording sound and
This company looks forward to a busi- picture individually is employed.
Marx yesterday showed films taken
ness association with him in this new
from ABC's coverage of the election
enterprise.
"However, it is for Mr. Schlaifer to last week, projected on a small screen.'
announce the nature of his undertaking and the reproduction was flicker-lessJ
for

;

s,

understand, he will do in had sufficient clarity and was without
apparent flaws in sound.
Films taken from a regular
show and retelevised on a closed circuit showed
up second best, there being some
jumpiness and lighting shortcomings.
to do so."
Schlaifer expressed regret at ending These, however, might not have been
his long association with the company. due to the new process, but instead
"However," he said, "I have been to unfavorable conditions in the immeplanning for some time to consum- diate transmission area.
The new system will be put to a
mate my desire to go into business
and my plans are now at the point complete test when it will be applied
where I must regretfully sever a long to the network's video program on
and most pleasant association with Nov. 25. Meanwhile, it is promising,

and

this,

I

the very near future.
Meanwhile, at
my request, he has consented to remain with the company until Feb. 1
and I am grateful that he is willing

mainLouis.
tained virtually without change under
•
Helene Lax, former film publicist an agreement which has been reached
by the record manufacturers and
in New York, has been appointed
James C. Petrillo, president of the
head of Filmack Trailers special copyAmerican Federation of Musicians.
writing department in Chicago.
They provide for a minimum of $41.25
•
for a three-hour recording session,
Joan Mansfield, assistant to Art and
$13.75 for each half hour overMoger in the Warner Boston office,
time.
has
become engaged to Walter
An earlier agreement for renewal
Brannigan of that city.
of a musicians' welfare fund is to be Mr. Skouras and a great film corpora•
submitted to U.~ S. Attorney-General tion. I am very happy that I shall
Harry Goldberg, head of Warner Tom
have future associations with him and
If the
C. Clark in Washington.
Theatres'
advertising-publicity
deproposals are found legal, the agree- this company. My plans will be dispartment, will return to New York
ment on working conditions makes closed at a very early date."
on Monday from Philadelphia.
certain
the
that
manufacture
of
•
Joined 20th-Fox in '42
records will be resumed soon.
Jerry Wald is in New York from
scales are to be

November

Form Music Unit

Schlaifer

and member of Omaha Variety, has
been named chairman of arrangements by O'Donnell, for the unveiling
ceremonies which will be held on Sunday, Nov. 28 at Boys Town.
The
program for the ceremonies is now
Skouras Lauds Schlaifer
being developed by Shafton in conjunction with members of Omaha
'Tor myself I cannot speak too
Variety, of which F. A. Van Husan
highly of Mr. Schlaifer's character
is president.
O'Donnell and Harris
and accomplishments and I know that
will head a delegation of Variety

Father Flanagan was named reand
York from cipient of the first Humanitarian
Award presented by Variety, in 1938.

Classics

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad.

Edward

Thursday,

TV

and certainly a step ahead in the direction of network telecasts.
G. A.

$125,000 for 'Hamlet'

—

Boston, Nov. 10. "Hamlet," Universal-Rank production which just
closed a 12-week engagement at the
Schlaifer joined 20th- Fox in 1942 as Astor Theatre here, grossed between
advertising manager and was named $125,000 and
$130,000, according to

He

to his present post in 1945.
entered
the industry in 1929 as assistant publicity

atre,

manager
Omaha,

of the Paramount Thelater becoming manag-

ing director and advertising-publicity
director of the United Artists Theatre,
San Francisco.
In recent years he served as chairman of the Advertising and Publicity
Directors' committee of the Motion
Picture Association of America, and
as chairman of the Advertising Advisory Council of the MPAA. While
in the latter post the Council effected
the first revision in the industry's Advertising Code in many years. He has
lectured on industry subjects before
varied
audiences and conducted a
course on motion picture public relations at the New School, New York.

the theatre.

"Hamlet" began

its

seventh week at

the Park Avenue Theatre here yesterday, and also opened in two additional cities,
Beach, Cal.

San Francisco and Long

Rites for

Kennedy

—

Hollywood, Nov. 10. Final
for Edgar
Kennedy, veteran

who

rites

actor
died here Tuesday, will be held

morning

Friday

at
St.
Gregory's
Church.
Interment will be
Holy Cross Cemetery here.

Catholic
at

MGM-DeRochement Talk

—

Hollywood, Nov. 10. Negotiations
are understood to be under way between M-G-M and Louis DeRocheStars to
mont for settlement of his producing
Ronald Reagan and Virginia Mayo, contract with the company.
Warner stars, are due here next Monday from the Coast en route to Lon-

WB

London

Firm

Appointed
Royal Com- 'Ad'
29. While
Emerson Radio and Phonograph
here they will appear at the "Night Co. has appointed the Blaine-Thompof Stars" show at Madison Square son Co. of New York to handle its
Garden Monday evening.
television advertising account.

don

to participate in the

mand Performance on Nov.
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Trust Case
(Continued from page 1)

i

lown

its

New

original 1946 decree, on

if ear's Eve.
A new system of arbitration of industry disputes will be proposed but

,

l

t was indicated at the near-close of
that
distributor
session
/este_l_jf's
-'

nal r ~E~7
-

definitely is unlikely.

War-

Joseph Proskauer, addressing the court, announced that an outline of a plan "with teeth in it" will
De submitted in behalf of the theatreier counsel,

owning

defendants.

At

that

point,

Louis D. Frohlich, Columbia counsel,
went on record in strong opposition to
arbitration for his

company.

Columbia Against Arbitration
"It does us no good," he said. "The
very people who go to arbitration are
the people suing us" in private antitrust suits. "This even has happened
this year," he said, in an apparent reference *o the Buffalo action of Dipson
Theatres against the distributors. The
inference was that exhibitors in court
actions might point to clearance concessions made by the distributors in
arbitration proceedings as admission
of some guilt.

When

Judge Augustus N. Hand at
first had asked if non-majors would
join in an arbitration program, Proskauer said that "hope is not extinguished
we have been talking to
them." J. Robert Rubin, vice-president
and general counsel for Loew's, volunteered the information that RKO was
willing to go along, and John Caskey,
attorney for 20th Century-Fox, informed the court that counsel for three
;

other

national distributors (probably
Allied
Artists-Monogram,

meaning

Republic and Eagle-Lion)

have been

invited to attend discussions of a system of arbitration.
George Raftery, for United Artists,
and Cyril Landau, for Universal, said
that they could make no commitments
until the proposed plan was studied,
particularly from the standpoint of the
extent of costs involved.
At one point Judge Hand commented that he failed to understand why
arbitration was frowned upon by some.
Proskauer remarked that it would
be "a very effective instrument" even
without the acquiescence of the "Little

—

—

commendably.
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience
release.

He Walked by

direction of a well-knit screenplay puts Eagle-Lion's "He Walked
by Night" in the ranks of superior documentary-styled melodramas. The
story of the Los Angeles police department's hunt for a killer, it unfolds
with a tenseness and credibility that makes it thoroughly engrossing entertainment. The cast is not one of top grade marquee value, but it performs
as an adroit and coordinated team.
The story opens excitingly as a thief kills a police officer after a thwarted
robbery attempt. With little to go on, except that the killer is cunning and
resourceful, the police start a step-by-step accumulation of evidence.
Gradually the thief, at first but an elusive shadow, takes on recognizable shape.
With his identification once established, there remains only the final explosive
climax in which he is trapped.
Alfred Werker has done a commendable job of direction. One result is
that the audience is given a constant feeling of participation in the solution
of the crime. Richard Basehart, in his characterization of the murderer, offers
the proper blend of sadism and craft. Other competent performances are
given by Scott Brady and Roy Roberts, as police officers. The screenplay,
by John C. Higgins and Crane Wilbur, pretty much masters the formula for
Bryan Foy production, Robert T. Kane produced
this type of drama.
Wilbur wrote the original.
Running time, 80 minutes. Adult audience classification. Set for November.

Springfield, 111., and the
eight major distributors by
Louis
Sosna of Moberly, Mo. The petition
alleges violations of the Sherman and
Clayton Acts during the plaintiff's operation of the Sosna Theatre in Mex
ico,-

Co.,

Mo.

in

B>
16

week.

reviewing 16 pictures

this

They are: Paramount's "The

Paleface," Universal

-

International's

You Gotta Stay Happy" and 20th
Century-Fox's
"When My Baby
Smiles at Me."
Classified A-I were United Artists'
Borrowed Trouble" and "Dangerous
:

Venture"
Paramount's
"Disaster,"
Columbia's "El Dorado Pass," 20thFox's "Tuscon," Monogram's "Outlaw Brand," "The Rangers Ride" and
"Silver
Trails,"
and
Superfilm's
"Montecassino" (Italian). Rated A-II
were: "Her Man Gilbey," J. Arthur
Rank-U-I; "He Walked by Night,"
Eagle-Lion; "The Plunderers," Republic, and "The Untamed Breed,"
Columbia.
;

A

Mandel Herbstman
price-fixing, which have been declared
illegal, the independent exhibitors have

Warners and Loew's, for example,
endeavor td show that rentals
paid by Warner Theatres for Loew's

product will not correspond to the
point of suggesting conspiracy with
rentals paid by Loew's Theatres for

Amuse-

Films

Three pictures have been given "B"
by the National Legion

(Eagle-Lion)

Frisina and Majors
Frisina

Three

As Legion Rates
classifications
of Decency in

SMART

$450,000 Suit Against

against

For November
Charles L. Feanke

classification.

Night'

will

here

additional names added to
the talent lineup for the "Night of
Stars" United Jewish Appeal refugee relief and Palestine resettlement
benefit, scheduled for Madison Square
Garden here, next Monday night, are
the following
Morey Amsterdam, Milton Berle, Connie
Boswell, Joe E. Brown, Betty Bruce, Abe
Burrows, Red Buttons, Jeanne Carol, Myron Cohen, Perry Como, Vic Damone,
Marlene Dietrich, Peter Donald, Duke Ellington, Evelyn Knight, Jinx Falkenberg,
Tex McCrary, Harry Hershfield, Frances
Faye, Sid Gary, Kay Francis, Jane Froman, Margo and Eddie Albert, Connie
Haines, William Howard, Frankie Laine,
Bert Lytell, the Merry Macs, Vaughn
Monroe, the Nonchalants, Pat O'Brien and
Mary McCarty.
Also, Jan Peerce, Irra Petina, Molly Picon, Jane Pickens, Jane Powell, the Gae
Foster Girls, the Rockettes, Maurice Rocco,
Mickey Rooney, Jean Sablon, Herb Shriner,
Sam Sterner and his concert choir of 50.

recent novel about a bitter range feud in the old West
has been fashioned into a muscular screen drama whose thematic treatment departs more or less from the well beaten path trodden by what have
been characterized as "routine horse operas." Other factors are its mood of
brooding suspense, its boldly realistic minor key photography, its uniformly
satisfactory performances by a solid cast headed by Robert Mitchum, Barbara
Bel Geddes and Robert Preston. Put "Blood on the Moon" down as ripe
entertainment for the action fans, and particularly for those who demand
something more than the strictly elemental.
Mitchum gives a typical Mitchum performance quiet, icy, unruffled, seemingly lethargic as the cowpoke who heads north after a siege of bad luck
in Texas, and who finds himself a key figure in a sanguinary struggle between homesteaders and a cattle baron. Preston, his friend, had bid him come
north. Preston, it develops, has been playing the homesteaders in leading
them against rancher Tom Tully's men, but Mitchum does not intend to
participate in the double-cross that would make Preston rich and powerful.
So the cowpoke transfers his loyalty, falls in love with Miss Bel Geddes,
Tully's spirited offspring, and, of course, ultimately roughhouses and shoots Menasha Skulnick, Ted Straeter. the Step
Brothers, Jerry Wald, P'aul Winchell and
his way to a peaceful settlement of affairs between the cattlemen and the
Henny Youngman.
homesteaders. Walter Brennan, in chief support, is characteristically good
The production committee is headed
as a grim settler. Phyllis Thaxter, Frank Faylen, Charles McGraw and
by Robert M. Weitman, managing diseveral others fill lesser roles nicely. Adaptation of the original was by rector of
the New York and BrookShort and Harold Shumate. Lillie Hayward wrote the screenplay. Executive lyn Paramount
theatres.
producer Sid Rogell and director Robert Wise handled their departments

eoual opportunity with affiliated theatres to license product.
This same approach was taken by
In their new line of defense, the Warners' Proskauer when he quesmajors evidently intend to try to show tioned Warner Theatres vice-president
that the new selling practices adopted W. Stewart McDonald.
during the last two years have conIn the new statements to be prestituted all the injunctive relief re
pared from now until the hearings required in distribution and have result- sume
between counsel
(stipulations
ed in a dissipation of exhibition con for both sides that witnesses if appearspiracies complained of.
ing in court would so testify), the
In questioning William F. Rodgers, companies also intend to disprove
vice-president and general sales man- charges of conspiracy among the afager of Loew's, John W. Davis, coun- filiated theatres and respective parent
sel for that company, sought to estab
distributor corporations by way of
Iish that by competitive bidding, nego
showing no proportionate relationship
tiation of runs, product splits, and the between rentals paid to and collected
discontinuance of practices such as from any two companies.

A

Heavy

Among

(RKO Radio)
LUKE SHORT'S

Will Cite 'New Practices'

St. Louis, Nov. 10.—
$450,000
anti-trust suit has been filed in Federal

'Stars' Is

"Blood on the Moon"

Three."

Court
ment

Talent Roster for

Reviews

judgment could come
ourt's
final
ibout the corresponding time it handed

3

Warner films.
The government's

reply to this po-

"reforms" already
necessitated by previous

sition is that those

made were

rulings in this and other cases, including the Jackson Park decision in Chicago, but they still do not constitute
adequate relief for the pre=ent or sufficient safeguards for the future.

20th-N.T. Divestiture
(Continued from page

1)

yesterday, is there any intention of
devising a plan for the complete separation of the company's theatre in-

On the question of joint ownerships
the majors intend to show where possible that partnership arrangements do terests from production and distribunot necessarily mean that the partners tion either patterned after or similar
would have been competitors if the re to that recently concluded by RKO.
Intent appears to be more an exlationship had not existed.
In a state
ment already presented to the court by amination of what might constitute
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's vice the company's maximum divestiture
president and treasurer, it was report- proposal, or how it best might meet a
ed that one such partner, identified as minimum government demand for diVincent McFaul of Shea's Theatre vestiture, in furtherance of consent
Buffalo, was merely interested in his decree discussions or in ultimately
complying with court orders.
investment as such and had no inten
tion of operating theatres when Loew's
and Paramount dispose of their inter decree in the case has gained strength
ests in Shea's.
Incidentally, govern
with the court's announced attitude
ment attorney Robert Wright objected against total divorcement and for parto this on the grounds that Moskowitz tial divestiture, according to observers
was not qualified to speak for the here.
partner and demanded an affidavit
It is said that with Judge Hand's
from McFaul himself. Loew's counsel declaration to that effect, both sides
recognized the validity of the objection have a far better understanding of
and promised to get it.
what they might expect in the final
order if the case is litigated to the end
3 to Offer
Findings
and that more liberal concessions by
Universal, United Artists and Co
both sides would be more likely. Some
lumbia still are pursuing the same say, at least, that the government must
course, that is, holding as objection
recognize that it cannot achieve the
able the government's proposed new drastic complete divorcement order
findings
and order on distribution which it has been demanding and now
practices.
The three have tentative might show willingness to give ground
plans to reassert themselves in the so as to effect a settlement. Also, the
form of their own set of findings when companies, for their part, might be
f
he court reconvenes.
willing to give more ground than they
Meanwhile, possibility of a consent have indicated heretofore.

Own

THE GREAT ATTRACTIONS

CROWD WARNER
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END OF 1948 WILL
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Thursday,

Key City Grosses

November

11, 1948

Mich. Allied Elects
(Continued from Page 1)

Rene Germani, Monroe, board
(2Cc-36c-50c-66c-90c)

(2,761)

FOLLOWING

Gross:

6 days.

(Average: $10,600)
are estimated pic- $11,600.
MISBEHAVES
(M-G-M)
ture grosses for current engage- JULIA
LOEWS
(20c-36c-50c-66c-78c)
(2,074)
ments in key cities as reported by days. 2nd week. Gross: $13,200. (Average:
Motion Picture Daily correspond- $14,200)

ed. Estimates omit admission

tax.

JUNE

BRIDE

(WB)— SHEA'S
6 days.
$14,700)

(20c-36c-50c-66c-90c)

(Average:

700.

(2,480)

Gross:

$16

Dillon

ber,

Wolverton,

;

:

Ray Branch, Hastings, board memjl
ber Mort W. Dennis, Paw Paw, all
ternate
fifth
district
Herb Bosl
hoven, Grand Rapids, John Oatley,
alternate
sixth district
IfS^S Fox!
;

with Radio)— EG LINTON
66c)

(1,086)
$6,900.

Gross:

6 days.

(20c-36c-50c-

(Average:

$6,-

temperatures in the upper 70s pre- 900)
Holdovers MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA (RKO
vailed over the weekend.
are "Johnny Belinda'' and "Hamlet." Radio)— TIVOLI (1,434). (20c-36c-50c-66c) (
(Average: $8,200)
days.
Gross: $7,700.
Business is about average. Estimates ROPE (WB)— IMPERIAL (3,343) (20c-36c
Nov.
10
for the week ended
Gross: $16,600. (Aver
50c-66c-90c) 6 days.
$14,600)
BLANCHE FURY (E-L-Rank) and THE age:
GAY INTRUDERS (20th-Fox) — EXETER SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK (WB) and
(40c-80c)

(1,300)

(Average:

$1,550.

12th

(U-I-Rank)— ASTOR (90c-$2.40)
and final week at this theatre.

Gross: $10,000.

JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) and HOMICIDE FOR THREE (Rep.)— METROPOLITAN

2nd
(40c-80c)
(4,367)
(Average: $27,000)
$25,000.

Gross:

Gross:

Gross: $9,000.
MIKADO (U-I-Prestige)
days.

2

OF

EVIL

THE

MOONRISE
LlN AND

MOUNT

(Average:

and

(UA-Rank)— EXETER
Gross:

4 days.

(40c-80c)

MAN
(1,300)

$3,200.

and TEXAS, BROOK(U A) — PARA-

(Rep.)

HEAVEN

(1,700)
$17,000)

(40c-80c).

Gross:

$14,500.

MOONRISE (Rep.) and TEXAS, BROOKLYN AND HEAVEN (UA)— FENWAY

:

are

•

RUSH TO

Gross:

(40c-80c).

$5,900.

240)

(20c-36c-60c)

(Average:

days.

6

Gross:

and
(1,-

$5,400.

$5,800)

BALTIMORE

V^/nate

Flint,

Jj

:

;

.

;

:

alternate

City,

tenth district
Ed!
City, Lee Ward, Mtj
Pleasant, alternate.
Eleventh
district:
Carl
Johns,!

Johnson,

;

:

Bay

Cheybogan,

member,

board

ing Nov. 11

;

Del

Ritter,
fifteenth district
troit,

Detroit,

alternate;

:

1

$2,500.

:

;

;

(Averaee:

$12,500).

$14,500).

(20th-Fbx)— New
Gross:

(29c-40c-50c-54c).

age: $12,250).

A SONG

TOWN

Business in all theatres is about
Estimated receipts for the
average.
week ended Nov. 10
BEYOND GLORY (Para.)— ROXY (2nd
week on a moveover from the FOX (12c-

:

and the reissue of "Intermezzo," will

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA (M-G-M help absorb U. A. overhead at a time
Re-release)— VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-37c- when the company's releases and back45c-54c). Gross: $5,250. Average: $5,000).
log are not at a peak.
RED RIVER (UA) — CENTURY (3,000)
Maximum sales of SRO product to
(29c-37c-45c-54c) 2nd week.
Gross: $11,500.
ROAD HOUSE

ATLANTA

(25c-37c-44c-54c)

(2,404)

(Average

(1,450)

STANLEY
58c).

(29c-37c-50c-56c).

(Average:

SORRY,

$14,000.

BORN (RKO

IS

(Aver-

Radio)—
Gross:

$11,000).

WRONG NUMBER

Gross:

(1,800)

(Para.)—

(29c-37c-50c(3,280) 2nd week.
(Average: $14,500).
$13,500.

Benedict Joins Sherman

subsequent-runs have not been realized under the company's original setup. Efforts were made some time ago
to sell to the smaller accounts by mail
but the results were only partially
successful.
Numerous potential accounts

remain

unsold

and could be

readily tapped by the U. A. sales organization, it is pointed out.
Physical distribution for
has

SRO

been handled by National Film Car(Average:
Gross:
(2,446).
$5,800.
50c)
riers heretofore.
If the U. A. deal is
has
joined
SherBenedict, producer,
$5,800).
that arrangement would be
JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) — FOX (12c- man Plan, Inc., in charge of film pro- approved
terminated. Gradwell L. Sears, U. A.
(Average:
50c)
Gross: $15,000.
(4,446).
duction.
Al Sherman is president of president, and David
$15,000).
O. Selznick neprevious
RED RIVER (UA)— LOEW'S GRAND the organization. Benedict's
gotiated the deal.
(17c-54c) (2,446).
2nd week. Gross: $12,500. production activities included wartime
(Average: $15,000).
film work with the United States
THE VELVET TOUCH (RKO Radio)— Navy, and for Hullinger Productions,
PARAMOUNT (12c-50c). Gross: $5,800.
Business Films, American Film Ser(Average: $5,800).
(Continued from page 1)
vices,
National Geographic Society
and others. Benedict will leave soon Members of the women's committee
for Central America on a location are Mrs. Blocher, Mr. Herndon and

Washington, Nov. 10.—William H.

ATOI Convention

TORONTO

Mrs. Rembusch.
Former Gov. Harold G. Hoffman of

trip.

With

power

blackouts

disrupting
normal activities, Toronto exhibitors
faced the problem with trepidation aspublic uncertainty cut business returns
even though the larger theatres enjoyed the use of private generators
for electricity.
There were only two
holdovers.
Estimated receipts for the

week ending Nov.

11

:

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— OD'EON
60c-70c-80c-$1.20)
$12,500.

6

(Average:

(2,319)

6

days.

Gross:

$15,500)

Gross:

$5,600.

(Aver-

age: $6,000)

DEAR MURDERER (E-L) and TRIPLE
THREAT (Col.)— FAIRLAWN (1,195) (20c36c -50c -55c) 6 days.
age: $5,co-n

Gross:

Chicago, Nov.

10.

— Radiant

Manu-

facturing Corp., manufacturer of proscreens, has appointed Fred
Kislingbury, veteran film man, to the
post of Western district manager.
nine-year
Kislingbury's
association
with Paramount took him to Europe
for three years.

jection

(20c-35c-50c-

days, 3rd week.

DEAR MURDERER (E-L) and TRIPLE
THREAT (Col.)— DAN FORTH (1,400) (20c36c-50c-60c)

Kislingbury to Radiant

$4,700.

(Aver-

ULLS OF HOME (M-G-M)— UPTOWN

Library Plans Film Unit
A film information service will be
inaugurated at the main New York
Public Library here shortly.
The
service will advise the public on films
and keep files of reviews.
It will
also stock literature on motion pictures.

Idi

w
OIK

li

troit,

UA-SRO

(U-I)— KEITH'S

i'

Harry

Levinson, alternate
twelfth district
Lawrence Jacobs, Escanaba, board
member, Joseph DePaul, Sault St.
Marie, alternate
thirteenth district
William
Schulte,
Detroit,
E.
E.
Kirchner, Detroit,
alternate,
fourteenth district: Arnold Wisper, De-

Jacob Stocker, DeErnie Kilbride, Detroit, alternate
sixteenth
district
Charles
Shafer, Wayne, John Vlachos, Flat
Rock, alternate seventeenth district
Irving Belinsky, Clawson, F. R. Forre-release)— man, Oxford, alternate.

Gross: $10,000.

Hi.

:

;

Gains made during recent weeks at
box-offices here failed somewhat to
hold for the current seven-day period
Holdovers are regarded as the major
reason, with the second excuse being
the lack of outstanding new shows.
Estimated receipts for the week end-

$12,000.

100

$5,000)

MR. RECKLESS (Para.)— VICTORIA

$4,500.

THE SAXON CHARM (U-I) and GUNS
OF HATE (RKO Radio)-RKO- BOSTON
Gross: $12,000.
(3,200) (40c-80c).
STATION WEST (RKO Radio) and APPOINTMENT WITH MURDER (FC)RKO- MEMORIAL (3.C00) (40c-80c) 1 day.
Gross:

*

$4,600.

SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK (WB)

(Average:

$27,000)

see-

Gross:

Todd,

seventh district Bob Schuckert, Caro,
Harry Hobolth, Imlay City, alter- """"
nate eighth district C. R. Beechler,;
ar, 1
St. Johns, Earl Annett, Durand, a'
ternate
ninth district
Glenn Wall
lace,
Scottville, Don Iverson, Lake,

BELLE STARR (20th-Fox,
MAYFAIR (1.000) (21c-29c-54c). Gross:
$5,000).
RA-E STREET (RKO Radio) and VARI- THE (Average:
BLADE (Col.)—HIPPODeal
ETY TIME (RKO Radio)— RKO ME- DROMEGALLANT
With a
(2,204) (29c-37c-50c-58c).
MORIAL (3,000) (40c-80c) 6 days. Gross: stage show. Gross: $18,500. (Average:
$17,(Continued
from page 1)
(Average:
$22,000)
$15,000.
RED RIVER (UA) and MANHATTAN 0CO).
HENRY V. (UA)— LITTLE (328) (50c- nick pictures, including "Duel in the
ANGEL (Col.)— STATE (3,500) (40c-80c) 60c-$1.00).
Return engagement, 3rd week.
(Average: $12,000)
Gross: $9,500.
"Mr. Blandings Builds His
5 days.
(Average at regular prices Sun,"
$4,000.
RED RIVER (UA) and MANHATTAN Gross:
Dream House," "The Paradine Case,"
of
29c-37c-56c:
$3,000).
ANGEL (Col.)— ORPHEUM (3,000) (40c- KISS THE BLOOD
OFF MY HANDS the forthcoming "Portrait of Jennie"
(Average:
Gross: $15,000.
days.
80c)
5
(1,373)
$j,0CO)

•

(Average:

— NORTOWN

$4,800.

JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M) and BIG
CITY (M-G-M)-ORPHEUM (3,000) (40c80c)

(20c-42c-60c)

(Para.)
6 days.

week.

JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M) and BIG
CITY (M-G-M)— STATE (3,500) (40c-80c)
2 days.

RECKLESS

MR.

(950)

$5,030)

HAMLET
(1,300)

Gross:

days.

3

If

:

;

;

warm weather

Unprecedented

al{

third district
Wayne PulJ
sipher, Bellevue, board member, E. Jj
Pennell,
alternate;
fourth district

ternate

MAN-EATER OF KUMAON (U-I)—
BILTMORE (938) (15c-30c-36c-55c) 6 days.
Gross: $4,300.
(Average: $4,500)
MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA (RKO Mason, Owen

BOSTON

mem

Chelsea,

New

Jersey will be guest speaker at
banquet closing the convention
tomorrow.
Business for the second
day will include talks by H. M.
Richey of M-G-M on "Our Part in
the Pattern"
Spiselman, on
J. W.
"A Clean Bill of Health for the TheaAinsworth, on "Impressions";
tre"
Abram F. Myers, on "20 Years
With Allied," and Finneran, on
"Stars Are Responsible."
the

;

;

Mrs. Gerena in
Mrs.

New

Post

Gerena, formerly with
the J. Walter Thompson agency, has
joined Foreign Screen Corp. here, as
assistant to H. Alban-Mestanza, president of Foreign Screen.
Sally

[ion

'
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Reagan Promotes 7

Among

Hollywood, Nov.

it

is

— Studio

gust level, its lowest point in
recent times, according to

Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports.
The index, which takes 100
as a base figure, shows September employment at 74.3,
comparing to August's 69.8.

See

UA

On

Release

Delay

Deal with

SRO

California

Index a year ago was 83.5.
Average weekly earnings in

•

Haven, becomes sales manager in
M the direction of adoption by a large
umber of associations within six Boston, John Kane moves up from
Boston booking manager to New Hanonths, as predicted by A. W. Smith,

11.

TEN CENTS

1948

employment showed an increase in September over Au-

Seven promotions from within the
ranks have been made by Charles M.
Reagan, sales vice-president of Paramount Pictures, all in the Eastern and
Southern divisions, of which Hugh
Owen is division manager.
Edward Maloney moves up from
sales manager in Boston to branch

With

lonal territories,

12,

Increase in Coast
Studio Employment

Field Force

manager in Albany, succeeding Ed
the Smith-Berger plans of Ruff, resigned.
In Buffalo, salesman
Dnciliating differences between ex- Maurice Simon takes over the branch
hibitor and distributor already ap- managership from Mannie A. Brown,
roved by four exhibitor organiza- resigned.
These two promotions have ad'ons, under consideration in others
vanced several other sales representa'nd soon to be weighed in still addiJack Brown, salesman in New
rapidly moving tives.
.

NOVEMBER

news
i

September rose to

$95.20,

Board Members To Seek
Time to Weigh Proposal
While the United Artists board
meet today to consider a deal
with SRO, it was held to be highly
will

from

unlikely last night that the board
will make its decision today but take
the negotiations under advisement for
final determination at a future meeting.
Board members are expected to
insist upon an opportunity to weigh
the proposal further.
Mary Pickford, who owns
with
Charles Chaplin, arrived in New York
from California yesterday on an unProgress of the post-war motion scheduled flight precipitated by the
picture industry around-the-world is SRO negotiations.
According to one
reported today in Motion Picture Her- source, the deal provides for a twoald's annual 'World Market" issue by year arrangement under which SRO
Quigley will abandon its own offices and opforeign
correspondents
of
Publications.
erate through
with its own sales
'With between 250 and 300 theatres force intact and continuing to bear
in this country showing foreign lan- the SRO imprimatur.
guage product, the importance of the

August's

$94.54.

Report Progress of
Post-war Industry

ven salesman, Wendell Clement, book20th Century-Fox general sales
r.,
er in Boston, becomes booking mannanager, while attending the ITO of
ager there, John McMahon steps up
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan confrom Buffalo booker to salesman, Antention at Milwaukee.
thony Hassmer, apprentice booker in
Designed to avoid needless litigation
Jacksonville, is now booker in Buffalo
between buyer and seller of motion
Appointments are effective Monday.
-)ictures, the plan has been adopted by
itforth Central Allied, headed by Ben,amin Berger Allied of New Jersey,
Independent Theatre Owners Associaof Calition of New York, the
fornia and the United Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Pennsylvania. It
American market to films produced
(Continued on page 4)
abroad increased again this year," the
Hollywood, Nov. 11. The Mono- Herald states, adding that, "foreign
gram board of directors today created product registered its greatest gains
two new vice-presidencies in the com- along the Eastern seaboard and on the
pany, electing Harold Mirisch a vice- West Coast, but in the South and
president,
and
Maurice
Goldstein Midwest, too, an increased number of
Hollywood, Nov. 11.
The Acadvice-president in charge of sales.
theatres offered outstanding foreign emy of Motion Picture Arts and
The board and company franchise films on a spot basis."
Sciences is planning legal action in
In addition to a country-by-country the form of a petition to the U. S.
First hearings of complaints under holders will continue their three-day
on
sales
and product report of industry conditions, the Patent Office for cancellation of
the A. W. Smith, Jr., conciliation conference
(Continued on page 4)
plan since its adoption by Independent through tomorrow.
trademark rights to the term "Acad^
Theatre Owners of New York will be
emy Awards" issued in 1946 to
held today at the office of Max A.
South African circuit owner M. A.
Cohen, chairman of the conciliation
Schlesinger.
The Academy itself is
'
committee.
bent on having a copyright on the
Complaints have been brought by
phrase.
Leon Rosenblatt on behalf of two of
Herschel Green, Academy attorwith
theatres
Rosenblatt-Welt
his
ney, reports that rights to "Acadrespondent.
Century-Fox
as
20th
emy Awards" as a trademark are now
Rosenblatt, a member of the ITOA
held by Academy Awards, Inc., a
conciliation committee, will step down
National Labor Relations
Board
New York corporation formed by
Is
(Continued on page 4)
examiner Julian Hoffman will conSchlesinger who intends to use the
duct a hearing here
Monday on
(Continued on page 4)
'

;

ATO

Mirisch, Goldstein

Are Vice-presidents

UA

Academy

—

First

ITOA

UA

to Fight

For Patent Rights
—

Test of

Smith Conciliation

'IA

Bids on Para., DeLuxe,

RKO

to

NLRB

on Monday

Says MPEA
Unfair
To Independents

Rembusch, Others
Re-elected by
Indianapolis,

Nov.

11.

ATOI
—Trueman

Rembusch was

reelected president and
Sam Neall as vice-president along
with other incumbent officers at the
of
Associated
Theatre
of Indiana here today. Others
renamed are Marc J. Wolf as treasurer and William Carroll as executive secretary.
P.
Finneran,
Joseph
Columbus,
Ind., exhibitor, told the convention
(Continued on page 4)

convention

Owners

IATSE Motion Picture Home Office
It is virtually impossible for indeEmployes Local No. H-63's petitions pendents to get distribution in Japan
bargaining rights at the Paramount,
Radio and DeLuxe
Laboratories home offices here.
It
will be the first such NLRB hearing
to cover more than one company at
a time in connection with H-63's invasion of Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild shops.
The companies have refused to "do
business" with SOPEG because that
CIO union has failed to comply with

because of the present "unfair setup
by the Motion Picture Export Association," Nat Nathanson, independent
distributor, charged here yesterday.
Nathanson has just returned from a

the non-Communist affidavit provisions
of the Taft-Hartley Law.
As a noncomplying union,
is
denied
access to
services and, there(Contimied on page 4)

MPEA

for

RKO

NLRB

SOPEG

Fears Freeze May
Hit TV Investments
—

Washington, Nov. 11. Approxitwo-month trip to the Far East.
Nathanson declared that Japan, mately 100 television stations now un"with its 2,700 theatres and 85,000,000 der construction would be involved by
population, is an important potential a ruling requested today from the
market," but independents cannot get Federal Communications Commission
their pictures shown there because the as to whether such outlets may safe"favors the majors."
ly complete their facilities without
Asserting that the
controls jeopardizing their investments.
the channels of distribution in Japan,
Leonard H. Marks, Washington
he said that if the Supreme Command counsel for a Huntington, W. Va.,

MPEA

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)
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Personal
Mention
WANGER
WALTER
Bennett,
to

Insider's
By RED

and Joan

his wife, will return
today from New York.
•

Hollywood

his wife, Billy De
Virginia Mayo., Michael
O'Shea and Patricia Neal are due
here Monday from the Coast en route
to the British Command Performance
in London on Nov. 29. They will sail
from Halifax Tuesday aboard the
Mauretania.
•
Charles M. Reagan, Paul Raibourn, Ben Washer and Stanley

Alan Ladd and

Wolfe,

leave Hollywood over
Shuford
the weekend by plane for New York
following conferences at the Parawill

mount

studio.

•

Kenneth Mees,

Dr. C. E.

man Kodak
has

East-

vice-president,
"Progress
the
Photographic Society

research

awarded

been

Medal" by the

e

Ben Rosenwald, M-G-M Boston
branch manager, and Ben Bebchick
salesman there, returned to
headquarters yesterday from

their

New

York.

Wilcox

and

Anna

wife,
here for

his

Neagle, will leave
London on Sunday via Halifax where
Mawetania.
they will board the
•

Thomas Miller has been appointed theatrical distribution coordinator
Film Board of
the National
for
Canada.
•
Rube Jackter, Columbia's assistant general sales manager, will leave
here today for Pittsburgh.

$10,500 Gross for
'Joan' on 1st Day
Wanger's

Walter

an

"Joan

of
$10,500,

estimated

Arc"

SRO

business, in its public opening at the
re-built Victoria Theatre here yesterday. The 1,100-seat house had seven
performances, opening at 95 cents at
nine A.M. increasing to $1.50 at 11
A.M., and to $1.80 from five P.M. to
closing. Victoria will have a $2.40

top on Saturdays. Theatre previously
had a seating capacity of 700, thus
no comparison figures can be given.
However, management claims "Joan"
outdistanced opening day's business
for "Best Years of Our Lives" at the
1,260-seat Astor. The Victoria's price
scale is above the Astor's though.

Harris Testimonial

—John
founders of

Nov.

Harris, one of the

11.

H.

Variety

International, and its present
"International Big Boss," will be feted
at the 21st annual banquet to be given
by Tent No. 1 at the William Penn

Clubs

Hotel here on Sunday.

A

number

from the

local

ago when Grad
Sears, for UA, began to feel his
way with Dan O'Shea, for Vanguard, which is one of the member companies in the Selznick

months

eral

family of corporations.
At that point and, in fact, for
the discusa number of weeks
sions were confined to these two
and only broadened to include
and SRO
others within
when further progress lacked

—

—

UA

without their incluAfter all, no one extant
sion.
is
in the position of deciding
what a stout, strong-minded
feller like David Oliver Selznick is to do without getting him

of industry
area,

elsewhere, will attend.

executives

New York

had

While

logical-

happen,

the
probability is that O'Shea went
quite a distance with Sears before Selznick knew what went
More a fact than a probaon.
bility is that Sears acted for
before Partners Pickford and
Chaplin were made part of the
necessary scenery.
this

ly

to

UA

The news columns report

the

UA

board which will consider
the negotiations for the first time
today will not cast a vote. Nor
will it be asked to do so.
It is
foregone that questions will be
asked, some of them on the
penetrating side, and that the
decision will be deferred until a
future meeting after the directors
representing the owners
have had full opportunity to
probe the desires and the reactions

of their

principals.

Outlook
Neil

structions,

-

distributor;

a

as

capabilities

how

Agnew, under indemanded a settle-

ment on David's terms or con-

UA

with a rival organizafront
tion never loathe to lure away
some UA-releasing producers.

and

NEW YORK THEATRES
—RADIO

—

CITY MUSIC HALL

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

JOAN FONTAINE-JAMES STEWARTj

E"Y0U GOTTA STAY HAPPY"!
EDDIE ALBERT
WILLIAM DOZIER PRESEM^ ON
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL'^- URE 1
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION!
11

A

A

1
.

1

Speculation over the impending change at 20th-Fox could

end with this
The forthcoming deal under
which Charlie Einfeld becomes
vice-president in charge of advertising, publicity, et

DARRYL

Zanuck knows Einfeld and his
from the time
both were with Warners.
Spyros Skouras was not especially happy about any need to

ZANUCK

presents

r

Snake pit

the

traces

al,

Darryl F. Zanuck, who wanted him. For history, recall that

F.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

I

Produced by

Directed by
I

ANATOU

to

LITVAK . ANATOLE IflYAK

& ROBERT

Jf~\

I

BASStB^rCi

established record

replace Charlie Schlaifer with
Einfeld or anyone else on his
conclusion, which many disinobservers incidentally
terested
share, that Schlaifer had been
delivering on all cylinders. But
there developed what is known
"situation" with conseas a
quences easily foreseen.
Meanwhile, Schlaifer goes so
far as to state he will go into
Offering
business for himself.
no details, the details run something like this
He will enter the advertising
agency field with the 20th-Fox
account and probably in associa-

Kayton-Spiero Co.,
which now handles the
company, until he builds up to
Inc.,

the

SEALED
VERDICT
starring

RAY Ml LAND
I.

win,

FLORENCE MARIV
A Paramount

Picture

DANNY

KAYE*
VIRGINIA

MAYO
color by
Broadway at

TECHNICOLOR

ASTOR

45th Street

Cont. from 8:45

AM

Midnight Show

with

tion

standard

required

agency

in

the

which he
own.

will

after

field,

cut loose on his

J.

Arthur Rank presents

"THE RED SHOES"
Color by Technicolor
45th Street

BIJOU THEATER

West

Broadway

of

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

Now

Aga

Khan,
Moslems,
is in the picture all Eagle-Lion
offices are being faced toward
that

the

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

spiritual leader of the

Joan ofArc

the East.

Whether

or not the negotiations which now require board
approval get the nod remains to
be seen.
The fact that Sears,
acting for management, favors
the deal does not guarantee the
directors will approve.
Yet, regardless of the outcome, the situation in itself is interesting in
the light of scads of earlier history how Selznick, as a onetime
partner, battled well
nigh to the barricades with Miss
Pickford and Chaplin when the
splitup developed several years
ago how mighty became the recriminations on both sides with

12, 19481

KANN

Ingrid Bergman

Robert Mitchum
Barbara Bel Geddes
Robert Preston

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS

in

BLOOD

ON the

GLOBE,

MOON

B'way at 46th

St.

—

On Sunday Night
Pittsburgh,

is

into the picture.

•

grossed

the much-discussed deal whereby the Selznick
Releasing Organization, as presently constituted, will give up its
expensive ghost and distribute
through United Artists. Initial
manoeuvres got under way sev-

blabbermouths

feasibility

of America.

Herbert

ONE

of the best kept secrets
of recent months in an industry dubiously renowned for its

November

Friday,

IDA LUPINO

•

CELESTE HOLM

-

CORNEL WILDE

RICHARD WIDMARK

UA

;

such generous talk about suits
and countersuits how Selznick
practically
sneered
UA's
at
;

REX HARRISON
RUDY VALLEE

LINDA DARNELL
BARBARA LAWRENCE

"UNFAITHFULLY YOURS"
A Twentieth Century Fox Picture
ON VARIETY STAGE — PETER LIND
-

HAYES

-

JACK COLE
MARY HEALY
AND HIS DANCERS

ON

-

ICE

STAGE—

ROXY

FIESTA

7th Ave. &
50th St. =

House
Road
2o
doors open

8:30

"

A.

M.

MAYFAIR
7lh

Ave.*. 47th St.-
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Just remember. .

A WOMAN'S BULLETS KILL
AS QUICK AS A MAN'S
II

Blood and thunder saga of
the West's most savage days!

...Sweeping
into the

this lone

wolf

gun-sights— and the

arms of a blonde

spitfire— and

right into the turbulent heart

of the bloodiest

range war

ever to explode on the screen!

Broadway Engagement

at Brandt's Globe Theatre

Motion Picture Daily
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Rules Television

Is

Friday,

November

12, 1948

Russell Urges More
Films on Tolerance

Reviews

Film Competition
The Golden Eye
—Tavern (Monogram)
Philadelphia, Nov.

—

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 11. Several
more
pictures
like
"Gentleman's
Agreement" would be an important
11.
contribution in the campaign against
television, which has been provoking
many exhibitors to protest against CHARLIE CHAN, the famous Chinese detective, once again is called discrimination, Harold Russell, armupon to display his sleuthing ability, this time in a case that rises out less veteran who was featured in
what they regard as unfair competiSamuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years
received another setback this of attempts to kill a mine owner. The film, which presents Roland Winters
tion,
of Our Lives," said here in a talk beweek when the State Supreme Court as the Oriental detective, is on a par with predecessors in the series. He
fore
the
Gideon Lodge of B'nai
upheld a lower court ruling to the ef- and his number two son, Victor Sen Young, and Birmingham, played by
B'rith.
fect that taverns which show video Mantan Moreland, set off for a nearby desert inn to solve the mystery. In
Russell, who indicated he w^V apmust obtain an amusement license in this Western setting they find that the mine owner has had a serious accident
pear in another picture if fsrt't'ould
accordance with an order issued in and is unconscious. His daughter, played by Wanda McKay, urges Chan to
find the right script, said that after
March, 1947, by the State Liquor discover quickly the reason for the mysterious accident. Chan solves the
situation in his characteristic manner and finds that the men responsible for his graduation from Boston UniverBoard.
sity he plans to join Samuel Goldwyn
Justice Charles A. Jones wrote in gold smuggling wanted to gain all the spoils and attempt to kill the mine
as a staff publicist.
He is currently
his opinion that television entertain- owner. The owner is finally murdered before Charlie Chan is able to obtain
touring the nation's high schools with
ment would not be fairly character- sufficient evidence to seize the leader. The plot unfolds in an interesting
his plea for tolerance.
ized as anything else but a motion pic- manner in this W. Scott Darling original screenplay which features charture exhibit, thereby placing taverns acters created by Earl Derr Biggers. James S. Burkett produced and William
Selznick
which show video within the purview Beaudine directed.
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification.
of the Liquor Control Act.
_

*-

Purchases
'The Eyewitness'

DeRochemont Bids

"Jungle Goddess'

David O. Selznick reported here
yesterday that
Selznick
Releasing
Organization
has
purchased
"The
a dense African jungle the setting, this standard outdoor adven- Eyewitness" from London Films for
ture drama offers many action shots of lions, elephants and tigers. The distribution in the
Western hemistory's development also is punctuated by interludes showing natives in gay sphere.
"The Eyewitness" was procostumes performing tribal rites.
duced and directed by Carol Reed,
The plot concerns a young girl, played by Wanda McKay, who is the stars Sir Ralph Richardson and
sole survivor of a plane crash in an African jungle. She is rescued by a Michele Morgan, and is
based on a
tribe of natives who proclaim her their "white goddess." Six years later two short story by Graham Greene,
who
pilots attempt to locate the girl. Her father's will stipulated that the persons won the First- International
Prize at
who found his daughter, dead or alive, would receive a sizeable sum.
the Venice Film Festival this year,
When the airmen reach the tribe's village they meet the "white goddess" for his screen play.
and all three plan to escape. However, one of the airmen discovers that
there is a valuable deposit of ore nearby. He fights with his companion,
played by George Reeves, because he wants to claim the ore and reward for
himself. In a harrowing escape through the jungle, the girl and the two
(Continued from page 1)
men find their way to their plane, while a group of tribesmen pursue them.
Ralph Byrd, who tried to doublecross Reeves, is killed and the girl and "World Market" issue contains a
Reeves fly to freedom. William Stephen produced and Lewis D. Collins record of admission prices of foreign
countries, a list of theatre supply dealdirected.
ers throughout the world, an article
Runnning time, 61 minutes. General audience classification.
entitled "Motion Picture Equipment
Export Pushed by British," another
on "American Theatre Equipment
Standards," intended especially for
(Continued from page 1)
foreign readers, a pictorial display
11.
Warner's has been approved by the boards and captioned "Theatres of the Screen ToHollywood,
Nov.
studio will suspend employment for is awaiting ratification by members day Around the World," a list of "Ineight publicists and eventually will ef- of Tri-States Theatre Owners and dustry Film 'Ambassadors' Abroad,"
of American
fect proportionate temporary reduc- Allied T. O. of the Gulf States. Ad- representing personnel
tions in other departments as a con- ditionally, it is high on the agenda film and equipment companies abroad,
sequence of a production slowdown of the convention of national Allied, a pictorial display of scenes from important foreign productions, and other
announced some time ago because of a in New Orleans, Nov. 29-Dec. 1.
23-picture backlog.
It is under consideration by the pertinent features.
"Task Force," now shooting, will Independent Theatre Owners of Incontinue in work through December diana and Allied of Western Pennwith no pictures definitely dated to sylvania.
(Continued from page 1)
start in January. Work on scripts and
Berger reported in Minneapolis
other pre-shooting activity will con- last week that the plan is working that a plan he suggested to curb mistinue during the slowdown.
well in Minneapolis, adding that he conduct of stars is now being put into
expected all Allied state units to fol- working form by Abram F. Myers,
low the directions of the national general counsel of Allied States, and
Allied board in either accepting or re- will be submitted to the national conjecting it when the board meets prior vention at New Orleans. It
was not
to the New Orleans convention.
introduced here, however. " Myers,
London, Nov. 11. An amended
Meanwhile, the Theatre Owners of who was slated to speak today, did
resolution registering strong objecAmerica contemplates a 60-day test of not attend.
tions to any future films with which
a conciliation plan.
Ben Hecht, American writer and director, is connected and advising exhibitors to refuse to show them has
(Continued from page 1)
been adopted by the Cinematograph
(Continued from page 1)
Exhibitors Association following repfrom the panel while the complaints
(Screen Guild)

For 'Lost Boundaries* W'lTH
—Producer
Hollywood, Nov.
11.

Louis DeRochemont today opened negotiations with M-G-M for purchase
of "Lost Boundaries," which he was
to have produced for that studio under a contract which lapsed when the
company cancelled the production due

deemed excessive.
it
flew here to negotiate
the purchase following settlement of
his contract in New York.
to

costs

which

DeRochemont

Video High on

Agenda

Sunday

for

Hollywood, Nov.

SAG

11.

— Screen

Act-

ors Guild will hold its annual membershiD meeting Sunday evening with
a report on television as a medium
for' actors and on preparations for collective bargaining negotiations with
video producers among matters on the
agenda.
Ronald Reagan, re-elected
president, will preside over installation of officers.

Fears Video Freeze
(Continued from page

1)

television permittee, asked the commission to allow a delay in construction until the question of allocations

determined

at the conclusion of
"freeze" on video applications.
He also requested a declaratory ruling which would assure, in the event
extensions are not granted, that any
changes in technical requirements will
not alter a station's basic engineering
is

the

MPEA Is Unfair

(Continued from page
of
the

1)

Allied Powers were familiar with

situation, it would, "in order to
play fair with the industry as a
whole," grant a license to an additional unit to represent independents.
Citing what he called another abuse,
Nathanson added that the majors are
getting a minimum of SO per cent of
theatre grosses, from both first and
subsequent runs.
From Newark

— MIAMI

$50

—

'

Rembusch Reelected

CEA

ISKYCRUISES,

INC. 004.12 hours

Air Travel Agency

HOTEL DIPLOMAT

HOTEL BRISTOL

W. 43rd

423 W. 8th St.
Los Angeles

New York

St.

City

BRyant 9-3707

Trinity 8662

Softens Hecht
to a Protest

—

Academy

resentations by distributors that the
original ban on Hecht's past films is
of no harm to the writer but jeopardizes the business of distributors.

NLRB

Hearing

(Continued from page 1)

First

to

ITOA

Test

Fight

trademark

are heard and decided.
Cohen for ITOA will

The Bulova Watch Co., meanwhile, has proposed to the Academy
here that the trademark be used on
watches, for a price.
Schlesinger
meanwhile has indicated willingness
to release "Academy Awards" for use

and

on ball-point pens and
about 30 other articles of merchandise.

J.

Serving with
be Abe Leff

Joshua Goldberg.

Indications are the committee will
continue active with additional complaints already in prospect.

New RCA

Microphone

—

on watches only— for $100,000.
Camden, N. J., Nov. 11. A new
Date for filing of the Academy's uni-directional microphone, designed
Monday hearing. However, SOPEG
has indicated that it intends to sign petition with the patent office has not specifically to meet the requirements
the affidavits and therefore may be been set.
The action may be paral- of sound recording technicians at
qualified to participate in such con- lelled by similar action against two Hollywood studios and claimed to be
other concerns which sought to copy- especially useful in making films for
tests in the future.
H-63 will be represented by busi- right or register "Academy Awards," television, has_ been developed by the
ness agent Russell Moss, "IA" inter- one concern in 1947, the other this film recording group of the RCA en-

fore,

Coast to Coast

Publicists Conciliation

In Warner Slowdown

COAST TO COAST

FLY OVERNITE TO

108

Suspend

Ban

facilities.

Says

Post-war Industry

cannot

be

national organizer

represented

at

James Rogers.

the

year.

gineering products department.

—

.

—and

Architect for castles
FROM

—

structure

As

he must be more than master
architect: he must have real understanding of the photographic element in
For

model to full-size
"dream castle"
this
so grew

blueprint to

product of the

set designer's skill.

architect for filmdom's castles

which

and

sets

help
.

.

his sets will "live."
his close association

depends on the proper films.
Films with the versatility for which the
Eastman motion picture family has long
tive latitude

establish

.

been famous.

justice to the scene.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

FORT LEE

•

with

the camera art, he knows how much crea-

and
and
camera
give
mood
maintain story
full
do
to
needed
freedom
actors the
His

this

And from

cottages, he heightens dramatic effect by
his creative work with materials and
textures.

cottages . .

4, N. Y.

INC.,

CHICAGO

DISTRIBUTORS
•

HOLLYWOOD

NOW SETTING ALL-TIME 20th CENTURY-FOX RECORDS
AT THE

WORLD
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TEN CENTS
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15,

COURT SIGNS
ORDER

TOA Makes Its

1-Year Video N. Y.
Conciliation Test Set for ANTI-ASCAP
411-Embracing U.K. Theatres
Bars

Only Price Complaints
Are Excluded: Lockwood
claims arising between exhibitors and distributors,
except complaints on the prices of
films, are to be conciliated by state
Owners of
Theatre
and regional
America units under the 60-day trial
program instituted by the national

Any and

all

London, Nov.
experimental

14.

period

—A
has

BBC

BBC

TOA

(.Continued

on

Formula

Set on

Is

14.

— Censor-

ship of films in the province
of Quebec is going to be
stiffened,

Premier

Maurice

Duplessis indicating that this
is aimed "to safeguard our
rights and our citizens."

Video Jurisdiction

M-G-M Slates

What

is

described by the

New Trouble Seen in
Denham Dismissals
London, Nov.

14— Further

studio
following

trouble is anticipated here
the expiration Friday of the extended
notices dismissing 92 supposedly surplus Denham workers.

important step toward settling

as an

the No.

1

previously issued a statement
declaring that following discussions
with trade unions, Rank had agreed to
dismissal
19
withdraw completely
notices and also suspend nine others
Of the remainpending an inquiry.
ing 69, Rank offers to absorb 14 at
ciation

IATSE

television labor jurisdiction-

problem has been taken by the three
The Works
large unions in that field with the his Pinewood studio.
signing of an agreement for "consent Committee refused to accept this,
With 16 pictures completed and elections" in seven different bargain- claiming again that no surplus exbut the BFPA informed the
four others before cameras, Metro- ing-unit
station ists,
First
categories.
Goldwyn-Mayer has scheduled 21 ad- where the formula will be applied will unions that Rank was unable to grant
al

ditional productions to be filmed in the
coming months as a result of decisions

M. Schenck, president
Louis B, Mayer, executive head of the
studio, and Dore Schary, in charge of
production.
Of the 21 new productions, 12 are
to be in Technicolor and 10 of the 20
completed or shooting are also in colThis will set a new color record
or.
for M-G-M, the total being more than
50' per cent.
Two pictures on the
list of 21
are to be filmed abroad,
"Conspirator" in England, and "Quo
Vadis" in Italy.

by Nicholas

Board Defers
Vote on SRO Deal
U. A.

United Artists board of directors in
a full-day session on Friday canvassed the various aspects of the projected

new

distribution

arrangement

with Selznick Releasing Organization
and adjourned to an unspecified date
without taking a vote to ratify or reject the deal.

Ultimate approval

is

expected

when

the board representatives of co-owners
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page

from

Federal Judge Vincent Leibell on
Friday handed down the New York
District Court's decree against the
Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, which, if sustained on appeal, will remove the So-

American

composers license both pubperformance and synchronization
rights simultaneously and only to film

rect that

Ik

producers.

Ascap will file an appeal with the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals this
week.
Judge Leibell's judgment is substantially the same as had been expected
_

previous findings, amended

clue to his

findings and opinion of Oct. 27.
The court rejected Ascap's petition
for a stay of judgment pending the
outcome of its appeal and Ascap will
(Continued on page 6)

Wide Agenda
For MPA Meet
Stage

further exemption.

7)

Collections

Theatres; Ascap Will
Appeal and Ask a Stay

ciety as now constituted entirely from
the theatre licensing field and will di-

•The British Film Producers Asso-

page 6)

41 Pictures

Montreal, Nov.

a selected number of films to
televised by the governmentcontrolled British Broadcasting Co.
for theatre pick-up, following a meeting of the Film Trade Committee,
representing exhibitors and distribuIt
tors, and representatives of BBC.
was also agreed at the meeting that
theatres should be allowed to" publicly
for

be

TOA

feature upon another, tying in

Quebec to Tighten
Film Censorship

one-year
been set

The
material.
exhibit selected
organization, it is explained by
president Arthur H. Lockwood in a agreement ended a two year deadstatement sent at the weekend to mem- lock.
decline to discuss a proposal
ber theatres.
that film interests transmit their own
Lockwood lists the following
programs on a private wave band, statas being among the matters
ing that such a proposal demanded
which are arbitral under the
(Continued on page 7)
conciliation plan: failure
to supply prints on time, conditioning the licensing of one

NEWs j

set for the opening here
of the three-day meeting of
top-rank industry executives on the
board of directors of the Motion Picture Association of America, with the
agenda described as being "the most
comprehensive ever approached by the
Association."
is

tomorrow

UK

Demand
Commons

Crisis Brings

For Action

to

"Every problem facing the Ameri-

London, Nov.

—

British film
production fails to meet the needs
of this country's theatres under the 45
per cent quota and if the financial
resources of J. Arthur Rank and Sir
Philip Warter, chairman of the board
president, has of Associated British Pictures Corp.,
Ned E. Depinet,
been appointed chairman of the motion dry up, Britain will find itself sompicture committee for "Brotherhood pelled to implore American producers
Week 1949," which will sponsored by to take over management of the Britthe National Conference of Christians ish industry, the House of Commons
and Jews beginning Feb. 20. Nelson A. was warned on Friday by Tom
Rockefeller is general chairman. Leon O'Brien, general secretary of the Na-

Brotherhood Week
Post to Depinet

14.

If

RKO

—

J.

Bamberger

of

RKO

Radio

will

serve as executive assistant to Depinet
in marshalling industry participation.
A "kick-off" luncheon for workers
in the film industry will be held at the

Waldorf-Astoria here on Nov. 23.
Meanwhile, the executive committee
of

the

NCCJ

amusements

will hold
tomorrow at the

division

of

the

a luncheon-meeting
Waldorf-Astoria.

can motion picture industry as a
whole, both at home and abroad will
come in for discussion," said a spokes(Continued on page 7)

Anglo-US Parley

Now

Set for

March

First meeting of the Anglo-American Joint Film Advisory committee
tion Association of Theatrical and has again been set back, this time to
March 23-25, in New York, accordKine Employes.
In the face of the mounting crisis ing to a simultaneous announcement
confronting the British industry, Har- in London and New York by J. Arold Wilson, president of the Board thur Rank, president of the British
of Trade, replied that he would con- Film Producers Association, and Eric
voke all sections of the industry Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America.
This is
shortly to discuss the situation.
Insisting that the British govern- the third date for the projected meet(Continued on page

7)

(Continued on page 7)
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

LOCKWOOD,

By
^yyiTHIN

Theatre

Owners of America president,
due here tomorrow from Boston.

hour

is

New

•

M-G-M

Dore S chary,

production

•
sel for

Woodham-Smith, chief counthe J. Arthur Rank Organiza-

was scheduled to return to
London at the weekend following con-

tion,

ferences here with Universal-Interna
tional executives.

ester.

•

E.

Mannix, M-G-M

J.

studio ex-

from England on

ecutive,

will sail
Wednesday for

New York

on the

5\S"

Queen Elisabeth.
•

McCarthy,

F. J. A.
ternational

Universal-In-

Southern and Canadian
manager, will be in Indianapolis
today from New York.
•
sales

Al

Horwits,

Eastern publicity manager,
Boston today from New York.
•

Paul

is

in

The

Paramount Officials
Return from Studio

The way has been

New York

in-

and Ben Washer, and Rudolph Monpresident of Buchanan and
agency.

Dismiss Century Unit
From Conspiracy Suit
The Delaware
Circuit, Inc.,

Century
has been dismissed from
affiliate

of

the $1,200,000 triple-damage anti-trust
action filed in U. S. District Court

by

here

Max

A.

Amusement Corp.

Cohen's

rights

Anwell

RKO

against
Radio
and several theatre companies. Plaintiffs' attorney filed papers at the weekend stipulating the dismissal.
Suit alleges conspiracy to deprive
Anwell theatres of product.

"the

open

Ascap
their

It

rate

summer

•

We
ticity,

demands

1947

of

that

vouch for

its

but we've heard

authenit

:

you know who

foots the bills for
production expense, in the long

run.
that a

available before

and Publisher; Sherwin
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No. 91
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ing.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No/IH— Sto«;
of the week: Will DeGaulle stop the Reds
More power for Berlin air lift. New wondt
of science. The St. Hubert stag hunt.

Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley,

No.

24— Sno

birds rush season for ski doings. France
troops restore order in mine crisis. Tanl
come out of moth balls. Fashions: look wha
Paris has. Touchstone parade.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
Frenoh crisis: coal
Poppy Queen. Jet
Football.

No. 195Gen Patton tank
Smoking mate

strike.

auto.

Skiing.

WARNER PAT HE NEWS,
West opens new

No. 26-

air lift base. People in

th,

news: Danny Kaye, Dr. Paul Muller, Mrs
Roosevelt. Gen. Patton tank. Giant magnet
Sports:

show

in

Football,

ski

season

starts.

Do|

Miami.

Columbia's Annual
Drives Starts Nov. H
Columbia's sales and billings drivt
1948-49 will be dedicated to th«
company's 31 branch managers, wit!
the manager in each territory personalizing it on his own.
The campaigi
will run from Nov. 19 through Feb
17, with independent producers asso
ciated with the company joining and
contributing a proportion of the prize,
for managers, salesman, bookers ant
office managers.
for

U-Vs Scully Promotes
Martin and Hudgens
Henry H. Martin, Oklahoma City
branch manager for Universal-International, has been promoted to branch
manager in Dallas, by William A.
Scully,

sales

vice-president.

Charles

W.

Hudgens succeeds Martin in
Oklahoma City.
Martin joined the company in 1935
as an accessory clerk in Oklahoma
City and in the same year was appointed a booker. He was named
Oklahoma City manager in 1946.

E-Us 'Mystery Drive'
Will Honor Schlaifer
Eagle-Lion's "Mystery Sales Drive"
(Jack
J.

will be dedicated to L.
Schlaifer, who recently
general sales manager,

was named
was anweekend by Wilit

nounced here at the
liam J. Heineman, sales vice-president.
The campaign will begin Dec.
and run for 26 weeks, through
3,
June 2.

Wood Favors End of
Hollywood 'Red* Quiz
Washington, Nov.
—Rep. John
14.

S.

Wood, Georgia Democrat, who

is

become the chairman of the
House Un-American Activities Committee in January under the new Congress, said here at the weekend that
slated to

he

is

against continuing the probe of

Communist

1953.

—Thul

told'

with a straight face That the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, meeting here
late in October, all but agreed
on making an offer to one Harry
S.
Truman of Independence,
Mo., to take over the SIMPP
presidency, only to learn, a few
days later, that he would not be

;

The courts may decree

MOVIETONE NEWS,

derbolt hunters: science reveals phenomencl
in lightning. Oregon: flood-ruined Vanpol
is salvaged.
Long Island surplus crop J
potatoes are buried for winter. Fur fashion
Sports: football, racing, hunting'' g trai:

was

perhaps,

and,
increase

touched the spark to the powder
keg of exhibitor reprisal.

•

will

Editor-in-Chief

management.
irrational

devious,
in the

begin to manifest
themselves soon after" a final decree is entered in the current
exhibitor actions against Ascap.
They will mean trouble and expense for producers
the more
trouble, the more expense. And

9 mglZy

influenced
by motion
publisher interest, and

largely
picture

Basic problems of music performing rights for motion pictures

as attractive as possible
that
performing
fees would not be in-

.

ant.

•

it

assuring

creased and by emphasizing that
such a move on the part of producers would do much to improve the dangerously strained
relations existing at the time
between the producers and their
exhibitor customers.
However, it should be said
that while producer acceptances
of the Ascap proposal would
have settled the issue then, the
present turmoil may be laid
squarely on the doorstep of the
Ascap
executive
committee,

reach agreements
on theatre divestiture and divorcement
without
influence
from the self-elected and selfimposed decree of total divorcement of an erstwhile co-defend-

tegelas,

advertising

by

to attempt to

clude Paul Raibourn, Stanley Shuford

Co.,

made

the other four theatre-owning
companies and the government

series of sales meetings with
representatives of branches in the

Western division.
Those returning to

left

is

cording rights.
The
producers'
copyright
committee summarily rejected
the proposal, although Ascap

to"

M. Reagan, sales vice-presiwho will go to San Francisco

costly

suggested.
Producers themselves, it is to
be recalled, could have avoided
the present music licensing unpleasantness and uncertainties.
In 1936, Ascap proposed to
the copyright committee of the
then Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, the
present MPAA, that producers
acquire from Ascap the performing rights to music simultaneously with the acquisition of re-

RKO

referred to as

cannot

Some

new arrangement

this court.

Charles

owners

copyright

al

extreme positions" being taken
by both sides and added the
warning that, if persisted in,
neither "will get very far" with

Paramount Eastern executives who
completed conferences with the company's studio executives on Friday
were due to return to New York over
the weekend with the exception of
dent,
for a

it

will

clear such rights.

court went even furthef.

what

in

to

have for international distribution of their pictures? Individu-

government's insistence upon complete theatre
divorcement for all defendants

here from Detroit.

up

producers do
about the world rights they must

It included the

is

sell. It's

crisis in

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

And what

plicable to others.

Broder, Realart president,

or refuse to

France and the ne
Patton tank are nezvsre
highlights. Others items include spo
fashions and varied human inter e
stories. Complete contents follow.

them.

RKO

Universal-Interna-

tional

negotiated.
Yet the Federal
copyright laws assure copyright
owners that they may refuse to
sell
performing rights if they
wish. They may sell, give them

believed
decree would, in effect, establish a
standard for theatre divorcement
from which the government
not
materially
could
deviate
either in consent decree negotiations with the other four defendants
or
in
the
position
on
divorcement it would take before the court.
Now the court itself has
dissipated that belief.
It may
have recognized that Howard
Hughes' disinterest in theatre
operation, which brought about
the
decree, was an individual matter which in itself
had no significance as legal
precedent or business policy ap-

Bill Schulman, Realart advertisreturned
ing-publicity director, has
to New York from Albany and Roch

SHERWIN KANE THE
Gen.

copyright owner should negoti-

case.

industryites
that approval of the

scheduled
to
leave here for the Coast last Friday
postponed his departure until Wednesday.
•

Parade

ate with a producer for performing rights to music at the same
time that recording rights are

Many

Wanger,

.

an

away

15, 19'

Newsreel

the
statutory

of

j':ic

Federal

Paramount

called

•

Walter

York

<-

Monday,

RKO

Relations on "Communications and
Human Relations." Schary is due
here today from the Coast.
I.

the

last

court conducting rehearings of
the government anti-trust suit
at the direction of the U. S.
Supreme Court approved the
consent decree providing
for complete theatre divorcement
and, subsequently, expressed the
belief that some, but not total,
divorcement is called for in the
current court proceedings.
That expression was reassuring to the other four theatreowning defendants in the so-

vice-president, will participate in a
panel discussion Thursday at Columbia University's Institute of Human

G.

Monday, November

activities in

Hollywood.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

PARKS CHAPMAN
u,

the

VICTOR JORY

•

<•

GEORGE MACREADY

Morton Grant
Screenplay by Walter Ferris and

Directed by

HENRY LEVIN

•

Produced by IRVING

STARR

The chart on the
business

is

left tells

better than words just

how

sensational

with screen magazines. Hovering close to our war

^time peak, screen magazines are outselling last year's issues by
substantial margins.

j

In the face of trailing grosses at theatre box offices, this
positive of the fact that screen

wool" movie fans

is

proof

magazines reach the "dyed-in-the-

who go to the movies good times and

bad.

makes sense that when box office trails off 15 to 20%, it is the
occasional" goer who stops going. But there never has been a
time, and there never will be a time when the "gen-u-wine"
article, the "dyed-in-the-wool" movie fan, will give up her seat

It

on the

aisle.

The bulk
least

young movie-goers (under 35) go to the movies at
once a week* while only 15% of the armchair battalion
of the

(movie-goers over 35) go once a week.

MORAL: Why

spend big dough in the non-movie magazines,

trying to trap the elusive "in-and-outer",

you can reach up

to 20 million

month in the screen magazines

when

ff

for little

dough

dyed-in-the-wool" fans every

... at

H the rate?
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Trust Cases to Top

TOA

Conciliation

Meet Agenda

Washington, Nov.
icies

and

and

the

— Sales

polpractices of film distributors
14.

N.Y. Publicity Staff

more than one theatre on the
licensing of pictures, forcing of
features and shorts, the" failure
of salesmen adequately to solicit

States convention in New
Orleans at the end of this month, according to Abram F. Myers, general
counsel and board chairman.
The convention will also have placed
before it the plan proposed by Joseph
Finneran, Indiana exhibitor, on disciplining stars who cause scandals in
the film industry,

The
mark

Myers added.

forthcoming

convention

will

the 20th anniversary of Allied. All past presidents will receive
testimonials at the annual banquet.
Distributed at the convention will be
a history of the organization.

House Business Group Starts
Probe in Washington Today
Washington, Nov. 14.
Abram

—

Myers

not appear before the
Small Business Committee,
which opens hearings here tomorrow,
until later this week since he will be
will

H ouse

in

New York

in the early part of the

week. Meanwhile, Wendell Berge and
Thurman Arnold, both former assistant attorneys general in charge of the
anti-trust division, and Joseph Borkin,
former economist for the division, are
slated to appear before the committee
tomorrow and Tuesday. All three men
played important parts in various motion picture anti-trust suits.

Meanwhile, Rep. Wright Patman,
Texas Democrat, announced that the
House committee would be continued
next year and would extend all investigations
already
begun.
Patman
is to become chairman next year.

tion of the 60-day period in the sense
that all field conciliation committees
will begin their work together and end

effected
by United Artists on Friday with, the
dismissal of 13 senior staff and five
secretarial staff members of the home
office advertising,
publicity and art

departments.
Released were:
Caswell Adams
it together.
As soon as an individual Rosellen Callahan, Lew Barasch
Philip
Cowan and Joseph Rose, all
unit sets up its conciliation machinery
Lou Melamed and Vera
and puts it into motion the unit's 60 publicity
Gomez, radio publicity Barbara Sap
day experiment will begin.
John Mattson
It is left to the discretion and judg- linsley, press books
production,
and
Alan
ment of each unit to determine the advertising
Harry
Suskind,
Simon
mechanics of the system, but Lock Jaediker,
wood urges that the previously-an Wolf and Stanley Namm, all of the
nounced
steps
followed. art department.
be
Severance compensation was given
These relate to the constitution of in
to all those dismissed including mem
dividual committees, appeals to
headquarters should field negotiations bers of the Screen Publicists Guild
whose contract with the company has
break down, etc.
It is suggested to the locals by not been renewed. Based on the num
Lockwood that, in setting up the con ber of years employed, the dismissal
ciliation committee, a person other considerations ranged from four to the
than a member of the committee be equivalent of 24 weeks' pay.
Field employes dismissed were Phil
designated as secretary.
Engel, Boston E. C. Pearson, Minneapolis, and Dave Polland, Philadel;

;

;

TOA

TOA

$39,985

TOA

Was Spent by

on Youth Month

Theatre Owners of America spent
approximately $39,985 to implement
the September "Youth Month" drive,
according to a report to
directors made by Charles P. Skouras,
chairman of National Youth Month.
had budgeted its "Youth Month"
program at $40,000, which, Skouras

TOA

TOA

explains in the report, "represents
only a small portion of all theatres
actual investment in 'Youth Month.' "
Many individual owners, Skouras
pointed out, spent large sums on their
own to support the activity.

York

•

New

Jersey Territories Only

ij

will take

in an attempt Jl
paid to Ascap, whicl
Judge Leibell denied them. ygSgk!

Ascap had asked Judge ^Sl^ll

Court Judge of
The decree clearly

hibitor relations director, at the an
nual meeting of West Virginia Theatre Managers Association, which convened here at the weekend. Bert M.

Asca
from collecting music performanc
fees from exhibitors as long as the So
"remains

•ciety

said that

630 NINTH AVENUE,

N.

Y.

C.

it

The cour

illegal."

will decide when the ori
ceases to be illegal ano

Judge Leibell's decree actually is
the one proposed by plaintiff attorneys

Weisman, Celler, Q/uinn, Allan and
Spett. However, he deleted two inStearn
of
Cooperative
Theatres junctions which would have specificbacked up Shain's plea for adoption ally barred Ascap or its members, or
of the plan, and round table discussion members who resign, from
collecting
indicated a general consensus favoring from either producers or
exhibitors
closed

those
executive

were:

William

who

addressed a
session
yesterday
Ainsworth,' Allied

States president; Trueman Rembusch,
Allied treasurer and head of the Indiana
Allied;
Arthur
Greenblatt,
Screen Guild
Charles Niles and P.
J. Wood, secretary of the Ohio In;

dependent Theatre Owners.

U.A. Board Defers
(Continued from page

1)

Charles Chaplin
conclude consultations with their respective principals and after terms of
the proposed pact are scrutinized from
legal angles.
It is understood that
some minor objections have been
raised by the Chaplin interests although these are said not to be serious enough to kill the deal.

The plan

M-G-M SCREEN ROOM

'Legality'
restrains

West Va. Managers
Favor Conciliation
—

Mary Pickford and

Monday, 10:30 A.M.

fc

a stay of his decree on the^frounc
that it would create confusion wifhiji
the industry if it were to go into et
feet at this time and then be reverse
by the higher court later. The plain
tiffs countered this in a letter to |h]
court on Friday which charged tha
greater confusion would be the resuli
if Judge Leibell approved the stay.

ganization
offered no explanation beyond that.
The same restraint was placed ot
Indications are that if the deal by
which U. A. takes over sales and dis members of Ascap as individuals, tha
is, enjoining them from enforcing
anji
tribution for Selznick Releasing Or
ganization is approved, the diminished public performance rights other thar
U. A. advertising-publicity staff will by the prescribed method of licensing
these rights along with the synchronibe augmented by SRO's ad-publicity
zation privileges to the film producers,
staff in the East under Robert Gillham, and in the West under Paul both at the same time, and outside the
MacNamara. The U. A.-SRO deal framework of Ascap. And in their
dealings with the producers, the comprovides for merging of the personnel
posers are restrained from conditionof the two companies.
ing the sale of one license upon thesale of the other.
The decree directs that the composers are not permitted to license synchronization rights to producers in
any manner which would require the
Cincinnati, Nov. 14. Details of
exhibitor to obtain the public performthe Andy W. Smith, Jr.-Ben Berger
ance license.
conciliation plan were outlined by
Plaintiff Attorneys' Decree
Sam Shain, 20th Century-Fox ex

Among

NOVEMBER 22

an appeal

recover fees

phia, all in exploitation.

it.

THE KISSING
BANDIT

1)

stay when it serves notice of appetj
If granted, Judge Leibell's decisic!
will be inoperative, at least until fin
adjudication of the case.
The plaintiff exhibitors, all meniL
bers of the Independent Theatre Owuij
ers Association, of New York, ilaj

;

M G M TRADE SHOW
New

(Continued from page

next petition the Circuit Court for
j

An economy measure was

customers.
government proceedings in
A TOA spokesman explained on
Paramount, Schine and Griffith
Friday that there is no broad applicaanti-trust suits will top the agenda of
the

the Allied

15,

U.A. Drops 18 from Ascap Decree

(Continued from page 1)

Allied

Monday, November

Selznick's
facilities

SRO

in

use

and

broad outline

calls for

of UA's distribution
actual distribution of

for public performance rights on films
for which only the synchronization
rights have been licensed. This meant
all films ever produced in the past
and now in the process of production.
The effect of these deletions, however, is nil, according to plaintiff attorneys who said on Friday that this
point was covered by Judge Leibell
in his Oct. 27 opinion when he said
that neither Ascap nor its members

ever

could

realize
any subsequent
from a method of business
held contrary to the Sherman Antibenefits

Trust Act.
In

his

opinion, the jurist made
that he would allow plaintiffs
to add any new injunctions to his decree to cover any inequities not intended.
For that reason the New
York court is retaining jurisdiction
over the operation of the decree.

known

From Newark— MIAMI $50

Coast to Coast

UA

product by
among lesser
situations for a two-year period. Selznick's sales force will continue in
operation, concentrating on the larger
accounts,
but
consolidated
within
U. A.

COAST TO COAST

\FLY OVERNITE TO\

88

SKYCRUISES, INC.dSI'i^hours
Air Travel Agency

HOTEL DIPLOMAT
W. 43rd St.
New York City

108

BRyant 9-3707

HOTEL BRISTOL
423 W. 8th St.
Los Angeles
Trinity 8662
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on 1-Year Video Test
(Continued from page
Deal consideration on the Cabinet

future Talks Set

1)

Vilcox-U. S.
j

Wilcox

Herbert

will

hold

future

New

York,
either in London on
:garding a joint production-distribuwith American film interi'on deal
f

Iks,

!

the

Ij'its,

British

producer

disclosed

weekend prior to his reWhile
turn to London via Halifax.
sre Wilcox discussed the plan "with
at the

ere

{

r|

^ijhree

jlyo

producers,"

including

ranger.
I! Wilcox reiterated that "the ground
lovered in talks here was purely exploratory" and that no pact was
iValtei

;

finalized.

'Returning to England with

I"

Wilcox

wife, Anna Neagle, and Sir
Arthur Jarratt, managing director of
British Lion.
|

his

re

U.

K. Film Crisis
{Continued from page

1)

Wilson asserted that the difficulmany studios and their low
Volume of production are due to the
fact the upsurge in American produc'here,

at

tion here expected under the agreeiment signed last March failed to materialize.
!

\

I

Wilson also said the report
by his committee on the desirability of establishing government-owned studios would be
published soon.

He

«

gross

also contended that there

i

i

New

Orleans,

is

Nov.

14.

— Fred

ment, claimed that the new arrange- Niblo, 74, pioneer film director and
ment would enable Rank to take his co-founder of the Academy of Motion
full-screen television experiments for- Picture Arts and Sciences, died here
ward.
last Thursday at Touro Infirmary of
The meeting adjourned for a month, pneumonia. He had been a patient
during which time rental terms and at the infirmary since Oct. 22.
other arrangements will be worked
Niblo, whose son, Fred, Jr., is curout. In view of Rank's headstart in rently engaged in writing Will H.
connection with large screen television Hays' biography, directed some of the
and also the Associated British Pic- most outstanding Hollywood films
tures Corp.'s recently announced tele- during the silent-film era, including
vision plans, film representatives in- "Blood and Sand," "Ben Hur" and
sisted that final arrangements should "The Three Musketeers."
He repermit all West End theatres equal turned from retirement
recent
in
facilities for wiring and equipment.
years to play a role with Ginger
Although conceding television's in- Rogers and Cary Grant in "Once
evitability and also recognizing in the Upon a Honeymoon."
future a likely close association of
Survivors include the widow, the
television and the theatre, American former Enid Bennett of Australia.
distributors here find it difficult now
to support the agreement as it is understood that the major companies in
America will refuse cooperation. Certain Americans are making interim
Detroit, Nov. 14. Services for Joobjections, such as expressed uncertainty as to whether they own the seph F. Lancaster, pioneer theatre
Also owner here, were held Friday.
television rights to their films.
Lancaster opened the Grandy Thethey are concerned that British companies, including Rank's, may seize atre in Detroit in 1906 and owned
advantages through facilities already and managed other theatres until his
retirement two years ago.
He was
arranged.
The trade's general view is that the stricken last Monday while driving
He was 66. Surviving are
one year experimental period would his car.
four daughters,
enable both distributors and exhibitors the widow, Melba
to ascertain whether their receipts two sisters and a brother.
would be affected, in which case they
would take what steps are necessary

Detroit

Showman, Dies at 66
—

a

Video Formula

to protect their interests.

(Continued from page 1)

in

MPAA Meet

am

not sure whether it is not a
wilfull misunderstanding," he said,
In reply to a criticism by O'Brien
on the "fantastic sums" paid not only
to stars but also to management, Wilson declared that high costs are not
only a question of high salaries and
extravagance which, he said, is a contagion caught from Hollywood, but
also a question of proper production
planning.

("I
i

misunderstanding

J.

;

America
of what the British government is attempting to do in the film industry.

ii

a

Fred Niblo Dies in
New Orleans at 74

Lancaster,

anxious to do everything possible to improve production methods
fluent is

ties

level.

Arthur
Rank
spokesman, commenting on the agreeNevertheless,

7

(Continued from page

be the
1)

New

York Daily News

station

WPIX.
With

sanction

of

the

National

who

Labor Relations Board, the agreement
has been entered into by the International
Brotherhood
of
Electrical
time.
Workers, the National Association of
Three separate sessions will be held, Broadcast Engineers and Technicians
the first one, tomorrow, to be held in and
the
International
Alliance of
the board room of 20th Century-Fox's Theatrical Stage Employes and Movhome office, starting at 10 A.M., the ing Picture Machine Operators, along
second, on Wednesday, in the Warner with six of the latter's New York
O'Brien called upon Wilson to board room, and the concluding one locals. It provides separate bargainmake clear to the American industry on Thursday in the Paramount board ing units for television engineers, film
room. Eric Johnston, MPAA presi- projectionists, film cameramen, film
that the government is determined to
man,

explained the sessions will
point more to a broad change of views
rather than to definitive action at this

dent, will preside at all of the meetenforce the 45 per cent quota.
Conings.
tinuing in the vein of other criticisms
Instead of a meeting of numerous
voiced in Commons, O'Brien said the
company home office executives as at
lack of confidence in the existing infirst expected, the discussions will be
dustry indicated by the public must
held only by company presidents or
be squarely faced by the government.
their alternates on the board.

editors,

Anglo-US Parley

gories together in one unit under

Mayer Will Head the MPAA
In Europe Starting Jan. 1

film
laboratory technicians,
film sound engineers and stage employes.

The agreement was reached at the
weekend following a five-day NLRB
hearing on an IBEW petition which
would have lumped all seven cateits

jurisdiction.

(Continued from page 1)
Gerald Mayer, director of the inY.
Johnston having originally anternational division of the
Motion
nounced a meeting for last November,
Picture Association of America, will,
then for last January, and now March.
it
is understood,
replace Frank McAlbany, N. Y., Nov. 14.—Among
Johnston's previous meeting date anthose who have made reservations for
nouncements were made without con- Carthy as manager of the
Paris office on Jan. 1.
the testimonial dinner to be given tosulting with the British members of
McCarthy, who will leave to be- morrow night at the Variety Club
the committee.
The agenda for the meeting is to be come an executive assistant to 20th here to Charles Smakwitz, Warner
Century-Fox production chief Dar- Theatres zone manager, are
Harry
approved in advance by the particiryl Zanuck, in Hollywood, is expected Kalmine, Joseph Bernhard, Bernard
pants who, in addition to Rank and
to return to the U. S. around Jan. 1. Kranze, Si Fabian, Sam Rosen Hugh
Johnston, include Sir Alexander KorOwen, Jules Lapidus, Edward Schnitda and Sir Henry French, representzer, Jack Ellis, Fred Meyers, Dave
ing the British Producers and NichoMiller,
Milton
Cohen,
Louis
W.
las Schenck and Barney Balaban, also
Schine, Mike Kallet, William Smalley,
representing the MPAA.
While these meetings likewise will
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M distri- and 250 others.
embrace a wide range of topics, prin- bution vice-president, said at the weekcipal problems are expected to be the end that he expects to name this week
to
British 45 per cent quota, the refusal a successor to Edwin W. Aaron who
Washington,
14.
Nov.
Jock
of U. S. distributors to sell their prod- resigned
as assistant general
sales Lawrence, top J. Arthur Rank official
uct in England for mixed programs of manager, effective last Friday.
in the U. S., received the Order of
U.K.-U.S. features, the British dollar
Aaron, who said he resigned to be the British Empire on Friday at a
situation, "and whatever mutual prob- free to negotiate offers elsewhere, exceremony of the British Embassy
lems exist in March."
pects to announce a new affiliation here.
The award was for his work
The joint committee was set up within the next two weeks. He was with the British Commandos and
the
nearly two years ago.
with M-G-M for more than 30 years. American Rangers during the war.

Several from N.
To Smakivitz Dinner

ing,

MPAA

:

May Name

Successor

To Aaron This Week

UK Award

Lawrence

—

5
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UA-SRO Deal Eastman and Government 20th-Fox to
Offer Decree
For Economy In Consent Settlement
Qnly: Selznick

50%

to Sell
He Says
Theatres,
Some

Costs

Hollywood, Nov.

15.

—David O.

on his return here from
New York at the weekend, said
that current negotiations between
Selznick Releasing Organization and
Selznick,

Department officials and
Justice
Eastman Kodak have reached agreement on terms of a consent judgment

NY Claims Half Plan

the government's
against Eastman and
is understood.

Million

in

anti-trust

suit

Technicolor,

it

The government's suit charges restraint of trade in the color film field.
Terms of the settlement are believed
to include an agreement by Eastman
to make its color film patents freely
available. The decree will probably be
filed in Los Angeles late this week or
early next. The Department of Jus-

Artists have been concerned
tice's case against Technicolor is exwith methods of reducing dispected to go to trial, with a pre-trial
tribution costs in the area representing
conference set for next Monday.
the last 10 to 25 per cent of the gross.

United

solely

Tax

On Equipment

Three Others Consider
Separate Settlements

with United Artists, he
merger of domestic sales

further limited
personnel and
to those facilities and that personnel
to
considered necessary
heretofore
(Continued on page 7)

anti-trust

SOPEG's Non-'Red'
Oath is Due Today

a separate settlement in the industry
sentatives of affiliated circuits will
anti-trust

Leonard Boudin, attorney for United
Office and Professional Workers of
America, yesterday informed the National Labor Relations Board here that
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild,
will

CIO-UOPWA

affiliate,

comply with the non-Communist

provisions of the Taft-HartLast week
today.
disclosed that it intended to comply.
The occasion of Boudin's announcehearing
ment was a crowded
affidavit

ley

a*

SOPEG

Law

NLRB

(Continued on page 7)

Pay

$175,000

For

WB

Hike

'Collarites'

Pay increases totaling $175,000 for one year will become
on Thursday for
effective
Warner's

619

home

office

"white collarites," a spokes-

man

for

IATSE Motion

Pic-

ture Home Office Employes
Local No. H-63 disclosed here
yesterday.
The 10 per cent wage increase won recently in negotiations will be retroactive to
last June 1, and retroactive
pay totaling approximately
$75,000 will be paid on Thursday.

Denham Workers SAG
—

to Fight for

Video Restrictions
—

Hollywood,

Screen
15.
Nov.
Guild president Ronald Reagan told a membership meeting here
last night that the Guild will take all
possible steps to prevent the unrestricted use of films made especially
for television, asserting that such reuse, unless regulated by equitable collective bargaining contracts, could reduce actor employment in the same
way that music-recording reduced
work for musicians.
Pinewood studio.
Reagan also said he expected reMeanwhile, Tom O'Brien, general peal of the Taft-Hartley Law would
secretary of the National Association mean an end to prevailing conditions
of Theatrical and Kine Employes, dis- under which "a large number of newclosed he is planning to take the mat- comers are brought to Hollywood by
ter up at the next meeting of the na- producers who are taking advantage
tional joint production council.
of certain T-H provisions to act in
here without joining the
pictures

Rogers Heads W.Va.

SAG."

A

treasury report showed a surplus

Canadian 'Ascap',
O.,

Nov. 15.—Wendell

Exhibitors in Pact

—

Toronto, Nov. 15. Canada's organized exhibitors have reached a tenta-

Rogers was named president, Fred tive agreement, effective for three
Rube years, with the Composers, Authors
and
vice-president,
Helwig,
and Publishers Association of CanShore renamed secretary-treasurer.
New directors are: E. R. Custer. ada on a copyright appeal board.
New annual scale embodies an inJohn Goodenough, David Schulz, P.
M. Thomas directors reelected were crease of five to 20 cents per seat for
Frank Mandrae, Ross Fiason, E. L. theatres with a' capacity of 1,600 or
Keesing and Louis Shore. Alternate more, from 12 to 15 cents for 800 to
Roy Letsinger and 1,600 capacity, and lesser increases for
directors
are
;

Charles Cassinelli.

small

theatres.

became

known

(Continued on page

7)

Republic 10th to
Enter

MPEA

Fold

Republic Pictures International has
joined the Motion Picture Export
Association, it was announced by Eric
and
Johnston, president of the
the Motion Picture Association of

MPEA

America.
Republic's application for memberwhich climaxed several months
and
of conferences between
Republic officials, has been unanimousship,

MPEA

MPEA's

board of diapproved by
rectors, with the effective date retro(Continued on page 7)

ly

SAG.

Managers Group
Cincinnati,

it

A spokesman for 20th-Fox confirmed yesterday that the company is
formulating proposals for settlement
but added that the plan is "not yet

Actors

of $585,952 for

R. Holt of Richmond, retiring president, has been elected chairman of
the board of the West Virginia Theatre Managers' Association, and L. E.

action,

Additionally, there are strong
indications that the three other
theatre-owning defendants are
giving serious consideration to
new divestiture proposals on
which to base individual consent decrees. However, in no
case are companies said to be
thinking in terms of corporate
reorganization such as the RKO
plan entails.

(Continued on page 7)

suit.

London, Nov. 15. Despite evidences of strong indignation, workers
at the Denham studio, who have been
protesting dismissal of 92 supposedly
surplus employes, have decided to resume work. In effect, their decision
means they will accept the settlement
proposed by J. Arthur Rank in which
he said he would withdraw completely
19 of the dismissal notices, suspend
four others pending inquiry, and absorb 14 of the remaining 69 in his

final

gather at the Hotel Astor here this here
yesterday.
morning to start a campaign of pro-

facilities,

Vote to Return

in

stage of development an
extensive theatre divestiture proHundreds of New York Metro- gram which it will propose to the
politan theatre owners and repre- Department of Justice as the basis of

in test against the threatening applicaofficials
Department
Justice
Selznick said that the cost of sellWashington would not comment on tion of a dormant city sales tax on
many theatres in that area is "upthe report. On another front, however, theatre equipment which, owners estiward of 50 per cent of the total film they indicated that they were very mate, would cost exhibitors here as
Methods of reducrental achieved."
much dissatisfied with "stalling" on much as $500,000 in a lump sum.
ing such costs, explored in the negothe
tax,
which
Application
of
the part of defendants in the Scophony
said,

are "a partial

Century-Fox has

Twentieth
its

ing

tiations

to U. S.

Company

Presidents

Begin Confabs Today
Film company presidents or
their alternates on the board
of the Motion Picture Association of America will begin
three days of meetings on industry problems today at the
20th Century-Fox home office
with Eric A. Johnston,
president, to preside. Tomorrow's session will be at the

MPAA

Warner

home

office

.

Thursday's at Paramount.

and

I
Motion Picture Daily

2

M.

assistant

15.

SAUNDERS,
general

sales

manager, returned to his office here
yesterday following an operation.
•
Sam Shain, 20th Century-Fox exhibitor relations director, will return
York today from Pittsburgh
to
and Cincinnati.

New

15.

which
Committee,
Business
Small
opened week-long "wrap-up" hearings
here today, has scheduled for appearance at the end of the week Abram
F. Myers, general counsel of Allied
States Association; Wendell Berge
and Thurman Arnold, former assistant
generals
attorney
Joseph Borkin,
economic adviser to J. Arthur Rank,
and Robert Young, majority stockholder in Pathe Industries. Theatre
;

Owners

America

representatives
also have been invited to appear.
•
Although the committee expires at
Al Zimbalist, Film Classics Advertising-publicity director, will leave the end of the current Congress, it is
here today for Dallas, San Antonio expected to be retained by the 81st
Congress under the chairmanship of
and Houston.

Thomas, Equity

Pictures
president, left the Coast yesterday for
New York for conferences with EagleLion executives.
•
S.

of

been entered here by Federal Judge
Michael J. Igoe overruling a demurrer filed by U. S. Attorney Otto
Kerner, Jr., which claims that the
warrant issued for the arrest of Paul
Ricca by the parole board was illegal.
Ricca
and three associates
were
paroled in 1947 after serving a par-

term for extorting $1,800,000 from

tial

company heads.
The order of Judge Igoe gave him
two choices of procedure against RicIgoe demanded the
ca, Kerner said.
film

parole board's reasons for seeking to
revoke Ricca's parole and he may give
them, Kerner said, or he may decide
to appeal from any ruling the court
might make if the reasons are not

Wright Patman. A committee
spokesman stated that the giving up of given.
Rep.

•

Harry

Herman

Levy, Theatre Owners of
America general counsel, is due here
tomorrow from Hartford.
•
William DozIer, Universal-International production executive, is due
here today from the Coast.
•
William Hebert, director of studio
publicity for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is here from Hollywood.
•
George R. Giroux, Technicolor
field representative, is here from the
Coast.

•

Arthur Krim, Eagle-Lion president, has left here for the Coast.
Arthur Loew

has returned to

1st

Ruling Due Today

1.

Censor's 'Rope'

—

Carrying the endorsement of ThomE. Dewey, Herbert H. Lehman,
William O'Dwyer, Grover A. Whalen
and Stephen S. Wise, the 15th annual
"Night of Stars," United Jewish Appeal benefit show, was held here last
night at Madison Square Garden.
as

nance.

day instead of today, as previously
ported.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

re-

;

E-L for
Trenet

$85,000

has

A UNI versal-internationalC^mure

'SPECTACULAR

filed

suit

in

Board

of directors of

Warner Broth-

ers Pictures has declared a dividend
of 25 cents per share, payable Jan. 5,
to holders of common stock of record

business on Dec. 3.
at the same rate as
the last quarter, but is half of the
regular dividend of 50 cents per quarthe

close

/,

Durbin Settle
15.

Produced by
•

ANATOLE UTVAK

£M
Jf~\

S ROBERT BASSLER

SEALED
VERDICT
•tarring

RAYMIUAND
.uh

FLORENCE MARLY
A Paramount

Picture

—Universal-

DANNY

KAYE
%
VIRGINIA

MAYO

*

color sy
Broadway at

Erickson,

J.

City territories with

Republic,

PRC

and Monogram, and was for two years
with the Dickinson Circuit. Burial will

International has reached an out-of- be at St. Louis.
court settlement of its $87,083 suit
against Deanna Durbin for money advanced to her and a revision of her Services for
Hollywood,
15.
Nov.
Services
contract in which the number of pictures she will make for the studio is were held here this afternoon at Forreduced to three from five. Her next est Lawn for Fred Niblo, 74, pioneer
picture will be produced in Italy by director, who died in New Orleans last
Thursday.
U-I jointly with Scalera Films.

Cont. from 8:45 Alt

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

SHOES"
"THE RED
Technicolor
Color by

BIJOU THEATER,
All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

—

had been in
and Kansas

TECHNICOLOR

AST0R

45th Street

is

home here. Erickson
distribution in St. Louis

Nov.

presents

Su^ke Pit

ANATOLE UTVAK

of

his

tain obligations.

U

ZANUCK

F.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

the
I

PRESElH-^ION

STAGE

DARRYL

r

25-Cent Warner Dividend

New York Supreme Court against ter.
Eagle-Lion charging violation of a
production arrangement. He is seek59
ing $85,000 damages, which he said
Kansas City, Nov. 15. Edward
he was guaranteed under a two-picE. Erickson, 59, representative of A.
ture deal and which the company is
V. Cauger Service, Inc., producers of
alleged to have declined to pay on the
advertising films, died last evening at
ground that Trenet did not fulfill cer-

EDDIE ALBERT
WILLIAM DOZIER PRESEWNUON

by Rosenblatt was disqualified by the

The dividend

An EAGLE LION FILM

5

Release

JoanofArc
Ingrid Bergman
ttarring

L
\

VICTORIA 1

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS

Fred Niblo

—

Washington, Nov.

Executive committee of the amusements division of the National Conference of Christians and Jews will
hold a luncheon-meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel here next Tues-

A

;

panel.

at

Thomas Pleads Innocent

Unit To Meet

i

Ban

ler held that the film violates the city
ordinance which forbids presentation
of "scenes of violence tending to corrupt morals."
During the show cause hearing,
Judge Lawler went to a private showing of the film, but said that he based
his decision on testimony on the case
and his construction of the city ordi-

Hollywood,

Stage 'Night of Stars'

"YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY"

Complaint was filed by Leon Rosenblatt on behalf of the Rosenblatt- Welt
circuit, and involves clearance, availSeattle, Nov. IS. State Superior ability and run. The panel has reCourt Judge James T. Lawler today ferred the complaint to Seymour
upheld the Seattle Censor Board's ban Florin, 20th Century-Fox's New York
on the further showing of Warner's branch manager for adjustment. An"Rope." In his decision, Judge Law- other complaint filed simultaneously

Edward

Charles Einfeld arrived here yester-

IJOAN FONTAINE-JAMES STEWART

Conciliation

Court Upholds Seattle

Charles

day from the Coast to discuss with
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president, a deal whereby he would become
the company's director of advertisingpublicity,
exploitation
and
radio.
Charles Schlaifer's resignation from
the post will become effective on

NCCJ

ITOA

—

CITY MUSIC HALL

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Directed by

In

New Sues

the Coast.

Einfeld Here on Deal

Feb.

in

est

—RADIO

New

Orleans hearings
does not mean the unit has lost interthe projected

the film industry. He asserted
away from
hearings
further
that
A. Pam Blumenthal, Cinecolor Washington were called off because
Decision is due today from the conboard chairman, has left Hollywood of the pressure of time, since the unit
ciliation panel of the Independent Theby plane for a board meeting in New wants to file its report by the end of
December. Among the junkets called atre Owners Association of New York
York.
off was a possible trip to the Coast on the solitary complaint which thus
•
Abram F. Myers, Allied States to take testimony from the Society of far has been weighed since the organboard chairman, is due here today Independent Motion Picture Producers. ization adopted the Andy W. Smith,
Jr. -Benjamin Berger plan for settling
from Washington.
exhibitor-distributor differences.

York from

16, 191

House Unit To Hear Ricca Arrest Warrant
Legality Is Impugned
Industry Figures
—The House Chicago, Nov. —An order has NEW YORK THEATRE!
Washington, Nov.

Personal
Mention
EDWARD
M-G-M

Tuesday, November

American

man

Activities

15.

—House Un-

Committee Chair-

J. Parnell Thomas pleaded innocent today when arraigned on charges
of padding his House of Representatives office payroll.
U. S. District
Court Judge Richmond B. Keech tentatively set trial for Jan. 10.

IDA LUPINO

•
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c
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Like Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year,

THEY BELONG TOGETHER

BOB'S BIGGEST PRODUCTION of

—And

color for

IT'S

his first picture in

it's

all

time

Techni

Paramount

GOT EVERYTHING— com-

edy,

color,

spectacle,

Indian fights, covered
wagons, breathless chases
and saloon brawls.

YANKS ARE COMING— with Bob turning on the giggle

THE

gas as a correspond-

ence school

dentist.

Paramounts TftG

3-WAY DRAW. Imagine Bob Hope and
Jane Russell in a bigscale

western^

and

you've got 3 of the

biggest boxoffice
elements any picture
could have today.

THE LAUGHS are headed
this-a-way from The Dirty
Shame Saloon, as Bob
sings the country's best-

smash hit song,
"BUTTONS AND BOWS."
selling

NO DOPE, THAT HOPE— he's

off

on the "Road" to Ruin with
Russell, the most famous outlaw in the whole U. S. A.

Color by

Technicolor

The

>

(rarities

with
'MORE SATISFYING THAN
'ROAD' SERIES. Looks like big
money in the tills. Hope triumphant
with a real story. The gags are all
.

.

.

fresh

.

lavish."

.

the western backgrounds

.

— Showmen

s

Trade Review

7

Bar**
both
"HITS TOP OF THE LAUGHMETER. A very hearty boxoffice
effect should

be assured. Merriment

kept on broad, earthy level punctuated by running drumfire of quips
and gags."
Motion Picture Daily

—

"PEAK LAUGH SHOW FOR
HOLIDAY TRADE.

Click

Hopean

display for the delight of the cus-

teners,

is

top of the score's threepop

— Variety

numbers."

tomers. Peak click on the meter that
registers laugh decibels. "-Film Daily

"HOPE AT HIS BEST. The
face' is cleverly set up.

"HOPE WHAMS HIS WAY THRU
WITH SOCK RESULTS. A natural
for fun.

"RUSSELL AN EYEFUL IN
TECHNICOLOR.
contender

.

.

.

Strong box-office

for the delight of

any

audience out for an evening of laughs.

Hope

takes

it

away

for sock results."

—Daily

Russell a sharp eyeful in

Technicolor.

now

and Bows,'
and record lis-

'Buttons

familiar to radio

are pat."

The

Pale-

results

—Motion Picture Herald

"JUST THE PACKAGE TO

EXHIBITORS HAPPY

MAKE

and please

customers. DeMillesque production.

Hope's harum scarum adventures
with Calamity Jane outdo all that
was ever done for the west."
The Independent

—

Variety

"SHOULD PLAY TO CAPACITY
AUDIENCES wherever customers
seek escape through unadulterated

merriment. Hope was never funnier.
Technicolor and lush mountings
complete the happy combination."

"HOPE & RUSSELL SALEABLE

MARQUEE COMBINATION.
Hope

runs the entire gamut of gags
giddy comedy geared for boxoffice
Hollywood Reporter
pay-ofF."

in

—

— Boxofflce

And

Right After
That Comes

Paramonnt's

11
IN
</.s.o.

Tuesday,

November

Bridges

Motion Picture daily

1948

16,

Questions 20th-Fox Decree

Tax on Benny Deal

(Continued Jrom page 1)

Washington, Nov. 15.— Bureau

of
to

called upon
approval of the Amos

Revenue was

Internal
explain

Richard F. Walsh,

down

where negotiations

to the point"

with the Justice Department would be
'n'
its
in order. It is expected that the compur"business"
Andy and Jack Benny
pany will present its plan to Attorney
Styles
NBC,
and
chases by CBS
General Tom Clark shortly after he
of
the
chairman
(R.,
H.),
Bridges
N.
returns to Washington from his stay
Committee,
Appropriations
Senate
in Florida with President Truman.
highlighting
deals
the
charging that

—

a

Other sources indicate that 20thbetween the webs
Fox has in mind the divestiture of its
were tax dodges and asked for an

war

—

for top talent

ex« "-Ration.

best belief here

~

that Internal

is

Revenue would not approve future
deals and might even object to the
Benny deal, which also involves motion picture production by Benny's

Amusement

Enterprises.

Republic to

-

MPEA

Nov. 1, 1948. Republic thus
becomes MPEA's 10th member company and the second additional naactive to

9b

tional distributor to join the export
organization since it was chartered
early in 1946 by the eight original
sponsoring companies. Allied Artists
in Aug., 1947.
joined the

MPEA

An

MPEA

UA-SRO Deal
UA

hazard any

would not wish

to
guess as to the likelihood
I

The

trio

New
will

;

initial

of today,

"IA" 14th

;

now

"As

Paramount and 20th-Fox are en-

examiner Julian Hoffman

to

partici-

H-63 claims
pate in the proceedings.
to have won the three shops of "white
collarites"

away from SOPEG.

Boudin's statement qualified SOPEG
as a hearing participant non-complying unions are denied access to NLRB
services, but Hoffman accepted SOPEG
in light of Boudin's assurances.
Yesterday's hearing was adjourned
until next Monday at which time,
;

SOPEG

will state its
Boudin stated,
position regarding the holding of elections at the three shops. H-63 attorney Harold Spivak and the companies'

lawyers agreed promptly when Hoffsuggested an election, but Boudin
sought time to consider.
The companies have refused to "do
business" with non-complying unions.

man

NLRB
Split

A

Denies Motion to

famous writer

was talking to me

DuMont Employes

aboard "the Hollywood,"

Relations Board
has unanimously dismissed a petition

The National Labor

gaged in preparing affidavits which
being finalized."
filed by New York Local No. 1212,
they intend to offer as testimony and
board is scheduled to meet
International Brotherhood of ElectriThe
Loew's and Warners are understood
Workers, seeking to have the colat the end of the week to act on the
preparing new exhibits, all, of course, cal
lective bargaining unit covering the
proposal.
in the event that settlements are not

of

—

Cleveland, Nov. 15. William Levy,
temporary manager of the local United
Artists exchange, is going back to the
foreign field in which he had been active for 18 years.
Sidney Cooper,
UA salesman in Detroit, has been promoted to succeed Levy here.

Jersey district.
Talent for Pioneers
be joined in CincinThe ninth annual dinner of the Mointerests in about 400 partially-owned nati
by James McNab, business agent tion Picture Pioneers at the Waldorfwhittling
down its of "IA" Local No. 154, Seattle. Hugh
theatres,
thus
Astoria tomorrow evening will feature
National
subsidiary,
wholly-owned
Sedgwick, secretary of the 11th comedians
J.
Milton
Berle,
E.
Joe
Theatres, to approximately 225 houses.
district, in Canada, will also attend Lewis, Abe Burrows,
Willie Howard
The company is said to feel that the and address the convention.
and Peter Lind Hayes.
Pioneers
program would remove it from any
president Jack Cohn also announces
suggestion of monopoly in exhibition,
that Leon Leonidoff will stage the
with all closed-town situations elimiproceedings which will include an apnated.
(Continued from page 1)
pearance of Radio City Music Hall
20th Resumes Talks Today
talent.
on IATSE Motion Picture Home OfDiscussions of the divestiture by fice Employes Local No. H-63's "pe20th-Fox officials, which were begun titions for bargaining rights at the
here last week, will be resumed to- Paramount, "RKO Radio and DeLuxe
Participants include Spyros P. Laboratories home offices here.
Exday.
Charles Skouras, ecutives,
personnel
Skouras, president
and
attorneys
president of National Theatres; Dan chiefs from the three companies; ofMichalove, circuit executive, Harry ficers, organizers and lawyers from
Cox, National treasurer Otto Keogel, the opposing unions, and scores of emgeneral counsel, and W. C. Michel, ployes jammed the office of NLRB

group of Republic pictures treasurer.
being readied for inclusion in
The moves for separate consent dethe distribution programs of a num- crees by all four companies are exber of countries within the
pected largely as a result of the stateorbit, including the USSR under the ment by Judge Augustus N. Hand in
pact Johnston recently made with that Federal court here last week that total
nation.
divorcement was not called for and
appears a
that
partial
divestiture
more likely remedy.
The general reaction was that the
(Continued from page 1)
government and the companies have a
clearer view of what they might anreach" the final percentage of gross.
ticipate if the case is litigated fully
Selznick said negotiations have not
and both sides consequently would be
included any discussion of a corporate
more liberal in concessions made to
and have not
merger of SRO and
effect a settlement.
involved the top selling area of 75 to
Also at the hearing, Judge Hand
distribution
gross.
90 per cent of the
suggested that both sides attempt to
orforeign
He also said that SRO's
reach an agreement on dissolutions of
ganization will be unaffected by a
theatre partnerships, as well as on
deal, if concluded.
what divestiture may be accomplished
"There are many points to be
by stipulation.
straightened out on both sides before
Prepare Affidavits, New Exhibits
any deal can be concluded," he said.
is

IATSE

internapresident, has left here for
Cincinnati to attend the American
Federation of Labor convention which
He was
opened there yesterday.
accompanied by William P. Raoul,
"IA" general secretary-treasurer, and
Thomas V. Green, secretary of the
tional

SOPEG's Oath

(Continued from page 1)

(

Walsh, Raoul to AFL Cooper Is Named
Parley in Cincinnati Cleveland Manager

its

United's super-special

DC-6

onestop

flight

Mainliner

from

300

New York

to Los Angeles.

UA

effected.
It is said that

DuMont

each of the companies

WTTG

has "problems" peculiar to itself and
DuMont workers are under
for that reason a single consent decree each city.
the jurisdiction of the International
for all would not be possible.
Stage EmAlliance of Theatrical
It is doubtful that the Justice Department could be approached by the ployes, which opposed the division.
companies this week. Clark will be
in Washington only for a few hours

FARES
(

on dependable

on Thursday and Herbert Bergson,
(Continued from page 1)
head of the anti-trust division, also
out of town, is not expected back at
amounts to two per cent, would be
his office until next Monday.
on theatre equipment when a theatre's
The intention
lease changes hands.

TWA
CONSTELLATIONS
Now enjoy the finest

the

of

|

1*

I©

city,

it

is

understood,

tute

books.

Whenever

in air travel

The only Coast-to-Coast
Constellations

to

theatres

changed hands through outright

no extra fare!

is

compel immediate payment by theatre
lessees who closed such transactions
during the past eight years, the time
the dormant law .has been on the stasale

during that time, the city collected the
sales tax upon the consummation of
such transactions. Equipment involved
under sales and threatening lease
screens,
projectors,
includes
taxes
stage accessories, etc.
that the city intends to apply the lease provisions as
a matter of "expediency," and maintain that it was not the intention of
the law's authors to levy taxes on such
transactions.

make

great

background matefor something I'd like to
write," he said. "There's an atmosphere of luxury and congeniality in the plane itself; and the
passengers, with their varied
rial

backgrounds and their cosmopolitan viewpoints, are always
intensely stimulating."

Tax on Equipment

REDUCED

at

WABD

in
television stations,
in Washingand
ton, broken up into a separate unit for

New York

."It'll

I

didn't remind

him, but we leave
New York at 12 noon, and we
get to Los Angeles at 8:45 p.m.
At that speed, a story would

have to be a short short!
»But

if

perfect

you want a
background

your cross-country travels,
with delicious meals, luxury services, stroll-about spaciousness
and pressurized-cabin comfort at
smooth, high altitudes I'll see
you aboard "the Hollywood."
for

—

seats,

The owners charge

TRANS WORLD AIRLINE
U.S.A.

•

EUROPE

•

AFRICA

•

ASIA

United Air Lines Stewardess on

"Smartly produced comedy that
has the stuff to make audiences
laugh."
—Film Daily

A merry

romp

.

.

.

what the

ticket-

buying public wants."

— Motion

Picture Daily

Madcap comedy romance."
Variety

Enough action, laughs and eyeplease

iences.

Motion Picture Herald

all

"Certain to win hilarious approval"

BOB'S GOT

— Showmen's Trade Review

THAT GLEAM!
WHEN

aud-

filling interiors to

Lamarr

is

a knockout!'

— Daily Variety

THEY GET TOGETHER

OH WHAT A TEAM!

HEDY

ROBERT

LAMARR

CUMMINGS

An
Eagle Lion Films

Release

with

Produced by

ANNA STEN

EUGENE FRENKE

Screenplay by Howard Irving Young,

and

Robert Shayne

ROBERT CUMMINGS

•

Mary Treen

•

Directed by

•

Harry Antrim

•

Norma Varden

RICHARD WALLACE

Edmund Hartmann, Albert J. Cohen and Jack Harvey • Original
A United California Productions, Inc. Picture

•

Associate Producer Joe Gottesman

Story by Albert

J.

Cohen and Jack Harvey

MOTION

Accurate

DAILY

Concise

and
Impartial
VOL)

^

NO.

PICTtffc *«>f HURST
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Ascap Loses

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

An agreement has been
reached and papers have been
drawn which, when signed,
will
make Charles Einfeld
vice-president in charge of
20th Century-Fox's advertis-

Decree Stay

ing, publicity

Permanent
November
29
on
Stay
Will Seek a

on Jan.

Federal
Chicago; Nov. 16.
Communications Commission Chairman Wayne B. Coy warned today
that the rapid advance of television
means a "period of great adjustments"
for motion picture exhibitors.

Coy said that not only would
television compete with theatres
for patrons, but would also
compete with theatres for films.

On

Huge

,000 for 'Joan'

Majority of New York first-runs
The Leibell decree restrains Ascap are moving at a good clip this week,
from collecting music performing fees showing marked gains over last week
when several dropped heavily. The
(.Continued on page 4)
Armistice holiday business of last
Thursday boosted this week's returns.
Taking cognizance of the overflow,
even the Victoria's competitors are
happy about the magnificent box-office
triumph of "Joan of Arc." The 1,000seat Victoria is expected to gross an
that effect.

US May Offer New
Griffith

Evidence

Washington, Nov.

16.

—The

Jus-

Department

tice

duce

new

will attempt to introevidence when the Griffith

case resumes in
Cjty on Nov. 30.

anti-trust

Oklahoma

Department spokesmen said that
rather than presenting proposed findings
as in the Paramount and Schine
government would ask
cases the
Judge Vaught for a chance to call witnesses and present further evidence
showing the effects of what it de{Continucd on page 6)

—
—

Extras Vote

Down

Producers' Terms
Hollywood, Nov.

16.

the other hand, he admitted,
television techniques may be
used by theatres to broaden
their fare with concerts, popular entertainment, on-the-spot"
news shots, and other top public

lst-Runs;

estimated

$60,000

in

the

first

events.

is a saturation of television receivers in this country," Coy
said, "there will certainly be a large
audience for outstanding public events
in theatres."
Speaking before the Chicago Ro(Continued on page 6)

"Until there

Exhibitor Leaders to

Map NY Tax

Fight

Four theatre association leaders
were named yesterday to serve as a
week committee which will organize from

which means almost a complete turn- among the industry's local tax experts
over at every performance.
a group which will document evidence
Continuing at a smash rate is to support New York City exhibitors'
"Snake Pit" at the Rivoli where a claim that the municipal government
second week is figured to gross here would be "mulcting" owners if it
$57,000. Globe's "Blood on the Moon" persists in levying a two per cent tax
on leased theatre equipment.
is good at the start with $30,000 apThe association leaders, who were
parent for a first week. "You Gotta
Stay Happy," with a stage show at appointed at a tax protest rally in the
(Continued on page 4)

{Continued on page 6)

Drive on Percentages
Considered by Allied

—Membership Sopeg Complies with

of the Screen Extras Guild voted
2,512 to 67 in a mail referendum to
reject the contract offered by pro
ducers,
according
H.
O'Nei
to

TEN CENTS

1948

—

and exploitation

1.

Business Better At

NY

NEWS

Changes: Coy Seen Abroad

from the
Einfeld,
here
Coast, already has been assigned an office at the company's home office. His contract is expected to be signed
within 10 days, when he will
return to Hollywood. He will
divide his time between the
Coast studio and the home
office, but will continue his
residence in Beverly Hills.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Judge Augustus N. Hand yesterday denied to the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers an interim stay of Federal
Judge Vincent Leibell's U. S. District Court decree against Ascap isAscap sought to
sued last Friday.
stay Judge Leibell's judgment until
Nov. 29 when a petition for a perma-

17,

FILM

Video to Force More Unity by
Film Industry MPA Members

Einfeld and 20th in
Verbal Agreement

Bid for 2-Wk.

nent stay will be made to the full
three-judge Circuit Court of Appeals.
In denying the interim stay, Judge
Hand said if it were granted it would
He
"create chaos in the industry."
however, that the denial
specified,
should not prejudice Ascap's right to
appeal in the Minneapolis case, after
Ascap attorneys argued it might have

YORK,

IN

Taft Non-'Red' Rule

Washington, Nov.
neran

Plan

for

16.

—The

disciplining

Finerrant

Closer Operations May
Result from
Meeting

NY

A

closer relationship

companies
erations, even to

among U.

foreign opthe extent of
pooling operations as a means of
cutting expenses to partially offset
dwindling revenues, was indicated as
film

S.

a

possible

result

in

of

the

three-day

meeting of industry executives which
began yesterday at the 20th Century-

Fox home

office here.

Economic

state

of

the

industry

abroad made a dismal picture as

it

was presented

to yesterday's conclave
of presidents, vice-presidents, treasurers, and foreign and domestic sales
executives of the member companies
of the Motion Picture Association of
America. There were 35 company officials present, in addition to Eric A.
Johnston,
president, who presided, and others of the MPAA.
No conclusions or decisions on positive action were made yesterday, although the nature of the information
and opinions which were exchanged

MPAA

were said

to indicate that some steps
(Continued on page 6)

SRO-UA

Talks Are

Switched to Coast
Scene of negotiations to place

dis-

Selznick Releasing Organization product in the hands of
United Artists is being shifted from
tribution

of

New York
dles

by

to Hollywood, with hudDavid O. Selznick, Mary

Pickford, Gradwell Sears, probably
Charles Chaplin and Arthur Kelly,
and others expected late this week.
Selznick returned to the Coast last
weekend, after the
board canvassed the various aspects of the pro-

UA

(Continued on page 6)

56 to Be Inducted
In Pioneers Tonight

amendment of the RobinsonLeonard Boudin, attorney for United Patman Act to include film rentals,
Some 56 pioneers in the industry 25
Office and Professional Workers of and the possibility of an all-out drive years or longer will be inducted this
Shanks, executive secretary.
SEG America, filed yesterday with the Na- against forced percentage playing will evening at the annual dinner of the
board had unanimously recommended tional Labor Relations Board affi- be topics high on the agenda of the Motion Picture Pioneers at the Walrejection
of the
terms,
which it davits signed by all present officers Allied States board meeting to be held dorf-Astoria Hotel here.
The class
claimed, had the effect of forcing extras to accept the $9.45 daily rate for
mob scenes in order to make them
selves eligible for unemployment in

surance benefits.

stars,

New

Orleans Nov. 27-28, accord- will be among the largest ever inbulletin issued today by ducted in the organization.
filiate,
One of several highlights will be
in compliance with the non- Abram F. Myers, Allied's counsel.
Communist stipulation provisions of
The board will also discuss the chal- the awarding of the first annual cita(Continued on page 6)
the Taft-Hartley Law, Boudin said.
{Continued on page 6)
of

Screen

Employes

Office
Guild,

and

Professional

ClO-UOPWA

af-

in

ing

to

a

Motion Picture Daily
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$13 Million Bonus Elect Delegates, Crew Newsreel
For Albany Variety
To E-K's Employes Albany, N. Nov. — Charles Parade

Personal
Mention

Y.,

16.

THE

A. Smakwitz, Warner zone manager,
birth of Princess Elizabet'
and Joe Saperstein, Fabian booker,
son and President Truman on v
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 16.
37-year record wage dividend of ap- were chosen delegates to the Variety cation are current nezvsreel headline
F. MYERS, Allied States
proximately $13,000,000 for 51,500 Clubs International convention, with Tojo sentenced and Mackenzie Kim
board chairman, arrived here employes was voted here today by Neil Hellman and Dr. Samuel Kalison resigning are also highlighted. CoR*
yesterday from Washington and will Eastman Kodak's board of directors, as alternates, by the newly-elected lo- plete contents follow
return there today.
The crew, which
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 92 Britl
Eligible em- cal Variety crew.
to be paid next March.
•
hails birth of son to Elizabeth. Tojo s-I
ployes will receive $22.50 for each will elect officers for 1949, includes
tenced
die for Jap war crimes. Presid'l
Carl Dudley, president of Dudley $1,000 earned during 1944-48. Last Jack Bullwinkle, Ray Smith, Ed Ruff, Trumanto on
Dock strike. Ml
vacation.
Pictures, has left Beverly Hills for year the wage dividend totaled $11,- Nat Dickman, Fred Sliter, Saperstein, kenzie King resigns as Prime^fiaiister 1
H. Jerry Atkin, Ed Wall, Leo Rosen, Canada. Mrs. Patton sees nei^k ny
Chicago, Nashville, Washington, Nor- 600,000 for 49,300 employes.
named after her husband. FocjMf
folk and Philadelphia, en route to
The board today also declared a Sylvan Leff and Nat Winig.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 222—U. \m
New York.
ports paralyzed by dock strike.
Tojo s«Jw
cash dividend of 50 cents a share on
tenced.
Honored
Testimonial
Beauty and the grapefruit. PreEJ
Smakwitz
at
common stock for the quarter and the
Mackenzie KiN
dent Truman on vacation.
l
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 16. Charles steps down. Football.
Peter Levathes, 20th Century-Fox regular \ /2 per cent dividend on premanager, and ferred stock of $1.50 a share. Both A. Smakwitz, Warner zone manager
sales
short subjects
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 25—Ri I
Mrs. Levathes have become parents will be paid Jan. 3 to stockholders of here, was presented with a traveling in Paris. Tojo and company sentencing
People
in the eyes of the world: It's a Wf
bag and brief case as well as a plaque for Princess
of a daughter, Louise Elaine, born record on Dec. 6.
Elizabeth; Patton tank chrjIL
Of the wage dividend, about $9,000,- signed by Variety members here at a tened by widow. "Red" Dean visits U. M
at Leroy Sanitarium here.
•
testimonial dinner given in his honor Football.
000 will go to 32,000 in Rochester.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEE, No. 196|l|
Helen Grabow, formerly of the
Next March's payment will bring by the local Variety tent at the
sentenced.
News in brief Preside I
Some 260 Tojo
Eagle-Lion home office foreign de- the total wage dividend distribution Colonie Country Club.
Truman on vacation. Mackenzie King :]
signs.
partment, has joined the firm of Ray to approximately $103,000,000 since were on hand.
Ship strike.
Football.
WARNER PAT HE NEWS, No. 27 It
Austrian and Associates, advertising the plan was initiated in 1912.
People in the news: President Truman a: III
The board declared also a stock
agency.
Sen. Barkley: "Red" Dean of Canterbur, I
dividend on the outstanding common
Field Marshall Montgomery.
Reds in Bi I
The
held.
lin
anniversary.
for
each
20
share
Tojo sentenced for w I
of
one
Maurice A. Bergman, Universalcrimes.
Florida peaches and grapefru'
addition
in
made
was
dividend
stock
Eastern advertisingInternational's
Italian smoke-eaters drill. A prince is bon

—

ABRAM

:

—

,

t,

.

|

—

\

_

:

Theatre Trailer for
Christmas Seal Sale

Ingrid Bergman appeals for support
It is payable
the cash dividend..
next Jan. 22, to stockholders of record of the 1948 Christmas Seal sale in a
trailer to be shown in theatres during
on Dec. 24.
•
company official pointed out that the 42nd annual drive, Nov. 22 to
Walter Gould, United Artists forhave been Dec. 25, according to the National
eign distribution manager, has re- about $126,000,000 will
the end of Tuberculosis Association.
turned to New York from Argentina spent by the company at
by
The trailer was made for
1948 for improving and increasing
and Brazil.
plant facilities for the three post-war Walter Wanger, head of Sierra Productions, in cooperation with RKO.
years.
Charles Simonelli, Universal-InVictor Fleming directed the trailer,
ternational Eastern exploitation manand Andrew Solt wrote the script.
ager, left here last night for IndianThe trailer, which runs for two minapolis.
utes, has been cleared for the Theatre
•
in
Owners of America. No collections
Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to
Oak Ridge, Tenn., Nov. 16. Four will be made in connection with the
M-G-M studio publicity head Howard Oak Ridge theatres, which have been showings.
Strickling, is due here today from under the management of G. B. Odium
the Coast.
for the Atomic Energy Commission,
have been leased to A. B. Hyman and
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern associates of Huntington, W. Va.,
division manager, will be in Buffalo who will assume operation in the nearWalter Wanger said yesterday that
future.
today from New York.
e
Odium expects to return to indepen- "nothing definite" has been set regarding his talks with distributors
C. J. Feldman, Universal-Interna- dent exhibition in December and has
over the possibility of their taking
tional Western sales manager, has several deals already pending. He was
two films made for Eagle-Lion releft here for Chicago and the Midwest. previously identified with the Uptown
The films are "Tulsa" and
and City theatres, New York, and lease.
•
Paul Short, Allied Artists produc- was with Paramount there during its "Reign of Terror." One of the companies with whom he is reported to
er, has returned to the Coast from reorganization.
have discussed a deal is United
publicity director, will leave here today for Chicago.

to

A

NTA

_

A. B.

Four

Hyman

Leases
Tennessee

—

Nothing Definite Set
On 2 Wanger Films

Dallas.

•

Harold Mirisch, Monogram
president,

is

in

vice-

Chicago from Holly-

Sauter Heads Group
To Aid USO Drive

wood.

business."

Allan Moritz Heads
Cincinnati Variety

—

Beck Will Handle
Screen Plays

Capra's First for Para.
Hollywood,

Nov.

16.

—

Frank

for

Para-

Myer

Ads

P. Beck, promotional consultant here, has become Eastern advertising-publicity director of Screen Plays,
Inc., under a long-term contract signed

8 Drive-ins Are Se

By Pioneer

Circuit

—

Minneapolis, Nov. 16.
Eigl
drive-ins are on the agenda of Pionec
circuit's outdoor project to "protect it
position" in the conventional theatr
field in Iowa.
The latest list reveal
spring openings for stands in or nea
Webster City, Carroll, Storm Lake
Atlantic, Cherokee, Clarinda, Perr
and Spencer. All will be similar ii
architecture,
according
to
Pionee
president Harold Field of Minneapolis
Drive-in competition has developed
in Manitowoc, Wis., where articles o

have been filed bj
Triple-R Amusement Co., organizec
b" Roger W. Reinert, Richard E
Bosman and John C. Danielson, anc
which has announced plans to buile
a 500-car outdoor stand on Memoria
Drive, north of Manitowoc.
It was announced two weeks age
that Bob Guitermann, Manitowoc exArtists.
Wanger said he has delayed his trip hibitor, has a drive-in under way near
to the Coast "to complete unfinished the city.

Formation of an entertainment in•
dustry committee to aid the USO's
Lige Brien, Eagle-Lion's assistant New York campaign for $6,650,000 in
exploitation manager, will return to the Metropolitan area and to arNew York today from Pittsburgh.
range the entertainment activities conCincinnati, Nov. 16—Allan S. Moducted by USO in military camp
establishments, has been completed, ritz, Columbia branch manager, has
Inaugural
with James Sauter as general chair- been elected chief barker of the local
16.
Washington, Nov.
Carter
Moritz,
man. A luncheon will be held on Variety Club, Tent No.. 3.
Barron, local Loew's representative,
Nov. 30 to discuss plans and set up who succeeds Irving Sochin, Univeris in charge of special events for the
sal-International manager, served in
sub-committees.
committee which is arranging the inthe same capacity several years ago.
auguration of President Truman. Film
Arthur Manheimer was chosen first
star Melvyn Douglas is head of a
guy and Saul Greenberg was reelected
9
film sub-comjnittee.
assistant
and Jack Frisch second.

Aid Truman

Football.

Manny Trautenberg was named dough
property master.

incorporation

1

At Grand Island, Neb., Tri-States
H. Blank) and Mrs. Madeline
Kaufmann and William Youngclaus,
(A.

owners

of the city's three conventional
theatres, have joined in plans to construct a 500-car drive-in on highway

No. 2, West of the city. The project
will be started immediately and completed next spring.

Aid Foundation Drive
A

one-minute

trailer

entitled

"It

Might Be You," featuring an appeal
by Ida Lupino for support of the
Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation
drive, is currently showing in some
300 theatres in the Metropolitan area.
National release will start on Friday

when

the trailer will be included in all
newsreels. Floyd B. Odium is chairwith Stanley Kramer and George
Catholic Actors Guild will hold its man of the Foundation's board, while
based on "Broadway Bill," short story Glass of Screen Plays under which annual party at the Plaza Hotel here Dr. W. Paul Holbrook is president
late
Mark
by the
Hellinger.
Starting Beck's office will take charge of all on Friday night with proceeds going and Emerson Foote is chairman of the
date is not set.
advertising and publicity for the firm. to the Guild's hospital fund.
executive committee.

Capra's

mount

first

will star

production

Bing Crosby

Actors' Party Friday

in a story
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WHAT

YEARS
The

BIGGEST

Musical has been

by the

selected

Biggest Theatre,

Radio City Music Hall
for

its

Biggest

Holiday time. Take
a tip!

M-G-M

presents THE

BIGGEST

MUSICAL

WORM AMP MUSIC
Starring (alphabetically)

JUNE ALLYSON

•

PERRY COMO

GENE KELLY

•

JUDY GARLAND

•

•

LENA HORNE

MICKEY ROONEY • ANN SOTHERN
with

TOM DRAKE
COLOR BY

-

CYD CHARISSE

-

BETTY GARRETT

TECHNICOLOR

•

Based on the

Screen Play by Fred Finklehoffe
Musical Numbers Directed by

•

Story

ROBERT ALTON

•

JANET LEIGH

Lives

MARSHALL THOMPSON

Directed by

.

MELTORME

RICHARD RODGERS

and Music of
Bolton and Jean Holloway

by Guy
•

•

•

and

•

Adaptation by Ben Feiner,

NORMAN TAUROG

•

Produced by

VERA-ELLEN

LORENZ HART
Jr.

ARTHUR FREED
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New York

Reviews

17, 19

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

"The Boy With Green Hair"
(RKO

Worth
waiting
for.

.

the Music Hall, is likely to wind
a second week with a fairly substa
tial $130,000.
Third week of "Juij

Radio)

SINCE

has the courage to abandon the conventional, the future awaiting Bride" with Vaughn Monroe on staj
is difficult to evaluate. On a basis of merit,
should mean a handsome $60,000 I
that future never would be in doubt. However, merit' does not always draw the Strand.
its own reward and, thus, the question remains.
At the Roxy, "Unfaithfully You
This is a film with an avowed message a message against the futility of with Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Hea
war. It is told as a fantasy through- the eyes and mind of Dean Stockwell, and Jack Cole in person co^J.uded
the appealing youngster to whom it all happened. On occasion, the treatment second week with a moder;
veers to take on the viewpoint of the grownups who come off a decided it will be succeeded on
second best through incredulity and indifference.
"When My Baby Smiles
Young Stockwell is a war casualty and the orphaned son of parents who Fourth week of "Song Is Born''
die in London protecting other children from German bombs. Handed down
the Astor is fair at about $19,500 tl
from relative to relative, he reaches Pat O'Brien, ex-circus performer and Astor's Christmas attraction will
now singing waiter, and with him makes his home. In school, he learns he is "Enchantment." "Red Shoes" at tb
as much an orphan as the children of the war relief posters on display in the
Bijou will gross $16,500, which is toj
classroom. The shock is substantial and the impression deep.
notch for a fourth week.
The next day his hair turns green. The phenomenon causes general baffle"One Touch of Venus" with Jea
ment. The doctor cannot explain it, nor can anyone else. Then the cruelties Sablon on stage at the Capitol, in
set in. Dean becomes an object of curiosity. The milk supply becomes suspect.
third week, is down to an estimate
People wonder about the water. Parents keep their offspring away in fear $25,000; the Capitol's next will
of contagion. In misery, Dean decides to run away. Deep in the woods, he
"The Kissing Bandit," opening Thun
hears his name called and looks up to find the orphans of the posters brought day,
with Jane Powell, Joey Adair
to life. They explain his green hair represents a mark and a mission. The
and Shep Fields' orchestra on stagmark designates him as a war orphan and the mission is to explain to all
"Sealed
Verdict,"
Frank:
with
who will listen that war is bad for children and that there should be no more Laine, Connie Haines and Jerry Waldi
it

"The Boy with Green Hair"

—

;

see

it

the ffVsf

time

of

it.

orchestra
gave the Paramount
has happened, Dean returns to healthy second week's business est
word among those who refuse to believe him. mated at $70,000. Third week of "Roa,|y
The pressure exerted on O'Brien induces young Stockwell to have his head House is good at the Mayfair when
shaved. He submits reluctantly, then runs away, is picked up by the police
$30,000 is indicated. Seventh week dj
in an adjoining town, tells his story to Robert Ryan, child psychiatrist who
"Hamlet" at the Park should be goot*
returns him to O'Brien in a closing sequence which suggests a greater, but for
$17,000, close to capacity. Fourt;
never assured, measure of understanding in the future.
week of "Three Musketeers" shoul
All this is conveyed with charm, delicacy, tugs at the heartstrings and a bring the State a handsome $45,00(1
gentle brand of comedy, principally through unusually good performances by "The Plunderers" is fair at the Goth
the boy and O'Brien.
am where $9,500 is apparent for
Betsy Beaton's story has been adapted by Ben Barzman and Alfred Lewis third week. Third week of "Kiss tb

With an understanding

town where he spreads

his

out!

of

why and what

the

Levitt with understanding and appreciation which are never lost on Joseph
Losey, the director, and Stephen Ames, the producer. They must have had
their hearts in this. For the musical theme ther.e is "Nature Boy," appropriately adding to the mood. The film, of course, is in Technicolor.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Red
not set.

Kann

My Hands," should gros
about $18,000 to the Criterion, medi
ocre it will be replaced by "Souther:
Blood Off
;

Yankee" on Nov.

24.

Ascap Loses Bid

The Accused

(Continued from page 1)

^Paramount)

from exhibitors

WITH
and

"remains

deftness of touch, Hal Wallis has produced a film that excites
engrosses.
melodrama with psychological trimmings, it has been
given a polished screenplay that moves with calm and deliberate pace and
maintains a tone of tense expectancy. It does, by way of minor weakness,
stray into moments that seem a trifle prolonged. Besides the popular appeal
of the story, an additional merchandising asset is a good cast, headed by
Oscar-winning Loretta Young and including Robert Cummings, Wendell

A

Corey and Sam Jaffee.
Miss Young, as a psychology professor, unintentionally

kills one of her
aggressive students in self-defense. Desperate with fear, she conceals her
connection with the crime and a report of accidental death is subsequently
brought in. However, Corey, a shrewd and seasoned detective, has suspicions,
and they are given substance by investigation. As events develop, it becomes
a contest in which Miss Young pits her knowledge of psychology against
Corey's hardened police experience. Terror grips Miss Young and her conscience becomes a window through which the audience views the unfolding

as long as the Societ

Milton Weismar,

illegal."

the exhibitors' attorney, yesterday op
posed the granting of the interim StaJ
with the contention that Ascap "clear
ly is illegal" and, consequently, ha.'
no defense. If the stay were granted
he told the court before the rulingno producer or exhibitor would know

what

to do.

Judge Hand agreed

witl

him.

story.

Gotta

A series of melodramatic events bring the story to its courtroom climax in
which a plea of self-defense is made and the way paved for Miss Young's
marriage to Cummings, who defends her at the trial. Performances range
from satisfactory to outstanding, with the latter designation going to Corey.
William Dieterle directed from Ketti Frings' screenplay which was based on
a June Truesdell novel. Clever bits of dialogue run through the picture, making
it

all the more enjoyable.
Running time, 101 minutes. Adult audience

Information Media
Conference Friday
Washington,

HAPPY

Nov.

16.

— Second

annual All-Media Conference on Freedom of Expression will be held here
on Friday, at the headquarters of the
National Association of Broadcasters,

NAB announced today.
Motion picture industry representa-

the

tives slated to attend the

meeting are

James M. Barnes, SIMPP counsel
Kenneth Clark, MPAA's information
director,
Sidney
Schreiber,
and

MPAA

a

general counsel.

5th

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

Set for Jan. 14

famous

Mandel Herbstman

release.

STAY

classification.

Have

DC-6

WB Stockholder Suit "MERCURY" flight

Marking the fifth such action to be
taken since Sept. 20 against the same
plaintiffs, Warner minority stockholder Edward S. Birn filed yesterday in
U. S. District Court here a suit against
United States Pictures, Warner Brothers, Joseph Bernhard, Robert W. Perkins,
Milton Sperling, Harry M.
Warner, Jack L. Warner and Morris
Wolf, alleging conspiracy in behalf of
United to the detriment of Warner.
Suit asks for an accounting on a production-distribution deal made in 1945
between the two companies.

to

LOS ANGELES?

Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your travel agent;
Ticket Offices

Airlines Termina I

.-

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•
•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

.

Based an the Original Newspaper
Feature by GEORGE McMANUS
Copyrighted by King Features Syndicate

Produced by BARNEY GERARD- Directed

by Eddie Cline

Story & Screenplay by Eddie Cline & Barney Gerard

umnist

READ WHAT SMART SHOWMEN SAY.
YOU'LL BOOK THESE LAUGH HITS TODAY!
.

AND
"When

you've had one boxoffice flop after another on the

big 'supers'

and people

attraction like this,

I

think

start arriving in
it is

droves to see an

an indication of what people

"They have asked me many times 'When are you going to
have Maggie and Jiggs again!' Very pleasing comedy."
— W. P. Eakins, Lewis Theatre, Garrison, Ky.

want. They came, they saw, and they advertised by word
of mouth.

_ Robert wa/ker, Vintah Theatre, Fruita, Co/o.

'Maggie and Jiggs must have a very good following thru

"Our patrons got a
business."

kick out of Jiggs

Top-notch boxoffice attraction. Jiggs

the country as this did very well for us."

new

— D.

— Stanley Leay,

W.

Trisko, Ritz Theatre,

ir 3rd

Happy

Jerome, Ariz

Hit

is

& Maggie.

Did extra

— M. P. Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kans.

faces and

many

brought^

infrequent patrons.

Stanley Theatre, Galena,

Coming Soon from

n

& Maggie
III

MONOGRAM!
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construction permits, and 311 applications are pending at the FCC.
1
Television operators face an "almost superhuman task" in program(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
ming their stations 12 to 18 hours
"Film
tary Club, Coy pointed out that on a day, Coy warned, adding
tion of "Picture Pioneer of the Year 'I
will of necessity be one of their esJan. 12 the Midwest Television netto Gus Eyssell, executive director oil
sential
requirements.
Either
they
Eastern
the
work will connect with
Rockefeller Center, Inc., and presillj
will
the
from
get
film
present
pronetwork.
"I hope to see a coast-todent of Radio City Music Hall. Jad.l
ducers
in
competition
with
exhibicoast television network within anCohn, vice-president of Columbia Pic
tors, or producers will make films
other two years," he said.
tures and president of the Pioneers!
tailor-made for television, or new proMore than 400 havj
Coy recalled that the Commission ducers or the broadcasters will make will preside.
dinner reservations. Dr. George Gal
is studying the possibilities of adding
them."
lup will be among the guest ^gJSjikers:
more television channels, employing
The dinner committee cCgjks Oil
those in a higher part of the radio Selznick
Said His Policy Is
Hal Home, Hal Hode, Gilberr-foseph
spectrum. 'We are now holding con'No Sales' to Television
son, Harry Takiff, Marvyn Kirsch:
ferences with video industry leaders
Hollywood, Nov. 16. David O. Bert Sanford, Jack Levin, Leon Leonito determine if equipment can be developed to operate in this upper re- Selznick declared here today that it is doff and Jack Goldstein. They have
"I predict that his policy to make no sales of his arranged several innovations for thi
gion," he declared.
we are going to be able to add those films, old or new, to television, and event.
Invited to the dais were
that while he could not make any
Nec
higher channels soon."
Barney Balaban, Adolpr
plans as to the future in face of the Depinet,
Coy declared that it is a seri"uncertainty of the relationship be- Zukor, Eyssell, Home, Supreme Coun
ous mistake to suppose that
tween the television and motion pic- Justice Ferdinand Pecora, Walter
"television must inevitably grow
ture industries," he emphasized that Wanger, Nate Blumberg, Si Fabian
as an incubus, by taking the
Selznick pictures already sold for Spyros Skouras, Eric Johnston, Allife blood of other media," but
television were not controlled by him bert Warner and Y. Frank Freemaa
that it is equally wrong for
besides Cohn.
or any of his erfterprises.
other media to "stick their heads
Scheduled to entertain are the Radic
"Nothing
S
e 1 z n i c k's
Sacred,"
in the sands and assume that
City Glee Club and comedians Milton
"Made
for Each Other," "Dancing
this new development may not
Berle,
Abe Burrows, Peter LinrJ
Pirate" and "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
affect them adversely."
Hayes and Willie Howard.
the producer explained, were acquired
Applicants will be formally inductThe FCC official said that he ex- by the John Hay Whitney interests at
pected 400 television stations to be the time of the division of the assets ed at ceremonies staged by Leoni
on the air in another two years. In of the old Selznick International some Leonidoff, senior producer of Radioj
City Music Hall, and presided over;
seven to eight years, he declared, years ago and were resold by the
by Justice Pecora. The candidatesi
there will be 1,000 television stations Whitney interests to other groups. It
follow
on the air. At present there are 45 is these groups which sold* them to
Ray Allison, William H. Applegate, Jr.,
stations in operation, 77 others have Columbia 'Broadcasting for television. Bernard P. Arons, Ralph Brook Austrian,
Philip F. Barbanell, Albert O. Bondy, Phil
H. Chakeres, Albert M. Cohen, Samuell!

56 To Pioneers

Coy on Video

Meetings

(Continued from page 1)
along the lines of further economies
might be likely.
Chambers, head of
Robert W.

MPAA's "fact-finding" staff, presented extensive statistics depicting
the shrinkage in world market returns against the continually increasing cost of prints and general operations in foreign countries.
and figures of a more
Facts
generalized nature, but pertinent to
the industry, were presented by Dr.
Isidore Lubin, head of Confidential
Reports and former chief of the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Sees Drop in Living Cost

17, 194

:

!

-

—

i

:

Lubin said that he was of the opinion that U. S. living costs will drop
and as a result the average person
five
cents
will have approximately
more of each dollar's income available for entertainment

—

this including

amusements, not only films.
He
cited baseball, football and bowling as
all

competition.

Majority of those present yesterday
lunched at the 20th-Fox home office
dining room.
At Johnston's suggestion, the afternoon session was confined to company
presidents.

The meeting

will

resume today

at

the Warner home office and the concluding session will take place tomorrow at the Paramount home office

board room.

N.Y.C. Tax War

Executives at Parley

(Continued from page

Those present yesterday included
Columbia Jack Cohn, Arnold Pick-

Cohen,

Percentage Drive
(Continued from page

1)

1)

Abe

Schneider.
:

O'Shea.

RKO

lenge of television to the theatre, based
on experience to date, as well as possible representation to film companies
against making pictures available to
television in competition with estab-

Hotel Astor here, are Gael Sullivan,
Theatre Owners of America executive
director
Leo Brecher, president of
the Metropolitan Motion Picture TheHarry Brandt, head of
atre Owners
the Independent Theatre Owners As- lished theatres.
In addition, the bulletin stated, there
sociation of New York, and James
:

Loew's
Charles
C.
Moskowitz,
William F. Rodgers, Arthur M.
Loew, Nicholas M. Schenck.
Paramount: Barney Balaban, Louis
Novins, Fred Mohrhardt, Y. Frank
Freeman, William Piper, Edward K.

;

;

Reilly, executive secretary of the

New

York Theatre League.
RobSome 600 theatres in

Radio Ned E. Depinet,
Mochrie, Phil Reisman, John
Whitaker, William H. Clark.

Eric Johnston, Francis S.
Harmon, F. W. DuVall, Sidney
Schreiber, Robert Chambers, Kenneth

the Metropolitan area were represented at yesterday's meeting which was presided over
by Brandt Theatres executive William
Brandt, who described attempts which
have been made by city auditors to
secure taxes on theatre equipment
leased during the past eight years, the
period during which the municipal
sales tax law has been in force. Tax
specialists present explained that under the law the city can levy a personal property tax on leased theatre
equipment, but they agreed that the
law is "ambiguous" and that such a
tax is unjust. Brandt estimated that
"it will cost New York's theatre lessees several million dollars" unless the
heretofore dormant lease tax is re-

Clark.

pealed.

:

ert

Theodore Black.
Twentieth Century-Fox Spyros P.
Skouras, W. C. Michel, Donald A.
Henderson, Emanuel Silverstone, AnRepublic

:

:

drew

W.

Smith, Jr.

Universal: Nate J. Blumberg, J. J.
O'Connor,
H.
Joseph
Seidelman,
Samuel Machnovitch, William A.
Scully.

Warner:

Albert Warner, Samuel
Wolfe Cohen, W. Stewart
McDonald, Benjamin Kalmenson.
Schneider^

MPAA:

New

York Representative, 44 Wall

will
set

be

up

discussion

of legislation to
courts, repeal of
film
admission
tax,

anti-trust

Federal

the

rentals and other trade topics, with
special consideration of what was described as M-G-M's abandonment of
the sliding scale on percentage pictures.
The meeting will hear reports on

the

Paramount,

RKO

Schine and Griffith
consent decree, ac-

the
of Allied's Caravan CommitSmith-Berger conciliation
tee,
the
plan and the encouragement of regional Allied meetings.
The board
will also vote on the application of
Mid-Central Allied for membership.
cases,

tivities

To

date,

S7S

persons

have

regis-

tered for the Gulf States Allied convention, to be held Nov. 28-Dec. 1,
and it is expected that more than 600
will attend, in celebration of Allied's
20th anniversary.

New Griffith Evidence

St.

(Continued from Page 1)

Foreign Branches:

London, Manila, and Tokyo

scribes

of

Umtk of

In

as

the

circuit's

"illegal

prac-

tices."

ffcc

Defense attorneys are expected to
oppose this, asking that the case be
decided on the basis of the present
evidence.
If Judge Vaught refuses to
allow the government to present new
evidence, the latter will have to ask
for a further delay to give it time to
prepare proposed findings, Justice officials said.

IAT10NAL ISvVnos ASSOCIATION

MEMBER

Louis

Cornfeld,

Davidoff,

W.

:

er,

Albert

Prank Freeman, Emil Friedlander, Edward Gabriel, Thomas W. Gerety, Max A.
Goldbaum, Paul J. Greenhalgh, Monroe

Y.

F.D.I.C.

California

's

Statewide

Bank

Judge Vaught has under advisement
a government motion to make Theatre
Enterprises, Inc., new Griffith affiliate
a party to the case.

Greenthal, Jacques Grinieff, Nelson L.
Gross, Milas L. Hurley, Henry W. Kahn,
David Kerman,' Harry E. Long, Irving
Mack, Irwin Margulies, Sidney Meyer, Da-

Milgram, William
Newbury.

vid E.

Also:
Georgie

Steve

J.

Miller,

Lee W.

(from

Pallos

England).
Price, Jack Rieger,
Ed Rosenbaum, Julius Sanders, Harry J. Schad,
A. A. Schubart, Charles Schwartz, Henry
G. Segal, Joseph M. Shear, John Martin
(Sonny) Shepherd, Al Sherman, J. Ellis
Shipman, David Snaper, Stanley S. Sobelson, Samuel Spring, Joseph R. Springer,
Bert M. Stearn, Leo Tolen, Saul Trauner,
Terry Turner, Walter Wanger, Emmett E.
Weakley, Lester H. Wurtele, Carl P. York
(from Sweden).

SRO-UA

Talks

(Continued from page 1)
jected arrangement without taking a
vote either to ratify or reject the deal.
Miss Pickford left here for Hollywood
last evening, Kelly yesterday afternoon, and Sears flies West today.
second board meeting had been expected here tomorrow or Friday.
In some quarters here consummation
of a
deal was held to be
somewhat doubtful, with Chaplin continuing adamant in his objections to
some phases of the project and reports
circulating that Selznick contemplates
talks with another distributor.
In a
statement issued on the Coast yesterday, Selznick said
"There are many
points to be straightened out on both
sides before any deal can be concluded. As of today, I would not wish
to hazard any guess as to the likelihood of its being finalized."

A

SRO-UA

:

From Newark— MIAMI $50

K

FLY OVERNITE TO

Coast to Coast

SKYCRUISES,

INC.DC-4.12HOURS

Air Travel Agency

HOTEL DIPLOMAT

HOTEL BRISTOL

W. 43rd

423 W. 8th St.
Lqs Angeles

108

New York

St.

City

BRyant 9-3707

Trinity 8662

'300" System mounted on jeep
on location for
"Green Grass of Wyoming

GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING
a 20th Century Fox Production
Produced by
Directed by
Sound Engineer

.....

Sound by

How

Western

Electric's

Robert Bassler
Louis King
Bernard Freericks

Western

system handled a tough location job

Location shots for "Green Grass of Wyoming" in the Cedar Breaks National Monu-

the toughest. Yet the "300" equipment

ment were recorded with ease by this jeepmounted Western Electric "300" System.

nine weeks

The

Electric

operated dependably throughout the entire
it

was on

location.

Successful performances under difficult

jeep sped over rugged mountain

conditions are earning a fine reputation

roads at elevations up to 11,000 feet, made
its way into seemingly inaccessible spots,

for the

was always on hand when the going was

Deluxe "400" Studio Systems.

"300" ... a worthy companion for
the Western Electric "200" Newsreel and

Electmat Research Products Division
Of

Western Electric
Company
"
'
INCORPORATED
233 BROADWAY,
Hollywood office

NEW YORK

—

7, N. Y.

6601 Romaine

St.

J

TOP GROSSES COAST-TO-COAST
TOP ALL WIDMARK'f^MARKS
INCLUDING

THE STREET WITH

NO NAME!

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

WASHINGTON
ST.

LOUIS

PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE
CHICAGO

OKLAHOMA CITY

P.

SPYROS
SKOURAS
35th

Anniversary
Celebration
SEPT.

26— DEC

Inclusive

25

SHOWMEN CELEBRATE

CENTURY-FOX WEEK, NOV. 21-2

;

Accurate

MOTION

^flRST

Concise

and
Impartial
NO.

NEW

97

YORK,

U.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

S. A.,

18,

1948

Ascap Holding U.K. Report Chills Plan for Plan on Public
Government - Owned Studio Relations to
Up National
Policy on Fees

By PETER
London, Nov.
ment undertakes

Expects Payments While
Suit Is Being Appealed

cilities

BURNUP

17— If

the governto provide studio fa-

independent

for

producers

"whose needs are not otherwise adequately provided for," the government
should own and not merely lease such
committee which has
American Society of Composers, a studio, the
studied the subject for Harold WilAuthors and Publishers will defer
son, president of the Board of Trade,
setting a national policy on the col- will report tomorrow.
from
fees
lection of music licensing
The report raises many serious
theatres until final adjudication of the questions and appears certain to prove
anti-trust suit brought against it by a setback to the hopes of many unemIndependent Theatre Owners Associa- ployed and hitherto unsuccessful protion of New York, an Ascap official ducers who foresaw easy salvation

Para. 'Sell-away' in
New Orleans Opens
New Orleans, Nov. 17. —

MPAA Today
'Definitive'

After months of controversy
over rental terms between
Paramount and E. V. Richards, its theatre partner in
this territory, the distributor
has started to sell away from
the Richards-Saenger circuit
here, with "Foreign Affair"
as the first "sell-away" to
open at the Saenger competitor Loew's State tomorrow.

Is

The

fate

of

relations

public

a

problem for the industry, long proposed in various forms, will be determined at today's meeting here
the executive committee of the
Motion Picture Association of Amer-

of

MPAA

Eric A. Johnston,
president, said yesterday that he expects
"definitive" action will be taken, but
ica.

from a Socialist government's beneffrom Federal Dis- icence.
all,
trict Court Judge Vincent L. Leibell's
If Wilson acts on the report at
decision in the ITOA case will go to it will not be before he meets with
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals his National Film Production Counhere on Nov. 29, and regardless of cil on Nov. 29, summoned at the inthe outcome in the Circuit Court, it stance of disturbed studio unions.
certain to go on to the U. S.
is
The committee's report will recomNewark, Nov. 17. Allied Theatre
Supreme Court either on appeal by
(Continued on page 2)
Owners of New Jersey, following a
is
decision
the
event
the
Ascap in
membership meeting at the Newark
affirmed or by the ITOA in the event
Athletic Club yesterday, disclosed that
it is reversed.
"the organization is unanimous in its
should
Court
Even if the Supreme
condemnation of actors and actresses
appeal,
decline to review the case on
in Hollywood who by their conduct
months will elapse before the case is
brought ill repute on our industry."
closed.
It was indicated that action would be
Meanwhile, Ascap retains a claim
Eyssell, executive director of taken at the Allied national board
Gus
(Continued on page 5)
Rockefeller Center, Inc., and president meeting in New Orleans, Nov. 27of Radio City Music Hall, last night 28.
George Gold, Jersey Allied's legisreceived the first annual award for
said here yesterday.

appeal

Ascap's

Action

Expected, Johnston Says

NJ Allied Condemns
'Offending' Actors

—

Eyssell Receives

he did not elaborate.
It is known that the plan proposed
by Paul MacNamara, director of advertising-publicity for Selznick Re-

Organization,
has
gained
favor among some top executives, both
here and on the Coast. MacNamara's
idea is to allocate 2y2 per cent of all
promotion funds to a general indusleasing

try campaign.

meeting was devoted
an exchange of views on the rela-

Yesterday's
to

(Continued on page 5)

Pioneer Citation

Schary Cites MGM
Production Rise

|

M-G-M's volume of production has
been climbing steadily and will continue to do so, Dore Schary, production chief, pointed out here yesterday.
In New York for conferences with
company president Nicholas Schenck,
year
next
that
indicated
Schary
M-G-M will make about 30 pictures,
•compared to 28 this vear, and 21 in
1947.

Schary said he regards 18 pictures
as a "comfortable backlog" for the
studio.

The company does not have
(Continued on page 5)

Conciliation

Board

Planned in

Louis

St,

—

The Motion
St. Louis, Nov. 17.
having been selected the "Pioneer of lative chairman, submitted to the meetPicture Theatre Owners of St. Louis,
the Year," at the ninth annual dinner ing a report on the possibility of
of the Motion Picture Pioneers, held censorship bill being introduced in the Eastern Missouri, and Southern IlliJack State Legislature when it meets in nois, will approach Mid-Central Alat the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Cohn, organization president, presided January. The organization pledged it- lied Independent Theatre Owners,
Hal Home was master-of-ceremonies. self to an all-out fight against such United Theatre Owners of Illinois,
legislation, which is said to be inspired and non-affiliated theatres to organize
Some 400 attended.
In his speech of acceptance, Eyssell by showings in Newark of "indecent a St. Louis area conciliation board.
The proposed board will not arbiobserved, "I do not believe for one and immoral" pictures produced in
trate rentals but will attempt to settle
minute that we have anything to fear places other than Hollywood.
The meeting here was presided over other trade disputes between exhibfrom the future, for it is an American
(Continued on page 5)
itors and distributors.
(Continued on page 5)
The following
committee
chairmen have been selected
Legis-

MPTO

May

$241,500 Trust
Attend Army Houses Suit on the Coast
Los Angeles, Nov.
—Twelve
Washington, Nov. 17.— Patronage

Some

Civilians

File

:

Fred Wehrenberg
executive
membership (outstate), L. J.

lation,

;

and
Williams;
Ansell

;

St.

bulletin,

Edwards

is

Louis

area,

Louis

Maury

Davis.

Tom

MPTO

president.

17.

Ernst Wants 'Em

in

Smaller Pieces Yet
Washington,

Nov.

17.

— Morris

Ernst today urged Congress to take
steps to divorce motion picture exhibition
from production and distribution.

Testifying before the House Small
Business committee, the New York
attorney lashed out at theatre-owning
production-distribution companies dur(Continucd on page 5)

Force defendant distributing companies were
motion picture theatres has been ordered by Federal Judge Ben Harbroadened by consent of the motion rison to show cause on Dec. 15 why
picture industry to permit the atten- a restraining order should not be isdance of certain civilian guests, Major sued in a monopoly and anti-trust suit
General Russel B. Reynolds, Chief of filed today by Steve and Emma
Special Services, Department of the Chorak, owners of the Puente Theatre
in Puente.
Army, announced here today.
The complaint, which charges conAs the result of conferences between representatives of industry, in- spiracy on clearances, asks treble
In addition to
cluding exhibitors and distributors, damages of $241,500.
and representatives of the Army and the distributors, defendants named are
Air Force, it has been determined that the Edwards Theatre Circuit. James
military personnel may take their civ- Edwards, Jr., and Arthur L. Saneligibility

at

Army

and

Air

ilian guests to post theatres.

born.

More Trouble Seen
Over Jackson Park
Chicago, Nov.
—RKO's holding
17.

over of "Last Days of Pompeii" and
"She" at the Grand Theatre for a
third week Loop run may cause a
legal battle under the ruling of the
Jackson Park decree.
attorney
Miles Seeley alleges that the decree
does not stipulate the prohibition of

RKO

(Continued on page 5)
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Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

KRIM,

On

Up

Tighten

British

—

Eagle-Lion

London, Nov. 17. The British
Board of Trade has disclosed a sched-

departure having been postponed.
•

ule of interpretations of certain sections of the U. K. tax settlement
agreement, made for the purpose of
tightening-up definitions of "permitted

Sir Philip Warter, chairman of

investments" of unremittable balances.

the board of Associated British Pictures, Warner subsidiary in Britain,
has been invested with the Insignia

Treasury spokesmen said the original
was loosely worded.

pact

Emphasized

the interpretation

in

is

a provision that normal distribution
lem by the Duke of Gloucester in expenses shall continue to be deducted
recognition of services rendered to the from gross rentals and not be paid
Order by ABPC over a number of from unremittable funds.
The "sterling area" in the agreeyears.
of the

Order of

St.

John

of Jerusa-

ment

•

now

is

described

to

Distribute

Disney

Thomas

government thereafter is satthat an effective organization
has been established along those lines
and the government decides to provide
the free-lance studio, it should be the
owner of the studio.

E.

Dewey and John

D. Rockefeller, Sr.

Imports Cut

50% by

Canadian Theatres
Up 216 a Year
—

•

studio story head,
from the Coast.

is

M-G-M

due here today

Ingrid Bergman returned to the
Coast yesterday by plane from New
York.
•

Maxwell

Hamilton,

Motion Picture Magazine,

York yesterday

follows, (previous year's figures are in

for

of

editor
left

New

Hollywood.

;

;

Robert Wright, Department of Jusattorney in the Paramount case,
arrived in New York from Washington yesterday to begin processing of
written testimony submitted by the
theatre-owning defendants for entry in
the court record in the case by stipulation. Affidavits which the companies
will present will eliminate the necessity of calling witnesses at the next
hearing on Nov. 29.
tice

May

Canadians
Ticket
Ottawa,

Get

Tax Relief
Nov.
— With provincial

elections

in

Canada,

the

amusement

to Work
Trust Affidavits

Wright Here

On

;

:

;

•

D. L. Turner, Altec district manager in Atlanta, is here from that city.

that

If the

Seek Cut
Cost
Far East Operation

Proposes Setup of Board

The committee

also will recommend
management of such a government-owned studio should be turned
over to a limited company similar to
that

formed Film Finance
proposed that the company's management board should consist of five directors,
comprising a
chairman and managing director oi
wide business and administrative experience, a business man with intimate
experience of the film industry, a freelance producer representing independents, a studio manager and a production manager, both of proved ability and experience.
recently

its

Corp.

It

is

•

Preamble
it

_

to the report reveals that

was prepared by a three-man com-

mittee none of whom had previous intimate experience with the industry.
The report notes, too, that "there
never has been a time when so much
studio space was available as now,"
adding that "We have been assured
that there is ample space now for production of films up to and beyond
present quota" demands.

Reasons for 'Ample Space'
gives as reasons for the existence
situation the abolition of the
Renters' (distributors') Quota, with
Americans no longer under obligation
to acquire British films
the discouragement of financial backers by losses
incurred through extravagances on the
part of certain producers the success
of other producers in reducing shooting time, thus increasing available
studio space through shorter schedules the addition of new space by the
It

of this

;

;

SasQuebec, 318 (250)
Alberta, 178
katchewan, 254 (240)
(156); British Columbia 173 (149);
Manitoba, 146 (137)
Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, 58 (44)
79 (71)
Prince Edward Island, 14 (10).
brackets)

;

•

mend

isfied

South African Rule

MacKenna,

1)

since continuous production is vital to the success of the proposed studio and to fixing rents on an
economic basis, the government in the
first instance should invite proposals
from free-lance producers for the
formation of a cooperative organization whose primary function would be
the planning and execution o f^g^ ef-i
fective production program.

Mrs. Isabelle Peters Couyas, ex- the United Kingdom, Channel Isecutive secretary to Paramount treas- lands, Isle of Man, ships at sea flyurer Fred Mohrhardt, has resigned, ing the British flag, Malta and GibralSouth Africa's importation of AmerEireann revenues continue to be
effective tomorrow. She and her hus- tar.
ican films will be cut about one-half
band will enter the restaurant business treated as U. K. earnings.
Paragraph eight of the agreement by new restrictions, according to word
in La Jolla, Cal.
•
has been amplified to prohibit the use received here from Johannesburg. The
Frank C. Hensler, field assistant of "frozen-funds" for the purchase of import rules reportedly were set up
Central sales manager British film rights if acquired after by the South African government in
to M-G-M
John J. Maloney, has returned to termination of the agreement. Sched- anticipation of a request for a U. S.
Under the move, dollar allocarequires that loan.
his Detroit headquarters from New ule A of paragraph five
personal service payments be permit- tions by the South African governYork and Kansas City.
•
ted only if they do not occasion for- ment will be made on the basis of 50
Howard G. Minsky, 20th Century- eign exchange liability. Also, pay- per cent of the amount of dollars exFox assistant Eastern division sales ments to persons in resident scheduled pended by an importer in 1947.
The regulation is retroactive to
manager, is due back in New York territories must be made through a
Jan., 1948.
Anything imported beresident account.
today from Buffalo.
tween then and July will be deducted
•
from the dollar total made available
Walter H. Grosselfinger, Westfor the year.
There will be no inrex radio manager, has returned to
terference
with
shipments ordered
New York from a three-month tour
in
prior to Nov. 5 and on shipboard by
of Europe.
Ottawa, Nov. 17. Motion picture Nov. 30.
•
theatres in Canada last year increased
It was the view of one prominent
Leo Seligman, Favorite Films from 1,477 to 1,693, up 216.
South African theatre owner, accordtreasurer, is on a trip to Cincinnati,
Ontario had the largest number of ing
to the dispatch reaching here,
Memphis, Louisville and New Orleans theatres in operation, some 473, comthat the regulation would not seriousfrom New York.
pared with 420 in the preceding year, ly hurt_
film imports since a great
•
the Canadian government discloses.
Ed Hinchy, head of the Warner Fifty-six new theatres were opened in many pictures had been ordered and
In the long
playdate department, is due back here Ontario, against only nine in the previ- shipped during 1947.
on Monday from Chicago, Milwaukee ous year, with one theatre re-opened run, however, when this backlog is
exhausted, the dollar shortage will
and Minneapolis.
and four closed in both years, showing make itself
felt product-wise.
•
a net increase of 53 for 1947, compared
RKO Radio with six in the preceding year.
Osserman,
Jack
Latin American manager, is in MexiElsewhere in Canada, the number
in
of
co City from New York.
of theatres operating last year was as

Kenneth

(Continued from page

be the
subject of a biographical feature story to be sent, with
photographs, to 106 foreign
countries by the Department
Disney is fourth
of State.
on the list of Americans to
be honored in this newly-instituted service, the others
being Dwight D. Eisenhower,
will

including

as

18, 1948

U. K. Report

Disney Biography

'Investments'

Walt

president, is scheduled to leave
for the Coast this weekend, his earlier

U. S.

Thursday, November

17.

sight

in

some parts

20 per cent
tax which is

of
provincial

still

being

collected in some regions, is expected
to be either abolished completely or
lowered as a levy on entertainment,
in order to capture public favor.

Westrex Fetes Aides
Eighteen Westrex foreign managers

Washington, Nov. 17.— Contracts
are being negotiated with film companies and other media whereby their
operations in the occupied areas of the
Far East can be continued without the
heavy dollar expenditures incurred by
them in the past, it was reported here
from information announced in Tokyo
by a spokesman for General Douglas

of two Associated
British Pictures Corp. stages, and finally the unsettlement resulting from
the American "boycott" which made
producers and bankers unwilling to
MacArthur. The spokesman stated that undertake new production ventures.
American firms have made an outThe report also cites vertical intestanding contribution to the Army's gration of production, distribution and
reorientation and reeducational pro- exhibition in large organizations as
grams in the Far East areas and that considerably lessening the speculative
film companies have imported and dis- production elements.
tributed selected entertainment and
The report suggests, too, that the

documentary

government might be driven

films.

a

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

to engage
with great
financial loss, if continuous production
was not maintained at the studio.
in production, or be faced

Experimental Video
Station Asked by WB

—

last night by Westrex at
Washington, Nov. 17. Warner
dinner at Cavanagh's Restaurant has applied to the Federal CommuniE. S. Gregg, Westrex vice- cations Commission for an experihere.
president, presided.
Members of the mental television station at Los Anfilm industry in the Metropolitan area geles, where it would carry on experiThe 18 managers are ments in ultra-high frequency telewere invited.
vision transmission.
here for conferences.

were feted

;

recommissioning

12-Cent Circuit Dividend

—A

dividend of 12
Ottawa, Nov. 17.
stock, paycents per share on Class
able in Canadian funds on Dec. 1 to
shareholders of record on Nov. 8, has

A

been declared by Consolidated Theatres Co.
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Dozier Will Help
Promote His Film

Coast Production
Off Two, to 28

Reviews
"The Kissing Bandit"

William Dozier, head of Rampart
Productions, which releases through
Universal-International, said here yesterday that the independent producer
should participate in the selling activities that follows the making of a picture. Accordingly, he will exert his
efforts on the impending advertisingpromotion campaign which U-I has

Ramparts' "You Gotta
for
Stay Happy."
Dozier said major distributors have
been short-sighted in failing to secure
drafted

18, 194:j

Hollywood, Nov. 17

{Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

FEW

formats have flourished so steadily over recent years as the Joe
Pasternak pattern for light, lively, amiable entertainment in song, dance,
humor and Technicolor, and here it is again, presenting this time, and with
customary sheen and shimmer, the diversified talents of Frank Sinatra,
Kathryn Grayson, J. Carrol Naish, Mikhail Rasumny, Mildred Natwick,
And to these are added, in an interpolated
Billy Gilbert and Sono Osata.
dance number which rocked the preview audience, Ricardo Montalban, Ann
Miller and Cyd Charisse. Directed with dispatch and a keen sense of timing
by Laslo Benedek, the picture measures up to the expectations its billing will
instill in the public mind.
The scene of the script, by Isobel Lennart and John Briard Harding, is
Old California, when Spain governed the area. Sinatra is seen as the educated son of a famous old brigand known, prior to his execution, as the kissing
bandit, by reason of his custom of kissing the fair ladies present in any company which he chose to rob. Naish is the dead parent's faithful lieutenant
in brigandry, who drafts Sinatra for leadership of the bandit forces. Miss
Grayson plays the Governor's daughter with whom Sinatra, who proves
himself less effective in the osculatory department than his dead father, falls
in love. The others figure variously in the story, which winds up happily for
all concerned, which is proper in light musicals.

fir

—

17.
The produc
index dipped to 28 from las>
week's 30.
Six new films wer
launched, while eight were sent t
cutting rooms.
Shooting started on "Home in Sa:
Antone," Columbia
"The Duke o
Chicago," Republic; "I Shot Jess
(Lippert),
Screenjju* /-'Id
James"
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to Collet, am
"Hard Bargain," 20th Century-Fox
"Africa Screams" (Nassour), Unitei

Hollywood, Nov.

tion

;

Artists.

Shooting was finished on "Bac
"Wild Bil
Boy," Allied Artists;
Doolin,"
Columbia; "Counselor a
film.
(Equity),
Eagle- Lion
Gun-Law"
Here from the Coast for conferences
Radio; "High
"The Set-Up,"
with U-I distribution vice-president
13"
(formerly "Rolling Wheels")
way
William A. Scully, Dozier declared
&:
Screen Guild
"The Life of Riley,'
yesterday that he believes the drop-off
Universal-International
"This Sid(
in motion picture business from its
P(
wartime peak has had at least one
The music, which includes eight numbers performed by Sinatra, Miss Gray- of the Law" and "Colorado Territory,'
good result; it has served to rid pro- son and the others, in various alignments, is by Nacio Herb Brown and Warner.
duction of persons who never had jus- various collaborators. It is singable, hummable stuff, pleasant to hear and
"Now the easy to remember. The dances, inclusive of the spectacular Montalban-Millertification for being in it.
more able ones have a better chance." Charisse interpolation, were directed with telling skill by Stanley Donen.
The market for independently-made
Running time, 99 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
pictures "looks rosier than it has in a not set.
William R. Weaver
Film and other amusement com
long time," Dozier added.
panies are fulfilling promises to help
He deplored Hollywood's propensity
amusement division reach its
the
for "cycle production," but admitted
quota of $400,000 for the Federation
he will contribute to the current com- {Warner Brothers)
Philanthropies,
Sypros
Jewish
pictorial vividness and dramatic forcefulness, "Fighter Squadron" of
medy cycle another one, "A Very Remarkable Fellow," which will star his
captures in terms of human interest one fragment of the story of the Skouras, president of 20th CenturyIt will be his U. S. Air Forces during World War II. No women are in this Technicolor Fox and chairman for the division's
wife, Joan Fontaine.
third for U-I release under a three- production, but there is no shortage of narrative interest. For although the corporate gifts committee, reported
picture deal. He said he could not say film is styled along a somewhat documentary fashion, it never once loses here yesterday.
Under the general chairmanship of
at present whether his deal will be sight of its story elements. To keep the narrative rolling with interest there
Schwartz,
vice-president
of
renewed. The producer said he expects is an adroitly-performing cast which includes Edmond O'Brien, Robert Stack, Fred
to make a picture in England, possibly Tom D' Andrea and Henry Hull. This is not just another war picture, but Century Theatres, many committees
this summer.
an unusual one. The sole uncertainty about "Fighter Squadron" is whether for the amusement field have been
In addition to Skouras,
Dozier declared that film writers or not the public is in the mood to accept an out-and-out war film. If it is, established.
other committee chairmen are Malshould be made financial partners in this attraction will give unquestioned satisfaction.
film stories which they prepare, with
For the sake of dramatic focus the film centers on the 17th Squadron of colm Kingsberg, Leo Brecher, Walter
a profit-sharing plan serving as part the Third Fighter Group. Interest is aroused from many angles. There is the Reade, Jr., Leonard Satz, Max Gorof a salary.
friendly rivalry between officers O'Brien and Stack, as well as their stern don, Emil Friedlander, Harry Mandel
opposition on matters of squadron rules. Then there is D'Andrea, a rascal and Leslie Schwartz.
of a master-sergeant who is always ready with a bag of tricks to butter his
own bread or put a figurative decoration on his swelled chest. Henry Hull
gives a good performance as "the boss" of the fighter command, beneath
the benefit of a producer's selling advice and judgment in marketing his

RKO

;

;:

;

Companies Give Aid
To FJP Campaign

"Fighter Squadron"

WITH

Conviction
Is

Reversal

Asked by Trumbo

Washington, Nov.

17.

—

whose gruff exterior there is a sensitive heart. Criss-crossing these interests
Counsel are the hopes, longings and losses of the force itself. These personal aspects

Trumbo,

screen writer
convicted of contempt of Congress, today asked the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia to reverse
his conviction on the ground that the
for

Dalton

House Un-American

Activities

Com-

violated his constitutional rights.
In a 65-page brief, the attorneys repeated most of the arguments they
recently made in asking the Supreme
Court to take immediately the com-

;

office.

Running
Nov. 27.

time,

96 minutes.

General audience classification.

Fete Eiseman, Abner, 'Don Juan 9 Rated 'B'
As Legion Reviews 11
Alter hand Tonight

:

See Record Bookings

For '20th-Fox Week'

versary Celebration," are predicted by
drive leaders in all five sales divisions,
it is reported here by Andy W. Smith,
Number
Jr., general sales manager.
of bookings are expected to> surpass
the 10,000 total turned in by the
company's 37 branches during the
sales drive in 1947, Smith said.

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

panion case of John Howard Lawson,
stressing the committee's attempts to
curb freedom of the screen.
Three newly-promoted distribution
The' government has 20 days in managers will be honored at a local
brief,
Trumbo
which to answer the
industry-sponsored beefsteak dinner to
and the case will then be set for argu- be held this evening at the Ritz ResLawson
for
the
ment. A similar brief
taurant in Passaic.
appeal will be filed tomorrow or FriThe three whom the industry will
day.
salute are
Clarence Eiseman, new
Warner Metropolitan district manager; Ben Abner, Warner New York
branch manager, and Lou Allerhand,
M-G-M New Jersey branch manager.

Record feature bookings for "20th
Century-Fox Week," which opens on
Monday as a highlight of the company's "Spyros P. Skouras 35th Anni-

A

call to all personnel of Walter
are told against the overall needs of the entire squadron with its constant
Reade Theatres to participate actively
battle with the "high brass" over important tactical questions.
The highlight of the film is reached on D-Day when our planes make their in their spare time in civic and welblazing invasion over enemy territory to wreak untold havoc. Army footage fare activities of their local communiof actual combat has been used for many of these scenes, and they are made ties, was issued by Walter Reade, Jr.,
at a meeting of city and district manall the more sharp and impressive by Technicolor.
The film was written and produced by Seton I. Miller Raoul Walsh agers at the New York City home

had exceeded its jurisdiction
and had put questions to him which directed.
mittee

Reade Stresses Need
For Local Goodwill

Schreiber Returns to
Exhibition; Has 10

—

Detroit, Nov. 17. Nathan Schreiwho founded the Colonial Department Store here, has retired as a merchant to go back to exhibition. He is
operating 10 theatres now, having just
purchased a 15-year lease to four in
Bay City and one in Saginaw from
Harold Bernstein to add to his string.
ber,

"Adventures of

Don Juan"

has been

Declaring that "goodwill is our
stock in trade," he suggested that all
managers re-examine their records of
"community cooperation," declaring
that "every town has a responsible,
progressive organization in which one
could do a good job of building up
goodwill and respect for yourselves

"B" by the National Le- and your
Decency in reviewing 11 pic-

classified as

gion of

A-II were:
Arthur Rank-Universal-International's
"Dulcimer Street" and Monogram's "Last of the Badmen."
Rated as A-I were: "False Paradise," "The Gay Amigo," "Sinister
Journey," "Strange Gamble" and "A
Valiant Hombre," all United Artists;
"Gunning for Justice" and "Trouble
Makers," both Monogram, and "The
Mozart Story," Screen Guild.
tures this week. Classified

J.

New RKO Short Series

theatres."

Baldwin

to

Speak

Motion picture promotion and exploitation will be discussed by Ted
Baldwin, director of exploitation and
promotion

for
Selznick
Releasing
Organization, in a talk before the
Publicity Club of New York next
Tuesday evening at the Advertising

Club here.

Protestant Film Survey

—

Hollywood, Nov. 17. Subjects such
com- as democracy, moral values and menedies to be known as "Comedy Spe- tal health rank high among suggested
cials" has been announced by Harry topics for films to be produced by the
Michalson, RKO Radio short subject Protestant Film Commission, accord-

A

new

series of six two-reel

manager. First in the group, ing to a survey conducted
"Contest Crazy," starring the late Ed- 000. churches of various
gar Kennedy, is now in release.
denominations.
sales

among

50,-

Protestant

:

hursday,

November

18,
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Syssell Citation
laracteristic that

whenever there

a
close the

that

is

The only way we can do it
by knowing what the people want,
md what they want from theatres is
good shows."
l*ood pictures
Pollster George Gallup was a guest
>ublic.
s

—

He

observed that it is much
comparatively correct
eactions of the public to a motion
picture plot than it is to pick a winHe picked Dewey.
ler in an election.
another
Nelson
Rockefeller
was
speaker.

;asier to obtain

i(j

(

(Continued from page 1)
to license

is

the time to
inks and press forward."
"We hope the problem of foreign
larkets will soon be solved," he said,
escribing that problem as "mostly a
latter of war dislocations which will
radually be straightened out."
Eyssell cited the problem of televiion competition as being one of long^Srje, "and perhaps even a more
However, he addiff* ,*wsituation."
d, "1 Relieve that the combination of
ighting spirit and teamwork will turn
ally
of
our
into
elevision
an
ndustry."
Eyssell declared that "our whole fulire as an industry depends upon winling and holding the goodwill of the
isis,

Ascap Policy on Fees

Review

(Continued from page 1)

speaker.
reception preceded the dinner at
which Cohn made an address of wel-

A

Man from

"The

Colorado

treatment adorns Columbia's "The
Colorado," an outdoor drama of personal feuds and emotional

elaborate Technicolor production

MPAA

Ernst Wants

Meeting

:

]

-

tionship of television to films, with
reports presented by Earl I. Sponable,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, and Loren F. Ryder,
former president of that organization.
Reports and discussions
was provided by Radio City Music It'll be another 10 years before we on video were described as having
been "generalized" by one of the exHall's Glee Club, and by Willie How- break them up.
"What's the use of leaving divesti- ecutives present.
ard, Joe E. Lewis, Abe Burrows,
The industry's economic problems
Peter Lind Hayes and Milton Berle. ture or divorcement to some judicial
body? Congress., should take action. also were examined again, it was said,
If it doesn't, one of these key compa- and again no decisions or conclusions
nies is going to sell its stock to some- were reached.
(Continued from page 1)
body's uncle or cousin or set up a
Johnston said that the originallyis doing,
separate company like
planned three-day meeting, scheduled
for
more than a two-week Loop run
and what has the whole thing ac- to conclude today at the Paramount
reissue product, but Thomas McConcomplished to help the small producer home office board room, might be connell, Jackson Park attorney, states he
or small exhibitor?"
tinued on the West Coast.
will wait until the Circuit Court of
Among other things, Ernst advoArthur Lockwood,
president
of
Appeals gives its opinion on RKO's
Washington
in
cated that somebody
Theatre Owners of America, and
contempt appeal before he takes furthe
"slugging
all
be given the job of
Gael Sullivan, executive director, both
ther action.
way for small business." At another were present yesterday to participate
McConnell contends that playing of
opinion
point, he attacked the use of
in the discussions of television.
the two films constitutes a first-run
polls by film firms, radio, newspapers
Others in attendance were
showing. Regardless of reissues, and
and other media. He termed the polls
Paul
Raibourn,
Nicholas
M.
if the decision by the Appeal Court is
"the greatest force existing today for Schenck, Barney Balaban, Nate
J.
in his favor, he will institute further
reducing all presentation of ideas to Blumberg, Ned E. Depinet, Spyros
contempt action. The two films have
the lowest common denominator."
P.
Skouras,
Samuel
Schneider,
Jack
grossed almost $45,000 in two weeks

RKO

as

phenomenal

for

this

Loew Dividend Set

Monroe Suit Status
Of Diana Changed
— Diana Theatre
Chicago, Nov.
17.

Loew's, Inc., declared a regular
operator of the McVickers
Corp.,
quarterly dividend here yesterday of
Theatre, has been dropped as a defen37^2 cents per common share, payable dant in the Monroe Theatre suit in an
on Dec. 31 to stockholders of record
attorney

on Dec.

presumably acting on the recommendation of Theatre Owners of America,
have requested that fees paid to the
Society be placed in escrow pending
outcome of the case which, if lost by

Dore Schary
(Continued from page 1)

Court

More Trouble Seen

described
house.

10.

Richard Hodgson,
Dr. Isidore Lubin,

J.

J.

O'Connor,

Ralph Austrian,

S. Harmon, F. W. DuVall,
Sidney Schreiber and Robert Chambers. Johnston presided.

Francis

amended complaint filed by
Seymour Simon, but who names the
J. Allied
corporation as co-conspirator. Reason
(Continued from page 1)
is that Diana was not named a defendant on the New York Paramount suit
by Jersey Allied president Edward
basis, on which the case will be arLachman,
who appointed Wilbur
gued.
Hearings are scheduled for
April

Snaper chairman of the

4.

B'nai B'rith
New

York's

ADL

Cinema

convention, slated for
Atlantic City.

Salute
Lodge

of

unit's

Sept.,

next

1949, in

The meeting was addressed on
half

of

the

Will

Rogers

be-

Memorial

B'nai B'rith will salute the Anti- Fund by David Levy of Universal-InNat Cohen, Columbia,
Defamation League in a special pro- ternational
gram at the Hotel Astor, next Tues- and Clarence Eiseman of Warner.
;

evening,
Arthur
Glixon,
S.
president of the Lodge, announces.
Participating will be Mayor William
O'Dwyer Judge Meier Steinbrink,
national chairman of the ADL; Jinx

day

;

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Falkenburg McCrary and Tex McCrary, and Elmo Roper, researcher.

such a backlog at present, but expects
to have that many films in reserve in
a few months, he reported.
He said that employment of production personnel at M-G-M's studios is
higher this year than it was last year.
He explained, however, that overall
_

employment is currently below what
was last year.

it

Star values, Schary said, are still
of prime importance at the box-office.
"That's the mandate of the public,"
he added, indicating that he believes
story values run second in the public's
estimation.
By cutting costs and gearing product for the domestic market, company can get a bigger return faster
on its financial investment, Schary believes.
He said he is inclined to feel
that the current and forthcoming run
of war pictures coming out of Hollywood will realize good profits because
"15,000,000 men were in uniform during the war."
He believes they are
"ready to reexamine their experiCohn, Abe Schneider, Albert Warner,
ences" on the screen.
Theodore Black, J. Robert Rubin,
Schary will return to the Coast
Austin C. Keough, W. C. Michel,

N.

BANKING FOR THE
MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

case.
exhibitors,

many

1)

Justice lems.
"Five companies own 65 per cent
Ferdinand Pecora then inducted 56
new members, largest class of candi- of the theatres," Ernst said. "After
10 years of litigation, the Supreme
dates in the organization's history.
Entertainment during the dinner Court has said 'These are evil people'.
'

that

theatres not

Ascap.

(Continued from page

A

Supreme

all

set in the Colorado territory at the close of the Civil War. The
story is infused with a good deal of action and excitement which should give
reception among general audiences, despite an occasional plot Ascap, would end collections from
it a popular
implausibility. Glenn Ford, William Holden and Ellen Drew form a dramatic theatres everywhere in the country.
triangle around which most of the action swirls.
Other exhibitors have notified the
The screenplay, by Robert D. Andrews and Ben Maddow, has Ford emerge Society that, while license fees are
from the war as a colonel with a mad lust to kill. Holden, his best friend, is being withheld, they are being placed
aware of this, but believes that Ford will soften in time. Both become friendly in separate accounts, awaiting outrivals for the hand of Miss Drew, and Ford is the eventual victor. By this come of the litigation. Still others are
time, Ford has become a federal judge and Holden his marshall, but Ford's continuing their payments to Ascap
brutal instincts, instead of abating, expand. Subsequently, Ford's cruelty, plus without question, the Society reports,
his stern interpretation of the law, force many townsmen into outlawry and and other exhibitors simply have disfinally even Holden joins the "outlaws."
continued payments.
Henry Levin, who directed, has placed the story for brisk action. The
Obviously, there is no exhibitor
climax forms a minor spectacle in which Ford is killed by the side of a unity in dealing with the subject.
while
falls,
him
fighting
adversary.
By
upon
an
now,
blazing building which
Within the next few days Ascap
Miss Drew, repelled by Ford's mania, has fallen in love with Holden. Miss will begin the refunding to ITOA
Drew is always a visual embellishment against the frontier background, plaintiffs in the New York case of a
while Holden makes a dashing man of rugged principles. Ford gives a force- total of approximately $10,000 in liful performance, although at times he is called upon to speak phrases which cense fees received from them since
sound strained. Jules Schermer produced, from an original story by Borden last March 15 and held in a separate
Chase.
account.
The refunding is by agreeRunning time, 99 minutes. General audience classification. For December ment with the plaintiffs made during
M. H. the trial of the case in District Court
release.
here and was contingent upon a decision
being
handed down against

conflicts

come, followed by an invocation by
(Continued from page 1)
silent
Dr. Christian Whestphalen.
departed ing his testimony on monopoly prob[tribute
given
to
was
Pioneers.

from

New York

Ascap reports

(Columbia)

ANMan from

fees

party to the

Jersey Allied pledged support of the
fund.

Irving Dollinger, chairman of the
organization's conciliation committee,
reported "very satisfactory progress
with the first case that has come
before his committee."

tomorrow.

JOAN LESLIE JAMES CRAIG
-

with

•

JACK OAKIE

^NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"

CHILL WILLS -VICTOR KILIAN and The Dog, "FLAME"

Executive Producer David Hersh

Produced and Directed by Albert

Suggested by Saturday Evening Post

Article,

S. Rogell

m CINECOLOR

Story and Screenplay by Art Arthur and

"Wild Horse Roundup" by Jean Muir

•

Lillie

Hayward

An EAGLE LION FILMS Production
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Mostly First Britain Drops Plan for Postpone U.S.
Runs for 20th Government-Owned Studio Suit Hearing
—
Until Dec. 13
[n Decree Plan Para. Upheld in Its
London, Nov.

Would Operate Only 30
Subsequents in L.A. Area
Century-Fox

Twentieth

would

theatres
first-run
only
hroughout the country, except in
os Angeles, where it would coninue operation, also, of about 30 sub.equent-run houses under a plan which
company considers proposing to
lifi
etain

:he government for a consent decree
settlement in the government's antirust action.
Both a 20th-Fox spokesman and Department of Justice attorney Robert

Wright, the latter here from Washyesterday that a formal
of the proposed settlement has yet to be made by the comWright, when asked about the
pany.
20th-Fox position regarding a sepadecree,

said

that

"talks

are al-

ways going on."

(Continued on page 6)

the idea of retaining
except Los Angeles, where both first-runs and subsequents would be held, was identified
(Continued on page 6)

Industry

Shorts

Ready

Early release of four institutional
film industry short subjects to all exhibitors was announced here yesterday at the conclusion of the three-day
meeting of top executives of member
companies of the Motion Picture Association of America.
Studio officials will participate when

the

company presidents and Eric A.

MPAA

president, re-conJohnston,
vene in Hollywood on Dec. 15-17 for
a continuation of the conferences on
economics and other problems. Consideration of the program of public re(Continued on page 3)

Max E. Youngstein, advertising publicity vice-president
of
Eagle-Lion Films, will
serve as chairman of the theatre division for the 1949
March of Dimes, it was anNizer,
nounced by Louis
Greater

New York

chairman.

to

Given More
Prepare Data

Federal
Augustus
Judge
yesterday agreed to a

Hand

postponement

of

the

N.

new

remanded

hearings in the industry anti-trust
suit from Nov. 29 to Dec. 13.
Application for the postponement
was made in Judge Hand's chambers
and was unopposed by the government.
Assistant Attorney General
Robert L. Wright, in charge of prosecution of the case for the government,
was in New York from Washington
yesterday.

The postponement was sought on

ernment and 20th Century-Fox, Warners and Paramount would be unable
by Nov. 29 to complete data concerning theatre partnership arrangements
and theatre ownership for the purpose
of agreeing upon or contesting divesKansas City, Nov. 18. The board titure moves. The hoped-for agree(Continued on page 6)
of the Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association, meeting here today, set up
a grievance committee to which any
exhibitor in the area, whether a mem-

Mecca Bldg. Moving Conciliation Board
Day Set for June Set for Kansas City
A

committee of tenants of the Mecca
Building, 1600 Broadway, virtually
all representing motion picture enterprises,

have concluded an agreement
National Screen Service, new
to retain their

owners of the building,
present

office

space

the

in

building

—

ber of the association or not, is welto ask for a hearing of a complaint against a distributor, in an ef-

come

next June.
National Screen purchased the build- fort toward adjustment and avoidance
ing recently after a brief ownership of litigation.
Members of the committee are
by Loew's, Inc., and had sought early
Harley Fryer, Jay Means, Ralph
possession for its own use.
M. J. Kandel, head of Ideal Pic- Lamed and George Baker. Alternates
until

tures

Mecca

and Bonded
Building

Film

Storage,

for
purchased the

tenant

a

Film
recently
Building, 630 Ninth Ave.,
which presently houses the National

years,

Center

Screen offices here. He has agreed to
National Screen remain in his
building until he gets out of National
let

Screen's building.

Arnall Seen Slated

For SIMPP Office
— Former
Hollywood, Nov.
Governor

Ellis

Gibbs Arnall of Geor-

gia today loomed as a possible successor to Donald M. Nelson in the
presidency of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers. Nelson vacated the position last year.
Following conferences today beexecutween Arnall and the
tive committee, the committee issued a
formal statement declaring that negotiations were held "looking to an assowithciation" of Arnall with
(Continued on page 6)

SIMPP

SIMPP

Glen Hall, William Bradfield,
P. Doering and Marcus Landau.
Elmer Bills, president of the associa-

are

many H.

18.

Youngstein Head of
Films' 'Dimes' Drive

Time

the grounds that counsel for the gov-

with

4

Attorneys

(Continued on page 3)

At 20th-Fox,

(first-runs in all cities

Harold Wilson,

Brandt Fraud Suit

ington, said
presentation

rate

18.

president of the Board of Trade, today told the House of Commons that
"It has been decided that under existing circumstances it is not expedient
at the present time for the government
Motion of Harry Brandt and asso- to build or acquire state-owned or
ciated defendants for dismissal of state-managed motion picture studios."
Paramount's action alleging frauduWilson's statement to Commons was
lent reports on percentage pictures has made immediately following publicabeen denied by N. Y. State Supreme tion today of his special committee's
Court Justice Hofstadter.
report, following study, on a proposal
In its opinion denying the defend- that the government provide studio
ants' motion the court held that Para- facilities for independent producers in
mount's complaint states a good cause need of them. Highlights of the comof fraud action and not merely one mittee's report, which pointed up the
for breach of exhibition contracts. uncertainties of such a government
The complaint alleges damages for venture, were published in Motion
underpayments of percentage Picture Daily yesterday.
both
license fees and the granting of subCommenting on his committee's sugsequent flat rentals for less than the gestion that the government give con-

(Continued on page 3)

Albany Exhibitor s to
Meet on Conciliation
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 18.— Harry
Lamont, temporary chairman of the
Albany unit of the Theatre Owners of
America, disclosed today that Gael
Sullivan, executive director of the national TOA, will discuss tax matters
and conciliation plans at a meeting of
Albany exchange area exhibitors at
Jack's restaurant, at a luncheon-meeting here on Dec. 1. All exhibitors in
the territory have been invited.
If exhibitor reaction is favorable, a

board to consider complaints against distributors probably
will be named that day. Sullivan will
and Smithtalk on both the
Berger conciliation plans.
It will be Sullivan's first visit here
in his
post.
grievance

TOA

TOA

9,119,613

20th-Fox Net
Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
a net profit of $9,119,613,

reported

all charges, for the 39 weeks
ended Sept. 25, compared with $10,608,098 for the corresponding period

after

in

1947.

After deducting dividends on prior
and convertible preferred stocks, the
net equalled $3.12 per share on the
2,769,100 shares of common outstanding, against $3.65 a share on the 2,768,950 shares in 1947. All subsidiaries,
including
National
Theatres
(Continued on page 6)

Agnew and Casanave
Plan Video Venture
Neil F. Agnew, who resigned as president of Selznick Releasing Organization
on Sept. 1, and Charles L.
Casanave, formerly associated
with National Screen Service,
are expected to enter the
television field jointly. Agnew
already has established an of-

with
York.
fice

Casanave

in

New

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention

Insider's Outlook
By RED

WANGER
leave
WALTER
New York tonight by plane
will

for

the Coast.

•

Harry Kalmine, Warner Theatres
president, and Rudolph Weiss, head
of the real estat% department, will return to New York today from Washington, Baltimore and Hagerstown.

W. Stewart McDonald,
president,

circuit vice-

due back here on Monday

is

from Chicago.
•

James R. Grainger, Republic

dis-

vice-president, and Walter
L. Titus, Jr., division manager, are

tribution

"~PHE ninth annual dinner of
* the Motion Picture Pioneers
at the Waldorf Wednesday evening was voted its best on all
sides.

There was a peak attendance
for

a
get-back-to-work

convivial gathering,

this

commonsense,

address by Gus Eyssell, managing director of the Music Hall
and guest of honor, a "humble
pie" talk by Dr. George Gallup,
and a star-studded show for

me

instead," he cracked.
series of yarns
about Joe Frisco, this was one
of the best:
Frisco went
into a rave over a picture he
made for Republic. "It was ter-

Of

a whole

How

the projection room," he
said. "Yeah, but how many projection rooms can it play?"
asked Solly Violinsky.
rific in

Introducing
tried to

York yesterdirector, who left
day for Minneapolis, will also return

haven't changed much now that
Gus runs the Music Hall. I'm
still trying to get by him and

on Monday.

for

Bernard Mack, head

of Filmack's
department, and son of
Filmack president Irving Mack, and
his wife have become parents of a
daughter, Laurel Ellen, born this
week in Chicago.
•
Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia exhibitor and exhibitor organization leader,
is back at his desk after undergoing
an appendectomy at Temple Hospital

production

few weeks,
have been

Stanton

Griffis, U. S.

Ambassa-

New York

from Cairo.

•
A. D. Aubry, vice-president of

Vog

Sunday from

Film, will fly to Paris

York.
•

Mrs. Leo Spitz is here from Hollywood en route to the Near East as
an observer for UNESCO.
•

Jack Berkson
is

of

Screencraft Pic-

Buffalo from here.

in

Schaefer Heads USO
Film Division Drive
George
chairman

when

probably would
in
a position to
I

Schaefer has been named

J.

take

it

on a chin already badly
His wide miss-out on

battered.

the Presidential elections was
not the first mistake, he said, in
observing he stood "in the presence of some of my good, and
some of my former, clients."
No. 1 boner in this industry was
"Kitty Foyle," which his Audience Research organization had
advised
would do average
business and proved one of the
biggest attractions of its season.
No. 2 was his prediction "Sister
Kenny" would do far better than

RKO

it

did.

Never fazed, he urged industry attention on the 30-50 year-

of the

New York USO

old brackets, declaring that boxoffice
grosses would increase

funds

for

$500,000,000

motion picture division
campaign for
Veterans Hospital Camp

of the

Shows. James Sauter is entertainment
industry chairman, Emil Friedlander
chairman.

general

is

Abe

Lastfogel

Walter Hoving are honorary
chairmen, and the following head ad-

and

ditional entertainment divisions

Edgar

Kobak,

radio

;

Lawrence

John

Shubert,
stage; Lou Walters, night clubs; Arthur Judson and Manny Sachs, music
Dan Topping, sports; George Heller,
Phillips,

television,

unions.

Paramount Anniversary
When

the

New York Paramount em-

barks on its 23rd year, next Wednesday, with "Miss Tatlock's Millions"
and a stage show headed by Stan Kenton and his orchestra, the theatre will
unveil a giant new electric marquee.
Since 1926 the Paramount has accomodated some 60,000,000 patrons. Robert

M. Weitman

is

managing

director.

year if those
captured on the
basis of attendance once a week.
Good pictures are one prerequisite, he pointed out.
Another is
to tell those groups about the

groups

a

were

good pictures

at the national

and

He

forgot to add
distributors ought to be telling
exhibitors as well.
"I think that explains everything," was the dry comment of
Hal Home, master - of - cere monies, as Gallup concluded.
local

levels.

Peter Lind Hayes, nightclub
entertainer, apologized to Nate
Blumberg for "The Senator Was
Indiscreet," in which he played
one of the leads.
"Universal
decided to keep the picture and

£"Y0U GOTTA STAY HAPPY"
EDDIE ALBERT
WILLIAM DOZIER PRESEM^NON
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONALy^ JRE
J
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
A

1

JoanofArc
Ingrid Bergman
ttarrinff

City.

"Things

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS

into the theatre."

Milton Berle arrived

late

and

the evening.
"There's
Winthrop Rockefeller. How'ya,
Mr. Rockefeller?
Need any
money?" Berle on Cohn: "I

DARIYL

closed

know him

We

have our
the same place

well.

cleaning done at
the Jamaica racetrack."
On
Gallup: "He's just had the biggest reversal since Serutan."

—

quite a sportsmanlike ability to

dor to Egypt and chairman of the
Paramount executive committee, has

tures

distress

Gallup was frank and revealed
•

New

in

retire."

in that city.

arrived in

members

JOAN FONTAINE-JAMES STEWART

Frank Newman,

assistant to
Sr., in Kansas

Gallup's turn came.
"I've only
been in the industry 12 years,
but I wish it had been 25 so as
qualify
to
one of those
as
pioneers in distress.
If I had
collected a small royalty on all
the jokes about polls in the last

—

Cohn

Eyssell,

Jack Cohn had finished sketching in preliminary details about
a Pioneers' plan to raise funds

•

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

gone days when he
get by Gus, who then

was

New

—

told of long

laughs.

due back here Monday from Boston.
Steve Edwards, advertising-publicity

19, 19t

NEW YORK THEATRE3

KANN
release

November

Friday,

RKO

One

executive did a lot

of table hopping.

"I'm shaking
hands with everybody. How do
I know who's going to buy the
theatre stock?"

The 20th-Fox

sales

force

r

F.

ZANUCR

OLIVIA de HAYILLAND

Snake Pit

the

Produced by

Directed by
I

muiou

una • mume utmx < neon iassue

SEALED
VERDICT
UtYTfHf

RAVMILLAND
. m FLO REN CI
A Paramount

MARLY

Ptcfwr*

is

"Within a matter of
days, president Spyros P. Skou-

being told
ras

:

expected to

is

2a|

officially

DANNY

an-

KAYE %

nounce the signing of an important
industry executive who,

VIRGINIA

MAYO

among

other things, will supervise the activities of this corporation's far-flung publicity, advertising and exploitation organization."
The executive, of course, is
Charlie Einfeld.
The "other
things" ?
Don't exactly know,
but the report is Einfeld will
function on top policy level.

WISTECHNICOLOR
If Ml

color »y
Broadway

at

45th Street

AST0R

Cont. from 8:45

AM

Midnight Show

'

J.

Arthur Rank presents

RED
SHOES"
"THE
Technicolor
Color
by

REX HARRISON
RUDY VALLEE

LINDA DARNELL

BARBARA LAWRENCE

"UNFAITHFULLY YOURS"
A Twentieth Century Fox Picture
ON VARIETY STAGE — PETER LIND
-

HAYES

•

,

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

MARY HEALY - JACK COLE
AND HIS DANCERS

ON

ICE

STAGE
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in
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?

-

Robert Mitchunt
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Anti-Trust
Berge Asks

•Funds,

Nov.

Washington,

18.—Wendell

trust-buster,
a former top
3erge,
irged Congress today to triple or
quadruple the annual appropriation of
Department's anti-trust
Justice
,|;he

method

livision as the best

of securing

idequate anti-trust law enforcement
ind bi-iking what he described as the
?rowfA4j) concentration of economic
3

.poweiT^
suggestion came from the former Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the anti-trust division, in
testimony before the monopoly hearings of the House Small Business
Committee. Allied States Association
[general counsel Abram F. Myers is
(scheduled to testify tomorrow, along

The

former

with'

trust-buster

Thurman

Arnold.
division
should get an annual appropriation of
somewhere between $10,000,000 and
$15,000,000 a year, compared with its
present $3,400,000.
He told the House group he believed
anti-trust

Berge said the

;;

government should seek two genobjectives under the anti-trust
It should attack by divestiture
laws
the

eral

:

Hollywood

U. K. Drops Plan
Will

Attend Inaugural

—

Washington, Nov. 18.
Hollywood delegation will attend President Truman's inaugural on Jan. 20, according
actor
Melvyn Douglas,
head of the inaugural film
sub-committee.
He said he will appoint persons who worked for Truman
during the campaign, including actors Ronald Reagan and
Gregory
Peck,
producers
George Jessel and Bryan Foy,
to

and IATSE

among

er,

official

Roy Brew-

others.

(Continued from page 1)

Pauley Would Upset
Warner Video Deal
Washington, Nov.
— Ed Paul-

sideration to granting facilities for the
18.
erection of additional stages at exist- ey's Southern California Television
ing studios, providing they would be Co., has asked the Federal Communiavailable to free-lance producers, Wil- cations Commission to reconsider its
son said he thought the suggestion was decision allowing Dorothy Thackery
a good one and said he is considering to sell to Warner Brothers, at the
proposals of this kind, rather than package price of $1,045,000, her San
and
Los
Angeles
those for a government owned or op- Francisco
broadcasting stations and a construcerated studio.
Wilson added that he would have tion permit for a television station at
regard not only for the situation of Los Angeles,
Pauley had asked the
independent producers in considering
to resuch proposals but also for the possi- quire a breakdown in the price so that
bility that, if such facilities were avail- he could bid for the television station,
able, they might encourage the intro- but the FCC approved the package
Pauley now asks the Commisduction of improvements in produc- deal.
tion technique of value to the entire sion to change its mind.

AM

FCC

industry.
of Commons asked Wilson
an understanding that he would
not incur the expense of providing

Recover Three Stolen
Prints on the Coast

additional stages while a vast amount
of studio space remains unused.
Wilson claimed that that was imPredominant popularity of American plied in his earlier statement but repictures is a note generally stressed peated that he wouldn't rule out the
in reports from 18 foreign managers possibility of granting building faciliof Westrex Corp., theatre and studio ties to people already in the trade if
foreign affiliate of Western Electric, their plans embodied the latest ideas
who are here for conferences. The- in production technique.
atre attendance, according to most re-

West Coast investigation by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation of alleged illicit distribution of
16mm.
prints has resulted in the recovery of

Members

Westrex Says World
Favors U.

S.

for

Films

or dissolution actions those corporate ports, is down from the post-war level,
structures which in and of themselves but is still fairly
good by normal
have attained the power to exclude standards.
and
it
market,
the
from
competitors
In some countries there has been a
should provide a broader enforcement considerable building
of new theatres,
agreements
conspiracies
and
against
while in others, shortages of materials

among

3

competitors to fix
prices, limit production and otherwise

nominal

Emanuel

Elected
Phila. Variety Head
Is

Philadelphia, Nov.
Emanuel has been elected

18.

— Edward

chief barker
of the local Variety Club, Tent No. 13

three films in Vallejo, Cal.,

it

re-

is

ported here by Sargoy and Stein,
counsel for distributing companies in
copyright matters. The prints, which
were made for use by the Armed Services,
are Warner's "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," M-G-M's "Young Tom Edison," and Universal's "The Beautiful
Cheat."

To

Ontario

Power Ban

Punish

and funds have hampered or prevented Hal Cohen and Meyer Adelman are
Violators
construction. In all countries there his assistants, Ben Biben is the new
Ottawa, Nov. 18. Fines from $100
real
benefits
of
refuse the public the
has been an interest in theatre mod- treasurer and Harry Tenneys is the
to $500 will be imposed on exhibitors
he
objectives
Both
competition.
ernization, but import restrictions in new property manager.
and other businessmen who violate the
pointed out, require large and well- some
countries make it impossible to
power-saving regulations invoked by
trained staffs.

John Howard Lawson
Appeal Brief Filed
—The brief
Washington, Nov.
18.

appealing the conviction of John

How-

obtain necessary equipment.
The 18 managers and their territories are as follows
H. E. McFarland of the Indonesian, Malayan and
Siamese areas J. J. de Boer, Cuba

Corwin May Get Four
WB Houses on Coast
Hollywood, Nov.

18.

—Discussions

Bateman

;

—

;

;

;

;

chief engineer.

Head

Jackter,

Hollywood,

SGP Meets
Nov.
—F. A. Bate
18.

man, Screen Guild Productions' gen
eral sales manager, is in Seattle conferring with circuit executives and
buyers and presiding- over a sales
meeting. Before his return here next
Thursday he will hold sales meetings
in
Portland,
Salt
Lake City and
Denver.

Companies Will Get Two in Yonkers Deal
Harold Friedman has leased the
$175,000 from Japan
Terrace
Kent theatres,
Yonkers

Army Show

Screen Writers Elect
President
Seaton

—

WB

RKO

—

essential

Crew

Germany

(Continued from page

to

in
and
Columbia assistant
Washington, Nov. 18.— The U. S
general sales manager, has been named Army's program for underwriting con- to Donald McConville and Burton As
chairman of the committee in charge vertibility of the cost of distributing tor. The former is the son of Joseph
president
Columbia
of
of the company's current playdate and films in the Far East will return about McConville,
which runs through $175,000 in American currency to Pictures International, and the latter
billing
drive,
Feb. 17. The drive will be confined to U. S. companies between now and the son of the Columbia sales execu
tive.
district branch managers and salesmen
June 30, 1949, an Army spokesman
and will not include bookers and office revealed here today.
managers, as the company previously
Even more important, he said, in the
for Opening
announced.
budget being prepared for the year
Promoting the premiere of Warending June 30, 1950, the Army will ner's
film,
"Fighter
Technicolor
seek double the amount it now has for Squadron" at the Strand today, the
guaranteeing costs of all information Army Air Force, with whose coop'49
media, and "films may benefit more eration the film was made, will conHollywood, Nov. 18. Screen Writ- than other media if we get the in- duct an aviation exhibit in front of
Guild
members have elected crease," it was said.
the theatre today.
ers
The Army asked for $1,700,000 this
George Seaton president, Don Hartyear
for
the
guarantee
program,
but
man, Oliver H. P. Garrett and Wells
Post
In
Root vice-presidents, Karl Tunberg was cut to $850,000 by Congress.
London, Nov. 18. Dave Sugarman,
secretary and Valentine Davies treaLondon branch
appointed
recently
surer, for 1949.
to
manager for Warner by managing diPart of an RKO Pathe crew will rector Arthur S. Abeles, took his post
George P. Moore, 77
leave for Germany this weekend to this week after several years with
Boston, Nov. 18.
George P, obtain footage for a "This Is Ameri- Eros films in a similar position,
Moore, 77, owner-operator of Cape ca" subject.
Permission has been organize a St. Louis area conciliation
Cod theatres, died suddenly last night. granted by the Army.
board.

Rube

ment.

4 Industry Shorts

;

;

Named

Power

Hydro-Electric

;

;

Jackter Is
Sales Drive

Ontario

Commission and the Ontario govern-

Lighting considered as nonduring the emergency inare in progress for the acquisition by cludes outdoor signs of theatres, signs
D. D. Wight, China; Robert Hill,
and marquees.
Sherrill Corwin of three Warner thea
Australia; R. R. Abarbanell, Philiptres in Santa Barbara and possibly
pine Islands
Stewart Glass, Eire
one Warner neighborhood house here
:

ard Lawson for contempt of Congress
was filed today with the U. S. Circuit George F. Van Weyenbergh
BelCourt of Appeals for the District of gium
H. T. Petersen, Denmark
Columbia.
It differed in one major Harro Zeppelin, Argentina
W. H.
respect from the brief filed yesterday Meisel, Puerto Rico; F. H. Gildefor Dalton Trumbo, convicted on the meyer, Brazil
R. F. Crews, India
same charge it was longer. Defense B. W. Budtz, British West Indies;
attorneys took 151 pages to give their J. G. van- Erk, Holland William E.
reasons
why Lawson's conviction Kollmyer, China Dennis L. Smith,
they did the same Venezuela; and Miles A. Goldrick,
should not stand
job for Trumbo in a terse 65-page England, accompanied by J. H. Riley,
brief.

the

—

London

—

1)

New

which was slated for the

lations

York parleys was put
Hollywood meeting.

The

until

off

the

"Let's Go to
the Movies," "This Theatre and You,"

four shorts are

:

"Movies Are Adventure"
Art Director."

The

industry's

and

"The

national distribution

committee, which is headed by Robert
Mochrie,
Radio sales chief, will
meet next week to map plans for the

RKO

release of the subjects.
The shorts were made at the direction of the industry film project committee, until recently headed by N.

Peter Rathvon.

Paramount
was named

Y. Frank Freeman,

vice-president,
yesterday
to succeed Rathvon in that

post.

Conciliation Board
(Continued from page
tion, is

chairman, with

J.

1)

A. Becker,

secretary, as his alternate.
The hoard also set up the basis of
a legislative committee, with R. R.
Bichele for this area, Homer Strowig
for Kansas and C. E. (Doc) Cook for
Missouri. They will add a member
for each Congressional District in the
Kansas City area.
Earlier in the week, the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis,

Eastern Missouri, and Southern Illiit would approach MidCentral Allied Independent Theatre
Owners, United Theatre Owners of
Illinois, and non-affiliated theatres to

nois, disclosed
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r

20th

-

Fox Net

{Continued from page

Friday,

November

^

19, 194!

Reviews

1)

Corp. and Roxy Theatre, Inc. are included in the profit figures.
For the third quarter ended Sept.
{Film Classics)
25, the net was $2,224,954. After degood exploitation picture is offered exhibitors in "Unl
ducting dividends on prior preferred
known Island." Starting in Singapore, it charts a course of formuli
stock, this amounted to 75 cents per
adventures over the high seas and into a South Pacific island where a searc
share on the common. Profit for
for prehistoric animals gets underway.
Filmed in Cinecolor, it has bee l!
the second quarter of 1948 was $3,given some relatively expensive production values and a reliable cast topped
967,817. Profit for the third quarter
Virginia Grey, Philip Reed, Barton MacLane and Richard Denning. Thi
of 1947 on a comparable basis was by
screenplay is one that manipulates wild thrill after thrill. It shouJ^yeceivi
$2,206,320.
Gross rentals and theatre receipts a cheerful greeting from the general public.
The adventure begins when Reed and his fiancee, Miss Grey, prevail upo:
for the 39-week period this year was
MacLane to provide his tramp steamer for an expedition to an island iii|
$121,432,769, compared to $130,767,habited by strange animals. Along the way mutiny breaks out and thus
Profit before federal
635 last year.
further bit of excitement is added.
Once on the island the adventurers are"
taxes and minority interest was $16,reduced in numbers by their personal conflicts as well as the enmity of the
707,032, against $20,283,644 for 1947.
jungle. At interludes there appear spectacular scenes of dinosaurs, a giair
This year's provision for federal
taxes was $6,600,000, compared to sloth and a herd of Tyrannosaurii. By the time the party is ready to retun i
home, many changes have occurred, among them the switching of Mis;
$8,100,000.
Amortization of film costs in the Grey's affection from Reed to Denning. On the island Reed seemed mortjh"
39-week period this year amounted to concerned with getting films of the animals than with Miss Grey's welfare \
whereas Denning, a reformed alcoholic, makes a heroic show of himself.
$38,719,129, compared to $39,056,565
gruesome death is meted out to MacLane by the sloth.
last year.
Jack Bernhard directed and Albert Jay Cohen produced. The screenplay
The board of directors yesterday
Robert T. Shannon and Jack Harvey, was from an original by the latter.
quarterly
dividend
of by
declared
a
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. Release datefeg
$1.12^2 per share on prior preferred
not set.
Mandel Herbstman
stock, payable on Dec. 15 to stockquarholders of record on Dec. 1.
Al
terly dividend of 37^ cents per share
on the convertible preferred was also {J. Arthur Rank Prestige Universal-International)
declared, payable Dec. 23 to stockPICTURES' latest J. Arthur Rank offering is a palatable
holders of record on Dec. 1. A quar- * blend of melodrama and insight into character. More
often than not, it istl
terly dividend of 50 cents per share on an absorbing, active film.
But it is a mighty long one 112 minutes and asfJ"
the common has been declared, pay- such provides a good deal more of wholly British drama than the average
able Dec. 23 to stockholders of record American theatre patron might care to absorb in a single sitting. Hence, this
on Dec. 1.
Launder-Gilliat production of Norman Collins' novel probably will find its

"Unknown

Island"

A WHOOPING

1

;

•

A

"Dulcimer Street"

—

—

DRESTIGE

—

—

20th's Decree

Plan

{Continued from page
as one of

1)

numerous plans which the

company has

considered.

agreed to by the government, it
understood that it would mean players.

If
is

reception here most lucrative at theatres where audience composition departs
from "average."
With the possible exception of Alastair Sim, the cast offers no names to
sell to U. S. audiences.
But from top to bottom, performances sparkle with
talent and verve, reflecting the directorial acumen of Sidney Gilliat who
co-authored the screenplay with J. B. Williams.
Sharing top billing with
Sim are Richard Attenborough, Fay Compton and Stephen Murray, with
Wylie Watson and Susan Shaw heading a supporting roster of some 52

20th's
tional

wholly-owned subsidiary,

Na-

No. 10 Dulcimer

Street, London, is a quiet, respectable apartment house
a number of families and solitaries whose lives become intertwined
when Attenborough, a young chap who stumbles into dishonesty and murder
Where two first-runs were lo- for love of a pretty neighbor, is tried in court. All the neighbors rally to the
600.
cated in the same city both would young man's defense, for various reasons, and each individual's character and
play the same picture day-and-date. personality is examined in the light of the tragedy which befell the house.
Because of the sprawling geographi- In this and the film's sundry other plot facets, Sim's gem-like performance
cal make-up of the Greater Los An- of
a wife-hunting swindler deserves mention as the best in a field of crack

Theatres, would be cut to between 225 to 265 houses, from about

In

it

live

.

would be exempt portrayals.
is argued.
Running
Charles Skouras, president of Na- release.

geles area, that city
from the formula, it

time, 112 minutes.

Coast today
after several days of conferences at
the home office on the divestiture

General audience classification.

tional, will return to the

proposals.
said that the government
continue to press for total diHe insisted that this is
vorcement.
"the only remedy," when asked how
he reconciled that with the fact that
the court has characterized the government objective as being "too extreme."

Wright

will

For November

Chaeles

W. B. England with

ABC

Wilbur B. England has been made
vice-president in charge of operations
Vending Corp., according to
of
L.
an
announcement by Charles
Prior to going
O'Reilly, president.
to ABC, England was with
Theatres, where he handled the development of concession income in the

ABC

RKO

company's

theatre:?.

Postpone Hearing
Lilygren Elected

L.

Franke

Para. Upheld
{Continued from page 1)

Brandt theatres would
charged otherwise.

have

been

Paramount seeks to recover damages amounting to $573,000 from almost 100 theatres owned or operated
by some 167 individuals and corporations
named as defendants in the
action.
The law firm of Phillips, Nizer,
Benjamin & Krim represents

Paramount. The action was brought
Election of 10 months ago.
Syracuse, Nov. 18.
Justice Hofstadter directed the dements are designed to reduce hearing George N. Lilygren as a vice-presitime on the case in court.
dent of Carrier Corp. in Syracuse, fendants to answer the complaint
It was reported, however, that fur- manufacturer of theatre air condition- within the next 20 days.
The Brandt circuit settled similar
ther time for preparing and discussing ing equipment, was announced by
claims made by 20th Century-Fox
new consent decree plans with the Cloud Wampler, president.
It has been learned that an
earlier.
government is desired also by some
It is
out-of-court settlement also was made
of the defendant companies.
of the claims presented by Loew's,
known, for example, that 20th CenInc.
tury-Fox and its affiliate, National
{Continued from page 1)
Theatres, have such a plan in a welladvanced stage and expect to be able out specifically referring to the presi{Continued from page

1)

—

Arnall

SIMPP

detail with the gov- dency. The statement also pointed out
very near future.
that "Arnall has had wide experience
ernment
minor reason for the adjourn- in anti-trust prosecutions." Informed
ment was said to be the fact that observers said the only post in SIMPP
Whitney North Seymour, trial coun- not occupied at present is the presisel for Paramount, is appearing in a dency.
Meanwhile, it was learned the execcase in a California court and would
not be available for a Nov. 29 hear- utive committee will meet again tomorrow on the matter.
ing here.

to

discuss

it

in

in the

A

Senary in Panel Talk
Dore

Schary,

M-G-M

production

vice-president, participated in a panel
Communications and
discussion on

Human

Relations at Columbia UniverHuman Relations here
yesterday, at the invitation of Gen.
sity Institute of

Dwight
president.

D.

Eisenhower,

Columbia

MOTION PICTURE

Accurate

DAILY

Concise

and
Impartial
)L

NEW

99

14,000

at

Theatres

ity

Plus Continues

-

the Weekly Average

is

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Hold $20,015,000
Key Is Para. Net

Crosses

irm

YORK,

earnings
for the nine months ended Oct. 2, at
including $4,729,000 of
$20,015,000,
earnings of partially owned subsid-

Paramount

estimates

its

and approximately $1,250,000 of
Earnings for
non-recurring income.
the first nine months of 1947 were
iaries

including
estimated
at
$25,512,000,
analysis of figures received
336,000 from earnings of partially
field
Daily
Picture
om Motion
owned non-consolidated subsidiaries.
that
indicates
orrespondents
Paramount estimates its earnings
rosses during the past two months for the third quarter ended Oct. 2 at
maintained the even keel established $6,445,000, after all charges. This includes $1,417,000 representing Paraprevious months.
mount's interest in the earnings of
Reports on some 165 key
partially owned non-consolidated subsituations show the average
sidiaries, and approximately $600,000
income per theatre rose to
non-recurring income. Earnings
of
$14,820 for September from $14,for the quarter ended Oct. 4 were
621 in the previous month.
estimated at $8,105,000, including a
Average income for October

An

,
,,

New

22,

Myers Attacks

Units
Being Organized
Allied

—

Washington, Nov. 21. Small
groups of independent exhibitors "are quietly surveying" unorganized territories
with a view to forming new
Allied units, it is disclosed in
a bulletin issued by national
Allied headquarters here.

Allied

now has

18 regionals

and the application for membership of Mid-Central Allied,
St. Louis, will be voted on by
the national board at its New
Orleans meeting, Nov. 27-28.

,,i

was

(Continued on page 2)

$14,797.

'Loves of

month, "Sorry,

last

Wrong

"Johnny Belinda," "The
Carmen" and "Rope" were
Outstanding in
with Judy,"

:he leading grossers.

September were

"A Date

"The

"Pitfall,"

Babe

Ruth

Story,"

TOA

Plan

On Public Relations
Theatre Owners of America on
Friday announced a seven-point public

RKO

Eyes

7-Point

relations program intended to work
on an "around the clock" schedule in

(Continued on page 6)

SRO

as

combatting legislative attacks, taxes,
litigation,

juvenile

censorship,

delin-

quency and cultivating the "passive"

fU.

Threaten Action

to

Get Clearance Cuts

—

Minneapolis,

A. Rejects Deal

Hollywood, Nov.

21.

—

audience.

The

program

presented

is

in

a

brochure sent to company presidents
Selznick Re- and regional and state units of TOA

leasing Organization reportedly

now

cal facilities

to interest

RKO

enand
Radio the

is

sets forth that the focal point is

local

with that company.

previously had
and M-G-M on a
similar proposal, without success, and

David O.

approached

Charges 'Pressure' Put
On U.S. to Speed Trial
Washington, Nov.
States

general

counsel

21.

—Allied

Abram

F.

Myers charged on Friday that Justice
Department attorney Robert
Wright is "being subjected to very
great pressure" by the special threejudge New York court hearing the
Paramount case "to make concessions
in the interest of saving time." Myers
made the statement during testimony
before the monopoly hearings of the
House Small Business Committee, as
he urged creation of special anti-

21.
Nov.
Unless
Minneapolis
back trust courts.
exchanges
[At the Justice Department
down on their refusal to sell pictures
offices in New York on Friday,
on a 28-day run to the Minneapolis
Wright said that he "is not in
outlying Richfield Theatre, suit to
a position" to comment on the
force service and action for damages
procedures of a case during
will be filed against the alleged oftrial. He added that he had no
fenders, it was stated here by United
"immediate interest" in Myers'
Theatres, operators of the Richfield,
testimony before the House
and Louis Schwartz, attorney for the
group.
independent theatre firm.

["No comment" was Federal
indicated by Schwartz and
Judge Augustus Hand's retort
Mans, United Theatres executo Myers' "pressure" charges.]
tive, that Minnesota Amusement and
Although Myers said he was apTheatre Associates, booking and buypearing "strictly on my own and do
ing combine, also would be named denot advance these views in behalf of
fendants if a suit is filed, charging
It

was

Paul

them with "acting
ing product

Demands

(Continued on page 6)

that

keepthe Richfield.

in concert" in

away from
they

offer

product

Announcement to the Richfield were served on Parain a sales and distribution deal follow- of the project was made by Gael Sul- mount, Warner, Eagle-Lion and Selzwith livan, executive director. The brochure nick
negotiations
exchanges.
Local
managers
of
ing
collapse
United Artists at the weekend for a reports that last spring the group re- would not comment on' the demands.
RKO Radio, Universal, M-G-M
merger of SRO personnel and physi- cruited 2,722 exhibitors who distrib-

deavoring

Federal Court
On Para. Case

four

Last year, however, $16,282 was
egistered for September, and $16,506
or October.

During
dumber,"

TEN CENTS

1948

and 20th-Fox have not been named.

(Continned on page 6)

Selznick

RKO

according to the current reports is
prepared to revise his terms for anIt is stated unother try at RKO.
officially that
his plan would have
added about $40,000 weekly to the
(.Continued

on page 3)

WB

Heads Cinecolor Costs
Meet Here Dec. 1-2 Cut: Blumenthal
District

distribu-

vice-president, will preside at a
company's district
of the
managers to be held at the home of-

—

Hollywood, Nov. 21. Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
board

of governors has decided to
hold the next annual awards presenta
tion ceremonies on March 24 on a
major studio sound stage, yet to be
chosen, with attendance limited to
Academy and industry members. The
presentations,
to
be broadcast by
(Continued on page 6)

meeting
fice

Dec.

Files

New

$600,000 Trust Suit
Baltimore, Nov.
—The Wind21.

sor Theatre Co. of Baltimore on Friday filed a $600,000 anti-trust suit
here against the Walbrook Amuse-

ment

1-2.

A

new development

in

Cinecolor

photography, called "latensification,"
enables producers to save considerable

sums on labor, power and time, it
was disclosed here at the weekend

by A. Pam Blumenthal, Cinecolor
board chairman.
cussion of
Blumenthal said that "latensifica"The Decision of Christopher Blake,"
"One Sunday Afternoon," "Whip- tion" makes it possible for producers
lighting
lash," "Adventures of Don Juan," and to shoot in Cinecolor at a
"John Loves Mary," plus features on cost only slightly higher relatively
black-and-white.
lighting
for
the company's spring and summer than
Less manpower, less time and less
schedule.
District managers who will attend wattage are now also used for filming
New York Cinecolor, Blumenthal said.
are Clarence Eiseman,
He is in New York for conferences
Metropolitan district Robert SmeltzHarry Seed, Mid- with executives of Cinecolor and its
er, Mid-Atlantic
subsidiary, Film Classics.
(Continued on page 3)

Heading the agenda

will be a dismerchandising plans for

;

;

Co.,

Hilton

Theatre

Thomas D. Goldberg,
two Baltimore

The
major

Ben Kalmenson, Warner
tion

AcademyAwardsAre
Set for March 24

Windsor

exhibitor.

suit

Co.,

and

president of the

firms.

charges a conspiracy with

distributors since May,
(Continued on page 3)

1941*

Keller-Dorian Sues

Kodak

for Millions

Eastman-Kodak and Technicolor
were named defendants in a $250,000,000 damage action by Keller-Dorian
Color Film Corp., old-line color film
firm, in U. S. District Court here
on Friday. At the same time KellerDorian filed a separate suit against

Eastman for $50,000,000.
The action charges a conspiracy to
monopolize

color

photography

(Continued on page 3)

and
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
NORTON
International
gram
has returned to

New York

president,

from Lon-

don.

M-G-M

Dore Schary,
vice-president,

and

mand Deutsch,

his

assistant,

Ar-

will arrive in Holly-

Robert M. Gillham, Selznick Releasing Organization Eastern
tising-publicity director, will
here today from Florida.

adverreturn

•

weekend.
assistant
general sales manager, will leave here
today for Jacksonville, Atlanta and
Charlotte.

M-G-M

promotion

has returned to his
Detroit headquarters from New York.
•
representative,

Jasper H. Hone, president of the
Presque Isle Opera House, Presque
Isle, Me., is in New York.
•
Arthur Kelly United Artists vicepresident, is due back at his desk here
today from Hollywood.'
•
in

Thomas, Altec treasurer, is
New York from the Coast.

First Case Settled in
IT OA Conciliation
First exhibitor complaint here to
be handled under the new conciliation
set-up of the Independent Theatre
Owners Association of New York has
been settled "to the satisfaction of
the complaining theatre operator,"
Leon Rosenblatt, who sought relief
on clearance, availability and run in
behalf of Rosenblatt- Welt theatres.
ITOA's conciliation panel had referred
complaint to
the
Seymour
Florin, 20th Century-Fox's New York
branch manager, for adjustment.

Rodger s, NCA to Meet

On M-G-M Policies
Minneapolis, Nov.

21.

—William F.

Rodgers, M-G-M sales vice-president,
will meet with North Central Allied
president Ben Berger and other members of the organization in Chicago
shortly to continue discussions arising
from certain
objections to the
company's sales policy, Berger reported on his return to Minneapolis from

NCA

New

the company and, therefore,
not consummated.
to

and

tical

U. A.)

down

to "impracunprofitable"
(for

all boil

but, in case you're curi-

ous, here are a

few of them

in

York.

Party for June Fulton
Universal-International will give a
party at Hampshire House
here today to introduce to the press
June Fulton, South African beauty
contest winner, who has been given a
screen contract by U-I.
cocktail

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

tion-distribution operations have
not been profitable and who are

faced

now

with

divestiture of
theatre
operations
which heretofore have helped to
brighten
their
overall
fiscal

important

picture.

For those, production and
distribution must be brought in
hand.
Distribution realizes it
now. The same realization will
be brought to production during
15-17
Dec.
Hollywood.

the

brief

of sales to be allocated to U. A. (the last 10 to
25 per cent of possible distribution revenue) was too limited

and was restricted

•

Rube Jackter, Columbia

back

with Selznick Releasing
Organization was unattractive

The sphere

Bernard J. Gates, Latin America
supervisor for Monogram International, arrived in town from Peru at the

F.

tips

any number of reasons why the
proposed sales and distribution

They

•

P.

finger

their

at

deal

production

wood today from New York.

Charles Dietz,

have

sources

to the small-

grossing possibilities on a
non-exclusive basis.
The proposed arrangements
and terms were held by some to
be out of line with established
est

U. A. policy and, therefore,
might create complications with
respect to other U. A. distribution deals.

The two-year

period

meetings

in

general counsel of Allied States,
as you will read elsewhere in

charged in testifying
before the House Small Business
this issue,

Committee

Washington Fri"pressure" had been
in

day that
brought to bear by Federal
Judge Augustus Hand on Assistant Attorney General Robert
L. Wright to bring a speedy end

Paramount

to the

nick and U. A. was uppermost
in the minds of some.
The deal assured U. A. no
certain profit, nor did it guarantee it against loss.
SRO was to
share 12 per cent of an overhead
of $82,000 weekly and was to
provide a theoretical 25 per cent
of a total gross of $19,000,000.
Thus, U. A. was to supply 75
per cent of the gross while assuming 88 per cent of the re-

What about the sorely tried defense counsel ? It was they who
wanted a thorough airing of the

anti-trust case.

Myers' concern for Wright

was deemed

sponsibility
producing it.
for
SRO's costs would be reduced
from 39 per cent to 12 per cent,

is

remaining issues

—an

examina-

tion of the legality or illegality
of theatre operations, situation
by situation, theatre by theatre.
It

was Wright who objected

to

that complete procedure and who
wanted the court to cut the hearings to a minimum by accepting
as proof for divorcement what

he already had entered in the
record plus some new, and
challenged, exhibits.
In the nature of things, haste on
the part of the court is far more
likely to result in a decision
unsatisfactory to the defendants
than to the government.
Cer-

all.

tainly,

felt

So Selznick

is

shopping

else-

where.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

Here

is a top executive's capappraisal of the three-day
conference last week of industry
leaders
meeting
as
directors
"We compared notes on how
bad things were and scared the
hell out of each other doing it."
Burden of the three days of
meetings was costs and revenue
prospects.
The consensus was
that neither is favorable
to resort to an understatement.
The
implication
was that further
economies are required on the
part of most of the companies,
particularly those whose produc-

MPAA

—

No.

93— Sink-

USS Pensacola. President Truvacation in Florida.
Mr^fcanklin
D. Roosevelt gets degree in EngWJW'Ji Fort
Bliss Texas Centennial.
Rocket ^^'i k and
plane-throwing tanks in Australia.
Erabroidery fashions.
Ice skating at Radio
Young Australian acrobats. Women
City.
ing;

of the

man on

wrestlers.

Basketball.

NEWS OF THE

DAY. No. 223— Brit-

rejoice over birth of
Royal prince
Death at sea of
Pensacola.
Rootin'
Tootin' toddlers contest. Louis St. Laurent,
new premier of Canada. President Truman
on vacation. The gentler sex, women's
wrestling championship. Football.
ish

USS

No.

26— Navy

sinks cruiser USS Pensacola.
People in
the eyes of the world.
Canada welcomes
new Prime Minister.
Georgia: nation's

youngest

governor,

Milady looks

to

Herman

1949.

USS

No. 197—

war and atom torn cruiser,
Canada: MacKenzie King hands post

Pensacola,

sunk.
to St.
tions.

show.

Talmadge.

Football.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
Laurent.

President

Truman

Mrs. F.D.R. receives degree.
Royal heir born to Elizabeth.

vaca-

Baby
Foot-

ball.

WARNER PAT HE NEWS.

No.

28—

People in the news: The Truman family;
Louis St. Laurent; Defense Secretary Forrestal.
Football.
Disaster rides miniature
rails.
Paris fashions.
Variety Club cheers
polio victim.
Thanksgiving under water.
Great events: Mayflower compact signed.

Myers knows

that.

He

on the government's side in
this case, always has been.
He
is

$117,608Monogram
Loss for 13
Hollywood,

Nov.

Weeks
21.

—Monogram

operations for 13 weeks ended Oct. 2
resulted in a loss of $117,608, after
reflecting estimated refund of prior
years' Federal income taxes under the
loss carryback provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, President Steve
Broidy disclosed at the weekend.
This compares with a loss of $36,414
for the corresponding period of 1947.
Broidy revealed also that outstanding direct borrowing from banks, under an existing $3,000,000 revolving
line credit, have been reduced by payments totaling $455,000 since issuance
of the annual statement to stockholders on July 3, leaving a balance of
$2,130,000 outstanding at this time.

Paramount Net

has

sule

Complete contents follow:

reels.

singular.

that there was insufficient assurance that U. A.
would be able, as a result of the
deal, to reduce its costs in anything like that percentage, if at

but some

St.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

Abram Myers, chairman and

of the
unsatisfactory,
and past friction between Selz-

deal

of the cruiser Pensa-

Laurent becoming
Canada's new prime minister are current newsreel highlights.
The new
British heir, fashions and sports are'
among other items that round out the
cola

rjNITED ARTISTS

22, 1948

Newsreel

Parade
SHERWIN KANE THE sinking
and

By

RITCHEY, Mono-

V.

Monday, November

issued blast after blast in
the last 10 years at the defendants
for
what he has been
pleased to term their "stalling

$1,147,000

tactics."

all

(Continued from page 1)
share of earnings

of

sub-

sidiaries.

The company excludes earnings

Wright's silence leads to the
general conclusion that Myers is
seeing things no one else does.
For, even as he was speaking
his piece in Washington, the
court he was attacking was
granting more time, another
postponement, to Wright and

of
subsidiaries operating outside of
the United States and Canada, except
to the extent that dividends have been
received from such subsidiaries in
dollars or are remittable under existing restrictions on remittances.
The estimated earnings for the quarter represent 94 cents per share on
6,835,839 shares outstanding on Oct.
which compares with $1.15 per
2,
share for the quarter ended Oct. 4,
1947 on 7,020,972 shares.
The board of directors of Paramount has declared the regular quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share on
common stock, payable Dec. 24, to

the defense.

stockholders of record on Dec.

And what about Wright? If
he is aware of any such "pressure" as Myers charges was
brought to bear upon him, why
has he not complained?

3.
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to Settle

WB,

DC

Suit

[acArthur

—
3

Majors Are Settling
Liberty Chicago Suit

Review
Yellow Sky'

—

Nov. 21. Negotia(20th Century-Fox)
between Warner Brothers and
appears to be more relied upon than action in
L; K-B Amusement Co. for an outthis story of the pioneering West two years after the close of the Civil
court settlement in the Mac Arthur
War. Its central theme a familiar one deals with man's desire for gold
Irieatre case have failed completely,
and the corroding influence of the glittering metal. It also dilutes the corroMaguire
Court
Judge
District
id
sive influence through woman and love.
be asked to hand down a verdict
Gregory Peck is the leader of a band of bank robbers beating its way
the matter.
through the Arizona desert. They rob a bank, escape from the clutches of
r.K-B is suing to force Stanley Co.,
avenging soldiers in a pictorially stunning pursuit, have a bad time of it
arne&4. ibsidiary, out of the jointfyJudge Maguire crossing the salt flats and end up at Yellow Sky, a ghost town. There, they
/nedr^^dicArthur.
case some find Anne Baxter and James Barton, her grandfather, and learn they have
:ard argument on the
been prospecting successfully for gold. The gang moves in on a fifty-fifty
;eks ago, but said he would withhold
dgment while the parties tried to split never intending to settle for less than the whole payload. But when
J together and work out a settle- Peck falls for Miss Baxter and she for him, albeit reluctantly his betterself primes him to stand by his word. This causes a split in his own ranks
rent.
Meetings were again held between which ends in a general gun melee during which Richard Widmark and John
lie
two parties here last week, and Russell are killed while the remaining members realign on a more orderly
New attorneys basis with Peck. In the finale, restitution is made for the original bank
discussions failed.
1
e working on a letter advising Judge robbery so that Peck cleans his slate for resumption of his romance.
Performances are good, if constantly slow-paced. Miss Baxter, in a new
[aguire of the situation, and asking
im to rule. K-B has asked for sum- role for her, is tough as a wildcat and a whale of a gal with a repeating rifle.
man, handy with his fists and quick on the
lary judgment in its favor, while Peck is the gangly outdoor
tanley has asked the court to dismiss trigger, in a role which bears resemblance, in some phases of it, to the charHowever, in point of electric action
acter he played in "Duel in the Sun."
le case.
Its 98 minutes, marked by many slowly'Yellow Sky" is decidedly shy.
developing sequences, consequently click off more leisurely than is good
Files
Photographically, "Yellow Sky"
for the film and its commercial appeal.
generally is a knockout of dramatic panoramas of sky, mountain and desert
(Continued from page 1)
and, in these areas, is tops. William A. Wellman directed for producer Lamar
Trotti, who also wrote the screenplay, basing it on a story by W. R. Burnett.
o restrain and injure the Windsor's
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
msiness by depriving it of first
Red Kann
December, 1948.
leighborhood-run product.
It is an outgrowth of a damage and

(Washington,

tns

CHARACTERIZATION

—

—

i

1.11

—

—

Windsor

in Washington
February by the
Windsor against the Baltimore firms
their president and six major disM-G-M, Paramount, 20th
tributors
Century-Fox, United Artists, Univer
The Walbrook
sal,
and Warner.
Hilton and Goldberg won a motion
nj

unction

suit

Court

District

filed

in

—

Sears Staying West
For UA-Hughes Deal

—

(Continued from page

1)

Liberty

the

gan

City.

ing time

Settlement for similar playnow being discussed with

is

Columbia.
Hearings for the remaining defendUniversal, Indiana-Illinois TheDunelake Theatre Corp. and
Lido Amusements, Inc., will be heard
on Jan. 14 in U. S. District Court
here.
Representing the plaintiff is
attorney Seymour Simon.

ants,

atres,

Keller

-

Dorian Sues

{Continued from page

damages.
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert has
granted the plaintiff the right to exSRO's amine books and records of the de-

U.A. payroll, increasing the latter
company's sales costs to about 35 per

fendants.
Washington court that they be came here from New York to attend
steady flow or volume supply of
Keller-Dorian
Selznickdo
which
the
not
meeting
at
case
as
that
the
from
dismissed
product to offset the added costs, it is
order to protect
dropped,
was
Col
plan
of
distribution
District
in
the
UA
ing business
said.

in the

Now

the

suing them—
in Baltimore. The

Windsor

—

is

for damages only
case against the distributors

is

still

pending in Washington. Out-of-court
settlements have been obtained by the
Windsor from 20th-Fox and Para
mount, and negotiations have been
under way for some weeks with

M-G-M.
The
l

has
meanwhile,
counter-suit to have the

Walbrook,

pending a

settlement
out-of-court
the distributor agrees

2,0th-Fox

under

remain several days to finalize
Selznick said he regretted the colan agreement with Howard Hughes lapse of the U.A. negotiations but addacquire
will
Radio
RKO
which
under
ed that "We cannot contemplate any
will

umbia.

which

1)

color cinematography and charges a
violation by
Kodak of an alleged
1927 contract whereby it was to exploit
the
Keller-Dorian color film
process.
The actions charge also that the
defendants breached contracts and allegedly violated patent rights owned
by, the plaintiff and originally owned
the
Keller-Dorian
by
Societe
of
France.
The suit against Kodak alone seeks
specific performance of the alleged
contract and a declaratory judgment
that the plaintiffs are the owners of
the patent rights, plus the $50,000,000

Nov. 21. Gradwell cent, from their present 25.7.
United Artists president, who plan provided no guarantee of either

Hollywood,
Sears,

SRO Eyes RKO

—

21.
An agreement
Theatre equity suit
has been effected with Paramount,
Warner and Republic which will give
the plaintiff the opportunity to negotiate and compete for first-run product
against defendant theatres in Michi-

Chicago, Nov.

in

distribution rights to three films made
by Hughes, originally for release by
UA. In exchange, Hughes will provide partial financing for three films,
by
possibly more, to be made for

deal that does not permit the separate
identity
and organization of
throughout the world."
After stating that "SRO will continue to operate separately as heretofore," Selznick said
"It should be
independent producers.
Films are to be made at the James apparent to everyone in the business
Nasser studio with Nasser providing that current conditions do not permit
the present wasteful duplication in dis
completion bonds.
The number is likely to increase tribution on the part of any unit large
from three, as originally agreed upon. or small in the industry."
Gradwell Sears, U.A. president, said
he had foreseen certain benefits to
U.A. in the proposed deal, "particu
larly in view of the fact that the addi

SRO

UA

:

claims that, in
investments in the
Technicolor process the defendants
"deliberately and fraudulently withheld the plaintiff's process despite the
fact that such process costs but a
fraction more than the cost for blackand-white and the Technicolor process costs substantially more."
also

its

E-K President Scores
Keller-Dorian on Suit

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 21.
J. Hargrave, Eastman Kodak
president, declared here at the week-

Thomas

end that the suit filed in New York
on Friday by the Keller-Dorian Color
Film Corp. is "without justification"
in
and "absurd." E-K is named co-decontract with 20th-Fox.
fendant with Technicolor in a $250,U.-I.'s
tional volume would be represented by
has
made so few units. However," he continued, 000,000 damage suit and in a separate
Universal-International
nine changes and additions in its field "since United Artists is and has been suit for $50,000,000.
Hargrave said E-K had experiMilton
follows
as
forces,
selling
purely a distributing organization for
in
Schneiderman, who formerly assisted nearly 30 years, it is only reasonable mented with the Keller-Dorian "lenFive film industry tax specialists Fred Meyers, U-I Eastern sales man- for the stockholders (Mary Pickford ticulated" film process, which his
and another representing legitimate ager in the home office, has been ap- and Charles Chaplin) to expect the company acquired some 20 years ago,
pointed salesman in Washington, tak- maintenance of its name and facilities and had found it less economical and
theatres have been appointed to
less practicable than other processes.
committee which will document evi ing over the Baltimore territory pre- intact."
The company is continuing to experidence to support the New York City viously held by Vincent Dougherty
Sears' statement was the first indi
exhibitors'
campaign attacking an who has been transferred to the cation that the SRO deal proposed di ment with the process for adaptation
to professional use, he added.
Peter C. Quiter, lution of the U.A. name.
Washington zone.
heretofore dormant two per cent mun
former office manager in Pittsburgh,
icipal tax on leased theatre equip
ment.
The group will hold its first who recently has been selling, has
District
meeting here today.
been officially assigned as salesman to
The tax specialists, named by head that branch.
(Continued from page 1)
of
local
theatre associations, are
George Byrd, former head booker
Detroit, Nov. 21. Federal Judge
Donald Schiff, Loew's Harry Levine in Oklahoma City, has been promoted west Hall Walsh, Prairie John F. Arthur A. Koscinski has ruled that
Kirby,
Southeastern
Doak Roberts, preliminary depositions must be made
RKO; W. S. Halladay, Warner to salesman in that branch to fill the
John S. Waters, League of New York vacancy created by the recent promo- Southwestern; Henry M. Herbel in Detroit, in the $8,750,000 anti-trust
and Haskell Masters, case filed here on Aug. 24 by memTheatres
S. L. Klein, Independent tion of Charles W. Hudgens to branch West Coast
W. E. Canadian.
Theatre Owners of New York, and manager in Oklahoma City.
bers of the Society of Independent
Other home office executives who Motion Picture Producers against
Philip Holling, Fabian Theatres. The Maddox has been named salesman in
Oklahoma City Lin Harrington as will attend include Albert Warner United Detroit Theatres and Earl J.
committee will be assisted in its spade
work by Mort Sunshine of iTOA salesman in Dallas and Paul Web- Samuel Schneider, Mort Blumenstock. Hudson, its president, and Cooperative
John Phillips of the Metropolitan Mo- ster as salesman in Des Moines Jules Lapidus, Roy Haines, Norman Theatres of Michigan and James F.
tion Picture Theatre Owners, and cir
Salesman Carl Miller has been trans- Ayers, Norman Moray, Ed Hinchy, Sharkey, its manager, the four being
Mike Dolid and Bernard Goodman
ferred from Seattle to Los Angeles.
accused of monopolistic practices.
cuit executive William Brandt.

neighborhood-run
first
its
split
to
between the Walbrook and
films
Windsor declared a breach of its

—

Nine Appointments

Selling Force

Film Tax Men Meet
Today N.Y.C. Fight

:

Meeting Members of SIMPP
Lose Detroit Plea

WB

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

TURES

in

starring

TRUCOLOR

ROD CAMERON • ILONA MASSEY
and

ADRIAN BOOTH

GEORGE CLEVELAND

•

FORREST TUCKER

with

GRANT WITHERS

•

TAYLOR HOLMES

Screen Play by Gerald Geraghty and Gerald

•

PAOL FIX

Adams

Based on an Original Story by James Edward Grant

Associate Producer and Director— JOSEPH

KANE

STEINBECK'

S GREAT

AMERICAN

CHARLES

K.

FELDMAN

STORY

presents

T
in

$cAn

color by

SPieinSecA^

TECHNICOLOR

A Lewis Milestone Production

LOUIS CALHERN

and shepperd strudwick

and introducing

PETER MILES
Screen Play by

as Tom and... MARGARET HAMILTON
JOHN STEINBECK. ..Music— AARON COPLAND

Produced and Directed by

[^MS MILESTONE

a

Jk

FROM REPUBLIC!!
1

JOHN WAYNE
GAIL RUSSELL . Off Vffl3

GIG

YOUNG

EDUARD FRANZ
PAUL FIX

•

•

•

ADELE MARA

GRANT WITHERS

JEFF COREY

•

•

LUTHER ADLER

HENRY DANIELL

Screen Play by Harry Brown and Kenneth Garnet

Based on the Novel by Garland Roark
Directed by

Associate

Edward Ludwig

Producer— Edmund Grainger

starring

GEORGE BRENT
BRIAN AHERNE

•

•

VERA RALSTON

CONSTANCE BENNETT

-

FORTUNIO BONANOVA
ALFONSO BEBOYA

•

GJS SCHILLING

•

RICHARD CRANE

Screen Play by Lawrence Kimble
Original Story by Earl Felton
Associate Producer-Director

—

;

:
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Myers Attacks Key City Income

Monday, November

MPEA Expands

Firm

Is

Bavarian
(Continued from page

(Continued from page

1)

and
client," all his examples for the "Tap Roots," "Beyond Glory,"
need of such courts were drawn from "Rachel and the Stranger."
Pictures which registered strongly
the film industry.
The Allied official quoted to the in a number of locations during both
committee or at least to the only months were "Hamlet," "Good Sam,"
member present, "lame-duck, catnap- "Two Guys from Texas," "Red Rivof er," "Luxury Liner" and "One Touch
Stevenson
Congressman
ping"
Wisconsin a portion of the Nov. 8 of Venus."
New York court record in which Fed- 1948
Average
Per
No. of Total
eral Judge Augustus N. Hand told Week

any

—

:

—

Wright

that "a lot of things they
attorneys)
are talking
(distributor
about ought to be entirely capable of
adjustment from day to day by you

and them."

Quotes Justice Hand

'When Wright agreed, Judge Hand
continued
'You are making a very
broad claim that no producer and distributor should own a theatre'." Then,
he said, the hearing recessed to enable
counsel to work out an agreement on
the partnership theatres.
:

Myers declared he fully sympathized with Judge Hand's desire to get the Paramount case
over with, but that "I know that
concessions are made
if any
they will have to be made by
the government; and that, I
submit, is against the public interest."

At another point, Myers cited the
"interminable delays" made by the defendants in the Paramount case.
Myers indicated a similar type of
pressure from the court on the attor
ney general had led to the "improvi
In that
dent" 1940 consent decree.
case, he said the desire of the District
Court to be "relieved of the burden of
hearing and deciding" so complicated
a case "stopped the wheels of justice
for five long years."
This all indicated to Myers a prime
reason for a special anti-trust court
"the need for tribunals which can perform their full duty in such extraordinary proceedings without neglecting
any other duties."
second reason, he declared, was
to get uniformity of decision, and here
again he drew on film examples.
Myers told the committee how the
Paramount, Schine and Griffith cases

A

filed in three different District
courts, getting very different results
until the Supreme Court decided all
in favor of the government.

were

Reduce 'Consent Decree

Evil'

special tribunal with an elastic
procedure which could be adapted to
the circumstances of particular cases

would not

tolerate

such

he

stated.

Finally,

Myers

declared,

judges experienced in the antitrust laws, with an elastic court
procedure, "would eliminate or
greatly reduce the evil of the
consent decree in government
cases."
"I believe," he told the committee,
"that in many big cases, like the
Paramount case, the government has

—

accepted consent decrees which always represent a compromise because government counsel was appalled by the prospect of trying the
cases under pressure put on them by
the judges and under the rules and
procedure which prevail in the courts
of general jurisdiction."
Myers said later he referred to the
1940 Paramount decree and not the
recent

The

RKO
Allied

—

decree.
official

Theatres Gross
..

Feb.
Feb.

20-21
27-28

Mar. 5-6
Mar. 12-13
Mar. 19-20
Mar. 26-27
April
April
April
April
April

May
May
May
May

2-3

9-10
16-17
23-24

30-May

1....

7-8
14-15

21-22
28-29
4-5
11-12
18-19
25-26
July 2-3
July 9-10

June
June
June
June

July 16-17
July 23-24
July 30-31

179
168
168
166
166
167
166
164
167
165
165
175
162
171
169
175
167
159
167
167
149
158
166
172
176
170
167
161
170
172
170

Aug. 6-7
Aug. 13-14
Aug. 20-21
Aug. 27-28
Sept. 3-4
Sept. 10-11
Sept. 17-18
Sept. 24-25
Oct. 1-2
Oct. 8-9
Oct. •15-16
Oct. 22-23
Oct. 29-30

.

171
154
163

160
172
159
161

$3,406,600
3,112,700
2,473,300
2,419,000
2,341,900
2,537,800
2,381,500
2,316,500
2,734,100
2,372,700
2,441,800
2,626,800
2,356,800
2,953,500
2,740,000
2,493,600
2,284,000
2,232,300
2,416,500
2,301,200
2,118,300
2,241,100
2,577,400
2,287,800
2,340,300
2,396,500
2,476,300
2,499,000
2,418,900
2,577,800
2,438,600
2,482,800
2,575,500
2,577,800
2,430,400
2,463,500
2,722,000
2,406,700
2,262,500
2,332,800
2,387,500
2,529,200
2,349,800
2,379,900

Theatre
$19,031
18,528
14,722
14,572
14,108
15,196
15,546
15,125
16,372
14,380
14,799
15,010
14,548
17,272
16,213
14,249
13,677
14,040
14,470
13,780
14,217
14,184
15,527
13,304
13,297
14,097
14,828
15,522
14,229
14,987
14,345
14,351
15,061
14,730
14,641
14,323
16,202
14,074
14,692
14,312
14,922
14,705
14,779
14,782

following
returns
:

had

"A

Southern Yankee," "Apartment for
Peggy," "Julia Misbehaves," "Walk a
Crooked Mile" and "Cry of the City."
Composite key city boxoffice reports
for 1948 to date, compared with corresponding weeks of last year, follow
Average

1947

Week

No. of Total
Theatres Gross

Ending
3-4

..

10-11
17-18
24-25
3-

Feb.

1.

7-8
14-15
Feb. 21-22

Feb. 28- Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

"1.

14- 15

21- 22
28- 29
April 4-5
April 11-12

April 18-19
April 25-26

May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July

2-3
9-10
16-17
23-24
30-31
6-7
13-14
20-21
27-28
4- 5
11- 12
18- 19

Aug.
Aug.

25-26
1-2
8-9

Aug

15- 16

Aug.
Aug.

22- 23
29- 30
5- 6

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

12- 13

19- 20
26-27
3-4

It

Facilities

1)

Last
month the
better-than-average

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

l«i

....

10-11
17-18
24-25

31-Nov.

167
173
173
176
181
177
177
182
166
178
174
173
178
179
184
177
183
177
175
176
169
173
178
165
170
174
163

169
174
156
160
166
164
170
164
159
170
167
172
177

$3,678,100
3,363,200
3,007,300
3,043,700
2,293,600
3,089,600
2,767,900
3,042,700
2,800,300
2,906,400
2,890,300
2,922,900
3,069,500
2,838,800
2,233,500
2,973,400
2,917,900
2,699,800
2,578,100
2,650,400
2,369,100
2,590,100
2,834,800
2,511,700
2,579,400
2,557,000
2,507,300
2,734,800
2,555,900

171

176
177
177

1.

Per
Theatre
$22,024
19,400

2,-561,700

2,511,500
2,612,700
2,622,300
2,931,800
2,786,700
2,829,000
2,855,600
2,716,800
2,845,000
2,852,100
2,665,900
2,923,900
2,956,600
3,029,500

Academy Awards

17,383
17,294
18,197
17,495
15,638
16,718
16,869
16,328
16,610
16,895
17,245
15,859
17,606
16,798
15,945
15,253
15,732
15,059
14,018
14,972

15,926
15,222
15,173
14,695
15,382
16,182
14,689
16,421
15,696
15,742
15,989
17,246
16,992
17,192
16,209
16,268
16,541
16,113
15,590
16,613
16,704
17,111=

Eric R. Pleskow, former film o:
cer for the American Military Go
ernment in Bavaria, has been nam*
assistant general manager of the
tion Picture Export Association
Germany under Marian F. Jordan,
Irving Maas,
vice-preside
and general manager.

M

MPEA

Pleskow's BMSj\ Ma
an outgrowth ofW!.J)rapi

Creation of
stated,

is

expansion in distribution acKVities
that country since the
tak
over from the
early this ye
and the subsequent entry of Americ
product into the British and Fren

i

AMG

MPEA

MPEA

To Meet on
German Dollar Pact
Board of directors of the Motic
Picture Export Association will me
here this week to finalize an agrei
ment with the U. S. European Co
operation Administration which perm
the convertibility of earnings in Gel
many to cover distribution expenses

TOA Public Relations
(Continued from page

1)

uted press releases, speeches and edi
torials prepared at
headquar
ters to media which reached an audi!
ence of more than 35,000,000 persons
It asked that all exhibitors, wheth
er they are
members or not
to help underwrite the program, .irj
which unity is stressed. This, TOA
says, means "exhibitor prestige, good
will insurance and good box-office."
The program was presented by Sul
livan last Thursday to the executive
committee meeting of the Motion Pic
ture Association of America.

TOA

TOA

asked permission

jj

Threat of Censorship
Set Discussed by Media

with
some of the problems advanced by
(Continued from page 1)
the exhibitors at committee hearings
Washington, Nov. 21. Growing!
during the summer." He said he ex- American Broadcasting, will be fol- threat of censorship on national and
pected to do this after Allied's New lowed by a buffet supper and ball.
local levels dominated discussion here
Nov. 27Orleans board meeting,
Don Hartman, chairman of the on Friday at a meeting called by the
Dec. 1.
presentation program, has appointed National Association of Broadcasters
George Jessel, Harry Tugend, Charles among representatives of films, radio,
Committee Is Recessed
and other information
Brackett, Norman Panama, Melvin newspapers
Former Assistant Attorney General Frank, Bill Lawrence and Johnny rnedi* to discuss freedom of expresThurman Arnold, slated to testify Fri- Green, to assist in producing the pro- sion.
day, was ill and did not appear. The gram.
Motion
Picture
Association
of
committee recessed its hearings, which
Decision to switch from the Shrine America president Eric Johnston and
Monday.
started last
counsel Sidney Schreiber adAuditorium, utilized for ceremonies in
Russell Hardy, former anti-trust the past two years with a public ticket dressed the session.
Also attending
for
counsel
division official and now
sale, was arrived at after a protracted were Ken Clark of
and James
exhibitors,"
independent
"several
evening session during which several Barnes, counsel for the Society of Inconsent
sharply criticized the
proposals
were considered.
These dependent Motion Picture Producers.
decree as being "extremely dangerous ranged from the return to a pre-war
and
as a precedent for other decrees,
Academy banquet formula to a comIs
offering no effective relief."
mercially-sponsored
radio
program,
to

file

later a statement "dealing

—

J

MPAA

MPAA

"A

abuses,"

Ending:
Jan. 2-3
Jan. 9-10
Jan. 16-17
Jan. 23-24
Jan. '30-31
Feb. 6-7
Feb. 13-14

22,

RKO

said much the same criticisms
could be leveled against the 1940 Paramount consent decree which did not
"touch the monopoly problem or afford
any relief for the interests hurt by the

Hardy

monopoly."
Hardy used

representing

membership

facets
opinion.
all

Academy
With public
of

ticket sale cut off, and with the bufas an added feature, the net cost
of the ceremonies will present a finanfet

Coleman
Elected
Atlanta Variety Chief
—

Atlanta, Nov. 21. New officers of
the local Variety Club are Fred Coleman, chief barker; Guy Brown, First
Assistant; Emory Austin, second; R.
B. Wilby, dough guy; crew, Emory
Austin, Guy Brown, Fred Coleman,
John Cunningham, Boyd Fry, John
Fulton, R. B. Wilby, William K. Jen:

cial problem greater than that conthe
and Para- fronting the Academy in any previmount decrees as examples to push ous year. Means for meeting this are
his suggestion for tightening the antinot yet determined, and the possibility
trust laws.
He would require a pro- exists that present plans may underkins, Robert J. Langer, Nat Williams
posed consent decree to be filed in
go drastic changes before the presen- delegates, Jenkins, Oscar Lam; altercourt, published in the Federal Registation date.
nate delegates, R. B. Wilby, Nat Wilter and trade papers, and then give
liams.
New officers will be installed
any person affected by the decree a
at a dinner at Brookhaven Country
chance to appear in court, state his
Washington, Nov. 21. Variety's Club on Dec. 13.
objections and suggestions, and appeal
Tent No. 11 here has received a cerif overruled.
tificate of achievement from the Navy
Department in recognition of its moNovember meeting of the Society of
rale-building activities among injured Motion Picture Engineers will be held
Karl Weisman, father of Milton Navy personnel during the war. Chief tomorrow evening
at Reeves Sound
Weisman, film attorney, died here on barker Frank Boucher accepted the Studios here. The meeting
will be
Friday.
certificate on behalf of Variety.
open to the public.

RKO

Tent No. 11 Honored

—

SMPE

Karl Weisman Dead

To Meet Here

MOT ION^^URE

curate

Concise

and
Impartial
NO.

4.

DAILY

TEN CENTS

French Cut Vote

Militant

NEW

100

Take
|v er Labor
>truggle Here
,egalites

The

FL

struggle between

CIO and

unions for jurisdictional su-

emacy

in film

company home

of-

expected to narrow
>wn to a battle between labor attor;ys, now that CIO's Screen Office and
rofessional Employes Guild has taken
:tion to comply with the non-Com:es

here

is

unist provisions of the Taft-Hartley
aw. Heading opposing batteries will
I
Matthew M. Levy, counsel for

IATSE, and Leonard

Boudin,
:torney for United Office and Profesonal Workers of America, SOPEG's

,.FL's

arent union.

The arena wherein Levy and Bouwill tilt will be the New York

in

ffice

of the National

Labor Relations

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Ascap Now Paying
N. Y. Exhibitors
Reversing a nearly 30-yearold procedure, Ascap has begun mailing checks to exhibitors.

Checks

m; SOPEG Attorneys
\anning NLRB Fights

YORK,

represent

refunds

more than

100 exhibitor
the anti-trust
suit against the Society here
for fees paid by them from
April 15, 1948, to the entry 10
days ago of the U. S. District
Court order prohibiting the
Society from making further

to

plaintiffs

in

collections.
Checks
less than $10 each.

average

Refunds

were agreed upon during trial
of the suit in the event Ascap

non-Communist

affidavits, that

Keller-Dorian
Colorfilm
Corp.,
in a $300,000,000 conspiracy

plaintiff

Grosses Here

Running Fair

Fields'

Joey

Powell and
on stage probably will

orchestra,

Adams

Jane

give the Capitol a fairly impressive
$79,000 in a first week.
Good, too,
is "Fighter Squadron" with Frankie
Carle on stage at the Strand where
the first week's take should be in the
(.Continued on

page 5)

By

EUGEN WEBER

Nov. 19 (By Airmail).—
French films must be shown for five
weeks out of every quarter, a new
French government decree stipulates.
Additionally, film imports which are
to be shown in both original and
dubbed versions must not be shown in
Paris,

The so-called "MacNamara Plan"
for industry public relations, involving
allocation of two and one-half per cent
of all companies' advertising budgets
for a general industry promotional
campaign, appears unlikely to be
adopted,

if it is

Made

Can Be

to Producers

—

London, Nov. 22. Text of Harold
Cinematograph Film Production (Special Loans) Bill reveals
that, contrary to earlier assurances by
Wilson himself, loans may be made
Wilson's

direct to producers, rather than exclusively to distributors, by Film Fi-

nance Corp.

The

plan,

Namara,

advanced by Paul Mac-

advertising-publicity director

Selznick Releasing Organization,
was not acted on by top industry executives at the three days of meetings
on industry problems presided over by
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president, here last
week. Some executives said the plan
for

(Continued on page 5)

Theatres to Bar
Films Used for Television
—

London, Nov. 22. A demand that
any film broadcast to owners of home
television sets under the new one-year
large-screen television agreement beat
tween the film industry and BBC be
withdrawn completely from commerLondon, Nov. 22. In a move to
cial theatres' lists has been made by
Dennis C. Walls, president of the attain "a substantial increase in proCinematograph Exhibitors Associa- duction" at J. Arthur Rank's Pinewood studio, his Independent Protion.
The proposed agreement gives BBC ducers, Ltd., has been transformed
the right to broadcast films to domes- from a service company into a protic users.
ducing and servicing organization, unBritish film and stage trade unions, der the name of Pinewood Films, Ltd.
not consulted on the agreement, also It is now headed by Rank, John Davis
are apprehensive and have called im- and George Archibald, in place of numediate meetings to discuss the mat- merous producers who heretofore have
ter and take action.
comprised its board of directors.
The first public large-screen proThe aim is to treble the Pinewood

Rank Plans Trebled
Pinewood
—

is

Relations Bid
Film Presidents Favor

An Intensified Program
Motion

Picture

not likely to be televised until
(Continued on page 6)

output in 1949 over the annual aver(Continued on page 6)

Johnston, it is said, had asked industry chiefs to decide whether the public
relations program should be intensified, and, if so, how, in the light of its
effectiveness or lack of effectiveness
to date.
To help them reach a deci-

MPAA

head had his "Report
Europe," published recently in
The Screen Writer, read aloud.
Contents of the article, and certain
passages in particular, served to per-

sion, the

From

(Continued on page 5)

is-

CEA Asks

However, it is understood that the
Board of Trade will not utilize that gram
(Continued on page 6)

not already a dead

sue.

Output

U. K. Loans

Public

Association of
the original version in more than five
theatres in the Department of Seine America will adopt "greater mili(Paris and its environs), and in 10 tancy" in its drive for improved
theatres in other Departments, while public relations. This new approach
those to be shown in their original ver- to the campaign of bettering the pressions only must not be exhibited in tige and reputation of the industry
more than 10 theatres in Seine and in was endorsed by the companies' presi20 theatres elsewhere. Revivals are dents at their meeting with
president Eric A. Johnston last Thursprohibited.
day.

to

filing

"The Kissing Bandit" with Shep

MPAA

Screen Time

Block US, MacNamara PR Plan
Eastman Settlement Looks Washed Up

Move

union

tent.

1948

MPAA

lost the case.

action against Eastman Kodak and
Technicolor, has asked U. S. Attorney General Tom Clark to defer the
{Continued on page 5)
consent decree with E-K in the government's anti-trust suit against E-K
and Technicolor, according to a
Keller-Dorian spokesman here.
The
action against Technicolor probably
will go to trial.
Keller-Dorian asserts that the decree in effect would "whitewash"
Eastman of identical practices comGeneral income in the first-run plained of in its private action.
area is about fair this week as holdIt was also disclosed yesterday that
overs lost ground as they near the controlling stockholders of Kellerend of their runs. Three new shows,
(Continued on page 4)
one of them a pair of reissues, brightened the overall picture to some exf

SOPEG's

because with

>oard,

23,

Theatre Units
Rise Sharply
Washington,

Nov.

22.

— Number

of firms engaged in operating motion
picture theatres in the U. S. continued
to rise sharply during the first half
of 1948, the Commerce Department

reported here today.
It said that at the end of June, about
14,400 firms were operating theatres,
compared to 14,100 at the end of Dec,
1947. The number of firms has been
going up steadily since the wartime
low of 12,200 at the end of 1943.
In the Commerce Department count,
each legal unit is counted as one
whether it operates one theatre or 300.
Commerce reported that the new
number of firms going into the theatre
(Continued on page 6)

Indicate

Monogram,

UK Pathe
Steve

Tie

Monogram-Allied

Broidy,

Artists president,

Hollywood

Is Set

is

due to divulge in

week

details concerning a "modified" production-distribution deal involving Monogram-AA
and British Pathe, it was indicated
here yesterday following the return
(Continued on page 6)
this

Motion Picture Daily

2

Twenty Will Fly

Personal
Mention

to

Minneapolis, Nov.

JERRY

:

:

of day.

•

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, will
address the New York State Chamber
of Commerce at a luncheon-meeting
here on Dec. 2.
•

rect to the hotels for all plane travellers and after they check in there
will be a reception and party at the
Variety Club rooms in the Adolphus

Hotel.

Gil

Golden to Head

Alan F. Cummings, head of M- 'Brotherhood'
G-M exchange operations, returned to
Gil Golden, advertising
New York yesterday from a three- Warner
Brothers here,
week tour of branches.
Levy

Amalgamated
of
HavService,

New
Theatres Booking
en, and Mrs. Levy have become parents of a son, Elliott.
•

L. McEvoy, Universal-International short subjects manager, will be

E.

in

Ads
manager
has

of

been

named

•

Bernard

Cleveland today and tomorrow from

here.

•

Sol C. Siegel, 20th Century-Fox
producer, and Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
director, are here from Hollywood.

director
advertising-publicity
of the motion picture division for
"Brotherhood Week," of which Ned
Radio,
E. Depinet, president of
is chairman.
Golden accepted the appointment of the advertising-publicity
directors' committee of the Motion
Picture Association of America.

RKO

"Brotherhood Week," which

is

un-

der the auspices of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, will
Golden will
be observed Feb. 20-27.
attend a general organization meeting
at the Waldorf-Astoria here today.

•

Mich. Allied Board
Will Elect Dec. 8

A. Pam Blumenthal, Cinecolor
board chairman, will return to Hollywood on Thursday from New York.
•
Detroit, Nov. 22.
luncheonW. M. Richardson, head of Astor meeting of the new board of Allied
Pictures of Atlanta, is in New York Theatres of Michigan, elected under
from that city.
the new organizational plan adopted
•
at the annual convention here two
Leon Brandt, Eagle-Lion exploita- months ago, will be held in the Tuller
tion manager, is in Chicago from New Hotel, Dec. 8.
York.
Legislative matters will be discussed
along with the election of officers and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., arrived the formal inauguration of the new
here over the weekend by plane from enlarged board. Forty board members
and alternates are expected to attend.
London.

—

Hankins

Named Donaldson

Is

Twin City Grosses
Soar, French Says

O'Donnell Dinner

the
Robert
Acceptances
to
J.
WALD, Warner producer, O'Donnell testimonial dinner to be
has returned to the Coast from held in Dallas on Saturday, Dec.
4, are rolling in to the dinner comNew York.
•
mittee from numerous New Yorkers.
Edward Richter, M-G-M chief On the special chartered DC6 flight
booker at the New York-New Jersey from New York on Friday, Dec. 3,
already made
branch, has been promoted to New the following have
Jersey salesman, succeeding Lou Al- reservations Ned Depinet, Sam Demlerhand, New Jersey manager, while bow, Charles Berns, Sol Schwartz,
Harold Margolis, staff booker since Leonard Goldenson, Richard C. FowlWilliam Key, Robert Christener,
1938, succeeds to Richter' s post.
•
berry, Charles Boasberg, Ted O'Shea,
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern Charles Reagan, Murray Weiss (Bosand Canadian division sales manager, ton), Tom Connors, Max Cohen, Jules
and Mike Dolid, assistant to Ben Levey, Herman Robbins, William
Kalmenson, distribution vice-presi- Brenner, Paul Lazarus, Jr., Bernard
On the redent, will be in Gloversville, N. Y. Kranz, Harry Thomas.
turn flight, in addition to those listed,
today from here.
•
will be the following who are not goMaurice A. Bergman, Universal- ing on the flight because they will
International Eastern advertising-pub- be in New Orleans for the Allied
licity director, and Al Horwits, East- convention and will go to Dallas from
George Dembow, Chick
ern publicity manager, have returned that city
Lewis, Maurice Bergman, William
to New York from Chicago.
•
Scully.
On arrival in Dallas the local comLynn Farnol's new wrist-watch, a
Walter Wanger-Ingrid Bergman mittee will have a Texan reception
presentation, reveals at a glance the committee at the airport with all the
room temperature, altitude and time fireworks. Baggage will be taken di-

Monogram Manager

A

Quits E-L
N.E. Division Post

—

—Sol Hankins,

Tuesday, November

—The-

22.

and

moved
week

Paul Loop stands
for the second
election,
with
since
St.

up

weekends getting particularly
heavy play. First weekend
was termed by Harry French,
Minnesota Amusement president, as registering "a good
with the best
showing in the past three
months. Last weekend was up
comeback,"

22.

Monogram salesman

in

St.

aldson,

E

—

HAIL-

RADIO CITY MUSIC

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

[

iJOAN FONTAINE-JAMES STEWART^

"YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY"!
EDDIE ALBERT

i

\

j

|

A WILLIAM DOZIER PRESENTATION J
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTtf ai «v

jSPECTACULAR

PRESENTAWV 3*

STAGE

:

f

JoanofArc
Ingrid Bergman
ftarring

Snowstorm Cripples
Midwest Theatres

color by technicolor
CAST OF THOUSANDS

ui^thdiaV
VICTORIA 1

\

Kansas

City, Nov. 22.—The high
and snowstorm which hit
Western Kansas, extending as far
East as Salina, stopped many trains,
blocked highways, broke communications and isolated many towns.
In
some towns electric current was sus-

winds

pended.

Some

trucks carrying films
Numerous theatres
failed to get scheduled prints, by rail
or truck.
In Southwestern Kansas, a large
proportion of main highways have
been cleared but information from

were marooned.

many

sections is still meagre.
Film
trade representatives say this was the
worst storm in their memory as affecting transportation of films and the

I

DAMN.

r

F.

ZANUCK

presents

1

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

the

Snake Pit
JC\ I 5

Produced by

Directed by

ANAT01E UTVAK • ANATOLI UTVAK S ROBERT BASSUB

±b> I

Paramount preienlt

WANDA

JOHN

,

"

/

MONTY

BARRY

.

-

/s&mm>&

LUND • HENDRIX

FITZGERALD • WOOLlEYf

Ifo Oivhe^ra

^BSSIStS,

Tempera-

isolation of communities.
tures, however, were not

extremely

low.
1DNICHT

Ay res

to 20th Fox
Reissue Division

ATUBt

DANNY

Larry Ayres, former salesman at
20th Century-Fox's Philadelphia and
Buffalo exchanges, has been promoted
to the newly-formed reissue department, as aide to William C. Gehring,
assistant general sales manager, in
charge of the department.
Ayres, who served five years in the
Army, has been with 20th-Fox since

Broadway at

1930.

45th Street

Rog ell
Cinema

ff

-

KAYE %
VIRGINIA

*
color by

MAYO

TECHNICOLOR

ASTOR

Cont. from 8:45

AM

Midnight Show

Heads New

B nai
y

Brith

—

22.
Hollywood,
Nov.
Newlyformed Cinema Lodge of B'nai Brith,
in its first chapter membership meet-

appointed Albert S. Rogell president pro tem, Carl Post, treasurer
pro tem and chairman of the public
relations committee, with Al Gordon
ing,

J.

Arthur Rank presents

SHOES"
"THE RED
Color by Technicolor
BIJOU THEATER, wJ?% S£
ee

Jd«,ay

Alt Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

assistant, and Gene Gach as
chairman of a radio committee.

as his

UJA to Fete Skouras

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Centurypresident, will be honor guest
at a luncheon to be given here toDon- morrow at the Hotel Astor by offi-

Fox

Robert Mitchum
Barbara Bel Geddes
Robert Preston
in

BLOOD ON
BRANDT'S

THE

MOON

GLOBE

BROADWAY AT 46TH STREET
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James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; David Harris, Circulation Director; Hollywood Bureau, YuccaVine Building, William R. Weaver, Editor; Chicago Bureau, 120 South La Salle Street, Editorial and Advertising. TJrben Farley, Advertising Representative; Jimmy Ascher,
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MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

1

20 per cent over the previous
one, French said.

Boston, Nov. 22. Thomas
Northeastern division sales cers of the amusement division of the
Louis, has been appointed manager of manager of Eagle-Lion Films, has re- United Jewish Appeal for his cooperaNo future tion in getting corporation contributhe company's exchange in Omaha. signed, effective Dec. 1.
tions for the UJA drive.
Dr. Jonah
Hankins will assume his new position plans are available at this time.
A successor has not been selected. B. Wise will be principal speaker.
on Nov. 29.

Hollywood, Nov.

former

NEW YORK THEATRES

atre box-offices in Minneapolis
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'ABUNDANCE OF INGREDIENTS WHICH
SPELL BOXOFFICE SUCCESS"
BOXOFFICE

TORY WILL

ROBABLY
,-ADEMY

HIT

CONSIDERATION
SHOWMEN'S
TRADE REVIEW

COLOR BY

feCHNlCOLQR,
COLUMBIA PICTURES
presents

Meet
'OCTOBER"...

GLENN FORD
TERRY MOORE

The Returns
the Horse of
the Month /

October
with

Albert

SHARPE

•

James

Dame May

GLEASON

WHITTY

•

Henry
O'NEILL

Screenplay by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama
Story by Connie Lee and Karen DeWolf

Directed

by JOSEPH H. LEWIS

•

Produced by RUDOLPH

MATE

!

;
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Today on

Dallas Circuit Denies

E-K Consent Decree Reviews
Lui

Angeles,

Nov.

22.

ALL

Nov.

E-K

(RKO

$50,000,-

Keller-Dorian Suit Called
'Preposterous' by

Kalmus

Technicolor has not now and never
has had any contracts with the Keller-Dorian Colorfilm Corp., and its
suit against the corporation is "preposterous and without foundation,"
according to a statement issued here
last night by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,

Eastman Settlement

Savage TRUTH .
FROM THE HOMICIDE

. .

—The-

and Westex Theatres, Inc
J. Griffith, one of three brothers

named in the original case nine years
ago, owns part of the Theatre Enterprises stock and is president of the
firm, but other owners have no previous connection with the circuits, the
brief contends.

Para, in Libel
'I vers'

Film
—

M. P. Koch Seeks

11.

Nov.

22.

— Para-

December Premieres
For 'Joan' in Work

Television Productions has
Additional openings of Sierra Picapplied to the Federal Communications
Commission for a new experimental tures' "Joan of Arc" are being schedtelevision relay station in Los An- uled for next month in Hollywood
Several theatres are
geles.
similar application was filed and Miami.
available in each locality for simulby Warner last week.
taneous runs at advanced admission
scales and the picture, accordingly,
will have local premieres in more

A

Stronger than Fiction
OF THE LOS ANGELES

POLICE!

than one theatre.
Advanced admission

where

scales

theatre owners request them and fourwall deals elsewhere are expected to
maintain a uniform policy of increased
prices for the Walter Wanger production in its premiere engagements.

Ullman

Is

Tulsa,

minor

plaintiff.

Los Angeles, Nov.

$80,000

—Raising

a
considered unique in litigation
Murray P. Koch, of San Francisco, has filed suit in Superior Court
seeking the return of $80,000, plus
interest, loaned to Beacon Pictures in
1946 in connection with financing the
production of "Copacabana."
Complainant asserts the defendant did not
obtain authorization of the state corporation commissioner before transferring a 13.8 per cent interest in the
picture to Koch in return for the
loan, although repayment was to be
made after four other claims had been
22.

point
here,

satisfied.

Named

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 22.— Saul J.
Ullman, upstate general manager of
Fabian Theatres, was elected chief
barker of the Variety Club here at a
meeting this afternoon.
Other officers are
Jack Bullwinkle, Columbia,
first
assistant
chief
barker
Leo
Rosen, station
second assistant;
Saperstein,
Fabian,
Joe
doughguy;
Ed Wall, Paramount,
property man.
:

;

WROW,

BROUGHT
THRILUNGLY
TO LIFE BY
MAKERS Of

THE

CANON

starring

Refuse Leslie Hearing

—

RICHARD BASEHART
Production

•

SCOTT "canon

•

An EAGLE LION FILMS

"Basehart out-Cagneys Cagney
Of the year!"

FARES

REDUCED
on dependable

TWA
CONSTELLATIONS

CITY

A BRYAN FOY
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city"

BRADY

Presentation

one of the surprise sensations
-Dorothy

Kilgallen

- Notional

Columnist

Washington, Nov. 22. Supreme
Court today again refused to give
Joan Leslie a hearing in her dispute
with Warner Brothers, which sued
her for breach of contract. She claimed
she was a minor when the contract
was made and could not be held to it.
California Superior Court said Warner could go ahead with its suit, and
the actress asked the Supreme Court
to review this. The high court refused twice. The case now goes back
to California for trial.
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Washington,

FILES

22.

Okla., Nov. 22.
An attorney who said he represents a minor
child named Martha Ivers today filed
a $100,000 libel suit against Paramount, producer of "The Strange
Loves of Martha Ivers."
Attorney
Philip Davis refused to give the address of the girl, and his petition did
not disclose it.
Brought by Celia C. Ivers who was
described as "next friend" of the
minor plaintiff, the suit claims the
picture is a partial biography of the

mount's

Dorian include George J. Schaefer,
sales head of Enterprise Films, and
Hermann A. Place, president of General Precision Equipment.
Schaefer
also is a director of the company.

Nov.

and Richard Martin, his sidekick, find themselves involved
in
series of rousing adventures while working as stagecoach guards
in "Indian Agent," a better-than-average outdoor action drama.
Holt saves a stagecoach from attack by a group of warring Indians. The
Indians, led by Noah Beery, Jr., are supposed to be confined to a reservation
and Holt decides to find the reason causing the Indians to break the law.
Later he and his partner find an Indian papoose in their cabin. The baby's
mother brought her child to them because the Indians were starving. The
Indian agent was stealing their food supplies. The sheriff suspects Holt of
a murder committed by the Indian agent and sends him to jail. Holt is able
to escape and prove his innocence by leading the sheriff to the guilty one.
Nan Leslie appears as a newspaper editor who helps Holt expose the culprit.
Herman Schlom produced and Lesley Selander directed, from a screenplay
by Norman Houston.
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Release date.

Video Bid by Para.

(Continued from page 1)

H.

Suit on

Radio)

_

president of Technicolor, in commenting on the suit filed in New York on
Friday by Keller-Dorian.

Inc.,

Name

TIMa HOLT

alone.

City,

atre Enterprises, Inc., of Dallas, Texas, claimed today in a brief filed in
Federal Court here that it is not a
successor to two firms listed as original defendants in the Griffith antitrust case.
The brief was filed in
reply to a Department of Justice petition asking that Theatre Enterprj^g
be made a party in the case as a
successor to R. E. Griffith Thea

15.

"Indian Agent"

$250,000,000 suit filed in New York
last Friday against Technicolor and

Eastman-Kodak and another

Oklahoma

of the action, gunplay and chases that make for popular Western
entertainment are in "Grand Canyon Trail" and for good measure it is
in Trucolor.
Roy Rogers sings, fights and shoots with his usual dexterity
assisting him are the Riders of the Purple Sage and Andy Devine.
The story concerns a silver mine in which Andy and the boys have invested, and which is supposedly worked out.
Jane Frazee appears as the
mine owner's secretary, and in her attempt to straighten things out, she
pretends to be his daughter. By mistake she thinks that Rogers is against
Eventually they find
her, and constantly crosses up his attempts to help.
that there still is precious metal in the mine and that Bill Regan, mining
engineer, is a crook who is trying to gain its control.
Rogers contributes two songs and Devine provides good comic relief.
Miss Frazee plays a city girl, a somewhat unusual heroine for a Western,
but she does it competently." The entire production is effective for what Western
Edward J. White was associate producer and William Witney
fans want.
directed.
Gerald Geraghty wrote the original screen play.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

testing the granting of a consent decree to Eastman.
However, Judge
Mathes indicated he did not attach
weight to this.
Keller-Dorian is the plaintiff in a

000 suit against

Link with Griffith

Canyon Trail
— Decision "Grand
(Republic)

on whether to sign a consent decree
which would eliminate Eastman Kodak from the government anti-trust
suit was postponed until tomorrow
afternoon by Federal Judge William
C. Mathes, following its submission
by the Department of Justice's resiWilliam
representative,
C.
dent
Dixon.
Judge Mathes, who said time was
required to study terms of the decree,
read into the record the fact that he
had received a telegram from George
Schaefer, board chairman of the
J.
Keller-Dorian Colorfilm Corp., pro-
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no extra

fare!
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ourt to Rule Today
Victoria Pickets

mNew

New York

Grosses

5

MPAA Votes

Frankie Laine, Connie Haines and
Jerry Wald's orchestra in person at
(Continued from page 1)
the Paramount probably will wind up
a third and final week with $58,000,
suade the company presidents that
which is not too big; it will be fol- "greater militancy" was needed in the
lowed tomorrow by "Miss Tatlock's public relations drive.

(Continued from page 1)
York State Supreme Court here
expected to rule today on a petineighborhood of $60,000. "San Franpn for an injunction to prevent pick- cisco" and "Captains Courageous," Millions."
ing of New York's Victoria Theatre re-releases,
Bowing out after four days of a
should
provide
the
members of the Screen Publicists Gotham with a healthy $15,000 in an third week, "Unfaithfully Yours"
ltd Screen Office and Professional
with Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy
initial week.,
rnployes guilds, Maurice Maurer,
"Joan of Arc" at the 1,049-seat and Jack Cole on stage at the Roxy,
Fanaging director of City Investment
Victoria, is on its way to a tremen- took in about $32,000 Friday through
j'brp.'s theatre interests, said yesterdous second week's gross of $55,000, yesterday, which is very slow it will
only a little under the first week's be succeeded today by "When My
Investment, which operates the
Baby Smiles at Me." At the Astor,
take of close to $59,000.
injunction
last
yria, filed for an
Still taking big money is "Snake "Song Is Born" should bring a modee"k when the guilds' members passed
Pit" at the Rivoli where the third est $15,500 in a fifth week. "Three
lit to passersby in front of the theweek's income is estimated at $49,- Musketeers" looks good for about
r:re circulars urging the public not to
"Blood on the Moon" at the $38,000 in a fifth week at the State.
000.
itronize the house because it was
"Hamlet," at the Park, continues at
Globe is good in its second week with
I
|

i

('

;

.

'

from the article, which
main with conditions
which the American film industry is
Excerpts

dealt

in

the

facing abroad, follow
of criticism we do like
and which carries weight with
us comes from moviegoers who refer
to a specific picture and register their
likes and dislikes down to specific

"The kind

to have

scenes.
"It's

presumptuous

hazardous

and

be cocksure about the merits -or
demerits of an individual picture.
"The criterion for dealing with any
subject on the screen is decency and
to

lowing "Joan of Arc" which is be"Road House" is a capacity clip with $16,000 apparent
$25,000 indicated.
released by RKO Radio, one of
"Red Shoes" is good taste. Within that framework
fair at the Mayfair which looks for for the eighth week.
fie companies with which the unions
likely to take a robust $15,000 in a
$26,000 in a third week.
Hollywood must be free to deal with
ave been in dispute.
"You Gotta Stay Happy" with a fifth week at the Bijou. "Kiss the life as it is and literature as it is."
stage show at the Music Hall figures Blood Off My Hands," at the CriHolding that the industry's critics
to wind up a third and final week terion, is down to a meager $9,000 in have one idea about the industry's
with a mild $105,000 it will be re- the last five days, two short of a "responsibility," and the industry itself
it will be replaced toplaced on Thursday by "Hills of fourth week
another, Johnston wrote
"Hollywood
with morrow by "Southern Yankee."
Verdict"
Home."
"Sealed
is in business to make money, exactly
New York State Mediation Board
every publishing house, every
like
ihairman Arthur S. Meyer held pre"
newspaper, every radio station
lg

j

ptate Mediator Opens
\$opeg Impasse Talks
liminary

here

discussions

last

night

;

;

:

Labor Struggle

committee of chapter represen(Continued from page 1)
of Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild (CIO) to is entitled to the same NLRB privijring about a settlement of the deadleges enjoyed by the "I A."
lock
which has
existed
between
Constant jockeying for legal posi30PEG and virtually all distributors tion is expected of both unions, with
over the unions' failure to comply with each seen pressing for NLRB electhe non-Communist affidavit provi- tions among home office "white colsions of the Taft-Hartley Law. Re- larites"
whose shops are weighted
vith a
tatives

SOPEG's

reported
he had filed the affidavit with the
National Labor Relations Board.
It is
expected that Meyer soon
will call a similar conference with
cently

attorney

against the other union.

U-I,

NAM

Boudin

ballotting

RKO

Confer on

(Continued from page 1)

unknown

them and expressed
doubt that it would fit into the agenda
for the Dec. 15-17 meetings which
Johnston has called for Hollywood.
Although approved by the Theatre
Owners of America at its Chicago
convention last September, the "Macis

.

.

"If

to

'

we

narrow

bility'

set

liberately

.

tried to make pictures withlimits of the 'responsi-

in the

by our

critics

;

if

we

de-

made propaganda

pictures,
our industry would not only go bust,
but would be doing the worst possible
service for America. The good among
motion pictures far exceeds the bad.

I wish the margin were narrower, but
even as it is Hollywood has no need
to blush ?bout it."
indifference by exhibitors in the field.
In conclusion, Johnston wrote
"If
Most of them believe better product is our critics want a new and worthy isthe answer to the industry's public re- sue for their pens, they might help us
lations problems and prefer improved resist the steady throttling of the free
selling of the product to further dilu- flow of information around the world.
tion of advertising budgets for insti- The motion picture is being throttled
tutionalized messages.
now. What is next?"

For exam- Namara Plan" has been received with

is expected to insist that
be held first at 20th Century-Fox where, it is understood,
"IA's" Motion Picture Home Office
company representatives.
Employes Local No. H-63 has considerably less strength than it has at
Radio.
H-63,
Republic and
which says it is certain of winning
a victory at Republic, will want the
first test between the two unions to
22.
Hollywood,
Nov.
Thomas be held there. The theory behind the
Wolff, writer employed by the Na- jockeying will be that nothing suctional Association of Manufacturers, ceeds like success, hence whoever wins
arrived here today to confer with Uni- the initial election will have the adversal-International officials on pos- vantage in ballotting elsewhere, acWhen Hfor cording to union legalites.
sible
production
of
shorts
NAM's industrial purposes. Wolff 63 won the United Artists shop away
several weeks ago,
submitted a completed script for a from
on the ballot.
not
U-I's production SO PEG was
two-reel subject.
department will prepare a budget in- Choice was "no union" or H-63.
if
dicating the cost to
approved.
Will Seek Immediate

ple,

MacNamara Plan

:

Production Program

—

ENTERTAINMENT "ENCHANTMENT" EN

MENT "ENCHANTMENT"

NTMENT" ENTERTAINMENT "Eh
INMFNT "ENCHANTMENT" ENTERT
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SOPEG

NAM,

If

NAM

approve the
understood Wolff will

does

not

to
it*'

:

reports.

having complied, the
removes "the only
stumbling block between us and negotiations" with film companies which
have refused to "do business" with
SPG because of the non-Communist

I

said,

CHAN
TERTAINMEf

SYNONYMOUS WITH
.TAIh'M

Industry Shorts to Video
Hollywood, Nov.

As The No.
Picture of

public

22.

film inshorts, pro-

1

duced by Grant Leenhouts under spon-

1949

sorship of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, will be
made available for television on a

non-sponsored

basis,

Leenhouts

dis-

the films are now
completed with one shooting and 12 in
preparation.
closes.

Four

of

HANTME

Y\Yv

—The

relations

MENT" EN

RTAINMENT

affidavit issue.

dustry's

EN

TAINM NT "ENCHANTMENT" ENTI
u FN r i'AN T
MFK T " FMTFRTAI. 'ME

offices

UOPWA's

spokesman

"ENCHANTMENT"

rnrrrHANTMENT" ENTERTAINMENT "ENC

on the basis of UOPWA's having
complied recently with the non-Communist affidavit provisions of the
Taft-Hartley La-wj, an SPG spokes-

man

i/

'FRTAINMENT

Contract Negotiations
budget, it is
Guild,
Publicists
Screen
CIO's
submit the script to other studios for
whose parent union is United Office
quotations on" production cost.
and Professional Workers of America, has been instructed by its membership to institute immediate negowith distributors' home

I

:HANTMENT" ENTERTAINMENT "ENCh

SPG
New

tiations

ENTERTAIN

:
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CEA

Shies at Hecht U. K. Loans
(Continued from
Tainted Marx Film
London, Nov.

22.

—W.

R.

Fuller,

secretary of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, has written to
David Coplan, United Artists managing director here, telling him that if a

power

except

in

the

page 1)

most

unusual

cases.

FFC

have $20,000,000 to finance
producers. Some $4,000,000 has been
loaned already to British Lion and
report that Ben Hecht will share in around $80,000 to Exclusive Films.
Indication of the fashion in which
profits of the next Marx Brothers
film is true, Coplan should persuade the Corporation plans to protect the
advances it makes to distributors is
U.A. not to bring the film here.
The CEA, irritated by Hecht's anti- seen in a mortgage executed by BritBritish expressions in consequence of ish Lion. The latter's production, "The
the Palestine question, is endeavoring Winslow Boy," currently is playing
to ban future films with which Hecht around the Associated British circuit.
The mortgage secures $400,000 and
is associated.
constitutes a first charge on British

CEA

Asks

{Continued from page 1)

Many details, including rentterms, are to be settled before the
one-year experimental period starts.
Theatres still must be wired, too.
J. Arthur Rank will make a beginning with four theatres. He will use
an electronic large-screen projector
with a 27-inch mirror system. The
receiving aerial, it is planned, will be
on the theatre's roof and connected
with a control console in the projection room. The projector will be in
the theatre auditorium, approximately
50 feet from the 16-by- 12-foot screen
and controlled from the projection
January.
al

iTCANfMlSS
.

.

.

being the

funniest
picture

23,

Short
Subject

will

"Country Fair"
(This Is America—RKO
The country
try's

fair is

most famous

Pathe)
one of the ccj

institutions.

In;

entertaining and informative fashj
the latest This Is America sub;|
goes behind the scenes to showivV'!
typical farm family prepares ( raj'
big event. The subject reaches rp^'u
spot when fair-time rolls
arc
Cameras catch the thrill of the
Lion's share of receipts in connec- with its carousels, trotting races, e
tion with the exhibition and exploita- and finally the judging of prodi;
submitted by farmers. Running tii
tion of the film at
houses.
FFC's $4,000,000 advance to British 18 minutes.
Lion takes the form of a four per cent
debenture issued to FFC.

ABC

Rank Plans

(Continued from page 1)

Theatre Units
(Continued from page 1)
business during the first half of the
year continued at the 1947 rate, while
the

number

— for

of firms leaving the field

age since reopening of the studio
1946. Pinewood's activation also is
line with Rank's pledge to his stoc
holders to effect economies in prodi
tion and is a new step in his gigan
reorganization program. It promis
to permit the keeping of a tight
hold on Rank's producers.
j

merger, sell-out, or just plain
shut-down went up sharply over the
1946 and 1947 rate. In the first half
of 1947, about 600 firms began operating theatres.' During all of 1946, about
Sokley
1,000 went into the business and durroom.
ing 1947 about 1,200. Some 400 firms
John Sokley, Warner office ma/
Associated British Pictures Corp. is
applying for equipment to be installed shut up shop or sold out during the ager in Chicago, has been promoted
first six months of this year, com- the sales force there by Ben Kalme
in three London theatres. It plans to
pared with 400 in all of 1946 and 500 son, Warner distribution vice-pres
provide a half-hour television feature
all last year. Commerce officials ex- dent,
with Arthur M. Weinberge
in every program. ABPC also has
plained that the number of firms go- New York office manager, switchir
plans for establishment of television
ing into the business less the number to Chicago to replace Sokley and C
studios. Careful testing of audience releaving the business does not add up Leeder, home office booker for
actions to the television programs is
exactly to the net gain during the six ner Pathe News going to the Neplanned in the theatres.
Rank's first experimental television months period because "all figures are York vacancy. Changes are effectn
rounded off to even hundreds."
Nov. 29.
film is now in production
his Els-

—

WB's

Promoted

Wa

of the

qe9t>!

at
tree Gate studio, with television methods, such as the director ensconced in

the control room observing the action
on the monitor-screen, being employed.
Rank's advisers believe the method
ultimately will cut production costs.

you

Mono.,

Mr. David Weinstock,
President,

Raybond Theatres Corp.,
and Chairman of the Board,
Independent Theatre Owners
Assn. of N. Y says:

UK Pathe

(Continued from page 1)

'.,

from London

of Monogram-International president Norton V. Ritchey.

Gotta

About

a year ago talks were inibetween the British and U. S.
companies in connection with possible
mutual sponsorship of production of
four pictures in Hollywood and four
in England, with world-wide distribution profits on the British-made films
to be shared by Pathe and MonogramAA 50-50 in pounds, and world-wide
profits on the American pictures to

fop laughs

Morris Named Altec
Product Sales Chief

I

WE'RE GLAD

tiated

be shared 50-50 in dollars.
Ritchey was not available here yesterday for comment on the extent to
which the original proposal has been
modified, if at all. It is understood,
however, that Broidy on the Coast is
examining the contract said to have
been signed recently by Ritchey and
William Moffat, managing director of
Pathe, in London.

Wbatta

It

H. S. Morris has been raised to
products sales manager of Altec Service
Corp. in an organization move
that will materially expand the sales
organization, according to H. M. Bessey, executive vice-president.
Morris, who was formerly Eastern
representative of Altec Lansing, manufacturing subsidiary, will be responsible for sales in the East, Mid-West
and South.

TO BE BACK WITH

ALTEC AGAIN"
^It's a matter of confidence and
peace of mind to me to know that
our sound equipments are being
taken care of by an organization that,
in case of trouble, gives

me prompt

service. Since taking over the servic-

my theatres Altec has made
important recommendations to further improve sound quality and performance. We are happy they are
working for us. We're glad to be back
ing of

with Altec again."

.ALTEC
161 Sixth Avenue
.

New

York

13,

N. Y.
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Sets

Own

Releases

SRO

Distribution

will in all likelihood con-

tinue to distribute its product, for a while at least, following last week's collapse of
negotiations for United Art-

M-G-M's

releasing program for the
months starting Dec. 1 has been
mapped by William F. Rodgers, sales
vice-president.
During the period
there will be 17 releases, two of which
six

ists distribution, it

was

be "Masterpiece Reprints." This
compares with 16, of which there were
three reprints, for the same months of

and a 1947-48. Eight of the new pictures
yesterday are in Technicolor.
With four scheduled for December,
jiened negotiations here on a new
the number of features to be released
lion contract covering more than
in 1948 will total 29, of which four are
3-00
film exchange employes in 32
change cities. Queried on whether reprints, compared with 30 for 1947,
of which two were reprints.
'A" will seek wage increases for
committee

company. Eagle-Lion has been
mentioned in this connection.

I

committee
distributors'
a
"Naturally."
He
replied
clined to state the position the cominies will take in that connection,

brkers,

okesman

:

"IA" refused to comment.
Present one-year contracts will exSigned last Februre on Dec. 1.
/y after three months of almost connuous negotiations, it provided for a
per cent cost-of-living general pay
id

The four December releases will be
"Hills of Home," Technicolor, to open
at Radio City Music Hall tomorrow
"Words and Music," in Technicolor,
to open at the Rockefeller Center
showplace next month

;

"San Francis-

(Continued on page 10)

;

!

of
to
a total
involving
year,
the
)out $400,000 in retroactive wages.
Representing "IA" in the current
:gotiations as special appointees of
[A" international president Richard
(Continued on page 10)

for

-

<JLRB Sets Dec. 8

RKO

National

Labor

Election
Relations

Board

ere yesterday set Dec. 8 for a conRadio's
election among
:nt
Dme office "white collarites" to dermine whether they shall be repre:nted for collective bargaining pur-

RKO

oses

to

Buy

amounting

crease

.,719,000

or

Paramount

by

AFL's

IATSE

or

CIO's

Office and Professional Emloyes Guild, or whether "no union"
lall prevail at the shop formerly held
It will be the first elecy SOPEG.
on in which both "IA" Motion Picire Home Office Employes Local No.
[-63 and
are included on the
ime ballot, at least in their current

creen

SOPEG

(Continued on page 10)

Cars for Salesmen
Paramount Pictures has completed
arrangements whereby their salesmen
will be supplied with 1949 Ford sedans to be bought and maintained for
the salesmen for official use.
Deal
for the fleet of automobiles, which was
concluded by Charles M. Reagan,

NEWS J
TEN CENTS

Postponed by

Court Again

indi-

cated here yesterday by a
Selznick Releasing Organization spokesman.
It was further
indicated
that if and when a distribution arrangement is effected,
it will not be with a major

will

FILM

Para. Hearings

Selznick Continues

representatives

l^tributors'

1948

24,

IN

4

20 Glorious Years'
Recorded by Allied

Now

Set for Dec. 20 for
Convenience of Jurists

A new postponement of the remanded hearings in the government
anti-trust suit against the industry has set the case back now to
Dec. 20 before the three-judge Federal expediting court here.
The second postponement of the
case within the past few days was
agreed to by government and defense
attorneys for the convenience of the
court,
and was not requested bv
either.

"Twenty Glorious Years," an

elab-

orately-mounted
42-page
brochure
narrating the organization, activities
and accomplishments of Allied States
Association has been published by that
organization as a souvenir of Allied's
1948 national convention in New Orleans and in commemoration of the
association's 20 years of service to
the motion picture theatre owners.
The convention will be held next Mon-

day through Wednesday at

New

Or-

leans' Roosevelt Hotel.
Recounting Allied's

history from
the launching on Dec. 17, 1928, of "a
national
organization
strong
that

The previous postponement, from
Nov. 29 to Dec. 13, was requested by
government and defense attorneys

who

required additional time to predata on joint theatre ownerships and acquisitions.
It developed

pare

(Continued on page 10)

Isley Circuit Files

$498,000 Trust Suit

—

Los Angeles, Nov. 23. Phil Isley
Theatres, owners of the recently comPeterson,
pleted
Pickwood Theatre, filed a
(Continued on page 11)
Howell and Heather of Baltimore,
treble damage suit for $498,000 towill also permit salesmen unlimited
day against major distributors, Napersonal use of the new car at the
tional Theatres and Fox West Coast.
mile.
rate of two cents per
Charging the defendants with violaThe automobiles will carry no idention of the anti-trust act, the plaintiff
tifying advertising matter and the emmaintained the area's first runs inployes will be able to dispose of their
(Continued on page 10)
present, personally-owned cars in the
23.
Angeles,
Consent
Nov.
Los
current favorable market, the company declared.
Delivery of the new decree in the government-Eastman
its
cars will begin at once, with the full Kodak case today was rejected in
Wilquota to be in the salesmen's posses- present form by Federal Judge
liam C. Mathes, and turned back to
sion by Jan. 1.
government and company counsel for
resubmission on Jan. 7.
"Non-profit" rentals for the four
The jurist ruled that the decree was
not sufficiently specific in its provisions industry public relations short subon making Eastman patents available jects, produced as a joint industry
to all users, and instructed counsel to project, was indicated here yesterday
following a screening of the films for
(Continued on page 10)
distribution executives at the
Plans for industry participation in
home office yesterday.
"Brotherhood Week," next Feb. 20The sales executives, comprising the
at
a
luncheon27, were discussed
National Distributors Committee, will
meeting here yesterday of the execu(Continued on page 11)
Enterprise Productions eventually
tive
committee
the
National
of
Conference of Christians and Jews will resume production, according to
amusement division, held at the Wal- q^-founder Charles Einfeld, now vicep?esident-elect of 20th Century-Fox,
dorf-Astoria Hotel.
Ned E. Depinet, industry chairman who admitted, however, that this
Motion Picture Daily will
for
Brotherhood Week, appointed might not be for some time.
not be published tomorrow,
Einfeld
said
that
Loew,
his
David
Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
Thanksgiving Day, a legal
president, as chairman of the newsreel partner in the company, will be at
holiday.
division for the observance. Charles the helm while he, Einfeld, will withsales

vice-president,

with

E-K Decree Changes
Ordered by Court
—

Industry Shorts on
Non-Profit Basis

'Brotherhood Week'

Observance Mapped

RKO

20th-Fox Discussing
Purchase of ABC
Twentieth Century-Fox has
been negotiating for outright
purchase of American Broadcasting, including radio and
television
six

facilities,

weeks,

for

the

Spyros P.
Skouras disclosed here yesterday. Details of the terms
were not revealed.
past

Enterprise Planning
To Resume: Einfeld

No Paper Tomorrow

.

{Continued on page 11)

(Continued on page 6)

—

:

:
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Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention

Insider's
By RED

GAMBLE, Theatre Own- GRADUALLY, the
TED ofR. America
chairman, arrived
area discussed at
ers

New York

yesterday from

Portland, Ore., and will remain until Dec.
3 when he will leave for Dallas to
attend the Variety Club testimonial
Also arriving
to R. J. O'Donnell.
here yesterday was Arthur Lockpresident, from Boston.
wood,
•
Mo Wax, publisher of Film Bulin

TOA

and

letin,

parents

born

Mrs.

Wax

have become

their

third

child,

of

week

last

at

Woman's

a son,
Hospital,

Philadelphia.

•

RKO

Youngman,
E.
general
and
vice-president
counsel, was confined to his home
yesterday with a sore throat.
Gordon

Radio

•
Jr., has joined
the Eagle-Lion sales force in Cleve.

Gordon Craddock,

Jack Walsh,

succeeding

land,

re-

signed.

•

Travis Hopkins has become manager of Switow Amusement's Indiana
Theatre in Salem, Ind., succeeding

Roy

Pitts, resigned.

•
King, formerly associated
with Eagle-Lion in Atlanta, has been

Jack

named

special representative for Real-

art in Florida.

•

Patrece Snyder, Eagle-Lion radio
publicity-advertising manager, has become engaged to Dr. Robert L.

Sherman.
•

Seadler, M-G-M advertising
manager, will leave here Friday for
Si

the Coast.

•

Herbert

G.

Macfadden

Drake,

Publications sales vice-president,
here yesterday for the Coast.
•

Horne,

left

Film

Classics
David D.
foreign sales manager, will leave here
Friday for London and the Continent.

Carroll Puciato, Realart general
manager, is in Denver from New
•
the
is

New
in
conferences
last week is taking more

industry

York

These several
paragraphs will be confined to
one phase public relations and
what about them.
Like loving your neighbor,
everyone agrees that good public relations are proper and, of
definitive shape.

—

course, desirable. But the ways
and means and, of prime consideration, who to do the job
are some of the vital determinations implicit in the situation.
Verified information coming
our way sets forth the position
of the Johnston office in the fol-

—

lowing equations

That the MPAA has been
aware of the problem, and its
need, and has been doing something about it since Johnston replaced Will H. Hays.
That there are several methods of approach, one being the
tactic of being everyone's friend
and treading softly, which also
progressing
probably
means
slowly.
The other is to get
tougher standing up to critics

and criticism with less apology
than has been characteristic of
industry policy at top levels.
The statement has been advanced that even the company
presidents were not fully familwith
activities
iar
various
claimed for the Johnston office
in
this
direction.
Therefore,
they were told last week.

They were

asked what
kind of an avenue they wanted
to travel, the

also

compromise or the

To illustrate the
excerpts from Johnston's

hard-hitting.
latter,

"Report from Europe,"
which appeared in The Screen
Writer, of the Screen Writers
Guild, were read aloud.
Portions ran in the news columns
article,

York.
J.

boundless
those all-

F.

O'Brien,

manager

of
theatre equipment section,
Western business tour.
sales

RCA

on a

Lorraine Miller,

actress,

is

due

here today by plane from Rome.

Sam Lake

Is

Named

Kosiner's Assistant
has been appointed assistant to Harry Kosiner, sales manager
for Edward Small Productions.
Lake, formerly on Paramount's New
sales

force,

was most

is

also

recently

associated with the Selznick Releasing

Organization.

"The American motion picture
somewhat in the position of a

candidate for office who suddenly
finds himself surrounded by a
tegists,

managers
but

policy-makers,
campaign
of one kind or another,

mostly

would-be brain-trust are out of touch with the

ers who
voters.
"I confess, frankly, that we make
some bad pictures. No one in the
.

.

.

denies it.
Certainly I
don't.
I am presently disturbed at
the excess of violence and brutality in some of the pictures, and
steps are being taken against this
trend.
"Hollywood shares the common

industry

RKO Board Meets

Today

Radio-Keith-Orpheum's board of

di-

scheduled to hold here today what is described as a "routine"
meeting.
rectors

is

pertinent

clamoring horde of would-be stra-

Sam Lake

York

but

yesterday,
were these

.

.

Wednesday, November

Outlook

lit

Newsreel
Parade
PEOPLE

KANN
plight of all creative endeavors.
shelves are full of bad books,
the magazines get stuck with bad
stories
the theatre doesn't come
through with a classic drama every
week in the year. The good among
motion pictures far exceeds the
bad.
"In trying to legislate the British public into theatres to see British pictures, I think the British
producers will find that they are,
instead, legislating the people out
theatres and legislating
of the
themselves into a depression which
will drag British exhibitors down

The

;

with them."

they heard, industry exLiking it, they
ecutives liked.
agreed militancy had its merits
and ought to prevail. From here
out, this is understood to be the

And now we

shall see.

From the general drift of
things, one would think the industry has slipped from a frontrow seat on the edge of an economic volcano into the inferno
itself.
But since this is ever a
business of contradictions, along
came 20th Century-Fox last Friday with a net of $9,119,613 for
39 weeks to September 25 on an
income of $121,432,769, which
puts the earnings on the basis
of about 7y2 per cent.
It is
down compared to the net of
$10,608,098 for the same period
of the preceding year, but the
black continues heavily in evidence. The following day, Paramount estimated its nine months'
net at $20,015,000, a decline of
$5,497,000 from the previous
identical
period,
but likewise
boldly in the black.
Business can't be so bad in
either.
Distribution
Canada,
there did $19,464,706 in film
rentals in 1947, or an increase of
*

$811,814

over

'46.

ii

Truman goes back to work. Towni
Kansas buried in blizzard. Mrs. ¥
quits hospital after 99 days. Nav(' su bji
dent

Pigskin parade.

ation.

NEWS OF THE

New York

newspaper

reviews for advertising purposes,

Archer Winsten of the New
York Post winds up on an attack with this

"The reviewers of the metropolitan dailies, are honest, with
one exception, and they are permitted to give their full reactions, with one other exception.
They try hard to balance the

j

'JtoJ m\

DAY, No. 224—

Kasenkina drama. President Truman ci
and confers with Secretary M;|
A baby chimp's day. Football.
PARAMOUNT NEWS. No. 27—La,
jet: Navy's flying- wing fighter. Hollyw.i
stars off to London via Canada. Busy Pr;
vacation

shall.

ident.

Football.

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
Weather: Blizzard

hits

West;

No.

191

spring

it's

Truman and Marshall confer
Navy tests jet fighter. Football.

East.

the

WARNER PAT HE NEWS,

No.

2!

People in the news: Truman, Marsh,.
Kasenkina,
Salvador Dali.
"GI"s stu
Russian.
Kid fashions. Aviation. Be
chimp. Football.

RKO Sales Meetin
In NY on Nov. 29-3
Robert Mochrie,

RKO

Radio

sal

vice-president, has called a two-d.
meeting of the company's distr:
managers, to be held in the Waldor

Astoria Hotel, New York, on
Ned E: Depinet,

RKO

29-30.

Nc
pre:

head the home office del
gation which will also include Har:
J. Michalson, short subject sales imager Walter E. Branson, Nat Le\
and Charles Boasberg, Western, Eas
ern and North- South division sal*
dent, will

1

;

managers, respectively.
District
managers in attendant
will
include
Metropolitan,
L.
i
:

Northeastern, Gus Schae
er Eastern, R. J. Folliard East Cetral, M. E. Lefko; Midwestern, H. fGreenblatt
Prairie, R. V.
Nolan
Rocky Mountain, Al Kolitz Westen
Southeastern, Davi
J. H. Maclntyre
Prince
Southwestern, Ben Y. Can:
mack; Canadian, L. M. Devaney.

Gruenberg

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

FJP Amusement Unt
Will

Honor O'Dwyer

Mayor William O'Dwyer

Discussing the practice of excerpting

in the news, includ'
President Truman, Secretary Mi
shall and Mrs. Kasenkina, are curry
newsreel highlights. Other items
elude a new jet fighter, football u
fashions. Complete contents follow.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 94— Pr!

crisis.

What

cue.

24,

will

honored by leaders of the amusemen
industry on Tuesday, Dec. 14, whei
amusement division executives hok
their annual luncheon on behalf of th<
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies o
New York, in the Hotel Astor.
Leaders in the film and allied indus
tries, headed by Fred Schwartz, vicepresident of Century Theatres anc
chairman of the FJP amusement division, will be on the dais.

Reiner, Selznick Confer

—

Hollywood, Nov. 23.
Manny
managing director for Lathi
America and Australasia for the Selz-

good against the bad in the film
they review.
But they do be-

Reiner,

come the tools of a shell game
when only one aspect of their

nick Releasing Organization, arrived
in Hollywood today by plane from
Buenos Aires for conferences with
David O. Selznick, Paul MacNamara,
Daniel T. O'Shea, E. L. Scanlon and
other SRO executives. First subject
under discussion will be the launching
of "Portrait of Jennie" abroad.

opinions

is

enormous

and

in

an

compelling

ad-

utilized

vertisement."

Question

to

Winsten:

Is this

.

a confession or an accusation?
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YOU RAN RADIO

IF

CITY MUSIC HALL!
You'd be mighty

careful

what

pictures

precious Thanksgiving, Christmas and

You'd look over
That's

all

you

selected for your

New Years

time.

the available product and get the best.

what the Music Hall

did!

They booked M-G-M's Technicolor "HILLS OF HOME" for
Thanksgiving to be followed by M-G-M's Technicolor

"WORDS AND MUSIC"
Here's

The

more proof

for Christmas

that the

and

New

Years.

Music Hall picks them wisely.

national theatre gross of

its

recent attraction

"JULIA

MISBEHAVES" has now topped Technicolor "DATE
WITH JUDY" another M-G-M Music Hall record-breaker!
From Coast-to-Coast they're
M-G-Moneyful New Year!"

saying:

"M-G-Merry Christmas!

N

Rivoli, N. Y.,

and

the Garrick, Chi
has definitely est
attraction of bo

SU

SSINGThe

office picture of 1
GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT" as

announced

in

Box 0j

:

:

::

Motion Picture Daily

6

Estimates of

Key

Wednesday, November

MISBEHAVES (M-G-M) antli
UP (E-L) —ORPHEUM (2,600

JULIA
CLOSE

City Grosses

2nd
week.
(Average: $13,500)
(35c-74c)

are estimated picture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily_ correspond-

ents.

Estimates omit admission tax.

POLITAN

(Average:

$29,750.

week. Gross:

(4,367) (40c-80c) 4th

Gross:

days.

and
(40c-

(Average:

$17,000.

(Average:

$12,700.

JUNE BRIDE (WB)— SHEA'S
36c-50c-66c-90c)
$13,200.

days,

6

(Average:

(20c-

(2,480)

week.

3rd

$10,000

Gross:

$14,700)

(1,750) (35c-70c).
$11,000)

(Para.)Gross: $16,000

PARADINE CASE (SRO) and GAY INTRUDERS (ZOth-Fox) —ALADDIN (1,400)
(35c-74c).
After a
ver, Esquire and
(Average: $2,500)

week each
Webber.

at the DenGross: $2,500,

PITFALL (UA) and MEET ME AT
NO MINOR VICES (M-G-M) and THE DAWN
(20th.- Fox) — PARAMOUNT
(2,200)
SECRET LAND (M-G-M)—UPTOWN (2,Gross: $7,000.
(Average: $9,000)
(20c-36c-50c-66c-90c)
761)
6 days.
Gross: (35c-74c).
Gross: $22,000. (Average: $10,600.
PITFALL (UA) and MEET ME, AT
(40c-80c) 5 days.
(Average
$10,600)
$27,000)
ROAD HOUSE (Z0th-Fox)— EGLINTON DAWN (2*th-Fox) — WEBBER (750) (35cLAST DAYS OF POMPEII (RKO Radio) (1,086) (20c-36c-50c-66c) 6 days, 2nd week. 74c). Gross: $1,500. (Average: $2,0f„i\
RAW DEAL (E-L) and IN THIS( SUDjland SHE (RKO Radio)— RKO-BOSTON Gross: $5,400
(Average: $6,400)
NER
RIALTO (878) (35v>3C).
Gross: $16,000.
(3,200) (40c-80c).
ROAD HOUSE (20*h-Fox)—TIVOLI (1,434) After a(E-L)—
week each at the Paramount.
JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M)
BIG CITY (M-G-M)—ORPHEUM

CHICAGO

(Average:

Gross:

week.

$14,200)

$2-7,000)

JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M)
BIG CITY (M-G-M)— STATE (3,500)
80c) 5
$12,000)

4th

Gross:

MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS

DENHAM

FOLLOWING

24, 1948

and

(3,000)

:

1

For Thanksgiving week, several
Loop theatres have some very solid
box-office pictures, and the results are
Both "Loves of
showing up well.
Carmen" and "When My Baby Smiles
at Me," with Burt Lancaster in person, are showing profitable returns.
Holdovers, too, are generally commanding heavy traffic. Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 25

LOUISIANA STORY (Robert Flaherty) (20c-36c-50c-66c) 6 days, 2nd week. Gross: Gross: $1,000. (Average: $2,000)
and LE PERE TRANQUILLEOR— EX- $6,700. (Average: $7,700)
RED RIVER (UA)—BROADWAY
ETER (1.300) (40c-80c) 4 days. Gross: SALLY, IRENE AND MARY (ZOth-Fox (35c-74c) 4th week. Gross: $8,000.
$3,500.

(Average:

THE MIKADO
OF EVIL
80c)

Gross:

3 days.

RED

SHOES

JESTIC

— EXETER

(40c-

(1,300)

$1,500.

(E-L- Archer-Rank)

— MA-

Gross: $13,500.

(90c-$2.40).

(1,089)

MAN

and

(U-I-Prestige)

(Rank)

SECOND HONEYMOON
reissue) — DAN FORTH
(1,400)

and

reissue)

$5,000)

(20th-Fox

(20c-36c-50c-60c)

(Average:

$5,500)

SALLY, IRENE

Gross:

AND MARY (ZOtt-Fox
HONEYMOON

reissue)— FAIRLAWN
(2Oc-36c-50c-55c)
days.
Gross:
6
(Average: $4,700)
(20th-Fox

(1,195)
$4,500.

SEALED VERDICT (Para.) and MILDOLLAR WEEKEND (E-L) —
THE HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER LION
PARAMOUNT (1,700) (40c-80c) 2nd week. WYOMING (Rep.) and SECRET SERV(UA) and YOUNG AND WILLING (UA) Gross: $14,000. (Average: $17,000)
ICE INVESTIGATOR (Rep.)— BILTMORE
—APOLLO (1,200) (50c-65c-98c). Gross:
SEALED VERDICT (Para.) and MIL- (938) (15c-30c-36c-55c) 6 days. Gross: $4,000.
(Average: $12,000)
$5,000.
DOLLAR WEEKEND (E-L) —FEN- (Average: $4,500)
JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) — STATE LION
WAY (1,373) (40c-80c) 2nd week. Gross:
LAKE (2,700) (50c-65c-98c) 4th week. $5,200.
(Average: $6,000)
Gross: $23,00. (Average: $25,000)
SONG IS BORN (RKO Radio) and IN KANSAS CITY
THE LOVES OF CARMEN (Col.)— CHI- A
CORNER (E-L)—ASTOR 0,373)
CAGO (3,900) (50c-65c-9Sc) On stage: Bert THIS
Gross: $15,500.
(40c-80c).
Wheeler, Rose Marie. Gross: $57,000. (Av- THE THREE MUSKETEERS (M-G-M)
erage: $53,000)
The weather was sharp enough to
—STATE (3,500) (40c-80c) 2 days. Gross:
LETS LIVE A LITTLE (EL)—UNITED $6,000.
make warm theatres inviting. Fred
ARTISTS (1,700) (50c-65c-98c) 5 days, 2nd THE THREE MUSKETEERS (M-G-M)— Waring drew nearly 12,000 to the
week, and THE RETURN OF OCTOBER ORPHEUM
days.
(40c-80c)
2
(3,000)
(Col.) 2
$20,000)

Gross:

days.

(Average:

$14,000.

Gross:

Municipal Auditorium

$9,000.

and an over-

WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME flow to theatres, Sunday afternoon
NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES (Zflth-Fox) and BUNGALOW 13 (Z&th-Fox) and night being extra good at first(40c
80c).
(3,000)
(Para.) — ROOSEVELT (1.500) (50c-65c-98c) — RKO-MEMORIAL
runs. Holdovers are doing well. Es(Average: $22,000)
Gross: $23,000.
(Average: $18,000)
Gross: $17,000.
timated receipts for the week ending
THE SAXON CHARM (U-I) — PALACE
Nov. 23-26:
(2.500) (50c-65c-98c) 5 days, and KISS THE
BLOOD OFF MY HANDS (U-I) 2 days. INDIANAPOLIS
BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (ZOth$21,000)
(Average:
Gross: $20,000.
Fox) — FAIRWAY (700) (45c-65c). Gross:
SHE (RKO Radio) — LAST DAYS OF POM(Average: $1,750)
$1,350.
PEII (RKO Radio) — GRAND (1,150) 3rd
BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (ZWh-Fox)
feeling
some
First-run business is
(Average: $11,500)
Gross: $14,000.
week.
—TOWER (2,100) (45c-65c). Gross: $6,000.
THE SNAKE PIT (20th-Fox) —GARRICK effect of the competition from Sonja (Average: $8,000)
-

(1,000) (50c-9Sc) 2nd week.
(Average: $10,000)

A SONG
(1,0S0)

erage:

IS

BORN (RKO

Gross:

Radio)— WOODS

week. Gross:

(98c) 5th
$23,000)

$24,000.

$16,000.

(Av-

BABY SMILES AT ME
WHEN MY
(50c-98c)
(20th-Fox) — ORIENTAL (3,300)
On

Gross: $58,000.

stage: Burt Lancaster.
(Average: $45,000)

where

it

drawing audiences of

is

10,-

500.

(Average:

JOHNNY

Estimated receipts for the week ending Nov. 23

end weather was

(2.150)

SHUBERT

(WB)— RKO

JUNE BRIDE
a

cold.

(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c) 2nd

week on

Gross:

moveover from the Albee.

(Average:

$5,000.

$5,000)

THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS
(U-I)— RKO ALBEE (3,300)- (50c-55c-60c-

KISS

Gross:

65c-70c-75c).

MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS

(Para.)-

RKO PALACE (2,700) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c(Average: $15,000)
Gross: $15,000.
75c).
NO MINOR VICES (M-G-M) — CAPTTOL
(2,000) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
(Average: $10.00)
000.

RED RIVER (UA)— KEITH'S
55c-60c-65c-75c)

(Average:

3rd

S7.500)

ROAD HOUSE

Gross:
(1,500)

Gross:

week.

(20th-Fox)— RKO

LYRIC

2nd week,
(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-7Oc-75c)
Palace.
Gross:

(1,400)

on a moveover from the
(Average: $5,000)
$5,500.

SEALED

VERDICT

(Par a.)

GRAND
Gross:

$7,-

(50c$8,500.

— RKO

(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c)
(1,500)
(Average: $8,000)
$8,500.

(44c-65c).

Gross:

TUM

(FC)— KEITH'S

days,

on

(Average:

$5,500.

and

INNER SANC(44c-65c) 6
Circle.

(1,300)

moveover

a

from

the

(3,200)

Gross:

(44c-65c).

(WB)

(Para.)

SON OF DRACULA (Selected Pictures)
THE GHOST OF FRANKENSTEIN
(Selected Pictures) — ESQUIRE (800) (45c-

and

65c).

Gross:

STATION

$4,250.

WEST

(Average: $5,000)
Radio)
and

(RKO

(2.80O)

and

DISASTER

(44c-65c).

(Para.)— CIRCLE
Gross: $9,500.
(Average:

(780)

i90c-$2.40)

2nd

week.

Gross:

$6,500.

HENRY V (UA)—LITTLE

(50c-60c-

(328)

JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M)

Gross:
of

2nd week.
(Average: $14,500)
(29c-37c-50c-58c)

29c

— CEN

TURY (3,000) (29c-37c-45c-65c) 2nd
(Average: $14,500)
Gross: $11,500.
JUNE BRIDE (WB)— STANLEY
Gross:

(Average:

week.
(3,280)
$9,000.

$13,000)

THE RETURN OF OCTOBER (Col.)
LEATHER GLOVES (Col.)— LOEWS
Gross:

(44c-65c).
450)
$11,000)

and
(2,-

(Average:

$11,500.

TORONTO

Business is mostly above average,
with weather fair and cold. The cir
cus has left town and business is expected to get better.
Estimated re
ceipts for the week ending Nov. 24:
(20th-Fox)— PARA

MOUNT (2,446) (12c-50c). Gross:
(Average: $5,800)
GOOD SAM (RKO Radio)— ROXY

$5,900.

(2,446)
theatres mainOn a moveover from the Fox.
tained a high pace during the week (12c-50c).
Gross: $5,600.
(Average: $5,800)
but smaller houses felt the problem JULIA
MISBEHAVES (M-G-M)
(17c-54c)
2nd
of blackouts which are causing cur- LOEW'S GRAND
(2,446)
tailment of performances to dovetail week. Gross: $13,500. (Average: $15,000)
WAGONS
(Rep.) and SILWESTWARD
with electricity cutoff periods running VER QUEEN (UA)— TOWER (1,865) (17c
almost three hours daily from Mon- 54c). Gross: $5,900. (Average: $5,800)
BABY SMILES AT ME
day to Friday. Heavy opposition was
(20th-Fox) FOX (4,446) (12c-50c).
Gross:
encountered in the Royal Winter Fair $15,000. (Average: $15,000)
and football finals. Estimated receipts
for the week ending Nov. 25
APARTMENT FOR PEGGY (20th-Fox)-

WHEN MY
—

Gross:

DENVER

(20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6
(3,343)
$17,600.
(Average: $14,600)

(30c-35c-50c-60c-70c-80c-$1.20)

week.

Gross: $12,000.

days,

6

(Average:

5th

$15,000)

BLACK EAGLE (Col.) and I SURRENDER DEAR (Col.)—NORTOWN (950) (20c42c-60c)

6 days.

Gross:

$4,000.

$4,500)

(Average:

(20c -36c -42c -60c)
6
$5,500)

(Average:

days.

"Miss Tatlock's Millions" is being
held at the Denham after a big week.
The snowstorm threw many grosses
for a loss. Estimated receipts for the
week ending Nov. 24:

JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) and WINNER
SURREN- TAKE ALL (Mono.)— DENVER (2,525)

BLACK EAGLE (Col.) and I
DER DEAR (Col.)— VICTORIA

(1,240)
$5,000.

Gross:

(35c-74c).
500)

Gross:

(35c-74c).

Gross:

$15,000.

(Average:

$13.

JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) and WINNER
(M G M)— TAKE ALL (Mono.) — ESQUIRE (742)

MISBEHAVES
JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) and HOMI- JUUA
CIDE FOR THREE (Rep.)—METRO- LOEWS (2,074) (20c-36c-50c-66c-78c)
-

-

6

days

Gross:

$10,000.
'

Gross: $14,000

(Average:

$12,250)

Enterprise Resuming
1)

draw from active participation but
will continue his financial stake in the

CRY OF THE CITY

Most top Toronto

(29c-37c-50c-56c).

(1,450)

(Average: $11,000)
J
AT ME
WHEN MY BABY SMILES
(ZOth-Fox) —NEW (1,800) (29c-40c-50c-54c).

{Continued from page

ATLANTA

$10,000)

days.

College vs. St. Mary's football games
brought to Boston about 90,000 persons, which helped grosses. Estimates
for the week ending Nov. 24
HAMLET (U-I - Rank) — B EA CON HILL

(Average:

$18,000.

(Rep.) — MAYFAIR
— PARA- THE PLUNDERERS Gross:
(Av$4,500.

(Aver-

$11,000.

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
(RKO Radio)— ODEON-TORONTO (2,319)
The weather still remains good.
The Harvard vs. Yale and Boston

Gross:

$1.00) Return engagement, 5th week.
(Average at regular prices
$3,000.
37c -56c: $2,750)

age: $12,000)

THE NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND EYES

IMPERIAL

BOSTON

;

show.

stage
$17,000)

000 or more nightly. Near average is MOUNT (1,900) (45c-65c) 3rd week. Gross: (1,000)
erage: $5,000)
Estimates for the week ending $10,000. (Average: $10,000)
tops.
JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M) and SAN FRANCISCO (M-G-M reissue)Nov. 22-24:
(M-G-M)—
SEARCH
MIDLAND (3,500) VALENCIA (1,466) (29c-37c-45c-54c). Gross:
THE HUNTED (AA-Mono.) and THE (45c-65c) 2nd week. Gross: $14,500. (Aver- $5,000. (Average: $5,000)
STATION WEST (RKO' Radio)-TOWN
DUDE GOES WEST (AA-Mono.)— LYRIC age: $14,500)

(Average:

$13,000.

$15,000)

I

BODYGUARD (RKO Radio) — HIPPO
DROME (2,204) (21c-37c-50c-58c) With

$11,500.

$6,000)

BELINDA

Except for "Red River," which is Gross: $5,000. (Average: $4,000 for 7 days) SMART GIRLS DON'T TALK (WB)— ORKISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS
Gross: $13,000.
(45c-65c).
(1,900)
holding up unusually well in its third (U-I) and ESCAPE (20th-Fox) — INDIANA PHEUM
(Average: $10,000)
at Keith's, grosses generally are
Weekregistering average or below.

New films arriving here attracted
only average crowds for their open
ings.
Weekend business failed to
make up the slump and, as a result,
several box-office figures are below
standard this week. First-run theatre
managers are blaming it on lack of
major films, weekend football, both
afternoon and night, and a charity benefit indoor circus running the entire
Estimated receipts for the
week.
week ending Nov. 24:

(21c-29c-54c).

JUNE BRIDE (WB)

week

BALTIMORE

Henie's ice show, now in the first week BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (ZMh-Fox) MISS TATLOCK'S MILLIONS (Para.)—
Gross:
Gross: $4,- KEITH'S (2,404) (25c-37c-44c-54c).
of an 18-day run at the Coliseum, —UPTOWN (2,000) (45c-65c).

(1,600)
$6,000)

CINCINNATI

age: $7,000)

$5,000.

SECOND

and

reissue)

days.

6

(1,500;

(Aver-

$2,500.

(Average:

$2,000)

organization.

Enterprise has three films awaiting
"No Minor Vices," "Force
of Evil" and "Caught," and the distribution progress made by these will
determine when the company will begin production anew, he said.
Einfeld is scheduled to leave here
The deal
for the Coast on Friday.
become vicewill
which he
by
president of 20th- Fox in charge of
advertising-publicity is expected to be
approved and announced
formally
next week, following action by the
release,

company's board of directors.

Cleveland Aids Drive

—

23.
ApproxiNov.
Cleveland,
mately $15,000 was pledged to the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital fund by

150 local industry

members

at a lunch-

eon rally at the Statler Hotel here
yesterday. Nat Wolf, chairman of the
committee in charge of the special
stage and screen show to be held at
the Music Hall on Dec. 22, said he
expected $13,000 to be netted for the
fund by the show. Ernest Schwartz,
president of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, was chair-

man

of the rally.

!

1

:
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ayne Coy, chairman of the Fed-

r

Communications Commission, will
ruest speaker at the luncheon ses-

the
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e

for
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Tierney

include
of sales

manager
Columbia

-—iMoskovics,
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Hollywood, Nov. 23

(20th Century-Fox)

to
THVIRECTION, script, pace and performance combine congenially its
clip throughout
I ) keep this comedy spinning along at a merry
and Gene
Power «uu
lyrone ruwc
of Tyrone
swift
sw ift 82 minutes, and with the names 01
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
aDout
question
no
be
to
ought
there
marquee
speakers
ornamenting the

on Dec. 8. Additional
mg the one-day session
r

Subject

"That Wonderful Urge

highlighting the annual Television
Broadcasters
iic of the Television
be
/ociation, which is scheduled to
'

,

Short

Will Address Reviews
Address

\>y Will
»
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Klaus Landsberg, manager
Paramount's KTLA, Hollywood;
Myers, NBC; Leonard H.
bert
Coe,
L.
Robert
le
ting"-

WABD;

tseverry
-----audience at the Ritz lheatre in
preview autocide
box-office results.
box-ofhee
nreSS,
«.„
profession and press,
public, nrnfessmn
of
parts
equal
about
in
composed
Hills
to
uproariously enough
enioved the proceedings immensely, and often
verging
It is all a very gay business,
dialogue.
of ui<v
out sections ui
drown ou
s
arown
and gsometimes dwellrisaue ana
term
may
some
what
upon
occasionally
humor and a
ing there, but the accent is always upon
Reginald Gardiner, Lucile Watson
the intent quite clear at all times.
especially notaDie
Arlene Whelan and Taylor Holmes are

A

•

,

i

oe

t^^ue

toMtnaw

^

,

I

AtlSW€r tO ^tOim

America has an even greater weapAtomic Bomb> according
than
editors of March of TimCi and
being
uemg
results
resuub
the
wea pon is ine
weapon
that
L„u:,
achieve d by the Economic Cooperation
Administration. The film shows shots
of Stalin and then delineates the worldwide movement by Communism to di-

^ ^

,

i

^

^^The ^

^

^

subject

in d;
^ ^
shows the £CA in actkm
Throughout the subject, world figures
Browing and contributors to the success of the enterprise.
ty Edourade, Badger,
and Cnpps
Katz
an
„u„
fr™ii a
a story
stnrv bv William R. Lipman and like Churchill, Marshall
rsey, and Eugene Katz of the
from
screenplay
Jay Dratler's
written a are featured. The subject is an ex^JJlrr^io^has
who
reportei
u;ency.
as
a
Power
Frederick Stephani, presents
J tremely timely one and is made all.
chain-store heiress, Miss lierney, ana
exploitable by its provoca
series of satirical articles about a
an
under
her
to
time 19 minutes.
Runni
harles
who zoes to Sun Valley to fenagle an introduction

Myron

PIX-

Kudner

Kirk,

Hugh M.

ency';

NBC; Gene

Beville,

Lockhart,

BC

tfl
1.DI, in
I

in his next
of getting direct quotes to use
his opinion of her favorchanges
but
so,
doing
in
easily
He succeeds
done. Before he can do so
and determines to repair the damage he has
abl
tricked her vilely, and rues
has
he
believes
identity,
however, she learns his

Tssumed name for the purpose

nke

(Charles C. Barry, vice-president in
arge of radio and television pro-

*amming

Th en
arge of

of

Ck

SdStled

in

the

_

Hollywood, with amusin g surprises,
her claim of marriage
Woods, President

Cany
Ea/k

with

in

offices

I f.TgL *Sc^executive

^

S
|St&*
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gj'to" the altar° and remove

'
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set.
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stint of
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operations.

W^1»d£

horn as)

pa

oyer a girl
of a blasting crew into a disagreement
instance -William bargan
this
in
two
The
Federal
result.
sure
to
fireworks are
Washington, Nov.
has and Richard Crane, confine their mutual^dislike to some harsh words and
Commission
Communications
plays he
oral
for
date
In a rather ineffective production Crane
the
cheduled Jan. 17 as
brisk fistic exchange.
try ng
by
way
wrong
the
Gargan
limblaster
rules
veteran
proposed
arguments on its
col i eg e-bred boy who rubs
Cram further complicates things byfalling
ting multiple ownership of teleyi- t0 intrude his modern methods.
whom Gargan is
and standard broadcasting ; n love with Virginia Welles, the boss daughter, in
:;ion,

Y

FM

.

The Commission said its engineertransmis,ng conference on television
problems would be held here on

Nov.

30,

Dec.

1

and

.

,

s

Lj

one

PW^\^£rXTS^
is

Film Easter

rro

,

L

2.

—

^ .'^JjOT

also interested.
,.
,
Mactin^
r
Woven into the plot are the accidental tragedies which
i?^oun^ed by
who
boss,
the
Bacon,
Irving
harges mis fire, the problems of
ambitions of ^ary Newton wh o plays
luck and h i s creditors, and the
in
wder monkey
a
son to
Crane's mother and doesn't want her
f"
dynamite truck goes careening
especially suspenseful episode when a
,

fon

Universal-International,

Kettle,"

£7_^ s

^»

jw

E

:

•

J%*™W

'^.fee'SSS:
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Little
a
,
LegiOU

JjlVe
ft f)y

,

"Let's Live a Little"
fey
& „ B„
National Legion of Decency in its
rating this week of nine pictures.
-

le . Lion s

^

.

:

(

Hated

;

stations.

b

Pa ram,

and shooting finished on "Impact"
(Popkin) United Artists; "Calamity
Jane and Sam Bass, Umversal-Interand national; "Montana," Warner.

»

,

23.

"Gun Runner"

r^\lt^k3SSF^
T
™ W£££_

SetS Jan. 17 f0r\ "Dynamite
CP
A
VideO Arguments
members
fovTZo
-

ICC
vv

Five new films were launched,
while only three were sent to cutting

28.

started on

without

111

«*g

^

Kohhnar produced,
wit'swift
Coast and Robert B. Sinclair directed skillfully.
oodl Frank Samuels, ABC
charge
Running time 82 minutes. General audience
les manager, will be in acting

f

.

gj.i^ Increase
^ &

with their agreement that they will
doubt! of their relationship by way of a

p

d

^

^ CoOSt PrO'dUCtlOIl

tells reporters she has married
to New York, where she vengefully
newspapers
$1,000,000 upon him. When the rival
of the story tightly packed
w ith this story he loses his job, and the rest
concerns his frantic but unsuccessful att

American Broadcasting,

named vice-president
the Western division of

max

^™

>

Barry Heads
Hollywood
c*/<^<*

i

«

^

A n

.
were "Children on
as
Films;
English
(British),
«
Hi h Fury - (British), United. ArtFight,^
Toe Palooka in the Big Fight"
ists f"
ists;
"Joe
Monogram and "The Kissing Bandit,"
;

M-G-M. Rated A-I were: "Hidden
Danger," Monogram "Indian Agent,"
;

the original screen play. Acting is adequate.
reeled and Milton Raison wrote
Release date,
General audience classification.
time° 68 minutes.

produce and distribute a film depicting the life of Christ as represented in the annual Easter pageant given
at Lawton, Okla., according to Kroger
Babb, president. The film, in Cineto

Running

has

Radio "One Night with You,"
Arthur Rank-Universal-InternaJ.
tional, and "Racing Luck," Columbia.
;

Jan. 28.

"Marshal of Amarillo
(ROCKY) LANE calls upon
aTlAN
L

temporarily named
"The Lawton Story." Principle Films,
Incr, of Lawton, was formed by Neil

color,

RKO

been

Chicago Selwyn to
Films for 'Shoes'

resourcefulness in this out
Fistic
group
a B
c o outlaws
»
draJa
actfon drama
l\. door action
customary touches to this standard
exchanges and stagecoach chases lend the
(

A

Bogan and a group of industrialist?,
for the purpose of making the film.

na^r.
lu track
order to
in oruei

all his

down

—

—

Chicago, Nov. 23.—J. Arthur Rank's
"The Red Shoes," released by Eagle-

will open here on a reserved
seat policy with two-a-day showings
horses run away, Eddy Waller an at the Selwyn Theatre on Dec. 23,
Afte™'their stage was held up and their
mysterious inn, Half-Way with a $2.40 top. This will be the first
lniH nrLnector and a group of men arrive at a
a
killings and Waller seeks out film to play the Selwyn, normally
The board of directors of the Allen
-There are strange disappearances and
Mildred Coles as the daughter of "legit" house controlled by the ShuB. Du Mont Laboratories has demarshal t0 locate the killer. Aided by
that the clerk of the inn is holding berts.
clared a dividend of 25 cents per share
the missing men, Lane discovers
William Heineman, E-L vice-presiand th men prisoners to force them to disclose the whereabouts of a cache ot
for 1948 on outstanding class
Brandt, head of exrestores the money to its rightful owner and dent, and Leon
men,
the
rescues
class B common stocks, payable on *
Lane
000
$5Q
arassociate producer and Philip ploitation, are in town completing
Dec. 22 to holders of record on Dec. he culpri t is captured. Gordon Kay was the
rangements for the run.
screenplay,
regular quarterly dividend of 25 Ford d i rec ted. Bob Williams wrote the original
1.
classihcation.
cents per share on its outstanding five
unn ing time, 60 minutes. General audience

Two
^„ Du Mont

Lion,

W

^
^

Dividends]

£e

^

A

'

A

|

R

per cent cumulative convertible preferred was also declared.

Brown

Be

Buys Into Midstates
Guy*

Wallis-Hazen Registers

E-K

Promotes Harper

Albany, N.

Nov.
formed

Y.,

23.

— Wallis-

Delaware,
in
has registered a certificate for a
York office for a motion picture busi-

Hazen,

Inc.,

New

Rochester, N.Y., Nov. 23.—J. LesNov. 23— Joe Hornstein
Gottlieb lie Harper has been elected assistant
Morton
and
York
Hal
in
of
New
starring
currently
Joe E. Brown,
Har- ness, in the Paramount Building.
interest in Mid- comptroller of Eastman Kodak.
Wallis is president. Wright and Mil"Harvey," will be "fall guy" at the have purchased a half
He
1931.
in
company
the
joined
here. per
Inc.,
were the atluncheon of The Circus Saints and states Theatre Supply,
general likan of Los Angeles,
resigned from Mid- had been assistant to the
Sinners on Friday at the Waldorf- Harold Block has
torneys.

to

Astoria here.

'Fall

St. Louis,

states.

comptroller since 1946.

A Good

Film.

bored, but
In

Trucolor

The

will

will yell,

go

and

Grown-ups

will try to

t.

sc

notches

I

above

the

sagebrushers.

A Western With

T\

NEWS

Western. Diverting
as a soft, natural quality which
le look human.
WORLD TELEGRAM

er than Usual

of

Plenty

.

ridin',

shootin' action.

A wealth

general of
DAILY

Old West Roars in
and exciting. Trucolj
succeeds in making

look

DAILY MIRROR

fightin'

and

JOURNAL AMERICAN

of glowingl

r

wild west. Solid boxol

sparks

this

novel story of the

BIG ACTION-JAMMED WESTERN IN COLC
Should draw well above average.

Good Western melodrama, abounds
suspense, and

in

Harrison

thrills.

A WESTERN THE AUDIENCE SHOULD
PLETELY. ONE FOR THE MONEY.
Should bring them
chandise.

film ^ulletin

exciting ^action,

in

right

GO

reports

film daily

Good, solid merSHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

handily.

Everything the sagebrush fan could possibly yearn for.
qualified to carry the top side of almost any bill.

Amply

BOXOFFICE

returns.

INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL
rb horsemanship, outlaws, cow,Sioux Indians on the warpath,
ntier in the early days of the

f

story twists

and a good

cast.

DAILY VARIETY

Belongs

s

FOR COM-

in

the better western

A

lively

Western, accentuating Trucolor.

MOT/ON PICTURE DAILY
Smash Oater. Epic-Type Western Act Entertainment.

HOUWOOD
A Western

should be satisfactory.
Lively

pace necessary

weekiv variety
for a

good Western.
MOT/ON

THE EXHIBITOR

REPORTER

formula on a large scale. Boxoffice attention
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BROADWAY'S

GOTHAM, NEW YORK

ROD CAMERON
and

ADRIAN BOOTH

GEORGE CLEVELAND

•

ILONA MASSEY

•
•

FORREST TUCKER

GRANT WITHERS - TAYLOR HOLMES

Screen Play by Ceroid Geraghly and Gerald

Adami

*

•

PAUL

Based on an Original Story by Jamei Edward Grant

Associate Producer and Director

—

JOSEPH KANE
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Windsor, Walbrook R.K.O. Loses Appeal Two Salesmen Lose 17 MGM Releases
(Continued from Page 1)
On 'Loop' Contempt Plea in Capital Suit
Suit in New Snarl
co" and "A Night at the Opera," bo
Chicago, Nov. 23. — Circuit Court
reprints.
Appeals today upheld Federal
of
— Judge For January there will be "Thi
Washington, Nov.
Washington, Nov. 23.— The legal Judge Michael Igoe's contempt ruling
23.

between the Windsor and Wal- against RKO, in which the company Matthew F. McGuire today refused
opinion by claim- to dismiss two theatre-owning film
brook Theatres of Baltimore, will sought to appeal his
ing that the
Palace Theatre salesmen as defendants in a $150,000
get even more tangled with the filing
separate corporation from
damage and injunction suit against
of a counter-suit by the Walbrook was a
handing
down the them and four major distributors.
Pictures.
In
against the Windsor.
opinion, Judge Sherman Minton of
In June, the Center Theatre of CenIn February, the Windsor filed a
the Appeal Court, with concurrence treville, Md., filed the suit against
$600,000 treble-damage and injunction
of Judge William Sparks and Judge Paramount, 20th-Fox, Radio and Colsuit here against six major distribuLuther Swigert, said that to uphold umbia, and against Columbia film
tors, the Walbrook Amusement Co.,
that the Palace salesman Charles Wingfield and 20th
the Hilton Theatre Co., also of Bal- the defense of
D. Goldberg, was a separate entity would be to Fox salesman F. B. Klein. The two
timore, and Thomas
salesmen own theatres in Church Hill
president of the Walbrook and Hil- subordinate reality to legal form.
Relying as the court did upon the and Chestertown, Md., and the suit
The Baltimore firms moved
ton.
admissions charged that the four distributors
and judicial
that they be dismissed from the suit testimony
on the ground that they did not trans- made in the original case, the ruling gave the salesmen a monopoly of firstfinding that
run product.
act business in the District, under the said, the court's
The distributors filed answers deThey operated the Palace Theatre was not
terms of the anti-trust law.
nying the charge, but the two saleswon that motion. The Windsor then clearly erroneous.
In the opinion Judge Minton re- men moved that they be dismissed on
settlements
out-of-court
negotiated
with 20th Century-Fox and Para- ferred to the "ghostlike" corporate the ground that contracts with only
mount, two of the defendants, where- figure, stating that RKO now "for the four companies could not constitute
by the distributors agreed to split first time drags from the closet a a monopoly of films. In an argument
their product between the Windsor bare-boned skeleton of an elaborate before Judge McGuire, Center TheThe Walbrook corporate structure to show to the atre's attorney Robert Sher said that
and the Walbrook.
but another the suit was not based on monopoly
then sued 20th-Fox, alleging breach courts that not
wholly owned subsidiary actually op- but rather on restraint of trade, and
of contract, and this suit is pending.
that restraint could be proved on the
Last Friday, the Windsor brought a erates it."
basis of contracts with just one firm.
$600,000 treble-damage suit—no inJudge McGuire issued no opinion
junction in Baltimore against the
on the case, but merely noted that the
Walbrook, Hilton and Goldberg. Tomotion had been denied. Sher is preday, Walbrook attorney Robert Sher
(Continued from page 1)
paring a formal order for McGuire to
said: "That just makes it easy for
We were going to sue them any- later that the federal jurists had as- issue.
us.
how, and now we'll just make our suit signments for the week of Dec. 13
which they were unable to rearrange.
a counter-suit to theirs."
Sher said the counter-suit would In consequence, Judge Augustus N.
fight

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

—

Para. Hearings

allege that the

trade

in

tors, the

sor

restraining

is

with distribu-

Hand, presiding jurist, subsequently
was obliged to set the case back an-

same charge which the Wind- other week,

alleged

Walbrook.

Windsor

Windsor

contracts

its

is

the
in its suit
Sher said that now the
getting all the films of

RKO,

to Dec. 20.

May Adjourn

against

to

Next Year

Indications are that if the resumed
hearings promise to continue for any
length of time, they would be adjourned again until after the Christmas and New Year's holidays.

Columbia, Eagle-Lion, Repuband Monogram, and half the films
of Paramount and 20th-Fox. "We get
100 pictures for our two theatres," he
Company
attorneys,
meanwhile,
stated, "and they get more than that
have met again on preparation of a
for one theatre."
lic

draft of the new rules of arbitration to be presented to the court
at the resumed hearings providing
they receive representative support
from national distribution companies,
including non-defendants in the antitrust case.
final draft is expected to be completed within a few days.
It will
extend the rules to include the arbitration of such subjects as specific run,
extended runs, forcing of pictures and
final

Igoe Frees Ricca

—

Chicago, Nov. 23. Paul Ricca,
Chicago union racketeer, was freed
today by Judge Michael Igoe on a
Ricca had been out on
legal issue.
a habeas corpus.

Have
a

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

DC-6

"MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?
Phono HAvomoyer 6-5000 or your travel agent
Ticket Offices.- Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center •

120 Broadway

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

A

other complaints heretofore not covered by the industry arbitration system. The new plan also may provide
for arbitration of some subjects for
which injunctive relief is sought by
the government in the anti-trust case.

Dipson Trust Case
Nears Final Round

Buffalo, Nov.
form of an order

23.

—Hearing

on the

Godfathers," Technicolor, an Argc
production; "Forces of Evil," an E
terprise
production
"The Kissi
Bandit" and "Piccadilly Incident,"
Herbert Wilcox production.
Febri
ary releases will include "Act of Vii|
;

lence" and

"The Sun Comes

Technicolor. In March there
"The Bribe" and "Take Me Out
the Ballgame." Three for April wi
include "Little Women," in Techr
color; "The Great Sinner" and "Tli

Broadway," in Techr
two in May, "Tli
Stratton Story" and "The Secret Ga;

Barkleys
color.

of

There

will be

den," partly in Technicolor.

'IA'

Moves
(Continued from page

iri

1)

F. Walsh are assistant international^
president Thomas J. Shea, vice-pres
dent Louise Wright and internatiom \
representative Joseph D. Basson.
On hand yesterday in behalf of dis'
tributors were Clarence Hill, 20t'

Century-Fox

;

Anthony

sal-International;

Univet
(Pat) Scoi
Charles O'Brier

C.

Petti,

J.

Paramount
Henry C. Kaufman, Columbia
Leslie Thompson, RKO Radio
Sat
Schneider, Warner, and Harry Bucklard,

;

Loew

;

;

ley,

United Artists.

The

negotiators are slated to

mee

again next week.

RKO Election

to be entered in the
of Dipson Theatres

(Continued from page 1)
action
against seven distributors and Buffalo struggle for jurisdictional supremacy
Theatres, Inc., is expected to be set at film company home offices.
H-63 business agent Russell Mos;
for about Jan. 31.
As the trial concluded here, Federal said yesterday that the "IA" local ha;
Judge John Bright directed plaintiffs' "far more than a majority of
Spokes-!
counsel to submit its proposed findings Radio's employes in our fold."
were not available
and conclusions to the court by Jan. men for
2, with the defendants given 20 days for comment.
beyond that date in which to answer.
anti-trust

RKC

SOPEG

Isley Circuit
(Continued from page 1)

E-K Decree Changes
(Continued from page

1)

confer on changes necessary to rectify
elude theatres smaller than the Pick-

this deficiency.

wood.

Judge Mathes indicated that he will
has not yet been again study the decree when revised
asks for injunctive before affixing his signature.
relief and court action to compel disJudge Mathes postponed the pretributors to furnish first-run films to liminary hearings in the governmentplaintiff.
the
Damages sought are Technicolor case to the same date.
three times the cost of the Pickwood.

The Pickwood
opened.
The suit

Two More

First-runs

—

Parking Space Ordered

Boston, Nov. 23. The ParamountKnoxville, Tenn., Nov. 23.—All
and Fenway theatres here, previously theatres in the uptown area must proCounsel of Three to Meet
second-run houses on move-overs from vide offstreet parking at the rate of
Counsel for United Artists, Univer- the Metropolitan, henceforth will play one space for every 10 seats, under a
sal and
Columbia, are expected to first-run.
new city ordinance now in effect.
meet within the next few days to chart
a course of joint action for the remainder of the case and some kind of
action on arbitration is indicated. At
the court hearing earlier this month,
Columbia counsel Louis D. Frohlich
expressed opposition to any such system while attorneys Edward Raftery,
for United Artists, and Cyril Landau, for Universal, said that they
preferred not to commit themselves
untU an actual plan is drawn and then
considered in the light of costs to
the companies.

Heads Telespots Sales
Carl Friedlander has been appointed
by Jules Bricken as general sales manager of Telespots, Inc., New York
producer of films for television.

November

ednesday,

Motion Picture Daily

24, 1948

Again Heads

Iain

of Ontario

Toronto, Nov. 23.— H. C. D. Main,
dependent owner of the Capitol Thecre, Listowel, Ont, was elected preslent for a second term of the Motion
icture Theatres Association of Onirio at the first meeting of 1948-49.
/lanager Roy Miller of the Lincoln
jrire, St. Catharines, is vice-presi^pl/hile the secretary is George H.
eters, vice-president of Odeon TheArch H. Jolley was
tres of Canada.
e-appointed executive secretary and
lanager. William Summerville of B.
nd F. Theatres, is honorary treas-

and Ford
lead Hamilton, Ont., Unit
ilaynard, Jolley

Toronto,

23— R.

Nov.

E.

May-

of the Odeon Palace,
elected president of the
Theatre Managers
Ont.,
and Mel Jolley has
ff Association,
oeen named vice-president. Mrs. Jean
Ford was re-elected secretary-treas-

manager

lard,

-

been
Hamilton,

-las

iturer.

S

'Brotherhood Week'
(Continued from page

M.

1)

Paramount sales vicepresident, was named chairman of the
Other comdistribution committee.
mittee appointments will be made by
Reagan,

Depinet

Leon

later.

Bamberger

of

will serve as aide to
J.
"

'

ii

'

Reagan.
As announced earlier, Gil
Golden of Warner Brothers will be
in charge of advertising and promotion for Brotherhood Week observ-

would function solely in the interest
of the independent exhibitors and provide a bulwark against the further
encroachments of producer-distribu-

"Twenty Glorious Years" introduces many personalities, within
tors,"

and outside the organization, who figured in the events which have pyramided into motion picture history.
Industry,

to
will

Brotherhood

present
carry

Week

plans,

all

appropriate

subjects,

as

in

previous years.

Among names

Clinchy.

compared with $530,000 in
July, and marking the second

month

of a gain

since July's figure,

compared

meet again shortly to map actual releasing plans for the series.
Robert
sales

chief,

is

chair-

of the group.
official action was taken yesterin the brief business discussion

No

day
which followed the screening although
a spokesman later said that it appears
likely exhibitors will be asked to pay
only enough to cover production costs.
Production of the shorts was in
charge of the Industry Film Project
Committee, headed by Y. Frank Freeman, which is understood to have
a continuing program
about five subjects annually.
for

Also, P.

J.

Wood, Aaron

Saperstein,

Jack Kirsch, William L. Ainsworth,
Carl Laemmle, C. C. Pettijohn, Pete
Harrison, David Sarnoff, Oscar R.
Hanson, William James, Sidney R.
Kent, Irving Dollinger, M. A. Lightman, Louis Nizer, Ed Schiller, William F.
Rodgers, Ed Kuykendall,
Gradwell Sears, Noel T. Dowling,
Hatton Sumners, Sam Hobbs, Clarence Lea, Stephen P. Cabot, Henry
R. Atkinson, Katherine V. E. Lyford, Mrs. Robert T. Bushnell, Mary
T. Bannerman, Walter B. Littlefield,
Trueman Rembusch, Ray Branch,
Benjamin Berger, John Wolfberg, O.

The experiment

failed,

it

is

under-

stood, because the other companies
did not go along and also because the
lines preferred to deal with one central
.agency,
Movies-on-Route han-

with only $200,000 in June.

dling bookings of most companies,
but does not hold rights to 16mm. versions of 20th Century-Fox features.
Jack Kennedy, in charge of the
project and working under the supervision of Robert Maroney, head of the
16mm. international department,
Mexico City, Nov. 23. The motion
picture business, like all others in will continue to supervise shipboard
Mexico, is awaiting results of the re- contracts.
ported strenuous efforts of the gov-

Mexico Trying

to

Stabilize Dollars

—

RKO

ernment to stabilize its monetary system by pegging the dollar. This is

UK

Film Council to
Meet Next Monday

expected to be set at about 6.50 pesos,
against
present
pesos
the
6.90
and compared with the 4.85 which
prevailed until the decree was adopted
by the government on July 20 to devaluate the money.

$19,464,705

London, Nov.

from

Canadian Rentals
Toronto,

23.

— Harold

Wilson,

British Board of
Trade, has set Nov. 29 for a meeting
of the National Film Production Council.
Seven representatives of British
producers will face seven representatives of the studio unions. Britain's
actors sought to be represented at the
meeting, but Wilson has overlooked
asking British Equity to sit in.
Currently,
13
studios capable of
turning out first-feature films are
either closed entirely or engaged in
production of a different sort, and indications are that the meeting will be

Nov. 23.— Revenue from

film rentals totaled a record $19,464,706 in 1947 for the 29 distributing

president

of

the

companies operating 114 offices in the
Custer, Meyer
Dominion, according to a government
Leventhal, Charles Niles.
report.
The total compared with the
Also, Ray Feeley, Albert Gebhart,
1946 total of $18,652,892.
Prior to
Helen Diering, Rube Shor, Charles
war the total was $10,000,000 from
W. Snyder, Harold Pearson, Stanley the
62 branch offices.
marked by sharp conflict.

ward Lachman, Gene

D. Kane,

J.

H. Ashby, William A.

Henry

Holloway, Jeff
J.
Bertha M. Thompson, and
many others from Allied, from government service and the industry in
Jefferis,

w

Reviews Industry Fights
Chronicled in forthright style, and
expressing Allied's conviction that Allied has played a heroic role during
the industry's past 20 years, the
brochure presents graphic accounts of
legal battles and other intra-industry
disputes. It is a nostalgic journey in
retrospect with a strong underscoring
of eagerness to face the challenges of

pi

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

IS

GREAT

of

M-G-M

Unit Ships
Clothing Abroad
A

special

M-G-M home

unit,
office,

WANTED

FOR NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
BY EXPERIENCED DISTRIBUTOR

BOX 418, M. P. DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 20

formed

at

the

has been collect-

ing clothing here from the exchanges
throughout the United States and the
studio, for shipment to company per-

sonnel abroad.

Dave Blum, Loew International
publicity director, and a supervisor of
the program, points out that the shipments are not to alleviate poverty, but
that "people abroad frequently cannot
obtain

adequate

clothing

because

of
said that
several cases of clothing recently went
to Finland and that new shipments
are now ready for shipment to Italy.

extreme shortages."

RE-ISSUES

RKO

Myers prepared the record, with the
collaboration of Cole.

(Continued from page 1)

plans

Abram

RKO

the future.

Industry Shorts

man

recorded are

Following a six-months trial period
distributing pictures to steamship lines
on its own,
has decided to sign
a new contract with Movies-on-Route,
providing for the same terms as a
prior agreement which ran for a year
and under which
had its film
booked aboard boats by M-O-R.

increase in contracts awarded
for new theatres during August to a total of $640,000,

consecutive

Relinquishes

Film Deals for Ships

Ottawa, Nov 23.—The Canadian Government reports an

general.

Robert Rubin of Loew s, Inc.,
chairman of yesterday's meeting, announced that an industry luncheon will
be held here on Dec. 22 to complete
arrangements for industry observance.
Speakers at yesterday's meeting included Depinet, Rubin, Barney Balaban, Will H. Hays, Skouras, David
Weinstock
and
Dr.
Everett
R.

RKO

Leaders

Myers, Col. H. A. Cole, Sidney
Samuelson, Adolph Zukor, William
Alvin Steffes, former U. S. VicePresident John Nance Garner, E. L.
Byars, Will H. Hays, H. M. Richey,
Glenn Cross, Jim Ritter, Herman
Blum, Calvin Coolidge, E. P. Smith,
Charles Casanave,
B. D. Cockrill,
Steve Bauer, Andy Gutenberg, Nathan Yamins, Fred Herrington, M.
A. Rosenberg, Martin G. Smith.

J.

Mochrie,

Civic

Building
Increase Continues

F.

Carroll,

ance.

According

Canadian

1)

Radio F. Sullivan, Maxwell Alderman, Ed-

Scollard of Paramount will assist

newsreels
j

RKO

Depinet and C.

RKO

20 Glorious Years'
(Continued from page

1PTO

11

Sets

Blum

Up Booking Firm

Detroit, Nov. 23.— William Clark,
independent film booker, has organized
the Clark Theatre Service with offices
in the Donovan Building here.

E

ENTERTAINS EVERYBODY

ENCHANTS EVERYBODY

.

Architect for castles
FROM

—so grew

product of the

As

For

set designer's skill.

and
by
his creative work with materials and
textures. His sets help establish and
maintain story mood
give camera and
actors the freedom needed to do full
he heightens dramatic

.

this

architect:

this

architect for filmdom's castles

cottages,

cottages • .

he must be more than master
he must have real understanding of the photographic element in
which his sets will "live."
And from his close association with
the camera art, he knows how much creative latitude depends on the proper films.
Films with the versatility for which the
Eastman motion picture family has long
been famous.

model to full-size
"dream castle"—

blueprint to

structure

—and

effect

. .

justice to the scene.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER
J. E.

BRULATOUR,

FORT LEE

•

4, N. Y.

INC.,

CHICAGO

DISTRIBUTORS
•

HOLLYWOOD

PICTURES',

no.

102

}oast Court 4 TOA Units
Testing Plan
Signs Decree
n

Kodak Case

udge's Action Sudden;
echnicolor Suit Still On
25.

Theatre Owners of America will
have four conciliation boards working
60in the field by Dec. 15 under its
day trial plan, according to Arthur

—The

TOA

Lockwood,

president.

Grievance groups are being organized in Boston, New Haven, Okla-

Lockwood
City and Memphis.
will actively assist in the selection of

homa

Los Angeles, Nov.
Eifernment-Eastman Kodak con- exhibitors who will comprise the comsigned by Federal mittees.
Tit decree was
Once the conciliation boards start
yesterjdge William C. Mathes
and unex- functioning, they will be watched
vy after an unscheduled
deterrevised text closely by TOA executives to
>cted presentation of a
any shortcomings in the progovernment and Eastman Kodak mine
Mathes gram. The organization of other comtorneys. On Tuesday Judge
and mittees then will get under way.
version
previous
the
jected
So far TOA has not contacted disre-submission on
for
it

Employed

11,904

in

Allied Favors

Canadian Theatres
Ottawa, Nov. 25.— Of 11,904
employes in motion pictures
houses in Canada last year,
9,797 were engaged in the
operation of theatres which
were open 300 days or more.

They received

$10,854,840

Canadian

salaries,

the

ernment

reveals.

in

gov-

Projectionists and assistant
projectionists in all theatres

numbered

2,201,

aries and

wages

and drew

sal-

of $4,067,705.

Star,

Film Ban

In Discipline
Finneran Plan Embodies
Production Code Action
New

Orleans, Nov.

tributors,

^Pre-trial

hearings

remained

owever,
an.

on Technicolor however, that he
postponed until them to cooperate

chargand Technicolor with a con-

The government

7.

ng E-K
piracy to

ion picture film industry

was

filed in

to

compul-

,

The decree binds

E-K

.

basis
ory licensing on a royalty-free
the company,
all patents owned by
if
information to all
o furnish technical
icensees

of such patents,
(Continued on page

disclosed, adding,
expected most of

fully.

suit

monopolize the color mo-

August.

Lockwood

and

to

sell

10)

Dividends Are

Downbyl5%
Washington, Nov. 25.— Film com-

20th-Fox Bid for

ABC

a Video

Aim

Urge

Invite for

cleared

London, Nov.

25.

—

Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander Korda
and Sir Henry French is being challenged in government and industry-

known

Spyros P.

Skouras, 20th Century-

president, was honored Wedneshis "worthy record in the
field of philanthropic endeavor," at a

Fox

day for

United Jewish Appeal luncheon at the
Hotel Astor.
Si Fabian, circuit executive and
chairman of the meeting, thanked
Skouras in behalf of the UJA's

amusement division "for services well
Other commendations came
done."
(Continued on page

10)

ing

stars
cleared.

New

suggestion has been
advanced that Britain's independent
exhibitors also should be represented.

circles here.

The
Finneran
is

The

high

not

plan,
the
Plan,
on the

as

agenda

of both
the national Alconfirmation of
lied
board of
Spyros P. Skouras that 20th CenturyThe argument is that Rank, Korda directors' meeting, which will be held
Fox is negotiating either for purchase
will attend the conference here at the Roosevelt Hotel Saturday
of American Broadcasting Co., or ac- and French
salesmen for British films,
(Continued on page 10)
quisition of a controlling stock inter- virtually as
from the
desirable
is
it
radio-television company, whereas
est' in the
producers that the
no additional details have been made standpoint of U. S.

Beyond

the

earlier

Americans' best customers here, the
independent exhibitors, be invited to
French will
participate in the talks.
might represent the British Film Producers

public by officials of either company.
Skouras said that no agreement on
terms has been reached and he de-

clined to predict how long it
take to bring negotiations to a decisive stage. Observers pointed out that
such a deal might involve complicated
(Continued on page 7)

Association.

mounted steadily that
Alexander King, Cinematograph

Feeling has
Sir

(Continued on page 3)

Abram

$565,221 Columbia
Profit for the Year
Columbia Pictures Corp.

reports a net profit of $565,221

for the year ended June 30,
equal to 40 cents a common
share. This compared with a
net of $3,706,541 or $5.33 a
share in the preceding year.

Gross income totaled $43,898,785 and the operating
$1,477,889. In the preceding year these totals were
profit,

$48,832,201
spectively.

and

$5,972,678,

re-

London, Nov. 25.— F. M. F. West,
Arthur
of
director
managing
J.
Rank's Eagle-Lion Distributors; Sir
David Cunynghame of Sir Alexander
Korda's London Films, and Reginald
Baker of Ealing Studios, will leave
here today for Paris, to meet tomorrow with a delegation of French proand exhibitors
distributors
ducers,

F.

Myers

Film Imports
Criticized
Washington, Nov.
tional

(Continued on page 6)

For Philanthropies

would
up on

any film featur-

compared

Cites Skouras

seal

held

be

British
restricting
of
tion at the March 23-25 meeting in
York of the Anglo-American
Joint Film Advisory Committee to J.

with $4,571,000 in October, 1947.
October payments brought the Janu

UJA

Production
Code

Advisability
representa-

Paris Discussions Today
The On 'Low' Quota for U. K.

$2,700,000,

of

charges against
them, and the

To Anglo-US Meet

dividends in 1948 will be 15 to
record
20 per cent below last year's
payments, U. S. Commerce Department figures released here indicate
The Department said that publicly
reported cash dividend payments in

were

for disstars"

until
industry
they have been

CEA

oanies'

October

—Allied

would have them barred from the

it

•heduled

25.

States Association's plan
"misbehaving
ciplining

25.

—The

Legion of Decency reported

Nato-

day a "marked increase" in the number of morally offensive films during
1948, but attributed this largely to the
increased number of foreign films re-

viewed.

The Legion's

report

was presented

by the Bishop's Committee on Motion
Pictures to a meeting of Catholic
Archbishops and Bishops of the U. S.
(Continued on page 3)

Ascap Appeals from
Minneapolis Ruling

—

Minneapolis, Nov. 25. American
and French government officials for
and
discussions on the present low mini- Society of Composers, Authors
screenings in Publishers has filed notice of appeal
delegates are from the decision of Federal Judge
Gunnar Nordbye, which held that the
due back here on Saturday.
are plainFollowing a missionary journey to Society, members of which
against Benjamin BergParis of the British Board of Trade's tiffs in a suit
Andrew White, the French govern- er and other exhibitors, was in violaand legally
ment agreed to reopen discussions on tion of the anti-trust laws
page 10)
(Continued
on
the question.

mum

set

France.

for

The

British
British

Motion Picture Daily

2

AAA to
2 New Cases

Hear

tury-Fox home
First arbitration hearings to be voluntarily agreed to by all parties in-

volved in clearance complaints filed
with the American Arbitration Association since the

S.

Supreme Court

ruled

in

industry
the
be held next

last

anti-trust

U.
June

suit,

will

month, it was reported here on Wednesday by James Murphy, director of
AAA's motion picture division.
First of two hearings will be held before arbitrator John A. Daly in Boston,
on Dec- 13. Case was filed last summer by Hortense L. Sharby, operator
Amusu Theatre, Lancaster,
of the
N. H., against all five trust suit distributor defendants. Complaint alleges
that seven days clearance now given
to the Rialto, Lancaster, N. H., is unreasonable, and the complainant seeks
to have it abolished or cut to a day.
Second hearing will be held on Dec.

is

scheduled

to leave here today for the Coast
following two weeks at the 20th Cenoffice.

•

Red Kann, vice-president of Quigley Publishing Co., left here yesterday

Allied States convention in
Orleans. He will be in Dallas to
attend the testimonial dinner -for Bob
O'Donnell on Dec. 4 and will then
continue to the Coast for a stay of
several weeks.
•

for

the

New

Zoellner, M-G-M
B.
head of short subjects sales, reprints
and importations, will be married today to Treva Jones at the home of
Major Harry Miller in Rockville

William

Center, L.

moon

in

•
Fairchild, former assis-

manager

of the

Warner

Capitol

Rockefeller Center

SCULLY,

A.

Uni-

Joe Kaufman,

associate producer
of "The Babe Ruth Story," will attend
Christian Athlete's Foundation
the
dinner in Beaufort, S. C, from Hollywood on Dec. 15 to receive the Foundation's "Certificate of Commendation" awarded to Roy Del Ruth Productions for its Allied Artists picture.

1,414 of

to Sell

Common

Washington, Nov.
Wednesday filed

25.

—Columbia

a

registration
statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission for 1,414 shares
of no par common, proposed for public

on

by Harry Cohn and Jack Cohn,
president and executive vice-president,
respectively, and their families.
sale

The shares were received as stock
dividends under the 2Y2 per cent stock
dividend paid by the company on May
There are in addition 24,332
14.
shares embraced by a June 16, 1947,
It is proposed
registration statement.
to sell the shares on the open market.

Due Today; No
Hughes Accord Yet
Sears

night manager of the
Detroit, following a serious knee in-

Cliff Swick has been appointed
supervisor of three Hellman theatres
in

UA

distribution

has

rights

yet to relinquish
"Vendetta,"
for

Directors Meet

tke

Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by
|

presents

ANATOU

/(~\

LITVAK • A HAI01E LITVAK 8 ROBERT BASSLER

I
I

LUND • HENDR1X
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Lindsley Parsons, Monogram proLawrence Haas has been named ducer, will leave Hollywood on' Dec.
10 for British Samoa.
coordinator of news for CBS-TV.
•

COLOR BY
Broadway at
45th Street

Name H. E. Jameyson Krugman Starts Post
Commonwealth Head With E-L on Dec.
Kansas

E. Jameyson,

Midwest

Nov.

City,

who

circuit

25.

retired

— Howard

from Fox-

activities

last

July

after 16 years as district manager, has
been elected president of Common-

ill

will

health.

6

Saul
Krugman, Eagle-Lion's
J.
newly-appointed assistant sales manager, will start his duties Dec. 6,
maintaining headquarters at the company's Philadelphia office, it was announced here by William J. Heineman,

wealth Theatres, succeeding Clarence
A. Schultz who is retiring because of distribution

Ben Piazza
Join Floyd

Will

Odium

future

—

industry

activities.

Piazza will vacation meanwhile.

vice-president.

work under Milton

Krugman
E.

Cohen,

Smith Retiring from

RKO

Schuessler,

RKO

ASTOR

Cont. from 8:45

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

RED SHOES"
"THE
Color by Technicolor
BIJOU THEATER,

We tfMidway

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
:30
Late Show Saturday Evening
1

An EAGLE LION FILM

1

Release

Robert Mite hum
Barbara Bel Geddes
Robert Preston
in

BLOOD OK

THE

MOON

GLOBE

BRANDT'S

BROADWAY AT 46TH

STREET

—

to handle labor relations.

during the
bach has been with
sistant

J.

TECHNICOLOR

Theatres Post

He

Fred succeeded by Jerry Shinbach,

casting director of HowRadio-Keith-Orpheum board of di- ard Hughes productions, has been
rectors
met here on Wednesday. mentioned as Piazza's successor.
Meeting was termed "routine" by a
Odium holds an option to purchase
company spokesman.
divested
theatres.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

ZANUCK

from Buffalo.

Albany and Troy, N. Y.

latter's

RKO

F.

OLIVIA de HAYILLAND

I

DANNY
Berkshire

and "The OutHollywood, Nov. 25. Ben Piazza,
law," which Hughes produced and
Chicago, Nov. 25. Frank Smith
now wants back in return for his RKO Radio, casting director for the
financing guarantees on three or more past eight years, has confirmed his will retire as RKO Theatres Midwest
features to be made by independent resignation from that post next month division manager, effective Dec. 1, but
to associate with Floyd Odium in the will continue in an inactive capacity
producers for UA.

"Mad Wednesday"

•

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS

Chicago.

Jack

J

Picture

JoanofArc .,.„q
Ingrid Bergman

jury.

•

'

TECHNICOLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

DARRYL

Field, Midwest exhibitor who is associated with Wolfgang
Reinhardt in Midwest Productions,
is in New York from Los Angeles.
•

\
•

JANET LEIGH

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

•

Daniel E.

DONALD CRISP

.
.

LASSIE

and
Color by

•

Schultz will retain his interest, will Eastern sales manager.
remain on the board of directors and
Krugman resigned his post as Selzwill act in an advisory capacity on call nick Releasing Organization's Eastern
Gradwell Sears, president of United from the board.
district manager to join E-L. Prior to
Artists, will return to New York
Elmer Rhoden is chairman of the SRO, he was Eastern district manfrom the Coast today with an agree- board and Bob Shelton is vice-presiager for Samuel Goldwyn Producment with Howard Hughes on finaliz- dent and general manager.
tions.
ing their long-pending three-picture
Contransaction still to be reached.
sequently

OF HOME'

EDMUND GWENN
TOM DRAKE

Mrs. Florence A. Selznick, mother
of David O. Selznick, is in Good
Samaritan Hospital in Los Angeles
where she underwent an operation on
Wednesday.

Theatre in Danbury, Conn., has been
Melvin Honaker of the Hill Top
16 at New Haven before arbitrator promoted to manager.
•
Case was also filed
Fred Wiggin.
Theatre, Louisville, has returned to
Artists
United
Freed
the
of
Harold
last summer by Nick Kounaris and
that city after a two-month visit to
Apostolis Tolis, operators of the New- exchange in New Haven has been re- the Coast.
No.
Local
Newington, Conn.., elected president of IATSE
ington Theatre,
Reduction is B-41, exchange employes union.
majors.
all
against
Charles Simonelli, Universal-In•
sought in the 30 days clearance which
ternational Eastern exploitation manHarry Kaplan of the Community
is granted to the Strand and Embassy,
ager, has returned to New York from
New Britain, by Warner and 21 days Theatre in Fairfield, Conn., and Mrs. Indianapolis.
granted by the other four defendants. Kaplan have become parents of a
•
First case has one intervenor, and son, Gary Joel.
Jeff Livingston, Universal-Inter•
the second has four.
national "Hamlet" representative, will
Rodger Secrest has resigned as
Loop Theatre, return to New York on Monday from

Cohns Seek

-

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

"HILLS

versal-International sales vicepresident, will leave here Monday on
a tour of Southern exchanges.
•

couple will honey-

Bermuda.

Hawley
tant

The

I.

WILLIAM

26, 194>l
I

—

Personal Mention
CHARLES EINFELD

November

Friday,

past

RKO

year.

will be
his as-

Shin-

Theatres for

six and a half years as theatre supervisor
in
Columbus, Cleveland and
Cincinnati.

BETTY GRABLE

DAN DAILEY

"WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME"
in

A

Technicolor

- Fox
Picture
ON STAGE: MICKEY ROONEY —
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Twentieth Century
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I
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six were condemned and 30 or 35.71
per cent were given a B rating.
(Continued from page 1)
"While noting the relatively high
percentage of morally offensive mateat Catholic University here on Nov. rial in the Hollywood product," the
report stated, "the Bishops expressed
17-19, and was made public today.
By H.
The report revealed that during the their gravest concern with the moral
i
year Nov. 1947-Nov. 1948, 451 fea- qualities of the imported product. Ex1
Berlin, Nov. 20 (By Airmail)
hibition of such films can do serious Nov. 27-28— Allied States AssociaLegion,
of
the
tures
were
reviewed
by
beBerlin
is
of
I The Soviet blockade
board meeting, Roosevelt
tion
cent were clas- harm to the morals and the moral
iKining to seriously affect motion pic- which 174 or 38.58 per
who patronize
those
of
Orleans.
Hotel,
unobjection- standards
or
morally
sified
A-I,
as
but
sector,
[fure life in the Western
them,"
it was said.
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 Allied States, Assoable for general patronage; 188 or
iflespite great difficulties the theatres
warned
that
in
domesThe Bishops
ciation annual convention, Roose41.69 per cent were classed A-II, or
Lre-^continuing to operate.
velt Hotel,
Orleans.
morally unobjectionable for adults; 82 tic pictures suggestiveness in scenes,
all shows starting after 10 :30
costuming
the
most
dialogue or
was
Dec. 6-7 Theatre Owners of OklaBritish- or 18.18 per cent as B or morally obI'r'.Jl; special licenses of the
for
objection
films,
frequent ground
to
homa annual convention, Skirvin
Military government are re- jectionable in part for all, and seven being found on 57 occasions.
1|J. S.
ImHotel, Oklahoma City.
This rule was necessitated or 1.55 per cent as C or condemned. proper
juired.
attitude
toward
marriage, Dec. 7. Allied Independent Theatre
In 1946-47, out of 440 films re)y the fact that only twice a day—
either treating matrimony irreverently
Owners of Kansas and Missouri
time— viewed, 195 or 44.52 per cent were or portraying divorce as the acceptable
a 'or a period of two hours at a
membership
meeting,
Kansas
electric classed as A-I, 172 or 39.09 per cent
f>;an the public be served with
solution to marital problems, was the
City.
Some theatres are planning as A-II, 70 or 15.91 per cent as B, next most frequent source of offense,
bp-rent.
Dec. 9 Tri-State Theatre Owners
|ifter-midnight shows, when current and three or 0.68 per cent as C.

(un Berlin Films
Respite Russians
ZU LOEWENSTEIN

Criticize

Coming

Imports

Events

—

New

!

—

—

New

;

—

jj

—

is
j

However, none
the

U.

S.

sector

Twenty-seven have

jtheir own power, 20 are connected
[with a special power line, eight have
lone show daily, 43 give two shows,
|20 have three shows a day.
In the British sector, only one of
the 47 theatres has closed. The others
In
give one to three shows a day.
the French sector, the initial crisis

.also

atres

has been overcome.
are in operation.

•

British Dominion
Being Reactivated
Australia,

Nov.

18

(By

Airmail). British Dominion Films,
which has not b;en active for more
than a decade, is understood to be
making a bid for re-entry into the
Australian distribution field with an
offer to Sir Alexander Korda to handle his product in this country.
Since the Korda break with 20th
Century-Fox, the local trade has speculated on a possible outlet for nonRank British product. It is understood that Hoyts will eventually lose
the J. Arthur Rank product when
the agreement with Gaumont-British
expires and the Rank film goes to
With several allGreater Union.
British houses to keep supplied, the
Korda product looks attractive, it is
felt in local

film circles.

25.

—Asserting

National Film Board of Canada
will broaden the scope of production
but will not swing away from cultural
films, Premier St. Laurent has disclosed that Dr. J. J. McCann, Minister
of Revenue, will become vice-chairman of the NFB. The board has been
placed under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Reconstruction and
Supply.

S.

Meet

(Continued from page

EUGEN WEBER

29 Films to Czechs
Under MPEA Deal

indus-

Banco Nacional Cinematografico
reports making loans, credits and dis-

try's

counts totaling $3,653,894 this year.
Some producers, anxious about sustained financing in view of the depression, are trying to interest some of
the many large bank depositors to invest idle money in production.
Industry and agriculture has long been., trying to get the money which has been

Directors of the Motion Picture ExBy
port Association at a meeting here on'
Paris, Nov. 20 (By Airmail).
surprise development in the recent Wednesday approved a pact with the
Franco-American film agreement is Czechoslovak government allowing for
that the quota provided for only ap- the entry of 25 films into that country lying idle since Sept., 1939.
plies to films licensed on or after July during a year starting Feb. 1, 1949.
The agreement provides that the
Thus, films licensed for im1, 1948.
port during the first part of the year Czechs in addition to granting a flat
Still
do not come under the quota, but are sum advance guarantee for each picremittances
ture
will
allow
of
75
per
in
As a result,
in addition to the quota.
dollar basis.
The
Mexico City, Nov. 25. Motion picthe major companies, fearful of flood- cent on a monthly
ing the market, will probably limit balance will be blocked for five years tures still hold top place among this
restricted
invested
under
or
could
be
themselves and keep back some of
city's amusement seekers, according to
conditions.
a survey by the municipal amusements
their first year's quota films for rewill select the films from a supervision
Czechs
department, which reports
lease in 1949.
of
to
provided
the
list
100
be
by
that $14,598,916 was paid for 47,889,Meanwhile, several bilateral agreedeal
negotiated
last
under
the
207 admissions in 1947. Bull-fighting
ments have been concluded between
Producers' Union and month by Eric A. Johnston,
attracted 1,016,808 customers last year-.
the French
that
counpresident,
and
officials
of
These agreements
In 1934 local theatre patronage was
producers abroad.
Four
films
will
21,353,652.
concern representation in France and try's film monopoly.
1.
French-speaking countries and appear be sold to the Czechs prior to Feb.
Wednesday's meeting was presided
to have little in common with the
commercial accord reached March 20, over by Francis Harmon,
vice-president, and was attended by
1948, between France and Italy, which
was arrived at on a much higher level. foreign department executives.
Mexico City, Nov. 25.
producThis Franco-Italian agreement protion combine that plans to make 15
Italy
of
into
importation
the
vided for
Is films in 1949 has been organized here
100 French features and 100 shorts,
by William Oscar Jenkins, Emilio
of
worth
francs
also for 50,000,000
Azcarraga and Gabriel Alarcon, all
raw stock to be available in Italy for.
Mexico City, Nov. 25. Exhibitors exhibitors. Along with Manuel EsFrench production there.
have received with mixed reactions the pinosa Iglesias, circuit operator, they
announcement by the Confederation of have acquired a one-third interest in
Mexican Workers, powerful labor Producciones Grovas.
organization, that, in behalf of the
National
Industry
Cinematographic
Is in
Motion Workers Union, it is again allowing
Washington, Nov. 25.
theatres to present vaudeville and othpicture production in Egypt has been
in
entertainment.
hard hit, largely because of the poor er stage
When
resented the formaWashington, Nov. 25. Argentina
quality of films, Nathan D. Golden,
tion, five years ago, of the Picture is
a market for a least $1,000,000
chief of the film branch of the Deworth of U. S. motion picture equippartment of Commerce reports. One Production Workers Union,
dealt
a hard blow by forbid- ment when trade controls are lifted,
result has been the refusal of the government to enforce its limitation of ding picture theatres to give any stage the U. S. Commerce Department said
three foreign pictures a year to be presentations, even the personal ap- today.
pearances of film stars.
report by film chief Nathan D.
dubbed with Arabic sound tracks.
Golden pointed out, however, that
Production is at the rate of 30 piclicenses for equipment imports have
tures a year, but plans for the new
Drive-Ins been suspended since early this year.
season indicate fewer are in prospect.
Toronto, Nov. 25. A. C. Cowan
of Toronto, who had previously been
in
Curtail Ontario
linked with Odeon Theatres of CanMexico City, Nov. 25.
Felipe
Ottawa, Nov. 25. As a result of ada in connection with financial deals
power "blackouts" between 9 :30 and in the development of the J. Arthur Mier, former Warner manager here
10 P.M., theatres in smaller centers Rank circuit here, has purchased Park and more recently a distributor of
of Ontario have been forced to cancel Drive-in Theatres, Ltd., from H. J. Mexican films and theatre equipment
their second shows when power cut- Ochs of Cleveland and associates. Five importer, is organizing a production
drive-ins are involved.
and distribution company.
offs have been enforced.

—A

Films Are
on
Top
Mexico City

—

MPEA

MPEA

MPEA Three Obtain Interest
In Mexican Company
—A

Dissolved in Mexico

that

the

Anglo - U.

Mexico City, Nov. 25.— The

Is

Ban on Vaudeville

NFB to Widen Scope
Ottawa, Nov.

was the

For Later Product

sector.

—

films

French Quota

Following the currency reform and

Sydney,

B

Mexico's Film Bank
In $3 Million Deals

All 34 the-

the Soviet arrest of people in possession of Western currency, attendance
has been cut 60 per cent in the Soviet

of

—

of the 72 theatres in
have so far been

forced to close.

being reported in 28 films.

Association executive committee
The Most Reverend Joseph H. Almeeting, Memphis.
highest in Legion history during 1948, bers, Bishop of Lansing, completed his
Theatre Owners of
Jan. 28 - 29
the report noted.
term as a member of the motion picAmerica officers and directors
Breaking down the 1948 pictures ture committee, and the Most Revermeeting, Mayflower Hotel, Washinto domestic and foreign films, the end Michael J. Ready, Bishop of Coington, D. C.
report showed that of 367 domestic lumbus, was appointed to the vacancy.
films reviewed, only one was con- The Most Reverend William A. Scully,
demned and 52 or 14.17 per cent were Coadjutor Bishop of Albany, is chairclassed as B, while of 84 foreign films, man of the Bishop's Committee.

The percentage

available.

1)

Exhibitors Association vice-president,
and W. R. Fuller, CEA general secretary, should attend, if only for the
purpose of providing sound counsel,
the value of which it is reasoned, was
demonstrated during their visits to
America during the Anglo-American
film tax deadlock.
U. S. film industry representatives
scheduled to attend the meeting are
Motion Picture Association of America president Eric A. Johnston, Nicholas Schenck and Barney Balaban.

—

Egyptian Production
a

Bad Way
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Million
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A
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Key

Estimates of
TfOLLOWING

are

estimated

pic-

*

hire grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by

Motion Picture Daily correspondEstimates omit admission tax.

ents.

(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)

Gross:

$9,300.

6 days.

LOS ANGELES

Gross:

85c).

$20,000.

WHEN MY BABY

(Average:

6 days, 3rd week.

(Average:

Gross:

(Average:

$21,500.

THE THREE, MUSKETEERS

LOS ANGELES
Gross:

days.

(20th-Fox)

$17,150)

$12,850)

(M-G-M)

Omaha, Nov. 25.— Nebraska's

and

OMAHA

filni

business is in a snarl unrivalled in
years, resulting from heavy snow an<|
ice that so far have cost seven lives.
Telephone officials
reported
12.

towns and cities in Nebraska anc!
Northwest Iowa cut off from all ^t&\
munications.
Trains
were hj/J
Omaha first-runs Many film trucks were down for
a week when ex- All electric power was off in manv

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6
(Average: $18,100)

(2,096)
$37,000.

26, 194;

$23,000)

SMILES AT ME
JUNGLE PATROL (20thTHE THREE MUSKETEERS (M-G-M)— Fox)— UNITED NATIONS (1,129) (60cEGYPTIAN (1,000) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 6 85c) 2nd week, on a moveover. Gross: $3,days. Gross: $20,500.
(Average: $11,500)
000.
(Average: $9,000)
THE THREE MUSKETEERS (M-G-M)—
FOX-WILSHIRE (2,300) (50c-6Oc-85c-$1.0O)
(2,000)

November

Nebraska Industry
Snarled by Storm

City Grosses

(RKO- Radio) — PANT AG ES

BODYGUARD

Friday,

VELVET TOUCH (RKO Radio) and
Only one of five
Three
Musketeers"
and THE
HOMICIDE FOR THREE (Rep.) — PARA"Rogues' Regiment" got off to rous- MOUNT (Downtown) (3,595) (50c-60c-80c- could better par in
ing first weeks in the pfe-Thanksgiv- $1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $9,500. (Average: treme weather held down theatre pa- locations for days.
trons.
Omaha was the last hit of
ing stanza, with the holdovers which $16,450)
Local exchanges still are trying ti
THE VELVET TOUCH (RKOi Radio) and
dominated the first-run scene doing HOMICIDE FOR THREE (Rep.) — PARA- Nebraska cities by a blizzard of his- locate many prints and to determine
toric
proportions.
Estimated receipts which got through and which did not
reasonably well. The weather is still MOUNT (Hollywood) (1,407) (50c-60c-80cMany salesmen spent days on tht
summery here, and holiday shopping $1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average: for the week ending Nov. 24-25
"The

has not \started yet,

so

there

is

less

counter-d^aw in the area than there
hakbeen and will be for awhile. Estimated receipts for the week ended

Nov. '24:

\

BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER

(20th-Fox-

Alson) and

APPOINTMENT WITH MUR-

(FC)

(1,600) (50c-60c-85cGross: $3,500. (Av-

DER

—BELMONT

6 days, 2nd week.
erage: $5,750)

$1.00)

BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (20th-FoxAPPOINTMENT WITH MURDER (FC) — EL REY (861) (50c-60c-85c-

Alson) and

2nd week.

$1.00) 6 days,
erage: $4,700)

Gross:

$3,500.

(Av-

HOLLOW TRIUMPH (E-L) and THE
OLYMPIC GAMES OF 1948 (E-L)—

$13;O0O)

STATE

Gross:

(750)
(50c-65c).
$4,800)

$4,800.

(Average:

Gross

:

$9,000.

(Av-

BAUM

(4,700)

Gross: $26,500.

(50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-98c).

(Average:

$22,200)

AN INNOCENT AFFAIR (UA)-ALDINE

BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (20th-Fox- (900) (50c-6Oc-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c) 2nd
APPOINTMENT WITH MUR- Gross: $9,200. (Average: $13,300)
DER (FC)— VOGUE (800) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00) JUNE
BRIDE. (WB)— BOYD (3,000)
6 days, 2nd week. Gross: $4,500.
(Average:
Alson) and

68c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c)

$6,500)

HAMLET

(U-I-Rank)

($1.2O-$1.80-$2.4O) 4th
(Average: $7,450)

— FOUR

week.

(900)
$18,000.

Gross:

town)
week.

(5Oc-60c-8Oc-$1.0O)

(3,400)

Gross:

(Down-

days, 3rd

4

JUNE BRIDE (WB)—WARNERS
wood)
week.

(Holly(50c-60c-80c-$1.00) 4 days, 3rd

(3,000)

Gross:

$7,500.

JUNE BRIDE (WB)— WARNERS
tern

(50c-60c-80c-$1.00)

(2,300)

week.

MAN

4

(Wildays, 3rd

Gross: $7,800

week.

(50c-

Gross:

managers

spent

nights

in

theatres.

"Cry

THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS

KISS

(U-I)— EARLE

ROADHOUSE

(50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-

(3,000)

3rd week.
age: $22,500)

Gross:

$16,900.

(Aver-

(2Cth-Fox)— FOX

(3,000)

of the City" led here in a fair
"Julia Misbehaves" was off in

i.50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90te-99c)
5
days,
3rd
week. Gross: $16,000. (Average: $20)800)

SAN FRANCISCOi (M-G-M)

LAND (M-G-M)— KARLTON

and

Weather has been
cold and overcast. Estimated receipts
for the week ending Nov. 25
CRY OF THE CITY (20th-Fox) and

SECRET

(1,000)

(50c-

— HIPPO-

BUNGALOW
DROME,

$15,000.

13
(20th-Fox)
(40c-50c-60c-70c).
(Average: $10,000)
(2,100)

Gross:

FOR THE LOVE OF MARY (U-I)
OPEN SECRET (E-L)— LAFAYETTE
000)

ary-through-October total to $36,990,000, compared with $48,465,000 for the
first 10 months of 1947 and $35,544,000
the same 1946 period. Film companies in 1946, however, paid out a
whopping $11,170,000 in the last two
months, hardly likely to be duplicated
this year.
Payments in the last two
months of 1947 totaled only $8,176,000.
Payments have run below 1947 in
practically every months this year.
Commerce estimates publicly-reported dividends at about 60 per cent of
the grand total.
If dividend payments
in the last two months of 1948 reach
the 1947 level which is not too likely
publicly-reported payments will total
about $45,000,000 for the year, indicating grand total payments of about
$75,000,000. This compares with an
estimated $90,000,000 in total payments last year, and about $77,000,000
in

BUFFALO
week.

$20,800)

(1,200) (50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c) 4th
Gross: $11,000.
(Average: $19,400)

90c-99c)

$7,000.

2nd

week.

JULIA MISBEHAVES (M-G-M)— GOLD- a second week.
week.

JUNE BRIDE (WB)— WARNERS

(Average:

$18,900.

STAR

their

Dividends Off 15%

CRY OF THE CITY (20th- Fox) — KEITH
$6,800)
BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (2«th-Fox- —(2,200) (5Oc-6Oc-74c-80c-85c-94c) 2nd run. WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME
(ZOth-Fox) — PARAMOUNT (2,900) (50c-65c).
APPOINTMENT WITH MUR- Gross: $3,500. (Average: $6,200)
DER (FC)— ORPHEUM (2,210) S0c-60c-85c- FIGHTER SQUADRON (WB)—MAST- Gross: $9,900. (Average: $11,400)
week.

Some

Others who got out
ISN'T IT ROMANTIC? (Para,)— ORPHE- could not get back for several days.
UM (3,000) (50c -65c). With Art Mooney
Outstate theatre business in many
and Guy Kibbee on stage. Gross: $14,000.
spots still is at a standstill.
Even
With most theatres holding off on (Average: $19,800)
BELINDA * (WB) and I Omaha and Lincoln, which escaped:
new bookings until the Thanksgiving JOHNNY
WOULDN'T BE IN YOUR SHOES most of the storm, suffered a severe
holiday, grosses slumped this week.
(Mono.)-OMAHA (2,000) (50c-65c) 2nd
However, "Fighter Squadron," which week for "Johnny Belinda" on a moveover dent at the box-office.
checked into the Mastbaum, did above from the P'aramount. Gross: $9,400. (Average:
average business.
Estimated receipts JUNE $8,500)
BRIDE
(WB)
and
TRIPLE
for the week ending Nov. 23-25
THREAT (Col.)-RKO-BRANDEIS (1,100)
(Continued from page 1)
(50c-65c).
Gross: $6,800.
(Average:

PHILADELPHIA

AJson) and

$1.00) 6 days, 2nd
erage: $14,650)

road, stranded.

(40c-50c-60c-70c),

Gross: $13,000.

and
(3,-

(Av-

erage: $13,000;

—

—

2nd week.
Gross: HOLLOW
TRIUMPH (E-L) and
(Average: $11,200)
MICKEY (E-L) — TWENTIETH CENA SONG IS BORN (RKO Radio) — STAN- TURY (3,000) (40c-50c-60c-70c). Gross: $13,LEY (3,000) (50c-60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c) 000. (Average: $13,000)
RED RIVER (UA-Hawks)-MUSIC HALL 2nd
week. Gross: $19,600.
(Average: $22,- I'LL BE SEEING YOU (Selznick-UA)
(Downtown) (900) (85c-$1.00) 6th week. 800)
and INTERMEZZO (Selznick-UA) TECK
(Average: $7,500)
Gross: $10,000.
(FC)
and
THE
ARGYLE (1,500) (40c-50c-60c-70c). Reissues. —Gross:
SOFIA
in 1946.
RED RIVER (UA-Hawks)—MUSIC HALL SECRETS (FC)— STANTON (1,000)
(50c- $3,500.
(Average: $4,000)
Commerce officials said the October
(Hawaii)
(85c-$1.0O)
week. 60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99'c).
6th
(1,000)
Gross:
$10,000. JULIA MISBEHAVES, (M-G-M)— GREAT
(Average: $3,400)
Gross: $4,000.
(Average: $11,200)
LAKES, (3,000) (40c -50c -60c -70c) 7 davs, 2nd drop was due principally to the fact
RED RIVER (UA-Hawks)— MUSIC HALL THE
VELVET TOUCH (RKO Radio)- week. Gross:
that Warner and RKO lowered their
(Average: $16,000)
$15,000.
(Hollywood) (490) (85c) 6th week.
Gross: ARCADIA
(50c-60c-74c-80c-85c-94c)
(900)
'UNE BRIDE (WB) — BUFFALO (3,489) dividends while Universal skipped its
(Average: $3,100)
$2,300.
2nd run. Gross: $4,300. (Average: $4,700)
(40c-50c-60c-70c).
Gross:
(Aver$14,700.
ROAD HOUSE (20th-Fox) and MONEY
payment entirely.
age: $17,000)

RED RIVER (UA-Hawks)—MUSIC HALL
(Beverly Hills) (900) (85c-$1.00)
Gross: $3,700.
(Average: $3,150)

MADNESS
(1,516)
$6,500.

(FC)

— CARTHAY

Gross:

$9,500)

ROAD HOUSE (20th-Fox) and MONEY
MADNESS (FC)— CHINESE (2,300) (50c60c -85c -$1.00)

week.

2nd

60c-65c-78c-85c-90c-99c)

$9,200.

CIRCLE

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week.

(Average:

week.

6th

Gross:

$10,000.

SAN FRANCISCO

Gorrel Adds Sixth
Theatre to Circuit

MINNEAPOLIS

—

remained at a low level
Cleveland, Nov. 25.
Business maintained its favorable
Detroit Enwith almost all theatres
pace of the past two weeks as wintry terprises, Inc., has been formed here
on Market Street in their second week
weather gripped the area for the first by S. P. Gorrel, former local RepubGross: $18,500.
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week.
of a run or playing reissues. Estimat(Average: $19,800)
lic
branch manager, to operate the
time this year. Estimated
ROAD HOUSE (20th-Fox) and MONEY ed receipts for the week ended Nov. the week ending Nov. 25 receipts for Detroit Theatre which he recently
MADNESS (FC) — LOYOLA (1,265) (50c- 24:
CRY OF THE CITY (2»th-Fox)— LYRIC leased here from the Associated Cir60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Av(Average:

$13,000)

ROAD HOUSE (20th-Fox) and) MONEY
MADNESS (FC)— LOEWS STATE (2,500)

Business

this

session,

:

BLOOD ON THE MOON (RKO Radio) (1,100) (50c-70c) 2nd week. Gross: $5,200. cuit. He now has an interest in five
erage: $10,000)
JOE PALOOKA IN WINNER TAKE (Average: $5,000)
ROAD HOUSE (20th-Fox) and MONEY and
ALL
(Mono.) — RKO GOLDEN GATE (2,- FRONTIER BADMEN (U-I) and DIA- other theatres, including the Southern
MADNESS (FC)— UPTOWN (1,716) (50c- 835) (95c)
2nd week. Gross: $15,000.
(Av- MOND
FRONTIER (U-I reissues)— in Cleveland Orr and Grand in Or(Av60c-85c-$1.00) 2nd week. Gross: $7,000.
erage: $27,000)
GOPHER (1,000) (44c-50c). Gross: $3,000. ville, the Tipp in Tippecanoe, and the
erage: $10,000)
HARPOON
and
S.O.S-.
SUBMARINE
(SG) (Average: $3,200)
ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I) and BUNGBrad in Bradford.
ALOW 13 (20th-Fox-Belsam) — GUILD —ESQUIRE (1,008) (60c-85c). Gross: $7,- JOHNNY BELINDA (WB)— CENTURY
(Average: $9,000)
Gross: $6,000.
(50c-70c) 2nd week.
(1,500)
(965) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $8,500. (Av- 300.
JOHNNY BELINDA (WB) — PARA (Average: $5,500)
erage: $5,450)
Crescent To Build One
ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I) and BUNG- MOUNT (2,735) (60c-85c) 3rd week. Gross: JUNE BRIDE (WB)— RKO PAN (1,500)
Nashville, Nov. 25.—Judge Elmer
(Aver(50c-70c) 2nd week.
Gross: $8,000.
ALOW 13 (20th-Fox-Belsain) — IRIS (708) $12,500. (Average: $19,500)
(Aver- JUNE BRIDE
(WB) and HOMICIDE age: $8,000)
(5Oc-6Oc-85c-$1.0O).
Gross: $8,500.
D. Davies of U. S. District Court has
FOR
THREE
(Rep.)
WARFIELD
HANDS
—
KISS
THE
BLOOD
OFF
MY
(2,672)
age: $6,100)
ruled that Crescent Amusement Co.
ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I) and BUNG- (60c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $17,000. (Aver- (U-I)— RKO ORPHEUM (2,800) (50c-70c). may erect
a new theatre at Morris(Average: $14,000)
Gross: $14,500.
ALOW 13 (20th-Fox-Belsam)— RITZ (1,376) age: $18,800)
(Aver- KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS THE LUCK OF THE IRISH (20th-Fox)- town, Tenn., but has denied Crescent's
Gross: $12,000.
(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).
(U-I)
and
RACING
Gross:
LUCK
(Col.)—
ORCITY
(50c-70c).
RADIO
(4,000)
age $9,050)
application fos permission to construct
ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I) and BUNG- PHEUM (2,440) (60c-85c) 2nd week. Gross: $15,000. (Average: $16,000)
PITFALL (UA) — STATE (2,3001 (50c- a drive-in at Hopkinsville, Ky.
ALOW 13 (20th-Fox-Belsam) — STUDIO $11,000. (Average: $14,700)
(E-L) — ST. 70c). Gross: $12,000. (Average: $10,500)
(880) (50c-60c-85c-$1.00). Gross: $8,500. (Av- LET'S LIVE A LITTLE
FRANCIS (1,430) (60c -85c) 2nd week.
erage: $6,300)
Hensler Opens Theatre
ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I) and BUNG- Gross: $8,500. (Average: $14,600)
ALOW 13 (2OTh-Fox-Belsam) — UNITED RED RIVER (UA)— UNITED ARTISTS Defeat Theatre Levy
Auburndale, Fla., Nov. 25.-— For;

,

:

ARTISTS

(50c-60c-85c-$1.00).

(2,100)

(Average: $9,580)
SONG IS BORN (RKO

Gross-

A
BODYGUARD (RKO Radio) — HILLSTREET
3rd

week.

(2,700)

950)

A SONG

IS

Radio)

(S0c-60c-80c-$1.00)

Gross:

$9,500.

and

6 days,

(Average:

BORN (RKO

(1,465)

erage:

$19,000.

Radio)

$19,-

and

(85c) 6th
$11,300)

week.

Gross:

RUNAWAY

DAUGHTER
DUKE OF WEST POINT

(2,135)
$8,500)

(60c-85c).

Gross:

$7,500.

(Av-

and

THE

(SG)— STATE

$8,CO0.

ROAD HOUSE (2ttth-Fox)
CREEPER (20th-Fox) — FOX

(Average:

and

THE

(4,651)

(60c-

St.

Louis,

Nov.

25.

—A

proposed mal opening of the Auburn Theatre
here will be held next Tuesday evening. Maurice E. Hensler, owner of
the theatre, has arranged a buffet
supper to which he has invited industry and trade press representatives.

three per cent amusement tax has been
officially rejected by East St. Louis.
Mayor John T. Connors described the
rejected levy as discriminatory against
film theatres.

—

f
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E-L's

ff

Drive Kickof

Nov.
Kagle-Lion's
Jack

25.

Seattle,

'I

drive

— Kiekoff

Channels Is Pending
— Federal
Washington, Nov.
25.

Communications

"Strike It Rich"
of

(Allied Artists-Monogram)

testiSchlaifer
take place here

will

New Increase in Video

Reviews

Monday

Seattle

[n

7

NDOUBTEDLY

Llollyzvood,

the best

thing

to

do by

way

of

Nov. 25

preparing oneself to

L]
* produce a picture about the oil industry is to first go out and earn several
Heineman,
million dollars in the oil business.
Jack Wrather probably did not have the
{[distribution vice-president, and Milton
former in mind while he was doing the latter, but the net result is the same
Cohen, drive captain, joining a
<IiE.
his story of oil drilling and oil battling in the mid-30's is literally drenched
exhibitors' tribute to Schlaifer.
IJeIqcjU
with authenticity.
It has
Rod Cameron, Bonita Granville, Don Castle,
Cohen,
accompanied
by
j^jkineman,
|!,/f
Stuart Erwin and other able, uameful players in it, plus action, suspense and
arrive
will
manager,
I'jbMern sales
surprise, but the authenticity of the thing is what sets it apart from all other
They will con- pictures in kind as distinctly and unmistakably the McCoy. You do not
I here Sunday night.
Seattle,
the
in
1 duct sales meetings
have to know a thing about oil to sense that from the opening shot. Ditto
I

inonial

'•Monday with William

J.

Monday

prior to attending the
exhibitor luncheon for Schlaifer at
I the Olympic Hotel, officially marking
1 the start of the 26-week drive.

branch

Seattle, Heineman and Cohen
go to Portland and San Fran-

From
will

cisco

i

j"
1

'

following

meetings,

drive

for

which Heineman

will

go to Dallas for

the testimonial dinner to R. J. O'Donnell, and Cohen will proceed to E-L's
branches in Salt Lake City, Denver

and Dallas.

Two Radio

Stations

Sold in Colorado
J

'

is

The

television stations

Francis

Rosenwald,

careers

of

tem-

and
commercial

processing
for

was due

to a large-

extent to the prospect of an immediate
increase in the number of channels
which could be made available to applicants, a source close to FCC discloses.
When the "freeze" was applied

FCC said it would
Commission has a
overhaul its video rules and

on Sept.

prevail

until

chance to

30,

the

policies.

about the rarest article on the entertainment

Television scientists and technicians,

FCC

is
said, have informed
that
the scope of available channels is due
to be widened as a result of recent
research.

traces the
Cameron, Castle and Erwin, three oil field sharpies successfully engaged in
fleecing suckers, who get along fine together as long as they stay crooked,
but run into disagreement and conflict when first one and then another strikes
it
rich.
First to strike it rich is Castle, whose girl, Miss Granville, has
eloped with Cameron.
Castle's success impels Cameron to seek to send his
wife back to Castle, but she declines to go. Then Cameron strikes it rich,
even richer than Castle, and eventually the two men find themselves leading
opposing factions the combination vs. the independents in the "hot oil"
They resolve their
strife that tore Texas wide open about 1936 or so.
differences as strong men should, against a background of National Guard
force and embattled oilmen, but there is nothing ordinary about any of this.
Lesley Selander directed the picture, with Sherman A. Harris supervising

25.
Top Air
Force officials attended a special guest
premiere of "Fighter Squadron" at the
Warner Theatre here Wednesday
night.
Several holders of the Congressional Medal of Honor and more
than a dozen Air Force generals were

production, and an altogether admirable job

present.

original

screenplay,

by

—

—

time, 81

it

is.

Release date,
William R. Weaver

General audience classification.

minutes.

set.

Show

'Squadron' in D.C.

—

Washington, Nov.

'Newsweek' Aids 'Squadron'

Newsweek magazine

has prepared a

special four-page brochure devoted to

"Sons of Adventure"

:

porary cessation of
granting applications

it

Running

—

authenticity

market.

Denver, Nov. 25. KLZ in Denver,
not
Colorado Springs,
in
and
have been sold by the Oklahoma Publishing Co. to Aladdin Radio and

KVOR

And

the public.

Commission's

Warner

Brothers' "Fighter Squadron,"
with a special introduction by Gen.
VARIED dare-devil activities of motion picture stunt men form an Carl Spaatz, now contributing editor
Aladdin was formed by Harry
interesting background for this standard mystery adventure, which features to the magazine. The brochure also
Huffman, Denver city manager of such breakneck activities as street fights, shootings, runaway horses and carries scenes from the production and
Fox Intermountain Theatres as presi- dangerous automobile rides.
ties in the story of the fighter plane
Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., president
Two stunt men become buddies during the war while battling the Japanese with "Fighter Squadron."
Theatres,
Intermountain
Fox
dent,
on a Pacific Island.
Returning, Russ Hayden secures a job for his pal,
treasurer, and Albert Gould, company
Gordon Jones, a circus stunt man, and they go to work on a Western film
B.
TerHugh
attorney, as secretary.
set.
Lynne Roberts plays a stunt rider and is Hayden's girl.
ry, KLZ manager, has been made exAlbany, N. Y., Nov. 25.
Harry
In a shooting scene the hero of the "movie" in work is accidentally killed
general
vice-president
and
ecutive
when a real bullet was put in the place of the usual blank. Jones is suspected Eisenstein of New York has taken
manager. Everett Shupe will remain of the killing but is released when no motive is found. Hayden and Miss over the Colonial Theatre which has
Members of Roberts set about finding the real killer and suffer a number of mysterious embarked on a policy of revivals of
manager.
as
Aladdin include Ted Gamble, Port- accidents.
The murderer knows that Hayden possesses some incriminating American films and the exhibition of
land, Ore., and Elroy McCaw, Ceninformation and attempts to kill him.
At a party given when the film is foreign product. Friedman and Orson,
ficial said here.
completed, the' killer makes another attempt on Hayden's life.
However, Yonkers exhibitors, operated the house
coffee lounge and nursHayden outsmarts him. He turns out to be the "movie's" assistant director, previously.
played by George Chandler who dies in a fall from a set. Hayden is named ery will be installed. Herbert Jacobs
is manager. The Colonial was owned
assistant director and he and Miss Roberts "live happily ever after," etc.
Franklin Adreon was associate producer, and Yakima Canutt directed, for many years by the William Berinfrom an original screenplay by Adreon and Sol Shor. Others in the large stein estate.
Federal
Washington, Nov. 25.
cast are
Grant Withers, George Chandler, John Newland, Stephanie
Communications Commission officials Bachelor, John Holland, Gilbert Frye, Richard Irving, Joan Blair,
John
Drive-in
have indicated that they will "take Crawford, Keith Richards, James Dale.
Albany,
care" of Hollywood studios' needs for
N.
Y.,
Nov.
25.— Purchase
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.
of the Fabian interest in the Tri-City
channels for on-location broadcasting
Drive-in at Binghamton has been anwhen they issue final rules allocating
nounced by Neil Hellman. Fabian and
channels to various industries and
the_ Hellmans
pooled the drive-in,
services, a prominent film industry of{Film Classics)
which has a 625-car capacity, when it
ficial said here.
CALVERT, as the Falcon, is assigned by an insurance company was built. It was opened in August,
When the FCC issued proposed
to recover two stolen paintings, the pursuit taking him to Italy, with 1946.
Hellman continues as general
rules, there were no channels for the
action and excitement breaking out all around.
It all adds up to standard manager
of the Fabian-Hellman Mostudios to use in on-location work.
melodramatic fare.
hawk,
Saratoga
and
Philadelphia
The Falcon locates one of the, supposedly genuine paintings in Italy and drive-ins.
finds that the other is in a Los Angeles art gallery.
There he meets the
gallery's manager, played by Catherine Craig, who has the other painting for
(Continued from page 1)
sale.
They become partners and the Falcon attempts to discover who is 'U'
Television

Corp.

for

a

reported

$1,000,000.

{Republic)

THE

;

Acquires Albany House

—

KV OR

A

See Channels Set
For Studio Needs

—

:

Hellman Buys

"Appointment with Murder"

JOHN

20th-Fox Bid

NAM

To Make

legal considerations and would have
to be approved by the Federal Communications
Commission before it
could be consummated.

Primary

interest of

20th-Fox

in ac-

ABC

quisition of
is believed to be in
the latter's television facilities, rather

than

its

vastly

larger national

radio

network of five wholly-owned stations
and more than 250 affiliated stations.

ABC

has its own television station
here and has 13 affiliated video sta-

Film

responsible for their theft and for the murder of an Italian painter who made
what turns out to be these almost perfect copies of original masterpieces.
Jack Reitzer plays the villain who schemed to profit on the sale of the pseudo
paintings.
The girl is cleared of any connection with the crime when the
culprit is taken into custody.
The film is presented by Falcon Productions, with Jack Bernhard directing.
The screenplay was written by Don Martin the original story based on
Michael Arlen's character of the Falcon, was written by Joel Malone and

Finalization of a deal under which
Universal will produce a 16mm. film
for the National Association of Manufacturers has been announced here by

Harold Swanton.
Running time, 67 minutes.

about Dec.

;

Graff in

Holcombe Parkes,

NAM

public

re-

The picture, en"What Makes America Click?"

lations vice-president.
titled
is

slated

to

go before the cameras

10.

General audience classification.

WBKB Post
—

Mayer-Burstyn Get Film

Heads N. E. Warner Club

World

distribution

rights

—

to

"The

Chicago, Nov. 25. Appointment of
Hartford, Nov. 25. Frank Flood Ouiet One," documentary produced by
Edward J. Noble acquired ABC, E. Jonny Graff, radio and television has been elected president of the New Film Documents, Inc., have been acWarner Club, with Jim quired by Arthur Mayer and Joseph
the former Blue Network, from Na- director, writer, and advertising ex- England
The film, produced by
tional Broadcasting Co. in 1943 for ecutive, as head of programs and prod- Bracken, Jeanette Shields and Mary Burstyn. Inc.
$8,000,000, putting up half the pur- uction at WBKB, Chicago, is an- M. Pieper as vice-presidents, Evelyn Janice Loeb, with William Levitt as
producer,
will
open on
Stark as secretary and Joseph De- associate
chase price himself. Current value of nounced by John Balaban,
tions.

WBKB

ABC

is

estimated at $20,000,000.

director.

Louise as treasurer.

Broadway before Christmas.

AMAZON
Starring

GEORGE BRENT VERA RALSTON
BRIAN AHERNE • CONSTANCE BENNETT
with

FORTUNIO BONANOVA

•

alfonso bedoya

Screen Play by LAWRENCE KIMBLE

•

.

gus schilling

.

richard crane

Original Story by EARL FELTON

Associate Producer-Director JOHN H. AUER

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
IT'S

A MONEY PICTURE!

:
;
;
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Allied

NCA

Friday,

1)

of

Monday

tion,

annual conventhrough Wednesday,

organization's

the

likewise at the Roosevelt.

Abram

P.

board chairman, will preside

Myers,
at both.

Would Allow Previous Films
Nothing would be done about

pictures made before the "misbehaving."
Allied officials are reported willing to
recognize the large investment often

..lovable

represented by such pictures, and feel
that the barring of the stars from
future employment will rob them of
the "glamor" now attached to wrongdoers, and will convince the public
that the industry is trying to keep its
nouse in order and thus clear exhibitors for showing these films.
The Allied resolution on the Finneran Plan, it was understood, quotes
copiously from the Production Code.
exert an
It declares that the stars
enormous influence on the general

at

..in

the

and that theatres, as well as a possible appeal
notoriety for acts to film companies to withhold regu-

resolution

manufactured by E-K.

film

all

1)

applicants in amounts requireci

all

E-K

counsel revealed that

Thoma^

E-K

Hargrave,

president,
ex-l
pressed gratification that the case "isl
ended without the burden of a trial"
and that the company will provide'
licensees with a manual of instructions for use in applying the processes.
Hargrave was also quoted as /Bi^Sr
ing "When this action began I sfa )j
J.

:

there

with

was nothing in any agreeniTfiit
Kodak by which Technicolor

would control or monopolize professional color photography in the motion picture field."
He pointed out
that Kodak patents, not Technicolor
patents, are released by the decree.

—

Washington,

Nov. 25. Disclosthe judgment entered on
Wednesday against Eastman Kodak
closes the
Department of Justice's
case against that company but not
against
Technicolor, a Department
spokesman said the consent decree
"will open the color motion picture
industry to competition."
According to Assistant Attorney
ing

that

from telecasts General Herbert A. Bergson, in
charge of the anti-trust division, the
competition with theatres.
National Allied will welcome its decree "should also be helpful in re19th regional affiliate at Monday's storing competition to this business,
convention, after the board approves over 90 per cent of which has been
the membership application over the controlled by Technicolor, aided by its
weekend of the new Mid-Central agreements with Eastman."
Allied, which has headquarters in St.
Louis. Henry Holloway, Mid-Central,
will head his organization's delegalar entertainment films

variance with Code principles.

The

..laudable

A law to license
checkers in Minnesota was
ruled out several years ago.
Wisconsin ruled, however,
that checkers of Confidential
Reports, Inc., are not blind
checkers and, therefore, its
statute does not apply to
them.
detectives.

all

public, especially adolescents,

many have gained

(Continued from page
to

—

Minneapolis, Nov. 25. North
Central Allied's board of directors has instructed executive director Stan Kane to
"take such action as may be
necessary" to make it unlawful for "blind" checkers to
operate in Minnesota without
being licensed and bonded.
First move will be to secure
an opinion from the state attorney general, as in Wisconsin, which held blind checkers
in the same light as private

and Sunday, and also on" the agenda

26, 194;!

Kodak Decree
To Seek Rule

Against Checkers
(Continued from page

November

condemns the minor-

ity for bringing the majority of cleanliving actors and the industry in general into disrepute, and criticizes the
industry for taking elaborate precautions to clean up its films but doing
nothing for disciplining stars for doing things that would be cut out of

films.

in

Ascap Appeals

(Continued from page 1)
which will also include Jeff JefLike Baseball Code
Hugh Graham, Charles Beni- not entitled to collect music fees from
feris,
nati, W. H. Hoffman and Andy Dietz.
theatres.
So Allied proposes a set-up similar
Ascap has 20 days to file briefs with
to the disciplining system in bigTo Discuss Legal Cases
It would write into
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
league baseball.
read
Reports
will
be
on
the
status
At a hearing in Minneapolis Fedthe Production Code a section that
of the Paramount New York anti-trust
eral Court, scheduled for Dec. 13, Asno player who gains notoriety for any
action, and the Schine and Griffith
cap will oppose an application for leconduct that would not be allowed
cases
also, RKO's consent decree in
gal fees of $15,000 which has been
by the Code in a film will be barred
the New York case. No less imporsubmitted by Louis B. Schwartz and
from making films until he is acquittant subjects intended for board conSamuel P. Halperin, counsel for the
ted by the'appropriate court, or, if the
sideration are the Smith-Berger condefendant exhibitors.
act is not a bookable offense, is exciliation plan, the Allied Caravan, and
No action has been taken yet by
onerated by a new intra-agency board.
some other matters.
Schwartz to recover money paid to
Any picture made in violation of
National Allied directors include
Ascap for public performance rights
this section would not receive the
Nathan Yamins, New England Maxexhibitors here.
Production Code seal. For minor of- well A. Alderman, Connecticut
Ed- to music by
tion,

;

com

;

fenses, not involving much public notoriety, the intra-agency board would

mete

out

short-term

suspensions

or

;

New

ward Lachman,

Harry
Jersey
Pennsylvania
;

Chertcoff,
Eastern
Meyer Leventhal, Maryland,

Aver bach

in

New

Post

—

M. A.

Cleveland, Nov. 25.
Lou AverRosenberg,
Western Pennsylvania bach, former assistant to Paramount
Pictures already inade would be reP. J. Wood, Ohio
Trueman Rem- division manager Earl Sweigert, has
leased, because "if the stars are strictbusch, Indiana John Wolfberg, Rocky been appointed assistant to district
ly dealt with, the pictures will not
Mountain; W. A. Prewitt, Jr., Gulf manager Harry H. Goldstein, who is
bring ill-will on the industry."
States; Ray Branch, Michigan; Jack in charge of Cleveland, Cincinnati and
fines.

;

;

you
OOTTA

STAY

Lengthy Agenda Mapped
/or Allied Board Meeting

Kirsch,

;

Sigmund Goldberg,

Allied States Association when it
convenes in the Hotel Roosevelt Saturday morning at the rap of the
(Continued from page 1)
gavel by board chairman Abram F.
Myers, for its 20th annual convention from Sam Rinzler, circuit executive,
,o run through Sunday. The associaand Dr. Jonah B. Wise, member of
tion's annual convention will open on the
UJA's executive committee. Wise
through
run
Monday morning and will
also paid tribute to the record of the
Wednesday, also at the Roosevelt.
industry as a whole.
The amusement division so far this
Ta Attack 'Forced Percentage'
year has collected $1,356,140, cominclude
Subjects high on the agenda
pared to $1,080,000 in the preceding
a potential nationwide Allied attack on year, Fabian announced.
for
forced percentage playing, a drive
the establishment of special regional
to
anti-trust courts, the Finneran Plan
for disciplining errant stars, an amendGriffith
to
ment to the Robinson- Patman Act
Washington, Nov. 25. George W.
make it apply to motion pictures, repeal of the 20 per cent Federal ticket Wise and Milton Kallis, Justice Detax, or at least its reduction to 10 per partment attorneys in the Griffith case,
cent, and a thorough airing of film left Washington today by plane for
Oklahoma City to represent the govrental problems in general.
The board will also discuss the ernment in the proceedings scheduled
threatening challenge of television to there for Nov. 30.
of

Detroit.

;

UJA

U.S.

HAPpy*

Illinois

Wisconsin
Charles
Niles,
IowaNebraska; E. R. Custer, West VirNew Orleans, Nov. 25.— An agen- ginia; Benjamin N. Berger, Northda of unusual length and top impor- Central; H. A. Cole,' Texas; O. F.
tance will face the board of directors Sullivan, Kansas-Missouri.

For

BANKING FOR THE

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

Cites Skouras

Lawyers

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Okla.

Case

—
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MONDAY

DEC.6TH
AlRAklV
ALBANY

CHARLOTTE

Warner Screening Room
79

N. Pearl Sf.

12:30 P.M.

•

ATLANTA
20th Century-Fox Screening

197 Walton

St.

N.W.

•

Room

2:30 P.M.

BOSTON

S.

Church

10:00 A.M.

•

St.

•

St.

1803 Wood

•

St.

Warner Screening Room

Paramount Screening Room

1307

So.

Wabash Ave.

•

1:30 P.M.

Palace Th. Bldg.

E.

Room

2:00 P.M.

DENVER

•

2:00 P.M.

2100 Stout

1300 High

•

St.

St.

1720 Wyandotte

Room

12:45 P.M.

•

1:00 P.M

St.

•

MEMPHIS
20th Century-Fox Screening

2:00 P.M

I
Screen P.ay by

ROBERT

L.

2310 Cass Ave.

•

2.00 P.M.

Sf.

2:30 P.M.

•

10 North Lee

St.

151 Vance Ave.

1502 Davenport

1947 N.W. Kearney

Room

1st

South

•

10:00 A.M.

the Play by JAMES

HAGAN

.

Musica.

.

Room

Jewel Box Screening

Room

2318 Second Ave.

•

1

:

Room

10:30 A.M.

30 P.M.

•

LOUIS

S'renco Screening

Room

3143

1:00 P.M.

Olive

St.

•

WASHINGTON
St.

•

Room

1:00 P.M.

Warner Theatre Building
13th

&

E Sts.

N.W.

•

Warner Screening Room
230 No. 13th Sf. • 2:30 P.M.

Numbers Created and Staged by LeROY PR.NZ

Pi

Paramount Screening Room
205 Golden Gate Ave. • 1:30 P.M

DON
RICHARDS From

2:00

2:00 P.M.

•

PHILADELPHIA
Room

•

St.

20th Century-Fox Screening

ST.

20th Century-Fox Screening

20th Century-Fox Screening

DETROIT
•

321 W. 44th

1:30 P.M.

SEATTLE

Office

Warner Screening Room
2025 S. Vermont Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

Film Exchange Building

2300 Payne Ave.

Room

1:30 P.M.

•

St.

OMAHA

Warner Screening Room

2:00 P.M.

Room

1:30 P.M,

CLEVELAND
•

Liberty

•

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

BUFFALO
St.

S.

of Allies

Jewel Box Screening

216 East

OKLAHOMA

CITY

20th Century-Fox Screening

2:00 P.M.

Room

2:00 P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
200

1715 Blvd.

SALT LAKE

Projection

•

St.

20th Century-Fox Screening Roorr

PORTLAND

20th Century-Fox Screening

Room

Paramount Screening Room
_464 Franklin

70 College

Home

KANSAS

20th Century-Fox Screening

6th

Warner Theatre

NEW YORK

•

2:00 P.M.

Warner Screening Room
1000 Currie Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Illinois Sf.

•

MINNEAPOLIS

Universal Screening

517 No.

DES MOINES

RKO Screening Room
2:30 P.M.

20th Century-Fox Screening

CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

RKO Screening Room
122 Arlington

308

Room

PITTSBURGH

Warner Theatre Screening Room

212 W. Wisconsin Ae.

NEW HAVEN

—

DALLAS

20th Century-Fox Screening

MILWAUKEE

Music Arranged and Adapted by RAY HEINDORF

10:30 A.M.

MOTTOW
X\J£S

jy±KJ

[Iccurcite

impartial

-

no.

1

JL

*T

\-

NEW

103

Studio in Jan.
Workers

300

Move

Affected;

Trade

Startles

London,
^Rank will

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Islington

Nov.

28.— J.

Arthur

New

Orleans, Nov.

28.

—The larg-

attendance of any national Allied
States annual convention was indicated
here today by the reservation list of
well
over
500
delegates to the
three
day session which opens
est

tomorrow morn-

close the Gainsborough
studio here early next

ing at the Roose-

Hotel

velt

to

the "streamlining"
it
organization,
huge

take up an agenda as extensive
as any ever to
face an Allied

startled the industry here both by its
unexpectedness and as an indication

convention in
the organiza-

year.

Although the move
a further

step

Rank's

is

described as

in

of the scale of retrenchment to

Rank apparently

29,

FILM

NEWS
TEN CENTS

1948

is

which

tion's

20 years.

William L.Ains-

driven.

Union Forum Here
Early Next Year
While acknowledging that

Exhibitors to Get
Industry Sales Talk

(Continued on page 3)

all obconfronting the ultimate formation of a forum of Eastern "motion
picture guilds, unions and crafts have
not yet been eliminated, Gene Martel,
president of the Eastern Screen Directors Guild here, and chairman of
the proposed forum's agenda commitOctober,
tee, declares here that it is practically
certain that the forum will be operating as a clearing house for ideas
Washington, Nov. 28. Box-ofand information in the early part of fice business during the first nine
next year.
months of this year was only about
Thus far some 11 film union locals two and one-half
per cent below
and craft units have been invited to
1947 business, figures released here
participate in the forum's formation.
by the U. S. Bureau of Internal RevMartell said others, including the
enue indicate.
Screen Office and Professional EmThey also show that October collec
ployes Guild (CIO), soon will be intions, reflecting 'September business,
vited to join in the planning work.
were sharply below October 1947 colSeveral IATSE (AFL) locals are
among those already participating, one lections and also sharply below the
three previous 1948 months. In other
being the Motion Picture Home Ofrecent years, collections, which start
fice Employes Local No. H-63 which
(Continued on page 3)
is locked in a jurisdictional struggle
here with SOPEG. Martel said he
believes such disputes might be prevented in the East in the future
through open discussion of issues before the forum.
The agenda committee will hold its
next meeting in two weeks, Martel

Year, Says U.S.

Income Dropped Sharply

Para., US in
Decree Talks
Increasing evidence that Paramount
renewing efforts to effect a consent
decree in the industr^ anti-trust case
came into view on Friday as four representatives of the company returned
is

from Washington
where they had conferred with Herbert Bergson, head of the Justice Deand
division,
anti-trust
partment's
Robert Wright, government attorney
the

home

office

in the case.

While

it

was

acknowledged that

(Continued on page 6)

from the MoFilm Project
Committee first official data on the allindustry film series. Titled "The mo-

tion

week

receive

will

Picture

Industry

picture industry presents itself,
using the screen to give the public an
accurate picture of exhibition, distribution and production," a brochure
which was prepared for the project
committee by the Motion Picture As"This
sociation of America, reports
something exhibitors have long
is
asked for a series of short films designed to tell the story of our industry on the screens of America, to give

tion

:

—

(.Continued on page 6)

—

For Griffith Case
—

Oklahoma City, Nov. 28. Government attorneys have subpoenaed 43

Will Advance Sopeg

Mediation This Week

Albany, N.

Y.,

Nov.

28.

—Revised

building code for theatres and
other places of public assembly, on
which hearings were held in five cities
in June, 1947, and an additional hearing was held in New York last summer, will be presented to the State
Board of Standards and Appeals for
action by Jan. 1.
If approved, it cannot become effective until February or
state

witnesses in five states to testify in
hearings on the Griffith anti-trust case
scheduled to go before Judge Edgar
Upon learning
S. Vaught Tuesday.
of the action, defense attorneys in- March because time must be allowed
ferred the government will attempt for printing and promulgation.
(Continued on page 6)
Revisions are applicable to the main-

Argue Ascap
Stay Today
Suggestion

that

many

exhibitors

would prefer continuance of separate
payments to Ascap for music performance rights is expected to be made by
the Society when argument on its application for a stay of Federal Judge

Vincent Leibell's decision is heard today before Circuit Court Justice
New York State Mediation Board Learned Hand.
In its formal application for the inchairman Arthur S. Meyer, who early
terim order to make Judge Leibell's
last week conferred with representatives of Screen Office and Professional decision inoperative pending the outEmployes Guild as a first step toward come of appeals, Ascap reports that
(Continued on page 6)
a possible settlement of the deadlock
existing between the union and distributors, said that this week he will
invite company representatives to confer with him.

Action on New York State
Building Code by Jan. 1

U. S. Subpoenas 43

However

In

Theatre owners throughout America
this

Admissions Off
Only 2Wo This

stacles

worth, president,
Approximately 300 employes wdl
Wm. L.. Ainswortli
will preside,
be affected by the close-down. Rank
with Abram F.
promises that wherever practicable
they will be absorbed elsewhere but it Myers, board chairman, on the rosappears that the number who will be trum with him, and board members in
attendance, remaining here following
so aided is inconsiderable.
(Continued on page 3)
Rank claims that the total output of
his production companies will not be
reduced by the shutdown and, indeed,
suggests that the step will make additional studio space available to other
reported, indicating that that conferproducers, including those now receivence will serve to eliminate many obing financial aid from the government,
stacles in the path of formation.

to

IN

ffi

Rank Closing Allied Meet
His Islington Starts Today

of

S

11A1 LI

and

4

PTP^lTRV
JT V^ffcA 1X.J5

A T

Tfc

Concise

v~

M.

-

c

tenance of theatre stages, projection
booths, exits, etc., and to various facets
of drive-in operations.
"There is no particular bugaboo
holding up the code," said a board

spokesman. "It's a big code covering
an important field and has many details.
have had two men working
on it for months," it was said.
Exhibitors and IATSE representa
tives served on the advisory commit-

We

which drafted the revisions of the
present 25-year-old code.
tee

Collections of

Down

to

Ascap

One-tenth

Ascap collected about $12,from theatres last month,

000

one - tenth of
revenue from the same source
representing
in

Oct.,

1947,

was taken

when

$120,000

the Society discloses in its application for a
stay of New York Federal
in,

Court Judge Vincent Leibell's
decision against it.
Actually, $12,000 for last
month appears a substantial
amount in view of the fact
that exhibitor organization
leaders throughout the country previously had advised
members to either cease payments or hold the money in
escrow.

—

:

Motion Picture Daily

2

National to Handle

Personal
Mention

E-L Film Shipments

Theatres president, was in Boston over the weekend, from here.
•

Walter Brooks,
Round Table

Herald,

director of

Man-

Motion Picture
here over the weekend

agers'

left

of

for New Orleans to attend the Allied
States convention, stopping off at Cincinnati en route. He will be in Memphis on Thursday on his way back to

New

York.

•

Howard
Fox

G.

Minsky, 20th Century-

assistant

Eastern division sales

here yesterday for Johns
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore to undergo surgery for injuries received
while he was in the service.
•
Carol Natalie Starr, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Starr, has

manager,

left

become, engaged to Robert L.

Wal-

Herman Starr is a Warner
vice-president and president of Music
Publishers Holding Corp.
den.

Sid Mesibov, Paramount exploitation manager, will address the national
convention of Furniture Dealers in
Detroit tomorrow on the "Mechanics
and Cooperative Value of Motion Picture Tieups."

Robert L.

•
Lippert,

Productions president,

is

from Hollywood.

in

for

New

Clark

said.

less,

ICC Aide Backs Rise
For Railway Express
—

Guild

F.

Orleans.

•

Jan. 2

will

Protest

RKO

—

weekend

CBS

Benny

SPG Maps

Franconi;
Hilgers
Heads Realart Sales

the

Shift to

'Stiff'

20th-Fox Drops 13;

A. Bate- has recommended an increase of 1 per
man, general sales manager, has ar- cent to 16 per cent in Railway Express charges in the East and South.
rived in Hollywood from Denver.
•
This would increase charges anywhere
Ted R. Gamble, Theatre Owners of from six cents to 99 cents a 100, deAmerica board chairman, was the pending on the distance, and would
guest of Harold E. Stassen at the give the agency some $7,000,000 addiArmy-Navy football game in Phila- tional revenue a year. It would also
bring rates East of the Mississippi
delphia on Saturday.
•
into line with those West of the MisGeorge Jessel, 20th Century-Fox sissippi.
producer, and his daughter, visited
President Truman in Washington
to
on Friday.
•
D. A. Doran, Paramount studio
Dallas, Nov. 28. Clair E. Hilgers,
production executive, returned to the
formerly Eagle-Lion's Southern disCoast over the weekend from here.
trict manager,
has joined John L.
•
Franconi, Screen Guild and Realart
Studios,
Spanuth
Film
of
H. A.
franchise holder, as head of sales and
Chicago, has returned to that city management of Realart in Texas.
from Louisville and Indianapolis.
Prior to his E-L association, Hilgers
•
was for many years a 20th CenturyB. G. Kranze, Film Classics sales Fox branch manager.
vice-president, left here by plane over
cisco

Benny,

shift to
Physical handling of all Eagle-Lion
Columbia Broadcasting, from
product, including shipping, inspection
NBC, beginning with his
and storage, has been taken over
broadcast of Jan. 2. Benny
throughout the country by National
will be heard at the usual
Film Service, Inc., under a three-year
time, from seven to sevencontract, effective immediately, and
thirty P. M„ EST., under the
which was signed on Friday by Wilsame sponsorship of Amerliam J. Heineman, sales vice-president
ican Tobacco for Lucky Strike
for the film company, and William J.
cigarettes. Also shifting to
Clark, executive vice-president of the
CBS under the deal is concarrier concern.
t r o 1
of Benny's company,
Clark, here from his Philadelphia
Amusement Enterprises, and
headquarters at the weekend, said that
its first picture, "The Lucky
this represents the first time that a
Stiff," slated for United Artnational distributor with its own facilists release.
ities has assigned the handling of all
of its prints to an independent agency.
NFS has been servicing Selznick Releasing Organization since its inception but that company does not have
National has done
its own facilities.
work for E-L, Republic and Monogram but to a limited extent in a relatively few areas. It also has provided
Protest program was being mapped
Radio, likewise by the Screen Publicists
storage space to
Guild at the
limitedly.
weekend following 20th Century-Fox's
NFS and its affiliates will operate release of 13 home office employes on
for E-L in the 31 exchange areas and Friday. Attempts
by SPG to reach
the only change for E-L employes Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
will be a switch to the NFS payroll, president, for conferences were fruit-

Washington, Nov. 28. An InterSan Fran- state Commerce Commission examiner

Screen

Jack
Jack

KINGSBERG, RKO

MALCOLM

Monday, November

To

Map USO

Drive

according to a

SPG

spokesman.

Meanwhile an emergency meeting of
the company's SPG unit was held
Friday and it was decided to wire

Albert, producer,

is

due here

\

A UN session

and the world's sma
plane are current nemsrt]
highlights.
Other items include t\
speeding up of the Berlin airlift at\
football highlights of the year. Coy
plete contents follow.
j

yji

est

MOVIETONE NEWS,
down Red proposal
Some 802 "DP's" land

votes

No.

95

V\

to cut armaraemf
at Boston.
On.

minute

camera.
World's small est ^f»>n
in Illinois inherits fortunejl
highlights of 1948.

!

Milkman
ball

|

_NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 225— Berlij

!
M

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

28—AviJlf

mighty mite: tiny plane in debu K
Puerto Rico's amazing salt harvest.
194j|
touchdown review.
tion's

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEE,

No. 1994

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Latest

in

Red

cameras.
People
Levi Jackson.

flyers,
Tropical
ice

harvest.
plane.
Football.
Great
ton becomes the Capital.

in

Roxy, Mayfair and Rivoli theatres
here, where 20th Century-Fox pictures
are playing, is also expected.
members released received the equivalent of two weeks' salary for each
year employed as severance pay.
Among advertising, publicity and art

SPG

department

employes released
Schrott, Ruth Simon,
Lippincott,
Ben
Wertheim,

Gene

were

No. 30news

Swartz, Dorothy Holland, Tom BrenPaul Gross, George Butler and
William Robins.

$228-Million Worth of
Video Sets Bought
Washington, Nov. 28.—The public
had invested over $228,000,000 in tele-

—

Shupert Names Weed

Herald Films Drive

WBKB,

TV

(|

the

i;

»

Washing

Max Cohen Named
Eastern Sales Head
'

Classics,

;

Eastern sales manager.

as

Cohen began with Warner Brothers as a salesman in New York. After
service during World War
I,
he'
joined Fox as a salesman and later

with Universal where he
served as sales manager in the New

affiliated

York branch and branch manager

in

Pittsburgh,

ary.

Aaron'sM-G-M Duties
Assigned to Others

Because of the nature of Edwin
Norma
Ann W. Aaron's position at M-G-M, no

nan,

u

Santa Claus
World's smalles'
events:

:

I

World's smallest plane.
South Africa;
beauty queen arrives here. Wrist-watcl
camera.
Puerto Rico salt story.
Sonjl
Henie: stars on ice.
Wrestling.

Cleveland, Albany and
Washington. He joined Film Classics
as Washington manager last Febru-

Increased picketing at the

'

speeded for winter ordeal. PalestirB'
underground hero welcomed to U.
World's smallest plane. Tropical ice mirag |
proves to be salt. Football stars of 1948.
airlift

tury-Fox.

Lockwood Traveling

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Newsreel
Parade

B. G. Kranze, sales chief for Film
has appointed Max Cohen,
former FC Washington branch head,

Paris.

TOA

29, 15

Charles Einfeld, who is to head the
company's advertising and publicity
department after Jan. 1, and Darryl F.
Zanuck, production vice-president, protests over "the unwarranted firings."
Demonstrations in Times Square and
at the home office are planned for the
week. Also planned is a heightened
campaign to reach the public on the
contract difficulties and firings by
Warner, United Artists and 20th Cen-

Entertainment industry and trade vision receivers, being produced at the
press representatives have been invited rate of 65,000 a month
by more than
to a luncheon-meeting at Toots Shor's S0_ competing manufacturers,
it was
Restaurant here on Thursday to plan said at the Federal Communications
the New York campaign on behalf of Commission.
Boston, Nov. 28. Theatre Owners the United Service Organizations.
of America president Arthur LockJames Sauter, chairman of the New
wood has a heavy December traveling York committee, will preside.
schedule. He will leave here Tuesday
George T. Shupert, director of
for New York from where he will
commercial operations of Paramount's
attend
Dec.
4
to
leave for Dallas on
television
division,
has
appointed
Herald Pictures is observing its Weed and Co. as advertising-sales
the Robert J. O'Donnell dinner. He is
due in Oklahoma City on Dec. 6 for second anniversary with a cross-coun- representative of Paramount's
unit there. try sales drive in honor of Bert Gold- stations
the convention of the
Chicago, and KTLA,
Then he will proceed to Memphis, ar- berg, general sales manager. The com- Los Angeles, with the agency to hanriving Dec. 10 for the Tri- States ex- pany has three new all-Negro pictures dle the acount in all cities except
hibitor association meeting. He will be in release and is preparing a fourth for New York and each station's own
production.
trading area.
back in New York on Dec. 12.
P.

Wednesday from

;
:

successor to the recently-resigned assistant sales manager will be named,
it was disclosed here by William F.

Rodgers, sales vice-president. Rodgers said that Aaron had a wide variety of duties including many which
ordinarily woulci have been the responsibility of the company's five division managers and their respective
home office representatives. He said
the division chiefs now have absorbed
these assignments along with "a little
more work," thus eliminating the
necessity of a replacement for Aaron.
Aaron, who has yet to make known
his plans, concerned himself to large
extent with circuit sales. It is understood his resignation also resulted in
added duties for Henderson Richey,
exhibitor relations chief, and Edward
Saunders, also assistant sales manager.

The

division sales heads are
Midwestern
Bishop,
Jr.,
James P. Byrnes, Eastern J. J. Maloney, Central; Rudy Berger, Southern, and G. A. Hickey, Western.
five
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Off 2%%
Tops Ticket Admissions
(Continued from page

Phila.

Fr. Flanagan Statue Allied Meet
(Continued from page 1)

1)

Taxes: $4,443,000
Washington, Nov.

28.

upwards

Spring,
through October.

— Philadel-

in

General

continue to

rise

Unveiled by Variety

t,

1

meeting today and Satur-

day.

admission

tax

collections

for February through October, reamusephia took
flecting business for January through
city
most
any
ment taxes in 1947, the
September, totaled $282,229,000 this
Census
collected from this source, the
year, compared with $289,218,000 for
Bureau has reported.
the same 1947 period. This is a drop
It showed that in six of the 37 largof roughly $7,000,000, slightly above
est cities, amusement taxes accounted
.4 per cent.
for a sizable amount of revenue. The
80% of Taxes from Films
ts-^% are on sports events, legitimate
The general admission tax collec.''.flPes, and other public amusement
legitias well as motion picture theatres, but tions include collections from
census officials say that film theatres mate theatres, sports events, and other
entertainment as well as motion pic"certainly account for the bulk."
Seattle took in $565,000 from ad- ture theatres, but do not include cabCleveland $115,000, aret and roof garden taxes or taxes
mission taxes,
New Orleans $479,000, Cincinnati on various overcharges. Collections
from motion picture theatres are said
$52,000, and Columbus $29,000.
in $4,433,000 in local

their annual

Omaha, Nov.

28.

— Dedication

An
cere-

unusually large number of disexecutives have registered,

tribution

monies were held at Boys Town to- prompted in a measure by the comday for the unveiling of the statue and bined interest of all parties in many
plaque presented by Variety Clubs of the subjects to be discussed. The
International in the memory of the agenda will pretty much cover that
late Father Flanagan, first recipient of which the board members discussed,
the club's "Humanitarian Award," in including a potential nationwide Allied
1938.
attack on forced percentage playing, a
William McCraw, executive di- drive for the establishment of special
rector of the clubs, presided and the regional anti-trust courts, the Finneran
presentation was made by Robert J. Plan for disciplining errant stars, an
O'Donnell, Variety International chief. amendment to the Robinson-Patman
A dinner was held thi's evening at Act to make it apply to motion picthe Fontenelle Hotel, with Edward tures, repeal of the 20 per cent FedShafton, the club's chairman of the eral ticket tax, or at least its reducarrangements, presiding.
tion to 10 per cent, a thorough airing
Others attending the ceremonies of film rental problems in general, the
to usually- account for 80 to 85 per were
Chick Lewis, A- H. Blank and threatening challenge of television to
cent of the total general admission Ralph Branton, and a delegation of theatres, as well as a possible appeal
Bureau officials said 20 barkers from the Dallas tent, plus to film companies to withhold regutax- collections.
there was no way of telling whether representatives
from
other
tents lar entertainment films from telecasts
admissions
had around the country.
picture
motion
in competition with theatres.
dropped more or less than the total.
George Murphy and Gene Autry
Even if collections are only off 2.4
will appear at various social functions
per cent, costs have continued to rise
during the convention.
during this period, so that profits may
U.S.
be off more than the admission tax
Lachman, Dollinger to N.O.
Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet," the
collections indicate.
Edward Lachman, president, and
J. Arthur Rank film being released
Increases for Three Months
Irving Dollinger, board chairman, of
here by
Universal-International
is
Allied Theatre Owners of New JerIn only three months this year- currently playing
13 engagements in
sey, have left here with their wives,
February, May, and July was busi
the U. S. simultaneously and has been
to attend the national Allied convenness better than last year, the collec
booked to open in 15 additional cities
The increase before
tion in New Orleans today.
tion figures indicate.
the end of January, U*-I reports
in these three months, however, was
here.
great enough to offset much of the
The 15 additional openings are set
drop in the other six months for for the Adams Theatre, San Diego
which figures are available.
Dixie, Oakland
Teck, BufDec. 8
October general admission tax col
Chicago, Nov. 28. The following
falo
Guild, Portland, Ore., all on
September busi
reflecting
ections,
Dec. 24
Colonial, Albany, Dec. 25
have been named directors of the
compared
$32,136,111,
totaled
ness,
Golden Bough Playhouse, Carmel, Variety Club, Tent No. 26, at the
It is
with $37,743,023 last October.
annual election
Cal., Jan. 1
Palace, Toledo, Jan. 12
John Balaban, J.
since
June
figure
1948
lowest
the
Studio, Salt Lake and Lyric, Bridge- Harold
Stevens,
Nat
Nathanson,
$33,054,712,
were
collections
July
port, Jan. 13
Alhambra, Milwaukee, Harry Lustgarten, Manual Smerling,
were
$34,141,294,
August collections
Jan. 17; Palace, Hartford, Jan. 20; Ralph Smitha, Irving Mandel, Tom
and September's were $35,933,211.
Elm Gilliam, James Booth, Henri Elman
Keith, Indianapolis, Jan. 26
incollections,
Total admission tax
and Van A. Nomikos.
Worcester, Jan. 27
Vista, Phoenix
Mandel and
cabaret
cluding general admissions,
between Jan. 9 and 15; Kern, Bakers- Elmany were chosen as delegates to
taxes, and taxes on overcharges and
the national convention. Officers for
field, Cal., between Jan. 10 and 20
leases, were $36,456,036 in October,
1949 will be announced next month.
and the Century, Minneapolis.
:

United International
Setting U p Exchanges
Hollywood, Nov.

28.

—United

In-

independent productionternational,
distribution organization, soon will es
tablish exchanges in a number of key
cities.
Lester S. Tobias, newly-appointed distribution manager, will arrive in New York Dec. 1 to set up
machinery for exchange operations.

RKO

—

Sues on 16mm.

RKO Radio has filed a $5,000 dam
age action in U. S. District Court
here against Century Indemnity Co.,
and 16mm. exhibitor Joseph Mirasola.
Charge is that Mirasola breached
bond by showing RKO releases at
places and at times for which he was
not licensed by the company.

FP-C Dividend

25-Cent

Ottawa, Nov.

28.

— Famous

Set 28 Simultaneous
Runs of 'Hamlet'

Play-

ers Canadian Corp., Ltd., has declared
a 25-cent dividend, payable on Dec. 24
to shareholders of record on Dec. 10

New

;

Directors for
Variety Tent No. 26

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

against $43,058,427

TUESDAY, DEC. 14

HOTEL ASTOR
Federation of
Philanthropies

Jewish

TESTIMONIAL
LUNCHEON
MAYOR
WILLIAM 0'DWYER
Guest of Honor
•

now on
Room 168

Tickets

sale

HOTEL ASTOR
Circle

6-6460

last

October.

Jerrold Krimsky, 39
Jerrold

Krimsky,

39,

New York

assotheatrical producer who was
ciated with his brother,- John Krimsky,
in the production of several pictures,
died last Wednesday in Veterans Hospital in Roanoke, Va., according to
press dispatches reaching here at the

weekend.

A

captain

film unit of the

ing the war,

Army

BROUGHT THR1LLINGLY TO

LIFE

BY THE MAKERS OF

CANON

CITY'

HE WALKED BY NIGHT

with a combat
Air Forces dur-

Krimsky

also

made

sev-

Yugoslavia and France.
In addition to his brother, he leaves
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
his parents,
Krimsky of Charlottesville, Va.

eral films

in

Joseph Tanguay, 67
Ottawa,

Nov.

28.

—Joseph

Tan-

guay, 67, pioneer exhibitor here and
inspector of the provincial governments' censor board, died in Montreal
Wednesday. He managed theatres in
Quebec and Montreal. Surviving are
the widow and two daughters, Mrs. J.

Spranken and Miss Marguerite Tanguay.

Rank

From Newark— MIAMI $50

JLY OVERNITE TO
Coast to Coast

SKYCRUISES, INC.dcTTuhours
Air Travel Agency

HOTEL DIPLOMAT

HOTEL BRISTOL

W. 43rd

423 W. 8th St.
Los Angeles

108

New York

St.

City

BRyant 9-3707

Studio Closing

(Continued from page 1)

Trinity 8662

but this appears to be a purely rhetorical claim in view of the number of
studios which are unoccupied now.
The Islington closing will undoubtedly come in for considerable heated
discussion at Monday's meeting of
Harold Wilson's National Film Production Council.

starring

RICHARD BASEHART
SCOTT "canon city" BRADY
A BRYAN FOY

Production

•

An EAGLE LION FILMS

Presentation

"Basehart's performance picks up tough guy roles

Cagney

left

them...

Orl

top!"

where Jimmy

-Lee Mortimer -N.Y.

Mirror

AGAIN NO. 1 KING OF
THE BOXOFFICE BA

Big

Roy Rogers

Hits

Now In

Release
EYES OF TEXAS

UNDER CALIFORNIA STARS •
NIGHTTIME IN NEVADA * GRAND CANYON TRAIL

THE FAR FRONTIER
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Bromberg Dismissed

From

Anti-trust Suit

Atlanta,

Nov.

28.

—Arthur

Monday, November

Argue Ascap Stay

Review

(Continued from page 1)

C.

Bromberg, president of Monogram
Southern Exchanges, discloses here
that his company has been dismissed
as a defendant in the anti-trust case
of Alma Amusement Co. of Alma,
Ga., against L. A. Stein, et ah, pending in the Waycross division of Federal Court.
In addition to Stein, a number of
distributor
defendants were named.
The case is set for trial on Dec. 16.

Holt Switches to U-I

—

Portland, Ore., Nov. 28. Archie
Holt, Paramount salesman in the Oregon territory for several years, has resigned to take over in the same capacity here for Universal-International.

new

its

"Cesar"

tiations

ESAR"

(Continued from page 1)
theatre-going

public

first-hand

a

of

That means full exhibitor parand consultation

ticipation

.

.

.

sion. The Ascap-proposed stayf f, !,
not apply to the plaintiffs.
Ascap charges that Judge Leibell
judgment is unnecessarily "all inck
.

"The time has
show that motion

been

to

!

some sort" were
were withheld.
The delegation to Washington

"consents of
cussed, details

disin-

cluded Edwin L. Weisl, attorney and
corporate
director
who long has
been active in the case Leonard Goldenson, vice-president in charge of theatres
Robert H. O'Brien, corporate
secretary, and Walter Gross, theatre
;

A

conference in president Barney
Balaban's office with Austin Keough,
vice-president and
general counsel,
participating, followed the Washington meeting.
Friday's session is believed- to be the
first formal one involving Paramount

tered into in 1941.
Also today, the plaintiffs will file
notice of appeal from that part of thd
judgment which denies their application for all monies paid to Ascap by
them since inception of the action.
Ascap filed its notice of appeal earlv
last

left

New York

only

11%

hours

earlier!) Millions of neon signs,
traffic signals, and other lights

as far as the eye can see. From
the air they look like a vast expanse of sapphires, rubies, emor a
eralds and other jewels
forest of gaily decorated Christ-

—

mas

trees.

too!"

Distribution Group Meets
National Distributors Committee, of

which RKO Radio sales chief Robert
Mochrie is chairman, discussed releasing plans for the industry shorts
at the second of a series of meetings
here on Friday.
The project committee, of which Y.

Frank

Freeman

Grant Leenhouts,

chairman

is

a single

by

all

settlement could be reached
theatre-owning distributors in

the case.

Delmer Daves, F. Hugh
Herbert,
Margaret
Herrick,
Jean
Hersholt, Gordon Hollingshead, Gun-

—

Warner Anderson, Leon Ames,

^fl

—JMg-i—^ Qppn

I.

Lessing,

L.

to review testimony in the nine-yearmonopoly suit at great length.

old

estate.

Griffith trial here in 1945, are here for
the hearing.
Wise refused to discuss the reasons for calling the witnesses, most of whom appeared during
the 1945 trial, but indicated that divestiture is the ultimate goal of the Justice Department in the case.

Promoted by Ansco
Binghamton, N. Y., Nov. 28.
Harold E. Pletcher, manager of Ansco's

film

plant

since

1946,

has been

named production manager by Allan
Williford,
Ansco general manager.

COMING TO YOU SOON!

SOMETHING
IT

WILL BRING THEM

T
IN— AND

SHOWMANSHIP
SEND THEM OUT RAVING!

Mary McCall, N.

Rathvon, King Vidor,
Warner, Billy Wilder.

Peter
soft seats,

delicious meals,

E.

Chadwick,

R.

P.

Riehl, deputy city controller, has presented a plan to the city tax study
committee, for an excise tax on theatres and other amusements as an alternative to his first recommendation
of a local sales or income tax, in order
to relieve the tax burden on real

:

ther

Subpoenas 43

(Continued from page 1)

and

flights

New York at

Detroit Facing Tax
Detroit,
Nov.
28— Edward

coordinator, includes a production and an exhibition

12 noon),
there are many other scenic wonders, including the Grand Canyon and you have a fine view.

hours of the

(we leave

S.

is

advisory committee. The membership
of these working committees follows
Production
advisory
committee

^^^Sp—^During the daylight

U.

week.

Judge Vaught was ordered by the
U. S. Supreme Court, which reversed
his acquittal of the circuits and their
and the government since late in Oc- owners, to
review the testimony and
tober when Goldenson took up the submit
suggestions on what should be
case with Justice Department officials done to right
the wrong's which the
in Washington. At that time it was high
court said were committed.
said that Goldenson concerned himself
George W. Wise, special Asssistant
only with those matters which would Attorney General,
and Milton Kallis,
be peculiar to, Paramount in the event who assisted Robert
Wright in the

!

from United 's great DC -6 Mainliner 300, "the Hollywood," a
few minutes before our landing
at 8:45 P.M. (Imagine! We'd

cognizance of the consent decre«

which Ascap and the government en

department attorney.

overripe

pictures aren't produced, distributed, and exhibited by
legerdemain. It's time to do a lasting
job of telling our patrons that behind
the glitter and glamor which are natural trimming for all segments of the
entertainment world, our industry is a
hard-at-work, sober-minded business.
"Fanciful writers on the fringe of
the industry have long given the impression that an actor, for instance,
lives in a whirl of carefree gaiety.
They seldom mention that the actor
gets on the set at 7 :30 A.M., and is
apt to be still there 12 hours later.
"And the theatre manager What a
delightful life he leads, so many people think.
Imagine What fun to see
all the new pictures first and get paid
for doing it. And he can sleep late,

Jack

Exhibition advisory committee Ray
Branch, Hugh W. Bruen, Oscar Doob,
Rotus Harvey, Trueman T. Rembusch, Thornton W. Sargent, Homer
F. Strowig, Sam J. Switow, R. B.
Wilby, Mitchell Wolfson.

1-A 11 HOUR CIRCUS SHOW

:

luxury services, stroll-about spaciousness, and pressurized-cabin
comfort are other things that
make travel on "the Hollywood"
so different and so enjoyable.

New Drive-in
_

United Air Lines Pilot on

Camden, N.

J.,

2— FULL
A

Nov.

28.

—A

with an output range of 70 to 1,000
watts, has been announced by J. F.
O'Brien, sales manager of the RCA
theatre equipment section.

S2&

Different Type of Entertainment
THIS

new

sound systems,

FEATURE COMEDY

NEW! UNIQUE!

Units

line of drive-in theatre

!

1

;

Sobering Facts on 'Glamor'

i

sive" in that it restrains the Societi
from collecting fees from parties othe
than the immediate plaintiffs, this, o
course, including all exhibitors as wel'
as television interests, juke-box antj

full

(Continued from page 1)

our business.
Continuing,
the
statement
says
"The films are tagged 'all-industry'
shorts with reason, for the pictures are
made about the industry by the industry.

and that many theatrem*
are completely in the dark on the e
tire matter of music clearance righ
at the present time.
The application will be opposed h
counsel for the plaintiffs, all membe
of the Independent Theatre Ownet
Association, New York, on the grounc
that a stay would add to the^Mi

home-movies concerns. It is also all
leged that Judge LeibelL did not tak.

Industry Sales Talk Para. Decree Talks
the

rates were adjusted in neg
with between 12,000 to 13,011

exhibitors,

(Siritsky International)
«'/' >
is the last picture of the trilogy written, directed and produced
V> by Marcel Pagnol. The French master has lost none of his deft touch
in relating a story of ordinary people with simplicity and eloquence.
He
might, however, have edited the film considerably since much of its effectiveness is lost through over-lengthiness.
The dialogue is in French, with
English subtitles describing the action.
Raimu gives the superb performance which has come to be expected of him
in the serio-comic title role, and the acting of Pierre Fresnay and Orane
Demazis has honesty and conviction. Much of the film's charm stems from
the comic relief which the cast handles with proper lightness.
The story concerns the search of Fanny's son for his father after he learns
that the man whom he has called father is no relation at all.
The outcome,
a happy reunion of father, mother and son, is too pat and the more
serious situations are melodramatically presented, but the film attains an
overall effect of warmth and realism.
Running time, 120 minutes. Adult audience classification. Current release.

knowledge

29, IS

WILL

COME TO YOU FROM

SCREENCRAFT PICTURES, INC.
341
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STREET,

NEW YORK
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motion piefim*
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Accurate
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NEW
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louse Group
Considering

YORK,
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NY Ascap Rule

Double

For

Stayed by
Divestiture Circuit Court
Is

It

fighter Trust
\

Laws

Washington, Nov.

vorcement

of

Get

to

29.

—

Di-

production-distribu-

from exhibition and special
tion
inti-trust courts to expedite film
inti-trust

gestions

iaws

cases are two major sugfor tightening the anti-trust

now

period

md the staff of the
'Business Committee.
ly
i

,

i
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Federal Court's decree which enjoins Ascap from collecting music license fees from
inoperative
theatres has become
during the pending appeals as the
result of an agreement reached here
yesterday between counsel for the
New York exhibitor
Society and
plaintiffs in the action on a condi-

House

Small

The committee, which recentconcluded hearings on mon-

opoly problems, is now working on its report for presentation to the next Congress. It is
expected to recommend several
steps for stricter anti-trust enforcement, and these two may
be among the final recommendations.

the hearings here and in the
field, the committee heard many witnesses urge divorcement in the film,
(Continued on page 6)
:

In

Cool to
Para. Decree

\U.

S.

tional

stay

order.

specifically directs that
the case is determined by the
Court of Appeals here, Ascap or its
members cannot sue the plaintiffs
public performance
for not paying
rights to Ascap for music in films,
cannot sue producers or disaiid
the
to
licensed
films
of
tributor

The order

(Continued on page 6)

MPAA

Files

Trust Action

N. Y.

in

Plan for Stars
Percentage Films Scored
As 3-Day Meet Opens
By

New

29.

— Allied

Association

•

resolution against
at the close of
the first session of its 15th annual convention at the Hotel Roosevelt today.
Conceived by Joseph P. Finneran,
exhibitor of Franklin, Ind., the plan
would institute sanctions against errant performers by changes in the
Production Code and seek to incorporate in all future talent contracts
provisions implementing such sanc-

to

draft

a

strong

compulsory percentage

tions.

end is giving New
Square first-run area a singularly
prosperous current week, with attendEric Johnston, president, has ap
pointed John G. McCarthy managing ance records being shattered in at
York's

Times

two houses. On the Thursday
holiday and the following day (also
a school holiday), long lines were in
evidence in front of a number of
Broadway houses.
least

A

smash third week

is

In the words of Abram F. Myers,
Allied's general counsel, the conven(Continued on page 7)

•

Para.-Wallis
Deal for 12

in store for

"Joan of Arc" at the Victoria where

Paramount will
from Hal Wallis

distribute

12

films

Productions, Inc.,
under a new deal now being finalized.
Negotiations have been concluded and
signatures are to be affixed here this
week.
Pact was negotiated by Joseph
Hazen, president of the Wallis company, and Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount vice-president, who is here from
the Coast.
The old agreement for the distribu.
Washington, Nov. 29. The U. S. tion of 12 will terminate with ParaState Department has asked for an mount's release of Wallis' "The Acappropriation for its overseas infor- cused."
mation program for the year ending
June 30, 1950, that will keep the in(Continued on page 3)

Seek Another $2,000,000
For U. S. InVl Film Unit
U. A.

Board Approves

Four Release Deals
Artists

board

of

directors

yesterday approved distribution deals
for two new films and two reissues at
a meeting which also considered the
company's fiscal operations.
will
Under the pacts approved,
release "Another World," which is to

UA

—

ternational

motion

picture

division

operating at the same high level as
during the current year.
Government departments have submitted their requests for 1949 to the

for inclusion in the
President's new budget. The bureau
made in Hollywood by Samuel Gold- can cut them or as done very rarely
increase them.
wyn, Jr., in collaboration with Martin
Last year, Congress cut the overMooney, and Lester Cowan's "Story
but this
of G.I. Joe" and James Cagney's seas information program,
"Blood on the Moon," the latter two year gave it some $28,000,000 to opOf the
as reissues for the domestic market. erate through June 30, 1949.
was given to the film
films for the plaintiffs after first run The Goldwyn picture will precede his total, $2,000,000
division here for the purchase or prowhich
Passport,"
are the major distributors and the "Diplomatic
lanParamount-Harry Nace circuit of also will distribute under a previous duction of films, dubbing foreign
(Continued on page 3)
agreement.
Arizona.

Los Angeles, Nov. 29— Anti-trust
suit for treble damages totaling $144,900 was filed in U. S. District Court
in Phoenix, Ariz., by Los Angeles attorney Fred A. Weller on behalf of
the Times Theatre in Mesa, Ariz.,
owned by Wayne Phelps.
Charged with conspiracy to delay

RED KANN

Orleans, Nov.

applauded and
approved the Finneran Plan for
disciplining stars "who gain notoriety through misconduct" and agreed
States

Spirited Thanksgiving holiday busi
ness stretching over a four-day week-

America. He will succeed Gerald M.
Mayer, who leaves New York on
Thursday to assume the post of Continental manager for the MPAA, with
Mayer, in
headquarters in Paris.

TEN CENTS

Dec 14.
beginning
playing at the 1,049,-

Grossing $59,000

director of the international division
of the Motion Picture Association of

NEWS

Discipline

International

Post to McCarthy

FILM

Allied Adopts

Holiday Spurs N.Y.
Business; 'Joan'

(Continued on page 6)

United

Arizona Exhibitor

Run

until

(Continued on page 3)

Department of Justice has under
study proposals by Paramount for a
consent decree in the industry antitrust case and is expected to make
known its decision when representatives of the film company meet with
government attorneys in Washington
this week.
While details of the plan offered
were withheld, it has been disclosed
here that the government was not

'Joan'

-

seat Victoria, where it is in
its third week, "Joan" will
also tenant the 750-seat nearby Fulton Theatre to accommodate the overflow bids for
reserved seats now being received at the Victoria.
Picture will have two showings daily at the Fulton, with
four showings slated for Saturdays and three for Sundays,
at a $2.40 top.

New York

being mulled by members

First

IN

1948

30,

"Joan of Arc" will be exhibited in two Times Square
area first-run theatres simultaneously for an indefinite

Now

Hay Suggest

first

DAILY

Concise

|64.

•

be produced in
Grunwald
de
;

England by Anatole Budget Bureau
"Criminals,"

to

be

—

UA

—

Start the Release of

PR

Films in March

Following a series of meetings the
National Distribution Committee announced here yesterday through the
Motion Picture Association of America that the all-industry film series, a
non-profit project, will be released to

theatres at the rate of one every
months, starting next March 1.

Each company

will sell

two

and distrib-

the pictures made at its studio,
according to the committee, which is

ute

(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention
JAMES

GRAINGER,

R.

Rank Organization;

Republic

Sir David
Cunnynghame of British Lion
and Major R. P. Baker of Ealing Studios, acting for the

accompanied
sales vice-president,
by division manager Walter L. Titus,

Jr., left

here yesterday for Dal-

British Film Producers' Association, are here from London to attempt to obtain
more screen time for British
film imports, under France's
import restrictions which
permits a highly limited number of U. K. productions to be
brought into this country.

las.

•

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
Paramount executive committee and
U. S. Ambassador to Egypt, visited
President Truman yesterday
White House.

at the

•
Goldberg, Herald Pictures'
general sales manager, left here yesterday by plane for Miami to begin
a Southern sales tour.
•
Arthur Greenblatt, Screen Guild
Productions Eastern sales representative, is due in Atlanta on Saturday
from New York.

Bert

•

Edward

•

London Crowds Hail

fog and overzealous police failed to
daunt the enthusiasm of street crowds
and the audience for the Royal Command Performance at the Empire
Theatre here tonight. The huge turnout was a tribute both to the Royal

L. Walton, Republic asgeneral sales manager, left Family and the American stars
York yesterday for St. Louis.
participated, particularly Myrna
•

Edward

Morgan Hudgins

of

M-G-M's

M-G-M
in New

Rudy

Berger,
manager, is
from Washington.

•
Lichtman, former

Al
dio

executive,

and

his

Coast yesterday for

M-G-M
wife

New

of

Loy

The Queen's

headquarters

in

left

stu-

the

York.

M-G-M's home

staff is

•

Harry Warren, whose music company is affiliated with M-G-M, has
returned to New York from the Coast.

manager. Before joining Affiliated
a few months ago, Daytz was local
sales manager in Boston under Horan.
Both changes will take effect Dec. 20.
Kalmenson
and
Lapidus.
Jules
Warner's Eastern sales manager, were
in Boston yesterday from New York.

•

Samuel Goldwyn Wins
Citation from UJA
— Samuel GoldHollywood, Nov.
29.

has been named "Humanitarian

Appeal,

Eyssell Heads Films'
Brotherhood Drive

OF HOME

HILLS

EDMUND GWENN
TOM DRAKE
and
Color by

DONALD CRISP

.

JANET LEIGH

.

LASSIE

TECHNICOLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

5

JoanofArc
Ingrid Bergman
.,„„,,

color by technicolor
CAST OF THOUSANDS

uiptadiaV
VIL lUKIA I

G. Kranze, Film Classics sales
has appointed Walter Earl Davis
branch manager of the company's
B.

Washington

office,

effective

immedi-

ately.

Davis started in the industry with
Lust's Super Film Attractions
in Washington and subsequently went
with Jules Levy who, at the time, was
manager for Inter-State Film Attractions, which later became Universal.
With Universal he served until this
month, resigning for the new FC

the 25-year old epic of lonely
British valor.
Sitting unobtrusively
in the audience were relatives of the
original heroes of the story which for
Britons is an unforgettable epic.

does

Meet

Determine
Television's Future
to

Washington, Nov.
series

of

ZANUCK

presents

the

Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by
AHATOLE UTVAK

.

)(~\

I

I

AHATOLt LITVAK t ROBERT BttSUB

KJvoli
WANDA

conferences

29.

—First

which

LUND • HENORIX

/

MONTY

BARRY

FITZGERALD

•

WOOLLEYf

-^fc
<««<»IHs

OreheHn

of a

will

in
ilDNIGHT FEATUflU

row.

The

conference, between top FedCommunications Commission officials
and industry representatives,
will last through Thursday. This one
Opening night scenes at the Metro- will be a highly technical meeting on
arising from tropospheric
politan Opera House here last night problems

Opera Night Video

eral

DANNY

At Para. Theatre

The

telecast to the theatre did
not include the performance of "Otel-

distant.

with which the "Met" opened its
64th season. The complete performance of the Verdi opera, however, was
carried in New York by WJZ-TV,
and television stations in Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washinglo,"

Wilson Before
London,

Nov.

29.

Commons
— Following a

Fred Wallace Services
Pittsburgh,

Nov.

29.

— Funeral

KAYE,

COLOR BY
Broadway at

who

agent,

Presbyterian

widow, two

died yesterday in the
Hospital
here.
His
brothers, and two sisters

TECHNICOLOR

AST0R

45th Street

services will be held here on Wednesday for Fred Gale Wallace, 66, former Hollywood and Broadway press
J.

AM

Midnight Shew

SHOES"
"THE RED
Technicolor
Color by

w ^Br^ay

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders

Mrs. Margaret Quinn, 72
Funeral services were held at WoodI., last Friday for Mrs. Margaret Quinn, 72, mother of William J.
Quinn, general manager of Raybond
Theatres here.
Mrs. Quinn died on
side, L.

Nov.

21.

meeting here today of the National
Film Council, presided over by Brit-

Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

Robert Mitchum
Barbara Bel Geddes
Robert Preston

—

cial aid.

Cont. from 8:45

Arthur Rank presents

BIJOU THEATER.

survive.

City

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

F.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

large measure determine the future of
television gets under way here tomor-

Eyssell,

Metropolitan program.

DARRYl

r

Paramount pr«i«ntt

managing director of ish Board of Trade president Harold Charles D. Brown, 60
Hollywood, Nov. 29. Charles D.
Music Hall, has been Wilson, it was indicated that the latter
named chairman of the exhibitors' will appear on Thursday at a House Brown, 60, screen and stage actor,
division of the local New York com- of
Commons debate on the Film who came here in 1928, died last
mittee
for
"Brotherhood
Week." Finance Corp. bill which would au- Thursday of a heart ailment. The
Mayor O'Dwyer is chairman of the thorize independent production finan- widow, Mrs. Nellie Tallman Brown,

Gus

Rockefeller Center

JOHN

Arthur Rank's film, "Scott of the
Antarctic," was an obvious choice for
the Royal Performance, depicting as it

Year" by the United Jewish
it was announced here yesterday by Henry Morgenthau, Jr., general chairman of the UJA.
ton.
Goldwyn, who is president of the
Special infra-red lighting was used
United Jewish Welfare Fund of Los in the Metropolitan's auditorium for
Angeles, which raised $10,000,000 in televising the off-stage opening night
this year's drive, will be given the scenes which were shown in the Paracitation at a dinner in his honor, which mount Theatre.
will be held here tomorrow night.
of the

Radio

—J

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

chief,

Isador M. Rappaport, owner of the
interference with video transmission
Hippodrome and Town theatres, Bal- were televised and shown by Para- and reception. Later conferences will
mount's 50-second film process to the
York.
timore, is in New
paying audience in the Paramount go into other television problems.
Theatre in Times Square, a few blocks

wyn

—

c

Boston.

Horan succeeds F. D. (Dinty) Moore,
who recently resigned.
Horan joined Warner as a salesman
in Boston 19 years ago, and was promoted to branch manager in 1941.
Al Daytz, of Affiliated Theatres in
Boston, will succeed Horan as branch

entrance, accompanied
by Princess Margaret and the Duke
of Edinburgh, was the signal for a
prolonged
demonstration
the
by
throngs, aware of her anxiety for the appointment.
J.

due back here today from Flint, Mich.

office sales

with

ger,

Southern
Orleans ailing King.

•

Richard Harper

sales vice-

promoted George W.
Horan, Boston branch manager, to the
post of New England district manahas

who Sydney

and Alan Ladd.

stu-

dio publicity department is en route
to England by plane from the Coast.

sales

Ben Kalmenson, Warner
president,

Royal Performance Davis to Classics as
London, Nov.
—A thick London Washington Chief

sistant

New

19'

29.

Hyman,

vice-president
of Paramount Theatres Service Corp.,
has left New York for a trip up-state.
He will return late this week.
L.

(By Airmail).
West of the

Paris, Nov. 26

30,

Horan Named W. B.
NEW YORK THEATRE!
District Manager

Britishers Arrive
In Paris for Talks

— Commodore

November

Tuesday,

in
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Mochrie Presiding at
RKO Meeting Here

Review

New York Grosses

-

;

•

(Continued jrom page 1)

J

close
first

$59,000—about equal to the
week gross is indicated. Picketto

—

ing of the 1,049-seat house by members of the Screen Publicists and
Screen Office and Professional Employes guilds (CIO) did not resume
filed
after the Victoria management
for a court injunction to halt the ac-

which was rooted

Jafcity,

in

a labor

/"flute between the unions and
SfjRlio, distributor of "Joan."
'

RKO

Another site of robust business this
week is the Roxy where "When My
,Baby Smiles at Me," plus a stage bill
headed by Mickey Rooney, established
a new all-time Thanksgiving holiday
weekend attendance record, with an
eight-day first week due to roll up a

mammoth

$150,000.

$51,000

At

'Snake Pit'

fo.-

the Rivoli,

"The Snake Pit"

is

for a fourth
week, after a $49,000 third week; picture will continue indefinitely at the

zooming toward $51,000

"The Decision of Christopher Blake"

RKO

Radio's two-day meeting of
Hollywood, Nov. 29
home office executives and the comof
story
this
presentation
in
the
linked
uniquely
and fantasy are
pany's 11 district managers, got under
of divorce, produced and written for the screen by Ronald MacDougall, way here yesterday in the Waldorfthe
switch
is
linking
to
this
from stageplay by Moss Hart. The effect of
Astoria, with Robert Mochrie, sales
audience mood from deep seriousness to semi-humor in a manner likely to vice-president, presiding. Eric Johnpotent
is
and
predominates
engender varied results, although the s'eriousness
ston, president of the Motion Picture
enough to have evoked tearful response from the feminine side of a preview Association of America, addressed the
marquee,
audience. Alexis Smith's and Ted Donaldson's are the names for the
meeting on European conditions.
president,
and the likeliest angle for stressing in ad copy is that divorce is an unsatisNed E. Depinet,
children. Direction by
factory thing and especially hard on divorced people's
headed the home office contingent, conpoint.
Peter Godfrey is at its best in the sequences emphasizing that
sisting of Walter E. Branson, Nat
making his Levy and Charles Boasberg, Western,
Miss Smith and Robert Douglas, the latter a British import
character.
Eastern and North-South division
American film debut, portray the parents of Donaldson, the title
to be divorced,
managers, respectively Harry MichalAt 13 he is cruelly shocked to learn that his parents are going
boyish fantasies, which
son, short subject sales manager; A.
and seeks escape from this mental distress by way of
plays the judge before A. Schubart, manager of exchange
are depicted effectively on the screen. Cecil Kellaway
only
that
learns
he
when
and
operations; M. G. Poller, assistant to
whom the divorce case finally comes to trial,
reconciliation he makes a pact with Mochrie;
Harry Gittleson, Frank
pride stands in the way of a parental
the
Under
with.
go
he wishes to
Drumm, Carl Peppercorn, assistants
the son, who must decide which parent
the
tells
to go with his mother and
to the Western, Eastern and Northnact the boy tells the father he wants
result of this artifice is that the South division managers
Leon J.
mother he wants to go with the father. The

{Warner Brothers)

REALISM

RKO

;

;

Bamberger,

$92,000

rousing

the

at

virtue of two extra matinees during
the holiday weekend. Each will gross
$18,000 this week.
"The Kissing Bandit," plus Shep
Fields'

band on

ploitation

Paramount

gross
Day
Thanskgiving
records reportedly were broken.
First week of "Hills of Home" and
a stage presentation at Radio City
Music Hall looks like a reasonably
good $128,000 on the basis of $91,000
taken in Thursday through Sunday.
Both "Hamlet" at the Park Avenue,
and "Red Shoes" at the Bijou bettered their previous capacity weeks by

stage, at the Capitol,

doing okay with $68,000 expected
stanza
first
for the second week
brought in $74,027. At Loew's State,
meanwhile, "The Three Musketeers"
week due
is skyrocketing in its sixth
to the holiday spurt, with $48,000
expected, or about $10,000 above the
previous week.
$45,000 Seen for 'Squadron'
is

;

promotion manager

S. Barret McCormick, national advertising director, and Terry Turner, ex-

house. First week of "Miss Tatlock's
Millions," together with Stan Kenton's band on stage, is heading for a

where

sales

U.

McCarthy Post
page
( Continued jrom

Film Unit

(Continued jrom page

succeed Frank McCarthy,
who will become a 20th Century-Fox
studio executive in Hollywood.
Paris departLeaving the
ment with Frank McCarthy will be
turn

S.

1

will

MPAA

Rupert Allan, his assistant, who will
forbe replaced by Eugene Van Dee,
mer Motion Picture Export Associa-

At
representative in Poland._
present in London, Van Dee is expected in Paris this week. McCarthy
and Allan will leave Paris for the U.
S. in a few days.
During the past year Mayer was
from New York more than half
tion

guages,

paying

buying new
salaries.

The

1)

equipment,

and

division's

cur-

program calls for 100 new
year 60 acquired at no cost, and
the other 40 to be paid for.
rent

—

this

reels

manager.

Sales and contract departments were
also represented by William McShea,
Sid Kramer, J. E. Cashman, L. H.
Miller, William Dahler, Frank Mooney, Irving Cane, William Zimmerman, Daniel J. Loventhal. Rutgers
Neilson, publicity manager, and Harry
Blair, trade paper contact, also repre-

sented the

home

office.

'Red River" Cited

Department officials, it was learned,
have asked for the same appropriation
for the next fiscal year, with a view

29.
Howard
Nov.
Hollywood,
Hawks' "Red River" has been voted

to continuing activity at the same
rate about 100 new reels and dub
bins- them- into 20-odd languages.

by the Screen Directors Guild to be
the best directorial achievement for
the three months ended Oct. 31.

—

—

away

vaof the time, traveling abroad on
Euried negotiations, essentially in
European
All of the
rope.
18
past
the
during
negotiations

MPAA

months have been directed by Mayer,
assistance of Frank McAbout $45,000 is indicated for the with the
Carthy.
Squadron,"
"Fighter
of
week
second
negotiations with for.

on stage at the

Carle

plus Frankie
on
Strand,

$23,000
of
basis
the
grossed Friday through Sunday; figures are unimpressive in light of the
Equally unimholiday opportunity.
pressive

"A

is

first

a

relatively

in

Criterion where
$20,000 is seen;
for Tomorrow" will take

week

its

Southern Yankee"
at the

mild

"Live Today
"A Song Is Born" is
over Dec. 4.
limping along at the Astor, with only
$18,000 looked for in a sixth week;
"Enchantment" will take over on Dec.

.

In addition to
eign governments, Mayer has been engaged in procuring dollar income from
"soft-currency"

territories,

and as a

mittances have netted member companies several million dollars. "Under
these circumstances Johnston deems it
essential that

an expanded European
be estab-

headquarters of the

MPAA

was said.
John McCarthy joined

lished,"

it

the

MPAA

1947, as associate managing
director of the international division,

on Jan.

1,

Third week of "Blood on the
considerable
spent
has
and
at the Globe is good, with
part
"Northwest Stam- abroad in practically every
$21,500 in view
world.
pede" is scheduled to open there on

22.

re-

result of his efforts during 1948,

Moon"

time

JUST

ABOUT THE MOST WONDERFUL
LOVE STORY EVER

FILMED!..

of the

;

Dec.

11.

is enjoying pretty good
business with a reissue double-bill of

The Gotham

and "San
Courageous"
"Captains
second week is expected
Francisco"
"Road House"
to bring in $10,000.
;

is

fair in its fourth

week

at the

May-

Second
with $25,500 expected.
week of "Blanche Fury" at the Sutton
looks like $10,000, following an $11,500 first stanza.

fair,

Eric

For

Johnston in New York
Executive Confabs

MPAA

Eric A. Johnston, president of the

Motion Picture Association of America, arrived in New York from Washington yesterday for informal discussions with company heads, preliminary
to the Hollywood meeting of home office and studio officials on Dec. 15-17.
He is expected to return to Washington tomorrow.

Detroit Video Expanding
Detroit,

Nov.

29.

— Network

WWJ-TV

tele-

as the
vision in Detroit by
first step toward Coast-to-Coast operations, is expected to be linked to the
Eastern network early next year.

Elected Cavalcade V.-P.
Hollywood, Nov. 29.— Irwin Spivey
has been elected a vice-president of
Cavalcade Pictures and named to the
board of directors.

IS

GREAT

Victoria from the first moment of opening
November 11 .This 1,100-seat house is playing to
CAPACITY for
DAILY at top Broadway
scales!
Doors open at 8:30 A. M., last performance closes
house at 2:30 A.M. Eighteen solid hours a day of the busiest

Crowds storm the
.

ABSOLUTE

.

SEVEN SHOWS

.

.

.

—

boxofflce you ever saw, with three-deep lines stretching 'way
around the corner all the time!
. It's the talk of
the town, the pride of the industry, the all-time money
wonder of all show business!
.

Released by

.

RKO RADIO

PICTURES,

Inc.

I

Motion Picture Daily
(Continued from page 1)
without the condition that
the latter obtain an Ascap license.
While theatremen other than the
plaintiffs are no.t mentioned in this
plaintiffs

the same 'for all
exhibitors because of the extent of
the original opinion against Ascap,
according to plaintiffs' attorney MilHe stated that the
ton Weisman.
order serves to protect Ascap from
contempt proceedings.
The accord was reached just before argument was scheduled to be
heard on Ascap's application for the
order before the Court of Appeals.
When advised of the agreement, Chief
Justice Learned Hand directed the
court clerk to draft the order for his
signatufe.
before
appearing
Judge
Before
Hand and his bench colleagues,
Judges Harrie B. Chase and Jerome
Frank, Ascap attorneys Robert Patterson and Louis D. Frohlich huddled
in the court anteroom with Weisman

and
In

...SO

in

the neir

is

Kaufman.
Ascap told

his associate, Adolph
its stay application,

the court that some theatremen are
desirous of entering agreements on
methods of paying for music until
the case is ultimately adjudicated. The
Society said that with the order it
would be able to negotiate without
risking contempt action and indicated
that the type of deals in mind is for
the music payments to be held in escrow. Ascap also told the court that
it has no intention of collecting fees
from exhibitors unwilling to pay.
It is expected that appeals will be
The plainheard in about 60 days.
tiffs,
all members of the IndependOwners Association,
Theatre
ent
served notice of appeal yesterday.
They seek to collect all revenue paid
to Ascap since
1941.

the suit

was

filed

30,

Griffith Re-trial House Group

Ascap Rule Stayed

respect, the effect

Tuesday, November

in

(Continued from page 1)

To Begin Today

oil,

and other major

indust

The

—

Oklahoma

steel

City, Nov. 29. Henry
counsel for Griffith Amusement Co., indicated today that defense
strategy in the anti-trust proceedings
scheduled here starting tomorrow^ will
not require presentation of additional
testimony. Failure of the defense to
subpoena witnesses for the hearing before Judge Edgar S. Vaught was interpreted as foreshadowing defense
objections to the government's extensive list of 43 witnesses.
Judge Vaught called the hearing to
Griffing,

determine what should be ordered to
meet terms of the Supreme Court decision reversing him and finding Griffith and its related circuits guilty of
Sherman Act violations. Neither defense nor federal attorneys would disclose the results of the meeting today.
Griffing said he believed the central
issue in the hearing would be the
effects
film buying
of the master
agreement which the high court found
to be in restraint of trade. He said his
interpretation of the final decision held
that the master agreements covering

both closed and competitive towns
were the crux of the violations. The
defense will fight any move towards
divestiture of course, he added.
Judge Vaught still must rule on
whether to make Theatre Enterprises
of Dallas a defendant in the case in
place of R. E. Griffith Theatres and
Wes-Tex Theatres, two of the original
defendants.

anti-trust court idea is the
of Allied States Association gei
counsel Abram F. Myers.

Another Allied suggestion

is

receive favorable comm
action. That is the suggestion to am
the Robinson-Patman Act so that
ban on price discrimination applie
film rentals as well as sales. _\\
likely to

committee members might
favor such a step, Rep. PatnV
will head the committee next yeail
reported opposed to any amendml
to the act which he co-authored. H
said to fear that any attempt to ami
the act may open the way for oil
members to tack weakening amej
ments onto the bill as it moves thrcr
Congress, and therefore that the s
ation had best be left as it is.
Top Justice Department officials
reported opposed to the idea of spe»
anti-trust courts. They will urge C
gress to take three simple steps
tighten anti-trust enforcement:
increase anti-trust appropriations
provide stiffer penalties for violat
of the anti-trust laws; and (3) pi
Kefauver bill wh
the
so-called
would bar one firm from acquiri
the physical assets of another fi
when the acquisition results in n
nopoly present law only bars acqui
i

;

—

tion of another firm's stock.

The
will

anti-trust division toppers al

oppose any effort

to

change

Bacon

New

20th Deal

—

(Continued from page 1)
proposals

too receptive to the
they were presented

last

when

Friday by

Leonard Goldenson, vice-president in
Edwin L. Weisl,
charge of theatres
corporate director; Robert O'Brien,
Walter
and
secretary,
corporate
Gross, theatre department attorney.
;

One highly-placed executive of the
company said that the case "is back
where it started in the courts." Another source indicated "a ray of hope"

THE NEED

—

for settlement.

Meanwhile, it is reported that Warner has agreed to dissolve 25 partnerships in exhibition in meetings
The
with government lawyers here.
sessions are designed to settle as many
differences as possible before the new
hearings in the case, which are scheduled to begin on Dec. 20 here.

PR

Shorts

IS

GREATER!
GIVE

NOW!

Give more than

last year!

(Continued from page 1)

headed by
Radio sales

Robert

Mochrie,

RKO

chief.

subject, "Let's Go to the
Radio), will be made
available to exhibitors for playing
time on March 1. The balance of the

The

first

Movies"

(RKO

two-month innamed: "This
Theatre and You" (Warner), "Movies
Are Adventure" (Universal), "The
Art Director" (20th Century-Fox),
"The Screen Actor" (M-G-M).
The committee recommends that
releases will follow at
tervals in the order

wherever possible the subjects will be
Efplayed on a day-and-date basis.
forts will be made to have prints delivered to all exchange centers early
in January for trade showings.

t

present consent decree set-up, whi
has been drawing much fire of la
in
They claim that it is not the gover
Hollywood, Nov. 29. Lloyd Bacon ment's job to build up a case for pe
has signed a new term contract at 20th sons pressing private anti-trust
Century-Fox and has been handed tions, and that instead Justice
directorial reins on "It Happens Every charged only with getting the best ou
Spring," William Perlberg production, come of the case for the governmei
as his first under the new pact. Ray with the least expenditure of the ta
Milland and Jean Peters will star. payer's money.

Paramount Decree

hif...

(i

Federation
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OF NEW YORK
71

West 47+h
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19,
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!

November

day,
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Motion Picture daily

30, 1948

—

policy.
For instance, Jack necessarily the newspaper kind that
Kirsch of Illinois voiced agreement motion pictures are a respectable
with Berger and others in opposition American industry aware of its reto compulsory percentage, and as a sponsibilities and actively on the job
counter-point stated M-G-M had sold of meeting them.
In its weekend deliberations, during
"A Date With Judy" and "Easter
Parade" flat in some Chicago situa- which convention procedure and additions.
Kirsch insisted Allied will get tional planks in Allied's platform
nowhere by resolutions, suggested a were determined, the board agreed
boycott without actually using the to defer action on rejection or acword which Colonel Harry A. Cole ceptance of any conciliation plan nalater did in declaring he had noted tionally until a final decree has been
a "retreat" in distributor policies on entered in the government suit.
"Until that time," the board deterpercentage over the last six months.
mined, "we will not know (1) just
'Continue Agitation': Cole
what issues can lawfully be made the

sales

(Continued from page 1)
"puts the problem
decision
up to Eric Johnston and his
ciates in the Motion Picture Ass

rely

'ition."

Finneran Plan,
Joption of the
oved earlier by the board of di3rs, was preceded by an animated
'.^m;ussion led off initially by its

J

<M/ho attributed to unidentified
nous and community groups a
i.ving "nausea" and the opinion that
lywood had reached a new low in
als as a consequence of recent deipments involving well-known perand charges of dope and
ilities
i?

i

iiikenness.
-office

He

also

declared

the

had been severely damaged

the proceedings of the Thomas
investigating charges of

imittee

nmunist infiltration

in

Hollywood.

Cites Myers on Legality

was interesting to note Finneran
Myers as having advised him
plan was "workable and legal."
Charles Snyder of Michigan Allied
t

ted

former police censor of Detroit
ght without success to have Allied
a resolution providing that no
s
mber would play a film in which a
behaving star or player appeared,
et's police the stars for the producand not rely on the producers," he
Sidney Samuelson of New
ed.
sey agreed exhibitors had a clear
ponsibility in the matter but saw
reason why producers ought to be
[

empted from theirs.
The resolution endorsing Finneran's
in then was put to a vote and passed
th the exception of one lone and
In an immedi"recorded delegate.
a second resolution confor seeking to
on mavericks among per-

followup

1

,

5

mned

:

rmers by reissuing films in which

distributors

pitalize

The

veteran
advised

he declared. "If 8,000 letters
The other definitive piece of busi- written by exhibitors as stockholders
ss today was a long discussion at- go in every week don't you think
cking forced percentage deals. Led we'd get some action?"
Cole delivered a lengthy history in
f
by Benjamin Berger of North
distributors
were which he touched upon Allied's major
Allied,
entral
ored for pressure tactics in insisting campaigns of trade practice and legis)on such sales and also attacked lative reform through its two decades
Delving into the future,
of activity.
tern for lack of a nationally uniform
he expressed no fear over television,
although he admitted its impact on
exhibition remained to be seen.
"It
may' be a tremendous asset to theatres," he suggested.
He also indicated
an extension of buying and booking
combines may prove necessary as a
further adjunct of independent theatre
operation and struck forcibly for in-

FARES

creasingly effective exhibitor associations as the bulwark of the indepen-

I

REDUCED

I

on dependable

dents' future.

MPAA

Displays on PR
major approaches to industrywide public relations went on display

Two

at

TWA

the
ing

{ CONSTELLATIONS

Now enjoy the finest
in air travel

at

no extra fare
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•

EUROPE

•

AFRICA

•

ASIA

the

Allied convention today when
opened an exhibit stressall-industry film series and the

MPAA
its

Code.
The films, with
four finished and eight more in the
blueprint stage, are designed to convey a progressive story of what makes
the industry in all its branches tick.
The approach to the Production Code
seeks to explain in simple, and overall, terms what the code is about, how
"it is a guarantee against indecency
and bad taste, but within these limits
allows for the fullest variety of subjects and treatments."
Citing highlights of the Code, the
objective of
is to inform the
exhibitor who, it is hoped, will pass it
on to his public and local critics not

Production

i

with

the

national

directors.

Looming at that time is a national
tribute from Allied membership to
H. A. Cole, one of the organizafounders and now chairman of
the board of the Texas unit.
The board also voted approval of
Col.

tion's

Myers' recent appearance before the

House Small Business Committee in
Washington where he charged the
three-man Federal Court hearing the
government suit in New York has
been "pressuring" Robert Wright,

Department prosecutor, "to
concessions in the interest of
saving time."
The convention undoubtedly will endorse its general
counsel's proposal for special antitrust courts to expedite government
and private trust suits as well as his
proposal for amendment of the Robbinson-Patman Bill on price discrimination in order to embrace film copyrights which, obviously, means film
Justice

make

Allied leader from subjects
conciliation,
and
of
(2)
"continued agitation, whether any conciliation plan involvpressure and screaming" on his theory ing the adjustment of complaints of
that reiteration will bring results in violations of the decree may not in
the final analysis.
On the probability itself be unlawful."
of
Allied maintaining an effective
Not Binding Locally
boycott if ever adopted, he observed
the Association was "not in a position
However, the scattered regional
to do so" although its strength today, units which have adopted the Andy rentals.
he said, is at its all-time peak.
Third point of Myers' agenda,
Smith Plan, came under no mandate
Charles Niles of Iowa captured at- to abandon their decisions. Under which Myers himself views as more
tention when he stated 150 exhibitors local autonomy, these regional units distant than near, is a formulation
in the Iowa-Nebraska territory today are" within their rights, yet the na- of government policy in opposition
operate under an agreement not to tional board recommended to other to vertical integration of industry
He added he territorial associations that they with- which, in terms of motion pictures,
buy on percentage.
hoped to swell that total to 300 ex- hold similar action until the courts would mean a frowning upon prohibitors running 340 theatres in due finally determine the issues.
duction and distribution under identiAll distributors except 20th
order.
In the background of the board's cal corporate auspices.
Century-Fox now sell flat in his ter- move not alone was the announced
Board Approves Cryptix
ritory, he maintained.
reason but also a privately acknowlLeo Jones of Ohio drew a round edged wariness about involvements
Approved by the board and again
of applause for suggesting exhibitors with national publicity barrages which
foreshadowing convention acceptance
buy film company stocks and thereby have been part and parcel of the was the Cryptix method of coding
make themselves partners in a posi- Smith formula. Insofar as the legal theatre tickets. Developed by Willis
tion to criticize production and sales ramifications are concerned, the AlVance of Ohio, the method claims
policies.
As a 20th-Fox stockholder, lied high command feels private par- 9,999 variations of lettering tickets,
he said, he had asked why that pro- ties adjudicating practices hitherto each one different, and is of primary
gram was not shown in his own suspect as to legality perhaps might interest to Allied because Cryptix
houses.
The query passed from his become targets of government scru- claims to certify ticket sales without
stock-broker to A. W. Smith, Jr., tiny.
Therefore, they appear ''oath exposing grosses to any but a thefinally.
"I knew all along why I to take any such chances until the atre's authorized personnel. While
the
wasn't playing Andy's pictures in my law eventually laid down is sufficient- U. S. Internal Revenue Department
own theatres, of course, but eventual- ly clarified.
has not accepted it, Allied spokesmen
ly the situation eased off so that the
Also determined was Washington assert the method has met all Treassituations
approximately
62
Ohio
as the scene of the board's annual ury Department tests and is now
served out of Cleveland are now buy- meeting at which time officers will blocked by a reluctance on the part
ing Fox flat when they couldn't be- be elected for 1949.
The date is to of Internal
officials

Texas

fore,"

«ey appear.

jointly

MPAA

—

be fixed but the time will be late
January. The board's spring meeting
will be held in Dallas upon the invitation

Texas

of Phil
Allied,

Isley,

which

president
will

of

Revenue
to alter their long-established system of
serialization of theatre tickets.
It
is quite likely,
however, that Allied
will continue
to
work for official

meet clearance.

yet

been made/"
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Lai

Consent Deals Gamble Buying
Held Remote 30 in Midwest

Trust Case Before Jan.

In

Para.,
Settle

Moves to
Not Encouraged
20th

Acquisition

by

Gamble

damage actions by exhibitors.
top-ranking Paramount source
admitted yesterday that "it looks like
Paramount is going to trial." Contrary to earlier impressions, he said
that the film company has offered no
able to

A

(Continued on page 4)

M.

&

P.

Would Buy

Netco from Para.

Los Angeles, Nov.

30.

— Asserting

that in his opinion "the employer has
full right to restrict certain constitutional rights of his employe as a condition of employment," Federal Judge

Leon R. Yankwich this afternoon began selection of a jury to hear arguments in the declaratory relief suit
brought by writer Lester Cole against

Boston, Nov. 30. Negotiations for M-G-M for restoration of his $1,350
contract and damages of
purchase of Paramount's 50 per cent per week
representing the unpaid salinterest in Netco Theatres are being $70,200
conducted by Martin Mullin and Sam ary since Cole's discharge after his
(.Continued on page 2)
Pinanski of M. and P. Theatres, a

—

Paramount affiliate.
Netco Theatres includes about 40
houses in the Massachusetts and Maine
territory. They are presently operated
by M. and P. The two Paramount
partners own the other 50 per cent of
Netco. The negotiations have been under way for some time and are reported to be well advanced as of now.
Previously published reports that
Mullin and Pinanski were negotiating
for Paramount's half interest in the
101-theatre M. and P. circuit were denied here.

WB

Must
Rules 20th,
Bid for Own Product
—

New York

meeting

of

studio

officials,

and

originally
scheduled for Dec. 15-17, be-

cause some members would
be unable to attend at the
earlier date.
Eric A. Johnston,

MPAA

president,

Bid to Join in

Coast Parley
Will Carry Protest on
'Paid Ads' to Meeting

re-

turned to Washington last
night following yesterday's
board session, over which he
presided.

By RED

Phila.

IATSE

Local Rebels
—

Philadelshia, Nov. 30. Philadelphia Theatre Employees Local No. B100 of the IATSE, representing some
1,000 members employed in 79 theatres in this area, filed yesterday in the
local Common Pleas Court a bill of
equity asking for an injunction to restrain national officers of "1A" from
entering into any contract in behalf
of the local with Warner Brothers
Circuit Management Corp.
Officers of the local, which has been
negotiating for a new contract since
last August, do not want. "IA" national representatives to make any agreements affecting the local without approval of a majority of the membership,
ft has been intimated that B100 would withdraw from the "IA,"
union, and join the CIO if
an

AFL

(Continued on page 2)

KANN

—

New

Orleans, Nov. 30. Allied
States will register a vehement protest over inclusion of "paid advertising" in current product when
Trueman

Agnew, C as an are Will

the

Rembusch

industry

participates

in

meetings

scheduled for
Hollywood.
Allied today accepted
an invitation from Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America, to take part in
a forum there on public reactions to
film content.
Johnston likewise has
invited Arthur
dent of Theatre

H. Lockwood, presiOwners of America,

Hugh Bruen, a trustee of the
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners.
In his letter to William L. Ainsworth, president of Allied, who later
designated Rembusch to represent Allied, Johnston stated the Hollywood
agenda would discuss methods of cut(Continued on page 4)
and

Sears to Coast for

New Product

Deals

Gradvvell Sears, president of United
will leave here for the Coast
on Friday with the object in mind of
bolstering the company's release schedule by way of possible new distribution
deals and
finalization
of
the
three-picture agreement with Howard
Artists,

Hughes.

Sell for Independents
Warner

Sales Meet

Opens Here Today
A

of

Neil F. Agnew, formerly president
Selznick Releasing Organization,

and

Charles

L.

vice-president

of

Casanave, formerly
National
Screen,

have formed a new company, Motion
Picture Sales Corp., which will rep-

two-day sales meeting of War- resent producers, directors, artists,
ner district managers will get under banks, and others having a financial
way here today at the company's home interest in motion pictures released
office,
with Ben Kalmenson, sales through national distributing com-

Philadelphia, Nov. 30. U. S. Dis- vice-president, presiding.
Merchandising plans for forthcomCourt Judge William H. Kirkpatrick today ruled that Warner and ing releases will be discussed, includ20th Century-Fox must bid competi- ing "The Decision of Christopher
tively for the first-run rights to films Blake," "One Sunday Afternoon," in
"Whiplash,"
"Advenproduced in their own studios. Ruling Technicolor,
was in reply to a request by the dis- tures of Don Juan," Technicolor, and
tributors for clarification in the ex- "John Loves Mary," plus features on
tended legal battle started by William the company's spring and summer re-

trict

Goldman Theatres.

Executive board of the MoPicture Association of
America yesterday postponed
to Jan. 26-28 the Hollywood

Allied Accepts

tion

Enter-

Jury Selection On
As Cole Suit Opens

Meet

Off to Jan. 26-28

1

prises of a block of some 30 Midwest theatres at a price of $3,000,000-plus will take place before
Prospects of new consent decrees Jan. 1, it is reported in exhibition cirThis expansion by Ted R.
in the industry anti-trust suit are cles here.
dim as of now with moves by Para- Gamble's organization, it was sard, will
mount and 20th Century-Fox meet- be an initial step toward the merger of
his interests with one or more other
ing little encouragement from the DeAdditionally, circuits in that area, with the combined
of
Justice.
partment
interests to represent a total of some
Warners and Loew's apparently have
70 theatres, largely first-run.
withdrawn from the negotiating arena.
Queried on the report, Gamble
Meanwhile, attorneys for United
acknowledged that he intends to operArtists, Columbia and Universal are
ate in the future more or less excluscontinuing meetings by themselves on
ively in the Midwest, that he expects
their next step in the case with the
to consummate a circuit-buying deal
indication that they might ask the
(Continued on page 2)
New York Federal Court to direct a
clarified system of selling and trade
practices which would not be vulner-

MPAA

Coast

lease schedules.

panies.

UA's product supply for the months
ahead was the subject of "deep concern" at the company's board meeting
here on Monday.
The product supply is said to be adequate at present
but future operations appeared not too
bright
where forthcoming pictures
from independent producers releasing
through
are concerned, it was

UA

said.

MGM Field Aides to
Meet Next Week

William F. Rodgers, M-G-M sales
which will
have offices in New York, Chicago, vice-president, will hold a series of
Los Angeles, Atlanta, Mexico City meetings with the company's field
and other locations, will be unique in sales heads and their territorial and
the industry, Agnew and Casanave home office assistants starting Dec. 6
In addition,
claim, in that it will render in behalf at the Astor Hotel here.

The new

organization,

of individual firms a complete salespromotion service, including publicity,
(Continued on page 2)

a

number

will

be

which

of

on

will

home

office

executives

hand for the meetings
wind up Dec. 11.

1

;;

Motion Picture Daily

2

for

Hollywood.
•

Morey Goldstein, Allied ArtistsMonogram sales manager, left here
yesterday for Chicago to meet company president Steve Broidy, vicepresident Harold Mirisch and Scott
R. Dunlap, assistant to Broidy. They
will all attend the Variety testimonial
for Robert J. O'Donnell in Dallas
on Saturday.
•

Richard A. Eichberg
Europe today on the

make arrangements

for

of directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers at a meeting here yesterday voted early negotiation of licenses
with television stations, advising the
stations that present gratuitous arrangements will continue only to

Board

will

•

will sail for
America to
a film to be

Jan.
It

1.

was

M-G-M

studio story head, will leave here today by plane for the Coast.

•

New

torney, will arrive in

film atYork to-

day from Los Angeles.
•
Joseph Hazen, president of Hal
Wallis Productions, left New .York
for the Coast last night.

Name

1

with the pro-

any contract negotiated
that
within the two-month period will be
retroactive to Jan. 1. It was said additionally that if no accord on new
contracts is reached Ascap will waive
The board
its fees for the period.
voted to advise telecasfers that Ascap's video license arrangements with
its members are expected to be comviso

this

month.

As No.

Director

1

—

Hollywood, Nov. 30. Mervyn LeRoy today was named Hollywood's
box-office director by J. Myer
president of Schine Theatre
Circuit, Inc., in recognition of his motion picture achievements.
LeRoy was presented with a scroll in
a ceremony at the Ambassador Hotel.

No.

1

Schine,

Herbert Silverberg, Coast

11 Managers

In 'Depinet Drive'
RKO

Radio's 11 district managers
will act as captains- in their respective
territories for the 12th annual "Ned
Depinet
Sales
Drive,"
Dec.
17
through
5, Robert Mochrie, disvice-president,
announced
tribution
here yesterday at the final session of
the company's two-day meeting of dis-

May

Luncheon to M ark
Benjamin Retirement
National Screen employes here will
give a farewell luncheon on Dec. 10
for Paul Benjamin, NSS production

department

in

—

\

chief,

who

will

retire

on

Phila. <IA' Local

:

and

Griffith,

W.

P. Moran.

IATSE

national officers were nol
available here yesterday for comment
on the report from Philadelphia.

Cole Suit
(Continued from page 1)
refusal

to

answer

questions

House Un-American

of the
Activities- Com-

At
down

the same time, the jurist turned
a plea by Robert Kenny, Cole's
counsel, to decide the case in favor
of the writer on basis of briefs presented to the effect that the "public
relations" clause of the contract under

20th Board Is Due to
Elect Einfeld Dec. IS

public policy.
Judge Yankwich also
said he would attempt to keep the
issue of communism out of the proceedings by screening all questions

:

;

Agnew, Casanave
(Continued from page 1)

mittee.

which

the

M

WARNER

Dec. 31 after 29 years with the firm.
Benjamin, a member of the Picture Pioneers, will leave here for
Florida in January.

Twentieth Century-Fox board of
Waldorf-As- directors is scheduled to meet here
toria Hotel.
The managers are Me- Dec. 16, at which time it is expected
North- to elect Charles Einfeld as the comtropolitan, Len S. Gruenberg
eastern, Gus Schaefer; Eastern, R. J. pany's advertising-publicity vice-presiFolliard East Central, M. E. Lefko
dent. Einfeld, formerly president of
Greenblatt
Mid-western,
H.
H.
Enterprise Productions, is scheduled
Prairie, R. V. Nolan
Rocky Moun- to assume the post formally on Jan. 1.
tain, A. L. Kolitz; Western, J. H.
Southeastern,
Maclntyre
Dave
Prince
Southwestern, Ben Y. Cam-

managers

trict

THE

Army-Navy game is a hig.L
Oklahoma City, Nov. 30. Only
light in current newsreels. OthA
three of the government's 43 witnesses items include
unveiling of
the
were called today as the hearing on Father Flanagan statue and a note rj
Griffith
slow
the
decision got off to a
Complete con
the Yuletide season.
start before Federal Judge Edgar S. tents follow.
Vaught.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 96— T!
Following testimony by
Dennis dock strike ends. Winston Churchill hoi
of Burganda, Africa, marrit:
ored.
Scaling of Lubbock, Tex., first gov- Father King
Flanagan statue unveiled. Fo^thall
ernment witness, Charles Cochran,
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 22(J/b~;i
attorney for Griffith, objected to what ory of Father Flanagan honored, f
.
he said was the repetition of evidence ushers in Yuletide season.
No.
29—
Arm.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
presented in the 1945 trial and held
vs. Navy game.
that testimony relating to the distribUNIVERSAL NEWS. No. 200— Bo;.
utors was irrelevant because they are Town founder honored. Navy battles Armj
PATHE NEWS, No. 31not parties to the case.
Santa arrives. Boys Town founder honora
When Milton Kallis, a government Army-Navy
game. Penn-Cornell.
attorney, said the distributors had been
included in the Supreme Court ruling,
Judge Vaught asked "Do you say the
court held the defendants were in
(Continued from page 1)
conspiracy with all the major disit fails to obtain injunction it seeks
tributors?"
Hearing on the injunction petitioi
"Yes," answered Kallis.
"Then they did it without any evi- was postponed by the court to Friday
B-100 is seeking a 35-cents-per
dence," Judge Vaught retorted, pointing out that a number of distributors hour wage increase for ushers anc
have been dismissed as defendants in porters, and a flat $20 per week in
Comthe original suit. Also appearing today crease for assistant managers.
as witnesses were William Nagle of pany counter-offers have been considGallup, N. M., now a partner of erably below these demands.
x

March

Schine Cites LeRoy

MacKenna,

Kenneth

said that the gratis licenses

will continue to

produced on the Continent.
•
pleted
Karl Herzog, Cinecolor executive
vice-president, is due here today by
plane from the Coast.
•

19(5

Witnesses Heard Newsreel
Parade
At Griffith Trial

Telecast Contracts

MANNIX, M-G-M studio
EJ.
leave here today
executive,

1,

to Negotiate 3

Ascap

Personal
Mention

Wednesday, December

Cole was

discharged

violates

and

books

advertising, press
field sales work.

actual

Heretofore, independent industry promotion organizations have not incorporated actual
field selling to theatres in their services.

Agnew, "who is president of the new
will have a
organization, said
specialized sales staff operating with
a trained group of sales executives
Casasupervising sales operations.
nave is MPS' executive vice-president

MPS

and doing the questioning personally.
Kenny listed Louis B. Mayer, E. and treasurer.
Mannix, Jack Cummings and
J.
Nicholas

Nayfack

among

the

wit-

nesses he will subpoena.

;

Gamble Buying 30

;

;

;

mack

;

Canada, L.

M. Devaney.

Para. Video Permit
Granted for Coast

(Continued from page 1)
before Jan.
details

1,

but said disclosure of

would be premature

at

Mochrie stated that the drive would
It is understood that Gamble will
Washington,
30.
spearheaded by Sierra Pictures'
Nov.
Para- sell his 13 Far West
houses upon
mount Television Productions, Inc., acquiring the 30
"Joan of Arc."
Midwest theatres.
was granted a license today by the That would
leave him with his eight
Federal Communications Commission former
Center Hearings
Monarch circuit houses to tie
for a new experimental television reWashington, Nov. 30.—An order lay broadcast station in Los Angeles. in with the new 30, to make a Gamble
Midwest circuit of 38. Gamble's only
rejecting a motion to dismiss F. B.
tie
with the Far West would be
Klein and Charles Wingfield, theatrethrough his three drive-ins in Oregon.
Tonight
owning film salesmen, as defendants Video
in the damage and injunction action
Large screen television, advertising,
brought by the Center Theatre, Cen- network operation, production, distri- Cohns
Selling Stock
treville, Md., has not been made final bution and camera lenses will be disReports emanating from Washingand further hearings on the motion cussed by six speakers this evening at ton late last week had Columbia's
will be held, probably this week, ac- the Museum of Modern Art here at an Harry and Jack Cohn proposing for
cording to E. W. Mollohan, Jr., at- American Television Society film for- public sale 1,414 shares of the comtorney for Klein and Wingfield. Mo- um, it was announced by Emerson pany's stock. The indication of a sale
tion Picture Daily reported on Nov. Yorke, ATS president. Speakers will was erroneous, the company said here
24 that Judge M. F. McGuire had include Donald Hyndman, Winslow yesterday, explaining that the Cohns
denied the motion to dismiss and that H. Case, William S. Hedges, Lee had merely registered the shares with
a formal order was being prepared for Cooley, Jay Williams and Lawrence the Securities and Exchange Commis-

—
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that's
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Motion Picture Daily
Allied Accepts

tional
late in

board meeting
January.

Wednesday, December
in

Washington

l'jJ

1,

Industry Leaders

FJP O'Dwyer

Rembusch, who operates Station
Tribu{
in Wabash, Ind., and WCSI
(Continued jrom page 1)
Leaders of the film and allied indil
at Columbus, Ind., led off a long exting costs and increasing theatre at- ploration of video.
His conclusion tries who will join Fred Schwa 1
chairman of the amusement division
tendance which is where the invited was television is in inexperienced
the
of Jewish Philanth|
exhibitor leaders come in.
He added hands, that it is dependent upon mo- pies, Federation
on the dais in paying tribute 1
the conference will want guidance on tion pictures, that the effect of video
Mayor
William
O'Dwyer on Tuesd I
would be greater on radio than films.
public
acceptance or
rejection
of

WWNI

trends in the flow

of

product.

The He

predicted,

too,

that

Dec.

television

would

have to inaugurate its own
film-making program, foresaw great
tested or objectionable content, the programming troubles and generally
letter continued,
while reactions of rested on his opinion that television
foreign audiences are to be available confronted the film industry with no
Irving Dollinger
as a means of determining what films substantial threat.
most representative of America are to and Edward Lachman of New Jersey,
Ernest Schwartz of Ohio, Charles
be exported.
No opposition to Allied's partici- Snyder of Michigan, Harold Pearson
pation in this program developed at of Wisconsin, and Sidney Samuelson
today's sessions here.
But the de- of Pennsylvania were other princiIn the main,
velopment did let loose considerable pals in the discussion.
paralleled
Rembusch in his
discussion as to the ground to be cov- they
thinking.
ered by Rembusch in acting for Allied.
All units will be asked their
Industry Shorts Praised
ideas, but from the floor today came a
David Palfreyman of
promveritable outpouring of heated charges
accusing
producers
of
accepting ised a release every other month in
money and deliberately incorporating the industry series of shorts beginning
paid advertising in entertainment fea- in March and said subsequently 16mm.
Production Code Administration will
have prepared an analysis of pro-

14,

Herman

will include

Gellv

Jack Cohn, Walter Reade, Jr., Geoil
Schaefer, Martin Quigley, HaiL
J.
Brandt, Charles C. Moskowitz, LiH
pold Friedman, Benjamin FrMiil
Abel Green, Wiliiam Heineiff^H ]
seph Bernhard, Morey GoldsteY 'I,
Sullivan,
Emil Friedlander, Arth'

M. Lockwood,

Sam

Si Fabian,

Sam

Marcus Heiman,

Rinzler,

Rost'

Irvi

Caesar and Abe Schneider.
except

first

rowed down

runs has yet to be na
to exact terms, it w

said.

That neither Loew's nor Warne

has exerted any recent serious effor
to reach an agreement was the su
stance of reports by spokesmen fq
both companies.
Warners and Loew's, howeve
prints will be made available to all
have agreed to dissolve a few the
exhibitor associations as a public re- atre
partnership arrangements, bi
lations
aide
with
outside
groups. are at issue with the
government oi
Various Allied directors who have others.
Robert Wright, attorney fd
seen the first four united in high the
Justice Department, is expecte
praise of their quality and audience in
New York from Washington with
appeal.
in the next few days and will resum
Stanley Kane of North-Central Al- work
with the companies on test
lied
reviewed the Ascap situation, mony to
be entered in the record o
declaring the long fight waged by ex- the
case by stipulation and on mu
hibitors finally had been won.
Na- tually satisfactory dissolutions. 20th
tional Allied hereafter will work with
Fox already has served notice on th<
Benjamin Berger, who spearheaded government
that it will contest some
the fight in the Northwest, and share
dissolutions
which
the governmeni
legal fees on an assessment basis if
intends to insist upon. That company
this becomes indicated.
has yet to agree on any break-up ol
The recently organized Mid-Central partnerships.
unit,
headquartering in St. Louis,
Price-fixing and systems of clear
formally entered Allied ranks this ances
are among the concerns of tlx
afternoon, marking the 19th regional
"Little Three."
It is understood that
association in the roster.
they have given thought to means of
The final day of the convention will specifying
admission prices in exbe devoted to the Smith-Berger conhibition contracts for the limited purciliation plan which Allied will bypose of determining reasonable renpass for the present.
National screen tals free of
conspiracy and clearance
service is slated

MPAA

tures.

Cites Films

POPULAR

With Ads

Principal charge was made by Rube
Shor of West Virginia who produced
photostats of three letters presumably
written to dealers of National Pre-

mium Beer by Norman

.

,
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in America!

this

.

magazine audience

Here are 12,750,000 people— the middle class
at

its

fiction

—

most concentrated

through

mighty

the
.

.

magnet

drawn together
specialized

of

detective tales, adventure yarns,

.

romance, sports, mystery, westerns. Here are
25 pulp fiction magazines combined into one

—

powerful selling force
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Fiction Group.

Because these readers prefer fiction
are
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virtually

magazine.

More
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rigid standards for
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M
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country
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market

mass

better.
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is
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12%

than
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in
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Special lor the Motion Picture Industry! A Market
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of
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Louis Wiethe of Ohio thought rising costs ought to be cut and suggested a change in studio administrations if the incumbents did not know
how. On the other hand, John Wolfberg of Colorado stated producers
ought to get back their costs from
affiliated theatres "who pay less than
one-half than the independents."

I

for attention, and
the Allied Caravan will be discussed.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel, will
analyze the various government cases.

The concluding banquet
around

will

pivot

Allied

present,

Herman

presidents, past and
with a particular tribute to
A. Blum of Maryland, 82-

also

feel

that

against a "system of
clearance" contained in the
consent decree is inadequate in that it
does not specifically state under what
conditions such a system exists or
ceases to exist.

RKO

BANKING FOR THE
M0TKTN PICTURE

Deals Held Remote
(Continued from page 1)

INDUSTRY

concrete proposals to 'the Justice Department and characterized the purpose of the meeting with government
attorneys in Washington last Friday
as an effort to ascertain to what extent the views of both sides ran parallel so that negotiations could begin.
Government representatives, he said,
"talked around" the basic issues on
divestiture instead of declaring themselves in any forthright fashion. He

BANEaSSjSTRUST
COMPAN
NEW YORK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

From Newark— MIAMI $50

have not been made

much sex."
and that the last meeting with the
anticipated resolution condem- government, about 10 days ago,
was
ing forced percentage was passed exploratory in nature and no
encourunanimously, ft provided for appoint- agement
was given.
No further
ment of a committee, yet to be named, meetings are on schedule at present
to confer with company heads, learn but new discussions could
be held
their intentions as to compulsory per- at any time.
20th-Fox's general idea
centage and report findings to the na- for divestiture of interest in all houses
The

They

considerations.
the injunction

year old Allied pioneer.

Such titles as "Kiss the Blood Off
Hands" were sharply criticized as
too lurid, but O. F. Sullivan of Kananswered in the affirmative when
sas suggested producers would drop
asked if the government is still inthem hurriedly if Allied theatres retent on pressing for divorcement but
fused to play attractions so endowed.
added, "except where first-runs are
P.
Adler of Wisconsin wanted fewJ.
concerned."
er murder and mystery films, and N.
At 20th-Fox it was said, too, that
K. McDaniel of Texas attacked carconcrete proposals

toons for stressing "too

205 E. 42nd St. 333 N. Michigan Ave. 427 W. Fifth St.
New York 17
Chicago
Los Angeles 13

Almony,

Would Change Studio Heads

My

.

S.

advertising manager of the National
Brewing Co. of Baltimore. The communications, as read by Shor, advised
dealers of the names of current and
unreleased product in which National
Premium Beer "appeared," and in all
instances concluded with this reference, "This is a very important part
of our national advertising."
Ten
United Artists films, six Monogram,
two Warner, two 20th Century-Fox,
one Paramount and one Screen Guild
were mentioned.
Julian
Rifkin
of
Massachusetts
alone withstood the tide. He took the
view the correspondence attributed to
National Brewing might be information passed to its
dealers alerting
them to the possibilities of cooperative
advertising with theatres and not necessarily indicative of paid advertising.
So far as Allied's convention is
concerned, consequently, the advertis
ing issue will be Rembusch's chief
presentation at the Hollywood meetings although other matters were suggested and still others no doubt will
be assembled for him from the field.

I
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NEW
M
TO A, PCCITO Gowthorpe Head
Butterfield Circuit

—

64.

NO.

YORK,

106

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

to

Be

Will Also

Detroit,

At MPAA Meet
But, Unlike Allied,
Specific 'Protest'
of

Representatives

Owners
j

,

j

of

Minus

Plans

the

America and

Theatre
Pacific

Coast Conference of Independent
Theatres Owners will attend the
Jan. 26-28 meeting in Hollywood of
the Motion Picture Association of
America executive board for discusEric A. Johnssion of what
ton's invitation termed "the public ac-

MPAA

— L.

E. Gordon,
president of Butterfield Theatres, announced today his retirement from active management of the theatre circuit
which he assumed upon the death of
E. C. Beatty in Jan., 1947.
M. F.

Dec.

1.

Gowthorpe of New York, long time
Paramount operations executive, will
become the new president and general
manager, and will continue the present
policies of the company. His resignation from Paramount will become effective Dec. 31, and he will move to
Detroit about Feb. 1. Gowthorpe has
been on the board of Butterfield for
the past 15 years. No other change in
operational personnel is contemplated.

Gordon,

who

2,

TEN CENTS

1948

20th's Negotiations

For

ABC

Collapse

Twentieth
Century - Fox's
to purchase control of
American Broadcasting was
"substantial but not enough,"
and
consequently
negotiations have been terminated,
offer

it

was disclosed here

yester-

day by Edward J. Noble, ABC
board chairman and majority
stockholder. The network is

unofficially

valued

—A

birth

Truman Encourages
US Films Abroad

Cole vs. MGM Suit
Recessed for Week

PCCITO

Group

Conciliation
for Albany

—

TOA

cluded on the committee, which will
function for 90 days, are Harry LaDwore and John
Sidney
ment,
Gardner, with Leonard L. Rosenthal,
executive director of the local
group, as counsel.

Hears Brochure on PCA
Two More Witnesses Code to Theatres
Griffith Trial

"new

freedom" has been given
the independent exhibitor by the
Supreme Court decision in the govof

ernment

case, but its extent is yet to
Abram F. Myers, chair-

be grasped,

man

of the board and general counsel
Allied, declared as the business
phases of the Association's 15th an-

of

nual convention closed this afternoon.
He stated this "new freedom" actually

cannot

become

fully

effective

the final decree is entered and
until the Department of Justice has
had the time to police it. "The real
fruits are in the future," Myers observed, adding that government policing also imposes on Allied a certain
measure of its own policing.
until

we shall collect, sift
(Continued on page 4)

—

TOA

TOA

By RED KANN
New- Orleans, Dec. 1.

at

—

i

Says Allied Will Aid in
Policing Final Decree

$20,000,000.

a trustee of the
Butterfield estate, stated that his reAllied tirement from active management was
ceptance of current films."
Washington, Dec. 1. President
States Association accepted Johnston's in accordance with the original plan Truman considers it very important
invitation on Tuesday, it was reported of the trustees whereby he was to that
American motion pictures be
from New Orleans, where Allied's assume management until a qualified shown in all countries of the world.
operator could be secured.
convention was in progress.
That was the word relayed by MoWhereas Allied has indicated that
tion Picture Association of America
will
its representative at the meeting
president Eric Johnston today, as he
convey a vehement protest over incluemerged from a 15-minute White
current
in
advertising"
"paid
of
sion
House session with Truman.
organizathe
voice
will
and
product
"I discussed with the President the
perother
of
number
a
on
tion's stand
problems of the motion picture indusindicated
has
points,
tinent
try around the world and my experisubmit
Los Angeles, Dec.
1.
Federal ences selling films to some of the
it has no special problems to
yessaid
here
spokesman
Leon
Yankwich
Judge
this afternoon countries last summer," Johnston told
and a
recessed the Lester Cole vs. M-G-M reporters.
(Continued on page 4)
"I outlined the problems
trial for one week to allow opposing which
the industry faces from incounsel
to
confer
on
stipulations creased restrictions on playing time,
which the jurist said might materially quotas and other restrictions.
shorten proceedings.
The ruling fol"The President expressed great inlowed opening arguments by attorneys terest in our problems.
He said he
for both sides, with Charles Katz considered motion pictures a very imrepresenting Cole and Irving Walker portant matter, that it was very imAlbany, Dec. 1. Formation of a for M-G-M, and a conference with portant that they should be shown in
temporary Theatre Owners of Ameri- the judge in his chambers.
all countries."
Katz, in his opening argument,
ca conciliation committee for the AlJohnston refused to say what spebany exchange district followed ad- quoted Louis B. Mayer as having told cific help, if any, he had asked of the
dresses on the plan this afternoon by Cole when Mayer was asked by the President.
He also refused to comexecutive direc- company to discharge the writer, "I ment on whether he had discussed
Gael Sullivan,
tor, and by Ray Moon, 20th Century(Continued on page 4)
labor legislation with the President.
Fox division manager, on the Andy
W. Smith, Jr.-Ben Berger plan. Inis

Further Para.
Case 'Benefits'
Seen by Myers

"Therefore,

and

New

Allied Unit
For Memphis Area
New

1—

Orleans,
Dec.
Allied
States will have a unit in the Memphis
territory as soon as organization work
completed. The plan, currently centered in a group of exhibitors from
that area, is already in work through
a committee composed of T. A. Batlas
is

A. West, Edward O. Collins, Dave
Mohrstadt, Lyle Richmond, Mrs. Claire Collier and Ned
Green. Batlas and West are national
directors of the TOA from which,
they stated today, they do not intend

J.

Flexer, John

C

resigning.

TOA

Oklahoma

—

City, Dec. 1. Two adwitnesses were called by the
government today in the Griffith antitrust suit hearings before Judge Edgar S. Vaught, while defense attorney
C. B. Cochran observed that the pace
set in the first two days of the hearings indicates the proceeding will take
at least a month.
The witnesses were John Gray,
former operator of two houses in
Enid, Okla., and Joe Bryant, who operates the Midway Theatre in LubBryant testified that
bock, Texas.
from April to Oct., 1938, he attempted
to buy pictures for the Cactus Theatre at Lubbock, but was unable to get
Gray
better than subsequent runs.
ditional

Korda Severs Ties
With British Lion
—Hugh Quennell,
London, Dec.
1.

Sir David Cunynghame and Harold
Boxall, associates of Sir Alexander
Korda, have resigned their directorships in British Lion Distributing Co.,
hitherto accepted as closely integrated
with Korda' s London Films. Their
resignations, Korda states, will enable
London Films to concentrate on production only, with British Lion given
{Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 4)

Motion
Picture
Association
of
America today will begin distributing
brochure based
on the Production Code and pointing
out that the theatre's "position has
been built on a firm foundation of reto exhibitors a special

Gulf States Allied
Elects 7 Directors
New Orleans, Dec. 1.—Gulf
States Allied today increased

sponsibility to the public."

its

Characterizing the Code as "a crystallization of sound American judgment," the
declares
"The industry's code represents carefully developed standards which through the
years have won wide public acceptance
and approval. It is a guarantee
against indecency and bad taste, but
within these limits it allows for the

elected seven

MPAA

:

variety of subjects and treatIt puts no brake on creative
ments.
fullest

ability."

board from 12 to 15 and

new

directors.

New

three-year term directors are J. V. Quinn, Nick
Lamantia,
W. M. Sendy,
Locke
Bolen
and B. V.
Sheffield.
G. L. French was
elected for two years and J.

Williams for one year.
The new board will elect
officers at its next meeting.

;

Thursday, December

motion Picture daily

2

British Lion Meyer
100 Film Titles to Korda,
{Continued from page

Personal
Mention

USSR

Joyce O'Hara and Edward
Cheyfitz, he is scheduled leave the
Capital by plane Sunday for the Coast.
•
Ned Depinet, RKO president
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio dis-

assistants

Charles

;

film

titles

—

for Selection

Washington, Dec.

Association of
will address a luncheon-meeting of the
New York State Chamber of ComAccompanied by
merce here today.

vice-president

Lefton, 75,
Exchange Pioneer

1)

Motion Picture
ERIC JOHNSTON,
America president,

tribution

2, 194

from

1.

—

which

Cleveland, Dec. 1. Meyer Lefto
an opportunity to open its financial,
distribution and studio facilities to a distribution pioneer, about 75 yeai
widening number of independent Brit- old, died here yesterday following i
List of 100 ish producers.
For man
illness of several weeks.
the

Soviet

industry

years prior to his retirement a yea
ago, he was affiliated with the loc
Republic exchange. Surviving are
brothers,
Nat L., former Republ
retired,
an
franchise owner, now
British Lion, it being held desirable Lou of Los Angeles; and three son
that British Lion therefore dissolve and a daughter, Albert and Nj;*Vp'
the production association with Korda. Cleveland, Jack of Detroit, and i-o^i
British Lion, however, will conSir
tinue to distribute Korda films.
Arthur Jarratt is acting as chairman
of British Lion until a new chairman
It

is

believed

in

circles

Union is to select the films it wants here that the resignations and the disto buy from the U.S. film industry has association arose out of circumstances
been submitted to Moscow, Motion of the Government Film Bank's loan
Picture Association of America presi- of 1,000,000 pounds ($4,000,000) to
dent Eric Johnston disclosed here today.
said that the only announcement
specific titles will be an announcement of the films Russia finally
He declared that the list had
selects.'
not been formally submitted to the

He

as

to

li

Edward Black Dies
In London at 48
London, Dec. — Producer Edwar<

Boasberg, North-South division sales State Department for an opinion but is elected shortly.
It is understood
1.
manager, and William Zimmerman, that the "State Department was fa- that the new chairman will be a promthe
on
titles
the
all
of
with
Robmiliar
the
sales executive, will attend
inent financial authority hitherto un- Black, 48, died here suddenly today
Son of a family of veteran theatn
ert J. O'Donnell testimonial dinner list."
connected with film interests.
owners here, Black owned his owi
in Dallas on Saturday.
•
theatre at the age of 16.
He entem
'B'
studio management with Gainsborougl
Oscar F. Neu, president of Neuin 1930, and entered production shortmade Products, who is attending the
in
ly thereafter. After two years witfc
Allied convention in New Orleans, is
Twentieth Century - Fox's "That
M-G-M here, he joined Korda in 194C
due back in New York on Dec. 14
Portland, Ore., Dec. 1. William
given a "B"
was
Urge"
"Wonderful
as a producer.
after a tour of the Midwest.
classification by the National Legion J. Heineman, Eagle-Lion distribution
•
in its review this week of vice-president, and Milton E. Cohen,
Decency
of
Samuel N. Burger, Loew's Inter44
Rated as A-I were: captain of the company's "Jack Schlaiseven pictures.
national sales manager, has returned
1.
Hollywood, Dec.
Ray Mc"Blondie's Secret," Para- fer Testimonial Drive," arrived here
Columbia's
to New York from a round-the-world
mount's "Dynamite" and Warner's today for a two-day sales meeting with Carey, 44, veteran director and brothtrip.
Paramount's Portland and Seattle branch personnel. er of Leo McCarey, was found dead!
Squadron."
"Fighter
"The Accused," RKO Radio's "Every From here the two will go to San at his home this morning. He directParamount
ed "The Gay Intruders," a Frank
Y. Frank Freeman,
Girl Should Be Married" and Film Francisco for a two-day meeting.
Heineman's following stop will be Seltzer-20th Century-Fox film, this
vice-president, will leave New York Classics' "Inner Sanctum" were classiDallas where he will attend the Rob- year.
Survivors include the widow
at the weekend for the Coast.
fied A-II.
•
ert J. O'Donnell testimonial dinner. and two daughters.

Rating E-VsHeineman Holds
Urge' Parley
'Wonderful
To
Portland

Legion's

—

Ray McCarey,

Herman Ripps, M-G-M assistant
Eastern sales manager, will return to
New York tomorrow from Boston.
•
N. P.
San Francisco, Dec. 1.
A. Pam Blumenthal, Cinecolor
board chairman, has returned to the Jacobs, formerly branch manager for
Radio, has purchased the PortCoast from New York.
land and Seattle branches of Favorite
Films of California. Jacobs previously
Marvin Schenck, M-G-M Eastern had bought the interests of Moe Kerstudio representative, is in Holly- man and
Joe Felder, and with the

—

Purchases 2
Northwest Branches

Jacobs

—

RKO

wood from

here.

acquisition of the interest of
G. Price, he now becomes sole
of the exchanges.

Jack Ellis Elected
Head Warner's
NY Film Board
United Artists
Jack
district

Ellis,

manager, yesterday was elected president of the New York Film Board of
Trade, succeeding Clarence Eiseman,
Warner district manager, who has
been named sergeant-at-arms.
Other officers of the organization
are: Nat Furst, Monogram, first vicepresident; William Murphy, Republic,
Saul
reelected second vice-president
Trauner, Columbia, treasurer, and R.
J. Fannon, Republic, secretary.
;

Mrs. Florence Slater
Boston,
Scully

Dec.

Slater,

1.

—Mrs.

sister

of

Florence

William A.

Universal-International sales
Scully,
vice-president, died at her home here
Tuesday after a lengthy illness. Funeral will be from Crosby's Funeral
Parlor on Friday, with a Requiem
Mass at St. Ignatius Church at BosInterment will be at
ton College.

Hollywood Cemetery, Brookline.
addition to Scully, Mrs. Slater

is

In
sur-

Reopens

UK
in

—

Harry
owner

Scully,

U-I, and Frank
Loew's, and two

Mary

sisters,

Scully.
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Anne

a single

meaning-

January

London, Dec. 1. Anatole de Grunwald will produce his "Now Barrabas" at Warner's Teddington Studios beginning Jan. 3, thus marking
reopening of the closed plant.
Studio officials expressed the hope
that de Grunwald's production will be
the first of a series which will keep
Teddington in continuous operation.
the

FC's Kranze Names
Parker L. A. Manager
B. G. Kranze, Film Classics' sales
has appointed William Parker,
branch manager of the company's Los

chief,

Angeles exchange, succeeding Robert
Ableson who was recently elevated to

manager of Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Denver and Salt Lake.

district

MM
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'SI

data*

'Words, Music' to Hall

Freed and directed by Norman Taurog, will have its world premiere at
and Radio City Music Hall here on Dec.

sales manager for
Scully, formerly with

district

words with but

Studio

M-G-M's Words and Music," Techvived by her husband, Richard, a son,
Richard Jr., two other brothers, John nicolor musical produced by Arthur
J.

TWO

9,

is

great

EvXwXmm^x

following "Hills of Home."
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that "It

Myers

is

Thursday, December

present in

all

settlements."

any event, he added, RKO has
gone through the meat grinder and 1
In

(Continued from page

2,

1«

TOA, PCCITO
(Continued from page 1)

cannot believe that the others will fare

1)

terday his organization's represei,
tive will participate in the talks v<
anticipated criticism of Nationan "open mind."
al Screen Service developed.
Comexecutive Hugh
plaints over service, prices and genand
president Arthur Lockwo
eral treatment were registered by delewho received personal invitatid
gates from Missouri, Illinois, Kansas,
from Johnston, will be unable to
Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wistend, but will be represented.
Bn
consin.
The upshot of a long parade is committed to attend conferences
of beefs was a willingness expressed
Portland, Ore., at that time, a
by George F. Dembow,
general
Lockwood will be in Washing', ;i
sales manager, to meet an Allied committee, the personnel of which was not
Will Name
PCCITO
named, in an effort to reach an accord.

any

coordinate complaints for transmission
to the proper authorities through a
single channel
Allied," he said. "We
shall have to get examples from the
field and develop a pattern of behavior
by collecting documented evidence so
that we can submit it all at one time."
Allied also intends to publish a
manual carrying in simplified language
what the final decree provides, with
footnotes by various of the organization's leaders as guidance for exhibi-

—

better."

The

PCCITO

]

TOA

|i

NSS

Hef^

New

—

Hollywood, Dec. 1. Trustees
Benjamin Berger of Minneapolis
tors.
got around late to a discussion of the the Pacific Coast Conference of Ln<
Explains 'Anti-trust Court'
Smith-Berger conciliation plan.
He pendent Theatre Owners are expect
Myers perhaps divulged Allied's launched into a vitriolic tirade against to appoint at their February meeti
methodology for the future when he the distributors and their general sales in Portland a successor to Robert
declared, "we look with no pleasure managers, with the exception of A. Poole, whose resignation as executii
toward launching any further broad W. Smith, Jr., of 20th Century-Fox, secretary became effective today
legislative campaigns."
But the pur- whom he described as the only one
pose of seeking establishment of spe- who had been willing to cooperate
Griffith Trial

he explained, is with Allied by discussing problems
(Continued from page 1)
and hasten trust around the same table. "I think he
litigation toward a conclusion by re- is sincere and I feel independent
ex- told the court he tried to line up pi
ducing the dilatory tactics and delays hibitors owe him a vote of thanks,"
tures from the eight maj.or distrih
which he maintained clutter proce- said Berger.
tors in 1936 and 1937, but none woui
cial anti-trust courts,

to

"fill

in the cracks"

dures in regular courts of law.

Proof

"tremendous

price

dis-

crimination in favor of circuits versus
independents," Myers said, are "perfectly overwhelming," although he did
not supply any details. These various
observations were made without resort to a prepared text and followed
a 30-minute reading of an address in
which he reviewed and interpreted
the lower court and Supreme Court
decision in the Paramount case, et al.
The Supreme Court decision has
dropped a job of magnitude in the
lower court's lap, he continued. Had
the highest court specifically stated
which theatres are to be divorced and
which retained, Myers felt, an order
would have been entered by this time.

...an

authority on
lOVe

of

(it sans lure)

...at his

'Horsetrading' on

RKO

He said he recognized a
horsetrading" had crept in but
he was not too critical on the ground
set

forth.

in

you
GOTTA

stay
HAPPX"

TOA

as 'Puppet'

ought to abandon it
acknowledge that Allied

and
is

finally

Trueman Rembusch, national
treasurer, reported practically all units
had paid dues to the end of the year
and similarly have Allied subscribers
to the Caravan.
Tonight, the banquet took on the
aura of a tribute to Allied stalwarts
down through the years.
ers.

Cole

vs.

MGM

(Continued from page 1)

the organi-

zation of exhibitors with whom they
ought to deal.
H. A. Cole of Texas was named
chairman of the committee to discuss
forced percentage selling with company heads.
His confreres will be
Sidney
Samuelson,
Pennsylvania
Charles Niles, Iowa; Jack Kirsch, Illinois, and Martin Smith, Ohio.
In 1949, Allied will wage a nationcon- al membership drive in honor of My-

splitup is
Insofar as the
cerned, Myers' position was that the
consent decree signed in that instance
actually provided for divorcement although not as drastic as litigated
orders in other anti-trust cases had
"little

riotous best

RKO

negotiate with him.
Dennis Scaling of Lubbock testifici
Although he had played a key part again today at the start of the sessic
in
launching territorial conciliation attempting to support his assertion \
with Smith, Berger said he had voted yesterday that he was forced to se
with the Allied board in deferring na- the Fair in Plainview, Texas, becaus
tional action at this juncture.
of inability to buy product.
To him, Theatre Owners of America is a "puppet" of the producers who

Sees

told them it didn't make any differenc
Al
to me what a man's politics are.
that matters is that you are a gooi
screen writer."
Katz added that E
J.

Mannix

later

telephoned Cole an<

him he was discharged
orders from the East."
notified

"ot

Illinois Allied Unit's

Sixth Anniversary
Chicago, Dec 1.
commemorating the
of Illinois Allied's

—

A

celebration
sixth anniversary

buying and booking

organization, headed by Jack Kirsch,
is expected to be attended by some 600
industry representatives at the Chez

Paree Restaurant here on Dec.

16.

:

1
Accurate

Concise

and

och
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Impartial

\
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Put Exchange Parliament Votes
Approval of Film
Pay Hike Bid Finance Corp. Bill

At $li-Million

—

London, Dec. 2. Parliament's approval of the Film Finance Corporation
bill under which $20,000,000 of government money is being made available for independent production was
'I A'
voted following House of Commons
debate on the measure today.
by
drafted
being
Wage demands
Opposition speakers decided not to
representa- fight the bill and limited themselves
international
tives here, as the basis for negotia- to claims that under the bill taxpayers'
tions on a new contract for 6,300 money is committed to hazardous use.
exchange workers in the 32 exchange Opponents said, in consequence, they
want the advice of a committee of excenters will begin officially next week,
perts to be made available to the Film
include at least a 15 per cent general
Finance Corp. on the business soundpay increase to top a similar one
ness of the films which it proposes to
granted by the distributors last year,

Shorter Work-Week Also

Among New

FiRST

,

Demands

IATSE

DECEMBER

3,

Crosby, Paramount in
7-Year Deal for 18
Hollywood,

TEN CENTS

1948

Dec.

2.

— Con-

tract giving Paramount exclusive rights to Ring Crosby's screen services for seven
years has been signed here.
The deal was negotiated by
Everett Crosby for Bing

Crosby Enterprises and

calls

for 18 pictures during the
period with Crosby owning a
participating interest in eight
of them.

See Rembusch

Next Head of
Allied States
Annual Election Is Due
At Board Meet Jan. 28-29
By

RED KANN

—

New

Orleans, Dec. 2. Trueman Rembusch, president of Associated Theatre

'O'Donnell Plane'

To

Dallas

finance.
In this

Today

according to usually well-informed laway, they said, public monDallas, Dec. 2. Leaders from
bor sources. Such an increase would
ey could be protected and artistic qual- every branch of the film industry will
add at least $1,500,000 to the approxiity of the films might be raised.
join in honoring Robert J. O'Donnell,
mately $1,719,000 won by the union
In moving for a second reading in chief barker of Variety Clubs Internalast February, marking a payroll rise
(Continued on page 6)
tional, at a testimonial dinner at the
of some $3,219,000 in two years.
Baker Hotel here Saturday night.
equally
rate
an
as
Said to
O'Donnell, who is serving his sixth
union's
the
with
important goal
term as Variety chief, is vice-presiwork
the
negotiators is a cut in
dent and general manager of Interweek from 40 hours to 37'/2 in
state Theatres.
order to increase employment.
George Murphy will be master-ofThe distributors' negotiating comceremonies. Bob Hope is expected to
mittee, composed of labor relations
London, Dec. 2. The film indus- head the entertainment program.
chiefs of nine companies, has been try's one year experimental television
Scheduled to arrive here from New
an
draft
to
week
all
here
meeting
agreement with British Broadcasting York tomorrow night on a chartered
page
(Continued on
3)
Robert Mochrie, William
Corp. ran into complications when plane are
BBC revealed the films it wants to Zimmerman, L. J. Schlaifer, William
televise must not be older than 12 to White, Maurice Maurer, Harold Hoffman, Harold Friedman, J. W. Arma18 months.
Yet another snag was encountered cost, Gradwell Sears, Arthur Jeffrey,
when BBC disclosed its proposed Ted Gamble, Sol Schwartz, Leonard
rental terms for the films.
They are Goldenson, William Key, Ted O'Shea,
wholly unacceptable to distributors. Charles Reagan, Murray Weiss, Tom
Boston, Dec. 2. Discussions con- Also, Americans here say they do not Connors, Max Cohen, Herman Robcerning disposal of Paramount''s in- know whether television rights to bins, William Brenner, Paul Lazarus,

—

B.B.C.'s Video Film

Terms Unacceptable
—

Owners

of Indiana
of Allied
States, is seen in line for the presidency of the national organization.
He would succeed William L. Ains-

and currently treasurer

worth of Wisconsin.
The election
would be voted by the board of directors at its annual meeting slated for
Washington Jan. 28-29.
There is nothing to adduce by way
of proof substantiating this prediction,
but as the directors and delegates to
the Allied convention left the Roosevelt Hotel throughout the day for
their respective home cities, some of

them carried from

New

Orleans im-

pressions plus an occasional conviction that the decision for Rembusch
was practically "in the bag."
The
fact that he was named to represent
Allied at the MPAA-industry meet(Lontinued on page i)

:

Discuss Divestiture
OfM.&N.H.,W.Mass.

—

terests

in

Maine

& New Hampshire

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

Theatres and Western Massachusetts
Theatres have been undertaken and
are continuing.

Paramount
per

cent

reportedly holds a 49
in the 29-theatre

interest

Maine and New Hampshire circuit, of
which John J. Ford is general man(Continued on page 3)

Johnston Sees Decreased
Remittances Next Year
1

Parkhurst Manager
Of Kans.-Mo. Allied
Kansas

City,

Dec.

2.

— C.

M.

(Parky) Parkhurst, salesman of Republic-Midwest Film Distributors, is
resigning to become general manager
of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Kansas and Missouri Jan. 1, to
succeed Jack Stewart, the first general

manager

of this

new

unit of Allied.

Parkhurst has been with the Republic-Midwest organization for 20
years and was previously branch man(Continued on page 3)

Judge Hits Pace

of

Griffith Re-hearing
Oklahoma

—

City, Dec. 2. With
Smith, operator of five
theatres in Lubbock, Texas, in opposition to seven Griffith affiliates, on the
stand today, the pace of the re-hearing
of the Griffith anti-trust case drew a
rebuke from Judge Edgar Vaught who
remarked that "it will take two or
three years to get through this at the
rate we are going."
The jurist's remark came after he
had sustained an objection by Charles

Preston

E.

(Continued on page 3)

In the

Talk Cut
Of 20 Rank Films

Planners

London, Dec.

—Although

2.

the J. Arthur
Rank film organization stated
recently that the closing next
month of the Islington studio
will have no effect on the
total output of their production companies, it is noteworthy that Rank's planners
now talk of turning out 40
pictures annually and not the
which Rank previously
60
talked about.
officials

of

wake

of a disclosure early
this week by the Motion Picture Association of America that during 1948
remittances from "soft-currency" countries
have netted
member
companies "several million dollars,"
president Eric A. Johnston
said here yesterday that he believes
dollar income from those territories
next year will be less. He declined
to expand this statement with actual
figures, but said he based his forecast
for 1949 on "the continuing tight dollar situation abroad."
Johnston gave this opinion in a
press interview which followed an address which he made before a meeting
of the New York Chamber of Com-

MPAA

MPAA

(Continued on page 6)

Promotional Group
To Aid 'PR' Shorts
A

public

relations

named here yesterday

committee was

to work on the
all-industry film series on which all
phases of the film industry are said to
be cooperating.
At a meeting of the Advertising
and Publicity Directors Committee of
the Motion Picture Association of
America, and circuit publicity heads,
the following were named
Stanley Shuford, Paramount, chair(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention
GERALD

MAYER,

M.

Yeshiva U. To Honor 'Song'
Eyssell and Schaefer
Eyssell, president of Radio City
Hall, and George Schaefer,
Enterprise's distribution head, will receive certificates of merit cast in

Gus

Music

newly bronze, at Yeshiva University's annual
appointed Continental European dinner on Dec. l-2th in the Hotel
manager for the Motion Picture As- Astor.
sociation of America, left here yesterThe plaques will honor both for
day by plane for Paris to take over their ''many years of service to the
his new post.
institution as chairmen of the Motion
Picture Industry Scholarship Fund,"
Myron Joseph son of M-G-M's which was headed for 10 years by
special services department here will Schaefer and is now headed by EysIt
provides scholarships for
be married to Sheila Wolfman at sell.
Manor in Brooklyn on needv students.
Franklin
Sunday.

Harry Kalmine, Warner Theatres
president, and I. J. Hoffman, theatre
York
executive, are due back in
over the weekend from a tour of New-

New

Lockwood Would Send
Gamble to Coast Meet
New Orleans, Dec. — he
2.

If

is

Is

Banned

Memphis

in

"inimical

Lloyd

2.

—

RKO

Is

to the public welfare."
Binford,
chairman
T.

Rockefeller Center

ing of the picture unless a number of
deletions
are made.
Other board
members are Avery Blakeney and
Mrs. Sid Law.
"Frankly, the picture has a gambling
"It shows a
scene," Binford said.
rough, rowdy bunch of musicians of
both colors. There is no segregation.
"The musicians are raising the
dickens.
It is the same thing as a
previous picture.
Jazz and the blues
were actually born in Memphis, any-

MPTOA

on Sunday from the Coast.
•

Mark

Silver, United Artists Eastern sales manager, left Boston yesterday for New York.

Joan ofArc

Ingrid Bergman
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS

DARRYL

r

ner

in

;

Retrieves 75
Prints from Club

;

To Honor M. A. Mooney

—

Cleveland, Dec. 2.
Milton A.
Mooney, outgoing chief barker of the
local Variety Club, will be honored
at a testimonial dinner by the tent
early next year.
Date of the affair
is contingent upon his return from a
vacation cruise.
Nate Schultz and
Nat Wolf have been named co-chair-

men

in charge of arrangements.
Meanwhile,
the
following
were
elected to the 1949 crew (board)
Lou Ratener, I. J. Schmertz, Irwin
Shenker, Jerry Wechsler, Irwin Pollard, Sanford Leavitt, Milton Grant,
Nat
Barach,
Essick,
Jack
Ray
Schmertz and Manny Stutz.
I.
J.
Schmertz and Ratener were elected
Atlanta, Dec. 2. Bill Haines, for- delegates to the Variety International
mer representative for Selznick Re- convention, with Shenker and Jerry
leasing Organization in Atlanta, has
Friedlander as alternates.
been appointed branch manager for
United Artists in New Orleans.
:

Haines Heads U.A.'s
New Orleans Branch
—

Shift

Sales

Meet Ends

Allied
offices in

AA-Mono.

Office

Artists-Monogram executive

New York

will be

moved

to-

meeting of Warner morrow to 1560 Broadway, the builddistrict managers was concluded here ing in which the Monogram Internalast night.
Ben Kalmenson, distribu- tional office is located. New York extion vice-president, presided at the ses- change operations will continue from
sions. The field men will head back to the Film Center Building on Ninth
their respective headquarters today.
Avenue.
_

sales

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

presents

the

Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by
AHAIOIE LITVAK

•

ANATOLE LITVAK £ ROBERT BASSLEH

Kivoli

2bA

ForomOUHl proionlc

LUND

_,.

HENDRIX

•

FITZGERALD

° Person

A,"> His Orchestra
_

MONTY

BARRY

.

WOOLLEYf

^Kaffi^

—

:

Two-day

ZANUCK

DANNY

is

;

WB

F.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

2.
The Boston Vari- Sales Drive" will get under way today
planning a testimonial din- with preliminary meetings
in
the
honor of Arthur Lockwood, Chicago, Atlanta, New Haven, Cleve-

Boston, Dec.
ety Club

Theatre Owners of America president,
on Jan. 11 at the Copley Plaza Hotel.
Boston Variety officers for 1948Walters, Altec Service 1949 are E. Harold Stoneman, chief
Z.
E.
comptroller, is here from the Coast. barker
Louis Gordon, first assistant
barker
Samuel Pinanski, second assistant
Louis Richmond, treasurer;
'U'
John Dervin, property master, and
William Koster, executive director.

—

„fj

8 Meetings Today
Boston Variety Plans
For Depinet Drive
Dinner for Lockwood The 12th annual "Ned Depinet

•

Los Angeles, Dec. 2. Universal's
copyright infringement action in Federal Court here against a home-movie
rental club was concluded when U.S.
Judge Charles C. Cavanah signed a
judgment granting Universal a perpetual injunction and directing that it
was entitled to recover from the defendant, Donald Reed, all of the 16mm.
copyrighted
features
prints
75
of
named in the judgment. Reed claimed
he obtained the prints from a star for
$10,000, the latter having received
them from U-I for personal use.

LASSIE

and

Censors, today said the board
of
unanimously voted against the show-

RKO

producerdirector, and his wife, are due here

JANET LEIGH

Color by TECHNICOLOR
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

TOA

•

DONALD CRISP

.
.

of

TOA

Mervyn LeRoy, M-G-M

OF HOME

HILLS

Memphis and Shelby County Board

unable to accept Eric Johnston's inEngland.
vitation to represent Theatre Owners
•
of America at the industry meetings
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., M-G-M of the
in Hollywood Jan. 26Beale Street. There is
producer, and his wife will return to 28, Ted R. Gamble will be his alter- way, down on
too much French in New Orleans for
the
sailing
of
this
week's
S.
on
the U.
nate,
Arthur H. Lockwood,
jazz.
It's a rough, bawdy, noisy picSS Queen Mary from England.
president, said today.
band musicians. In
•
Lockwood is here along with Her- ture dealing with
general, a mixed up jamboree."
Ornstein, man A. Levy,
(Bud)
George
H.
general counsel,
United Artists representative in Italy, en route to Dallas where both will
Radio and
Executives at both
planed in yesterday from Rome for attend the Variety Club dinner for
home office conferences.
Robert J. O'Donnell at the Baker the Goldwyn company in New York
•
Hotel Saturday evening. Thereafter were not available for comment on
of the Memphis action when efforts were
James Mulvey, president of Sam- they will attend the
in
Oklahoma made to reach them last night.
uel Goldwyn Productions, returned to Oklahoma convention
New York yesterday from the Coast. City Dec. 6-7.

MPAA

3, 19t

HALL-

RADIO CITY MUSIC

EDMUND GWENN
TOM DRAKE

Samuel GoldBorn," an
Radio release, has been banned in
Memphis on the grounds that it is

"A Song

—

as 'Bawdy'

Memphis. Dec.

wyn's

December

Friday,

KAYE %
VIRGINIA

Washington, Memphis, Montreal
John RKO Radio exchanges.
The drive, as announced by Robert
land,

and

MAYO

St.

Mochrie, sales vice-president, will extend over a 20-week period.

The

RKO

Radio district sales
will act as drive captains in
their respective territories.
11

color by

TECHNICOLOR

_

managers

A. H. Eisenstadt, 74,
Life Member of ITOA
Funeral services for A. Herman
Eisenstadt, 74, veteran exhibitor here,
and honorary life member of the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York, will be held here today
Flatbush
Memorial Chapel in
at
Brooklyn.
Eisenstadt, a member of
the board of the original Theatre

Owners Chamber of Commerce,
Wednesday night.

Broadway

at

45th Street

J.

Cont. from 8:45

ASTOR

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

RED
SHOES"
"THE
Color
Technicolor
by

BIJOU THEATER,

Roadway

Alt Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

died

in his sleep

Surviving are the widow, Ethel, and
two daughters, Beatrice and Helen.

Robert Mitchum
Barbara Bel Geddes
Robert Preston
in

Niblo Estate to Family

—

Los Angeles, Dec. 2. The
Fred Niblo, veteran director,
most of his $100,000 estate to
widow and four children, it was
closed

in

the

will

filed

for

late
left

'the

THE

MOON

GLOBE

BROADWAY AT 46TH STREET

probate

BETTY GRABLE

McCarey Rites Today

—

Los Angeles, Dec. 2. Requiem
High Mass will be sung tomorrow
morning at St. Paul of Apostles
Church for Ray McCarey, 44, veteran

He was

BRANDT'S

dis-

yesterday by Mrs. Niblo.

director,

BLOOD ON

who died yesterday morning.
the brother of Leo McCarey.

-

DAN DAILEY

"WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME"
in

Technicolor

A Twentieth Century Fox Picture
ON STAGE: MICKEY ROONEY —
Rosario & Antonio — Minevitcffs
Rascals
-

ROXY

7th Ave.

50th St.

&
Z
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juncheon Launches Rembusch and Allied
(Continued from page

ings in Hollywood Jan. 26-28, on the
invitation of Eric Johnston,
president, was not without signifiAn entertainment industry luncheon cance.
narking the reactivation of the
At the banquet which brought the
nd urging support of the campaign convention
to a close last night, actor
'ommittee's drive for funds was held
George Alurphy said steps, within le'iere yesterday.
gal limitations, will be undertaken to
James Sauter, chairman of the curb misconduct among film players.
York entertainment indus- Education and persuasion appear to
-JSO
rw^^campaign committee, cited the be the best methods, he added, in
)
'_/iiat industry entertainers have
pointing out that he had been authorendeavors.
illSytU in past
ized to bring such a message here
Walter Hoving, chairman of the from
executives in Hollyand Veteran's
jpard of both
wood and New York and from other
Hospital Camp Shows, asserted that
While Alurphy
companies as well.
has joined with show business
had unquestioned authority to speak
responsibility for
"complete
assume
o
r
on behalf of M-G-M, there was con;he financial needs of the organization
siderable doubt the morning after if
that your industry set up" to bring
he had not taken in far more territory
;heer and help to service men.
than was justified.
Dr. Lindsley F. Kimball, president
Francis
Kerr,
asR.
Gen.
of
Committee
sistant administrator for special serv- Allied Names
For 'Brotherhood Week'
lices in the Veterans Administration
Maxwell Alderman of New Haven,
pjohn J. Raskob, general chairman of
Lachman of Morristown,
campaign committee, were among Edward
I, the
N. J., and Nathan Yamins of Boston
Lother speakers.
have been named by Allied States to
serve on a committee to aid the indus"Brotherhood
participation
in
try's
(Continued from page 1)
Week," Feb. 20-27.

MPAA

USO

;

-

New

r

•i

USO

I

M-G-M

USO

USO

USO

;

Named

Parkhurst

He started with
at Omaha.
Pathe in 1916 as a booker.
Fred Herbst continues as buyer and
booker for the group.
Kansas City, Dec. 2. A promoThe Kansas-Missouri unit will hold
a meeting for independents on Dec. 7 tional campaign is being applied by the
here,
with William L. Ainsworth, Kansas Missouri Theatres AssociaAllied's national president, and Charles tion's board of directors to its recently
manager for appointed arbitration committee which
Miles, Allied general
Iowa-Nebraska, as featured speakers. will give assistance to all exhibitors in
Reports on the New Orleans national this area, to prevent litigation in

KMTA

ager

l

To Publicize

Arbitration Unit

—

convention will be given.

courts.

21 Named in Altec
Expansion Program

Re-hearing

Griffith

(Continued from page 1)

1)

;JSO Reactivation

3

B. Cochran, Griffith attorney, who
acted to bar submission of a summary
of Smith's correspondence with film

A

purporting to show his
securing film for his
State Theatre when it opened in 1946.
Judge \ aught agreed with Cochran
that the letters themselves, rather than
the summary, would be the best evidistributors

difficulties

cording to an announcement by H.
M. Bessey, Altec executive vice-president. Changes are immediate.
The Central division, embracing the
former Chicago and Dallas districts,
will have R. Hilton as manager
field
offices are in Chicago, Minneapolis,
Kansas City and Dallas. R. C. Gray,
O. E. Maxwell, E. A. Briggs, E. C.
Shriver, T. J. Canavan, and C. W. A.

Smith

also related what he deas disadvantages to him in
commitments by the distributors to the

scribed

Griffith circuits.

the third day of the re-

hearing ordered by the Supreme Court
in its reversal of Judge Vaught's de-

;

and demanding a settlement
which would prevent anti-trust violations by Griffith.
cision

MacCormack were named

sales representatives, and J. B. Pesek, C.
Scott, S. J. Warkoczewski and C. J.

W.

George P. Skouras
Heads Scout Drive

Zern were appointed field managers.
D. L. Turner is business manager.
The Southern division, taking in
the former Atlanta, Cincinnati and
Detroit districts, will have field of-

George P. Skouras, president of
fices in those three cities.
M. G.
Skouras Theatres, and Emil FriedThomas is division manager, and F.
lander, chairman of the board of DaB. Mewborn business manager. F. C.
zian's, Inc., are chairman and co-chairDickely, F. W. Cocklin, F. S. Barnes
man, respectively, of the amusement
and O. G. Taylor were named sales
industry division for the Greater New
representatives, and J. I. Mather, J.
York Councils of Boy Scouts of
R. Brown and C. C. Kauffman were
America's 1949 finance drive to raise
appointed field managers.

$2,000,000.

Membership of the amusement industry division follows
Si Fabian,
Nat Kalshine, Mannie Sachs, Joseph
vs.
Newman,
Sol
Strassberg,
Sol
Schwartz, Joe Vogel, Harry Brandt,
Washington, Dec. 2. Further argument was heard here today by DisJoe Seider.
Also, Fred Schwartz, William A. trict Court Judge Matthew F. McWhite, Jack Mills, Deems Taylor, Guire on the motion of two theatreAbe Oleman, George Dembow, Sam owning film salesmen to be dismissed
Schlein, Morton Sunshine, Max Wolf, as defendants in the action brought by
Chick Lewis, Bill Coram, Gus Eys- the Center Theatre of Centreville, Md.,
sell,
Sam Rinzler, Joe Jolson, Alan against them and four distributors.
Freedman, Frank Meyer, Jinx Falken- Judge McGuire took the motion under
advisement.
burg, Tex McCrary.

Hear Arguments in
Salesmen
—

:

Case

The motion was first argued some
months ago, and on Nov. 23 McGuire
entered a finding denying the motion
and asked counsel for the Center to
draw up a final order. Before the or-

Divestiture
(Continued from page 1)

P. Kennedy, former
der could be issued, however, E. W.
Great Britain and oneMollohan, Jr., attorney for the two
time head
Film Booking Offices salesmen
defendants. F. B. Klein and
of
America,
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Charles
Wingfield. asked the court to
Corp. and Pathe Exchange, Inc., is
hear further argument.

ager.

theatres

in

the world use

"Voice of the Theatre"
the

most of the product you play

per cent.

51

Ford confirmed recently that talks
had been held but declined to make
any prediction on their outcome.

Production
Hollywood, Dec.

—

Massachusetts
presumably would be

owner.

As

"Voice of the Theatre" is a ten year investment
in "boxoffice", enables you to get the benefits of
future sound track improvements, as well as the
utmost quality from today's sound tracks.

—

The produc26 from last
week's 30. Four films were launched,
while eight were finished.
Shooting started on "In the Good

Western

in

Off
Work

Is

Slightly; 26 in

Sale of Paramount's minority inter17
theatres
to
Samuel
Goldstein
of
Springfield,
Mass.,
present
operator
and part

the most of the sound on the sound track.

make

to
of

own

said to

est

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
To make

Joseph

Ambassador

more than 5,000 major

changes
coverage

of Altec Service manpower, which
started last month with the creation
of an Eastern division, has now been
completed with the establishment of
Southern and Central divisions, ac-

dence.

Today was

series of organizational
at widening national

aimed

in

previously reported, negotiations

dipped

tion

tally

Old

Summertime."

2.

to

M-G-M;

"The

by M. and P. Theatres for acquisition Hidout," Republic "It's Onlv Monev,"
of
Paramount's interest in Xetco
Radio; "Dan Patch"' (Frank),
Theatres are continuing.
Divestiture United Artists.
Shooting finished on "Home in San
of M. and P. from Paramount is not
Antone," Columbia
involved in the negotiations.
"Tune Clipper"
and
"Gun
Runner."
Monogram
;

RKO

;

•ft-

There

is

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

Ask your supply

overall policy which will
to in negotiations with the "LA"
spokesman for. the group, which is
under the chairmanship of Clarence
Hill of 20th Century-Fox, has indicated that policy will be sufficiently
established in time for next week's

13,

N. Y.

Republic:

1161 N. Vine St.,

Hollywood

38, Calif.

Sea

The exchange workers' 1948
expired

last

Wednesday,

PRESS

AGENT

—

experienced theatre press agent to
do publicity for group of 12 theatres 50 miles
from New York City.
Must know ad makeup,
lobby displays and exploitation,
state
age. experience, reference and minimum salary.

conbut

are subject to automatic extension until
agreement on the new pacts is
reached.

in Ships," 20th

Wanted

meeting.
tracts

Screen Guild; "Down to the
Centufy-Fox.

pert).

A

equipment by most leading theatre sound

161 Sixth Ave.,

Chicago,"

(Continued from page 1)

system manufacturers.

New York

of

"She Wore a
Yellow Ribbon"
(Argosy),
RKO
Radio; "I Shot Jesse James" (Lipbe adhered

dealer for

information about modernizing your present systeqi with "Voice of the Theatre". "Voice of the
Theatre" speaker systems are supplied as standard

"Montana Belle" and "The Duke

Exchange Pay Hike

a "Voice of the Theatre" speaker system

for every size theatre.

BOX NO.
1270
I

—

420
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Says Films 'Muffed' Johnston Sees
(Continued from page
1st Chance at Video
Position of the motion picture industry in television today is weak
from the standpoint of obtaining a
permanent part of the "radio spectrum
for theatre television" purposes because it took no concrete interest in
the experimental frequencies allocated
by the Federal Communication^ Commission, it was declared at the American Television Society's Film Forum
at the Museum of Modern Art here

Donald Hyndman,
by
chairman of the theatre television
committee of the Society of Motion

Wednesday

Picture Engineers.

O'Donnell Plane'
(Continued from page 1)
scheduled to leave

is

The group
La Guardia Air-

and Harry Thomas.

Jr.,

New

York, tomorrow afternoon.
expected to attend among
the scores who have made reservations
Sam Dembow,
are: Ned Depinet,
Charles Berns, Bernard Kranze, Robert Fowler, Norman Ayers, Ben Kalmenson, Rudy Berger, William Scul-

port,

Others

Maurice Bergman, Red Kami, Jim
Donahue, William Thomas, William
Schwalberg, Charles
Pine, A. W.
Herbert
Yates,
Boasberg,
James
Grainger, Kurt Newmann, Harold
Mirisch, Chick Lewis, Steve Broidy,
William Heineman, Abe Montague
George Schaefer, A. W. Smith, Jr.,
Nathan Golden, Nathan Sandler, Os
car Oldknow and Turk Connors.

ly,

to

Handle

December

3,

1'

UK Finance Bill
(Continued from page 1)

1)

Johnston was president of the Commons of the finance measure, HarUnited States Chamber of Commerce old Wilson, president of the Board of
Trade, reiterated the familiar arguchief.
before becoming
Ultimately, Johnston said, the Eco- ments concerning the present British
nomic Cooperation Administration's production situation to demonstrate
He referred to
activities will bring about a substan- the need for the bill.
tial and steady flow of film company the desirability of having a healthy,
remittances, but not before the end of growing British film industry, capable
1949.
It has been estimated that some of standing on its own because it
$30,000,000 in U.S. film companies' could do much to portray the British
way of life around the world and
earnings are still frozen abroad.
Yesterday's speech was a forthright, could contribute to reducing the outfacts-and-figures analysis of Europe's ward flow of dollars.
Proper exhibition opportunities will
present economy, and a warning to the
400 businessmen present that they be afforded by the new Quota Act for
must avoid the economic pitfalls into all government-financed films, Wilson
businessmen
have said. He claimed that the quota alEurope's
which
ready has greatly stimulated producstumbled.
Johnston expressed the opinion, ar- tion but admitted that a shortage of
rived at during his recent "behind-the- "angels" has distressed independent
iron-curtain" trip in Europe, that pro- production.
He emphasized that creation of the
duction of food, clothing, etc., in the
Soviet Union has increased in the last Film Finance Corp. is an emergency
four years, but that the standard of measure which would operate only unthe industry reverts to normal
living in Soviet satellite countries has til
meanwhile due to the financing methods. He denied with
diminished
emphasis that the government has any
drains" exercised by the Russians.
Johnston said he believes American intention of subsidizing the film indus
businessmen can succeed "in keeping try. He said all loans made will be
government out of business" by re- repayable in five years and that new
affirming the importance of a capital- lending will cease after five years.
Wilson cited the problem of higl
ist economy by increased production.
production costs, calling it "an occu
pational disease caught like the plague
B.B.C.'s
from overseas." He said he has ap
(Continued from page 1)
pointed a "working committee" of
producers and unions to examine the
their films are available and have re- cost
problem and make a report by
ferred the subject to their home the end
of January.

merce.

MPAA

Video Film

He

offices.

Bonded

Friday,

said

a

THE

contributory reason for

Meanwhile, British exhibitors are the production slump
was that Ameri
eyeing the developments warily, as- can production
here had not reached

NEED

serting that their interests may be anticipated levels
but said he was glad
jeopardized by broadcasts to domestic to have the opportunity
of correcting
Philadelphia, Dec. 2.
Bonded receivers of films whose theatre life any impression that
Americans had
Film Storage will handle physical dis has not been exhausted.
let the British industry down in this
tribution in New York for Republic
Efforts are being made for an early regard.
Pictures, starting Saturday, it was an- resumption of the industry-BBC teleTom O'Brien, Member of Parila
nounced here by William J. Clark, ex- vision film talks, mainly because J. ment and general secretary
of the
ecutive vice-president of National Film Arthur Rank is anxious to begin tele- National Association
of Theatrical and
Service. Bonded is New York repre- vision shows in his selected theatres Kine Employes,
surprised Commons
sentative for National.
next month.
with a forthright attack on

Republic Prints

—

IS

CREATER

exhibitors,

Brought thrillingly to the screen
by the makers of "Canon City"!

Savage
TRUTH/

claiming they contribute nothing to the
production industry. O'Brien said he
welcomed the appointment of the

working committee and hoped that it
might find some means of reducing
costs.

To Aid 'PR' Shorts
(Continued from page

I)

man, and Maurice Bergman, Universal, to represent the Ad-Publicity Directors Committee
Harry Goldberg,
Warner, and Ernest Emerling, Loew's,
;

Stronger than
FICTION/

to represent affiliated circuits

RKO

;.

Harry

Michalson,
Peter Levathes,
20th Century-Fox, with Oscar Mor;

gan, of Paramount, as alterante, to
represent distributors Kenneth Clark
and Tom Waller, to represent the
;

MPAA.
At

yesterday's
general

Mochrie,

RKO

meeting,
salens

Robert

manager of

Radio and chairman o,f the National Distribution Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry, discussed
plans for the distribution of the short
subject's.

$30,000

Damage

in

Film Truck Crash

—

starring

RICHARD BASEHART
A BRYAN FOY

"Will rank with

Production

•

•

Boston, Dec. 2.
A film truck colat
Rowley, Mass., damaged
$30,000 worth of film destined for
Maine theatres. The truck, owned by
Interstate Film Dispatch of Someryille, Mass., was badly damaged, and
its
driver, Arthur LeBeau, was crilision

SCOTT "CANON

An EAGLE LION FILMS
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city "

BRADY

Presentation

City'!"

— Variety

tically hurt.
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Film French Reject
Clean-Up' Is U. K. Appeal
Slated by PTA Against Quota
National

—

London, Dec. 5. The French
]-Point Program Includes
government has refused adamantly
Also Comic Books, Radio to increase the low minimum quota

Word

reaching

New York

from

of the country at the
weekend indicates that the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers
las rallied its 4,500,000 members in
against "unwholesome comic
1 drive
Dooks, motion pictures and radio provarious

grams."

parts

Motion Picture Association

meanwhile, said it is
the situation carefully."
"action committee" of five, set

America,

oi

'eying

An

V/pr

by NCPT headquarters in Chiand headed by Mrs. Joseph W.
Eshelman of Birmingham, has urged

set in France on British film imports shown during the year ending
The reaction here
June 30, 1949.
would seem to indicate that the British find it easier to dish out quota restrictions than to take them.
The French refusal, it is reported
by the three British film producers'
representatives sent to Paris to secure
an easing of the restriction, was attributed by that government to film
{Continued on page 3)

Taxes

in

Are Hiked

6,

25%

—

Baltimore, Dec. 5 Effective
Feb. 1, an additional 4'/2 per
cent tax on theatre admissions will be added to the
one-half per cent now collected by the state and remitted to Baltimore County.
This is a result of an unprecedented tax boost imBaltimore
the
posed
by

County Commissioners. The
change does not apply to
Baltimore, which is not located in the county.
With the Federal tax of 20
per cent and Maryland's new
five per cent tax, theatres in
the state now collect ticket
taxes of 25 per cent, excluding Baltimore, which collects
20 Vi per cent.

up

cago,

organization's various state congresses to take specific steps to implement the national organization's
eight-point program of action.
Meanwhile, it is understood, a national council of organizations, includ{Continued on page 4)
the

Chicago Drive-ins
Start Trust Action

CEA

Adamant on State Dept. Program
Rank's Film Terms May Be Transferred
Is

—

London, Dec. 5.
Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association thus far has
kept the British Film Producers Association outside its dispute with J. Arthur Rank over film rentals and sales
practices of Rank's General Film Distributors by declining to attend meetings on the subject sought by the

BFPA.

—

After several meetings with Rank,
CEA won an agreement for a sliding scale of rental terms rising from
33 1/3 per cent to 50 per cent with intermediate break figures for the exhibitor's protection.
Rank also undertook to extend small-exhibitor terms
fendants. Suit charges that the plainto theatres grossing a maximum of
tiff's North Avenue Outdoor and Har$600 weekly, provided other distribulem Avenue Outdoor theatres were tors agreed. The exhibitors, in turn,

Chicago, Dec. 5. An anti-trust suit
was filed on Friday in U. S. District
Court here by Fink and Gandell, operators of two drive-in theatres in this
area, which asks for injunctive relief
against five distributor and circuit de-

denied the privilege of competing for
films for first subsequent-run
after their Loop run.

showing

Both drive-ins recently closed for
winter, having played third-run
during the summer. Defendants are
Paramount, Universal, Balaban and
Katz, and Warner. Plaintiff's attorney
is Seymour Simon.
the

Rodgers Opens MGM
Sales Parley

Today

Discussion of general conditions and
the company's current and forthcoming releases will be spotlighted at the
five-day conference, of
field
sales managers and their territorial
and home office assistants which will
be opened here today at the Hotel
Astor by William F. Rodgers, sales
vice-president. The company recently
{Continued on page 3)

M-G-M

the

{Continued on page 3)

Hears
Of Testimony Error
Griffith Trial

—

Washington, Dec. 5. Transfer' of
the U. S. State Department's overseas
information program, including the
international motion picture division,
to a new semi-public foundation or
corporation has been recommended to
the Hoover Commission.

—

NEWS
a

TEN CENTS

100,000,000
Remittances in

1948 Expected
U. S.

Says

$124,000,000
in 1947

Was Received

Washington, Dec. 5.
Commerce Department

—

The

reported

U. S. motion picture
during 1947 received
in
$124,000,000
remittances
from
today

that

companies

abroad for exhibition of their films, a
decline of only about 10 per cent from
1946's

record

$138,000,000.

Commerce estimates

that remittances this year would probably drop to about $100,000,000.
The decrease in remittances

from Britain was the chief

fac-

tor for the drop in both years.

The figures, the Department says,
represent the American companies'
share of income received from film
rentals in foreign lands after payment
of overseas expenses.
They do not
include returns on investments abroad,
which might add several million dollars to the figures in each year.
"Contributing to the decline," Commerce reported, "was a marked decrease in American film receipts in

The commission, which will make
{Continued on page 3)
recommendations to the President and
Congress in January on reorganizing
the executive branch of the governin
Tribute
ment, received the report from a special task force of the State DepartTo R. J. O'Donnell
ment. The Department would keep
Dallas, Dec. 5. Hundreds from
control of over-all policy and planning
on the information program, but actual all branches of amusement, and
operation would be vested in the new from all walks of life, paid tribute
here last night at a testimonial
corporation.
dinner in the
Activities of the corporation would
Hotel Baker
be paid for largely with government
to
Robert J.
funds, but private citizens would com(Bob) O'Donpose the board of directors running the
nell*
sixthenterprise.
time president
films are now
State. Department
of Variety Inreaching 120,000,000 persons in 50 for-

Hundreds

—

eign countries each year.

Oklahoma City, Dec. 5. A government witness in the Griffith hearing which started here last week before Judge Edgar S. Vaught after
the Supreme Court reversed his deci-

FILM

1948

Maryland
to

IN

Wright to Toledo
For Trust Evidence
Washington, Dec. — Justice De5.

ternatio n a
and general
1

manager of
Interstate
Theatres

of
Texas. Scores
of congratulatory telegrams
from all over
the U. S. and

partment attorney Robert Wright left
for Toledo today to take depositions
for use in the Paramount trust case.
R. J. O'Donnell
Wright will take testimony from the
three years ago.
cables from
Malcolm Geiger, who managed the operators of the Paramount Theatre abroad were read from a dais studBays Theatre in Blackwell, Okla., in there.
ded with "top brass" of business
He said that the independents who and civic life.
1938-39, for George Laham of Wichbought the theatre from Paramount
ita, Kan., said that after many hours
Variety Club of Dallas was the
of questioning in 1945 he was con- and now operate it allegedly have
direct sponsor of the tribute, but
fused.
He made this statement after been' deprived of Paramount product, its committees were
aided by many
Charles Cochran, Griffith attorney, and he said that he believes such evioutside of its ranks.
read the record of the earlier trial to dence will be useful in presenting his

sion absolving the Griffith circuit of
anti-trust actions admitted on Friday
that he had testified falsely in the trial

{Continued on page 4)
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Meet Opens Today
Oklahoma

CARRINGTON,

vice-president,

•

is

Altec Serhere from the

Coast.

•

City,

Dec.

5.

— Some

a dozen
250 exhibitors
national figures are expected here for
the annual two-day meeting of Theatre Owners of Oklahoma and Variety

and more than

22 which opens tomorrow at
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., actor- Tent No.
Morris Loewenthe Skirvin Hotel.
late
last
producer, was in Washington
president of the exhibitor
stein is
week from New York to report to

President
visit to

Truman

on

his

Europe. Fairbanks

is

recent
chair-

Share-through-CARE

man

group.
Chief speakers and guests of honor
will be Arthur H. Lockwood, Theatre

the
of
Owners of America president, and
Committee and vice-president of the
O'Donnell, chief barker of
Robert
American Association for the United Variety J.International.
Nations.
Others speakers and guests expected
•

Albert Spalter, president

6,

l!i

Oklahoma Owners' Ask Non-Defendants' Newsreel

Personal
Mention
GL.

Monday, December

of Spal-

ter International Pictures, is scheduled to leave here tomorrow on the
Queen Elizabeth for a tour of
.S^S"

the meeting are
Dave Palfreyman of the Motion PicNathan
ture Association of America
D. Golden, Andy W. Smith, Jr., Herto

participate

in

;

Trust Depositions

—

Denver, Dec. 5. Cinema Amusements, plaintiff in a trust action
against
20th
Century - Fox,
Radio and Loew's, has served sub-

Parade

in China and Madan
RKO FIGHTING
Chiang Kai-shek's visit here

a\

current newsreel highlights. Van
poenas on branch managers of non- items
of human interest round out i
defendant distributors for depositions reels. Complete contents follow.
on their selling practices as related to
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 97
the case. Cinema is headed by John tionalists fight Chinese Reds in Such|
battle. Madame Chiang Kai-shek here. Pr<
Wolfberg.

—

The

dential

three defendants,

also

have moved to quash

all

The

U.

was

case

Court

in

filed in

served,

subpoenas.
S.

District

Wilmington, Del.

committee on European aid. Roj
in London. The Wris!

Command show

plane comes home. New plane propAt""
children give their version of T ,.
music. Salmon fishing. Water skiing*-'

NEWS OF THE DAY,

Warner Short To Aid
N. Y. 'Freedom Train'
—

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 5. Warner is
producing, through its Pathe unit, a

l|

J
ic

No. t%1

i

China's darkest hour. Jap children's ba
goes American. Command Performance
London. Squirrel-cage jeep. Water skiin

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

30—Fligj

proves worth of air brake. Yank'
Doodle in Tokyo. Ding-dong bell babies
a
pool.
Stocking
glamour.
Reds clai
Suchow.
test

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEIi, No. 301
one-reel film for showing in theatres
Reds converging on China's capital. R
Dembow, Col. Wil- in connection with visits of the New versible "prop" cuts
air descent. Squirrt
Europe.
liam C. McCraw, H. M. Richey and York State "Freedom Train" which cage jeep. Command Performance in Londo
•
Shain. Actor George Murphy is scheduled to begin a one-year tour Miss Alaska of 1948. Donald O'Connc
Sam
crowns "Helen of Troy." Football. Wat.
Lyman Munson, 20th Century- will also address the organization.
of the state in January, it was dis- skiing.
Fox European production chief, has
Threat of a new Oklahoma law closed here by Charles Smakwitz,
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 32
been made a Commander of the Order which would let cities and towns tax Warner district manager.
Walton China at war. People in the news: Madaix
of the British Empire for his wartime business firms will be among the Ament is directing the film which will Chiang Kai-shek; President Truman; form;
Queen Wilhelmina. Berlin elections. Avi:
services in the Canadian Army.
principal
industry problems to be dramatize historic events in New York. tion. Water skiing. Football.
•
The state American Legion is paying
aired.
Jeffrey Bernerd, Allied Artists
A delegation from Hollywood will for prints to be shown in schools.
producer, and his wife are visiting
Paris and Rome from London. Thev
are due back on the Coast on Dec.

man

Levy, George

Stuart
Granville,
Bonita
Erwin, Rod Cameron, Don Castle and
Jack Wrather.

20.

•

RKO Theatres home
was married here yesterday to Irene Weisgold. The couple
is honeymooning in the South.
Ira Morais,

office publicist,

Murray

•
Silverstone, president of

Willis Davis

Warns of

Gov't Encroachment

—

Atlanta, Dec. 5. Pointing out
power of the screen as a propaganda medium, Willis J. Davis, executive
Georgia Theatres, warned
of
the

20th Century-Fox International, will against encroachment by the governreturn from Europe today aboard the ment on commercial recreation, in an
SVS* Queen Elisabeth.
address before the Georgia Citizens'
•
Council in Atlanta.
"Should the screens of the nation
Jules Livingston, Republic salesman in Cleveland, and Mrs. Living- become propaganda media under a censton have become parents of a daugh- tral governmental agency supported by
tax money, they would lend themselves
ter, Beatrice.
readily to government encroachment
Edward T. Doherty, Chicago on individual liberty," said Davis.
financier and chairman of the board
of United International, has arrived

Selznick, Eagle-Lion

on the Coast from Chicago.
•
Hollywood, Dec. S. An undeterSi Seadler, M-G-M advertisinghead, is due back here today from mined number of Selznick reissues,
dating as far back as "The Prisoner
Hollywood.
•
of Zenda," will be distributed by
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor Eagle-Lion if discussions under way
relations head, returned to New York for the past several days between the
company and David O. Selznick maat the weekend from New Orleans.
terialize.
•
No new Selznick product
Len Hammond, European director would be involved.
It is reliably reported here that the
of Movietonews, Inc., has sailed for
deal will be taken to Film Classics if
Paris following a month's stay here.
the talks with E-L break down.
•

Talk Reissue Deal

—

Henry Ronge,
ager
office

in

Panama,

United Artists manis

here

for

home $25,000

talks.

Joseph and Lipton Here

Chicago Fire

—

Frank Folsom Named In Clearance Disputi
President of

RCA

Upon the recommendation of David
Sarnoff,
board chairman, directors of the corporation at a meeting here, on Friday elected Frank M.
Folsom to the presidency, which post
Sarnoff also had held.
Sarnoff as
board chairman will continue as chief
executive officer.
Folsom has been
succeeded as executive vice-president
by John G. Wilson, who was vicepresident and general manager for

RCA

John Joseph, Universal-International closed for the evening. Owners are
director of advertising-pubLeon Kaplan and Nathan Fadim.
licity, and David A. Lipton, studio coordinator of advertising and promotion, are here from California for a Circuit Gets
week of conferences on plans for
Washington, Dec. 5.
Syndicate
forthcoming U-I 'releases with Wil- Theatres, Inc., has been granted a liliam A. Scully, sales vice-president, cense by the Federal Communications
and Maurice A. Bergman, Eastern ad- Commission for a new FM broadcastvertising-publicity director.
ing station near Columbus, Ind.

FM

—

Appeal of

award

the_ Boston
in connection with

arbitrator'

a complain
Theatres agains

brought by R. and W.
all five majors has resulted in modi
fications of the award, the America:
Arbitration Association has announced

The revised award stipulates tha
demand for arbitration, insofar ai

the

complainant asks for reduction in th(
14-day clearance for the Strand anc
Premier theatres, Newburyport, Mass.
over the Strand, Amesbury, is dismissed.
No clearance shall be grantto the Paramount and Colonial theRCA in Camden. The changes will ed
atres,
Haverhill, over the Strand,
become effective on Jan. 1.
Amesbury, on any pictures with respect to

Frank and Foote
Will

Make Three
—

Hollywood, Dec. 5. Producer W.
R. Frank and author John Taintor
Foote,

now co-producing "Dan Patch"

for United Artists release, have

formed

new

partnership under which they
will jointly produce three more fea-

a

tures.

Skouras Aids Wounded
Stars of

show business

will appear

on the stage of the Skouras Academy
of Music, Manhattan, tomorrow night,
on a "Stars and Heroes" show launching the New York J ournal-AmericanSkouras Theatres war-wounded Christmas fund drive, and at the same time
observe Pearl Harbor Day.
Under
the direction of Skouras' Nick John
Matsoukas, 64 Skouras houses in the

Chicago, Dec. 5. Damages estimated at $25,000 resulted on Friday Metropolitan area will feature special
when a three-alarm fire swept the 425- Pearl Harbor Day Memorial services.
seat Bell Theatre, after the house had

national

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Modify Boston Awari

include

RMA

To Meet Here

which the

availability of the

Strand in Amesbury is not less than
14 days after the termination of the
first-run at the Strand and Premier,
Newburyport. On all other pictures
the maximum clearance which may be
granted to the Paramount and Colonial, Haverhill, over the Strand, Amesbury, shall be one day.

Plan Documentary
Film Festival Here
Association of Documentary and
Television Film Cameramen, national
unaffiliated labor union, is drafting
plans for its first annual documentary
film

festival

here,

Arthur Florman,

business manager, announced.
The union filed recently with the
National Labor Relations Boards affidavits of the union's officers' compliance with the non-Communist provisions of the Taft-Hartley Law.

Legion Pledge on Coast

—

Los Angeles, Dec. 5. The annual
Legion of Decency pledge to refrain
try leaders will convene in New York from Class C (condemned) motion
was administered at. all
City Tuesday through Thursday for a pictures,
conference of the Radio Manufactur- Masses in Roman Catholic churches
ers Association on industry problems, in the Los Angeles arch-diocese this
with the board of directors slated to morning. It will be administered elsemeet Thursday. Max F. Balcom is where throughout the country next
president of the RMA.
Sunday.

Washington, Dec.

5.

—Radio indus-
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Trading Is Light Remittances
In Company Stock
(Continued from page

French

Producer
Here for Talent

films are doing business
France, regardless of whether they
are American, English or French, P.
Albert, president of Realisations D'Art
Cinematographiques of Paris, has disAlbert is here with
closed here.

Only good

1)

in

Washington, Dec.

5.

— In

a

month

marked by very light trading in film
Warner
Albert
stocks,
company
bought 15,500 shares of Warner common stock during October, and gave
away 7,500, increasing his holdings by
a net 8,000 shares to 444,200, accordinaUo the latest report of the Securi-

H^fhznd Exchange
hiding by
film

company

went
David

gift
;

officers

stocks.

Commission on
and directors in

The

7,500 share

United Jewish Appeal.
received
3,510
Warfield

to the

shares of Loew common as a bequest,
bringing his holdings to 24,510 shares.
At Universal, Daniel Sheaffer continued to drop his total, selling 860
him with 1,507.
leave
to
shares

the third and fourth quarters of 1947,
the result of the temporary cessation
of shipments of films to the United
Kingdom following the increased British import duty on foreign films imposed in August, 1947. According to
British figures, total payments to the
United States in 1947 amounted to
$56,000,000, compared with $70,000,000

Compte De Perregaux, head of the
same unit's affiliate in Switzerland.
Both are here to arrange for a New
York opening of their film, "Man to
Man," and also to go to Hollywood
up talent for a picture based

line

to

in 1946.

Panama

"After the United Kingdom-United on the story of the
States film agreement of March, 1948,
film exports to Great Britain were
resumed but remittances from that

country in 1948 will probably amount
to only about $35,000,000 and total
receipts from all countries to about
$100,000,000."
Prior to 1946, the high in remittances

Canal.

French Reject
(Continued from page 1)
quota commitments already made to
other countries.
The British mission
F. M. F. West,
to Paris included

managing director of J. Arthur
was in 1942, when they hit an esti- Rank's Eagle-Lion Distributors Sir
mated $125,000,000, including dollar David Cunynghame of Sir Alexander
accumulations from earlier years re- Korda's London Films, and Reginald
leased by the British in that year. Baker of Ealing Studios.
The estimate for 1943 was $114,000,The trio termed the Paris conversaAt the end 000; for 1944, $110,000,000, and for
tions "useful,"

Charles D. Prutzman gave away warrants for 2,000 shares of Universal
common, leaving him with 6,100 shares
and warrants for another 21,250.
Harry Brandt bought 2,000 shares

of Trans Lux common.
of the month, he had 90,665 shares,
his wife had 14,700, Broadyork, Inc.,
had 1,000 and Harday Inc. had 1,400.

;

however, with the hope

The pre-war high prevailing that increased playing time
1945, $111,000,000.
was an estimated $100,000,000 in 1937. will be given British films in France

Commerce

released

following

the

in the

following year.

William M. Girden bought 100 shares quarter - by - quarter comparative
Meanwhile, the British Film ProJanuaryof Trans Lux common, increasing his breakdown in remittances
ducers Association is endeavoring to
holdings to 2,500 shares, and Herbert March, $34,000,000 in 1947, against
persuade the British government to
E. Herrman bought 100 shares, in- $33,000,000 in 1946 April-June, $33,engage in government-level talks with
shares.
to
5,100
in
his
holdings
against
$33,000,000
creasing
000,000 in 1947,
the French in behalf of the BFPA.
:

Ta

Kettle"

m fine

;

9

Hits U.K. Film ^Luxury

—

1946;

July-September, $29,000,000 in

1947, against $34,000,000 in 1946

tober-December, $28,000,000

Manchester, England, Dec. 5.
in 1946.
Urging British producers to unite in against $38,000,000
building up a foreign market for their
pictures,
John Boulting, producer,
Sales
director, told the Manchester Cinema(Continued from page

M-G-M

in

Oc-

;

1947,

Parley

many

1)

The

association claims its members
are entitled to a French quota of between 30 and 40 pictures annually in
view of stepped-up British production.
The present quota limits the British
to 22 features annually.
Answering British exhibitor allega

tions, meanwhile,
that U.
K. pro
and announced that it will release 17 pic- ducers will be unable to produce
conventions
too many luxurious offices" in the film tures, eight of them in Technicolor, in enough films to meet the 45 per cent
industry.
British quota, Sir Henry French still
the next six months.
Among those slated to attend from claims the producers will furnish 90
the field will be John P. Byrne, Her- "first features" for release during the
Set
Frank year ending Sept. 30 next.
He ad
Foreign Film News will make an man Ripps, John J. Maloney,
C. Hensler, Rudolph Berger, John S. mits, however, that there is a falling
nual awards for the best foreign
level of American production here,
language film shown in the U. S., as Allen, Burtus Bishop, Jr., Ralph W.
and Samuel fact which makes his prophesy more
well as for the best male and female Maw, George A. Hickey
Home office assistants problematic than ever.
performances, and best direction, Ar J. Gardner.
BFPA is expected to appoint soon
thur Davis, publisher of the periodical, present will include Paul J. Richrath,
announces. Judging of the films will Charles F. Deesen, Leonard Hirsch, a special panel to select the most ap
propriate pictures to export to France
Irving Helfont, and others.
be by filmgoers through balloting.
during present quota restrictions.

turians Club that there are "too

champagne-soaked

Foreign Film Awards

Savage TRUTH

. . .

Stronger than Fiction

CEA Adamant
(Continued from page 1)

promised Rank to do
to

make

all they could
the detested 45 per cent quota

workable.

The BFPA stepped in and insisted
Rank conduct no further nego

that

accompanied by his
tiations unless
fellow-producers.
The
subse
quently declined overtures for a meeting which would include
repre-

CEA

BFPA

sentatives.

Meanwhile, the exhibitors either are
securing the kind of terms Rank promised or they are complaining loudly
and refraining from penciling in GFD
dates.

American

distributors

here

are

watching the situation closely, determined to oppose the development of a
common renting formula for the whole
trade.

UK
Cost

Govt

'47

Films

Was $2,758,156

London, Dec.

5.

—British

Govern-

Central Office of Information
reveals in its annual report for 1947
that its third largest expenditure for
information items was for film pro-

ment's
starring

RICHARD BASEHART
A BRYAN FOY

Production

•

«

SCOTT "CANON

An EAGLE LION FILMS

CITY

BRADY

Presentation

duction.

"Even better than 'T-Men' and 'Canon

City'!"

- Harrison

s

Reports

Out

of

a

total

of 3,250,000

pounds ($13,000,000), 689,539 pounds
($2,758,156) were spent for films.

(Me...
and
funnier

than
ever
in
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Censorship Bill

Film 'Clean-Up'
(Continued from page 1)

NCPT,

process of formation to act along similar lines.
"In a constructive vein," the
has indicated that it will give "wide
publicity to the codes and standards
of practice of the industries conThe overall program calls
cerned."
for research into the influence of the
three media on children, community
action and general investigation. Also
called for is the dissemination to state
and local organization leaders of a

ing the

is

in

NCPT

list

of books

and pamphlets which will

help them gain a perspective and foundation for selecting and applying
standards of wholesomeness.

Will Negotiate with Producers,
Publishers, PTA Head Says
•

—

Chicago, Dec. 5. Commenting at
the weekend on the program of the
National Congress of Parents and
Teachers to "eliminate vicious comic
books and objectionable radio and motion picture programs," Mrs. L. W.
Hughes, NCPT president, said here
today that negotiations with publishers and producers to accomplish the
objective are to be on a "friendly and
constructive basis."
"It
said,

ing

is

Is

Introduced in Mass.

—

Rep. Bernard
Boston, Dec. 5.
Lally of Boston proposes creation of
a five-man board to censor motion pic-

"to improve the reading, looklistening
fare
young
of

and

Our board

responsibility toward the public greater than that of the ordinary profitwant to see
and-loss merchant.
so many good radio shows, so many
good pictures in neighborhood theatres, and so many good books that
there will be no room left for the

We

cheap and shoddy."

To Vote on Blue Laws

—

The Zion

City

Council has set Dec. 21 for a referen-

dum

Three Wives

SKILLFUL

Photographers Party

A

M-G-M Buys
Hollywood, Dec.

Story
S.

—

David O.

:

5.

to

(20th Century-Fox)

treatment has brought humor, drama and insight to a story
dealing with three sets of people in an average American town. The innate
appeal of the story has been strengthened by a handsome production mounting
and a resourceful cast. An encouraging box-office result seems likely.
The story opens with the town's siren informing three yowng wives that shi
has run off with one of their husbands. The tormenting question is whicl
tions.
husband, and since the three wives are about to board an excursion steamej^for
The governor would appoint the a day's outing, they cannot get to a phone to verify their fears. The z\
board, its members to consist of at pattern has each of the wives drift into
a revery of flashbacks. Young J
least one woman and one clergyman. Crain, now married
to Jeffrey Lynn, a navy officer just out of service, cannot
Tenure of office would be left to the adjust herself to the town's social set. She fears a breach with her husband.
discretion of the governor.
Ann Sothern, who writes "soap operas" for radio, has had some domestic
differences with her school teacher husband, Kirk Douglas. Finally, Linda
Darnell, born to poverty and privation, campaigned for and won Paul Douglas,
the town's tycoon. Disputes follow between these two because of Miss Darnell's
Annual ball of the Press Photogcash-register approach to marriage.
raphers Association of New York will
In highly entertaining fashion, the film dwells on various aspects of the
be held on Feb. 4 at the WaldorfFor the first lives of the three wives, with tension mounting over the question of which
Astoria Hotel here.
one has lost her husband to the siren.
surprise ending ties the story up in
time in its 20 years, the association
a happy bow, when it develops that none of the girls has lost a spouse.
will choose its "Queen" from the genJoseph L. Mankiewicz who directed also wrote an adroit screenplay. Some
eral public, professionals having been
The associa- of the sequences are quite outspoken, making the picture adult fare. Sol C.
the entrants up to now.
Siegel produced, from a novel by John Klempner. Performances are notable all
tion's membership includes many phodown the line. Secondary roles are held up well by Barbara Lawrence, Connie
tographers from the film business. Joe
Gilchrist and Florence Bates.
Heppner is chairman of the publicity
Running time, 103 minutes. Adult audience classification. Set for February
committee.

Selznick has sold F. Scott Fitzgerald's
"Tender Is the Night" to M-G-M as
a starring vehicle for Jennifer Jones.
However, Miss Jones' stage and screen
commitments may prevent her from
cor- being available if M-G-M decides to
make the picture before next fall.

programs, and, in particular,
rupting comic books."
"Those who control
She added
these three mighty mediums have a

Chicago, Dec.

"A Letter

tures in Massachusetts. He has filed a
bill under which the board could ban
films found to incite race prejudice or
depicting immoral or criminal condi-

unanimous
in thinking that the time has come
to take serious notice of the menace
to our children from over-stimulating
motion pictures, hair-raising, radio
is

election on a proposition to repeal the city's "Blue Law" ordinance
banning operation of all amusement
places on Sunday.

194!!

6,

Reviews

Mandel Herbstman

release.

our objective," Mrs. Hughes

Americans.

Monday, December

Approve Sunday Shows

—

Kingsport, Tenn., Dec. 5. Motion
shows here on Sundays appear

picture

assured following adoption of a resolution by the mayor and aldermen,
with only one dissenting vote, ordering the preparation of an ordinance
legalizing Sunday showings.

Suspend Rita Hayworth

—

Hollywood, Dec. 5. Columbia
Rita Hayworth for her

pended

susre-

report to the studio on Friconnection with "Lona Henry,"
Beckworth Corp. production, which is
scheduled to start this week.
fusal

day

to

in

'Jiggs

and Maggie

in Court"

(Monogram)

Hollywood, Dec.

" TIGGS AND MAGGIE
*J

comedy

series.

5

IN COURT" is far and away the best in the
Based on the George McManus comic strip, the picture's

success is perhaps in large part due to the fact that the strip itself is the bone
of contention throughout the film, and because McManus this time plays a
principal part in the proceedings, proving himself an accomplished actor.
The crux of the conflict is a legal action brought by Maggie against McManus to enjoin him from caricaturing her in his comic strip, and this innately comic idea is worked out to a gratifyng surprise conclusion to the
accompaniment of a series of incidents partaking directly of the comic-strip
quality of humor.
For adroitly accomplishing with living actors the laugh
purposes which the cartoonist accomplishes with pen-and-ink, producer Barney
Gerard rates a special variety of praise.
With Joe Yule and Renie Riano again playing Jiggs and Maggie, Tim
Ryan as Dinty Moore and Pat Goldin as Dugan, the script gets under way
as Maggie, resentful of being pointed out and laughed at in public due to her
resemblance to the cartoon character, visits McManus in his office and tries
to persuade him to stop drawing the cartoon. He agrees to do so, in 1959,
and escapes her wrath momentarily, accompanied by Jiggs, only to meet up
with it again when she retains counsel and has him brought into court. The
engaging of counsel, the court session, and several completely slapstick-type
sequences at Dinty Moore's bar, are studded with hearty laughs, all strictly
in the McManus pattern. William Beaudine directed ably, from a script by

producer Gerard and Eddie Cline.
Running time 66 minutes. General classification. Release not

set.

Griffith Trial
(Continued from page 1)
that some of Geiger's Statements
on Friday were at variance.
Called by the government to show
that Griffith had cornered the product
in Blackwell at that time, Geiger said
he had been unable to buy from any
of the majors during the 1938-39 season, but later changed this assertion
and said he had cut back purchase

show

RKO

opportunities, and had obtained
and second runs, Universal,
first

Grand National and Republic.
Friday's other witness was

D.

J.

Wineland, former independent operator of Richer, Okla., who will return
The hearingto the. stand tomorrow.
will be recessed on Tuesday but will

be resumed Wednesday.

PRESS
Wanted

AGENT

—experienced

theatre press agent to
do publicity for group of 12 theatres 50 miles
from New York City.
Must know ad makeState
up,
lobby displays and exploitation.
age, experience, reference and minimum salary.

BOX NO. 420
1270

— M.

P.
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from Wallis

Wal-

Productions will spend $18,000,00 on the 12 films which it will
s

lake for Paramount release at the
Paramount studio under terms of the
ontract

finalized

The Wallis

,

pete

here today.

unit

autonomy" and

nount

facilities,

it

will

"comPara-

have

will use all
was stated,

hough information on the extent
participation
'aramount's
inancing was not disclosed.

The

in

Deal

of the effect
competition at
newsreel theatres has been
spotlighted with the conversion of two houses to regular

television

al-

of
the

Negotiations

Embassy

{ork, with the Paramount participants
ncluding Barney Balaban, president

Sopeg Facing

Long Legal Tussle
A long chain of formal National
Labor Relations Board hearings, covering a period of about six months,
New

now

faces the union disputants in
York's jurisdictional battle for labor
supremacy in film company home offices, it
is
believed in labor circles
here.
Already CIO's Screen Office and

Professional Employes Guild has indicated it will bid for a formal hearing in the dispute involving De Luxe
Laboratories' "white collarites" whose
allegiance the AFL's IATSE Motion
(Continued on page 2)

S.

Italian

While video's news

Rank
Suit

May

Bring

to Testify in

Here Mar. 21

Eagle -Lion Protests

tion

and

Universal-International,

as

Rank

to the

portunity to testify. At the same time,
Rank is scheduled to attend the first
meeting of the Anglo-American Film
Council in New York.
Empire-Universal,
franchise
dis-

France, Sam Seidelman, Eagle-Lion's
foreign sales head, discloses here.
Eagle-Lion feels that it has been
ignored by the Paris Embassy, which
negotiated the new film pact, in that,
tributor in Canada of U-I and Repub- under the provisions of the agreement
lic
product,
has retained attorney it claims it is virtually frozen out of
Samuel L. Spring of the New York the French market.
The revised
law firm of Spring and Eastman, as Blum-Byrnes accord provides for the
(.Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

[Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer]
Opulent Entertainment

WITH

-

Technicolor

the

lives

—

in order to give U. S. District
Judge Edgar S. Vaught a chance to
clear up other cases on the docket.
It will also break up a hearing that
has already consumed one week in

24

3)

office

run.

Mickey Rooney and

Tom

Drake

are in the pivotal roles as Hart and
Rodgers, respectively, with others
(Continued on page 4)

Enchantment"
\

a deft and sparkling
sense of how a musical
should be made, M-G-M
presents "Words and Music," a

free divestiture stipulation in a new
federal tax law, one spokesman for a

theatre-owning defendant pointed out
that the tax-exemption proposal which
the industry placed before the Congressional committees last May, but
(Continued on page 3)

Gulf States Allied
For Clearance Cut
By

Samuel Goldwyn-RKO]

Glowing Love Story
PRODUCER Samuel Goldwyn's

latest

aglow

is

a love

story

with warmth

RED KANN

—

New
the

Orleans, Dec. 6. High on
program of Allied Theatres of the

Gulf States

downward

" WordsandMusic "

24

Hearing

French Film Accord

will make his annual
Eagle-Lion has filed a formal proU. S. in March, and the test with the U. S. State Department
has
case
been slated for that time to against the recently revised Blumgive him and Woodham-Smith an op- Byrnes accord on film imports in
visit

production based on
and music of Richard
Rodgers and Lorenz Hart. Studded
to Jan.
with 22 song hits and adorned with
14 stars, the film has been lavished
Oklahoma City, Dec. 6. Parties with care and extravagance down
in the drawn-out Griffith anti-trust to the last detail.
It emerges as a
case will get a respite next week when proud production, with sails smartthe hearing will be stopped until Jan. ly spread for a triumphant box-

Will Recess Griffith

(Contin'ued on page

U.

admittedly is not
too extensive, nevertheless it
is said to outdate much news-

ed that

Paramount,

(Continued on page 4)

IA'

the
the

Bid
For Tax-Free
Theatre Sales

coverage

Frank Freeman, studio vice-presi- filed by Canada's Empire-Universal
lent, and Henry Ginsberg, executive Corp., court records disclose.
>roducer and vice-president in charge
Reports from London have indicatstudio operations.
Wallis' last deal with

between

Rome and

Warm Up

—

which is for "several
ears," was signed by Hal Wallis and
oseph Hazen, president of the comiany.
It culminates several weeks of
legotiations both here and in New
deal,

r

)f

in

Off

Is

TEN CENTS

1948

government, looking to an unfreezing
of blocked American funds in Italy,
have broken down, it was learned Divestiture Ruling
here.
Reason was said to have been
Modified Proposal
the Italians' demand for a stiff quota
reel material. The two conon American films in return for any
verting are Trans-Lux houses
With post-election reports from
dollar concessions. Until now no quoin Philadelphia and Washingta has existed in Italy and a great Washington pointing with increaston.
number of U. S. films have played ing certainty to the drafting by the
that country.
81st Congress of a new federal tax
Sentiment at New York home offices law to conform to President Truman's
that American distributors would campaign commitments, the belief is
is
eventually agree to the quota in Italy held in industry legal circles here that
in return for dollars.
the new Senate Finance and House
Eagle-Lion, shut out of the French Ways and Means committees may be
market under the
Blum- receptive to an industry bid for taxrevised
British film industry leader J. Ar- Byrnes accord, has appealed to the exemption for theatre divestiture sales
the possibility of such a bid being
thur Rank and his chief counsel, G. I. Rome Embassy not to permit a simWoodham-Smith, are scheduled to tes- ilar thing to happen in Italy and has contingent, of course, on the content
that
any
accord
reached
of the ruling of the New York Fedtify in U. S. District Court here on been advised
eral Court in the pending industry
March 21 in connection with the $1,- would cover all companies.
anti-trust suit.
litigation
000,000
pending
against
Indicating that there is not necesRank's
General
Cinema
Finance
sarily anticipation of a need for a taxCorp., the American Rank Organizafilm runs.

Complete Autonomy' for
Producer under New Pact

7,

Italian-U. S.

Seriousness

]ostl8-Million

—Hal

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

Newsreelers Convert
of

6.

U.S.A.,

Hit by Television,

?ar Para, to

Hollywood, Dec.

YORK,

is clearance and a revision
of the prevailing order, ac-

cording to W. A. Prewitt, Jr., president of the unit.
"The independent exhibitors are
probably at fault in getting at this
situation too late," Prewitt said, "but
the 84 members who represent 186
houses served out of New Orleans
exchanges did not get themselves set

and

(Continued on page 4)

charm,

unfolding gracefully and
endowed with those certain and ofttimes elusive human qualities seldom captured on the screen. Imme-

"Enchantment" figures as
something very special for the ladies
diately,

and, too, for
sentiment.

men

not

averse

to

New

Trust Suit

Filed in

Is

New Haven

Hartford, Dec.

—A

6.
complaint has
U.S. District Court at
New
Haven,
charging
violations of the
David Niven and Teresa Wright
are the leads and they and their as- Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts,
by monopolizing and attempting to
sociates on the screen contribute
monopolize first-run pictures in Fairfine performances. And while all
field county, by a group of distributors.
members of the production team
Injunctive relief is sought by Elmwriters, performers, technicians
wood Theatre Corp., New Britain, and

(Continued on page 4)

been

filed

in

(Continued on page 3)

motion Picture Daily

Lining Up Talent
For Inauguration

Personal
Mention

ter

Paramount
CHARLES REAGAN,
vice-president, flew

distribution
to the Coast last night

He

is

due back

row.

from Dallas.
tomor-

New York

in

•

Sullivan, executive direcAmerica,
tor of Theatre Owners of
manager
will join Guy Hevia, city
Asfor Walter Reade Theatres in
bury Park, N. J., and two other
speakers in a discussion of the effect
delinof motion picture on juvenile
quency tomorrow evening over Sta-

Gael

tion

WJLK-FM

in

Asbury Park.

•

McEvoy, Universal-Interna-

L.
tional short subjects sales manager,

E.

in

Milwaukee today from

New

is

York.

manaFred

C. J. Feldman, Western sales
ger, is in Detroit from here, and

Meyers, Eastern

sales

manager, will

be in Philadelphia tomorrow and
Washington on Thursday.

in

•

Justin Spiegle was honor guest at
a dinner given by the Film Salesmen's
Club of Cleveland Saturday night on
his appointment as branch manager
Screen Guild exchange.
He was previously Eagle-Lion salesman in the Toledo territory.
•
Gus S. Eyssell, president of Radio
City Music Hall and executive direcof the

local

tor of Rockefeller Center,

is

featured

"Look Applauds" in the issue
Look Magazine," released today,
in

of

e

Joe Ingber, Brandt Theatre booker-buyer here, and Mrs. Ingber have
become parents of a son, Michael

has

been

Phila. Local Votes
To Break with 'IA'

—

—James Sauappointed chairman of

Washington, Dec.

6.

the talent committee for the Presidential Inaugural by Melvin D. Hildreth,
chairman of the Inaugural Committee.
Carter Barron, chairman of the
parade and special events committee,
and Loew Theatres executive here,
said today that the talent committee
will make arrangements for appearances of stars at events during inAppearances of
augural week here.
stars from motion pictures will be arranged for by Melvyn Douglas, chairman of the motion picture committee.
James C. Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
has promised cooperation and the support of his organization for the Inproduction commitaugural Gala.
tee is now being formed to handle details of production and direction for
Radio and television comthe Gala.
panies are already making plans to
cover the event.

Tuesday, December

1,200 for Hospital
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 6. Some 3
200 was raised for the Will Rog
Memorial Hospital fund in the Albjf

—

Philadelphia, Dec. 6. Local
No. B-100 of the Philadelphia

exchange district as a result of
dance held here Saturday night at

Theatre Employes Union

Ten Eyck

withdrew

injunction proceedings against the IATSE
listed for hearing in Common
Pleas Court today; this was
the result of a secret meeting held last week during
which the group voted to secede from IATSE and to join
Local 252, Building Service

Hotel.

its

Employees Union. The entire
matter will come up before
the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board on Dec. 13 to de-

I— RADIO

ing agent.

HILLS

DONALDf

.

TECHNICOLOR

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

<IA',

SOPEG

(Continued from page 1)

JOAN of ARC
INGRID BERGMAN

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
Shows Daily
NOW AND WILL
7

Picture

Home

Office

Employes Local

a contract, refused to agree to a consent election, even though, as the
NLRB said, 'There is no issue re-

cast of thousands

•

:ars
Reserved Seats
Storting TUESDAY
DAY
DEC. 14th at

/
f
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Disney Dividend
Hollywood, Dec.

Donald Dexter, 44

—

from Hollywood.

6.

—Regular quar-

y

terly dividend of 37 2 cents on 18,580
outstanding shares of six per cent cu-

mulative convertible preferred was
declared today by the Walt Disney
Productions board of directors together with payment on accumulation of
$2.25 per share, thereby reducing preferred arrearage to $2.25 per share.
Both dividends are payable Jan. 1 to
stockholders of record on Dec. 18.

Hollywood, Dec. 6. Funeral services will be held tomorrow morning at
Forest Lawn here for Donald Dexter,
44,

who

died

a heart attack last

of

Combat

cameraman

with
Mark Clark and George Patton, during the war, following a long
career at Universal, the deceased
joined Jerry Fairbanks Productions
on his return from service.
The
widow and two brothers survive.
Friday.
Generals

Booth MacCracken, 42
Rome, Dec.

6.

42, unit business

—Booth

MacCracken,

manager

for the 20th
Century-Fox production here of "The
Prince of Foxes," died in a hospital
Board of directors of Radio-Keith- here on Saturday of a heart ailment.
Orpheum Corp. at a meeting here yesnative of Pittsburgh, he was assoterday declared a regular quarterly ciated with the company for nearly 20
dividend of 15 cents per share of com- years. The widow and a daughter surmon stock, payable Jan. 3 to holders of

RKO Dividend

A

record on Dec.

Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

—

•

15-Cent

P

r

JANET LE

.

LASSIE

and
Color by

Lebanon Hospital, independent theatre operators plan to maining'."
The issue is somewhat more comjoin with exhibitors of Washington,
Bronx, on Sunday.
e
Northern Idaho and Alaska for a plicated at Paramount. The company,
Dr. C. E. K. Mees, Eastman Kodak special meeting on Dec. 15 of the In- it is said, is seeking to have converted
vice-president of research, has been dependent Theatre Owners' Associa- into about six individual "white colawarded a gold medal by the Photo- tion, at the New Washington Hotel larite" units what was once one unit
at Paramount under SOPEG.
That
here.
graphic Society of Sweden.

Andrew, born

HALL-

OF HO

EDMUND GWENN
TOM DRAKE

J

No. H-63 claims to have won awav
from CIO's SOPEG.
Seen in the
offing are formal hearings on bids inSherman Plan Inc. in Bid
volving shops at Paramount, 20th
To Film Truman Inaugural
Sherman Century-Fox, Republic, Loew's and
Washington, Dec. 6.
home offices where former
Plan, Inc., has submitted a bid to Mel- other
vin D. Hildredth, chairman, of the SOPEG members turned to H-63 durPresidential Inaugural Committee, to ing the period before SOPEG acceded
to the non-Communist affidavit refilm "The Inaugural Story," a motion
quirements of the Taft-Hartley Law.
picture record in color, of the forthH-63 spokesmen yesterday said:
coming inauguration of President Tru"Twenty-seven out of 28 office emman, it was disclosed here by Al Sherat
ployes
De Luxe Laboratories
man, president of the film organizasigned H-63 cards and asked for an
tion.
immediate election to choose a bargaining agent and commence negotiations.
SOPEG, which formerly had

6.

CITY MUSIC

Rockefeller Center

termine the proper bargain-

A

Northwest Owners
To Meet on Dec. 15
Portland, Ore., Dec.
— Oregon

1

7,

17.

Columbia Meeting Feb. 3

union is insisting the single original
unit be maintained for a consent election.
H-63, on the other hand, says
it will be satisfied either way, just as
long as a consent election is held.
Tomorrow,
Radio "white collarites" will engage in an NLRB consent election to determine whether the
shop will revert to SOPEG, swing
over to H-63, or have no union.

—

6.
Philadelphia,
Dec.
Funeral
meeting of the stockholders of services were held here today for
Columbia Pictures has been called here Henry Schlitter, former managing difor Feb. 8 for stockholders of record rector of the Fox Theatre orchestra,
on Jan. 3.
who died at his home on Thursday.

A

VIRGINIA

MAYO

*

RKO

NY

Musicians Elect

Incumbent

Officers

By

a narrow margin of 80 votes,
Richard McCann, heading a victorious
incumbent slate, was returned to the
presidency of Local No. 802 of the
American Federation of Musicians in
an election held here late last week.
McCann polled 5,199 votes, while his
opponent, Al Manuti, netted 5,119
votes.
Other officers returned are
Samuel Suber, vice-president Charles
Iucci, secretary Jack Stein, treasurer.
Manuti, speaking for the defeated
"Unity Coalition," which elected only
one candidate to the executive board
;

;

Services for Schlitter

DANNY

KAYE %

and two as delegates to other labor
groups with which the union is affiliated, said he would call for a check of
the voting records.

COLOR BY
Broadway at
45th Street

J.

TECHNICOLOR

AST0R

Cont. from 8:45

AM

° : idnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

RED SHOES"
"THE
Color by Technicolor
BIJOU THEATER,

West

f

Broadway

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
1 :30
Late Show Saturday Evening
1
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Release

Robert Mitchum
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Smakwitz Promotes Foy

—

Name Paramount In

Tax-Free Sales

{Continued from page 1)
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 6. Andrew
M. Foy, manager of Warner's Stanwhich
was withdrawn, has not been
Utica, has been named city
ley in
-nanager in that city, to supervise the
Avon and the Utica, by Charles Smakwitz,

zone manager.

to be reported.
The proposal at that time would make tax-free
any gain realized in selling theatres
under a court divestiture order providing that the proceeds were reinvested in other theatre properties.
This time, if the theatre-owning defendants should find that such a taxexemption measure is desirable or
necessary following the New York
court's ruling, the bid would be "more

.

.

.

about a wonderful new

TWA

,

TWA

,

Hearing

(Continued from page 1)

which the government has put only
its 43 witnesses on the

•

Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75
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HOTEL ASTOR
Federation of

Jewish

Philanthropies

TESTIMONIAL
LUNCHEON
MAYOR
WILLIAM O'DWYER
Guest of Honor
•

now on
Room 168

Tickets

sale

HOTEL ASTOR
Circle

6-6460

et al.

Moving yesterday

Introducing

I
f

JOHN BR0MFIELD
Alyce Louis

*

James Cordwell

Patricia Garrison 'Jack

George

Defendants Lose Bid
In Action by Isley
—

New

about 10 of

INSURANCE

AR0CFC/RY/

tre's

Brandt Theatres,

BELL RINGERS'

New

Jr.

CO., INC.

business has been hurt as a result
of Paramount's alleged unjustified inclusion of Richie among the 100-odd
defendants listed in the company's
percentage
action
against
$500,000

O Boxomct

to vacate or modify the plaintiff's motion for examination of Paramount president Barney
Balaban, the company maintained that
Balaban has no knowledge of the despecific," it was said.
Treasury De- tails surrounding the percentage action.
partment representatives spoke against Paramount's affidavit holds also that
the proposal at the May House com- the percentage action was brought
Following its against theatres in the Brandt circuit
mittee hearings on it.
apparent defeat by the Treasury De- during the six-year period, that the
partment, one member said of the pro- Richie house was during that period
posal that he was "sure it'll be back part of the Brandt circuit, and that the
again next year."
On May 12 the company was unaware that it had,
theatre-owning distributors asked the meanwhile, been withdrawn from the
House unit to drop any further con- Brandt organization. Paramount consideration of the bid until the
tends, additionally, that its complaint
York District Court hands down a in the percentage suit lists only Richie
new divestiture decree in the Para- Amusement and not the owners.
mount case.
Meanwhile, Leslie M. Rapp, of the
York law firm of Simpson,
Thacher and Bartlett, who lobbied in
Washington last May in behalf of the
Los Angeles, Dec. 6. Phil Isley
proposal for Paramount, has withdrawn as a lobbyist. It is understood, Theatres, whr'ch is suing major dishowever, that he would return as such tributors and* Fox West Coast on
charges of conspiracy to withhold
if and when a need for pressing the
first run product from the newly comproposal arises.
pleted Pickwood Theatre, won a skir-

Griffith

MITCHELL MAY,

N. Y. Libel Action

abandoned but rather has been in a
1
state of "suspended animation."
A $200,000 libel action has been fifed
It is explained, however, that the in New York Supreme Court against
"blanket" nature of that proposal very Paramount
Richie
by
Amusement
likely will not be re-adopted since Corp., operator
of the Elton Theatre
the House committee last May termed here, and its owners, Sol Rosenberg,
the proposal "too controversial" to be Robert Kropp, David Berk, and David
included in a tax-revision bill which Holzer.
Suit charges that the thea-

was about

Quickie Vacation via
in the great Southwest. For,
thanks to the speed of Skyliner travel a few day s off are
time enough for days of fun
and rest in the invigorating
climate of Phoenix or Las
Vegas. Big fare savings on
family travel and round trips.
For facts call the local
office or your travel agent.

3

stand.

Today testimony came from J. D.
Wineland, of Seneca, Mo., who formerly operated the Mystic in Piche,
Okla., and Roy H. Russ, owner of the

mish

in

Federal

Court

here

today

when

the defense asked dismissal of
the case on the grounds that Isley
had not joined the co-owners in the
action.
In denying the motion the
court granted Fred A. Weller, Isley
attornev, permission to file amendments joining- the co-owners. At the
same time Weller said the amount of
damages sought will be increased
from $495,000 to about $1,500,000.

Camera in Stillwater, Okla. Wineland was cross-examined on testimony
given earlier as defense attorneys
sought to show what films he was
(Continued from Page 1)
able to get for his independent house,
rather than what he claimed he was the Susan Frouge Properties, Inc.,
unable to get.
Bridgeport. Petition for a preliminary
Russ told of competing against injunction is expected to be heard in
three Griffith houses in Stillwater New Haven on Friday.
and insisted that he was unable to
Listed as defendants are Loew's,
get product from major distributors
Radio, Paramount, 20th Cenunless they were not selling to Grif- tury-Fox, Warner, Columbia, United
fith.
In 1941, he said, he bought the Artists, Universal, and Marcus Loew
first two blocks from RKO, but when Booking Agency.
the company was signed by Griffith
Elmwood Corp., says the complaint,
he could not buy any more.
plans to open the Hy-Way Theatre in
The government, bringing the pic- Stratford on Dec. 25, and has requestture up to date, brought out the fact ed the distributors for an opportunity
that Russ now shows Monogram first to negotiate film license agreements
run, M-G-M second run, and War- with an availability of 14 days after
ner, 20th Century-Fox and Paramount first-run Bridgeport theatres.
third run.
"Each of the distributors," according
to the complaint, "has refused to negotiate license agreements for the exBoston, Dec. 6. All charitable hibition of pictures at the Hy-Way
Theatre on the requested run or on
lotteries,
including the $15,000 in
any terms whatsoever and have offered
prizes sponsored by the Boston Varito negotiate film license contracts only
ety Club, has been barred by the Boson an availability of 30 days or more
ton police department, and Deputy
after the pictures play first-run BridgeSuperintendent J. T. Sheehan has
port theatres."
ordered all leaders of such lotteries
arrested. When the order was an$5,000
nounced the Hotel Statler removed
from its lobby a car displayed on
Philadelphia, Dec. 6.
At least
behalf of the Variety group. It is not $5,000 in cash was stolen from the
known at present what will happen safe of the Erlen Theatre, thieves pryto money collected by the club for ing off the door of the safe and carrycharity.
ing away theatre receipts.

RICHARD ARLEN
PATRICIA MORISON

MARY BETH HUGHES
JAMES MILUCAN
REED HADLEY
CHRIS-PIN MARTIN

New Trust Suit

OF 1000 UNTAMED
ifk MEN!

RKO

Ban Charity Lottery

—

Thieves Get

—

GEORGE REEVES WANDA McKAY^
ARMIDA RALPH BYRD
•

j

•

Released thru

Productions, Inc.

;

.
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MPA

Names Cohen;

Set Dec. 15 Election
Max

TV

Music"
"Words and
r
{Continued from page 1)

A. Cohen has been nominated

for the presidency of the Motion Picture Associates here, with the elecDec.
15
at
a
tion scheduled for
luncheon-meeting at the Hotel Pic-

Tuesday, December

June Allyson, Perry Como, Judy Garland, Lena Home,
Gene Kelly, Ann Sothern, Cyd Charisse, Betty Garrett, Janet Leigh, Mel
Torme, Vera-Ellen, Marshall Thompson and many others.
Once the Rodgers and Hart team gets past its trying beginning, it rises
cadilly.
brilliantly, with milestones centering in New York, London and Hollywood.
Other officers nominated are MorRooney's Hart is a bouncing, lovable characterization. As the film has it,
Ira
ris Sanders, first vice-president
he falls in love with Miss Garrett, but is rejected. Rooney goes on to be
second
vice-president
Meinhardt,
disappointed in love again and again, and while his lyrics make him a disSaul Trauner, treasurer Howard A.
in the cast including

:

;

;

tinguished success, he feels that inside he is a flop. Until his tragic end, that
Levy, secretary, and Louis Kutinsky,
Director nominees inner-hunger remains. Drake's interpretation, on the other hand, has Rodgers
sergeant-at-arms.
are
Leo Brecher, Jack Ellis, Jack a healthy and emotionally adjusted individual, who goes on to marry Miss
Leigh and rear a happy family.
Farkas, Harold J. Klein, Matthew CaThe background of the pair, their succession of Broadway hits and their
han, Raymond E. Moon, David A.
Levy, William Murphy, Charles Pen- elaborate parties, furnish the settings for a wealth of entertainment specialties. Various acts of the performers, have been blended neatly into the narser, Samuel Rinzler, Samuel Rosen,
Bert Sanford, Cy Seymour, Fred J. rative's development. Thus the stars come on and off stage without any
rupture of fluidity.
Schwartz and Seymour Schussell.
Rarely, if ever, have such entertainment riches been encompassed in one
film.
meager outline of the numbers follows. Miss Garrett sings "There's
a Small Hotel" and "Way Out West on West End Avenue." Miss Sothern
does a song and dance number around "Where's That Rainbow ?" Miss Allyson
glows in another song and dance specialty constructed around "Thou Swell"
Success of the M-G-M sales trainee Miss Home renders "Where or When" and "The Lady Is a Tramp" Como
Heart" and "Blue Moon,"
course in building future manpower sings several songs, including "With a Song in
was discussed yesterday at the opening the latter number also sung by Torme.
session of the company's five-day sales
glittering Hollywood party Miss Garland shows up to sing two songs,
conference at the Astor Hotel here.
"Johnny One Note" and "I Wish I Were in Love Again," the latter song
Four of the six trainees in the first
pantomime dance sketch is performed by Vera-Ellen
course have been promoted, it was as a duet with Rooney.
pointed out, and the indication is an- and Gene Kelly, and there are several dance numbers by Miss Charisse as
other group will be selected after Jan. well as other songs by Rooney and Drake. The picture has something in it
to please everybody. All of the numbers are done with appeal and expertness.
1 for the same indoctrination process.
Distribution vice-president William To single out one or two for special praise would be unfair to all of
F. Rodgers, who presided at the gath- the others.
rare Yuletide treat is in store for patrons of Radio City Music Hall
ering of field sales managers and territorial and home office sales assistants, where the picture will have its premiere on Thursday. Under Norman
described
current
and forthcoming Taurog's direction the story skips merrily along. Arthur Freed's production
was based on the Fred Finklehoffe. screenplay from the story by Guy Bolton
M-G-M product.
:

A

MGM to Recruit New
Sales Trainees Soon

;

;

;

My

AT A

A

A

and Jean Holloway.

Eagle-Lion Protests

Running

•

time, 119 minutes.

General audience classification.

independents.
Herman J. Lausch, governor-elect
of Ohio, will represent Eagle-Lion in
new talks with the State Department
this week.
The company feels it has
a right to export 11 films to France
like other distributors.
Since Selznick Releasing Organization and Walt
Disney Productions fall into the independent category, present arrangements would leave room for only a
S.

'

'Enchantment

Organization.
Should an adjustment
made,
Eagle-Lion
product
in
be

France would be distributed by Gamed by

Aga

hew

organization headKhan. Gamma is being

as well as in

I

I

i.

I

Lapidus to Preside

At Warner Meet
Cleveland, Dec.
—Jules Lapidus,
Warner Eastern and Canadian

i

6.

divi-

sion manager, will preside over a sales
meeting of the company's Central dis-

Cleveland tomorrow. Attending will be Charles Rich, Central district manager, and J. S. Abrose, Cincinnati
branch
manager
M.
J.
Wechsler, Cleveland manager; C. W.
trict in

;

f
P
G
|
j;

n
4
k

McKean, Indianapolis manager, and
Paul Krumenacker of Pittsburgh.
Lapidus will go to Pittsburgh toreturning to

New York

the

Gulf Allied
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

up

Gulf States Allied until January
do well, if one is to be singled out as deserving of special commendation of last year and it was nine months
here it would have to be Irving Reis for his magnificent direction. Special later before the unit was accepted by
mention goes also to Gregg Toland who, as director of photography, appar- national Allied. He had considerable
ently added much to the overall effectiveness.
organizing to do as an association.
David Niven is aged and alone, living only with the memory of a lost love "That is well along now so that today
of some 50 years ago. To his home in England during the war come Evelyn we are in a position to direct attention
Keyes and Farley Granger, she from America and he from Canada, both in to matters which require attention,"
the service and both distantly related to Niven. It is in the course of their he declares. "Along with clearance is
romance that Niven looks back through the years and the film focuses on the matter of film prices. From a na-

Miss Keyes and Granger, under Niven's
comes
THE
Niven.
which
couragement, embrace during
film

to a close as

a violent air raid
Other players are Leo G. Carroll, Philip Friend,
Henry Stephenson and Peter Miles. The screenplay is

en-

kills

Shepperd Strudwick,
by John Patrick from

in

viewpoint, obviously, we stand
with Allied on such
basic policies as the Finneran Plan,
opposition to compulsory percentage
billing and the rest of the program"
adopted at the convention last week.
Prewitt reports independent theatremen look askance at the discrimination they allege is practiced against
them by distributors. "There are instances," he maintains, "where the better, or the best, theatre is prevented
tional

wholeheartedly

from buying product even

at

prices

acceptable to distributors because the
circuits get first crack.
It is, therefore, a strange state of affairs under
which a man who is a better customer
finds it impossible to buy the merchandise he needs, particularly when price

Rumer Godden.
"Enchantment" apparently is just what Goldwyn intended it to be. It is
slow and not very robust but a quicker tempo and "action" probably would is no barrier."
France. have meant dilution of its other and, perhaps, more important, elements.
When it was pointed out to the
Running time, 102 minutes. General audience classification. For February Gulf States president that distributors

set up to distribute Eagle-Lion films
in
Italy,
Spain, Austria, Germany

and Switzerland,

ail

as

industry and as a service to the AmeijB
ican people is two years ahead of tluB
most optimistic postwar forecast.M
Frank M. Folsom, executive viceM
president in charge of RCA, said iH
an address here before the Clovej
Club.
It is physically impossible, TJjr^
for the radio
industry to Mf~vK>\
\
enough television receivers to meet tfo
current demand, and this condition will
continue throughout 1949.
Folsom asserted: "If the return:!
from television broadcasting and thei \
allied program activities are added tc \
the income produced by television
manufacturing, this new art shoulci
add $8,000,000,000 a year to the na- 9!
tional economy five years hence. That w
amount would place the radio-television industry among the 10 largest
industries in the United States."
(p

9'

him and Miss Wright in their youth.
few Eagle-Lion pictures.
While the scene moves from the present to the past and back again on
The official Eagle-Lion protest was
numerous occasions the shifts never are disconcerting, never does the story
based on the fact that the company
entrusted to less skillful hands.
was not advised of the negotiations confuse as it might have had it been
The Niven household of that long ago was dominated by his embittered,
with the French and that its needs
played to the hilt by Jayne Meadows. It was she who succeeded
were not taken into consideration. tyrant sister,
sundering Niven and the exuberant, vibrant Miss Wright, having engiEagle-Lion has requested a re-alloca- in
neered an Army post for him that would have meant a long separation. Miss
tion of the 121 pictures or permission
Wright walks out in consequence and he, at present, has only memories.
the
number
of
films
as
to send
same
Miss Wright as a child, about seven, is played by Gigi Perreau, new to the
other distributors.
screen now but on the basis of her brief but sparkling showing' here destined
Eagle-Lion at first planned to disfor many and more important roles in the future.
tribute in France through the Rank

Films, the

6.

:

end of the week.

import of 121 pictures by members of
the Motion Picture Association of
America and of an additional 11 films

ma

Of Plans: Folsom
Boston, Dec.
—Television

For December

(Continued from page 1)

from U.

2 Years Aheadj

Mandel Herbstman morrow,

release.

7,

Para.-Wallis Deal

the novel by

Gene Arneel

release.

(Continued from page 1)

Wins

also for 12, and entered into in 1944,
terminated with the completion of
"Bitter Victory" last week.
His first
films under the new pact will be
"Thelma Jordan," starring Barbara

$290,000 in Suit

Louis, Dec. 6.— A jury has
awarded $290,000 in damages to Mrs.
St.

Bruce Greenwalt Walcher for "invasion of privacy" in M-G-M's "They
Were Expendable." An Army nurse

Stanwyck and Wendell Corey, and on Corregidor, Mrs. Greenwalt sought
"Rope of Sand," starring Burt Lan- $400,000' for the use of incidents of her
caster, both starting in January.

"My

Friend Irma," from the radio
gram, will begin in February.

pro-

wartime friendship with Lt. Robert B.
Kelly on Corregidor, as portrayed in
the film by the character of "Sandy."

voluntarily are adjusting clearances in
a number of other territories, Prewitt
readily acknowledged that reports to
this effect are circulating along Film
(Continued from page 1)
Row. He said two distributors, untrial counsel.
Plaintiff alleges Rank's named by him, have been promising an
interests broke a 10-year distribution unwinding of the existing system but
contract negotiated between Rank's "so far it is just talk."
Elsewhere, it was learned, a plan
now-dissolved United World Films of
Canada and E-U, and that Rank prod- is afoot to cut clearance in New Oruct which rightfully should be re- leans from 60 to 45 days. One of the
leased in Canada through E-U is be- two distributors considering this is
understood to be 20th Century-Fox.
ing distributed by Rank agencies.

Rank

to Testify

!

MOT TOM

ATT
A
1 LY
11

Accurate

"W~%

Concise

and
Impartial

jtyfl

64.

NO.

MPA

NEW

110

Asks for

Washington, Dec.

7.

memorandum

tiations

11

duction

relating to negobetween the United States
countries for reciprocal reof tariff and other trade

barriers.

The countries are: Denmark,
Dominican Republic, El Salvador,
Italy,

Greece, Haiti,
Nicaragua, Peru, Sweden

Finland,

and Uruguay.
The memorandum, which was presented by Theodore Smith of the
international division of the MPAA,
looks toward accession of those countries to the general agreement on tar-

Wilson's Film Moves

Draw Press

Fire

Division of Paramount into two
separate companies, one for theatre
operation and the other for production - distribution,
independent
of each other through a re-distribution of stock, has been considered by

7 Film Executives
Production,

Distribution Firm

Manage
ForRKOinL.A.
to

programming and Dec. 13, by Robert Mochrie, sales vicecompany president. . Prior to joining the comspokesmen said.
pany's foreign department, Osserman
President of Lion is Earl W. Ham- was Chicago branch manager and then
(Continued on page 6)
Midwest district manager.
"live-show"

spot announcement material,

—

London, Dec. 7.
The British
press has been uniformly critical of
the penchant of Harold Wilson, president of the Board of Trade, for appointing committees in his endeavors
to pull the production industry here
out of its despondency.
His latest project is a "working
party" composed of producers and
studio representatives which is scheduled to give attention to the root of
all production's evils
high costs.
"Perhaps,"
said
Manchester
the
Guardian, "the best thing he (Wilson) could do would be to dissolve
some of the many committees he has

Kansas-Mo. Allied
Names Parkhurst
Kansas

—

City, Dec. 7. C.
M.
Parkhurst was appointed general manager of Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of Kansas and Missouri today at a meeting which approved the
stand taken by Allied States at its
New Orleans convention against forcing of percentage pictures and the

Finneran Plan for disciplining stars.
new and lower schedule of dues
in the lower bracket, as recommended

A

(.Continued on page

7)

Ask

United

Artists,

Columbia

and

Universal, in a joint memorandum
sent yesterday to the three federal
jurists hearing the Paramount case,
ask that if a decree is to be entered
against them it should be separate
and apart from the order involving
the remaining four theatre-owning
distributors.

The three companies advise the
court that they intend to offer a "limited amount" of oral testimony on the
resumption of hearings in the case on
Dec. 20 for the purpose of presenting
"a manner and method of licensing
feature pictures."
Also, the three
state, "an additional matter that will
require evidence" will be their attempt to eliminate the government's
proposed bans on certain practices.
means of including admission
prices in the terms of exhibition con-

A

(Continued on page 7)

50% Business Drop
In Newsreel Houses
This year's newsreel theatre busiis off as much as SO per cent

ness

i

Collarite y Vote

Test on

AFL

vs.

from the 1947 level in Philadelphia
and Washington and about 20 per
cent in New York, Norman Elson,
vice-president of Trans-Lux, said yes-

Today a
CIO

—

(.Continued on page 6)

3'

To Give More Testimony
When Hearings Resume

RKO

Lion has already acquired numerous
Jack Osserman,
Radio Latin
productions, which will be made avail- American supervisor, has been named
able immediately to telecasters along Los Angeles branch manager, effective
with

TEN CENTS

1948

the company as a means of its settling
the industry anti-trust suit. Management of the present company would
take over the theatres.
This was cited as one of the more
prominent plans which have been discussed by officials of the company.
The likelihood that it will actually
materialize, however, has been considerably lessened by the fact that
president Barney Balaban is inclined
to believe the company stands a better chance if the case is litigated to
an ultimate decision in the courts.
Seven industry executives
have
These disclosures were made yesformed Lion Television Corp. to pro(Continued on page 7)
duce pictures for television and distribute them through Robert M. Savini's Astor Pictures Corp. exchanges
or through independent Astor franchise holders throughout the country.

TV

MFW9

Division of N.Y. Court for
Its Operations Separate Rule

Osserman

(Continued on page 6)

8,

FILM
\

Para. Weighs 'Little

over-all achievement in 1948.
The public* is invited to vote
for the most popular local
television program.

In

IN

JL

.M r

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

—

Amer-

U. S.
Committee for Reciprocity Informa-

U.S.A.,

Hollywood, Dec. 7.
Recently-organized Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
will
hold its first annual
awards banquet on Jan. 25, at
the Hollywood Athletic Club,
bestowing statuettes for the
best television film produced
in Hollywood, for the outstanding television personality, and a plaque to the local
television station chosen for

—The Mo-

tion Picture Association of
ica today submitted to the

YORK,

Coast Academy
Video Awards Jan. 25

Seeks U. S. Support in
Negotiations Pending

and

jl JL

New

Breaks Abroad

FIRST

"^L7"

JmXmWX*

Better Tariff

tion a

PTC TWRfF
q

Weeks

F.C. Division Heads
To Meet on Dee. 18
B. G. Kranze, sales vicepresident of Film Classics,
has called a division managers' meeting in the home office
for Saturday, Dec. 18.
Sales policy for forthcoming
new product will be discussed,
in addition to pre-release en-

gagements
Island,"

new

of "Unknown
picture in Cine-

color.

Division heads who will attend include Jake Lutzer,

Southern; Bob Abe Is on,
Western; Max Roth, MidWestern, and Max Cohen,
newly - appointed Eastern
manager.

of

intensified

electioneering

be climaxed here today when
Radio's home office "white collar" workers cast ballots to decide the
pattern of their future collective bargaining with the company.
Some union spokesmen hold that the
outcome of today's voting will mark
a definite trend in the current struggle
will

terday in confirming that the circuit's
units in Philadelphia and Washington
will convert to regular first-run features on Christmas Day.
"Enchantment" will open at the Trans Lux,

RKO

AFL

and CIO locals for
jurisdictional supremacy in film company home offices. All agree, however, that it will foreshadow increased
effort on the part of both unions in
the competition that began last summer when AFL's "IA" Motion Picture Home Office Employes Local No.
H-63 began an invasion which succeeded in swinging United Artists'
"collarites" away from CIO's Screen
Office
and
Professional
Employes
between

_

Guild into the "IA"

That was before

fold.

SOPEG,

(Continued on page 6)

or

{Continued on page 7)

Mayer
Today

—

B.

Hollywood, Dec. 7. Louis
Mayer is scheduled to tes-

tify tomorrow morning
trial of Lester
Cole's

against

M-G-M

when
suit

resumed.
subpoenaed by
is

Mayer was
Cole who claims that

his contract with the studio was violated when he was suspended
by the studio following his
refusal to answer questions

by the House UnAmerican Activities Commitasked
tee.

its

to Testify

in Cole Suit

:

:

!
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Personal
Mention
H

By RED

WILLIAM AUTEN,

EagleLion representative with Gamma Films, has left here by plane for
Lausanne, Switzerland, where he will
his

headquarters.
•

Picture
J. Healy, Motion
Association Near Eastern representa-

M. A.

stationed at Cairo, is en route
here with Mrs. Healy on a leave of
absence from his post.
•
tive

Harold

Alan

F.

Postman, assistant to
Cummings, head of M-G-M

exchange operations, returned to
York yesterday from Cleveland.
•

Arthur Hornblow,

Jr.,

New

M-G-M

•

Charles Mayer, Motion Picture
for
manager
Association
Export
Japan and Korea, will leave here today by plane for Tokyo.
•

Max

E. Youngstein, Eagle-Lion
advertising - publicity vice - president,
returned here yesterday from Holly-

wood.

•
Seadler, M-G-M advertising
Si
manager, has returned to New York
from the Coast.
•
Jack Rosenfeld has joined Herald
Pictures

as

special

sales representaterritory.

New York

•
Paul Perez, Eagle-Lion staff writer, will leave here this weekend for
a three-week vacation on the Coast.

'Don Juan* to Launch
Film 'Book of Month'
The Movie Book-of-the-Month

t^OR

Chicago-born Texan,
O'Donnell, who always
does all right, did better than
ever at the dinner given in his
honor by Variety Club of Texas
It was an
here last Saturday.
extraordinary tribute to this nationally popular theatreman. No
less extraordinary was the bangup job Tent No. 17 kicked in for
a

" Bob

the event. It
splendiferous.

whelming

was

lavish.

It

was

It

was

over-

will

publication of Warner's "The Adventures of Don Juan." Edward Dangel,
Jr., president of Waverly House, publishers, and Jack Goldstein, co-chairmen of the advisory board, further
reveal that plans are being completed
for Walt Disney's "Fabulous Charac-

United Artists' "Impact," Edward Small's "Black Magic" and Uni-

ters,"

versal-International's "Life of Riley,"
as future Movie-Books-of-the-Month.

Canada on Deal

—

Dec. 7. Morris Safier,
distributor of "Concert Magic," fulllength concert on film and starring
Yehudi Menuhin, is here to complete
arrangements for distribution of the
picture in Canada. Safier will return
to New York during the week to arrange for premieres in New York and
other Eastern cities.

Toronto,

Bader's Paper Merges
Dave Bader, who founded the 16
Millimeter Reporter in
has
1946,
merged his publication with Film
orld, published in Hollywood, one
of Charles Ver Halen, Jr.'s -publica-

W

tions.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

name him Ambassador

Bob has been

native to these
Beparts for almost 25 years.
cause of this and because he has
spearheaded the development of
Variety Clubs International to a
position not before realized, his
pals found

local

enough reason

give the international chief
barker this testimonial dinner.
Only, this clearly was not a
Two Cabinet
local
shindig.
one, Tom Clark, in
members
whom the entire industry has
considerable interest these days
were on the dais, four company presidents and all but one
of the ranking executives in na-

to

—

to Israel.

But Georgie urged George not
to be too put out.

"You can

still

dance, which is more than Dewey
can," Jessel telegraphed.
The toastmaster had a brief
description for all those he introduced.
On Ned E. Depinet:
"He's the man whose chief responsibility

to offset

is

Howard

Hughes."
Clark had praised
O'Donnell to a fare-thee-well,
After

the

in scale.

general

attorney
:

got

"When you

this

write

that decree, I hope you'll do
in the same expansive mood."

it

But when Murphy presumably
disregarded a paragraph about
Texas, he got this from Clark
"I guess I'll have to add that
consent decree."
Harris noted
"It's
nice to have the attorney general
eating with us, not at us."
Secretary of Labor Tobin referred "to Texas and the states
But Bill
affiliated with her."
to the

Johnny

:

There were large contingents
from California and New York.
Nineteen states had home sons

McCraw had a definition of his
own, which went: "The United
States is made up of Texas and
outlying states, and there isn't
one of them that can outlie us."
Ex-Governor Harold Hoffman of New Jersey had a funny
one about the waiter who had

on hand.
Bankers,

been talking to Murphy. "Must
be a thrill to be a movie star.

—

tional distribution.

newspaper

publishers, radio station owners, as well
as city, state and federal officials

indigenous to Dallas and Texas
were present in somewhat dazzling profusion.

be launched late this month with the

Safier in

KANN

from Murphy

producer, arrived here yesterday on
the SS Queen Mary en route to the
Coast.

tive for the

Dallas, Dec. 7

Over a lot of years of reporting and through many# of them
a suffering victim of after-dinner
this correspondent
banality,
probably has never listened to a
better

Some
tal

was

array of speech-making.
of it got overly sentimen-

which
be expected, but by an

and downright
to

sticky,

easy majority the many speakers
were witty, light-handed and uproariously funny.
traveling
Murphy,
George
toastmaster from the Metro studios, had acted in his capacity at
Allied's concluding banquet in
New Orleans three nights earlier. His audience there thought
They should have
him good.

Making love to Judy Garland
one day and Hedy Lamarr the
next," he said.
don't
"I
Replied Murphy:
know. It's not all it's cracked
up to be. The next day you're
apt to be a has-been."
"But," said the waiter, "just
look where you has been."
It

uniform

seemed

opinion

that Karl Hoblitzelle's comment
on his long association with
O'Donnell in the Interstate Circuit was one of the highlights of
the evening on the serious side,
that is.
When Bob's turn ar-

—

along about 1 :30 A.M.
Sunday morning, he was emotionally frazzled.
But of Hobrived

litzelle,

he said

He read an amusing wire
from Georgie Jessel who insisted
Murphy's real name was Max

uncanny. He can
tell when not to sign a theatre
lease. He can even tell you what
the lawyers are going to decide
next year."
When they embraced at the
very final, it appeared to come
as a spontaneous demonstration
of mutual affection and regard,

Levine; the actual reason why
he was so disappointed over the
elections was because Murphy
had expected Tom Dewey to

just possibly reinforced and reaffirmed at that moment after
two and a half decades of business and personal relationships.

heard him here.

"The man

8,

Newsreel
Parade
new Red spy evidetwe
THE
a newsreel highlight

Insider's Outlook

•

make
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Cohen Presiding at
E-L Drive Meetings
Salt Lake City, Dec.
—Milton
7.

E. Cohen, Eagle-Lion's Eastern sales
manager and captain of the "Jack
Schlaifer Testimonial Drive," arrived
here from Los Angeles today and will
confer tomorrow with branch representatives and exhibitors on the 26week drive. At similar meetings in
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and
Los Angeles, Cohen reports, exhibitors
and exchange representatives pledged

cooperation.
At the conclusion of tomorrow's
meeting, Cohen will proceed to Denver for a similar session on Thursday.

Drayton

British Lion

—

Head

to

Board

London, Dec. 7. Harold C. Drayton, well-known City of London financier, is scheduled to become the new
chairman of British Lion, following
the recent resignation of the Sir Alexander Korda nominees from the company's directorate.
Drayton has been closely associated
with financing of Herbert Wilcox films.

Beecroft Is Named
Lorentz Assistant
Chicago, Dec.
has been

made

7.

—Harold

Beecroft

assistant to Jack Lordivision manager here,
Patzlaff, former office

20th-Fox
Arthur
manager with Warner, has taken over
that post with Fox in the local exchange, filling the post vacated by
Joseph Calvelli.
entz,

while

AMPA

Party Dec. 23

Picture Adhold its annual Christmas luncheon party on Thursday,
Dec. 23, in the Brass Rail Restaurant

The Associated Motion

vertisers

will

here.

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Red Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, Secretary;
James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager: Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building, William R. Weaver,
Editor; Chicago Bureau, 120 South La Salle Street, Editorial and Advertising. Urben Farley. Advertising Representative; Jimmy Ascher, Editorial Representative. Washington,
address, "Quigpubco, London."
J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq.. London Wl. Hope Burnup, Manager, Peter Burnup, Editor; cable
Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture Herald; International
Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second class matter. Sept. 23, 1938. at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per
year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreigp; single copies, 10c.
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M-G- MUSICAL!
BETTER THAN A
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*

M-G-M

/
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(Alphabetically)
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PERRY COMO-IUDY GARLAND

o

JUNE ALLYSON

o

LENA HORNE-GENE KELLY

•

•

MICKEY ROONEY

o

ANN SOTHERN

o

TOM DRAKE -CYD CHARISSE

•

BETTY GARRETT

•

JANET LEIGH
OOOO

MARSHALL THOMPSON
color by

•

MEL TORME

•

VERA-ELLEN

TECHNICOLOR

Based on the Lives and Music by RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART

BROADWAY!

ooooooo

o

Screen Play by FRED FINKLEHOFFE

o

oooooooooo oooooooooooo o

o

•

Story by

GUY BOLTON and IEAN NOILOWAY • Adaptation by BEN FEINER.

Musical Numbers Directed by

o

o

o

/

WORDS AND MUSIC

Q

O

/

/

1

„

SHOW ON

$6.60

Q

\

OOOOOOOOOOOOoOOOOOO

with

o

\

\

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG

•

Ir.

ROBERT ALTON

Produced by

OOOO

ARTHUR FREED

OOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOO

THE PUBLIC LOVES
THOSE TECHNICOLOR
M-G-MUSICALS!
Isn't it the truth!

gorgeous

The

settings,

Technicolor, too!)
its

folks get a screenful of

songs,

hit

stars,

happy entertainment (and

M-G-M

when

gay

multi-million dollar musicals!

brings to your theatre

And everybody from

6

to 60 wants to see them!

The

fans loved such

M-G-Musicals

Date With Judy," "On

An

Island

as "Easter Parade,"

"A

With You," "Luxury

Liner," but they haven't seen anything yet!

Watch

for the

BIGGEST

Musical

MUSIC." World Premiere Radio
nationwide

at

New

yet,

"WORDS AND

City Music

Years.

First in Musicals, too!

M-G-M,

Box-office Music!

Hall and

REGINALD GARDINER ARLEEN WHELAN

•

Lucile

Watson • Gene Lockhart - Lloyd Gough • P
Screen Play by Jay Dratler

•

From

a

.

Your

&
SURE-FIRE

LAUGH-WINNER AND

COIN-SNARER!".

.

TIERNEY STRONG

POWER AND

MEDICINE FOR THE BOXOFFICE!
Dc"
—Film Daily

• • •

— Boxoff/ce
WILL HIT RICH PAY DIRT!"...

BOXOFFICE

NO QUESTION ABOUT
RESULTS!

• •

m— Motion Picture Daily
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•
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R.

Lipman and Frederick Stephani
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Robert
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Await Key Men to
Reappraise

MPEA

Wednesday, December

Review

AFL

"Family Honeymoon'

wood

Hollywood,

ANOTHER

MPEA

MPEA

MPEA

MPA on Tariffs

MP A

of our industry is of vital importance,
accounting for 30 to 40 per cent of all
business done annually. Although subject to severe restrictions arising from
various motivations and characterized
by various devices, American commercial motion pictures can be seen, or
shortly will be seen, on the screens of
every country in the world.
"American pictures, designed for
commercial exhibition in theatres, are
produced primarily for the entertainment of public audiences. It is clear,
however, that motion pictures should
also be considered a form of communication. Trade restrictions of any
kind which for most commodities have
to be considered only in terms of their
economic impact, must be weighted
with less tangible but extremely important elements in the case of the

modern

film.

"It is earnestly recommended that
its especial relevance to contemporary

be borne in mind by all
American officials concerned with the
outcome of the scheduled negotiations
conditions

with the 11 countries involved.

"Another fact and comment which
have been repeatedly stressed is that

Hollywood
Film Council

Charter

were tentatively
Although they
(Universal-International)
scheduled to meet here this week to
bright comedy is added to the Universal-International roster
discuss the future of the Motion Picin "Family Honeymoon," which presents Claudette Colbert and Fred
Export Association, member
ture
company presidents, foreign managers MacMurray in a robust story that keeps the mirth moving freely. As merofficers have postponed chandise designed especially for the family trade, it appears to be headed for
and
the conference indefinitely pending tfie a cheerful reception from the customers.
The story is one that gets into all sorts of spirited difficulties. It has Macreturn here from the field of key executives whose attendance at such a Murray, a botany professor, marry Miss Colbert, the widowed mother of
Unfortunately, a sister who was to take care of
three lively youngsters.
meeting is necessary.
Main point to be decided is whether the children while the newlyweds went on their honeymoon, breaks a leg.
joint operations overseas in terms of There remains no alternative but to take the youngsters along to Grand
selling and distribution should Canyon. As might be expected, this unusual honeymoon results in some
First the children get lost, then they stir up their own
be continued as in the past, or con- unusual incidents.
brand of excitement, and finally the little ones wind up by getting into
tinued with modifications.
manager Irving everyone's figurative hair. Added to these disturbances, an amorous siren in
general
the form of Rita Johnson enters the scene at this time, and her attentions
Maas will preside at the conference.
upon MacMurray are not calculated to prolong his marriage.
An amusing series of complications brings the couple to a point of calling
But by the time they get home everything is under contheir marriage off.
Claude Binyon's direction allows a few
trol and the fadeout is a happy one.
(Continued from page 1)
obvious incidents to take place but they are not important enough to interfere
at
concluded
was
which
trade
iffs and
with the general hilarity. The screenplay, by Dane Lussier, is animated by
Geneva on April 30, 1947.
many pungent quips. John Beck and Z. Wayne Griffin produced. Cast as
the
to
note
accompanying
In an
the three youngsters are Gigi Perreau, Jimmy Hunt and Peter Miles.
A
McCarthy,
committee, John G.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. For January

managing director of its international
division, said: "The foreign business

Mandel Herbstman

release.

the

8, 1941

American market may accurately

said to be wide open for foreign films.
At our ports of entry only negligible
duties are levied on foreign films, and
member companies of the
would, on a basis of reciprocity, be
glad to see even these duties abolished.
The association and its members will welcome any appropriate
measures taken to make possible the

of his own, he being a

good Labour

man.

AFL

Dec.

7.

—The

Film Council,

Holly

in operatio

for the past year, has been incorpo
rated as a non-profit corporation t
promote closer unity between AF1

promote harmonious rela
tions with employers, encourage th
conciliation of disputes and establisl
educational, recreational, social an<
affiliates,

charitable enterprises to aid the jtsn
eral welfare of
members
Mrt*
t£j5'
film industry.
Education Film Associatior
was simultaneously incorporated as a
non-profit corporation to produce anc
distribute "motion pictures furthering
the aims, and objectives of the AFL

w

AFL

AFL

and

'Collarites'Vote
ci

(Continued from page 1)
parent union, United Office and Pro-

Workers of America, had
complied with the non-Communist affi
davit provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Law.
But their compliance mean
while notwithstanding, "IA" international president Richard F. Walsh has
continued to point up the Communist
fessional

issue.

In a statement made prior to leavtrade feels there is little likeing here for Minneapolis, where he
lihood of the Wilson working-party
attended a testimonial dinner last
getting him anywhere. Its two union
night for Roy W. Weir, of "IA" Lomembers, George Elvin and Tom
cal No. 13, who was elected to ConO'Brien, are in the process now of
gress on Nov. 2, Walsh said
"We
obtaining new wage increases for
welcome the turn of events that has
laboratory and theatre employes, replaced
on the ballots. The
spectively.
workers now have a clear-cut opporWhat many fear is that Wilson may tunity
completely unimpeded flow of motion
to choose whichever union they
pictures among all the nations of the feel himself driven, when all his comfeel offers them the better chance for
mittees fail him, to have resort to the
earth," McCarthy's note said.
financial security."
Walsh held that
Socialists' ultimate panacea, the na"IA" white-collarites' scales in home
tionalization of production, at least.
offices
"are uniformly higher than
Even that might not reduce production SOPEG's.
costs.
But it could eliminate many
Radio "collarites" will vote in
(Continued from page 1)
of Wilson's critics, who might well
National
Labor Relations
today's
be absorbed into the government's
Board-sponsored
election
whether
set up to enquire into problems and
ambit.
give more thought to the problems
they want either of the unions or none
himself."
at all.
to
Said a government Minister, discussing the industry's cost problems
Lou Bunin, producer of "Alice in
"The film industry is the only trade Wonderland" which will be released
(Continued from page 1)
this country which regulates its by Eagle-Lion, has returned to the
inbusiness by making an article for a United States with the first print of
mons,
founder and former president
shilling (20 cents) and knows it must the film.
Shot in France, the film
sell it for sixpence (10 cents)."
combines live action with animated of Educational Pictures, who has been
in the television film field on his own
The Minister had no prescription puppets and will be in Ansco color.
for the pest year.
Other officers are:
executive
vice-president,
producer
Jules Levey vice-president and treasurer, Charles L. Casanave, who is
vice-president
Motion
Picture
of
Sales Corp.
secretary and counsel,
Newman Lawler of the New York
law firm of O'Brien, Driscoll, Raftery and Lawler vice-presidents, Neil
Agnew, Savini and Paul White. Savini will be also assistant treasurer,
and White, president of Paul White
Productions, will be assistant to Hammons. Agnew is president of Motion
Picture Sales Corp.
The new company reports that for
some time it has been maintaining
production in New York studios, but
because of a large schedule of future
production, additional studio facilities
are being sought both here and on
the Coast.

The

MPAA

:

SOPEG

Wilson's Film Moves

RKO

Bunin Returns

ji|

its affiliates."

US

7

Film Executives

;

;

;

Young with Greenthal
Gyg Young, formerly with the promotional department of Century Theatres here, and previously with the
War Activities Committee during
World War II, has joined the Monroe
Greenthal Advertising Agency in New
York, in the magazine media department headed by Bert Schwartz.

Jt
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Drop
N.Y. Runs

\t
'I

ing

{Continued from page 1)

and holiday season approaches.

Today for Tomorrow" was
lone newcomer, at the Criterion,
^h— J g headed for a mild first week's

le

luTTiof $23,000. The Music Hall is
'avwfe its slowest week in several
'lonths with the second week of "Hills
Home," with the stage show,
f
lated to gross only $103,000. "Words
nd Music" will open at the Hall toaorrow.

Continues High

'Joan'

riding high, however, is "Joan
i Arc" at the Victoria where a
ourth week's income of $47,000 is anAt the Strand, "Fighter
icipated.
5quadron" with Frankie Carle's orchestra on stage is expected to do a
[moderate $30,000 in a third week
/Song Is Born" probably will give the
,\stor a mediocre seventh week's take
Still

(

I

$14,000.

A

robust second week's gross of
Baby
||93,000 is seen for "When
Smiles At Me," which is at the Roxy
with Mickey Rooney and others on

My

"Northwest Stampede" will
at the Globe tomorrow, replacing "Blood on the Moon" which
should wind up its fourth week with

jjtage.

bow

I

in

,an adequate $14,000.

'Bandit'
at

the

Capitol

for $57,000

where,

bandsmen on

Fields'

still

is

with
a

stage,

good
Shep
third

week's take of $57,000 is apparent. At
'the Park, "Hamlet" still is playing to
a full house; the 10th week's gross is

"Road House"

figured at $16,000.

doing

fair

where $25,000

is

is

the Mayfair
indicated for a fifth

enough

was presented to the court and
a bid for the exemption of road shows
in their entirety from the decree was

estimated at $37,000. "Red Shoes'^ is
having no trouble at all at the Bijou
where a handsome $16,000 is in view
for a seventh week. "Blanche Fury"
doing quite well at the Sutton,
is
ringing up $10,000 in a third week.

On
that,

road shows, the three suggest
"road shows should be exempted

from the decree provided each road show engagement is
negotiated separately and independently by the distributor and the theatre."
The three charge the government
with "going out of its way to fashion
a decree which will go so far in favor of independent exhibitors that the
rights of these defendants (the Little
Three) will be jeopardized and possibly destroyed."
The government's proposed injunctions which the three seek to have
eliminated include those which would
granting unlimrestrain them from
ited playing time; granting road show
privileges
from allowing privileges
in the selection or elimination of films,
and from allowing deductions in rentals if double bills are played. Some
of the government's recommended injunctions, the three say, are "uninin their entirety

;

telligible."

Newsreel Houses
(Continued from page 1)

"Red Shoes" will
policy at the Trans
Lux, Philadelphia.
The growth of television as a competitor has placed newsreel houses in
a "very precarious position," Elson
said, indicating that the circuit's two
houses in New York also may convert.
He said that he believes the
newsreels "can't do much to help
themselves" by way of adding to the
timeliness of their material, although
some steps have been taken. 20thFox Movietone has offered a daily

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

DC-6

"MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?
Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your travel agent
Ticket Offices Airlines Terminal
Yorker
Rockefeller Center » Hotel
.-

New

120 Broadway

•

Hotel

St.

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

and

Washington,
launch the

new

(Continued from page 1)
terday by a Paramount official who
pointed to the company's vastness and
corporate complexities in emphasizing
the difficulties involved in any settlement which would be agreeable to it

and to the government.

Under

RKO

the

plan, that

reorganization

company has been granted

permission to acquire 30 of the 271
houses which it owns in partnership.
Paramount has 475 individual partners in exhibition and involved are
over 1,000 theatres.
The general feeling among Paramount executives is that if it were
to be divided into two companies, the
theatre company could effect numerical splits of theatres with its partners
to the extent that the government
would approve.
It was also disclosed that some discussions have been held with partners
and that these were in the nature of
"feelers," with no commitments of
Many of the
any kind being made.
partners evidenced a wait-and-see attitude, the informant said.

Pending for
Houses

Deal

Two

'Frisco'

San Francisco,
tions

Dec. 7.— Negotia
involving reversion of the local

Warfield Theatre from Fox West
Coast to Loew's are still pending with
a decision expected within a few days.
Also involved is Loew's State in Los
Angeles.
Effect

of

a

transfer

Fox West Coast with

would

leave

only two local

houses, the 5,000-seat Fox and the
have moved up 1,100-seat United Nations. The Warand
for
their release date from Tuesday to field has been operated by
some time on a month-to-month basis.
Saturday.
Elson reported that Trans Lux has
entered into a deal with Paramount
for newsreels, shorts and features in
(Continued from page 1)
the first contract with that company
strip

a

Para. Weighs

deemed reasonable."

at

week.
with
Millions,"
"Miss Tatlock's
Stan Kenton's orchestra and Red Buttons on stage, gave the Paramount a
healthy $66,000 in a second week. Another good one is "Snake Pit" at the
Rivoli where the fifth week's gross is

Have

—

Chicago, Dec. 7. Paramount and
and K. were denied their motion
today by Judge Walter Lebuy of U. S.
made.
District Court which sought to pre"Competition can be introduced into
vent the plaintiff in the Tiffin Theatre
the licensing of films," the three com$840,000 anti-trust suit from taking
panies declare, provided that no dis- depositions from Barney Balaban and
tribution-exhibition agreement condiBen Kalmenson in New York on
tions a run or clearance on a stipuDec. 13.
lated admission price. The memoranThe defendants argued in court todum adds that "if, however, any day that the depositions should be takagreement contains an admission price en on written interrogatories rather
figure solely and wholly for the purThe court said that
than orally.
pose of computing film rental under whether or not they should be taken
the terms of the license agreement and in writing or orally it was a matter
is in no way related to run or clearfor the plaintiffs to decide.
ance, the inclusion of any such method
film
rental
shall
be
computation
of
of
B.

:

Good

"The Kissing Bandit"

;

In Tiffin Action

tracts

"Live

i

Round

|

Busiiiess at most first-runs here is
the decline this week as the shop-

.

Para. Loses

Three'

'Little

Seasonal

7

all

five reels

FWC

Kansas-Mo. Allied

in three years.

by the board earlier today, was also
endorsed by the meeting, along with

Utah Exhibitors Back
New Ticket System
Salt Lake City, Dec.
—Execu7.

tive board members of the Utah Theatres Association were reelected at

the organization's annual meeting here
today as the
also went on record endorsing "Snoopruf," a new type
general admission ticket invented by
Henry Ungerleider, Salt Lake exhibitor, which cuts off the code number at
the time of sale.
Members reelected to the board,

UTA

national Allied's attitude of not taking
action on the Andy W. Smith, Jr.Ben Berger conciliation plan.
William L. Ainsworth, Allied president,
and Charles Niles addressed
an open meeting of independent exhibitors at the Hotel Continental, and
reports on the national convention
were made by O. F. Sullivan, president of the local unit, and others.

Miss Hayes

FJP

Speaker

which will elect its own officers, are
Emil Ostlund, Victor Anderson, Julian N. Bills, Jay C. Christensen and
Francis Feltch.
Sam Gillette and
Ray M. Hendry were appointed to the

Helen Hayes will be a speaker at
the amusement industry's luncheon in
tribute to Mayor William O'Dwver on
behalf of the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies on Dec. 14, at the
Hotel Astor here, it is disclosed by
Fred_ Schwartz, chairman of amuse-

legislative committee.

division drive.

*

.

Get your
copy
of the

"National"
Projector

\

Carbon

The term "National"

a registered trade-mark of

is

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide

30 East 42nd

HERE,

for the asking,

is

the

latest word

bons. This

on projector carhandbook is easy to

and measurement of

ress in projection lighting

various types of

read and packed with useful in-

and

formation—charts, tables, photo-

arc

graphs and drawings— everything

you need

to

know

to get top

effi-

light... prog-

High

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

In addition, the handbook pro-

as the physics

N. Y.

care of electrical

. .

equipment and

optical systems.

The handbook

vides tips on adjustment and

alignment of projector carbons

on such subjects

17,

carbon
film

on the amperage and voltage requirements of each type ... on operating precautions and the proper

ters

New York

Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago. Dallas,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

Kansas City,

Intensity

Low Intensity Arcs
projection for 16mm

tion.

contains chap-

Street,

INC.

Corporation

the

ciency in projector carbon opera-

The handbook

and Carbon

will be distrib-

uted through the Cleveland
of

office

National Carbon Company,

Inc.,

Post Office

land, Ohio.

Box 6087, Cleve-

:

;

Concise

and
Impartial
NO.
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DAILY
NEW

First Rise in

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

Half of TOA

U.S. in a

Year

Children's Prices Decline,
Adults' Tickets Are Up

—

Washington,

L.B.

In

Admissions for Conciliates

Mayer

Testifies

Cole-MGM

—

the full potential of about 30, already
have set in motion exhibitor-distributor
conciliation
machinery,
headquarters here reported yesterday.
At present
president Arthur

sponsible for is seeing that communism is not reflected on the screen, and
it
isn't."
Chief witness at the resumption
of
Lester
suit
Cole's
against M-G-M for restoration of his
Lockwood and general counsel Her- contract with the studio, Mayer was
man Levy are touring field units to questioned at length about calls made
encourage adoption of and explain the upon him by House Un-American Acorganization's 60-day conciliation trial tivities Committee investigators be-

TOA

TOA

—

The Bureau's

figures are collected
quarterly in 18 large cities, and adjusted to represent the average price
trends in the 34 large cities in which
the Bureau collects retail price data.
At the end of the quarter, the children's price index stood at 57.3 per
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

N. Y. Ruling Bans
Theatre Picketing

CIO's Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild yesterday reend the boycotting and picketing of captured control of the RKO Radio
independent theatres in this city and home office "white collarite" shop.
state by unions engaged in disputes
A consent election, in which 279

with film distributors.
In the ruling on motions in the case
involving the Victoria Theatre here
and the CIO's Screen Publicists and
Screen Office and Professional Employes guilds, New York Supreme
8.
Court Justice Morris Eder held that
City, was re- no labor dispute existed, within the

elected president of Theatre Owners
of Oklahoma at its annual convention
here.
Other officers renamed were
Max Brock, Lawton, vice-president
C. B. Akers, Hobert, second vicepresident; Ralph Talbot, Tulsa, secretary-treasurer.
John Griffin, Miami, Okla., was
named head of a new conciliation

committee, with Mrs. Avece Waldron,
Lindsay, and Brock as members.

New
Phil

owner

theatre

directors will
Bartlesville
George
(Continued on page 2)

Hays,

;

Uvick Elected Head
Of Michigan Allied

(Continued on page 4)

—

Ray Branch

national

representative.

In addition to Uvick and Denniston,
Glenn Cross was elected to the board,
(Continued on page 2)

brought

were
138

eligible

votes

for

to

SOPEG

vote

No. H-63.

The

Motion PicEmployes Local

latter

US

Make Progress
Goldenson, Gross, O'Brien
Meet Again with Bergson
Some

progress

in

Paramount's

theatre
divestiture
negotiations
with the Department of Justice was
indicated following a new meeting
of company officials
with Herbert
Bergson, head of the anti-trust division of the Department, in Washington yesterday.

Paramount was represented in the
by Leonard Goldenson.

conference

vice-president in charge of theatre operations
Walter Gross, theatre department
attorney,
and
Robert
O'Brien, corporate secretary.
The
three have participated in previous
discussions with Justice officials and,
at their last meeting, were accompanied by Edwin L. Weisl, attorney and
member of the Paramount board.
Neither Paramount nor the Justice
Department would comment on yesterday's meeting, but it was apparent
(Continued on page 2)
;

N. O. Theatres Shy

and

IATSE

113 for AFL's
ture Home Office

At Para. Film Buys

union had chal-

—

lenged SOPEG for control of the
New Orleans, Dec. 8. Independshop before SOPEG's recent compli- ent exhibitors are in no rush to move
ance with the non-Communist affidavit into the buying vacuum created by
(Continued on page 4)
Paramount's current break with E.
V. Richards, Jr.
This is a crosssectional view
has been in plentiful
1. Product
supply since Richards does not plav
M-G-M,
Radio and Eagle-Lion,
and now it is more so.
2. Paramount is asking independent
subsequent-run prices which it never
got from Richards who averaged 15
The freeze on television construc- per cent, as is commonly known here,
tion very likely will be off in Janu(Continued on page 2)
ary, Wayne Coy, chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission,
asserted here yesterday at a luncheon
session
of
Television
Broadcasters

Freeze Off by January
Business Is Good,

Lockwood

Insists

Memphis, Dec.

—

8.
Citing
federal admission tax figures
to show that attendance is
only two and a half per cent

lower than in 1947, Arthur H.
Lockwood, Theatre Owners

America

president,
toTri-States
Theatre Owners board of directors that theatre business
across the country is good.

night

Joseph P. Uvick,
of Flint was elected president of Allied Theatre Owners of Michfgan today, and Joseph Denniston of Monroe
was elected vice-president with Irving Belinsky secretary-treasurer and
8.

members

Talks with

Coy Sees Television

of

Detroit, Dec.

Shop Election
Won by SOPEG

A ruling handed down in New York
Supreme Court here yesterday may

Loewenstein Again
Heads Okla. T. O.
Oklahoma City, Dec. — Morris
Loewenstein, Oklahoma

RKO
Is

Para. Decree

Suit

Los Angeles, Dec. 8. Louis B.
Mayer, describing himself as "bitterly
Thirteen Theatre Owners of Amer- opposed to communism," declared toica units in the field, or nearly half of day that "all we (producers) are re-

—

dex was very slight less than
but it was the
0.3 per cent
first rise since the end of 1947.

TEN CENTS

1948

9,

Dec. 8. Admission prices for children continued
steady decline during the
their
From time to time, TOA fore the Washington hearings at which
third quarter of 1948, but adult ad- program.
mission prices turned upwards, and executive director Gael Sullivan has Cole refused to answer certain questhe result was a slight rise in the performed a similar function before tions.
Mayer, who was subpoenaed by
U. S. Bureau of Labor statistics com- field units.
Among the cities and areas where Cole, confirmed testimony given early
bined adult-children admission price
index, it was shown here today when the TOA plan for settling specific dif- in the day by Jack Cummings, Cole's
Bureau released its admission ferences arising between distributors immediate superior at the studio, to
the
and exhibitors has been adopted, are
the effect that Cole's contract had
•price figures for the quarter.
Albany,
Buffalo,
Oklahoma City, been revised upward on Cummings'
The rise in the combined in-

be

Pv

MOTION PICTURE

Accurate

64.

:

told

the

Lockwood and Herman Levy,

TOA

general counsel, are
here for a meeting with the
Tri-States

morrow.

membership

to-

RKO

MGM Promotional

Association's Television Clinic at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
Making this prediction at the risk
of "being accused an optimist," Coy
Plans for advertising, publicity and
disclosed that a committee is now exploitation for M-G-M product for
studying the problems that necessi- the next year were revealed to the
tated the freeze. As soon as the com- company's field sales managers, their
mittee's report is available, in Janu- territorial assistants and home office
ary, the' FCC "would decide on alloca- aides yesterday at the Astor Hotel
tions," Coy said.
here by Howard Dietz, advertising
Declaring that television's recent vice-president
Silas F. Seadler, adprogress involves an increased need vertising manager, and William R.
for responsibility, Coy said that "the Ferguson, exploitation head.
days of temptation will come" and
Both Dietz and Seadler discussed

Plans Set for Year

;

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 4)

motion Picture Daily

Thursday, December

Griffith 'Practices' Television Freeze

Personal
Mention

—

SCOTT

.

.

was

England.

restricted because of Griffith pur-

chases,

•

and Wendell Bearden, another

Mrs. Virginia Brown, wife of Joe Texas independent,
testimony.
L. Brown, Allied Artists-Monogram
recovering at California
is
Hospital following an appendectomy.
•

offered

similar

publicist,

Classics

Para. Decree
(Continued from page 1)

office

and Mrs. Regan that the door has been left open for
are parents of a son, Marvin Dick, further
discussions,
and additional
in Atlanta,

Jr.

meetings are certain to be held.
Therefore, the indication is that the

•

H. J. Chapman, Columbia branch Department has found Paramount's
manager in Minneapolis, is in Tuc- divestiture proposals sufficiently interson, Ariz., for a month's rest.
esting to warrant further attempts at
•
working out details.
Rudy Mate, Columbia director,
Meanwhile, 20th Century-Fox offiwill arrive here today on the SS cials report that there has been no furDeGrasse from France.
ther development with respect to the
•
divestiture proposals which it has preRealart
general
Carroll Puciato,
sented to the government.
manager, has left New York for a
They indicated that it is their view
two-week vacation in Bermuda.
that the next move is up to the Justice
•
Department and, apparently, have no

Ed Hinchy, head of the Warner
playdate department, will be in Philadelphia today from New York.
•
Shirley Fishman has resigned as
exploitation-publicity
head
the
of
Palace Theatre in Cleveland..

RKO

Broidy Confers Here;
Variety Deal Closed
Steve

Broidy,

Monogram-Allied

Artists president, arrived here yesterday from Dallas, en route to the
Coast, for three days of product conferences with company sales executives.
Discussions, he disclosed, will
concern release schedules for 25 completed pictures, including five produced
banner.
under the
Broidy said that while he was in

intention of pressing the matter further in the absence of a response from
the government in some form. It was
clear that they do not regard their
divestiture discussions as being at an
end despite the Justice Department's
silence up to this point.
substantial
are
that
Indications
proposals,
divestiture
progress
on
should it materialize, might result in
a further postponement of the NewYork Federal court hearings in the
government anti-trust suit beyond the

presently scheduled Dec. 20 date.

Dallas
he completed
with Variety Clubs International of-

AA

—

Oklahoma «City, Dec. 8. While
television may become a serious competitor to
film theatres
in
a few
Theatre

3'ears,

Owners

America

of

president Arthur Lockwood envisages
that medium as an eventual boon in
creating "movie consciousness."
Addressing the two-day convention
of the Oklahoma Theatre Gfmfrs
here yesterday, Lockwood pre^ied
that "television will exhibit motion
pictures on scales far surpassing the
present ratet"
He disclosed that
producers are trying to curtail video

TBA

TBA

N. O. Theatres

TOA

Until the
presents some difficulties.
product has a key run, availability for
which follow is stymied.
theatres
Loew's State, however, already has
played two Paramounts which normally would have gone into the
Saenger, Richards' ace house here.
It is understood Willis Houck, who
operates the Strand, has closed for
four
Paramounts,
thereby
making
available for those interested six attractions which would not have been
available if Paramount had not decided to sell away from Richards.
But independents say they are being cautious on another count. They
are not entirely persuaded that the
present impasse has any permanency.
They point out that Paramount and
Richards,
after
all,
are
partners.
While partners sometimes fall out
and stay that way, sometimes they
fall back in, too.
It
would occasion little surprise

Harmon To Defend
Films in Debate
Francis

Harmon,

vice-president

of

Motion Picture Association of
America, and actor Walter Abel will
the

defend

the

industry

a

in

television

WJZ-TV

program tonight over

and
network of
ABC. The topic, "American Life vs.
American Films," will be carried on
the Critic-at-Large program.
Frederick Lewis Allen, editor of
Harpers Magazine, will attack the
motion picture's interpretation of the
American scene. John Mason Brown,
the

Eastern

will

critic,

television

be moderator.

Uvick Elected
(Continued from page 1)

and William A. Cassidy, Henry Carley
here, therefore, if a truce between and Callen Johnson are alternates.
the two dissident groups were to be
Charles Snyder, executive secretary
reached in the next few weeks, thus of the unit, reported on organizationrestoring the former situation.
al work during the past year, and
Branch gave a report on the Allied

Para, Affiliate in Me.
To Meet on Dec. 14 Loewenstein

States convention in

tres,

New

Orleans.

Forms Photo Supply Firm

—

Slo-

Atlanta, Dec. 8.
Formation of
La United Photo Supply
Corp. here to
Varne.
distribute photographic products in the
directors meeting in Lewiston, Me.,
Akers, formerly Griffith Amusement
on Dec. 14, at which time a possible Co. executive, was named legislative Southeast has been completed by
from representative for the industry again. James Frank, Jr., former New York
separation
reorganization
or
Paramount is expected to be taken up. Akers served as state capitol contact branch manager of National Theatre
Supply and president of the new comman two years ago.
;

for the promotion of "Bad
in coBoy," which was made by
He said the
operation with Variety.
will
have a world premiere
film
around Feb. 15 and will be released
Suit
under an arrangement similar to the Settle
one Paramount made with Variety for
for
assignee
Manheimer,
Jack
"Variety Girl."
Joseph Bernhard in the latter's suit
against Republic in connection with a
Premieres Set
dispute over a percentage of profits
Following its opening at the Hill- on the film, "Fighting Seabees," will
street and Pantages theatres in Los receive a "substantial sum" under an
Angeles on Dec. 23, Samuel Gold- out-of-court settlement, according to
wyn's "Enchantment" will have three New York Supreme Court records.
simultaneous Eastern premieres on Suit was filed by Manheimer's attorChristmas Day at the Astor in New ney, Samuel L. Spring, in behalf of
York, at Boston's Astor, and at Wash- Bernard's interests. At present Bernhard is president of Film Classics.
ington's Trans-Lux.
ficials

Film Consciousness

appearances of their stars.
Nathan Golden, film chief of the
U. S. Commerce Department, a guest
president, who at the
J. R. Poppele,
convention from Washington,
presided at the session, said that a told of Eric
Johnston's film deal with
membership of 150 is expected Russia, expressing the
hope that
next year.
Hollywood product would help carry
some idea of "our way of life behind the Iron Curtain."
The convention heard Herman Levy,
(Continued from page 1)
general counsel, advise exhibiand independents, consequently, view tors who do not want to pay Ascap
fees to go on record as putting the
this as price discrimination.
While there is no dearth of film, the payments in reserve pending the outfirst-run situation in New Orleans come of the present litigation.

(Contiynted from page 1)
Maine and New Hampshire TheaParamount affiliate which op- Proctor,
Jr., Muskogee; E. R.
erates over 20 houses in New En- cum,
Comanche
Paul Covey,
arrangements
gland, will hold its annual board of

AA

1

Sees Video as Aid to

Hit in Testimony

.

Dick Regan, Film

1948

(Continued from page 1)

added that "now is the time to recognize this danger and resolve that unOklahoma City, Dec. 8. Testi- desirable practices will never secure
." He said that "if you
the domi- a foothold.
R. DUNLAP, executive mony purporting to show
nance of the Griffith circuit in exhibi- take precautions now not to be temptassistant to Steve Broidy, Allied
ed to the primrose path, you will be
and tion was presented today by three saving this art from the excesses, the
president,
Artists-Monogram
Harold Mirisch, vice-president, are government witnesses in the Griffith remorse, the clamor for reform, the
anti-trust hearing before U. S. District
here from Dallas.
struggles for redemption that plague,
Judge Edgar S. Vaught.
•
in varying degrees, almost every other
C. C. Hamm, who operated an inNorman Kerridge, Australia-New
in form of communication."
Zealand circuit operator, is in New dependent house at Altus, Okla.,
Reviewing the progress of the past
York en route home from a visit in 1936 and 1937, asserted the circuit's year, Coy said that the number of
London with J. Arthur Rank, part- buying practices forced him out of stations have jumped from 17 to 47;
business, but he refused to answer
ner in Kerridge Theatres.
that the number of sets in the hands
directly concerning specific licensing
•
of the public is now close to 1,000,000;
Mrs. Hope Burn up, manager of agreements in cross-examination by that in addition to 47 stations on the
B. Cochran.
attorney
defense
C.
Quigley
Publibureau
of
the London
air, 74 are under construction, and 310
Earlier today, Rubin Frels, operator
cations, has entered Mount Vernon
applications are pending.
said his buying
Texas
houses,
15
of
Middlesex,
Northwood,
Hospital at

manager

9,

Bernhard

Four

—

The delegates went on record as pany. Samuel J. Scheff
opposed to a proposal, advanced by dent and treasurer.
the
Oklahoma Municipal League,
which would permit cities to levy adPrinceton

New

mission taxes.

New

Post for Sunberg

—

is

vice-presi-

Plant

Princeton, N. J., Dec.
Princeton Film Centers' new
television

plant

is

8.

—

film

and

expected

to

be

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
Abe Sun- ready for use in January, according
berg, manager qf the Lincoln Drive- to Gordon Knox, executive director.
in Theatre, will go to Albany, N. Y., One wing of the new building will be
the beginning of the new year as
assistant general manager of the Fa-

given over to the Center's distribution
department and its library of over

bian-Hellman

1.000 fifms.

at

circuit.
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action! Included in this picture
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Actual combat photographed"
flying, fighting

by

cameramen!

7
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Production Rises
To 32, from 26
Hollywood, Dec.

8.

—The

produc-

while only one was completed.
"Beautiful
finished
on
Shooting

Columbia
( Equity- Vinson )
erboat Rhythm,"

,

tery's

"The

;

"Shamrock

Hill"

Eagle-Lion;

"Riv-

Monogram;

"Slat-

Hurricane," 20th Century-Fox
(Bogeaus),
Crooked Way"
;

United Artists "The Lady Gambles"
and "Arctic Manhunt," both Univer;

sal-International.
Shooting finished on

TOA

Reviews

tion tally rose to 32 from last week's
26. Seven new films were launched,

Men,"

Thursday, December

"The Beauti-

Blonde from Bashful Bend," 20th-Fox.

'C Rating for One
As Legion Reviews 12

"So Dear To

My

9, 1946;

Conciliates

(Continued from page 1)

North Carolina, South Carolina, Kansas City.
Locations where conciliation boards are about to be set up in-

Heart"

(Walt Disney— RKO Radio)

rHE

young-in-heart of all ages will delight in viewing Walt Disney's
latest feature-length blend of cartoon animation and live action.
"So Dear
to My Heart" takes the audience on a nostalgic retrospective journey into
the whimsical reminiscences set down in Sterling North's story of the same
title, an examination of rural Indiana of a generation or so ago.
Presented in eye-filling Technicolor and acted with restraint and verve by
an endearing cast, it recounts a little farm boy's trials and tribulations during
his raising of a coal black lamb, blossoming finally into full-blown sentiment
as the youngster's pet wins an award at the county fair. From time to time,
as the "live action" tale unfolds, the screen erupts with Disney's magical
flights of Technicolor cartoon fancy as the lad, delightfully played by Bobby
Driscoll, thumbs through the pages of his scrap book of mementoes and
souvenirs.

clude Boston,
St. Louis.

New

Haven, Memphis,

Buffalo Conciliation Panel
Of Three Is Established
Buffalo, Dec. 8. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State (Buffalo), a Theatre Owitf of
America unit, of which Meri^r/tV.
Kyser is president, has adopteu' the

—

TOA

conciliation plan.
conciliation

Members

of

Buffalo

the

panel are
Robert Hayman, Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls Henry Dillemuth, Broadway Lyceum, Buffalo, and Lloyd
Mills, Midtown, Buffalo.
Alternates
are
Jack Read, Hollywood Theatre,
Gowanda George Gammel, Eggertsville,
Menno Dykstra, Glen
N. Y.
Theatre, Williamsville
Charles Loree,
;

Sharing the leading roles with Bobby are folk-songster Burl Ives, Beulah
Harry Carey and pretty little Luana Patten. In the cartoon department the star is an axiom-spouting "wise ol' owl" who usually sets the stage
for the camera's exploration of the dream-world fashioned by the many
animators and cartoonists on the Disney staff. Miss Bondi, as the youngster's
hard-working granny, is mellow in her recitations of homespun philosophy;
Ives sings and acts with deep rural emphasis, and the children are as charm- Columbia, Buffalo.
ing as youngsters can be in both their frolicking and quieter moments. Eight
lively and sentimental tunes are woven into the proceedings, outstanding Albany
Panel Calls for
among which are "Lavender Blue," "So Dear to My Heart" and "Billy Boy." Wide Use of Its Service
Among the sound-track vocalists are Mel Torme, Larry Morey and Irv
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 8.
Bondi,

:

;

;

Mayn-

"The Sins

of the Fathers,"
ard Film Distribution, Ltd., has been
placed in Class C by the National Legion of Decency in its review of 12
pictures this week, while "Volpone"
(French), distributed by Siritzky International, was reclassified from C
to B in its revised version, and 20th
Century-Fox's "Yellow Sky" was giv-

en a

B

"Angel

Rated

rating.

on

A-II

Amazon,"

the

were

Republic

;

Taylor.

Perce Pearce was associate producer, Hamilton Luske was cartoon director,
and Harold Schuster was director of the "live action."
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not

Charles

set.

L.

Franke

"The Lucky Stiff," United Artists;
Million Dollar Weekend" and "Parole,
Inc.," both Eagle-Lion.
Given A-I ratings were "The Den- (20th Century-Fox)
warmly-understanding reactions and obviously gleefully entertained
ver Kid," Republic; "The Louisiana
responses of the crowded audience at the typical top-neighborhood theatre
Story," Robert Flaherty-Lopert Films
"So Dear to My Heart," Walt Dis- where "Chicken Every Sunday" was sneak-previewed RKO's 58th Street,
ney-RKO Radio "Quick on the Trig- New York is any criterion, then the successful commercial performance of
ger" and "Smoky Mountain Melody," this William Perlberg production appears to be unquestionably assured.
Perlberg staged his production with minute fullness, aided and abetted by
both Columbia.
director George Seaton, who moved his story telling at a smooth and zippy
pace, a pace which, for the most part, skims over the occasional lapses of logic.
All in all, it is human and funny, fun for the family especially, enacted by a
cast that is competent and convincing in portraying the rollicking roles of the
(Continued from page 1)
highly successful stageplay by Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein, the readable book
cent above the 1935-39 average. This by Rosemary Taylor, and the workmanlike screenplay by Seaton and Valencompares with 59.4 per cent at the tine Davies. Dan Dailey and Celeste Holm are both topnotch in the leads
end of June and 61.0 per cent at the and give a large cast strong incentive for able support, principally Collen
end of December 1947. It is the low- Townsend, Alan Young, Natalie Wood, William Frawley, Connie Gilchrist,
est this index has been since August William Callahan, Hal L. Dawson, Veda Ann Borg, Porter Hall and others.
1946, when it was 56.6 per cent above
The scene is Tucson, Arizona, in a period setting of 1910, where the highly
the base figure.
ambitious and chock-full-of-promotional-ideas Dailey, zestfully bent on getting
The adult price index was 67.1 per rich quickly, 'though honestly, invests repeatedly with his own and the local
cent above the 1935-39 average, com- bank's monies, in everything from a silver mine without silver, to a trolley
pared with 66.4 per cent at the end of line, ostrich farm, brewery, laundry, creamery, opera house and copper mine
June, 67.7 per cent at the end of without copper, all of which break Dailey and threaten the loss of his
March the all-time high and 67.5 home. Meanwhile, the harried Miss Holm, as his wife, is forced to take in
per cent at the end of 1947.
boarders to make ends meet for home expenses, to the discomfort of the
The combined index was 65.7 per dabbling Dailey. The fun in the bedlam of a home overrun by boarders
figure.
base
cent above the
ranges from the hilarious to the serio-comic, interspersed with some romance
in the growing family, which, climactically, is saved from the loss of its mortgaged home by the generosity of sympathetic -townsfolk.
Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. For February
Los Angeles, Dec. 8. Jack OsserJames Cunningham
Radio Latin release.
man, until now
American supervisor, is due to arrive
here on Sunday to take over the sales

"Chicken Every Sunday"

:

IF THE

—

;

—

;

Admission Prices Rise

—

—

Osserman Due Sunday
RKO

—

managership of the company's branch
Cohen, branch
C.
here, under H.
manager.

M-G-M Plans

Set

Shop Election

(Continued from, page 1)
the Taft-Hartley Law.
refused to "do business"
until it had complied.

he "big pictures" already completed
and some near completion seen during
their recent visits to the Coast studio.
Also among the speakers were J.
Robert Rjibin, M-G-M general counJoseph R. Vosel and vice-president
gel, vice-president and head of Loew
Charles D. O'Brien, head
Theatres
of industrial relations, and Alan F.
Cummings, in charge of exchange

provisions

operations.

Exchange C^nt^act Negotiations
Get Under Way in New York

;

;

The meetings

will continue

through

tomorrow.

of

The company
with

SOPEG

The

election, which was conducted
by the National
Labor Relations
Board, produced seven votes in favor
Twenty employes reof no union.
frained from voting, and one vote was

local unit of the

—Leonard

director

of

the

Theatre Owners

of America, will serve as counsel for
the Albany conciliation board, which
started functioning with the current
issuance of a bulletin to theatre owners in the territory, advising all

TOA

members and

others

—to

make

use of the panel.

Submission to the board of differences with distributors "does not in

any

way

affect

your

legal

rights,"

exhibitors are told.

The board will hold its first meeting -on Friday, with Harry Lamont
presiding as temporary chairman. Lamont, who has returned from conferences with
officials in New
York, will confer shortly with
general counsel Herman Levy to set
a pattern for operating here.

TOA

TOA

Theatre Picketing
(Continued from page 1)

meaning

of Section No. 876 of the
Civil Practices Act, between the guilds

and City Investment Corp.'s Victoria.
He granted the injunction which City
Investment sought to prevent picketing
and boycotting of the theatre, which
is playing "Joan of Arc."
Picture is
being released by RKO Radio, one of
several distributors with which the
guilds have been in dispute.

The

injunction restrains the unions

from conducting "secondary boycotting
and picketing," which City Investment's complaint described as "intimidation, coercion, and disturbing the
peace."

The guilds have been passing out
anti-distributor leaflets in the vicinities
of several Broadway theatres, including the Victoria, which was the first
unaffiliated house to apply for a court
injunction against the activity.

Mayer Testifies
(Continued from page 1)
suggestion on the basis of the screen

IATSE

—

new

executive

challenged.

InNegotiations between
ternational representatives and a distributors labor relations committee on
Hollywood, Dec. 8. Fred M. Pack- a new contract covering 6,300 exard has joined Columbia studios as a change workers in 32 exchange cenproducer. The deal is in addition to a ters got under way here yesterday.
commitment he has for 20th Century- Other meetings are expected to follow shortly.
Fox to release his "Quicksand."

Packard Joins Columbia

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

Rosenthal,

writer's work.
Most of the morning session was
devoted by Cole's attorney to reading
depositions from E. J. Mannix, in
which the studio executive described
visits by committee investigators who
told him Cole was a Communist and
should be discharged.
The depositions indicated Mannix had also disclaimed interest in the politics of

M-G-M

employes.
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is

rector
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he can bring out the best in every
make the star's voice and presence
more effective, help protect her popularity with her audience.
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all
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by the laborastaff,

because

his picture sense... his
broad knowledge of photochemistry and

of the quality and reliability they find in
the famous family of Eastman motion

the mechanics of processing, his precise
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Canadian 'Co-op

9

10,

TEN CENTS

1948

Seen

Industry- Wide

i

Enough Films Only Partially Successful

U.K.-U.S. Meet

Until August

Is

Company Seeking Deals
For Mid-year Releasing
Although independents
|

!

I

i

I

,

are $12,000,000 in Canadian film revenue
financing annually to the U. S., has met with

grossers, thus assuring healthy operations. Rentals of between $1,100,000 to
$2,000,000 or more are anticipated for
each of the better films to be delivered, according to a U. A. executive.
Gradwell Sears,
president, left
Hollywood last night after closing
the three-picture deal with Howard
Hughes
returning
to
Hughes
the
distribution
rights
three
to

UA

—

produced,

he

(.Continued on

and

obtaining

partial

success only.

The

project, at its inception, had
main objectives: To promote
Canada as much as possible on U. S.
screens and thus be instrumental in
sending U. S. tourist dollars to Canada to assign Canadian film produc-

three

;

ers to produce in Canada, paying costs
to make films in
in U. S. dollars
;

Para. Decree Talks

With

US

—

of Paramount theatre operations; Walter Gross, theatre

department attorney, and
O'Brien,
Robert
corporate
secretary, held their second
day of discussions with Department of Justice officials
here today on a theatre divestiture agreement. Conferences were going on to a late
hour, and indications were
that they would be continued.

ColumbiaExecutives Services Tomorrow
To Aid Sales Drive For J. J. Murdock

—

Hollywood, Dec. 9. Services will
Columbia's assistant
manager, who is in be held here Saturday morning at
charge of its current playdate drive, Forest Lawn for John J. Murdock,
has selected 10 sales executives to as- 89, one of the founders of RKO, who
sist in the campaign, which will con- died yesterday morning at St. Erne
Private Sanitarium, which he entered
tinue through Feb. 17.
Louis Astor,' last spring. He had been ill for two
Those named are
Louis Weinberg and Irving Wormser, years.
Murdock came to this country from
Maurice Grad,
cicuit sales executives
short subject sales manager; George his native Scotland 77 years ago. He
was in various phases of theatricals,
Josephs, assistant to A. Montague
H. C. Kaufman, manager of exchange starting as an advance man in 1880,
operations; Joseph Freiberg, sales' ac- before becoming general manager of
Seth Raisler, contract de- the B. F. Keith Circuit in New York
counting
partment Vincent Borelli, assistant to in 1913. He engineered the purchase
Sydney Sing- of Pathe by the then Keith-Albee Circircuit sales executives
erman, assistant manager of exchange cuit, from Joseph P. Kennedy to form

Rube

Jackter,
sales

Kerridge, Rank Partner,
Sees Future Imperiled
All

branches

of the British and
industries should be permitted to send representatives to the initial meeting of the Anglo-U. S. Film
Council scheduled to be held in New

American

York next March, Norman Kerridge.
head of Kerridge-Odeon Theatres of
New Zealand, suggested here ye^tei
day.

The gravity of the problems affecting the firm and theatre companies
of both nations, and their effects on
the futures of both, require the attentions of all branches of the two industries, Kerridge believes.

Members

Anglo-U. S. Film
Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander Korda and Sir Henry French,
for the British, and Eric Johnston,
Barney
Balaban
and
Nicholas
Council are

Hollywood,

Dec.

9.

— Gradwell

Sears, United Artists president, today
concluded a deal under which three
features, produced by Howard Hughes

now committed

UA

to
for
revert to
and will
be replaced by three to be made with
It
$600,000 in financing by Hughes.
is understood a formal announcement,
naming the producers Who will make
the replacement pictures, is to be
issued in the next few days.
Following the second day-long conference with T. J. Tevlin, Hughes'
representative James Nasser, George
Bagnall and representatives of Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin, Sears
left tonight by plane for New York.
until

RKO

release, will

;

Tri-States Adopts

TOA

Conciliation

—

directors

Owners.

of

the

Tri-States

Theatre

(Continued on page 6)

E-L,

SRO

'Changes'

Could Bring a Deal

Daniel T. O'Shea, executive direcof the Selznick Studio, president
of Vanguard Films, and a member of
in 1929.
He was RKO's first the executive committee of the Selzoperations.
nick Releasing Organization, said here
Jackter and Josephs will leave here president and board chairman.
In acquiring Pathe and its interest yesterday,
in
a statement released
on Monday to visit several of the
company's exchanges in the interests in DuPont Film, Murdock announced through the SRO office here, that
"any talk of Eagle-Lion, as presently
(Continued on page 3)
of the drive.
constructed,
distributing
Selznick
product, or of SRO as presently constituted, distributing Eagle-Lion prod;

tor

;

RKO

Dismiss FP-C Action Cole Relates Talks

ridiculous."
said the "larger part of our
discussions
(with Eagle-Lion) has
(Continued on page 3)

uct,

Against Nathansons With Mayer at Trial

—

9.
The long-standaction of Famous Players
Canadian against Odeon Theatres, the
late N. L. Nathanson and his son,

Toronto, Dec.

ing

legal

Paul Nathanson, has been concluded
of dismissal with the
consent of the parties concerned. Involving theatre ownership, the case
developed when N. L. Nathanson resigned as president of FP-C eight

The board had been author- years ago.
act for the entire organizaThe decision on

ized to
tion in the matter.

dismissal

was made

by G. D. Conant, Master-in-Chambers
The board unanimously adopted the at Osgoode Hall on the appearance of
TOA plan and designated Max Con- J. H. Stratton, counsel for the
(Continued on page 3)

J.

;

by an order

Memphis, Dec. 9.
The Theatre
Owners of America conciliation plan
was adopted today by the board of

of the.

:

Schenck.
Kerridge. who will leave New York
on Monday for the West Coast, en
route home following a London visit
with Rank, said that if the American

:

3 Films Is Set

;

and

Suggested

Continue

Washington, Dec. 9. Leonard Goldenson, vice-president

(Continued on page 6)

general

page 3)

Sears-Hughes Deal

On

American film interests and the Canadian government last January to forestall possible curbs on the flow of some

still

confronted with severe
problems, United Artists has sufficient product on definite schedule to
carry the company at least to August.
While admittedly some of those forthcoming are of lower-bracket quality,
the bulk of them are figured by the
company as wholly adequate potential

which

—

Montreal, Dec. 9. Complaints are
being heard from the domestic motion
picture industry that the Canadian
Cooperation Project, initiated between

defendants.

—

is

O'Shea

Los Angeles, Dec. 9. Lester Cole,
suspended M-G-M screenwriter who
is seeking reinstatement of his contract, today told the U. S. District
Court here that Louis B. Mayer had
informed him that he had plans to
make Cole a studio executive shortly
before the writer was suspended for
London, Dec. 9. With the Exhibifailure to answer certain questions put tors Association having been given
to him by the House Un-American formal assurance that no film still in
Activities Committee.
general circulation around theatres
Taking the stand late this after- will be used on the BBC television
noon, Cole testified under questioning programs, the way has been smoothed
by his attorney, Charles Katz, that he for an early agreement between the
had gone to work for M-G-M at an BBC and the industry on their one-

Old Films Only for
British Video Shows

—

(Continued on page

3)

(Continued on page 6)
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New Product

Personal
Mention
MARVIN
M-G-M

H.

SCHENCK,

and
Eastern studio
is due
back here Monday from Hollywood.
•
Benjamin Fielding, Loew Thea
tre executive and former chairman of
the Mayor's Committee on the Care
of Children, has been elected to the
executive council of the University
Settlement.

•

manager

office

M-G-M's Cleveland branch, has
been promoted to the sales staff, with
George Bailey, booker, succeeding
him as office manager and head
at

booker.

e
Charles Clark, former UniversalInternational sales manager in Atlanta, has been appointed a special
representative for Screen Guild Productions.

•
Mortimer W. Loewi, executive assistant to the president of Allen B.

DuMont

Laboratories, has become associated with the investment firm of
Van Alstyne, Noel and Co.

•

Howard

Richardson,

associated
the State Theatre, New Britain, Conn., for the past
two and a half years, has retired, w'ith

with

Otto Tefts

Tefts assuming

Be

in

United-International
Films,
new
production-distribution
organization,
which already has four pictures in
work on the Coast, will be the first
U. S. film company to market new
product in 35 and 16mm. simultaneously, according to general sales manager Lester Tobias, who has arrived
here from Hollywood to negotiate a
national distribution deal with a stateright exchange system.
Tobias, who
will be here three weeks, said he
expects to close a deal before he returns to the Coast.

The company, whose

features will
be budgeted at between $125,000 and
$350,000, will have 13 pictures completed, in production or ready to be
filmed by mid-summer, Tobias disclosed.
He emphasized that the company will market prints in both
gauges so as not to bring about conflicting competition between regular
theatres and 16mm. operators.
President of the company is H. W.

DST

Loss from Cat.
Seen Ending

—

Hollywood, Dec. 9. California theatre owners expect
the end of the 10 per cent
loss
in
box-office
grosses
caused by statewide daylight
saving when Gov. Earl Warproclamation
ending
daylight time becomes effective on Dec. 31.
DST was ordered more
than a year ago because of
ren's

secretary of

IATSE

Home

Motion Picture
No. H-

Office Employes Local
63 here, effective Jan. 5.

M-G-M

Field Sales

M-G-M

field sales managers and
their territorial aides, on their return
to the field, will hold a series of re-

gional

Bandits Get $3,100
At Providence House Paul Benjamin Luncheon
Providence, Dec. 9.—
RKO

took

—

Rockefeller Center

"WORDS AND MUSIC"
JUNE ALLYSON
JUDY GARLAND
GENE KELLY

PERRY f«* b
LENA K%*lt
MICKEY ROONEY
ANN SOTHERN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

Salvatore Adorno,

Sr.,

owner

show

business.

Weitman Aids Benefit
Robert M. Weitman, managing diof
the
Paramount Theatre
will direct the annual benefit

rector

•
here,
George Reif has transferred to Al-

7

INGRID BERGMAN
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
has reached a stage where the current
drive for funds is being extended upon
the decision of the executive committee headed by Clarence Eiseman.
will arrive here to- new date for the drawing will be an-

A

George Cukor
morrow from the

Coast.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

nounced shortly.

cast of thousands
Reserved Sears
Starting TUESDAY
DEC. 14th at the

CONTINUE AT THE

FULTON w«i.

VICTORIA

DARRYL

r

F.

ZANUCK

V

presonte

i

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

th e

Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by
UNATOIE UTVAK

ANATOLE LfTVAK & ROBERT BASSLER

WANDA

JOHN

LUND

•

.

MONTY

BAtRr

FITZGERALD

•

.

Jf\ I
±)st I

^

/Smt^Sro^
I
Orch^tn

HENDRIX

•
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MIDNIGHT FfATUM

DANNY
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VIRGINIA
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*

Dembow, sales vice-president, and
William B. Brenner, operations vicepresident.
color by
Broadway at
45th Street

Leased by Supercinema Corp. from
Lee and J. J. Shubert as a film house,
the Golden Theatre here will revert to
legitimate shows on Dec. 26, it is announced by Marcello Girosi, Supercinema president.

J.

'Brotherhood' Luncheon
Ned Depinet

will

be host to film

trade paper publishers and editors at
a luncheon at the 21 Club here today.
Details of plans for "Brotherhood
Week," of which Depinet is chairman,
will be discussed.

TECHNICOLOR

ASTOR

Cont. from 8 :45

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

"THE
RED SHOES"
Color
by Technicolor

BIJOU THEATER,

Volmar Duties

Extend Hospital Drive

has. resigned
as vice-president and general sales
manager of Ampro Corp., Chicago.

•

Shows Daily
NOW AND WILL
7

F.

Add

•

^

JOAN of ARC

guest at an NSS luncheon today at
the Hotel Astor here. Benjamin has
been with the company 29 years.
NSS executives attending will include
Herman Robbins, president; George

show for the Actor's Temple to be
bany, N. Y., from New Haven, as
held Sunday night at the Imperial
Universal-International salesman, sucTheatre here under the sponsorship
ceeding John Rubach, resigned.
of
Rabbi Bernard Birstein. Stars
•
to
scheduled to appear include Bill RobVictor Volmar, publicity manager
David Beznor, attorney for the inson, Joe E. Lewis, Phil Regan,
Colosseum of Motion Picture Sales- Billy De Wolfe, Phil Silvers, Stan for Monogram International, has been
placed in charge of the company's formen, is in New York from Milwaukee. Kenton's band, and others.
eign versions as well, by Norton V.
•
Ritchey,
president.
Fred Colorado
John Dumpheny, former Univerhas been named assistant to Volmar.
sal-International booker in Atlanta,
has joined Kay Film Exchanges.
The financial crisis that confronts

Harry A. Monson

.

Paul Benjamin, retiring executive
of National Screen Service's production
department
will
be
honor

Golden To Revert

of

.

.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
ITHE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

•
the Palace Theatre in Middletown,
Conn., is observing his 33rd year in

—

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Meetings Next Week

—

Bandits

in Mass.

i

Court Dismisses WB
Suit on Picketing

$3,100 in receipts from the
Albee today when they held up RusLarry Caplane, manager of the sell L.
Mowry, cashier, who was in
RKO-Brandeis in Omaha, and Mrs. the theatre
alone, waiting for the
Caplane have become parents of a armored express
truck to arrive to
daughter, Ronnie Gail.
fix
the
previous
night's
receipts.
•
Police believe the thieves, who thrust
Ralph Wheelwright, assistant to guns at Mowry and forced him to
M-G-M studio publicity head How- open the safe, hid in the theatre all
ard Strickling, left here yesterday night. This is the second robbery in
for the Coast,
four months.

—

10, 194;

Dec. 9. Advocacy of
sales tax for Massachusetts, includin
a two per cent levy on theatre ad
missions,
has
been
disclosed
bl
Thomas H. Buckley, commissionei
of state administration and finance.

1

meetings
next week
with
branch and district managers, to convey to them details of their five-day
conference held at the Astor Hotel
here this week.
With the exception
Erwin.
Jack Seaman is in charge of George A. Hickey, Western sales
of production.
Tobias is an indus- manager, the field men will depart totry veteran, having been associated day and tomorrow.
with the sales department of Paramount in New England where, he
pointed out yesterday, he established,
many years ago, Connecticut's first
film exchange.
Los Angeles, Dec. 9. A $3,000,It is understood that Universal-International has protested to United- 000 damage suit brought by Warner
the
Conference of Studio
International against the use by the against
latter company of a name which might Unions and others for picketing the

•

Tax

Boston,

a power shortage.

control.
create confusion in identification. Dis- Warner studio in the 1945 studio
e
cussion of the matter is now going strike was dismissed here yesterday
Red Kann, Quigley Publications on on
Superior Court Judge Stanley
the Coast between officials of by
vice-president, arrived in Hollywood
Barnes on the ground that the comboth companies.
yesterday from New York via New
plainant failed to serve the defendOrleans and Dallas.
ants within two years after filing
•
suit.
Lillian Cotton has resigned as
full

2%

Asks

10%

Available in 16 mm.

vice-president
representative,

Dorsey H. Brown,

to

December

Friday,

wJ?%Toad„ay
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Cole Trial

3

UA

Review

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

i

agreed salary of $1,250 a week, but
was paid only $1,150 at first, and that
when he complained to Sam Katz the

Film to Aug.

"Three Godfathers"

from him second-money financing of
$600,000 for three, or possibly more,
to be made by independents for
release.
Sears also was seeking to
get other new production rolling for
handling by the company about the
time its present supply is exhausted.
The company has about 16 films
either completed or near completion.
nature of a parable, but it is to say that it is, as "Stagecoach" was, a story On the basis
of Universale experiof the rugged doings of strong men in the days when the desert was uncon- ences with
Abbott and Costello prodquered and law was a far-away thing.
story
especially
suitable
for
It is a
uct,
figures on rentals in the
exhibition during the Yuletide, although by no means restricted in its useful- neighborhood of
§2,000,000 for the
ness to that season, and a measure of its appeal to audiences may be had in comedy team's latest, "Africa Speaks,"
the knowledge that it prospered in at least three previous screen versions. produced by Edward Nassour.
Also
Few films come to market so substantially guaranteed by precedent to satisfy counted on to bring substantial revethe public which it draws.
nue are Hunt Stromberg's "Too Late
John Ford directed, and co-produced with Merian C. Cooper, from a for Tears," starring Lizabeth Scott
screenplay by Laurence Stallings and Frank S. Nugent, based on the original and Don DeFore; Sam Bischoff's
novel by Peter B. Kyne.
The cast also includes Pedro Armandariz, Ward "Outpost in Morocco," George Raft
Bond, Mae Marsh, Mildred Natwick, Guy Kibbee, and introduces Harry and Akim Tamiroff Mary Pickford's
Carey, Jr., a circumstance to be made known to the legion admirers of his and Lester Cowan's "Love Happy,"
Marx Brothers Amusement Enterlate father.
Wayne, Armandariz and Carey portray outlaws who, fleeing into the desert prises' "The Lucky Stiff," Dorothy
following their robbery of a bank in Arizona, find their way to a water-hole Lamour and Brian Donlevy.
Seeking another water-hole, they come
blocked by Sheriff Bond's deputies.
'Doubtful' on Some
upon an abandoned covered wagon in which Miss Natwick, her husband lost
While these are looked upon as the
in the storm, gives birth to a baby and dies, after pledging the three outlaws more important portion of its supply,
They struggle on with the baby, steering their
to take care of the infant.
is not said to be doubtful to any
course by a bright star, but the hardships are too much for Carey, who cracks serious extent about the box-office

(Argosy-Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Hollywood, Dec. 9
f OHN FORD, perhaps most widely identified in public memory as the
latter mentioned that Cole's name had *-» director of
"Stagecoach," and John Wayne, whose big-league career
come up in "another fashion." Cole dates from his stardom in that film, are in their element again in this vastly
"added that Katz said this was not the proportioned picture of the Old West, filmed
in the finest Technicolor.
That
reason for the salary discrepancy and
is not t<j say that this is another "Stagecoach," for it is not, since it has
that he would refer the matter to the
tenderness as well as violence in it, and in fact partakes somewhat of the
:

M-G^M

president.
sa id Mayer called him into
coh'.^^nce and told him about visits
from investigators for the House UnAmerican Activities Committee. The
screenwriter then quoted Mayer as
'having assured him "our business is
to make motion pictures," and having
told him he had plans for making Cole
studio executive.

r~\

(

j

a

Cole

I

.

Names McGuinness

Cole also stated that he told Mayer
that James K. McGuinness had started
the talk linking him with the Communist ideology after the
Screen
Writers Guild had beaten the Screen
Playwrights Union, headed by McGuinness, in a National Labor Relations

he

Board

knew

election.

this,

Mayer

indicated

Cole added.

UA

1

;

;

Earlier today, the court heard that
Cole was suspended by the studio
little later, Armandariz, breaking his leg, commits suicide
up and dies.
"not because he was said to be a
so that Wayne will push on with the baby. Wayne, delirious, reaches a town
Communist, but because we feared a
on Christmas Day and learns it is New Jerusalem. He gives himself up, and
national attack on the box-office," acis dealt with leniently by the court in consideration of his having sacrificed
cording to a deposition by E. J. Manhis chances of escape to the welfare of the baby.
nix, M-G-M studio executive.
Running time, 105 minutes. General audience .classification. Release date,
The deposition by Mannix, as read
William R. Weaver
set.
into the court record,
quoted the not
M-G-M executive as saying "I don't
know or care whether Lester Cole is
74,
a Communist.
He did something to
bring him into disfavor with the
(Continued from page 1)
American people.
In my opinion,
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
Michael
there is no question that the industry had to do with negotiations growing
retired
operator of motion
did the right thing at the right time." out of offers made by Eagle-Lion for Lessy,
picof
our
a
number
picture theatres in the Philadelphia
the reissues of
Kenny Called to Stand
There have also been discus- area and in Southern New Jersey,
tures.
In a surprise move, Katz called the sions looking toward the possibility died yesterday in his home here at the
screenwriter's chief" counsel, Robert of such a deal as that discussed above, age of 74.
W. Kenny, to the stand to testify re- but manifestly this could only be conveteran in the business, Lessy
garding a meeting attended by Ken- sidered on the basis of the institution was associated with Universal Picny, Eric Johnston, Paul V. McNutt of an entirely different kind of op- tures at the turn of the century. Later
and others at the Shoreham Hotel in eration that would on the one hand he entered exhibition with his brother,
Washington before the House Un- specialize in big pictures in the manner Alexander.
American Activities Committee opened of SRO, and on the other hand take
Surviving are his widow, Tillie
the hearings at which Cole refused advantage of the Eagle-Lion ability to two sons, George W. and Perry four
to answer certain questions.
daughters
two brothers, and two
achieve volume."
Kenny related that he told the exO'Shea admitted "we have initiated sisters.
ecutives that his clients "are con- a number of discussions with various
cerned about reports that a blacklist interests and have considered various
Pettit, 38
is being planned," and that Johnston
propositions that have been submitted
" 'You can tell them that as
Wilfred
replied
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
to us, consistent with Mr. Selznick's
long as I am president of the Motion announced desire and intention to Pettit, film writer, 38, was found
Picture Association of America there eliminate waste and duplication in dis- dead aboard his yacht at Newport
will never be a blacklist'."
tribution during these crucial times. Harbor this morning. His screenplays
Louis B. Mayer, who completed his None of these discussions has deter- include "The Swordsman," "Walls
Came Tumbling Down," "Thousand
testimony at the morning session, left mined anything."
and One Nights," "Bandit of Sherby train for New York later for conwith
ferences
M-G-M executives
wood Forest" and others dating back
1943. The widow and a sister
to
there. He was accompanied by Howsurvive.
ard Strickling, head of studio pub-

A

:

E-L,

SRO

'Changes'

Michael Lessy,
Pioneer in Phila.

—

A

;

;

Wilfred

—

:

Tri-States Adopts

(Continued from page 1)
Nicholas Nayfack, M-G-M
executive, is scheduled to be called nett, exhibitor of Newton, Miss., to
as the next witness.
appoint a panel of three conciliators
one each from Arkansas, Tennessee
Eric Johnston Is Heading
and Mississippi and two alternate
For the 'Hollywood 10' Trial
members from each state.
Any theatre owner with a grievance
Washington, Dec. 9. Motion Picture Association of America President can apply to the conciliation panel for
Eric A. Johnston now expects to service whether he belongs to the
leave this weekend for the Coast to Tri-States organization or not, under
testify in connection with the breach- terms of the board's action today.
of-contract suits by Lester Cole and Announcement of the action was made
Covington,
other writers suspended by the in- by W. F. Ruffin, Jr.,
dustry following the House Un-Amer- Tenn., president of Tri-States.
The panel will be required to meet
ican
Activities
Committee hearings
licity.

—

—

—

—

last year.

Johnston was slated to leave last
weekend, but the Coast trials recessed
and his trip was postponed. Now they
have resumed. Johnston will be in
New York tomorrow.

UA

monthly in Memphis.
Arthur H. Lockwood, TOA presiand Herman Levy, general
dent,
counsel, spoke before an industry-wide
luncheon meeting which preceded the
board meeting.

1,965

Academy Members

—

Hollywood, Dec. 9.
Academy
membership rose to 1,965 with the
admission of 30 new members, representing

ten

branches.

The

board,

UA

prospects of the remainder of the
product slated for early delivery.
However, alignment with active
producers for films which could be
released about the middle of next
year is now the company's chief concern.
Helpful in this respect will be
consummation
of
the
deal
with

Hughes.

UA

On
set

another front,
has its sights
on television as a source of reve-

nue for the future.

In the process of
building a film catalogue for video,
intends to establish itself as an
important factor in the new field.

UA

Favors Film-Video Deals

Company

has taken the position that
dealings in television will neither
add to nor detract from the new industry as a competitor of theatres and
offered this reasoning in answer to objections raised by Theatre Owners of
its

America.

The film company is now negotiating for television rights with its producers. In no case will a film be sold
to video interests outright.
Instead,
product will be licensed for a specific
performance and only after the product's theatrical runs, both initial and
whenever possible, reissue, are completed.
"Red River," for example,
would not be rented to a telecaster
for at least about eight years.

Murdock

Services

(Continued from page 1)
that the arrangement provided the first
motion picture enterprise to encompass in one organization all phases of
the industry, from the manufacture of
raw film to the presentation of the
finished product on the screen.
He retired shortly after the formation of
and then devoted much
of his attention to philanthropic work,
particularly in a search for a cure and
control of cancer, establishing the

RKO
announcing the membership increase,
also revealed awards will be presented this year for the first time, for
the best achievement in costume designing, with separate statuettes for Murdock Research Laboratories and
Clinics at Malone, N. Y., and in New
black-and-white and color films.
York City. He is said to have con-

Ardrey

Is

Promoted

tributed

some $3,000,000

to* those in-

stitutions.

Alex H. Ardrey, long active in
Murdock made his home in Beverly
motion picture finance activities, has Hills some 20 years ago. Surviving
been elected to the newly-created of- are the widow, Mrs. Grace Murdock
fice
of
executive vice-president of a son, John J., Jr., and a daughter,
Bankers Trust Co., it is announced Mrs. Ethel Mondell of Washington,
here by S. Sloan Colt, president.
D. C.

"One

of those rare comic del-

icacies that are

"Light, frothy comedy, delightfully acted by the dependable
Cary Grant and a refreshing

newcomer, Betsy Drake
sure-fire."

.

.

season at the boxoffice
will have a terrific payoff."
.

"If every

-BOXOFFICE

—VARIETY
"Entertaining

office blues."

—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
on the
comedy
watch. -M. P. HERALD

rhe female of the species

>rowl in amusing
to

as

'

*

.

.

.

all

for those

laughs."

the

who

way

.

.

.

enjoy

-THE EXHIBITOR

funny there would

be no such thing as box-

inkle."

un

comedy were

deliriously

.

.

made
rhe kind of stuff to delight
iverage audiences ... it sure
hould make the coin boxes

always in good

"Topflight contender for honors
in the

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"Rich comedy the family will go

comedy

field."

-DAILY VARIETY
"Grand

boxoffice

comedy
has
and a

for in all situations."

wit, charm, lively pace

—INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL

polished cast." -FILM

.

.

.
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Three More Testify
In Griffith Hearing

—

Oklahoma City, Dec. 9, Government attorneys called three operators of the Chief Theatre, independent house in Seminole, Okla., in today's Griffith hearing in an attempt to
prove the house suffered through a
product
shortage
12-year
over
a
period.
Joe Love, operator of the Chief
from 1936 to 1946, said he got second
runs throughout the period, but lost
money several years because he was
unable to buy better product.
William E. Dickey, Jr., who bought
the house from Love, said he was able
to get all the third run films he wanted but was unable to buy second runs

except from minor companies which
had first run rights. He sold the
house to Layton Carter who testified
that he too had a difficult buying
problem.
Other witnesses today were James
D. Guest of Duncan, Okla., and Jess
Hale of Hobart, Okla.

Artkino, Classics Settle
Artkino, official distribution of Russian films in the U. S., and Film
Classics
have
settled
out-of-court
their legal dispute revolving around
FC's inclusion in its film, "Will It
Happen Here?," some footage filmed
in Russia.
Artkino had brought action in
York Supreme Court for
an injunction to prevent FC's use of
the footage, claiming it has exclusive
U. S. rights to all Russian-made film.

New

Cocteau Coming Here
Jean Cocteau, French producer and
director, is coming here from Paris
to attend the debut of his latest production, Vog Film's "The Eagle with

Two

Heads," which will open
Little CineMET on Dec. 29.

at the

Hoffberg Acquires Three
Three featurettes for 35mm., 16mm.
and television distribution have been
acquired by
Hoffberg Productions
here. They are "Memories of Shake-

Works

speare,"

"The

Dickens"

and "The

San."

Charles

of

Pearl

of

Nyat-

December

Friday,

10, 194!

Republic's Singapon
Suit Countered Here

Review

A

breach-of-contract
suit
whic
Republic International brought month
ago in the High Court of Singapor
{Paramount)
against Eastern Film Agency, whici
triangle between father, son and sweetheart forms the releases
Republic product
in
thi
basis of this Paramount drama, set in England during the period follow- Straits
Settlements,
British
Nortr
ing the close of the last war. It comes off as an uncertain blend, very good Borneo and the Malayan Union,
ha
in some parts, routine in others. The cast, both able and persuasive, is headed been reshaped in New York
Supremt
by Melvyn Douglas, Phyllis Calvert, Wanda Hendrix, Philip Friend and Court in the form of a counter-claim
Binnie Barnes.
Run Run Shaw and Runme Shaw
Douglas, a former Army officer and a widower, falls in love with Miss Eastern's owners, have filed tlyr "Hin
In time they plan to marry, but ter-claim, maintaining that tyfT,,
Calvert of the women's auxiliary corps.
must wait for Miss Calvert's divorce to be finalized. Matters however become tract in question contains a Clause
complicated when Douglas' son returns home, an emotionally shaken veteran which was included "by mistake.'
who had lost a leg. Miss Calvert sympathizes with jthe son, portrayed by The clause qualifies the arrangement
Before long a crisis is at hand, between the two parties as a distribu
Friend, and he falls in love with her.
punctuated by misunderstandings and explosive scenes. At last a desperate tion deal, whereas the Shaws claim
point is reached where the son thinks of killing himself, Douglas decides to their understanding was that they
go to Africa, and Miss Calvert prepares to run away. In the end, however, were to have become owners of the
94 pictures involved upon payment of
all come to their mature senses and the story closes happily.
As the daughter of Douglas, Miss Hendrix flits in and out of scenes with $70,000. New York Supreme Court
The screenplay, by Theodore Strauss and Josef Mischel, justice Irving L. Levey has ordered
kittenish appeal.
gets in several serious observations on the" problems of veterans' post-war ad- Republic to show cause why an injunction should not be issued to halt
justment. Compton Bennett directed and Val Lewton produced.
Release date, the Singapore action.
Running time, 84 minutes. Adult audience classification.

My Own

True Love

A ROMANTIC

Feb.

Mandel Herbstman

4.

pared with

Anglo-U.S. Meet

than 20 per cent a

less

A

few years ago.

{Continued from page 1)

also are marketable
Zealand.
Kerridge estimated American film
earnings there at approximately $4,000,000 annually, with no existing restrictions on remittances to the U. S.
The Kerridge brothers were guests
of Capt. Harold Auten of United Artists at a luncheon at the Lotos Club
yesterday, attended by trade press ediItalian
in

pictures

New

and British industries cannot resolve
their present differences and work together on a reciprocal basis, the future

Neither
of both will be in jeopardy.
industry, he said, can survive on its
domestic market alone.

He believes the March meeting of
the Anglo-U. S. Film Council offers
a rare opportunity for both industries
to arrive at constructive understandings, providing the meeting is sufficiently representative.
Rank

is

a

of Kerridge's,
of the dominant
theatre circuit Ker-

partner

owning 50 per cent

—

New Zealand
ridge-Odeon.
Robert Kerridge, who is accompanying his brother on the current
business trip, reported theatre business in New Zealand to be "very
good" at present.

American

films -ac-

tors.

before

They

;

will

Canadian

visit-

embarking for

in

'Co-op'

(Continued from page 1)

few French and

Canada with U.

S.

New

Zealand.

The

out.

chief objection

Canadian producers

Bar Reels

production units.

In addition, the plan which was set
up between the government and the
Motion Picture Association of America, had as a secondary goal the encouragement of Canada's own film industry which has been struggling
along in an embryonic stage for years.
There is, at the moment, a sharp
difference of opinion on exactly how
Hollywood successfully the project has worked

ently anticipated a

in English

comes from

who had

appargreat increase of

U. S. production in Canada and a
9.
Newsreels with
consequent employment of Canadian
narration
have
been
barred
English
They
studio facilities and personnel.
from exhibition in local theatres by feel Hollywood has not lived up to its
the Municipal Council of this city.
pledges, since even before the project
Newsreels may be shown only if they was set up, American interests were
carry Spanish narration or titles.
shooting Canadian short subjects and
using the Dominion for background

Panama, Dec.

New

—

Canadian Firm

location work.

—

The Canadian producers feel, furcount for about 70 per cent of the
Toronto, Dec. 9. Granada Films,
that Hollywood ought to
playing time in the 230 New Zealand an independent film exchange headed thermore,
of its money with them,
British by I. H. Allen, has opened offices here. spend some
theatres, Kerridge reported.
as was supposedly intended under the
films
are increasing in popularity Allen is also general manager of
location
there.
They command almost 30 per Astral Films which releases Film original plan, but thus far the
units that have come to Canada have
cent of the playing time now, com- Classics in Canada.
-

failed

to

studio

facilities

recruit-

or

either

Canadian

personnel.

British Video
{Continued from page 1)
year experimental television partnership.

Also, basis of a formula has been
arrived at governing the amount of
film rental

used on
too,

THE GREATEST SEA STORY IN YEARS!

will pay for pictures
television programs. This,
earli-

First transmission under the new
arrangement will take place in January.
The Producers' Association has
agreed to put its library material at
the disposal of the BBC.
Meanwhile, Scophony, Ltd., has acquired the assets of John Logie Baird,
pioneer,
who
television
Britain's
broke with J. Arthur Rank shortly
after the latter's acquisition of the
Baird television process: Scophony's
directors claim that they are now able
to embark on large screen equipment
and arrangements have been made for
installations in the Capital and Provincial News Theatres in London.
Jack Buchanan, screen and stage
actor, has joined Scophony's board.
He was largely responsible for the
original Baird financing.
-

IS

BBC

had been a stumbling block

er.

WAKE OF THE RED WITCH"

its

riday,

December

10,
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Reviews
Whispering Smith'
(Paramount)

ALTHOUGH

not likely to raise a voice overwhelmingly, "Whispering
Smith," an Alan Ladd-starring, outdoor-action production in Technicolor,
speaks the box office language of action fans.
It's a mechanized Western, about railroad development at the ending of the
stagecoach period, apparently set in Rocky Mountain territory. Picturesque
production appurtenances and an attractive cast help overcome some lack of
ingenuity in plot.
Trouble-shooter for the line, Ladd makes quick work of the lawless Dalton
Boys engaged in a series of train holdups. Then he undertakes a tougher job,
that of putting an end to a series of wrecks plotted by his old buddy, Preston
Foster, who became mixed up with the wrong people. Super-imposed on the
Western activity is a mild romance between Foster's wife, Brenda Marshall,
and Ladd.
The color enhances some picturesque sets and snow-capped mountain background scenery, setting off nicely the robust scuffles and chases which director
Leslie Fenton staged with good effect. Frank Butler and Karl Lamb did the
screenplay, from the novel by Frank H. Spearman. Mel Epstein was associate
producer. The support includes Donald Crisp, William Demarest, Fay Holden,
Frank Faylen, John Eldredge and J. Farrell MacDonald.
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Gene Arneel
Feb. 18, 1949.

Mexican Hayride
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO,
merry
(Universal-International)

those slapstick artists of many adventures
of the border, and acquit themselves even
better than heretofore in terms of laughs and fun for the audience.
There
is little in "Mexican Hayride" that is not standard for Bud and Lou
broad
What seems to give
farce, hectic chases, Joe Miller gags, absurd situations.
this edition of their adventures sharpened appeal, however, is added bounce
and pace in the direction by Charles T. Barton who worked from a screenRobert Arthur's production is
play by Oscar Brodney and John Grant.
based on a musical play by Herbert and Dorothy Fields and Cole Porter.
The rotund Costello, victimized and villainized by confidence man Abbott,
has been trailed into Mexico by U. S. government sleuths. It's easy for them
he goes into a Samba dance
to spot Lou since he suffers from "Samba-itis"
every time he hears Samba music. But they have to keep away from Lou
temporarily since he was accidentally named America's good-will Ambassador
to Mexico for a week.
Meanwhile, Abbott and his fellow swindlers use Costello as a foil in
their attempt to sell a fake silver mine to Mexican financiers. Funniest scene
Costello and a savage bull pause during a bullfight sequence to dance a Samba
when the band breaks out with a Latin melody. In support are Luba Malina,
who sings the film's only tune, plus Virginia Grey, John Hubbard, Pedro de
Corda, Fritz Feld and several others in lesser roles.
Running time, 77 minutes. General audience classification. For December
Charles L. Franke
release.

now have

romp South

a'

:

THE

—

NEED
IS

GREATER

...he

thinks

'Desperadoes of Dodge City"
(Republic)

(ROCKY) LANE once
ALLAN
in
outdoor action drama

again

is

pitted against the forces of evil

people dee

which centers about a group of homesteaders
who are prevented from crossing over a necessary route by a group of outlaws. The better-than-average screenplay provided by Robert Williams is
sprinkled generously with action and gunplay.
Lane portrays a government agent who tries to gain possession of a document which authorizes a cavalry guard for a homesteader wagon-train which
was scheduled for attack by a band of outlaws. This powerful group of gunmen was preventing settlers from crossing their territory. Lane and five
an

stagecoach passengers, including the leader of the gang, are trapped in a
cabin by some of the outlaws. The stage driver, played by Eddy Waller,
helps Lane discover the identity of the head gunman. Lane finds the document and gets word to the cavalry in time to save the homesteaders from
being killed by the outlaws. Gordon Kay was associate producer and Philip

Ford directed.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience

Rockwell to 'Esquire'
Homer

Federation

Rockwell, vice-president of

Liberty Magazine for the past six
years who served at various times as
publisher of Screenland and Silver
Screen, has joined the executive sales
staff of Esquire. He is one of the
founders and first president of the
Association of Screen Magazine Publishers.

yoo

classification.

Censors Cut 18

—

Chicago, Dec. 9. During November the Chicago board of censors reviewed 86 pictures, made 18 cuts and
placed the following foreign films in the
"adults only" classification
"Scampola"
(Italian - Continental) ;
"Triumph of Love" (German)
"Fric:

;

Frac" (French)
"Day of Wrath"
(Danish), and "The Kneeling God;

GOTTA

STAY

dess" (Aztec).

OF JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES
OF AMERICA
J\

W.

47th

St.,

New

York

19,

N.Y.

Dynamic Films Formed Honor

RCA

Employees

—

Formation of Dynamic Films, Inc.,
with studios and offices here, has been
completed by Henry Morley, president, who was formerly general manager of J. A. Maurer, Inc.
Nathan
Zucker is treasurer and board chair-

Dec. 9.
Gold
watches and gold pins honoring 853
active and retired employes of RCA
Victor for their completion of 25 or
more years' service will be presented

man

month.

of the

new

firm.

Camden, N.

by the company

J.,

at

a ceremony this

HAPPX"

m Ansco Color
also starring

JEAN WALLACE
PATRICIA ROC

BELITA
Produced by IRVING ALLEN
Directed by

BURGESS MEREDITH

Screenplay by Harry Brown

Based on novel by George Simenon

Costumes by Jacques

Griffe and Robert Piquet

MOTIO N

Accurate

and
Impartial

NEW

113

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Hollywood, Dec.

Key

Cities

Together They Report
Best Week Since April
I

A

pronounced

was

rise

regis-

tered in theatre grosses last month,
according to box-office reports on

12.

170

an

week

first

of

income average

of $17,254.

Average income for November rose to $15,180, from Octo-

Weekly average
gross per theatre for November
of last year was $16,483.
The picture which appeared most
ber's $14,797.*

frequently in last month's reports as
a box-office leader was "Johnny Belinda," followed closely by "The Three
Musketeers" and "Red River," only a
small margin away from tying for

Under

the

to

Industry

Probe
Is

second spot.

Other films

which

appeared

fre-

Ask Press
An
the

Aid

to

Brotherhood

Week

appeal for trade press assistance

Brotherwood

Week

campaign,

Feb. 20-27, was made by Ned E.
Depinet, chairman of the motion picture division of the campaign, at a
luncheon at the 21 Club here on Friday.
Publishers and editors of the
industry press were Depinet's guests.
"There is no more important segment of our business involved in the
Brotherhood work than our trade
press,"
Depinet said.
"All
other
{Continued on page 4)

Cole
Will
Los

vs.

M-G-M

per cent, which compares with

September. The figure
one year ago was 97.8.
Average weekly earnings
for October were $98.67.
74.3 in

Griffith Trial Off to

12.

UK

Named
— Seven

of

the

Jan.

24 Amid

Tilt

Oklahoma

the

Latest Para.
Decree Move
Unsuccessful
Settlement Possible But
Slim As Talks Fail Again
Paramount's most recent and apparently most determined effort to
strike an agreement with the government on settling its part of the
industry anti-trust suit was unsuccessful, it was disclosed here on Friday.
The disclosure followed two days of
meetings between executives of the

company and the Department
tice in

of Jus-

Washington.

Paramount was said to be
firmer than ever in its conviction that it figures to lose less
of its theatre holdings in the
courts as against the sweeping
divestiture it would have to
make to satisfy the government in order to effect a settlement.

—

City, Dec. 12. HearFederal Judge Edgar S.
Vaught to determine a final ruling in
the Griffith anti-trust case halted on
Friday during bitter haggling between
government and defense counsel over
the credibility of a witness. The proceedings were recessed until Jan. 24.
However, it was pointed out that
Volney Hamm, operator of secondthe door is still open for further disrun houses in Altus, Frederick and
cussions with the Justice Department
Elk City, Okla., was being cross-ex{Continued on page 4)
amined by Charles Cochran, defense

ing

before

counsel, when Judge Vaught called
off the hearing which opened on Nov.
committee to probe industry-wide op30.
erations have been announced here by
In a review of his efforts to buy
Harold Wilson, president of the Board product over a 10-year period starting
of Trade.
in
1938, Hamm charged repeatedly
They are Lord Portal, former as- that distributors would not offer him
sociate of J. Arthur Rank in the the opportunity to buy first runs beformation and original financing of cause of commitments made by their
General Film Distributors, who is superiors to the defendant circuit. He
chairman of the committee Barring- alleged that this interference has conton C. Gain, Rank's chief financial ad- tinued as recently as last
summer
viser and, until the recent Odeon-Gen- when a branch manager here discoureral Cinema Finance merger, a di- aged his plans to remodel a house at
Rank's film Elk City.
rector
of
several
of
companies
Prof. Sir Arnold Plant,
Cross-examination by Cochran on
member of the Cinematograph Films the methods used by Hamm in acquirof

TEN CENTS

government

Film Salesmen Okay

Union Membership

:

;

;

{Continued on page 5)

{Continued on page 4)

Results of a National Labor Relations Board election among the country's
1,000-odd film salesmen made
effective at the weekend a maintenance
of membership in the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen of America,

was reported
seum attorney
came here from
hand for the
it

Film, Equipment Exports

on Friday by ColosDavid Beznor, who
Milwaukee to be on
counting

of

NLRB

ballots.

Such an election is required under
the National Labor Relations Act fol{Contimted on page 5)

Procedure Altered for
MGM
Trial

Resume Today
Angeles, Dec.
—Trial of
12.

London, Dec.
members

eight

{Continued on page 5)

in

October

reports, lists
employment as 77.1
its

SIMPP

constitution a
president can be elected only by the
board of directors which includes all
members of the organization. Tonight's dinner is the first such meeting
since the post was offered to Arnall,
whose presence tonight indicted acceptance.

Group

Employment

per cent in

NEWS

1948

—

key

the

13,

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Employment in studios was up
in October from September,
which in turn was up from
August, according to California Bureau of Labor statistics. The bureau, which regards the 1940 average as 100

Motion

best week since
April, producing

I

Rose in October

ernor Ellis Arnall of Georgia is expected to accept the top executive post
in the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, probably at a getacquainted dinner which SIMPP is
tendering him at Perino's Restaurrant here tonight.
SIMPP has been without an executive head since Donald M. Nelson
resigned a year ago. The post was
offered to Arnall several weeks ago
and he has had it under consideration

«. t-

FILM

Studio

Former Gov-

situations received since.
Picture Daily field
Arnall arrived here from Atlanta by
Meanwhile, the last plane yesterday and will address the
correspondents.
week of the month, which included full membership of SIMPP at tothe Thanksgiving holiday, was the night's dinner meeting.

some

from

28

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Grosses Rise Arnall Set to Take
Top SIMPP Post
At lst-Runs
—
In

fig**.—

DAI

Concise

|Vg^4. NO.

P

Sales Toppers

To See

New

Product

Marking

—

Washington, Dec. 12. Companies
Lester Cole's suit against M-G-M for
reinstatement of his contract, which or individuals planning to ship films
was suspended following his appear- or equipment abroad next year had
ance before the House Un-American better check the revised Commerce
Activities Committee, will be resumed Department schedule "B" list to make
here this afternoon before Federal certain their commodity numbers are
still the same, Commerce advises.
Judge Leon Yankwich.
Schedule "B" is the list from which
The jurist was in conference with
opposing counsel Friday afternoon shippers take commodity numbers to
after counsel for Cole played for the put on their shippers' export declaraThese declarations must acjury a transcription of the Oct. 30, tions.
1947, hearing at which Cole was in- company each shipment, and U. S.
Customs officers will not pass shipterrogated by the House group.

the first time they
together since they convened
York in April, 1947, M-G-M
its entire executive field sales

will get
in
ments without the correct commodity
will call
number. Moreover, in cases where liforce of
censes are required, the schedule num- 46, comprising sales managers, their
ber must be on the license.
assistants,
and district and branch
Commerce has just issued a new and managers, to Los Angeles, Feb. 6-12,
revised schedule "B," the first revi- to see new product far in advance of
sion since 1945. It will go into effect general release, William F. Rodgers,
on Jan. 1.
Commerce officials said sales vice-president, announces.
Approximately IS pictures will be
that they did not believe there are
many changes in the numbers for film screened, as well as a number in rough
classifications.
However, most equip- form.
The pictures will represent
ment numbers have been changed, they part of the product to be released
starting in March.
declared.

New

—

'
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U-I Chiefs Set 5
New-FilmCampaigns
At a series of meetings "concluded
at the home office Friday, promotional plans for five future

Universal-In-

releases were formulated.
Included in the program are personal

ternational

premieres,
territorial
appearances,
world premieres and newspaper and
radio tieups.
John Joseph, national advertisingpublicity director, and David Lipton,
coordinator, came here from Hollywood to participate in the conferences
with N. J. Blumberg, president W.
;

A. Scully, sales vice-president, and
Maurice A. Bergman, Eastern adver-

Monday, December

SCHENCK, Loew

M.

president, will leave here today
or tomorrow for his Miami home for
the holidays. He will be joined there
by Joseph M. Schenck who will go
directly

Milton

E.

sales

and Atlanta
from New York.

over

las

the

weekend

will
holidays with his family.

publicist,

M-G-M

•

and

Warner

home

Spinrad

Mrs.

have become parents of a daughter.
Spinrad is en route to England on a
special

Ross

disWilliam F. Rodgers,
tribution vice-president, plans to leave
here next Saturday for a brief stay
in Florida.

tising-publicity director.

Hollywood where he

office

Cohen, Eagle-Lion
manager, was in Dal-

Universal
for
here
spend the

left

Leonard Spinrad,

from the Coast.
•

Eas.tern

BLUMBERG,
NATE
has
president,

assignment.
•
S.

premiere for "The Life
of Riley" will be held in Cincinnati.
Tie-up plans are now being made with
Procter and Gamble, sponsors of "The
"City
Life of Riley" radio show.
Across the River" will have premieres
simultaneously in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco and WashingStephen McNally, star of the
ton.
picture, will make personal appear"Red Canyon," starring Ann
ances.
Blyth,
Howard Duff and George
Brent, will have a territorial premiere
in Texas.
territorial

E-L Sets $600,000
To Promote Four
Eagle-Lion Films has allotted
000, one of the largest budgets in its
history,
advertisingfor an initial
promotion appropriation for four of
its new releases, Max E- Youngstein,
advertising vice-president, reports.
The pictures are "He Walked by
Night," "Reign of Terror," "Tulsa"
and "Red Stallion in the Rockies."
:

Warner

Washington

fore the cameras, with

Lew

Seiler as

votes

ball.

•

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

Decency

Pledge Is Renewed
The annual pledge

to abide by the
Legion of Decency's rulings on objectionable and condemned motion pictures was administered yesterday in

Roman Catholic churches throughout
the country, except in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles where it was

Screen Service's production department, it was disclosed at a luncheon
given in Benjamin's honor at the
Astor Hotel here on Friday. Elelman
has been assistant to Benjamin.

Goldstone Acquires 3
Ellis Circuit Celebrates

Famous Pictures Film Exchange of
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
The A. New York has acquired distribution
M. Ellis Theatre Co., which operates rights to three former Paramount re23 houses in this area today wound leases for distribution in the Metroup a week of celebration of its 15th politan area and Upper New York
anniversary. The observance started State, it is announced by Harry Goldlast Sunday with a testimonial din- stone of Famous Pictures. The films,
ner at the Broadvvood Hotel here for all of which star Charles Laughton,
are
"The Sidewalks of London."
A. M. Ellis, president.

—

:

President

Prio

WARNER

No. 202
of Cuba
Holland.

HE

PAT
NEWS, No. 34
People in the news: President Prio of Cuba
with
President
Truman;
Vice-president
Barkley and Warren; Doak Walker;
Reds routed in Berlin election. Americans

rivals
flee

Red

tide in China.

Nab

passer of near-

bills.
Wild geese farm. Unusual
Great Americans: Clara Barton.

perfect
auto.

RKO Holds Depinet
Drive Meet Today
Len

S.

metropolitan

Gruenberg,
district

as drive captains in this 12th
competition which will get
E. Stein's motion to under way on Dec. 17.
examine executives of 20th - Fox,
Charles Boasberg, North-South diWarner and Paramount, and also vision manager, and his assistant, Carl
Isador Lubin and Jack Levin, Con- Peppercorn, will attend, also members
fidential Reports executives, in con- of the New York exchange
sales staff
nection with the two-year-old per- headed by Phil Hodes and consisting
centage suits brought by the three of Herman Silverman, Charles Pencompanies against Jesse L. Stern and ser, Lou Kutinsky, John Dacey and
Abram H. Levy. Plaintiffs are seek- William Hartman, office manager.
ing an accounting of profits.
Stein, in a counter-claim by Stern
to
and Levy, has charged that use of
Confidential
Reports by the three
Warner's New England sales heads
companies represents an illegal con- will convene at the home office here
spiracy.
tomorrow for a meeting with Jules
Lapidus, Eastern and Canadian division manager.
Attending the parley
will be George W. Horan, Boston
R.
S. Smith, Albany; E. A. Catlin, BufOklahoma City, Dec. 12. Horace falo Carl Goe, New Haven.
R. Falls has been reelected chief barker of the Oklahoma City Variety
Tent.
C. A. Gibbs was named first
Table*
assistant barker, Dan James, second
'Youth'
assistant, and Grover Livingston and
Jess Bolman filled "dough guy" and
Judging in the selection of
property manager, respectively.
a winning contestant for the
New directors will be C. B. Akers,
special Quigley Award in the
Hunter, Tulsa
Charles B.
C.
J.
"Youth Month Competition
Hudgens, Oklahoma City
W.
C.
1948" was conducted here at
Weaver, Oklahoma City Harry Mc-

torney

Monroe

Lapidus

Hold Meet

Falls Chief Barker
Of Okla. Variety

;

;

Judge 'Round

Competition

;

;

;

Kenna,
Slepka,

director.

Asia.

Hangmen's
trial
in
Fashions. Spy probe. Cat show.

RKO Radio
manager, will
preside at the first meeting of the
1949 "Ned Depinet Drive" today at
the company's exchange here. GruenYork Su- berg is one of the 11 district managers

Levy

-

—

given last Sunday.

32—World's

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
Crisis in
arrives.

Jan. 11 was -set in New
preme Court here at the weekend as acting
the date for argument of defense at- annual

of

No.

biggest war plane gets screening test. New
sensation at spy inquiry. Bogus $10 and $20
bills flood big cities. Report from China.

Case Resumes Jan. 11

Legion

DAY, No. 229— Berlin

Jr.

exhibitors asking for more
comedies, musicals and outdoor films
as one answer to box-office problems,
Warner's roster of product planned
thus far for release in 1949 reveals
that the studio has placed production
emphasis on this type of film fare. Of
25 features in varying stages of production or completed, 14 come under
this trio of headings.

With

No. 99— Western
Communism. TJ. S.

against

NEWS OF THE

Comedies, Musicals

will

which has been shut since Nowill resume activity about
Jan. IS when Bryan Foy's production
of
"Secret Service, U.S.A."
(formerly entitled "Trapped") will go be-

MOVIETONE NEWS,
Berlin

Marines land in China as Red peril grows.
Americans evacuated from China. Rjjtepy
f
inquiry.
V
voters defy Red terror. Vice-president-elect
Barkley greeted by Gov. Warren. President
Truman greets President Prio of Cuba.
U. S. Marines in China. Co-eds play foot-

Stressing Trial of Stern

12.

studio,

Berlin elections and the Red
probe at home are current
newsreel highlights. Other items include the arrival of Cuba's President
Prio, fashions, sports, etc. Complete
contents follow':

manager for Screen Guild
Productions, and Mrs. Wheeler have
become the parents of a son, Ross,

branch

Lawrence H. Lapidus was married

Foy Film Slated to NSS Names Elelman
To Succeed Benjamin
Reopen E-L Studio
replace Paul
Milton Elelman
Hollywood, Dec.
— Eagle-Lion's Benjamin,
retiring head of National

vember,

THE
spy

,,

Wheeler,

"Family Honeymoon," which will
Sam L. Seidelman, Eagle-Lion to Lois Elaine Liff yesterday at the
have its premiere at the Music Hall foreign operations head, left here by Park Lane Hotel here. He is the son
here in February, will get its kickoff plane at the weekend for Mexico.
of Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern
•
with a "Family Honeymoon Week,"
and Canadian division sales manager,
tied in with national radio programs
John Joseph, Universal-Interna- and Mrs. Lapidus.
on contests to send lucky families on tional advertising-publicity head, left
•
"family honeymoons" to Chicago, Mi- here at the weekend for Hollywood.
Sam Shain, 20th Century-Fox ex•
ami, Sun Valley and New York. "The
hibitor relations head, returned to
O'Flynn" will have its premiere in
Louis Astor, Columbia circuit sales New York over the weekend from
Washington, D. C, before government executive, will leave here today for Oklahoma City.
Douglas Philadelphia.
officials and Naval officers.
•
Fairbanks will make a tour of 10 cities
Max
Cohen, Film Classics Eastin advance of the opening, meeting
Jimmy Sarno, Paramount studio ern division manager, will leave New
civic
club
talking
at
press,
the
Philadelphia and
today for
publicist, will leave here tomorrow for York
luncheons on behalf of CARE and the
Pittsburgh on a tour of his territory.
the Coast.
United Nations, in which he is active,
and appearing on stage in some cities.

A

1948

Newsreel
Parade

Personal Mention
NICHOLAS

13,

Oklahoma
Okemha.

MacFadden

to

City,

and

Bill

Speak

The

government's overseas
film
program will be discussed by Hamil-

MacFadden,
Department of

ton

associate chief of the
State's international

and other
picture division,
speakers at a luncheon-meeting of the
New York Film Council at the Hotel
Sheraton here Wednesday.
motion

weekend.
Judges were
Paula Gould, head of publicity for the Capitol Theatre
here; Bea Ross of the exploitation department of Republic
Pictures,
and Blanche
the

Livingston, of RKO Theatres.
Their decision will be disclosed in the Motion Picture
Herald's Round Table Section
of Dec. 18.

Martin Quiglev, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Martin Quigley, Jr., Associate Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Quigpubco,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company. Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20. N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address:
President;
Red Kann, Vice-President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Leo J. Brady, becretary;
Martin
Quigley,
New York."
William
R. Weaver,
James P. Cunningham News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager: Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
Representative. Washington,
Editor; Chicago Bureau, 120 South La Salle Street, Editorial and Advertising. Urben Farley. Advertising Representative; Jimmy Ascher, Editorial
London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl. Hope Burnup. Manager, Peter Burnup, Editor cable address, Quigpubco. London.
J. A. Otten. National Press Club, Washington. D. C.
Herald: International
Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published every fourth week as a section of Motion Picture
Subscription rates per
Motion Picture Almanac, Fame. Entered as second class matter. Sept. 23, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879.
year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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In Business Only 2

Months, Sues Majors
Charlotte, Dec. 12.—The Center
Theatre, owned and operated by H.
B. Meiselman Theatres, has filed a
damage and injunction suit here
against the eight major distributors,
two theatre companies, and the operator of three other theatres, charging
them with violating the anti-trust laws
by refusing to give the new Center
first-run pictures.
figure is named in the suit, but
attorneys estimate that damages will
amount to $250,000 by the time a de-

No

cision is handed down,
be trebled to $750,000.

which would

that the Cenon Oct. 7, will
he forced to close soon if the conspiracy continues, and asks a preliminary injunction to get the theatre
first-run films, as well as a permanent

The complaint charges

ter,

which

opened

injunction later.

According

to

the

complaint,

_

the

Center has opened in a new business
section surrounded by a good residential district, and asks to be treated
as a first-run house, and is willing to
It declares
pay for first-run films.
that the nearest first-run is almost two
Despite this, the commiles away.
plaint says, the distributors have refused to give the Center any but second- and third-run features.
In addition to the eight distributors,
Charlotte
the
include
defendants
Amusement Co., Strand Theatres Co.,
Inc., and H. F. Kincey, operator of the
Broadway, Imperial and Carolina.
The suit was prepared by the Washington law firm of Claggett and
Schilz.

6th

WB

Stockholder Suit

sixth such action to be
taken since Sept. 20 against the same
Warner minority stockplaintiffs,
holder Bernard M. Geller filed at the
weekend in U. S. District Court here
a suit against United States Pictures,
Warner Brothers, Joseph Bernhard,
Robert W. Perkins, Milton Sperling,

Marking the

Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner
and Morris Wolf, alleging conspiracy
in behalf of United to the detriment
Suit asks for an acof Warners.
counting on a production-distribution
deal made in 1945 between the two
companies.

TUESDAY, DEC. 14

HOTEL ASTOR
Federation of
Philanthropies

Jewish

TESTIMONIAL
LUNCHEON
MAYOR
WILLIAM 0'DWYER
Guest of Honor
•

now on
Room 168

Tickets

sale

HOTEL ASTOR
Circle

6-6460

Monday, December

Brotherhood

Reviews

13,

1948

Week

(Continued from page 1)

branches of the industry depend greatly on your support.
Last year you
were particularly generous in provid(Warner Brothers)
Hollywood, Dec. 12 ing space for the Brotherhood Week
Jerry Wald, just about the most versatile producer now message."
* batting out hits for tired box-offices, steps up to the plate this time with a
Depinet enumerated four projects
Technicolor and tuneful version of the James Hogan stage piece previously which will comprise the basic part of
filmed by Warner as "The Strawberry Blonde."
industry's
campaign program.
Quite as proficiently as he the
dealt with tears and turmoil in "Johnny Belinda," producer Wald dishes out Every theatre, he said, will be asked
laughs and song numbers, punctuated now and then with pertinent observa- to display the Brotherhood Week
tions, in this totally different offering.
With Dennis Morgan, Janis Paige, poster in its lobby; will be asked^o
Ben Blue, Dorothy Malone and Don DeFore in the principal roles, it makes run the newsreel stories of Brgf<a trim item for anybody's marquee and screen at this or any other season. hood; to stage a special Brother:,, jrl
The period, it will be remembered, is 1900 and the scene is New York, Week observance on-stage, in the lobwhere Morgan, a dentist, is called upon to give relief to DeFore, stricken with by or foyer, and to obtain a minimum
While awaiting of 10 new members for Brotherhood,
a toothache, on an otherwise pleasant Sunday afternoon.
his reluctant client's arrival, Morgan reviews in memory the events, beginning each making a contribution of $1 or
more.
10 years before, leading to the breakup of his friendship with DeFore due
The special material required for
to the latter's having married the girl, Miss Paige, with whom both were
fulfilling the four basic projects is
in love, and having allowed him to go to prison for a construction-job failure
now being prepared and much of it
Morgan, who subsequently married Miss
actually attributable to DeFore.
will be available to exhibitors soon.
in
gets
him
the
DeFore
when
he
Malone, plans to take" a painful revenge on
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, president
dental chair, but changes his mind when he sees what havoc the years have
of the National Conference of Chriswrought upon his former rival and the girl he took from him.
tians and Jews, sponsor of BrotherAlthough the central story is touched with seriousness, the picture is wood Week, described the campaign
handled, in the main, as a comedy, with Blue coming through strongly in the activities of other communications
mehumor department, and as a musical, with Morgan outstanding in the handling dia.
Settings, investiture, tempo and tone are altogether shipshape,
of numbers.
Gilbert Golden, Warner Brothers
and straight entertainment is the keynote throughout. Raoul Walsh directed, advertising manager, reported on camfrom a script by Robert L. Richards, and the new music is by Ralph Blane. paign plans for the advertising-pubRunning time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, licity division, which he heads. GoldWilliam R. Weaver
not set.
en also cited opportunities for improving the public relations of the
industry which are afforded by its
identification with a recognized move(Eagle-Lion)
ment to improve national unity by the
FILMING Louisa May Alcott's famed story about a girl who causes elimination of bigotry.
I N
to
in
going
out
in
society
the
1870's
by
many eyebrows to raise
Boston
earn her own living, Vinson Productions, for Harry Thomas' Equity Pictures,
has used an appropriate title.
Gloria Jean has the lead in this slow-paced film which is brightened only in
(Continued from page 1)
spots, especially when Miss Jean's voice, or the violin solo of Saundra Berkova
and
a
consent decree still remains a
interrupts the dialogue.
Jimmy Lydon manages to introduce a note of
possibility, although remote.
comedy here and there.
Huddles with the Department in
An Eagle-Lion release, "An Old-Fashioned Girl" was adapted and written
Washington took place on Wednesday
for the screen by Arthur Dreifuss and McElbert Moore, who must have had
and Thursday, with the participants
the very young in mind when writing the script.
Dreifuss produced and
including Leonard Goldenson, Paradirected with an apparent effort to keep things as simple as possible.
a
As
mount vice-president in charge of
result, the film may find acceptance and favor with family audiences who also
theatre operations
O'Brien,
may enjoy the musical numbers and the performances of some of the young corporate secretary,Robert
and
Walter
actors.
Joseph Levinson was executive producer.
Gross, legal department assistant.
This little story of love and intrigue in old Boston starts with the arrival
A day-long meeting of company ofof Miss Jean in the "big city." She scandalizes her friends by deciding to stay ficials was held on Friday
at the home
in a rooming house and earn her living by giving singing lessons. John Hub- office, but this
was said to concern
Gloria, in itself
bard, loved by Frances Rafferty, finds Miss Jean very attractive.
only with the company's finanturn, is secretly in love with Jimmy Lydon, Frances' brother.
cial operations and in no way with
Miss Jean is snubbed by Frances' friends, and especially by Jimmy's fiancee, the trust case.
Barbara Brier. Frances' young sister, Mary Eleanor Donahue, who gives a
Barney Balaban, president, presided,
refreshingly good performance, gets active behind the scenes and in the end and those present included Goldenson,
especially
after
Douglas
Frances'
united,
Wood,
and O'Brien, Austin Keough, vice-presithe right couples are
dent and general counsel, and Edwin
Jimmy's father, goes broke.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, L. Weisl, board member.
The Department of Justice will opnot set.
pose any further postponement in the
Paramount case hearings, set for
Dec. 20, even over the coming holidays, a spokesman for the Depart-

"One Sunday Afternoon*'
DRODUCER

"An Old-Fashioned

Girl"

Para. Decree Talks

;

Another

Delay for $600-MillionTheatre
hawson, Trumho Case
Washington, Dec.

12.

—Arguments Candy Sales in 1948

on the appeals of John Howard Lawson and Dalton Trumbo, film writers
convicted of contempt of Congress,
are probably off until March or later,
with the request of the government
yesterday to put off until late January
for filing government
two cases.
Government attorney W. A. Hitz
yesterday asked the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals to give him until
Jan. 17 to file his answer to the Lawson appeal and until Jan. 24 to file
the Trumbo answer. The former was
due yesterday, the latter tomorrow.

the

deadline

briefs in the

If s Roy, Not Foy

Theatre candy sales

1948 are expected to gross $600,000,000, exceeding
1947 returns by $100,000,000, according to a spokesman for the National
Confectioners' Association.
in

While only approximately one per
cent of the estimated 2,000,000 retail
outlets for candy in the U.S. are theatre candy counters, those theatres sell
27 per cent of the candy purchased
during the year.

NCA spokesman observed that
volume of candy sales in theatres
would be even greater if the lobby or
auditorium' counters were kept open
longer.
It was pointed out that too
The

the

ment

said

meanwhile

in

Washington.

Griffith Trial
(Continued from page 1)
ing the Elk City house in order to
show that he took a lease out from
under a woman who had it for 20
years brought objections by Justice
Department attorney Milton Kallis.
Cochran also brought out, over objections by Kallis, that
has
owned a dozen different houses in as
many cities during the past 20 years.
The government made two attempts
to bring the competitive situations in
Griffith towns up-to-date in the record, but one of them backfired when
Charles Mahone of Hobart told Cochran he sold the house because he

Hamm

Due to an error in transmission, many counters close simultaneously
Motion Picture Daily on Dec. 7 with the box-office, in which case wanted to retire after having left the
identified A. M.' Roy, newly appointed many patrons attending the last per- impression, under probing by Kallis,
Utica city manager for Warner The- formance are unable to make pur- that he sold out to C. B. Akers bechases.
atres, as A. M. Foy.
cause of the product shortage.

Monday, December
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cameramen to Draft
Sew Pact Demands
Membership

;

IATSE

of

demands

to
presentation
.astern short subject producers bepre Jan. 1, Walter Lang, the local's
business agent, reports. Last year the

for

j

imeramen won a $35-per-week genpay increase after months of

i

eral
'

egotiations.

^oi&n

Salesmen

{Continued from page 1)
j

Dwing agreement between manageand a union on contract terms.
Colosseum signed its first pacts with
lent

i

1
I

distributors

recently.

Favoring a "maintenance of memership"
by the majority of the
Colosseum's members means that saleslen who are now Colosseum members
lust remain as such at least until new
ontracts are signed with distributors.
I'unk

U. K. Probe Group

Review

{Continued from page 1)
Council

Camera-

No. 644 will meet here
bmorrow evening to draft new con-

men's Local

tact

5

and

author

of the latter's
of four years ago,
a close associate of Wil-

"Bungalow IS"

"Monopoly Report"

{20th Century-Fox)
of variation is given to this melodrama by the fact that its
entertainment values do not derive mainly from a murder mystery element. Margaret Hamilton definitely takes the spotlight with her characterization of a nosey middle-aged would-be authoress who becomes constantly
involved in the action but not in the central plot.
The story concerns a private detective, played by Tom Conway, who is on
the trail of a rare Chinese carved jade. The hunt takes him to an auto court
where, after two killings, he finally solves the mystery of the stolen antique
as well as the murders. Miss Hamilton enters the picture as a resident of the
motor court who becomes busily interested in the mystery. All she manages
to do is to constantly get in the hair of the detective and the police, but she is

Ralph Richardson, actor
James H. Laurie, head of the government's Film Finance Corp. Miss Lucy
Sutherland, principal of Oxford Woman's College, and William Smart,

A TOUCH

consistently amusing.
Edward L. Cahn directed the film, which does not build appreciable suspense, although there are several exciting fights and incidental knife tossing.
The siren of the piece, who appears only a few times before she is murdered,
Conway is good as the detective. Sam
is well played by Marjorie Hoshelle.
Baerwitz produced the picture and collaborated on the story and screenplay

with Richard C. Hubler.

Running

time,

65 minutes. General audience classification.

November

as well as
son's
Sir
;

;

Scottish trades union leader.
The eighth member of the committee, to be named later, will represent
film financing interests.
To aid the committee's study, the
Board of Trade has been given powers
to compel the disclosure of relevant
information if it is willfully withheld.
Wilson said that reports by the committee will be made as rapidly as possible.

re-

lease.

Elected President of

Chicago's

Colosseum Lodge

[

Chicago, Dec.

—At

an election
of the Chicago lodge of the

|

12.

Grosses Rise at lst-Runs

>f officers
{Continued from page 1)
Colosseum of Motion Picture Sales*
Velvet
"The
Verdict,"
nen, held today at the Sheraton Hotel quently as better-than-average gross- "Sealed
lere, the following film salesmen were ers,
were: "Julia Misbehaves," "A Touch," "Gallant Blade," "The Night
lected: Robert Funk, Universal-In- Song Is Born," "Road House," "June Has a Thousand Eyes," "The Snake
"Isn't
Romantic?," "EmIt
ernational, president; Jack Eckhardt, Bride," "Hamlet," "When My Baby Pit,"
,'Oth-Fox,
treasurer
Simon Lax. Smiles at Me," "Rope," and "Kiss the braceable You," "Raw Deal," "The
Search," "Cry of the City," "Station
[Columbia, secretary.
Blood Off My Hands."
Registering strongly also, but to a West," "Rogue's Regiment," "Pitfall"
Flaherty Quits Colosseum
somewhat lesser degree, were "Sorry, and "Fighter Squadron."
;

:

Sam,"
"Good
Number,"
Chicago, Dec. 12. Frank Flaher- Wrong
"Apartment for Peggy," "Miss Taty, former president of the Chicago
Girl,"
"Dream
Millions,"
lock's
odge of the Colosseum of Motion
Picture Salesmen of America, vice- 1948
Average

—

|

president of the national organization,
md Columbia circuit salesman for 15
/ears, has announced his resignation

trom both Columbia and the Colosseum. Flaherty will operate the Kariov Theatre here, which he recently
purchased,
and
also
the
Kedzie
Annex, Kedzie and Garfield theatres,
in

which he has a partnership
with Charles Landau.

affilia-

:ion

\

Riccardi Petrillo's Aid
A. Rex Riccardi has been appointed
assistant to James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation
first

|

j

succeeding Harry J.
Steeper, who has been elected international treasurer of the union.
During the past five years an assistant in
Petrillo's office, Riccardi has been responsible for motion picture, recording, transcription and booking agent
of

j

I

,

I

Musicians,

AFM.

affairs of the

Choker es Switches Two
Louisville, Dec.

12.

—James

Ohio, succeeding Atterbury, it is announced here by Gene Lutes, district
of Chakeres

Four Classed 'Adulf

2-3

..

9-10

168
166
166
167
166
164
167

16-17

23-24
30-31
6-7 ..
13-14
20-21
27-28

April
April
April
April
April

2-3
9-10

May

7-8

Mas-

14-15

May
May

21-22
28-29

..
.

ay

30-

July
July
July

2- 3 ..
9- 10
16- 17

July-

23- 24
30-31
6-7 ..
13-14
20-21

Aug.
Aug-.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

165
165
175

16-17
23-24

June 4-5
June 11-12
June 18-19
June 25-26

July

179

.

Mar. 5-6 ..
Mar. 12-13
Mar. 19-20
Mar. 26-27

.

1.

162
171
169
175
167
159
167
167
149
158
166
172
176
170
167
161

10- 11
17- 18

170
172
170
173
171
175
166
172
168
171

24- 25

154

27-28
3- 4

1-2

..

..

8-9 ..
15-16
22-23
29-30
Nov. 5-6 ..

Kentucky Thea- Nov.

tres.

No. of Total
Theatres Gross

Ending
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Atter- Aug.
Aug.

bury, former assistant manager of the
Capitol Theatre in Frankfort, has been
named manager of the newly acquired
Trail Theatre in Morehead, Ky., with
Ben Hathaway, formerly assistant
manager of the Fairborn in Fairfield,

manager

Week

Nov.
Nov.

12-13
19-20
26-27

Dec.

3-4

.,

163
160
172
159
161

166
169
176
175
180

$3,406,600
3,112,700
2,473,300
2,419,000
2,341,900
2,537,800
2,381,500
2,316,500
2,734,100
2,372,700
2.441,800
2,626,800
2,356,800
2,953,5C0
2,740,000
2,493.600
2,284,000
2,232,300
2,416,500
2.301,200
2,118,300
2,241,100
2,577.400
2,287,800
2,340,300
2,396,500
2,476.300
2,499,000
2,418,900
2,577,800
2,438,600
2,482,800
2,575,500
2,577,800
2,430.400
2,463,500
2,722,000
2,405,700
2,262,500
2,332,800
2,3S7,500
2,529.200
2.349,800
2,379,900
2.383,300
2.570,000
2,680.700
2,424,600
3.105,700

Per
Theatre
$19,031
18,528
14,722
14,572
14,108
15,196
15,546
15,125*

16,372
14.380
14,799
15,010
14,548
17,272
16,213
14,249
13,677
14,040
14,470
13,780
14,217
14,184
15,527
13,304
13,297
14,097
14,823
15,522
14.229
14,987
14,345
14,351
15,061
14,730
14,641
14.323
16,202
14.074
14,692
14,312
14,922
14.705
14.779
14.782
14,357
15,207
15,231
13,855
17,254

corresponding weeks of 1947, follow
Average

1947

Week
Jan

3-4
10-11
17-18
24-25

.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan. 3-Feb. 1
Feb. 7-8
Feb. 14-15
Feb. 21-22
Feb. 28-Mar. 1....

Mar. '7-8
Mar. 14-15
Mar. 21-22
Mar. 28-29

....
....

April
April
April
April

....
....

May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July

4-5
11-12
18-19
25-26
2-3
9-10
16-17
23-24
30-31
6-7

173

178
165
170
174
163
169
174
156
160
166
164
170
164
159
170
167
172
177

4- 5
11- 12
18- 19
25- 26

Sept. 5- 6
Sept. 12- 13
Sept. 19- 20
Sept. 26- 27
Oct. 3-4
Oct. 10-11
Oct. 17-18
Oct. 24-25
Oct. 31-Nov.
Nov. 7-8

5-6

166
178
174

176
169

Aug. 1-2
Aug. 8-9
Aug. 15-16
Aug. 22-23
Aug. 29-30

Dec.

167
173
173
176
181
177
177
182

....

13- 14
20- 21
27- 28

Nov. 14- 15
Nov. 21- 22
Nov. 28- 29

Per
Theatre

No. of Total
Theatres Gross

Ending
Jan.

UNITED

171

1....

176
177
177
178
175
174
164
166

$3,678,100
3,363,200
3,007,300
3,043,700
2,293,600
3,089,600
2,767,900
3,042,700
2,800,300
2,906,400
2,890,300
2,922,900
3,069,500
2,838,800
2,233,500
2,973,400
2,917,900
2,699,800
2,578,100
2,650,400
2,369,100
2.590,100
2,834,800
2.511,700
2.579,400
2.557,000
2,507,300
2,734,800
2.555,900
2,561,700
2,511,500
2,612,700
2,622,300
2.931,800
2,786.700
2,829,000
2,855,600
2,716,800
2,845,000
2,852,100
2,665,900
2,923,900
2,956,600
3,029,500
3,082,600
2,937,800
2,821,800
2,416,300
2.883,100

$22,024
19,400
17,383
17,294
18.197
17,495
15,638
16,718
16,869
16.328
16,610
16,895
17,245
15,859
17,606
16,798
15,945
15,253
15,732
15,059
14.018
14,972
15.926
15,222
15.173
14,695
15,382
16,182
14.689
16,421
15,696
15,742
15,989
17,246
16.992
17,192
16,209
16,268
16,541
16.113
15,590
16,613
16,704
17,116
17,318
16.781
16,217
14,733
17,368

A=3iEb*»^»As one

of the stewardesses on "the
Hollywood," United's \\% hour
onestop flight from New York
to Los Angeles, I'm proud to be
part of the nation's top luxury
flight, and all that goes with it.

Proud of the speed, the luxury,
and the service our passengers
get.

my

>But

special

the delicious meal service. Here's a typpride

ical

menu — isn't

it

is

wonderful?

FRESH JUMBO SHRIMP COCKTAIL
Toasted Wafers

FILET MIGNON

Mushroom Sauce
Buttered Fresh Carrots and Peas
Au Gratin Potato
TOSSED GREEN SALAD
French Dressing

FRESH STRAWBERRY SUNDAE
Cookies

COFFEE

TEA

MILK

.

Mints

>Next time you go
to Los Angeles, fly
"the Hollywood." Believe me,
the meals and service are out of
this world!

—

Toronto, Dec. 12.
The Ontario
Censor Board has placed four fea- Philippine Deal Set
tures in the adult classification, which
Closing of a deal with Senator
means they are not to be shown at Tomas L. Cabili of Manila for 16mm.
performances principally attended by rights to all of the Hopalong Cassidy
juveniles on Saturdays and holidays. features, besides other features and
The four are "Sorry, Wrong Num- shorts for the Philippines has been
ber," "Johnny Belinda," "Hollow Tri- announced here by Jacques Kopfstein,
umph" and "Larceny."
Astor Pictures executive.
.

:

Composite key city box-office reports for 1948 to date, compared with

Appoint Buchanan

&

Co

Buchanan and Co. of New York
and Hollywood has been appointed to
handle the advertising campaign for
Screen
"Champion,"
produced
by
Plays, Inc., for United Artists release,
Stanley Kramer
is announced by
it
and George Glass.

'JQ
United Air Lines Stewardess on

——

—

'
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20th-Fox Sets
Divestiture
Plan for U. S.
Its Negotiations Here
Twentieth Century-Fox has formulated a plan for settlement of its
paft in the industry

which

and

anti-trust

propose to government attorney Robert Wright presumably when he concludes current

suit

it

will

and separate discussions

mount
cated

officials,

it

was

Para-

with

officially

indi-

yesterday.

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

ECA Grant
To

MPEA

Economic Cooperation Administration yesterday officially guaranteed the

Motion

Paramount Continues

YORK,

Picture

Export

14,

—i

Opy
IN

|

FILM
1

INC

WO

TEN CENTS

1948

Tax Powers to Arnall to Gun
Be Requested For Theatre
For All Cities 'Monopolies'

Association

convertibility of the sum of $230,000
to cover dollar expenses involved in
the distribution of American films in

—

New SIMPP Head

Will
Washington,
Dec.
13.
A
strong demand that all cities be
Courts, Legislation
power to levy admission
Germany.
It was ECA's
first
in- given
formational media guarantee.
taxes and require licenses from
Hollywood,
13.
Dec.
Ellis
Under the terms of the contract, theatres will be made this week by Gibbs Arnall, 41, former Governor
which is retroactive from Aug. 1, the American Municipal Association.
of Georgia, who last night was
1948, and runs to Jan. 1, 1950, EC A
The association, representing
elected president of the Society of
will authorize the conversion of that
some 9,500 cities throughout
Independent Motion Picture Producportion of marks earned by
in
the country, opened its 1948
ers, today outlined a five-point proGermany not exceeding the amount
conference here today.
The
gram to which he will devote himself
specified.
The convertibility guaranmeeting marks the association's
immediately. Arnall left here by plane
tee is restricted to earnings made
first attempt to get its memtonight to speak at the Waldorf-Asfrom American films since Aug. 1 and
bers
behind
certain
broad
toria Hotel dinner in New York for
does not apply to millions of frozen
policies on taxes and other matVice-President-Elect Alben Barkley
marks which accrued to the credit of
ters, with the avowed purpose
tomorrow night. Arnall succeeds Donprior to that date.
of lobbying for these policies
ald M. Nelson as SfMPP president.
The contract, first to appear under

Use

—

MPEA

Otto Koegel, general counsel, and
Fred Pride, his legal aide in the case,
returned to New York at the weekend from the Coast where the terms
of the proposed settlement were said the section of the Economic Cooperain
meetings
be
devised
with tion Act which authorizes the expento

MPEA

in Washington
capitals.

and

Arnall told a press conference here
today that his first order of business
Charles P. Skouras, president of Na- diture of $10,000,000 for "informationA session on municipal finances, will be to move vigorously on all
tional
Theatres.
Dan Michalove, al media" guarantees, was signed by scheduled for Wednesday morning, is fronts to break up theatre monopolies,
education,
litigation,
and
tice-president of the circuit, also par- Howard Bruce, acting ECA adminis- expected to bring approval from the utilizing
legislation to accomplish
this
aim.
ticipated in the discussions but has
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
Second
point
in
his program is to be
yet to return to his headquarters here.
a vigorous effort to improve the forExecutives of 20th-Fox and its
eign market situation by seeking modwholly-owned circuit took up the matification of restriction, quotas and anter
of a consent decree at length
tagonistic legislation.
during October and November sesThird objective is a furtherance of
(Continucd on page 5)

Difficulties Hit

Chalif

Named

to

UA

Executive Position
Selmer Chalif, Hollywood production executive, has joined United Artists in an executive capacity, it was

state

US $356,024 Loss For

Producers Abroad
Currency

in

RKO

in 9

Months

interests

Net loss of $356,024 for the first
tions together with manifold produc- nine months of 1948 after all taxes
tion problems make film-making in and charges, including provision for
Europe a trying experience for Ameri- estimated losses of $3,560,129 on outcan producers, it was indicated here side productions, stories and continuiyesterday by Lou Bunin, independent ties, is reported by RKO Radio. The
restrictions

and

SfMPP

of
members
(Continued on page 5)

in

alL

fluctua-

Berger Lauds Allied
Percentage Action

producer who recently finished filming loss includes a profit of $13,919 on
'Alice in Wonderland" in Paris, Nice sale of capital assets. The 1948 figure
Minneapolis, Dec. 13. Ben Bergand London. Knowing now from ex- compares with a net income of $6,- er,
president of North Central Allied,
announced here yesterday by Grad- perience the difficulties involved in
896,631 for the similar period of 1947 declares the
national Allied Associawell L. Sears, company president.
making a picture in Europe, would he after taxes and all other charges, in- tion's
appointment of a committee to
Chalif's duties will primarily be the
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
discuss forced percentages with heads
securing of new product for
in
of major companies "is the first senHollywood and throughout the world.
sible and concrete approach ever made
In this connection his activities will
on a large scale to rid the industry of
supplement those of George L. Bagone of its worst rackets."
He prenail, production vice-president.
dicted the committeemen named by
While he will have headquarters in
Allied
to
take up the percentage comHollywood, it is expected that Chalif
(Continued on page 5)
will leave in the near future for an

—

UA

Ascap's Overall Revenue
Seen Close to '47 Level

(Continued on page 5)

Damages Sought by
Isley Are Tripled
Los

Angeles,

Dec.

13.

— Amount

sought in the Phil Isley Theatres suit
against the majors on charges of conspiracy to prevent the Pickwood Theatre from obtaining first-run pictures
was increased from $498,000 to $1,494,000 as trial resumed in U. S. District Court today.
Fred A. Weller,
plaintiffs' attorney, said his client is
(Continued on page 5)

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers' overall collections for 1948 will represent only
a slight decrease under last year's
revenue despite the Society's set-back
in the theatre field, the annual memmeeting at the Waldorfbership

Film, Civic Officials
Join in Zanuck Fete

—

Charge Navy Houses

Compete Unfairly

Los Angeles, Dec. 13.- Eric A.
Johnston, president of the Motion
Washington, Dec. 13. TheatrePicture Association of America who
arrived here today, was among the owner Sidney Lust has sent the Navy
Astoria Hotel here today is expected principal speakers who paid tribute to a strong protest that it is not adeto be told.
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox quately policing civilian admissions to
The loss from theatres was not too production vice-president, who was theatres on Naval installations.
Lust claims that since the Armed
substantial, it is said, because many named "Man of the Year" by the Bevexhibitors had paid their full year's erly Hills chapter of B'nai B'rith. Services relaxed their policy on adearly last month,
fee to the organization prior to the Other speakers at the banquet at the mitting civilians
Addition- Biltmore Bowl were James Roosevelt, many unqualified civilians have been
court decisions against it.
from
radio
and
going
to the theatre at the Bethesda
ally, Ascap's income
Clinton P. Anderson, Lt.-Gov. Goodwin Knight and Joseph Schenck.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)

—
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Eugene

Personal
Mention
MOREY

Allied
Artists - Monogram
national
sales manager, left here yesterday for
Boston to attend a New England
sales staff meeting today.

•

Edward L. Hyman, vice-president
of Paramount Theatres Service Corp.
here, is attending a board of directors meeting of
Maine and New
Poland
Hampshire
Theatres
at
Springs, Me.
will return to New

He

York tomorrow.
the

of

RKO

film

booking department here was married

Philip Levine at Menora Masonic
Temple in Brooklyn on Sunday. They
are honeymooning in Florida.

to

•

M-G-M

George A. Hickey,

West-

ern sales manager, is due on the
Coast today after attending sales conferences

in

New

York.
•

Stanley Kane, North Central Allied

executive director, has been reattorney for Golden ValMinneapolis suburb.

elected as
ley,

•

Maxwell Shane,

Universal- Inter-

national producer, and
U-I eastern publicity

Al Horwits,
chief,

are

Washington today from

New

York.

in

•

Arthur Lockwood,

president of the

Theatre Owners of America, has been
made a colonel on the staff of Oklahoma Governor Kerr.
•

Steve Broidy, Allied Artists-Monogram president, and Mrs. Broidy be-

came parents

of

a

daughter,

Leah

Lynn, born on Saturday.
•

M. A. Schlesinger left here yesterday by plane for a brief visit in
South Africa.

Howard

Strickling,

53,

for Loew's

—

Film-Govt. Liaison

M-G-M

stu-

dio publicity head, arrived here yesterday from the Coast.
•

Donaldson

194!

14,

Headt

Boston Office
Urged for Overseas UI
Boston, Dec.
—Tom Donaldson

Eugene
Washington, Dec. 13.
Francis Ford, S3, died at Doctors'
Washington, Dec. 13. -The govHospital on Sunday. He was managing director qf Loew's Capitol The- ernment's overseas information proatre* here, and was well known in gram must establish better liaison with
show business as a producer, composer Hollywood "both to avoid objectionable matter in exported films and to
and manager.
From 1930 to 1934 he was associated suggest positive treatment of the preswith the Capitol, in New York, going entation of America or of world issues
to Washington in 1934 to produce a abroad," according to a study released

—

GOLDSTEIN,

Edith Altman

F. Ford,

Managed

Tuesday, December

by the Brookings Institution today.
revue, "Going Native."
requiem mass will be celebrated
The study, entitled "The Overseas
tomorrow morning at St. Thomas Information Service of the U. S. GovApostles' Church with interment at ernment," was made by Charles A. H.
Fort Lincoln Cemetery, Washington. Thomson who was on leave from
Surviving are the widow, Katharine, Brookings during the war to serve as
two children, Eugene Francis, Jr. 18, a propaganda policy officer with variand Patricia 10, and two brothers, ous government agencies.
Lieut. Comm. Frank Ford of JacksonThomson praises the contribution of
ville and Lawrence E. Ford of Nor- films
both government and industry
walk, Ohio.
during the war in Allied, neutral and
enemy countries, both in advancing
Allied propaganda and overcoming
Axis propaganda.
local

A

—

—

13.

formerly branch manager of the Boston M-G-M office, and recently Northeastern district manager of EagleLion, has been appointed sales manager of the Boston branch of Universal-International Pictures, effective
today.

c

—

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL)^:
Rockefeller Center

"WORDS AND MUSIb
ALLYSON
JUDY GARLAND
GENE KELLY

PERRY COMO
LENA HORNE
MICKEY ROONEY
ANN SOTHERN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

;JUNE

!

i

.

.

.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
.THE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW
i

Cohen

Conducting
Meeting in Atlanta

—

Atlanta,

13.
Dec.
Milton
E.
Cohen, Eagle-Lion's Eastern sales
manager and captain of the "Jack
Schlaifer Testimonial Drive," is here
for a two-day drive meeting with
branch sales personnel and for talks
with exhibitors.
Cohen, who has already conducted
similar meetings in Seattle, Portland,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt

Lake
leave

Denver and Dallas, will
tomorrow night for Chicago,

City,

where he

commercial

films,

and development and

use of various non-commercial films
for informational or cultural objects."
Thomson urges a joint House- Senate
committee to supervise the policy of
the program.

In Person

LUND • HENDRIX

-^^L

MONTY

BARRY

FITZGERALD

•

WOOLLEYf

will conduct the final meet-

ing of his current trip.

Bursten Heads SRO's
New Legal Staff
David

Turning to the future, he says that
"the chief problems faced in the government film program are the reduction or elimination of barriers to international traffic in motion pictures,
control over how the U. S. (or any
other important topic) is presented in

Cole Trial Slows as
Counsel, Court Talk

—

Los
Angeles,
13.
Dec.
While
complainant Lester Cole stood by in
readiness to resume testimony begun
on Friday in his suit for reinstatement

Bursten, industry attorney,
will head the newly-established legal of his M-G-M
contract, today's sesdepartment of Selznick Releasing Or- sion was consumed in conferences beganization here, it was announced yes- tween opposing counsel and the court
terday by Leonard R. Case, SRO concerning admissability of news artreasurer. He has been associated with ticles published two years ago in
a
the law firm of Jaffe and McNulty, local publication purporting to list
representing Monogram Pictures, and Hollywood professional persons who
also with Paine, Kramer and Marx were said to be members of the Comwhere he was primarily concerned munist Party.
with the legal affairs of Selznick enMeanwhile, it was stated by court
terprises in the East.
aides that Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president,
will probably be called on Wednesday
to appear as a witness.
I.

DANNY

KAYE %
VIRGINIA

MAYO
COLOR BY
Broadway at

TECHNICOLOR
Cont. from 8:45

ASTOR

45th Street

AM

Midnight Show

_

Marvin Schenck, M-G-M Eastern
studio representative, returned to
York yesterday from the Coast,

New

e

Ted R. Gamble, Theatre Owners
America board chairman, has

of

left

M-G-M to Distribute 3
SRO Films in Africa

M-G-M will distribute and exhibit
three Selznick Releasing Organization
films in South Africa early next year
after
to
at the first-run
Metro theatres in
Toronto, Dec. 13. Morris Safier, Johannesburg and Durban, it was anU. S. distributor of "Concert Magic," nounced here by Leonard R. Case,
full-length concert on film and startreasurer.
Films involved are
ring Yehudi Menuhin, has appointed "Duel in the Sun," "The Paradine
Harry J. Allen and his associates dis- Case" and "Portrait of Jennie."
tributors of the picture in Canada.
Safier will return to New York to
Chicago for Portland, Ore.

S

Film

Allen

—

SRO

complete arrangements for immediate
release.

More than

1,000 members of
allied industries

of

Jerry Cotter, motion picture editor
The Sign, National Catholic month-

reports that the publication's seventh annual award for the "outstanding motion picture of the year" goes
to Walter Wanger for his "Joan of
ly,

Arc,"

RKO

Radio.

expected

to

honor

the
are

w ^IZd^ay

BIJOU THEATER,

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

who

for the past several years has
represented franchise .holders at the
Monogram studio, has assumed active
management of the company's Cincinnati exchange, in which he holds a
part interest.

TOO

Release

Hollywood,

Dec.

13.

— Y.

—
BIG FOR

ONE THEATRE

Joan<*Arc
n'grid

Bergman!

A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

In Industry Shorts Post

Mayor William Freeman, Paramount

O'Dwyer today at a testimonial luncheon at 12 :30 P.M. in the Hotel Astor
here in connection with the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies' campaign in the industry. Helen Hayes
will be one of the speakers. Fred
Schwartz, vice-president of Century
Theatres, is chairman of the drive.

Arthur Rank presents

13.

O'Dwyer Luncheon Today
amusement and

'Sign' Cites 'Joan'

West Managing Mono.
Cincinnati Exchange
Hollywood, Dec.
— George West,

J.

RED SHOES"
"THE
Color by Technicolor

FRANCIS

Frank

L.

SULLIVAN

• J.

CARROL NAISH

• SHEPPERD SIRUDWICK • HURD
HATFIELD GENE IOCKHART . JOHN EMERY
GEORGE COULOURIS JOHN IRELAND o

VARD BONO
•

studio executive,
has been appointed chairman of the
production advisory committee for the
industry public relations shorts sponsored by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The committee will meet Dec. 22 to review the
five shorts completed and draft plans
for the next seven.

/

«
»
%

<

I

NDERSON

ANDERSON ond
SOLT An Dire
•

RICHARD

C

ophy.

JOSEPH VALENTINE.
Produced by WALTER
Directed by

A.S.C.

WANGER

VICI0R FLEMING
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WB Zone

Meeting

New York Today

In

Harry M. Kalmine, president of
Warner Theatres, will preside at a
zone manager's meeting here today at
the home office. Those attending will
James Costen,
Zone managers
be
Nat Wolf, I. J. Hoffman, Frank
Damis, Charles A. Smakwitz, Ted
Schlanger, M. A. Silver, George A.
Crouch, Ben Wallerstein; and film
buyers Alex Halperin, Ted Minsky,
Sam Blasky, Max
Bert Jacocks,
Friedman, John Turner, Harry Feinand
stein, L. F. Ribnitzi, Leo Miller
M. Alben,
home office executives
C. E. Bond, F. Cahill, H. Copelan,
Z. Epstein, N. Fellman, H. Goldberg,
L. J. Kaufman, H. Maier, F. Marshall,
:

:

:

;

:

W.

McDonald, F. Phelps, H. RodH. Rosenquest, D. Triester, R.
Weiss, B. Wirth and B. Rosenzweig.
S.

ner,

MGM Regional Meets
Y., Salt Lake
M-G-M regional meetings,

In N.
Two

one at the Astor Hotel here and the

14,

194

Foreign Managers
Meet Here Today

Reviews
"Manhattan Angel"

With

(Columbia)

restrictions against Americai]

films and their earnings threatening it]
' '
\/f ANHATTAN ANGEL" is a mildly amusing musical romance about two additional global areas, U. S: fori
film
The
1V1 a group of grownups trying to hold a youth center together.
eign managers will meet today at th<
production quality.
is weakened however by story implausibilities and a lack of
Motion Picture Association of Ameri
Heading the cast are Gloria Jean and Ross Ford as the young couple ca office here to draft plans for copingj
attempting to prevent the youth center from being razed to make way for a with them.
new skyscraper. Miss Jean sponsors a friend in a $25,000 beauty contest and
High on today's agenda will be new]
The money goes to preserve developments in Mexico and South
after some unethical maneuvering she wins.
|

the center.

The musical end
ment than the

of the picture offers a

story.

Miss Jean and a new

more

way

of entertainsinging youngster offer several

little

in the

songs, including "It's a Wonderful, Wonderful Feeling," "I'll Take Romace,"
"Candy Store Blues," and others.
Supporting players include Patricia White, Thurston Hall, Alice Tyrrell
and Benny Baker. Sam Katzman produced, Arthur Dreifuss directed and
the screenplay was written by Albert Deer, from an original which he wrote

with George H. Plympton.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification.
not

Release date,

set.

"Just William's Luck"
(United Artists)

From Jfenccj
Africa, it is expected.
ota
come threats of a film impor |
law.
Its exact provisions, or 'pro-'
posed provisions, are expected to be
sent to New York by Mexican managers of U. S. film companies.
South Africa's government, it is
said, is planning to freeze at least 50
per cent of U. S. film companies*
earnings.
The foreign managers first
got together last week for a discussion
of this problem, and are expected to
complete drafting of their plans today.
!

Difficulties

THE

Abroad

consternation caused an average British household by the spirited
Utah Hotel, Salt Lake
(Continued from page 1)
energies of one of its 'teen-age members turns out to be comedy. ProCity,
will
be held tomorrow and
appeal
give
the
sufficient
name
to
one
of
Thursday when sales executives will duced in England, its cast is not
do it again? "No," he replied flatly.
relay to branch managers details of picture wide appeal here. The juvenile trade, however, is likely to find deDuring 18 months of production in
counterparts.
France where the value of the franc
the company's recent sales conference light in viewing the antics of their British
William Graham, portraying William of the title, seems to be forever get- fluctuated almost daily, Bunin exhere.
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales
manager, will preside at the New ting into trouble with other members of his family because of his youthful plained, "we never knew how much it
York meeting, while Samuel J. Gard- escapades. He and his friends, fancying themselves "Knights of the Round was costing to make the picture."
ner, assistant Western sales head, will Table," essay one adventure after another, all calculated to upset the equi- Bunin and his production manager,
conduct the Salt Lake meet. Burtus librium of their elders. Finally, however, the boys find themselves heroes Ben Rubin, who were interviewed at
Bishop, Jr., Midwest sales head, held when they invade a neighborhood mansion and discover it is being used as the home office of Eagle-Lion, which
a similar parley in Chicago yesterday. the headquarters for a group of fur thieves.
will release the Ansco color feature in
Meanwhile, Alan F.
Cummings,
The screenplay, by Val Guest, has little in the way of originality. An the U. S., said that when they started
head of exchange operations, has A. R. Shipman and David Coplan presentation, James A. Carter produced work in Paris the franc was valued at
called the company's field auditors to and- Guest directed. Others in the cast include Gary Marsh and Jane Welsh 119 to the American dollar, and when
a four-day meeting which will con- as the boy's beleaguered parents.
they finished 18 months later it was
vene at the Astor here starting Jan. 4.
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. For January valued at 490 to the dollar. Notwith-

other at the

Mandel Herbstman

standing, Bunin said he figures it cost
approximately $1,500,000 to make both
the French and English-speaking ver-

Joan Leslie, Warner
In Deal on Dispute

sions of "Alice."
Each week, as the French franc index raised or lowered, technicians,
actors and others working on the combined puppet-and-live action feature
found their salaries fluctuating accordingly, Bunin said.
Meanwhile, employes
were paid alternatingly in
French and Swiss francs, American
dollars and British pounds, he pointed
out, while adding to the general confusion were serious scarcities of materials, power and heat.

release.

Lamour

Sets

Own

Independent Outfit
Hollywood, Dec. 13.
mour has announced

— Dorothy

RKO

La-

the formation
of an independent production unit,
Ridgely Corp., following release from
her Paramount contract over the
weekend.
The star will report to
in January under a contract
calling for three pictures in six years.

RKO

/

Loss

(Continued from page 1)
eluding provision for estimated losses
of $1,130,225 on outside productions,
and profit of $4,764,766 on sale of
capital assets.

During the third quarter of this
year the net loss was $2,257,887, including provision for estimated losses
of $3,405,194 on outside production,
stories and continuities and profit of
$9,281 on sale of capital assets. In the
1947 quarter the company reported a
net income of $1,789,284, including
provision for estimated losses of $1,077,738 cn outside productions and
profit of $3,158,913 on sale of capital

Hollywood, Dec. 13—Joan Leslie
today announced that her three-year
dispute with Warners in which she
sought relief from her seven-year contract with the studio has been settled
out of court.
The suit was carried
to the U. S. Supreme Court, where
it was rejected, leaving the previous
decision

Court

by- the

California

Supreme

in favor of the studio in force.

The settlement reached frees her to
accept free-lance work at other studios and at her own organization,
Culver Productions.

assets.

Hope

in Video

Washington, Dec.

Bid
13.

— Hope

Pro-

ductions, Inc., of which Bob Hope is
sole owner and president, today submitted a bid of $1,200,000 to the

Get a new lease
on living with a

TWA

Quickie

Vacation in the
Great Southwest.
few days off are
all you need for a
wonderful rest in

A

this

invigorating

climate.

Communications Commission

the Louisville Courier Journal's
Station
which operates on
standard,
and television. Hope's
bid is in competition with offers from
Crossley, Inc. and Fort Industries.
The application listed Hope's net
worth as "in excess of $2,000,000."
for

WHAS,

FM

—

Los Angeles, Dec. 13. Municipal
Judge Byron Walters today refused

only hours

away

when you fly
TWA. Bigfaresavngs on family travel

and round trips.
Call the local

TWA office oryour
travel agent.

vestments.
"Alice"

is slated to open in Paris
and London next week, and in the
U. S. around next Eastertime, accord-

ing to Bunin.

ECA

to modify sentences passed on 125 studio workers who picketed the Columbia studio in a strike two years ago.

trator,

Five_ were

MPEA

sent

to

jail

for

periods

ranging up to one year, a fine totaling
$9,650 was imposed on 32 pickets and
sentence was suspended on the rest.
Arrests were made for refusal to obey
a court order, disturbing the peace and
refusal to heed police orders.

Grant

(Continued from page 1)

and by Francis

S.

Harmon

vice-president.
The American industry, at the request of the Army, has been distributing films in Germany for more than
three years since the end of the war at
substantial dollar costs to itself and
without reimbursement of any part of
its outlay.
The
approval will at

ECA

Phoenix

and Las Vegas are

i

Federal

L.A. Judge Is Firm
On Picket Sentences

Bunin produced "Alice" in partnerFrench Motion Picture
Union, a semi-government organization which uses private capital for inship with the

Kentucky Taxes Video

stem further dollar losses to
over the guarantee period.
Ontario Blackout Relief
Louisville, Dec. 13. Under a new
The ECA action was indorsed by
Toronto, Dec. «13.
state revenue department regulation,
Improved" Gen. Lucius B.
Clay, Military Govoperators of places providing televi- weather conditions have allowed an inernor of the U. S. zone in Germany,
amusement for patrons and crease in the power quota for various and was
sion
motivated by recognition on
charging admissions or minimum, are sections of Ontario and complete
the
part
of
Military
Government
placed under the state's amusement blackouts in theatres of those regions
heads, top government officials and obtax laws, according to David K. are cancelled temporarily, although
servers that American films have been
Walker, director of the division of regulations on the restricted use of playing
a valuable role

—

excises.

least

MPEA

—

electricity are still retained.

in the reorien-

tation

and reeducation program.

Tuesday, December

14,

Motion Picture Daily
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Features Are in Berger Lauds Allied 20th-Fox Plan
(Continued from page 1)
Work on the Coast

31

Arnall

Hollywood, Dec.

(Continued from page 1)

—The

produc- plaint with distributors "will come
dropping one close to getting what they want."
Berger pointed out that the associaEight films were

13.

tion index stood at 31,

Fourth embraces all
ways.
undertakings to benefit the film indusFifth is a campaign to
try at large.
dispel "pessimism prevailing in the industry at this time."
Although answering all questions at
length, Arnall said frankly he is not
yet in possession of all details bearing
upon his program and could outline
his course only in general terms.
i-^-d whether he intended to co"
with MPAA's Eric Johnston
opt
in seeking his objectives, Arnall said,
"I don't see how I can unless he
changes his attitude toward the inpossible

week's 32.
launched, while nine were finished.
Shooting started on "Secret of

from

last

St.

"Night in Havana" and "Rim
of the Canyon" (Autry), Columbia;
Film
Quest"
(Agay),
"Amazon
Ives,"

Classics
"Gun Law Justice," Monogram "Hellfire," Republic "Omoo,"
"Illegal Entry," UniScreen Guild
versal-International.
Shooting was finished on "Greed,"
;

;

;

;

Columbia

M-G-M

;

"The Secret Garden,"
"Riverboat Rhythm," Mono-

;

gram; "Ritter Victory," Paramount;
"Sam
Republic
Hideout,"
"The
"Champion"
Wynne," RKO Radio
;

dustry."

Would Debate on Air

;

(Screen Plays), United Artists; "Ma
Pa Kettle" and "Arctic Manhunt,"
he would suggest to George Denny U-I.
to have a "Town Meeting of the Air"
debate on monopoly in the film industry in which he would present his
Cities
views to the public, "to educate them
(Continued from page 1)
on the subject," in a debate with another personality, preferably Johnston. 500 delegates for a resolution which
Arnall stressed his belief that public will say in part
theatre
breaking
up
for
support
"The municipalities should be permonopoly can be recruited by putting mitted to adopt a larger number of
the case before the people.
Unless the state
taxes for local use.
Declaring theatre monopolies have provides adequate revenue by other
kept "superior entertainment made by measures, municipalities which can
independents" off screens at serious administer them should be authorized
costs to the industry and public, Ar- to use as local taxes the payroll-in-

He

added that while

in

New York

arid

Tax Power for

SIMPP's

Detroit suit as
cited
an example of the action which
SIMPP will take wherever circumDecrying a prostances warrant.
monopoly trend which he said was
displayed by the 80th Congress, he
asserted "that trend will be reversed
by the new Congress, and the nation
will drive against monopolistic connall

branches of American life."
He added monopolies must be opposed
as vigorously by America as totalitarianism or Communism.
trols in all

Asks Ban on Errant Stars
Answering questions, he said players

whose private

come

taxes, license
taxes based on volume of business,
cigarette and tobacco taxes, amusement or admission taxes, hotel taxes,
liquor taxes, utility taxes, and various
service charges."
The association feels that municitax,

local

sales

are pinched because inflationary pressures have increased costs
without increasing revenue propor-

palities

tionately.

Isley Suit
(Continued from page 1)

lives bring films into

disfavor "should be banished from the
screen." Queried on a published report he would receive $50,000 yearly
;plus $25,000 expenses, he said, "I am
'surprised and shocked that such a
question should be asked me. When I

opposition against forced percentages does not include first-runs in
large cities "and some other situations," but is aimed particularly at
subsequent-runs and smaller towns.
Most exhibitors "fear" percentages
because those engagements are used
as a yardstick in arriving at flat rentals, Berger charges, adding that exhibitors are fully aware of such procedure and "it causes them not to be
showmen." Berger also charged the
of
distributors
percentage
policy
forces exhibitors to play pictures too
long and on the wrong playing time.
"Exhibitors will pay a fair rental
price consistent with profits if producers deliver pictures to them which
will make a profit," Berger asserted.
"Unfair percentage terms and conditions do not have to be shoved down
the exhibitor's throat for the distributor to get his rightful share of the
box-office income," Berger said.
The exhibitor leader predicted company heads will eventually abandon
percentages as outlined by Allied.
tion's

seeking a temporary injunction to permit the Pickwood to open before
Christmas.
The amended complaint lists as co-

Compete Unfairly
(Continued from page 1)

Naval Hospital,

to the

damage

New York

sions in

but at that time

Skouras reportedly was reluctant to
divest holdings to the extent which
others felt would be required.

Meanwhile, Paramount home

Theatre.
the Army, Navy and
Air Force said that the industry had
agreed to allow military personnel to
take civilian guests to post theatres.
The agencies promised to police admissions closely to present undue competition with commercial theatres.
Lust claims he has had friends and
employes go to the Naval Hospital
Theatre and be admitted without any
question.
He says attendance at his
theatre has slumped far more than the
usual seasonal drop in the last month.
Competition from service theatres
was discussed at the convention of the
Theatre Owners of America in Chicago, and, since Lust is the Washingditon organization's national
rector, the matter is certain to come
executive comforward at the
mittee meeting here in January. It is

TO A

owners Mr. and Mrs. Earl Collins
and Griffith Theatres, Inc., with Isley
have been around Hollywood long in ownership of the newly completed also slated for early discussion by the
local Theatre Owners Association.
enough, I may answer it.
For the Pickwood.
•present, my answer is, 'no comment'."
Arnall said he will give the SIMPP

Washington

last week with Herbert
Bergson, head of the Department of
Justice anti-trust division, and Wright,
in charge of prosecution of the Paramount case for the government, resumed their discussions here yesterday

at the local offices of the Justice

partment.
Participating

in

the

conferences

vice-president in charge of theatre opWalter Gross of the home
erations
;

department, and Robert
O'Brien, Paramount secretary.
Paramount officials have repeatedly
discounted the likelihood of an acceptable agreement on divestiture being
reached with the government but have
pressed the conferences with government representatives at regular interNeither side would
vals, nevertheless.
comment on yesterday's meeting but
further sessions are expected to be
office

legal

Wright said he is in New York primarily to prepare for resumption of
hearings before the three- judge Federal expediting court here next Monday.

Ascap Revenue
(Continued from page 1)
other sources
the 1947 level.

Ascap

is

believed to be above

collected about $10,000,000 in

1947—$1,300,000

from

theatres— and

of this approximately $8,000,000 was
Admindistributed to the members.
istration costs are close to 20 per
cent.
it
had been the custom of
theatres and circuits to pay
Ascap either on a monthly or quarterly basis, the smaller theatres paid in a
lump sum when contracts were renewed. Average cost for Ascap music
for a theatre is less than $100 a year.

While

larger

|

maintain offices in New York and
Hollywood, and "will spend a good
leal of time in Washington."

will

'

Chalif to

UA Post

(Continued from page 1)

extended
Zontinent.

tour

of

He

will

England

and

the

survey production

and new product.
During the war Chalif served for
hree years with the Air Forces moion picture unit. Before and since his
nilitary service, he was general mani'acilities
!

t

ager of

WITCH

Mary

Pickford's various film
nterests, representing her in Artists
Alliance and other corporations. He
Served as production manager for
.

sold a million copies!

"omet Productions and Triangle Pros

-

uctions.

His brother, Vitalis Chalif, is a
lember of UA's board of directors.

WAKE OF

THE RED WITCH"

IS

De-

were Wright, who arrived in New
York from Washington last Friday,
and Leonard Goldenson, Paramount

-presidency "as much time as is required to do what we've set out to
do," but he will retain his private law
'practice, his presidency of an insurance company which he described as
"small," and lecture tours, on which
he is booked for five lectures monthly
from now to next June. He will continue to reside in Newman, Ga., but

j

office

theatre executives who conferred on
divestiture proposals for two days in

held.

of his

own Bethesda
On Nov. 4,

TOA

(Continued from page 1)

THE GREATEST SEA STORY IN YEARS!

)

The

first

EXPLOITATION "NATURAL"

HELD OVER!
at the Magnificent

JOY THEATRE
NEW

ORLEANS,

La.

HELD OVER"
R.K.O.

GRC

CHICAGO,

III.

HELD OVER!
Interstate's

EMPIRE
SAN ANTONIO,

Tex.

HELD OVER!
Interstate's

KIRBY
HOUSTON,

Tex.

LOEW'S-POLI

BIJOU*
NEW HAVEN,

Conn.

Set for Big Biz

— —
IN

PARAMOUNT
San Francisco, Cal.

—
—
—
CAPITOL —
RIALTO — New
PALACE

Toledo, Ohio

ECKEL

Syracuse, N. Y.

RIVOLI

Paterson, N.
Passaic,

J.

N'.

J.

York City

HOLLYWOOD
Sioux City,

GARDEN

—

la.

Charle ston,

S.- (

STARTING XMAS

ESQUIRE— Oakland,

GRAND—Albany,

—
SIERRA —
KINEMA

Cal.

N. Y.

Fresno, Cal.

CARLTON— Providence,

R.

I

Stockton, Cal.

GRANDBY— Norfolk, Va.
COLUMBIA— Erie, Pa.
AMERICAN—Troy, N. Y.
SHORE—Atlantic City, N.

—Johnstown,
ERIE— Schenectady, N.
LIBERTY— Sharon,

MAJESTIC

J.

Pa.
Y.

,

Pa.

UTICA— Utica,
PALACE— Fort
CAPITOL

N. Y.

Worth, Texas

— Scranton,

PENN—Wilkes

Pa.

Barre, Pa.

AND MORE COM/NG

PREHISTORIC MONSTERS OF AN UNKNOWN WORLD INVADE THE WORLD OF TODAY

Is It

FACT

or

Is It

FICTION?

MOTION
Q#64.

V.

NO.

PICTU1$£

DAILY
NEW
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Jack Benny

Is

YORK,

U.S.A.,
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18 from EL in

Voted Radio's Four Months
'48

Champion

Critics Give Crosby
Firsts in Annual Poll
By

features, including six in
plus two Walter Wanger productions, will be released by EagleLion by the end of April, it was an-

Sixteen

color,

3

GENE ARNEEL

American newspaper and magaradio editors and columnists,
voting in Motion Picture Daily's

Fame,

13th annual Radio Poll for

tapped
Benny

Jack

as

ra-

Champion

dio's

Champion's

of

and Best Comedian for 1948.
Allen,
Fred
last year's winner of the same

two

classifica-

finished

tions,

second

this year.

The

radio

designated Herb Shriner,
the CBS come-

critics

Jack Benny

dian,

as

radio's

Tomorrow.

Mayor William O'Dwyer was honored here yesterday by leaders of the
motion picture and allied entertainment fields for his "humanitarian and

—A

;

M.

& N.H.

Stock Bid

Economy Drive

Is

ToPara.Unanswered Lagging: Schaefer
Poland Springs,

Me.,

Dec.

New Hampshire
George B.

here today.
Lane, Jr., president

economies
production
have advanced thus far only about
one-third of the way toward the point
which will bring production costs in
line with domestic and foreign market
industry sales executive
conditions,
George J. Schaefer observed here yesterday following his return from the
he
"Economy-mindedness,"
Coast.
believes, will take cost-saving another

Hollywood

14.

of

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

other radio performer or program.

Arthur Godfrey was given the
critics' nod with a first in the Best
Daytime Program division, third as
Best Master of Ceremonies and fourth
Champion of Champions
in
place
His voting strength
classification.
rwas scattered among other divisions

Radio Givea ways Worse than
Commercials, Editors Say

Complete results of Motion
Picture Daily's 13th annual
Radio Poll, conducted for
Fame, are published on Page
5 of this issue.

Photographs of first place
winners appear on Page 4.

Asked whether the Department
was making progress in its negotiations with Paramount, he merely restatement

peated

his

would

resume

that the case
"against all

Monday

defendants."

US Maneuvers

for

Scophony Decree
The Government yesterday moved
U. S. District Court here to pressure Scophony into a settlement of
the government's anti-trust suit by
asking Judge Knox to strike the case
from the court's calendar, subject to
in

restoration.

The
lows

:

strategy behind this

is

as

fol-

The government, according

to

Department official, is "pracready to announce a consent

a Justice

replaced balloters assert that fewer giveaways
Number should be the rule. "Stop them before
also, but fell just short of placing him radio's
One complaint of the nation's news- they do more damage," is the plea.
among the top three elsewhere.
Others urge that no giveaway proVaughn Monroe's orchestra was paper and magazine radio editors and
voted Best Dance Band, replacing columnists, their comments in con- grams be permitted on the air unless
Guy Lombardo for the first time in nection with Motion Picture Daily's they contribute to charitable or other
Vaughn and 13th annual Radio Poll for Fame dis- worthwhile purposes. A few tolerant
the history of the poll.
voices suggest they should be kept
close.
(Continued on page 4)
The critical balloters did not indi- until the public tires of them which,
cate whether they believe that radio most of them believe, will be at a not

Radio Poll Results
Appear on Page 5

Scheduled

A

—

Godfrey a Winner

Be Held

Para. Trial to

Monday

—

Champion of Champions
gave him more individual
division,
honors in the poll than went to any

Week, Says US

philanthropic efforts" in behalf of the
as
lunchAmong top product will be "He people of New York City at a of
the
Walked by Night," for release in eon of the amusement division
Philanthropies
Washington, Dec. 14.
top
December
"Red Stallion in the Federation of Jewish
mahogany hu- Justice Department official indicated
at the Hotel Astor.
Cinecolor,
Rockies,"
for
January
inscription expressing today that there will be no consent
February releases will include "Alice midor, with an
"affection and deep appreciation" was
in Wonderland," Ansco Color, prodecree settlement in the Paramount
mayor by actress Helen
duced by Lou Bunin, and Walter presented the
case at least for the next week.
the
industry.
gift
from
Hayes as a
Wanger's "Reign of Terror."
Sec"We're going to trial Monday
vice-president
of
Schwartz,
Fred
ond Wanger production, "Tulsa," in
against all defendants," he said, addof
the
chairman
Century Theatres and
Technicolor,
will
released
be
in
ing that as far as he knew there were
March with April schedules listing amusement division, presided at the no further conversations with any oi
cur"The Big Cat," Technicolor, and luncheon which was part of the
the defendants set up for this week,
rent $16,500,000 campaign for funds
"Scott of the Antarctic," also Technibut there might be some set up at any
to support the Federation's 116 affilicolor.
time.
ated local hospitals, health and welOther product will include the DeIn any event, he said, the conversaBenjamin Lazarus,
agencies.
cember release of "Parole, Inc.," and fare
tions could not produce a decree be(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)
fore next Monday.
The official refused to say whether he thought there
would ever be any consent decree settlements in the case.

Master of Ceremonies, Film Personal- ter's 49 per cent stock interest in the
ity Most Effective in Radio, and Best theatre company has not been acted
Popular Male Vocalist as he did in upon and consequently did not come
Those, plus his third before the annual meeting of Maine &
last year's poll.
place in the

No Settlement

Mayor O'Dwyer
In Decree This
At FJP Luncheon

J.

Most Promising An offer by the Maine and New
Hampshire Theatres Co., Boston, to
Bing Crosby took three firsts Best buy from Paramount Pictures the lat-

Star of

TEN CENTS

1948

Industry Honors

;

zine

1

nounced here yesterday by William
Heineman, sales vice-president.

15,

giveaways have
commercials as the

Radio's

commercials are improving or merely too distant date.
Commercials come in for the second
are less annoying than giveaway programs, but the fact remains that few- most numerous and spirited gripes
There are still too
er critics railed at the commercials from the critics.
many commercials, they are still too
than condemned giveaways.
Giveaway programs, the critics be- long, too trite, too obvious, too annoylieve, already have lowered the over- ing, say the critics.
However, many of them believe that
all
quality of radio entertainment.
Apart from the lack of ingenuity in programs on the whole are improving.
giveaway programs themselves, the They contend that an overabundance
recent
critics blame them for forcing more of mediocre programs in the
meritorious programs off the

air.

The

(Continued on page 4)

tically

decree with General Precision Equipment and Television Productions, Inc.,
other defendants in the case, and although the Department would like to
take these two firms out of the case,
thus giving -it the power to hold over
Scophony's head the threat that the
(Continued on page 7)

Jack Ellis Resigns

UA
Jack

Sales Post Here
Ellis,

New York

district

man-

ager for United Artists, has resigned,
Though he has seveffective Jan. 1.
eral proposals under consideration, no
announcement of his plans will be
made until after he leaves U. A., Ellis
said.

Ellis

has been in his present post
(Continued on page 6)

;;

Wednesday, December

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal Mention

Boston Conciliation
Unit to Be Named
Boston's

SPYROS

America conciliation board
named at the end of
the week, it was announced in
of

will be

that

citv

yesterday

20th

thur H. Lockwood, TOA president. Meanwhile, in Albany,
Harry Lamont yesterday was
appointed temporary chairman of the Albany area board,
which will probably meet on
Tuesdays at the Albany office of Upstate Theatres, Inc.

wife

Allied Artistsstudio executive, and his
became the parents of Leah

Lynn

Hollywood. It was erroneously stated here
yesterday that the baby had been
born to Steve Broidy, AA-Monogram
president, and Mrs. Broidy.
•

Broidy

Saturday

last

William

Zoellner,
B.
head,
subjects sales

short
bride

E-L's MacMillen Is

Pathe Vice-president

have returned to
from their honeymoon.

in

M-G-M
and his

New York

•
F. J. A.
ternational

wholly-owned

Pathe

of

Industries.

Besides the Eagle-Lion companies,
other principal subsidiaries of Pathe
are Pathe Laboratories, with film
processing laboratories in Hollywood,

Bound Brook, N.

and

J.,

New York

City; Pictorial Films, Inc., Television
Center, Inc., Pathe Realty Corp., and

The V. D. Anderson
turer

of

manufacand other

Co.,

expellers

oil

machinery.
Before joining Eagle-Lion last June,

MacMillen was assistant
Young, principal Pathe

Robert R.
stockholder.

to

a director of the Missouri PaRailroad and a member of the
advisory committee of the Federation
for Railway Progress, of which he
formerly was president.

He

is

cific

No

Ad

Cooperative

Cuts Planned by 5
Other

distributors

have

indicated

Howard

outside
advertising
York, it was reported.

cooperative

New

of

Those companies whose spokesmen
said are without plans for discontinu-

ing cooperative advertising are United Artists, Eagle-Lion, Paramount,
check of
Radio, Republic.
:

A

RKO

20th-Fox produced "no comment."

M-G-M

circuit

executive, will leave here tonight for
Cleveland and Chicago.
•

Walter Wanger

is
expected
today from the Coast.

14.

lenge

of

the

constitutionality of the
of censors, following

Memphis board
its

banning of Roach's "Curley" from

theatres here, was today set for Dec.
27 by the Circuit Court in Memphis.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

from a

Harold Wilson, president of the
British Board of Trade, is due here
early in the new year on general government business but is expected to
confer .with Eric Johnston, Motion
Picture Association of America presi-

New

York.
•
James R. Grainger, Republic

in

world

to

in current

Also highlighted are sports
and fashions. Complete contents fol-

•

dent, while in

turns

spotlight

of the

releases.

West and Midwest.

low:

—

MOVIETONE

NEWS, No. 100 Presi
dent Truman presented with turkeys. Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt returns from Paris. President Prio of Cuba greeted in New York
Russian airmen flee from Iron CurCity.
tain.
New helicopter. Sports: Wafpj w,
horse racing.
Spirit of Christmas. 'JLk

NEWS OF THE DAY,

dis-

tribution vice-president, left here yesterday by plane for Chicago, Milwaukee and San Francisco, en route to
Los Angeles where he will spend the

No. 230^Avia

Israel President Weizmann
First views of the new
Wonder
"Pro" football playoff.
horse wins again.
New desert paradise.

tion's
visits

new model.
Jerusalem.

WACS.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

33—Heli-

No.

preview of tomorrow's flight. Women's uniforms make news.
Quebec welcomes Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent.
copter

Truman.

Pre-holiday visit with President
Desert resort in California.

•

Monty Banks, British producer;
Alan Ladd and his wife, and Gracie

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEE,
Israel's

President

Weizmann

Arabs get homeland

aid.

No. 203—

in

Jerusalem.

New

helicopter.

Fields are due here tomorrow from Aluminum shoes. American Legion chief
Harry Brown's homecoming.
Christmas
England on the SS America.
news.
Football.
•
PATHE
NEWS,
WARNER
No. 35—
Harriet Silverman of Loew's In- Horseracing.
Pathe
records
Football.
ternational here will be married on Christmas spirit around the world.
They
Saturday to Marvin Weiss.
will

honeymoon

Lake

at

Placid.

•

Carter

Barron,

Loew

Theatres

Eastern district manager, will serve
as treasurer of the Jefferson-Jackson
Victory Day

•

Emerson

SPG

Will

25% Pay

Ask

for

Increase

dinners on Feb. 24.

Yorke,

television

film

producer, will return here at the weekend from Chicago.

Say Televiewers Cut Talent Guilds in
Theatre Going 25% Television Merger

CIO's Screen Publicists Guild is
preparing to renew its bid for a 25
per cent general pay increase, an
SPG spokesman indicated here yester-

Some months before its recent compliance with the non-Communist affidavit provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Law, the guild presented new contract
demands, including a 25 per cent pay
increase, to distributors. At that time,

—

—Mo-

Hollywood, Dec. 14. -Following a however, all distributors, except Eagleweek of conferences, committees rep- Lion, refused to "do business" with
resenting five talent guilds last night SPG until its officers had filed the
announced agreement on a plan for non- Communist affidavits with the Nasurveys regulating jurisdiction in the television tional Labor Relations Board.
according to simultaneous
conducted in three large television field. The plan contemplates merging
Actors
Equity,
AFRA, American Nominations Are Set for
centers by Audience Research, Inc.
ARI points out, however, that home Guild of Musical Artists and Chorus SPG Executive Council
Princeton, N.

J.,

Dec.

14.

tion picture theatre attendance by persons owning television sets is 25 per
cent below that of non-video owners,

set installations are numerically insignificant at this time and could not

contribute to any appreciable over-all
loss at the box-office, although a "significant trend for the future" is indi-

surveys also
approximately 1,500,000
families expect to purchase a televiIt added that if
sion set next year.
a "good set" were available at $200
about half of the families in metropolitan areas would be interested. Currently the average price of a set is
$400, according to ARI.
said
that

that

the

Roy Edwards Heads
Cameramen's Local
Roy Edwards

United Artists' and Hal Roach's chal-

vice-president,

New York

1948

day.

has been elected presiInternational Photographers
of the Motion Picture Industry, Local
No. 644 (IATSE). Installation will
be held Jan. 4.
Other officers elected are
Fred
Fordham, vice-president; John Visconti, secretary
Jay Rescher, treasurer Walter A. Lang, business representative
Frank Landi, sergeant-atarms Edgar Hatrick, trustee.
new
executive board was also elected.

dent

Memphis Censor Suit
To Be Heard Dec, 27
Memphis, Dec.
—Hearing on

stu-

•

Frank N. Phelps, Warner

cated.
here that they have no plans to disconARI
tinue cooperative theatre advertising
showed
as has Warners, a round-up of the

companies disclosed yesterday. During the past year, however, UniversalInternational drastically reduced its

Strickling,

dio publicity head, plans to leave here
Friday for the Coast.

New York

sales

Universal-In-

Southern and Canadian
sales manager, left New York yesterday for Jacksonville.

_

as vice-president in charge of operations of Eagle-Lion Films and viceEagle Lion Studios,
of
president

HEINEMAN,

J.

holidays.

McCarthy,

William C. MacMillen, Jr., yester•
day was elected vice-president of
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., M-G-M
Pathe Industries, Inc., at a meeting producer, and his wife will leave here
Pathe board of directors.
the
of
today for Hollywood.
MacMillen, who is 35, will continue
•

subsidiaries

W'lLLIAM
tour of the

•
Broidy,

William
Monogram

Ar-

by

SKOURAS,

P.

Eagle-Lion
Century-Fox president, will fly to
has returned to
New York today from the Coast.

Owners

Theatre

Newsreel
Parade
newsreel
THE
many parts

15,

of

:

;

;

;

;

A

Equity into one union, followed by the
establishment of a partnership of this
union with the SAG. The partnership
would administer jurisdiction.
The agreement, which will be submitted to the respective boards for
approval, calls for the appropriation
of $100,000 by each of the two partners for use in organizing and administering the television field.

Nominations for the executive counof the Eastern Screen Publicists
Guild have been announced, with some
candidates running for more than one
office on different slates.
cil

Nominated
Columbia
Victor

;

Sigmund
Seymour Romano,

for president

M-G-M

Maitles,

;

:

Ray Murray, Columbia

Sedlow,

20th

Century-Fox.

For first vice-president; Lou Meyers,
Columbia Murray Goldstein, Columbia; Murray, and Ben Lassen, RKO,
For second vice-president Goldstein
Myers
Charles Ryweck, Columbia
Leo Israel, 20th Century-Fox. Maria
;

sound',
Big
Screen for 'Portrait'

'Multi

-

Equipment for an enlarged cyclo-

:

;

Van Slyke of Eagle-Lion
ramic screen, 30-by-40 feet in dimenunopposed.
for secretary,
sion,
and a new system of sound
date has not been set yet.
effects called Multi-sound are being
installed in the Carthay Circle Theatre in

Hollywood

for the final hurri-

Roy

C. Jones, 62

running

is

Electior

—

cane sequence of David O. Selznick's
Kansas City, Dec. 14. Roy C
"Portrait of Jennie," which will have Jones, 62, who was associated witl
its premiere on Christmas Day. SimiCommonwealth Theatres as a theatre
lar screens and sound systems will be manager and in its booking departused in many other first-run houses ment for 18 years before his retirethroughout the U. S. and Canada, ac- ment three years ago, died here yescording to SRO, which adds that the terday in Kansas City Hospital. He
30-by-40 screen will be used in houses was at one time a cameraman foi
that have sufficient space and that all Pathe on the Coast.
He is sufvivec
other screens will be at least 36 feet by the widow.
Services will be helc
wide.
tomorrow, with burial here.
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HAVE JUST COME
FROM HOLLYWOOD!
I

by reading

(You'll profit

On the West Coast, those who have surveyed the
There's

good reason

Nowhere

for the prediction.

saw

I

exciting

companies are predicting: "M-G-M

news out there

is

the

"Words and Music"

boiled newspaper people rocked the theatre with applause.

The

at the

saw "Barkleys of Broadway" which already

is

'way out front for '49."

Studio.

forecast

Academy

Theatre.

A

packed house of hard-

trade press reviews are ecstatic. This great musical of the

and songs of Rodgers and Hart with 15 stars and 22 song hits is off to a
and New Years. Soon for simultaneous New Years release across the nation!

life

I

M-G-M

is

the enthusiasm, the team-work, the burning conviction of leadership.

attended the Press Preview of M-G-M's Technicolor

I

eye-witness report!)

potentialities of all

The most

production at such a pace.

else is

this

flying start at

by the Hollywood grapevine

Radio City Music Hall

as a bigger hit

for

Xmas

than "Easter Parade."

Fred Astaire reunited with Ginger Rogers in a Big-Star-Cast Technicolor musical with sensational numbers and hot music

is

destined to be the top musical of next year.
I

saw "Act of Violence" previewed

hunt no
I

woman

to terrific acclaim, a thriller starring

Van

Heflin and Robert

Ryan

in the story

of a man-

could stop.

saw the happy, brimful-of-love production of "Little Women" with the
America with its magic appeal.

year's gayest cast of youthful stars, a big Technicolor

attraction that will spellbind
I

saw Broadway's No.

forecast
I

saw the completed

Up"

1 stage hit

come

to life

on the screen

in

M-G-M's mighty production of "Edward,

My

Son" already

by coast observers as one of 1949's Ten Best!
prints in projection

rooms of coming Big Ones, "The Bribe" and "Force of Evil" and "The Sun Comes

(Technicolor).

saw with thrilled delight the first screenings of pictures which are yet in work, "The Stratton
"The Great Sinner" and the Technicolor musical "Neptune's Daughter." You hear it from the
the workers, that these are entertainments to await with joyous expectancy. They know it from

I

not often that an unqualified promise

that

"Take Me Out To The

Game"

"The

Secret Garden,"

studio technicians, the props,

the inside!

unanimously among film folk in Hollywood it is stated
a Technicolor Musical will without question be one of the top grossing films of next

It is

Ball

Story,"

is

made about

a picture, but

season.

Preview

after

preview

Year coming.

It says:

tells

.

the

Hollywood

story.

It's

a thrilling

story that

JHE DOLLAR SIGN

IS

you should

listen to

M-G-M!"

carefully in the

New
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Radio Poll
(Continued from page 1)

Guy were tied for first last year. Guy's
new Kaiser-Frazer show drew subvotes in the Best Musical
division and, besides dividing
his full critical support, it was insufficient to place him among the winners
in the latter category.
stantial

Show

Eve Arden
1947's Best

Joan

replaced

Comedienne

;

Davis,

Don Wilson

took over the Best Studio Announcer
Carpenter, and Ben
title from Ken
Grauer, who has not appeared among
the first three in the announcer's division in recent years, finished second.

Carpenter was third.
CBS's Edward R. Murrow again
took the Best News Commentator or
Analyst title in a walk. Walter Winchell, a stranger to the poll's winning columns, finished second, well
ahead of H. V. Kaltenborn, who in

Herb

Eve Arden

Shriner

Binpr

Crosby

James Melton

Dinah Shore

earlier years was a perennial favorite
of the critics in this division.

Winchell's Votes Split
Winchell,

like

Godfrey and Lom-

showed stronger

critical favor
year than the results indicate.
The voting strength behind Winchell
was dissipated by a considerable number of ballots which placed his name

bardo,
this

Champion of Champions diviwhere he failed to finish among

in the
sion,

the first four.

Fibber McGee & Molly again were
voted the Best Comedy Team. Amos
'n' Andy, obviously picking up voting
strength in their new Sunday night
CBS spot, finished second, after having been missing for years from
among the first place winners in the
poll.
"mr. ace and JANE" apparently
are in good standing with the critics,
They took
if not with their sponsor.
third place in the comedy division,
ahead of many strong competing
combinations.

Melton

Still

Rise Stevens

& Molly

Fibber McGee

Don Wilson

Tops

Many

old favorites proved that they
have not been surpassed as yet in the
jugdment of the critics by being returned for another year to the top
niches.

James Melton was again voted Best
Male Vocalist by a wide
margin. Dinah Shore was way out in
front once more as Best Popular Female Vocalist while Rise Stevens repeated
as
Best
Classical
Female
Classical

Edw." R.

Murrow

Bill

Stern

Vaughn Monroe

Arthur Godfrey

Groucho Marx

;

Vocalist.

Stern led the Best Sportscaster
as in other years, with Red Barber and Mel Allen, in that order, finishing strongly.
Bill

field,

Music second
_

best

in

the

Audience

Participation class.

Radio Editors

Groucho Marx's program, You Bet

(Continued from page 1)

talent

in

comedy

radio

shows

not

;

and

enough

good
comemost of

genuine

dians
too much mere talk,
Your Life, apparently captured critiit of no consequence if it is not acFred Waring, 1947 winner, lost out cal favor rapidly. It was voted Best past made possible the mushrooming tually boring, on the air too many
to Arthur Godfrey in Best Daytime Quiz Show, finishing ahead of many of giveaway programs, and that with effusive masters
of ceremonies with
Show classification, taking second well known oldtimers in the quiz show the trend once more in the direction too little to say too much bombast
place, and finished second behind The division, a type of program which, of improving quality, the giveaways
from announcers; too many guest stars
Telephone Hour in Best Musical year in and year out, the critics plead will be forced aside.
with too little to contribute too much
Show division, where he also was first for less of. Maybe Groucho demonAn increasing number of good spurious applause, from studio audistrates it "ain't what you do but how documentaries was cited again and
last year.
ences
too few good musical and
you do it" that counts.
again by those who write about radio. classical programs.
Lux Theatre Repeats
The NBC Symphony Orchestra
Oddly enough, only a relatively few
Among the suggestions noted on.
Lux Radio Theatre was a repeater took over first place from the New of the editors had any comment whatcritics' ballots is a familiar one, that
in Best Dramatic Program class, just York
Philharmonic in Best Sym- ever to make about television or its
crime and mystery programs be schedahead of Theatre Guild on the Air, phonic Orchestra division.
possible effect on radio.
Here and
uled at late hours in order to reduce
which shared a first place tie with
there an editor expressed apprehenNBC Symphony First
the number of juvenile listeners, and
Lux Theatre last year.
sion that the flight of sponsors' dolAmerica's Town Meeting of the Air
The NBC and CBS publicity serv- lars to television might impair radio that good dance music, educational and
swept the Best Educational Program ices went down to the finish wire neck program quality at some future date children's programs be substituted for
division by a wide margin.
Suspense, and neck, with NBC ahead by a whis- but, on the whole, television prospects them at the earlier hours.
While many radio editors concede
winner of the Best Mystery Show ker at the close. The CBS publicity have made no deep impression yet on
title, also was way out in front in its service was first last year.
the great body of radio editors and that the networks provide the "best
division.
The J. Walter Thompson agency columnists, if their silence on the sub- free show on earth," they arguestrongly for programs which will betTruth or Consequences was voted was voted Best Individual Publicity ject is at all indicative.
Best Audience Participation Show for Service by the voting writers, who last
Here is an assortment of the most ter meet "minority listening prefer1948, as it was last year.
The critics, year picked Earle Ferris. The latter frequently mentioned criticisms of ences." They estimate that approxioutspoken in their disdain for giant finished third this year, behind the radio
Too many quiz and audience mately 35 per cent of set owners are
giveaways, nonetheless voted Stop the N. W. Ayer boys.
participation shows
too little new
{Continued on page 5)
;

;

1

;

;

;

:

;
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Complete Results of 1948 Radio Poll
FlTIHE complete

list of winand runners-up in
[the 25 program classifications,

as

selected

by

radio

Publicity services rendered by the networks and independent
agencies also were appraised by the critics in the Motion Picture
Daily-Fame poll, with top honors being accorded to National
Broadcasting, which replaces CBS in the first spot, and to J. Walter
Thompson which supplants Earle Ferris, last
year's winner, in the individual category. Sidney
Eiges is vice-president in
charge of the NBC press
and the
Thompson agency's radio
publicity department is

presented herewith.

is

Sponsors, agencies, networks
and broadcast time (E.S.T.)
I are given for first place winners, networks only for others.

Benny

Jack

(American

Co.— BBDO-NBC,
.

2.
3.
4.

Sundays,

P.M.).

Fred Allen (NBC).
Bing Crosby (ABC).
Arthur Godfrey (CBS).

Sidney Eigres

—

—

ABC's showing.

NBC

also captured the largest number of second and third place ratings
in the poll.
It won 10 second places
and 13 third places. CBS was next,
with eight second place awards and
five third places.
took four seconds and four thirds, while
had
one second and two third places.
drew the only fourth place
mention in the poll. That was in the

MBS

ABC

Albert Durante

third since network
and independent publicity
services in broadcasting were included in the poll seven years ago.
N. W. Ayer was voted second place in the independent division
this year, followed by Ferris. Last year J. Walter Thompson
finished in a second-place tie with David Alber behind Ferris.

TOMORROW

Champion of Champions division
which four places are counted. In
other poll classifications only the
three places are recorded.

day, 5:45 P.M.).
2.
3.

BEST FEMALE VOCALIST

BEST COMEDIAN

1.
1.

2.

P.M.).
Fred Allen

3.

(American Tobacco

BBDO — NBC,

Sundays,

7:00

(NBC).
Bob Hope (NBC).

3.

Peggy Lee (NBC).

3.

Jo Stafford

1.

2.

and Marie

1.

Fibber

McGee and Molly

Wax &

son's

Needham, Louis

Allied

(John-:

Products

&

Brorby
Tuesdays, 9:30 P.M.).
2.

Amos

3.

mr. ace and

'n'

— NBC,

2.
3.

Andy (CBS).

JANE

(NBC).

Rise Stevens (Metropolitan Opera
pickups on ABC).
(unattached),
Marian
Anderson
Lily Pons (unattached) and Eleanor Steber (NBC), tied.

Bing Crosby (PhilcoCorp.

— ABC,

3.

Garry Moore (NBC).
Arthur Godfrey (CBS).

2.
3.

FILM PERSONALITY MOST
EFFECTIVE IN RADIO
1.

Bing Crosby (Philco Corp.

—

—Hutch-

1.

Bob Hope (NBC).

2.

BEST MALE VOCALIST
1.

Bing Crosby (PhilcoCorp.

— ABC,

ins

days,
2.
3.

(Popular)

Advertising
10:00 P.M.).

— HutchWednes-

3.

2.
3.

BEST MALE VOCALIST

2.

2.

Pinza (guest spots),

3.

—

—

tied.

1.

is

not in the best interests

3.

Living— 1948 (NBC)

Again this year there were the customary cries for adoption and strict

Friday, 7:45 P.M.).

1.

R.

BEST MYSTERY SHOW
Suspense

2.

Sam Spade (CBS).

3.

Inner Sanctum (CBS).

—

local

New

York,

NBC,

6:15

Owl

Cigars,

and

1.

3.

enforcement of a radio code of ethics,
for program experimentation in new
directions, for the discovery and development of new talent.
There is one definite conclusion to
be drawn from the comments of those
who write about radio their interest
in
the medium remains alive and
healthy
their inextinguishable hope
for it is that it will continue to improve and to hold and increase its
audience in so doing, television not:

BEST MUSICAL SHOW

2.

Red Barber (CBS).
Mel Allen (MBS).

;

Telephone Hour (Bell Telephone
System— N. W. Ayer— NBC, Mondays, 9:00 P.M.).
withstanding.
Fred Waring Show (NBC).
The Pause that Refreshes (CBS).
2. Stop the Music (ABC).
BEST QUIZ
(NBC).
3. People Are Funny

SHOW

New York Philharmonic (CBS).
Boston Symphony (NBC).
Vaughn Monroe (R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.—William Esty— CBS,
Saturdays, 7:30 P.M.)

Guy Lombardo (MBS
Tex Beneke (Pickups).

Auto-Lite Co.
Thurs-

— CBS,

days, 9:00 P.M.).

Stern (Colgate Sherman &
Marquette— NBC, Fridays, 10:30
P.M. Also Monday through FriBill

(Electric

—Newell -Emmett

Walter Winchell (ABC).
H. V. Kaltenborn (NBC).

BEST DANCE BAND

James Melton (International Harvester
McCann-Erickson
CBS,
Wednesdays, 9:30 P.M.).
Robert Merrill (NBC) and Ezio

Tuesdays, the result

(FrancoMurrow
American Products — Ward Wheelock Co. CBS, Monday through

Edward

1.

You

(Elgin

Twenty Questions (MBS).

3.

Who
Q.

BEST NETWORK PUBLICITY
SERVICE

Wednesdays, 9:30 P.M.).

2.

Said That?

(NBC),

(NBC) and

1.

Dr.

tied.

BEST AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION PROGRAM

1.

pickups).

— Groucho Marx
American —Weiss & Geller

Bet Your Life

—ABC,
I.

(Classical)
1.

cooperative,

of radio.

Saturdays, 6:30 P.M.).

Como (NBC).
Gordon McRae (ABC).

(ABC

You Are There (CBS).

BEST SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA
(NBC sustaining,
1. NBC Symphony

Perry

—

—

2.

P.M. for White
special events).

-

3.

;

8:30 P.M.).

day,

_

2.

1.

(Studio)

BEST SPORTSC ASTER

Advertising
ABC, Wednesdays, 10:00 P.M.).
Ronald Colman (Ziv transcription
and guest spots).

ins

3.

—

Wednes-

ins
Advertising
days, 10:00 P.M.).
2.

— Hutch-

1.

cials.
They counted, too, that this
large, discriminating audience with its
silent radio sets represents some of

day through Friday, 10:45-11:00
A.M.; Liggett & Myers Tobacco— the most substantial buying power
Newell - Emmett
CBS, Monday groups.
Give them good music, one-hour
through Friday, 11 :00-ll :30 A.M.)
tabloid versions of grand opera more
Fred Waring (NBC).
responsible, unbiased news commentaWelcome Travelers (ABC).
tors, and find time on the air for programs like Henry Morgan's, Candid
BEST DRAMATIC PROGRAM
Mike, CBS School of the Air, and
Lux Radio Theatre (Lever Bros.
others that have been dropped for
CBS, Mon- something not as good, the editors
J. Walter Thompson
days, 9:00 P.M.).
suggest.
Theatre Guild on the Air (ABC)
Too Much 'Sponsor'
Ford Theatre (CBS).

Air

BEST MASTER OF CEREMONIES

Mon-

Don Wilson (American Tobacco 3.
Co.— BBDO—Jack Benny ShowNBC, Sundays, 7:00 P.M.).
They complain that radio has vaBEST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Ben Grauer (NBC and ABC).
cated to sponsors its right to deter1. America's
Town Meeting of the mine what shall be on the air, and that
Ken Carpenter (ABC).

OR ANALYST
1.

2.

BEST NEWS COMMENTATOR

(CBS).

National Biscuit Co.

—

2.

1.

—

—McCann-Erickson — CBS,

BEST ANNOUNCER

BEST COMEDY TEAM

(Continued from page 4)
Arthur Godfrey (Gold Seal Co.—
non-listeners because of inferior proCampbell - Mithun,
Inc.
CBS,
Monday through Friday, 10:30- gram standards or overdone commer10:45 A.M.;

Fridays, 9:00 P.M.).
2.

(NBC).

Judy Canova (NBC)
Wilson (CBS), tied.

& Legler— NBC,

(Classical)

Eve Arden
(Colgate-PalmolivePeet— Ted Bates, Inc.— CBS, SunGracie Allen

(Pabst Blue Ribbon

—Warwick

BEST FEMALE VOCALIST

days, 9:30 P.M.).
2.

Dinah Shore
Beer

BEST COMEDIENNE
1.

first

BEST DAYTIME PROGRAM

(Popular)
Jack Benny

in
all

Radio Editors

Robert Q. Lewis (CBS).
Doris Day (NBC).

1.

ABC

ABC

is its

Herb Shriner (Alka Seltzer Wade
Adv. CBS, Monday through Fri-

and

CBS

CBS,

1947's "first,"
second this year
with Mutual Broadcasting finishing in the third
spot. NBC's "Best" vote

second

with eight first
third with seven.
Two of NBC's 10 firsts went to
Jack Benny, who switches to
on Jan. 2.
Bing Crosby with three
firsts^ gave
a substantial assist to

placed

7:00

MOST PROMISING STAR OF
1.

CBS was

places,

Durante.

Tobacco

Firsts

NBC

headed by Albert

(Highest Poll Award)
1.

Nets

led the networks with 10 first
places in Motion Picture Daily's
13th a'nnual Radio Poll for Fame.

department

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
i

With Ten

editors

and columnists of American
newspapers and magazines for
Motion Picture Daily's
IpfS annual Radio Poll for
b'cmte,

NBC Leads

1948 Vote on Radio Publicity Services
Gives Top Honors to NBC and Thompson

ners

J.-

CBS.

3.

MBS.

BEST INDIVIDUAL PUBLICITY
SERVICE

Truth or Consequences (Procter &

1.

Gamble,

2.

NBC,

— Compton

Advertising
Saturdays, 8:30 P.M.).

—

NBC.

2.

3.

J.

Walter Thompson.

W. Ayer.
Earle Ferris.
N.

Motion Picture daily
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RecordMakers,AFM|o
Finalize Peace Pact

Grosses Off Review
At NY Runs "Homicide for Three

A new five-year contract betweei
Audrey Long are featured in this standard, James C. Petrillo's American Federa
of Musicians and the recon
While there are the usual few exin the course of which several murders are tion
companies was signed here yesterday
ceptions to the rule, business at New committed, making it adequate fare for the fans of this type of production.
York first-runs for the most part is
A young Navy lieutenant, played by Douglas, and his wife, Miss Long, Frank White, president of Coluni
{Republic)

DOUGLAS and
WARREN
fast-moving melodrama,

pi

encounter difficulties in finding hotel accommodations in Los Angeles but bia Records, as spokesman for th<'
record industry, signed on its behalf
finally secure a suite. After settling in their rooms, they receive a mysterious
Petrillo signing for the "Hus
telephone call warning them of a murder which is about to be committed. with
Both expressed satiftl \ov,
The young people hire two private detectives to help them, after two women cians.
with the new agreement, Tfetaiilnt
are found dead. They discover that the third woman marked for death is
phases of which had been submitted to
the lady who loaned them her apartment. She is an aerial artist with a circus
declared legal by U. S. Attorney, ipu
and the two dead women were close friends of hers. The police finally arrest and
1:1
General Tom C. Clark.
the Navy man, his wife and two clowns who were attempting to kill the aerial
The pact, which ends the recording
$148,000 for its first week.
performer.
"Decision of Christopher Blake,"
At police headquarters it is discovered that the two men who were acting ban imposed by Petrillo's union since
with "Dizzie" Gillespie and others on as private detectives were the killers. They had recently been released from Dec. 31, provides for the creation of a
stage at the Strand is fairly impres- prison and planned to murder the three women whose testimony sent them trust fund of approximately $2,000,00Cl(>n
sive with $42,000 apparent for a first to jail. The police chief admonishes the Navy officer for not reporting the a year. It will be derived from a one
week. A mediocre initial week's take murders but frees him and his wife on their honeymoon. Stephen Auer pro- to two-and-a-half per cent royalty on »r
the sale of each record.
of about $48,000 is indicated for "Let's duced and George Blair directed.
The royalty applies to the sale of
Live a Little" at the Capitol with the
Release date,
Running time, 60 minutes. Adult audience classification.
records produced between Sept. 20
stage show including Bill Robinson, Dec. 8.
1943, and Dec. 31, 1947, and between^
Anna Sten and George Paxton's orOct. 1, 1948, and Dec. 31, 1953. Sam
First week of "Northwest
chestra.
9
(
uel R. Rosenbaum, a practicing attor
Stampede" should provide the Globe
ney in Philadelphia, has been namedJoti
with an unimportant gross of about
{Continued from page 1)
trustee with a salary of $25,000 a
$12,500.
Holdovers are topped by "Joan of
Paramount's "My Own True Love" third of the way by spring, with the year.
If
The new agreement substantially
Arc," which opened at a second house, and Distinguished Films' "Four Steps finaj one-third adjustment effected by
Continuing at
workrenews
former
wage,
hour
and
the Fulton, yesterday.
next
fall.
(Italian) have been
in the Clouds"
the Victoria, the film appears on its given "B" ratings by the National
Schaefer,
who closed two sales ing conditions for recording musicians
The sale of records during 1948 has
way to a fifth week's gross of $43,000, Legion of Decency in its review of supervisory deals with independent
and that's mighty good.
Classified producers during his Hollywood visit, dropped by about 35 per cent from
eight pictures this week.
Another sturdy long-run is "Snake A-I were: "Fighting Fools," Mono- holds that U. S. theatre business in the 1947 volume, but still amounted to
New
Pit" at the Rivoli where a sixth gram, and "Renegades of Sonora" and general today "is not too far off" about $200,000,000, White said.
week's business is estimated at $32,000. "Sundown in Santa Fe," both Repub- from what might be expected of it. records will be cut as soon as Petrillo
"When My Baby Smiles at Me" with lic. Rated A-II were Warner's "The That circumstance, he said, is due pri- has notified his union's main locals
similar trust-fund
Mickey Rooney is holding up fairly Decision of Christopher Blake" Uni- marily "to the fact that larger first- of the new pact.
well at the Roxy where $73,000 is seen versal-International's "Mexican Hay- run houses are changing product more agreement will be signed soon by the
for a third week. The Roxy's next ride,"
and J. Arthur Rank-U-I's frequently." But, he added, the step- transcription companies, Petrillo said
He also disclosed that a new scale
will be "That Wonderful Urge," due
up in product turn-over by the coun"Snowbound."
on Dec. 21.
try's first-runs is bound to cause a for musicians working in television
At the Park, "Hamlet's" 11th week's
serious product shortage by next fall pictures is being worked out.
added that no change in the union's
draw is figured at $16,000, which
if Hollywood has not learned by then
ban against the use of film music for
means close to capacity. "The Palehow
to
produce
more
pictures
at
less
T.
television is in the offing.
face" bows in at the Paramount today,
cost.
Charlotte, Dec. 14. Theatre Ownfollowing "Miss Tatlock's Millions,"
In Hollywood, Schaefer contracted
which, with Stan Kenton's orchestra ers of North and South Carolina will with Screen Plays Productions to
and Red Buttons in person, completed hold its 37th annual convention at the serve as sales supervisor of the five
Hotel Charlotte here Jan. 30-Feb. 1.
its third and final week with an estipictures which it will release through
feature of the convention will be
mated $55,000 gross, which is adeUnited Artists.
He made a similar
a homecoming program for show busiquate.
Washington, Dec. 14.— Of interarrangement with Lester Cowan in
of
the
Carolinas.
ness
celebrities
"Red
Shoes"
is
still
At the Bijou,
connection with that producer's re- est to film exhibition, there was a
invitations
Among
those
to
whom
for
going strong with $15,500 in view
cently-completed "Love Happy," also pronounced shift of income from New
an eighth week. An estimated $8,000 have been sent are Randolph Scott, slated for
release.
"Love Happy" England and the middle Eastern reGardner,
Kyser,
Kathryn
Ava
Kay
is
good for "Blanche Fury" in a
and Screen Plays' first, "Champion," gions to the South and West, from
Abigail
and
Anne
Grayson,
Adams
fourth week at the Sutton. In view
both will be ready for release in Feb- 1929 to 1947, the Commerce Departof the length of the run, $16,000 is Jeffreys.
ruary,
Schaefer said.
Meanwhile, ment reports.
healthy business for the sixth week of
Enterprise Productions, whose disThe share of the nation's total in"Road House" at the Mayfair. "Song
tribution Schaefer heads, has four pic- come
payments to individuals reIs Born"- is down to about $12,000 in
tures yet to be released by M-G-M, ceived by the first two areas dropped
its eighth week at the Astor.
"Live
he reported.
from 42 per cent in 1929 to 35 per
Today for Tomorrow" probably will
Memphis, Dec. 14. Formation of
cent in 1947.
The proportion rewind up a second week at the CriteriAllied Independent Theatre Owners
ceived by the Southeast, Southwest,
on with a fair $15,000 gross.
unit for the Tri-State territory is
Northwest, and Far West increased
moving ahead with a second meeting
from 29 per cent to 37 per cent. The
{Continued from page 1)
of local exhibitors set for just before
Central region remained practically
to
Christmas to fix a date for a January "The Strange Mrs. Crane."
Added unchanged 29 per cent in 1929 and
session which will be addressed by releases for January will include "An 28 per cent in 1947.
national Allied leaders. Ed Cullins of Old-Fashioned
Dollar volume for the nation as a
Girl"
and
"Ride,
Boston, Dec. 14.— Billy De Wolfe,
Memphis is temporary city chairman Ryder, Ride," in Cinecolor, first of a whole was up 130 per cent, from
recently returned from
still on the short side as the expected pre-holiday slump continued this
week.
"Words and Music," one of four
newcomers, is the week's big moneymaker. With the annual Christmas
stage pageant in support, the film will
very likely give the Music Hall a huge

-

cor

1

Two Films Rated B Schaefer
As Legion Reviews 8

:

A

;

Annual

37 th

For Carolina

—

H

Meet
O.

Sharp Income Shift
To South and West

A

UA

Tri

States Allied

To Meet

in

January
—

18

from

EL

De Wolfe
Chicago
Stage Show Dec, 24

—

London where

of the group and John Mohrstadt is
he appeared in the Command Pertemporary county chairman. The unit
formance, will open a two-week perwill cover Mississippi, Tennessee and
sonal appearance engagement at the
Arkansas, and have headquarters here.
Chicago Theatre, Chicago, on Dec. 24
at a salary of $7,500 per week.
He
Ellis
is scheduled to report to the Paramount studio on Jan. 10 to begin work
{Continued from page 1)

Resigns

in

"Dear

Story."

He

Paramount

Wife"

and

"Broadway

recently was signed by
to a new five-year con-

tract.

Technicolor Meet Today
Technicolor's board of directors will
meet here today. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, company president and general
manager, will preside.
He arrived
here from Hollywood yesterday.

since 1946.
For three years previous
to that he was
York branch
manager for the company.
Before
going to UA, he was with
Radio in
York for 20 years. Ellis

New

New

RKO

new

series

of

Red Ryder

features.
release
"Shamrock Hill," Equity Pictures'
production, and "Roll, Thunder, Roll,"

In

February,

E-L

second in the Ryder

March
da," J.

will

series.

"MiranArthur Rank production. Two
releases will include

$83,000,000,000

to

$190,000,000,000.

The Far West's

share was up 209
per cent, the Southeast 196 per cent,
the Southwest 175 per cent and the
Northwest 158 per cent.
The Mideast and New England regions increased 94 per cent.

more Equity productions complete the
list:
"Alimony," for
and "Silver Streak,"

March
in

release,

April.

Cut Scenes of Violence

—

Blue Seal Trustee

Toronto, Dec. 14. Asserting that
weeks the Ontario censorship board had ordered the eliminain the last six

has been a four-term president of the
Hearing will be held in U. S. Dis- tion of 53 scenes depicting "violence
Motion Picture Associates and was trict Court in Brooklyn on Friday on without restraint toward humans," O
recently elected president of the Film whether the court shall continue a
Silverthorne,
chairman
of
the
J.
Board of Trade here.
trustee for Blue Seal Cine Devices, board, has informed distributors here
No successor to Ellis has been Inc., which was approved for bank- that all scenes of violence are being
selected, said UA.
ruptcy last April.
cut out of pictures for this province,

<
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i

Dec.

14.

*

«
i

I

government's anti-trust suit. The
motion also asks the
ou/' q) require the Justice Depart-

i

liie

'2nd '';.?.. Schine
1

;

t

!

lenf-TO state what new evidence, if
the government will introduce,
argument on the motion was postlay,

I

t

yesterday

Dned
I

i

3

until

Monday

next

the Buffalo court,
i "We
don't want this case to drag
in
forever," a Justice Department
itorney said, adding
"We think the
i:cord is full enough for the District
tourt
carry out the Supreme
to

»y,

'

I

:

I

I

This motion

ourt's decision.

just

is

delay the final dissolution order."
Schine's answer to the government's
iroposed findings and conclusions of
c.w was due this week, but will probsly not be filed until the current
notion is disposed of.
it

i

!

).

t

I

f

i
j

I

[Scophony Decree
I

1

|
"

j

(Continued from page I)
'

j

Washington, Dec.

— Govern-

attorneys said today, that they
Schine Circuit motion
(ill oppose a
e)
allow the latter to introduce furner evidence in new proceedings
Bated in Buffalo Federal Court on
tent

t

Routine U.S. Action
On E.-L.'s Complaint

w Schine Evidence

Washington,

j'

Motion Picture Daily

1948

Oppose

£ov't Will
e

15,

14.

,

;'

:

!

Washington, Dec.

UNESCO

Cole Ends Testimony
In M-G-M Pact Suit Honor O'Dwyer
—

wo Papers Raise Rates

—

New

:

and ac-

In his talk, O'Dwyer lauded "the
job being done by the Federation" and
pointed out how vital its endeavors are
in augmenting public welfare aid.
Approximately $140,000 was pledged
at the luncheon which was attended by
Rabbi Bernard Birstein deliv1,000.
ered the invocation.
Others on the
dais were
Jack Alicoate, Barney Balaban, Joseph
Bernhard, Harry Brandt, Leo Brecher, Irving Caesar, Jack Cohn, Ned Depinet, Si
Fabian, Benjamin Fielding, Emil Friedlander, Leopold Friedman, Herman Gelber,
William German, Leonard Goldenson, Abel
Green, Francis Harmon, Marcus Heiman,
William Heineman, Julius Joelson, Abe
Schneider, Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Gael
Sullivan, Sol Strausberg.
Also: William Klein, Malcolm Kingsberg,

Charles Lewis, Robert Mochrie, Charles
Moskowitz, James Mulvey, Thomas Murtha,
Louis
Nizer,
Martin
Quigley,
Walter
Reade, Jr., Samuel Rinzler, Herman Robbins, J. Robert Rubin, Edward Rugoff, Sam
Arthur Sachson, James Sauter,
Rosen,
George J. Schaefer, Paul Schoenstein, Walter Vincent, Joseph Vogel, David Weinstock, Milton Weisman, William A. White.

M.&N.H.

a

tried

SKYBERTH

on

Army

DC-6

-MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?
one HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your travel agent
Ticket Offices: Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•
•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

to

S.

14.

for bettering exhibition here both from
the boxoffice and cultural standpoints
will be discussed at the annual convention here late in January of the Mexican Motion
Picture Theatre Impresarios Association, it is announced
by Francisco Somohano, president.
Miguel Aleman, president of Mexico,
is expected to open the convention.
With local exhibitors doing only
about half the business they were doing this time a year ago, a financial
depression that has been hovering
over Mexican theatremen for many
months will loom large on the convention's

agenda.

'Variety

Village

From Toronto Tent
—

Toronto, Dec. 14. Variety Tent
No. 28 has invited former Premier
George Drew of Ontario to lay the
cornerstone on Dec. 21 for Variety

& New

Hampshire, said prior crippled children of Ontario.
today's meeting that an offer had man of the function will be J.

The
among

French sector of Berlin, the U.

American's

famous

14.

Mexican Managers
To Discuss Slump
Mexico City, Dec.
— Measures

Village, vocational training center for

Maine

—

Stock Bid

(Continued from page 1)

ex- been made to Paramount for its stock
change, of motion pictures
the holdings in the theatre company but
Allied occupying powers in Germany, he did not know whether it would be
which has been in effect in the Bi- accepted. When asked after the meetzonal British-American area for some ing if there is a prospect of further
time, has been expanded to include the consideration of the offer by ParaFrench zone, of Germany and the mount, he said the subject was not

Washington, Dec.

UN

UNESCO

tivities of the organization.

Extend Exchange of
Films in Germany

YOU

14.

UNESCO

A

Have

— Unexpect-

:

'

1

14.

Unit Calls

ed criticism of British films and praise mendation that cooperation of- the
for American films comes from the American film industry be sought "for
New Zealand Government Censor the making of short films portraying
Board, as quoted in a Commerce De- the U. S. for distribution in countries
partment statement released here.
desiring them" was made in a report
Says the statement "British films by the section on communications of
Department olficial said toVary.
Some are first-class produc- the United States National Commisday.
tions, others are not so good.
Often sion for UNESCO, it is disclosed in
"The new pact leaves up
they go a bit further than U. S. films a bulletin of the Library of Congress.
to the French Government
and present crime perhaps too attracAlso recommended was UNESCO's
the distribution of the film
tively, while the dialogue is sometimes appointment of a liaison officer in
quota among individual comcoarse and vulgar which we do not New York who would, among other
"The
panies," he declared.
get with U. S. pictures.
It is rele- duties, have the fourfold purpose of
State Department is always
vant to the English viewpoint, of collecting data on films relevant to
reluctant to interfere with
course, but what suits sections of the UNESCO's program; stimulate the
another country's administerbig industrial towns of England does production
dealing
of
films
with
ing import rationing.
The
not necessarily meet with the ideas
subjects; develop distribumost we will probably do is
of New Zealand audiences. New Zea- tion channels for the wider use of
ask our Embassy to transmit
land has a large picture-going public films on UNESCO, and represent
the Eagle-Lion protest to the
film board.
who have a rather high standard, and
on the
proper ministry in Paris."
are somewhat critical of their films.
The section noted with approval the
"U. S. films also display a more work of the projects division of the
subtle angle in depicting questionable mass communications department of
scenes."
in enlisting the aid of film
producers, publishers and radio networks in programs designed to promote
peace
through
international
Los Angeles, Dec. 14. Lester Cole
(Continued
page
from
1)
understanding.
wound up his testimony in the trial
of his suit for reinstatement of his
chairman of the Federation's national
M-G-M contract this afternoon by campaign, outlined the needs

'svernment will go to trial against
denouncing as "high-handed and unl"cophony alone, it has decided not to
f.ke separate settlements as
long as warranted" procedure followed by the
House Un-American Activities Com\e case is on the calendar,
mittee.
|'j-So the motion to take the case from
Under questioning by Irving Walkcalendar is designed to let the
le
er, M-G-M attorney, Cole described
jDvernment come to terms with
his return to Hollywood after the
'lad Television Productions, and then
Ijreaten Scophony with a suit against committee hearings in the company
of
Louis B. Mayer and Howard
alone.
studio
publicity
head.
Scophony opposed the motion, ask- Strickling,
Cole said he signed a statement at
'jjg for a six-week stay, during which,
their suggestion reading, "I am a loyal
said, it would try to come to terms
American. I am not an agent of any
ith Justice.
Judge Knox took the case under foreign power. I am not in favor of
Ivisement.
ruling is expected in the overthrow of the American government by force and violence." He
:veral days.
also testified he had previously taken
an oath of allegiance.
h
Counsel for Cole sought unsuccessHartford, Dec. 14. Two Connecti- fully to introduce recordings made at
newspapers have increased amuse- the committee hearings of all 10 "unent advertising rates.
The
friendly" witnesses, but Judge Yanks
Mtain Herald, effective Jan. 1, will wich permitted playing only of a
crease rates to $1.40 per inch, while transcription of the Cole hearing.
.^e
Hartford Times announces that
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Asfective Feb. 1, amusement rate will sociation of America president, will
$3.22 per inch.
be on the stand tomorrow.

M

For Industry Aid
— RecomWashington, Dec.

is not likedo anything more about
the Eagle-Lion protest over
the French film agreement
than transmit the protest to
the French Government, a

,

,

Films, Favors U. S.

State Department

1

'

UNESCO

ly to

GPE

j

N. Z. Hits British

—The

['
i

7

mentioned

in

any way.

Chair-

Fitzgibbons, chief barker of the club and
president of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., who inspired the Variety project.
Some $130,000 was raised by the
Tent to build the school. Chairman
J.

arrangements is Morris Stein, Eastern division manager of
Famous
of

Players.

reports.

The French-licensed film distributing agency, International Film Alliance, has accepted about 2,400 theatres in the Bi-zonal area as outlets for
its films, the report said.

Stockholder

vs.

WB

_

ner Brothers, charging a conspiracy
in connection with the organization of
United States Pictures in 1945 and
demanding an accounting of profits.
Plaintiff asserts the alleged conspiracy

an advantage to Milton
Sperling and Joseph Bernhard, at the
expense of Warner stockholders.
in

York Representative,

44 Wall

St.

Foreign Branches:

,

London, Manila, and Tokyo

'

Suit

Los Angeles, Dec. 14.— Stockholder William B. Weinberger has filed
suit in Superior Court against War-

resulted
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Demand
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levies for U. S. Impost

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

Hammons,

their initial sell-away

tor of video for the network.

thur

to

indicates that he

survey

film

lib-

and other sources
throughout the country to
uncover product for telecasting.

U. K. Film-Video
Pact Near Approval

expected, a session today on
London, Dec. 15. Another meetmunicipal finances adopted a series of
ing of. industry delegations with Britresolutions calling for the states to
ish Broadcasting Corp. to reconsider
give their municipalities power to
late criticism by exhibitors to the
raise more money, and centered on
months' experimental teleadmission taxes as "peculiarly suited joint six
called
agreement
will
be
vision
to municipal administration and justishortly.
fied as a municipal resource."
The pact will undoubtedly be ratiThe conference, attended by some
fied at that meeting and will become
kind,
the
first
of
its
was
delegates,
500
effective next month.
and specifically designed to get the
The trade already has agreed "in
{Continued on page 4)
principle" to a mutual exchange of
facilities, with distributors renting 18

—

—

Declaring
Hollywood, Dec. 15.
means the united front of the

has been broken," attorney
Robert Kenny, who represented Lester
Cole and others in the Washington
industry

hearings before the

Un-American Ac-

Committee, took time out from
the
Cole-M-G-M trial in Federal
Court here today to release to the
press a letter from Gunther Lessing,
chairman of the executive committee
of the Society of Independent Motion
Picture
Producers,
that
asking
tivities

SIMPP

be dismissed as a co-defendant in the $69,000,000 suit pending
in Superior Court charging conspiracy

selected films, six of them American,
to
and. the latter agreeing to
large-screen exhibition of its programs in certain London theatres.
None of the 18 films is now in commercial circulation in theatres. Financial terms offered by
for the
films are acceptable to the distribu-

BBC

BBC

Cole-MGM

Los

Angeles,

Dec.

Trial
15.

— Motion

Picture Association of America president Eric Johnston, principal witness
for the defense in the Lester ColeM-G-M trial, today underwent severe
questioning by Cole attorney Robert

Kenny regarding circumstances under
which the major companies formulated their policy against employing persons
indicted
contempt
for
of
{Continued on page 4)

from the

J.

tures will be made available from the
two companies and, according to present indications, from other American

(.Continued on page 4)

others of similar calibre will be offered by 20th-Fox to independents,
with all being made available during

Studios, Extras in

Agreement on Pact

—

Dec. 15. Breakdown of
Johnston plan for selling
American films here on a "unit" system appears to be inevitable and a decision by the Motion Picture Association of America to abandon the plan
would surprise no one here.
Non-MPAA distributors have been
plying a rich trade in booking American pictures as support to British features, thus contravening the Johnston
plan, and it is alleged that there has
been a breach of faith on the part of
other American distributors unable to
furnish exhibitors with a second feature in support of a top picture as
Johnston promised an Exhibitors' As(Continued on page 4)

no agreement and none is foreseen
the immediate future, Robert L.
Wright, in charge of prosecution of
the government anti-trust suit, said
in

in

any agreement on theatre divestiture with any of the four prior
to the resumption of hearings in the
Paramount case before the threeticipate

judge Federal expediting court here

Hollywood,

Dec.

15.

—

next Monday.

Completion

of negotiations for a new five-year
contract, providing for a union shop
and replacing the pact in effect since
November, 1946, was announced jointly

today by the Screen Extras Guild

and the major

studios.

Among

(Continued on page 2)

Trade Sees MPAA
Booking Plan Failing
Eric

U. S. Attorney Discounts
Chances of Early Pacts

January, February and March.
F. E. Hutchinson, Paramount gen- here yesterday.
Wright reported that no recent proeral sales manager here, said that the
company has abandoned its first re- posals for theatre divestiture or dislease date plan with inauguration of posal of partially-owned theatre interests had been received from 20th Cen(Continued on page 4)
tury-Fox, Warner or Loew's.
He
said unequivocally that he did not an-

U. K.

the

Made: Wright

Recent series of conferences here
and in Washington between DeWaltz,"
"Beyond Glory," "Dream partment of Justice and Paramount
Girl," "Sealed Verdict," "My Own officials on proposals for liquidaTrue Love," "Silver City," "Sorry, tion by the latter of certain partiallyWrong Number," and "Hazard." Six owned theatre interests have resulted

ducer-player
committee
handle
to
problems not covered by the pact and

companies have

On Divestiture

distributors in the near future.
In the Paramount group are pictures
of the calibre of "Emperor

flat-

Two American
ly

NoAgreements

Ar-

Additional fea-

circuits.

refused to allow their films to be
used here on television. At least one

tors' organization.

London,

In

Rank

in

the provisions are agreement by the producers to give preference to players now listed with Central 'Casting Bureau, creation of a pro-

{Continued on page 4)

Johnston on Stand

—

fewer than 14 top-bracket features

As

''this

14 Away from Rank

American Broadcasting by
Paul Mowrey, national direc-

cipalities.

SIMPP Wants 'Out'
From Suit by 'Ten'

20th, Para, to Sell

president

raries

—

TEN CENTS

1948

London, Dec. 15. Paramount and
20th Century-Fox will offer exclusively to independent exhibitors no

intends

The
Dec.
conference of the American
lunicipal Association, representing some 9,500 cities throughout

16,

of the new Lion Television
has been named
Pictures,
film television consultant for

Hammons

?48

the country, today came out strongly
for repeal of the 20 per cent Federal
admission excise and called upon
state legislatures to make admission
tax authority available to their muni-

S. A.,

Video Consultant

T

Washington,

U.

Name HammonsABC

Taxing Power
>n Admissions

15.

YORK,

Wright was emphatic

in saying the
(Continued on page 4)

U. S. Expects 3-Day

Para. Case Hearing
Washington, Dec.
Department

New

these in

Hollywood, Dec.

15.

—A more

strin-

gent attitude on the part of the studios in their relations with star players was called for today by Samuel
Goldwyn as he announced cancellation
of Teresa Wright's contract because
she allegedly refused to cooperate in

promoting

"Enchantment"

she appears.

Goldwyn claimed

that

in

which

York.

that Wright is engaging in consent decree negotiations in

New

York.

"He

has his hands

in con-

picture
a periof her

full

(Continued on page 4)

Ohio Owner Charges
9 With Conspiracy
Detroit, Dec.

15.

—A

$600,000 antiFederal
Court here today charging nine companies with conspiracy against Jack

damage

trust

suit

was

Loeks Enterprises,
Miss Wright Rapids.

refused to travel to New York
nection with the opening of the
and also refused to submit to
odic examination on the state
health, as provided in the pact.

15.

officials

They denied

Goldwyn Utges Firm
Dealings with Stars

—

Top Jusexpect next
week's New York Paramount case
proceedings to be very brief, lasting
at most two or three days.
They pointed- out that most of the
defendants are presenting their evidence in the form of affidavits, and
that Robert Wright is now checking
tice

Loeks,

News

operating

Theatre

in

filed in

Inc.,

of

Grand

Power Foto
Grand Rapids,

the

blames the alleged conspiracy for the
loss

of $200,000 in the four-year pe{Continued on page 4)

;

Motion Picture Daily

Four

Personal
Mention
WANGER, who
WALTER
rived here yesterday,

will

arre-

•
Lois Elaine Life will be marfied

Lawrence Herbert Lapidus

here
this Sunday, not last Sunday as previThe bridegroom is
ously announced.
the son of Jules Lapidus, Warner
Eastern and Canadian division manager.

•

William

Gehring, 20th Cen-

C.
tury-Fox assistant sales manager, left
here yesterday for Chicago on company business and will attend the
Illinois Allied dinner for Jack Kirsch
there tonight.

•

Cleveland.
Frank C. Hensler, field assistant to

Maloney, will

his

men

at

Foster B. Gaulker, Indianapolis.
Rudolph Berger, Southern

that the picketing must cease since
sales the guilds had no dispute with the
managers at Victoria's management.
Washington.

Theatre

•

cently to halt picketing of the Victoria

Theatre on Broadway by SOPEG
and Screen Publicists Guild members
the Coronado Hotel, St. Louis, name- who were
in
dispute,
with RKO
St. Louis man- Radio, distributor of "Joan of Arc,"
ly, -Herbert Bennin,
Adler,
Kansas
City;
ager; Albert L.
playing the Victoria.
Court ruled

meet with

manager, will convene his

W.

Will

New York City's film-goers will be
asked to stay out of Loew theatres in
Four M-G-M regional sales meet- an appeal to be initiated today by
ings will get under way today and Loew home office employes, seeking to
Field force, resumption of contract negotiacontinue through tomorrow.
sales managers and territorial assis- tions, Screen Office and Professional
tants will pass on to branch managers Employes
Guild
(CIO) discloses.
details of the week's conferences held Some 500,000 circulars, urging the
in New York last week.
public not to patronize Loew theatres
At Pittsburgh, John J. Maloney, will be distributed in front of theatres,
Central sales chief, will meet with and through local unions to all CIO
Saal Gottlieb, Pittsburgh manager; members in this city, SOPEG said.
Edwin M. Booth, Cincinnati; Frank
An injunction was handed down in
J. Downey, Detroit, and Jack Sogg, New York Supreme Court here re-

Servies, manager of National the
Hotel in
Statler
Supply's purchasing depart- They are Charles E. Kessnich, disment in New York, attended the trict
Atlanta;
manager,
Jerome
three-day convention of the National Adams, Washington; Jacques C. ReAssociation of Popcorn Manufactur- Ville, Charlotte; Ansley B. Padgett,
ers, which ended yesterday in Chicago. Atlanta; and Louis C. Ingram, MemJ.

Loew Employes

Boycott Theatres

Meets Start Today

turn to the Coast today.

to

MGM Regional

Thursday, December

Claim 500 Theatres
In 'Jingle' Contest
The

"Jingle

Jamboree

Contest,"

sponsored by Attendance Builders, a
Chicago corporation of which singing

phis.

Levy, Theatre Owners of
John S. Allen, Berger's field aide,
counsel, has been will convene three
of his branch heads star Phil Regan is the head, claims to
made an honorary colonel on the staff at the Baker Hotel, Dallas. They will have signed more than 500 theatres

Herman

America

general

Governor of Oklahoma. Ar- be LeRoy Bickel, Dallas; H. Russell for its first contest, which will get
thur H. Lockwood, TOA president, Gaus, Oklahoma City, and S. James under way Jan. 3. The pay-off on the
was similarly honored recently.
"Jingle Jamboree" will take place two
Briant, New Orleans.
•
Sam Gardner, field assistant to weeks later, on the evenings of Jan.
assistEagle-Lion
Pickman,
Jerry
George A. Hickey, Western sales 17-18-19-20. The awards, amounting to
ant advertising-publicity director, left manager, yesterday opened the first $106,575 weekly, will be paid in govto
visits
business
on
night
here last
of a two-day meeting with Carl P. ernment savings bonds and will conPhiladelphia, Baltimore, Atlanta and Nedley, Salt Lake City manager, and tinue regularly each week thereafter,
Miami.
Henry A. Friedel, Denver head, at in the same amount.
•
the Utah Hotel, Salt Lake City.
Attendance Builders is selling the
vice-president
Hyman,
Edward L.
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales head, contest to theatres as a package that
Corp.,
Service
of Paramount Theatre
yesterday started a two-day conclave includes staging, promotion and adhas returned to New York from Pol- at the Astor Hotel here with the fol- vertising, as well as the awards.
and Springs, Me.
lowing in attendance John J. Bowen, Signing of an attendance card signify•
Ralph Pielow and Lou Allerhand, ing presence in the theatre at the time
Fred Meyers, Universal-Interna- New York Robert Lynch and Lou awards are announced will protect the
tional Eastern sales manager, is due Formato,
Philadelphia
Jack Gold- winners for 48 hours, AB claims.
back in New York over the weekend berg, Albany
Benn H. Rosenwald,
from Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
Buffalo
Boston
Jack Mundstuk,
for
•
Harry Rosenblatt, New Haven and
Jeffrey Bernerd, Monogram pro- Paul J. Richrath, home office assistant.
of the

16, 194c

Elect M. A. Cohen
Associates'

Head
Max

Cinema Circuit head
was elected president

A. Cohei

Motioi
Picture Associates here yesterday ai
a luncheon-meeting of the organiza-i
tion held at the Hotel Piccadilly. As
the regular steering committee nominee,

Cohen and

swept

into

of the

his entire slate werel

office

unopposed.

Gohen

who

TBVyl

succeeds Arthur Mayer,

Germany, where he

seily.
zi
Gen. Lucius D. Clay's director of motion picture operations.
Other officers elected for the coming year are
Morris Sanders, first
vice-president Robert J. Fannon, second vice-president Jules Raiff secretary; Saul Trauner, treasurer; Louis
Kutinsky, sergeant-at-arms.
Voting at yesterday's meeting was
also conducted for 15 directors from
a field of 23 nominees.
Results ot
that phase of the election were inconclusive, indicating that a run-off election will be held, it was said.
in

is

:

;

,

;

16mm. Program Held
Aid to U. S. Abroad
Importance

16mm.

the

of

program

government's

showing the
benefits of the democratic way of life
to people abroad was stressed by three
film

yesterday

speakers

in

at

a

luncheon-

meeting of the New York Film Council at the Hotel Sheraton here. Speakers

were

:

Hamilton MacFadden,

as-

the international motion picture division of the Department of State Julian Bryan, executive director of the International Film
sociate, chief of

;

Foundation, and Lt. Col. William C.

Rogers of the
the

War

civil affairs division of

Department.

:

;

;

•

Phil Cowan, former United Artists home office publicist, has joined

Another Meet

RKO

—

Radio Studio

In Brief Shutdown

—

it

Tom Waller,

RKO

is

in

Abe

Dickstein Will

Succeed Jack Ellis
Abe Dickstein, assistant to Edward
M. Schnitzer, United Artists' Eastern division sales manager, will beJan.

New York
1

Ellis,

comes

Technicolor Dividend

Up

(Continued from page 1)

directors

a clause permitting either party to re-

of record on Dec. 22. Dividend for
the previous quarter was 25 cents a
share.

further negotiation.
The new contract must be approved
by company boards and guild members.

understood.

Technicolor's

board

of

of

Lion.

come

Studios, Extras

Motion Picture AsTemporary studio shutdowns were yesterday declared a quarterly divi- open negotiations in 1949 and 1951.
America publicist here, effected by Universal in the fall and dend of 50 cents a share on common In addition, the disputed minimum
Washington yesterday.
more recently by Warner and Eagle- stock, payable Dec. 31 to stockholders wage scale of $9.45 remains, subject to

sociation

was

—

'Schlaifer Drive'

Stedlom Theatres here as advertising
manager.
•
James R. Grainger, Republic distribution head, is due on the Coast
Monday from here.
•
Jack Schlaifer, Eagle-Lion general sales manager, is due here to- Communist" will signal the resumpmorrow from Boston.
tion of activities sometime in January,
•

Will

Produce in Wyoming

Denver, Dec. 15. With Vernon S.
Waters, Hollywood actor, as president
and carrying the star role under the
name of Kinego Waters, a company
Chicago, Dec. 15. Independent and capitalized at $300,000 will be orcircuit exhibitors are attending meet- ganized to produce Westerns at Cheyings here today and tomorrow for enne, Wyo., soon after Jan. 1. Jacques
Eagle-Lion's "Jack Schlaifer Testi- Jaccard, Hollywood producer-w'ritermonial Drive," presided over by Mil- director, will hold those jobs as well
Hollywood,
Dec.
15.
as be a partner in the. company. WilRadio's studio will suspend production ton E. Cohen, E-L's Eastern sales
liam H. Schrader of Denver will be
manager and captain of the drive.
for a few weeks around the middle
Cohen is also meeting with branch business manager.
of next week in what was described
The company hopes to lease the
sales personnel to set up policy and
by the company as the usual holiday
double hangar at the Cheyenne airmachinery
for
conducting
the
26-week
shutdown, with the conclusion of filmdrive.
Following conclusion of his port, but failing in this, it will build.
ing of "It's Only Money," about Dec.
talks here he will retuYn to the home
22.
Production go-ahead on either
"The Big Steal" or "I Married a office in New York.
;

;

ducer, will leave here tomorrow for
the Coast. He returned from a European vacation this week.

New Company

district

manager on

when the resignation of Jack
now district manager here, beeffective.

Arnall to Meet Press
Ellis Arnall, new president of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, will hold a press conference at his Waldorf Astoria Hotel
suite here today. Last night he. was
guest speaker at a dinner at the hotel
for Vice-president-elect Alben Barkley.

2

Rank Films

at Beacon

New
—

Donaldson in

Post

Boston, Dec. 15. Tom Donaldson,
Arthur Rank productions
M-G-M and Eaglewill have their American premieres at formerly with
the Beacon Theatre here on Dec. 24 Lion, has started in his new post as
as a twin bill. The films are "Water- sales manager of Universal's local
loo Road" and "Don't Take It to branch, under E. Meyer Feltman, U-I
manager here.
Heart."

Two

J.
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Dec.
ALBANY
Womer
79

Room

Screening

N. Peoil SI

M

12 30 P

•

ATLANTA
Room

20th (enrury-Foi Screening
19/ Walton

N W.

St

2 30 P M.

•

BOSTON
RKO Screening Room
122 Atlington

St

30 P M.

2

•

BUFFALO
Paramount Screeninq Room
464 franklin

St

•

PM

30

I

CHARLOTTE
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

308

Church

S

St

10 00 A M.

•

CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1307 So Wabash Ave.

30 PM.

1

CINCINNATI
RKO Screening Room
Poloce Th

Bldg

I 00 P

6th

£.

M

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room

2300 Payne Awe.

2 00 P.M

•

DALLAS
Room

20th Century- Fox Screening

Wood

1803

St.

00 P.M.

2

•

DENVER
Poromounl Screening Room
2100 Stout

St

2:00 P.M

•

DES MOINES
Room

20th Century-fox Screening

1300 High

10 00 A.M.

•

St.

DETROIT
Film exchange Building

2310 Coss Ave

00 P.M.

2

•

INDIANAPOLIS
Room

Universal Screening

517 No

Illinois St.

KANSAS

100

•

P

M

CITY
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

1720 Wyondotte

130 PM.

•

St.

LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room

2025

Vermont Ave.

S

00 P.M.

2

•

MEMPHIS
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening
1S1 Vance Ave

10 00 A.M.

•

MILWAUKEE

EVERY HARD GUY

Womer

Room

Theatre Screening

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

2

•

00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room
1000

Currie

Ave.

2

•

00 P.M.

NEW HAVEN
Warner Theatre Projection Room
70 College

00

2

•

St.

P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening

200

S

Liberty

St.

Room

30 P.M.

1

NEW YORK
Home

Office

321 W. 44th

•

St

2 30 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening
10 North tee

Room

1:30 P.M.

•

St.

OMAHA

M

™

20th Century-Fox Screening

1S02 Davenport

Room

10 00 A.M.

•

St.

PHILADELPHIA

/f

If

Warner Screening Room

230 No. 13th

St.

2 30 P.M.

•

PITTSBURGH
20lh Century-Fox Screening

1715 Blvd. of

Allies

Room

1:30 P.M.

•

PORTLAND
Room

Jewel Box Screening

1947 N.W. Keorney

2 00 P M.

•

St.

SALT LAKE
20th Century-Fox Screening

216 East

1st

South

Room

00 P.M.

2

•

W.SAN FRANCISCO
'fjjWPcmmount Screening Room
''-".205 Golden Gate Ave.

•

1

30 P.M.

SEATTLE
Room

Jewel Box Screening

2318 Second Ave.

ST.

10:30 A.M.

•

LOUIS

S'renco Screening

Room

3143

9:30 A.M.

Olive St.

•

WASHINGTON
Warner Theatre Building
13th &

JEFFREY LYNN
S. Z. SAKALL • ALAN HALE

ARDEN
HIPLASH" DANE CLARK*ALEXIS SMITH* ZACHARY SC0TMVE
KENNETH EARL
GORDON KAHN From
Screen Play by

MAURICE GERAGHTY and HARRIET FRANK.

Jr.

•

Adaptation by

.

a Story by

.

Music by FRANZ

WAXMAN

E Sts.

N.W.

•

10:30 A.M.

deeded by

produced by

LEW SEILER

WILLIAM JACOBS

:

:
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U.S. Would Eliminate
Trial of Scophony
The government's

strategy

in

the

Scophony case is to isolate Scophony
and ask the New York District Court
to rule against Scophony without any
further

trial.

Johnston on Stand

No Agreements

Monday hearing would go" ahead on Congress
schedule.
He declined to reveal details of any
proposals discussed with Paramount
in recent weeks, stating only that no

and exThe government on Tuesday asked agreement has been reached

case off the
on the mois granted, the
government would then enter consent
decrees with the other major defendEquipment
Precision
General
ants
Productions,
Corp. and Television
and would then move that the court
hand down a decision finding Scophony guilty on the basis of evidence
already in.

the court here to take
trial calendar and put
tion calendar. If this

its
it

—

pressing his belief that none could be
reached within the next few days.
He did not rule out the possibility- of
discussions being resumed with Paramount or other companies at a later
date,

For

however.
their

part,

Paramount

20th, Para, to Sell

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

and

other company officials have repeatedly said, despite their continuing
conferences with government representatives, that they regard the position of the Department of Justice on
theatre divestiture as being much
more severe than is warranted by
either the Supreme Court decision or
(Continued from page 1)
the pronouncements of the New York
Federal court jurists.
on the part of the employing studios
Top executives of both Paramount
to refuse employment to the "unfriendand 20th-Fox have expressed the bely ten."
lief that the companies will fare betThe Lessing letter read in part
ter in the courts than they possibly
"This is to advise that SIMPP has
could by submitting to the Justice
at no time entered into any of the
Department's present demands.
alleged conspiracies," and closed with
the request that SIMPP be dismissed
as a defendant.
Kenny said charges against SIMPP
(Continued from page 1)
will be withdrawn.
Kenny told the press that Lessing's riod he has been running his indepenindicates that SIMPP under
letter
dent theatre.
Ellis Arnall has broken away from
Named as defendants in the suit are
the Motion Picture Association of
W. W. Butterfield, Michigan TheaAmerica at the policy level.
tres, Bijou Theatrical Enterprises, B.
In response to a query on the letter
Radio, Loew's,
and J. Theatres,
released by Kenny, Lessing said
20th-Fox, and Warner.
"SIMPP has at no time conspired Paramount,
The defendants are charged with
as alleged by the plaintiffs, nor has it
conspiring to deprive Loeks of a
letter
so
'blacklist.'
created a
choice or chance to buy new "pictures
stated. Whether any individual memwith wich he can compete with disor
employ
chooses
to
SIMPP
ber of
tributor-owned or affiliated theatres.
is,
it
has
any
person
as
employ
not' to
him.
There
entirely
to
up
always been,
of
has been no policy followed with reProvidence, Dec. 15. Police today
matter,
this
and therefore
spect to
charged Russell Mowry, treasurer of
there could be no change."

SIMPP

Ohio Owner Charges

following

16, 194!

(Continued from page 1)

Un-American

the independent group and hencefort
Committee hearings.
will sell the country by areas.
Johnston described a meeting at the
"This will apply to London as we
Shoreham Hotel in Washington a day as to the rest of the country," Hutch
in
which
the
hearings
opened,
before
"Places like Tooting an
inson said.
counsel for 19 summoned to the hear- Mitcham (London suburbs) will be
attorneys
agreement
with
ings sought
come towns from the point of view c
for majors on a course to be followed. selling treatment.
Essentially, it wil
No agreement was found feasible, the mean that the independent exhibito
head asserted.
who hitherto has occupied the subse
He then described a meeting with quent-run position will be r "agf
major company heads at the Waldorf- first-run house."
Astoria in New York, Nov. 25-26, at
Independent exhibitors are ^Ticom
which time Nicholas Schenck brought ing the new setup.
in
resolution which was modia
fied after objections by Samuel Goldwyn and E. J. Mannix,
(Continued from page 1)
Kenny then introduced a copy of
Activities

MPAA

MPAABooking Pk

the
Picture
Johnston's
speech
to
would be don
Pioneers, reprinted in the Congres- sociation delegation
announced his all-Americai
sional Record., quoting Johnston as when he
booking plan.
saying, '.'They may have had a right
In any event, it must be confessec
to challenge the (Thomas) commitbeer
tee.
I don't, know.
That is some- that the Johnston plan has not
It is expectec
thing to be tested in the courts." an unqualified success.
Kenny stopped interrogation at this to be a top agenda point at the Anglo
U. S. Films Council meeting in New
point.
March and, therefore, th
Earlier in the day Maurice Benja- York next
further
min had sought to testify concerning Exhibitors' Association is
argument that its general
information assertedly in the posses- pressing its
Walter Fuller, and exhibi
sion of company presidents when the secretary,
Sir Alexander King should
policy decision was made, but Judge tors like
Yankwich ruled this would be hearsay attend the New York meeting.
evidence.

M-G-M

executive

James

Mc-

U. K. Film-Video Pact

mentioned in Cole's testi(Continued from page l)
mony as having urged his dismissal,
said on the stand he had never dis- other is arguing for a realistic
Guiness,

cussed the question.

atti

tude directed at getting the best film

RKO

My

rental terms possible from BBC and
advocating allocation of a special tele
vision wave-length to the industry for
(Continued from page 1)
broadcasting its own programs. Still
members together on some broad poli- other Americans either have taken no
stand, awaiting word from their home
cies which will be lobbied for in state
offices, or have agreed to make avail
and Federal legislatures.
able certain out-of-circulation films.
It was apparent from the tone of
the meeting and speeches made on the
floor that most of the cities are all set
S.
to levy admission taxes the moment
(Continued from page 1)
RKO's Albee Theatre with embezzle- they have the power to do so.
The
meeting
also
said
to
have
urged
ment of $5,000. Mowry is
the state? working on the affidavits," one top
told police that he faked robberies to to give all towns and cities authority Justice official said.
to
require
theatre
license
cover up his own thefts. He led defees.
After both sides finish putting v
John W. Snyder, Secretary of the evidence, according to these official
tectives to a vault in the theatre's
Treasury,
and
officials will con- the court will probably direct one side
basement where $3,100 was found, the
amount taken in a supposed holdup fer early next year here to work out or the other to submit amended find
fields
where federal, state ings of fact.
last Thursday. Mowry claimed that taxation
Then the other side
he could not manage on his $46 weekly and municipal governments now com- will submit its amended findings, then
pete.
salary, it was said.
there will be argument, and "one of
these days we'll get a decision,
something else doesn't happen first
they said.

Accused

Crouch To Produce
"Citation," original race track story

by Jon Napier, has been purchased by

W.

F. C. Productions, Inc., for production here as a feature under the
supervision of Bill Crouch, New York
producer.
Shooting is scheduled to
start early next spring.

Cities

Demand

Embezzling

—

U.

Expects

AMA

Midwest Drive-in Meets

—

Boston. Dec. 15. The 11th annual
Midwest
meeting
of
stockholders
Drive-in Theatres, was held at the
Hotel Statler, with Phillip Smith
The corporation
president, presiding.
is said to be the largest of its kind
in the country, operating 13 theatres

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

MOTION

Accurate

Concise

MR. JOYCE O'HARA,
MOTION PICTURE ASSOC. OF

and

AMERICA,
23 WEST 44TH ST., 21ST
MEW YORK, ».

&

Impartial
V0^64. NO.

NEW

117

YORK,

U.S.A.,

DuMont, Says
in Ruling

Reject Pending
Bids for Video Outlets

Would

Washington, Dec.

16.

came

meeting

names are linked

unsavory public scandals have been advocated by
Allied States.
with

the

of

Einfeld
replaces

—

UK

In

Dispute

Put Trade on Top-Level
Basis,SIMPP Head Urges
Arnall,

Ellis

Society
Picture
pressed

president

Schlaifer as director
of
advertisingpublicity • ex-

a proposed despecifically dismiss

and

ploitation,

the

conviction
fi 1

Charles Einfeld

weeks

five

cities

:

in

It

would presumably ap-

ply as well to an application by Gulf
Theatres for a station in Tampa,
which was filed after the Paramountissue came up. The Tampa
application was filed as a possible
(Continued on page 4)

DuMont

Ted Gamble

Appointed by KMT A

— Deal

by
will take over
16.

Standard Circuit's 30 theatres in Wisconsin reportedly has been closed.
Gamble has been working on details
closing for the past 10 days,
with the deal scheduled to become efL. F. Gran, general
fective Jan. 1.
manager of the circuit will continu
(.Continued on page 4)

of the

City, Dec.

16.

—Board

of

:

;

;

;

Homer Strowig

is

legislative

28

years,
treasurer of

for

is

Hollywood,

Dec.

16.

—Pro-

r'u"er-circuit
owner W. R.
Frank will leav^ h*»re nex f
Wednesday for his heme city

Minneapolis for conferences with unnamed Chicago
purinterests se-king th
chase of his 16 theatres in the
Nine are
Minneapolis area.
in the Twin Cities, the remainder in adjacent towis
Frank said a $4,000,000 purchase price has been dis-

of

>

chairman of the board

;

Goldenson, vice-president
theatre

Keough,
counsel

Leonard H.
charge of
Austin C.

operations,
and
vice-president and
of Paramount.

Rank Deal On

general

First-Run in Chicago

Chicago, Dec.
com- underway by the

16.

— Negotiations are

J.

Arthur Rank Or-

cussed.

Unions Clash Today Over
20th, Columbia, Loew's
CIO

film

by

home

competing
office

and

foreign
countries.

Arnall

that
ish

said
the Brit-

government

Judge Rules Today
In

work-

unions will begin today at the
National Labor Relations Board here
ers'

in the jurisdictional disputes involving
"white collarite" shops at 20th Cen-

Cole-MGM

Suit

Los Angeles, Dec. 16. Federal
Judge Leon Yankwich will render de-

New contract negotiations were
obviated by the companies' refusal to
until its
"do business" with
officers had complied with the nonCommunist affidavit provisions of the
Guild.

SOPEG

Law.
Meanwhile,
Taft-Hartley
AFL's IATSE Motion Picture Home
tury-Fox, Columbia, and Loew's.
No contracts have covered those Office Employes Local No. H-63 beworkers since the expiration last Sep- gan campaigns to win 20th-Fox's, Cotember of pacts held by CIO's Screen lumbia's and Loew's employes away
Employes from SOPEG.
Professional
and
Office

tomorrow

Lester Cole's suit
for reinstatement of
his contract, which he alleges the studio violated by suspending him following his refusal to answer certain
questions before the House Un-American Activities Committee.
Opposing
counsel tonight completed their arguments, and the jurist said he will
make his decision after the jury sub(Continucd on page 4)
cision

against

in

M-G-M

WB Alters New Stand
On Co-operative Ads
Chicago, Dec.
— Although
16.

been

reported that
Warners will discontinue at
once all co-operative advertising with exhibitors throughcut the country, the company,
nevertheless, will share approximately 50 per cent of
advertising costs with Balaban and Katz for "June
Bride," opening Dec. 23 at
the State Lake.
it

maneuvering

England

—

for a

;

and

with

in

:

Legal

in

dealings

Paramount
Ellis Arnall
represents
i t s
Service Corp. to become
fi 1 m
industry
president and general manager of W. and for
that reason representation of
S. Butterfield Theatres in Michigan. of
the U. S. film trade should be
Among speakers at the luncheon
•
(Continued on page 4)
will be Barney Balaban, president of
Adolph
Zukor,
Paramount Pictures
as

post

;

AFL

De-

S. State

Theatres

;

Frank To Confer on
$4,000,000 Deal

it

other

leaving

mittee chairman for Kansas-Missouri. ganization to build a theatre as a firstW. O. Len- run outlet for Rank productions and
District members are
Elmer Bills, Sals- other foreign films, to be located near
hanhart, Trenton
bury Virgil Harbison, Tarkio J. A. the north side of Chicago, it is reportRichard ed here. The deal would involve reBecker, Independence
building for a 21 -year lease.
(Continued on page 4)
;

if

;

of

Kansas-Missouri
the
Theatre Association, meeting here today, completed its legislative committee by the appointment of members
legislative
representing the several
districts of the exchange area, namely
For Kansas, J. E. Pennington,
Topeka R. R. Biechele, Kansas City
Ed Dorrell, Emporia Huston Sterrett, Insley; Dal Danielson, Russell.
directors

position
to

U.
than 60 executives of Paramount, joined by many exhibitors, will

Paramount

Group

Legislative

a

partment

More

his

Kansas

Closes

Deal for Standard
Milwaukee, Dec.
which Ted R. Gamble

(Continued on page 4)

in

work
through the

;

Inc.

place

itself

were

;

tions,

that the
industry

stronger

60 Para. Toppers in
Gowthorpe Tribute

has been active
Cleveland and Cinin Detroit for in that post preliminary to yesterday's
cinnati for DuMont
honor Montague F. Gowthorpe of
in Boston board election.
United Detroit Theatres
Paramount today at a testimonial
Einfeld
was
presirecently,
Until
for New England Theatres, and in
luncheon in the Hotel Astor here.
San Francisco for Television Produc- dent of Enterprise Productions. His
Gowthorpe, who has been with

in

m

could

past

the
several

for

the

of

Independent Motion
Producers, yesterday exof

Charles

in

cision which would
applications by DuMont and Paramount subsidiaries for video stations

Sanctions against performers whose

board.

tions.

ruling

Arnall, president
of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, told the press at a meeting at the Waldorf Astoria
Hotel here yesterday.

Arnall Wants
Gov't Support

Ellis

try,"

monthly

lar

controls DuMont nor DuMont nor
any Paramount subsidiary should be
allowed to get any new television sta-

The

"Not only stars but everyone convicted of breaching
moral standards should be
eliminated from the indus-

yesregu-

terday's

Communications Commission today
ruled that Paramount controls Allen B. DuMont Laboratories and
as long as it
that neither Paramount

—

All Errant
Industryites: Arnall

20th
Century-Fox's
Election
by
board of directors of Charles Einfeld
as vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity was announced here
20th - Fox
by
president
Spyros P. Skouras,

following

TEN CENTS

1948

17,

Banish

20 th Vice-pres.

—Federal

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

Para. Controls Elect Einfeld

FCC

FL,|

has
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Bradley Is Forming
Film Storage Firm

Personal
Mention
MONTAGUE

SALMON,

John G. Bradley, formerly of the
National Archives and more recently

manag-

ing director of the Rivoli Theatre here, flew to Durham, N. C, last
night.
is due back tomorrow.

He

•

Meyer, 20th Century-Fox

Fred S.
industrial

relations

executive,

and

Mrs. Molly May Weber were marThe
ried in Hollywood Wednesday.
honeymooning at Palm
couple
is
Springs.

•

Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, will
fly to Chicago over the weekend from
Eric

Hollywood.
•
F. L. Harley, 20th Century-Fox
managing director in
International
Europe, will arrive here today from
France on the .S\9 America.

active in the motion picture affairs of
the Library of Congress, currently on
York yesterday
leave, came to

New

from Washington

in

connection with

the organization of a company to handle his water-seal storage cabinet for
The
preserving films and archives.
project is said to have the cooperative
interest of film producers and of organizations concerned with the preBradley was
servation of archives.
for years chairman of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers' committee
on film preservation.

Wash. Solons Attend
I TO Annual Meeting
Seattle, Dec.
of
—All
16.

officers

T. O. of Washington, Northern
Idaho and Alaska, headed by J. M.
Hone, executive secretary, were re•
elected at the organization's annual
Albert Warner and Sam Schneimeeting here this week. All directors
der, Warner vice-president, are en
were reelected also.
route here from meetings at the Warfeature of the meeting was the
ner studio.
presence of members of the Washing•
ton state legislative body as guests at
Alfred Hitchcock, accompanied
the all-industry meeting held in conby his wife, is here from the Coast to
junction with the state organizations'
meet his daughter, Patricia, who will
annual session.
return tomorrow from England.
the

I.

A

—
George Atton Wins
Q.P. 'Youth' Award
George Atton, manager of
the Fox Hanford Theatre,
Hanford, Cal., has been declared the winner of the first
annual competition for the
special

Award

Quigley

of

Motion
Picture
Herald's
"Managers' Round Table" in
its national "Youth Month"
program.
Runners-up included, as second choice, the
campaign prepared by J. B.
White, manager of the President
Theatre,
Manchester,
Ga., and as third choice, the

•

Irwin

Chicago, Dec.

Margulies,

film

attorney,

will leave here today for a two-week
stay at his Hollywood office.

•

M-G-M

William

sales
F. Rodgers,
vice-president, will leave here tomorrow for a Miami vacation.

•

Rion Bercovici has
New York from Paris.

returned

to

16.

— More

Rockefeller Center

.
.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

1^

a card table set.

"~-v

CK presents

I

Snake Pit

the

Produced by

Directed by

AMKHE

UTVAK

.

ANATOLE LITVM

I
I

6 ROBERT SASSIER

KJVOLI

Taunton, Mass.

The judges, who
unanimous in their
were:

were
1

selec-

Paula

Gould,
publicity
director
for
the
Capitol Theatre here, Beatrice Ross, exploitation manager for Republic Pictures in
New York, and Blanche Livingston of the exploitation
tions,

person'

BENNY
Paleface, GOODMAN
coiorfcy

Technicolor t

And
•

Hie Orchestra

BUOPy GRECO
PEfKO BROS
Buddy

J.BSTBB
I»

Picture

and publicity department of

RKO

Theatres.

DANNY

Lichtman

KAYE %

to

Sam Dembow

VIRGINIA

Will

COLOR BY
Broadway

Jr.,

at

TECHNICOLOR
Cont. from 8:45

AST0R

45th Street

/.

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

RED SHOES"
"THE
Color by Technicolor
BIJOU THEATER,

West

Broadway

of

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

16.

his

MAYO

*

Kramer with Cuban Firm Ellis Will Offer to Handle Benny Film
Hollywood, Dec.
Milton Kramer's new position as
—Jack Benny's
president of a Cuban holding company Quit Film Board Post Amusement Enterprises has appointed
Sam Dembow,
resulted in
becoming inactive
as
New York
.

has

i

OLIVIA de HAVILLAI&

than 600

was presented with

Picture

THE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW'

job done by manager John
Corbett of the Park Theatre,

next March, is scheduled to leave here
of the film industry, includfor the Coast today.
Lichtman denied
ing sales executives of the major
reports that he will join a major comcompanies and exhibitors of the Chi- pany
here in charge of its sales policy
cago area, tonight participated in Illiand others to the effect that he is innois
Allied's
anniversary party to terested
in purchasing a Midwestern
commemorate six years of Allied's theatre circuit.
buying and booking division headed
"Nothing to it," Lichtman said.
by Jack Kirsch, president. Kirsch,
briefly,

i

PERRY COMO
LENA HORNE
MICKEY ROONEY
.
ANN SOTHERN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

JUNE ALLYSON
JUDY GARLAND
GENE KELLY

members

who spoke

—

"WORDS AND MUSIC"

Marion Coles, M. and P. Theatres ///.
treasurer, was in New York yesterday
from Boston.

1948

17,

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Coast;
Allied Marks 6th Leaves Denials Here
Al Lichtman, M-G-M studio exYear of Buying Unit ecutive
whose contract will expire

•

December

Friday,

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

its

Jack Ellis, president of the New
representative in charge of sales and
chairman of Selznick ReleasFilm Board of Trade, is expectpromotional
activities
of
"Lucky
No decision has York
ed to suggest the election of a sucbeen made on naming a successor to
Stiff," produced by Benny.
cessor in that post at a meeting of the
either Kramer or Neil Agnew, who
organization today on the grounds
resigned from the presidency of SRO
(
that, tentatively at least, he is ineligible
Will
a few months ago.
to continue.
Ellis resigned as New
"Oliver Twist," J. Arthur Rank
York district manager for United Art- production which has evoked protests
ists this week, thus disqualifying him
and an attempt by the New York
from the Film Board presidency on a Board of Rabbis to prevent its showBoston Conciliation
technicality.
ing here, will be released in this counSet by

as board

ing

Organization.

Show Twisf Here

Boston,

Dec.

16.—Theatre

Owners

of America's local
conciliation board was established here today with Interstate Theatres'
Harold E.

Stoneman as chairman.
Other board members are
Stanley Sumner of the UniTheatre, Cambridge,
and Louis Richmond of Richmond and Stern Amuse-

versity

members

Boston.
are:

Max

son, Daniel Finn,
Fleischer,
Larry

Alternate
L. Leven-

Tom

Clark a Thespian

Washington, Dec.

16.

— U.

S. Atwill make

torney General Tom Clark
his film debut in Universal-International's "Illegal Entry."
Clark and

Watson

B. Miller, head of the U. S.

Immigration and Naturalization Service faced the cameras today in Washington, to provide a prologue for the
picture, said to be the first documentary film to be made with the full cooperation of the Immigration Depart-

ment.

Theodore

Herman,

Louis M. Gordon, Nathan
Eisner and Lawrence G. Laskey.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

B.

&

K. $3 Dividend

—

try "at the earliest suitable date," according to John Davis, managing director of the Rank organization in
London, who announced this decision
in a letter to Elmer Rice, spokesman
on censorship for the American Civil
Liberties Union. At issue in the controversy is the allegedly "anti-semitic"
portrayal of the. character "Fagin."

BIG FOR

ONE THEATRE

Joan ofArc

1

V NGRID Bergman!
A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

CAST OF THOUSANDS wilh JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SUUIVAN J. CARROL NAISH
WARD BOND • SHEPPERD STRUDWICK KURD
HATFIELD GENE LOCKHART JOHN EMERY
GeORCE COULOURtS • JOHN IRELAND ond
CECIL K EL LAW AY •. boicd upon Iht

TOA

Board

ments,

TOO

•

•

•

%

%

ilage ploy Joan of Lorroino' by

MAXWELL ANDERSON
y by MAXWELL
ANDERSON ond ANDREW

CONTINUOUS
AT THE

SOLT • Art Direclion by
RICHARD DAY
Director of Phologrophy,
A.S.C.

JOSEPH VALENTINE.

VICTORIA
B'WAY

7

it 4Gttl

ST.

SHOWS

Produced by WALTER WANGER
Directed by VICTOR FLEMING

DAILY

N. Y. Colosseum Party Set
New

York lodge of the Colosseum
of Motion Picture Salesmen of America has selected the Tavern-on-theGreen here as the site of its first dinner-dance, to be held in March, it was

Chicago, Dec. 16. Balaban and reported here yesterday by lodge
Katz directors have declared a $3.00 chairman Charles Penser who named
dividend on the common stock, pay- Lee Greenfield chairman of an arable on Dec. 29.
rangements committee.

DAN DAILEY

BETTY GRABLE

"WHEN MY

BABY SMILES AT ME"
in

Technicolor

A Twentieth Century - Fox Picture
ON STAGE: MICKEY ROONEY —
Rosario

&.

Antonio

— Minevitch's

ROXY

Rascals

7th Ave. &
50th St.
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On The Screen For The

First

Time!

1|

ALL THE SINUOUS, SEDUCTIVE SPLENDOR OF THE SIREN OF...

1

null
Fabulous
land
of mystery
Paradise
on earth
ruled by a

.

.

.

.

.

.

ravishing,
ruthless

Siren

whose

beauty

and cruelty
were her
power!

Directed by

UI\LUU IHLLHO

• Produced by

Based on the novel "Atlantida" by Pierre Benoit

•

Released thru United Artists

Of THE HARD-HITTING NATIO
THAT'LL SELL SELL SELL THR

J
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Motion Picture Daily
U. S. industry, adding that it is
intention to see that attention is
called to independent producers.
On the domestic front, Arnall
lashed out anew at the "concentrations
(Continued from page 1)
of economic powers" within the inelevated to State Department posts dustry and in this respect looked upon
here, thus placing American produc- the existence of major companies as
ers on an equal footing with the imperiling the quality of some picBritish.
tures. "With the majors owning large
resident of Connecticut could as- chains, they are driving us (indepen
He
sert himself in any situation with the dents) to the wall," he asserted.
Governor of New York State through elaborated on this with the accusation
playing the
circuits,
his own Governor far more effectively that
affiliated
than he could as an individual, Arnall product of their own companies at
said by way of illustrating his point. lowered rentals, can have the effect
He made this observation when of reducing rentals for the indepenasked if he intended to take up the dents.
matter of trade with England with
May Press Divorcement Issue
Harold Wilson, president of the British Board of Trade, when the latter
At one point Arnall implied that he
here
from
London next might take up where the government
arrives
month "Our government has a direct leaves off on the matter of divorceinterest in representing our business ment in the industry anti-trust suit.
people," he said.
theatre company
Asked if the
Arnall told a press meeting that he which will stem from that company's
is at odds on a variety of issues with
consent decree with the government
Eric Johnston, president of the Mo- would be a target for attack by him,
tion Picture Association of America, Arnall said that he was firmly against
but at all times qualified his remarks the holding of any advantages in exwith declarations to the effect that it hibition by any one company.
is not his intent to disparage JohnsArnall prefaced several of his anton personally.
nouncements of the form which his
acknowledgSeeks Unity with
Abroad job will take with the
ment that he is "not fully conversant
He said he is hopeful of coopera- with trade problems."
tion with the
in foreign matHe did say repeatedly, however,
ters.
"It is important to the industry that "monopolistic practices" are in
that we work together abroad," he strong evidence in the industry, that
declared, but he made it clear again they are against his principles, and
that the assistance of government of- that he sees "a chance to render servficials should be sought to eliminate ice to free, competitive enterprise."
quotas and other restrictions in forHis job ahead, Arnall announced,
eign markets.
equalities
for
substitute
is
to
Continuing, he said that the view monopolies and it was with this in
is
prevalent among foreign govern- mind, he said, that he proposed "in
ments that Johnston represents the en- very friendly fashion," a discussion on
tire

Arnall Wants

his

A

:

RKO

MPAA

MPAA

DOING SMASH

PRE-XMAS

BUSINESS!

Friday,

industry practices with Johnston. The
offer was turned down subsequently
by Johnston because he did not want
the industry to become a "debating
society" in the eyes of the public,
according to press reports which Ar-

acknowledged.

nall

The

idea has not been abandoned
however, according to Arnall, who
reported that the "Town Meeting of
the Air"
radio program plans to
schedule
an
air
discussion
on

yet,

monopoly in the film industry.
He
said he "assumed" that he and Johnston will be invited to participate. The
program is being scheduled at his suggestion, Arnall admitted.
Arnall said that he is holding fast
to the position that the public should

become acquainted with conditions in
the trade and added that he intends to
pursue that aim, personally, through
his lectures, writings and other ways
of reaching the public.
He said he
will "speak out and call names to
direct attention to these (monopolistic)
practices."

Was Georgia

Uncle

That Arnall

is

Griffith

On New

industry as yet was made amusingly
obvious when he referred to "Zarryl
Danuck." However, he is not entirely a stranger, he showed, in recalling
that his uncle, an exhibitor 15 years
ago, was forced to sell his theatre
because he could not obtain product.
He said the purchaser, Oscar Lam of

17, 1948

May

Appeal
Testimony

—

Oklahoma City, Dec. 16. Intro
duction of evidence ruled out by Judge
Edgar S. Vaught earlier and admitted
in the recent hearings in the Griffith
anti-trust suit may form the basis of
an appeal by C. B. Cochran, chief
defense attorney, it is understood here.
The new testimony, on talks between exhibitors and distributors, has
been described by Milton Kallas, as~~!
sistant attorney general a's
t<>
present the Justice Departmei^l_ position in the hearing, as bolstering tie
Department's
case
for
divestiture.
Kallas said much of the excluded
testimony has been admitted in the
light of the Supreme Court's ruling
that conspiracy exists..
The hearing to determine the final
ruling was recessed last Friday until
Jan. 24.
:

<-

Para.-DuMont
(Continued from page 1)

Exhibitor

not familiar with the

December

means

of challenging the five-station
rule in the courts.
By its finding which, if adopted,
would
better
20th
Century-Fox's
chances for a San Francisco station

where it is competing with Para
mount and three other applicants for
two vacancies, the FCC said that
Paramount already has five television

was able to buy film. stations, the maximum it permits any
was suggested Lam is an in- one firm to have.
While the FCC did not say it in
dependent, not an affiliated circuit,

Rome,

Ga.,

When

it

Arnall replied, "No, not a 'letter-writing' affiliate."

so many words, the decision intimated
that Paramount's bids for stations
might be considered if it were to adits
stockholding in
DuMont.
just

here last night for Newwill spend the
Paramount now has 20 days in
He will return to NewYork following his stay there and will which to file exceptions and ask for
leave for the Coast in January.
He oral argument. It is almost certain
said he will spend "a good deal of to do so.
time in New York" because it is the
industry's "selling center" and where
the independents require full repre-

Arnall

left

man,

Ga.,
holidays.

where he

sentation.

He

KMTA Appointments

fice

in

will

(Continued from page 1)

also have an of-

Hollywood.

Brous, Kansas City
Charles Borg,
Osceola
Harley Fryer, Neosho.
C. E. Cook is chairman for Missouri, and Biechele is general chair;

;

Cole-MGM

Suit

(Continued from page 1)

EAGLE LION FILMS:

KMTA,

man

of this committee of the
is expecting to cooperate with
a similar committee being set up by
the Allied unit of the area.
Members of the recently-appointed
arbitration committee were present at
the board meeting, and plans for its
work were discussed.

which

PLEASED TO ADVISE HE WALKED BY
NIGHT HAS SMASHED ALL PREVIOUS
RECORDS FOR EAGLE LION PICTURES
IN SAN FRANCISCO INCLUDING SUCH

SUCCESSFUL GROSSERS AS T-MEN,
DEAL AND CANON CITY. PRESS
AND PUBLIC ALIKE HAVE HAILED IT AS
ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES OF THE

RAW

SEASON. DUE TO EXCEPTIONAL BUSINESS AT PARAMOUNT THEATRE WE
ARE MOVING IT TO STATE THEATRE
FOR EXTENDED LONG RUN. KINDEST
REGARDS.
JERRY ZIGMOND

mits

its

recommendations

tomorrow

morning.
In admonitions to counsel today,
Judge Yankwich reiterated his previous declaration that the prime issue
to be decided is whether Cole's behavior under the committee's questioning was of a nature to bring upon
him "public scorn and contempt," con-

Gamble Closing

stituting a lawful cause for the studio
to exercise its "morals clause," he
said.

in that capacity.

McKean

Services;

Caravel Film
Funeral

services

Head

for

Robert

C.
presiInc., will be
morning at

McKean, pioneer producer and
dent
held

(Continued from page

Caravel Film,
here
tomorrow
Campbell Funeral Church.
McKean
died at his home here yesterday. Surviving are the widow and two sons.
of

The

deal

is

1)

reported

to involve $3,000,000 and is the first
of several which Gamble will undertake in the Midwest.
He plans to acquire a total of about
70 theatres and ultimately will relinquish his Pacific Northwest theatre
operations in favor of the Midwest
field,

where he already

Monarch Theatres. He
interested

Frank

in

acquiring

operating
reportedly
the W. R.
is

is

circuit in Minneapolis.

Elect Einfeld
Mrs. Herbert

starring

RICHARD BASEHART
A BRYAN FOY

Production

•

•

Night

SCOTT -canon

An EAGLE LION FILMS

city "

BRADY

Presentation

White

(Continued from page 1)

Mrs. Herbert J. White, 82, mother previous lengthy service in the indusMadeline White, Allied Artists- try encompassed several years as
Monogram publicist here, and of H. Warner's advertising-publicity viceEdward White of Eastman Kodak, president and 10 years as a viceNew York, died yesterday morning at president of the old First National
her home in Lynbrook, L. I. Funer- Pictures.
al services will be held this evening in
Election of Einfeld by the 20th-Fox
the Flinch Funeral Home in Lynn- board marks the first time that the
brook; interment will be in the family company has had a vice-president in
plot at Rochester, N. Y.
charge of advertising-publicity.
of

He Walked By

J.

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial
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_
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20,

Record

Seeks

Sales for Anniversary
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
general sales manager, reiterated
with emphasis previous denials that
the company has abandoned the

scale

sliding

policy

as a
basis of rental
its
for
terms
product.

f

Astor

Hotel

here

Friday,
the fol-

made

lowing
ment
i

the

Germany in the near future
the tri-zonal adoption of a voluntary self-regulatory code to govern
production, according to Erich Pommer, former head of the motion picture branch of the Office of Military

j

i

i

state-

Federal
Los Angeles, Dec. 19.
Judge Leon Yankwich will render decision tomorrow morning on Lester
Cole's suit for reinstatement of his
contract with M-G-M, the jurist announced Friday night after the jury
ruled in favor of the screenwriter
on four questions.

scale

"Havpolicy
William Rodgers
ing faith in our
product and the
future of this business we intend to
solicit even a greater number of our
{Continued on page 6)

IFilm Dividends in

[November Increased

answers were whether Cole, by his
conduct before the House Un-AmeriCommittee brought
can Activities
public hatred upon himself
whether
his conduct shocked, insulted or offended the public whether it caused
prejudice against Loew's and the film
industry, and whether Loew's attitude
toward Cole following the committee's hearings and before his suspen:

Next

Ind. Theatres
Milwaukee,

—

With his
a half interest

Dec.

deal closed giving

111..

19.

him

Wisconsin,
Ted R. Gamble reportedly will open
negotiations after Jan. 1 for purchase
of a circuit of about 20 theatres in

in

Standard

Theatres

of

Identity of
Illinois-Indiana.
cuit was not disclosed.

the

cir-

by Gamble for additheatres are anticipated later
for he has disclosed that he plans to
acquire about 70 houses in the MidNegotiations

tional

Washington, Dec.

19.

— Publicly-

payments of west, where he will concentrate after
motion picture companies in Novem- relinquishing his Pacific Northwest
cash

dividend

November

1947, according
to figures released here today by the
U. S. Commerce Department, but the
gain was very slight and will not affect the general situation in which film

ber topped

—

Government U. S. Pommer, who is
here from Germany for a vacation,
will continue as the U. S. member of
the tri-zonal

coordinating board

film

The questions on which the jury and as liaison officer for the
was instructed to bring in yes-or-no power Import-Export Agency,

Gamble Eyeing

company's

reported

NEWS
TEN CENTS

April

1,

threeuntil

1949.

Case on Today
Divestiture

theatres.

The Monarch

N.CC.J. Luncheon
Under the chairmanship of
Louis Nizer, a 1,000-plate
commemorate
luncheon to
the 20th anniversary of the
National Conference of Christians and Jews, sponsors of
"Brotherhood Week," will be
held in the Hotel WaldorfAstoria, New York, on Feb.
4, when announcement will be
made of awards for outstanding contributions in the fight
against bigotry. At least one
film industry figure is slated
for recognition.

which he ac-

quired last year has been merged with
Robert Coyne,
Gamble Enterprises.
former executive director of Theatre

Hearings in the Paramount case
resume in New York Federal
Court today with the entire issue
of the extent and method of theatre

will

It would take cognizance of special
national needs and would tie in German production, distribution and exhibition in a sweeping move to circumvent eventual censorship by a German government or German local gov-

on the agenda with the "Little
Three" expected to assert themselves
in no uncertain terms in their at-

ernments.

trust

Challenges Methods

Of Operators' Union
Detroit, Dec.

— Union-hall

hirseniority systems
were challenged in Circuit Court here
by Louis G. Havens, a member of
motion picture projectionists' Local

ing

No.

practices

19.

and

199.

Havens

charged the union with
seeking to blacklist him with employers.
He asked an injunction against
the assignment of any other union
member to his present job at the Fine
Arts Theatre here.
He also charged an "oligarchy within the union" maintains members in
capricious and unreasonable classifications "for the purpose of strengthening the local union's monopoly and
control over the trade of motion picture machine operators throughout the

Navy Accedes
Of

to

Probe

Civilian Admissions

Washington, Dec.

19.

—The

Navy

has taken notice of the protests of
local theatre-owner Sidney Lust that
civilian admissions to Navy theatres
are not properly "policed," and is going to do something about it.
Lust complained that since the services relaxed their policy on civilian
admissions last month, many unqualified civilians have been going into the
theatre at the Bethesda Naval Hospital, hurting the business of his Bethesda Theatre.

Issue

The expected code, according to divestiture still to be decided by the
Pommer, will be patterned closely three-judge court.
Sales practices, too, are definitely
after the Hollywood production code.

Detroit area.

{Continued on page 6)

{Continued on page 6)

Nizer Chairman of

circuit

First

NY Hearings Resume

As

tempts to obtain legal sanction for a
a means of doing business which will
not expose them to "ruinous" private

Theatre Owners of America unit,
sometime next week about the possibility of discussing the whole matter
officials at the
with top
board meeting here at the end of January.

plans

TOA

for

the

new

arbitration machinery may
placed before the court.

country.
industry
also be

It has been more than six weeks
since the case was adjourned and in
that time the four remaining majors
and the government have agreed on
stipulations and affidavits by company

and exhibitor associates,
to be introduced today, and
(Continued on page 6)

executives

which

is

Siegel,

Markley

in

Gowthorpe's Post
Simon

Siegel and Sidney M.
both of the
Paramount
office, are slated to take over
B.

Markley,

home

the treasurer's

duties for

Paramount

Theatres

when

Service Corp. on Jan. 1
the resignation of Montague F.

Gowthorpe becomes effective.
Gowthorpe is resigining the treasurer's post to become president and
general manager of W. S. Butterfield
Theatres, Inc., in Detroit.
Siegel has been assistant to

Gow-

(Continued on page 6)

Bresler

Representatives of the local Navy
recreation and welfare division have
been checking the hospital theatre, and
are instructing hospital authorities on
better policing of civilian admissions.
They also hope to confer with A.
Julian Brylawski, head of the local

TOA

around

actions

Preliminary

:

i

is

(Continued on page 6)

concern-

sliding

—

;

Rodgers, host

,

Judge Rules Today Code in Germany US, Companies
Seen by Pommer
In Cole Suit after
Still Apart;
Jury UpholdsWriter Among film-industry developments

;

at a trade press
luncheon at the

ij

FILM

1948

expected in

Sliding Scale

i

-

MOTION PICTURE ASSOC. OF
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28 WEST 44TH ST., 21ST FL.
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DAI JLI

M-G-M Plans

Rodger s

—

-

May Make

Picture in Israel
Hollywood, Dec.

—

19.
Jerry Brestake a leave of absence from
Universal-International to produce a
picture at the Israel- American Film
Company's projected studio at Hersliya in Israel, it was disclosed here by

ler

may

an Israeli representative, who will
spend the next three months in Hollywood conferring with producers, directors and writers. The representa(Continued on page 6)
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Tradewise

Personal
Mention
spend the holidays.
•
A. J. O'Keefe, Universal-International assistant general sales manager,
has returned here from Buffalo. C. J.

once
^—' ran the state of Georgia
and now, titularly, at least, runs
the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, made it
plain

to

interviewers

in

New

Feldman, U-I Western division manager, has returned from Detroit and

York last week that he conceives
his new job to be primarily one

Chicago.

of trust-busting.

He
home

office

and

Mrs.

Maitles have become the parents of
a daughter, Barbara Molly, born at
St. Joseph's Hospital, Far Rockaway,
N. Y.
of

advertising-public-

Pictures'

has returned to her home
here after a week at New York's
Midtown Hospital.
ity director,

•
Irving Lesser and

Seymour Poe,
producers' representatives, will return
to New York today from business conferences at Palm Springs.
•

Morris Safier, distributor, is in
Hollywood from New York for conPaul Gordon and
ferences
with
George Moskov, producers.
•
Maurice N. Wolf, assistant to MG-M exhibitor relations head H. M.
Richey, has returned to New York
from a Midwest tour.
'

•

John W. Cutting, head

of

Walt

Disney's foreign version department,
has returned to Hollywood from Argentina and Brazil.

•
David A. Lipton, Universal-International studio advertising-promotion
consultant, has returned to the Coast

from

New

York.
•

Bob Hope will spend Christmas in
Germany entertaining U. S. Occupation Forces.
by his wife.

He

will be

accompanied

•

Jesse Lasky,
to

Jr.,

will be

married

Mrs. Betty McCrossin Allen

New York

on

experienced

some

little

success as governor of Georgia
in combating the North-South
freight rate differentials of what
he elects to term the railroad
Apparently, that
monopolies.

measure of success, which, how-

•

Mrs. Laurence Audrain, wife
Prestige

Newsreel

Parade
1

tpLLIS ARNALL, who

of

New

Year's Eve.
•
Leon Brandt, Eagle-Lion exploitation manager, left here yesterday for
Cleveland and Chicago.
•
Cecile Starr has joined the publicity and promotion department of the
Princeton Film Center.
•
Carroll Puciato, Realart general
manager, has returned here from a

ever, did not entirely solve the
South's industrial freight rate
problem, whetted his appetite

more big game.
At least, he made it appear
to his New York press conferfor

that
the
promise
of
stalking of monopolies lurking
in the motion picture "business"
(a term he prefers to "industry"
when speaking of film and theatre operations) had much to do
with his decision to accept the
presidency of SIMPP when it
was proffered him.

ence

•

Arnall no doubt is sincere
when he says he thinks he can
make a contribution to the pub-

and the nation, as well as to
motion pictures and SIMPP,
by seeking out and attacking
monopolies in this "business."
Monopolies, he told the press,
defeat free enterprise and encourage Communism by limiting
or eliminating individual opportunities to engage in business.
Therefore, he believes, by attacking monopolies he serves
the nation.
In particular, he
said, he serves his 10-year-old
son, Alvin, and countless other
Alvins throughout the length
and breadth of the land, for
whom he would preserve the
lic

maximum

opportunities.

However, Arnall disclosed, he
expects Alvin to become President of the United States. That's
all right for a Democratic organization man.
But how does
Arnall suppose a Republican
father feels, possessed of the
same ambition for his young yet
confronted by the Democratic

from

more

politics,

at

least

for

two

years.

Obviously, he is no novice
with the press.
He handled
himself well in his first interview in New York as president
of SIMPP. He established the
impression of being an earnest
and courageous official, with
evident capabilities.
He was
disarmingly frank, answering all
questions with the exception only
of those which he readily - admitted he knew nothing about.
Many industry or "film business" leaders are in agreement
with his assertion that foreign
problems,
particularly
where
they arise at the government
level, as in Britain, should be
dealt with by the State Department.
Left to organization or

company officials, as many of
the American motion picture's
foreign problems have been, of
necessity, the party of the second part has the advantage.
•

More, perhaps, will take issue
with Arnall on his desire to debate industry monopolies and
other problems on the radio. It
is doubtful whether any recognized industry authority would
join him in such a dubious and
futile activity.

Currently, it is the wish of the
great majority in the industry
that there be less public exposure
of soiled linen, rather than more
of it.
broadcast of the kind
would
resolve
nothing
and,
more likely than not, would add
to the deterioration of the industry's already battered public relations, to the further injury of

A

the

box

office.

The microphone and debating

may appeal to the social
unfortunates who have no one
but A. L. Alexander to go to
with their woes, but they are
not the places to which one
brings
industrial
complaints.
Arnall may or may not be aware
that the courts of the land have
been giving their attention for
the past 10 years to charges of
rostrum

monopoly

in the industry.

Even

now

Artists

toring business, a lecture series

they are. on the point of
determination.
radio
debate will not hasten the conclusion nor alter the outcome.
If SIMPP has new monopoly
complaints, the courts of the
land are still open and qualified
to determine their merit.
No matter how meritorious
the case, neither SIMPP nor
anyone else can enforce a judg-

producer, and his wife, are here from

and writing assignments.
But he said he has retired

ment handed down by America's
Town Meeting of the Air.

Bermuda

vacation.

•

Mervyn LeRoy, M-G-M
director,

from

producer-

York.

Arnall enumerated his activi-

•

ties.

here
route

England.

•

Hunt

Stromberg,

office?

•

has returned to Hollywood

New

William Dieterle is due
Wednesday from the Coast en
to

monopoly on that

United

Hollywood.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Apart from the presidency of
he has an insurance
business, his law practice, a fac-

SIMPP,

final
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SHERWIN KANE

By

CASEY arrived in New York
PAT
from the Coast at the weekend to

Sig Maitles, M-G-M
advertising
copy chief,

Monday, December

A

HE

Chinese sea disaster and
Cardinal Spellman playing host to
youngsters at a Christmas party are
current newsreel highlights.
Other
items include the
ending its Paris
'J
-*-

UN

session, fashions

contents follow

and

Complete

sports.

:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. 101—Thou-

sands of lives lost in sinking of Chinese
vessel. Endurance fliers refill in
-nia.
Air-lift training in Montana. Fog
J to
halt Berlin air-lift. Cardinal SpelliLIK host
at Christmas party. Foreign diplomats' children send greetings in all languages. Under-

Q0\

water Santa Claus. Small-fry boxing.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 231— UN

Assembly ends stormy Paris

session.

Many

ship disaster. Baby
zoo life. Deep-sea
Santa. Battling bambinos make leather fly.
Holiday greetings from embassy children.

Chinese

lives lost in
gorilla enjoys

mob

in

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 34 — Kid
gorilla makes debut. Chinese
UN ends Paris session. Charity
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL No. 205—
UN adjourns Paris session. Thousands lose
boxers. New
ship disaster.
at Yuletide.

lives in Chinese ship disaster. Return of
Palestine prisoners. Baby gorilla. Boxing
kiddies. Cardinal Spellman host at children's
party. Embassy youngsters' greetings.

WARNER PAT HE NEWS

UN

Pan American

closing.

ship disaster.

Endurance

No. 36—

trouble. Chinese

fliers.

Kiddies and

Christmas. Color fashions. Great Americans:
George Washington crossing the Delaware.

N.

J.

Allied to

Meet

Today on Complaints
Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey will hold a general membership
meeting here today to discuss a number of complaints against distributors
which have! accumulated within the
organization since it adopted the socalled

Smith-Berger conciliation com-

mittee plan, under which only differences existing between 20th CenturyFox, whose general sales manager is
Andy W. Smith, Jr., co-drafter, and
exhibitors are subject to conciliation.
Hence, today's discussions will center
around complaints against companies
other than 20th-Fox.
North Central Allied's Benjamin
Berger shares credit with Smith for
drafting the plan for handling complaints through an organization committee.

A ward Ceremonies
At Warner Studio
—The board
Hollywood, Dec.
19.

of directors of the
tion Picture Arts

Academy

of

Mo-

and Sciences has
accepted Jack Warner's long-standing
offer to use the Warner studio sound
stages for the ceremonies in connection with the annual Academy Awards

on March

24.

Schwartz Hosts Aides
Following a custom of inviting
managers of Century Circuit to be his
guests at his lodge in Lake Placid,
Century executive Fred J. Schwartz
currently is host to theatre managers
Charles Call of the Bliss, Richard
Tretler of the Huntington, Fred Brunelle of the Queens, William McDevitt
of the Valley Stream, L. McEachern
of the Kingsway, and district manager
William Applegate.
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Sopeg Seeks a $30

Minimum

RKO

Sidney

by

Young,

Minimums

are

SOPEG
now

$25

and $27, respectively. SOPEG, in a
recent shop election, defeated its rival,
AFL's IATSE Motion Picture Home
Office Employes Local No. H-63, and
recaptured the RKO Radio shop.
General wage raises also will be
sought at RKO Radio, Young said.
The NLRB here, meanwhile, has
set
tomorrow for another meeting
with SOPEG and H-63 officials and
Columbia representatives to settle the
question of which Columbia "white
collarites" will be eligible to participate in a proposed consent election at
that company.

The

distributors'

and

labor

relations

IATSE

representatives met here again at the weekend
to confer in connection with current
negotiations on a new contract for
6,300 exchange workers in 32 ex-

change centers.

Columbia Branches
Grouped for Drive
Columbia's 31 branches have been
divided into six groups for the current playdates and liquidation drive,
by Rube Jackter, drive chairman.
Make-up of the groups follows
Group one New York, Los Angeles,
Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco
group two Chicago, Atlanta, Washington, Dallas, Detroit
group three
:

:

:

;

Cincinnati,
Charlotte,

NBC

Cleveland,

Pittsburgh,
St.
Louis
group four
Minneapolis,
Indianapolis,
Kansas

(Nebensal United Artists)
an excursion into fantasy, "Siren of Atlantis" takes one into the lost
INcontinent
of Atlantis, located somewhere in the wastes of the Sahara
Desert. Atlantis is ruled by a beautiful queen who has a passion for toying
with men's hearts only to destroy them eventually. The story mixes fable,
outdoor adventure and melodramatics. The cast, headed by Maria Montez,
Jean Pierre Aumont and Dennis O'Keefe, is a good one, but it is frequently
burdened by an uninspired tale.
One night, while on an expedition in the desert, Foreign Legion officers
Aumont and O'Keefe are captured by a band of masked warriors. They are
bound and taken through a series of mountain passages to the marble palace
where Miss Montez reigns. This exotically clad queen enjoys a snarling black
panther as a pet. She also likes to play chess with her victims, but once she
tires of them, she has her favorite mortician preserve their remains in gold.
To outline the developments briefly, Aumont falls in love with this sadistic
siren. But the queen tires of him and he suspects that it is because she has
fallen in love with O'Keefe. Aumont thus kills O'Keefe and escapes.
Aumont relates his tale before a military board of inquiry. Of course the
board does not believe him and he eventually perishes in a sandstorm as he
heads back to Atlantis. Seymour Nebenzal produced and Gregg G. Tallas
directed, from a screenplay by Rowland Leigh and Robert Lax.
Running time, 75 minutes. Adult audience classification. For December
.

Mandel Herbstman

release.

;

Seattle,

New

;

;

:

N.
'Joan' Openings Set
Sierra

which

Pictures'

now

"Joan

of Arc,"
sixth week

playing its
at the Victoria in New York,
open Wednesday in Los Angeles,
is

will

New

Orleans and Philadelphia, it was announced here at the weekend by RKO

which

will give
theatre displays
of popcorn for
was estimated,
market price as

The

NPMA

greater eye appeal in
were planned. Cost
the coming year, it
will be at the same
year. /
were elected

this

following
officers

1949

—

:

new
Harry McNamara,

William Peche, Jr., viceW. W. Hawkins, treasurer.

Radio, which is distributing the Walter Wanger production.
Picture is scheduled to open at

president;
president

Miami Beach and Palm Beach on

Frank Engages Buchanan

;

W. R. Frank, producer, has appointed Buchanan and Co. to handle
the advertising campaign for "The
Pictorial
Great Dan Patch," which will be re
George J. Bonwick, associated with leased through United Artists, with
various Robert R. Young enterprises magazine, newspaper and radio adsince 1930 in securities, railroads and
vertisements being prepared by the
motion pictures, has been elected presi- agency's East and West Coast offices.
dent of Pictorial Films, wholly-owned
subsidiary of Pathe Industries and
Affair
distributor of Eagle-Lion product in
16mm.
Previously executive viceAssociated Motion Picture Adver
president of Pictorial Films, Bonwick tisers will hold its annual Christmas
has held similar posts with Producers luncheon on Thursday in the Brass
Releasing Corp., Pathe Laboratories Rail Restaurant here, it is announced
and Pathe Film Corp.
by Max Youngstein, president.

Films

AMPA

Christmas

interference

between stations on
is being used on a
full-time basis between the New York
and Washington television stations of
National Broadcasting, it is disclosed
by David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of NBC.
The method, known as televisioncarrier synchronization, has been in
regular operation for about 10 days,
employing facilities at the RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N. J., accord-

same channel

ing to Sarnoff.

"The immediate effect of these operations has been to extend interference-free
service
to
thousands
of
additional
viewing families in the
'fringe', or outlying service areas, of
stations
New York, and

WNBW,

WNBT,

Washington," he added.

Raibourn Says FCC
Rule Is Preliminary
Communications Commisannounced proposed decision
limiting Paramount's and DuMont's
combined holdings to five television
sion's

of Gibraltar

—

Denver, Dec. 19. Charles R. Gil- stations was only a preliminary step,
mour was reelected president and gen- according to Paul Raibourn, Paraeral manager of Gibraltar Theatres by mount
vice-president in charge of
the board of directors at their annual

television.

meeting here.

Raibourn said
cision of the

E.

Schulte, Casper, Wyo., and
E. W. Ward, Silver City, N. M., were
named vice-presidents T. F. Murphy,
Eaton, N. M., chairman of the board
E. John Greer, Santa Fe, N. M.,
treasurer, and William H. Ostenberg,
Jr., Scottsbluff, Neb., secretary.
The
company operates about 45 theatres
owned by those named herein, all in
the Denver territory.
J.

;

;

"The proposed

deconstitutes only a
preliminary step in the final determination of the question of station
ownerships, insofar as Paramount is
:

FCC

concerned."

FCC

last Thursday said that beParamount controls DuMont,
neither of the two companies would
be allowed to have any new stations.

cause

•

The company has decided

Jan. 12.

Heads

Head

ing
the

Federal

Popcorn Cost Will Be Gilmour Reelected

Unchanged

:

Wider

tending television coverage by reduc-

"Siren of Atlantis"

Orleans
group
five
Denver, Milwaukee,
Buffalo,
in
Oklahoma City, New Haven group
Chicago, Dec. 19. Over 500 popsix
Memphis, Des Moines, Salt Lake
corn merchants and dealers attended
City, Albany, Portland, Omaha.
the national Popcorn Manufacturers
convention which has adjourned after
here.
L. A., Phila.,
O., a week at the Hotel Sherman
methods
merchandising
Improved
City,

Claims

Television Coverage
A newly-developed method of ex-

—

Exchange Negotiations Continue
committee

Effectiveness of new faces in lending a greater depth of reality to pictures was stressed by Maxwell Shane,
are the names for sale in this
producer-director-writer, in an interlove, jungle adventure and pseudo-science. "Angel on the Amazon" has addiview at the Universal-International
tional assets, namely, tasteful and sometimes opulent production values, a
home office at the weekend. Shane is
broad canvas of events, and at least one highly exploitable jungle sequence
here from the Coast to view stage and
wherein animal .violence and human courage and fear intermingle to produce
television acts for potential players for
explosive consequences. Proper capitalizing on these assets by exhibitors should
his next film, "Sing Your Way Out."
mean commensurably satisfying business.
The ticket-buying public wants picHowever, logic and conviction are totally lacking in the script from which tures
that are "realistic and artistiassociate producer-director John H. Auer worked. As events unfold it becally true," he said, and one way to
comes increasingly difficult to reconcile separate happenings as the paths of achieve
this is to get fresh faces on
jungle huntress Ralston and war ace Brent cross and recross in the Amazon
the screen.
Exhibitors, too, Shane
wilderness, in ultra-modern South American settings, in California.
stated, have been persistently demandHe loves her deeply and cannot understand why she so astutely resists his ing "somebody
new."
attentions. Ultimately the reason is bared as the many loose story threads are
Shane said exploitation is a major
gathered by the elderly and dignified Aherne, physician Bennett, and retired factor
in the success of any picture,
explorer Fortunio Bonanova. Seems that Brent has been in love with a wife
emphasizing this point by declaring
and mother, not an unmarried daughter as he supposed. The shock of her that an
otherwise good box-office picdaughter's death many years previous had kept her from aging in appearance ture
could easily fail because of poor
(sic) and another shock toward the end of the picture converts her appearexploitation.
ance overnight into that of an elderly matron. None of the principal roles are
acted with more than passable enthusiasm. Lawrence Kimble fashioned the
screenplay from a story by Earl Felton.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. November release.
Charles L. Franke

Aherne and Constance Bennett
Republic picture, which is built around

cent compliance with the non-Communist affidavit provisions of the TaftHartley Law, has drafted minimum
wage demands of $30 per week for
mes'^gers and $35 for clerks which
Radio for init Q^stibmit to
icluslGil in a new contract, it is represident.

Talent Urged
By Maxwell Shane

"Angel On the Amazon
{Republic)
GEORGE BRENT, Vera Ralston, Brian

CIO's Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, which is awaiting
from the National Labor Relations
Board certification of the guild's re-

vealed

New

Reviews

RKO

at

3

three
other

to build
drive-ins in 1949, along with
new theatres and an ambitious

remodeling program.

Memorial
For 'Bob* Benchley
Boston, Dec.
— Plans to raise
Theatre

19.

National To Handle
Product for Herald

to establish a theatre in
memory of the late Robert (Bob)
Benchley, humorist, critic and actor,
at Phillips Exeter Academy,
have
been announced here.
Benchley was
graduated from the Academy in 1908.

$100,000

National
Film Distributors will
handle physical distribution for Herald Pictures, it is announced here by Donald
Oenslager is
East
Coast
Jack Goldberg, Herald founder and chairman of the fund-raising commitexecutive producer. At the same time, tee, which will have headquarters in

Goldberg said his company plans to
start production on its fourth feature
in January.
series of animated

A

shorts is now in production in
for Herald.

Miami

New York. Mike Romanoff heads the
West Coast committee.
Phillips Exeter officials said the
theatre, to seat 1,200, will be used for
plays, films and general assemblies.

E DO THE CRN
Wear All-Time Record For the
Palace, New York! ., moo seats
main floor, and balcony — 39,000 admissions
first week, as pressing crowds made it
necessary to open gallery over weekends
HELD FOR FIVE WEEKS!
.

iPf

'a

Two Top Weeks

For The Boston,

Boston., • with eager box office

lines

stretching 'way around the corner from
first show early in morning to last
show late at night!

Block-long lines storm the Grand,
in the heart

Loop!.. Capacity crowds
hour after hour all day long, to record
a first week that saw 34,000 admissions
sold for 1 1 00 seat house.
HELD FOR FOUR WEEKS!
.

•

of Chicago's

WDS COME FROM?
°A great/ big, sensational boxoffice bonanza has dropped right out
|

of the sky into the lap of a show business reeling
with amazement at the figures being rolled up!
It's RKO's astounding double-header spectacle and action
show- a combination bill that OUTGROSSED TOP FIRST-RUN
PICTURES ON BROADWAY, IN THE LOOP AND DOWNTOWN BOSTON!
• • •

So sensational are the returns that "The Showmanship Company"
turning its staff upside down to get it to you in a hurry!...
Contact your nearest

chance you've had

RKO Exchange

in recent

show

for availability of the biggest

history!

is

quick-money

Motion Picture Daily
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Para. Case

Film Dividends

Today

Gowthorpe Gets
A Dual Farewell

{Continued from page 1)
designed to shorten actual hearing
time in court.
During the interim, counsel for
both sides failed to reach any accord
That
on partnership dissolutions.
they should endeavor to iron out as
many issues on joint ownerships as
possible
was suggested by Judge
is

.

Hand at the close of the November
session. That no positive results were
achieved stemmed in part at least from
the fact the companies felt they could
not give up some holdings without
knowledge of the extent of their legal
ownerships when the case is ultimately
decided.
Documentary evidence to be entered
today is designed to support the defense contention that theatre partners
in various instances are not in themselves potential exhibitors, but instead are interested in exhibition solely as investors, or joined in operations
with Paramount as a result of the
company's bankruptcy proceedings.
Affidavits also will aim to show that
"reforms" in distribution practices
adopted since the summer of 1946
when the New York court handed
down its first opinion have rendered
unnecessary any new restraints on
the manner of licensing product.
The six-week period also was

exploratory
by numerous
meetings in New York and Washington on consent decrees, out of which
nothing has materialized.
Settlement
out of court continues as a possibility.

marked

Either Paramount or 20th Centurywill lead off in court today. A.
C. Bickford of the law firm of Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett will appear
Paramount along with Louis
for

Fox

Phillips of the

North

home

Seymour,

office.

who

Whitney
previously

served as trial counsel for that company, is now engaged in a Coast case
in behalf of American Can Co.

Phila. Theatre

Robbed

—

Philadelphia, Dec. 19.
Robert
Suits, manager of the Overbrook Theatre, was held up and robbed as he
was about to deposit the day's receipts
in the night box of the City's National
Bank. The police later picked up two
youths

who

admitted the crime.

Monday, December

With M-G-M

sales head Wil-

Paramount men and Gowthorpe was being bid adieu

M-G-M and

editors.

trade

press

But eventually every-

one ate at the right table.

Siegel,

M-G-M Plans

{Continued from page 1)

liam F. Rodgers' trade press
luncheon on Friday booked
into a Hotel Astor room adjoining that in which Paramount was giving a farewell
luncheon to M. F. Gowthorpe,
who is leaving to head Butterfield Theatres in Michigan,
guests of both kept getting
into the wrong parties.
At one point, Metro pictures were being touted to

by

20, 1948

Markley

{Continued from page 1)
thorpe and Markley has handled legal
assignments for Paramount's theatre

company dividends
somewhere between

this

15

{Continued from page 1)

year will be

and 25 per cent

—depending

below the 1947 record
on how much is paid out
ber.

in

customers to play even a greater numDecem- ber of our pictures on this proven
method of fair merchandising.

"We have not adopted a policy of
Film companies reported cash divipercentage
terms
except
dends of $224,000 in November, com- specific
This where we are unable to mutually
pared with $217,000 last year.
was only the second month where agree upon a basis to govern a sliding
Loew's has not
1948 was ahead of 1947, and in the scale arrangement.
other month, too, the total amounts changed its sales policies exatj'; that
if
In February, we are prepared even to e*rS*-.
involved were small.
1 1
this year, payments totaled $226,000, necessary, our existing policy '-! speagainst $217,000 in February, 1947. cial consideration for some small opIn all of the other months, 1948 ran erations where it is found to be difficult and sometimes
impractical to
behind.
The November figures brought the play our pictures at the present time
11-month 1948 total to $37,214,000, on a participating arrangement."
Rodgers expressed confidence in the
compared with $48,682,000 last year
and $35,874,000 in 1946. In 1947 film calibre of product forthcoming from
companies paid out $7,959,000 in De- the studio, asserting that no economy
cember, and in 1946 they paid out a measures will be adopted which will
whopping $10,840,000 in the last impair the quality of the company's
i,

"

month. The way dividends have been pictures.
Loew's will celebrate its 25th annirunning this year, it is hard to see
how the December, 1948 figures will versary next year with appropriate
advertising
arid
exploitation
cammatch either 1947 or 1946.
paigns.
A feature of the anniversary

observance, Rodgers said, will be a
year-long effort to sell to new customers.
In reply to a question, Rodgers said
it
is
Loew's continuing aim to adjust costs and income so that the company will be able to show a profit
on domestic business alone. He said
it is difficult at this time to say without qualification that the objective
can be realized.
"Business is very unsettled right
now," he added. "Some first-runs are
seriously off while subsequent runs
are doing very well.
From time to
time that order is reversed and, again,
a picture will come along that will do
as well or better all along the line
the
company's
picDiener also said
than our best pictures of earlier
English
on
a years."
tures will be filmed in
cooperative basis, with all talent deRodgers left for Miami on Satur{Continued from page 1)
ferring salaries against future profits, day for a brief vacation and
plans to
and will be strictly entertainment visit the Culver City studio late
in
Owners of America, of which Gamble
subjects designed for world exhibition. January.
is
board chairman, has been named
general manager and special counsel
for Gamble Enterprises, with headquarters in New York.
Omaha, Dec. 19. Western Thea{Continued from page 1)
Earlier reports linking Gamble with tre Supply will open a branch in Des
the projected purchase of 16 W. R. Moines this
month, with Herbert
sion negate their right to suspend
Frank theatres in Minnesota were of- Loeffler, who has been associated with
him.
ficially minimized here
but Gamble National Theatre Supply in that city
While the judge could reverse the
could not be reached for comment.
for 12 years, in charge.
jury verdict, it is not believed likely
in this case. In view of what is expected to be ruling favorable to Cole
an attorney for M-G-M indicated the
company would probably appeal.
interests.

Bresler

Israel

60 Paramount executives and
{Continued
from page 1)
tribute
to
Gowtheatre partners paid
thorpe on the occasion of his leaving tive is Baruch Diener, Israeli film
the company at a Hotel Astor lunch- writer, critic and broadcaster.
eon on Friday.
Ground will be broken next month
Leonard Goldenson, vice-president for the $800,000 studio and laboratory
in charge of theatres for Paramount, at Hersliya, first to be established in
was toastmaster, and brief addresses Israel, he said in revealing that Henry
Barney Balaban, Blankfort, Hollywood writer, will
given
were
by
Adolph Zukor, E. V. Richards, Jr., leave tomorrow for Israel to gather
and Robert O'Donnell, the latter two material for a picture he expects to
both Paramount partners.
make there when the studio is ready,
Gowthorpe was the recipient of an about the mid-year. Blankfort is one
elaborate solid silver set and a testi- of 35 Hollywoodites active on an admonial book signed by all persons visory committee to the Israel-Ameripresent.
can company.

Some

Gamble

New

Supply Branch

—

Cole Suit

Plan Cambridge Drive-in

—

Boston, Dec. 19. Construction of
an eight-acre drive-in theatre in Cambridge by Loew-Lasky Corp. of Boston is expected to get under way when
zoning laws are changed from a residential to a business district.
The
theatre

is

expected to cost $300,000.

Warn on Stage Shows

—

Toronto, Dec. 19.
Exhibitors in
Ontario have been warned by the Ontario censor board that licenses for
theatres showing film programs do
not permit them to give stage shows.
Stage shows, which require special
permits, have been on the increase.

Cowan Buys Two More
Toronto, Dec.

19.

— A.

has

been

C. Cowan,
associated
with Canadian Odeon in theatre deals,
has acquired two more drive-ins in
Ontario, the Sunset units at Brantseven other drive-ins.

who

reportedly
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21,

20th-Fox
Agreement
to
May Result in
Break with 28 Partners
iUS Tax Probe
Percent Suits

To Alert Revenue Men
On Film Rental Claims

See Industry Meeting
Delayed or Scrapped
20.—The
top-level
meeting
on Jan. 26-28 in Hollywood
will probably be postponed
again,
and may even be
scrapped entirely, a top inHollywood,

Dec.
industry

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Dec. 20.

—

The

.Bureau of Internal Revenue might
soon order all local collectors to inpercentage
vestigate film rental

•

suits

I

filed

in

Federal courts by dis-

tributors against exhibitors as possible
leads for claims for tax deficiencies, a
top official of the Bureau has disclosed.
The official said that local collectors
iare supposed to watch local papers for
tips such as these suits would afford
But, he contin<and they usually do.
ued, "if the suits are becoming so

J

dustry source revealed today.
The meeting has been post-

poned

several

times.

New

York executives are understood to have gone cold on
the plan, and in all probability will set the dates back,
finally permitting the proposal to die.

might be worth while

widespread, it
to alert the local collectors to make
'sure they do not overlook them."

Bureau had no way of
•knowing whether any local collectors

He

Conciliation Group

said the

had already
tions or

if

so,

started

such

investiga-

Named f or Tri-states

how many were under

—

He

(Top 'U' Executives

Take Salary Cuts
:

Approximately a dozen top Univerexecutives have voluntarily agreed

sal

Arkansas, Gordon
Cox, and O.

Emma

Hutchins and
McCutchin,

W.

R. B. Cox
alternates.
to take sizable salary cuts during 1949
Leon Rountree, and T. M. Jourin the company's over-all endeavors to and
Louis
Tennessee,
alternates.
bring corporate costs more closely in- don,
Stein and N. S.
to line with anticipated income, home Mask, and Steve
Mississippi,

office

officials

The

top executives of Universal this
year will receive approximately 40 per
;ent less than last year, without salary cuts, inasmuch as their agreements
:all for profit participations, none of
{Continued on page 2)

Cole's Salary Is
Restored in Full
Hollywood, Dec.

20.

—M-G-M must

oay Lester Cole's $1,350 weekly salary until expiration of his contract in
November of next year, and 56 weeks
lack pay covering the period since he
was suspended following the House

Committee
hearings, Federal Judge Leon Yank.vich ruled today in conforming with
Activities

{Continued on page 2)

i

Positive divestiture came into clear focus in New York Federal Court
yesterday with the announcement by 20th Century-Fox that it had
reached an agreement with the Attorney General on the dissolution of
28 partnership companies which operate 251 theatres and with the disclosure by Paramount that it is "prepared to terminate" joint ownerships
to the extent that the company's holdmgs would consist of about 600
wholly-owned theatres.
The 20th-Fox pact with the government was presented in the form of
an order for signature by the three

UA

to

End

8

Partnerships

Federal jurists presiding at the hearThe terms of dissolution would
be effected within one year of entry
Hollywood, Dec. 20. United Art- of the order and it "shall be without
prejudice to further orders as may be
ists Theatre Circuit, Inc., shortly will
Twentieth-Fox
launch discussions with Loew's and entered in the case."

Paramount looking toward
its

Baltimore,

New

dissolution

York.

Joseph M. Schenck,

who

will leave here Thursday for Miami
to spend the holidays with his brother,
Nicholas M., thereafter will proceed

New York

for this purpose on beTheatres.
with
partnerships
are
Involved
Loew's in four houses in Baltimore,
two in Columbus and one in Pittsburgh. In New York, it is the Rivoli
to
half of

UA

_

which Paramount is a partner. The
mandatory under the
Supreme Court decision in the gov-

in

dissolutions are

ernment's

New

against

case

the

industry.

Taxation

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 20.— The
Theatre
Owners Association,

local
cooperating on watching adverse legislation with theatre organizations of BufYork areas, has alerted
falo and
exhibitors on proposals for new local

New

taxes, citing the recent adoption by
Binghamton of a five per cent sales
tax, which includes theatre admissions.
Buffalo and Syracuse already have
sales taxes, voted under the enabling
act of the 1947 legislature, despite
theatre opposition.
said, "With a constant demand
for increased budgets reported from
all communities in the state, there can
be little doubt that pressure will be
exerted from other quarters to use
provisions of this law to find additionto divest other properties."

TOA

Sunday's

and

its

wholly-owned subsidiary, Na-

partnerships in tional Theatres, may still be required
Columbus, Pittsburgh and to divest themselves of other propertheatre

eight

B'way First Runs
Albany TO A Warns Are Snowed Under
Of

ing.

—

confirmed here yester- Reiss, alternates.

day.

Un-American

Theatres; Paramount Ready to End
Joint Ownerships, Leaving It 600 Houses

of

pointed out that exhibitors
Memphis, Dec. 20. The conciliausually are "very circumspect in pay- tion committee of the Tri-State Thea{Continued on page 2)
tre Owners Association, set up to
handle grievances of theatre owners
against distributors to prevent litigation was named today by Max Consecretary-treasurer of the Asnett,
sociation, acting as co-ordinator of the
committee, which has members from
three states, as follows

way.

U. S. Approves Plan Involving 251

heavy snowfall

lent

em-

phasis to the current expected preholiday slump at New York's firstruns. The rule this week is low business, but there are a few exceptions.
Meanwhile, there is high anticipation
generally of a big upsurge during
Christmas week, when eight new pictures will open.
Still out front is "Words and Music" at Radio City Music Hall, where
a holiday stage presentation is also on
the bill. Although the Hall's management reports the snowfall hit business,
some $88,000 was taken in

Thursday through Sunday, and a towering $145,000

is

expected for the sec-

ond week.
At the Paramount, meanwhile, "The
{Continued on page 4)

ties.

Twentieth-Fox has its choice of selling or otherwise disposing of its stock
interests in the 28 companies or dissolving the companies by way of dividing the assets in accordance with
the amount of stock 20th and the partner hold.
Paramount attorney A. C. Bickford
told the court that it also would have
varying ways of dissolutions and
asked a "reasonable amount of time"
to present a specific plan for the program. Both Paramount and 20th-Fox
must obtain court approval of any
method of dissolution.
Bickford suggested that Paramount
{Continued on page 4)

Schine Hearing Is
Set for Jan. 10

Now

Bufifalo,

Dec.

20.

— Schine

Circuit and government counsel held an off-record confab
in Judge Knight's
this morning, and

chambers
while no

clerk was on duty to record
proceedings it was learned
that the case has been postponed again, this time until
Jan. 10. An order to that effect will be filed in a couple
of days.

Apparently there is an
agreement between Schine
and the government to set a
date for submission of additional evidence.

;

Motion Picture Daily

Directors to Ask Rank, Others Named
In 'U' Stock Action
For Pay Increases
Universal and "U" directors N.

Personal
Mention
HAROLD
ists

to

MIRISCH,

vice-president,

New

Hollywood from

Tuesday, December 21, 1948

J.

Blumberg, J. Arthur Rank, Matthew
Hollywood, Dec. 20. Upsetting Fox, J. Cheever Cowdin, D. M.
con- Schaeffer, William German and
Allied Art- the pattern of recent studio-union
in
which labor Otavio Prochet were named defendnegotiations,
tract

—

has returned

groups

York.

refrained

from

asking

for

wage increases, the Screen Directors
•
Guild will ask for increased minimums
William Banks Levy, general when it meets with a joint committee
sales manager of Walt Disney Pro :
of the Association of Motion Picture
ductions, and Mrs. Levy have left
Producers and the Society of IndepenYork for Panama where they dent Motion Picture Producers about
will spend the holidays.

in a stockholder's action filed
here yesterday in U. S. District Court.
Plaintiff is minority stockholder Florence R. Long.
Suit was filed to recover for Uni-

ants

versal sums allegedly made by Blumberg, Cowdin, Fox and four non-deover the fendant directors in 1944 stock transThe
mid-February.
•
weekend notified the studios it wishes actions involving a U. S. governReiner, Selznick Releasing to reopen its contract on which a ment-signed waiver of personal taxes
Organization South and Latin Amer- partial agreement was reached last in favor of capital gains taxes. Plainica sales manager, is here from the July, with a view to adjusting mini- tiff charges that Universal suffered a
Coast for an indefinite stay.
mums upward and ironing out details $700,000 loss under the waiver which,
•
Guild asserts it is alleged, enabled the seven to make
in working conditions.
division manager it has not shared generally-granted in- $1,200,000 under the transaction. An
Lee Koken,
in charge of vending operations, has creases which, it says, have amounted accounting of profits is sought.
returned to New York from Chicago to 100 per cent in the past 10 years,
having participated only in a 25 per
and Milwaukee.
•
cent increase given all unions in 1946.
(Continued from page 1)
stuHoward Strickling,
Guild spokesman said the purpose
dio publicity director, is due back on of new negotiations is to bring direc- which will be payable this year with
the Coast tomorrow from New York. tors' salary schedules into alignment Universal facing an estimated $4,000,•
with others.
000 loss for its fiscal year ended last
Bill Blowitz, Enterprise publicity
Nov. 1.
director, plans to leave here today by
The voluntary salary cuts were
plane for the Coast.
agreed upon last August and original-

New

SDG

Manny

B'nai B'rith Meeting
New

York's
Cinema Lodge o
B'rith will feature a "B'na
B'rith Hillel Foundation" evening a
the Hotel Astor tonight with Rabb
Arthur Lelyveld, national director of
Hillel, being the principal speaker. S
Arthur Glixon is president of the
B'nai

Lodge.

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

—

.Jj"|

"WORDS AND MUSIo
JUNE

PERRY COMO'
LENA HORNE,
MICKEY ROONEY
ANN SOTHERN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

ALLYSON
GARLAND

JUDY

GENE KELLY

.
.

1

.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
JTHE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

RKO

IP Executives

M-G-M

A

DARJtYl F.

r

ZANUCK

present*

OLIVIA de HAYILLAND

Snake Pit

the

Directed by

HMOU UJVAK •

mm

I
I

Produced by
UlVAK i ROBERT BUSIER

Percentage Suits

a

(Continued from page 1)

were intended to become operative
with the beginning of the current fiscal year but subsequently were postgood bit longer about paying Uncle
poned until Jan. 1. They are not uniSam."
form but vary from an estimated 20
official
Another
said that in two
Bob Roberts, producer, is here from
to 40 per cent.
cases he knew of where local collecthe Coast.
Among those taking the cuts are:
tors had checked the tax returns of
Cheever Cowdin, Nate J. Blumexhibitors involved in percentage suits, J.
berg, Charles D. Prutzman, W. A.
they found that the correct taxes were
in
Scully, J. H. Seidelman, Leo Spitz,
paid even though rental returns were
William Goetz, J. J. O'Connor, MatIs
allegedly understated to distributors.
thew Fox, Samuel Machnovitch, and
Minneapolis, Dec. 20.
Federal
However, the Internal Revenue others.
Judge Nordbye has taken under ad- Bureau has a claim pending in U. S.
At the recent New York meetings
visement the petition of attorneys Tax Court in Cleveland against Ma- of company presidents conducted by
Louis Schwartz and Samuel Halpern nos Amusements for $73,000 for al- Eric Johnston a proposal was made
asking the court to fix a $15,000 fee leged tax deficiencies and penalties, that all top company executives take
to be assessed Ascap in the latter's basing its claim on distributor suits voluntary salary cuts to help bring
unsuccessful
copyright infringement over percentage payments.
the companies' cost problems under
suit against Benjamin Berger, et al.
Revenue officials emphasize that the control. At that time Blumberg surAscap counsel Louis Frohlich and percentage suits fall entirely in the prised the meeting in advising it that
Thomas Vennum opposed the petition jurisdiction of local districts.
Universal already had taken such
contending the amount sought was exaction.
cessive, with Frohlich suggesting that
C.
the fee be limited to $2,500.
Frohlich contended Schwartz and
Halpern "did not accomplish as much
Beverly Hills, Dec. 20.— C. Aufor their clients as they think" and in
Alfred Crown, foreign sales mana veiled threat warned the court brey Smith, British actor, died at his
Ascap
members
could
withhold home here today at 85. He began in ager of Samuel Goldwyn ProducHis screen debut tions, has been elected a vice-presitheir product from motion pictures, London in 1892.
implying such action "might well close was made in New York in 1915. dent of the company.
Before joining the Goldwyn orActive until his death, he only reall motion picture theatres."
ganization thre years ago, Crown was
cently finished "Little Women."
He is survived by the widow, Mrs. in the Armed Services for two years,
Waller,
Isabel Mary Smith
a daughter, Mrs. previous to which he was with the
Tom Waller, * director of informa- Honor Cobb, and two grandchildren. Co-ordinator of International Affairs
tion at the New York office of the Cremation services will be private. (the
so-called
Nelson Rockefeller
Motion Picture Association of Amer- Special memorial services will be Committee.) Crown will continue to
ica, and Arch Reeve of the
held Dec. 28 at the All Saints Epis- make his headquarters in New York.
Hollywood office, have been named copal Church, Beverly Hills.
East Coast and West Coast coordi-

Jean Cocteau, French

producer, is due
plane from Paris.

Fee
Case

here

ly

writer-actor

Saturday by ing the right taxes.

They

think

a

c^* Tfechnieolor ( ^£2&AN

Berger-Ascap
Attacked

—

Aubrey Smith,

Was

85;

Screen Veteran

Crown

Is Elected

Goldwyn

Vice-Pres,

DANNY

KAYE,
VIRGINIA

MAYO

*

color by
Broadway

at

TECHNI COLOR

ASTOR

45th Street

J.

Cont. from 8:45

AM

Midnight Show

Arthur Rank presents

RED SHOES
THE
Color by
Technicolor

BIJOU THEATER,

West

Broa i way

of

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
:30
Late Show Saturday Evening*
1

An EAGLE LION FILM

1

Release

Reeve Appointed

;

MPAA

nators,

respectively,

of the

industry's

Film Project Committee for the

all-

Doughney Rites Today

Cole Salary

industry film series.

'Parade' Cites

(Continued from page 1)

Lachman

The

Jan. 2 issue of Parade Magazine will feature an article about Edward Lachman, president of Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey.
Lachman, Boonton, N. J., theatreowner, is cited as "a typical smalltown exhibitor."

recommendations made last Friday by
a jury which heard the case in an
advisory capacity.
Court retained jurisdiction "to pro-

M-G-M

Cole's rights" and gave
20 days in which to file an appeal.
An
spokesman said a decision
whether to appeal will await conferences of studio executives.
tect

M-G-M

Funeral mass for Joseph J. Doughney, 56, an executive in the general
budgets and statistics department of
Paramount here, will be sung this
morning at 10 o'clock at St. Angela's
Catholic Church, Bronx, with interment in Gate of Heaven Cemetery.
Doughney died Friday night following
a heart attack at his home. In addition to the widow, Mrs. Grace Mc-

r

TOO BIG FOR ONE THEATRE

Joan ofArc

\ingSid

BERGMAN/

A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST Of THOUSANDS wilh JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN • J. CARROL NAISH
• SHEPPERD STRUDWICK • HURD
GENE LOCKHART • JOHN EMERY
GEORGE COULOURIS - JOHN IRELAND ond

WARD BOND
HATFIELD

CECIL KELLAWAY
iloge play Joan

•

boied upon the

of Lorroint

nNDERSON

ANDERSON ond ANDREW
SOLT • Art Direction by
RICHARD DAY

JOSEPH VALENTINE.
Produced by WALTER
Directed by

A.S.C.

WANGER

VICTOR FLEMING

Donald Doughney, survivors include
four children.
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SOCK!
The

Biggest Musical

sational at

sen-

Radio City Music

From

Hall.

is

company

the

that gives the industry its top

musicals

now comes

bonanza to ring

a

new

in a bright

New Year across the nation!

WORDS AND
MUSIC
STARRING

rr

(alphabetically)

PERRY COMO
LENA HORNE
GENE KELLY MICKEY RODNEY
ANN SOTHERN

JUNE ALLYSON
JUDY GARLAND

•

•

•

„* TOM

DRAKE

•

•

CYD CHARiSSE

MARSHALL THOMPSON
Color by

-

BETTY GARRETT

MEL TORME

•

-

JANET LEIGH

yERA-ELLEN

TECHNICOLOR

Based on the

Lives

and Music of

RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART
Screen Play by Fred Finklehoffe

and Jean Holloway

•

•

Musical Numbers Directed by
Directed by

Story

by Guy Bolton

Adaptation by Ben Feiner/Jr.

ROBERT ALTON

NORMAN TAUROG

Produced by ARTHUR FREED

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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affiliated

(Continued from page 1)
split theatre properties with the
partners, for the most part, but only
where the division would serve to
free competition. Thus, Bickford said,
Paramount might
it
is possible that
emerge with 250 of the 500 theatres
which the government has cited as
being in joint operations.

He

the court that the
company intends to sell its
33 1/3 per cent interest in Butterfield Michigan Theatre Co.
and its 25.8 per cent in W. S.
He
Butterfield Theatres, Inc.
also informed the court that
Paramount lost 106 theatres in
the last two years through termination of leases, discontinuance of operating agreements
and stock sales.
The list of partnerships which Paramount is "prepared to terminate"
told

was given

to the court in the form of
volume of exhibits which

with other defendants

or divide the assets.
These companies are to be dissolved

would

two ways Rubidoux
Sacramento Theatres,

in either of those

Theatres Corp.
Inc.

Theatres,

Principal

;

:

;

Inc.

Fox

;

Western Mountain Theatre Corp.
San Luis Obispo Theatres.
The same terms apply to the following
the

except that

it

is

stipulated

that

company cannot have more than
one theatre in any community where
the jointly-owned corporation has any
theatre interests
Anaheim Theatres,
Inc.; Broadway Theatre Co. of Santa
:

Ana; West Coast-Santa Ana Theatre
Corp.

;

Fullerton Building Co.

;

W.

C.

Valley Theatres
Wilmington Co.
Muskantine Amusements West Coast
;

;

Compton Theatres. With respect to
Anaheim and Fullerton, Cal., National

may have

town but not

one

theatre

in

either

in both.

Robinson on stage, is weak at $30,000.
"Whiplash," at the Globe, is also
(Continued from page 1)
weak, with $9,000 indicated also for a
and final week.
Paleface,"
supplemented by Benny second
Final 10 days, concluding the ninth
Goodman's band on stage, is heading
for a rosy $80,000 in a first week. week of "The Three Musketeers" at
Also brisk is "Rogue's Regiment" at Loew's State are expected to bring
the Criterion, where a bang-up open- in a good $20,000.
ing on Saturday points to a big $31,A drop in business at the Rivoli
Sixth week of points to an estimated $19,000 for the
500 for a first stanza.
"Joan of Arc" at the Victoria saw a seventh week of "The Snake Pit." At
drop, although the $35,000 indicated is the Roxy, "When My Baby Smiles at
a sturdy figure. Picture got off to a Me," plus a stage bill headed by
very slow start at the Fulton where Mickey Rooney, drew a disapij'f >ins
the first week's gross was $9,500 in
face of a capacity potential of $20,000.
Twelfth week of "Hamlet" at the
Park Avenue and ninth week of "The
Red Shoes" at the Bijou are expected
to be near-capacity, with $15,500 indicated for the former and $15,000 for
the latter.
Second and final week of
"The Decision of Christopher Blake,"
together with "Dizzie" Gillespie's band
on stage at the Strand, looks like a
low $24,000 on the basis of $12,000

grossed Friday through Sunday.

National-UA Dissolution

(20th-Fox) and United
National
would
dissolve
Theatres
showed the houses which it lost. Artists
Paramount listed these as the com- United West Coast Theatres in a
panies which will be dissolved, also manner which would return to Naindicating the amount of stock it holds tional the houses which it originally
brought into United West Coast and
in each
Arkansas Amusement, 50 per cent; would return to United Artists TheaOperating tre Circuit its original holdings.
Theatres
Birmingham
a weighty

21, 1948

Broadway Grosses

order, either sell its holdings in
jointly-operated companies to
any person or corporation not

20th-Fox Agrees

Tuesday, December

the Capitol, the second and final
of "Let's Live a Little," with

At
week
Bill

for the six-day fou?*f 'and
week. "Road House" is fair in
its seventh and final week at the May"A Song
fair, with $12,000 expected.
Is Born" is doing poorly in its ninth

$40,000
final

week at the Astor, where
mild
$10,000 is expected.
five-day third and final week will
bring in only $3,500 for "Street Corner" at the Ambassador. Equally mild
are "Harpoon," at the Rialto, where a
second and final week looks like $6,500, and "Blanche Fury" at the Sutton, where $4,000 was grossed in the
and

final

A

only

fifth

week.

also

per cent; Central States
Stock of United West Coast is
Jefferson owned by National and United Artists
cent;
per
50
Amusement, 57 per cent Malco The- Theatres pursuant to an agreement
Publix Netoco under which the latter two companies
atres, 50 per cent;
Theatres Corp., 50 per cent; Texas leased or sub-leased certain of their
Consolidated, 50 per cent. These along theatres to United West Coast. This
with numerous other smaller com- arrangement is characteristic of the
panies are involved in the operation numerous corporate complexities which
of about 500 theatres.
have made dissolutions by 20th-Fox
The relationship of Paramount with and other majors difficult. Under the
E. V. Richards, Jr., in the operation separation National may relinquish
Paramount Richards Theatres, its interest in the -Egyptian Theatre,
of
Inc., was said by Paramount to be the Hollywood, which is owned by
bankruptcy." Theatres, and in turn National may
result
of
"fortuitous
This was taken to mean that the joint acquire UA's interest in the Chinese
operation should not be regarded as Theatre.
contrary to the U. S. Supreme Court's
Other NT Divestments
opinion which held partnerships illegal where the partner himself is a
National will dispose of stock interHowever, there ests in Golden State Theatres and
potential exhibitor.
was no elaboration by the film com- Realty Corp. and T. and D., Jr., Enpany. Paramount has interests of 50 terprises or will eliminate the joint
per cent in the Richards circuit.
ownership by a division of assets. In
theatres turn for its stock in both companies
Paramount
also
listed
"owned jointly with investors," among National may acquire the theatres not
them Maine & New Hampshire The- to exceed numerically its stock equivatres Co. in which it owns 50 per alent in both companies, on a percentcent. At one point in his address to age basis.
the court, Bickford, in briefly menNational, owning 90 per cent of
tioning Richards, said that the com- Fresno Theatre, Inc., would be alpany has "valuable options and per- lowed to buy the other 10 per cent but
haps could buy under court control." must dispose of one first-run in FresCorp., 60
Theatres,

;

UA

Under its agreement with the
government,
20th-Fox
must,
within one year of entry of the

Corp., may buy the remaining 19 per
cent but must dispose of one house in
Hanford, Cal., and one in Visalia,
Cal.
Cascade Theatres, owned by
National and John Hamrick, will be
dissolved in a fashion similar to the
break-up of United West Coast Theatres.

National

ernment

is

not required,
to alter

stipulates,

ests in these divided

Salinas Theatres

;

gov-

the
its

ownerships

inter:

Fox

Gateway Theatres

;

Marstrand Theatre Co. Pico Theatre
Transbay Theatre, Inc.; West
Coast Hollywood Circuit and the
;

Corp.,

Carlton Rivoli.

Opening yesterday's session, Paramount's Bickford told the court that
dissolutions was
a real investor or
a potential exhibitor.
the

basic

issue

when a partner

on

is

John Caskey, for 20th-Fox, told the
court that there exists only one outstanding joint ownership which could
not be resolved.
Evergreen State
Amusement Corp., Seattle, he said,
arose when the 20th-Fox subsidiary,
Fox West Coast, was faced with
bankruptcy and new money was needed.
He said that Frank L. Newman,

termining rentals on percentage picHe said it is the exhibitor, not
the distributor, who causes the fixing
of clearances in order to benefit the
operation of his theatre.
Ed Raftery, for United Artists,
again voiced an appeal for a separate
decree for the "Little Three" if one
is to be handed down against them at
all.
And touching on clearances, he
said that uniformity is not prima facie
evidence of conspiracy.
Paul N. Lazarus, sales executive
for United Artists, and Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., who was identified as "second
in command" of the company both
testified, denying the existence of discrimination in selling.
Joseph Proskauer, for Warner, told
tures.

the court at the close of the session
that an arbitration system will be outlined in briefs and indicated its broadened scope when he reported that it
will concern "excessive" bidding for
films,

and more.

Warner and Loew had

substantially

completed their cases at the hearings
last month. They had no dissolutions
to report to the court yesterday.

who was an employee

of Evergreen,
provided new financing
still have the financial interests
in the circuit with Fox.
He said that
the ownership could be altered so that
there would be five first-runs in Seattle opposing Evergreen's three.
Caskey asked the court to" consider this
no, Cal., which is operated by the
operation as constituting a whole inFresno company.
National, owning
terest, rather than a partnership in
81 per cent of Golden State Theatre

and
and

others,

the usual sense.

Byrnes on Competitive Bidding
James F. Byrnes, also for 20th-Fox,
expressed the conviction that competitive bidding was a wholly equitable
means of licensing film and nothing
"said in argument or in the Supreme
Court's decision" has caused him to
change his mind.
Louis Frohlich, for Columbia, told
the court that the "Little Three" had
three objectives: modification of the
admission-price injunction, modification of clearance restraints and the
elimination of the government's proposed controversial paragraph of injunctions on trade practices.
Called as a witness, Abe*Montague,

Columbia

sales
vice-president,
said
there never had been any discrimination by Columbia in selling to
independents or affiliates.
He said
that admission prices were entered on
contracts only for the purpose of de-

that

You don't need weeks off.
Justa few days are time enough
for a wonderful rest on a
Quickie Vacation in the great
Southwest. Phoenix and Las
Vegas are mere hours away
Skyliner. Big fare
by
savings on family travel and
round trips. Want full facts?
Call your travel- agent or the
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TWA

local

TWA office.
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Venezuela and

Remit

Brazil

$8,000,000
U.S. Films Gross About
Annually

$12,500,000

—

U. S.
Dec. 21.
film companies get remittances of
some $7,000,000 annually from
Brazil and between $1,100,000 and
$1,500,000 from Venezuela, the U. S.
Commerce Department estimates.
A report by film chief Nathan D.

Washington,

Golden said that while

not pos-

is

it

estimate the full amount
which U. S. films gross yearly in Brasaid,
report
the
guess,"
"to
zil,
"would place the figure at about $10,00,000 from gross rentals, from which
would be deducted approximately 30
per cent for overhead."
In 1947, the report added, the U. S.
accounted for 535 of the 702 feature
competitors
Chief
censored.
films
sible

,

YORK,

Lichtman

New

YORK. 1S»

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

May Take

20th Sales Post

Twentieth Century-Fox exAl Lichtman
ecutives and
are understood to have been
conferring relative to the
latter's assuming a top sales
strategy post with the distributor following termination on March 1 of Lichtman's
contract with M-G-M as a
production executive at the
Culver City studio. He was in
distribution with M-G-M when
he first joined the company
in 1935.

The strategy post, it is said,
would be newly-created and
would not conflict with existing sales executive positions.

to

Johnston Answers
Yankwich Charges

22,

MAJORS' DEFENSE
SCORED BY WRIGHT
$295,000 Trust

File

Suit in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Dec. 21.— Sixteen diswere charged
Sherman and
Clayton Anti-Trust Acts in a suit
filed today in Federal Court here by
Rudolph Navari and Samuel C. Navari, owners of the Eastwood Theatre
tributors and others
with violations of the

:

—

Owners

(CATO)

RKO

with film star George Murphy slated
be master-of-ceremonies at a ban-

to

quet.

Incorporators

include

B.

D.

Cock-

(Continued on page 2)

Cullins

Heads New
—

Jr.,

president of Gulf States

Allied, addressed the meeting.

Government's

March 29

suit

was

distributors
in

New

against

the

adjourned
to
York Federal

order fixing Jan. 10 as the postponed
date for hearings in the government's
anti-trust case against Schine Circuit
Federal Judge
has been filed by
Knight, but instead of that date it outlines the following order of the calendar for the next few rounds in the

whether it wants
any further evidence. If it
does, there will be a hearing on Jan.
18 to determine whether such evidence
should be received, and if the court

of Justice by Jan. 8

The court directed defendants to
propose findings and judgments in the
form of briefs served upon the government by Jan. 31 and gave the govuntil March 1 to respond.
oral argument will be resumed,
and possibly concluded on March 29th.

ernment

The

The

line of defense offered by

—

companies that the "reforms" effected in licensing film
and concessions on dissolutions
constituted
adequate relief
was the consequence, Wright
the

put upon" the defendants by the New
York and U. S. Supreme Courts.
Moreover, he said, even in the
face of the new restraints on
practices
trade
the
majors
maintain an illegal "exclusionary power."

said, of the "pressures

Wright

told the court that block
franchises and other practices from which the companies have
(Continued on page 6)

booking,

to put in

UA Board Approves
New Product
A
cial

ers,

Deals

lengthy discussion of the finan
problems of independent produc
a report on the status of the

and setting of
were among the
Memphis, Dec. 21. Edward O. matters dealt with yesterday by the
Cullins of Memphis was elected presi- United Artists board of directors at
dent of the Allied Independent Thea- a meeting here.
No definite decisions were made in
tre Owners of the Mid-South which
was formed here today by some 75 connection with the producers' finan
exhibitors of this territory.
John C. cial problems. UA president Gradwell
Mohrstadt of Hayti, Mo., was elected Sears reported at the meeting on the
as vice-president and Mrs. Clara M. present status of the Hughes-Nasser
Collier of Drew, Miss., as secretary- deal to the effect that funds are still
treasurer.
Named to the board of di- available for suitable story properties.
The board ratified a distribution
rectors were J. A. West, T. A. Ballas,
David Flexer, Lyle Richmond, W. L. contract for the Danziger-Tower pro
Landers and W. Emalin.
W. A. duction "Jigsaw," starring Franchot

Mid-south Allied Unit

Prewitt,

—

:

(Continued on page 3)

Agree on Dissolutions

cross-licensing.

the

that

has been incorpo- thought to be Communists.
"What actually happened, as I tes- action
tified, is that I presented the producSchine must notify the Department

rated and has set its first convention
Speakers
for Feb. 1-2 in Denver.
will include Ted Gamble, president of
the TOA, and R. J. O'Donnell, president of Variety Clubs of America,

to

ban on "discriminatory practices" and

Colorado Exhibitors

Denver, Dec. 21. Made up of affiliated and non-affiliated theatres, the
Theatre
of
Association
Colorado

WB, Loew's

fees of $100,000.
The suit asks

—

"I wish to comment on two points
referred to by the court.
"One Judge Yankwich referred to
my 'high pressure methods' in persuading motion picture producers not
to employ persons whom the public

Adjourned

29;

ages totalling $195,000, plus attornev

Schine Case Dates
Again Re-shuffled

Association

Hearings

March

Court yesterday at the close of a
two-hour session during which prosecuting attorney Robert Wright called
upon the court to "appraise the precise nature and extent of the majors'
here.
The Navaris claim they have been control" and renewed his demand for
denied "first-run" films and seek dam- total divorcement accompanied by a

defendants
be enjoined from withholding films in
neighborhood theatres pending a hearing.
Named in the suit are Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, Warner,
Radio, Columbia, UniWashington, Dec. 21. Eric A. M-G-M,
United Artists, Monogram,
Johnston, president of the Motion Pic- versal,
with
Mexico,
with
France,
56;
issued
were
Republic, and others.
ture Association of America,
23, and Italy, with 24.
the following statement today through
comfilm
good-sized
has
six
Brazil
his office here
panies with their own studios and
Leon Yankwich
"Federal Judge
page
(Continued on
3)
yesterday (Monday) in Los Angeles
made extended references to me in
rendering his decision in the case of
Lester Cole, one of the 10 Hollywood
men cited for contempt of Congress.
Buffalo, Dec. 21. The anticipated

Form

TEN CENTS

1948

Hughes-Nasser
two distribution

Tone.

deal,

deals

also set a distribution con-

It

(Cotitinued on page

3)

(Continued on page 6)

Roach Enters Video
Field, Abandons Film
Hollywood, Dec.
— Hal Roach
21.

today announced his withdrawal from
motion picture production in order to
confine his activities henceforth excluHal Roach Telesively to television.
vision Corp. will launch a production
program tomorrow of a series of six
half-hour shorts, with 12 additional
.

follow.
"Following the entertainment-seeking trend of the public mind has been
my life work since the inception of
Roach declared.
motion pictures,"
"I am thoroughly convinced that the
insatiable desire to be entertained will
find its greatest satisfaction through
series

to

television."

Hand

Cites Lawyers'

'Skill

and Goodwill'

Federal Judge Augustus N.
curtain on
the latest court room chapter in the 10-year-old Paramount case here yesterday
with
judiciary
commendations for both sides.
Said
he: "I never saw a case which
was presented with more
skill
and goodwill among
counsel.
If it had not been
so complex I would say I
enjoyed it.
But I do not

Hand drew the

want

to

commit myself."

This constitutes a reversal
by the jurist who on previous
occasions let it be known that
the protracted nature of the
case perturbed him.
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Personal
Mention

HouseUnitApproves

ERNEST EMERLING, Loew

House-Senate "watchdog" committee
on the Taft-Hartley Law has approved several suggestions to tighten
the law and one to relax it.
Seven Republicans and one Democrat approved a report drawn up by
the committee's staff. Five Democrats
and one Republican all opposed to
were
the entire Taft-Hartley Law
absent.
The joint committee is going
ahead with its recommendations even

T-H Law Revisions
Washington, Dec.
The-

advertising-publicity direcobserving a birthday today.

atres'
tor, is

•

Leroy Prinz, Warner

home

director,

is

a

long, recuperative
period from a major gall bladder operation at St. John's hospital, Hollywood. He is due back at the studio
after Jan. 1.
at

after

•

21.

—The

—

Joint

—

the Administration plans to
Harold Rubin, Universal-Interna- while
that the next Congress do
home office statistician, is re- recommend
away with the law entirely.
cuperating at Crown Heights HosThe suggestion for relaxing the law
Brooklyn, following an appentional
pital,

film

•

Maurice N. Wolf, assistant to
M-G-M's exhibitor relations director
H. M. Richey, is spending the holiday weekend with

his family in

Bos-

ton.

•
Einfeld,

newly elected
Century-Fox advertising-publicity vice-president, has leased a midtown apartment here and will dispose
of his Beverly Hills home.

20th

•

Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, has
left Hollywood for Spokane where he
Eric

will spend the holidays.

•

David D.
eign

sales

New York

Horne, Film Classics formanager, will return to
today from England and

the Continent.

•

Morton

—

NLRB

—

Indianapolis, Dec. 21. Associated Theatre Owners of

Indiana is supplying its members with a list of feature
films in which National Premium Beer has been pictured,
suggesting at the same time
that
exhibitors
who have
played the films send an invoice for screen advertising
to National Brewing Co.
"As an alternative," the
ATOI says, "the exhibitor
certainly should demand an
adjustment from the distributor."

operator,

SAG

Eastern

Seeks

$175WageMinimum

:

Capital Area Plans
For Conciliation Hit

—

SAG
The

representative.
guild's

members, Miss Marsten

reported, voted 100 per cent in support of the guild in a union authorization election conducted by the Nation-

Washington, Dec. 21.
Plans for
a Theatfe Owners of America-spon- al Labor Relations Board in conconcilia- formance
exhibitor-distributor
sored
with the provisions of the
tion unit in this area have bogged Taft-Hartley Law.
down, it is indicated by A. Julian Bryof
lawski,
president of the

—

AMPA

conjunction

with the simultaneous
showing of "Joan of Arc" at the two

theatres.

QP Christmas Party Held
Quigley

Publishing Co. employes
held their annual Christmas dinnerparty last evening at Rosoff's here.
Harry Anastasi of the circulation department was chairman of the arrangements committee.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

'

christening of Prince Charles

"

Wolf

TOA

the
unit's president, was presented with $1,000 in commemoration
of her husband's 26th anniversary as
head of the organization here.

Colorado Exhibitors
{Continued from page 1)

managing director

Denham

M-G-M

to H. M. Richey,
exhibitor relations head, starting Dec.
28, when he will appear before the

assistant

are current newsreel highlights. Peopie in the news, sports, and human interest stories round out the reels.

1:1

11

1

Complete contents follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. 102— Royal
[

christening: in London. Kitty HawMjf "ne'si
45th anniversary.
Collier Trophy »*,.<', viation pioneers.
Wrecked C-47 saved. ; jjarryl
Zanuck honored by B'nai B'rith. Football.
Barbara Ann Scott at Roxy Theatre in New

B

j

,,

."

f

York.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 232— Hail

m

Prince Charles at Royal christening. Nation]
Circus brings thrill

salutes Wright plane.
to London youngsters.

l
.

Football.

No.

35— Kitty

E

presented to National Museum. Baby
Film
Prince makes debut before cameras.
celebrities home in time for holidays.
U. S.
Attorney General Clark urges stronger espionage laws. Football.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 206— Royal
Prince Charles of England christened. Snowstorm holds East in icy grip. Navy rescue
Kitty Hawk
Collier Award.
in the Pacific.
Football.
plane in National Museum.
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Adjustment: Vaughn

I

Motion picture producers will have
methods like any other
producer of consumer merchandise,
according to James Vaughn, head of
Eagle-Lion studio's promotion department, in order to meet rising proto adjust their

:

j
:

.
'

duction costs.

Vaughn has returned

to

the Coast after a trip to New York.
"Rising production costs caused by
increases in wages as a result of reih
negotiations
industry-wide
cent
Hollywood as well as increased costs
of materials are forcing other studios
to follow the producing pattern established by Eagle-Lion during last year,"
when pictures like "T-Men," "Canon
City" and "He Walked by Night"
were made at a collective cost of just
slightly over $1,000,000 to produce,

Vaughn

stated.

It is

understood that

the three films will gross almost four
times their cost before the end of 1948.
Vaughn stated that Hollywood executives are placing more and more
stress upon the necessity of coordinating their projects with studio production departments. This function, which
was allowed to slide slightly during
the lush war years when anything
went at the box-office and money was

i

loose, will take on more importance
Worcester, Mass., as production costs increase and boxfollowing with a talk on the Motion office results return to normal, he

Exchange Club

at

Picture Council, Charlotte, Jan. 5; the added.

Kiwanis, same city on the following
day; Rotary Club at Columbia, S. C,
Jan. 17, and the convention of North
and South Carolina Theatre Owners,

Mrs. Margaret Cron

Mrs. Margaret B. Cron, wife of
Theatre, president and treasurer
Pat Jan. 30-31, at Charlotte.
James A. Cron, formerly advertising
McGee, general manager of Cooper
manager of Motion Picture Daily
Theatres, vice-president
Charles R.
and of Showmen's Trade Review, died
Allied
in
Feb.
Gilmour, president of Gibraltar Enteron Tuesday at New Rochelle Hospital,
prises, secretary, and A. P. Archer,
The funeral will take
Washington, Dec. 21.
Allied Westchester.
of Civic Theatres; William Agren, States Association's next board meet- place tomorrow from the Davis FuFox IntermOuntain Theatres Dave ing will be held here "sometime in neral Chapel, 15 LeCount Place, New
Davis, Atla.s Theatres, all of Denver, February,"
Allied
general
counsel Rochelle, at 10 A.M., when a Requiem
and Larry Starsmore, of Westland Abram F. Myers disclosed. Myers Mass will be celebrated at Holy FamTheatres, Colorado Springs.
ily Church in the same town.
added no definite date had been set.
rill,

of the

;

;

Meet

!

("

High Costs Require

support
"Brotherhood
of
Party tomorrow,
announces. pledged
Sets Five Talks
The luncheon will be held in the Week" and the "National Heart
Five speaking engagements have
Brass Rail Restaurant here and will Campaign."
Mrs. A. Julian Brylawski, wife of been lined up by Maurice N. Wolf,
be presided over by Max E. Young-

The Jack Goldstein Office has been
engaged by the Victoria and Fulton
theatres here to do special publicity,
exploitation and promotional work in

HE

;

AMPA

Goldstein Handling 'Joan'

1

'J
*
and the presentation of the Kitty
Hawk plane to the National Museum

Eastern Screen Actors Guild will
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 37—
ist affidavits so that lesser officials as approach producers here next month
Kitty. Hawk air show dedication. Snowstorm
re- for a new contract stipulating wage in East.
well as top officials must sign
Royal baby christened. People in
quiring unions to pay workers for time minimums of $55 per day, and $175 the news: Alger Hiss; Barbara Ann Scott;
Navy rescue. Football.
Gen. DeGaulle.
lost due to a union unfair labor prac- per week for actors in theatrical films,
tice, and guaranteeing employers the and $45 per day and $155 per week
right to express their views on collec- for those appearing in non-theatrical
tive bargaining elections.
pictures, it was disclosed here yesterday by Florence Marsten, Eastern

Film Boycott

president.

Parade

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

Withdrawn by Group

stein,

i

Hawk

Lieberman, Boston theand Mrs. Lieberman
TOA
have become parents of a daughter, Metropolitan Washington.
He said British
Victoria.
there are a number of reasons, name•
ly, that Virginia theatre owners have
Jack Cohan has resigned from the indicated they want to set up their
The Sons of Liberty announced here
in
staff
Century-Fox
sales
20th
own unit, Allied units in Maryland yesterday that it is withdrawing its
Minneapolis after 21 years to enter •do not want to go along until all boycott of British films which fall
another business.
pending litigation is cleared up in within the scope of the Anglo-Ameri•
the courts, and there "are no indepen- can film agreement. The action came
B. G. Kranze, Film Classics gen- dents in Washington to round out as a result of an exchange
of letters
eral sales manager, will leave here the panel."
between Nate J. Blumberg, president
today for Detroit.
of Universal, and Johan J. Smertenko,
Inaugural Fund, Two Drives
acting chairman of the Sons of LibAre Backed by Capital TOA
erty Committee, which clarifies the
Party
Stars at
Washington, Dec. 21. A meeting fact that funds earned by British films
Diana Barrymore and Robert Wilcox will be among stars who will of the TOA here has voted $2,000 in the United States are retained by
the industry in this country.
attend the Associated Motion Pic- to the national fund for President
annual Christmas Truman's inaugural in January and
ture Advertisers'
atre
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Newsreel
Wants Theatres Paid
For Film Beer Ads

is

dectomy.

Charles

a step which has been urged by the
studio unions and some studio
officials
to do away with the present
requirement that there must be an
election before a union shop
can be certified.
Suggestions to tighten the law inBroadening the requirement
clude
that union officers sign non-Commun-
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Johnston

3

BoardPicks'Hamlet'

Reviews

As the

(Continued from page 1)
I

r

"Act of Violence"

two alternatives Either they
could employ persons thought by the (M etro-G oldivyn-M ayer)
public to be Communists and defend
unobtrusive command of realism that one has come to expect of
their employment, or they could disdirector Fred Zinnemann is amply present in "Act of Violence," a highmiss them. The choice was up to the
voltage drama of violence and vengeance. The story a study of two men,
producers and I told them it was up to
one the hunted and the other the hunter is one which departs f rom the mainthem to fish or cut bait. The decision stream
of Hollywood formulas. As such it possesses unique interest and has
They made it
was entirely theirs.
numerous merchandising possibilities. A strong cast, headed by Van Heflin,
up piously.
Robert Ryan and Janet Leigh, lends further luster to its box-office outlook.
Wo: The judge said my attitude
As the story opens, Heflin, a war hero, is a respected citizen living con.was^ogmatic, doctrinaire and absotentedly in a small community with his wife, Miss Leigh, and their child.
lutist.
Presently, however, Ryan emerges from out of the past with a throbbing
"I want to repeat what I have said
obsession to kill Heflin. The story thus becomes a series of panic-stricken
many times I would not employ a flights
by Heflin and vengeful pursuits by Ryan. Gradually the audience learns
known Communist in a responsible pothat the pair had been buddies during the war. One day their plane was shot
sition.
If that decision makes me dogdown and the entire crew became prisoners of the Nazis. In time, Ryan enmatic, doctrinaire and absolutist, 1
gineered an escape, but just as it was being carried out, Heflin, out of a
plead guilty on all three counts.
complex of reasons, betrayed him to the Nazis.
"In this attitude, I find myself in
Throughout the picture a tense atmosphere of foreboding is maintained.
reputable company.
The Government Finally,
in exhaustion and confusion, Heflin falls into a den of professional
of the United States will not employ
killers who arrange
eliminate Ryan. A last-minute surge of courage and
Communists.
Our national labor remorse overtakes to
Heflin, and he crosses the assassin's fire to save Ryan.
unions are purging Communists from
Some splendid auxiliary performances are provided by Miss Leigh, as the
positions of leadership.
torn and terrified wife
Mary Astor, "gin-mill moll" Phyllis Thaxter, as
"This is my position.
I intend to
Ryan's sweetheart, and Berry Kroeger, professional killer.
Heflin, as the
stand by it."
conscience-stricken fugitive, and Ryan as the crazed, limping avenger, turn
in praiseworthy characterizations.
Skouras Answers Yankwich:
Robert L. Richards' screenplay, based on Collier Young's story, is a highly
Denies Johnston 'Pressure'
effective affair, but marked by an occasional reliance on deliberate shock
Commenting on Federal Judge devices. Production by William H. Wright is resourceful.
Running time, 82 minutes. Adult classification. For February release.
Leon Yankwich's remarks in ruling in
Mandel Herbstman
favor of writer Lester Cole in Los
Angeles Monday, Spyros P. Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox, said
in a press statement issued here yesterday
(Warner Brothers)
Hollywood, Dec. 21
"I was surprised to read the news
CLARK, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott, Eve Arden, Jeffrey Lynn,
accounts today which quoted the judge
Alan Hale and S. Z. Sakall comprise the marquee battery with which
in the Cole case to the effect that Eric
to sell this melodrama of the boxing ring and tangled emotions. It differs
Johnston had 'high pressured' execufrom most prizefight melodramas in many important respects, notably in
tives of the motion picture industry to
that nobody tries to fix the outcome, of the bouts, yet contains plenty of ring
take the action they did growing out
violence for boxing addicts and a sufficiency of fist and pistol fighting for
of the citation for contempt of Conthose who like their violence unsupervised by a referee. Nevertheless, the ring
gress of 10 Hollywood writers.
stuff appears to be the element to stress in billing.
ers with,
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"Whiplash"

'Year's Best'

The National Board
making its annual choices

Review,
of
of the best

films of the year, chose the following
as the 10 best on the basis of enter-

tainment

:

"Hamlet," "The Search," "Sitting
Pretty,"
"Gentleman's
Agreement,"
"Johnny Belinda," "Joan of Arc," "I

Remember

Mama," "The Bishop's
"Red Shoes," "The Snake

Wife,"
Pit."

The

Committee

on

Exceptional

Films, on the basis of artistic merit
and importance, has selected the fol-

lowing
Best film of the year: "Paisan."
The 10 best in order of preference
:

"Paisan," "Day of Wrath," "The
Search,"
"Treasure of the Sierra
Madre," "Louisiana Story," "Hamlet,"
"The Snake Pit," "Johnny Belinda,"
"Joan of Arc," "Red Shoes."
The committee also selected Best
:

direction of the year, Roberto Rosselini for "Paisan" ;
best performance
of the year by an actress, Olivia de

Havilland in "The Snake Pit" best
performance of the year by an actor,
Walter Huston in "Treasure of the
;

Sierra Madre" ; best screenplay of the
year, John Huston, for "Treasure of
the Sierra Madre."

Venezuela, Brazil
(Continued from page 1)

:

DANE

wish to state publicly that
"I
neither I nor the company was 'high
pressured' by jVIr. Johnston or anyone
else.
The action with respect to the
so-called 'Hollywood 10' was taken
by directors of 20th Century-Fox in-

dependently and on our own initiative.
As a matter of fact this action was
taken prior to the meeting of industry
executives

agreed

at

which

the

policy

was

to."

'Review of Facts' Determined
Action by RKO, Depinet Says

Clark portrays a young artist whose father has caused him to equip himself
also as a boxer, just in case he fails as a painter. The picture opens in California, where Clark falls in love with Miss Smith on sight, and moves to
New York where he seeks to find her after she has moved away without
York he learns, the hard way, that she is the wife of a
notice.
In
racketeer and nightclub owner who, hopelessly crippled at the height of his
own ring career, manages fighters in the hope of winning the pugilistic title
he did not win for himself. Believing Miss Smith deceived him deliberately
about her marital status, he enters the ring under her husband's management
and becomes a vicious battler, but discovers just before his title bout that
she has had to endure life with her husband (Scott) to protect her brother,
Everything gets
a doctor whom Scott holds responsible for his invalidism.
straightened out in a highly actionful finish which plays better than it would
read in synopsis. William Jacobs produced and Lew Seiler directed, from a

New

equipment, according to Commerce.
In addition, there are approximately
30 smaller organizations.
The report by Golden estimated that
U. S. films gross $1,750,000 to $2,500,000 each year in Venezuela, American
films accounting for about 40 per cent
of the films now being shown.
There are no Venezuelan restrictions of any type on U. S. films, and
none are contemplated, according to
the report.
Nor are there at present
any rufings requiring the showing of
domestic films.

UA Board Approves
(Continued from page 1)
tract for a picture titled "The Roman
Sun." "Jigsaw" will be released early

next month, Sears said.

Meanwhile, the Danziger organiza-

Answering remarks made by Judge screenplay by Maurice Geraghty and Harriet Frank, Jr., adapted by Gordon tion reported through its Eastern
Leon Yankwich to the effect that Eric Kahn from a story by Kenneth Earl.
representatives
Neil
that
Agnew,
Johnston, president of the Motion
Running, time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, president of Motion Picture Sales
Picture Association of America, had not set.
William R. Weaver
"high pressured" the film industry into
"taking
summary action" agains"t
Lester
Cole,
M-G-M writer, and er to appeal from the verdict in the
others who refused to answer certain Cole case, which was rendered Monquestions by the House Un-American day.
Activities Committee, Ned E. Depinet
we will
"Naturally," said Kenny,
Memphis, Dec. 21. Circuit Court
declared here yesterday that the
proceed with prosecution of the other Judge Floyd Henderson tonight took
Radio board of directors and officers cases if an appeal is not forthcoming."
under advisement the question of
decided to terminate the services of
M-G-M must pay Lester Cole's whether United Artists and Hal
Edward Dmytryk and Adrian Scott $1,350 weekly salary until expiration Roach Studios have a legal right to
"after a full review of the facts" and of his contract in November of next
bring suit against the Memphis Board
"not by reason of any urging by Mr. year, and 56 weeks back pay covering
of Censors for banning Roach's "CurJohnston."
the period since he was suspended fol- ley"
from Memphis theatres. The
lowing the Un-American Activities court recessed the case after two days
Cole Counsel Sees
Appeal
Committee hearing's, Federal Judge of argument on this issue by five city

Memphis Challenges

.

'Curley' Censor Suit

,

—

RKO

MGM

Delaying Other Nine Cases

Hollywood,
Dec.
Robert Kenny, who
"unfriendly

10

21.

—Attorney

counselled the
in last year's House

Leon Yankwich

ruled.

Irene

Dunne Honored

Irene

Dunne has been named by

attorneys
lawyers.
the

and

two

film

Germany

industry

Troupe to
Committee National Conference of Christians and
Washington, Dec. 21.
A party
hearings and who represented Lester Jews as the person "who has done
Cole in his successful suit for re- most in 1948 to promote better under- including Irving Berlin and Mrs. Berinstatement of his M-G-M contract, standing among peoples of all faiths." lin, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hope, Russell
today declared that the course to be Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century- Markert and six Rockettes, Tex Mcof Crary and Jinx Falkenburg left here
followed by the others whose employ- Fox president and a director
ment was terminated in sequel to the NCCJ, said the award would be pre- by plane yesterday for Germany, where
committee's hearings will not be de- sented to the actress on Feb. 4 at a they will spend the holidays entertaining airlift personnel.
termined until M-G-M decides wheth- luncheon in New York.

Un-American

Activities

—

.

Corp.

here, will serve as producer
representative for the picture.

UA

Board Accepts Coplan's
Resignation as UK Chief
Board

of directors

of

United Art-

accepted at its meeting here yesterday the expected resignation of
ists

David Coplan as managing director of
United Artists, Ltd., who maintained
headquarters in London.
Arthur Kelly,
executive vice-

UA

president, has scheduled a trip to England in January for the purpose of
appointing a successor to Coplan.

U~I to Publicize
Films via Video
Universal-International has undertaken an exploitation-publicity service
for television stations throughout the
country through distribution of a special kit of stills and a five-minute
script to supplement the pictures. This
service is an outgrowth of the publicity material for use in radio by motion picture

commentators.
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Wright Scores
{Continued from page 1)
been enjoined, are no longer issues to
be decided.
He said that the defense
argument that competitive bidding

showed the improved position

of the

independent exhibitors carried no legal
weight primarily because bidding had
been vacated by the Supreme Court.
Federal Judges Augustus N. Hand
and Henry Goddard both had questions for Wright on the relief he
thought to be in order. "Assuming
there

no

is

would

necessary

be

(the

majors)

Hand
To

queried.
this

Wright

case

is

relief

make them

to

competitive,"

first-run control

when the
Wright

what

conspiracy,

Judge

replied
"Their
still as decisive as
:

was

first tried."
said that even a large first-

run independent cannot compete with
an affiliate and gave as an example
an independent's operation of the Par-

amount Theatre, Toledo, against a
Balaban and Katz house. The independent, Wright said, was deprived of

20th Century-Fox films.
Paramount
attorney A. C. Bickford later took
issue with Wright on this, holding the
latter's presentation of the facts as not
being too specific.
Judge Goddard asked about proper
relief,
"assuming that independents
had fair opportunities to get pictures."
Wright said that such opportunities so -far have been- too lim--

ited.

Hand Questions Wright
Judge Hand wanted to know if a
major company's "wealth" in itself
was objectionable. Wright answered
that a free market cannot exist where
Justice

"the best pictures
majors' theatres.

"Even

if

are

tied

Paramount stood

to"

the

alone,"

Judge Hand pressed, "with all others
being independent, would it still be
violating the Sherman Act?" Wright
came back with a positive "yes." Such
"control" by one company would be
"less decisive," he added, somewhat
qualifying his first answer. But again
he cited the "exclusionary power"
which the company allegedly could exert.

Weighing

argument,

the

Judge

Wednesday, December

Hand said that Paramount's maintaining a "dominant position" in violation of the anti-trust law is "possible, but theoretical
new."

—

Both Warner and Loew yesterday
reported proposed dissolutions of partnership operations, most of which details had been known before.
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Strategy

Griffith

Not To Be Altered
Oklahoma City, Dec.
—C.
Cochran
21.

of .the

Co.

legal

staff

declares

B.

Amusement

Griffith

that his ap-

proach to the current trust suit proWarner and the government agreed ceedings in Federal Court here has
not changed as a result of evidence
•on the split of six jointly-owned companies and this was put in the form submitted during the past two weeks
of an order for the court to sign. By government attorneys.
Cochran's
statement
came after
Warner will divest itself of holdings
in

Harold Theatre

F.

Theatre Co.

gent-State

Warner

Co.,

Mt.

Oliver

government attorneys hailed new

MacArthur Corp. and W. dence

Theatres,

In the case of Re-

will

Corp.,

be

Springfield,

allowed to

O.,

acquire

evi-

case as beinj/f V>re
sweeping than that permitted byf" Jjflge
Edgar S. Vaught three years ago during the trial.
"The only relief the
the

in

ownership of two of the five houses government is entitled to is an injunction against combining close and
with which the Regent firm operates.
competitive towns in master film buyThe government has stipulated that ing agreements,"
said
Warner will be allowed to keep eight hearing to determine theCochran. A
final ruling
of the 11 theatres operated by Atlan- was
recessed until Jan. 24.
tic Theatres
in New Jersey. Warners may acquire RKO's interest in
the Allen Theatre, Cleveland.

Thus Warner

allowed to take
over 11 theatres of the 26 which were
operated in partnership. However, in
entering the agreement, the governis

ment reserved the right to press

for

divorcement as it did in similar accords with the other majors.
The government has conceded that
Loew's partners in the State, White
Plains, N. Y.
Toledo Operating Co.
and Valentine Theatre Co. are not
;

"potential exhibitors" and will not
charge these as being joint ownerships within the meaning of the Su-

preme

Court's

classified

Corp. in

mandate.

Also

so

was the Gates Theatre
which Charles Jaffa has an

interest.

Would Relinquish Criterion Here
As previously reported, the ownership of Buffalo Theatres will be severed so that Loew will take over
seven of the circuit's houses and Paramount will own the remaining five.
Loew will relinquish its interests in
the Rhodes Theatre Operating Co.
and the West Reading Theatre, in
addition to its SO per cent ownership
of the Criterion, New York, and the
Lee, at Richmond, Va.
Penn Federal, owned on a SO-SO
basis by Loew and United Artists
Theatres, operating eight theatres in
Baltimore, Columbus, Louisville and
Pittsburgh, will be dissolved with
Loew and
Theatres each taking
four houses.
Judge Hand directed that the defendants submit their proposed findings and judgments in briefs to the
government on Jan. 31. He gave the

UA

government until March 1 to respond
and set March 30 as the date for new
oral

THE INDUSTRY'S TOP ANNUAL EVENT!

arguments.

Schine Case Dates
(Continued from page 1)

Have
a

YOU

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

A. M.

tried

should be, Schine must be
ready to present the evidence immerules

A.

P.

diately.

CHRISTMAS PARTY

DC-6
Thursday, December 23rd, 12:30 Noon
Sea

Phone HAvemeyer 6-S000 or your travel agent

Grill,

Brass

Rail

Restaurant

49th and Seventh Avenue

Ticket Offices.- Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•
•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

At

that time, too, the court would
on the extent and type of evidence which the Justice Department
could put in by way of reply.
rule

chooses to submit new
it is admitted, and Justice replies, Schine must submit its
proposed findings and conclusions 15
days after Justice finishes presenting
its evidence.
If Schine should decide
to withhold any further evidence, it
must submit its proposed findings by
If

"MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?
Yorker

George

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

it

Schine

evidence, and

Jan. 23.

STARS— PRIZES AND
ADMISSION
Call

SURPRISES!

....

CHET FRIEDMAN, COIumbus
RESERVATIONS LIMITED

TWO
5-6370

Ask More Filing Time
DOLLARS

—

Washington, Dec. 21. Paramount
today asked the Federal Communica15
tions Commission for an extra
days, until Jan. 20, to file exceptions
to the Commission's proposed order
on the Paramount-DuMont television
situation.

How
WHAT
does

the

.

laboratory

control of printing density and contrast

superintendent

he can bring out the best in every
make the star's voice and presence
more effective, help protect her popularity with her audience.

highly important to star ... di-

is

rector

she fares depends on him . .

.

.

.

and movie-goer.

For his is the responsibility of providing release prints that meet the produc-'

and

er's specifications

.

same

requirements

time,

the

.

.

.

.

film,

satisfy, at

of

the

Critical

more

the

—

work

easily

and

this;

but done

efficiently

tory superintendent and his

exhibitors.

Through

the famous family of

ROCHESTER

BRULATOUR.

FORT LEE

•

staff,

because

Eastman motion

picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
E.

the

of the quality and reliability they find in

his picture sense... his
broad knowledge of photochemistry and
the mechanics of processing, his precise

J.

all

by the labora-

4,

INC.,

CHICAGO

N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS
•

HOLLYWOOD

WHY DID HIS
HAIR TURK GREEK?

ASK YOUR PATRONS NOT TO REVEAL THE
your ads,

In

SECRET of the most amazing
entertainment ever screened!
.

.

.

Not

just

the story of a boy,

drama

of a

strange happening and

what

but the mighty

it

DORE SCHARY

did to a townful of people!

Presentation

THE BUT WITH GREEK HAIR
color by TECHNICOLOR
R K

PAT O'BRIEN

•

O

RADIO

starring

ROBERT RYAN

•

BARBARA HALE

and

DEAN STOCKWELL
AS "THE BOY"

Produced by STEPHEN
Screen Play by Ben

AMES

•

Directed by

JOSEPH LOSEY

Barzman and Alfred lewis

Levitt

...

Accurate

Concise

and

MOTION
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1

1

^

ma^mK

NEW

121

YORK,

U.S.A.,

UA Circuit
in

of

90 Days

Schenck Coming Here
For Other Dissolutions
Hollywood, Dec.

22.

—

United

Artists Theatres of California and
National Theatres will dissolve
their partnership operation of 60
Coast theatres within 90 days, it was
disclosed here by Joseph M. Schenck,
president of United.
National was given a full year to
break up joint ownerships in its
agreement with the government. All
separation arrangements must be submitted to New York Federal Court
for approval.
In splitting the Coast operation, National and United each will take back
the theatres which they had owned or

Mm

'-JUWillTf y

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

Files Trust Action
Eight distributors and a Syracuse,
N. Y., theatre company were named
defendants in an anti-trust suit filed
here yesterday in U. S. District Court
by Brighton Theatre Corp., operating
the Brighton in Syracuse.
Plaintiff
seeks unstipulated treble damages and
an injunction to restrain the defendants from entering licensing agreements to the disadvantage of the
Brighton.
Also being sought by the plaintiff is
clearance of no later than 30 days after the first-run in Syracuse for the
second-run Brighton and a court
order that defendant Kallet Theatres,
Inc., shall not receive for its secondrun Regent any clearance over the
Brighton. It is stated in the complaint
that no competition exists between the
two houses.

23,

1,000-Theatre Total
Paramount

attorney A. C. Bickford's statement in New York Federal
Court this week that the company
would be left with 600 theatres after
the partnership dissolution which it is
"prepared" to effect was intended to
mean 600 in addition to the approximate 400 which it already fully owns.
Thus, the company would have a total

of

1,000

wholly-owned theatres, a

home office attorney said yesterday.
The RMA recommendations were
The spokesman said he checked the presented by a committee headed by
court record following reports in various trade publications and found Bickford's remarks to be "ambiguous."
He added, however, that Bickford^was
discussing the dissolution program and
did not have the wholly-owned situations in

mind

at

all.

Dutch Subsidizing
To Conserve Dollars

RMA

president

Max

F. Balcom.

NEWS

[

U. A. in Study

Independent Press
Agents Organize

Of Production

Formation of the Independent Publicists Association, a
group of New York, Philadelphia and Boston press agents,
has been announced by Rob-

Finance Plans

ert McLaren, president, to
set a standard code of ethics.
Aspects of the code will be
discussed at a dinner being
planned by IPA at the Barbi-

Pickford

Group To Meet Chaplin,
Next Month
Meetings between a special com-

zon Hotel here next month.

Membership now

mittee of the United Artists board
of directors and the company's

totals 60.

"There is no reason," McLaren maintained, "why pubcan't supply

licists

owners,

Mary

Pickford and Charles

Chaplin, to discuss proposals for providing financing to established independent producers may be held on the

perfectly

legitimate copy with sound
news value" that will both
serve their clients and maintain high standards of coverage in the nation's press.

Coast next month.
Continuing bank restrictions on independent financing during the past 18
months have cost United Artists nu-

merous pictures and continues

leased before they were merged.
Schenck has left here for Miami.
After the holidays he will proceed to
22.
22.
New York to effect split-ups of future national television service, con- for jurisdictional supremacy here bewith
United's eight joint operations
tinuing and expanding present stand- tween IATSE theatre employes LoLoew and Paramount.
ard frequencies for larger cities and cal No. B-100 and Building Service

Para. Plan Envisages

!

TEN CENTS

RMA

proposing
future supplementary
broadcasting and television receivers
for smaller cities in the higher frequencies, were submitted yesterday to
the Federal Communications Commission by a committee of the Radio
Manufacturers Association. The manufacturers' plan would avoid obsolescence for the public of current television receivers and largely avoid costly future "two-band" sets.
Also, the FCC was urged to end its
temporary "freeze" on new television
station construction permits as quickly as possible, to allow maximum development in 1949 of current standard
television broadcasting and receivers.

FILM
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Bid Rival Phila. Locals
For Stabilized TV Set for a Showdown
Washington, Dec.
— Plans for Philadelphia, Dec. — Stru
Gets

IN

i^n^B

Employes

made up
have

will

Local No. 252, which is
of former B-100 dissidents,
to be decided in an election

by the Pennsylvania State
Labor Relations Board, it has developed following yesterday's petition by

to be held

"IA" attorneys

for a court order to
restrain leaders of Local 252 from using $6,000 in union funds deposited
originally in the name of B-100 in two

product

future

to

make

supply

uncertain.
The problem was brought to a head
recently by the Bank of America's
new requirements for 100 per cent
its

FCC

FIRST

^LT"
Ir
m\mJ B

Split Natl, Syracuse Operator

60

JL

JL

H AfHhJ

WMWMWM\^

To

JL

TT% /m

impariiai
VO'HU. NO.

PICT4JSUE

ATT
II
W

Mm JL ^«*r

guarantees on independent producers'
loans.

United Artists has sufficient product for the next six months but the
outlook thereafter is bleak. The company's management and directorate believe that it is of the utmost impor(Continued on page 5)

TA' Board to Meet
In N.O. on Jan. 31
— MidNew Orleans, Dec.
22.

winter meeting of the IATSE general executive board will be held at
both AFL affiliates.
Hotel here beginning
international the Roosevelt
"IA"
Meanwhile,
InJan. 31, and continuing a week.
representative Lawrence J. Katz has
local

banks.

The

rival

unions

are

ternational

(Continued on page 5)

Walsh will
Members

14 Features from
MGM in 5 Months

president
Richard
F.
preside.
of the board, in addition

Walsh, are Vice-presidents Harland Holmden, Cleveland William P.
Covert, Toronto
Floyd M. Billingsto

:

;

;

San Francisco James J. Brennan, New York Roger M. Kennedy,
Detroit Felix D. Snow, Kansas City
Boosting the number of releases to
Carl G. Cooper, Hollywood William
starting
14 for the five-month period
Barrett,
C.
Hollywood
Louise
"Command
Jan. 1, M-G-M has added
Wright, Dallas, and general secretaryDecision" to its February schedule.
treasurer William P. Raoul.
The company now will have three pictures for each of the first four months
Ed Lachman, president of Allied of the new year the fifth month
Deficit
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, and May will continue with two films.
Gael Sullivan, executive director of
Starting Saturday, "Command Dethe Theatre Owners of America, have cision" will be shown in three Fox
in
ley,

;

;

Lachman, Sullivan

;

;

;

Aid 'Brotherhood'

—

$23,000
Columbia

;

been appointed national exhibitor co-

for

Quarter

Wesi Coast Theatres, to make it
Washington, Dec. 22.
The new chairmen for "Brotherhood Week," eligible for the Academy Awards. It
Columbia Pictures reports a net
Depinet,
chairman
of
the
Ned
moby
Netherlands budget provides for finanwill open at Loew's State here followloss of $23,000 for the L3-week period
cial support to subsidize the newly re- tion picture division of the drive.
ing "Force of Evil."
Exchange territory chairmen are
established Netherlands film industry,
As the revised M-G-M schedule which ended on Sept. 25. For a simithe U. S. Commerce Department re- now being lined up by Lachman and now stands, January will see the fol- lar quarter which ended on Sept. 27,
"Three 1947, Columbia reported an operating
Sullivan. Maxwell Alderman, Si Fa- lowing three made available
veals here.
Film chief Nathan D. Golden said bien, Ted Gamble and Nathan Ya- Godfathers," "The Kissing Bandit" profit of $630,000 which, after taxes
Flanking of $260,000, resulted in a net profit of
that Dutch officials have allocated the mins have already agreed to serve on and "Piccadilly Incident."

—

:

(Continued on page 5)

the national committee.

(Continued on page 5)

$370,000.

The

figures are estimated.

;;
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Personal
Mention

Vigor and Money in
'Enchantment' Push

FREEMAN,

Lake City as manager of the Capitol, clude these: a feature in Collier's',
which he managed prior to World "Picture of the Month," Redbook;
War II. He has succeeded Robert page stills, Sunday Times Magazine;

(By Airmail).
Word reaching here from

Workman, who

—

Lisbon indicates that Portugal has not suspended all imports, contrary to earlier reports, but, rather imports of
films and other products calling for payment in dollars.
American products are most-

to the Boise post.

Fleming, Associate of
Drayton, Joins B-L

—

;

A

Gurian in AA-Mono.
Post in Cincinnati
—

Mayor of Binghamton
Vetoes 5% Tax

Toronto

Rathvon's

RKO

—

Pact Loew sBostonGrossDown
'

—

Settled for $66,000

RKO

RKO

Renamed

AMPP
—

Rogers Drawing

•

Sam Oshry,
al

sales

Universal-Internationmanager in Atlanta, is in

poned to increase returns.

Affirm

Momand
—U

Rob Toronto Manager
Rulings

Boston, Dec. 22.
Hollywood from that city.
S: Court of
•
Anneals in Boston has affirmed the
Alex Schimel, Universal-Interna- judgment in the A. B. Momand vs.
tional salesman, has been transferred Universal Film Exchanges et al and
the Universal et al vs. Momand cases.
to New Haven from Cleveland.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

Index Rises to 35

—

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
The production index rose to 35 from last
week's 31. Nine films were launched,
while five were completed.
Shooting started on "Hounded,"
Columbia; "Danger Street" (Falcon),
Film Classics "Murder in the Air"
;

and "Outlaw

Marshal,"

Monogram

"Rimfire"

ly affected.

has been shifted cover and inside feature, This Week;
New York Sunday Mirror blurb sug•
gesting more Academy Awards for
London, Dec. 22. Patrick FlemPaul S. Goldberg, son of Harry Goldwyn "Picture of the Month" in
Goldberg, Warner Theatres' adver- Modem Screen, and Silver Screen, etc. ing, business associate of Harold
tising-publicity director, will be marFarnol, who is advertising-publicity Drayton, well-known City of London
ried on Sunday to Isobel RurenBerg, director
Goldwyn Productions, financier who has become chairman of
of
at Emanu-El Synagogue in Phila- claims the "most ambitious" word-of- the board of British-Lion, also has
delphia.
mouth publicity campaign for any been named a B-L director. Drayton
•
Goldwyn film with 44 screenings for was named chairman following the reHoward Dietz, M-G-M advertis- special groups.
Lord & Taylor cent resignation of Sir Alexander
ing-publicity vice-president, will ap- Department Store tie-up features dis- Korda's representatives on the board.
pear as guest star on the "Textile plays of a necklace of pearls and artiTopics" radio show to be broadcast cles of apparel identified with the picby transcription over eight Southern ture. Another is with W. J. Sloan,
stations next week.
whose corner windows here will fea•
ture "Rooms of Enchantment."
Cincinnati, Dec. 22.
Milton H.
Ab Weisbord of M-G-M's advertisGurian, associated with the Allied Aring department here has been awarded
tists-Monogram branch office here for
first prize for the best "Collage" at
the past 10 years, has been appointed
the recent exhibition of the Art DiBill
branch manager by George. West who
rectors Club of New York.
Mayor Walker Lounsbery of Bing- recently took over the company's Cin•
William Mortensen, managing di- hamton, N. Y., informed Theatre cinnati franchise. West will make his
Owners of America here yesterday headquarters here.
rector of the Bushnell Memorial Theatre,
Hartford, has been given the that he has vetoed the five per cent
"Good Citizen Award" for 1948 by city amusement tax recently passed by
Variety Project
the Binghamton City Council.
the Hartford Jewish War Veterans.
The measure was sent back to the
Toronto, Dec. 22. G. A. Drew,
•
Mark Goldman, former Eagle- Council which will act on the Mayor's leader of the Progressive ConservaLion branch manager in Cleveland, veto on Monday. It requires nine of tive Party, yesterday laid the cornerhas been named special sales represen- the 13 Council votes to override the stone of what will be the Toronto Votative by Nate Schultz, Monogram vote and it is believed the veto will be cational School for crippled children
sustained, according to the TOA.
of this province, sparked by J. J. Fitzfranchise owner in that city.
Members of the TOA, the Metro- gibbons, president of Famous Players
•
L. W. McClintock, who has been politan Motion Picture Theatres As- Canadian, and to be maintained by
on sick leave, will resume his duties sociation, and the Independent Thea- Toronto Variety Tent No. 28, of
as branch manager of Paramount's tre Owners Association of New York which Fitzgibbons is chief barker,
all united in opposing the measure.
Memphis office on Jan. 3.
through a campaign for $135,000.
•
Harry Elliott, manager of the
Ohio Theatre, Springfield, Ohio, has
Boston, Dec. 22. A drop in gross
been elected president of the Chakeresto $1,856,508 for the year ended Aug.
Warner Club in that city.
N. Peter Rathvon, former presi- 31, from a record $2,060,638 in 1948,
•
dent of RKO, who will terminate offi- is reported by Loew's Boston TheAl Fitter, Paramount booker in cially all ties with the company on atres. Increased operating costs, comNew Haven, and Mrs. Fitter have Jan. 3, has settled his contract with bined with the drop in gross, brought
become parents of a son, Russell E.
for $66,000, a company spokes- the net down to $241,352, or $1.55 a
Fitter.
man, indicated here yesterday.
share on 155,249 shares outstanding,
•
Rathvon resigned the
presi- from $291,095, or $1.88 a share, in
Sid Sommers has been promoted to dency, to which Ned E. Depinet has 1947. About 79 per cent- of the comcity manager for Warner Theatres in since been elected, shortly after How- pany's stock is owned by Loew's, Inc.
Troy, N. Y., from manager of that ard Hughes acquired the controlling
city's Troy Theatre.
stock in the company.
Units
to
•
Hollywood, Dec. 22. Robert M.
Gloria Swanson is recovering at
Jan. 20 W. Vogel has been reelected chairDoctors' Hospital here after an emerThe drawing for prizes in the cur- man of the Association of Motion
gency operation for appendicitis.
rent Will Rogers Hospital drive will Picture Producers' international com•
be held on Jan. 20 in the Hotel Astor mittee, and Edward Schellhorn has
William Dieterle, Hal Wallis di- here. The drawing, originally sched- been named chairman of the internarector, arrived here yesterday from
uled for late December, was post- tional publicity committee for 1949.
the Coast en route to France.
E.
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Coast Production
Prohibit Imports of
Product for Dollars
Paris, Dec. 19

National magazine advertising exPara- penditures of $300,000, numerous pub• mount
will licity "breaks" and a wide variety of
executive,
studio
leave Hollywood Sunday for New other promotional devices are lending
York for home office conferences.
support to Samuel Goldwyn's latest,
•
"Enchantment," which will open in
Nevin McCord, former manager of New York and other cities on Christthe Boise and Ada theatres in Boise, mas Day.
Salt
Ida., has been, transferred to
Lynn Farnol's press clippings in-

Y FRANK

Thursday, December

—

Toronto, Dec. 22. An armed holdup man robbed Martin Simpson, manager of 20th Century Theatres' new
Downtown Theatre here of $1,800 in
the office of the theatre and then disappeared into the crowded street.

(Lippert), Screen (irjM;
"Come to the Stable" and "It \1>j>pens Every Spring," 20th CenuaryFox; "The Daring Caballero" ( In"And
United Artists;
ter- Amer),
Baby Makes Three," Universal-International.

Shooting finished on "Night in HaColumbia; "Shamrock Hill"
Eagle - Lion;
(Equity - Vinson),
"Amazon Quest" (Agay), Film Clas-

vana,"

"Gun Law Justice," Monogram
"Happy Times," Warner.

sics

;

SGP Film Rated B
(

As Legion Reviews

9

18

Screen Guild's "Harpoon" has been
given a "B" classification by the National Legion of Decency in its review of 18 pictures this week. Rated
"Adventures of Gallant
A-I were
Bess" and "An Old Fashioned Girl,"
both Eagle-Lion; "Command Decision,"
M-G-M "Courtin' Trouble"
Monogram;
and
"Incident,"
both
"Loaded Pistols," Columbia; "S.O.S.
Submarine," Screen Guild; "Whispering Smith," Paramount.
Classified A-II were: "Cover Up,"
United Artists
"Last of the Wild
Horses" and "Thunder in the Pines,"
both Screen Guild; "Letter to Three
Wives," "This Was a Woman" (Excelsior)
and "Trouble Preferred,"
"Macbeth," Reall 20th Century-Fox
"The Strange Case of Mrs.
public
Crane," Eagle-Lion and "Words and
Music," M-G-M.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Lockwood Backs Heritage

—

Boston, Dec. 22. Arthur H. Lockwood, president of Theatre Owners Of
America, announced here today that
he has been requested by the American Heritage Foundation to enlist the
aid of all theatres in Boston and vicinity to publicize the return to Bos-

"Freedom Train."
Theatres are requested by Lockwood
to show a one-minute trailer prior to

ton, Jan. 3-7 of the

the train's arrival.

AMPA
Another

Party Today
film

star,

Anne

Jeffreys,

has accepted an invitation to attend the
annual Christmas party of the AssoMotion Picture Advertisers,
ciated
which will start at noon today at
the Brass Rail Restaurant here. Diana
Barrymore and Robert Wilcox are
among others who have indicated to
president Max E. Youngstein
that they will attend.

AMPA

Van Upp Buys Story

—

Hollywood, Dec. 22. For her first
independent production Virginia Van
Upp has purchased "Polveranera,"
Gines De La Torre novel concerning
international amity.

Miss

Upp

is

now

writing and producing "Life of Valentino" for Edward Small.
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$380,000 Minimum
For Video Station
— National "Command Decision"
Washington, Dec.

23, 1948

Reviews

Short

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

"Watchdogs of the Mail"

I

Subjects

22.

Association of Broadcasters estimates
that the average minimum cost for
building a Metropolitan television stahandling network,
tion, capable of

remote and studio programs, is
$380,000. This is the barest minimum,
the
stressed, covering only the
and programsimplest transmitter
ming plants, with no offices.
film,

NAB

The

NAB

in mind, however, in determining
capital requirements for a television

band

investment.

NAB

attraction loaded with

(March of Time-20th Century-Fox)
The latest issue of March of Time

says

"sobering

a

is

it

fact" that even though not a penny
of profit has been reported yet by a
single television station, investors have
continued to pour hundreds of thousands of dollars into new stations.

Video Set Making
Hits a New High

—

Washington, Dec.

story

the

retail business in the

another asset of proportion. Placing the film destinies in the established hands
of a producer like Sidney A. Franklin and a veteran director like Sam Wood
is on the plus side, also. These combined assets ought to have been enough
to send "Command Decision" over the finish line with a smack and a roar.
They ought to, but do not.
It isn't that "Command Decision" is not good, for it is. Rather does it
disappoint in the light of resources at hand. The conflict between Gable as the
Air Corps brigadier who defies the upper echelons by waging a private war
of his own is drawn in clear enough equations. His idea is to destroy three
cities manufacturing jet planes for the Nazis on the assumption that it will
delay production until the Allied powers can counter the threat.
Criss-crossing the path of this objective is high brass, represented princi- inal.
pally by Walter Pidgeon who oscillates with expert uncertainty between
The subject is a lively and exciting
Gable's strategy and Allied topkicks with their larger problems of integrating one and should enhance any program.
land, naval and air power into one coordinated fighting machine. But it gets Running time, 18 minutes.
so involved with what personal bids for credit and ribbons and the blustering
patriotism of a visiting Congressional committee centered largely in Arnold
"Girls
that Bickford, the war correspondent, begins to wonder if the Allies are
(RKO Radio This Is America)
fighting the Germans or one another.
The story of one of the most hardEventually, Gable is removed from his command to be replaced by Donlevy
who finally resolves his own inexperience by following the strategy of his working and most needed professions
nursing is told with maximum appredecessor. Thus, the Air Force wins its immediate objective and presumSpotlighting a
ably makes it more comfortable for the foot soldiers to prepare their ultimate peal in this subject.
typical American girl, Betty Burns,
invasion of Germany.
This is interesting material which generally gets across its cynicisms, its from the time she begins her hospital
training until she is launched finally
cross-purposes, its dangers and the cruelty of sending fine young Americans
on her career as a full-fledged nurse,
to almost certain death. It is interesting essentially because the play had the
the camera wends its way into operingredients and so, therefore, the film. Values might have been considerably
enhanced if the principal performers in this all-male cast had given their roles ating rooms, nurseries, clinics, public
health agencies, and the like.
By the
dramatic depth, which they have not. Their acting is all-surface, variable in
time the fade-out arrives the audience
values and merely standard in the overall. Pidgeon is pompous and not very
believable
Johnson walks in and out with little to do and little to do it is bound to have an even higher opinion of the nursing profession and a
with. Hodiak has what is practically a bit. But Marshall Thompson, in the
lower echelons of cast credits, plays a slightly tipsy officer in a single scene definite understanding of the diffkulties and demands involved in its pracwith Donlevy and stands out.
tice.
Running time, 16 minutes.

A

In White"

—

RMA

—

—

22.
Television
production continued to set new
November, the Radio
in
records
Association
reports.
Manufacturers
members turned out 122,304 sets
during the month, compared to the
previous high of 95,216, in October.
Production in the first 11 months
The heroic exploits of Gable's intrepid command, moreover are talked
of this year totaled 705,653 sets and
says that by the end of 1948 about and never seen beyond takeoffs and landing shots. Audiences, thoroughmore than 1,000,000 receivers will ly conditioned to see action and not have it described for them, may find this
have been produced this year.
a new and unsatisfactory experience. The picture seems to prove this. There
is an exciting and tense sequence of a damaged plane piloted to the runway
by a bombardier acting on instructions from Gable in the control tower. The
Rebuffs
plane is landed, then explodes, bringing death to the inexperienced lad who
Washington, Dec. 22.
Coming early in "Command Decision," this is its
Federal deserved better luck.
Communications Commission today dramatic apex, achieved in the traditional blending of action and dialogue
gave Ed Pauley's Southern Califor- the visual and the oral and never approached thereafter.
Associated with Franklin was Gottfried Reinhardt, both of them proceednia Television Co. another setback in
his attempts to keep Warner Brothers ing from a script by William R. Laidlaw and George Froeschel.
Running time, 113 minutes, which is too many. General audience classificafrom acquiring the permit for teleset

,

1
'

t
J

;

RMA

FCC

Phil Isley

KLAC-TV

vision station
in Los Angeles from Dorothy Thackrey. The
has rejected several Pauley attemps to require Warner to give separate prices for the television station
and two standard stations it plans to
buy in a package deal from Mrs.
Thackrey.
Today the Commission
turned down a separate bid from
Pauley for the Los Angeles video

FCC

station.

DuMont
B.

Acquires Plant
DuMont

Laboratories

plans to establish one of the country's
largest television assembly plants in
East Paterson, N. J., at the former
Wright Aeronautical plant which
DuMont has acquired from the War
Assets Administration. Together with
its recently acquired plant in Clifton,
N. J., the company plans to employ
about 4,000 persons when the two
plants are fully occupied.

Red

release.

Hollywood,

Cal.,
and currently is
an anti-trust action on
behalf of its Pickwood, Los Angeles,
which alleges it is unable to obtain

Kann

plaintiff

product.
Isley

(Columbia)

SONNY

president

of

Allied

—

K
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i
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Agriculture Films
— More
Washington, Dec.

ABC-Dunningcolor

Slight Pittsburgh Raise
Pittsburgh, Dec.

,22.

—At

Lake First-Run

—

saw U.

S.

ing of downtown theatre managers the exclusive television license to the
held here it was agreed to raise ad- Dunning Animatic projector develmission prices on Jan. 1, the new oped by Dunningcolor Corp. of Hoiprices to be 45, 60 and 80 cents, the lywood for use in producing video
former prices being 44, 60 and 76 films and commercials.

Donald

_

—

RKO

RKO

I

si

$
;

j

™
j

I

J

Deal

American Broadcasting has acquired

a meet-

than
DepartVideo p pears in
ment of Agriculture films during the
Television 12 months ending June 30, 1948, acMemphis, Dec. 22.
cents.
made its debut in Memphis with a cording to a "conservative estimate"
Brian, 73
the
Department.
made
by
night
and
six-hour program Saturday
Donald Brian, 73, stage and screen
Motion picture service chief Ches- Gross Signs with
five hours Sunday night over station
WMCT. A survey of all first runs ter A. Lindstrom said that at the Hollywood, Dec. 22. Jack Gross, player, and a past-president of the
Radio since Catholic Actors Guild, died yesterday
and a spot check of neighborhood close of the vear, there were 14,347 who has been with
theatres showed no loss of business as prints of 162 different subjects in 1944, has signed a new seven-year pro- cf a heart ailment at his home in
Great Neck, Long Island.
ducer's pact with the company.
circulation.
a result.

Memphis

H

jj

is

New

22."

A

jj

i

is

27 Millions Viewed

{

j]

in

the fighter for justice in this standard Western which Texas.
is enhanced by Cinecolor. The story in structure varies little from others
in the category, but it is brightened frequently by good fight scenes as well
Salt
as a sequence involving the capture of a Brahma bull. There also are some
Salt Lake City, Dec. 22. Anromantic
angles.
helpful comedy and
other downtown theatre will go firstThe story has Tufts arriving in the Pecos country and immediately being run with the announcement that the
Keegan
brothers, a sort of Marx
thwarted by the townsfolk, especially the
Rialto will begin showing first-run
Brothers trio who set out to foil him at every turn. He eventually wins the
pictures with the opening of "Every
girl (Barbara Britton) from one of the brothers, captures the bull, which is
Girl Should Be Married" on Dec. 28.
the main target of the film, and gains the respect of the community. Tufts'
This is the second downtown house
acting is on the self-conscious side, and he is seemingly out-of-place in the
in six weeks to announce a first-run
proceedings. Support is adequate. The film was produced by Harry Joe Brown
policy and to start bidding on key picand was directed by Charles Lamont. The screenplay, by Eli Colter, was
tures. Last month the Lyric switched
based on a Saturday Evening Post story by Eli Colter.
from reissues and third and fourthRunning time, 74 "minutes. General audience classification.
run pictures to first runs.

27,000,000 persons

\

cuit operates four in Dallas, is interested in the Meralta, Culver City,
Cal.,
and the Lankershim, North

"The Untamed Breed"
TUFTS

!

tres will

—

For mid-February

Circuit

Dallas, Dec. 22.— Phil Isley Theaopen two 1,600-seat houses in
North Houston and Pasadena, a section of Houston, on May 1. The cir-

Pauley

tion.

']

£

Has Expansion Plans

—

Allen

behind

the largest
world, the United
States Post Office. After outlining all
of the ramifications of this sprawling
enterprise, the subject becomes an exciting cops-and-robbers story 41
it
shows in detail the sleuthing a <xies
of
the
Postal
Inspectors.
'These
"watchdogs of the mail" are experts
in tracking down those who use the
highlight of the
mails unlawfully.
subject shows the inspectors at work
throwing a net around one such crimtells

'

declares that utilization
of ultra-high frequencies is assured
sooner or later, but that five to 10
years will probably have elapsed before setting of standards and manufacturing of equipment will permit
commercial service in the upper band.
It warns applicants for stations to
bear this probable use of the upper

The

Hollywood, Dec. 22
names like Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van
Johnson and Brian Donlevy and supporting players like Charles Bickford, John Hodiak and Edward Arnold is enough to give any exhibitor pause.
Giving them a Broadway stage success like William Wister Haines' play is

AN

!

p

e

I
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,
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U. A. Studies

Reviews

Music Rates Rise
In Canada Jan. 1

(Continued from page
tance

—

'Mr. Perrin

FollowToronto, Dec. 22.
many
ing negotiations over

(J.

Arthur Rank

and Mr.

—Eagle-Lion)

Traill'

EAGLE-LION's

an exhibiComtors' committee and the
and Pubposers, Authors
Canlishers Association of
performing
ada, the advanced
efrights tariff will go into
theatres
fect on Jan. 1 for all

latest J. Arthur Rank import is commended to exhibitors
detected in their patrons' tastes an appreciation of principled
cinema artistry and craftsmanship. "Mr. Perrin and Mr. Traill" is not only
a singularly fine British picture, it is a singularly fine picture
Properiod.
duced by Alexander Galperson and directed by Lawrence Huntington with a
commanding respect for the human values embodied in L. A. G. Strong's
articulate script, based on the novel by Hugh Walpole, this Two Cities film
about life in an English private school for boys invites very favorable comparison with the successful 1939 American production of "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips."
Perrin and Traill are portrayed respectively by Marius Goring and David
Farrar; they are bitter schoolmaster rivals. Newcomer teacher Farrar, a
young vigorous former war ace, unwittingly excites in his middle-aged, pompous co-worker a bitter envy which ultimately explodes into hatred of the
first magnitude.
Goring's nature, it is apparent, is a projection of the martyrdom and frustration he and the other veteran teachers suffer at the hands
of Banfield School's headmaster, the despotic, sadistic Moy-Thompson whom
Raymond Huntley portrays with cold vigor. The rivalry, focussing mainly
on school nurse Greta Gynt, who becomes Farrar's fiancee, plunges the two
principals into the boiling drama of attempted murder. The picture ends on
a surprise note of self-sacrifice.
Sterling, sensitive characterizations
superb camera work, particularly in
the nostalgic examination of boyhood and boys, and the breathless beauty of
the over-all drama incline one toward the belief that here is a "sleeper."
It certainly deserves to be sold forcefully and intelligently.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
Charles L. Franke

months between

who have

—

three
the Dominion for
Vs. The agreement is subthe
to the approval of
copyright appeal board at
Ottawa, but this is considered to be a formality.
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Based on seating capacity,
be 20
the highest rate will
theatres
cents per annum for
more,
having 1,600 seats or
per
the lowest fee of 10 cents
theaseat being applicable to
of 49»
tres having a capacity
capacor under. The seating
theatres has
ity of drive-in
times the
three
as
fixed
been
maximum number of automobiles entering the park on
any evening.
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United

Artists undertake
at once to provide financing for independent producers unable to obtain
it under current bank
requirements.
The directors' committee consists of
Charles Schwartz, E. C. Mills and
Vitalis Chalif. They are charged with
devising
a
program of providing
financing through the company for
producers and of submitting such a
program to Miss Pickford and Chaplin.

Among various proposals reportedly
being studied by the committee to provide production financing are the
sale
of some of U.A.'s liquid assets,
such
as its stock interest in the British
Odeon circuit, for which it has been
offered $4,000,000; the establishment
of new capital by the co-owners,
and
the exploration of possible mergers
with
other
companies,
presumably
similar to that proposed to
cently by Selznick Releasing

UA

re-

Organ-

ization.

Sale of U.A.'s Odeon stock would
necessitate production in England

in-

asmuch

as the proceeds could not be
transferred to this country under present British government restrictions.
Indications are that the committee

have definite proposals ready
within two weeks and will seek conferences
with
Miss Pickford and
Chaplin around mid-January.
will

_

"The Valiant Hombre"
10 Variety Clubs (Krasne-United Artists)
Elect

New

Officers

Memphis and Omaha are among

the

have com10 Variety Tents which
tor
pleted

of

elections

1949

In Memphis

manager

for
chief barker.

Ed

new

officers

Williamson, branch

Warner was re-elected
R. M. (Buster) Ham-

was elected first
second
Shea,
Leonard

mond

Bailes

assistant,
assistant;

property manager,
Chrissman, dough guy.
members were: Wil-

Prichard,

and Herman
Named board

liamson, Prichard,

Hammond, Ben

Hammond Henry

Bluestein, Earl Hart-

Fordyce Reiszog, Shea, Chrissman,
Baldndge.
er R V. Eagin and Tom
board are
Ex-officio members of the
Kohn.
A Lightman and Herbover
Jan. 1
Meyer Stern will take
Omaha Varias chief barker of the
Frank Van ttuety Club, succeeding
Other officers are: M. b.
san.
barker;
Rogers, first assistant chief
lsaWalter Creal, second assistant;
Edward
dore Sokoloff, dough guy;
Joe t.
Shafton, property master;
Rentro,
Scott, Hymie Novitsky, Jack

M
;

AS

the title implies, Duncan Renaldo as the Cisco Kid, makes a pretty
valiant gentleman in this latest in the series being released by United
Artists.
Renaldo has all his customary courage and casualness as he goes
about righting wrongs, with Leo Carrillo at his side as faithful Pancho. The
story varies little from formula but it meets the requirements of its category.
Cisco embarks on his series of adventures when he learns about the sudden
disappearance of a man who had discovered a gold lode in nearby territory.
After some initial difficulties, Cisco finally gets to the bottom of the conspiracy and exposes a gambling hall owner -as the culprit who had the man
kidnapped in order to learn the location of the gold strike. In between there
are the customary outbreaks of gunplay and fisticuffs.
Barbara Billingsley adds the feminine touch as the missing man's sister who
at first suspects Cisco of wrong-doing. Philip N. Krasne was executive producer and Wallace Fox directed, from an original screenplay by Adele
Buffington.

Running

time,

60

minutes.

General audience classification.

For January

Mandel Herbstman

release.

Wild Horses"

a colorful, intelligent study of the old
West, presented in a style that should appeal to both adult and juvenile
audiences. It ranks high in its category. Unlike many Western series the
group from Lippert Productions breaks away from the routine in which this
type of fare is usually presented. There is a competent cast headed by James
Ellison, Mary Beth Hughes and Jane Frazee there is beautiful outdoor photography in Sepiatone, shot in Oregon, and there is an interesting, swiftlyof the

is

;

paced original screenplay by Jack Harvey.
Basically, the story is concerned with Ellison's attempts to disprove his
guilt of a murder and at the same time uncover and expose the gang leader
1.
and
Cohen
Fred Fejfar, Edward
who is swindling local ranchers of their property. Miss Hughes, as Ellison's
M. Weiner, canvasmen Van Husan, supporter, and Miss Frazee, as the daughter of a murdered rancher, provide
national canvasman.
the romantic interest by competing for the affections of Ellison. Douglas
Dumbrille as the rancher eventually murdered; Reed Hadley as the gang
leader James Millican as the sheriff, and Olim Howland, aiding in the fight
to Entertain
for justice and also lending the comedy support, all perform capably. DirecM-G-M executive Max Wolff and tion by Robert L. Lippert, who was also executive producer, is of the best.
Radio City Music Hall stage producer Carl K. Hittleman produced and Benjamin Cline directed the photography.
of the
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. For January
Russell Markert, co-chairmen
;

Hadassah

;

Madison Square Garden entertain- release.
ment which Hadassah, women s Zionsponsor on Jan.
ist organization, will
announce that a number of him Essay on American Films
.3,
to apstars have accepted invitations
"The
Washington, Dec. 22.
Walter
pear in the show, among them
Motion Picture" is one of
American
RobBill
Margo,
Albert,
Abel, Eddie

—

a series of 16 "extended essays" dealing with various aspects of American
civilization which the Library of Congress will sponsor in coming months.
The study will run from 75,000 to

inson and Bert Lytell.

RECEPTIONIST
Western

Style and Cute!
lady

a young
She's fresh from
as RECEPTIONIST.
kind
Arizona, petite and personable, the
perfect for the
of lass who's all around
Write Box 421 Motion Pic-

We

are

Welcome

trying

to

place

job.

ture Daily, 1270 Sixth Ave.,

New York

20.

Decision" in February will
be "Act of Violence" and "Sun Comes
Up." For March there will be "The
Bribe," "Force of Evil" and "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game." April
will
bring "Little Women,"
"The
Great Sinner" and "The Barkleys of

Broadway," and May, "The Stratton
Story" and "The Secret Garden."

Phila. Locals
(Continued from page 1)

members.

{Screen Guild)

AST

(Continued from page 1)

"Command

arrived here from New York to assist
in expanding the ranks of loyal B-100

Last of the Wild Horses"
*' I

from M-G-M

14

100,000 words.

Dutch Subsidizing

petition filed

by "IA"

in

Com-

Pleas Court here also asks the
court to restrain Local 252 leaders
from representing themselves as bargaining agents for theatrical service
staff

employes here.

Boston Variety Plans
Dinner for Horan

—

Boston, Dec. 22.
George W.
Horan, recently appointed Northeastern district manager for Warner, will
be honored at a dinner here in January under the auspices of the local
Variety Club.

BANKING FOR THE
MOTIfJN PICTURE
INDUSTRY

(Continued from page 1)
funds

in the belief that

"each Nether-

film shown here reduces the
amount of foreign exchange needed to
import films from abroad."
English
and
of
both
Shooting
Dutch versions of "But Not in Vain"

lands

almost completed at the Cinetone
Golden said, and release is
expected early next year.
is

studios,

Binney Joins Video Co.

The

mon

The Department also notes that
Josh Binney, pioneer film director,
Dutch exhibitors have been complainhas been named president of the newly
ing of recent drops in attendance.
formed Tele-Talent Pictures here.

sTrust
BAN
COMPAN
NEW YORK
MEM9ER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

* YOU -GOTTA- STAY-HAPPY DAYS
You

Gotta

Stay

Happy

Family Honeymoon

•

•

The

Criss

AHEAD

Cross

Life of Riley

•

•

vith these pictures

V

The

Fighting

.

.

.

O'Flynn

Red Canyon (T echnicolor)
.

.

.

and more

to

come!
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and
Impartial

NEW
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N. Y. Case Is

End

orders

_

Association general counsel Abram F.
But, he warned that in his
Myers.
opinion, the most important aspects
of the case are still in the air."
Myers said that the orders were
"steps in the right direction, but that
the crucial issues are still ahead." He
claimed there never was any doubt
since

theatres,

Court

Supreme

had

the

Persists:
Paramount

is

Balaban
confronted with

the problem of trimming production
costs to the level where a "wholesome
relationship" with distribution revenues is established, president Barney
Balaban informs stockholders in a

message sent yesterday accompanying
the fourth-quarter dividend payment
of 50 cents per share.

"We

are exerting every effort to
conditions which will form a
foundation for continuously successful
(Continued on page 3)
create

Trust Suit Brings
Breaks on Product
—

Hollywood, Dec. 23. Phil Isley's
Picwood Theatre, plaintiff in a $1,500,000 conspiracy - to - discriminate suit
pending against the majors and Fox
West Coast, will open on Christmas
Day with M-G-M's "Three Musketeers," furnished to the house on a
seven-day break in accompaniment
(

Continued on page 3)

alphabetically

Each

of

to Distribute,

Keep

Rentals of Other's Film

A

66

of Costs "Adventures

still

lists

Exchange Deal

unique deal by which Selznick
Releasing Organization and Sir
Alexander Korda apparently propose to overcome British-American
marketing and monetary complications
confronting them has been entered into
by the two, based on an exchange of at
least two pictures each.
Korda will take two Selznick pictures, retaining proceeds of their distribution
in
Britain,
and Selznick
takes two Korda pictures for distribution here, the dollar earnings being
retained by him, it is reported.
Indications are that Selznick's "The

Paradine Case" and Korda's "The
Third Man" will be the first to be
exchanged under the agreement. British Lion, distribution company with
which Korda is associated, already
has announced release of "Paradine"
in London. "Third Man," with Joseph

Reviews

(Continued on page 3)

Problem

In Reciprocal

spoken

clearly on this issue, but the big question is how the New York court will
interpret the Supreme Court decision
on divorcement and divestiture.
"There is some talk" of Paramount

TEN CENTS

SROandKorda

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY SOXER (RKO Radio)
CASS TIMBERLANE (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
GREEN DOLPHIN STREET (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
LIFE WITH FATHER (Warner Brothers)
MOTHER WORE TIGHTS (20th Century-Fox)
ROAD TO RIO (Paramount Pictures)
UNCONQUERED (Paramount Pictures)

Brothers, and the announced agreement on Loew's, are characterized as
"so far, so good," by Allied States

S.

gll

1948

ber to September):

The

dissolving jointly-held theatres of
Century-Fox and Warner
20th

jointly-held

24,

the top-grossing pictures in the 1947-48 season ( Septem-

Not Enough, He Warns

on
U.

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

Motion Picture Daily herewith

of Partnerships Is

—

U.S.A.,

THE TOP-GROSSING PICTURES
OF THE 1947-48 SEASON

Myers

Washington, Dec. 23.
New York Federal Court

YORK,

FOR THE RECORD

the

Still 'in

Air':

&o

DAILY

Concise

NO.

"f

MOTION

Accurate

)64.

Jlerrp Cfjnsitmasi

Jfflerrp,

(Continued on page 3)

Portrait

Benny Sun. Program
Lists Daily's Awards

of Jennie

Don Juan 97

Jack Benny will introduce his Sunday night show, Dec. 26, with a comedy byplay built around his selection by
Decidedly Worthwhile
newspaper and magazine radio editors
Hollywood, Dec. 23
Hollyzvood, Dec. 23
and critics as radio's Champion of
audiences Champions for 1948 top honor in Modid not spare the horses, the DISCRIMINATORY
them
awaiting
experience
have an
tion Picture Daily's 13th annual
rapiers or the budget on this one.
Benny also
"Adventures of Don Juan" is as opu- in "Portrait of Jennie," for here is" an radio poll for Fame.
sensitively
picture,
unusual motion
was voted radio's No. 1 comedian in
lent, as lush and as large-scale a show
delicately
performance,
the poll, complete results of which
as Hollywood knows how to put to- modulated in
gether in fat or lean times. Moreover, balanced in direction and vastly re- were published Dec. IS.
moved from the routine in subject
awards already have been
Poll
it
is fast-moving, exciting, amorous,
(Continued on page 3)
intriguing, amusing, and it disports matter.
These decided assets from a draErrol Flynn in his 32nd starring rele,
matic point of view, may prove otherwhich also is perhaps his best.
Don Juan, that gay and over-publi- wise in determining its commercial
kind of
cized Spanish blade whose name was fate, however. "Jennie" is the

Warner Brothers
One for the Money
[

ISRO]

]

THEY

enough to make feminine hearts forego their maidenly modesty, must have
been quite a man. He is sufficient
enough a guy in this version to break
up marriages of state, knock off
swordsmen in droves, engineer prison
_

breaks with the aid of dramatic license
and set a queen's pulse racing. He is

enough

of

17th
clutches of

save

almost

one-man task force
Century Spain from
a

to
the

dictator who
of attrition
(Continued on page 4)

a medieval

incites

a.

war

film

not

hitherto

successful

in

the

normal channels of distribution. It is
the type of film which has great ap-

Scophony Trial Off;
Consent Action Due

Experienced showmen will understand the score more quickly when
they are told that this is a fantasy
dealing with love, truth and faith.
Based on a novel by Robert Nathan,

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday granted in U. S. District Court
here a Department of Justice motion
to take the Scophony anti-trust case
off the trial calendar and put it on
The ruling is
the motion calendar.
regarded as indicating that a consent
decree will probably evolve.
The government's strategy in mak-

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 3)

peal for audiences of the "art" theatre

where the perfunctory and the hidebound neither are expected nor condoned.

j

;

Motion Picture Daily
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Navy Ends Capital

Personal
Mention
GEORGE

BURROWS,

Phila.y

Film Competition
en-

•

Washington, Dec.

23.

—Any

ex-

and the Orpheum, New Orleans, to what RKO officials
"phenomenal"
as
describe
pre-holiday business.

sociation.

Connecticut, has been
named an associate member of the International
Association
of
Police

Brylawski promised to take them
up with the proper military authoriand get as speedy action as
ties
Washington exhibitors got after a local complaint
"But they must be specific, not just
general gripes," Brylawski said.
He met here yesterday with top
Associated Motion Picture Adver- Navy motion picture division officials,
things right in
tisers yesterday heralded the approach who promised to set
Local
of Christmas with a yuletide lunch- the Washington naval zone.
eon-party at the Brass Rail here. theatre-owner Sidney Lust has been
Some 200 members and guests at- protesting strongly over competition
from the Bethesda Naval Hospital
tended.
president Max E_. Young- Theatre, and Brylawski said Navy ofhave called in all top comstein, who shared the dais microphone ficials
with film actress Anne Jeffreys and manders in the Washington zone and
comedian Benny Rubin, reported that briefed them on the civilian admis-

Chiefs.

the

home town

of Bridgeport from
headquarters in Mexico City.

his

•
Padowitz, formerly
with Loew's Poli-New England Theatres in Hartford and New Haven, has

Howard

R.

Gordon Entertain-

joined the staff of

ment

Bureau's

Hartford

booking

office.

•

Bob Kaufman, 20th Century-Fox
exploiteer

in

•

o

David Farrar,

among

the

British film star,

passengers

who

will

is

sail

tonight from New York for England
on the SS Queen Mary.

•

Selma Cohen of Loew's Poli
New Haven has become engaged
Sidney Gimple

in
to

of that city.

•

Tom McAndrews
Republic salesman in

has resigned as

New

AMPA

organization

has

made progress

The
lucky door tickets.
gifts were donated by distributors, adhouses,
supply
agencies,
vertising
holders

of

A V AGVA

Offices to Close at

Walsh Is Named
Political League

to

MPAA

head made his posiThe
tion known on the debate in a letter
to America's Town Meeting of the
Air.
Arnall had challenged Johnston
to argue on monopoly in the industry
presidency,
as he assumed the
and subsequently requested time for
a debate on the "Town Meeting" pro-

Richard F. Walsh, IATSE presiSIMPP
has been named to a five-man
supervise
will
which
committee
changes in the by-laws of Labor's gram.
League for Political Education. Also
named to the group were William Arnall Plans to Discuss
House Green,
George Radio Invitation Further
AFL president

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
THE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

"f^CAPITOl!
DAM VI

r

AGVA

AFL

AGVA
AGVA

Teleconcert

AGVA

AGVA

Formed

prtttots

Produced by
MATOIE UTYM 2 ROBERT BASSUt

Directed by

ANATOU UTVU

i

.

JC\ I
££r£l

T^IVOLI

Coi«-

"

V Technicolor

CfmJW

J.

Newman,

Ga., Dec. 23.

—Ellis

Paramo

Arthur Rank presents
by

^rBrV^

BIJOU THEATER,

Alt Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

TOO

BIG FOR

Release

ONE THEATRE

JoanofArc

i

Bergman/

ingSid

A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS with JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN • J. CARROL NA1SI'
/ARD BOND SHEPPERD STRUDW1CK HU
HATFIELD GENE LOCKHART • JOHN EMERY
GEORGE COULOURIS • JOHN IRELAND ond
CECIL K El LAW AY .bawd upon the

Ar-

president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
said here today he will go to New
York after the holidays to discuss
further an invitation to debate the
condition of the film industry on
America's Town Meeting of the Air.
He was apprised of Eric Johnston's
rejection of an invitation to appear
on the program in a telegram from
Elizabeth Colcough, program director
of "Town Meeting."

Line of Ads, Etc.

Masterpiece Productions, headed by
Jules Weill, will handle reissue distribution of "Stagecoach" and "The
Long Voyage Home," with a new line
of advertisements, posters and accessories for both.

A

RED
SHOES"
"THE
Technicolor
Color

•

nall,

New

ZANUCK

the SrtTLakd

:

AFL

F.

OLIVIA de HAYILLAND

;

labor
sub-committee
has
attacked Meany,
secretary-treasurer
control by the Associated Actors and Harry
Bates, president of the
C.
Artistes of America ("Four A's") Bricklayers' Union, and W. C. Birthof the American Guild of Variety right, president of the Barbers' Union.
Artists,
claiming that
had
Proposed changes in the by-laws
"beyond any question" violated the will permit the League to accept 10Taft-Hartley Law.
memcent contributions from
The sub-committee last fall investi- ber's to finance a 14-month political
gated a complaint from the Philadel- education drive.
phia
local. It now reports that
and the Employers' Management Association violated the law by
imposing a closed shop on agents
Teleconcert, Inc., has been formed
licensed by AGVA.
here by Henri Leiser, film producer,
The report declared that the "Four with Leopold Stokowski to produce
A's" took over operation of national and distribute musical films for tele"in an illegal manner" in 1942, vision, regular motion picture theatres
returned autonomy to the organization presentation and in 16mm. for the
in 1946, but again appointed an execu- home.
Leiser, known in international
tive committee in 1947 to run
musical circles and in theatrical proin a manner that was "arbitrary and duction, is executive vice-president of
without proper legal formalities."
Teleconcert.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

—

ecutive assistant.

Home

One O'Clock Today for Yule
All film home offices, the Motion

Haven.

—A

Johnston Turns Down
Debate with Arnall

Fox, Warner and Film Classics.

All

firms,

Control
23.

.
.

.

said.

Picture Association of America, and
other places will close today at one
Among comP.M., for Christmas.
panies holding parties are Eagle-Lion,
Paramount, Republic, 20th Century-

laboratories, and many
other organizations in the industry.
legal

House Group Attacks
Washington, Dec.

PERRY COMO
LENA HORNE
MICKEY ROONEY
ANN SOTHERN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

JUNE ALLYSON
JUDY GARLAND
GENE KELLY

sions policy.
They also plan to send
out inspectors at periodic intervals to
check on how the policy is being car
"Everyone is anxious to
ried out.
get these things straightened out,"

Washington, Dec. 23.
Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture Association
of America president, has served notice that he will not engage in any
public debate with Ellis Arnall, new
president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, on the
Incondition's in the film industry.
stead, Johnson has called upon Arnall to stop "throwing brickbats" at
the industry and work for "a bigger
box-office," it was disclosed here today by Joyce O'Hara, Johnston's ex-

dent,

'4

i

With Holiday Party

toward its financial and membership
Forrest Judd, Allied Artists-Mono- goals. He urged that a new membergram story editor, who has been ship drive be started now. Also seated
granted a leave of absence from his at the speakers' table were AMPA
Eve- Brylawski
post, is en route to India from the officers Harry McWilliams and
lyn Koleman.
Coast.
•
Rubin officiated in the distribution
to
Walt Disney will receive the of some 150 Christmas presents

Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatres
vice-president and general manager,
and Mrs. Schwartz will leave here
on Monday for Los Angeles,

HALL—

AMPA Heralds Yule

•

"distinguished service award" from
Purdue University at a dinner on Jan.
IS. He will be the first American to
receive the award.

1948

"WORDS AND MUSIC"

hibitors having specific complaints of
unfair, competition
from Army or
Navy theatres were invited today to
forward them to A. Julian Brylawski,
head of the local Theatre Owners As-

at the Carlton, Philadelphia,

Vincent

Palmeri,
E.
former
Connecticut exhibitor and now Universal-International general manager
for Mexico and Lower California, is
expected to spend the holidays in his

first

gagements outside of New
York City opened Wednesday

Allied-

RADIO CITY MUSIC

24,

Rockefeller Center

For 'Joan of Arc'

Artists-Monogram executive vicepresident and treasurer, is here from
Hollywood.

—

N.O. Strong

"Joan of Arc" in

December

Friday,

Pag-

c

•VEIL ANDERSON
Screen Ploy by MAXWELL
ANDERSON o-d ANDREW
SOLT • An Direction by

RICHARD DAT
Director of Photography,
A.S.C.

JOSEPH VALENTINE.
Produced by WALTER
Directed by

WANGER

VICI0R FLEMING

TYRONE POWER

GENE TIERNEY

"THAT WONDERFUL URGE"
A

Twentieth Century - Fox Picture
ON THE ICE STAGE

BARBARA ANN SCOTT
In

Winter Carnival

ON STAGE — Ming

&.

— Gordon

= ROXY
Harold

Barnes

LingGoodman

thAve&
50th St.
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Reviews

Average U.S. Owner
Profits 6% a Year

"Bad Men of Tombstone"
(Allied Artists)
and realism keynote this King Brothers' production which offers a
grim account of the lives and deaths 'of five bad men of the Old West.
It belongs in the top bracket of gun shootin' entertainment.
Singularly, this is due in large part to the King Brothers having given
their principal characters brains as well as brawn, intelligence as well as
hard courage, with the result that their motives are never in doubt, and the
The story, which is
relation of cause to effect is .utterly clear throughout.
rounded out with a neat use of irony, consequently packs more power than a
mere count of the innumerable bullets fired and killings accomplished would
It is a very solid picture, expertly directed by Kurt Neumann and
indicate.
admirably enacted by Barry Sullivan, Broderick Crawford, Fortunio Bonanovn "uinn Williams, Marjorie Reynolds and a large supporting cast.
TV "screenplay, by Philip Yordan and Arthur Strawn, based on jay
Monaghan's "Last of the Bad Men," opens with the arrival of Sullivan, a
cool killer, in Leadville in 1851. Low in funds, he tries a robbery, is caught,
and meets Crawford, a likewise brainy outlaw, in a jail cell from which they
Sullivan joins the Crawford
are shortly rescued by Crawford's three pals.
gang, which successfully conducts a long series of stage, train and bank holdups, and breaks up, under pursuit, to meet again in the still lawless Tombstone.
Sullivan, having married Miss

Reynolds meanwhile,

finally

on the pictures he
shows over the year, according to an article in Parade
Magazine dealing with the
business "headaches" and sat-

•
.

a directly told story, clear in outline, strong in treatment, remarkably
It should take very good care of
realistic and never even momentarily dull.
itself in any area of exhibition.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
It is

Nov.

"The Denver Kid"

bers.

This marks the first time video will
use motion pictures as a back-drop,
according to CBS. The system was
developed by John DeMott, CBS-TV
production manager. The program tonight will be "Surprise from Santa,"

produced by Arthur Schwartz
sponsored by Chevrolet dealers.

(Continued from page
operations

in

that

field,"

(ROCKY) LANE, in another of his series of Westerns, portrays
ALLAN
border patrol member set on tracking down the killer of his partner
a

it

has the usual amount of gunplay and

With Gordon Kay as associate producer, and under the direction of Philip
Ford, the story has Lane using the assumed name of "Denver" and posing
as a 'cold-hearted outlaw so that he may work his way into the gang controlBy employing his ingenuity he wins the
ling the town of Cemetery Ridge.
the boss bandit's favor then sets 'out to gather the evidence to prove the boss
After 60 minutes his mission is successful and he rides off
killed his friend.
to further adventures. The original screenplay was written by Bob Williams.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.

Benjamin, Selznick to Selznick - Korda
(Continued from page 1)
Weigh EL-SRO Deal
Robert S. Benjamin, Eagle-Lion
board member, left here yesterday for
Hollywood to confer with David O.
Selznick on the proposed deal under
which E-L would take over such current Selznick releases as "Duel in the
Sun" and "The Paradine Case" and

adds.

are "progressing satisfactorily," Bala-

ban said.
Although the

letter to stockholders
sent yesterday, it is dated Dec.
18, prior to the resumption of hearings
in the anti-trust case at which Paramount declared it was "prepared to

was

terminate" partnership operations
volving over 500 theatres.

in-

the case, Balaban in-

timated the possibility of a settlement
with the government. He said "We
have been giving extensive study to
the problems presented by this litiga-

from a Graham Greene story. SelzSRO will have Western Hemi-

nick's

sphere distribution rights.

Both

Selznick's

and Korda's

tion and, 'as part of this, we have had
discussions with the Department of
Justice.
have arrived at no final
conclusions. When we do, we will advise you of them as promptly as
possible."

New

offices

Mark

—

Year

RMA

•

UA

.

Case

Beat 'Champion' Budget
Screen Plays has completed "Champion," for United Artists release, at a
cost of $595,200 on a 24-day shooting
schedule, compared with an original
budget of $750,000 and 36 shooting
days, it is disclosed here by Myer
P. Beck, representing Screen Plays.

Appoint Publicity Firm
Relations Affiliates of New
retained to handle all
phases of publicity,- exploitation and
merchandising for Laurel Films, Inc.,

Public

York has been
whose
will go

here.

welcome

television as a great
contribution to the screen, the home
and the technique of story telling,"
Goldwyn said. It may cause people
to stay away from bad motion pictures, he declared, "but they will go
to the good ones."
"I

Benny Sun. Program
(Continued from page 1)

Scophony Case

Academy

KMA

VVNBC

acknowledged on the air by Dinah
Shore, voted Best Female Popular
Vocalist, and on the Suspense program, voted Best Mystery Show.
Groucho Marx, whose program
"You Bet Your Life" was voted
Best Quiz Show by the critics, will
(Continued from page 1
pay his respects to their discerning
ing the motion was to isolate Sco- taste at 9 :30 P.M. next Wednesday
phony by later entering consent night. Bing Crosby, only performer
judgments with General Precision to be voted three first places in this
Equipment and Television Produc- year's poll, is including acknowledgetions, the other major defendants
to ments of the honors in his platters
have Scophony, Ltd., held in default, now being made'for broadcasts around
and then, if no consent decree is forth- Feb. 1.
coming from Scophony Corp. of
Similar acknowledgements are in
America, to move for summary judg- work by other first-place winners in
ment on the pleadings, without trial. the 1948 poll.
Presentation of the
Scophony opposed the motion, not Best Sportscaster scroll to Bill Stern
wanting to be left to fight the case will be aired on his Jan. 21 broadcast.
alone and also desiring some trial
Benny's Sunday night program is

Breaks on Product

Nominations Feb. 14
—

Television will prove a benefit to
the motion picture industry, in the
opinion of Samuel Goldwyn. He made
this assertion yesterday on a transcribed radio broadcast over station

We

disclaimed knowledge of
some nine Selznick reissues. Selznick details of the agreement but specula- proceedings.
Releasing Organization intends to re- tion on the second pictures involved
tain its recently-completed "Portrait centered around Selznick's "Portrait
of Jennie" for release through its own of Jennie" and Korda's "The Eye
Witness," formerly "Lost Illusion."
(Continued from page 1)
facilities.
It has been indicated that the Britwith
an
M-G-M open offer to permit
ish Treasury has approved the arthe Picwood to bid against the Fox
rangement.
Wilshire. The M-G-M offer was accompanied by a request for dismissal
25th
to
from the suit, but this has been reAcadThe
Hollywood, Dec 23.
Washington, Dec. 23.
Twenty- fused.
Sciand
Arts
emy of Motion Picture
anniversary celebration of the
fifth
Federal Judge Campbell Beaumont
ences reports that nominations for the Radio Manufacturers Association will said he will rule on
Jan. 7 or before
on
known
annual awards will be made
be held at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, on Isley's petition for a temporary inFeb. 14, on the basis of ballots dis- May 16-20, coincident with an annual junction to restrain distributors from
tributed to the membership on Jan. 12, trade show.
Joining in the
denying the Picwood first-run films.
returnable on Jan. 29. Final ballot- tribute will be the Electronic Parts
has also made a seven-day
1-15,
ting will take place on March
and Equipment Manufacturers Asso- break offer.
and awards presentations are to be ciation of Chicago, Eastern Sales
made on March 24 at the Warner Managers Club, West Coast Elec'In
studio lot.
tronic Manufacturers Association, and
(Continued from page 1)
the National Electronic Distributors.

Announce

Benefiting Industry

;

Cotten, Valli and Orson Welles, is
now being produced by Carol Reed

York

and

Goldwyn Sees Video

1)

he

:

|( Republic)

A

designed 14-by-17-foot screen while in
the foreground Anne Jeffreys, seated
in a pro]> hansom, will sing two num-

J.,

Balaban on Costs

Commenting on

standard Western,

N.

exhibitor Edward
Lachman
who is described as a "typical
small-town exhibitor." Lachman is also president of the
Allied
Theatre Owners of
New Jersey.

IS.

and friend.
hard riding.

of Boonton,

Rear projection of scenes of CenPark will be used on a specially-

tral

comes to Theatre income is "relatively good"
and the company's television activities

the parting of the ways with Crawford, whom he kills to gain possession of
Having thus succeeded completely in his
the loot accumulated by the gang.
quest for riches, at the cost of many lives, he is shot down by the townsmen
for having in his possession a horse which he does not even know has been
stolen.

CBS-TV

will adapt a long-established Hollywood technique tonight
with the telecast of a 90-minutc studio
show which will use motion picture
scenes as background.

profit

isfactions

Will Use Films

As Video Background

The average U. S. exhibitor
makes only a six per cent

SKILL

Here

3

the Air'

some

theatres, the Allied official said, but if the circuit of retained
theatres were owned by the film company, "the whole case is defeated.
It

retaining

it

is

owned by a

company,
something like

separate

his last before his

CBS

switchover to

on Jan. 2. His poll honors were voted on the basis of his performance
on NBC during the past year and,
hence, his recognition of the awards
is being made on that network.

$274,983 for Video

—

Fund

Chicago, Dec. 23.
Net assets of
Television Fund, Inc., on Oct. 31,
after two months of operation, were
$274,983,

equal

to

$9.12

a

share,

Chester D. Tripp, president, discloses
in his first annual report to stockholders. The company's portfolio had
a market value of $169,626, representing common stocks of 24 different
companies in television. Television

Fund

invests

in

the

television

in-

dustry.

Shane Sets Next Film
Producer-director-writer

Shane has

Maxwell

June 13 as the starting
date for filming of "The Salem Frigate,"

set

following conferences here with

partner,
Maxwell Geffen, with
whom he is associated in Geffen-Shane
his

with different officers,
"Custom's Affair," the RKO deal, that may or may not Productions which will make the picinto production here Jan. 12. be good, depending on the safeguards." ture for U-I release.

first

film,

:;:

Motion Picture daily

4

"Adventures of Don Juan

9 9

More than

Cities Elect Chiefs

per cent of
junior and senior high school
students attend film theatres
at least once every seven
days, according to the Institute of Student Opinion. Approximately 10 per cent attend three or more times in
that period; 19 per cent attend twice, and 39 per cent
once. Balloting of 79,755 students was conducted by the
1,600 high school newspapermembers of the Institute.
The students were divided
as to the most important factor influencing their choice of
features to see. The highest
percentage, 19.10, said they

against Elizabeth of England, but who dies a fitting, if spectacular- death, at the
receiving end of Don Juan's doughty dagger.
Juan, which is to say Flynn, by this time has Viveca Lindfors, the
Spanish queen, in a romantic dither, but a queen's a queen despite all
The fabulous swordsman-lover foregoes his native land, emotionally
that.
crushed, but only long enough to spy an attractive gal Barcelona-bound.
With the greatest of ease, Flynn stages a mighty recovery and is off to the
romantic races all over again as the picture closes.
He is very good in the title role, particularly when he essays the vaunted
lover with tongue in cheek. Miss Lindfors is regal enough, and quite vigorous about it, too. Romney Brent is amusing as the weak-kneed Spanish king
and Alan Hale gives his accustomed effective assist, but the best-rounded and
most substantial acting job comes from Robert Douglas as the, evil-planning
nobleman seeking to wrest royal power.
The sweep, panoply and production investiture evidenced throughout the
attraction are impressive to the hilt.
The sets are high, wide and handsome
and a magnificent backdrop for flaming tapestries, tingling sword-play and
Flynn's Fairbanks-like gymnastics.
There is never any doubt about the way it is going. The hero is a hero, the
But the idea
villain noticeably black and dastardly, the women beautiful.
behind this show is to entertain, not to edify, and it is noteworthy that the
purpose is met in exceedingly generous proportions.
Vincent Sherman directed with a fine eye toward the box-office for showwise producer Jerry Wald, from a script by George Oppenheimer and Harry
Kurnitz, who worked from a story by Herbert Dalmas.
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Red Kann
Jan. 29.
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Variety Tents in 8

Student Attendance
At Theatres Is High

(Continued from page 1)

December

Friday,

67

"just went" for no particular
reason. This group was closely followed by those who said

they went because they read
about the picture in a magazine
(18.46
per cent) and
those who heard their school
friends talk about a picture
(16.33 per cent).

Officers elected by eight more Variety tents
in Cleveland, Toronto, De-

—

Columbus, New Haven, Chicago,
have been
Boston and Philadelphia
announced.
I. J. Schmertz has been elected chief
barker of Variety Club, Tent No. 6,
Cleveland,
to
succeed
Milton A.
Mooney. Other officers are: first assistant, Irwin Shenker
second assistant, Jerry Wechsler; secretary, E. J.
troit,

—

;

Stutz treasurer, Lou Ratener.
Re-elected to the executive,
imitere
tee of Toronto Variety Clu
J. J. Fitzgibbons, Morris Stein, Jack
Chisholm, Ben Freedman, Hye Bossin, Ben Geldsaler and Dave Griesdorf.
Newcomers on the board are
Herbert Allen, Ernie Rawley, Connie
;

Smythe and William Summerville.
Detroit Tent No. 5 elected Ed
Stuckey, chief barker
Lou Mitchell,
;

assistant
Jack Zide, second assistant
Irving
Goldberg, property
master
Ritter,
Del
dough guy
Charles Snyder, national canvassmen;
Art Robinson, alternate canvassman,
and the following crew members Joe
Lee, Sam Seplowin, Ralph Raskin,
first

;

;

;

:

"Portrait of Jennie"

New Odeon
Public

(Continued from page 1)
"Jennie" is about Jennifer Jones, a girl whom the established facts, such as
they are, prove to have been long dead.
Joseph Cotten, a struggling artist seeking blindly to find himself, sees her
one day in Central Park. She appears, disappears and re-appears on no fixed
schedule, each time older and finally of sufficient age to make the romance
with Cotten less disproportionate.
It takes time for him to overcome the
confusion of the mystery, but he does by final acceptance of a state of affairs
which he no longer wants to challenge.
Miss Jones is very much alive to him if to no one else. She provides him
the inspiration for which he has been groping so that he paints the portrait
of Jennie which establishes his renown.
In his mind, and, of course, on the
screen, he and the girl re-live many nostalgic and haunting episodes. Finally,
he loses her in a re-occurence of the violent storm and tidal wave which the
uncertain facts maintain were responsible for her death years earlier. Because
the memories persist, Cotten is happy and content.
The figment of delicate and elusive imagination is the cornerstone. Even
the spoken foreword puts it up to the audience to decide whether what it sees
ever happened. This places the burden of acceptance or rejection squarely
Realists will reject it entirely.
in the hands of those who buy the tickets.
Romanticists, especially women, are more likely to accept it.
In equations of performance, however, there is little at issue. Miss Jones
is excellent in a difficult role, suggesting the ethereal quality which the part
demands. Cotten, too, is first-rate and so, also, are such supporting players
as Ethel Barrymore, David Wayne, Albert Sharpe, Cecil Kellaway, Lillian
Gish, and others.
William Dieterle's direction of gossamer material is superior. Technical
accomplishments in the highlight photography necessary to establish mood
and, finally, excitement in the impressive storm sequence which was accelerated
at the preview by employing a large screen and special speakers are noteworthy.
Paul Osborn and Peter Berneis wrote the screenplay and David Hempstead
served as associate producer for David O. Selznick. The music score, written
and conducted by Dimitri Tiomkin, from the works of Claude Debussy, is
tenderly infectious and significant to the whole.
Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
K.
not set.

"Monsieur Vincent"
(Lopert Films)

" \A 0NSIEUR VINCENT," the story of a
IV 1 priest who devoted his life to help the
of high calibre

and

humble 17th century French
poor and the sick, is a film

Unit in

Bond

Issue

Toronto, Dec. 23— For the
Canadian Odeon interests

time

first

are
public offering of bonds in
issue of $2,500,000 first mort-

making a
a

new

gage debentures bearing four and
one-half per cent interest, it was announced today.
The issue is for a

company known as Odeon,
operates 10 new theatres

Ltd., which
in Toronto

_

Wisper

and

John L. Barcroft is the new chief
barker of the Columbus Variety Club,
Tent No. 2.
Other officers are
Ralph

Shifiet,

I.

first

assistant

;

Ben

Cowell, second assistant; Arthur Robinson,
secretary;
Milton
Staub,
treasurer.
Members of the board of
directors
include
Virgil
Jackson,
Leo Yassenoff, William Pullin, Jr.,
Leo Kessel and U. G. Hazelton.
:

In New Haven, Lou Brown has
and other Ontario cities and is combeen- elected chief barker of Variety
pleting an office building here. Odeon,
Tent No. 31.
Other officers are:
Ltd., is a
subsidiary of Odeon TheGeorge H. Wilkinson, Jr., first assistatres of Canada.
ant chief barker
Ben Simon, second
assistant
Harry Rosenblatt, dough
2 More Odeon Houses Open
guy Hugh Maguire, property man.
Toronto, Dec. 23.
Two more In addition to the officers, the new
Odeon theatres have been opened in board includes Harry F. Shaw, HerOntario for Christmas, one at Brant- man M. Levy, William Brown, Arford, the other at St. Thomas, thus thur Greenfield and A. J. Mattes.
completing the year's construction Robert Elliano and Greenfield were
program of the circuit. Several addi- named delegates to the annual Variety
with
Simon and Lou
tional houses are being readied for convention,
opening within the next two months, Brown as alternates.
including the Humber here.
At the annual election of Chicago
Variety, Tent No. 26, the following
were elected: Henry Elman, chief
harker; Irving Mandel, first assist9
ant Nat Nathanson, second assistant
for
James Booth, property master Van
Toronto, Dec. 23. Famous Play- A. Nomikos, sergeant-at-arms Walers Canadian will not declare an extra ter Immerman, national canvassman.
dividend for 1948 because of the comNewly-elected trustees of the Bospany's construction program, J. J. ton Variety Club are Walter Brown,
;

;

—

;

FP-C Drops Dividend
'Bonus

Building

;

—

;

;

:

Fitzgibbons, president, has declared
The
in a statement to shareholders.
company opened IS new houses this
year and is proceeding with the remodelling of existing theatres along
replacement
considerable
with
of

equipment. Last year a SO-cent bonus
distributed among shareholders

was

in addition to the $1

dividend.

artistic merit.

Produced by E.D.I. C. and directed with cafe by Maurice Cloche, it is a
tender, poignant story of a man's devotion to a cause of desperate urgency.
Pierre Fresnay gives a magnificent performance as St. Vincent de Paul, a
portrayal which undoubtedly had much to do with the film's winning the
Grand Prix du Cinema Francais, France's highest film honor. He gives the
figure of the priest dignity, a fine sense of humor and the moral strength'
which underlines the story with stark realism, especially in the scenes where
This is a natural not only for the art
the squalor of hospitals is shown.
theatres but, since its message is all-embracing and by no means sectarian,
Jean Anouilh, who wrote
it is acceptable and recommended for most houses.
the script, did an outstanding job, keeping it simple and yet intense and
moving. Films like this should go a long way in furthering the acceptability
of French product on the American market.
Running time, 102 minutes. General audience classification.

Lew

Earl
Hudson,
Charles Perry.

Juvenile

Library

Max Levinson, Phillip Smith, Murray
Weiss, Ben Williams, Martin J. Mullin,
Albert
M. Kane, Theodore
Fleischer and Arnold

Tent No.

Van

Leer.

Variety Club of Philadelphia,
will
honor retiring chief
barker Mike Felt and newly-elected
chief barker Edward Emanuel, at a
dinner to be held on Jan. 10 at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel in that city.
13,

in

Canada Next Month
— The Children's
Toronto, Dec.
23.
will

start in Canada
Film Library
next month with prints of 18 approved
features made available for nominal

rental by theatres from film distributors across the Dominion with the
exception of Quebec.
The library is a counterpart of the
department of the Motion Picture Association of America.
.

$15,90C to D. C. Charities

Washington, Dec.
taling $15,900

Washington

—

23.
Checks towere presented to five

welfare
organizations
here today by Variety Tent No. 11.
Largest check was for $10,400, given
to Children's Hospital, representing
the final payment of a $31,200 pledge
made by Variety to the hospital's
During the year the
building fund.
local tent earmarked a total of $55,000 for various charities.
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28 Next Year
Blumberg Says

To

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Settle

Jackson Park Suit
Chicago, Dec.
— Settlement
26.

of

No

—

—

—

any
budget

produce

low

-

See March Meet on
RKO Divorcement

during

pictures
1949.

Since his ar-

from

York

a

{Continued on page 4)

Rule Elections
At 10 Studios
Washington, Dec.

26.

—The

Na-

Labor Relations Board has
ordered two separate elections among
two groups of 10 studio workers in
another attempt to bring some order
into the Hollywood labor picture.
A three-man board directed the Los
tional

Angeles regional director to hold elections within 30 days to determine (1)
whether all machinists employed at
California studios want to be repre-

for Mullin, 50 for
Pinanski; 2 Companies

the overall European recovery program."
Hoffman made the state-

By SIG

—

Organizing Drive

its fold.

director

_

of

organizing

New

two months or gram, Paramount,

RKO

RKO

B. of T., Hoping 45%
Will Work, Silent on

Quota

60%

Ingrid Bergman and Bing Crosby
the third successive year were
voted the favorite stars of rural theatre-goers in the sixth annual Rural
Motion Picture Poll conducted by

—

26.
Board of Trade ficials themselves are not highly enfrom echoing sugges- amoured of the 45 per cent quota.
trade-union and other quar- Some 1,327 theatres have been award-

London, Dec.

officials here, far

tions in
ters for a 60 per cent quota next year,
are far more concerned whether exhibitors will find enough worthwhile
features at the present rate of produc-

Gentleman. June Allyson
placed second among the female stars
with a slight lead over Irene Dunne

present quota rate will require debate
and authorization in both houses of
Parliament before next March.
Analysis of the now-issued Quota
Relief list confirms the view that of-

Country

{Continued on page 2)

Moreover,

any

alteration

in

other,

known

as

Ameri-

Admission Tax

Income up 17%
—

Washington, Dec. 26. Box-office
business in October bounded upwards,
hitting the highest point of the year
and running close to 17 per cent ahead
of October 1947, it was indicated by
U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue tax
figures released here today.
The Bureau reported that general
admission tax collections in November, reflecting box-office business in
October, totaled $36,280,867, close to
$5,200,000 better than the $31,091,909 collected in November last year.
Part of the increase, Bureau officials
point out, probably reflected
record football crowds, for sports
events, ^s well as legitimate theatre
{Continued on page 4)

U. A. Group Meets on

New

Capital

Raising

consideration.

First meeting of the United Artists'
board of directors' committee charged
with drafting proposals for establishing new capital for the company and
obtaining the approval therefor of coowners Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin was held here late last week.
Members of the committee are

Complete breakdown of the varying
categories and the percentages the thethe atres in question will be called upon

tion to
quota.

The

ed varying degrees of relief with 305
given complete exemption. Other applications for relief are still under

meet the present 45 per cent

for

begin individual operations on Jan. 3.
One of the new companies will be
known as New England Theatres,
Martin
Inc.
It will be headed by
Mullin and will have 54 theatres in

can Theatres Co., Inc., will be headed
by Samuel Pinanski and will include
50 houses, inclusive of the Seville and
The Colosseum of Motion Picture Central Square, East Boston, which
Salesmen of America, which has a will be absorbed subsequently, and the
membership of approximately 1,000 Hancock, now building in the new
Hancock Housing Development, and
U. S. film salesmen and union con{Continued on page 4)
tracts with distributors, is "on the
march" in terms of organizing activity,
it was revealed here by David Beznor,

(Continued on page 2)

Bergman and Crosby
Top Rural Tan' Poll

—

Set for Salesmen

Radio, Remore, with the earliest possibility be- public, 20th-Fox, United Artists, Universal-International and Warners, the
ing an early March meeting.
Under the agreement entered into union is preparing to conclude next
with the government, the similar pacts with Film Classics,
by
company has a year from last Nov. 15 Monogram franchise holders and other
state-right franchisers, Beznor said.
in which to effect the divorcement.

another

COHEN

Elimination
Boston, Dec. 26.
of the Mullin and Pinanski theatre
operation and its reorganization as
two separate companies will be
concluded during the next week with
the two new companies scheduled to

announcing an informational media guarantee to
the New York Herald Tribune. This was the second informational media guarantee
made by ECA the first was
to MPEA of Germany.
in

RKO

for

Circuit

55

Beznor recently visited
atre operations simply as a proposal to work.
be placed before the company's stock- York from Milwaukee, his base of
holders for their approval remains to operations.
be done, company officials said here.
Now holding wages-and-hours conPresent indications are that, in con- tracts, which also provide for on-thesequence, the proposal will not be road and automobile expenses, with
stock- Columbia, Eagle-Lion, Loew's, Monoready for a meeting of
holders

TEN CENTS

Jan. 3 Start

important step in furthering

Nate Blumberg
New
week
Huge amount of paper work necesago, Blumberg has gone over the
divorcement of Colosseum attorney and
schedule with U-I production heads sary to prepare the
independent union's
Leo Spitz and William Goetz and has RKO production-distribution from the- the
rival

NEWS

Split Set for

—

Washington, Dec. 26. Economic Cooperation Administration head Paul G. Hoffman
said yesterday that he regards distribution of American films and other informational media in the free nations of Western Europe "an

ment

FILM

M&P

Hoffman Sees Films
A Recovery Aid

Second

IN

I

1948

Agreement

$450,000 has been agreed upon, although not finalized, between Thomas
McConnell, representing the Jackson
Increase of
Park Theatre, and all defendants, inList
volving full payment of the Jackson
Park's supplemental damage suit which
Hollywood, Dec. 26. Univer- has been pending since 1942, it was
learned here from an authoritative
will
release
at
sal-International
source. The reported settlement also
least 28 top-budget features during
includes the $100,000 appeal bond that
1949, an increase of four over pre- has been posted in the U. S. District
plans,
vious
Court here:
Nate Blumberg,
It is also understood that in addianpresident,
tion to the monetary settlement which
nounced on Friinvolved considerably more money
is
U-I
day.
that the $360,000 awarded the plaintiff
limiting its procertain modiin its first damage suit
duction to top
fications of the Jackson Park decree
only,
features
may be adopted primarily to permit
Blumberg said
defendant
Loop theatres extended
the company is
playing time on important productions.
not planning to

Four;
Low-Budgeters on

27,

I

221 theatres, 10 per
to play follows
cent; 161 theatres. 15 per cent; 17
theatres, 17^ per cent; 341, 20; 30,
22Y2 46, 25; 412, 30; 17, 35; 82 the:

;

atres,

40 per cent.

{Continued on page 4)
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2,000,000 Video
Sets in '49: Sarnoff

Personal Mention
SEIDELMAN,
SAM
Eagle-Lion foreign

head of the
department,

TRVING ALLEN,

A

New York

in

Production of approximately 2,000,000 television receivers by the entire
radio industry in 1949 was predicted
by David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, at the weekend. He said that
video production was unable to keep
up with the public demand in 1948 ana

Frederick L. Berg, son of Sam
Berg, head booker at the 20th Century-Fox branch in Boston, and Mar- the Coast.
garet Ruth Paisner, are to be mar-

that this condition will continue

ried.

least

"at

Sarnoff said.

Find Films Don't
Spur Delinquency
Motion pictures are not guilty of
contributing toward juvenile delinquency, the Magistrates' Association
of Great Britain declares in an annual
report which has just been received
by Motion Picture Association of
America here from its London office.
The Association, which has a membership of 6,693 jurists, had been requested by the British Home Office to
study and report on children and the
cinema.
British judges' findings concluded that "There is general agreement among psychologists that the
cinema is seldom, if ever, a cause of
juvenile delinquency.
When the cinema is blamed for a child going wrong,
it will generally be found that such a
:

child is one who would go wrong
any case."

in

'Movies and You'
Starts on March 1
"The Movies and You" has been
selected

as

the

title

for

the All-Inthe Motion

dustry Film Series, by
Picture Industry Film Project

Com-

mittee.

First

by

New York

to

short in the series, "Let's
the Movies," will be released

RKO

Radio on March

1.

Other

one-reelers about the industry will be
distributed thereafter by the company
which produced them, at the rate of

one every two months.
The films are prepared by the Industry Film Project Committee, of
which Y. Frank Freeman is chairman,
in cooperation with the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
The committe includes representatives
of all branches of the industry.

'Blue Laws' Retained

—

Zion, 111., Dec. 26.
Residents of
Zion have voted 1,765 to 1,564 to retain the "Blue Laws" prohibiting Sunday films, business, labor or trade
which have been carried in the code
of the Lake
years.

County municipality for

many

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

producer, arrived

from Paris

at

current newsreel issues are
devoted to a roundup of 1948 highcovered in the reels
Jack Lawrence will resume as lights. Other items
hanging of Tojo; People
salesman for United Artists in Cleve- include the
Complete
in the News; Sports, etc.
land next week after a year's stay on

•

.

Jock Lawrence, vice-president of
the J. Arthur Rank Organization, is
en route to New York from Holly-

C.

-*-

contents follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

Frank Harris

has resigned as
of the Garland Theatre, Spoto join the Wagner Sign Co.,

kane,
Chicago.

ball.

Ku

•

E. Piccirillo, manager of
Theatre, Hartford, and

Anita Soloshun

of

that

city,

have

announced their engagement.

ter

Charles Gaudino, manager

of the

is

French raze radio tower. Pafiry,
Klux Klan initiation ceremonies. -

'"etts.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

district

manager

Tri-States Theatres, Omaha, has
been appointed to the Police Civil
Service Commission of that city.
•
Robert Bemis, manager of the Wal-

for

Center

NEWS OF THE DAY, No.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 36— ld

highlights of 1948.

William Miskell,

—News
234—News

No. 103

headlines of 1948.

manager

wood.

Michael
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7"1

/

•

ico City.

the
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Newsreel
Parade

the

from Mex- weekend.

•

com-

of television in

bination with radio as an industry has
lifted it to a two-and-a-half-billiondoliar enterprise, according to Sarnoff.
He said that by 1953 a total of 18,OuO.OUO television receivers will be in
operation and a Coast-to-Coast network will have been made possible by
radio relays and coaxial cables.
An "historic milestone" will be
achieved with the telecast of President
Truman's inauguration on Jan. 2U
when the East-Midwest networks will
have been linked and which will be
seen by "at least 10 million persons,"

Go

has returned to

through 1949."

The progress

Monday, December

Freddey Theatre Equipment

Co.,

celebrating his 33rd year with the

Hippodrome, Bridgeport, Conn., and company.
•
Mrs. Gaudino are the parents of a
girl, Valerie Rose.
Jean Cocteau, French producer and
•
director, will be honored at a recepSam Sherman has resigned from tion here Thursday to be given by the
the booking department of the Eagle- French Institute.
•
Lion branch in Atlanta to join UniGeorge M. Jones, formerly with
versal-International in the same city.
Eagle-Lion, Atlanta, has become office
•
Tom Guian, home office representa- manager of the Universal-International branch in that city.
tive for Eagle-Lion, has been dis•
charged from an Atlanta hospital and
William Healy of Loew's Poli,
is recuperating at his home in Dallas.
Hartford, and Mrs. Healy are the
•
parents of a girl, Susan.
O. V. Swisher, manager of RCA's
•
Visual Products Division, is on a
Ray Basler, of United Theatre
three-week tour of the South.
Supply, Atlanta, is back at home after
•
a stay in a Columbus, O., hospital.
Kenneth MacKenna, M-G-M stu•

No. 207—Japs
Tojo and six others pay for war
"GI's" play Santa Claus in Germany. News in brief: Laskley quads; war
Football.
brides; minting gold in China.
hang:

crimes.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 38—

People in the news: President Truman and
Col. Landry; Gen. Bradley; Italian President Einaudi; Madame Schiaparelli. Airlift
Miniature community run by
Christmas.
Great AmeriTeen-age fashions.
clock.
cans: Stephen Decatur.

Rule Elections
(Continued from page 1)
sented by IATSE or the International
Association of Machinists, and (2)

whether all automotive mechanics and
repairmen and auto gang bosses want
to be represented by the Teamsters
Union or the I AM.

May Merge Both Units
The

panel said that if a majority in
each group voted for the IAM, the
two groups would be combined into
one bargaining unit, represented by

the IAM. It said that there are many
factors pointing toward separation of
the two groups into two different bardio story head, has returned to the
J. F. MacNeil has been reappointed gaining units, but that "on the basis
Coast from New York.
to the National Film Board of Canof the successful bargaining history of
•
ada.
the unit represented by the machinists
•
Saul Frifield, Paramount branch
prior to the Hollywood studio strike,
S. Claus has returned to the North
manager in Cleveland, is vacationing
and on the basis of the entire record
Pole for another year.
in Florida.
in the case, the machinists and the
mechanics may, if they so desire, together constitute a unit appropriate
for purposes of collective bargaining.

Goldberg Paces Sales Clearance Cut Ruled
Drive, Rogers Reports In Arbitration Appeal
Lee Goldberg

of Cincinnati is leadthe Realart Pictures "Budd
Rogers Silver Jubilee" sales drive at
the half-way mark, Rogers, Realart
distribution vice-president, disclosed
at the weekend.
Robert Snyder and Manny Stutz
of Cleveland are in second place
Bernie Mills of Washington is in
third, and Henri Elman of Chicago
The drive still has 10
is fourth.

ing

in

weeks

to go.

Bergman, Crosby Top

Under
appeal

a ruling handed down by the
board of the motion picture

arbitration

volving

tribunals

in

Park Neponset

Walpole, Mass., .against

the case inCorp., East
all

five

dis-

tributor-defendants,
the
maximum
clearances which may be granted to
the Norwood and Guild theatre, at
Norwood, Mass., over the complainant's Park at East Walpole, has been
set at 14 days, the American Arbitration Association here reports.
The arbitrators' decision which was
appealed had stipulated that the clearance should remain at 21 days.

(Continued from page 1)

Gregory Peck, Gary Cooper, Roy
Rogers and Peter Lawford followed
Crosby in that order.
Listed as the 10 best pictures were:

"Accordingly

we

shall

make

no

unit determination at this time,
but shall first ascertain the desires of
these employes."
Ten studios are covered by the definal

Columbia, Hal Roach, M-G-M,
Paramount, RKO Radio, Republic,
Samuel Goldwyn, 20th Century-Fox,
Universal and Warner.
cision

:

Outgrowth

of Studio Strife

case before the board grows
directly out of the whole Hollywood
jurisdictional strife. Prior to the 1945
strike, the Machinists Union represented both the machinists and the
When the
mechanics.
automotive
went on strike with the other
unions in the Conference of Studio
Unions. IATSE provided these types

The

IAM

Gamble, Standard to
Sign Deal Thursday

of

workers.

Still

later,

when

IAM

—

Portland, Ore., Dec. 26. Formal broke away from the AFL, the Team"The Emperor Waltz," "I Remember closing of the deal whereby Ted Gam- sters Union asserted jurisdiction over
Mama," "Easter Parade," "A Date ble acquires a one-half interest in the mechanics, while IATSE laid jurmachinists.
with Judy," "Green Grass of Wyom- Standard Theatres, Wisconsin circuit, isdictional claim to the
Scudda-Hay !" will be made in Milwaukee on Thursing,"
"Scudda-Hoo
Benefit
"The Babe Ruth Story," "State of the day, it has been disclosed here by
Union," "Sitting Pretty" and "Johnny Gamble.
Radio, stage, screen and sports perNegotiations looking to acquisition sonalities of Harlem will meet at a
Belinda."
Editors of Country Gentleman cited of an interest in the 30-theatre circuit luncheon today at the Hotel Theresa
the list as evidence of the discriminat- were concluded by Gamble in Milwau- here to discuss plans for an all-star
kee about 10 days ago.
ing tastes of urban audiences.
stage benefit for the USO.
!

Harlem

USO
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ENTHRALLING DRAMA
"Top Entertainment"
Daily Variety

"Marquee Dynamite"
Boxoffice

"Certain Boxoffice Hit"
Hollywood Reporter

"One of 1949's

First Hits"

Look Magazine

"High-Grade Melodrama"
Variety

"Another Wallis Click"
Los Angeles Examiner

"Slick Melodramatics"
Los Angeles Daily

"Grade A

News

Thriller"
Los Angeles Herald-Express

"One of Best Melodramas"
Seventeen

:
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28 from U-I

M&P

Review

{Continued from page 1)

"Highway 13"

distribute in the United
Also, the studio probably will

will

produce more than the 28 minimum
during the year, thus assuring a substantial backlog.

Expresses Optimism for 1949
Said Blumberg: "I have never been
more optimistic about the business potential of Universal-International

than

am today. From seeing certain pictures already completed, or in the
process of filming, and from hearing
detailed production plans presented by
Spitz and Goetz, I am convinced that
our 1949 program will include more
I

are dominant throughout the 58 minutes of this
shrewdly computed melodrama of the trucking- industry. It is staged principally on the highway of the title, scene of truck and passenger car tragedies
which add up to no coincidence but to a double-ply plot in which nearly
everybody in the cast turns out to be selfishly involved in one way or another. The picture is at its best when the action is out-of-doors, which is
most of the time, and figures to satisfy in a degree proportionate to its running time.
Robert Lowery drives a truck for a big trucking outfit which is in financial
straits. He is in love with Pamela Blake, waitress at a truck-stop where the
company has its servicing done, and she is in love with him. Increasingly
frequent destruction of trucks in highway accidents near the place become
suspicious, causing the company to hire a detective to investigate. When the
detective is murdered, Lowery is jailed on suspicion, but is "sprung" by an
insurance company, to go back to work under instructions to investigate the
Miss Blake's uncle, played by Clem Bevins, turns out to
case on his own.
be the individual who has been arranging the wrecks, in conspiracy with a
part-owner of the trucking company.
William Stephensproduced for Lippert Productions. William Berke directed, from a script by Maurice Tombragel, based on an original by Juhn

box-office hits than any previous program which the company has offered
in the 11 years that I have been associated with it.
Wilste.
"These productions, both completed
Running time, 58 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
and planned, are being made at a not set.
proper cost in relation to present market conditions."
He said U-I will produce at least
six top-budget Technicolor pictures
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
with the possibility • of an additional
group of Technicolor features next
admissions and other admissions are Vitalis Challif, E. C. Mills, Charles
year.
lumped in this category with admis- Schwartz and Harold Weill.
10 Additional Films Planned
sions to motion picture theatres.
The committee's program for raisPictures, in addition to those anNovember tax collections were the ing new capital, to be used primarily
"City highest since last December, when the for financing of independent producers
nounced earlier, will include
Across the River," a documentary on Bureau took in $37,785,638. Previous releasing through U.A. is scheduled
delinquency;
"Take
One 1948 high was $35,933,211 in Septem- to be drafted during the next 10 days
juvenile
False Step," starring William Powell ber
the collections in the preceding- or two weeks.
mid-January meeting
with Shelley Winters, Marsha Hunt month, October, amounted to $32,136,- with Miss Pickford and Chaplin in
and Dorothy Hart; "Illegal Entry," 111.
Hollywood will be sought thereafter,
documentary on alien smuggling, starThe high November figure boosted at which the proposals will be submitring Howard Duff, Marta Toren and 1948 collections to a shade below com- ted to them.
"Calamity Jane," in parable 1947 figures.
George Brent
Collections for
U.A.'s product supply has been seriTechnicolor, co-starring Yvonne De- the February-through-November perously curtailed as a result of the drasCarlo and Howard Duff "Abbott and iod, reflecting business in the tentic conditions placed upon production
Costello Meet the Killers" "Yes, Sir, month period from January-throughThat's
Baby," Technicolor musi- October, totaled $318,509,000 this year, loans to independent producers by
banks during the past year and, with
cal starring Donald O'Connor, Charles compared with $320,309,909 in 1947.
Coburn and Gloria DeHaven "Sing Tliis year's collections exceeded 1947 Bank of America now requiring 100
per cent guarantees on such loans,
Your
Out," starring Tony Mar- colections in four months.
tin ; "The Western Story," in TechTotal admission collections, includ- U.A. is threatened with a product
nicolor, co-starring Yvonne DeCarlo, ing roof garden and cabaret taxes and famine after release of its present six
Charles Coburn, Howard Duff and taxes on various overcharges, as well months' supply of pictures.

Admission Taxes

U.A. Group Meets

:

A

;

;

;

;

My

;

Way

Stephen

McNally,

and

Split-up

another to be built in
Mass.

new productions.
{Screen Guild)
The 28 features do not include any
\ CTION and movement
of the J. Arthur Rank features which
States.

27, 1948

(Continued from page 1)

viewed rough-cut screenings of eight

U-I

Monday, December

two Robert

as

admission tax collecreached $40,447,289 in Novemcompared with $35,073,227 last

the general

productions, "Night Watch," and the
tentatively
titled
"Paradise
Lost,

tions,

1949."

November.

ber,

The company's board and managefeel that new capital must be
made available by the owners to fiment

nance producers.

Newton

Center,

Pinanski's American Theatres will
consist primarily of the Netoco group,,
Paramount's
minority
interest
in

which

is being purchased by American.
Mullin's New
England Theatres'
company comprises in the main the

*

Olympia Theatres group which Paramount acquired from the late,a T£than
H. Gordon in 1925 for an try "ated
$8,000,000. Paramount will rWn its]
interest in the New England group,'
with Mullin as

f
'

L
1

representative.
England Theatres,'
headquarters of which will be the! H
present
and P offices at 60 Scollay
Square here, in addition to Mullin,
are Edward Cuddy, assistant general
manager; Chester Stoddard, film buy-'
Officials of

its

New

M

J

:

er;

Jerry Govan and Jack Romanoff,

film bookers Harry Browning, advertising-publicity
manager ;
Marion
Coles, treasurer, and Jack Goodwin,'
;

}

Ben Rosenberg, John Carroll, Hyman
Fine and Robert Sternburg, district,

i

managers.
at

American Theatres will have offices
646 Washington St. here. Officials

addition to Pinanski are
Edward
Canter, assistant general manager and
treasurer; Henry Schartzberg, film
buyer Samuel Feinstein and Thomas
in

:

c

'

'

;

Fermoyle, film bookers
Paul
advertising-publicity
manager,

Levi,

»

and

n

Francis W. McManus, James Dempsey and Harry Wasserman, district
managers.
Following are the theatres in each

f

;

of the

P

'

two new companies

AMERICAN THEATRES
Massachusetts: Allston, Allston; CapiArlington;
Esquire,
Modern and
Olympia, Boston;
Circle
and Egyptian,
Brighton; Franklin Park, Liberty and
Morton, Dorchester; State, East Milton;
Elizabeth and Falmouth, Falmouth; Bayside Hull; Fairmount and Hy'de Park
Hyde Park;
Jamaica
and
Eglestou
Square, Jamaica Plain; Marlboro, Marlboro; Oriental, Mattapan; Colonial, Natick; Regent, Norfolk Downs Community,
North Attleboro; Bellevue and Rialto,
Roslindale; Plaza, Dudley, Humboldt, Rivoli, Roxie and Warren, Roxbury;
Ball
Square, Central and Capitol, Somerville;
Park and State, Taunton; Central Square,
Embassy, Waltham and Waldorf, Waltham, Newton, West Newton, and the

i

tol,

!

j

'

|

;

Wollaston, Wollaston.
Maine: Maine and State, Portland.
Conecticut: Capitol, New London and

Norwalk, Norwalk.

NEW ENGLAND THEATRES
Massachusetts:
Metropolitan,
Paramount, Fenway and Scollay, Boston;
Capitol,
Allston;
Brockton, Brockton;
Central Square, Cambridge; Broadway
and Olympia, Chelsea; Codman Square,
Fields Corner, Strand and Uphams Corner, Dorchester; North Shore and Union
Hill, Gloucester; Colonial and Paramount,
Haverhill; Merrimack Square and Strand,
Lowell; Olympia and Paramount, Lynn;
Paramount, Needham; Capitol and Olympia, New Bedford; Paramount, Newton;
Harvard, North Cambridge; Strand, Somerville;

Capitol, Worcester.
Allyn, Hartford;

Connecticut:

mount,
Norwalk.

Rhode

New

Haven;

Island:

Empress,

Strand,

ParaSou.li

Newport;
|

Strand,

Pawtucket;

Stadium,

Woon-

socket.

Maine:

Opera

House

and

Uptown.

Bath; Bijou, Opera House and Park,
Bangor; Central and City, Biddeford;
Paramount, Ft. Fairfield; Houlton and
Temple, Houlton; Strand, Orono; Park]
and Strand, Rockland; Haines, Waterville, and Star, Westbrook.

i

j

i

Vermont:
Magnet and Paramount,
Barre, and Grand, Paramount and Strand,
Rutland.

Ball Signs Goldberg
Jack Goldberg, executive producer
of Herald Pictures, has been named
world representative in the distribution of all short subjects produced
by the Ball Film Studios, Miami.

MOTION

Accurate

SS'^

Concise

*-

;.»;«»;

and
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I

film

j
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Hopes Dim for
Tax Cuts by

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

Famous Players Now
Has 376 Theatres

—

Ottawa, Dec. 27. Famous
Players Canadian Corp. is
now operating 376 theatres in
130 Canadian cities and towns,
21 more than at the same
time in the preceding year,
and will show somewhat
higher earnings in 1948 than
.

New Congress
New

Trust, Labor Laws,

Business Curbs in View
By

J.

A.

in 1947.

27.

—

larger number of theatres in
operation during the year.
Little

or no hope of a cut of the 20 per
cent Federal admission tax by the
81st Congress, which will convene
next month, is expressed in govern-

ment

circles.

usual spate of bills to reduce
the levy is anticipated, but there appears to be little doubt that the need
to keep revenues high will kill any
move to cut the yield from motion
picture admissions.
The focal points of film industry attention when Congress goes into session will be four subjects which usually present themselves in the national

The

legislature

taxes,

:

anti-trust

decline in attend-

ance was counteracted by the

OTTEN

Washington, Dec.

A

legisla-

Divestiture Deal

London, Dec.
Critics'

27.

—

The London

libelous statements about

M-G-M

Skouras
this

stated

that

year to France he

on

his

Circle letter have

offending
issued the

(Continued on page 5)

made a study

French film activities and had held
conversations with French government
of

vice-president in charge of production,
visited France, likewise surveyed the
situation, and also subscribed to such
a project as being advantageous to
both countries.

Half
L. A.

of That Sum in
and N. Y. Areas
By

RED KANN

—

Hollywood, Dec. 27. Statistics
prepared in New York and forwarded here for the heads

of promajor
reveal
duction
to
mull
without companies will have spent $10,000,000

following statement

visits

Spent in '48
On 'Co-op' Ads

con-

tained in a letter which the Critics'
Circle sent out in solicitation of funds
to carry an appeal to the House of
Lords, this country's highest tribunal,
in the case which Miss Arnot Robertlost
British newspaper critic,
son,

Critics'

$10,000,000

Circle has retracted allegedly

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
and such letter is unreservedly
20th Century-Fox, disclosed here yes- Ltd.,
withdrawn."
terday that a production-distribution
The Manchester Guardian which
deal has been concluded with Paul
had printed the Circle's letter also
Graetz, producer of French films.

laws and business controls. officials and film leaders. As a result,
Developments in anti-trust legisla- he said, he was convinced that France
tion may well be the most significant was once again turning out films that
The House Small Business are finding public favor.
in years.
(Continued on page 4)
Then, more recently, Skouras added,
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox

RKO Close

Anti-MGM
Letter on Protest
Retracts

"We hereby clearly and
reservation state that such letter (the
contains statements which
original)
are untrue and which are defamatory
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures,
of

Produce Jointly

tion, labor

Rhoden,

U. K. Critics' Circle

when appealed by M-G-M.
The writers of the

20th-Fox, Graetz to

TEN CENTS

1948

28,

Rank Extends Use
Of Economy Process

in cooperative advertising in

1948.

Aside from privately and
openly expressed opinion here
that this situation must be addownward
and very
justed
sharply New York is directing Hollywood's attention to
the matter because the figures
show $5,000,000, or 50 per cent,
were spent by the majors in

—

—

cities. Los Angeles, including Hollywood, is one, and New
York is the other.
Leading executives, both East and
West, in the main, take the position
and heavily
lop-sided
is
the job
London, Dec. 27. Extended use of weighted to the economic disadthe so-called "independent frame proc(Continued on page 4)
ess" in production to effect shooting
economies is indicated in the Rank
Organization's assignment of Sydney
S.
Box to take over all independent frame
production at the Pinewood studio.

two

—

Harmon

to

Africa

For MPAA Members

Box retains his post as managing
Graetz
arrangement
with
The
makes 20th Century-Fox a partner director of Rank's Gainsborough conRhoden, head of Fox-Midwest, dis- with him to produce a series of French cern at Shepherd's Bush, and George
At the request of MPAA president
managing diclosed today the completion of a deal language films in France for distribu- Archibald continues as
for Eric Johnston, Francis S. Harmon,
responsible
Pinewood,
rector
of
produced
first
20th.
to
be
The
Fox-Midwest
tion
by
whereby
with RKO
independent frame produc- vice-president of the Motion Picture
will take the Orpheum Theatre, down- will be based on the life of the painter, all but the

Kansas

;

City, Dec. 27.

— Elmer

C.

Association of America, will discuss
Vincent Van Gogh. The screenplay tions there.
current film problems of the Associaat
control
remains
in
Earl
St.
John
Aurenche.
being
written
by
Jean
downtown, is
Street,
take the Main
tion's member companies with officials
but
it is planned to install
Denham,
approval
of
awaits
the
deal
now
which for two years has been owned The
of South Africa, it was disclosed here
the French government and it will go the frame process in two stages there.
and Fox-Midwest.
jointly by
yesterday by John G. McCarthy, man(Continued
on
page
5)
(Continued on page 5)
When rehabilitation of the Main
aging director of the MPAA's inter-

town

RKO

first-run,

and

RKO

will

RKO

Street, closed several years, is completed, possibly on or before Sept. 1,
will show pictures there, and
Fox-Midwest will operate the Or-

RKO

Damages

pheum

In Arbitration Plan

To Champion

Paramount is still at odds with the
other majors on the arbitration sys-

Allied

as a road-show house for stage
and film shows.
Improvements will be made at the
(Continued on page 4)

of $5,000 Exhibitors

Eldora,

la.,

ITO

Dec. 27.
of

Urged
Films

—Members

national division.

scheduled to fly from
is
to Johannesburg on Monday, Jan. 3, to remain there for a sufficient time to contact members of the
(Continued on page 5)

Harmon

New York

of

Iowa-Nebraska

are
current

Mexicans Seek Aid

tem agreed to by them and under urged in the organization's
which an exhibitor could be awarded bulletin to "Talk for, not against,
up to $5,000 in damages as a result of your business." when it is subjected
a proven arbitrary refusal of a run by to public criticism.
Leo Wolcott, chairman of the ora distributor.
Mexico City, Dec. 27.—Irked by
Early this month the new system ganization, advises members to boost
public the increasing sum due them from exThe three judges who have been was outlined in a decree which has yet the good pictures, assure the
countries,
that production quality is improving ports that is frozen in many
hearing in U. S. District Court here to be presented to the New York
producers have urged the
Para- and that steps will be taken to control Mexican
the industry anti-trust suit have given Federal Court for approval.
eliminate the few who bring dis- government to act toward getting
Loew's and RKO 90 more days, or mount's opposition is understood to or
The produccredit upon their profession by public them at least part of it.
to arrive at be delaying it.

90 Days More for
Deal on

until

March

To Un-freeze Money

Orpheum

31,

1949,

The plan is to continue the system offenses.
terms under which each company will
"Tell your
divest itself of the 50 per cent interest of arbitration tribunals and the ap(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

public that for
(Continued on page 2)

ers

every

contend that because of greater
adequate
obtaining
in

difficulties

(Continued on page 5)
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Catholic Pictures Local Goodwill

Personal
Mention

Is

To Produce, Exhibit

Best, Says Jenkins

new

FRANK FREEMAN,

Atlanta, Dec.

27.

— "Public

Loew

returned to that city from Long Island
after attending his mother's funeral.
•
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern

manager,
York today for Bos-

and Canadian division
will leave
ton.

New

James Bello,

Al

sales

special

repre-

Astor Pictures of Atis here from that city.
•
Zimbalist, Film Classics adver-

sentative
lanta,

sales

for

vertising-publicity director,
last night for Detroit.

left

here

•

Paul Short,
las

producer,

is

in

Dal-

from Hollywood.

F. Ullman, Jr., Rites

"WORDS AND MUSIC"

Hollywood,

Dec.

27.

K

RKO

Radio producer and former
president of Pathe News, who died
yesterday at his Beverly Hills home,
45,

apparently of a heart attack. He recently completed his first picture as an
Radio feature producer, a post
he took following RKO's sale of Pathe
News to Warner a year ago.

RKO

Ullman, who had been in the ingraduation from
dustry since his
Yale in 1925, launched several years
ago the "This Is America" series for
Radio. It was under his direcPathe set up its Newtion that
York City studio at Park Ave. and
106th St. Born in Buffalo, he was the
son of Frederic Ullman, a Buffalo
theatre owner.
Surviving are the widow, Mrs. Janine Pinchot Ullman; a son, Anthony,
and a daughter, Abby.

RKO

RKO

Picture

THE GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW

here.

community; relation
managers, both in
key towns and in one-house locations,
the Georgia Theatre Co. president said
Praising

ships

of

the

his

city

that more good for the industry accrues
from "on-the-spot" goodwill
than any "canned" newspaper releases
or
contacts
imported from
the
Coast.
"First and foremost," he pointed
out, "comes the goodwill built by the
individual manager among his own patrons, and city and state officials.
If

/

Grant.,
Every Girl

//

mi

d
••^f^f. -CAPIT0L
MMYL

r

ZANUCK

F.

B'

way A

5 lit StTMt

L

OLIVIA de HAYILLAND

the

Snake Pit
Produced by

Directed by

AMTOU UTVH . MUIOU UTVM (

Jr\

ROBERT BASSUS

I

,£2}> I

and publicity which othermight be real threats to each
theatre's box-office and to the industry
siderations

USO's Harlem Unit

Show

Sets Feb. 11

Plans for an all-star show on Feb.
11 to be staged by the Harlem division
of the USO were formulated at a
luncheon here yesterday at the Hotel
Theresa.
Bandleader Noble Sissle
was chairman of the meeting and
speakers included Lindsley F. Kimball,
USO president, who discussed reasons
behind reactivation of the USO John
Raskob, USO general chairman,
J.
who outlined the achievements of the
organization, and Dan Burley, one of
the chairmen of the Feb. 11 show.
It was pointed out at the luncheon
that some 17,000,000 persons have already contributed to the new USO.
;

wise

as a whole."

Company's

theatres will back the
of Dimes' 1949 drive with collections, according to Jenkins.

March

Paleface,
G
c<^

2? ^/^

f

Technicolor

rm

Exhibitors Urged
{Continued from page 1)
one of that kind there are scores who
are as fine and hard-working as any
other American citizens," the bulletin
advises.

J.

Members

also are urged to make
to their theatres available to
state
legislators
and their wives.
The suggestion is made that exhibitors who have not yet played Allied

passes

All film stars and other artists in town Artists' "The Babe Ruth Story" use
11 will be invited to partici- it as a cancer benefit show to achieve
community goodwill, as has been done
pate in the show, Burley said.
elsewhere.

Install
Television on Coast

27.

sure to introduce a city sales tax in
the Utah Legislature, which convenes
Carl D. Maurer, supervisor of dein January, grows in Salt Lake, the
outgrowth of a nationwide move to velopment engineering of the television
obtain more revenue for cities.
The division of Paramount Pictures, has
measure is being pushed by several entrained for Los Angeles to install a
Paramount video transcription system
"big city" groups.
at station

KTLA.

The system

will duplicate the equipin use at the
York

Rites for Brian

ment now
Paramount Theatre.

—

New

Boston, Dec. 27. Funeral services
It will enable
were held here this morning for Don- station KTLA to supply 35mm. and
ald Brian, 73, former stage and screen 16mm. sight-and-sound film recordings
player and a past president of the of television shows to its clients for
Catholic Actors Guild, with a High use on other stations; also film tranMass at St. Paul's Church in Dorches- scriptions of televised special events
ter.

Interment

Cemetery here.
Wednesday.

E.

J.

was

at

Brian

Mackay, 74

Mt.
died

—

Hope
last

Arthur Rank presents

RED SHOES"
"THE
Color by Technicolor
S

BIJOU THEATER.

wJ?% Zlu,ay

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders
Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

TOO BIG FOR ONE THEATRE

7

JoanofArc

Bergman!

ingIid

A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

CAST Of THOUSANDS with JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN • J. CARROL NAlSH

WARD BOND SHEPPERD STRUDWICK * HURD
•

• GENE IOCKHART
JOHN EMERY
GEORGE COULOURIS • JOHN IRELAND end

HATFIELD

CECl!
r

f

'Soan

by

MAXWELL ANDERSON
Screen Ploy by MAXWELL
ANDERSON and ANDREW
SOLT

•

Art Direction by

RICHARD DAY
Director of Phologrophy,
A.S.C.

JOSEPH VALENTINE.
Ptoduced by WALTER
Directed by

WANGER

VICTOR FLEMING

for large-screen theatre-television exhibition.
The new service will be
ready about Jan. 15.

RKO

To Distribute
Rooney Pictures
Boston, Dec.
— Pictures to

Elizabeth, N. J., Dec. 27. Edward
Mackay, 74, an early film director
27.
RKO Pathe headquarters here were and player as well as a well-known
be
closed all day yesterday in memory of former New York actor, died here produced by Mickey Rooney ProducFrederic Ullman, Jr., former president yesterday in the Alexian Brothers tions will be released by RKO Radio,
In ad- Rooney, who is making a personal apof the company who died on the Coast Hospital after a brief illness.
dition to the widow, two sons survive. pearance here, disclosed today.
on Sunday.
J.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

.
.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

i

\

PERRY COMO
LENA HORNE!
KELLY
.
MICKEY ROONEY'
ANN SOTHERN
Color by TECHNICOLOR
ALLYSON

Threatens Salt Lake
— Private Tax
Salt Lake City, Dec.
—Pres- Para. Will

services were held here this
afternoon for Frederic Ullman, Jr.,

funeral

GENE

rela-

our industry should be primarily on a local basis," said William
Jenkins, Georgia theatre executive, at
a meeting with his department heads
tions in

on Feb.

Held on the Coast

1948

Rockefeller Center

JUDY GARLAND

dance di- underway for acquisition of the first
discharged "showcase," which will be in Boston.
Other pictures to be produced folfrom the hospital after an operation,
has been sent back to St. John's in lowing the completion of "The Story
of the Holy Mass," which will be
Hollywood because of an infection.
made in color, are "The Benediction,"
•
Jerry Hyams, general sales mana- "The Stations of the Cross" and each manager has won local confidence
ger of Commonwealth Pictures, and "Visualization of the Catechism," ac- and respect for himself, his theatre
Mrs. Hyams have become the par- cording to Walker. He said the films and his pictures, adverse national pubwilL not necessarily be designed for licity against the industry will fall on
ents of a second daughter, born at
showing to Catholics exclusively.
deaf ears in his town.
French Hospital here.
All pictures, Walker said, will be
"On-the-spot public relations, fos•
shot in various sections of the coun- tered carefully and sincerely, stands
William K. Saxton, city manager try, including here
and the Coast.
as a bulwark against destructive conTheatres in Baltimore, has

LeRoy Peinz, Warner
rector, who was recently

28,

HALL-

RADIO CITY MUSIC

[JUNE

organization
Para- production - distribution
•
mount studio executive, is due which has included in its program
plans to open "showcase" houses in
here tomorrow from Hollywood.
•
key cities, has been incorporated at
Hugh Bruen, exhibitor of Whit- Albany.
former
William
Walker,
John
tier, Cal., and an official of the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent silent screen actor, who heads the new
Theatre Owners, has accepted an in- company, said here that filming of
vitation to serve on the national ex- Catholic Pictures' first feature, "The
hibitor's committee of "Brotherhood Story of the Holy Mass," will begin
Meanthe latter part of next month.
Week."
•
while, Walker said, negotiations are

for

—
'

Catholic Pictures International,

Y

Tuesday, December

Samuel Goldwyn presents

ENCHANTMENT
Starring

DAVID NIVEN
EVELYN KEYES
Released by RKO

TERESA WRIGHT
FARLEY GRANGER
Radio Pictures,

Inc.

ASTOR THEATER
Broadway

&

45th Street
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JLhis

typical

American

for the film version of Robert

novel,

city has

Penn Warren's

ALL THE KING'S MEN.

adjacent highways and with

the players, the

Mason

its

become a movie

In

its

own and

PRODUCTION
A Columbia Picture

distinguished Pulitzer Prize

buildings,

on

its

streets

neighboring townspeople

City sequences of the

A ROBERT ROSSEN

set in its entirety

book

are

now

and

among

being shot.

—
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Storm Signal
Hurt NY Runs
Business is big at
runs this week but

New York

first-

short of expectations as anticipated sharp upswing in income was to a large extent
late

in

coming.

still

Revenue poured

in

heavily yesterday after a somewhat
disappointing take on Saturday and

Tuesday, December

Co-op' Ads

Review

(Continued from page 1)

"Force of Evil"
(Enterprise-M-G-M)
bold and realistic strokes, "Force of Evil" tells the story of a bright
INyoung
lawyer who desired to get ahead in the world but got caught in
an onrush of evil events that led to his disintegration. Based on "Tucker's
People," Ira Wolfert's novel about gambling on numbers, this Enterprise
production stars John Garfield and introduces as his female lead, Beatrice
Pearson, who has promising talent. The picture's basic assets seem to augur

fruitful box-office returns, but one can be justly critical of the story's occaSunday.
Mayor O'Dwyer's warning sional lack of clarity as well as its tendency to strain for melodramatic
on Friday night of the "worst storm" effect. Garfield's forceful performance does much to lend substance to the
in the city's history,
although not narrative, and so do other strong portrayals, especially those of Thomas
borne out in fact, had the effect of Gomez, as Garfield's brother; Roy Roberts, a racketeering numbers "king,"
keeping many at home. The weekend and Marie Windsor, his frustrated wife.
As legal counsel for one of the toppers in the city's numbers racket,
cold spell was no help, either.
One extra performance is being Garfield's financial star rises rapidly. However, when his boss decides to
given daily by the regular first runs break all member banks by framing a mutuel payoff on a horserace, Garfield
tries to go to the help of his brother, a small numbers banker.
A series of
this week while reserved-seat houses
the Bijou, Park and Fulton have complications develop, and in order to protect his brother from ruin, Garfield
scheduled two extras.
Top returns becomes increasingly enmeshed in unlawful operations with racketeers.
The proceedings are punctuated with violence and murder, and Abraham
for the balance of the week are looked
Polonsky's direction keeps the story moving tautly.
for.
With New York as
the background, many on-the-spot scenes were shot in the city.
The screen$50,000 for 'Enchantment'
play, by Polonsky and Wolfert, ends on an unorthodox note, with Garfield
"Enchantment"
is
important surrendering himself to the law after doing his small part to clean up
an
newcomer at the Astor where the some of the more sinister elements of the numbers racket. Bob Roberts
first week's gross is estimated at $50,produced in resourceful fashion.
000. Other powerful new attractions
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For February
are
"Force of Evil," State, first release.
Mandel Herbstman
"That Wonderful
week,
$70,000;
Urge," Roxy, first week, with Barbara Ann Scott and others on stage,
"Every Girl Should Be
$95,000;
Married," Capitol, first, with Burt
Lancaster and Skitch Henderson's or(Continued from page \\
(Continued from page 1)
"Advenchestra in person, $88,000

—

:

Arbitration Plan

New

Congress

;

Don

Juan," Strand, first, with peals board maintained by the AmeriDorsey on stage, $75,000.
can Arbitration Association.
"One Sunday Afternoon" is fair in
Subject to arbitration would be an
its first week at the Mayfair where
exhibitor's request by registered mail
Initial week of for a run which .was "arbitrarily
$20,000 is expected.
or
"Angel on the Amazon" should bring unreasonably" refused by a distributor
a modest $14,000 to the Gotham. who instead licensed a film to a comFirst week's take of "Whiplash" at petitor on the same run.
The disthe Globe is figured at a moderate tributor's failure to comply with a
$21,000.
finding in favor of the complainant on
this count could mean damages of not
for 'Joan'
2 Runs
tures of

Tommy

at

$68,000

less

"Words and Music" with a stage
show should provide the Music Hall
with a very impressive $151,000 in a
third week.
"Joan of Arc" is a rare
performer at the Victoria where the
seventh week's business should hit
The film also is playing to
$51,000.
capacity audiences at the Fulton where
is reserved seats and the
second week's gross is estimated at

the policy
$17,000.

"Paleface" with Benny Goodman's
orchestra should give the Paramount
a substantial $82,000 in its second
week. "Red Shoes" appears good for
$22,000 in a 10th week at the Bijou.
"Hamlet" is another playing to capacity the 13th week's gross is put at
The
second
week oi
$20,000.
"Rogue's Regiment" at the Criterion
"Snake
is not too big, at $25,000.
Pit" is weakening at the Rivoli but. the
eighth week's gross of $22,000 is relatively good in view of the length of the
;

than $100 nor more than $5,000

to be

awarded

After a

to the exhibitor.

award on

point
the exhibitor could institute a further
proceeding if the award is not complied with and here again he could be
awarded from $100 to $5,000.
The "Little Three" also have yet
to show any willingness to go along
with the plan.
Both United Artists
and Universal are said to be wary of
the costs involved and Columbia's attitude, as expressed by counsel Louis
Frohlich, is one of firm opposition.
In the plan the burden of proof
would be on the distributor in clearance disputes. The power of the arbitrator here would be limited to an
award fixing the maximum clearance.
Rental terms and license fees paid by
the theatres involved and the distribution revenue would be considered by
the arbitrator.
final

this

(Continued from page 1)
has in
Denver.
it

the

Orpheum Theatre

in

RKO

had asked the
Loew's and
court for a divestiture order modifying
the Dec. 31, 1946, divestiture decree,
and the decree of Nov. 8, 1948, applying to RKO. Under the decrees both
are enjoined from owning stock in the
Mutual ownership of the
theatre.
house was to be terminated on Dec.
31, 1948, but despite efforts meanwhile
the companies could not reach an
agreement.

Committee, which obtained much testimony on the film industry during its
hearings last fall, will probably make
some very drastic recommendations
for tightening the Sherman and Clay-

vantage of the distributor and either
must be adjusted on a more equitable
basis or cooperative advertising will be
reduced to a point resembling elimination.
The opponents of the present
order hold exceedingly firm views
which combine into an overall picture
hardly flattering to exhibitors.
The
advocates of drastic readjustment xeflect this concentrated, overall opi T
The theatreman is now, and'
been, getting away with a situation
little short of murder, it is said.
Not
only does he refuse to play attractions
for their first-run life, but he also resists what are supposed to be normally-applied methods of advertising, exploiting and merchandising.
He has
come to depend upon the distributor
to carry the burden, and the distributor has been lax enough, even careless
enough, to permit this state of affairs
,

assume

to

its

present status.

Asks 'Partnership' for Job

"We

do not subscribe

the job

to the position
entirely for the exhibitor to

is

we have an

undertake because

impor-

tant stake, too.
But there must be
equity where very little now exists.
If the distributor and the exhibitor

are partners under percentage selling,
which indeed they are, then let the
partnership be a partnership in fact
as well."

But the situation has its champions
of the existing condition, too.
They
feel any more kindly toward
exhibitors than their opposite number, but take the position important
attractions must not be left in the
hands of exhibitors who might be

do not

charged with indifference.
Big picaccording to this viewpoint, cost
working on an anti-trust program of too much to be let loose on audiences
its own, and this seems likely to get a unprepared for them so that while it
is felt cooperative advertising narrows
favorable hearing.
down to a form of "necessary evil," it
Expect Curb on 'MPEA Act'
would be ill-advised to forego it enton Acts.

Truman

The

Administration

is

Other

proposals in the anti-trust
include higher penalties for violating the law, further curbs on mergers, limitations on the Webb-Pomerene Act, which permits export associations like the Motion Picture Export
Association to operate without falling
afoul of the anti-trust laws, and other
changes in current laws.
Allied States leaders claim recent
court decisions remove any reason
for pushing the Lewis bill, to force
Ascap to deal with film producers for
exhibition royalties.
Repeal of practically .all of the

tures,

tirely.

Cite High Advertising Costs

field

Taft-Hartley Law is said to be almost
a foregone conclusion.
The Democratic election sweep
seems to observers here to have spelt

is claimed here it is possible to
assemble a rather formidable list of
attractions which have cost distribu-

It

tors

more, to advertise first-run

local-

than they have gotten in rentals.
The same assertion is advanced for
ly

identical,

or other,

attractions

which

have played first-run on Broadway.
In the instance of Los Angeles
and/or Hollywood and where these circumstances have prevailed, the strategy has been to impress the studio
which made the picture or competitive
_

studios

or

agents

controlling

talent

which the studio concerned seeks. In
the instance of New York, the intent
has been to concentrate attention on
the deathknell of the House Labor
a Times Square run to stimulate sellsubcommittee headed by Rep. Kearns,
ing impact on the rest of the country.
which conducted such lengthy heardamages up ings on the Hollywood jurisdictional

Exhibitors could collect
$500 on a finding that a distributor
conditioned the sale of one film on the
to

The proposed order directs that an
exhibitor could institute an arbitration proceeding or file a court action
but once he decides on one medium
he could not pursue the other.

Awards for Showmanship

—

Los Angeles, Dec. 27. Fox West
Coast theatre managers in the South-"
ern California division received $23,617 as advance payments on National
Theatres' showmanship campaign at
the circuit's annual holiday party.

They

received $24,006
insurance
refunds.
pany
Skouras made the awards.
also

Rhoden,

disputes.

Watch

sale of another.

Deal on Orpheum

28, 1948

Convertibility

Program

RKO

Deal

(Continued from page 1)

Appropriations for a dozen federal Orpheum before Fox-Midwest starts
agencies will be watched by the film operating it. Fox-Midwest now operindustry.
program and the ates three day-and-date first-runs the
The
Far Eastern recovery program will Tower, Uptown, and Fairway, and the
be up for more funds, including money downtown Esquire, booking separately
to continue and possibly expand the but occasionally on moveovers from
program guaranteeing films and other the others. The ownerships take efinformation media the convertibility fect at midnight December 31, with
Fox-Midwest then leasing the Orof their film distribution costs in those
pheum to
until the Main Street
areas.
And finally, though the House Un- is ready for the latter's use.

ECA

:

RKO

American

Activities

Committee now

seems likely to be extended, industry

Bonus from M. and P.

—

com- sources here believe the committee's
Boston, Dec. 27. Employes of the
Charles interest in Hollywood will have dimin- M. and P. circuit have been given a

in

ished,

if

not vanished entirely.

bonus of four weeks' salary.

Tuesday, December

28,
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Cocteau Sees Silver
Lining in Film Cloud

5

U. K. Critics

Review

(Continued from page I)

"The Dark Past"

apologized to M-G-M for the publiplight of the French (Columbia)
cation.
comits
without
is
not
industry
film
In
releasing
the
correspondence,
on James Warwick's play, "Blind Alley," this account of the
of
opinion
the
factors,
in
pensating
Sam Eckman, Jr., said:
psychiatric rehabilitation of a hardened, impulsive killer, who submits to M-G-M's
diproducer,
French
Jean Cocteau,
hasty treatment during a few hours while he holds a psychoanalyst and the "We have not the slightest wish to
rector and man of arts and letters.
attempt to influence anybody against
latter's family and guests prisoners in a country lodge, emerges as arresting
from
plane
Cocteau has arrived by
melodrama notwithstanding an over-simplified approach to the subject matter contributing to that fund."
his
of
premiere
Paris to attend the
His statement apparently was in
and
static setting.
Sturdy performances by William Holden, as the crim"TAg Eagle With Two Heads," inal, aand Lee
reply to a vicious attack on M-G-M
J. Cobb as the vacationing psychologist, plus good direction
Cinemet
made in the House of Commons re^m- will open at the Little
by former ace cameraman Rudolph Mate, was chiefly responsible for the
Cocteau said yesterhe, : tomorrow.
cently by a Socialist M. P., Tom
enlivened pace and mounting suspense that has been drawn from a screen
are
Driberg, whose remarks in Commons
day that when production budgets
written by Philip MacDonald, Michael Blankfort and Albert Duffy.
play
were privileged and thus unaffected
low and material and equipment worn,
Oscar Saul.
Malvin
Ward
and
The
adaptation
was
by
the film makers must fall back on naby the law of libel.
Escaped convict Holden and members of his gang, including girl-friend
They must create and
tive ingenuity.
Among other things, Driberg
It does not take
the lake lodge of Cobb as a hideout.
Foch,
pick
Nina
experiment and develop, he said, and
charged "barbarous, opulent Hollylong to detect manifestations of mental illness in Holden's actions.
Cobb
this benefits the art.
wood corporations try to gag and inkiller's cynical reluctance to have his fears and
As soon as companies grow into After breaking down the
timidate English critics."
reveals to Holden the subconscious impulse which
dreams
probed,
Cobb
Driberg asked for public funds to
huge financial organizations they beis.
The revelation immediately cures the criminal of a
come "afraid to take risks" and thus made him what he
be voted for Miss Robertson's aid in
makes
it impossible for him to resist arrest by police
and
physical
handicap
her legal battle with M-G-M but the
the art suffers, Cocteau remarked.
roles are filled by Adele Jergens, Stephen
government turned him down flatly.
Hollywood was characterized by Coc- who close in on him. Supporting
others. Budder Adler produced.
Kroeger
and
Berry
Maxwell,
Lois
Dunne,
Miss Robertson was awarded $6,000
teau as "a wonderful place to work
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For January damages by a lower court in her litibut completely spoiled by fear of
Charles
L.
Franke
release.
Cocteau added that he thought
gation with M-G-M, but the decision
risk."
was reversed on M-G-M's appeal. She
it would be to the interest of Hollyis now subject to $20,000 court costs
wood if it would allocate sums of
and a further $10,000 is needed to
money to encourage experimental
carry her case to the House of Lords.
He said that he was named
films.
president of a club in France named
She is the film critic of the British
London, Dec. 27. President of the Broadcasting Corp. whom M-G-M,
"Objective '49," whose purpose is to
Board of Trade Harold Wilson's Ltd., two years ago excluded from
give awards for experimental films.
committee on exhibition and distribu- screenings of its pictures for critics
Film makers of all countries are inThe proHollywood, Dec. 27.
tion will hold its first meeting on Jan. here on the ground that public film
vited to submit their non-commercial
duction index dropped to 23 from last
a tardy beginning since he had tastes "were unknown to her." She
5,
films, he said.
week's 35. Only three new films were announced originally that his probe
sued for alleged libel.
Roux Color, France's new color sys- started, while 15 were sent to cutting
committee would begin its enquiry
Contributions to the fund have protem, is still not perfected, according
rooms.
into trade conditions in the late fall ceeded slowly but Lord Kemsley reto Cocteau.
He will return to France
started on "Madame
Shooting
and an interim report, at least, would cently contributed $4,000.
next week to start work on a new
Bovary" and "The Forsythe Saga," be ready in January.
The Critics' Circle, however, is by
film.
"East
and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Wilson had difficulty persuading no means unanimous in the Robertson
Side Story," 20th Century-Fox..
qualified people to serve on his probe matter.
Three members of its exShooting was finished on "Secret of committee.
S.
Now apprehensions are ecutive committee have resigned in
Canyon^
the
of
"Rim
Ives,"
St.
{Continued from page 1)
widely expressed that the committee protest against the fund.
(Autry) and "Jolson Sings Again," may recommend some form of quasi(Falcon),
Street"
"Danger
government and present the Associa- Columbia;
nationalization of sections of the intion's case against any cut-backs in Film Classics; "Murder in the Air,
dustry, since several of its members
"Easy
Monogram;
Marshal,"
dollar remittances.
"Outlaw
have pronounced Socialist and radical
(Continued from page 1)
Delilah,"
and
"Samson
Harmon will work through the Does It,"
leanings.
"Manand
Morning"
American Embassy. He is in Wash- "Top o' the
Against that, however, is the fact The process, looked upon as one of
Para(Pine - Thomas),
ington today discussing with the State handled"
that Lord Portal of Laverstoke, a Rank's chief reliances to effect proMoney,"
Department various angles of the situ- mount; "It's Only
duction economies, basically employs
and dyed-in-the-wool true-blue Tory, is photographic backgrounds for stages,
(Lippert)
"Rimfire"
ation.
Radio;
chairman of the committee.
Crooked
"The
South Africa recently announced a "Omoo," Screen Guild;
eliminating the need for costly sets
general 50 per cent cut-back on im- Way" (Bogeaus), and "The Great
and much location work by large or
Artists.
United
for
portation of goods from outside the Dan Patch" (Frank),
small companies. Savings of 20 to 60
sterling area based on 1947 dollar to"Secrets of a Ballerina," starring per cent in time and money are
tals and effective retroactively to July
Micheline Presle and Pierre Blanch- claimed for it.
Four features are being made at
1, 1948.
ar, being distributed in the U. S. by
Distinguished Films, will have its lo- Pinewood now employing the process.
cal premiere here tomorrow at the The first, "A Warning to Wantons,"
Hollywood, Dec. 27.—Urging ma- Midtown Theatre. The French pic- is to be screened soon. They are beundertake
{Continued from page 1)
ture will also initiate the theatre as ing made by Donald Wilson for
jor Hollywood studios to
production in India, Keki Modi, chair- a first-run showcase for foreign films. Aquila Film Prod., Ltd.
into effect immediately after it is apWestman of the board of directors of
proved.
ern India Theatres, Ltd., today told
Graetz, who is now in New York,
the international committee of the Aswill leave for France shortly to begin
of Motion Picture Producers
work on the Van Gogh picture. He sociation
that
at a luncheon here in his honor
recently produced the French film,
"production costs of both versions
"Le Diable au Corps" ("Devil in the
(English and Indian) can be returned
Flesh"), starring Micheline Presle and
from the Indian version alone." India

The economic

BASED

\

'

Production Drops U.K. Probe Group to
Meet on January 5
—
To 23, from 35
—

Harmon

to

Africa

Rank Extends

RKO

Imports

Produce

20th-Fox, Graetz

Gerard

Philips.

in India,

Hollywood Is Urged

has

fully-equipped

studios,

and added that there

BANKING FOR THE
M0TK7N PICTURE
INDUSTRY

restriction

against

earned by American

is

he

said,

no government

remitting

money

films.

with
Mexicans Seek Aid
(Continued from page 1)
production
the frozen money would be
costs,
a big help to them, now that they are
determined to stress quality in profinancing,

and

higher

duction.

Producers claim that more than $1,000,000 of their money is frozen in
Argentine alone and that Spain has
much of it, too, not to mention
nearly every other country, except the
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Midtown

United States.

Paramount^

MOTION
NEW

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TOA

Receives Hughes Tool
Reported for
1st Bid for

PT

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

Co.

Is

Sale

United

co-owners

Chaplin have agreed to meet
Hollywood on Jan. 17 with
the special committee of the
company's board of directors

in

company's management and a group
of
New York investment bankers
were disclosed here yesterday by rep-

resentatives of both sides.
A sum of
more than $140,000,000 is believed to
since
months
two
It is
be involved.
While a source close to Hughes,
Theatre Owners of America announced it would essay exhibitor- who recently purchased RKO, indidistributor conciliation on a 60-day cated that Hughes is seeking to improve his cash position, there was no
basis in local TOA units, yet, even
information as to how the money
though conciliation machinery has

nearly

RKO

and Transwould be used. Both
been set up meanwhile to cover almost
continental and Western Air, Inc.,
every area of distribution, only one
Hughes' other principal concern, are
complaint has been received thus far.
expected to gain by the deal.
First complaint was filed yesterday
conciliation
with the Albany
board. Filing exhibitor is as yet un-

Artists'

Mary Pickford and Charles

for
sale
of
the
Hughes Tool Co., of Houston, Texas,
principal
investment
of
Howard
Hughes, to several members of the

Lockwood Weighs Dearth
As Albany Filing Comes

TEN CENTS

1948

U. A. Finance Meet
Jan. 17 on the Coast

Negotiations

Conciliation

29,

Ascap-Video Discuss

TOA Contract

Arthur H. Lockwood,

TOA

presi-

dent, discussing yesterday the dearth
of complaints, explained the situation

(Continued on page 4)

New Company

Gets

Old Edison Films

Next

Ploeser for Divorcement
To Solve Film 'Monopoly'

by the directors' committee,
consisting of Vitalis Chalif,
E. C. Mills, Charles Schwartz

Association.

and Harold Weill.

next week.
Television Broadcasters Association
expected to announce this week
is
that video interests will be represented
by Robert P. Myers, assistant general
attorney for National Broadcasting,

Tri-Video Productions, Inc.,
been formed here to produce and dis- connected with the National AssociaOfficers are
tribute television films.
tion of Broadcasters.
Edward Hamilton Bryant, Boston inUntil now Ascap has licensed its
dustrialist, president
Jack Goldstein, music to television stations on a gra:

;

relations

consultant,

to

Jan. 6

American Society of Composers,
Chairmen of the motion picture inAuthors and Publishers and represen- dustry's "Brotherhood Week" commit-

and Edward McCrossin of the Duhas Mont legal department. Both also are

public

NCCJ Chairmen

Week Meet Here

tatives of the television industry plan
to start negotiations of Ascap's first
non-gratis pact with the telecasters

and John

(Continued on page 5)

will
hold
a
co-ordinating
luncheon
the
at
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel here on Thursday, Jan. 6, to
be presided over by J. Robert Rubin,
tee

chairman of the amusements division
of the drive.
Purpose of

the luncheon is to report progress to date and to co-ordinate future plans for industry-wide
participation.
Attending will be Ned E. Depinet,
chairman of the motion picture division; Leon J. Bamberger, assistant to
the chairman Dr. Everett R. Clinchy,
Conference
of
National
president,
Christians and Jews S. L. Goldsmith,
director of finance; Spyros
P. Skouras, chairman, newsreel comCharles M. Reagan, distribumittee
(Continued on page 5)
:

;

;

NCCJ
D. McGrail, vice-presidents. Edward
Kearns, technical director of the Film
Library of the Museum of Modern
Art, is chief production consultant,
and William L. Jamison, pioneer
studio executive, is head of the research department.
The company has acquired rights to
A two-company monopoly of exthe Edison collection of old-time films, hibition has been established in Mexembracing over 500 subjects of one, ico, it was reported here yesterday by
two and three-reel length. The first Sam L. Seidelman, Eagle-Lion's forDec. 28. An
series is now ready, and is titled eign department chief, who described
"Nickelodeon Novelties."
himself as author of the monopoly Austrian-French financial agreement
plan. Seidelman said he set it in mo- includes a special film provision for
tion during his recent two-week visit the exchange of five French films for
each Austrian film, according to a
to Mexico City.
Mexican circuits involved are the U. S. Commerce Department report
today by film chief
here
17- theatre Cadena de Oro, under the issued
leadership of Emilio Azcarrago, and Nathan D. Golden.
Golden says the schilling differences
the 27-house Operadora de Teatros,
Chicago, Dec. 28. Dismissal of the headed by Manual Espinosa. The for- credited to France will be used by the
production
Liberty
Theatre,
Michigan
City, mer has two additional houses under French film industry for
for
equity suit, is to be effected here construction and the latter is now and synchronization in Austria,
shortly, with an agreement having erecting five new houses, all in Mex- paying license fees and royalties to
been reached between the remaining ico City and all to be ready for oc- Austrians, and other similar purposes.
in
schilling
balance
the
two defendants, Columbia and Uni- cupancy by next June, Seidelman said. Should
The two companies now have a pact France's favor exceed 1,000,000 at any
versal, which have conceded to grant
film imports can
plaintiff Louis Philon, operator of the involving the division between them time, further French
be barred temporarily.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 4)

2 Mexican Circuits
Set

;

Monopoly Deals

France and Austria

To Exchange
Washington,

2 More Companies
Settle Trust Suit

—

Law Urged by
House Group

to discuss methods of providing new capital, primarily for
the purpose of financing new
production for U. A. in consequence of new bank restrictions on loans to independent
producers.
Proposals for raising new
capital are now being drafted

TOA

identified because, it was explained,
the Albany board requires certain profrom
information
cedural
headquarters here and intends to release full details only on receipt of
headquarters approval.

Tighter Trust

Films

Washington, Dec.

28.

—As

ex-

House Small Business
Committee today recommended two
pected,

the

proposals for tightening the antitrust laws backed by Allied States

These would set up a
court and would
Robinson-Patman
Act

trust

special anti-

extend

the
prohibitions
against price discrimination to discrimination in royalties and rentals as
well as discrimination in sales.
The committee did not come out
flatly for divorcement, but committee
chairman Ploeser said he and ranking
Democrat Patman believed that divorcement was the only eventual solution for monopoly in the film industry.
The committee's report called for
the comprehensive study by the Federal Trade Commission of "the desir(Contimted on page 4)

Lefkowitz

Is

Named

U.A. District Chief
Sam Lefkowitz has been appointed
United Artists district manager with
jurisdiction over New York, New
Haven, Boston and Buffalo, by Edward M. Schnitzer, Eastern division
manager.
Schnitzer also appointed Abe Dickstein,

his

executive

assistant,

to

branch manager of the New York
exchange. Dickstein's place as Schnitzer's

home

office

assistant

will

be

taken by Victor Bikel.

Lefkowitz

rejoins

United

Artists,

with which he first became associated
in 1942 as New York branch manager.
In 1943 he was promoted to
(Continued on page 5)

—

RKO Radio, SOPEG
Launch Pact Talks
A

negotiating committee from CIO's
Office and Professional Employes Guild will meet here today with
Radio comptroller Garrett Van
Wagner to confer on new contract demands which
has submitted,

Screen

RKO

Sidney Young,

SOPEG
SOPEG

president, re-

ported yesterday. The CIO local reacquired bargaining privileges at the
home office in consequence of

RKO

(Continued on page 5)

1

,

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Outlook plZ7e
Insider's
By RED KANN

Paramount vice-president in charge of
theatre operations, is due back in New

York next week from
Mexico City.

a vacation in

war world athwart Hollywood's

programmed, the condition

WHATEVER

Bretaigne Windust, Warner didue back at the Burbank
is
studio Jan. 15 from Jamaica, B.W.I.
where he has been recuperating from

Oscar Ruby,

Columbia branch manager in Cleveand Mrs. Ruby, was married
recently in Milwaukee.
land,

•

Sam

Stecker, Associated Circuit
official, and Mrs. Stecker will leave
Cleveland next week to spend the
winter in California.
•

Hannah
Kann,

Pellen, secretary to Red
vice-president of Quigley

a
Publishing Co., will observe a birth-

this

held

originally

the

in

to

House UnAmerican Committee investiga-

friendly 10" in the
into

Communism

for rein-

wood.

Louis Nizer, industry attorney, is
vacationing in Florida, from New
York.

B'rith

B'nai

Scroll

Presented to Aldrich
Winthrop

W.

Aldrich, chairman of

American Heritage
Foundation, sponsor of the Freedom
Train which is currently in New
the board of the

York after its nationwide tour, this
week was presented with B'nai B'rith's
scroll
of achievement by Jack H.
Levin, New York City chairman of
latter's

Americanism

and

executive

film
Inc.

industry's

committee

vice-president of the
Confidential Reports,

Weitman On Air with
Story of Paramount
The story of the New York Paramount Theatre as part of the New
York scene will be told on the "Our
Manhattan' 1 program on WJZ,
New York, and the ABC network tomorrow night at 9 :30. Robert M.
Weitman, managing director, and a
long list of personnel ranging down
to page boys will be interviewed.
Is

January

Is

'Managers

Month'

U

-

January has been designated as
"Branch Managers Month," in Universal-International's
"Unity
Sales
Drive," as a tribute to managers in
"

field

If the New York group had
met here as per original plan,
many of those gathered might
have found themselves in the
witness box rather than in the
conference room of the Producers' Association or 'a remote hotel suite whipping up additional

As

was, Eric
Johnston caught the brunt of
and a fine going over by
it

economies.

it

Judge Yankwich.
But the idea of huddling in
Hollywood 10 days before the
Christmas-New Year's holidays

was never adroit, at
timing would be
Whether
imagine.

best.

Worse

difficult

to

exaggerated or not, sensitivity is a per-

manent Hollywood characterisWhispers, not always based

tic.

the correct facts, have a
habit of becoming a roar in no
time flat at this end of the line.

on

the 31

|

discuss privately.
In divulging
U-I's program of 28 top budgeteers for 1949, he said:
"These productions, both completed and planned, are being
made at the proper cost in relation to present market condithere has been no retions
duction whatsoever in quality or
showmanship values.
As a
matter of fact, the productions
are essentially an improvement
over those of other years because
our studio has eliminated the
wasteful and meaningless frills
that grew out of war-boom ex.

.

.

exchanges.

All offices in the

have devised special promotions

for furthering individual efforts during the month.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

was widely known, because
had been reported generally,

It
it

the New York meetings
had probed methods of reducing
negative costs with an everhopeful eye turned toward selfcontainment in the domestic
market. Yet, when an extension
of the intention was set up for
discussion in Hollywood itself,
seemed to be different and
it
that

Actually there was
alarming.
nothing different about it.
Faces already long got longer,
and some of the faces belong to
important executives. They began to be concerned all over
again about the effect on pictures in progress and others
planned for early launching in

.

.

travagances."
that he did
required to talk about
dollars that he confined himself
to a discussion of what he reThis is good
gards as values.
sense, sound business and an example of one approach Hollywood might well heed.
What the merchandise has,
not what it costs, is of principal
interest to the exhibitor, and,
after him, the public. Audiences
want entertainment, and entertainment is not necessarily guaranteed by an overflowing budget
as sad and plentiful experience
long since has demonstrated.
It

significant

is

not feel

it

;

How much

and

producer's

own

Incidentally,

to

whom

is

the

business.

no available sym-

may

be found in Hollywood for the Finneran plan onto
which Allied has latched as a
method of curbing errant stars
via sanctions added to a revised
Production Code.
Responsible studio executives
do not deny the problem, or the
worry. But they don't deny the
difficulties [mostly legal] of cor-

pathy

Meanwhile,
recting it, either.
the critical exhibitor, who is on
the square about the matter, has
Simple, too.
his own answer.
All he has to do is not buy any
attraction harboring performers
in unfavorable headlines, or refuse to run such a show if he

has bought

it.

el

rescue attempts for

ma-

the

*-

rooned airmen, the Chinese gold
rush, and Petrillo signing a new recording pact are current newsreel
highlights.
A lighthouse demolished
and Connie Mack celebrating his 86th
birthday are

among

other items in-

Complete contents jollofK

cluded.

MOVIETONE

NEWS, No. 104-^ F*tV
land rescue attempt. Riot in Rome. y T -\tV
house demolished.
Halloran Hospital Svigts
entertainment for veterans.
Petrillo signs
new recording contract. Connie Mack celebrates his 86th birthday.
Swimming in

NEWS

Nate Blumberg is out in the
open with a sort of frank comment which others here prefer to

East.

Thus, it becomes "inconvenient"
proceed with the announced
scheduled for
first
followup,
Dec. 15, et al, although there
was another reason as well.
This was the Lester Cole trial,
first of the actions by the "un-

'T'HE

29, 1948

Florida.

.

Cliff Almy, Warner supervisor
for the Philippines, is spending the
holidays with his family in Holly-

Job

throughout
yard may

arises

statement of their contracts.

the

widely
sprawled
Hollywood's front
never come to pass.

obviously

premise,

which would have been

terprise

West, and

sent

will

not be relieved.
For these reasons, and perhaps for others as well, this en-

for
need
no
meetings in Hollywood in sequel to the three days of them

there

tion

day today.

may

factured there,

On
son of

company

fired here.

illness.

Eugene Ruby,

else

be expected to be
determined in New York. This
merely another way of obis
serving the bullets will be manu-

threshold

rector,

an

heads may decide is necessary in order to bring the post-

1949. The set-back date of January 26 failed to provide appreMoreover, as long
ciable relief.
as the meetings are officially

Hollywood, Dec. 28

EONARD GOLDENSON,

T

Wednesday, December

—

THE

OF
DAY, No. 234 Marooned airmen await rescue.
Petrillo ends
ban on recorded music.
President Truman
Big guns dismantled.
in
Rome.
Converts baptized in
School days for pooches in Boston.

neighbors.

greets

Rioting
Japan.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
line

news

No. 37— Head-

stories of 1948.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 208— Strandby air and sea.

fliers
await rescue
Scrap 16-inch guns. Lighthouse demolished.
China gold rush.
Persons in the news:
Connie Mack at 86; Petrillo ends recording
ban; President Truman at home.
Florida
swimming.
NEWS, No. 39^Race to rescue airmen on ice cap. President
Truman at home. Shanghai gold rush. Berlin keeps warm.
Painting of David arrives
in the U. S.
Paris ski fashions.
Australian weight-lifting champ.

ed

WARNER PATHE

M.

P. Sales Corp.
Gets 3 Pictures

Neil Agnew and Charles Casanave
have acquired three productions for
U. S. distribution by their new Mo-

from Nat
European
producer now visiting here from Paris.
First picture, "Beggar in Rome,"
tion

Picture

Wachsberger,

Sales Corp.,
Continental

now in work in that Italian capital.
The remaining two, to be in English,
will be made in Italy and probably in

is

Africa.

Agnew and Casanave

New York

for

will

leave

Hollywood early next

week to confer with three producers
on distribution and with bank interests.

Baldwin Resigns as
Promotion Head

SRO

Ted Baldwin, national promotion
and exploitation director of Selznick
Releasing Organization, has resigned,
effective Friday, to open his own public service relations office, Ted Baldwin, Inc., it was announced here yesterday by Robert M. Gillham, SRO
Eastern advertising-publicity director.
Baldwin, who will continue in an advisory capacity at SRO, was promomanager of Columbia Pictures
before joining Selznick five years ago.
tion

M-G-M Weighing Appeal
— M-G-M atHollywood, Dec.
28.

torney

Herman

F. Selvin has filed
nominal objections, citing legal technicalities, to the decision rendered by

Federal Judge Leon Yankwich in Lesfor reter Cole's suit against
instatement of his screen writer's contract. The action by Selvin, a brief

M-G-M

forwarded to Palm Springs where the
jurist is spending the holidays, is understood to have been taken for the
purpose of keeping the avenue open
for an appeal if Loew's executives decide on that course within 20 days.
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At Radio City Music Hall
and across the nation
it's causing a box-office

$OCK

celebration.

*®5
c
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START

NEW YEAR
WITH A RIGHT
(And mare Happy New Year News! M-G-M s 'COMMAND
DECISION' World Premiere in Los Angeles! First 2 days set new
all-time record!)

:
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Critics

Choose Tighter Trust Law

Best in '48

'Sierra'

film critics at a meeting

and feasibility of eliminating
vertical integration in manufacturing
and distribution with a specification
of the corporations to which such

"Treahere yesterday voted Warner's
picsure of Sierra Madre" as the best
the
ture of 1948 with nine votes on
vote
sixth and last ballot, only one^
more than that given "Hamlet." On
picked
the first ballot "Treasure" was
the
by only five of the 18 members of
got eight votes.
group, "Hamlet"
"Snake Pit" was the original choice
four, and "The Search" received

elimination should apply."
Ploeser explained that he and Patman thought divorcement the ultimate
solution for the film, oil and steel industries, but that he thought divorcement must be recommended industryby-industry, and that the committee
was not prepared to spell out exactly
which industries required divorcement
per- and which did not."
the
16 Recommendations Made
on

of

one vote.

Olivia DeHavilland for her
formance in "Snake Pit" was
unanimous choice of all 18 critics
the

first ballot

as best actress of the

Laurence Olivier ("Hamlet")
was accorded top honors as male
actor with 11 votes, followed by Walter Huston ("Treasure") with seven
Ivan Jandl ("Search"), also
votes.
a nominee, was given one vote on the
year.

These recommendations were but
three of 16 backed by the committee
for tightening the anti-trust laws. The
committee's final report was approved
unanimously at a meeting today attended by four committee members.

backing,
bi-partisan
Capitol observers do
was not believe that the committee's
("Treasure )
John Huston
recommendations will get too far next
named best director, followed by
year.
Olivier who was director as well as
During the fall, the committee held
star of "Hamlet."
hearings in Washington and 12 other
"Paisan" was the best foreign film,
cities, various independent exhibitors
according to the critics, with 12 votes,
the testified at the out-of-town hearings,
in
Steps
followed by "Four
"Monsieur Vincent" and and Allied General Counsel Abram F.
Clouds,"
Myers was a witness at the Washing"Symphonie Pastorale."
ton hearings.
Other of the committee's recommendations called for tougher penalties,
bigger anti-trust appropriations, and
restrictions on consent decrees.
The
consent decree came in for critimeeting
Critics,
Film
New York
cism during the Washington hearings.
here yesterday, voted to "express imAt one point in its report, the comBritish
their
mediate accord" with
mittee said that independent exhibitors
with
dispute
counterparts in their
still must take bad films in order to
M-G-M, London, in the libel suit in- get good ones "in plain contravention
Robvolving British critic E. Arnot
of the Supreme Court's ruling," and
ertson. The New Yorkers announced it also criticized the major producers
their intention to "render financial as- for
favoring
their
own theatres,
sistance in whatever way we may de- straining
clearance
interpretations,
termine as practical."
and artificially restricting product.
Barred from screenings of M-G-M
Here are some of the committee's
films on the alleged grounds that pub- recommendations that could affect the
Miss
her,"
to
"unknown
were
tastes
lic
film industry
Robertson, critic of the British Broad1
More adequate penalties. Perin
awarded
$6,000
was
Corp.,
casting
sons found guilty of violating the
comfilm
the
against
action
anti-trust laws would be barred from
a libel

first ballot.

Despite
however,

this

many

Critics

Side
With U.K. Colleagues RKO

N. Y.

—

pany. The decision was reversed by a serving as company officers or direchigher court. Miss Robertson is now tors for a time.
Parties injured by
attempting to bring the case to the price discrimination to institute treble
House of Lords.
damage suits at present, only victims of price conspiracy can do that.

—

— More
—

2

adequate anti-trust appro-

priations.
3
Creation
trust

court,

of

a

which

bi-partisan

would

anti-

"facilitate

and appeal of cases, would provide judges with a specialized knowledge of the anti-trust laws and would
result in uniform decisions regarding
Anti-trust cases
the anti-trust laws."
would start in this court and be appealed directly to the Supreme Court.
4
Prohibition of mergers tending
to lessen competition when the merging is done by purchase of physical
assets.
At present, the law bars only
such mergers via the stock-purchase
trial

Have
a

YOU

tried

SKYBERTH

on

American's

famous

DC-6

-MERCURY" flight
to LOS ANGELES?

—

route.

Amend Robinson-Patman Act

Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000 or your travel agent
Ticket Offices

.-

Airlines Terminal

Rockefeller Center

120 Broadway

•

•

Hotel
Hotel

New

St.

Yorker

George

AMERICAN
A/RUNES

—Amending

the Robinson-Patman
Act to prohibit discriminations in
rentals or royalties, including patented
and copyrighted articles, which are
leased or licensed in interstate commerce.
6
Amend the anti-trust laws to require every firm to make available to
all customers a complete schedule of
"all quantity discounts allowed."
7 Amend the
Internal
Revenue
code to provide that losses sustained
by individual units of interstate chain
5

—

—

'Paleface' Paces 'Rio'

In Initial

Runs

caused by sales made below
"Paleface," which opened at scores
cost or at unreasonably low prices to of situations around the country witheliminate local competition.
in the last week, is nearing, repeat8
No consent decree could be ing and in some spots surpassing
entered where the offense charged in- grosses of "Road to Rio," which was
volves a conspiracy to control prices one of Paramount's most successful
offenses.
other
certain
supply
or
films last season, according to field reWhere consent decrees are used, the ports. In San Francisco, "Rio" did
defendants must be amenable to the
$19,500 over a four-day span, includpenalties cited above. Moreover, such
ing Christmas Day, last year. "JtJ *publicly
at
announced
must
be
decrees
face" was within a few dollars olj^fa
least 60 days before their promulgamark for a like period this year. V
should
and
notice
court
the
tion by
Knoxville, "Paleface" is credited with
of
Register
the
Federal
be given in
$5,500 for two days, compared with
afparty
any
Then
their content.
The new film is
$5,000 for "Rio."
fected can object, and appeal if the
drawing top returns also in Chattaobjections.
his
court refuses to note
Chicago
($31,000 in three
9—The FTC would study vertical nooga,
Little
Detroit,
days),
Cleveland,
industries
integration and recommend
Rock, Miami and other cities.
to be broken up. It would also study
interlocking directorships, the "abuse
of economic power to utilize costly
infringement suits as a weapon" to
prevent small firms from developing
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 28. George
new devices, the possibility of preventing sales below cost to destroy Dembow, sales vice-president of Nacompetition, and other subjects.
tional Screen Service, will attend an
In a section summarizing the testi- Albany Theatre Owners of America
mony from film industry witnesses, luncheon-meeting at Jack's Restaurant
the committee's report said that pro- on Feb. 2 to discuss with exhibitors
ducers have scaled down their block- local operations of the company. Dembooking demands somewhat so that bow wrote Leonard Rosenthal, top
an exhibitor "now agrees to take only executive director here, he would be
four or five pictures at a time, instead glad to attend and has arranged to
of 40. But three out of the four pic- bring along
William B. Brenner,
tures which the independent exhibitor NSS vice-president of operations.
must take in order to be assured of
Several exhibitors complained at a
a good picture often are undesirable recent
meeting about National
pictures that he wouldn't want to show Screen charges.
This is in plain conin his theatre.
loss

(Continued from page 1)
ability

New York

organizations should not be deductible
by the parent organization for computing its taxable income where the

29, 1948

is

—

1

Dembow at Albany
TO A Meet Feb. 2
—

TOA

travention

of

the

Supreme

Court's

ruling."

Report Hits NSS, CRI

TOA

Conciliation

{Continued from page 1)

as being due not to the likelihood that,
generally speaking, no complaints exist, but rather to the likelihood that
the complaints which are pending have
not yet "filtered" through. He pointed out that the Smith-Berger conciliation plan embraced by Allied States
Association units was available for
some time before exhibitors undertook
to file complaints.
The
plan calls for local
boards made up of a
exhibitor,
coming attractions."
a representative of another exhibitor
Still other criticisms were leveled
by the committee against Confiden- unit and an unaffiliated third party.
It said that this
tial Reports, Inc.
is owned and controlled by the film
companies and "there is constant temp(Continued from page 1)
tation for the owning companies to
exchange information as to the earn- Liberty, an opportunity to compete
ings of the theatres and to use such for first-run product.
information in pricing their films, and
Final
settlement
between
deIndiana-Illinois
the exhibitors are convinced that the fendants
Theatres,
agency is a factor in the high film Dunelake Theatre Corp. ; and Lido
rentals against which they complain." Amusement Co. is now being made.
Rep. Ploeser was asked whether the The case, in litigation for a year,
decree went far enough to sat- was recently settled with Paramount,
isfy the committee.
He said he wasn't Warner and Republic.
Defendants' attorney is Miles Seefamiliar with the decree, but that as a
general principle, "When you have a ley; Seymour Simon represented the
An undisclosed cash sum
close enough relationship left so that plaintiff.
the distributor can influence theatre covering court and lawyers' fees was
policy, you haven't gone far enough." also made.
He said that generally speaking he
believed an independently-owned cirof
cuit was not as objectionable as a
Ray Wigton, 50, stage manager of
producer-owned circuit of the same
Loew's Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, since

The report declared that many witnesses complained of the monopolistic
practices of National Screen Service,
Witnesses testified, the commitInc.
tee said, "that this company is very
arbitrary in its prices and can afford
to be, since there is no other comIf you don't pay National
petitor.
Screen's high prices, there is nothing
that the exhibitor can do about it.
He just doesn't get the previews of

TOA

Two More

TOA

Settle

RKO

Ray Wigton

size.

Goldens To

Do

'Penny'

Loew's

1924, died suddenly on Christmas < Day
of a cerebral hemorrhage, the circuit
is surreported here yesterday.

He

Robert S. and Edward A. Golden vived by the widow, a daughter, and
have signed a deal with the New York several grandchildren.
Herald Tribune for motion picture
rights to "Penny," serialized 'teen-age
Mrs.
character created by Harry Haenigsen
Chicago, Dec. 28.—Mrs. Dorothy
and syndicated by the newspaper. ProCharles Landau, opduction will start early in 1949 for fall Landau, wife of
Kedzie and Annex therelease to coincide with the novel of erator of the
last night after a prothe same name to be published at that atres here, died

Dorothy Landau

time.

longed

illness.

Wednesday, December

Motion Picture Daily
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AT&T 'Time-Slots'

NCCJ Chairmen
(Continued from page

On
is

Video Expected

American Telephone and Telegraph
expected to disclose this week its

decision on the allocation of timeslots for the four television networks
on its coaxial cable and microwave
radio relay systems linking the East
anc\Midwest. Operations over the new
'
.<rc scheduled to begin on Jan. 12.
|
f^yte
four networks Columbia, Na-

—

DuMont and American —failed

tional,

extensive efforts to agree on a
formula for sharing the East-Midwest
network time. The decision on division of the time-slots thereupon was
placed in the hands of AT&T.
Disagreement stemmed, of course,
from the desire of each of the four
companies to provide the most extensive coverage for sponsors during the
NBC, for
best evening time periods.
example, which boasts of the most
sponsored time on its Eastern network, was wary of losing some
accounts to CBS if the latter could
provide a more advantageous slot.
Agencies and affiliated stations, as
well as the networks and sponsors,
in

tion

;

derman, Si Fabian and Ted Gamble,
exhibitors
committee
Gil

national

;

Golden, advertising-publicity director
Gus Eyssell, New York area exhibi-

chairman; Joe Vogel and home
co-chairman Jack Cohn, home
office co-chairman; George Skouras,
home office co-chairman
William
German, laboratories
Oscar Hammerstein and John Golden, legitimate
theatres
Louis Nizer, chairman of
the 1,000-plate dinner to be held sometor

;

;

;

;

time in February.
The trade press committee, consists
of Martin Quigley, Terry Ramsaye,
Alicoate,
Lewis,
Jack
Chic
Jay
Emanuel, Abel Green, Moe Wax, J.
M. Jerauld, Jack Harrison, Al
Picoult, Harry Brandt and Sid Rechetnik, trade
press contact for the
drive.

Lefkowitz

Named

(Continued from page 1)
Eastern

Dismiss Stock Suits
Vs. Perkins, Bernhard

and Edward S. Birn.
Ruling on dismissal

motions,

the

Court did
not have jurisdictional power to hear
the charges brought against Perkins
and Bernhard. The former is Warner
vice-president
and general counsel,
and the latter, formerly president of
U. S. Pictures, is now president of
Film Classics.
U. S. Pictures released through Warners.
jurist held that the Federal

Ascap, Video Meet
(Continued from page 1)
tuitous basis. Views of both sides on
the principle of a contract are generally believed to run parallel to a large
extent, indicating that full agreement

may be reached without
The required number

difficulty.

of

members have already vested

Ascap

the
society the right to collect television
in

royalties.

TB

Seal Drive Film

Eight thousand prints of Ingrid
Bergman's screen appeal on behalf of
the annual Christmas seal drive have
been distributed to theatres by the NaIn
Tuberculosis Association.
addition the film was transmitted over
television programs.
tional

Buys Trans Lux House

—

Control
Mexico City, Dec. 28.
has been acquired of Trans Lux's theatre here, the Cine Trans Lux Prado
by John Lamont, operator of a circuit

in

the

Mexican provinces.

Er, No. (Or Maybe)

of almost all areas of

28.

—

It

is

now

revealed that no definite commitment had been made for Harold
cially

Wilson,

president

of

the

British

Dickstein has been with U. A. since

two

Trade, to visit the United
States next month.
One of Wilson's higher officers said
specifically
"Some Minister, perhaps
Mr. Wilson, might go to America in a population of 2,500,000.
There is no question
the New Year.
Seidelman said he succeeded in his
of a January date nor indeed has any
original purpose in bringing the two
decision been taken yet that he will go
competitors to an understanding by
at all.
their agreeing that each shall exhibit
"If Mr. Wilson or any other Minis- half
of the 20 pictures which E-L
ter makes the trip it will be primarily will
have for Mexican release in 1949.
to see how British goods are selling
Whereas, Seidelman explained, it is
over there. Films, in any event, will "difficult to get product played propbe only incidental to the trip."
erly in Mexico" under ordinary con-

Board

of

:

the split
possible for E-L
leased in Mexico
of June.
Under the plan,
ditions,

Foreign Chiefs Hear
SwedishMoney Report
Film companies' foreign managers
and their aides here were addressed
yesterday by Fred Cunningham, U. S.
Civil Attache in Stockholm for the
past two years, on the Swedish situation pertaining to remittances on U.S.
films, the Motion Picture Association
of America reported last night.
interJohn G. McCarthy,

MPAA

Motion
headquarters here.
Picture Export Association companies
companies were
as well as
represented.

MPAA

RKO.
1933.
In 1946 he was named executive assistant to Schnitzer.
Bikel has also been in the industry since 1933, when he began in

Heretofore at "swordspoints,"
circuits were encouraged by
Seidelman to end their feud, which,
according to the E-L executive, had
caused
a
theatre-building
"battle"
which served only to overload Mexico City with film houses.
By next
June, he pointed out, 15 new theatres
will be completed, bringing the city's
seating capacity to over 300,000, for
the

offi-

MPAA

in the industry since 1917, associated
originally with First National and

1

Mexican exhibi-

tion.

London, Dec.

district manager,
resigning
three years later for his most recent
post with Warner Brothers in a similar capacity.
Lefkowitz was with
Warner for 10 years, 1932-42, moving national division chief, presided at
from office manager in the New York- yesterday's meeting which was held at

Robert W. Perkins and Joseph
Bernhard yesterday were dismissed by exchange, to Metropolitan branch and
then district manager.
He has been
Federal Judge Sylvester J. Ryan as
defendants in four of the six stockholder
actions
which
have
been
brought in U. S. District Court here
against them, Warner Brothers, Milton Sperling, Harry M. Warner, Jack
Morris Wolf on
L. Warner and
charges of conspiracy in behalf of
United States Pictures to the alleged
detriment of Warner Brothers.
The
four suits in question were brought
by minority stockholders Anna Kassner, Irving W. Mencher, Kate Lavine

2

(Continued from page

C. J. Scollard, assist-

office

Mexican Circuits

Wilson Coming? Yes,
1)

ant chairman, distribution committee
Gael Sullivan and Edward Lachman,
exhibitor co-chairmen.
Also, Nathan Yamins, Maxwell Al-

have been showing an active interest
in the entire matter.

chairman

5

RKO

Radio,

SOPEG

will

have

make

it

20 reCity before the end
its

Azcarrago,

who

is

Radio's partner in the owner-

ship of Mexico's Churubusco Studio,
has taken an option for a 50 per cent
interest in

some small inland

circuits,

Moreover,
according to Seidelman.
he said, Azcarrago and Espinosa have
made a deal under which each will
take certain closed towns. The latter
arrangement, according to Seidelman,

some shiftings of theatre
Only a
operations between the two.
small Mexico City circuit is expected
to elude a tie-up with the planned
will involve

monopoly.
Reports

theatre business is
inaccurate, Seidelman said. Actually, he explained,
business is as good as it ever was.
"off"

RKO

deal
to

in

that

Mexico are

(Continued from page 1)
its

victory over

AFL's

IATSE Mo-

Harmon, Rubin

in D.C.

—

department, tion Picture Home Office Employes
contract
Washington, Dec. 28. Francis
Paramount's
moving from there to the New York Local No. H-63 in a recent shop elec- Harmon, vice-president of the Motion
After a four-year stint in tion conducted by the National Labor Picture Association of America, and
exchange.
the Army, he was with RKO for a Relations Board.
Robert J. Rubin, counsel for the Soyear, joining U. A. in 1946 as sales
SOPEG's demands call for a 25 per ciety of Independent Motion Picture
assistant to the Western division head. cent general increase for the home of- Producers, were callers at the State
"white collarites," three weeks Department today where they disfice
Press vacation for workers who have had cussed new adverse conditions in the
is
Morris Safier, distributor of "Con- five or more years' continuous RKO South African market. Harmon
to leave for Johannesburg
cert Magic," starring Yehudi Menu- employment, arbitration privileges and scheduled
Minimum salary next Monday. Both he and Rubin will
hin, will be host at a trade press re- security guarantees.
here toception this afternoon at the Hotel demands are for $30 per week for be back in New York from
messengers and $35 for junior clerks. morrow.
Stanhope here for Menuhin.

Menuhin To Meet

.

.

the entire industry

on Motion Picture
Herald's
office

of Box-

list

Champions

.

.

on Variety's Scoreboard of Hits
.

.

.

on Film Daily's

BEST

10

Poll ...

on

BoxofRce Barometer
.

.

.

the top feminine

boxoffice star, Betty

Grable, and top box-

new male star,
Richard Widmark,
office

on Showmen's Trade

Review

Poll

.

foLim,

QOWM To

.

fa/***'

\n

Ships

MOT°K)M^PJT
VC~"->\64.

NO.

DAI
NEW
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Para. Sale of

Due Today

Co. To Be
Wholly Owned by Para.

New England
Boston,

Dec.

29.

—Paramount

executives are scheduled to come here tomorrow for the
formal closing of the deal by
which its minority interest in Netoco
Theatres is being sold to the newly
formed American Theatres Co., headed by Samuel Pinanski.
Netoco stockholders met here this
week and gave their approval to the
final arrangements, clearing the way

home

office

Mul-

for the actual dissolution of the

&

Pinanski operations and the
formation, in its stead, of American
Theatres and New England Theatres.
Tha price to be paid by American
for Paramount's interest in the approximately 50 theatres will not be
divulged at this time but will be reported by Paramount to the U. S.
District Court in New York at a later
date, according to Benjamin A. Trustman, counsel for American Theatres.
Paramount is understood to be sole
owner of the New England Theatres
company, which Martin J. Mullin will
operate for it. It consists of 54 theatres.
lin

Is

Now

Sells Interest

In Allen to

W.

B.

Effective Jan. 1, Warner Brothers
Theatres will take over the management of the Allen Theatre, Cleveland,
Warner having acquired RKO's 50 per
cent interest in the house, it was disclosed here yesterday by Warner.
For the past several years
has operated the Allen for itself and
Warner. The Allen has 3,009 seats
and will continue to be operated as a

RKO

deluxe first-run.
The present managing
theatre will

NCA

be.

staff

of the

continued.

Film Preferences

TEN CENTS

1948

30,

Washington, Dec.

29.

— Rep.

that
the State Department's overseas information program be
expanded to an annual budget

The program

of $50,000,000.

now running on

less

time we did
information job with
this
long pants on," said Mundt, a

New York

Senator-elect.
office from Spokane, where
spending the holidays.
Johnston disclosed that the meetings, scheduled to be held in Hollywood Jan. 26-28, were being postponed because of a lack of a quorum.
The probability that the scheduled
meeting would not be held was reported earlier due to the indicated
29.
Allied
Washington,
Dec.
Florida vacation plans of several of
the company presidents. Johnston's States Association will probably not
failure to set a new date for the meet- file an additional statement with the
ing also indicates that it may not be House Small Business Committee on
theatre
independent
of
held at all. Primary purpose of the complaints
meeting was to review the continuing owners, according to Allied general
need for production economies and to counsel Abram F. Myers.
When Myers testified before the
discuss methods of obtaining them.
From present indications, the fur- committee last month, he promised to
ther economy programs will be devel- file an additional memorandum of
complaints and recommendations with
oped at home offices.
the House group some time after Alis

Allied Satisfied with

House Unit Report
—

6 Industry Shorts
In the First Year
tional series, will comprise six subjects for distribution within the first
year, it was revealed yesterday when

the Industry Film Project Committee
announced that the fifth and sixth
shorts are now in production.
The fifth in the series is titled "The

Screen Actor," which Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer is producing. Paramount this
week started work on "A Film Goes
to

Market," which

tells

the story of

film distribution.

"Movies and You"
released as follows

:

will be
to the

series

"Let's

Go

Movies," RKO Radio, March 1 "This
Theatre and You," Warners, May 1
"Movies Are Adventure," Universal,
;

July

1

;

"The

Century-Fox,

Art
Sept.

20th
Screen

Director,"
1

"The

;

1,

and

Goes to Market," Jan.

1,

1950.

William Savage, RKO
Attorney, 51, Dies

be held at
Funeral
Minneapolis, Dec. 29. Question- Fairchild's Funeral Parlor here tonaires were mailed to members last day for William S. Savage, 51, execuRadio's legal department,
week by North Central Allied seeking tive of
public preferences in high allocation who died at his Garden City home
films which bring in low grosses, plus yesterday. His widow survives.
Savage, a combat Colonel in the
type of story (crime, sex, costume,
etc.)
"most frequently disapproved" U. S. Army during World War II,
joined
Radio in 1932 as a real
by patrons.
NCA's bulletin also asks indepen- estate department executive, later
transferring to the legal department.
(Continued on page 4)

—

RKO

RKO

will

Here, Abroad
South Africa

Conflict on

Indicates Complete Rift
Conflict between the Motion Picture Association of America and
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers was clearly in
evidence yesterday as Ellis Arnall,
new SIMPP president, began a series
of meetings here with others prominent in the organization to decide
on measures to be taken in dealing
with problems in the South African
market.

SIMPP feels that the U. S. State
Department should be called upon to
represent the industry in this and
and sees
countries
foreign
other

MPAA

vice-president

mon's forthcoming
burg to represent

trip

Francis Harto Johannesmembers as

MPAA

contrary to SIMPP policy and possibly jeopardizing its position.

Both Harmon and Robert

J.

Ru-

The House com- bin, SIMPP counsel, were in Washlied's convention.
mittee issued its report yesterday, ap- ington on Tuesday to visit the State
proving two Allied suggestions for Department.
amending the anti-trust laws but
Arnall is expected to remain in
fence-sitting on the divorcement issue.
(Continued on page 2)
comment
the
on
refused
to
Myers
to
had
a
chance
he
has
report until
read it himself, but he did indicate
that since Allied's two major suggestions had been approved and since the
committee said some nasty things
about the major film firms, he did not
think the additional statement would
29.
of
Sale
Hollywood,
Dec.
be filed. "I don't want to be in the
Hughes Tool Co. would not necessarposition of the young lawyer who kept
or other Hughes
ily involve
arguing his case after the judge said
a spokesman for Hughes
interests,
he didn't want to hear any more,"
asserted here late today. Citing Noah
Myers said. "The judge finally told
Dietrich, executive vice-president of
the lawyer that he favored his side
the tool firm, as his authority, the
in spite of his arguments."
spokesman said the reported deal for
purchase of the company for $140,000,000 is neither consummated nor in

Hughes Aide Admits
Bid, Denies Talks

—

RKO

Hoover Again Heads
Miami Variety Tent
Miami, Dec.
—George C. Hoovgeneral

Read and

New York

29.

investment bankers,
has made offers at various times,, in-

manager

(Continucd on page 4)

of the Greater
Theatre circuit, has
been reelected chief barker of the local
Variety Tent No. 33, with Mitchell
Wolfson, president of Wometco Theaer,

negotiation, although Dillon,
Co.,

"A Film Miami Paramount

M-G-M, Nov.

services

At Issue

is

than

$30,000,000. "It's

MPAA

he

SIMPP-MPA

Mundt suggested today

Postponement of the scheduled meeting of company presidents and top
studio executives of member companies of the Motion Picture Association
of America was confirmed yesterday
president,
by Eric Johnston,
in a telephone conversation with his

Actor,"

Probes Public

NEWS

Wants 50 Million for
US Program Abroad

Slated

"Movies and You," industry promo-

RKO

FILM

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

U.S.A.,

Johnston Calls off
January Coast Meet;

Netoco Shares None
Is

YORK,

»l» was.

Philippine Import

Omit Films

to serve again as first assistant.
officers named were Dan Fitch,
Arthur Schwartz,
second assistant

Slashes

dough guy; Don Lanning, property
William Shane, fixer.
In its first year and a half the tent
has dispersed more than $70,000 to
various Miami charities, Hoover re
Included was $20,000 to the
ported.
South Florida Children's Hospital,

admission
Philippine
that
Fact
taxes are very high around 30 per
principal
the
"probably
cent is
reason" why motion pictures escaped
inclusion in Philippine President Elpidio Quirino's import control order
signed Tuesday, according to foreign
department executives here.
So great is the revenue collected

tres,

Other

:

;

master

;

now under
The
bles.

construction in Coral Gaclub will consider a proposal to underwrite the entire project

•

—

—

(Continued on page 2)

—

;
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SIMPP -MPAA
House Probers May
{Continued from page 1)
the SIMPP
Bar Newsreels, TV SAM L. SEIDELMAN, Eagle- FRED LIND, Colorado theatre own- New York
mapped and then he
Lion foreign department
who was stricken with a heart gram

Personal Mention

until

chief,

—

The
Dec. 29.
desirability" of exradio
newsreels, television,

Washington,
"feasibility

and

will leave
gentina.

here

next week for

Ar- attack during the Allied States con- ceed
vention in

New

Orleans, has returned

•
to his home in Rifle, Colo., from a
cluding
Jules Lapidus, Warner Eastern di- Denver hospital.
and other types of information media
•
vision sales manager, and Mike Dothough not regular news reporters
Ed Fisher, former publicity direcfrom meetings of the House Un- lid, assistant to Ben Kalmenson,
American Activities Committee should distribution vice-president, are due tor for Loew's Theatres in Cleveland,
be studied by the committee, according back in New York today from Boston. is now associated with the Prin-Cor•
United Co. of Los Angeles.
to recommendations of two members.
•
James R. Savage, former Balaban
Representatives Mundt and Nixon
Charles O'Connor has been named
selected and Katz publicist in Chicago, has
said that "expert counsel
from among the recognized publicity joined the Chicago Tribune as a daily chief auditor of the Claughton theatre
circuit in Miami and Tampa.
media should be consulted in determin- columnist.
•
•
This was one of
ing this issue."
Joseph Giobbia, formerly in thea.Milt Langford, former assistant
eight recommendations made by the
two members today for improving the tre posts in New York and Los An- manager of Paramount's Olympia
geles, has been named manager of the Theatre in Miami, has been named
committee's procedure.
manager of the Allapattah.
The two also recommended stiffer Crown Theatre, Hartford.
•
•
penalties for contempt of the commitEdward
Fanchon
B.
Arthur
of
All the procedural changes, they
Sanford Leavitt of the Washingtee.
been
the
and
Marco
has
elected
to
said, would give greater protection to
ton Circuit, Cleveland, and his family
witnesses and accused persons, and board of directors of the Better Busi- will leave that city next Wednesday
should go into effect next year. Other ness Bureau of St. Louis.
for Miami.

—

recommended procedural changes

in-

A

witness could be represented by counsel sub-committee reports
would not be made public until approved by the full committe; executive sessions would precede all open
accused persons would have
sessions
a chance to defend themselves in an
questions
pertinent
hearing
open
would be submitted by accused perhelpful witsons to the committee
nesses would have a chance to make
a full statement at the end of hearing.
clude:

;

;

;

;

U. S. Hits Judge on
Paroling of Ricca

—

Chicago, Dec. 29. The government
has attacked the order by Federal
Judge Michael J. Igoe on Nov. 23 last
that prevented the return of Paul
Ricca, head of the Capone syndicate,
to a Federal penitentiary as a parole
violator. Arguments against the order
were set forth in a brief filed by a
U.S. attorney preliminary to an appeal
to the U.S. Court of Appeals.
The government statement declared
that Judge Igoe had no jurisdiction
in the case, that Ricca,

who was

par-

oled along with three other Capone
gangsters, had not exhausted his administrative remedies since no hearing
had been held on the parole board
order which revoked the parole and
was subsequently upset by Judge Igoe.
The court also erred in adopting Ricca's conclusion that the parole board
had no evidence of violation of parole
except that contained in the revocation
warrant, the government held.

•
•
T. P. Arrants has been transferred
Dorsey Brown has been promoted
State Theatre, Denver, as from office manager to salesman at the
to the
manager, from the Lincoln in Kear- M-G-M
exchange
Cleveland.
in
ney, N. J.
George Bailey has moved up from
•
head shipper to office manager.
•
Manuel Espinosa, head of Mexico's Operadora de Teatros circuit, is
Lawrence Stark, formerly of
due to arrive here next week from Loew's Brevoort here, has been named
Mexico City.
manager of Loew's Palace, Brooklyn.
•
•
Norman Mathews, head of the
Leo Young, formerly with the SniFilm Center production der and RKO circuit, has become asPrinceton
department, has returned here from sistant general manager of Richmond
Caracas, Venezuela.
and Stern Theatres, Boston.

Florida Openings Are
(
Set for Joan of Arc'

United Artists' "Siren of Atlantis"
and Warner's "Whiplash" have been
rated Class "B" by the National Legion of Decency in its review of eight
pictures. Classified A-I were
"Enchantment," RKO Radio "Henry the
Rainmaker," Monogram, and "Jungle

An area opening on Sierra Pictures'
"Joan of Arc" has been scheduled by
RKO Radio in a number of Florida
situations.
They include the Paramount, Palm Beach and Colony, Miami Beach, Jan. 12, followed by Jan.
27 openings at the Arcade, Jackson-

:

;

Jim," Columbia.
"The O'Flynn,"

;

Universal-International
"One Sunday Afternoon,"
Warner, and "Strike It Rich," Monogram, were rated ATI.
;

Essaness Loses House
Chicago, Dec.

29.

— Inability to

cure a satisfactory renewal of their
20-year lease, which expires Friday,
on the 2,600-seat North Center Theatre, has forced Essaness Theatres to
relinguish operation of the house. The

Candy Company

—

Mickey Rooney

III
Mickey Rooney
here today and probably

Boston, Dec.

was taken

ill

29.

—

will be unable to complete his

engage-

ment at the RKO Boston, where he
was making personal appearances.

closely in foreign matters,
particularly with regard to the British accord on a 45 per cent quota
and the French film agreement. There
were differences on the machinery involved in both pacts subsequently,

however.
1

Arnall's recent verbal brushe* *
th
Eric A. Johnston,
pre.
.nt,
on the domestic front and the parting
of the ways on coping with problems
abroad is seen as indicating a definite
and complete rift between the two
-

MPAA

groups.

The

was expressed that Harbe considered a direct link
with the entire U. S. industry by the
South African Government when he
visits Johannesburg, with the position
of the independents not given full
recognition. In the
announce-

Chicago, Dec.

29.

—

Fund

The sum

of

$25,000 was raised by the industry in
the Chicago area as its contribution
to the Will Rogers Memorial Fund.
Final drawings for prizes were held
this week at the Variety Club. Ben
Robins, Universal-International branch
manager in Detroit, won first prize, a
Buick. Other winners were John Balaban and George Bloom of National
Screen.

feeling

mon might

MPAA

ment

of Harmon's trip it was emphasized that he would represent only the
membership of that organization.
Actually, the exact nature of the

cut-back on remittances from South
Africa has yet to be clarified, but
probably will cost U. S. companies
about 50 per cent of their remittable
earnings. James Mulvey, president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, also
will take an active part in setting the

SIMPP

plans.

Philippine Imports
{Continued from page 1)
Philippine government each
year on theatre admissions that films
were not listed among the 127 luxury
and semi-luxury items in 26 categories which will be subject to import
cuts as high as 80 per cent beginning
Jan.

the

1,

it

About

is

believed.

six

;

A

;

;

se-

two organizations

worked

months ago, when word
of
threatening
import
restrictions
against motion pictures reached here
from Manila, the American distribuville
Strand, Tampa
Capitol, St. tors hastened to fill their Philippine
Petersburg; Ritz, Tallahassee; also vaults with product so as to obviate
the Rose, Thomasville, Georgia, on the ill effects of a possible import cut
and Paramount, Atlanta, order. Hence, even if films were inJan. 24,
cluded in the new order along with
Feb. 10.
Feb. 3 premiere for the film is automobiles, alcoholic beverages, jewelry, perfumes, textiles, tobacco, butscheduled for
the
Art,
Sarasota
Grand, Orlando Lake, Lakeland and ter, fountain pens, etc., the American
Colony, Ft. Lauderdale. It will also film companies would not suffer for
open at the State, Lake Wales, on some time to come.
Feb.

6.

Set 7 'El Paso' Premieres

By arrangement with R. J. O'DonLincoln-Robey Corp., which owns the
nell
of Interstate Theatres, Texas,
property and building, will commence
seven premieres of the Pine-Thomas
operation of the house on Saturday.
Fined It has been under Essaness operation color production for Paramount, "El
Paso," will be staged in Texas and
Chicago, Dec. 29. Sam Gertz, opfor 20 years.
Oklahoma in March and April, Paraerator and manufacturer of the V. and
mount reported here yesterday. World
V. Candy Manufacturing Co., has
premiere will be held at El Paso on
been fined $1,000 in U. S. District $25,000 to Rogers
court here after failing to contest
charges that unsanitary material was
found in candy shipments to theatres
in Indiana, Ohio and Nebraska.

to the Coast.
Heretofore, the

by

Two Pictures in 'B'
As Legion Rates 8

pro-

will pro-

is

er,

Peak Production In
Mexico During 1948
Mexico City, Dec.
—Mexican
29.

production this year far exceeded estimates that envisioned a new low due
to the general depression here, increased film financing difficulties and
the high cost of raw stock.
roundup as of Dec. 18 discloses
that
new high of 88 pictures was
March 28, with stars of the film mak- made athis
year, with five others nearing personal appearances.
ing completion.
Three of the latter
probably will be finished by Dec. 31,
and, if so, a new annual record of
Isadore Hirst, 50
Philadelphia, Dec. 29. Funeral 91 pictures will have been established.
services will be held here Friday
morning for Isadore Hirst, 50, foun- 'October'
Set
der of the theatre circuit bearing his
Columbia's "The Return of Octoname. Hirst died Tuesday at Miami ber," produced by Rudolph Mate, will
Beach, Fla., where he was vacation- have its New York premiere on Saturing. He was a Variety Club member. day, Jan.
8, at the Mayfair Theatre.

A

—

Opening
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Motion Picture Daily

Key

City

Thursday, December

TOWN

Review

Grosses

$5,100.

TORIA

(20c-36c-42c-60c)

6

(1,240)
$6,500.

(2,319)

(20c-35c-50c-60c-70c-80c-$1.20) 6 days.

Gross:

$17,000.

(Average: $5,500)
(E-L)
ODEON - TORONTO

—

(Average:

THE PALEFACE

$14,500)

(Para.)

— IMPERIAL

(3,343) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6 days.
(Average: $14,600)
$19,600.

MOREmoststory

days.

Gross:

MIRANDA

(Monogram)
are estimated pic» ture grosses for current engagements in key cities as reported by
Motion Picture Daily correspondents. Estimates omit admission tax.

Gross:

6 days.

$4,500)

GOODBYE MR. CHIPS (M-G-M)—VIC-

"Incident"

HOLLOWING

(20c-42c-60c)

(950)

(Average:

30, 1948

Gross:

68-minute melodrama than
Having RETURN OF OCTOBER
an hour longer.

substance can be found in this
(Col.)— EGLINin
films of like nature running half
TON (1,086) (20c-36c-50c-66c) 6 days. Gross:
plenty to say and do while before the camera, the players are not called $7,900. (Average: $6,400)
upon for histrionics beyond their capacities and the budget. The result is RETURN OF OCTOBER (Col.)—TIVOLI
(20c-36c-50c-66c)
6
days.
Gross:
(1,434)
better entertainment than the billing suggests.
(Average: $7,700)
Warren Douglas portrays a young man set upon and beaten up by a thug $8,900.
THE RETURN OF WILDFIRE (Cardinal)
who mistakes him for a crook who is in bad with the city's boss racketeer. and JUNGLE GODDESS (Cardinal) DANCared for by police and then released, Douglas revisits the scene of the FORTH (1,400) (20c-36c-50c-60c) l#''\ys.
Gross: $6,500.
(Average: $5,500)
beating, searching for the thug, and runs into a series of expanding compli- THE RETURN OF WILDFIRE (C. .unal)
Holiday attractions and the holiday cations which eventuate first in the murder of the thug, second in his and JUNGLE GODDESS (Cardinal) FAIRLAWN (1,195) (20c-36c-50c-55c) 6
weekend boosted box office figures capture and warning by the boss racketeer, and finally, in his being instru- days.
Gross: $5,400. (Average: $4,700)
In the THE THREE MUSKETEERS (M-G-M)here to a better level than they have mental in solving the murder and bringing the racketeers to justice.
reached in several weeks.
Capacity course of the proceedings, Douglas falls in love with an insurance company LOEW'S (2,074) (20c-36c-50c-66c-78c) 6 days.
Average: $14,200)
$18,200.
audiences on Christmas night and all girl detective, played by Jane Frazee.
None of the foregoing is as routine Gross:
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME (20thday Sunday gave a strong start. Esti- and cut-and-dried as this swift synopsis sounds.
Fox)— SHEA'S (2,480) (2Oc-36c-50c-66c-90c)
mated receipts for the week ending
Others in the cast are Robert Osterloh, Joyce Compton, Anthony Caruso, 6 days. Gross: $18,700. (Average: $14,700)
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY (U-I)—UPDec. 29
Harry Lauter, Meyer Grace, Harry Cheshire and Lynn Millan. Production, TOWN
(2,761) (20c-36c-50c-66c-90c) 6 days.
BELLE STARR'S DAUGHTER (2(Hh-Fox by Harry Lewis and Hall Shelton, is well thought out, and William Beaudine Gross: $14,100.
(Average: $10,600)
re-release)
MAYFAIR (1,000) (21c-29c- directed adequately from a script by Fred Niblo, Jr., and Samuel Roeca,
Gross: $4,750. (Average: $5,000)
54c).
IN THE NAVY (U-I) — VALENCIA (1,466) based on a story by Lewis.
(29c-37c-45c-54c).
(Average:
Gross: $5,000.
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

BALTIMORE

—

CINCINNATI

$5,000)

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII (RKO< Radio)
and SHE (RKO Radio re-release) — TOWN

Jan. 23.

Estimated receipts for the week endTHEY DRIVE BY NIGHT (WB)— THIS CORNER (E-L) —ASTOR (1,373). ing Dec. 28
Gross:
(40c-80c).
PARAMOUNT
(40c-80c).
Gross:
$2,200.
days.
(1,700)
2
ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON (WB) — $1,700.
day.
THE UNTAMED BREED (Col.) and a THE GALLANT BLADE (Col.)—RKO
STANLEY (3,280) (29c-37c-50c-58c). Gross:
show with Mickey Rooney and Janice SHUBERT (2,150) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
ENCHANTMENT (RKO-Radio) —ASTOR stage
(Average: $14,500)
$14,500.
7 days. 2nd week, on a moveover from the
Paige.
(50c-$1.10).
Gross: $42,500.
(29c-37c-50c-54c)

(1,450)
$9,750.

(Average:

2nd

week.

Gross:

and

$11,000)

1

PALEFACE (Para.) — KEITH'S

(25c-37c-44c-S4c).
$12,700)

RED SHOES

Gross: $16,000.

(E-L)— LITTLE

$1.20-$1.80-$2.40).
at regular prices

Gross:

(2,404)

(Average:
(328)

(90c-

(Average

$7,000.

(40c-80c).

(1,373)

(3,200)

Gross: $15,000.

EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED
(RKO Radio) and BEHIND LOCKED
DOORS (E-L-RKO) MEMORIAL (3,000)
Gross:
(40c-80c).
age: $22,000).

$22,000.

5

days.

(Aver-

(Average: $5,000)
$5,000.
(Col.)— RKO LYRIC (1,400)
2nd week, on a
moveover from the Grand. Gross: $5,000.
(Average: $5,000)

Albee.

Gross:

JUNGLE JIM

(50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).

ATLANTA

THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII (RKO
ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I)— CENTURY FIGHTER SQUADRON (WB) and LAST
Radio reissue) — RKO GRAND (1,500) (50cBusiness in all theatres for the holi- 55c-60c-65c-70c-75c).
(29c-37c-45c-54c).
Gross:
(3,000)
$13,500.
SHE
Dualed
with
WILD
HORSES
(SG)— FENTHE
OF
(Average: $14,500)
days
not
of
the
best,
running
was
be(RKO Radio reissue).
6
Gross:
Gross:
$12,000.
(40c-80c).
$5,500.
WAY (1,373)
STRIKE IT RICH (AA-Mono.)-HIPPO- days.
(Average: $6,000)
low average.
Estimated receipts for (Average: $8,000)
DROME (2,204) (21c-37c-50c-58c) With a FIGHTER SQUADRON (WB) and LAST
MEXICAN HAYRIDE (U-I)— KEITH'S
the week ending Dec. 29.
holiday stage show.
(AvGross: $19,250.
(50c-55c-60c-65c-75c).
Gross: $10,000.
OF THE WILD HORSES (SG)— PARA- FLIGHT LIEUTENANT (Col.) and MORE (1.5C0)
erage: $17,500)
(Average: $7,500)
(40c-80c).
Gross: $17,500.
MOUNT
of

29c-37c-56c: $2,750)

THAT WONDERFUL URGE

—NEW
$12,500.

(1,800)

(20th-Fox)
Gross:

(29c-40c-50c-54c).

(Average:

$11,750)

BOSTON

(1,100)
THAN A SECRETARY (Col.)—TOWER
(Average: $17,000)
Gross: $5,500.
(1,865) (17c-54c).
(Average:
THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS $5,800).
(U-I)
and JIGGS AND MAGGIE IN MEXICAN
— PARAHAYRIDE
COURT (Mono.)—RKO MEMORIAL MOUNT (2,446) (12c-54c). (U-I)
Gross: $5,700.
Gross: $3,500. 2 days.
(3,000) (40c-80c).
(Average: $5,800)
MAN FROM COLORADO (Col.) and ROAD
(20th-Fox)— ROXY, on a
LEATHER GLOVES (Col.) — STATE holdover HOUSE
from the FOX (2,446) (25c-50c).

6

days.

KISS

(3,500)

(40c-80c).

Gross:

age: $12,000)

$13,000.

(Aver-

very cold with tem- MAN FROM COLORADO (Col.) and
LEATHER GLOVES (Col.)—ORPHEUM
peratures around the 15-degree mark. (3,000) (40c-80c).
Gross: $25,000.
(AverSeveral motion picture personalities age: $27,000)
are playing Boston this week, includ- PAISAN (Rossellini) — EXETER (1,300)
Gross: $3,800.
(Aver(40c-80c).
4 days.
ing Mickey Rooney, Janice Paige, age: $5,000)
Boris Karloff, Una O'Connor and PALEFACE
(Para.)
and DYNAMITE
Nancy Walker. Estimates for week (Para.) — METROPOLITAN (4.367) (40c(Average: $27,000)
80c).
Gross: $32,000.
ending Dec. 29
RED SHOES (E-L-Archer-Rank)— MA-

The weather

is

Gross:

(Average:

$5,400.

$5,800)

A SOUTHERN YANKEE (M G - M) LOEWS GRAND (2,446) (12c-S4c). Gross:
(Average: $15,0J0)
$12,500.
YELLOW SKY (20th-Fox)— FOX (4,446)
-

(25c-50c).
000)

Gross:

(Averave:

$13,000.

$15,-

five

attractions are only doing about

average or a
receipts

better.

little

Estimated
Dec.

week ending

the

for

28-30

BLOOD ON THE MOON
CIRCLE

(Average:

(2,800)
(44c-65c)
$10,000)

(RKO-Radio)—
Gross:

$11,000.

DANGER IN THE HILLS (M-G-M) and
GALLANT BLADE (Col.) — LOEWS

keep

Gross: $13,000.

(2,450) (44c-65c).
$11,000)

MEXICAN HAYRIDE

(Average:

(U-I)— INDIANA

Fross:

(44c-6Sc).
(3,200)
$12,000)

business nifty

$11,500.

(Aver-

age:

ONE BRICK HIGHER

(Independent)—
KEITH'S (1,300) (44c-65c). This is a documentary
made at Purdue University.
Gross: $2,600.
(Average: $4,000)

v<#*upio'so.

THE PLUNDERERS
OF THE YUKON

vvi+h

(Para.)— RKO

CAPI-

(50c-55c-6Oc-65c-70c-75c).

(2,000)

(Average:

$10,000)

ROGUES' REGIMENT (U-I)—RKO PAL-

ACE (2,703) (50c-55c-60c-65c-70c-75c). Gross:
(Average: $15,000)
$14,000.
THE UNTAMED BREED (Col.)—RKO
ALBEE (3,300) (60c-95c). On stage": Peter
Lorre, Allen Jenkins and other acts. Gross:
$20,000.

(Average:

NCA

$30,000)

Probes Public

exhibitors to "render a public
service" in disclosing information as
proof that an independent can secure
a fair split of product with affiliated
theatres under competitive bidding for

dent

INDIANAPOLIS

1

u can

TOL

Gross: $18,000.

(Continued from page 1)

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES (WB) JESTIC (1,089) (90c-$2.40). Gross: $11,000.
and THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT (WB)— SITTING PRETTY
(2(tth-Fox)
A cold wave that struck for the seaand
FENWAY (1,373) (40c-80c). Gross: $600 ESCAPE (2flth-Fox) — EXETER (1,300) son's lowest temperature is holding
day.
(40c-80c).
Gross: $1,800.
3 days.
ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES (WB) A SONG IS BORN (RKO Radio) and IN down grosses here this week. Four of

y

THE PALEFACE

(Average:

(Rep.) and
(Rep.)— LYRIC

ROSE

films.

"Film, company defendants in the
lawsuit have taken the
stand that competitive bidding has
broken the monopoly of affiliated circuits and that, therefore, there is no
reason for theatre divorcement or
breaking up of the affiliated circuits."
the bulletin points out. "Details are
also
requested
where independents
have been unable to compete on bids
with affiliated theatres because prices
or terms were unreasonably high, or
for any other reason."
NCA's board of directors will meet
here about Jan. 10, and independent
exhibitors have been invited to attend

government

as observers.

(1,600)

$4,000)

Hughes Aide
TORONTO

(Continued from page 1)

Paramount's

eluding the present, he added. Offers

Theatre business took on an enthus- have also come from other sources, the
ing leap at all Toronto houses for the spokesman declared.
season, most having a midnight show.
He also said the figure mentioned
Clear and cool weather helped in the in the reports of negotiations is "way
comeback for which all programs were out of line" with the actual bid, but
new. Estimated receipts for the week did not disclose in which direction.
ending Dec. 31
Determination of what might be
THE GALLANT LEGION (Rep.) and included in the possible sale would deDAREDEVILS OF THE CLOUDS (Rep.) pend upon Hughes' wishes, the spokes:

— BILTMORE
days.

Gross:

(938)
$5,200.

(18c-30c-36c-55c)

(Average:

$4,500)

6

GOODBYE MR. CHIPS (M-G-M)— NOR-

man

stated.
Hughes
trolling interest in

holds the con-

RKO.

mm
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NEW
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Crosby Again

Top Money
Making Star
—

30.
For the
consecutive year exhibitors of
America have voted Bing Crosby
money-making' star in the
top

Motion Picture
Herald - Fame
annual audit of

No

other

has
Crosrecord in
star

matched
by's

audit.

among
The

the agency's largest customers.
increase will go into effect 30
days after Railway Express files the
proposed tariffs with the ICC.
The new nationwide scale takes the
(Continued on page 4)

that

he will spend several weeks in
to familiarize himself with

New York

the film industry by way of conferences with independent producers and
their representatives and a study of
domestic and foreign practices and
problems. Additionally, he said, he
will spend considerable time in Washington.

In a prepared statement Arnall as-

CBS

Expected To Rule It Is
Not Capital Gains Deal
Washington, Dec.

30.

—Internal

Revenue Bureau has decided

that

Benny's transfer from NaBroadcasting to Columbia
tional
Jack

Broadcasting cannot be considered on
a capital gains basis in a reliably reported ruling which would mean that
Benny would have to pay the straight
income tax if he carries out his new
deal with CBS.
He could appeal, it is believed, or
possibly, and more likely, work out a
to be putting the
of similar deals

involving radio and motion picture
stars, holding that the item to be sold
must be property and not personal
service in order to exempt the seller
(Continued on page 4)

MGM

Will Appeal

Cole Suit Verdict

(Continued on page 3)

in 1942.

Gary Cooper rated
his

scale which will cost Eastern
and Southern shippers from 11 cents
to 99 cents per 100 pounds more than
they are now paying. Film distributors
and theatre accessory dealers are

press

1943,
audit in
finished second
Bing Crosby
to Crosby for
1948, as she did the previous year.
Abbott & Costello, missing from the
Top 10 Money-Makers for the preceding three years, were in third place
for 1948. They topped the box office
list

Shift to

—

Betty Grable,
who topped the

i

Spoiling Benny

state

w

ers'

See Tax Dep't

Ellis Arnall, president of the So- new arrangement.
Washington, Dec. 30. The InterThe Bureau is said
Commerce Commission today ap- ciety of Independent Motion Picture
proved a new single nationwide ex- Producers, disclosed here yesterday damper on a number

the 17-year history
of the
ntheatre
o

TEN CENTS

1948

Express Rate Boost Ellis Arnall Here
For Trade Briefing
Approved by ICC

per-

office

sonalities.

31,

—

fifth

box

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Washington, Dec. 30. Top Anti-Trust Division officials have
characterized the House Small Business committee's report on
tightening the anti-trust laws as "sloppy and almost worthless."
One official said that "It was a very poor and inadequate job.
There was no attempt to do an intelligent, non-partisan study of
the loopholes in the anti-trust laws. They just listened to every
special interest group that yelled on their doorstep, and passed
along every recommendation that was made to them, whether the
recommendation had any merit or not."
Only suggestion of the committee considered likely to get early
Congressional action is the Kefauver bill, which has wide Administration backing. This measure would bar firms from acquiring
the physical assets of another company where the result substantially lessens competition.
At present the Clayton Act bars only the acquisition of stock.

Leads M. P. Herald-Fame
1948 Box Office Audit

!

U.S.A.,

U. S. Says 'Sloppy' House Anti-Trust Report
Echoes Only Special Interest Groups

Is

Hollywood, Dec.

YORK,

10th

appearance

fourth,

among

making
the

Top

(Continued on page 4)

New Extension
Loop Run

Television Link of 3,000
Theatres Seen by Skouras

of

—

Hollywood, Dec. 30. Reports that
would appeal Federal Judge
Leon Yankwich's decision in behalf
of screenwriter Lester Cole were con-

M-G-M

firmed here today by Irving Walker,

company

attorney. Also, today,

Yank-

wich signed a mandate implementing

6

for Pif

his

decision for the reinstatement of

Although visualizing "a lot of head- nated motion pictures will form its Cole in M-G-M's employ.
aches and many stormy periods" ahead, background, Skouras told a luncheon
Walker said he would move next
Chicago, Dec. 30. Twentieth Cen- Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th meeting here of the Radio Executives week for a new trial in Yankwich's
tury-Fox has been granted an addi- Century-Fox, yesterday predicted the Club at the Hotel Roosevelt. "The court and, if refused, he would take

—

t'

tional extension of eight days for "The
Snake Pit," which was to have concluded its- eight-week run at the Gar-

use of theatre
television to the

here on Jan. 5. The extension
was granted by Federal Judge Michael
Igoe and uncontested by Thomas Mc-

would

rick

(Continued on page 4)

extent

many

new art will bring
thousands of theatres, national and international, unsurpassed shows which
will attract all," he forecast.
"Let us not take it for granted that

vast facilities of the

that it
link as
as 3,000

showing
same pro-

houses
the

St Louis Mayor To
Sign 5% Tax Repeal
—

Mayor KaufSt. Louis, Dec. 30.
will sign a measure to repeal
the five per cent amusement tax here
on Saturday. Repeal of the tax, which
has been in effect for one year, was
voted by the board of aldermen after
a favorable report by the board's legFor a while the
islation committee.
repealer faced a veto by the mayor.

mann

ously,
i

n g

increas-

—

We

audiences

by 50,000,000 to
60,000,000 persons and producing grosses
four
or
three
times greater
than the present

Ted Gamble-Standard
Deal Formally Set

serene in the amusement and
is
Milwaukee, Dec. 30. -Ted R.
entertainment world," he cautioned.
"Television is going to give us many, Gamble formally closed the deal here
many headaches and many ups and today by which he acquires a half inare tinkering with no mere terest in Standard Theatres, Southdowns.
passing fad of the ern Wisconsin circuit of approximatelittle gadget or
have on our hands a mighty ly 30 houses. L. F. Gran, who will
times.
giant and until it is fully developed it continue as general manager of the
circuit, and James Coston of Chicago,
will plague us and upset us.
"Meanwhile, motion pictures will hold the balance of the stock.
Gamble reportedly will negotiate
serve as the greatest medium of mass
entertainment," Skouras said in his next with Coston for the latter's inall

gram simultane-

(Continued on page 3)

We

Spyros P. Skouras

level.

Theatre television is "sure to come"
and when the "headaches" are elimi-

informal address. "The film industry
is
ready to lend its experience and
talents to television," he added.

terests

in unidentified theatres

in

In-

diana and Illinois. Coston is Warner
Theatres zone manager in this area.

,
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dent,

has

New

York.

returned

to

Boston from

Jules Weill, Masterpiece Produc-

New

tions president, has' returned to

York

from

Angeles and San

Los

Francisco.

adays

Herman Ripps, M-G-M assistant
Eastern sales manager, will leave Boston today for New York.
•

ment

Lou

J.

Kaufman, Warner

circuit

New York

yes-

•

Robert Bertram has sold the Iowa
Theatre in Schleswig, Iowa, to
ard Bayer.
R.
ident,

How-

M. Savini, Astor
has

left

Pictures preshere for the Coast.

MPA A Preview Units
To Hear Mrs. Wilder
Frances Farmer Wilder, sociologist,
will deliver a lecture on "The Movies
(sic) and How They Affect Us" before the East Coast preview committees of the Motion Picture Association of America at the Preview Theatre here on Jan. 24.

The preview committees

represent 17

national organizations and

community

groups

with a total membership

from 16,000,000

to

find

Johnston Back Jan. 10

—

Motion
Washington, Dec. 30.
America
of
Association
Picture
president Eric A. Johnston is not expected back here from Spokane until
some time after Jan. 10 or 12. He is
slated to address the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce Jan. 26.

Truman Plugs

Television

Washington, Dec.
Truman said today

30.

Motion

that television
played a very important part in the
election and that his only regret was
that it had not reached more people.

actual
quality

duced at much higher costs.
There has existed and, in
some instances both inside and
outside the industry there continues to exist, a belief that
Hollywood
production
costs
could not be pared without a
sacrifice of picture quality.

That belief stemmed mainly
from lack of familiarity with
what had happened to production
during the war years
and the immediate post-war period.
Neither did it take into
account the large proportion of
such budgets which represented
sheer waste production expenditure which bought nothing for
and added nothing to that which
ultimately
appeared
on
the
budgets

—

screen.

•

Shooting
scripts
for
top
budget productions up to a year
ago commonly consisted of 150
to 180 pages.
That, despite the
fact that
ized that

tended

it

in

Blimp Ad
Case To Open Here
'Col.

9

—

Washington,
Dec.
30.
Hearings on the
Federal
Trade Commission's complaint
against United Artists, chargmisrepresentation
ing
in
the advertising of "Colonel
Blimp," will definitely get under way next week in New
York, FTC officials said.
They said a hearing is set
for Jan. 6 and that FTC witnesses will testify. The FTC
case is expected to be a
lengthy one, with defense
witnesses not appearing for
some time.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

many

feared, cheap stuff or thin-

"BV

ly disguised

Even

was generally
final

real-

form the

in-

length of the
picture would not and could not
accommodate more than approximately 125 pages of shooting script.
release

Moreover,

an age of production
such as is being bred

cellent supporting casts,

combine

produce

to

When you look at the new
product, the hallmarks of quality
will not be found missing.
There is enough of it in sight
already to reassure the doubting.
Enough
for

the

industry

rarity.

at

Uni-

"A"

picture scripts are
120 pages and near that

at other studios.

Today, the shooting of four to
seven pages of a script daily is
not uncommon.
That represents tremendous
savings, not only in wages, but
also in raw stock, lights, cutting,
editing and many other phases
of production costs.

the same, or better,
quality is being delivered to the screen.
still

picture

The proof
pictures

is

you are

manv of the
seeing now and

in

be seeing in the months to
come.
The new product is not, as
will

the

in

Technicolor

New
Paramount

•

By

Pictu

•

participating in

American

Brotherhood Week, Feb. 20 to
27, American theatres can perform one of the most vital services to their communities and to
the nation that the times afford.

Brotherhood

Week

is

a cam-

paign against bigotry.
It is a time during which appeals are made to reasoning people and to •the innate decency in
all men to purge themselves of
meanness and, if they be there,
of hatreds.
It endeavors to do
more, by inspiring men of good-

Samuel Goldwyn presents

ENCHANTMENT"
Starring

DAVID N1VEN
EVELYN KEYES
Released by RKO

TERESA WRIGHT
FARLEY GRANGER
Radio Pictures,

Inc.

ASTOR THEATER
Broadway

&

45th Street

Arthur Rank presents

/.

RED SHOES"
"THE
Color by Technicolor
BIJOU THEATER,

w £% ^Lway

All Seats Reserved, Mail Orders

combat bigotry wherever
it is encountered, and encouraging them to convert to Brotherhood any who harbor the poison

Twice Daily
Extra Matinees Saturday and Sunday
Late Show Saturday Evening 11:30

An EAGLE LION FILM

Release

of prejudice.
It serves

the very essence of

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

American unity, for nothing
weakens a united America more

the

surely than bigotry. Therefore,
the work of the National Conference of Christians and Jews,
sponsor of Brotherhood Week,
is the highest type of Americanism.
The campaign within the in-

RKO.

And

cofariy

Year.

was no

to

J^CAPITO^

Good News

to spell

•

v«smpv

do not
a "B"

picture.

dustry this year
Ned E. Depinet,

versal

;THE

in Hollywood today, top producers, directors, stars and writers, fine story properties and ex-

inadequate
and
production preparations
commonly held actual shooting
to less than two script pages per
day, and one-half page a day
faulty

down

A Melro-Goldwyn-Moyer Picture
GREAT CHRISTMAS 8TAGE SHOW

i

in

efficiency

TECHNICOLOR

by

Color

i

will to

Today, for example,

FTC

improve-

in the
of many
pictures produced at lower costs
over that which, until recently,
was standard for pictures pro-

of

to 20,000,000.

—

obproduct the
to

serve in the new
proof that the economies effected
within
the
West Coast
studios during the past year
have not impaired the quality of
the pictures made there.
In fact, it is not unusual now-

•

executive, returned to
terday from Cleveland.

most reassuring

is

—

ALLYSON
.PERRY COMO
GARLAND
.
LENA HORNE
KELLY
MICKEY ROONEY
.
ANN SOTHERN

i

IT

CITY MUSIC HALL

"WORDS AND MUSIC"
JUNE

JUDY
'GENE

H. LOCKWOOD, TheOwners of America presi-
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Rockefeller Center

By SHERWIN KANE

ARTHUR
atre

—RADIO

Tradewise

Personal
Mention

December

Friday,

His

committee

is

will

of

make

available to theatres throughout
the country complete campaign
material. Theatres are asked to
employ it to the best advantage,
to show the Brotherhood Week
film subjects and to obtain at
least 10 new members whose
contributions to NCCJ shall be
at least $1 each.
That is a small price to pay
for service to the nation, for the
respect and goodwill of the best
elements of every community
and the good name of your industry.

•

Tradewise

Produced by

MuUOU UTVftK • AMATOH UIYAK 1

MSftH

806EBI

^IVOLI

headed by

president

Srmke Pit

Directed by

JOANofARC

|

Bergman

I iNGRiD

A VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
CAST OF THOUSANDS with JOSE FERRER
FRANCIS L. SULLIVAN • J. CARROL N41SH

WARD BOND SHEPPERD STRUDWICK HURD
•

-

GENE LOCKHART - JOHN EMERY
GEORGE COULOURIS • JOHN IRELAND and
HATFIELD

CECIL

KEUAWAY

-.boied upon th«

jtoge ploy 'Joan ol Lorroine' by

MAXWELL ANDERSON
Scr«n Play by MAXWELL
ANDERSON and ANDREW

.

7
*

^™

SOLT • Aft Direction by
RICHARD DAY
Director of Photography,

JOSEPH VALENTINE. A.S.C
Produced by WALTER WANGER
Directed by VICTOR FLEMING
patented by SIERRA PICTURES, Inc.
raleaied by RKO RAOIO PICTURES

GENE TIERNEY

TYRONE POWER

"THAT WONDERFUL URGE"
A

Twentieth Century - Fox Picture
ON THE ICE STAGE

BARBARA ANN SCOTT
•

wishes
you a
healthy, happy and prosperous
New Year.

In

Winter Carnival

ON STAGE— Ming & LingHarold

Barnes

— Gordon

RAVV
W
¥

Goodman

7th Ave. &
50th St.

==
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Ellis Arnall

Reviews
"Wake

of the

Here

(Continued from page 1)
serted that SIMPP's principle of U.S.
State Department representation of
the industry in 'dealing with foreign
governments will be applied to the
problem presented by the blocking of
50 per cent of film revenues in South
Africa. He said:
"It is our position that the State
Department of our Government should
insist that the
Government of the
Union of South Africa change its
regulation so as to provide for fair,
non-discriminatory importation of
American-produced motion pictures
and so as to eliminate unfair currency

Red Witch"

(Republic)

AROUSING,

i

3

two-fisted sea yarn has been given a handsome production
treatment and the further bolstering of a large and competent cast headed
by John Wayne, Gail Russell, Gig Young, Adele Mara and Luther Adler. The
material and ideas of the story have been done on the screen many times
before, but the relative ambitiousness of the production weighs in its favor.
Adapted to the screen from Garland Roark's best-selling novel of the same
name, it looks like Republic has in "Wake of the Red Witch" a picture of
sound commercial -promise. Merchandising angles for the exploitation-wise
exhibitor are unlimited.
Tbi story for the most part concerns the rivalry of two men over one
wor
and this opposition becomes the vehicle for a series of incidents that
ha
Sen staged in powerful patterns of action. Largely through flashbacks remittance
restrictions."
the audience sees how the ruthless enmity arose between the two. It evolves
When reached at his Waldorf-Asthat both men, Wayne and Adler, crossed paths by a mutual lust for gold. toria Hotel suite here, Arnall
was
This jealous opposition between them, however, flared into intense hatred asked about his ideas on how acwhen Adler, through manipulation, married Miss Russell, knowing that she quainting the public with industry afloved Wayne. After her death, Wayne, captain of a gold-bearing sailing fairs would help break what he terms
ship owned by Adler, deliberately sinks the vessel. His motives., it seems are "monopolies."
inspired partially by revenge and partially by the desire for the gold. There
"Public opinion is a great instruensues a sadistic, cat-and-mouse game by both rivals for the gold, and in mentality in getting anything done,"
the finale, Wayne goes to his death diving for the treasure.
he answered. Arnall expressed the
The picture contains many sequences that make for arresting drama of the view that when the public takes a poswashbuckling variety. There are rugged brawls aboard ship; a sea-rescue sition in any controversy, results are
in shark-infested waters
native cererrionials on a Polynesian island ; and a achieved through either
legislation or
life-and-death undersea struggle by Wayne with an octopus that guards a in the courts.
chest of sacred pearls.
He said that he intends to take up
Wayne's performance has a rugged, masculine appeal, while Adler's figure the issue of monopoly in the theatre
of villainy is cut in brooding and subtle outline.
subsidiary romance be- business
on "quite a few" radio protween Miss Mara and Young has the happy ending to satisfy the fans.
grams, including an as yet unschedThe picture's title derives from the name of the ship. Edmund Grainger uled broadcast of "America's Town
was associate producer and Edward Ludwig directed from a screenplay by Meeting of the Air." He said he
would
Harry Brown and Kenneth Garnet.
not challenge anyone else to a debate
Running time, 106 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, on the subject. He said his invitation
Mandel Herbstman to Eric A. Johnston, president of the
March 1.
Motion Picture Association of America, was for a "discussion" of monopoly in films, not a "debate." Johnston
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Hollywood, Dec. 30. declined the invitation.
get the utmost yield from this oddly compounded Technicolor attraction, exhibitors appear obliged to pair Jeanette MacDonald and Lassie
on their marques, for it is from their quite different followings that support
for it seems most likely to be recruited.
Claude Jarman, Jr., shares prominence with the singer and the dog, and
For the first time in three years,
Percy Kilbride sparks the proceedings vitally as a country storekeeper, while
Lloyd Nolan and Lewis Stone are present in minor roles. Fact that the "March of Dimes" collection cannisstory is by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, author of "The Yearling," also may ters will be circulated in the theatres
have box-office value. The attraction clearly needs pin-point exploitation to of a major motion picture circuit,
when the annual polio fund campaign
accomplish its mission.
Miss MacDonald portrays a concert singer whose adolescent son's ac- gets underway throughout the nation
1

.

;

A

The Sun Comes Up

TO

Natl Theatres Sets
'Dimes' Collections

death she attributes to his devotion to his dog, Lassie. Griefshe abandons her career and seeks isolation in a mountain community near Atlanta, where her antipathy toward children is broken down
by Jarman, an orphan who is drawn into her orbit by Lassie.
Philosophical storekeeper Kilbride contributes to her recovery from
despondency, but her impulse to adopt Jarman is thwarted through a misunderstanding. She starts to leave the community but an orphanage fire, in
which Lassie rescues Jarman, brings her back. Finally she declares her wish
to adopt the boy, and he happily acquiesces.
Robert Sisk's production gives full value to Miss MacDonald's vocal attainments, Jarman's juvenile appeal and Lassie's histrionic ability. Richard
cidental
striken,

Thorpe directed smoothly from a

script

by William

Ludwig and Mar-

garet Pitts.

Running
not

time, 95

minutes.

General audience classification.

Release date,

set.

William

R.

Weaver

"Gun Smugglers"

next month. Charles Skouras, president of National Theatres, has agreed
that his circuit will take audience collections for the drive "as a public service in view of the severity of the
1948 polio epidemic the greatest since
1916."

—

Skouras' action was reported by
Basil O'Connor, president of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, in announcing that the "March
of Dimes Motion Picture Theatre
Week" would be held Jan. 24-31. The
full campaign runs from Jan. 14 to 31.
O'Connor said Skouras' organization
was the first major circuit to permit
local theatre operators to have audience collections if they wished. While
many independent theatres and small

Windsor Asks Look
At 20th-Fox Papers
—

Washington, Dec. 30.
Latest
move in the war between the Windsor
and Walbrook theatres of Baltimore
a motion filed in U. S. District
Court here today by the Windsor.

is

The Windsor seeks authority to inspect "any papers in the possession of
Century-Fox Film Corp," in
which any Walbrook official asks the
20th

distributor

not to give the Windsor
films or casts reflections on the oper-

ation of the Windsor.
The Windsor originally filed a
$600,000 treble damage and injunction
suit here against the Walbrook, its
officers, and six major distributors,
including 20th-Fox and Paramount.

When

reached an out-of-court setwith the former, the Walbrook sued 20th for breach of conit

tlement

tract.

The Winsdor

intervened

and it is in this
motion was filed.
suit,

in this

suit that today's

An out-of-court settlement in the
original suit has also been reached
with the Paramount. The original suit
is pending here against the four
distributors with whom agreement has
not been reached.

still

Trans-Lux Negotiates
For SRO Features
In line with Trans-Lux Theatres
plans to switch the policies of all but
one of its several theatres from newsreels to regular features, Norman W.
Elson, circuit's vice-president, conferred here yesterday with Selznick

Releasing

Organization

sales execuhere reported
"no deal closed yet" for product to
be shown in the Trans-Lux houses.
Elson plans to continue the newsreel
policy at only the Trans-Lux Theatre

The

tives.

SRO

office

on Broadway here. Houses slated for
conversion

include

three

others

in

New

York, one in Washington, one
Boston and one in Philadelphia.

in

Dr. Greenfield,

ITOA

Founder, Dies in N.Y.
Funeral services will be held this
at the Midtown Chapel here
for Dr. Leon Greenfield, former New
York exhibitor and a founder of the
Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York, who died Wednes-

morning

day.

Survivors included a son, Leo, sales-

man

for Universal-International,

and

a daughter, Sylvia, who is associated
with the Monroe Greenthal Advertising

Agency

here.

Francis X. Hope, Sr.

—

Philadelphia, Dec. 30. Funeral
services were held here today for
Dimes"
since
HOLT pits himself against the cunning of a group of outlaws who
Francis X. Hope, Sr., 77, long active
National Foundation was estabgo in for hijacking army guns in this RKO Western. Plenty of action the
theatrical business manager, who died
lished
in 1938, major circuits, since
and excitement of the standard variety round out the situations, making the
at his Philadelphia home Monday.
1945, have limited their support to
film a satisfactory item in its classification.
Survivors include the widow, Elizashowing
of "March of Dimes" trailers.
Richard Martin serves as Holt's pal, and as soon as the skullduggery
beth; a son, two daughters and a sisbreaks out, the pair plunges into immediate action. By way of departure from
ter, all of this city.
the usual Western plot, the story has a 10-year-old boy, played by Gary
of
Gray, used by the outlaws as a decoy. There follow the usual bang-up fist
9
Set for Jan. 21
Cole
fights and rousing rides before the culprits are brought to justice. But before 'Joan
this has come to pass, Holt has taken the lad under his wing and set him
Montreal, Dec. 30. The Canadian
(Continued from page 1)

(RKO

circuits have
tions for the

Radio)

TIM

taken

"March

audience

collec-

of

Canadian Premiere

M-G-M

—

Appeal

premiere of Sierra Pictures' "Joan of
at the Palace the case to the U. S. Court of Appeals.
Asked whether this step had been
Civic officials
and other notables will be in attend- decided as a matter of industry policy,

on the side of the angels.

Martha Hyer provides the slight feminine angle to the proceedings, with Arc" will take place
Paul Hurst playing a crusty old Army sergeant, and Douglas Fowley frown- Theatre here Jan. 21.
ing and conspiring as the heavy.

by

Herman Schlom produced and Frank McDonald
Norman Houston.
Running

lease.

directed

from a screenplay

time, 62 minutes. General audience classification.

RKO
For January

re-

Walker

ance.

opening

M. H. Toronto.

at

the

replied in the negative, assert-

a Feb. 1 ing that it reflects only the policy
University Theatre, of Loew's. The appeal must be taken
in 10 days after a retrial is denied.

Radio has also

set
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Crosby Top

Review
(Columbia)

He was

10.

in fourth place last

year

f~\ NCE again Charles Starrett as the Durango Kid is at work with his black also.
Bob Hope followed Cooper, the
^-^ garb and mask, reversing injustices in traditional Western style. When
he arrives on the scene in this standard boots-and-saddle drama the towns- sixth time Hope has won a place
Humphrey Bopeople are not sure whether he is on the side of the outlaws or the law. among the leaders.
Action sequences of many types, including fisticuffs, stagecoach holdups, and gart, Clark Gable, Cary Grant, Spenshootings are presented. Smiley Burnette is cast in a typical comical part and cer Tracy and Ingrid Bergman followed in that order, completing the
he also provides a- few songs.
As the film opens, the Kid is warning a freight line owner not to transport first 10 Money Makers at the 1948
box office.
U. S. gold. Hidden gold is discovered in a freight shipment and suspicion is
In
the
Western category, Roy
placed on the owner who resists arrest and flees. The Durango Kid sets out
Rogers was awarded first place by the
to clear the innocent man and to capture the smugglers. A saloon owner is

31, 1948

Anna Neagle, Margaret Lockwood,
John Mills, Michael Wilding, Fredric
March, Bob Hope, Danny Kaye,
Myrna Loy and Gregory Peck, in that
order.
British

(Continued from page 1)

"Trail to Lcredo"

December

vote

for

Western

Roy Rogers, Randolph

Scott,

stars:

John

Wayne, Gary Cooper, William Boyd,
Gene Autry, Henry Fonda, Dennis
Morgan, Johnny Mack Brown and
Joel McCrea.

Run on Loop

'Pit'

(Continued from page 1)

Connell, attorney for the Jackson Park
Theatre.
In approving the 20th-Fox nj£j'on
nation's exhibitors for the sixth time,
revealed as the leader of the gang. In the ensuing melee the head of the smugJudge Igoe noted that "this is ^SSc^-st
closely followed by Gene Autry.
In
glers is killed. The freight line owner is reunited with his young son and the
time anyone has agreed on son 7 ? .ng
the wake of the leaders came, in
Durango Kid turns out to be a Treasury agent. Colbert Clark produced and
in this
[Loop] decree." McConnell
'

William Elliott, George "Gabby" Hayes, William Boyd, Charles failed to contest the move because reStarrett,
Tim Holt, Johnny Mack leasing of the picture to neighborhood
Brown, Smiley Burnette and Andy houses on Jan. 5 would have created
a booking conflict in consequence of
Devine.
the number of other top films which
order,

Ray Nazarro
Running

directed.
time, 54 minutes.

General audience classification.

Broadcasting's '48 Tax Dep't, Benny
(Continued from page 1)
Revenue Is Up 6.5% from the higher personal income

'Waltz,' 'Rio'

tax.

The Amos and Andy deal with
CBS, which gave the practice its first
Washington, Dec. 30. The Na- prominence, was approved
as a capitional Association of Broadcasters to-

—

tal gains transaction by the tax deday estimated that the broadcasting partment
which ruled that the fictionwill
be
up
revenues
industry's 1948
al characters on that show constituted

1947, while operata capital asset.
ing expenses are up 10 per cent.
The general belief is that few perThese are revisions of earlier
formers can so classify themselves in
estimates, made in September on the
such a fashion and obtain the apbasis of unofficial figures of the Fedproval of the Bureau.
The capital
eral Communications Commission. At
gains rate is 25 per cent, as compared
said revenues
that time, the
to personal income tax scales of up to
would be up 7.4 per cent.
75 per cent.
Today, on the basis of final FCC
CBS paid in the neighborhood of
said over-all gross
figures, the
$4,000,000 for the incorporated Benny
revenue would be up from $374,000,- show.
000 in 1947 to $398,600,000 this year,
The Bureau is reported ready to iswhile expenses went up from $212,- sue a ruling Monday in
which it will
200,000 to $233,200,000.
declare that deals like Benny's, where
a person essentially is selling his talents, are subject to income tax and
not capital gains taxes.
6.5 per cent over

NAB

NAB

NAB

25 Variety Tents To

Preview A A 'Bad Boy*
Dallas,

Dec.

William

30.— Col.

McCraw,

executive director of Variety
Clubs International, will leave here
Sunday on a nation-wide tour of 25

Clubs

with

the first
print of "Bad Boy," Allied Artists'
recently completed feature on juvenile
delinquency correction which was pro-

Variety

tents,

Aware

of
Deal, Says

Tax Issue

AE

Counsel

Hollywood, Dec.

in

—

30.
Acquisition
Enterprises, Inc., by
Columbia Broadcasting, entailing a
shift of the Jack Benny program to
that network, was a straight business
transaction
consummated with full

of

Amusement

Aided Crosby

were "The
Emperor Waltz" and "Road to Rio."
Betty Grable's were "That Lady in
Ermine," "When My Baby Smiles at
Me" and "Mother Wore Tights." Abbott & Costello came back to box office favor during the year with "The
Wistful Widow of Wagon Gap" and
"Abbott & Costello Meet Frankenstein."
Gary Cooper's 1948 entries
were
"Unconquered"
and
"Good
Sam." Hope made his successful 1948
record with "Where There's Life" and
"Road to Rio."
Bogart came up with the successful
"The Treasure of Sierra Madre" and
Gable had "Home"Key LargQ."
coming" and "The Hucksters" on its
Cary Grant's vehicles
second round.
were "The Bachelor and the BobbySoxer," "The Bishop's Wife" and
"Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House."
Tracy counted with "State
of the Union" and the still-circulating
"Cass Timberlane."
Miss Bergman
had only one new release in 1948,
"Arch of Triumph."
Crosby's

1948

pictures

will be ending their Loop runs at the
same time.
"Snake Pit" will be

Now

released to the neighborhoods on Jan.
14.

'Loop' Decree Modification
Hits a Stumbling Block
Chicago, Dec. 30.— Reported modification of the Jackson Park decree,
which, it was understood, hinged on
the proposed settlement of $450,000
for the theatre's supplemental damage
suit pending from 1942 to 1946, is unlikely under present discussions, it has
been learned.
While negotiations for a modification and the monetary settlement have
been under way here for several
weeks, it is believed that Thomas McConnell, Jackson Park attorney, ended
discussions because of Paramount's
"unreasonable" demand under which,
according to reports, a picture would
be allowed an equivalent of three
weeks' playing time in the Loop.
If
a picture were to get only a oneweek run, according to the Paramount plan, the remaining two weeks
The above rankings represent the could be applied to a stronger film,
combined votes of circuit and indepen- thus permitting it a five-week run.
Breakdown of the McConnell, who had been holding
dent exhibitors.
meetings
with
defendant
lawyers,
voting of the two groups follows.
balked at this aspect.
Choices of Two Categories
Terms of the cash settlement inCrosby, Abbott & volved are understood to be agreeIndependents
_

:

able to McConnell.
awareness of necessary conformity Costello, Miss Grable, Tracy, Hope,
ship of the theatremen's organization.
Gable, Esther Williams, BoCooper,
with income tax requirements, it was
Beginning Jan. 6, film will be shown
gart and John Wayne.
pointed out today by Loyd Wright,
for local club boards of directors and
Grable,
Miss
Circuits
Crosby,
attorney for Amusement Enterprises.
Minneapolis,
in
exhibitor members
Cooper, Grant, Bogart, Hope, Gable,
He
expressed
confidence
that
an
Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh,
Abbott & Costello, Miss Bergman,
Omaha, Dec. 30. Some tavern
eminent tax counsel would clear up
Washington, New Haven, Boston,
Peck.
owners here are showing motion picany misunderstanding with respect to Gregory
Albany, Buffalo, Toronto, Detroit,
Combined vote of circuit and inde- tures to patrons.
payment of the tax on income by
Grand Rapids, Chicago, Des Moines, Benny or any
pendent exhibitors placed the followAfter receiving complaints from
other party to the
ing in positions 15 to 25 at the box exhibitors, Welfare Inspector Tom
Omaha, Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis, transaction.
Indianapolis,
Columbus,
Williams,
Gregory Knapp said he had learned from the
office
Esther
Louis,
St.
The statement issued by Wright
Peck, Lana Turner, Alan Ladd, Red city legal department that taverns
Cleveland, Toledo, Cincinnati, finishlisted other radio shows, pictures and
Skelton, John Wayne, Roy Rogers,
ing in Dayton Feb. 8.
showing the films are not required to
plays produced by Amusement, and
Randolph Scott, Rita Hayworth, Van pay an extra amusement fee.
indicated that Benny will continue to
Dennis
Morgan, Loretta
Johnson,
receive his compensation from Ameri'Illusion' to Siritzky
Young,
Irene
Claudette
Colbert,
Product Talks
French producer P. Albert has can Tobacco Co., as in the past.
Dunne and James Stewart.
granted Siritzky International PicHollywood, Dec. 30. L. E. Goldtures, Inc. the U. S. and Canada dishammer, newly appointed Western
British Exhibitors Vote
tribution rights of his reissued, "Grand
sales manager of Allied Artists and
Anna Neagle No. 1 Draw
Illusion," Siritzky reported here yesMonogram, is here for a week's conLondon, Dec. 30. Anna Neagle ferences with president Steve Broidy,
terday. Picture has been booked into
Philadelphia,
30.
Dec.
Three replaced James Mason as Britain's and vice-president Harold Mirisch on
the New York Elysee for late January
Philadelphia bandits have been sent leading box office personality in the
opening.
1949 release schedules.
to
the
Eastern Penitentiary after 1948 top Money Makers audit. Mapleading guilty before Judge Joseph son dropped to a 10th place tie with
Starr Airs 'Herald* Poll
Sloan to indictments charging them Dennis Price this year.
Martin Starr, Crosley Broadcastwith the armed holdup of Robert Suits,
Margaret Lockwood took second
(Continued from page 1)
manager of the Overbrook Theatre, place
Michael ing's motion picture commentator on
John Mills, third
rates now in effect West of the Mis- on Dec. 14. Two of the robbers were Wilding,
fourth
Stewart Granger, WINS, New York, will do a special
sissippi and applies them to the South
given sentences of three to 10 years, fifth
Michael Denison, sixth
Jack feature on the Motion Picture Herald
and East as well. Rates in those two while the third, who was on proba- Warner, seventh
Googie Withers, audit of 1948's money-making stars.
areas are 11 cents to 99 cents below tion, was given 10 to 20 years. The eighth, and Patricia Roc, ninth.
The story will be included in Starr's
the Western rates, depending on the amount stolen, representing a day's
British vote for the Top 10 inter- regular "Movie Starr Dust" program

duced by Paul Short under sponsor-

Tavern Films Compete
With Omaha Theatres

:

—

1

:

Monogram

3 Bandits Sentenced
In Phila. Holdup

—

—

Express Rate Boost

;

;

;

;

;

;

length of the haul.

receipts,

was

$213.

national

players

was

:

Bing Crosby,

this

evening.
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